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BANKS BUMP BOX OFFICES
Brewers Shy From Saloon Sawdust:

Now Want

Beer Socially Regbtered

Chicago, March 6.
returns to grood
jirtandins legally, won't be the poor
man's potion. Brewers want beer

when

Beer,

brewers feel. Not without importanoe ia the fact that advertising
for alntost-beer these days
Bhows ritzy ladies in evening govms
•ipplns the suds from thin-stemmed
crystal classes and nary a smirch
on the upper Up. Muees are strictly
inopjr

the revamped picture of beer
the favorite beveragre of the

iiUte.

approached

for

pered Boxoffice Attitude
All Over Country

STORES RESORT

TO SHOW

Beer?*

accounts' Atlas Is not alone
the saloon. Brewers, evidently, are afraid that when
their big chance comes beer will
its dislike for

hava

connotations

unsavory

that a reaction

BIZ

STUNTS

may

set In.

FINDS

eoOr the

when Wall Street laid an
bank jam, while bumping

box offices and generally booboo-ba-dooping the amusement biz,
didn't have entirely a paralyzing efIt
fect on the entertainment field.
curtailed, and will more so in the
course of this week curtail amusement expenditures, but over the
week end quite a New Year's eve
all

because current and future re-

the spirit of the times, to further

department stores are

show business more

tions of picture actresses' clothes.
It's

own

the

show

out.
'Better give

ments,'
ager.

replied

10

the kid

evidently tied in with the stu-

dios,

March

woman

6.

exhibitor,

dresses,

tised as

will be sold and adverfrom such and such a pic-

etc.,

SIMMONS

an

m.

brother,

100%.'

me

March

6.

and his producer
and Ben Black. It's

c.

Ziz

probably the only time an m. c. ever
owned anything outside of a cane.

Later the house treasurer
asked the youngster how many
boxofnce statements should be

However, that a couple of presenguys are the owners of this
broken-down burg is not its main
claim to fame. Undying in history
win be the fact that the boys, Jewish, are probably the only two Hebes
tation

state-

man-

In the world that got a Catholic
church thrown in with their town
buy, then gave it back to the mother
church because the latter had allowed the property to get out of its

HAUGHTY DIVAS

hands.

Almaden was founded 100 years
ago by a syndicate which mined

LISTENING TO

quicksilver

the locality.

in

Town

grew to a population of 4,000. When
the mine blew up 60 years ago, the
town was deserted. Three years
ago, the Blacks visited the mine and
townsite and decided it could be developed as a summer resort. They

REASON

bought the whole "thing, lock, stock
Both legit producers and picture and barrel.
companies are being bombarded
Figured Church as Draw
with submissions of operatic and
On the property was a deserted
concert names for their considera- Catholic edlflce. Boys figured that
Uncertain outlook for the a church without an attraction
tion.
However,
Metropolitan Opera company next didn't mean anything.
season has accentuated the situa- they felt that with regular serviv-.H
It might bring some people to the
tion.
Although the Met will try It next community and these people mlglU
year again, it will be on a limited buy lots.
To this end, they approached the
budget and the season will be considerably curtailed.
That would bishop, who said he couldn't acmean that the singers, unless of cept the church as the diocese alBoys pulled out
strong concert value over here, will ready owned it.
be warbling 'Time on My Hands' their deed to the property, showed
on the level. Whatever European the bishop he was wrong and then

extend box-oflflce credit and carry
on the show bl2s. If needs be in the
pioneer spirit of trade and barter,
ture.
Haymarket
theatre
the
has lifted
are becoming effective almost mo- operatic dates are still available are
unimportant as a monetary conBloomingdale's
proposition
Is mentarily.
out of the red. House located In
The holiday attitude over the sideration.
the heart of hoboland on West Mad- more elaborate, though limited to a
The operatic singers get no peace
week end around New York wa.g reison st.cet, is playing to around shorter time. It also started yes- flected in the popular stance on the of mind, either, in reflecting on the
recent fate of GlgU, Mary Garden
10,000-11,000 paid admissions week- terday. Every day during the cur(Continued on pa^ 48)
rent week radio names will make
and others during the past eight
ly at 10c per head.
personal appearances during the
months. Gigli, who walked out of
On Sundays the showwoman afternoon at the store's radio detlie Met, has done practically nothelves the lads a special attraction partment.
ing since then, although while with
'MA'
IS
Euch as '10 Nights in a Barroom,'
First day's celeb advertised in the
the Met he was considered about
with atmospheric lobby, or 'Prim- regular store copy Included Ruth
the biggest male of the opera. Miss
rose Path' with living models to Kiting, Walter Wlnchell and Rubln- JERITZA'S
Garden made a 'comeback' in pictell the hoboes about the evils of a off.
During the rest of the week
ture houses but had a tough time of
misguided sex life.
Cab Calloway, Ritz Brothers, Mor'Ma' Simmons, general assistant it, etc.
ton Downey, D. W. Grifnth, Jane to the Shuberts, is going into conFroman, Pickens Sisters, Eddy Du- cert as piano accompanist for Maria
Eva Tangoa; Heard
chin and Slgmund
Spaeth are Jeritza.
The Bright Side
scheduled.
The Shuberts have the diva
signed for a musical operetta next
Chicago, March 6.
Meantime,
fall, 'Night in Venice'.
Eva Tanguay was auditioned at
Receiverships usually sadden
she will concertize with the vet legit NBC here last Thursday (2). Vetcreditors,
but receivership of a
Irene Castle's Comeback showman as her piano player.
eran performer drew a hearing on
small picture house circuit In the
her name and rep.
Bronx, N. T., has had the opposite
Irene Castle i.; to make a comeeffect on those doing business with
Prop
Misers
bacic as a ballroom dancer.
Slie
the theatre group.
Clear for F. D.
Formerly those enterprises serv- will team professionally with Clifing the circuit had to wait months ton Webb.
the New York
As soott
President Roosevelt may go on
Dancer has been In retirement
for their money.
Now the bank,
bank moratorium was declarthe air tomorrow- (8) or the next
which is acting as receiver, not since the death of her flr.<)t hused, the Broadway misers who
night to reassure the country. Hotli
only pays weekly, but issues checks band, Vernon Castle, though she did
cackle while letting it drip
chain chiefs have aslcod liiin to nsf^
bearing the printed instruction that a few pictures. Recent attention has
through their fingers, started
their farilitics. vith XliC .-ir'l <"i:;the slips must be deposited Imme- chiefly centered on her as a humanusing prop money.
n r
reps at hand in
diately. Creditors are only too glad itarian in the interests of canine
to give him an Ininii^iliaio luxiUup.
welfare.
to comply.
Chicago.

Florence Paley,

by

having a chance to click. He
proudly declared: 'Yeh, and I

spirit prevailed.

lease films are used. Copies of hats,

New York

Lying up with

and more in attempts to boost sales.
and At Macy's it's a cinema show, at
Bloomingdale's it's a radio show.

COIN IN HOBO AREA

OFF 25-40% AVERAGE

This was particularly true around
The Saturday nite life
following the first day of Governor
Lehman's edict was marked by general good humor. That much of it
was paid off in tabs, lOU's and
promises, although not a little in
cash, didn't daunt the general spirit.
Monday's
news of President
Roosevelt's extension of the bank
holiday through Thursday (9), with
preparations for the issuance of
scrip, will unquestionably dent the
gate receipts of everything.
But preparations, in keeping with

Macy's stunt started yesterday
(Monday). Idea is to sell reproduc-

WOMAN EXHIB

Tem-

Broadway.

'No.'

From

In

— Good

patted on the back .by friends
on the recent premiere of a
legit production regarded as

made

29, 1929,

scheduled to play the Roosevelt
Atlas insisted on seeing
theatre.
:the picture first and frankly stated
If there were any scenes showing
Old
time saloons, free lunches,
ewingine doors, or that sort of thing
the answer was

clusively

Cal.,

Over 100 years old, this town, 70
miles south of San Francisco, is
unique in the fact that it is owned

Young show producer was

Unlike the great cataclysm of Oct.

a publicity

No

—

Lake Almaden,

for

when
restaurateur,
One
forced to dust ofT the extra
collapsible tables which had
been piled in a corner for

Atlas Brewery here expressed itquite explicitly on this point

;when

and Edibles

Checks and
Admishes
I.
O. U/s Okay Too—
Others on Cash Basis Ex-

iself

jtie-up for Metro's /What,

Fruit

New York restaurants and
cafes have been doing surprisingly well, particularly the
past week. More free spending
etc. Then came the bank moratorium.

piit in

as

1,000%

Hen

months, stated he hadn't seen
such an influx of extra trade
since '23. But Saturday night
was something else again.

a Califomia Burg, but

They're Grease Paint at Heart

8

Dusting 'Em Off

It

resold on snob appeal lines.
Brass cuspidors and sawdust is
vronK environment for beer the

Own

They

T

presented him with the title to the
church In which services are now
being held.
Luck has given tlie Blacks a considerable profit on thtfir Investment.
While fooling around In the mine's
dump, a kid one day unearthed a
pool of quicksilver worth $1,200.
Blacks immediately got to worlr and
Installed equipment to break down
the earth from which quicksilver
had already been extracted by old

TO BE

ACCOMPANIST

NeU

fa.<ihioned methods when the mine
So far the boys
In operation.
have taken over $800,000 In quicksilver from the old workings.

was

Thoir hearts, however, are stili on
tlie stage.
Despite tlieir affluence,
Ziz goes to Frisco or Los Angeles
every now and then to ra. c. a presentation. Ben frequently stages the
shows.
They may get quicksilver

under

tlioir

can't pet
;;yatems.

flngernalls,

ham

the

out

but

they

of

their

WB'S AMERICAN 'CAVALCADE'
W.iiiiois
Kneels,'
.in
:

Hollywood, March 6.
purcha.sed
'America

anonymous

original

an old lady, which
rm Ani"ri''an 'Cavalcade.'
<'-iv"'in'r 11:1'
'.,'cn'M-ations from

;f)i-y

•..ill

writtf-n l)y

l)f

1^

.siiiii

,slf

'>\i>s

lo

sliiiL

sleeves.
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By CECELIA
There

believes the judicious use of senti-

nizes that sentiment, always, everywhere, exists, so he incorporates
sentiment In the story, in the human situations, of his picture, but
he lets the audience Imd that out.
•Don't point it,' he adjures, see that
It's
there, but don't mention it.
Leave its discovery to the audience.
Make the audience sentimental instead of .the player. Make the audiact.

'The success of a drama depends on
•what it does to the audience. Make
the audience sorry for the players;
The minute
let the actors be brave.
the players start being sorry for
themselves, they're sunk. Sentiment
is such a treacherous thing for the
screen, it is so easy for It to change
from a mood to an insufferable pall,
that It must not be allowed to express itself. If the player suggests
It, the audience goes for it, but if
the player Insists upon .It, the audi-

police

Studio's

everyone

address

force

as

An RKO

It

12 Miles Out

Hollywood, March 6.
F'ox's 'Pleasure Cruise' will be the
first picture to receive a marine preview locally. Studio has invited 300
newspaper people and other guests
to board the French Line's 'Winnipeg' Saturday (11) evening for a five
hour cruise, at which time the film
\ylli get its initial showlngi
Guests will b.oard in time for dinner, sit through th« picture, with
dancing following. Liner will go far
enough to sea in order to permit the
bar to be opened.

.

the three men most likely to receive
the Roosevelt appointment. Felix
Frankfurti&r of Harvard, regarded -as.

^banne Broke, Owing
$10,000, Majority in

In New York, was not
considered as probable here as the
other three.
Loans from Fdni
Walker, a son-in-law of Mike
Ciomerford and the active head of
Ik>s Angeles, March 6.
tatter's theatre Interests, lis In poliQoihg Into bankruptcy to the tune tics as treasurer of the Democratic
of over |10,t)00, Christy Cabanne National Committee.
listed' less than $600 In assets. Most
He is kn,own to have spurned all
of his creditors are friends in the offers of political appointments unpicture colony who loaned him til now.

a possibility

Mob

.

Fox, Extras' Lifesaver

i

money.

,

Cukor's 'Dinner'

tion, and right there you stop it
from being maudlin. A laugh takes
the curse off it, holds it from spill-

Trade papers owed money are:

Confirming 'Variety's' story print
'Hollywood Reporter,' $85; 'HollyComedy predominates in ed four weeks ago, George Cukor wood Filmograph,' $246; 'Hollywood
'Secrets' to assure its sentiment ac- will direct 'Dinner at Bight' for Herald,' unknown;
'Motion Picture
ceptance.
Metro, which took it over from Jos- Herald,' $186; and 'Film Dally,' $1,eph M. Schenck. Story will be hur- 416.68.
Also Cons Himself
ried Into production this week.
Beyer and MacArthur, agents,
When the script Is finished
Frances Marion has been working have $676 In commissions due.
whose writing 1^ concurrent with on the script preparation.
Mr. Borzage's own private campaign of selling himself the belief
'Sweepings' Sweeps Helen
that this is going to be the very
ing over.

Tamara Geva
Gregory Ratoff

is

for Films

sponsoring Ta-

mara Geva as a

film find and will
take her to the coast for pictures
Ratoff is vacationing east with his
wife,
Eugenie Leontovlch, who's
currently In '20th Century.' Ratoff
Is

under

RKO

contract.

them the thought, the feeling of the
Pallette-Catlett
idea; let them interpret it according to their own personality. They
Hollywood, March 6.
should not mimic the director. He
Eugene Pallette and Walter Catcan not tell them how to read the lett will be teamed In a series of
lines, what their reaction should be. shorts to be made by Phil Ryan.
Their own response, because it Is
Paramount is releasing.

Team

Howard Returns

to

their lovely sake.

MAEHYN MILLEE

Ned Morin
March
Eric

8

4

New

York)

(New York

Berlin)

to

(Leviathan)

(New York

Mack got an ofa contract from Paramount.
Actress was brought here by Fox
and was on that lot for a year without getting more than an occasional bit assignment.
She came
through In 'Sweepings' and Is now
In

Paris)

In

England

In

:

March

1

(New York

to

Sidney FYanklin

South(Albert

March 1 (New York to Paris),
Frank Buck, Armand Denis, Nick

News from

15

14
13
46

42

,

49
41
32
42-45

,

,

the Dailies...

NIte Clubfl
Obituary
ricturCH

Hadlo
Radio RoportB
Talking Hhorts

Best seller for both fiction and

is

17

Music

SINCIAIE'S TOX' BEST SELLEE
Hollywood, March 6.

Volume

41

Exploitation

—

is off.

also.

Editorial

52-63

Inside Radio
T.^gltlmate
Letter List
Literati

a composite

March 1 (New York to London).
BerbdI't Marshall (Aquitania).

25-27-30

—Legit
Inside— Music
Inside— Pictures

revue, embracing the best numbers
'Flying
Colors,'
'Face the
and another P.roarlway mu-

Cavallere (Aquitania).

40

Calendar
Chatter

Inside

Clifton

non-fiction books during P'cbruary
in the film colony wa. 'Upton .Sinclair Presents William Fox.'

Amer-

the Catholic briefles.
Qlucksman is president of Mentone Productions, with Justice Cohalan, associated with the Catholic
Actors' Guild, and Gerald Griffin,
president of the Guild, on the board
of Glucksman's

Times

Vaude

I

14
HI

fifiiiare

lTon(?«»

1if.vU:v/n.

55
47
49
60
49
55
2-30

31-36
36

VaudcvlJIo

holding up this month

new company.

com-

In the

week,

Carl Laemmle, Jr.:
in favor of

'I

'

am

heartily

if someworked out.

such a move,

tlilng like this could be
sure It would if
I

am

tlie

everyone in
industry were willing to do his

bit at this time.'

sounds very feasible.

D IN NEW FA(XS HUNT
FOR BUILDER-UPFERING

.

,

.

Z7-ZH
39

John Barrymore's Two
For MG, Duo for Radio
Hollywood, March

0.

Beside his contract at Metro calling for two pictures this year, John
Barrymore will also do a pair for
Radio's 1933-34 slate.
First will be on a co-star basis

Katz Heading East

Film House Reviews
Film Reviews
Foreign Film News
Foreign Show News

McClintic (Paris).

ampton),
Ballin).

like this for their

He says no doubt they will
have something to say oo this early
Pfiny.

For $250,000 Charity
Catholic Actors' Guild of
ica's series of shorts, to

INDEX

Music,'

Sigrid Onegln, Mr. and Mrs. James sical
Gleason, Rus.qell Gleason, Guthrie

demand.

Bills

from

.

to

something

'

Demand

fer of

TEST

Her proposed tour with

Webb

(Aqultanla).

Pommer

March

Mack

Metro Is testing Marilyn Miller
for
a studio' a.sslgnment. Miss
Miller was last a Warner Bros. star.

SAILINGS

ia,

be known
as 'Screen Vaudeville,' has a goal
oi $250,000. Talent for these shorts
Universal wants a half {^ozen new
will include inembera of all faiths
rather than only Catholics. The faces, preferably artists with some
C.A.G. charity fund will conduct it experience in legit or pictures, with
on a non-sectarian basis to help a view to build up during the summer.
Company believes time is
any needy actor.
The 16 minute shorts will be pro- propitious for incubation of some
duced in the east., first to go in new star talent.
Into Studio
First
for star grooming by U this
Gluckswork March 14, under E. M.
man's direction, Columbia, which year under new program is June
Hollywood, March 6.
Following the preview of Radio's has been making and selling the Knight, taken from a Broadway
Lamb's Club shorts, may distribute musical under a flve-year contract.
'Sweepings,' Helen

Radio

Hollywood, March 6.
Mr. Borzage doesn't think he's
Leslie Howard will return to Raoverboard on sentiment himself, but
he believes women are braver, more dio on a contract calling for one picture, 'Of Human Bondage.'
sensitive than men. Universal apIt's a Somerset Maugham story;
peal In pictures is found In the
woman's point of view, he says. no director assigned as yet.
Sentiment stays in his pictures for

6.

Cohn

•

6.

March

Jesse Lasky observes, 'The scheme
I am in favor
of it; in fact I believe it is the duty
of everyone in the Industry to cooperate in such a plan to keep the
Talent Hunting
industry running until such a time
that the present stress lets up.'
B. P. Schulberg, no longer a stuHollywood, March 6.
dio head and who has three mora
Productio'n plans for the new seapictures to make for Paramount beson and a talent hunt take Harry fore going to Europe and align himCohn to New York Saturday (11). self with British company, said, 'do
Jack Curtis, agent, will accompany not want to express opinion. Canthe producer to make deals with not see how it could be put over in
players.
view of contract obligations. It
Cohn will be east three weeks.
might allow certain contractees' to
break their contracts. It is a question that would take considerable
debating.'
Catholic Actors' Shorts

Jules E. Brutator, unknown.

Hollywood, March

.Hollywood,

they express their opinion regarding conservation of funds during
present crisis In Industry, to the
effect that during this period all
persons getting $500 weekly and
over just draw enough to cover their
immediate ;needs and allow balance
to be credited and paid them when
industry conditions were properly
Anaong those reached
adjusted.
during the. Saturday and Sunday
poll Wlnfleld R. ;Sheehan said, 'it
would be a grand idea. Any moratorium system under present conditions would not only be of immeasurable help to the Individuals
li% the business. but also to the industry as
whole. I favor a moratoriii^i of all people getting $300 or
more a week with some arrangement whereby they could get part of
their salaries for immediate needs
and allow a credit system for the
balance tintil the picture industry's
present economic situation stralghtIt should bo done.'
ei{is out.
Al Kaufman admitted that Paramount is already trying to map out
.

Cabinet Post

-

i

their own, the expression of their
personality, is the true one. From
now on the director can only sug-.
gest; he must not teach.'

New

FARNUM

RALPH

—
—

to

For

The
Cincinnati
"Times- Star"
said; "Will Mahoney's dance on the
Washington, March 6.
xylophone is one of the best
Prank Walker of the Comerford
achievements seen in the theatrd in
a long time. His dancing is cause theatre circuit Wad' mentioned In
in itself for admiration, but that
tap dance on the Milhoneyphone is political circles here during the inworthy of actual amazement."
augural as one of several possibilities tor the attorney generalship left
Direction
vacant by the death of. Senator
G.
Walsh.
ISeO'Broadway
Walker was mentioned along with
Hira^ Johnson of CaUfornla and
Mayor Frank Murphy of Detroit as

Hollywood, Mfirch 6.
lo 'Bad Girl,' in 'A Farewell to
Those named In the schedule are:
Arms,' and now In 'Secrets' all pic'Warrior's Husband' at Fox saved Fred Niblo,
$360: Raoul Walsh, $200;
tures rich with sentiment Mr. Bor- the day for extras last week, being Henry Kingr,
$150; William K. Hozage tried to bring his sentimental
riesponslble for about half of the '3,- ward, $75; Walter Morosco, $100;
sequences to a point Just before the
William Conselman, $110; Al Kaufclimax, then cut; let the audience 769 placements. Still this ;^id not man, $lt)0; Charles
Rogers, $100;
go on from there, finish them. It's prove of much help to the regular John M. Stahl, $100; John Ford,
his aim to make the audience work, run of extras, since Central Casting $100; Jack (Columbia)
Cohn, $100;
to stir their imaginations, to count
Bernie
Hyman,
$160; Hunt Strom^as forced to go outside of the reg
on their imaginations to supply so 31ar ranks in order
to fulfill the re- berg, $106; Cedric Gibbons, $100;
much more vividly, more intimately ulrements of 'Warrior's Husbaind
Buddy Gillespie, $60; Bill Boyd,
what he purposely leaves out. Sentif
The picture used crowds of gli-ls $160; Kd Mannix, $100; Robert Z.
ment gives force to a picture, but dver five foot eight inches; men un Leonard, $160; Tod Browning, $250;
it's
dynamite, he realizes.
He <^er five feot and young footballers M. E. Greenwood, $100; Jack C6nhandles it carefully, gingerly, lest it over six feet.
way, $360; Edward Sedgwick, $100;
destroy. He checks it with underConrad Nagel, $100; Edward Sutherplaying, safeguards it with humor.
land, $60; C. D. White, $60; H. B.
Jack a little humor into a situaWarner, $126; Conde Nast, $400;

—

was removed.

Mention Frank Wafter

WILL MAHONEY
This week, Chicago Theaitre, Chicago,

it comes out with sincerity
he Is
ready to put into practice his personal theory on directing.
•You cast a picture with actors
you've selected because of their own
individual personalities. If you try
to put your own personality into
them, you kill them, you blot out the
very quality you cast them for. Give

only two should

been.
The extraneous
third read, 'Mr. King Kong.'

TIeasure Cruise' Preview

best picture he's ever done, so that

name plates on
Radio City Music

have

eat.'

Liner,

aisle in

Hall where

or

a part of the politeness
campaign at Fox which has
signs on the lawns reading,
me grow,' and
let
'Please
others on the goldfish pools
reading, 'Thank you, I've had

On

hlgherupper noticed

three ushers'

an

must

'sir'

It's

plenty to

•

•Va;rlety aueigested over the weekend to leading film executives that

6.

'miss.'

ence
freezes.
Sentiment's
been
abused; people are ashamed of it. It
dare not show its face, it's got to
sneak up on them from behind.'
Cons the Audience

(London

Execs Regarding Present
Economic Stress

Inside Ballyhoo
Westwood, March

Following the salary slashes
at Fox studio a second edict
went out from the front office.

ment gives a plcmre Its surest
crack at hearty audience appeal.
Sentiment lurks beneath the surface of everybody; no one Is so
hardboi^lcd
that
sentiment won't
reach him some way.
The trick
comes, says Mr. Bornage, in finding
the way.
Mr. Borzage's way first recog-

9

Conservation

Polite Orders

ACER

sentiment in Frank Borzage's pic

March

1933

7,

Polls

'Variety*

atways a foundation of

Is

tures because, says Mr. Borzage, he

ence

How

Tells

Fayw

Studio Heads

That Sentimental Gentleman from

H'wooi Frank Borzage,

Tuesday, March

Sam Katz returns to New York
Thursday (9) from the Coast after with Katharine Hepburn, with no
laying plans for Independent production.
He leaves Hollywood today (Tuesday), coming most of the
way by plane. Katz Is accompanied
by Max Gordon and John Zanft.

story yet in sight.

Craig, Jr.'s Chores

Hollywood, March 6.
RIchy Craig Jr. goes to Warners
been contacting stars, directors, on a writing contract In June. Meantime he's been approached on writwriters and others.
ing some of the PItts-SummervIlle
shorts for Universal and may do
MacAETHUE OFF METEO
them in between.
Craig is temporarily taking it easy
Charles
MacArthur's
contract
with Metro was up last week and at Monrovia, Calif., and will do mo-et
of his writing from there, unless
so far no new deal.
Writer, with Metro for years, is finding It necessary to come into the
eastward bound through the Canal studios.
with
Helen Hayes (Mrs. Mac-

While

in

Hollywood

Katz

has

Arthur) and the Irving Thalbergs.

They arrive
13.

In

Thalbergs

New York March

.^ailing shortly there-

after for Europe.

JANET GAYNOE'S DIVOECE SUIT
1-03 Angeles, March 6.
authentic reports, Janet
file
suit for divorce
upon reopening of Superior court
tomorrow against Lydel I'eck, Fox
producer.

From

'Gaynoi-

DOC lEE ON JATJNT
Dr. Joe Leo boarded the 'Berlin'
Friday (3) for a 10-day cruise in the

Went Indies.
The Hick tlicutre

will

Bob SIsk Laid Up

Bob

SIsk, pub and ad chief of
will be laid up with ariliritls
knee for another fortnif;lil.
He's been confined home fur two

specialist figured

RKO,

ho np.odcd a rest after four years
with ItKO and before getting back

of the

into action.

weeks.

Tuesday, March

7,
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BREAK FOR NEW TALENT
Hoflywood Can't Play Bridge, Too

Industry Moratoriinn at Glance
officea floated aomo roa<ly caah for weok-and pay rolla.
production shutdown, at yet, despite legal out on contracts,
and when necessary.
Theatre* must stay open for liquid cash realization.

Box

No

If

Qrossos dented nationally, although sonto keys paced for unusually good business this 'week.
Moratorium, dating from Michigan's first bank holiday, repre*
sents $1,00^000 a day loss, for 14 days, at the cinema box offices.
Strictly cash intra-trade rule invoked.
Later modified for exchanges to extend credit for one day's film rantal and collect from
the b. o. the next day.
Showmen dizzy generally from too much cash, as well as lack of
Banks' closing heightens burglary element.
it.
Exhibs' sinking fund proposed.
Barter Idea, also tabs, checks and I O U's, a national practice for
patron accommodation.
Scrip salvation to end all headaches'-^aybel

COAST FILM RELIEF
FUNDS CARRYING ON

Poison Tragedy
Points Censors

lnMass.toPix
Boston,
In

March

6.

Stricter film censorship than ever
the much censored state of

Sen
tlment among censors who hopped
on the Peabody case as an example,
altogether.

tend to Influence the
public and in some instances induce
the more Impressionable to imitate
what they see on the screen.
In the Peabody case William J.
Costello, a well-known Are captain, was found dead last week from
cyanide poisoning. It appeared at
first to be suicide, but the possibility of murder Is being Investi-

Is that pictures

gated.

That cyanide of potassium cannot bo taken or administered without leaving burns In the mouth, unless properly mixed, and as Capt.
Costello was unmarked, led police
to check back.
They found that
•Payment Deferred,' a Metro picture
which recently was exhibited in

Peabody, showed how cyanide can
be purchased without a prescription
and administered without chances of
outward detection.
The Are captain's 31-year-old

Los Angeles, March 6.
Payment of extras by studios has
been by check up to Monday, with
the exception of Metro, which paid
in cash up to and Including Sunday
night, when a large set was used in
a downtown departmept
store.
Metro doesn't know how it will pay
from now on.
At "Warners and Radio extras are
not even given checks from now on,
being told to hang on to tliclr talent
vouchers until some method Is found
to liquidate them.
At Radio all talent

Organization

is

advance

if

—

—

Unanimous
All in Line to Cut Overhead
—Means a Windfall for

Development
Faces

of

New

Hollywood, March 8.
Overheard through the transom of every writer's ofBce at

Wel-

in.'

— Temperamental

Walkouts

Almost

.

ALL TALENT PACTS OFF

.and then Gable walks

Danny Aheam Sees a

He-Man
Filmdom's financial mentors have
called a truce among the companies
in

signing

new

contracts.

of

it's

ithe

down,

H'wood

Perfuming for Bed

Figure

one way to get salaries

especially

at

the

money

for petty

studios.

GROSS % HAS STUDIOS

WINKWG AT AD

TIEUPS

Hollywo od, Ma rch t.
Picture companies which for a
while frowned on any type of commercial tie-up are now encouraging those which give them a cut in
the business, as well as a publicity
break for the films.
Particularly Is this true in the
case t»f tle-lns with women's, dress
concerns, which are putting out
lines of gowns under the names of
certain femme stars, for which the
fllm companies get a rake-off of 6%
of the gross business.
In some cases the dress designs
are done by the studio designer and
are generally copies of garments
used in certain pictures.

A

exist, the

companies

will live

up.

What has spurred the bankers to
impel the producers towards such
an outlook is the fact that none of
the so-called gentlemen's agree
ments have ever been supported In
the real sense of the word by the
producers themselves.
So far as the bankers are con
cerned, the more walkouts of high
salaried people, the better, under
existing conditions, as that may be
one of the few ways the studio
overhead will get a material cut
Therefore, the moratorium on any
antl-ralding pact is regarded as a
constructive angle in the present
reorganization period.
Doors Wide Open
The new attitude is an official ban
on temperament, and without much
say-so it applies to the biggest and
the smallest. The doors are wide
open for the disgruntled to walk.
This truce on producer pacts followed another recent attempt by
major company heads to get together on talent raids in New York,
With receiverships and other reconstruction moves awaiting the industry, that looked like so much
wasted effort to the bankers, especially In view of past experiences

which has shown such agreements
as never sticking.
Another angle which the financial
mentors figure Is that an open door
policy, this way, will impel the
studios and producers generally to
concentrate on developing younger
talent, consistently, to replace the
walkouts any time.

'Rough' Idea

Critic s 'Mosts'
March

8.

In a list of 'superlatives of 1933'.
oompany last week on fllm
with that figure quoted and Merle Potter, 'Journal' film editor
all deals off pronto from that mo- and critic, singled out nine-year-old
Karol Kay, In 'Second Hand Wife',
ment on.
as 'the actress giving the most
pleasing performance so far this

Geo. Hearst's Berth

year.'

Other of Potter's 'superlatives' Include Myrna Loy and Lee Tracy as
the actress and actor making the
Hollywood, March 6.
George Hearst, son of "William most progress; 'State Fair* the best
Randolph, will be appointed asslst- all-around entertainment; the funniest scene, Eddie Cantor fighting
afnt secretary of the navy.
He is well known around the film the bull in 'The Kid From Spain';
the best single performances, .Tohn
colony.

Metro

Testing: 2 Legits

And

Contracts

Morgan

and moralists.
chi.ims,

eried

Only ones

left,

he

that sport big cars and livchauffeurs are the foreign

celebs.

What a chuckle I enjoyed with
myself when he disrobed himself
from his clothing. He had a build
that needed more pads than a piano
truck.

sical.

I witnessed:

First the He-man's valet removed
his coat and unlaced his shoes for

Then he brought the star's
red, white and blue pajamas and
robe to match, laying them whera
Mr. Bigtlmer could lay his mitts on
him.

them

easily.

Then he invited me to take a peek
at his wonderful bathroom.
'Hey, what are you doing with all
those bottles,' I asked him, as he
started to pour a lot of iperfume
Into his bath.
•Oh, the studio

wants

me

SniDldS THUMBS-DOWN
DIRT PRESS SERVICES

to use

these nice smelling bath salts
and things,' he replied. 'Tou see, I
have a large following of women
throughout the world!'
"

'And you" must go

that,' I

—

—

all

through

all

asked.

'Uh huh,' he murmured.
Then he stepped out and dried
What a beathis skimpy frame.
ing that big powder puff got as he
doused himself with perfumed talcum. Before he left the bathroom,
he also smeared his face with cold
cream.
I ankled out and grabbed my
overcoat and was about to say
'Goodnight, Cutie,' for he looked set
for bed and plenty horrible.
This is the same guy that has
dames floating around stage doors
seeking his photos.
Oh, yes, he didn't forget to press
his ears close to the sides of his
head then told the valet to put on
the adhesive tape.
Nice boy, don't you think? And
after it was all said and done, he
turned to me and claimed that it

Hoiljrwood,

No cooperation is to be accorded
representatives
of
a newspaper
called 'Philadelphia Briefs'. No cooperation in any way with Al Ford
and 'The Question Mark' publication.
No cooperation whatever to.
Arch Woody and Dan Barry of 'The
Hollywood Peep-Hole Magazine.'
local dirt sheet. None to Melvin AWise of Allied News Service, or
Clifford Robertson and Ed Neise of
the 'Coast' or to Bill Swigart of his
Hollywood News Service'.
Also no cooperation Is to be given
the film exhibit on Steel Pier at Atlantic City as this exhibit Is a concession and in direct competition to
theatres.

HcLaglen's legit

In his contract.

Coward
Confab Over 'Design*

Paramount has completed a deal

6.

following.

Yours for bigger and better teeDanny.

Lubitsch's No4!l

March

Publicity committee of the Producers Association composed of employees of major companies has
banned six publications and news
services with thumbs down on the

hee men.

picture
rights,

virtuous place in the world. I have
never seen such a colossal concentration of virttie confined in such
a small spot.'
He attributes this co the newspaper and magazine correspondients,
who are In reality public censors

He told more about that Marx
Brothers challenge, and said he now
refuses to play them until th^y get
a reputation beating Wheeler and
Woolsey. Only fair bridge players
among the names, he claimed, are
Bebe Daniels, and Marlon Davies.
He first crossed swords with Radio on the making of his shorts, he
told his air listeners-In, when they
titled his first one 'The Gila Monster.'
When he asked for a reason
It was explained that it was 'very
funny,' being a play on words. He
said he didn't like the title of the
They bad
second short either.
dubbed this one 'Ely you lie in
July,' and wanted to make it a mu-

was
Minneapolis,

Plaint

Hollywood, March 9.
Ely Culbertson, the bridge expert,
still telling Hollywood where to
get oft.
His latest diatribes were
on the 'Hollywood on the Air* program Friday (5) over NBC.
'Outside of very bad bridge,
Hollywood Is suffering from an aggravated case of Inferiority complex,
all along the line,' he said.
'An«
other remarkable thing about Hollywood is that it is probably the most

Metro.
'.

New

is

comed

attempting to get tracts

the banks to give

Hollywood, March 6.
was question
they wanted to work
Donaia Meek, here with 'Of Thee
on that basis, with no refusals. I Sing,' is being le.sted by Metro for
Reason both studios are diseontlnu- part In 'Dinner at Eight.' Same
Ing ls.su ing of checks is because company Is al.so testing Nelson
money hasn't arrived from east yet Eddy, picture hou.oe m. c, c&at for
and they would be overdrawn If lead in 'Maiden Cruise' by Radio
they continued.
for long term contract at Culver
Remaining
studios Paramount, City plant.
Fox and Columbia are continuing
Metro gave Frank Morgan a term
issuing bank checks.
contract.
In

Virtuous, Culbertson s

EXECS

—

wife admitted having purchased cyMaybe a new high for modern
anide at a local drug store, along
with oxalic acid, and that she used times is Marc Connolly's notion of
a mixture of the two poisons for what picture rights to his play
'Green Pastures' are worth.
Concleaning.
nolly says he wants {250,000.
Connolly was approached by a

EXTRAS FIRST BEING
ASKED IF CHECKS O.K.

m

Hollywood, March 6.
Dear Hatchet-Ears:
Well, here I am In Hollywood,
Anybody can walk or stick, if and
Holly-wood. March 8.
when 80 willing, under this new giving the place the big OO and
Motion Picture Relief Fund is con arm'istioe. There will be no further handling my share of laughs. The
tlnulng to aid 2,000 or more needy gentlemen's agreements among the biggest yell of all is one of these
He-men you
tough
supposedly
on the point.
who receive help weekly from or producers
It's the individual company's lookknow, the type what always plays
ganlzatlon.
Food is being takien out if signirtg anybody at too high heavy gangster roles. Mentioning
care of by orders, with checks given a salary, and it's to be the player's no names, let me tell you how this
own responsibility if walking out of bird goes to sleep. It opened my
for rent.
a contract.
However, while con- glims to the eyebrows.' Here is what

Massachusetts Impends as a result cash box. Fund pays out around
ot a strange death by poisoning in $2,500 weekly for care of unemPeabody, Mass., near this city. ployed and sick.
Stage hands union with Its relief
Authorities somehow flgured the
fund tied up in bank finds itself
case as having a film scenario back- unable to continue aiding its memground because details of the mur- bers who are in want. With so few
der or suicide are believed by them of its members working, no emergency fund can be created.
to resemble a situation shown in a
Musicians' union, while pinched
Peabody picture house by a recent for ready cash, is continuing disfilm.
tribution ot checks to those of its
movement
to
Result is a statewide
members depending on relief fund.
force elimination of all murder, suicide and other violent death scenes
from pictures, also to ban gangster

and similar Alms

OK.

Manny

Seft left

New York

for the

coast Friday (3) after a week's vacash in New York. He goes back
to Paramount on a writing contract
to

While in New York Seff talked
Whitaker Hay, legit producer,
his play, 'American Plan',

about

which Ray Is to produce pronto.
ing,' Noel Coward's Broadway stage Talk of Victor McLaglen handllijg
Contract won't be signed, the lead In the piece although the
play.
however, until Coward and Ernst deal may not go through because
Lubltsch talk it oyer. Lubltsch is of McLaglen's $2,500 a week deto direct the fllm. If and when the mand.
deal goes through, and Coward
wants to talk over casting' and other
for fllm rights to 'Design for Liv-

MAE WEST'S FUTURE

details before giving In.

Barrymore in 'Topaze' and E. G.
Reputed sale figure Is understood
Robinson In 'Silver Dollar'; best to be about $50,000. Coward got
melodrama, 'Crime of the Century'; twice that amount for 'Cavalcade'
most popular comedy, 'They Just from Fox.
Had to Get Married'; most disLubltsch arrived in New York
cussed picture, 'Sign of the Cross'; Saturday (4) for the sole purpose
most discussed short, 'The Wonder of looking at the play in New York
Girl", and the biggest surprise, the and conferring on the matter with
Diibllc's reception of 'The Animal Coward.
Kingdom'.
Frederic March is understood to
As 'the greatest disappointments,' be Lubltsch's idea of one of the two
Potter lists 'Tonight Is Ours' and male
no
leads,
though
there's
'The Son-Daughter'. He calls 'Hello knowledge as to who he has In mind
Everybody' the 'flattest failure.' The for the other man or the woman.
'roughest picture' Is 'Hot Pepper'
He win also discuss with M. 11.
and the picture with 'the most gore' v^ylesworth a npw show idea for
Radio City.
he terms 'The Sign of the Cross.'

Two

to

—

for Par Trying to
'Sex' Acceptable

Go

Make

Mae 'West has only two more to
go under her present contract for
Paramount, following which a new
deal will probably be made.
She's trying to sapolio her initial
freak stage success, 'Sex,' to get
around the Haysian taboo, similar
to 'Diamond Lil' emerging as 'She
Done Him Wrong.'
Incldcntallj', Mac West, like the
Oahle complex on the Metro lot, has
•ilmost every Par scribe trying to
lit her with a yarn.

PICTURES
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Metro Production Goes

Coast Ready to Invoke Loophole

On

Same

Just the

Holl}rwood, March 9.
Despite conditions, Metro definitely starts Thursday on production of
'The Chaser,* with Madge Evans
cast opposite Lee Tracy in leads,

For Shutdown, Restrained by East;

and Jack Conway

;HaflOI.asIs

directing.

SToo Bad

Production life Blood of Trade
And So to

Hectic studio conclaves, far Into
last night

and

into early this

morn-

on the proposition of shutting
down production were discounted by
ing,

New York

film heads.

THEATRE CASH

Bed.

SURPLUS A

Hollywood, March 6.
Day after Ruth Chatterton
broke two Angers when she
Jammed her hand via an auto
door she appeared at Warners
for a scene in Uly Turner",
calling for her to do a cootch

Hollywood, seemingly chiefly concerned with when the ghost walks,
ex^. cssed its west coast isolation on
economic matters with Intra-studlo
confabs all Ihrough Monday on
dance.
what and when funds would become
Execs
flgured
that
she
available to carry on production and
couldn't do Justice to the torso
meet pay rolls. The box on the opwriggling, due to pain from
posite page Is a symposium bf the
her injuries, and as she looked
moneys that are scheduled to be deunder the weather they decided
frayed all this week. Of this the
to move one of the sequences
RKO payroll Is the 'short* budget,
up. So she was put to bed for
as the major portion is disbursed
the hospital sequence in which
next Wednesday (IB).
she is supposed to have a
The coast, in anticipation of a
child.
production moratorium, had asiiertalned from legal authority that it
had a perfect technical out when
and If BO deciding, under emergency stress provisos. The clause
Is quoted at length herewith.
Up, until /Variety* press time last
night, necessity for studio or theatre shutdowns was minimized.
Theatres most obviously must be
kept open for liquid funds. Next in
importance is distribution, i.e., exThe Broadway boxofflces provided
changes.
East concedes intentions of some funds, to cash payroll checks around
BtudloB to shut down around this New York Saturday. Circuits called

BlAY BO. CASH

MEETS PAYROLL

According to the latest

PROBLEM
Theatres were taking various precautions

Loew

in

protection

of

in the colony.
On his first interview he
7*
asked: 'Are you drinking now
In each case the answer is:
No, I haven*t had a drop for
years I'm off the stuff.
'Too bad,* comes back the indie. 1 waiit a real soak for this
part.* He's still looking.

fresh film Just the same. It may
mean perhaps a miniioizatlon of
production should certain keys find
the surplusage of theatres closed.
This, in itself, is seen as a general
windfall for the industry, as It
would perk up the remaining boxofflces, in general.

Coasf s Out
Hollywood, March 6.
Producers have been advised by
lawyers that they can take advantage of paragraph 16 of studio contract with stars and writers that
gives studios the right during times
of stress to suspend contracts on
account of situations similar to this.
The average contract calls for a 12week suspension in some instances.
However, this clause has been
changed to six and eight weeks.
Closing Clause

The clause of the contract follows: 'In the event that during any
period of employment hereunder tlie
corporation Is prevented from or
materially hampered in producing,
distributing, or exhibiting motion
pictures for any period of time by
any governmental regulation, ordl
nance, or law, or by the issue of
any executive order of any governmental authority, effective whether
studio or location, at which the artist is rendering his services hereunder is located, or is so prevented
or hampered by reason of epi
-demlc^ fires, strike, act of God,
labor conditions, acts of the public
enemy, war, or any other cause be
yond control of the corporation, or
if for any reason whatsoever a ma
Joi'lty of the motion picture the
atres in the United States of America shall be closed for a period of
one week or more, the corporation
may suspend the production of motion pictures and suspend the services of the artists hereunder for
such time as such conditions shall
exist; but in no event for more than
12 weeks. During such a period of
.

Legit boxolllce men who usually
leave their cash in the night depositories of the banks for safekeeping
until the next banking day, found

themselves with some more ready
cash through Friday night's receipts
not being deposited the following
day (Saturday) as the banks were
ruled closed. However,

most banks

observed Gov. Lehman's
closing order and didn't permit access within the banking offices,
either to safe deposit boxes or otherwise, and so that money was unliterally

Ouy Lombordo,

at a 60-cent top, at
the conclusion of the current 'King

Kong* run. This may be in a week.
The Palace, Broadway, may shove
back to a subsequent straight film

a reduced scale, in fur>
therance of this plan, although previously there bad been some talk
of the Palace going combo again.
basis at

Fourth Change

around.
Theatres immediately prepared to
get rid of cash coming into box offices by discharging bills. Arrangements were made in some cases
with distributors who came in even
on Sunday (6) to take out film
rental.
Other theatres, notably
Paramount, N. Y., had express companies with armored cars take cash
surplus out of box ofilces for storing
in vaults.

It

4% LA. TAX HITS
STUDIOS

HARD

Hollywood, March

6.

CENSOR REVERSES SELF

ON DIX

JASPER'

'

C

FWC

W6

PRINT

Los Angeles, March

6.

'

RKO

INAUGURAL NEWSREELS

COST REACHES $100,000
Newsreels spent in the neighbor^
$100,000 to cover the In-^
augruratlon. As the result most of
them are making Roosevelt the sole
subject of their current national releases. Not only that but they have

hood of

gotten out

more paper and

look for

more marquee space that that al«
lotted to the current feature picture
la many tlteatres.
As an instance of coverage effect.

ed by major newsreels^ Fox-Hearst
bad eight crews (tnioks) on the Job
as well as two silent details to reach
points where the sound wagona
could not be navigated.

The reels had a score of planes
at their service, several of them
chftrtering as many as three each tar.
constant round trips to the labs in

New

York. One company exposed
as much as 30,000 feet of film. From
this a maximum of 900 feet is being
shipped to theatres.
Fox-Hearst, however, is editing
six full reels as a permanent and
complete record of the inauguration.
This it will consign to its archives
as library matter.
Only one casualty among all of
the newsreel crews has so far been
reported. Jesse KIzls, Fox cameranian, lost two fingers when he

brushed the propeller of a blimp up
softened up.
over the Capitol taking bull's-eye
Censor board, this time one Marie
vlew:s. Every time he completed a
Presstman, wanted 1,800 feet of film
reel he ordered the pilot to swoop
cut out. of the feature, which is

Refusing to take up a C.O.D.
Some legit theatres which print of 'Lawyer Man' from the
about 7,600 feet total. This, Rapcached currency in safety boxes.
Ritz, a Fox West Coast house paport refused and induced Judge
Just In case, likewise, on Saturday,
bicycled the picture from the cir- Eugene O'Dunne to view the- piccouldn't get to their liquid resources.
cuit's Boulevard.
ture.
The Judge fiatly stated he
However most were able to pay off
Complaint made by exchange to saw nothing wrong with the film
via the boxofflce receipts.
This on film board of trade for adjudication.
and ^aa ready to signature the inthe other hand, mitigated against
junction papers. When the censor
whatever refunds became necessary,
board realized that it would be a
as with 'Melody' at the Casino the
fight to the finish, they reversed
atre where George White told reFoimlaiiOat
themselves and reduced their cut
fundees that the cash was utilized
demands to 160 feet, to which Rap
to pay off the house staff, hence re
paport agreed.
funds had to be refused.
Hollywood, March 1.
One of the big arguments for
Eddie Small found an out for an Rappaport was bis proof that the
end to his publicity campaign to Pennsylvania state censors,
ad
effect he would make 'Shanghai mittedly one of the
toughest in the
'GABRIEL Gesture' for United Artists release
country, cut only 18 feet out of the
through his Reliance company. He film.
IT
blamed it on the moratorium, stat
RKO New York film office sent
Ing due to shortage of finances the down a special man to
handle all

available.

RKO Roxy as the
management continues to experl^
ment with the operation of the
smaller of two Radio City theatres
until the place gets set on policy.
The scale at the tlKO Roxy, un^
der the combo plan would be similaif
to that of Loew's State^ on Broads
way, while the show type will bo
more on the order of what Fanchon
& Marco is doing at the old Roxy
under Harry Arthur's operation.
It is believed that the- operating
problem of Radio City, with two
houses, would thus be solved. The

A

cover will, be issued. In most instances theatres have been advised
to send any surplus on end of engagements into home offices by express or postal money orders.
Paramount Publix immediately
'(iREAt
issued orders that all checks must
clear through New York Clearing
Baltimore, March 9.
House, which would mean no payment in other town or city until
One of the worst censor Jams In
checks had cleared in New York. this town almost left the big indie
This will necessitate some delays vaudfilm Hippodrome without a
after checks are presented when out feature to open with on Friday (8)
of town.
when 'Great Jasper" (RKO), starring Richard Dlx, drew the censorial frown. Looked like the whole
thing was going into court, with
0. D.,
Izzy Rappaport, owner of the Hipp,
ready for injunction action, when
BICYCLES
the censors took a right-about and

REFUSES

would mark the fourth change

in policy for the

Owing to banking troubles and the
generally unsettled trade conditions
which find their refiection in the
production end, the studios wUl
take a heavy slap on the Los Angeles city aiid' county personal propMusic Haill seenistto be sailing alAng
erty tax this year.
okay on the current stage show vol-,
4% tax is levied on one-fourth icy. The major headache In R.C4
of the valuation of all productions is the smaller of the two houses.'
in the vaults or In course of shootLooks likely that Franklin may;
ing as of the first Monday in March. personally handle the stage book*
In other years it lias been the ob- Ings on the
Roxy.
jective of till companies to ship out
of the state all completed productions and to hold back shooting
schedules on new work until after
the appraisal.

One of the difficulties experienced
early Saturday (4) on top of bank
on their Broadway theatres for holldaiy was ways and means of
ready cash when the banks tied up making change.
Quarters, dimes
funds.
and nickels were in high demand,
Fox payrolls were partially met with theatre managers finding it
hard to locate enough small silver
via the Gaiety boxofflce ('Cavalto get by on until enough poured
studios favored the shutdown idea, cade'),
Fox paying oft Friday to into box offices.
but concurred with the east that
This year it was found necessary
People with large bills were
Congressional action, called for spe-. everybody up to $26; and 60% checks
to rush delayed productions, and
cial session on Thursday, would de- on salaries between $26 and $100. stprmlhg theatres, but with box
tax day found 28 -features going
termine the entire scheme of things. The ghost didn't walk for the over- offices unwilling unless tickets were through the .works at the major
purchased, many were buying an
If, sis' elsewhere reported, national
1100 payrollees.
studios at an estimated production
scrip is legalized that will solve the
Paramount theatre fed some ready admission Just to get the change.
Independent
Railroad stations found people cost of $7,000,000.
currency problem for theatre box- cash when the Chemical Bank, Par's
studios added to this seven features
offices.
It wUl mean a normalcy depository, had its funds tied up. doing the same, presenting bills as
estimated to cost another $200,000.
that would be governable, aa here- Loew-Metro paid off in full; others high as $1,000 denominations to buy
This will make the studio ajssessa ticket to Newark that wouldn't be
tofore, chiefly by competitive valaes provided for partial liquid cash.
ment around $72,000, which is far
at the b6x-6fBces. It would also
Irving Trust Co., Times Square used.
in excess of the fiigures foi^ previous
Paying Bills Fast
solve the payroll problems.
branch at 49th and 7th avenue, along
years.
Regional scrip, and the problem with the only other two chain bankSa
With all chain theatres virtually
Only companies able to clean out
of exchange, would complicate mat- in New York, the .Corn Exchange on
a cash basis,, current obligations before the count were Columbia and
ters.
£>ut with Washington ex- and Central Hanover ignored the are
being paid out of receipts. If Radio, both of which got out from
scrip
negotiafor
pected to legalize
banking holiday, and met- payroll not enough in box offices, theatres
with a minimum of work still
under
bility iti every 6tate of the union, it checks of its depositors up until
will default' on bills or checks to on the schedule.
would simplify^ th« problem.
With it would come a solution of
any studio production worries as
the theatres would have to be fed

films, under a stage band
policy with either B. A. Rolfe oe,

cash.

staffs

The

noon Saturday.
That midtown
branch of the Irving Trust has quite
a few theatrical depositors.
Incidentally,
the
show-minded
amusement interests were highly
impressed by the excellent showmanship of these banking institutions alone ignoring the moratorium
and providing cash to all demanders
on Saturday.

\%

vaude and

Issued orders that managers

should not hang around
theatres, coming in Just as show
went on and getting out minute it
was over, so that houses could be
locked up when patronage wasn't

and

Hollywood, March 6.
Indie producer intending to
make 'Ten Nights in a Barroom,'
is looking for a heavy, and interviewing the known blbblers

—

flnancial situation may
hasten it, of course. In this respect
the eastern film heads also concede
they must be guided in a measure
by the studios' recommendations.
Up until last night (Monday) the

time.

doi>e,

immediate plan of Harold
Franklin, directing genius of Radid
City, to spot the RKO Roxy fot\
1m the

down, dropping the can to a messenger on the ground who In turn
rushed It to one of the waiting
planes.

.

RETAKES FOR

MAKE

DOWN TO DATE
Hoywood, March

Metro

will

retake

the

picture

I.

finish

of

Over the White House*
day (Monday) to build up the

to-

'Gabriel

max

cli-

Hays

to date.

As a preliminary,
men nhot the line at

Ktudio camerath« nlwMo payAll »lf?n« \u^UjttiuK
Metro vtudlo txtuX n'/t a

off Saturday.
it

was

bank- were covered and
employment, the corporation shall cleaned up a bank mob «««n<!:
not be liable %o the artist for any out handing out checks f«r
(Continued on imffe 2I>
work.

HtitAio
-with«ztra.

cuts.

HQHT

star.

claimed
with material relative to the
picture would never be ma^le.

bank holiday. Figured to put oddod
punch In story and bring It «trlc-tly

that

Is out.

Archie Mayo was to have directed
and Lenore Ulric publicized as the
OTf^'anlzatlon

OHIO TAX

PAR^S GESTURE
8Mps

Print of 'Farewell to Arm*'
Courtesy to II Duce

Paramount shipped a print oC
'Farewell to Arms' specially to Mussolini Saturday (4) on the Saturnla.
Picture 'went in the diplomatic mall
bag and is to be seen by the Prime
Immediately on arrival.
Just a gesture, the Italian representatives in this country having
passed the picture after squawking
on its being made. Now Par's idea
Is to get the Prime's official sanction, although there is still no intention by

Paramount

to

show the

the

film in Italy in any form whatever,
Columbus, March 0.
Vigorous opposition to the 10%
tax on amusements In Ohio, proYiddish Talker
poned by Gov. George White in hla
Coast Return
emergency relief bill, was roglsShooting starts Wednesday (8)
KfnsmwA Coh<jn cxpftclo to l<:avo twed lant week during .the first on 'Forgotten
Parijnts,'
Yiddish
\iUiyr Yfjrk rhfi end of this v/cjtk to oommltteo hearing on the measure
talker, by Leff Productions. Lazar
r'stutn u* iSf/Uyv/ryj^, aft^r a hrUst
Max Hlearn, local theatre owner Freed and Charlotte Goldstein are

Owen's

viiiit

th«

at I'm ['aroffKnurit

tjiritUir,

h. o,

tt^AM/m ttlohti vrith

fri.1ri«r

tUtt oppoHltlon, declaring thenArcn In the state would be driven
out nf. buMlnesN If the tax was
imnr^A f/n to the connumer.

the leads, story by Isidore Lillian
and dialog by Abraham Armand.
Film will be recorded at the Atlas

Long Island

studios.

—
Tuesday, March

PICT

1933

7,
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CHASE OUT OF FOX REGIME
flow Coast Paid

Off;

Some Drew on

Theatres; Metros Over
Transfer;

WMM

National Moratorium Favorably

KENT miSOlUTE.

Regarded As

M€ s OaUey Mob Scene Bank-Dominated

Will Unify Scrip

Payments for Entire Fdm Industry

Finance

Disbanded
Vanderbilt, Brush, Other
Wall Street Reps Step
Down—-Tinker, Rowland,

It

Committee

Hollywood, March <.
Metro, first studio to be, confronted by the bank holiday aa resarda payroll, paid off' In full Saturday, though only after a delay of
aeveral hours. All who receive $100
or less got cash; checks for those
getting larger salaries.
Cash was wired here from the
home office through the Federal Reserve bank. It Is reported th -t Nick
Schenck turned into the Federal

Beserve bank in New York some
days ago treasury bank notes to a
of between $3,000,000 and

alue

14.000,000.

Metro execs announce that they
have on hand sufficient cash to meet
two weeks' payroll.

Money was brought

Education
Hollywood, March 6.
longer do you hear the
'Colossal' in Hollywood.
They've discovered a new
word in Webster's 'Chaotic'

No

word

—

Cooper Contract

Up (or OK; New
22; Allvine Aide

an armored car with a heavy guard
of ex-service men. Entrance to the

Studio Payrolls
Hollywood, March 6.
Columbia has a $40,000 pay
roll to

meet Tuesday

(7).

Fox

has $150,000.

Warner Brothers'

is

$260,000

on Wednesday.
Metro paid off $60,000 cash
on Saturday and will open this
afternoon an accommodation
window to pay cash for immediate needs of higher salaried
people that were paid off in
checks Saturday.
Paramount pay roll will run
around $260,000, due Wednesday. That company has about
$6,000 on hand in cash for
petty needs, but none will be
used toward salary payments.

Hollywood, March 6.
Merian C. Cooper has been given
a contract by B. B. Kaliane as
vice president In charge of production at BKO Radio studios.
Document has been sent to New
York for an official okay, which

New

Chiefs

St. Paul, March 6.
Gag of local theatricals is
Publlx, with Strand, its downtown dark house, standing
plastered with opposish
and 'Cavalcade' 24-sheets.
Publix lacked the dough to
cover the walls with their own
posters.

this Thursday as its deadline for
final action.
In the interim its
greatest hope and confidence Is that

RKO

SENATOR HASTINGS

IN

Chase Bank has moved out of Fox
and Sidney R. Kent is now in absocharge aa the company operaand directorate has shed every
bank representative and disbanded
the company finance committee.
Inotead the company, under Kent,
will have a management board composed of actual operators of the
business and an Executive Commitlute

Washington

composed similarly.
The change occurred at the Board
session held last week In the downtown offices of Chase. Not only has
Winthrop W. Aldrich, president of

relinquished his post as
Chase,
chairman of the finance committee
take several weeks.
of the Fox company, but he also has
Cooper has appointed Glendon stepped out as a director.
Allvine as his assistant.
Allvine
Cornelius
Vanderbllt,
Matthew
was former adv.-pub. chief for Fox Brush and C. E. Richardson, other
in the east.
Chase reps, have also stepped down.
With 22 pictures going in before
The new Bxecutive Committee,
June, Cooper will add three asso- which replacea the finance commitciate producers to his staff within tee, is headed by Kent himself, and
the next few weeks.
Of the 22, includes among others E. R. Tinker,
Cooper will supervise six, all of a W. C. Michel, Richard Rowland and
novelty adventure type, with 'Jam- Sidney Towell.
boree' aa first Ernest B. SchoedG. T. E. Gets Look-in
sack will direct.
Succeeding Aldrich is U.S. SenaOthers of the 22 are Wheelertor Daniel O. Hastings of Delaware,
Woolsey film; 'Silver Cord,' 'Morn- receiver
for General Theatres. Spoting Glory,' 'Bed of Roses,' 'The
ting of Sen. Hastings on the Fox
Wise Guy* and another Richard board means that
G.T.E. la now
Dlx pic; 'Power Man,' 'Emergency
represented directly in Fox film afCall,' 'Little Women,' 'Little Clown
fairs as the principle stockholder of
Lost,' Giants of the Deep.'

WESCO FORECLOSURE
BY CHASE LOOKS SURE

It is regarded as certain, in the
men
stood at the payoff windows armed east, that Chase will foreclose on
with tear gas guns. Cameras were the Wesco Corporation, controlling
trained on the crowd for use in a
parent company of Fox West Coast,
remake on 'Gabriel Over the White
when Wesco's $15,000,000 6% notes
House."
fall due around April 1.
Such a
Under $100 !n Cash
r
foreclosure Is regarded as routine
All payments were by checks, but
and as a protective measure for the
all checks for $100 or less were
bondholders as represented through
cashed at another table, which was Chase.
It probably will not affect
where the bank clerks came in.
the F-WC receivership operation.
With New York and most other
Foreclosure will have no effect on
states participating in the holiday,
connection with Fox Film.
producers have no idea where the
The foreclosure, however, will
money for subsequent payrolls is
coming from with the exception of privilege Chase to have some voice
in any reorganization plan which
Metro which has the actual cash
Wesco, through F-WC may underfor another payment.
take for the latter company. Wesco
Cashless condition faces the Fox
la not an operating company, alstudio, whose payday is Tuesday
though it stands as guarantor on
(7) with Paramount and Warner
paydays coming on Wednesday. some leases held by F.-WC. Fox
West
Coast, which is In receiverBadio pays most of its employees
on a fortnightly basis, with the next ship, Is the operating company.
Wesco, also is the original purdue a week from Wednesday (15),
chasing company for Fox, of the
though technicians and some of the
chain,
Hoyt's
Australian
but
lesser help are on a weekly basis
whether Wesco ia still fixed as the
witli their pay coming due this week
parent company of Hoyt'a isn't
(Wednesday).
known,
since Hoyt's Is now merged
Closing of the banlcs here Thurswith the Williamson & Tait hold*
day was followed by an emergency
Ings In the island continent.
meeting of the executive committee
of the Producers Ass'n on Friday
Milwaukee, March 6.
which resulted in a virtual deadlock
First meeting of creditors of the
and adjournment until today (Monday), when they will meet at noon bankrupt MIdwesco Theatres, Inc.,
simultaneous with a similar meet- former F-WC subsid. Is scheduled
ing in Npw York. The two confer- for March 16.
ences win 1)0 ronncrted by an open
phono.
LAEHMLE'S STAY BBIEF
Confronting the studios is the fact
Carl Laemmle will not remain in
that Hollywood Is dependent upon
Now York for salary funds with an New York as long as anticipated,
avcr.ipe of $1,300,000 due o.ich week probably returning next week after
only a three-week sojourn.
for ihisj purpose.
Sicgmund Moos, JaclP Ross, his
Even if the cash could be transferred throuRh the usual banking secretary, and the reat of the
which came
ch.innels producers are faced with Laemmle entourage
cast with him will go back to Caltill? fact tliat up to S.iturd.iy mld-

ifornia.

that company.
Sidney Towell, comptroller of Fox
film, and William Eadie, assistant
comptroller, are among the new directors on what is called Kent's
management- directorate. Richard
Rowland also was made a director,
aa was Felix Jenkins, of the legal
division, who also is assistant secretary of the company.

will

approve

Federal

Reserve scrip. If this is done, indications yesterday (Monday) were
that the industry will this week
meet sufficient of its total payroll
to avert crippling of the business as
a whole.
Late Monday afternoon the industry distribution and boxoffice
agreed to deal in scrip. S. R. Kent,
Clarke O'Reilly and Dave Palfryman of the Hays office organized
the movement on scrip.
Eyes of all film heads were to-

Theatre Gosing

—

Costs Dearly in

Neighbors Values

ward Washington yesterday (6). Developments over the week end from
the Capitol were such that Will

Minneapolis, March 6.
property values
in the vicinity are shattered when a
large theatre is closed is strikingly
illustrated in the case of the 4,200seat Publix Minnesota here. Before
this house went dark a large automobile parking space opposite to it
rented for |3,000 a month. Today,
a year later, the rent for the same
lot is $300 a month.
The
parking
space
formerly

morning session of his directorate
which originally was planned to be
hooked up by telephone with a ses-

tee

may

armed, while two plainclothes

(C'ontinned on page 30)

Money

Towell

The national moratorium saved
nimdom. Two weeks of sporadic
moratoria ran up a national gross
decline of approximately $14,000,000.
The Industry over the week end set

tion

to the lot In

cashier's office waia chained off and
armed police halted any attempt
to approach the windows before
4:30, when the payroll was made
Not having on the lot a sufup.
ficient force familiar with cash payoffs, the studio borrowed several
clerks from the local banks to asist the regular studl9 force.
Pending the delay the employees
formed a line between 300 and 400
feet long, guarded by 14 police, all

Michel,

Ouch!

Hays decided against

How

terrifically

charged 25c and was always crowded. Now it's doing a slim business
at a dime a car.
Store rentals in
the same neighborhood have dropped
from $300 and $400 a month to $100

and

$150.

GOLDWYN

the

sion of studio representatives taking
place simultaneously on the west
coast.

The western session, however, remained scheduled. It will be guided
solely by attitudes of the east. In
fact. It is revealed, the purpose of
that session is more to study eastern
reports rather than the immediate^^
situation in the
picture plants."
Whatever decisive moves affecting
the industry that are made will be
inspired and executed by and from
the east.

A

program by Hays

definite

will

be presented to his board when he
decides to call it together.
This
will be shaped. It was stated au-

WHEN

SAILS

PROD. PLANS

calling

Monday, almost solely
upon Washington's plans for industry as a whole.
thoritatively

AU SET

Sam Goldwyn's departure for Europe In about three weeks, for a
vacash, depends on the completion
of details for his next two pictures.

Haysites Cheerful
Organization spokesmen with an
inside at the Capitol expressed confidence Monday that the final Wash-

ington dictum will be such that
Goldwyn, Arthur Hornblow, Jr., funds may be transported from state
and several others of his staff are to state by means of the Federal
now talking over the next Eddie reserve system. They were equally
Cantor picture and a starter for as confident that a complete banking
Anna Sten. Hornblow will go to bill is now being drafted; that it wiU
No mention Is made of David the Coast when Goldwyn sails.
be adopted unanimously by ConBruce, son-in-law of Andrew MelLynn Farnol, Goldwyn exploiter, gress at its Thursday session, and
lon, former U. 3. Secretary of the
will remain In New York to see that the banking law, relieving all
Treasury under Hoover.
Harley 'Masquerader* started on its key present tension and uncertainty will
(Continued on page 34)
be in effect before the end of this
city openings.

week.
If this is

How New
Partly

Cash,

borne out then virtually

major industry payrolls will be
met thla week, closing of theatres
will be kept to a minimum, which
will be temporary, and exchanges
the main channels of industry comall

York H. O's Paid Off
Rest

by

Check—Theatres'

Ready Funds a Help Over Week-End
Payrolls
of
major companies
which up to last night (Monday)
had not been met in full or at all
on pay days scheduled were those
of Fox Film, Columbia and Publix
Theatres Corp. In the case of Columbia, which pays off on Saturdays, it was forced through declaration of a bank holiday to pay off in
cash, with 25% of pay dug up for
some personnel and up to 50% for
others.

Publix recently has been paying
weekly on Saturdays though

off

previously pay day had been every
other Tuesday. Company passed up
payroll Saturday (4) but yesterday
(Monday) decided to pay oft today
(Tuesday) by check.
Paramount theatre, New York,
and other Publlx houses paid off as
usual out of receipts at end of last
week's
engagements,
whether
Wednesday (1), Thursday or Friday. Other chain theatres did the

same.

Fox on Friday, pay day in that
company, paid $26 salaries In full,
50% of salary of those earning from
$25 to $100 and suspended payroll
on' salaries over $100.

—

merce will be kept open.
While Thursday of this

week

therefore is regarded aa a definite
deadline for filmdom one that will

—

either
witness
virtual
complete
Many persons were left without functioning, as in normal times, or
one that will close down home ofimmediate funds not only through fices, studios and theatres
the Hays
failure of payrolls to come through
office was hopeful on Monday that
but as a result of the bonking moratoday (7) scrip will make its ap-

—

over weekend.
To P-P pearance on a national basis. If
people who are paid oK every two
within the next few days that scrip
weeks, the situation was Just that
gets the Reserve signature then the
much worse.
main current problem to distributors
RKO also pays off twice a month, will be obviated.
first and 15lh.
It met Its last payRegional Scrip Problems
roll for the h.o.
The RKO theatres,
Regional scrip, that kind which
as with all other theatres of chains, l.s honored only in territories where
pay off out of receipts or reserve It is Issued, will be a more serious
aftor each week's engagement.
blow to filmcTbm than to any other

torium

Warner

Bros,

met

its

payroll in

Thursday and Friday, while
Universal took care of its salary
outgo Wednesday (1).
full

Industry.

It

Is

claimed.

Fast movement of money in piclike the St. Louis exchange
turning into New York which in
turn pays California, makes regional
tures,

Both Metro and United Artists
discharged payrolls as scheduled on acrl)) nearly valueless to national
Friday (3).
funrtlons of pl-.'tures. If this should
On that date before payrollH wei-p be tho case, however, the Industry
taken care of, the Hays' ofllce ha.l is prr>f)ar('(l to ask Its exchanges to
scrip.
regional
Less
a meeting on the fin.incial situation rf>ro(,'iiize
thought, however, Is right now being
l)ut with agreement that each rompany would rriake Ith own dooi.xion Klven Hiich .1 .situation, the confi(liMioe
l)'-lng that scrip forms will
as to payrolls, other '.mmcdiato obligations and whether there nas to pltluT he iiarional or else there will
hp suspension In whole
all.

oi-

pat

t.

if

at

i>p :jo\(>i

tunent.'Uly rer;of;nized

(('untlnncil

on page 3G)

means

)

.
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Hollywood, March.

Mew

and

'>8

i irsettory .qoea to MorMuasoaun and Bela Lublov,

ris

brought

I'asa-

i:er©

Ia>8 Angeles. Mar.
Schedule of liabilities totaling ap- ilena L. A.; and in Pasadena.
Treanor, Co -Receiver
proximately $25,000,000 l3 pxpecfid
John Treanor, appointed <:x3-viito "oe illed today in the U. d. District <?ourt in the voluntary ijanlc- ceiver with i.'harles P. rikouraa. ..nruptcy proceedinKs last Monday der a joint bond .if (150,000, 1:1 »
Pomona; Fox, San Bernardino;
J
ei-e.
Co. exec
(27) of Fox West Coast. Wesco, the Portland ..'ement
Wash,
^ Spokane,
^
parent company. Is the heaviest with- no previons show experience.
^ ^„ , ^
'^xnr'^Tuir
THEATRE
CABRHXO
roCorrect list ..f houses and
•creditor, and F'ox Films the next,
^an Pedro,
perties included in the F-WC i.ank- CORP.: Cabrillo,
t.'irctiit owes Wesco around S 13. 000.THEATRE
T
E
\'
A
L
L
follows:
ruptcy
FOX
OOO, and Fox Films 82.500,000. .MortiUhamura,
.Vl-.CORP.: Imperial, El Centro.
Los .Vn^eies:
gat^es. notes and hills payable make
varado, -We. Jb" and I'asadena. .Vve.
FOX J-'-VN DIEGO THEATRE
up the i>alance.
r-.ar- CORP.
Egyptian, fan Diego,
Case has i>een assigned to Samuel 53 .ind Pasadena, r.rooiilyn.
.Vru-si-si
United
.-^tariand,
W. .McXabb, referee In bankruptcy, ion,
fqX FAIRMOL'NT THEATRE
CORP.: Fail-mount, San Diego.
and former TT. S. District ^Utomey (downtown).
Ra.yStrand,
Florence,
Pasadena;
here.
FOX LA BREA THEATRE
Hippodrome: CORP.: La Drea. L. ABakersiield,
Included in the bankruptcy are 41 mond;
F-WC houses, 25 of which are lo- Calexico, Kialto: Hawthorne, I't:xza:
FOX LO,VG BEACH THEATRE
cated In Kouthem <^alifamia (Los Long Beach, Egyptian; Xapa. IIlp- CORP.: Imperial. Long Beach,
FOX XOKTH PARK THEATRE
-Ajijfelea territory primarily); .<?even podronie; Ontario, California: RedIn .Vrlzonw. four in Xorthem Cali- wood City, Old Sequoia; Turlock, CORP.: North Park, San Diego.
fonia and five in .sonthem Orei^on. Fox; San Bernardino. I'aUfornia;
FOX ORA.\GE BELT THEATRE
Pasadena. Pasadena,
Circuit has been operating only 22 San Diego, Orpheum: Santa Bar- CORP.
THEATRE
C.iUJ2XICO
of these recently.
bara, Arlington: Santa :>Ionica, .Ma'oast;
''harles
Skouras
CORP.: Capitol, Calexico.
and
John Jestic: Santa. Ana, West
Treanor were appointed ancillary Pomona, SunUst; VaUejo, Strand;
FOX RLAJLTO THEATRE CORP.:
San DiFox.
receivers for the Fox West Coast Vancouver, (."astie.
Park;
Dome. Ocean
properties in northern California by
Arizona: BIsbee, Lyric; Douglas. ogo; Loew's Wanield, Pan Franthe Sa.li FYanelseo courts.
Grande, Lyric; Lowell, (.I'entraL; clsco.
Houses in the Southern California N'ogalea, Lyrtc, Xogales; Tucson,
FOX PJTZ THEATRE CORP.:
district closed since Feb. 1, or prior, Fox, Lj-ric.
RItz, L. A,
are the Alhambra, Crtterton, and
FOX SAN BERNARDINO THEOregon: Coi-vaUis, Majestic,
United
Artists,
Loa
Angeles: Whiteside;
Eugene,
MIcDonald, .A.TRE CORP.: West Coast, San
Florence and Raymond. Pasadena;
<',.

Tfie Butletin

News from
department.

Jack Ruben

i

direct

will

of the picture, but railroad offlclalg
ntxcd the idea. They said the roadw

lUcliai-d

Dlx in 'The Wise Guy,' which will
probably be his last at Radio.

they were in such a hurry to
for•^et here for pictures they
jot their wardrobe. Telephone
oall to Xew York and air express became necessary.

I

rewrkten eirtpacta from 'Varietjr's' Heltyweod SuHetln. pptnterf
in Hollywood, and addad to the regular woekry 'Variety/
doea not circulato other tbair on the Pacific Slope.
the CXfeilies in Los Angeles wilt be found tir that ciiete*n«vy^

Briefly

each Friday

by .Metro to play

the same i arts In the ptc verIteuniun :n V'lenna'
sion "f
they <ild In the play.
for their .ouiumes
-Vsked
stated
.".rat day on arrival .they

Set-Up in Detaiil

Pasadena, and Ave.

<>.

Prize

Biipte7.rWesco and Fox Fihns lain
Creditors;

Hollywood

Gone HoUywoocL

m Fox-WX. $25^000

bed wouldn't atand

Miriam. Hopkins is lieing' <'on.sidered to replace Wynne tilbson
in Par's "The Trumpet Blowa,* with
ti-eorge Raft and Jack LaHue al.so

it.

'Hock Shop' will be produced at
Paramount by B. P. Schulberg instead of by :harlofl Rogers. Rogers
in.stead will <lo 'Bottom of the .Son.'
t

.

in the cast.

1

,

,

.

James K. McGuInness, who

,

•

Manktewicz: Writes Musical
Story for Metro's musical which
be made on the raulti-.itar <-ast
idea Huch as 'Grand Hotel.' is b*>lng
written by Joe .Manidewicz.

|

FOX

1

I

i

.

|

'

•

:

'

j
'

•

writing contract.

Herman

i

j

•

South America

Riesner, Katmer, Rttby East
i.'huck Riesner, Bert Kalmer and
Harry Ruby have gone to New Vork
to confer ^vlth Ed Wynn on the
tatter's pictmre for Metro.

World Wide

:

Boris

FOX

I

(

picture for A.

ICarloff

on

Is

loan

Universal to appear in

I

i

Columbia's 'Rfx the Wild .stalIlon»
on the studo shelf with inde»
clslon whether to release as is of
18

give

from
Ghoul'

'Tlie
i»

He

for British Gaumont.
way to England.

j

The 'Liberty' yarn, 'Handshake,'
will be the next Will Rogers' plo
for Fox. Jane Storm adapting.

1

j

Arthur ICober Is back on the Fox
on a two-picture wvlting

I

'

How

Be Fox-West Coast

Up

Set

To regulate such property that is
ac present profitable, and can be
operated conveniently as a unit, and
to facilitate llqnidacion iti favor of
creditors. F-WC sold unaaaigsedl
leases, e<)nlpment and titles, to the
27 new companies, organized several
weeks ago.
(
'apltal stock, of £ach of these new
companies, together with, a pramis.Mory note for a substantial part of
t he
rcmaintng value of i»ach, has
been assigrod to Fox California
TTieatres, which in lum Issued at!
of its 1.000 shares of common stock,
par $10, and a demand note for $1.630.000 (eauat to all the notes issued
to ir) to F-WC. Clause in this contract states that if a receiver is appointed wtthin 69 days of the deaUl
a .situation wliich happened, the receiver had the power to rescind the

%t>Q|i

i

Los Angeles, March 6.
Here's the Fox- West Coast bankruptcy .setup in a nutshell:
1. There are two corporations. Fox West Coast Theatres, a California, corporation, which went into bankruptcy, and Fox West
Coast Theatres Corp., a subsidiary capitalized at $100,000.
2. Before F-WC Theatres went Into bkpcy, it turned over 37 theatres to 23. newly organized companies.
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j
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;
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t

i'ansaction.

100%, <'arthay Circle Theatre Co.;
100%, East River Theatre Corp.;
3J l/.3%, Grauman's (ireater Hollywood Theatres, Inc.; 100%, Pantases
Hollywood Theatre Co.. Ltd.; 100%,
.Screen .Mirror, Ltd.; 50%, Theatre
I..eaainff
Coiti.;
33
1/3%, IT. A.
Downtown Theatre Co. (Joint v*»n-

it

assigned

its

Coast,

FOX

CORP.: Senator, Sacramento.

THEATRE
THEATRE

FOX VALLEJO

37

.-spotted

i

wood.

1

Riverside:

Riverside,

A.;

L.

1

South

i

J-'ox

FOX
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.VTRES

BAKERSFIELD
I

'ORP.:

Fox,

WILSHIRE

Fox

CO.:

FOX

[

A.;

Drake'

THEATBES.

Boulievard. L. A.; IHorence.
California. Pomona;
Fox.

1

direct

'Stag

Colony Sick List
Samuel .Marx, father of ihe .Mai-s
Brothers. In the Codara of Lebanon
hospital following a heart .iitack.
(Continued on page 25)

when

'

Raft

off

the

Paramount
Hollywood, Maivii ri.
Umvftr^ity nf .Southern CalU'orjua,
shown wracnoal .iuc/-.-at

whicli has

in liim rnalung tor ytajs, 13 pn-paring to enter into production ami .lis-

write.

THORS.

Warners' .special train, in co-<»per-ction with General Electric, to exthe Warner film, '42nd Street,'
arrives at the Grand Central Thurs-

is

payroll. t;eorge Barr McVnnon has
l>een added to the studio's .scenario

department, and Joseph .Monecure
-March gets a bix- month termer to

.

'

tributlon of eduoaiional picuiifa.
School haa token an oiUce at Ue-

White's Indian Short
Jules White and a cameraman
left for the (.'herokee Indian reservation at .Vflhville. N. C., to make
a .short for the Pete timith aeries at
Metro.

public .studio and will desiynait- this
of learning the rnmisUy
Division.
U.SX;. lias foiiued a
lutin.i .idvisory ..'ouncil. with Dr. Joiiii Carruthers, rt-aearth assistant lo the
school's
pifsiaent,
as ihaiiiniin.
John HoycH-.<niUii, uf i:c|iubilc

branch

Cinema

day (9). Crosstown parade has been
arranged to loUow the arrival of the
Russell
Birdwell,
Radio
p.a.,
.special, which is carrying certain
moves up to a ilii'ector's berth to
Warner and O. e. execs besides meg Flying Circus,' aviation story.
s-tudio players to New Tork and
Guild Adda 30
(hen to Xew England.
In a memberiihlp drive the dcrt-en
P<>To«nt of
Party was in Washington for the
oetNMndlntr
Writers' (luild voted in ."JO new
Presidential Inauguration.
<-«p.
members
this
week. Dudley Nichols
IIIO
13 added to the board of dlrei-iors.
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Disbands

Ad
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Los Angeles, -March

'
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Fox West Coast today abandoned
the publicity and advertising department at the home ofilce, with
Troy Orr, head; Gwlnn Klrkpatrlck,

and Ed Green, planter, moving to Jjoew'a State and handling
currently only that house.
artist,

to

Explain

Lon .Murray, iviio ;,aa lieeii •nlieavoring to --vhipa 'No ."^lo N'ant iii:troupe into .shape for ihe road, lias
been subpoenaed to appear beioin
the I.iabor Bureau to answer -.vajje
complaints and « xplain au .illeged
bouncing check.
Nixed

'42 St'

K.i.;i..ii-.

tai

"{•.ui\

i'v

^aiu Kat/..

Max

'IcTvi.'n.

lobn Zamt.
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Warners wanted to talte Its '42d
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With no indie otierator willing lo
assume resuonsibllity, only picture
house in .Solvang, small town near

]

10.30

u,701 pref.

(Part o£ above held
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liepartment, '.vho i.as j.imed .I'dx
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Frinolpol Theatres,
"West Coast Hollywood Tbeatrcs
Oooat Theatres. Inc
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.Vlperson, Fox ;ilm buyer
from .N>w Vork, .irrived today ;ind
wlil
e
nmporarily stationed here.
-VIso ;n :Tom lOaat is William T.
I'owers. ;ormerly <;f Paramount le;:ddie

:ii;iae

.

Co-oping a Theatre
I
i

Fox- Went
Vpnlco liive.'lmPDt "o
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SPECIAL DUE
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'Shame

into

I
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Stock Strudnr

went

Zoe Aikens

ST.'

IK

Mont.
Ll.^CE

FOX DE
L.

I

THEATRE

I

'42D

FOX BUTTE THEATRE CORP.:
INC.:

I'layer

Wilshire. L- A.

':"allfomia, Bakerstleld.

THE-

Bakerstleld.

Callf.

RIalto. Butte,

Again

year option contract at Paramount.

THE.VTPJE

PAHADISE

CORP.:

I'asadftna.

FOX

!

F-WC

New F-WC

^vlll

Radio If Warners agree
a loan deal vmder way.
for

<

1

California,
Oregon. Washington. Idaho, Monfana, Wyoming, New .Mexico, Arizona, ''ulorado, Kansas, Missouri,
IllinoLs ;ind .Vebraska.
Most of the
liouses in the Pacific Northv/cst
vccnt into bankruptcy Jan. 1.
also operates, owns and leases commercial [Property at Ave. 26 and
In

'Soviet' Off

Metro has shelved 'Soviet* .again.
This time because Harry 'ohn refuses to extend the loan of i'ltink
Capra, his .ice director, who was to
have megged it. Film stands .Metro
about ¥l.uOO.UOO.

the Red.'

Clarke, Jaw Shattered, Replaced
Sally Hilers, on loan from Fox,
goes into 'Made on Broadway,' replacing Mae Clarke, whose jaw was
broken in an auto accident.

Hills.

THEATRE

.SENATOR

houses in 23 new corporations. Following is the list of companies, .nnd
the theatres held by each:

|

|

'Jieatrcs

Hal Roach will not talce ;r ih»
option on the < ontract of Ben iJlue,
has been .ippearlng in 'he Tuxl
Boys' shorts.

who

CORP.: Virginia, Vallejo.
Radio's 'TJttle Clown Lust.' with
r'OX
Dorothy Jordan and Joel McCrea,
.STRAND
will be megged l.y Al Ircen, nn loan
CORP.: Strand, San Pedro.
from
Warners.
FOX WARFTELD "ITIEATRE
FOX PJVER55IDE THEATRE
CORP.: Highland, L. A.; T'ptown, CO.: Grauman's Chinese, HollyJack LaRue has drawn a aeven-

|

(CalifomU), Stockton: Fox, PhoeThese subHidiarlc-s own or operate! nix, Ariz.; Fox, Billings, Mont.;
ihomselvps ur through other sub- U'cst Coast, Long Beach: RIalto,
.17^

'In

Roy Del Ruth
Line*

FOX WESTWOOD THEATRE
CORP.: Milage, Weatwood

!

tnre).

aids

m

treatment.

Radio has a deal on whereby
Wheeler and Woolaey will make
two more pix for the .studio .ifter

to

by Fox-West

'Gerhard' On Again
Theodore Dreiser's 'Jeannie Gerhard,' dropped by B. P. Schulberg, la
back
favor again, with H. K. I>;iuren and Prank I'artos writing .a new

auditorium.

completing

musical 'Maiden Cruise.'

In Radio's

Bernardino.

Rex; Medford, Crtteiion, RIalto.
Canada: \'ancouver. Castle.
37 Houses
Reorganization, prior to the banitruptcy. of some of the theatres held

!

Harold Hecht has been loaned by
Paramount to stage dance numbers

Their Domes Cracked
Arthur Harpo' Marx and Susan
Fleming injured when a barrage of
bottles was let loose during the
Arizmendi- Miller tight at Olympic

stock holdings in 20 corpora-

'

j

j

Fox West Coast owns 100% of Its
stock: 51% of Alden Theatre Co.:
50.00%,
California
Theatre Co.;

time,

tion after the reopening, went oft
the payroll. Quartet are Kathleen
Uhepard,
Earle
.Snell,
(Jlarenco
Marks and Uonna Byrnne.

Marian Burns, Kane Rlcbimond
and Harry Wood, cast members of
Fox' 'Man Eater,' are on the way
home from the Straits Settlement.
Director Clyde Elliott and Writer
James O. Spearing remain there.

tions to F-WC Theatres t.'orp.
4. The r3 newly organized companies turned over all their capital
stock and demand notes, for a .substantial part of the purchase
price of their holdings, to Fox t:alifomia Theatres Corp.
1.000
5. Fox California. Theatres Corp. issued all of its stock
-hares at $10) and a demand note for $1,630,000 'equal to the total
of notes received from the 23 companies) to F-WC Theatres (.'orp,
6. F-WC Theatres «;orp. i.^sued all of Its capital stock and a demand note for $1,630,000 (equal to the one f,'iven it by Fox Califomia) to F-WC Theatres, the bankrupt.

I

t

I

entire

At the same

3.

|

work on

Cutter Shifts to Wurtzel
Barney Wolf transferred to the
cutting department of the Wurtzel
unit, with Robert Bischoff succeeding him in charge of the department at Fox.

Hippodrome,

Bakersfield;
RIalto.
CaJexlco; California, San Bernardino; and California, Ontario.

Four Unlvei-sal writers, finishing
pictures slated for produc-

payroll
term.

|

a remake treatment.

It

Pays to Advertise
Victoria Vinton, burlesque actresa^
who is .suing ijam Goldberg for
$135,000 for assertedly displaying a.
semi- nude photo of her in front ot
the Majestic, has favorably passed a
U. screen test.

on his

.

!

June

C. Ra.vin.iker will -^o to
to ilirect a jungle
J. Van B«>uren an«t
rplease.

the leads.

:

^

Vickers,'

gets 'Just Off 3th Avenue.'
Murfln will write \'lckera.'

I

f

back to Radio to adapt
Louis Weltzenkom

Called

'Ann

Sprague Doine a Second
Chandler riprague, who authored
The Chaser,' la doing another .story
•at Metro, with Intention to .''pot
Lee Tracy ;ind Wallace Beery in

;

i-e«

.signed as associate producer at !<>•
lumhla, gops to .MPtro on a year's

will

T. Power.s.

I

s.i.''

s

riCTVHES

Tuesdaj, March 7, 1933

WALL
Seabiiry

May

On Rent

ST.

Represent Landlords

advent of film receiverships. Those
leases combined total about $200,-

venture.' This is made up largely of
real estate experts whose duty It
will be to appraise theatres for the
benefit of the actual owner so as to
afford data to combat figures by
par's own department of appraisers.
Already the potential landlord calculators appreciate they have a stiff
Job ahead. Accustomed to measure
buildings by floor space and cubic
content, some of them are now
hoping to arrive at a formula which
can be generally applied to the box-

Such men admit they have

yet to learn the value of the real
estate in relation to the value of the
ihoatre as a show enterprise.
KiTorts to gather Information concerning the nature of leases are al-

Here again inTestigators for the now committee
are finding unexpected snags. They
ready being made.

B&K

Fox^CIink
Of 250 Houses
After

Mop-Up

Rebirth of the Fox
chain,

'after

theatre

which are now going

West Coast
eliminations
and turn-

on,

backs plus receiverships of minor
subsids, will come through the reorganization of the Coast chain into
a nucleus of around 260 theatres.
The latter number is all that are
expected to remain when the reorganizers and receivers get through
washing up 'deadwood.'
Right now. It is stated, the F-WC
chain has around 200 theatres that
are considered paying properties.
That means only around 40% of
the chain which before receivership aggregated about 600 houses.

are being told that during boom
times show business as a whole
The theatres that will form the
plunged blindly, in many instances, new Fox West Coast link will be
to corral houses in cut-throat com- in closely knitted territories.

As

the result there is little
uniformity to guide outside appraisers and still less opportunity, it is
conceded, to arrive at a true and
natural valuation of some of the
properties.
At first breath the Publlx proposition for landlords, in the new
deals, to ride along with the circuit

The

has around 120 theatres which are now dark and of this
number. It Is expected, fully 100 wlU
be darkened permanently, eliminated
from the fold or turned back to
former owners.
circuit

ECONOMY MAY FORCE
PROGRAMERS

on a percentage of what is taken at
the boxofflce looked favorable. Now,
however, landlords are reported to
SINGLE
want the right to have a hand in
picture bookings for their houses
under such an arrangement. Now
LiOB Angeles, March 6.
the landlords want assurance that
FJrst encouragement toward single
houses will have quality product, for features was brought around by
fear they may be left holding the neighborhood houses over weekend
bag.
being unable pay rentals for double
Hollywood Theatres, formerly Fox-West Coast subsidiary,
having four houses on Hollywood
Boulevard on Sunday started single
feature policy. This group was the
first of the double feature showers
features.

COAST

IS

WASTING NO

TIME RETRENCHING

in

Hollywood, March S.
Studios here are cutting down all
labor to bare necessity for produc-

Velour-able
AgainaC Th<
Banker Influ^Me Fanned
Each
Out
Negatively

Evidence
Chicago, March 6.
Uptown theatre has an exassortment of
pensive
oil
paintings hanging in Its ultra
mezzanine foyer. Book value
on the art, a relic of the glad,
mad days of expansion, is said
to be in six figures.
Utilization of one of these
oil paintings, 'The Bull Fight,'
was made recently by Bill
Holden, who brought the picture down as a front of the
house ballyhoo for 'Kid from
Spain.' Picture is said to have
originally cost
$1,200,
which makes It the world's
most costly poster.

Appraisals, Under Way
An army of appraisers is now being recruited by the new protective

petition.

As Last Big Trade Insolvency

$1,200 Poster

movement, with Seabury

technically described as trial counsel, but actually overseer of landlord protection, would also attempt
to relieve land owners of the necessity of making personal trips to
New York or have some general
representative or committee aides.

offlce.

Sees Publix Bankruptcy

Hilles

THII SHOW BIZ

Adjostmoits with Publix

Samuel Sesibury, the Tammany
reported seriously
la
considering projecting himself into
the film industry on a basis that
would vlrtuEdly amount to a quizz
Into receiver-landlord theatre deals.
Seabury, It is known, has already
been approached and there is every
Indication now that initially he will
represent a group of Publlx circuit
landlords who want a break In lease
adjustments.
Virtually every landlord leasing
property to Publlx is now being
canvassed with the purpose of forming one of the strongest creditor
committees contemplated since the

1

FINALLY

Terrorlzer,

000,000.
Tlic new

VARIETT

town.

Expected that many other theatres

Is

Doctors are getting so pronow that they may go

flolent

your home and make you
some of your furIt's happened to AI
whose recent skin
trouble was found by doctors
to
be due to contact with
velour In his home.
into

Time—Par, RKO and Fox

get rid of

Instances

niture.
Selig,

—Contrasted

to

Showmen-Controlled Cos.
Relatively

Good Shape

BANKER ANGLE'
Holding that th* r*cord provM indisputably bankers have- flopped
virtually 100% as operator* In show
business, and that banker interference today is
near negative as
it ever will be, the picture industry
is positive that whatever reorganits
ization
takes
within
place
jurisdiction will b* motivated and
shaped, solely by picture leaders.
Only the companies over which
the bankers aBsumed actual dictatorship are in the hands of receivers today. And with receiverships the bankers ar« now described
as being only toe happy to acquiesce to the suggestions of the
show world and to reinstate men
with long show records in command.
Leader after leader has been injected in the film business where
the banks are in power, only to be
withdrawn In succession with their
charges left each time deeper in the

Seems that Sellg can't take
it when it comes to velour,
and now he has to get rid of
chairs and other furnishings
In his New York hut if wanting to escape
sensation.

that

itching

Doctors have been trying forto find out what was
bothering
Sellg
and were
about to give up when they
found he was the kind of guy
with a skin velour loved to

months

touch.

L A. Would Pay

Indication that fllmdom looks for
no further big chain bankruptcies
to occur was made by Charles D.
Hilles before a meeting of creditors
of Paramount-Publix held in New
York, Friday (3). Hilles is co-receiver of P-P which Is in equity receivership.
It was his point that the bankruptcy of Publlx Enterprises, comprising some 365 theatres over the
country, was the last of the big
ones.
P-E represents a $16,000,000 in-

vestment by Paramount and itself
controls something like 120 differnt theatre operating companies.
Considering Hilles' connections
politically and downtown, looks like
he should know, although bankruptcies like Fox- West Coast and

Fox-Midwesco occurred after the
Publlx Enterprises matter.
In Fox Midwesco, filmdom saw
the biggest bankruptcy action ever
filed in eastern Wisconsin.
Like all
others that have happened, including Orpheum, RKO Southern,
Western, and the Pacific Northwest,

RKO

it

of COJ). s

And Keep Open

was a voluntary

action.

750 Houses Involved
Probably altogether there are
around 760 theatres formerly belonging to the various chains which
are now in one kind of receivership
bankruptcy.
or
other.
Including
That's an estimate.
Midwesco Theatres, Inc., latest
bankruptcy entrant operates a chain
which Includes the Palace and
.

red.

Clarke, Mclntyre

and Tinker bad

their rule in FoZt It Is now declared, before Wall Street realized
that after all a- showman must rule.
Thus S. R. Kent was enlisted.
John Hertz and Paramount figure
until the crash came^ when the
bankers decided not to oppose the
return, to partial leadership, of

Los Angeles, March 6.
Strand In Milwaukee, and 12 in
Although emergency measures are other Wisconsin cities. Liabilities
taken, apparently between
are $1,646,167.34; assets are (310,40 and 60 theatres will close due to
173.76.
the banking situation. In effort to
These houses were returned to
keep as many houses as possible
former owners by, Fox West Coast
open Indie theatre men have prebankruptcy action.
being

prior to the
sented rental payment plan to the
Among Midwesco's liabilities are
film board of trade with latter probmore than 300 unsecured claims
ably adopting It at meeting late to-

Adolph Zukor.
day.
Ditto with RKO.
The bankers
Arrangements called for payment
found out too late that a leather of 60% of C.O.D.'s on receipt of
mogul was far from a mogul in the print, with balance turned over to
picture business.
exchanges before end of the engageExchanges, however, seem
ment.
Contrasts
Just the opposite, in view of the to Insist they must have cash for
times, is held true for major com- rentals.
First house to fold here because
panies not In tho position wifere
they were forced to abide by banker of financial stress was Moore Park,
Influence: Warners, away from all a nelghborhooder, operated by Don
banks, except savings institutions Mentor, which shut up Saturday
for two years, and rumored for the night.
past year as the most certain 'next
bet for receivership^* hasn't been
the first and isn't the third to go to STUDIO UNIONS
the courts.
Instead, the Brothers
paid the $1,100,000 interest on debentures rather than sacrifice to the
courts.

Columbia

recently showed
Its
biggest quarter.
Metro, for the
year the bankers elsewhere" were
exerting their powers as showlnen,
stepped ahead of tho business in
quality
product.
Universal and
United Artists have held their own
and are In the hands of their
founders.
Getting right down to the point,
fllmdom now Is certain that whatever Is to happen will not happen
without the knowledge and approval
of such leaders as Schenck, Warner,
Aylesworth, Laemmle, Zukor, Kent.
This time the bankers will listen to
all of them.

operated by chains will also go this
way, especially the neighborhood
houses. Principal Theatres, which
tion.
Not wanting to carry any more runs number of 10c grind houses
No Dictatorship
help than necessary on account of downtown, had worst business SunFilm leaders are convinced that
present situation, indie studios are day in their career was even weaker the banks are now convinced showthan the usual week day business, men should
laying oft even office help.
run show business. The
falling 25% below that of an avermoney men now have had sufficient
age Monday which is considered experience in show business to reaPenn. Pink Slip Idea
bad.
lize their role must be that of a
Though some houses want single balanced wheel. Because of money,
Philadelphia, March 6.
bill In desperate effort to get In cash,
bankers are not entitled to dictatorFollowing protests of exhibitors
three houses went triple bill Sunday ship.
They are entitled only to a
censors,
a
Pennsylvania
iagainst the
to try and Increase revenue.
fair return on the money loaned
meeting was held this week between
They were Warners' Forum and when the money has been furnished
the board and a committee from
IndependMayfair,
the
and
Jewel,
in proper instances, they state.
the Board of Managers of the
Because of the money Invested,
M.P.T.O.A. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
bankers are conceded by fllmdom to
Southern New Jersey and Delaware
INDIE FIG have
HOLCDAT'
'BANK
a say in any reorganization of
was
wherein the 'pink slip' method
Hollywood, March 6.
But, it la appended,
the business.
discussed.
Following right on the newspaper they shall go only so far as
The board reported favorably on
the Idea, thus exempting the 'films headlines. Monogram has bought a the protection of bank coin is Infrom a part of censor eliminations story Idea called 'Bank Holiday,' terested, and not be allowed to enand the matter will be taken to by George Waggner. W. T. Lackey gender the Interests of the showHarrisburg for a discussion. It was will produce for Monogram, and man, and possibly that oC the show
world, as well.
also decided to arrange a monthly Phil Rosen direct.
Filmdom is satisfied that at last
Picture Is to be rushed Into promeeting between the censors and
Wall Street understands.
duction.
the exhibitors.

ASKED
TO TAKE 20% PAY CUT

Hollywood, March 6.
Producers are attempting to get
all unions connected with picture
production to take a 20% cut In the
new basic agreement wljlch would
replace the present agreement exSeveral conferpiring March 15.
ences have been held during the
past week between Pat Casey, representing the producers, and William Elliot, president of the lATSE,
and repfesentatlves of unions out-

lATSE

Bide

jurisdiction.
will continue

until an
Confabs
agreement has been reached. Re-

ported the unions are willing to take

amounting

to

around

$1,436,260

and

owed the Government for admission taxes.
Assets show $98,500 due in open
accounts, $77,332 cash In banks and
$3,062

$38,479 in equipment and machinCompany is a Delaware corery.

poration.

Reorganization of all these firms
is now In progress with the outlook that those theatres which have
not yet been turned back to former
owners and operators and which
the chains have found unoperatlve
by themselves, will be unloaded
eventually.
Receivers for Orpheum, F-WC,
the Hoblltzelle (RKO Southern);

Pantages (RKO Western) and Midwesco have not announced as yet
any definite plan on these circuits
as to changes or otherwise, except
to indicate this general turnback of
non-profitable spots, through dlsaftirmatlon of leases.
Probably the first to revert to
former owners will be the Hoblitzelle circuit in the south by RKO,
and the Pantages circuit, also by

RKO.

VALEDICTORY FLOPS
Levee Offers Only Mild Talk After
Harangue Had Been Printed

a 10% cut but balking at the larger
slice.

Why Roadshow Pix So«So
Syracuse, N. T., March

6.

'Cavalcade,' roadshown at the Empire last week, gave the house fair
business Just that and nothing
more despite local critics went the
limit and editorial writers added
their hurrahs.
Dollar top hurt, but more than
that, perhaps, was the fan conviction that the picture would be back
in not so many weeks for a grind

——

run at the Skoura.s-opcrated Eckel
for 25c.

Mike

Hollywood, March 6.
Levee had composed a

valedictory, a 'masterpiece,' for delivery In conjunction with his resignation from the board of directors
of the Academy, but despite the
fact that the dallies had printed
parts of the advance copy of the
speech. Levee gave those assembled
only a short address in mild tone.
Among those things that Levee

had Intended saying were:
'The depreoslon Is only an Incident an alibi for those responsible for sending one of America's
greatest businesses into wholesale
bankruptcy.'
He proposed to take a slap at

—

SPITZ OBDERED SOUTH
'relatives and other incompetents
Leo Spitz leaves New York this who have been feeding on the
week for a Florida vacation on doc- trough of gold.' Further, 'the bankers helped the industry and helped
tor's orders.
Opinion of the Paramount attor- crucify It,' tlnd 'we must cither dis,ney and operator's physician Is that Infect tbe master minds who select
our film themes or displace them.'
he has been overworking.

p I e ra R E c

VARIETY

8

ioose Coin Takes Camphor

$22M

K«w
Tb*
with

On L

A. Par; State. Blah 5^26

—

Los Angeles, March

6.

•

—

COMES TO PHT
AND TOWN GOES NERTS

haywire. When that
was declared the
mothballs coyered the loose change
In the purses, and it took more than
a magnet to pry out the silver.
With the exception of the Paramount, on the first day of the bank
holiday, the local houses took a
brutal slap.
Paramount got oft to a remarkable start of $3,600 on the Initial
advent of Marco's operation with
his stage show and 'Sign of the
From the
Cross' on the screen.
-start, It looks like an- easy $22,000
on the week, sensational under the
circumstances.
Theatres are taking checks, or
what have you, in lieu of cash to
State,
'bolster the house Intake.
with 'Dangerously Yours,' felt the
lack of trade from the opening ses-

'42D ST.'

Warner's Downtown and
sion.
Hollywood had a tough strtiggle
with 'Blondie jTohnson' which is In
for six days, prior, to the advent
of '42d Street,' with a deluxe' premiere on Wednesday (8) at the
Hollyv/ood house.
RKO had tough sledding also
with 'Private Jones,' while the Los
Angeles, with Its double bill. Is having a struggle t<f keep its head

opening day, raising its scale Friday
at four in the afternoon to the 50c

Town

legal

Is all

holiday-

above water.
Chinese postponed its $6 premiere
oif' 'King Kong' to March 15, and
then goes into a $1 top policy at
night, with a Sid Orauman prolog
as stage aid.
Estimates for This

Downiown (WB)

Week

(1,800;

25-70)

(FN) and vaudeTransients more Interested
In conserving their assets than
amusements with result that around
$6,000 will be big. Last week 'Ladies They Talk About' (WB) little
over S10,000.
>1ollywood (WB) (2,766; 26-66)
*Blondle Johnson' (FN). Very slow
Foi^ six days around
b.o. progress.
Last week 'Ladies They
1.5,000.
Talk About' (WB). exceptionally
'Blondlo Johnson'

ville.

good around $9,600.
Los Angeles (Wm. Fox)
16-25)

(2,800;

Ttooper' (Col) and
Trade
Nights' (Mayfalr).
dribbled along to tune of
'State

'Malay
Just

around

$4,000,

a 40% drop below

Last week 'Speed Demon'
Sin' (In(Col) find 'Secret of
vinc) had strong going to $6,100.
normal.

Wu

Paramount

(Part-Mar)

(3,5d6;

26-50) 'Sign of the Cross' (Par) and
show.
whiz baiig start
which should' show a wow $22,004
nonetheless.
This
equals
'Big
Broadcast,*' which held top gross for
some time here, but at higher scale.
(2,950; 25-56) 'Private Jones'
(U).
"Very little cash encouragement here, with possibly around
poor $4,000 for the week. Last week
'Topaze' (RKO) started off in great
shape, but skidded to $5,700, dis-

A

fltaige

RKO

appointing.
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 25-40)
^Dangerously Tours' (Fox).
Terriflcallr hit and $5,500 prospect on
the week means a $4,000 loss. Last
week 'Kid From Spain' (UA) pretty
healthy week at $17,900.

Lincoln Frees a

Few

Shekels for Lee Tracy
Lincoln, Neb., March 6.
the general shortage of
money, amusements are off but the

With

weather Is balmy anyway.
Lee Tracy at the State in 'Private
Jones' is the box office man of the
hour. 'King of the Jungle* follows

Mae West in the Stuart and had
better show more life than she did,
the town as a whole receiving her
buxom maudlinlty very

coldly.

'Great Jasper,' set for the Lincoln,
looked like it had competition for a
while when the Capitol had booked
•Conquerors* for a second running
at 75% less adm. The latter picture
was pulled Immediately, however,
to give 'Jasper* all the chance It'll
need.

Prominent

among

last

week*s

shows was the dusting off of Bd
Wynn's old pic, 'Follow the Leader'
at the Capitol which ran that house
to SRO every day.
Estimates tor This

Week

Colonial (LTC) (660; 10-15-20)—
*Wliat! No Beer?' (MG). Probably
do nice $860, under the circumstances.
Last week 'Face in the
Sky* (Fox) couldn't hold the full
'Blx
ils'

and was halved by 'Lucky Dev-

(RKO)

to fair $700.

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-26-40)—
f^Qreat Jasper' (RKO).
IS.DOO.

(WB)

Dubious for
Last week 'King's Vacation'

did nicely at $2,700.

Orpheum (LTC) (1,200; 10-16-25)
•^'Madame Butterflsr' (Par), and
••Luxury Liner* (Par), second half,
-should, repeat last week's 'Three on
<|t M^oji'. (WB) okay for I860.
6tiit# (JUtOnroe) (600: 10-26-36)—
Off okay and
.^PrlVAte Joties' .(U).
Irtaybe ovei* |*,flOO. excellent pon'«fd-

Pittsburgh, Mar.

6.

Everything '42d St' here this
week, with fllm opening at Stanley

same day the WB-GE special got to
town, and the stars -making a perappearance at house that
Ballyhoo brought out a bigger crowd for street parade than
that which greeted Lindbergh sevn
eral years ago, with police estlntates
varying from 200,000 to 300,000.
Train visitors said it was greatest
throng they encountered across the
continent, bettering even Chi turnsonal

night.

out.

Stanley,

course,

of

got

a great

Haven, March

Palaoia Is setting the

a doable

bill

pace

of Trlyate Jones'

effect to 4ate, as houses accept
checks OB local banks and I O U's.
Also a^flolt regular patrons on own
recognizance. Bztension should do
little damage to film bouses^ ,W%ekend attendance averaged as usual.
Roger Sherman bringing '42d
Street Special' as an opening-day
plug Thursday,
Eatimatea for This Week

Has

which makes security doubly

Big Weeks and Looked All Set
f

COLUMBUiS IS JUST
GIVING ITSELF BP
Grosses?

.

less

than dozen have taken advan-

tage of -offer. Many here looked for
such action by banks and were preOnly two flrst run houses
pared.
received checks up to Sunday night.
Orpheum la having steady business with 'State Fair.' Fox Flms
forced the Orph to charge 60c top,
and Sunday night more than 400

stars in person plus another Dempsey-Tunney flght to bring In anything like normal biz this week.

The radio boys should put the Palace well on top of the heap, however, with biz at all other houses
too poor to even breathe about, despite fact that attractions are above
the average and have been publicized as never before.
Loew's Ohio set to 'take a plenty
hearty ooe on the chin next week
with Ted Lewis* show booked in,
orchestra in the pit and plenty
other expenses.
Almost time to.
close the doors all round, and stay
home and listen to the radio. If you
can afford to buy the electricity.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (8,074; 26-40)—
(Col) and
'Child of Manhattan'
Stands
Mills Brothers in person.
chance of hitting $9,000 for the
week, plenty high with conditions
a.<3
they are. Last week 'Topaze*
(RKO) slightly under $6,00fr, weak..
,

Ohio'(Loew-UA) (3,000; 26-40)—
'What? No Beer!' (MG). Just $4,000
will be mighty high for this one,
which could have hit twice, that if

conditions right. Last week 'Clear
All Wires* (MG), $3,600, terrible.
Broad (Loew-UA) (2,600; 26-40)
of the Jungle* (Par). Also
find $4,000 most acceptable, but
With Care' (Fox). A little Interest ordering tickets. Many going in will
may
not even hit that. Last week
kicked
foyer
and
more
kicked
Ih
in fact that both Glenda Farrell and
(Par)
Scandal*
Dollar
'Billion
adspite
of
fact
they
Lyle Talbot, in 'Girl Missing,* also after show In
flopped to under $3,000.
in town opening day on *42d Street mitted having seen a honey of a
Grand (Neth) (1,100; 25-40)—
Special.' Not enough to help much, picture. With usual 40c top standbiz
No
(FN).
Jumper'
'Parachute
however. Looks like $2,200. Last outs would' probably be numerous.
Happy to hit $2,000.
Denham, first on air with an- at all In sight.
week 'Nagana' (U) and 'He Learnecl
week 'Employees' Entrance'
About Women* (ParJ a big disap- nouncement checks would be ac- Last
light $2,800.
took
(WB)
cepted, has not had a request, but
pointment at $2,750.
Majestic (RKO) (1.100; 20-35)—
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 16- business seems better than last
No better than
26-40)— 'Rig Drive' (FD). Second week. RIalto dipped severely on •LuxuryIn Liner.'
Last week 'Pensight.
$1,800
week of official war fllm way off, last week as a flrst run; goes sec- guin
Pool Murder* (RKO), $2,500,
but likely $3,000 on a holdover isn't ond run next week, -with two-bit oke.
so bad considering start of new ses- top.
?'he Tabor continues packing in
sion fell on Ash Wednesday and
wds with stage show and subsewith plenty of stiflt opposition. First
week, great at $8,500, best here in quent runs. Looks to get $6,500.
FIGHT,'
Aladdin on flrst week of return to
more than a year.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35- flrst run doing well on '42d St.* this
50)—'Hallelujah I'm a Bum* (UA). week. Film taken there direct from 'JASPER,' SG,
Jolson apparently no longer a b. o. Orpheum, where it broke house recfigure.
Down the street, however, ord for the time Huffman has had
Kansas City, March 6.
at Stanley his wife's in '42d Street," house. Weather elegant for theaWith bank holiday and leading
so that about evens the family tres.
The Victory Is accepting what banks previously limiting withcount. Weak $7,000 in prospect for
'Bum.' Last week 'She Done Him people can pay during bank holiday. drawals to 5%, prospects are not so.
rosy.
Wrong* (Par) at $8,000 proves that
Estimates for This Week
The '42d St.* show has been hitMae West means nothing in these
Aladdin (RKO-Huffman) (1,600;
and held over for five
parts.
25-40)—'42d St' (WB)".
Good at ting strong,
At the Malnstreet 'Great
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50)— $4,000. Last week 'Cavalcade' (Fox) days.
Jasper* under normal conditions
'42d Street* (WB). A pushover for roadshow did $7,000, okay.
the big dough, with great ballyhoo
Denham (Hellborn) (1,700; 16-26) would do much more than 'Topaze,'
and a picture to back it up, too. —'Air Hostess' (Col). Not bad at which last week grossed pretty low.
Dick Pow.ell in cast and local fav $3,600. Last week 'Self Defense' House has started publicity for the
helping,
too;
$19,000
minimum (Mono) and Iron Master* (Allied) Cantor-Jcseel vaude show March 18,
seems certain, best here since 'Dra- finished with a fair $3,000. Stiff and a sell-out was expected until
now.
cula.* Last week 'State Fair* (Fox) competition kept gross down.
Loew's Midland's 25c. price helps
excellent at $14,000.
Denver (Publlx) (2,500; 25-35-40Variety (Jaffe) (2,100; 26-40)— 50) 'King of Jungle' (Par). Weak as far as number of admissions is
'Vampire Bat* (Maj) and vaude. at $4,800.
Last week 'Madame concerned.
'Cavalcade' closed at the Apollo,
Vaudfllm Interest apparently wan- Blanche' (MO) only $4,200.
ing.
Looks like a bit under $3,000
Orpheum (RKO-Huffman) (2,600; following two weeks, with $4,200,
this
week.
Last week 'Vanity 25-35-40)—'State Fair' (Fox) and fair.
Street' (Col) about $4,160.
Estimates for This Week
Fred Schmltt and orchestra. Back
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-36-50)— to normal, $12,500. Last week '42d
Liberty (Dublnsky) (860; 10-20)—
'Great Jasper' (RKO). Good notices St.' (WB) broke house record since 'Life Begins' (FN), and 'Half Naked
for this programmer, and would Huffman has had the house, $18,600. Truth' (RKO), second half. House
have probably gathered better than
Paramount (Publlx) (2,000; 25- is reaping benefits of the publicity
$4,000 under ordinary circumstances. 40)
'Crime of Century' (Par). Not given pictures on their first runs
Last week 'Hot Pepper* (Fox) not hot at $2,800. Last week 'What! No and business Is holding steady. This
so hot at $6,000.
Beer?* on Ave days, $2,600.
week close to $2,200. Last week
Rialto
(RKO-Huffman) (900)— 'Rockabye' (RKO) first half did not
'Hidden Gold' (U), 2 days, 'Goona fare so well, but 'Central Park'
Goona' (FD) and 'Slightly Married' (FN) showed more life; $2,000, fair.
Paging P. A. Einfeld
(Chesterfleld), 6 days. So-so, $2,000.
Mainstreet "(RKO) (3,200; 25-40)
Hollywood, March 6.
Last week "Dangerously Yours'
'Great Jasper' (RKO).
Many of
Reported here that Evelyn Wise (Fox) closed with a fair $2,750.
the regulars have turned thumbs
with the 'Forty-second Street' train
down on this house since the abandeserted it in Washington when she
donment of stage shows and the
straight picture policy don't look so
married Eddie Stanley, m. c, who
Grosses This
good.
Uirhard Dlx should get
camo on from New Tfork Sunday.
around $5,000. Last weelj 'Topaze'
(UKO) with the Uarrymore name
In view of the national bankwa.o
a
terrible
disappointment; $4,ing situation, estimates must
erlng.
Last week 'They Just Had
700.
be broadly construed, and in
to Marry' (U) made neat money at
Midland (Locw) (4,000; 25) 'Men
no instance can the true box
$1,900.
.Must right' (MG). I'ubilcity helped
office value of a film be propStuart (LTC) (1.900; 10-25-35-50to fair openlnpr, but $7.r)00 Is light.
erly gauged.
60)—'King of the Jungle' (Par).
Last wfeclc 'Clear All Wires' (MG)
Where, despite handicaps,
Should click to take nice $3,000.
did not seem to he what the fans
boxofRce business is holding
Last week 'She Done Him Wrong'
wanted and it olospd with hut a
up well, this is being dwelt
.(Par) went haywire- in this church
poor $7,200.
upon.
Newman (Par) (1,800; 25-35-50)—
town and slipped from expectations
gilt-edged.

Estimates for This We«k
Davis (WB) (1,700; 26-30-40)—
•Girl Missing' (WB) and 'Handle
,

walked away from box

1933

Until the Banks Balked

.

Friday overflow helped business Yours' (Fox) did better at $2,700.
generally all over town, but '42d'
looks to be the only one to hold up
satisfactorily In view or everything. Seemingly Denver
At Penn 'Hallelujah I'm a Bum'
prospects not promising, with an
Yet to Find Out About
ordinary $7,000 In view, while 'Great
Jaspar' at Warner will probably
gather around $4,000^ light.
This Here Moratorium
f\ilt6n has 'Big Drive' on a second week, flrst h. o. for this site in
more than year, but slipping after a
Denver, March 6.
great flrst week to $8,%00. Closing
Moratorium starting Saturday (4)
session won't be half that.
Va- seems to be affecting only those
riety, with vaudfllm, slipping also
houses with films folks don't care
with "Vampire Bat' to under $3,000 whether they see or not. -All houses,
and Davis, double-featuring 'Girl flrst run and otherwise, accepting
Missing* and 'Handle With Care' checks or
L O. U.*s for tickets, but
to $2,200.
'42d St' bally, incidentally, voted
locally the biggest thing that's ever
been pulled for a picture. Best part
of it is that. fllm can hold up with-

Had Three

Columbus, March 6.
There are none. Bank
Paramount (Publlx) (2,348; 35- moratorium with limit of 6% on de(Par) and posit withdrawals here has the en60), 'Klpg of Jungle'
'Shadow Laughs.' Big rush on kid tire town staggering and cut attrade will help this -to an okay tendance to record lows at all the$6,000. Last week 'Woman Accused' atres last week, with little better In
and 'Iron Master* were fair at $6,400. sight for the present stanza.
Major theatres with 8,000 seats
Palace (Arthur) (3,040; 36-60).
•Private Jones* (RKO) and 'Broad- and better were glad to have a dally
way Bad' (Fox). Opened well for a take of $200 to $260 after things
prospective good $7,500. Last week broke last Tuesday, and with few
'Topaze' (RKO) and 'So This Is exceptions that was average all
Week-end before the smash
over.
Afrlpa* (Col) okay at $7,100.
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 35- was good enough to get some money
(RKO.) and into the tills.
'Great Jasper'
50),
Mills Brothers expected to knock
'Blondie Johnson' (WB). failing to
draw with WQrd-of-mouth unfavor- 'em dead at the Palace this week
Last can't help, but put that house
Indicates mild $4,400.
able.
week Tjadies They Talk About* plenty In the red. It would take
(WB) and 'Oirl Missing* drew a more than a combo of all the ether

'

down

7i

Mpk Is No Exception

and *Broad«a7 Bad.'
Bank holiday shows practically no

and Jammed the housis all day poor' $4,000 for eight days.
College (Arthur) (1,665; 25-40),
long.
Should have no trouble betand 'Pa^t of
tering $19,000 on the impetus fllm 'Sailor Be Good' (RKO)
Probably
has received, which will mark the Maiy Holmes' (RKO).
week
best straight-fllm trade here since good for a fair $2,200. Last
•Bi^ Drive' (FN) and 'Dangerously
'Dracula.'

it,

-

9.

top,

out
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Mlnneapolls, March 6.
After three big weeks show biz 'Is
The
again suffering a relapse.

moratorium, of course, but less
powerful box oflice attractions and
heavier outside opposition
shoulder some of the blame.

must

'Cavalcade,' flrst roadshow picture
in a year, doesn't figure too hefty a

draw under the circumstances. It's
playing at an out-of-the-way house,
the Lyceum, handicapped by a reputation for poor acoustics and which
the past two
has been dark most
years. Localites aren't' falling any
more for the roadshow proposition;
they've been fooled too often by the
annouiicement 'not to be shown at

any other theatre this season,' 'this
season* usually meaning a couple
more months. Hep to the racket,
they wait a short while and catch
-

the super-pictures at regular rates,
instead of advanced roadshow scale.
And with general conditions a $1.10
fllm draw Just isn*t In the cards. So
that 'Cavalcade' will be lucky to
pull $6,000.

With. 'King of the Jungle' and
'Cynara,' the two ace loop houses
do well to cop $11,000, as com->
pared with around $26,000 the week
will

before.

In addition to 'Cavalcade,* outside
9PPOBition Includes the Shrlners* In<
door Circus, pulling crowds of near20,000 a day to the municipal
auditorium. At the outset of the
week, the golden gloves' boxlns
tournament, running for three days
at the auditorium, drew 8,000 people a night.
Estimates for This Week
State (Publlx) (2,200; 66)— 'Kins
of the Jungle' (Par). Lack of cast
box office naihes and type of picture mitigating against heavy customer sugar, despite sensational advertising and lots of publicity.
Newspaper ads carried scare head,
ly

1

'Hell Breaks Loo'se oh Hennepin!'
('Hennepin' being the name of tha
street on which the State theatre la
located), and then went on to explain that 'hundreds flee for lives as
Jungle beasts terrify towA!' Single
day^s personal appearance of Buster Ccabbe Just prior to fllm's open*
Ing crashed front page of Journal;

Laurel-Hardy comedy plugged and
may account for some dough, but
Last week
$6,000 Is very light.
'State Fair* (Fox), $4,000, very big,

Orpheum (RKd)

(2,890;

85-60)—

'Cynara' (UA).

Nifty class flicker,
but title a liability, stage play never
seen here, Colman waning as box
office name of consequence locally,
and critics' praise and word-ofmouth boosting, together with able
exploitation and advertising campaign, offset by general conditions.

Only

$5,000, light.

Lyceum (Clifford) (2,600; 66-88$1.10)^'Cavalcade* (Fox). Inspiring
plenty of raves, but location of
house and its general layout together with advanced scale are
heavy handicaps. Coming into loop
at regular prices within 60 to 90
days. About $6,000 indicated, fair.
Century (Publlx) (1,600; 40)—
'Woman Accused* (Par). Ads play
up all-star aggregation of authors
who had a part in Its writing and
also its

magazine publication. Probfair.
Last week 'Hard

ably $4,000,
to
Handle'
good.

Uptown

(WB),
(Publlx)

'Frisco Jenny* (FN).

$4,500,

(1,200;

pretty

40)—

May

not exceed light $2,600. Last week 'Tonight Is Ours' (Par), and 'Second
Hand Wife' (Fox), split, $3,600,
pretty good.
Lyric (Publlx) (1,300; 36)— 'Dangerously Yours* (Fox). Below par
and not attracting much attention,
about $3,600, bad. Last week, 'Crime
of the Century' (Par), $4,000, fair.
Grand (Publlx) (1,100; 35)— 'Tonight Is Ours' (Par), and 'Second
Hand Wife' (Fox). Second loop
runs. Should chalk up pretty good
$3,000.
Last week, 'Devil Is Driving' (Par), flrst run, and 'Silver Dollar' (FN), second loop run, $2,600,
,

fair.

Aster (Publlx) (900; 25)— 'Whistling in the Dark' (M-G). flrst run;
'Evenings for Sale' (Par), and 'Me
and
Gal' (Fox), second loop
runs, split.
Looks like $900; fair.
La^t week 'Air Mall' (U), second
loop
run,
and 'Robbers' Roost*
(Fox), first run, split, $1,200, pretty

My

good.

Its flrst week's showing picture
held for another five days.
Got
great start on account of visit of
Warner Brothers artists and circus

of

publicity, anrt hit $16,000, prreat. Expected to get about half that on tho

current five days.

Uptown
'20,000

(l-'ox)
25-40)—
(2,040;
Years In Sing Sing' (WB).

Alluring lines in the advertising are
attracting attention and interest.
Will likely hold to near $4,000, normal.
Last
week
'Dangerously

Tuesday, 'March

7,
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B.O;S OFF $1,000,000
Bank Holiday Makes Loop Anxious;

'S

Palace Gets $21,000 with 'Africa'
Chicago,

March

t.

Slapping down of a bank moralorlum Saturday (4), with four more
dayB of complete closing and seven

Good Bally Draws Fems
To 'Maedchen,' *Llfe/ Pt.

Portland, Ore., March 6.
more days* restricted banking, cast
a cloud of doubt and erlobih over
Two more small downtown .houses
.ishowmen. It was figured that thea;- added to the burg's seat quota of
tres wo;ild be am6ng the flrdt to feel
the pinch of the cash freeze-up. Too first runs. Small houses with low
oon to report Just how true this admlsh seem locally to be in the pay
Balaban & dirt class. Fox-Rlalto blossomed out
firediction will prove.
Katz had a vivid sense of alarm be- with a new 40c top admlsh this
cause ihany of the details of the week with 'Life Begins,' well exMichigan moratorium had been told ploited and biz not bad, 'Cavalcade'
them by their fellow-PubllxItes in at $1 top did nlce)y at that house
last week.
that state.
also
theatre
Taylor.
Street
'So This Is Africa', has the edge
In the loop currently. It's a laugh- launched a split week picture policy,
ing picture and right now the need mostly to. show foreign mades.
House has legit stock the other half.
Cor mirth is acute.
EstimaTea for the Week
First picture of the new policy,
Apollo (UBO) (1,600; B0-$1.10)— 'Waltz by Strauss' (German musi«asputln" (MG). Will stay orlgl- cal), and going fairly at 40c top.
'State Fair' connected in a biff way
ttal three weeks. Business light- and
pot over $6,000 indicated.
at the Fox-Broadway and held for
Picture
Chicago (B&K) (3,040; 35-66-7S) an okay second week.
(Fox)
and
stage
Bad'
—'Broadway
clicked here as a natural. Another
•how. Promises run to |22,000 or natural b. o. winner was 'She Done
Last week '42d Street' Him Wrong', also held for a second
io, mild.
ivhdmmed through to splendid week at the Fox-Liberty. The house
$41,800.
did its record gross since starting
Erianger (UBO) (1,318; 5fi-$1.66) two-bit top policy.
(4th week).
•"-'Cavalcade*
(Fox)
'So This Is Africa' had local cen
Around $9,000 last week, a drop but sor trouble over lines. Floyd Max
not bad for this burg. Advance sale well used the censor grief for exgood, but probably will be affected ploitation and got results. Picture
was a winner at the RKO Orpheum.
y bank holiday.
McVlckers (B&K) (2,284; 35-66)— Currently the Orpheum has 'To
%lng of the Jungle* (Par). Opened paze,' below Average.
Hamrlck's Oriental did an exploit
iwell and may cop a little extra biz
on strength of special exploitation. ation splurge on 'Maedchen in Unl
.House held down to minimum ad- form,' playing up the all-femme anweeks,
vVertlslng budget In recent
gle, and the b. ©. getting response.
Figure $11,400,
Opened up a bit.
Estimates for This Week
ood. lAst week 'Ladles They Talk
Broadway (Fox-Parker) (2,<I00;
.About* (WB) took $6,600.
26-40)—'What! No Beer?' (MG).
Oriental (B&K) (3,200: 36-65-76)
Last week
Possible
$4,000, so-so.
ii-'State Fair' (Fox)
(2d week).
clicked in a big
Ctrong start but rapid tapering off. 'State Fair* (Fox)
wAy and held; second week $4,000,
jfiecond week $11,000 after openli^g,
okay; first, $7,800, big.
(19,200 week.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-30-56)
Palace (RKO) (2,533; 40-66-83)—
—'Topaze' (RKO). Weak at $4,500.
I3p This Is Africa' (Col) and vaude. Last week 'So This Is Africa' (Col),
turned out
jcated best laugh
.

picture

by Wheeler' and Woolsey, but vaude
bill Just so-sb. Maybe $21,000, which
.which will be good. About the same

good, $6,000.

United Artists (Fox-Parker) (1,Butterfly*
26-40) 'Madame
000;
(Par). Low for $3,000. Last week

—

week, with 'Private
'Madame Blanche' (MG) ijoor„$3,600.
ones' (U) on the screen.
Oriental (Hamrlck) (2,600 25-36)
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 66'Maedchen in Uniform' (Krlmsky).
ITB)—'Sign of the Cross* (Par) (2d
to all-femme exploitaAnswering
.Week).
Another to start well and
tion
for good results, around $4,000.
Blow down in a hurry.
Figure
fair
around $8,000 for second week. Last week "Wax Museum* (WB)
Opened with $18,400, big. Gloria at $2,900.
Liberty (Fox- Parker) 2,000; 16Swanson's 'Perfect Understanding'
26)—'She Done Him Wrong* (Par).
(UA) next attraction.
Clicking well and held for second
week at $3,000; first week a big

Jgure

last

—

;

1286*$ Okay: Cap,
Moratbrium

in

Michigan

—Hays' Analysis of Other
Years'

Box

—How
PUy

Intakes day

OflFice

—

CO.'S H. O.
The Hays

PAYROLLS

the toss at

office states

the box offlces to date

runs into
about $14,000,000. This is pro-rated
from the day when it started in
Michigan two week*. agoiiintU ,the
past weekend when it had 'encompassed the country*
Careful measurement of tho boxoffice barometer indicates an average siibnormalcy in national gross
of $1,000,000 per day. The normal
national gross is $3,000,000 a day.
in boom times (1929) it was virtually twice that, then reaching into
$2,000,000,000 yearly.
Meeting when the banking' holiday precedent was established by
Mich.,
sales
managers for the

major companies, hard pressed as
they then were for ready, cash, figured a formula for handling situation if It did not include over a
handful of the lesser states. Thursday, however, when' holidays began
coming ih bunches, apprehension
was felt, and Friday, when the total
had reached 29 states, with 10 more
,

partly holidayed. Will Hays called
leaders of the business into hurried
session.

60% Under Par
It was revealed at the meeting
that for that day the total of major
distribution returns were about 60%
under normal. The industry could
not see another week ahead.
In
fact companies decided to take perconclude
sonal
inventory
and
whether they could meet the home
office and studio payrolls over the

;

WOULD BE
ARUSS

value of a film be prop-

depren.«!lon

office

week 'Second Hand

erly gauged.

Where,
boxoffice
up well,

upon.

New York's theatres got the benefit
of a normal start on current
week's engagements, but on Satur(4)

had to face a sudden three-

this

is

handicaps,
holding
being dwelt
is

show.

week

—

Balance of Broadway has nothing
to write or tell home offices about.
'Blondle Johnson' on second (holdover) week at Strand starting Saturday (4) was just in time for the
banking holiday after a fair first
week of $20,000. Holdover will not

Tacoma Seems

All Right

Tacoma, March 6.
Nothing to rave about this v/eek.
mean more than $12,000 on five Three indies making two changet
weekly
now,
with
prices also shadef
days. '42d St.' comes In on Thursdown, while nelghborhooders like*
day (9).
Winter Garden, for which Harry wise giving the showsoers low
Charnas, WB's film buyer, had been Done Him Wrong* (Par) went for
booking attractions, went dark again radios.
Moratorium so far only hurting
Sunday (5) after a poor $12,000 on
slightly.
12 days of 'Grand Slam.'
Estimates for This Week
Rivoli holds 'Perfect UnderstandMusic Box (Hnmrick) (1,400; 26)
ing' another week despite a second
'Tonight Is Ours" (Par), three
week under $12,000. 'Secrets' (Mary
days, 'Sign of Cross' (Par), four
Plckford) opens March 15.
Caught by the financial turmoil days, indicate."? good $4,500. 'Cross'
and empty pocltetboolt.s, the Mayfair, may hold longer. Last week '.She
on Its reopening Saturday (4) with prices to draw 'em awway from the
'Race Track,' looks weak at around nioe $3,500.
Roxy (Jcnsen-von Herberg) (1,$8,000.
House Is now being oper15-20)— 'Obey the Law' (Col)
ato<l by its owner, Walter Rcade, 300;
half,
following Thursday night's end of and 'Jiintfle Bride' (Shef) first
then "So This Is Africa' (Coi). Looks
lenanry by
.'iftor a

—

RKO

$S,300
oii.'ily

!'*.i'i)aflw;i.\".

red

flopporoo

for nine day.s
Vours.'
whicli

with

i.s

on
a^ain deep into Ihc

'Broadway

Iluu.so

UJangpr-

of

RKO

Palac-e,

run.

despite
business

'Hell Below* opens
to end of run.
shortly, but no exact date.
Capitol (5,400; 35-75-99-$1.66)—
'Clear AH Wires' (MG) and stag©

Jack Pearl heading radio
stage show; expected to offset bank
holiday with $50,000 or better. Last
'Ladies They Talk About'
(WB) and 'Show Boat' on stage
brodled to under $40,000.
Gaiety
65-$1.10-$1.65)~
(811;
'Cavalcade' (Fox) (9th week). On
Saturday, despite banking moraone is kicking over biz being done. torium, house was sold out. AdMostly unprepared Saturday (4) vance sale helped.
Last week's
on financial matters, the theatres business just under $12,000. First
had to wait until money started to four days of current (ninth) week
roll in before taking care of Immepicture got $6,700.
diate obligations. Some immediately
IMayfair (2,200; 36-56-75)— 'Race
went on a cash basis indefinitely, Track'
(WW). Reopened Saturday
refusing to honor either checks or
(4) pnder operation of owner, Waleven petty cash vouchei-a. Others, ter
Reade. Picture not big enbugli
however, which had sufficient surb. o., though oke on entertainment,
plus In ready cash, were taking care
to garner more than mild $8,000.
of checks for home office or theatre
Last week 'Dangerously Yours'
people with the organization.
(Fox), finale for RKO. $8,300, brutal,
Usual night deposits made Friday for
nine days.
unrecoverable
the
banks
(3) lay in
Palace
26-40-56-75)—
today
(1,700;
open
until those institutions
(Tuesday). Meanwhile theatres are 'Broadway Bad' (Fox). Unable to
stand
gaff,
another first runner
taking unusual precautions In protection of receipts which cannot be takes it on chin at $6,000. Last week
deposited anywhere except in the- 'Sailor Be Good' (RKO), first run,
only $6,900, poor.
Willie tlie public found itself withParamount (3,664; 35-55-75)—'She
out money, business along Broad- Done Him Wrong* (Par) and Mae
way and over In Radio City was not West in person. On third (repeat)
causing as large a dent In theatre week. West show, despite cash
grosses as might have been ex- stringency, expected to come out
pected.
Both the Muslo Hall and with gross of $40,000 or ^tetter just
the RKO Roxy, which started out the same. Last week 'King otr JunThursday (2) day-and-dato with gle'. (Par) and Earl Carroll's ''VanKong,'
are doing well along ities of 1933' slipped badly to $36,000.
'King
with the Capitol and Paramount.
Radio City IMusie Hall (6,946; 36Between both B. C.t theatres, 55-76)— 'King Kong* (RKO)
and
'Kong's' gross, despite the bank stage show.
Day-aind-dating with
holiday, will be around $128,000, RKO Roxy, animal
spectacle will
very good. Of this the 1>lg house is take an estimated
good,
out
$90,000,
headed for a nice $90,000, and the of the larger of the two houses.
smaller theatre $38,000. It'U hold Last week 'Our Betters' (RKO)
finover at the Roxy another week or ished week to very enterprising
following which the smaller $98,000.
so,
RKO stand goes vaudfllm.
Rivoli (2,200; 40-55-76)— 'Perfect
Jack Pearl at $8,500 on the stage
(UA) (2d week).
of the Capitol ('Clear All Wires' Understanding'
on screen) Is pulling for good Not. getting the biz, and under $12,000.
First week $23,000, less than
$50,000 or better despite the oppo'Secrets' (UA) 9pena
sition /rom the Paramount, which anticipated.
has Mae West and 'She Done Him March 16.
RKO Roxy (3,625; 36-66-75)
Wrong' back for a third week.
Par started out stronger than be- —•King Kong* (RKO) and stag^
Slated for only a mild
ginning of first week of the West show.
show here, and but for the lack of $38,000 but will holdover a second
cash around New York, week's take week. Preceding program of 'Rome
may have exceeded the $58,000 Express' (U) and stage unit only
taken in first seven days. Back on $32,000 on six days.
Broadway after a week In BrookRoxy (6,200; 25-35)— 'There Goes
lyn, Miss West's draw on third (re- the Bride' (B-G) and stage show.
peat)
week is expected to be Jack Osterman and Club Rlchman
$40,000 or better. Her pic goes into revue on boards. Only cinema takthe Rialto on Friday, reopening un- ing checks to cover admissions;
der Arthur Mayer's indie operation. around $21,000, a small profit and
Old Roxy Saturday, on orders of oke, considering. Last week It went
Harry Arthur, started taking checks into the red, getting only $15,800
drawn to exact amount of admis- with 'Man Who Won' (Powers).
sion desired. Ditto the Fox, BrookStrand
35-56-75r85)
(2,900;
lyn, but better publicity than prac- •Blondie Johnson' (WB) (2d week).
Jack Osterman Hit by what's happened, only a
tically availed ot
and Club Rlchman Revue on the short second week of five days on
stage of the old Roxy with 'There h.o. at $12,000. Initial seven days
Goes the Bride' and will carry house olcay $20,000. '42d St.' (WB) starts
Into profit at an e.stlmated $21,000 Thursday (9).
on the week.

declared for the
DistrihytiQQ Will day bank holiday
State by Gov. Lehman. It is. estiExhibs Must mated that the moratorium means a
loss of around 10% over Saturday,
Ball
Sunday and yesterday (Monday) to
In view of bank
the box offices.
situation a larger drop waa exWith Lent also here, no
pected.

Be Handled

50%

$1,000.
Last fernal Machine' (Fox), same.
picture,
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25)— 'Man
Wife' (Fox),
Against Woman' (Col) and 'UnwritGalax (Wilby) (500; 15-20) 'Sis- ten Law' (MaJ). Lafayette is holdter to Judas' and 'Silver Lining,' ing strong and looks to better the
split.
I'Dor $500.
Last week 'Her preriou.q week at around $7,000, I.«aHt
Mad .\"i;,'lif (.Mav,'"j.ir) .ind "Whis- week 'Air Hostes.s' (Col ) and 'Obey
tUiig in ilie Dark' (MG) fair $1,000< the Law' (Col). $6,1)00.

Par Also Nice

Covers 14 Days' Drop -Off in
Grosses Since the First

6%

$1,800.

Very Good, Considering;

ICing Kong' in 2 R. C. Houses.

EFFECT ON BIZ

weekend just past.
Fox was the first to holiday its
$6,600.
Withdrawals Cut
Backed by the Chase
26- personnel.
Rialto (Fox-Parker) (1,600
40)—'Life Begins* (WB). Heavily Bank, it had waged a fight against
B'ham Biz
exploited and looks for fair $2,500. reported attempts of the bank to
Birmingham, March 6.
Last week 'Cavalcade' (Fox) nine commit it to receivership. SoliciMoratorium and restricted with- days at $1 top got a strong $8,000. tations from within the organizadrawals of 5% gives grocery bills, Admlsh too high, however, for this tion, and stockholders without, were
rent, and other necessities priority town.
directly credited by insiders with
over the budgets for amusements.
persuading Chase to stay any reGrosses have dropped 60% as a receiver intent, if it entertained any.
sult. A few people are paying their
The understanding among the inDIFF;
way Into theatres to forget the BUFF
dustry leaders was that whatever
troubles of the world. Alabama has
companies, regularly paying off
three pictures this week In an efHITS
$18,000
Saturday, decided to suspend salary
fort to get as much money as poschecks, the suspension would be
sible.
Empire Is accepting I.O.U.'s' from
made over the weekend. Decisions
Buffalo, March 6.
those unable to pay cash and RKO
were
slated for yesterday's (MonAfter
This Is a funny town.
Rltz Is accepting checks as well as
day)
meeting. Hays staff escaped
a
LO.U.'s. Then afterward the ques- weeks of sluggish biz along comes
the lull, the Hays payday being
tion is collecting. However, Frank bank holiday, plus Lent, and up go
Even Thursday.
Merrltt of Kmpire says he Is doing grosses In several houses.
Regarding exhibition, the Friday
It more for good -will purposes than snow and rain no drawback apparently.
session of the directorate virtually
anything else.
will get $18,000 cur- revised the earlier findings of sales
Buffalo
The
Estimates for This Week
rently.
heads.
It ended the vestment of
Alabama (Wllby) (2.800; 25-36Estimates for This Week
power In a single group of company
40) 'Frisco Jenny' (FN), •Lady's
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 80-40-56)—
profession' (Par), 'Wiax Museum' •King's Vacation' (WB) and Kate representatives in holiday states,
(WB). One picture for Tuesday be- Smith In person. Surprising by get- replacing this with each company
cause of car given away figuring ting
$18,000 despite bank holiday giving its branch managers almost
this a good way to keep everybody
Last week 'She Done dictator-control of the film situaLent.
from waiting till Tuesday to at and
Him Wrong' (Par) and stage show, tion In the field.
tend, mild $5,000. Last week, 'She
got $15,500, weak.
One Show's Credit
I>one Him Wrong' (Par) could have
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 25-40)
What amounted to 'one show on
been held over the whole week in- —•Topaze'
(RKO). May get $5,000. credit' was all that the producers
stead of filling in with 'You Said
Last week •Big Drive' (FD) felt they could concede to exn.s.g.
Mouthful' (WB), fair $8,500.
business.
Ritz (RKO) (1.600; 25-40) 'Great pulled $7,200, okay
hibitors.
Thereafter every show
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25)— 'DanJasper' (RKO). Taking checks and
and 'Vam- was to be paid for in advance, the
LO.U.'s besides, but only $2,000, gerously Yours' (Fox)
(Continued on page 34)
for very
Heading
pire
Bat'
(MaJ).
mild.
Last week 'Topaze' (RKO),
plenty. Last
welcome
and
nice
$6,000
$3,000.
week 'Whistling in Darlt' (MG) and
Empire (BTAC) (1,100; 26) 'Up
Fair 'Mysterious Rider' (Par) got $3,town New York' (WW).
Grosses This Week
Cheap entertainment, $1,100. Last 900. mild.
Hipp (Shea) (2,400;' 25)— 'Second
week 'Trailing Killer' (WW) pulled
In view of the national bank>
and '.'^c.Trlct Dawn" (WB) poor, $1,- Hand Wife' (Fox) and 'Strange
to
Struggling
People'
(Che.st).
ing situation, estimates must
fiOO.
week
Last
oke.
$6,000,
be broadly construed, and in
Strand (Wilby) (800; 25) 'Son- snare
no instance can the true box
Daughter' (MG). Not much of a 'Madame Blanche' (MG) and 'In-

Down

6 way

'

retain.^

IJ.ad'

opcriH

on

fir.st

'Mussolini

Friday niyiit (10> with a
premiere and then goes grind
Estimates for This Week
Astor fi.OlJ; $1.10-Sl.r,.-,-$J.„i)) —
lUspuiui" ^MG) (11th woek). Close
Si)cai;s'

'Africa'
Is
.around $6,000, good.
Last week 'Child of
pulling 'em.
very nice for
.Manhattan'
(Col)

$3,200.

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (650; 152^.)— 'Sailor Be Good' (RKO) and
'.Mysterious Rider' (Par), double,
T.iondle Johnson' (WB)
(ir.st half;
.and
lialf.
V.

'Nagana' (WB). double bill last
Kxpectod $1,300. not bad. Last

.-ok

$1,200.

'Wax

Museum'

(WB)

fail*,

——

'
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INAUGURATION

Very Good Sendoffs

WiB Hdp

VERY HEY-HEY

CROSSES

E

Grosses Tins

Prov. to

Week

In view of the national banking situation, attimatas must

Offset the Banks

Rnb Was

Came

be broadly oonatruad, and in
no instance can the true, box
value of a film be prop-

FOR WASH.

erly gauged.

6.

the
It's
payoff will be this week. Banking
holiday threw theatrical situation
into confusion, and no one can figure
Washlneton, March 6.
what's going to happen this stanza.
The only people who hoped It
Judging by the business most
would rain during the Inauguration houses had on opening, this week
week-end, the house managers, were had all the earmarks of a swell
And with exception lineup. Even on Saturday when
disappointed.
o£ Fox and Earle, no records were banking holiday was proclaimed

despKe

Where,
boxofRce

buaineas

up

thia

well,

ia

handicaps,
la holding
being dwell

upon.

m sc

$13,000,

Relatively Sad,

made.

Two hundred and fifty thousand business held up surprising well.
swarmed into town begin- But unfavorable reaction to the
ning Thursday, but with balmy boxofflce for the rest -of the week,
weather replacing usual wind and as the banks remain closed, Is inrain they all went to see the Wash-

visitors

evitable.
ington Monument.
The big openings very likely will
Bank moratorium didn't bother
Commercial help theatres from taking a big
things much either.
National closed day before payday slide rest of this week. All are exconsiderable difllculty in
periencing
clerks
government
and 85% of
merely went around with dough in making change, and overtures are
their pockets. Full serlousnees of it being made to authorities here to
this situation at
remedy
least
at
didn't sink in till today (Monday)
and by that time they had spent once.
seems to
entertainment
Live
their amusement allowances.
Amos 'n' Andy's first personal ap- be standing out once more this
pearance here was spread all over week. The only legit attraction In
of
performance
front of Fox. Feature didn't even town Is the stock
Child' at the Modern.
get mention in lights. One hundred- 'It's a Wise
continues the
mile area was covered with teaser If the stock house
set last week, there will be
ads in hick papers as well as 75,000 pace Itgrief
for the picture houses.
Result broke more
heralds in suburbs.
performance was packed at
house record Friday. Playing total Every
the stock stand, and the manageof 22 shows In four days so far,
ment reported substantial profit
house will turn in marvelous $30,000 despite the heavy expense of openfor week.
ing week.
Earle is doing smashing biz with
Fay's, one. of three combo houses
Stars^ here for Inaugura- in town, stai-ted the week ofC with
'42d St.*
tion, went on stage Sunday after- a bang, with 40 people in stage
gign went up half show the principal bait. Most likely
noon and S. R.
hour before shorts started. Town is this will be the best bet in town.
plastered with leg art In store winPicture houses probably will not
dows. Vaughn De Leath is helping have any particular leader. Both
stage and week shouldi reach near the Paramount and the Majestic
house record. Pi-obably $23,000.
expect to share honors with twin
Straight picture houses aren't do- bills. Loew's State had best opening so well. Palace splattered sex ing in weeks with 'Men Must Fight'
'Evening Star* even and with half a break It may come
all over town.
censored ads, but 'She Done Him out of the cellar this week.
Wrong* is up against too much op'Cavalcade' closed a very satisposition. Ladles and gents of sticks factory 10-days at the Carlton last
can get Mae West on hometown Saturday (4); it was the most
screens so they're flocking to stage fruitful roadshow since 'Big Pashows. Week v.'on't better $16,000 rade.'
which le o. k. but not what it should
Estimates for This Week
Bee.
RKO Albee (2,300; 15-66) 'Great
'Grand Slam* at Met is only so-so. Jasper' (RKO) and vaudeville. Best
House Is off beaten track and Isn't all-around bill house has had in
getting much out-of-town trade. many weeks.
Picture holding its
Same goes only more so for 'Rome own despite big interest in live enExpress' at RIalto, and 'Handle with tertainment here, and Dlx will have
Care' at Columbia.
a great deal to do with house getKeith's was right on parade route ting $7,000, oke. Last week 'Topaze'
and snagged a good crowd Satur- (RKO) with Rae Samuels heading
day. 'Great Jasper' isn't holding up. vaudeville come through to $6,600
though, and finish.
opposition,
against
week won't better $7,000. Passable
Carlton (Fay) (1,500; 55-$1.10)
but not up to holiday week on Rich- 'Cavalcade'
Made swell
(Fox).
.

But Tops Balto

Just Gettnus

FRISCO

Out of the Ether, Then

office

Providence, March
anybody's guess what

Tuesday, March

the Big

Yawn

Boston, March

Moratorium came Just in time to
hurt grosses, but Met and Far are
proving^ exceptions to the rule by
beating previous week's business.
Shortage of cash manifest and
making
for
small
coin
scarce
change. Only such houses as had
laid In supply of silver and nickel
and copper Friday could meet the
needs for splitting the greenbacks.
'Cavalcade' business took a slide
downward, evoking decision to end
its run at Majestic Saturday night,
after six weeks. It could have gone
another good week had it not been

.

Two Loew majors had

been bal-

lyhoolng Diana Wynyard and new
fllm titled here 'Men Must Fight
for Women'; undoubted strong appeal to women, but financial situatemporarily, anyway, puts
tion,
damper on that hope.
Prospects generally paled as public felt the cash oozing and no definite promise of replenishing.
Estimates for Tliis Week

now a scarcity.
Show business, which was man-

1933

mm

35% BUT COULD

C.

for banking shutdown.

Baltimore, March 6.
Confirming general expectations,
the legal holiday declared in Maryland by Gov. Albert C. Ritchie was
last week extended indef and now
things are really beginning to
tighten up. The wall is rising, not
among the theatres, but
only
throughout the commercial structure of the state as credit lines become cramped and the supply of
negotlables swiftly disappears. Coin

7,

BE WORSE
San Francisco, March 6.
Sudden bank holiday proclama^
tlon left the town pinched for ready;
Week-end grosses wera
cash.
slashed 35% and more, cut beinff
felt especially by downtown houses

where- checks were not accepted un-^.
less signer could Identify himself.
Naborboods accepted checks free-*
ly and didn't take such a rap from
those folks who wanted to conserve

what

little

cash they had for gro-

ceries.

Beginning of Lent (town is heavCatholic) no doubt also affecting

ily

grosses.

Every bouse In town will end In
the red excepting the Paramount,
which enjoyed good week-end busl-^
ness.

Two roadshows

screening,

flrsb

The Barrymores in
at Columbia (legit) at
which is more dough than
locals win spend, and 'Cavalcade*That 40o difference is
at $1.10.
making an amazing difference when
In its third
it comes check up time.
week still going strong with ultl<«.
mate in class trade and bank holU
day alone has thrown it off it*
time in years.
'Rasputin'

$1.60,

66(1,600;
Majestio (Shubert)
(Fox)
(6th
'Cavalcade'
$1.66)
aging to hold up fairly well through week). Foldln? Saturday, but only
the early days' of the banking holi- after it has demonstrated, remarkday, is now getting it In the throat. able magnetic attraction for the stride.
The loss to local theatres last week shekels. Its run broke some recParamount's '42nd Street' is heav^
is figured at $26,000, and placed ords for film or legit house since lly playing up the myriad of cast
local show business right on the depression set in. Last week $8,000, names to good results-, probably nice
border line between profit and loss. with hope of as much this current $14,600. Film looks like consistent
That loss will Jump currently to week, and would have done even biz puller.
something closer to $75,000 for the better if not for banking calamity.
John Barry more is running comtheatres in this state, which will
Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 26-40-56)— petish to himself. Not only is he in
represent genuine, guaranteed car- When Strangers Marry' (Col) and 'Rasputin,' but he's In 'Topaze' at
mine ink on the books.
vaudeville.
Sadly facing shaving RKO's Golden Gate along with sta^e
after
quickly
The slump set in
down to possible $12,000, due te cir- show.
the announcement that the banks cumstances beyond showmanship
United Artists Isn't bragginff
would remain closed indefinitely be- control. Last week 'Great Jasper' about 'Parachute Jumper,' but is
yond March 1, the date set orig- (RKO) and vaudeville, pretty good letting out a few cheers for tha
inally for the reopening of the for $13,600.
three-reeler
'So This Is Harrls,'money markets. Result was that
Boston (RKO) (4,000; 25-40-65)
featuring Phil Harris, who caromed!
the week that started off hearten- 'Topaze' (RKO) and vaude. Lucky into western favoritism during hia
Ingly enough, ended with a wheezunder
wire
for
$8,500, no stay at local St. Francis hotel. Emget
to
ing gasp and left the majority of fault of show, however. Last week
bassy has 'Man Against Woman' In'
the theatres clutching at straws.
Jones' (U) and vaude very it's huh-uh.
The neighborhood and small 'Private
for $11,600.
United California Theatres, intowns felt and are feeling the good
25-60)
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000;
cluding 64 houses of T & D, Golden'
lengthening holiday more than the
Must Fight' (MG). Struggling State and Levin circuits asking emdowntown sector of Baltimore, since 'Men
despite undoubted femme appeal of ployees to work gratis this week. It
the main stem still has enough
loose coin fiowing around to touch Diana Wynyard and the theme. unwilling, will throw out projections
Last week Ists and go non-union, lettlni^ mans
up the boxofflce somewhat; but out Faint hope of low $10,000. found
go- agers run booths until sltuatton lai
in the sticks the supply of coin 'Clear All Wires' (MG)
cleared up.
RKO may Jerk stage
was quickly exhausted and now it's ing hard for $11,600.
State (Loew) (3,000; 30-60)— 'Men shows from Golden Gate until crisis
just from starvation. Out towards
western Maryland, the small towns Must Fight' (MG). Seems doomed is over, and operate house under;
are reported feeling the brunt of the to poor $8,000. Last week 'Clear All straight picture policy at low adExchanges are sending
holiday as these towns have little Wires' (MG) managed to get $9,600. missions.
Met (Publix) (4,330; 86-50-66)— films C.O.D. only, making situation
communication with the money
'King of the Jungle' (Par) and stage most acute.
Many houses will
lanes of metropolis.
a
show.
With
handsome
advance
taking
is
ard Dix.
town
probably
darken
picture
in
as a result. All
Every
showing during 10 -day engagement.
Had the support of the press, and beating currently; even the her- ballyhoo put on by Bill Pine pilot- theatres are accepting checks.
Estimates for This Week
ing
Buster
Crabbe
fair
$13,000.
and
Hon
cubs
all
top
won't
St.'
'42d
F-W"C, after previous objections,
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 15-25-35-50- well liked on all sides; $14,500 great, aldedHippodrome
censor
having
over
place,
biz
looks
exceed
is
the
to
now is advertising that fact.
The
60)— 'Clear All Wires' (MG), and considering everything.
15-55)—'Smoke trouble as the Maryland board got $22,000, good. Last week 'King's
Estimates* for Thia Week
Fay's
(1,600;
Amos 'n' Andy. Blackface pair getVacation' (WB) and stage show,
after 'Great Jasper.'
Embassy (Markowitz' (1,700; 26-:
ting top billing and pulling gorgeous Lightning' (Fox) and vaudeville.
$20,900.
36)
'Man Against Woman' (Col).
Stage show especially attractive.
Estimates for This Week
$30,000. Last week 'What! No Beer?'
Scollay (Publix) —'20,000 Tears in
Opening very big, and unless bank-,
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 25- Sing Sing' and vaude. Success of Jack Holt pulling a few of the 35o
did oke with $24,000.
spenders, but little else.
situation
drastically
dents 36-45-56-65)— 'Clear
Poor at
Wires'
All
Earle (WB) (2,424; 25-35-50-60- ing
'Vinson vaude' the talk of the $1,600. Last week 'Old Dark House*
70)— •42d Street' (WB) and stage. matters, house will be well out in (MG) and vaude. Bill Robinson the
town. Last week broke records, (U) with Karloff gave theatre its
with at least $8,500.
Last
stage show, and helping hitting
Vaughn De Leath helping but pic is front
it up for $14,600, handsome best week yet, $3,600, but still poor.
(WB) heading
'Blondle
Johnson'
Headed for week
real money getter.
will probably do
plenty.
House
profit, and new show should go $12,- It's non-union.
matched up swell with vaude, and about
beautiful $23,500. Last week 'Worn
$13,000, a drop of about $3,500 000
unless outside complications
grossed a good $7,200.
Columbia (legit) (1,800; 50-75-$l.
strictly accountan Accused' (Par) did nicely with
make a bigger dent than expected. $1.50)—'Rasputin' (MG).
Loew's State (3,700; 10-25)— 'Men from normal, and
Barry$20,000.
Fight' (MG) Coming so soon able to the bank situation. Both the Last week. 'She Done Him Wrong" mores mean something, but that
Must
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 15-25-35- after the raves over Diana Wyn
Century and the Keith's theatres (Par) and best vaude bill town has
$1.60
top counteracts much of the
60)— 'Great Jasper' (RKO). Better yard's work in 'Cavalcade' proved are playing Lee Tracy pictures, the seen in long
time;
the
vaude
did
the
family's
draw.
Off
to
start
acpoor
than most straight picture houses favorable for this stand which had Indle spot using the Universal fiick, trick.
count bank holiday, maybe $6,000.
but will have to be content with fair been taking it on the chin since it 'Private Jones.'
Bill Saxton for
Paramount (Publix) (1,800; 26-36Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30-40-.
Last week five days of 'No started price cutting war. Present Loew's and Laurence Scbanberger 50)
$7,000.
'Crime
of Century* (Par) and 66)— 'Topaze'
(RKO) and vaude.
Other Woman' (RKO) got oke $4,- indications are gross will go over of Keith's tried to get together to 'Broadway
Bad' (Fox). Off for brisk John Barrymore pulling. Fashion
700.
$7,000 on strength of opening. Last avoid this duplication of stars on race and ought to land at least $10,- show on stage something of
aid.
Palace (Loew) (2,303; 15-25-35- week
All
Wires'
(MG) the rialto on the same week, but 000, very nice. Last week 'Hard to Looks like weak $9,500. Lastanweek
60)— 'She Done Him Wrong' (Par). couldn't 'Clear
couldn't reach an agreement. An- Handle'
muster over $5,300.
(WB) and "Ladies They 'Private Jones' (U) surprisingly big
Inaugural visitors aren't falling for
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-55)- other example of how showmen kill Talk About' (WB) did $9,800.
at $16,000.
sex stuff, but house should see sat- 'Wax Museum' (WB) and 'Hypno
off each other's chances. ScbanberParamount (Fox) (2,700; 30-40isfactory $16,500. Last week 'Hal- tlzed' (WW). Nice bill and having ger had "Luxury Liner* (Par) avail66)—'42nd Street' (WB). Okay $14,lelujah I'm a Bum' (UA) died with no difllQulty in making the hurdles; able.
Last week the Century did
000 not up to smashing figures of
weak $12,500.
chances are it will garner at least $14,200 with 'Mme Blanche' (MG), Bischoff Making
last two weeks, but still on right
Met (WB) (1,583; 25-30-50-60-70) $7,500 if banking conditions are which started off okely, but dropped
side of ledger. 'Sign of Cross' (Par)
"Grand Slam' (FN).
Too much eased. Last week 'King's Vacation' as the bank situation developed.
through to big $20,000 last
opposition;
maybe $4,000.
Last (WB) and 'Woman in Bondage'
On Spec; Kelly-Saal In crashed
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,600;
week.
week 'King's Vacation' (WB) got (Auten), Arllss couldn't catch up 25-35-45-65-65)
"Great
Jasper'
St .Francis (Fox) (1,600: 55-83oke $4,500 on second week.
with handicap of second feature; (RKO) and vaude. Paul Whlteman
$1.10)
'Cavalcade'
(Fox)
Rialto (U) (1,853; 25-35-60-60)— result was a fair $6,000.
(3rd
Hollywood, March 6.
band headlining and helping plenty,
week). Roadshow prices
'Rome Express' (U). Crowds just
out
Paramount (2,200; 15-40)— 'King
Without waiting to set a release, folks who were short of scared
never see signs on 9th St. Maybe of the Jungle' (Par) and 'Siiadow but that bank ogre again takes its
cash and
whack
at
the
register
and
Sam
will
likely
Bischoff
will
produce
two pic- caught
bank holiday. However,
$4,000.
Last week second of 'Pri- Laughs' (Trojan). Plenty of nice
hold the count down to only $11,000. tures on the Tiffany lot in the next still okay at*$6,000.
vate Jones' did acceptably with $3,- ballyhoo
Second week
on Paramount picture House is also
having
difficulty
with few months. First is to be a de- $9,600.
600.
built up swellest opening house has
United Artists (1,400; 25-35-50)^
Columbia (Loew) (1,232; 16-25- had in recent weeks. On strength the censors regarding 'Great Jas- tective yarn, starting in three
'Parachute Jumper' (WB). House
85-40)— 'Handle with Care' (Fox). of this opening gross should easily per,' and Is even contemplating go- weeks.
Getting by with usual $3,000. Last stay in the neighborhood of $7,500 ing to the law about it. Gobs of
Burt Kelly and William Saal sUck not doing so well with films other
week 'Whistling in Dark' (MG) bet- Last week 'Woman Accused' (Par) feet cut out and then reinstated, with Bischoff In the production ar- theatres have turned down, I.e.,
thls'n. Phil Harris short with band
tered average slightly with $3,200.
and 'Mysterious Rider' (Par) oke at and still argued about. First seri- rangements. E. W.
ous censor Jam In town in a long
Hammons' op- leader Immensely popular
$6,100.
here,
time. Last week was a bad disap- tion on Bischoff to produce five helping a lot. Around
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-25)— 'As pointment
$6,000.
Last
for the tab show, 'Rhap- more films was up last Tuesday week 'Madame Butterfly' (Par)
the
Devil
Commands'
(Col)
and
and
U. S. Communists*
'Strange Adventure' (Mono). House sody In Black,' headed by Ethel (28), but it is likely Hammons will Winchell short got $6,000.
The flicker, 'French Po- yet get together with the KBS triWarfiold
had
the advantage of a midweek Waters.
(Fox)
(36-55-65)
Propaganda Newsreel opening, and managed to chlsfl con lice' (RKO) was an admitted dud, umvirate and
'Woman
Accused'
(Par) and stage
release the pictures
the house had been trying
show. Blng Crosby short and Oscar
A regularly handled newsreel siderably before the other Htandn which
through World-Wide.
Baum, new conductor. 'Liberty's*
Looks like at unHUcccHHfully to duck, but didn't
dealing with communistic and so- started the week.
expect anything as bad a« the fln.al
yarn well known to many^ but $10,Last wif-k '.Mc
cialistic items is being put out in least $2,600, oke.
count-up
of
$10,100.
600 the mild answer.
of the Mounted' (Co)> and
Last week
New York. Issues are terweekly Kenna
Keith'a (H';hanb';rgf'r) (2,400; 30- wf;ck 'So This Is Africa' (Col) slid 'Ladles They Talk About' (WB) and
'Air Hostess'
(Col) alHO oV.*: at
and released in both 35 and 16 mm. $3,000.
44-COj— 'Privat/i Jones' (V). J'ublU: off after oke start to finish at $4,200. stage show with Ben Turpln, Snub
Reel Is assembled by Workers
the m'rrry-KO-round, a« J>^e
Stanley (Tx)ew-TJA) (3,400; 25-36- Pollard got good $19,000.
Metropolitan
1<j-'i',)--\ on
(3,400;
Film and Photo League and. en- 'Penal Code' and «ev<:n .-c.ik of Tra/.y hfnAUnUitt iif.rt: n.n<\ the On- 4.';-05-65)— '42d St.* (WH). Pace can
titled ^'America Today'.
Garrison vaudeville. Operated on a r-.u-oiitrr- Uiry, v/hUM inn't httlpinn fM.hfr bo conwhUirftd good only considering;
ative plan, this stand in Htlll hold- hfJUW. TV/ubtfuJ of tovvluK $4,000. indicated $13,000 Is good enough,
BAXTER VICE MEBIVALE
Films releases.
IJrivf:^ (iri>) VtM vff.tk fMiint-A
but ordinarily would be sorrowful.
Acme, New York, America's sole ing its own despite all rumorn thjt 'Silt!
Hollywood, March 6.
nUtfi.ly Bl tiMli.
It typlfl(!» the kock that this town's
conuaunlst tbeatre. Is the only New it would fold up. House spr^nding
Warner Baxter replaces Philip
New iWtf'.hii.uUt) nMO; Zd-iD^M) nniinvMl Hltuatlon has received.
plenty of advertising, and going
'XotK theatre outlet tor the reel, al- seems to be just about right. In- —'Broadway Iw/J' ilTox}. A dov/n- I'rcvlouH wMMlon wan a
dhmppolntcr Merlvalc as the male lead in 'I Loved
th<>U«:Il -it*8 spotted throughout the
dications are for at least $1,500 for ward rM« on/* rrtf/rfi for Uiiti houK^-, for this Mfus W«!nt <>plc, 'Hho Done You Wednesday.' Elissa Landi has
country^ jDC'thedtres. generally with first hj^lf. -Last week 'False Faoofj* and appuranily won't ttl/tp \Mnro U lllm WroMB' (I'ar), which flnlHhcd the femme top spot.
Henry King
SttMlaQ itlctures.
slidCH to %ZMf) 1'jr ihe iiit:«»\on. Lfuti to only $10,800 after a hopeful start. will direct.
stuck close to $1,200 for last halt
is
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PIC T U B E CUD S S E S

1933

Grosses

But Ben Bernie Should Help the Earle and
'Blondie' to

a Nice $20,000

March S.
MoiitreaL Can't Complain
Practically every house In town
In Face of Everything
Bank situation the
{kinder normal.
Phlladelphlsi,

eause.

mark

about

It's

Montreal,

upward trend was optlfigured for this week un-

inlsticalljr

the banking thing eventuated.
Normallyj Ben Bernie and his orchestra would have boosted the
fiarle's gross back to the $20,000
shark, from which It' had been backi
Picture
eliding for several weeks.
Is 'Blondie Johnson,' which gbt only
lukewarm notices; Bernie outfit
should help plenty.
John Barrymore'a 'Topaze* ror
celved rave reviews on Its Friday
opening at the Boyd a,nd,. although
.bo;s;-offlce response will. hardly reflect tone of those reviews, a gobdl
tveek Is exp.ected with |14,000, or
til

ibetter indicated.

Some more stimulation In busiIs confidently figured when '42d
Street' opens at the Stanley tomorrow (Tuei^day). Big a^vande ballyhoo wlttf the hlgbly-a^vertlsed
tralnload of Warper Brothers; stars
to give added Impetus ishould make
jthls one of the host money Ijets thd
Stanley has had In a couple of
niohthB.
If a star-studded affair
like, this can't make the grade,, then
ness

.

What can?

^

.

,'Cavalcade.' while weak at matltaiees^ Is standing up, well at the locust and will probably remain at

three weeks more. .Currant
Just iind^ 9M00, si^tlsfac-

le.ast

pace

la

tory.

.

Things are

'

astic, notices.

little

less

March

6.

(orte.

Earle

36-66-66)->-'Blondle

(2,000;

Johnson' (FN) and vaude. Picture
panned^ but Ben Bernie, heading
stage bin should help a lot; $20,000
figured possible. lAst week, fkn
ployees' Bntrance' (FN) and vaude
H.s.g. at $14i600.
Fox (3,000; 36-65-76)—'Humanity'

and stage show. Combina
tlon doesn't look so hot especially
with absence of names on stage bill
'(Fox)

Kot more than $16,000 forecast. Last
week 'Broadway Bad' (Fox) and
stage show hit the expected $17,500
figure, which was under house nor-

(2.000;

Indianapolis,

March

6.

floor

.

money.

too bad.
Capitol

of this film

may

First

get $1,600.

Censors Reconsidered

ADVOCATES
EXHIBS' SINKING FUND

T.O.C.&

In Pennsy

Re West

Pittsburgh,

March

Pic
6.

Consideration of establishing a
sinking fund for relief of Indie exhibitors and as an assurance to distributors will probably feature a
New York mass meeting now soheduled for tomorow (Wednesday). Immediately upon returning from

66-$1.65)—'CavalNot satisfied with the score or
cade' (Fox). In fourth week, this more cuts made In the Mae West
one grossed a little better than picture, 'She Done Him Wrong,' Washington on Monday, -Charles
$8,600 and should hold same pace originally, censors In this state O'Reilly, head of the Theatre Own(1,300;

this T^GOlC*

40-65)—'Grand
Stanley' (8,700;
Blam' (FN). Booked In for three
only. Notices were swell and

days

surprise skeptics who
arranged short stay. '42nd Street'
in Tuesday with plenty ballyhoo.

business

may

slipped in a few more eliminations
a couple of days after picture had
opened here at the Penn last week.
Chlet among the later cuts was
the entire song number. 1 Like a
Man Who Takes His Time,' which

Last week 'Madame Blanche' (MG) was reported last week as In. It
cather dismal at $11,000, a grand and was over the week-end, with the
a half less than hoped-for figure.
elimination not coming through
Stanton (1,700; 30-40-55)—'Child from censor headquarters until
of Manhattan' (Col). Mildly received
and hardly likely to get better than Monday.
That made it around four minLast
|7,500, less than average.
week, 'Hello Everybody' (Par), $8,- utes all told cut from the film in
this state.
Doesn't amount to a
COO, pretty good."
whole lot In actual time, but chopped dialog all through left the picStalls Prod.
ture In pretty bad shape.
An indication aa to the InconsistHollywood, March 6.
ency of censorship locally is to be
George Weeks has called off profound In the fact that of all the lines
duction on a Reginald Denny picfigured as a sure pop for the scisture for Mayfalr release, which was
sors, the one in which Lou tells
to have started March 15.
Gary Grant, 'Tou can be had,'
In the meantime. Weeks la movstayed in.
ing from Metropolitan studios to

Weeks

Larry Darmour

plant.

Col Takes Two Eoss Shorts
Hollywood, March 6.

ers

Chamber

Commerce, started
for the Greater New York
of

the call
get-t(^ether of exhibitors.
Theatres can't be expected to pay
what they are not taking In any
more than exchanges can be kept

open without cash. Ehthibltors will
be asked to co-operate to their utmost. The TOCC Idea Is to work
out a formula whereby both sides
win get the maximum of benefit
without over-endangering the resources of either.
The sinking fund, as considered,
would be different than any of its
kind in the past. It would make
for exhlbs who cannot meet rental
specified In the contract by turning
aa much cash over to distrlbs as
possible. This would be recorded as
a down payment. But the remainder of the rental due would be entered on the fund books as a credit
to the dlstrlb which would be paid
off Just as soon as the theatre realized an uptrend.

Masquers' Comedy Goes In
shorts, made by Nat Ross,
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
without a release set. have been
Hollywood, March 6.
Next Ma^squers' comedy for Radio
Metro purchased 'Presenting Lily taken over by Columbia for distriTwo reelers are 'Partners release goes Into work this week.
Mara,' backstage story by Booth bution.
Tarkfngton, which appeared In the Two', with Alexander ond Nat Carr, Title Is 'The Moon3hlner*s Daughter or Abroad In Kentucky*.
•Saturday Evening Posf recently. and 'Campus Codes'.
Walter Weems scripted and Al
Ross made the pictures six
Joe Manklewicz is adapting and dlaRay will direct.
loging.
months ago at Metropolitan.

HETBO BACESTAOE AGAIN

Censorial Shears
Clip

6.

Banking holidays cut Into gross
This
closing days of last week.
week looks murderous. It's anybody's guess on business.

West Pk, 11^

Cincy Not So
Cincinnati,

Worse

March

6.

Estimates for This Week
'She Done Him Wrong* is blah
Loew's (3,400; 25-35-50), 'Fast due largely to heavy cutting by
'Mummy* drew so
Life* (MG). May get up to $2,500 or Ohio censors.
$3,000. Last week 'Clear All Wires* good over week-end at Grand that
It's being held over for full week.
(MG), $4,500.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (2,700; 25Estimates for This Week
30-55), 'The Mummy' (U) and five
36-65)
Albee
(RKO)
(3,300;
acts of RKO vaude. Fifty per cent 'Broadway Bad' (Fox) and vaude,
off in prospect from last week's Ted Lewis topping.
Slow start in'Woman Accused* (Par), which with dicates $13,000, not so bad. Last
lukewarm reviews brought $7,000.
week 'Topaze* (RKO) and Irene
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,706; 25- Rich heading stage, $9,900, poor.
33-60), '$20,000 Years in Sing Sing'
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 30-55) 'She
Mebbe $3,500. Last week Done Him Wrong* (Far). Mae West
(FN).
'Sign of the Cross' (Par) held up and the 'Diamond Lll* biz hurrahed
but b.o. echoes disappointing in
fairly well for $3,000.
Brown (2,000; 25-35-50), 'Topaze' view of the heavy censorial shears,
(RKO). Class appeal, $1,600 likely. only $11,000. Last week 'State Fair*
Last week 'As Devil Commands' (Fox) $11,900, heavy black.
Lyric

(Col) $1,500.

Alamo (Fourth Ave.)
40), 'Crime of
Last
$1,200.
(Fox) $1,700.

(900; 15-25-

Only

Century' (Par).

week 'Broadway Bad'

(RKO)

(1,285;

ond Hand Wife' (Fox).

35-55) 'SecOke at $7,-

Last week 'Dangerously Yours'
(Fox), mild $4,700.

000.

25-40)
Keith's (Libson)
(1,600;
George
'King's Vacation' (WB).
Arllss plugged in extra advertising.
Ruth Ettlng bigged in this theatre's

now customary radio name short
Premature Spring Also
subject.
Fast getaway looks like
Helps Annoy Seattle $5,500, oke considering. Last week
Seattle,

March

6.

tlie moratorium but the
spring weather of the season
didn't help either over the weekend.
Ditto the auto show.
New Independent company Is now
operating Paramount and Coliseum,
former
and F-WC houses that
went through the receivership
wringer.
Operating corporation Is

Not only

first

PNW

'Blondie Johnson' (FN), $6,400, oke.
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 55-85Last
'Cavalcade*
$1.10)
(Fox).

week got $3,300, n.s.h. as a holdover. House is again idle Indef;
16-30)
Grand
(RKO)
(1,025;
'Mummy' (U). Staying a full week
because of dandy $3,600 pace. Last
week 'Face In the Sky' (Fox) and
'Lucky Devils' (RKO), $2,200, mild.
16-25)
Family (RKO)
(1.000;

.

(FP) (2,700; 60) 'Son
Daughter* (MO) and 'Parachute
Jumper' (WB). Nice bill, liable to
gross $10,^00. Last week 'Tonight
la Ours' (Par) and 'Hello Every- $4,600: good.
body* (Par) a good $11,000.
Indiana (Circle) (3,300; 26-40)—
Lbew'e (FP) (3,200; 66) *Whls
'Jungle King* (Pair) and Boswell
tUng In the Dark' (MO) and five Sisters on stage. Should hit oke
acts vkudevlUe. Jim Adams iuak
$13,000.
ing brave effort to overcome set
Loew's Palace (Loew) (2,800; 26backs and looks for $12,000. Last 40)—'Men Must Fight' (MG). May
week 'Billion. Dollar Scandal' (Par) do conservative $4,000. Last week
and vaude grossed $11,000.
•Clear All Wires' (MG) ditto.
Princess (CT) (1,900; 60) ^hlld
Lyrlo (Fourth Ave.) (2,600; 26of Manhattan' (Col) and 'Obey the 35-50)—'Sailor Be Good' (RKO) and
Law' (Col). May get $6,5,00. Lsust WLS Barn Dance unit on the stage.
week 'After the Ball' (Brit) and Will finish around $8,000, good. Last
•Missing Rembrandt' (Brit) got by week Raynor Lehr unit on the stage
nicely with $6,000.
in its sixth week, and 'Broadway
Imperial (France-Film) (1,900; 50) Bad* (Fox) finished around $7,500.
'Milady* (French). Second episode Unit went to Canton, O.

amount.
Locust

March

composed of Fr&hk Newman, Sr., Al 'Flaming Guns' (U) and "Her Mad
Rosenberg and Al Finklestein. For- Night' (Fischer).. Split week, $2,000,
mer has been dlv. mgr. for F-WC mild. Last week 'Strange People'
and PNW past 18 months; Rosen- (1st Div) and ^Infernal Machine'
(Fox), $1,600, light.
berg and Finklestein former opera
'Private
16-25)
Strand (1,160;
tors of Fox Pacific Theatres, and
two neighbors In University district, Scandal* (MaJ) and "Red Haired
money situash.
AUbl* (Maj).
Split week, $1,000,
Apollo finally let 'State Fair* go Neptune and Egyptian.
here and Yakima good. Last week 'West of SingaFifth Ave.
after setting a historical record with
houses, still in Washington State pore' (Mono) and "Bachelor Mother*
a three week play.
Theatres receivership, with E. W, (Mono) and 'Crashing Broadway*
Estimates for This Week
Scott receiver. Expjcted Fox Co- (Mono) double-bill for last half,
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (f,100: 25 lumbia to also acquire this, with $1,200, fair.
Ufa (400; 30-40) 'Captain of Koe40)— 'Topaze' (RKO). Pulling fairly NRF operating soon, along similar
penick* (German). Fair $800. Last
and should end around $3,00€; g'ood. basis.
Barrymore has strong pull here and
Metropolitan did oke with 'Caval- week "Louise, Queen of Prussia'
Last cade*, at roadshow prices, holding (German) held over for second
Dartlcularly. -at this
spot.
week 'State Fair* (Fox) In Its third one more day; then comes 'Ras week-end, $1,100, good.
week registered nice $4,000.
However,
putln* with $1.66 top.
Cirele (Circle) (2,600; 26-40—'42d most at $1.10r
Great start and
Street'
(WB).
Holding 'Cross' at Fifth second
maybe $10,000 or better, okay. Last week proved a dive for new low. 'CROSS' WILL GET ISG'S
week 'Sign of the Cross* (Par) re Pix lacks modern stufC.
play from the Indiana did around
REGARDLESS
IN

16-26-35)—'Pari-

sian Romance' (Allied) and vaude.
This popular priced house hitting
steady level. Usual $7,000 expected.
liStst
week, 'Strange Adventure'
(Mono) and vaude, got the same

V How!

Louisville,

11

.

episode last week grossed $2,000.
mal, but fairly satisfactory.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
80-40-60)—'No
Karlton
(1,000;
Paris'
Other Woman' (RKO). Looks like (600; 25) 'Cendrillon de Shang(French) and "L'Express de
a very mild $3,200. Last week hai'
Should hold at $1,000.
Whistling In the Dark' (MO) $4,- Last (Par).'Mater
Dolorosa'
(French)
week
000, good.
$760.
Keith's

WILL CLOCK

Everything seemed to be on the
upturn here, with the Circle looking particularly bright with '42d
with samples free Street,'
and then came the dawn.
for show-shoppers, a combination When the '42d Street-General Electhat has special appeal for Mont- tric' train was here Just before the
realers. This should hold up gross opening of the pic there were tliouto around $11,000 which nowadays sands of people In town to see the
celebs.
It was the biggest crowd
la quite good for the Palace.
Competition Is again cut to the since the Hon. Mr. Roosevelt was
bone.
Hla Majesty's, which gave here In his preelection campaign.
a French operetta show last week The stars appeared on the stage of
is again. French this week with the Indiana and played to sittees in
'Dansons' and though this may af- the walkways. The crowds at the
fect the gross at Imperial and two Indiana shows were the largest
Cinema de Paris is not likely to that ever were stuck In at the
make any .dent on the English pix house, and fire Inspectors wire
main stems. Capitol has held up called In to help clear the aisles.
well for the past few weeks and That was the first two shows; now
wlU likely do at least as well cur- with the banking situation, It's
'Son -Daughter* and something else again.
rently with
WLS Barn Dance unit oh the
'Pfiirachute' Jumper.'
$10,000 gross
stage at the Lyric Is the toughest
Is a conservative estimate.
Loew's has 'Whistling In the competition this week with the
Dark' ahd five acts of vaudeville, Circle, but the Indiana is sticking
ballyhooed aa over-average; looks olose with the Boswell Sisters op
the stage.
$11,000, also a good gross on re
'Cavalcade* Is slated to start
dueed prices. Princess' 'Child of
Manhattan' and 'Obey the Law' roadrshowlng at English's Thurs
day (9) at $1.65, but very doubtful
<Col) will gross over $6,000.
Nabes are 80% in the red; about whether this town will go for such
16% Just making the grade and 6% prices. 'Scandals* slated to come In
at E<ngllsh's for three days begin
showing email profit.
nlng (6). Cancelled because of the
Estimates for Tliis Week

mezzanine

scrlptlon

—

St.'

NICE lOG IN INDPLS.

with It. George Rotsky has tied
up 'State Fair' with a bunch of
local firms who have booths on

Estimates for This Week
Palace (FP) (2,700; 60) 'State
Arcadia (600: 26-40-60)—'Strange Fair' (Fox). This ought to hold up
arouhd $11,000 with smart ballyhoo
and tle-up by. Manager Rotsky.
Last week 'King's Vacation' (WB)
sorta faded, grossing $10,000, not

Topaze'
NBoyd (2,400; 40-66)
!(RKO). Swell reviews and a prob
ftble good week, though chances for
Indlover
are
slim;
$14,000
holding
:cated. Last week, 'Rockabye' (RKO)
couldn't quite reach $11,000, not so

'42D

dark than

quality of pictures showing has something to do

Interlude' (MO). Should get a substantial average weeli, |2,700 expected. Itast week, "No Man of Her
Own' (Par) got $2,400, not bad, but

good.

In view of tha national banking situation, estimates must
b« broadly eonstrued, and in
no instance can the true box
office value of a film be properly gauged.
Where, despite handicaps,
boxoffice business ia holding
up well, this Is being dwelt
upon.

maybe

feared, but

Otherwise the line-up Is more
fair.
Fox has 'Humanity* on
His Majesty'a (Ind) (1,600; 60
the screen and Is giving It the play$1.00) 'Daiisons* (French).
Cannot
.np as opposed to the name-lacking
see much abbve $4,000 for this. Last
stage show.
Stanton's 'Child of
week French Operetta Society
l^anhattan' didn't get any enthusi- grossed about
$6,000, mostly sub

than

kiot

L'viDe Lags,

TUs Wedt

low-water

the

of the season.

A general

VARIETY

Two

Estimates for This

Paramount (NRF)

NEW'K

Week

(3,106; 25-40),

'What! No Beer?* (MG). In line with
Newark. March 9,
what's wanted these depresh days,
Closing of banka had alight effect
laughs helping, but $6,600 Is slow
trade. Last week 'Hello, Everybody' over the weekend aa some suburban
(Par), with radio revue devised. In banks remained open. General feeltry to bolster
iip, but slumped to bad ing Is that the damage will be done
'
$4,300.
this week, regardless of developFifth Ave. (2,300; 26-40), '20,000
Years' and 'Luxury Liner" (Par). ments.
Double bill not In tune with depresh
'Sign of Cross* at Paramountdemand for lighter stufiC and com- Newark opening very big and would
edy, but $5,500 Is fair. Last week
normally
go far beyond the possible
'Sign of Cross' (Par), second week,
$15,000 ascribed to it. Most of the
didn't do a thing; terrible at $2,800.
(Jensen-von
Herberg) others also indicate reasonable busiLiberty

ness, in face of everything.
10-15-25), 'State Trooper'
(2,000;
'Cavalcade' opens the 16th at TeriCol). Okay for $5,000. Last week
'Flaming Guns' (U) tremendous for minal, two-a-day, reserved seats.
Estimates for This Week
dandy $5,200.
IMusie Box (Hamrlck) (960; 25Branford (WB) (2,966; 15-65)—
Bridge strong
35), 'Hallelujah, I'm a Bum' (UA). 'Grand Slam' (WB).
No big play for Jolson; $3,000, poor. here but this may not top $7,000.
Last week 'Half Naked Truth' Last week 'Ladies They Talk About'
(RKO) big with Tracy and Velez, (WB) on six days could have been
$5,000.
worse than $8,000. Three days of
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (1,000; 25- 'Nagana' (U) with no weekend not
Fair at $3,500. bad at $3,600.
35), 'Mummy* (U).
Last week 'Hard to Handle' (WB)
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 16-25-36-50)
with band presentation $3,100.
'Hot Pepper' (Fox), and 'Tonight
Coliseum (NFR) (1,800; 16-26), Is Ours' (Par). Will break the un'Farewell to Arms' (Par). Going at failing $6,000 with about $ 3,500 Last
these prices for a bit of change; week 'Hard to Handle' (WB) and
$3,600, fair. Last week "Flesh' (MG) 'Island of Lost Souls' (Par) nice
and 'Me and My Gal' (Fox), double with $6,200.
bill, $3,100. slow.
Little (Cinema) (299; 26-40-50)—
Metropolitan (University) (1,400;
'Barberlna, die Toenzerln von SansB0-$1.66), 'Rasputin' (MG). Fair for
SoucI' (Cap), and 'Der Stolz der in.
$0,500. Last week 'Cavalcade' (Fox)
worse
held extra day, building, finishing Compagnle' (Cap). House bit
than rest, possibly because puU- of
strong for eight days at $8,700.
Germans is gone. Brings an EngPossibly $600.
lish film next week.
Last week 'GItta Entdeckt Dir Herz*
Warner-Metro Special
(Cap) and 'Der Falsche Feldmarschal' (Cap) bad at under $700.
Inaiigrural Ballyhoos
15-75)—
Loew's State
(2,780;
Metro, with Its traveling studio, •What! No Beer?' (MG) and vaude.
went Into Washington Saturday .(4) Okay on start but may fall to $9,600.
as opposition to Warner Bros, with Last week 'Kid From Spain* (UA)
grand at $19,000.
Its '42nd

—

.

Street' special train,

which

reached the Capital tor the Inauguration.
At the same time Metro
rushed a print of 'Gabriel Over the
White House' by plane for a special
showing day of the Inauguration,
while
opened its '42nd Street'
at the Earle a day ahead, Friday

Newark (Adams-Par)

(2,248;

16-

99)— 'Sign of Cross' (Par) and
vaude. Standees steady from Friday night and at the worst should
hold to a big $15,000. Last week
'Luxury IJner* (Par) and 'Follow
Through' tab fair at $9,700.
Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 15-7fi)—
(3).
'Topaze' (KKO) and vaude. Getting
Metro turned out 'Gabriel' In strong play from suburban towns
record time for that studio of 10 and looks nice but maybe won't top
days in order to get into Washing- $10,000. La.<5t week 'Sailor Be Good*
ton In time.
Studio was on a 24- (It.'ulio) and Olsen and Johnson a
hour schedule in order to make It. good JH.OOO.
Terminal (Sk.)uraa) (1,900; 15-50)
Company's traveling studio, a
YoUrs'
(Fox),
and
atunt similar to Metro's prevlou.s 'Danycroualy
Jfypnotlzcd" (WW). Good but house
trackless train which went over the
closes for two days to make way
world, started its tour In Decomlif^r for 'Cavalcade' March IB, Probably
in New England and on top of thi- no bcllcr tlian $4,000.
Last week,
Washington date poos Into Mnry- s'-fon'l nf 's;nif> Fair* (Fox), Jfood
land and other surrounding stales. eiiuugh wllh $4,400.

WB

•

—
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Censor Quits Under Hre^

Luck Gal

o'

St. Paul.

Down Law

Renegs; City Lays

March

IdS P.

On last day of her'll-years'
Mnployment 'with Publix, I>et
MoSherry lost |4il from her

.

ing;

Threatened shakeup of the board,

and probable dismissal of the chairman, followed widespread complaints by leading, residents that
Mrs. McClure allegedly yraa attemptinis: tb Influence attendance at
the Colorado; also that she openly
sponsored a Saturday program
booked for presentation under the
reputed auspices of the Longfellow'
Parent-Teacher' association.

.

.

For

Reported

Bid

&

J. L.

RKO

8. Offer

Stand

%

Chicago, March I,
Status of State-Lake 4s the same.

House remains dark with RKO disinterested.
Meanwhile landlords
not responsive evidently to a percentage sharing deal made them by
Jones, Llnlck

&

Schaefer.

Balaban & Katz understood to
have put in a bid to take over
State-Lake but on what terms or
for what purpose undisclosed. Some
doubt on this possibility as with
the United Artists, Oriental, M6Vickers and Roosevelt to keep
booked the straight picture problem

B&K

for

is

already acute.

Y.,

HORROS' CRITERIdN?

'iBchedMed;^'7for .the

-

next day,

DocfaiBrs' P>lu'a

'<

House

What

Incensed many was that
portion of the dodger that read:
This entertainment is unique In
that It Is the only movie house In
Pasadena that gives a prdgram expressly for Juniors.'
Fact is thait on the same day a
group of independents staged a
similar Juv matinee in the Civic
Auditorliun, announcement of which
had gone out before the F-WC en-?
dorsement appeared. Herald, which
also carried the admission price
(10c), bore the printed signatures
of Mrs. J. O. Grace, president, aiid
Mrs. A. C. GiUett, M. P., chairman,
Longfellow P-T Assn. Both deny
they authorized the use of their

names.
Censor board proved a stormy
thorn in the side of picture house
managers during the first few

months

and Mrs,
chairman, was repeat-

of Its existence,

McClure,

its

denounced for what exhibs
termed high-handed methods aiid
edly

arbitrary rulings.. The two other
members of the board are Le^ishman,
and George Schuler, secretary.
Defying the arbitrary decision of
the Censbr Board to ban 'Faithless'
after it previously had been shown
at the United Artists and the Pasadena, George Parks, indie operator
of the Park, showed the Metro picture, though a permit had been denied him by Chairman McClure.
The board had previously granted
a permit to Warners Egyptian, but
after turning down Haines wrote
the management requesting that it
refrain from showing the flim, in
spite of the permit.
Deflance of Haines is expected to
bring action early this week. Lelsh
man and Schuler, of the board, are
said to have admitted they did not
see the picture before deciding to

ban

it.

OELA. CHAIN UNAFFECTED
Oklahoma
.

^^he

March

City,

Refiral .theatres in

6.

Oklhoma,

dwned by Publlx-Paramount
and bait .owned by Joseph H. Cooper
liaif

'

of .'X<rew.:'7or](> are not involved in
rddelvisrshlp proa^ieordlng. to Pat McGee,

tbti f'Pftrainount
«Midl|)fi:0j

.-aioiie'.tbfmacmr*-'

-.

-

*

r

CApUioI,
Hoiii«(i We^ Criterion,
t^tiA», BltX And^ Victoria id OklaIkooMi Cttr« 4nd ibt^ 'ReKal- theatres,
itfl j^wliloh Mrlli^olitlnue to.be opfM4n>«iideiit ot the jMcelver;

:

.

Die**

Richards* Raiuiiiisr Mate

In Ala. Rcicdversliip

NO CHANCE OF
FOX RECEIVER

-KEIW

-

by excitement of the banking mora- Miss.
toriums, involved Fox and other
companies in an kinds of reports.
WISECRACK
Most of the. scares hailed from Hol-

TO

Arthur Mayer will operate the lywood.
It was learned elsewhere that
New. York, as a second-run.
He ia Paramount-Publix's director adjii'stmeht of the Fox indebtedof

and

^advertising

publicity,

:l|ut

may. concentrate solely on Independent theatre operation^ under a deal
tvith Paramount In lieu of his unexpired contract, which has another
ye^ir tp,gD. Rental on house to stand
at,$,l,)50Q.

,

,

.

.

.

.

'

Tempest arose- .when many of the
better element of citizens .became
Incensed a week ago when their
children returned from school, either
eairyiiig, or having pinned to their
> ^lothinfTh A dodger; jt'urportiedly Is.Bued
-the Xtbn'gfellow P-T body,
which was a plug for the P-WC
houset and' a special juvdnOe mat

Good and Bud^Retain the Good and
pose of the Bad 'Una

In the reorganization of t>ublix
Bn^rprises, P-P subsidiary in bank*
ruptoy receivership, th.o approximate
166 theatres involved will be segreMobUe, March 6.
gated into good and bad groups, it
'W. O. Austin, an accountant, has is understood. Eventually, the good
been appointed by Federal Judge ^oups will survive, and liquidation
Robert T. Brvln as receiver for the tnay become necessary for the
others.
Mobile interests of the Saenger
In the TJE. set-up, the houses ln>
Realty Corporation, Inc., along with volved are aligned in a complicated
Around 76 have their
Ernest "V. Richards of New Orleans. manner.
Judge Brvln's appointment of leases guaranteed by Publix EnterAustin followed designation of Rich- prises, while in others PJQ, holds a
Interest
minority
in' the stock ot
ards as receiver for the corporation
by Fedei^ Judge 'Wasme O. Borah, controlling' corporations.
Irving Trust Co., receivers in
of New Orleans.
bankruptcy over P. E., has a staft
The receivership was established
miers will be bo receivership for on application of the iParamoiint in Publix headquarters, New Yorl^
ataalyzing the situation, and groupjFictures iDlstrlbuting corporation.
Pox.'
ing assets aiid liabilities.
This
Statement Is dhwt from Sid Kent The Saenger interests include thea- analysis is necessary at the outset
tres in Mobile, New Orleans, fiatas a hectic Monday (6), brought .<m tlesbiirg, 'Clarksdale and Greenville, to determine steps necessary toward

Rialto,

Mayer says that the deal on rent
has not. yet been set up. It's with'
tedj.Generally believed here'that Mrs. the Orbl-Mundie Realty Co., which
McClure will only remain with the holds the Rialto lease. Publix had
board temporarily, and that W. J. been paying $3,600 for rent, taxes
Welshman, its vice-president, will and depreciation charges and had
been attempting to rent theatre at
succeed her as cbaltman.

that under no drcumstahc^s would
flponsorlng> or endorsing 'tte pi&rmlt-

L Houses in Two Classes

'

MAYER'S iaALTO,«.

Lays Down Law
City Board, In session behind
closed doors with the reviewing
.body, after being informed that .Mrs.
McClure had rescinded her decision
to resign, laid down strict goyemlltg rules for the censor board. The
three non-paid members were told'
In no lin'mlstaicable terms that their
province was to review and censor
pictures and bthef amusements, and.

Sneak thief slipped the purse
from the jdppered compartment of her bag when she left
her post for a few minutes.

B&K'S STATE-LAKE?

1933

7,

«.

parse.-

Pasadena, Cal., March 6.
After tendering her resignation
ae ohalrman of the Pasadena voluntary censor board late Thursday
(2), Mrs. Robert E. McClure, chairman, under fire because of charges
that she used her position in promoting the Fox West Coast Colorado, and one of its special Juvenile
programs, withdrew her action at a
joint meeting of the Board of City
Directors and the reviewing body
which convened the following morn-

Tuesday, March

that figure to other parties.
On takeover of house this Friday
(10), Ed licnlhan^ former district
manager for RKO, goes In as house

manager. Advertising campaign on
the opening is going through Publix channels via Jack Mclnemey.

Done Him Wrong^ first picture
In. Policy win be Par pictures, second run, after playing Broadway
'She

Par, as well as other product available on market, on a 26, 86 and 60c
grind..

PA

OR NOT

SmS IIP TBE AMPAS

priectu^es any possibility of
Hottest meeting and debate ever
thtit' 'c6mpai>y going into receiverheld by. the AMPA's on Thursday.
ship.' Ifidiieibtedfielis novr maturing ;(2) wa^' s^t off by 'Chkrles Barrell,
amdtints to around $90^,000,' repre- of "Western Blectric, a member, who'
ton'tlng" six '.months' interest on the insisted the AMPA should conduct
cbmpany's $30,0d0,p00 6% deben- Itself more seriously andi avoid th^
tures. This interest falls due around wisecracks.
April i.
The AMPA Thursday luncheons
it is h^ld certain that ,Chase will at Sardl's have been getting so perlook for payment but plans, to re- sonal on some smart-cracks that a
adjust this payment are on. Nature fight Is likely to occur any day, if
of any plan which may be accepted resentment should pop out, some
Isn't known and Chase, itself, has argued.
come to no decision that way. But
Wisecracking which some memthere arewieveral tentative methods
bers have thought was getting danunder cons^eratlon.
gerous,' has not been <ioming from
.Fact of [9, readjustment coming the! daJs, where prexy Hal Home
was seen liast week when Chase and others park fannies, but mostly
pulled its representation from the
froih tables around the place which
FoY operaUi}g, end of the company. Interrupt dnd crack back and forth
Board preferring to leave every- to the dais.
thing to Sidney iEL Kent.
While It was assumed Barrell
This,, of itself, reflects the faith meant the wisecracking from the
the bankers have In Kent and his tables, members at the closed meetability to. pull the company through. ing figured Home was being singled
Since Kent's entrance into the Fox out and came to his defense. It was
picture it is generally known that later denied by Barrell that he was
the operating end of that company, making a personal atta;ck'on anyone,
all the way down, has been im- biit felt that the AMPA was missing
proved. Additionally, Kent showed Its aim entirely by going too gaggy.
the boys how some frank and
Barrell got plenty of opposition,
round-the-table talk helpis when he with someone pointing out AMPA
and "Wlnthrop Aldrlcb, in London, was a fraternal outfit and never Incame to an amicable understand- tended to be serious minded, whereing with the Ostrers and the Brit- upon Barrell offered his resignation.
ish Gaumont people, after others
It wasn't acted on. The AMPA then
had failed to bring accord.
adjourned without a smiEurt-crack on
In the same 'manner Chase and
the record.
Kent hop6 to readjust the Fox film
situation with one another.
The
Ing,

:

:

~

-

Reported also that Boris Morros,
de luxe theatre operator and stage
show head of Publix, may take over
operation of the Criterion, N. Yi,
now dark, another Publix stand;
Criterion, held by the Crescent
Realty Co., can be rented for $1,400.
Prior to otter to Morros, a deal
was on to turn It over to Jack Barry
in lieu of his unexpired contract
which Publix has been paying off
.

for

some

time.

.

'.

$900,000 interest

which

falls-

due in

Heavy

Would

teorgahlzatloh.
That certain theatres In the
subsidiary will ha've to be abandoned, either individually or la
groups, is conceded. Segregation of
bad from the good, as ft-etep toward
riaorisanlzatlon, is' behind the presen|^ analysisj
G.ieorge Topllff, Irving Trust's re^
ceiyer api>oIntee.. in Publix Enterprises, .all saong: has been hopeful of
tel.vtiging ah important majority oC

thi^ P.E. tl^eatres through bankruptcy reorganlzatipn.
First ,.impbrtj&nt rialief iooklnig to^vard safe
QStablisbment of operation iii those
theatres .'Which' are not hopeless
proppisltions is comlpg in the shape
of rent readjustments' in many situ.

ations.

Meanwhile,
tinuing In a
theatres have
or placed on
yet by the I.T:
-

all

operation

is

con-

normal manner. No
been ordered closed
the auction block as
receivers.

^

- .

NEW REGIMTIONS BY

R Y. OPERATORS' UNION
A

complete overhauling of the

constitution and by-laws of the New
York operators local (No. 306), to
eliminate mapy features which were

introduced during the Sam Kaplan
dynasty, is to be undertaken imme-

There 4s a faint possibility
that the permit system, a Kaplan
gag and severely criticised, may be
either thrown out or revised.
diately.

Opinion in the present admlnls^
under Harry Sherman, pressomething should
be done about the permit system, it
is to some extent a necessary evil.
Under the permit system, outside
operators paid a flat amount to 808
In order to get booth assignments
while working out apprenticeships
to become regular card members at
the higher scale.
Just what is to be done in this
tration

ident, is that while

the next few weeks Is due piostly to Par
Press
Chase which holds the majority of
the debentures.
Insiders look to
Co.
Clakn Against
Carrying Bnsiness
the two reaching an understanding
on the matter, as whatever minor
Ity holdings are out, can't interfere
It has been indicated by the ten- connection and many others will be
Adolph Zukor and Charles
'With any readjustment since the tative report presented by the re- worked out by a special committee
Hlllies, receivers for Paramountcompany has funds on hand to meet ceivers for Paramount that the of five men appointed by Htury
Publlx are readying a formal re- scattered bond holdings. The
in
company and Fox Film may go to Sherman to study the entire situaport to be filed with Federal Judge terest
on minority holdings is
tion
Bondy on March 17, date of the stated not to amount to more than court over a claim by Par of some- the and report back. Sherman, at
first regular meeting held last
thing like $466,210.81, against the
hearing when an order to show $60,000 as due AprU
1.
Fox company. Matter has been in week, also appointed a reclassificacause is returnable why the tem
Outside of the $30,000,000 deben
dispute for some time and the tion committee whose duty it will
porary receivership should not be tures which don't
mature for sev- amount represents mostly con- be to reclassify scale so that one
made permanent.
eral years, the film company may struction costs and equipment in- theatre isn't paying one scale
and a
A tentative report on the condition have somewhere
between $10,000,000 stallation charges on theatres which competitor anoUier scale.
of the company was read before the and $12,000,000
outstanding In bank Fox took over from Par on the
resolution to provide for two
first meeting of Par creditors, who loans.
Altogether it is held the Fox Coast.
business agents Instead of four, and
approved continuing the business comjMiny owes less than
$60,000,000.
Seven theati^ are concerned and that they shall be elected rather
under the receivership, rather than
'With the present setup under at the time the deal was completed than
appointed, was read at the first
suggesting liquidation, on Friday Kent, feeling prevails that
the film In December, 1930, it was supposed meeting since Sherman succeeded
(3).
end of the company can pull out to have involved $20,000,000.
Kaplan. It must be read at another
Meeting was held downtown with without resorting to receivership.
Houses are located in Frisco, Se- meeting March 16, and on March 29
around 100 persons of various In
attle, Portland and Oakland. Frisco
it will be voted on.
If satisfactorily
terests represented including at
holds three of the theatres, all of carried, Sherman will call a special
torneys for one of litigants against
which
are operated by F-'WC, but election. Meanwhile Harry Levine
Par In one of several suits aimed
State,
Dehner, guaranteed
on their leases by Fox and Bert Popklns are serving as
to attack Faramount's sale of 23
Film.
biz agents for the union.
films to a newly organized subsidi
Goes Into Dual Pdicf Negotiations on the matter has temporary
Through withdrawal of Max Silary. Film Production Corp., for
been on between the parties for verman, whose name had been insomething like $6,771,000.
some
time, but apparently have advertently left
off the ballot when
Los Angeles, March 0.
Plaintiff In this suit is one Levy,
Loew's State, for years Fox West come to no conclusion.
Sherman was elected, Charles Hyrepresented \fy Attorney Samuel
man has been declared treasurer of
Zim, who ' Wftnted to ask certain Coast's ace coast deluxer, goes
306.
When Silverman's name was
prelim questions of Mr. Zukor, double features, temporarily at least,
left off he appealed to the I. A.*
Counsel for the latter, however, ad Thursday (9), duallng for that Radio Rcleasingf Futter
which ruled that if he insisted on a
vised that the creditors' meeting week "What, No Beer?' and 'BroadFeature
50-50 Split special
election rather than concedwas not the place for those ques way Bad.'
Since tramtfercnce of the F&M
Hollywood, March 6.
ing to Hyman, it would be held.
tiona.
units to the United Artists (now
Deal has been closed whereby
cIo«ed) BOCTfl months ago. State's Radio, instead of United Artists,
policy hOH been a fthUUng one On will
release the Walter I'uttor TEBBT TUBNEB'S B. C. DUTIES
Setter Gets
th© V.A. KOinn 6atk, the
units travel feature, temporarily titled
'Terry Turner is now in charge of
Hollywood, March 0,
returned to th« Sfato for a few 'India Speaks.' ' UA gave the pro- advertising and publicity for Radio
WlUiam A, Seltec draws a term w«elM^ tf?^ Arow&l penmneMiy in ducer a releasing contract several City, under Bob Slsk, general dicontract at Radio and will direct ta,ror ot » Mraf^t mund policy. months ago, and $40,000 to complete rector of advertising and publicity
TMisr, JMf^ms tthm/mm'iielnk wom the picture here, with studio made for RKO.
'Careles,)),' the Maurine"WatUns tin'
Designation was made
produ^d play as his first under the broaghi
io naptiUmmi tho vie- KceneH, Money has been returned. by Sisk.
ture tor
new agreement,
v»gk, wHIt HnnoututeDistribution deal calls for a 60Martha Wllchlnskl, who has been
'^He weht on the lot to do one, the ment that «n occmf4n«a gtnuce
tiO
split over the negative cost, in charge, continues but her duties
outxent "Wheeler Aad- Woolser
tiO,m,
16% distribution costs. Will be limited.

Par Crofitors Approve

Fox

On
D

A

LA.

F-WC

on

Radio Term

F&M
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World

Head

Distribution

AUSTRIA

On^ Scale Producing Abroad

German

162
74
13

American
rreiieh

.

Austrian

Pommer

Eric

\

sails

tomorrow

(8)

Italian

'Maedchen* Leads in

tpr Berlin, after, a delayed stop in
Nev/ York, for the purpose of pourparleurs with Sidney Kent. Th^sd

Arc Yei^Qn Native Froductum Nowhere

Joftn of

Berlin,

M^rch

a Challenge Save

6.

meets ended with ,iPommer. defir
Herthft. V Tfalele.
and Dorothea
conflrmed
the Fo? Euro- 'Wieck of
'Maedchen, in Uniform'
pean production chief.
fame a^ain are acting together In a
Pommer will return immediately new picture,
'Anna .un(i Elisabeth.'
:

.

xkiteljr

to complejte his Ufa, contract, which'
'The story tells of miraculous evepts
vill c?irry }ijm tJijfQugh October. :At
r^s'^mbling the Joan of Arc lejeehd.
^at tllme' he' leayes, U^a to s^t |up lEiertha
i|hlele is the Sa(^it,' Dprpthea
the new (Fok European jcirssknlza'
"Vyiecis a' young' an<3( beautiful lame

in Hit-

U

Which

lerland,

.

.

—

Scile

Rival to HoUsrwood
B^lin .T<^8 Paris. Product in
Spain and Italy Despite
Prokiihity' -

.

,

planned to

tion, wfilch is

quite big scalQ..
'

t?e

on a girl."
:

.

Daveiv French Chief

Andre Dayen

retur.ns wltti

Pom-

.

Director is Frank Wysbar. Othfers
in the cast are Roma Bahn and'

mer, gotnir directly to start work ^athias "Wiemann.

HUNGARY

jFRENCH IN

,

Frehcli' picture for JFiox.
cqimpletedy dhd b^iiig,'

released oyer tliere. He'
co,^tinue as Fox's' French' pro-

currentlji''
-will

Wftti the exceptleii 'of Giarman•peaking
territory,
thtf
United,

Is

.

ducer under th^' f>6innier ro^^line,
f'ommer. however, supervising the

>

D^perateMibs

;

State*,

retains; irMi^h of its
9trQi>gho.|(l.; of the ; Ejurppean film
market.
Mor* Am«ri.oa,9 pictupct,
than ,any other kir!id»..|n«lu;diho .native, prpdyctf y/«!ra.'iiwo,Wp in. .t»very.
,

:

Qoiirt^r/ .in Europe, fliirlns -193^
the, exoeption of Aua|i*ia aiid

wjtn
Ger-

languages will be used in versions

many.

of eacli other.Full details of the set-i^ have

those two eountrief..:
Figures just completed ^r, eaoh:Of
the European countrl^ show tliat

'

.

liot

been completed yet, and won't

Intimaledi,
la definitely off the

1M,

it

Is

until

Ufa

f'ommer

Metro has changed

its

March (.
mind about

German dubbing and may go In for
a little of It. M. Brandes, local
.

Metro

editor,

tudy up on

has been Instructed to
synchronization tech

nlque.

going down to Rome to
talk things over wltli Fred Pelton,
Metro's European production chief,

Brandes

'

and get

is

final

thought likely

instructions.
he'll

Not

Inaugurate a

dubbing program soon, but Metro
evidently wants to have him ready
to get to work should the occasion
become. more auspicious from their
standpoint.
Metro has laid off dubbing here
Itecause of the German contingent
laws, which it considers entirely to6
drastic^ but the new move and atti
tude indicate that Metro either has
assurance or hope that things will
be made easier in the near future.
.The new contingent law is due to
be changed in June, with the answer
.

against importation of the foreign
films Into Jugoslavia is to be re
moved, it la learned ofncially. It. is
exactly one year March 5— since
thQ Jugoslav film quota .was Im
posed, which led to the withdrawal
of all the American film agencies
from this market. As a consequence
business was very poor, Jugoslav
film industry being undeveloped and
unable to produce any film of value;
The few German films released here
could not make up for the absence
of Am,erlcan product.
The negotiations fpr removal of
the ban was conducted from the
American side by George
Canty,
U. S. trade commissioner.
Mr.
Cant^ came to Belgrade last December and conferred with Milan Mar.janov^tch, the chief of the Jugoslav
Central Film Bureau., .±)etermination to end the quota was the re-

—

sult.

.

.

The quota proiluce4 bad results
on both sides. Tlie Jugoslav public
being deprived of good films did not
go to the cinema houses, which experienced the worst time in their
history, despite drastic lowering of
prices.
Many of the owners complained they would have to close'

perhaps lying in the approach of unless the restrictions against the
that date.
import of the foreign films are removed. The Central Flm Bureau
sees^ that it will be Impossible, while
Caiuida Applies Chain
the depression lasts, to create a
Jugoslav film industry.
Store
to Circuits .It Is believed in the. cinema circles
Ottawa, March 6,
here that there are about 200 AmeriThe government has decided that can films awaiting for- the release
a Circuit theatre la a 'chain store' in Jugoslavia, where there are about
within the meaning of the Corpora- 160 theatres. Most of the available
tions Tax Act. The result is that product will find a ready market
all chain theatres will be taxed $50 and a ready public.
per annum each in addition to the
Now that the quota is to be re150 levy against the corporation it- moved, British film agents have apself and the assessment will prob- peared.
It Is believed that British
ably be made retroactive to last films have improved and that they
year for good measure.
can compete with American films.
The scope of the act was widened
to include chain theatres because
Ufa's French Producer
Qt the fact, it was stated, that theatres pass on the ticket tax to paParis, Feb. 24.
trons and, accordingly, escape direct
Raoul Plaquin has been named
taxation from the government.
French producer for Ufa and will
supervise all production activities
for that company here.
His new

Tax

'

—

'Sign of Cross' So So
Berlin, Feb. 26.
Sign of the Cross' (Par) is
at the Berlin Mozartsoal in the
original version, with German subRelease got plenty of extitles.
ploitation build-up, but the public
was reserved and the press reception was half-hearted.
The picture is to run in dubbed
Oerman in the German province,
and is expected to get business.

The

iDB

Gitta Alpar'S Next
Berlin, March

duties start

March

1.

Plaquin has been the advertising
for A. C. E.,
Ufa's French branch, for the past
five years.

and publicity chief

BAFOFORT'S SPOT
Jack Rapoport, who was brought
into the Paramount foreign department six months ago and has been
in
exchanges,
publicity, will
shortly return to the foreign divi-

receiving

training

theatres,

and now

sion
6.

~
Gitta Alpar was signed by Cinema
for a new picture, to be taken In
Bpain.

led

in

permanently.
He Is being
for a foreign post, prob-

groomed

dicate that, again, with the exception of Germany, nobody except the
United iStaties has a fpreli^ inat-kjet
to speak of. In almost iUr instances,
the only conipetltlon 'the TT. S.
filmers aire getting lis from the lo-

is
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(Shorts Included)

'2

American

German
••••••••fa 25d

^[*Ot&l

ENGLAND
English .•«•«•«•.»...••......

.-

.

Hungarian (mostly shorts)
French
Swedish

.

.

.

.

322
224
168
60
9

Austrian

7

449

Italian

6

1 5l3

English

(Shorts Included)

American

German

18

French
Russian

7

\,.

.....................

l

,

Total

7

797

ITALY

:2

American

{3

152

German
Total

French

6$0

.

.

.

*

..

FRANCE
American
French

German
English
Russian
italian

, .

^.^

..

496

American

..

13s
69
13

French
Spanish
.

English

3
2

Italian

,.

,

202
41
33
14

,

German

GERMANY
German
American
French

1

270

SPAIN

4
15

;

"

fi.

Others
Total

w..'.

Total

7

«..........'.......'...

'

'

English
Russian
Swedish'

208
157
....... 99
,

61
28
20
6
2

i

Italian

Others

2

Total

302

MEXICO CASHES

FAVS FROM

,

U. S.

Sydney, Feb.

9.

Checking over results from the
box-office angle, the high money
nephews
FORQiai
and nieces of Uncle Sam entered women stars so far as Australia Is
concerned
are:
Mexico by. way of Tlajuana, an avJanet Gaynor.
of 8,1)29 cars and 13,403 touk-QUOTABLE
RATES erage
Marie Dressier.
ists daily.
Grieta Garbo.
While the department admits that
Joan Crawford.
Foreign departmeiitfl ordered the most of these visitors spent only a
Not-ma Shearer.
foreign .exchanges and other offices few hours on Mexican soil, it finds
Marlene Dietrich.
to await ;order8 for future activity that their sojourn was profitable.
Grade Fields.'
iand suspend all ca^h transfer of any Estimating that each tourist spent
Helen Hayes.
sort for the tltn,e being.
an average of |5 during his or her
Irene Dunne.
Under e^iFi^ting .ci^ndittops tliere ,1s Mexican Jaunt, the department fignothing to j3.top any pic .tiiie film cosp- ures that the visitors parted with a
Whenever these names go on the
panles
from,
impotrtln^
money total of 124,470,000.
marquees business climbs. There
wherever, available thrpue^out the
are other favorites, but these names
world, but most of the.,i;or.eign decount most with the managers.
partment headA Monday, mornittg
Men stars havel their own follow-

TRAWAWAITS

bi'tes

containing 4,394,000
-

CASH

\

'

,

.

.

(6) decided it would, be
ta,ke such action tor the

Rather than

call

beat not to

Tree Reoi' Holds Up

ing,

time being.

money home and

U

with

Clair's

cripple business abroad
tbey .Qgure, it is besl^ to wait to get

possibly

a more

.

definite

Paris, Feb. 24.

gaoge on exchange
Rene Clair

values.

Also ,the reported drop of dollar
quotations in several territories
checked hasty action* with here
again the decision coming that it
was best to await developments.
In several of the companies it
was intimated that the entire foreign market might be temporarily
.

is off

to

London for a

write a book for the

new

but the biggest

Gary Cooper.

tribution of

all

of the series of pic-

boys are:

'

Warner

;

b.o.

Maurice Chevalier.
Clark Gable.
George Arliss..
Ronald Colman.
Lionel Barrymore^
Charles FarrelL

film reps.
Clair's Tobis contract has still one
picture to run, but he Is now understood to be anxious to go to Holly-

wood, a new attitude on his part.
dropped by film companies under He has been frequently propositioned
current conditions as being too dan- by American fllmers, but no deal has
gerous and possibly leading to ex- over been consummated because of
pense rather than profit Majority Clair's insistence that he be given
of the companies, however, refused complete freedom.
Understood now that Carl Laemon Monday morning to take any
view other than that of watchful mle, for Universal, has offered Clair
$2,000 weekly for a year on a threewaiting.
picture basis, with Clair satisfied on
money. Company, however, is not
Three-Day Repeats
willing to let Clair fix his own dates.
Ottawa, March 6.
What is considered a world's A Paramount deal with Clair was
record for 'repeats* has been hung practically set about a year ago, but
up by Manager Paddy Nolan of the never went through because of his
Avalon theatre, Ottawa.
He has Insistence that he be given free rein.
brought 'Viennese Nighta* back to
the theatre for the ninth time within
Bohr Series Sold In Mex.
18 months. Each run wa« for three
Mexico City, March. 1.
days.
Paramount nims of Mexico announces that It has contracted with
German SaTaHea
Jo.se Bohr,
Argentine actor, who
Berlin, March 6.
has appeared In .scvoral Hollywood
Franz Schulz has been signed by made Spanish talkers for the di.sto

!

couple weeks, ostensibly to see his
new picture, 'July 14,' open, but
really to talk to several Amerlcfin

one of the few per- Eric Charell picture for Pommer tures he i.s making In Mexico.
sons taken out of college by Par production, 'Od Tsseus,' together
First release, starring Bohr and
\'li-f,'lnla Kabregas,
Mexico's Sarah
She is to appear with her hus- and trained in show bu.<)Iness. He's with Stcmmle.
Sangre
Salary. $4,600 for Schulz, $4,000 fof lioi-nhardt.
will
he
band, Gustav Froehllch, under the a Harvard '31 man but has no rela'La
Manda' ('Blood Rules').
direction of Gustav Gruendgens.
tives in Par to thank for his chance. Stemmle.

Rapoport

2

2

IN
calities themselves.
That Germany Is gaining foreign
Tourists Via Tidjliana Spend Big
prestige is ibdicated by the fi^t
Pot at $5 a Head
that Germany is secornd to' the U; S.
in Italy, Spain,- England and Friance.
Mexico City, March 1.;
German language fllms ar» gaining
Last
year
was bright- for Amet-definitely almost everywhere in the
ican tourist biz in lower Calif ornta.,
world, while Americans are deaccording to figures announced %y
creasing and other fcotintrtes still
the tourist department of the Min(Contlniled on page M)
istry of National Ecenomy; showing
that during 1932, 1,434,000 automo-

Ufa

ably sales.

6

4

'

Tha

Berlin,

.filmerm

America still has an iihportaint
market abroad and that naiive pro
Belgrade, Feb. 27.
duction.is nowhere^ except In Ger
barrier of the past year many, a, menace. Figure^ also in

payroll.

METRO SCANS DUBBDiG;
NEW GERMAN OUTLOOK

Germahio

,

9

Czech
Others

.3

stjii

.

'

French as well as the' German plc^
tiir^B to be' made. As often ad 'adyldable, under the pl&nd, these two

Austrian

Total

9

,1

Czech
Russian
Others

Australian
Others \

'

'

on a hew;
His first

13

LEADS ABROAD

U. S. STILL
Pommer Saikv

Coblo Address: TABIETT, LONDON
Telephone: Temple Uar 6041-3042

Ba.xter.

Ralph Lynn,

Tom

Walls.

Will Rogers.

Joe E. Brown.
John Barrymore.
Cllve Brook.

Herbert Marshall.
Chaplin and Cantor arc in the big
money, but their pictures are far
too infrequent. Wallace Beery has
a very good male following, but is
not so strong with the women.
Charles Ruggles and Lewis Stone
•are very popular over here.
(jhevaller and MacDonald rate as
the best team. Viewpoint current,
Clark Gable is a rave with the
ladies, both young and old, and always pulls the dough along. Gable
and Chevalier share about an equal
.ipot.

U's First Near Velvet
Berlin, March 6.
Univor.sal's 'Die Un.slchtbare Front'
('The Invisible Front') is running
with great .success In the German

In only two and onehaU months returns have nearly

provinces.

covered

expe'U.ses.

The first IJlc hberg picture of Unlvprsal production has proved good
ail vert iKomont for further Universal
productions.

FILM REVIEWS

VARIETY

14

MinatDre

Talking Shorts
'SHOULD CROONERS MARRY7'

'PUZZLEGRAF8'

ConiMly

Novelty
7 Mins.

21 Mins.

Loew's

New York

'King Kong' (Radio). Needs
no more than the right handling and strong novelty theme
Chiefly an exwill do rest.

and camera
technique, but packs an enter-

hibition of studio

Mayfair, N. Y.

Master Arts
Novelty art work by a commercial
Absurd situations and dialog make artist,
accompanied by dialog ina poor cast also seem absurd most tended for laughs, plus some singot the time in this one. Subject is ing, makes this acceptable filler for
lower than second rate in every the medium-grade operations. Al
Boasberg does the dialog, Julian
way.
Ollendorff the drawing, and Lew
'Should Crooners Marry?' starts White the organ assignment.
First Idea Is for the audience to
out with a ffrouchy father with the
gout who has a sissy male secre- try to guess what the artist is drawtary and a daughter who would go ing.
Men and women characters
Universal

.

a college crooner. The old man
wants his seo to turn on the fan
it must have been warm
so the
crooner shows up in his raccoon
coat.
At the outset laughs are
looked for by objects getting in the
way of papa's gout, later by such
objects as sec, the daughter and her

are made from ovals suggesting
eggs and drawings of Darwin, and
animals are faded into what may
be figured as laugh likenesses of
men.
A baby, drawing, through
added touches, becomes Gandhi.
Will sell largely on strength of

crooner, b.

dlflferent

for

—

f.

Short

suddenly begins to lose
sense. After married sister of the
lovesick girl suggests crooner double as butler, one thing after another that seems to mean nothing
starts fd happen and, without anyone knowing why, old man suddenly
prefers croonader as eon-in-Iaw and
forces a marriage.
Cast Includes Fr{t,nk Albertson,
McWade, John Arthur,
Robert
Charles Colman and others. George
Char.
Setevens directed.

'LAND OF THE VIKINGS'
Scenio
7 Mins.
Loew's

New York
Screen ClaBsics

Rem

novelty and fact short is a little
rather than strictly on enBoasberg's comedy
tertainment.
Char.
material n.s.h.

FOUR-STAR ORGANLOQ
Radio Singing Novelty
Mayfair, N. Y.

Too

Insipid
except in

to even be naughty
exploitation.
'Clear All Wires' (M-O).

Lee
Tracey as a swashbuckling
newspaper correspondent In
Moscow. More for the males
than the fanettes. but moder-

ately pleasing film fodder.
'Broadway Bad' (Fox). Program picture that will edge by

but mako little b. o. noise.
'Race Track' (WW). Better
than average picture In its
cycle and worthy of booking
and treatment accordingly In
territories where racing films

Leo

carry.

side.

Master Arts

a

except recording.

Qarrlllo featured,

doing Italian dialect.
Bride'.
the
Goes
'There
(Gainsborough). English comedy that holds nothing for this

6 Mins.

This, short, one of

tainment punch.
What Price Decency? (Equitable). Flat in every department

made

series

by Master Arts Products, Indie, presents something new in the way of
screen songs and merits spotting as^
filler on best bills.
Four radio stars, Donald Novis,
Singing Sam, Ralph Kirbery and
Arthur Tracy, each supply offscreen
voice to as many pop songs, lyrics
of which are flashed on the screen
to accompaniment of Lew White's
organ music. Novis Is first with 'At

Jessie

Matthews
In

patterned western that averages well.
•The Penal Code* (Freuler).
Ughtwalsted love Interest and
In a poor
Best as a double.
George M. Cohan's daughter,

heavy handed drama
picture.

Helen, olters

1933

7,

SOVIETS ON PARADE

CLEAR ALL WIRES

(RUSSIAN^MADE)

Metra-(3oMwyn-M«yer prodoctlon end
.etats Ii«e Tncy, pireeted^lor Geoiae
Adapted by Bella and' Samuel Bpi«
wack from their own play ot tlie same
name. Continuity, Delmer Daves: camera
Percy Hllbum; film editor, Hugh Wyruj,
At the Qapltol, N. T„ week March 8. Run*

Fropagsnda- film prodaced la Hussla by
Soyuzklne and' dlstribpted In the United
Statfl» by Ktnein«tra4«, Inc.. ot New Tort.
At the Cameo, New Tork, March S. Runmins.
ning tlnm

M

-

lease,
Hill.

nlng time, 78 mins.
Jeyoe Thomas

Not a feature at all in the sense Buokler
a commercial subject. Footage Kate
amounts to a collection of newsreel Dolly
of

Appeal is
social self-3uf&clency.
strictly limited to foreign communists and American Intelllgenzla with

a

dilettante attitude

toward com-

munism, meaning that the draw is
only in the big centers, and brief
even there.
History of the release in this
country 1^ interesting. As a sequel
to 'The Five-Tear Plan,' it aroused
some Interest and the Russian
branch in the States attempted at
Subsethe outset to handle it.
quently it went into other hands on
a territorial basis; New promoters
tried to get It dates in Important
theatres, but exhibitors didn't care
for it, due to its restricted appeal.
Eifforts to exploit it on a houserental basis at length resolved themselves in a series of legit stands,
dark for lack of road attractions.
In some spots the film did extremely

Promoters

Lee Trmer

Hume

Benlta

'

Una Merkel

Ijetly
shots all dealing with the progress Pettingwaite
of the Soviet toward industrial and Prince Alexander

Koitya
Comtaaar

«

James Qleoson
Alan Bdwards
Bugene SlgalofC
...Art Kutol
C. Henry Ooidoa
Lgra ln/m

Dugenle.
Machenrle
SoEanolf
J. H, Stevens

LAwrence Qiant'
John Melvin Blelfer

Guy

Isher

'Clear All Wires will be a mild
grosser for the majors, but well to
the liking In the subsequents.
It

misses something In

its

en^

tirety, although it brings a some^
what new theme to the screen. Per^
haps the Iconoclasm of a racketeer*

Ing foreign correspondent Isn't to
the public's taste, which has beea
educated to accept its newspaper
characters as brittle and cynical but
The
ever staunch personalities.
Buckley Joyce Thomas of Lee Tracy
is bulldozing, double-crossing and
The contrast of Pettingartificial.
waite oC the 'Times' and a rather
uncertain but none the less forth^
right gal reporter (Benlta Hume),
who contrast their own purposeful

flirted with sevtheatres, but couldn't
In the end accepted Journalistic
with
authenticity
booking, house having Thomas' swashbuckling phoneyness,
sure-seat clientele for shows that character deficiency up
such non-commercials.
the more.
Film deals with the Soviet's
And BO, like a fallen women may
achievements in a direct way, with- become an object of sympathy,
out any effort to dramatize them in through pity but not through worterms of fiction. Opens with docu- ship, the .Interest which Tracy com-'
mentary shots of new hydro-electric mands Is ever objective and not

well.
eral
close

New Tork
a

deal,

and

Cameo
built up a

the

plans, steel mills,

wheat

elevators,

and railroad

trains. Scope of these
Industries is emphasized with trick

subjective.

It

soon becomes appar-

ent that the biological observation
of Tracy's peccadillos will interest

camera shots, such as views taken and divert but never capture publio
from the rods of a moving train to sympathy.
Intensify idea of its speed; massed
It all means that this makes It
shadows
working mobs in a chiefly a men's picture. The women
a hasty ex- steel .mill, and
etc.

an ad angle.

the Masquerade,' Singing Sam secJames FitzPatrlck produced and ond
up the pieces for
on 'Let Me Call Tou Sweet- picks
amination and then

Metro released not so long ago a
short under the same title. That
one dealt with Iceland, this one with
Norway, which leaves open the
question of which is really the land
of the Vikings. Hereunder consideration is a scenic subject that's not
worthy of anything above third-run

starred.

(W-W).
a familiar

'The Fargo Express'

Ken Maynard

Tuesday, March

bis

beats
Kllirbery next doing 'May
Final half Is devoted to a splurge
In token of victory. All he
on the Soviet's military resources,
Never Pass Tour Way Again,' and breastwith
the serpent Is slap it up
picturing a huge parade through
Tracy closing with 'Anf Wieder- does
against a rock a few times.
Red
square in Moscow on a national
sehen.'
In New Tork, where he's on ex- holiday,
Faces of th(» stars are flashed on
with Stalin and other leadthe erlant ape breaks his
screen ahead of each song they are hbltlon,
.theatre ers in the reviewing stand before
the
through
bursts
bonds,
the famous Kremlin. Forty minutes
to sing, with introduction by an m.c.
climbs the side of a hotel of this
Photographically and on recording wall and
is plenty and it becomes obto recapture the blonde. He rips up
heart,'

Char.

are deprived of the emotionalism
they require If It's to translate itself
Into box ofllce. A male fan needn't
suffer or elate with his screen chart
acters, but the fanette demands it.
Paradoxically, while the casting
Is almost 100%, the sum total doesn't
Tracy Is a natural as the flip,
Jell.
fast-thinking,
quick-actlns
crisp,
Moscow correspondent. Una Mer>
kel, as the somewhat dumb keptee^
Alan!
Is another Inspired casting.
Edwards makes his Pettingwaite ot
the 'Times' very real, and ditto
girl reporter.
Benlta Hume as
Arl Kutal, from the original legit aa
the Interpreter, is corking, and the
same goes for James Gleason aa
Even the
Tracy's general aide.
niinor La Lys, C. Henry Gordon and
Eugene Slgaloff are distinctivp

vious that the picture is really
the rest ot the town, including an 'Soviet on Parade,' putting
Its best
elevated track and plenty of the foot forward and making
the most
with one hand. The girl Is of the spectacle.
careful
He's
held In the other.
It's Just a succession of guns and
apparwith the gal, and she's never
tanks, big units of marching men
ently hurt, but always frightened.
cavalry and other paraphernalia
When Kong reaches the top of the and
of war. It becomes In a short time
Empire State he's stuck. Airplanes as wearisome
as a real long parade,
snipe at him and finally get him, but although It is impressive
as a demnot before he picks one out of the onstration,
weaketied as propaair like a mosquito and dashes It to ganda,
however, by its obvious oheearth.
sldedness. Same is true of the atThe show ot tlie same name
In adhering to the proper perspec- mosphere shots of the citizenry
closed In December, 1932, so this
tives the technical crew has never during the holiday festivities.
few.
makes It a quick screening.
missed. The Illusion of comparative
They're all so prosperous looking days before Presfdent Roosevelt's
size is splendid. The errors arrive and well fed
and so aggressively inauguration this print, around the
when mechanical figures are ob- happy and merry, one
gets the feel- country, had Tracy testily ordering.
ape
viously used In place of the
ing that a whole people couldn't be 'Wire the State Department, wir«)
impersonator.
that gay, which leads to the
Roosevelt.'
Abel.
As for a story, in place of Conan cion that the surface probablysuspihides
series made by William Pizor.
logical Norway lore, of course.
Doyle's museum «xi>edltlon, this one much that Is not so all right.
Char.
CTiar.
concerns an animal picture specialIn other words, the propagandists
ist, who downs and captures the hurt their case
by over-statement.
But Attendance at the Cameo was beFox production nnd release. Features
and It huge Kong with gas bombs.
and camera technology
brought low normal at this second evening Joan Blondell, RIcardo Cortez, Ginger
'Kong' how the ape Is shackled and
Isn't much more than that
Rogers, Adrlenne Amea, Victory Jory. Dl^
shown.
country
Isn't
to
this
of
the
engagement,
probably below rected by Sidney Landflold; W. R. Upmon
Merlan C. Cooper-Ernest B. Schoedsack surpasses anything of Its type which
is the blonde who's half capacity, but
Fay
Wray
Adapted
release.
RKO-Radio
proaucllon for
the small audi- and A. W. Pezet, story; Arthur Korber onA
has gone before It In coipmercial
by Kong, grabbed twice, but ence made up for lack of numbers Maud Fulton, screen play; Geo. Bamefl.
by James Creelman and Ruth Rosa from film -making.
The work has many chased
conceived by Edgar WaJlace and
Ifica
finally
saved.
It's
a 96-mlnute by ths vigor of their applause, di- camera; Donald Flick, sound; Gordon
Merlan Cooper. WlUls O'Brien, chief tech- fiaws, but they're overcome by the screaming session for her, too much
Wiles, art; Lester Selander, anst. dir.
At
Carroll Clark and Al Herman, art general results.
The errors i>rob- for any actress and any audience. rected at such exhibits ag a group the RKO Palace, N. T., week March ^
nician.
of fast-moving and murderous-look- Running time, 61 mine.
Edward Linden, photog. Pay ably will be overlooked.
directors.
With the blonde still screaming ing tanks and the mobilization of at Tony liondcrs
Wray, Robert Armstrong, Bruce Cabot feaJoan Blondell
It takes a couple of reels for
At Music Hall and RKO Roxy,
tured.
while in Kong's palm atop the Em- least three-score airplanes In the Craig Cutting
lUcardo Cortec
N. T., date and date starting March 2. 'Kong' to be believed, and until then
Flip Daly
State, after having screamed sky above Red square.
Ginger Rogers
Rush.
Running time, 06 wAnB.
It doesn't grip.
But after the audi pire
Alleen
Adrlenne Amea
all the way from the first reel, anPay Wray ence becomes used to the machine
Ann Redman
Bob North
Allen Vincent
Robert Armstrong like movements and other mechan- other of the unbelievable facts Is
Dfnham
Joe Flynn
Phil Tead
Bruca Cabot
DrlacoU
that ITong shouldn't drop her and
Charley Davis
Francis McDonald
Price
animals
on
ical
flaws
In
the
gigantic
Frank Reloher
Knglehorn
Lew Gordon
Spencer Charters
look for a non-screamer even if he
the
Sam
Hardy
view,
and
become
accustomed
to
Weston
Equitable Pictures presentation and w- Big Felln
Ronald Coebey
Noble Johnson phoney atmosphere, they may com- has to settle for a brunet. The light lease. Screen play and dialog by Arthur
Native Chief
Robert North, Sr
Frederick Burton
is a change for Miss Wray, Gregor and based on his play. Directed
James Flavin
Becond Mate
Margaret Seddon
by Blxby
As the hair
Steve Clemento mence to feel the power.
Witch King
Robert Armstrong, as the explorer, Gregor. Oast: Dorothy Burgess, Alan Hale, Darrall
Donald Crisp
Victor liong story background is constantly imLumpy
Byron. V. Durant, Henry Durant
and Bruce Cabot, as the blonde's Walter
plausible, the mechanical end must
At Globe. N T., week Marc* L Running
other
boy
friend
doesn't
Nothing
who
make
outstanding
in this repe«
time, about 60 mins.
fight Its own battle for audience
tition of the undeserved reputation
That It lends ftself so freely and confidence. Once won.. It reaches a her scream, are the remaining prin
Few Indies are as bad as this one. theme, but it's a well-made picture
readily to 12 -cylinder exploiting is high pitch of excitement and builds cipal characters and snowed under
by the technical end.
About all that can be done with it with some snappy backstage stufC
•King Kong's' ace in the hole. If up to a thrill finish In which the
gripping and fitting musical is being done at the Globe. House for the men and the mother-love
ape almost wrecks little ol' New
should
picture
properly handled the
York.
Brute is finally picked off score and some impressive sound ef is playing the film up as risque, so appeal for the wonen. Maybe the
gather good grosses In a walk. Film by airplanes while doing a balanc- fects rate with the scenery and much so that the theatre found it limb display is a little too strong
mechanism in providing 'Kong' with worth while to even change some of in a few spots for the sticks, but
appeals to the .Imagination, and the ing act on the mooring mast of the
its technical excellence.
its front.
Such advertising has 'Broadway Bad' ought to keep the
Empire
State.
exploitation should follow the same
While not believing it, audiences nothing to do with tlie picture, blushes oft the balance' sheet. Not
There are times when the plot
a deluxe first-run, but good In other
trend.
takes advantage of its Imaginative will wonder how It's done. If they however.
Tarn vmfolds stupid dialog during houses In the first division and
Highly Imaginative and super
status and goes too far. On these wonder they'll talk, and that talk
occasions the customers are liable plus the curiosity the advertising which Dorothy Burgess has little pretty certain in the second flight.
goofy, yarn is mostly about a BO
Photography is good and the
should
incite
ought
to
draw
to
busido.
She
marries
in
the
first reel,
most
foot ape who goes for a five-foot to laugh In the wrong way.
'Kong' mystifies as but customers don't know that it's sound is average, with clever direct
,tolerant audience at the Music Hall ness an over.
and fair' acting average.
^ blonde. According to the billing the broke down now and then, but on well as it horrifies, and may open a mock marriage. She legally weds tlon
It's
the story of tire Broadway'
up
a
new
medium
for scaring babies same day she finds the first cerem story is 'from an Idea conceived' by the whole was exceedingly kind. It
chorus girl who gets an undeserved
mony was a frame.
Bige.
seemed
while a few details via the screen.
f Merlan C. Cooper (who produced were too that
reputation
when her souee-marrlage
Alan Hale and the rest of the
to swallow the picand directed with Ernest B. Schoed ture, as a strong
husband
Jumps at conclusions and
cast are as flat as everything else
whole, got them.
divorces her^
She lets the press
concerned with this production.
sack) and Edgar Wallace. For their
Neither the story nor the cast
Par
'idea' they will have to take a bend gains more than secondary impor(Continued o"n page 54)
Waly.
Syracuse, N. T., March 6
in the direction of the late Conan tance, and not even close. Technl
Doyle and his 'Lost World,' which cat aspects are always on top. The
Paramount, producer of Theodore
is the only picture to which 'Kong' technicians' two big moments ar- Dreiser's
'An American Tragedy,'
can be compared. Doyle visualized rive in the island Jungle, where lost
a preliminary court move in a
the existence of prehistoric mon- Kong and other prehistoric crca
$100,000 libel suit growing out of
sters in some far corner of the mod- tures reign, and In New York where
the
picture.
world.
Cooper
and
Wallace
ern
Kong goes on a bender.
'Broadway Bad' (Fox). Joan Blondell in a from -Ingenue- to- wronged*
'conceived' an identical hunch. The
The theme, made internationally
Hesldes Kong in the Jungle among
two plots develop in a ba.slcally sim- other freaks to appear are a trlccr- famous by the novelist, is the ro- mother-love role totally unsuited to her personality. Doesn't convince
ilar manner, although slightly dif- atops, a brontosaurus, a tryanno- mance and death of Grace Brown the femmes or tap their sympathy.
ferent as to detail.
saurua, a pteradactyl and a 00-foot at the hands of Chester Gillett at
But 'Kong' Is the better picture. snake. Kong battles three of them, Big Moose Lake. The plaintiff
'King Kong' (Radio). The ladies won't bplieve it, but it will give them
has the added advantage of Including the snake.
It
His fust Mrs. Henry Brown, o£ Smyrna a girll.sh, giddy time. Only the flaps will consider it too juvenile.
sound, which 'Lost World' missed In scrimmage is with the tyrannomother of the victim, charges Para1925.
It also has the additional sauras," which looKs Ilko the bolter
mount libeled the Brown family.
'Clear All Wires' (M-G).
With much of the pace, romance, atmostechnical knowledge and experience known
dlnosaur.s,
and
it's
a
Justice R. H. Heath denied Par'i
phoic and dnim.atlc climax ca.sed out of this comedy in its screen pro*
gained since then by Willis O'Brien wra-s.-'Hng match the likes of which
and other offscreen manipulators. is never seen at the Garden, A.« an motion to disml.ss on grounds n( (luction, Lee Tra(;y mu.it make it up to the ghls on pa.st prrfovsnance,
rauso
exists.
This means trial of
O'Brien served as chief technician illusion it beats anything that fallows, and thpro is plenty followln;;. the suit at the next term of .Su
tor both films.
'There Goes the Bride' (Gainsborough).
English romantic comedy
So purely an exhibition of studio After Kong breaks them apart he prcme Court.
whose pettl.gh hero and snail's pace will make American femmes sleepy.
cheapies.

Independently made and presented by Albert E. Suess, this
'Land of Vikings' specimen is not
only uninteresting as subject matter, but has been poorly photogrsuJhed. The print is conspicuously
rainy as well.
Offscreen narrative, while couched
in sufficiently acceptable language,
devotes much toTehash of a Viking
legend which the producers have
tried to harness to the present-day
locales and activity caught by the
camera.
It's all pretty entirely extraneous
except that it may or may not point
out where so-and-so Is supposed to
have met so-and-so, etc. Mytho-

KING KONG

good.

'DEATH'S HOSTELRY'

Scenic
8 Mins.
Mayfair, N. Y.
Imperial
Another scenic out of the Orient,
this one on Canton. More Interesting in narrative than In action photographed, but okay lor lesser Important houses.
Usual Cook's Tour taken of the
Chinese city, but Including some
shots of the countryside, and, most
interesting of all. Interior of a temporary burial place where the dead
are laid out before being taken to
the final resting place.
Scenic is of the 'Port o* Call'

citizens
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PARAMOUNT.

Radio City Theaters

CAPITOL, N. Y.

A.

L.

Two

of the three stage items
In both theatres are the same, although each has Its own set of cosalso.

tumes, scenery and people.
Opening day and night (Thursday) the business was going to the
Smaller house held
Music Hall.
about an average Thursday attends

At the
far from capacity.
eame admlsh scale of 75c for the
rabble and <$1.66 for society folks in
the loges, the Music Hall is a much
better buy, not ooly as a theatre
eight for tlie rubbernecks, but also
as to quantity. While the current
stage shows are jn-aitlcally the
same in content, the Music HeUl's
contains twice as many people or
moie, and la Just that much more
ance,

effective.

But

probably figured that the
emaller house will serve to catch its
big brother's overflow, while doubtful whether many or any will sec
both shows and make comparisons.
While there are two preceding
protluctlon numbers and the overture, the Music Hall presentation,
In making the third stage item the
znost important. Is chiefly a prolog
to the picture. FoJIowlng the Jungle
theme apd using a prop figure of
the picture's ape for its own finale,
the prolog dovetails neatly into the
Btart of the screen feature.
It's all done under deep purple,
costumes and props glvincr the familiar phosphorescent effect; but
they have never seen one quite as
big and colorful as the one at the
Music Hall this week. While the
combined ballet and singing chorus,
tiumberincr probably 75 people, provide the background in war-dance
attire under a predominating orange
hue, the Roxyettes perform a shield
Harry Losee,
drill on the apron.
stripped but for a loin cloth, opens
An
It up with s dance on a drum.
adagio foursome. George Andre and
it's

up to a rhythmic flnThe huge ape, painted on a
flat pjece, rises in the rear and an
arm reaches down to pick up the
adagio girl. That fades into 'Kong's'
Co., build it
Ifih.

title sheet.

'Invitation to the Dance,* opening
oft the Music Hall's
revolving stage and Qther mechanical tricks before getting down to

number, shows

dancing and buslaess. A sightly
ballroom Is the setting for some
4ballet work by the house line, singing by the vocal chorus and a classi-

by Patricia Bowman and
It's typical Roxy
Klcholas Daks.
cal double

Inaugurating their operation with
the first pop-price run of 'Sign of
the Cross,' the producing pair also
gave the patrons Rube Wolf, who
has been absent for eight months,
and a 60-minute show tliat was all
class and almost all applause. Future weeks will tell whether they
were hungry for the DeMllle specor the live stage entertainment, but opening day wound up
with the combination grossing over
tacle

And that is plenty potatoes
these days, being more than- onehalf of the previous weekly average.
All of which means that the show
was heavily pre-sold to gather in
that many chips.
Big newspaper
ads and plenty of explotiation
helped.
Stage show was topped by Gloria
Gilbert, a toe twlrler who wasn't
spotted any too favorably, but tore
the house down by her almost incredible gyrations.
A cleanup bet
for picture houses, vaude or musi-

^4,000.

cals.

Radio Ballyhoollgans were a little
uneasy first show with music and
mike-blastlng troubles, but shape
up as first-rate entertainment, especially in the Imitations of one of tlie
boys.

Rube Wolf clowns as usual, and
was pleasing and

the old band stuff

ease that, shames some of the thebullder-uppering
accorded

Montgomery, Ala.. March 1.
gloved arms and bare legs going
Paramount theatre patrons rethrough a not so original but welldone eittin* down routine. The 40 ceived a treat when the unit owned
the
rostrum,
across
Kirls stretched
and directed by Charlie Mack
all moving in perfect unison, are an
opened here. Billed 'The Parade of
impressive sig)^. Number Is opened
and closed by The Vikings, male Melody Revue,' it is the best stage
pinging quartet, who deliver a pop outfit seen around these straight
while tricky scenery takes them on picture parts in a long while. With
and oft. Paired off, they're held in the opening show going over big
either of two ladies' hands, which with the patrons, good business
are also red-gloved, while a large showed up for the following percutout of a girl's head gives them formances.
Unit consists of Georgie Hunter,
the double-o from above.
Murray Browne Dancers, Janton
Overture is 'March Slav.'
Sisters, Dave Morgan, Ruth BosRKO Roxy
Outside of the opening number, trom, Frank (Peg) Jones and Harry

show there is a modifle.d duplicate.
Roxy's opener, called 'On the
Ranch,' utilizes two standard vaude
turns, neither <^f which is used to
lull advantage.
Set includes rear views of half a
dozen covered wagons, with the
singing chorus grouped about the

BKO

It's

more

of

a Santa Fe

trail

overnight camp than a ranch, and
the two specialty acts are of the
rube type rather than cowboy turns.
picture-house audiences are

But

accustomed to Eskimos in tropical
surroundlnps, so one more won't
make any difference.
In vaudeville a well -lighted stage
has always been considered neces-

O'Brien's

eight -piece

orchestra.

Jantons received the best reception
from the audience with their singing and dancing.
Jones, minus a leg and appearing
in a soldier uniform went over
nicely with dancing stunt, plus his
ability to play a harp and guitar.
Hunter served as master of ceremonies and did a nice Job, but his
blackface specialty was liked best.
Leaving his position in the orchestra, Morgan delivered two nice tap-

dance numbers.

The Mack unit was pleasing

to

Mgr. Lloyd Townes of the WilbyPublix chain here, and Townes announced he intended to stage weekof acts ly shows in the future.

sary to the best interer.ts
that must be seen as well as heard.
Here under trick lighting, mostly
from the side, Annie, Judy and Zeke
are playing hide-and-seek most of
the time with their audience. As a

result their backwoods routine isn't
half as effective as it could be.
Other visiting vaudevlllian Is Art
Franlc, who does about 20 minutes
in his own field, but only about three
minutes here. Not that there aren't
plenty of 20-mlnute acts that should

be doing only three, but Frank is
not one of them. The RKO Roxy
stager cut him down to his dance

And

paid for the other 17
minutes without using them. Prank
delivers full value in that one dance,
which must be okay with the stager
If that's all he wanted.
•Wig- Wag* isn't on the program
hp:v», but it's on the stage, with a
quartet and the RKO
difierent
In the prolog,
R()\-y"s smaller line.
also considerably smaller in size
thiin the Music Hall version, the
ndagio quartet is the De Vail and
D'A^ril Ffjur.somo, while the solo
danorr is Dan Carthe,
Til orchestra here uses a pop, 'My
Bige,
Darling,' for its overture,
only.

—

contemporaneous

Montgomery

'

Warners* Hollywood
Hollywood. Feb. 27.
In attempt to provide a taste of

flesh

entertainment house

is

using

Jeffery Gill, local tenor, for between
Endeavor
plx warbling currently.
Is nothing to brag about, although
it does provide a little diversion.
Gill, youthful and lacking experience, has a superb tenor voice, but
is seemingly restrained In his style
He lacks the personof delivery.

necessary to put over numbers for the deluxe type of audience, although his voice does get
ality

Al Smith's appearance before the
Senate and his economy program
couldn't have been more opportune
if the two newsreel theatres had
forcreen the moratorium and timed
the Smith release.

Paramount cot a good slant on
the Wisconsin milk strike and the
starting of San Francisco's Golden
Gate bridge. Other than that, liowever, the Saturday matinee news
shows at the Luxer was mainly a
lot of magazine, library and formal
views of familiar events.
Florida children who yearly box
for the newsreels repeat their act.
And there are the fashions and
those foreign carnivals. Then there
is a newsreel's re-write of Boulder

Dam,

Ice

boating,

army on

sklis,

Mexican caves.
Reels are rushing spring, following the last wlntery symposium,
with baseball practice and March

Waly.

football exercises.

—

atric

Par,

TRANSLUX

—

—

M

'Wig-Wag'.' No. 2, is chiefly an
arm-and-leg drill by the smartlycostumed Roxyettes, their red-

EMBASSY

Evidently planning to rush in deshould offset the general mora- tails of the inauguration for the retorium which went into effect with mainder of the week, Saturday
President afternoon found the two newsreel
the
Inauguration
oC
Roosevelt.
houses without a line or clip diA strong three-ply stage show, rectly about Roosevelt.
not the least of which are Milton
And, evidently figuring that the
Berle and Arthur Tracy (the 'Street inauguration will be a draw in itSinger") plus a pretty fair flicker self for the current week, the two
(Metro-Lee theatres, especially the Embassy,
in 'Clear All Wires*
Tracy) should account for sufficient went light on general news.
Both houses led off with different
draft to offset any moratorium on
the b.o.
members of the new cabinet, Pathe
Berle with about 10 weeks pen- possibly using better hews Judgcilled in for his Cap run if he holds ment in selecting the first woman
up and looks as If he will and appointee to such a position. EmTracy are dwarfed economically by bassy used the Secretary of tlio
Pearl's socko $8,600 for his end of Navy.
it
It's gonna be tough for some
It looks as though Fox, one time
of those radio acts when the de- or another, started and then decided
pression blows over.
against making a special series of
lafC
score opera stars.
Relatively
Berle's
This week Richard
eclipsed the rest of the show. Bonelli
long enough and
sings
Tracy's Impression likewise wasn't against the background of a special
negligible, and ditto for Helen Lynd set to provide a perfect single reeler.
and the Honey Family. The show
Embassy crowd had a round of
in toto plays in great shape.
applause for Hoover's last dedicaThe problematical Pearl draw, of tion that of laying the corner stone
course, figures in that $8,600, but for the new Hall of Justice.
only a mild element thereof was
Headlining the Sino-Japanese sitapparent opening night. Any ref- uation, Fox made its best point in
erence to 'Sharlle' or 'Hugo' were an interview with a Jacanese Admildly salvoed ^for no apparent miral.
Comments of that ofilcial
reason from the strict theatrical that Japan was defending itself and
sense, but such is the loyalty of the wanted only peace drew loud gufether addicts that they'll applaud faws. Right after that the Amerithe control room guy If they knew can fleet at the Golden Gate prohe had anything to do with the vided further reaction of an inter-

novel enough to go over solidly, although a little too long. Orchestra
sounds very good, maybe because a situation.
Berle's initial click well evidenced
combo of this caliber has been miss
his stability for holdover m.c'ing.
ing hereabouts for some time.
Surefire tapping and clowning put This was further attested by audible
approval of the trailer heraldthe O'Connor Family across ii) good
ing such. This comedian with his
style. Antics of the two small kids
more effective
went over big with this women and hybrid routine Isprofessional
capAny
children audience. Nerve taps by than ever.
one of the older boys are worth tiousness about the Senator Murphyish delivery (although that goes
listening to.
back to Cliff Gordon et al.) of his
S{iow is weak on warbling. Mar
tha Ray's scat songs being the only politico observations must go by the
vocalizing on the bill. Local public board considering the sum total of
has not quite warmed up to this his laugh score. The material itself
Isn't borrowed, and since the burtype of ditty or delivery.
Gaylene Sisters did some neat den of intra-show biz's comment has
been along those lines that, too, bebackbonds and aero tricks in an en
semble three-ring circus that uti- longs with the moratorium. His
'Parade
lizer the 16 line girls, and a trumpet 'Thinking of Lincoln' and
of
the Presidents' are In line with
accompaniment by Rube.
Very
the billing, 'Roosevelt's Aabassador
tasty, as was the opening number,
of
Good-Will.'
That'*
topical
also staged by Fanchon. Girls are
young, sweet and lively. Finale was enough.
In sequence, following his own
a trifle slow and mainly for the
Intro, come the Honey Family with
bows.
F &' has Improved the stage a their expert and none-too-easy
great deal by building an apron out ground and risley. The mixed sexover the orchestra pit, giving much tet (Pappa Honey comes on toward
more intimacy to this rather austere the end to handle a prop or two)
do new and difficult stuff with an
house.

stuff.

stage.

IS

K«no'— Bpth Houses)
New York, March S.

Los Angeles, March 2.
New York. March 9.
With no home -town outlet for
Jack Pearl opened at the Capitol
their units< Panchon & Marco have
a day ahead of President Roosevelt.
•Kingr Kong*. (Radio) belog the taken over
the Paramount and Inpicture at bpth th^ Music Hall and stalled their new individually -staged He opened under better auspices.
BKO Itoxy In Radio City this week system of shows. If opening day is But apart from the economic dereflection of the future of the
and possibly for a holdover, the two a
F & M operation, it is going to be bate over Pearl's boxofflce value at
houses are doubllngr up on the stage successful.
$8,600 it looks as It the Capitol
('King

VARIETY

gymnastic feats
of not so intricate calibre.
'Street Singer' begged off Friday
night that he was almost late for
his regular broadcast after doing
three numbers. The paradox of a
radio attraction, working on behalf
of a boxofflce, plugging the free
ether thing, paralleled Helen Lynd's
subsequent plug for Mae West with
an Impression, of whom she announced to be 'the hottest gal In
town.' Miss West is back for a repeat at the competitive Paramount
down tlie street. To offset the radio
thing, Berle with obvious theatrical
astuteness razzed the ether mildly.
Tracy did two similar numbers,
both of the Romany genera, opening with the currently popular 'Play^
Fiddle, Play,' and finaling with 'Play
Gypsy' ('Countess Marltza'), both
oke in every respect but for the
similarity.
In between 'I Bring a
Song.' Tracy attacks 'em all with
verve and ease, and microphonically
registers a neat solo encore.
He's
in Impeccable formal attire, but
could help his general personality

by better facial makeup, particularly around the eyes.
Miss Lynd Impressed with a good
songalog. The Chevalier-Pitts stuff
scored, although she was better vocally than in mannerisms of both
Chcv and Zasu. The Mae West
takeoff took her off strong.

Pearl with

Cliff 'Sharlle' Hall,

a

better straight in person than Pearl
is a comedian, fared only fairly well.
Pearl appears in one of his unies
out of the late 'Pardon My English'
(nothing like saving on the overhead!), and likewise must be saving some of his better material for
the air than the rostrum. Opening
about the 'coast is clear' is out of
his flop musical comedy, and some
of the other Munchausenisms are
oldies. Hall, with his weight down,
looks oke and feeds in great style.

Top-off

is

Miss Lynd's impression

of Pearl doing a routine. Berle's Intro has it that it's not so tough to
be a Dutch comedian. It bc'comes
almost kidding on the square.

of the Democratic national convention.

Many plane views of Manhattan
have been projected on newsreel
house screens. One of the best is
the current perspective from army
ships.

Secretary of the Treasury Woodln
shown in a pensive study, listenbroadcasting of a Chinese
melody composed by himself. CurReference was made to the death rent Magic Carpet is a re-issue,
of Senator Walsh via library shots 'Manhattan Medley.'
Waly.

esting nature.

is

ing to

'

ROXY,
New

TABOR, DENVER

N. Y.
Tork, March

Denver, Feb.

3.

28,

Jack Osterman, who's at the Club
In the production of traveling
Rlchman at night and doubling on stage units, of course, no tieup with
the stage here this week, triples on films can be made, but when the
Sundays on the commercial broad- shows are locally produced, the
casts of Jo-cur a hair-wave prepa- backer can go the limit, and the
ration, my dear. That's the cue for show at the Tabor, with 'Silver
the Roxy's current give-away gag. Dollar* on the screen, shows how
A Jo-cxu: wrapper Is as good as the appropriate the layout'may be made.
coin for one admlsh, so a lot of
•Silver Dollar* is the story of H.
Scotchmen will be wearing curls for
A. W. Tabor, builder of the Tabor
the next few weeks.
Along with Osterman in the F. & opera house. The film would have
M. stage show are four other acts had its world premiere
Ip the Tabor
from Club Rlchman, but the layout
First National had so planned it
is not as night-clubby as the usual
floor show appears when trans- but the Tabor reopened on a grind

—

—

planted to a theatre stage. With
one exception the doubling acts are
picture-house
specialty
suitable
turns.
Also there's the theatre's
own Gae Foster girls, who, unlike
the Rlchman line, wear clothes.
Osterman sings his songs, tells
his gags, m.c.'s the show In a helpful way and acts like he Just finished a year's run between the
Capitol and the Paramount. There's
no evidence that this is his flrst
Broadway stand In quite a while, he
seemed so much at home Friday
night. Florenz and Alvarez, Frances Faye. Dolores Farrls and Four
Queens are the other doubling Richmanites.
All but Miss Faye will fit. the
family audience surroundings, the
piano-playing and coon-shouting
girl being too typically floor show
in style for best results with this
She's hot both on the
audience.
keys and the pipes, yet the heat
didn't seem to cross the foots here.
It was a different story with the
Four Queens, who emulate the

policy before the picture was released, and so the picture had to
wait three months to be shown In
Its logical

opening -spot.

The stage
Nineties,'

layout, called 'The

Gay

harked back to those days

when many

of the scenes of the film
originated, and opened with the line
of 16 clad In crinoline. After their
routine, four of the line do a si ecialty dance while the orchestra

plays 'Glow Worm.'
Jack Kelly
sings 'Flower from an Old Bouquet'
and the routine closes with the line
singing 'Crinoline Days.'
Flores and Fazell do a pretty kiss
waltz, and the m.c, Joe Barnett and
Johnnie Arnold decide to have a
contest between old-fashioned numbers and modern songs. Half the
lln^ are in long and full dresses,
while the rest have on abbreviated
costumes in black and white. The
house la divided, and the applause
decides the winner. Alternately the
halves of the line sing 'Just a Song
at Twilight,' 'Puttin' on the Rltz.'
dancing style of male rhythm step- 'In the Gloaming,' '42d Street,'
ping combinations and do it in ex- 'When Tou and I Were Young,
But for unbecom- Maggie,' 'Baltimore,' and 'Maggie
cellent fashion.
ing costumes their few minutes Blues.'
The stage setting for the layout
were 100% nlft^.
Florenz and Alvarez call their was a rich-looking affair, with huge
dance 'Exotic Moods.'
It's along cameos and tapestries forming the
modernistic lines, but just enough background. No scene changes are
on the sensible side to avoid confus- made this keeps down the stageThe twirling finish, different hand expense.
ing.
Louise De Louie, in a pleasing soin content than the usual finale
swing, drew the evening's heaviest prano voice, sang 'Garland of Roses.'
hand and showed why the team Directed by Barnett, the band does
holds down the closing spot. Dolo- a Victrola specialty imitating a
res Farris' one number Is a fast toe phonograph with Joe winding it
up using a bum record that reroutine In front of the line.
Wilton Crawley and Joe and Jane peats in two spots, and then threatMcKenna, latter a replacement for ening to run down which exasperJoe as he kicks the Imaginary
ates
Wiser,
are
the
outsiders,
Moran and
but more responsible than the others machine off stage.
Barnett and Mary Kendall, a
for making the show a show. Either
the McKcnna routine. is changed or clever comic, introduce the 'Tinthe stage band background and Type Parade,' with members of the
warmer atmosphere made the dif- company parading across the stage
ference, but tlieir work was far in clothes of 50 or 60 years ago
more impressive here than ordi- with some of them riding bicycles.
narily on the cold vaude stages. The stunt was good for a hearty
They were called back twice. Craw- round of applau.se. Old and new
ley with his ba.ck bends while play- danco ctlauct also shown by Joe and
ing the clarinet also caused the Mary.
Helen Sonna sIhrs 'If I Lost You'
hands to work and they demanded
an extra session from the blackface in a TU.h contralto voice, followed
by tbc I''our P.leiidollcr.-? Jack Kelly,
single, too.
The Foster line la mixed, eight Kd lirady, P.ert Kartlc-tt and Don

—

—

—

—

—

—

boys and <tgainst 16

;,'irl.s,

the latter

IJrooklns

—wiio

sing 'ilarlom Moon'

Pearl may be drawing 'em, but all exceptionally tall for a picture- and otliCT topicals.
Thi.« Is their
the rest of the show is enteitalning house line and all blondes. Tboy're first npix-firanf-e iu-re and they got
him by nicely.
the customers and Berle and Tracy
Puts on two numbers, 'Caroline,' won't exactly keep 'em away either. In evening dress mosi of the time to a bl^ )ian<l.
discs,
the line does
l': Uy: sllvored
carry out the nigbt-clul) iii >ilf.
and a more heavy one, 'Stop the
Abel.
They knew Osterman upon bl.>< iL fast roiitino, and Joe sings a 'SilSun, Stop the Moon,' with only orentrance, showing it willi a strong \pr Dollar' number he composed for
gan accompanlmtnt. Is spotted at
Hail to do with buying
the wrf>lc.
tb wa;.
reception, and liked liiin
edge of pit, using a mike attached
'There Go?.= the i'.v\i',<:' f;;iins- \]\f s!l\pr tokcti now being sold in
to loud speaker system for volume. Screen feature is 'Ladles They Talk
Univ.
News and borough), an Kn.-:li.'-b iiniioi t. Is tho '"I'liM'l'i to fnianr-e the exhibit of
with
organist,
is About.'
Carter,
Gaylord
St -I:' at tln> Chif^ago fair.
The
r;) t'p ll"l)iftlir('. Ic.'ivlirr it
utilized for a lontr-drawn-out inter- travelog for fillers.
: rep It ]r.\r\ of the 'Silver Dollar'
'I'l
tli<> 'l;.i\.i:r,'
Biz away off tonight (Monday) show to do
mission, and also spotted for some
;:d v.-i ') all on .otage sing\: (]<.
i'
llii.;
Uvelv select ion.q followlni; the Jack with lower section only sparsely lert.-xiiilllK
iii'i ilic iiuiribof for the curtain.
Li'jc.
nlgbt.
l^'ri'liiy
good
pretty
and
tea.
Pearl comedy, 'The Meal Ticket' filled between eight
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The Most
Encouraging

SIGN of
the Times

DENVER—"Proving a wow

CLEVELAND

headed for best gross in

age!

years."— FoHc/y

TOLEDO

KANSAS CITY-"Opened in

naires bold

— standouts every night —
blaze

of

glory

— eclipsed

aver-

— Armed Legionback crowds.

ST. LOUIS— ''Biggest attendance in my career at Ambassador Theatre."
— B. Jones, Manager

the town."— Faric^y

MEMPHIS - Held

— Business

more than 3 times

.

over

af-

ter tripling gross!

WARNER BROS
Have Unbounded Confidence in This
Country ^and These Coming Productions
GRAND SLAM

-

PAUL LUKAS, LORETTA YOUNG

CAGNEY

THE KEYHOLE"- KAY FRANCIS, GEORGE BRENT

WARREN WILLIAM
BETTE

DAVIS

-

- EX -LADY

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
FAIRBANKS

JR.,

-

JOE

ALL-STAR

PICTURE SNATCHER

- -

-

ALICE WHITE

ELMER THE GREAT"

BARBARA STANWYCK- BABY FACE -GEO. BRENT

CAST

CENTRAL AIRPORT

-

BROWN

ARLISS- THE ADOPTED FATHER -BETTE DAVIS

THE MIND READER

-

E.

'

LORETTA YOUNG -"JIMMY DOLAN
VtTAOUPM,

EDWARD

G.

ROBINSON- THE

LITTLE GIANT-

BOBBY JONES-JACK DEMPSEY-VITAPHONE SHORTS
INC.. OlSIIIHttOIS

tA tm\ hMTIONM nciuil

—
Tuesday, March

7,
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more gestures', By this time a crowd
Plenty for Cantor
Told by Color
has probitbly grown, particularly it
Minneapolis.
Control cards uaually work by
th$. .^igiji language is supplemented
Th«' OypUiBUin'B campaign tor 'The by^ uncouth grunts aa though the sets, with the payoff to the person
who can collect ithe letters of the
Kid From! Spain' made 'em, ait up dumb man were trying to talk.
and take- notice here, Amon& other
Without holding them too long, complete word. This requires a
things, It had a 'toreador' lead a the dummy pulls carda out of hla larger supply of cards or circulars
bannered cow through the loop, pocket, which he handa to everyone if there are to be a sufndent nummilking her on a prominent corrier who will take them. Card reads 'If ber out to make It interesting. Peoand causing .a' traffic, congestion. As I could talk, I'd tell you whiat a flne ple know in advance whether or not
a stunt the cow also was led into picture 'Washed Up,' at the National they have a set.
the lobby of one ot the city's two theatre, really is. But see for yourA variant on the idea Is a cheap
leading hotels, the Ttadlsson, i^e- self. It's tonight
throwaway printed on colored stock,
and tomorrow.'
flultlng In the 'arrest' of both the
with several colors' used. Circular
animal and Its guide. Newspapers,
offers fj'ee admission to those whose'
however, failed to fall for the
Kept HiB Word
throwaways are of the proper color.
pinches and made no mention of
Manager who advertised that Only way to know which is the winthem.
patron would be presented ning color is to come to the theatre
Through, a tie-up with the Mil- every
a pocket clgaret lighter on the night the stunt blows off, with a
waukee railroad, employees of that with
certain day^ kept hla word. He gave sheet of similar paper displayed as
line within a radius of 100 miles
one a c^^rd- of matchea adver- the tipoff.
from Minneapolis distributed 16,000. each
Thoae holding other colors are
tising a coming show, and as the
flyers advertising the picture and
regulars were used to hla kidding, right in front of the box office, so
apeclal passenger rates. The ehtheir reaiatance has been countergagoment of the picture at the Or- they were, not diaappolnted.
Sting stunts are good only when acted up to that point. If they have
pheum was announced over radio they
get the laugha.
Putting too the coin they are apt to come in,
station KSTP following the Eddie
anyhow.
Cantor program Sunday night. A much stress oh the supposed gift
Chase & Sanborn tlo-up placed Will raise expectations too high, but
wina
b^re
announcement
will seldom
store
grocery
In
cards
Loans the Kids
2,000
Leading
carry
comeback.
city.
a
the
throughout
dows
who haa had a kid club
Same house recently advertised a forManager
chain drug and grocery stores disaeveral years has brought a
customto
giveaway
of
dollar
bills.
folders
They
were
100,000
tributed
number of them to a degree of effiers, advertlBlng* themselves an^ the billa.for a dollar's worth of tlcketa
ciency that entitles them to be reCantor
Ei^dle
'original
explanation
was
printed
that
and'the
The
film.
garded as entertainers. Only about
BUlt and tie* were' displayed 'I9 the the goods' would be delivered when
a dozen of them really clever,
window of a leading' loop -store. the bills were paid. Some 'paid, half
that's enough.
More than 2,500 colored Inper.ts were just to' prove they could tdke a but
Like moat children, they love to
ho-,
loop'
and
delivered to apartment
Joke. /
play
theatre, and he is always ready
York
tels and 150 .souvenir /N6w,
to cooperate with church and club
programs inaUed to prominent peoStockyards Stuff
/'
women who are planning entertainple.
ments.
Children are generally treat-r
St. Paul.
The cow used in Minneapolis was
•borrowed,' but the' St. .Paul cow
Art Steagall, assistant to Cliff ed to ice cream and <:ake, and all he
asks is that program or verbal credit
was bought. Later the OrpheiJm Rust at the RKO, pulled a neat
placed It on public sale with the atid maybe profitable exploi^tion be given the club with a mention <it
the theatre.
proceeds to b^ turned ovi^r to char- 3tunt for 'The Kid from Spain.'
Just a little goodwill gesture, but
ity. The pictareidid a big business.
Using the ancient cow gag with
(ilacards: 'This ain't no bull!' Stea- he has found that kicks about some
his pictures are less frequent
gall went to South St. Paul and of
Sliok Staff
since he co-operated.
They don't
cow
on
bought
pound
beef
1,040
a
European 'advertisers now and
hoof at $1.76 per cwt., on mar like to jump on him when they know
then put the |jee on their American the
they may need his acts presently.
gin.
Steagall
haa
return
privilege
prototypjea. Not ofteg, perhaps, but
ballyhoo ia furniahed, return
now and then, and when one good after
Hade *£ni Talk
Idea does come through it's original. price to be determined by whatever
In a town where the ad rates are
One pf the recent, good ones', and the market quotation la that day,
one of the best, is from a French Deal entirely on paper, with StiCkg- low a manager took a two fives to
trade paper. It's the advertisement all owing (18.20 for the cow and advertise 'I desire to positively state
of Bi>oc Alms, iitiVci a small r,ed paying- more or lesa, depending on that all rumors that the Unique theatre has been sold,' will Be sold or
square 'on one corner; and even this the market, upon Its return.
So fa:r. Art has bought one bale will entertain an offer of )>urchase
has one corner cut oyt, giving the
name of the company and its Paris of hay <80c) for the beast, and dince are utterly without foundation.'
Steagall
is
about
to
calve,
ahe
is
The last three words were given
address.
Rest of the page Is given to a red feeding her generoualy, hoping to special stress in the tjrpe display,
outline map df Europe—merely the make a few nickels on the deial. To the statement being. signed by the
ooast outli^nes'. Near the bottom la a guard against cow running amuck,
tiny black dot labeled 'Republlque Art has her inaured for |6,O00 propd'Andorilei' With ,an arrowed .line erty damage and liability.
Blm in lounging pajamas parades
leading -to. a i-lnged statement, also
in black, to the effect that this yrill bovine .through loop dally during
be the) only spot In Europe .where rush hours. 'News,' local rag, put
Bpoch's 'Preriez garde a la Peinture' photog on the yarn and gave it a
front-page break.
('Wet Paint') will not -be played.
Phoenix, Ariz.
May sound rather dumb over here,
They are remodeling the Amusu
but everyoVie In European trade
This a Dud
theatre herei, which will reopen In
knows thlat the Andorran republic Is
April.
So announced by Robert
The Hague.
the only principality in Europe too
Hoi^se dark 18
In Amatierdam a film depicting life Kllleen, owner.
small to p,ossess a picture theatre.
but wiU In future be operApart from the text, the visual ef- In ancient Asayria on billa and to months,
ated in partnership with E. T.
fect of the brief message causes the boost it, cinema management tried
Mathes,
BelUngham,
oWner of the
spot,
where
At
all
other
something
new.
display to stand out above
there and the Mt. Baker theads In the same issue. Just a case roadworkers were digging, during Avalon
in Seattle. Mathes will reside
night they, sent men dowA to bury atre
of being different—and clever.
in
Phoenix.
there a lead case, containing a
scroll of parchment. Inscribed with
Flaying TTp Jigs
Denver.
next
Duly
Sanscrit.
imitation
Reading, Pa.
The Aladdin and Rialto, both In
this curious document was
the RKO -Huffman pool, trading
Making the best of It, Paul E. morning
sent up to Public
unearthed
and
Aladdin, which changed
Glass, manager of the State theaWorks Office of City of Amsterdam. policies.
to second run when the pool was
tre, a Wilmer-Vlncent house, Is usResponsible engineer sent it up to
ing jig-saw puzzles to create busi- University where it at once was effected, has gone back to first run,
ness.
One standard stunt for the found to be faked. So trick did not with 20-25-40 prices. The Rialto,
long a first run house, goes to. secpast six or eight weeks is a conWork, as papers only nientloned why ond run, 26c top. "This throws 600
test, staged In a vacant window.
withholding name of more seats In the first run market,
Contests were between teams of two It was done,
which naturally the Rialto having but 900 against
boys each, with a prize at the end film and cinema,
this measure.
the Aladdin with 1,600. The Rialto
of the week to the kid making yie was object of
second run policy takes effect
Started after school
fastest time.
Looked Larger
March 9, while '42d Street' haa been
and run until 10 p. m. Puzzles were
made from one sheet of coming picManager who made a deal with a moved to the Aladdin, following a
tures, chiefly those of Interest to newspaper for a tle-ln to the classi- record breaker at the Orpheum.
tickIn
the
give
10
the boys. Boys were lined up
fied ads was willing to
Fairmont, W. "Va.
Btore, waiting their turns, and there ets daily, but he persuaded the adTheatres at Clarksburg have
vertising manager that the stunt
was no lack of entrants.
For one matinee a smaller jig was would look better If a larger num- combined their advertisements, although
operated
by separate comgiven each child. The puzzles were ber of tickets were offered.
Instead of 10 tickets daily, the panies, with a view of getting the
made under a deal with the unemployed relief committee to give stunt was changed to run a week, rates offered for bulk space. Under
with 60 tickets given out for the the preaent conditions the four thework to local men.
most original presentations of a six- atres use the space formerly used
word sentence about the picture. by one theatre for ita larger ads.
Local Exhibits
One word was printed each day and The newspapers in Clarksburg comDenver.
was run In several of the advertlae- bined several years ago. The comThe Denver theatre la getting menta Instead of Just one. To make bination rate has been $1.13.
some excellent plugging by allowing It more interesting, other words
Council Bluffs, la.
local manufacturers to place a dis- were printed more than once, with
play In their main foyer. The ex- the word moat often repeated the
Union operators of Paramount
hibits are limited to locally manu- proper one to uae.
houses here and in Omaha to take
factured goods. Eac.h company Is
20-30%.
reductions
of
gag
a
little
and
the
old
Dreaaed up
required to do some advertising of made It look like more.
the exhibit, and la expected to menSyracuse, N. Y.
tion the picture that Is being shown
With the Empire, Skouras-operRocking the Boat
Many of them get out heralds,
ated, reyerting to second-runs, for
cards, etc., also, and the film geta
Palace, N. Y., la uaing a rocking the time being at least, and reducsome good plugging. The exhibit Is battleship for ita croaa-lobby dla- ing ita box-office scale to 15-20
given a flash on the screen. Exhlb play, with a large .lack oakie stand- cents, a nickel price cut became efIta are arranged through the cham
ing on the deck, for 'Sailor Behave.' fective at the RKO Strand alao.
ber of commerce and are set until
SImpleat mechanism for thla effect
early summer.
la to pivot the cutout with a light
Des Moines.
apring on the atern and a card on
Mort Singer and Morgan Ames in
Plain Dumb
the bow attached to a wheel hidden partnerahip to take over the OrIf you have worked the blind man by the cut wavea. "Wheel carries a pheum, Davenport, and the Iowa,
stunt, try a dummy for a change. pin on its circumference, with the Cedar Raplda, under Paulson. Aaher
You'll recall the blind man would cord attached to this. When the pin Levy taking over old Orpheum,
give big money if he could only see la at Ita lowest ooint of travel It Sioux City.
pulls the bow down. AVhqn it's up.
the picture being advertised.
Bronx, N, Y.
The dummy carrlea no signs, but the spring puUa the bow up. Wheel
Harry Harrla, with a string of
he haa hla pocket filled with carda. should be of a diameter to match
street
the amount of play required. Bat- houses In upper Manhattan, will inbuay
Stopa pedestrlana on
portholes
translucent
when
haa
the
Bronx
he takes over
tleahip
vade
queaasks
a
corners and apparently
If the lighted with a aingle lamp back of tlie Bronx Opera House within two
tlon In the sign language.
victim shakca hla head and tries to the cutout. Lamp ahould travel with week.s. "Vaude and pictures will be
in the
change
with
policy,
a
the
pass on he is gently detained with the ahip for the. best effect.
-
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It

manager. For a week people he
Simple Magio
had hot seen in months came dropWith the Camel clgaret ads reping in and most ot them found
time to ask what all the noise was vlvlng intereat in magic With .their
expoaes of illuaions, it's a simple
The. manager merely said
about.
matter to hook in with a stunt for
that the advertiaement spoke for itthe lobby, and a simple one is the
self.
disappearing lady. It does not even
The box office showed a healthier require
a girl.
buaineaa than uaual, and the $10
Requirements are a shallow box,
spent on the display was about
100% productive in Immediate re- a motor, a belt and a sheet. "Wire
'

'

sults.

No one

loops are bent roughly to suggest
the outline of a girl all of these

No real,
being connected with a stout
had spread such a stQry, but the loops
whioh runs down into, the box
manager figured it would remind a cord
to end in a counterweight or light
lot of people.of the theatre who had
spring,
preferably^ the thin spiral
sort of dropped away, and the resprings sold in hardware stores to
sulta proved that he wasi correct.
basis for the ad.

'

close screen doors. Ordinary staples
hold the wire loops.

Wrote His Own

The

Akron.
Ernie Austgen, of Loew's, thought
a sketch of Mae West would help
'She Done Him Wrong" at hla theatre.
There wasn't any in the press
book, so they went over the general
stories until they got sufficient to
l.iiece together to make a showing in
the 'Beacon-Journal,' and lead off
the dramatic page.
Carefully avoided more than a
paaaing rerefence to 'Diamond Lil,
In accordance with the Hays pronouncement,'
aiid
stressed
the
'Frankle and Johnulo' angle, which
worked Just as well. They know

Frankle out hero.

Pulls from the Farms
George A. Miller does not do
rauph tworfor-pne stuff locally, but
using such a ticket Just now
he
.to bring them in from the out-oftown spot^ to the Smalley theatre,
Hamilton,' N. Y.
Tickets have been broadcast over
the Eurai route with the uaual gag
of addresalhg^the .box number, but
there's a space for name and address which must be filled in, and
that will give him a direct mail list.
To avoid mlsundertandlng, he not
only uses the 'This coupon and one
paid admission' line, but at the botffli-

furtherest from the
has attached a slat
pivoted to the board and
extends down Into the box a couple of Inches. It should be worked
so that the slat will lie fiat when
the spring pulls it down. It should
have at the bottom end a piece of
iron attached so that it will engage
a pin fastened to an endless belt,
run by the motor. The top of the
belt travels in the direction of the
spring. The sheet is laid over this
improvised bier.
It will lie practically flat until the
pin on the belt engages the iron at
the end of the slat, which will pull
iip that wire and all' the others with
it.
When the pin' passes the iron
the slat is left free and the spring
pulls it down along with the rest.
The effect is that of a body appear*
ing under the sheet and suddenly
vanishing. If the outline is properly n^ade, the result is surprisingly

loop

end

spring

which

is

.

effective.

Buy Anyway

>

Most managers report that often
some woman' patron will send a dep-

uty to the theatre when she is unable to attend a premium night in
order not to break a set, but Edward
Sellette, of the Pastime theatre,
Marlboro, Mass., Incorporates in his
tom la a. bold, 'Pleaae remember one announcement of t.be giveaway that,
paid adult ticket muat accompany 'for the convenience of ladies unable
to attend the evening performance;
every free admlsalon.'
Another slip advertlaes "Ladies they can secure their articles at the
They Talk About' with the brag above matinees by purchasing a 15o
'Showing before New York city.' ticket.'
Mat admission is a dime, ISc at
That's a great line for the small
towns when It is true, as in this night, and probably some women
will appreciate the opportunity to
case.
get their prizes at the mats, b\it It
seems to put a rather definite value
of 6c on the gift, though some of
the pieces' cost up to 10c.
Sellette, who used to be at New
Bedford for the same circuit, has
pyralin giveaways on Monday and

name

Tuesday, China on Thursday and

of the house to the Bronx statuettes for the kids on Saturday.
'Jack H. Callahan will Monday Is also Marko night, the

theatre.

manage.

Screeno and
Beano, both copies of the older corn
game or keno.

latter being similar to

Troy, N. Y.

,

Harry Black replaced A. S. RitHis newest gag is parking space
tenberg, resigned, as manager of for baby carriages. On application
Proctor.
the cashier will supply an usher to
wheel the buggy while the mother
Hamilton, O.

Marc Wolfe, erstwhile Para
mount-Publix district manager at
Indianapolis, has been named man
ager of the Paramount here, succeeding Herman Bamberger, who
goes to the Paramount, MIddletown,
O. O. L. Henseler, who has been in
charge of the MIddletown house, has
been transferred to Toledo, where
he replaces Chas. Kurtzman, re-

enters the theatre.

.

Novelty Sign

A novelty sign that will have them
standing out on the sidewalk to figure
it out is macde from a heavy sheet of
cardboard into which a simple an-

nouncement is cut, stencil fashion,
"Various lines vary in size, to avoid
sameness, but aii are based on a line
Patterson, aaalatant to each six-Inch space.
manager of the Paramount, Middle
This is backed by an endless band
town, haa been made manager of of alternate strips of white and
the Publlx-Palace here, as succes
black. These strips are only three
sor to Waldo E. Ball, resigned.
inches high and run from side to

Roy

signed.

side.

Cedar Rapids, la.
Palace has reopened as second
.

run, 16

and

10, Dell McDermott, for

merly at State to manage under
supervision of Ted Emerson, Para
mount head.
Phoenix.
Arthur G. Pickett named manager
two Publlx houses here to sue
ceed L. P. Weaver, Rialto, and J. J.
Scholer, Orpheum, who are out un
der the new regime. Pickett with
Publix-Rlckards and Nace formerly
as division advertising manager.
of

The Orpheum, under new set-up,
will go part-time, shows opening

Mechanical trip

is

gauged

to bring

the white and black strips alternately back of the cutout letters,
with the effect that the sign seems
to appear and disappear, the black
strips filling in the space half the
time.
Not difficult to make, with
the band tripped by a dog on a motor wheel, but it takes a little figuring to get the band spaced so that it
win be exact.

Poor Sales Copy
Non-profesalonal obaerver sends
in a couple of horrible examples of
sales copy as shown at the Strand
theatre, indie house In Cincinnati.

Saturdays for three or four days.
One, for 'Shop Angel' runs 'The
Policy of week-end stage shows dramatic story of a glamorous girl
discontinued and house goes straight who was always wondering If she
films.
Rialto remalna open.
was doing the right thing.' Second
Joaeph Holm haa arrived here to objection Is to billing 'Lovable Regis
head accoimtlng department for Toomey,' which the commentator
Publlx.
opines la not the right adjective.
Getting tough to pull them In, but
It would seem there might be betColumbua, O.
Edgar Hart, who was brought ter linea than these.
from San Diego to the RKO Rlvoll,
Toledo, now at the Majestic here.
Extra Help
Lowell, Mass.
appointed manager
of Keith, succeeding David Perkins,

Sam Torgan

resigned.

RKO Is making sales capital out
which It' haa prepared
on coming Radio product. The sheet
is in black and red, with the lllua-

of a one-slioet

trallons from half tonea for six pictures and a reforence to past hita.

Note pasted

Loa Angeles.
Fire

(23)

which

cauaed

$3,000

to

the sample aaka
It after ho haa
RKO product,

the mana.tjer to use
for the

contracted

damage forced temporary closing of with the statement that additional
the We.st Coast (F-WC) in San Hcr- copies may be had from the exnardlno, with operations shifted to

(Continued on page 40)

change for Be each. This la below
(Continued on page 40)
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Nothing The Matter With This
Business That Good Pictures Cannot Cure!
There

Is

^

RIGHT

!

.

.

.

A/. /W.

SCHENCK

Paramount

has been using thjis
formula for 19 years!

AHORSE

FEAT

ei^GUIlTY AS HIEL

^70,ooo witness\e
^BI G B ROADC/AST

^ ISLAriD OF tost SOULS
^ A FAREWELL To/aRM^
^ SIGN OF THE/cii<^S^S/
^ SHE DONE HIM WRONG.

y^ammomt pictures

—
Tuesday, March

PICT

1933

7,

Going Places

ES

Rogers, prettier than ever, more
natural
and spontaneous, alone
escapes stifling at the clumsy hands

By Cecelia Agcr

'Broadway Bad.'

of

Fay Wray's Animal Kingdom

But the ClothesI

believes in the equality of the sexes.
'Forsaking
All
Others'
would The three girls do the under-standing for the tumbling, robust maidens
rather be smart than anything,
with strong bones and well develwould rather be modern than real. oped muscles, who despite their
It's so thoroughly earnest In Its re- physical prowess yield
to the delispect for Bright Young Things that cately feminine colors of orchid and
Bankhead, Ilka Chase, magenta. The trunks of their orTallulah
Cora Wltherspoon, touched by Its chid satin leotards are modestly
childlike Intensity, are kind enough hidden at times with brief little
to dress like Bright Young Things magenta skirts.
They wear snug
even If the play does nothing for magenta velvet helmets to keep
them In return.
their hair tidy, and whenever the
This Spring then, It seems that males In the act feel Inclined to
all Bright Young People will be at- leap upon their shoulders, thep pretracted to frocks and suits with pare for the visit by first slipping on
broad shoulders and sleeves gath- orchid satin shoulder capes.
An
ered hugely at the arm holes. agile family, exemplary in their
Braided leather frogs will fasten neatness, too.
their Jackets; their gloves will be
fashioned of the same material as
The Subdued Blondell
their costume.
Miss Bankhead's
white satin ^Veddlng dress, there'Broadway Bad' gives Joan Blonfore, is accompanied by white satin dell a lot of fine clotlies, a limougauntlets, and Miss Chase wears sine, money, an apartment at 900
checked wool gloves with her Park Avenue, even a baby but
checked wool Jacket. It's terribly what's the good of all that luxury
right to wear tailored negligees, If when it doesn't understand her?
they're executed In softly feminine
.Miss Blondell submits to the exmaterials, as Miss Bankhead's peach pensive trappings, for she is an
satin redingote with rhlnestone but- amiable girl, but they smother her
tons and peach colored lace at her personality, dim her own precious
throat and wrists and silver fox sparkle, change her into just answirled lavishly about the shoulders other routine heroine who, however,
of a grey chiffon wrap only goes hasn't the technical good looks to
to show utterly unpredictable a conquer so stereotyped a role. Her

—

Despite
picture

seem

all

her experiences with

bcastles.

Fay Wray

can't

condition herself against
the horrid old things.
She's Just
as terrified at 'King Kong,' she
screams quite as shrilly as if she
couldn't remom'uer from her past
encounters that she will surely be
saved at the end. She won't learn.
Miss Wray, she won't learn.
All
that's come of her former run-ins
with monsters is the overnight
change of her hair from black to
blonde, but it doesn't help.
The
curious attraction she has for manbeast combos is not to be denied
by superficial hair color transformato

tion.

for

It's

her.

made matters even worse
Blonde,

she

looks

even

more the part of Beauty in the fable.
Beauty and the Beast,' so what
can the beast do but act good and
beasty.
In 'King Kong' Miss Wray actually puts on the legendary costume
of Beauty, a medieval robe of sheer
cloth of gold that falls gracefully
off her shoulders and clings devotedly about her hips, girdled
snugly with gold braid. She wears
it
presumably the better to rehearse her part in the film she's engaged to make on the mysterious
Island; but really and truly that
costume is a plant, a hint to the
audience in cewe thev're forgotten
the fable.
Miss Wray's reaction to Kong
makes mince-meat of the fearless
modern girl theory. She's not only
scared to death, but she completely
loses her head.
She -won't learn
that Kong is really her friend. No,

Bright Young Child should be. briskness Is gone, she even loses a
Such clothes, such dashing, clever good measure of her likableness.
garments do a tremendous lot to She's In the wrong environment
allay the suspicion started up by and she knows it; when Miss blonthe play that Bright Young Things dell is uncomfortable and depressed
do not think very clearly. Such cos- in a, picture, something's v^ry much
^
tumes absorb so much attention, the matter.
there's very little left, luckily, for
'Broadway Bad' Is so insensitive she
trying to make
into

some mean

screams and writhes and
to the real Blondell that it starts wriggles and kicks every time she's
her off as an innocent country child, cradled in his love lorn paw. Even
flnishes her as a hard-headed, cold- when he scales the Empire State
blooded, financially successful trol- building holding her firmly in one
lop. Mechanically she goes through hand, she carries on so vehemently
the motions of each phase, achiev- it seems she wants to be let go so
Her she can be dashed to the ground
ing the Illusion of neither.
sense of humor, her sincerity atrophy eighty stories below. She Just has
with no opportunity for expression. no foresight.
Strange girl. Miss
The baby who finally clambers into Wray.
the story completes the rout, for
Miss Blondell, poor put-upon crea-

the goings-on fit
old logical pattern.

Sh« Hat th« Wailc
Helen Lynd at the Capitol la willing to give Mae West, another
blonde, a break. Miss Lynd, forceful and viyacloua In bright green
crepe whicli follows fondly the outline of her slim young figure, does
impersonations.
She begins with
Chevalier, runs through ZaSu Pitts,
Just misses Garbo, then finishes
with Miss West. When playing picture houses, it's a good idea to iml-^
tate picture personalities, she realizes.
And It's still smarter to wind
up with a star who's tops. Now all
Misa Lynd has to do Is dash dow;n
to the Paramount between shows
and listen to the explosive West
enunciations, note that Miss West
aings only slow songs.
She's "got
the West walk; that's a beginning.
The Honey Family open the Capitol stage shov.', a sextette which

Popeyes Snare Lead

has to call him 'Big Fella.'
Miss Blondell must not let her-

ture,

American women faced with
'There Goes the Bride' will not be
altogether electrified with its romance, but should they be interested in comparing national conventions relating to the elemental
impulse, they'll find a deal to think
about in Its firmly British point of
supposed to be singing. Since grand view.
clothes were her only reward for
Feminine underpinnings in Eng-

get so discouraged, however,
that she neglects to keep her hair
at its part as blonde as it Is at the
She should have rebelled at
ends.
the utter lack of synchronization of
the voice dubbed in when she is
self

suppressing her personality, she land
are
daringly
known as
should have refused the white 'knickers,' for Instance, and In that
ermine jacket with its shawl collar country it Is the female who purGinger sues. There it is no end spicy for
criss-crossed with brown.
a young man and young woman to
await the dawn In the same flat,
albeit in separate rooms with locked
doors.
A girl need only sing in
the Helen Kane manner to hold a

HOWDY

ART FRANK
"OLD MAN WHOOPEE"
Hittin' It

Up

"on the Range"

if

restrains her Impishness in such
garb far more resolutely than American Ingenues. But Miss Mathews
is a very superior English ingenue
anyway. She la neither blonde nor
fascinated by the beauty of her profile; she appreciates animation, she
whisk about gracefully, skipping
over the thin ice of self-conscious
charm fully seventy per cent of the

RKO ROXY
NEW YORK
RADIO CITY

She strives valiantly to
smash the placid pace of the pic-

time.

This Weeic (Mar. 3)

she can't quite make It only
because everyone else In the picture Is so stubbornly calm.
ture;

And During Run

"KING KONG"

of

Patsy Stopa 'Em
It's hard to see what kind of fun
Patricia Bowman gets any more,
going to a ball on the Music Hall

ATTENTION RADIO SPONSORS

ANNIE, JUDY

•>

ZEKE

RKO ROXY, New York, This Week
Direction PHIL BLOOM— MILLS-ROCKWELL

At the

•

(Mar. 3)
OFFICE

Poor

stage. What happens this
'Invitation to the Dance'

week

Thi .i!!ers Aimed to
Supplant Westerns
Hollywood, March fl.
To replace the fading Western as
entertainment for Toimg America,
producers generally are
flirting
with the idea of small budgeted

nil

Mi.-s

blissful u.icertalnties tlxat torment
other girls, never to wonder whether
she'll find a partner, never to make

aviation pix of the thriller type.

an entrance unnoticed, never

to be
Inroads in the magazine field by
allowed to dance, say, in some little the air fictions 18 now being pubdim corner of the stage.
Always
lished and the fall -off of pulp
lights, applause, attention, success.
Yet, stalwart sprite that she is, she Western mags (six having gone out
will not yield to the monotony of it of business in the past few months)
all, she will not droop at the neceshave been the main infiuences in
sity of facing it again for the fourth
time in a day. Poor singled out child, causing the producers to become
air-minded.
she ctrrles on for dear old Music
Hall. Hr
heart may be breaking,
Radio, Universal and Paramount
but tiic ;
a smile on her face.
are making plans to replace their
Give th'> Koxyettes a drill, tliey're
Westerns on the new season's proread>'; give them two drills a program, they'll leap doubly grateful grams with cheap air pictures. Each
for the challenge.
In 'Wig Wag' of the studios have sufficient matheir bright and shining faces, legs, terial in their libraries to add proarms and thighs may be seen, for duction socle to their contemplated
costuming is just a nuisance in a low priced air features of tlie thrill-

—

—

•

.;

hand and leg drill.
Scarlet velvet er type.
gloves and slippers, green coque
During the past two years, refeather ruffs, then nude leotards will turns from Westerns liave dropped
do. For 'Jungle Rhythms' phosphor- off close to 60%.
Elven the Indie
escent painted martial shields and producers', who have been turning
headdresses.
The rest, since the out the horse operas for around
stage is dark, won't matter.
$12,000, are having a tough time

Moscow

getting their small investment returned.
that air pictures,

Calls

Studios feel
Moscow's a really charming place
for young women, 'Clear All Wires' aimed at the
reveals casually, provided only they and produced
should
attain
know some newspaper men.
And
that's not too great a price fOr a the Westerns
.

time. It continues. Benita
and Una Merkel don't think
Miss Hume is actually in love
with a newspaper man, and Miss
Merkel is even willing to share his
rooms. In Moscow, of course, where
every man is good as the next and
even newspaper men can be looked
upon as part of the Great Experiment.
lively

younger generation
on short budgets,
the popularity that
held several years

ago.

Hume
so.

Young women, then, in Moscow
for a spell need only be tolerant. If
they're willing to associate with reporters, they may bring, as Miss
Merkel does, four trunks into the
country without any difficulty. They
can find bunches of singing teachers,
maids to keep their clothes aristocratically

hairdressers

pressed,

to

coax beguiling waves into their hair

1

5000
of

and

to arrange their

bangs

in

a most

Miss Merkel even
enticing line.
thrives In what used to be considered, before 'Clear All Wires,' the grim
Moscow atmosphere. Her eyes shine
brighter, her piquant face blooms,
she acquires new chic in the wearing of her newly simplified clothes.
Miss Hume makes her first picture
appearance In Moscow, so it's difficult to tell wherther she too shares
in its beneficence, but at least she's
enormously earnest and pretty in a
born to blush unseen way, at ease
in the tweedy sports clothes of her
native land, a competent actress
with her fragment of a part.

PERFORMANCES

"OLE

MAN

RIVER"

AND

JULES

BLEDSOE
IS

STILL SCORING
"BILLBOARD,"

MARCH

4

"Jules Bledsoe is another to rate big with the audience.
He's got a rich and robust voice besides a
dramatic delivery, and when he renders 'Old Man
River* the palm -pushers are hooked for all the applause they've got."

Now

in

always

happens: before she enters the ballroom everybody's dancing happily
doing the same steps, it's true
swinging about in deep pink ballet
dresses garlanded with tinsel, upstanding circles of gold wire dressing their heads. Miss Bowman appears at the head of the stairs. In-

19

Low-Budgeted Air

npellbound watching her.
Bowman, always to be
belle of tl-.D ball, never to know the

They're

British
Jessie

siders a maid Irrestlble In men's
pyjamas providing she is petite and
the pyjamas are made to fit a rangy
six footer. Miss Mathews, however,

AT THE

IN

ballroom, spellbound, as
Mathews demonstrates, and
she can Induce her eyes fairly
to pop out of her head with roguish
cuteness, she'll find she's snared
even the most petulant of pettish
British leading men.
England as well as America con-

VARIETY
siautly everything stops.
A spot
picks out lior graceful deaoent. The
girls dresacil as white clad boys with
blue boots and waistcoats rush over.
She, in ilhny white tulle and ailver
paillettes, a green ostrich boa entwined about her expressive arms,
spurns tliem politely. She will dance,
but only with the prince. She does.
It's so good, nobody else dare move.

at Metropolitan, Rrooklyn
(WEEK MARCH 3)

"SHOW BOAT"

with

all

Thanks

to

LOUIS

K.

Direction

SIDNEY

and

CHARLES

IVrsonuliC)

MARVIN SCHENCK
YATES

V.

Cundiirlur

iiiiil

I*ri>Heiitution

Returning to America March

1,

Director

1933

After 5 Successful Years in Australia
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Columbia

is

proud

to offer ihe

SUREST, TIMELIEST

MONEY GROSSER
with a contacted ready-made audi^ce
of waiting millions

all set

to see

«

THE WONDER PICTURE
OF TODAY'S WONDER MAN
more dramatic than drama — stranger than
fiction— more fascinating than romance— a name
known wherever humans read, see or hear.
THE BICGEST HEADLINE
NAME IN THE WORLD'S
NEWS TODAY!

GALA PREMIERE

RKO

Palace- N.Y*

Mofi. 10

$1.65 top

7,

1939

PIC TUBES

Tuesday, Msrch 7, 1933

a & K. RCVRSHIP
ACADEMY EYES NOBEARTENS
PAR^UX
FILM AGENT

Tieupt

Hollywood, March

C.

branch,

similar

to the one existing between Equity
»nd the New York 10%era. Other
two would bring drastio changes In

on

committee

Agent proposal, If adopted, would
provide for the signing of an agreeto abide by a code of

ment by them

and would

507,

Di

standard form of contract between
the representatives and their clients.
New
Under these terms, If the agent fall*
to provide a certain amount of work
New
be
would
contract
the
client
his
for
Only agents delivering
voided.
Tears ago Brandt was la trade
fMt, aa brought out by Par at the
would be considered for member- hearing, that company did not have paper work as manager of the New
ship.
'assets In the states It haid York office of 'Billboard', Jumping
Among the proposed constitutional any'
turned back the Walter Reade. from that to various film posts
changes is one providing for the
which eventually landed him In the
These were on a straii^t lease.
popular election of Academy ofproxy's chair at CoL
ficers.

It Is plianned olso to

change

Chicago,

the 12 month period for considering Academy Award pictures from
August-to-August, to January-December.
The proposed new conciliation
committee would handle questions
concerning technical developments
which might at a later date Involve
patent trouble.

K

director*.

4 Conn.

to see the execa and meggers un-

Bills

which turns money away from

tion,

Friday had

markably good

Summary
Hlgh.

Net chg.
Sales.

High.

4%

1,600

H4
7%
2H
8%

Issue and rate.
200 American Seat
Columbia P. vtc
800 Consol. Film
7,600 Consol. Film pfd

1

l55
87%

2%

14.100 Eastman Kodak (3)..
4,400 Fttz.. Clata
88,400 Gen. ESeo. (40c.)
300 Keith pfd
28.400 Loew (1)
100
Do pref. (0%)
Madison Sq. Garden..

7

ISK

80

80

1%

Clark corporation, local subsidiary
Warner Brother&
Trustee, Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust
company, had annotmced Feb. 1 that
a month was required. to se* what
eventually woul4 be dona. At first a
sinking fund revision was planned
in lieu of Interest, but a change was
decided upon at the last minute.

200

13H

15
Ilhi
VA,

I'A

5%

1%

13K

2hi

%

10,200
1,000

M.

141,700
6,800

794

60

if

20
49>A

Par-Publlx

cfs.

Radio

RKO

Class

Last

0%
2%
C'/i

0%
2%
0%

OOH

63%

Vk

-%
%
-%
-2V4
-f3%

-%

Vk

1%

+ %

11%

12%

11

8
14
40

nVi

12%

40

46

—4

8

8

wk.

tor

1

1%

Met.«-M pref. (1.80).
Orpheum pfd
Paramount
Pathe Exchange

400 Pathe,

Lov7.
1

84%

A

1

37%
22%

at

3:

Low.

%

8%
14T(

4%

6.

March

Friday,

8T0CK EXCHANGE

6H

week

week ending

for the

1032-'S3-

.

SO

were made availto pay the 6%
interest, originally due Feb. 1, on
1946 bonds of Stanley-Rowlandable here last

Quashed

Hartford,

less sent. for.

March

Incorporati
New York
I

6.

I

If.-

-1%
-2
bid

14

14

l<4.bld

1%

1%
8%

4

Corp

1%

1%

10 Universal pref
14,125 Warner Bros
Do pfd
91,400 Wcstlnghouse
sold 200 at Vi, down %.

+
-

%
%

%

A

11

11
1

114

11

1%

10%

22y4

Peddlers, bootleggers and salesare Included In the

BASDITS GET $300
Pasadena, March I.
Bandits held up the United Artists theatre here early yesterday

of unique construction for all picture booths, requiring the retention
of four operators by every theatre
In the state, and the demand that
two stage hands be retained by
every theatre at all times.

(Monday) morning and got $300
from the manager, Lester Clarke.
Clarke wad phoning the police
station for an escort to take the
money to the main ofiBce In Los Angeles, when the robbers walked in.

4 bid
221i

-2

4%

16

Wi

-1

8%

100

%
%
%
%

1%
S%
4%
8%

29,000
200
3,800
800

%

-A

3'/*

3%

1%

1%

-%
- %

H

%

pictures; 60 shares no par valve.
Hnslqne Badlo Co., Ine., New Tork;

Elects

Landy

9.

Columbia Heights theatre. Independent neighborhood house, was
early in the morning, making the third local theatre to suffer the same experience. The explosion did $2,000 damage.
A. J. Wlthnell, proprietor, employs
a booth operator not afHIlated with
the union.
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60%
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Vlto Hoto

pictures; 1100.
Stace, Inc., New Tork; the-

atrical; 100 shares

no

t>ar.

New

Tork; pictures;

Annua Theatres Oerpw

Byracnse; the-

Union Film Corp.,
atrical; $5,000.

Grand Theatre of Waterrllet, Inc.,
Watervllet, operate theatres; 910,u00.

tiring

California
Sacramento, Mar.

George G.

t.

Do

Sylva Frodactlons, Inc.
Capital
1,000 shares, none subncrlbed.
Goorge O. Da Sylva, Marie W.
Ue Syiva, Loyd Wright.
rnclflo Coast Amasement Ce. Capital
stock,

last

10%

-1%

Over the Counter, N. Y.
Asked.
\

Bid.

Rosy,

Class A.

Wellington Steps Out

JULES

After serving Publix exclusively
for 10 years In building of house
fVonts and lobby displays, Duke
Wellington has Incorporated to do a

RACHMAN GIVEN

IS YRS. OVER

SHOOMG

Omaha, March 6.
Jules Rachman, veteran Omaha
theatre man who shot and fatally
wounded Harry and Sam Goldberg,
brothers and his cousins, on DeAt a meeting today (Tuesday) it cember 2 last, pleaded guilty to secwin be decided whether Wellington ond degree murder and. was senwill handle fronts for the two Radio tenced to two concurrent 16-year

general business with all companies.
Set up as Duke Wellington, Inc.,
he already has the RKO account
and Is handling display work on
'42nd Street' for Warner Bros.

City houses.

As

Publlx's exclusive

builder of hous'e and lobby displays,
Wellington did- business under firm
name of Display Craft.

terms In the state penitentiary.
Shooting was over the ousting of
Rachman from Popular Amusement
Co., in which all were interested.
.

'

ntock,

IS

LOOKING AHEAD

an jnveatyour confldence In the movlne picture InduHtry Is affirmed nbythis
Invostof protection
ment In theatre properties, and if your Idea Interestod
In this man a quailmont la competent local manoBement you are

If

flcatlona:

SO

jtmm

of ace.

1.

CoHese

I:
*.

TwSr/eat? theatre operaUnr experience

5.

TtS^yean'

edaoaiioB.

fSS^^S StafdiSJ5.aent

city.
theatre operator In aa aTeH«e
In the home oKlee of a major

odvertlalnc eipertenoe

la

the

homo

offloe

of a

major

points of both Independent and chain
future work will combine the best leaso" of each
Hl«
situation.
method. KlvlnB the benefit of wide experience to athenew
business.
refereniea Inclide aome of the mo.t reputable men in
your man
If you're building for future bnslnosa here's

Thl«''m^BMT*th7'wod and bad

thertr?"e"tU

HK

I

Address Box 218, "Vartetx."

New York

1,000

shares,

none

svbsorlbed.

Larry Dean, Albert Jaokler, Bam Ptercy.
Cine Compoeltrlx Corp., XML Capital
stock, $10,000, none subscribed.
Mrs.
Peter Quill, Peter OnlU, George A.
Althoff, Albert H. HUler, Mrs. Jnlla De
Gatlone.

General

FUm

coiitorated.

8

IJbrary of Calif omin, In-

Capital

stook,

200

shares,

none subscribed. Sidney H. Mayer, Abraham Roaenblum, tAurence B. Weldberg,
I. Sidney Mandell.

Can Handle Any Class
M.

Cnllfomia TUTany Stadloe, Ine.

To

THEATRE MANAGER AT LIBERTY

Bebe

of
dissolution
Certificate
of
Daniels Corporation, litd.
Permits to sell stock issued to:

production.

Write Box

To Issue 3,000 shares prep. production.
ferred out of 6,000 shares, par $100 and
5.400 shares common out of 24,000, no
par.

Howard Sheehan Oovpontlon.
To Issue 100 out of

M

production.

House and

Policy.

— but

WILL GO ANT1VHERB IN TOE

M.

Urltlsh-Amerioaa Films. limited.

of

Prefer to Stay in California

p.

lasue three of 500 sharen,

no- par.

no par.
Badlant Knterprlses^ Ine.

EXPLOITATION

PUBLICITY

Tears with Universal Film Co. 4 Years Independent
Tears West Coast Theatres Under Mr. Arthur and Mr. Bowles
2

209, Variety,

C.

New York

B.

City

ORGANIZATION

ADVERTISING

p.

1,000

.Rbares,

PUBLICITY

with a
PubUclty and advertising executive, more than ten years accomprominent motion picture company. With a real record of
plishment as a good-will builder.
contriDuFormerly a successful newspaperman and a magazine pro
motion
sale s
tor, and a knowledge of how to use thia ability in
work for worthwhile product
^ ,j, ,

Now available for moUon picture, radio or any other field in any
capacity for which the ability to work and the use of good Judgment are essential. Salary of minor Importance to opportunity.
Box 208, Variety, New York City
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13%

16
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-1%
-1%

2
81

03%

lOVi

'

40

31

68

9%

KKO

0

2

2

81H
05%

New York;

Showman's Plctnres, Inc., New Tork;
Holl^ood, March 6.
pictures; 100 shares no par.
Motion Vlo'tiue SnppIlM Corp.,
Wampas election had George Crown
Tork; pictures; $10,000.
Landy winning over Tom Bally by New
Morton A. Hilman, Inc., New York;
radio and general amnsemoat agenoy;
a vote of 41 to 22.
shares
no par.
100
B.
Lincoln Quarberg and Sam W.
Oklahoma CItr, Mar. (.
Cohn were elected vice-presidents;
Bex Theatre, Ine. Capital atook, $10,Teet Carle, secretary, and Andy 000.
Incorporatora, Bldoa B. Jjlndsey,
Hervey, treasurer. Board of direc- K A. Chatham and Cleoa M. Wilson, all
tors are John LeBoy Johnston, re- of Wewoka,

Joe Reddy, George
prez;
Thomas, Wilson feller, John Miles
and Phil Gersdorf.

M

John Krlmisky and OUfoid Cochran,
Iqe.,

$10,000.

Wampas

1,000 Gen. Thea. Eq, '40.
18,000 Keith O's, '46
64.000 Loew O's, '41
4,000 Pathe 7's. '37
20,000 Par-Fam-Lasky O's, '47.
34,000 Pnr-Pub hy~a, '69..
debs 6'a......
6,000
Shnticrt O's
Warner Bros. O's,- 30.

1
21

03
00
80

general radio; 120,000.

•

TO A MAN WHO

%

%
%
%

%
+ %

1%

CURB

IVl

Connecticut legislature quashed
Al'baoy. Mar. 6.
four bills affecting the picture InCarlton Theatre CJevp., Manhattan;
theatrical r $10,000.
dustry in this state.
Hlner-SkMly Fiodaotlons, Ine., ManThe bills Included one calling for hattan;
films; '200 ahares no par.
Major Theatre Operatlns Corp., Mana strict censorship of films, bullehattan; theatrical: 60 shares no par.
tins and lobliy displays, fire doors
nd-Blt Prodoetions, Inc., Manhattan;

men of all sorts
new ban order.

bombed

These are all understood in
ticker circles as the signs of infla-

yield.

BONOS

executives
will be allowed

3rd Minneapolis Bomb
Minneapolis, March

around.
Close of

2016

Sufficient funds

'Pablio StenQgrapher*
Hollywood, March 6.
orlgrlnal
Stenographer,'
'Public
having the Los Angeles to San
Francisco overnight bus as a locale,
has been bought by Sig Neufeld for
Premier Attractions. Story is by
Gordon Morris. Douglas Doty Is
adapting, with picture starting in
three weeks.
Riva Love Well agented the story.

see

None

C.

Buys

Bars are up again at Metro for
agents and others who have been
roaming the lot. In the future,
agents must contact Benny Thau,
assistant to Louis B. Mayer, and

and

of papers,
montbllea, publishes

Bonds

Hollywood, March

to

March

The Associated group

Informed the weeklies and
Attorneys for B &
"Box Office' In New York.
Judge that Rose Philbrook's $1,000
bond had been purchased by the
plaintiff for $290 and Interest Just
Serviced
filing
the
of
five days before the
suit
Pittsburgh, March

Metro Bans Assents and
'Leggers from Studio

get j>ermt8slon

caug'ht practically all traders off
Tirst base, and left them winging
all

B&K

on a

Insist

BUY
FILM TRADE PAPERS

JOE BRANDT'S

B&K

technical

matters.

practice,

Sudden closiijg of the New York 'Secondary speculative paper selling
stock market before trading began on a ba/is to give a high potential

B&K

the constitution, and create a conciliation

By Al Greasor

Chidnoff established a studio
In the WaldorTs grand ballroom to snap the merrymakers.

B&K

the agents In a
though virtually

One would admit

muzzling them under a 'plan

Amasement Shares Trailing

Finds

offlcial florist

been re- low yield bonds and toward equity
In the face of bank shares.
holidays in 30 of the 48 states and'
The amusements lagged behind
receiverships.
Joe Brandt, former president of the overnight outlook was not with- the general list in its mild recovery
application was denied in
Friday, suggesting as it has for
Columbia, has purchased a 60% in- out its favorable auguries.
Chicago Thwsday (2) by Judge terest in Associated Publications, a
Mid-week upturn appai-ently was some time past lack of Interest in
Radio
Wilkerson, who denied application group of 12 regional trade papers based on short covering which ap- the group by speculators.
Price is peared to have its roots In ajnore corp., subject of many bull tips in
of holder of a $1,000 serial note of owned by Ben Schlyen.
reported to haye been $10,000, with or less vague belief that some kind the last ten days, was the only issue
Corp.
Judge Wilkerson, In Brandt laying $5,000 on the line and of inflation
to
come
to
the
trading
finale
with
was in the wind, a view
denying receivership, took under ad- giving notes for the balance.
supported by the bohavlor of bonds, a plus sign, with the exception of
Coincident with Brandt's buy, which gave way under heavy sell- Eastman Kodak which Justifled Its
visement a motion of
to reRobert Wile, news editor walked ing and the improvement In com- classification as a trading favorite
plaintiff
strain
from filing an
Saturday (4). He will bei socceeded modity prices. At one time Friday by moving tip more than 3 points
amended bill and granted to plaintiff by Herb Berg, who resigned from wheat Jumped 2 cents and there after making a strong stand Just
In
time
which to file reasons why he 'Film Dally' to accept the post. Wile were similar flurries in other above 60. Probably there was a
good deal of short covering here to
should be allowed that privilege.
has Joined B. F. Ziedman loi charge staples.
Beating the
receiver appli- of publicity.
Almost overnight speculators ap- help the clique which has the stock
Not Indicated whether Brandt peared to have been swept by a in charge.
cation Is the first of Its kind, although an application for a receiver will assume active participation in desire to hold goods or some sort as
What will happen when the maroyer Publlx's
Jersey properties operation of the Associated trade against securities. It was the low ket re-opens is anybody's giiesd, but
ha^ previously been denied. In the mags, but believed that he will. yield, gilt edge bonds that took the this much seems clear, those Issues
case of the
Jersey application. Schlyen continues a« edltor-ln- brunt of the flurry, while some ap- which depend upon public spending
It was misfounded In view of the chlet.
pearance of buying appeared in are likely to find the going hard.

(or flnal decision.
iseparate

Sudden Gosing of Stock Market

Picture Club's Inaugural Ball at the WaldorfAstoria Saturday night had
tleups with Chldnoff, as official
photographer, and Trepel, as

Trouble similar to that which
arose la Chicago where efforts were
to obtain a receiver over Balaban St. Katz, is expected elsewhere
but does not have P-P in an apprehensive frame of mind. The B. & K.
application was killed because 'it

had no basis' and may for that reaOolnff 1)efor* • aub«6<iuaiit meetson set « precedent for any othning of the boara of dlrecton ot the
Academy are three propositions, portlm of the country where security holdeiB may attempt to force
session
last
week,
considered at, a

21

Motion

made

PACT

VARIETY

M.

p.

pro-

duction. To issue all 100 ihares, no i-ar.
The.itre
Prosperity Ticket Company.
ticket sales. To iaaut all 600 shares, par

AVAILABLE

CLASS "A" THEATRE EXECUTIVE

f20.

WITH EXCELLENT RECORD

Tm Yurt
• MANAGER-EXPLOITEER AVAILABLE

First **Oit" Hi

Jadgments

.

O. Byers
Tiffany Prodaotlona, Ino.i
and others; $678.
John P. HedbUTi BleUe Morton Van
Horn; $266.
Madison
GiMuercy Plotnrei^ Ine.1
$6,932.
Square Garden Corp. (Ohio)
I>alsy

Mlllert

System; $SS.

CotnmMa Broadcasting

18 years' experience in best locations

nd

—city manaoement— de luxe
—park. Travel or locate.

neighborhood vaudeville—roadshow

WRITE BOX

205,

VARIETY,

NEW YORK

NEW YORK DUG UP

I

N 4 DAYS
(MAIiCH-2.3-4«S)

to see

II

II

AT RADIO CITY
SEHING

A NEW

ALL-TIME WORLD'S RECORD

FOR AHENDANCE OF ANY INDOOR ATTRACTION
dMfiR<SCNO»SACK PRODUCTION ..IWO RADIO PICTURE

: :
::::

::::

'

.Tuesday, M^rcb

: ::

'

—

.

PICTVilES

1933

7,

VARIETY

Arizona Houses Fight

Week

March 6

of

Added Levy on Sales

(Picturee i^dW filming, or about to'staK, are listed betow alphabetically
studicf, Symbols are
D~Director>
Author, C Cameraman.)
COI.TrAtBIA
Juliette Compton
Maurlne Watklns

D—

we«k)

(3nl
Irvlnu Cummtnt;!!

HerhesUeliu»r
A—Josoph
Jo Swci-Uns

—Den

Kline

JacR Holt

C—Oliver

AU James

Viva Tattersall
Halloway Hobbs
Lawrence Grant
C' Aubrey Smith

MON'OCUAM

Ward Bond

C

FOX
(Ijisky)

week)

HHlpli Sijonue
Hal Molu-

—
Cast:

Theodore

'B«tam

EUssa Landl
Brneat Truex
Ferdinand Gottschalk
Helon Ware

Marjorla Rambeau
Helene Madison
Bobblo McLeod
Janet McLeod

David Mannera
JlJburno

John SUeehan
Lionel Belmora
Claudia Coleman

(Ist

Marlon Burns
Harry Wood
Kane Rlrlimond
'Filin'linaite'

(5th week)

'

—

Caiil

Marlon Nixon

'Forbidden Melody'

work)

(3r(l

(Spanish)

D—Frank

titrayer

Stuart Fit*
A— John Unsell
I^vo
C — Harry Jackson

Cast:
Jose Mojlca
Chonehlta Monlene'^ra

Mona Marls
Carmen Rodrlcucz
Sniodnd JImlnez
'Roninntic Widow*
(3rd week)
(Sptinlsh)

D— Lowla King
A —Greeorlo M.
.

Eve

Sieria

l^nsi'll

C— Robert

Plank

—Victor MUner
Cast

Marlene Dietrich
Brian Aherne
Helen Freeman
Hnrdle Albright
Allison Skipworih

C—

Cliaham Baker
Milton Kraaner

Frank

Tcrrett

—
(iraham Baker
Sharp
— Hen;y
Cast
Willard Mack
(Jene Towne

Brneut V'ujda

West

Folsey

'I'l-aviTf
<;itilyn

liobson
Mi-ikel
llordni;

•.Man

ou

Nile'
ivofk)
llio

l!l'>i:dell

]!u'jy
J lie!;

Kcolrr
rowi

(I! ill

SelT

IMwnnl Arnold

Kale
Maroellf Cdrday
l.iiui>f

liiKHi-r

I

lilanch.^ Froderh'l

My

Heart'
wrek)

'Veg ol
<ltii

D — Rol.i-rl

l.i'oiiard
lUiiil. j- Maiiiii'irf

A — J.

Rugbies
Hamilton

'/.

f — Cciir;.- I'jrnoH
Cast

:i

i-ir''n<*p
'lli»« St

Mil rim-.
(

In

;

'

•

1

111 \

I

y

AlUiii

ii'X

ILilialJ
StiiIiU

.M.l

.Ma » bray

\\'ilpon
Ol'

'I'rr.iplo

I)

T1 -.r.

(nth \ve<k)
'

n'>

A —V.'lU.

1

•

—

l\iuikn.r

•

Tifiv

•:~:i

Mi-'iii' >s

l-il

w.i-k)
l;iiili

l

ri.l.

I'

rrNiiiiiT-i'

(l.Ht
'

.\

Flriik.-'

riis

>

(•

I!

'I't'Unw

Hagiify

rra:i;;

ii

V'il::ii;

Jtol.'Tt

Il'-nnolt

I.i'ila

Richanl n
l.,oieii:i

J'»r>ii»l

J',i\:\

RKO

N. Y.

'i'

l.;il.!m

L'asi
1

J.esl-p

li

i«;ir'l

Duutflas Faiiliuiik-, Jr.

.

Ihee.

summer,

UA

when Leda

as scenario editor,
has been doubling
and other duties.

THEATRE

Radio
in

the

Is

for
original

AND ROADSHOW

MANAGER
Good

executive,

show

business

30

years* experience.

negotiating
Sky',

an

exploitation

and

hustler,

the coast studio.
Payson is the author of more than
20 published novels, although 'Can-

Schwartz on Shorts' Drive
Los Angeles, March

manager

man.
in

Good

Available

need of a

00%

once.

at

position.

1

Knows

dependable.

press-publicity-advertising
Strictly

and

temperate,

a

Will go anywhere.

'Variety,' Hollywood, California

6.

Schwartz, executive head of
Master Arts Distributing Co., is
here from New Tork, personally
supervising a sales drive of the
company's new lineup of short suborganlogs,
include
which
jects,
'.Melody Makers' and puzzlegraphs.
Dave Blederman has been apE.

pointed division sales
the concern.

thoroughly.

Box 202,

Joe Rivkin is
is an original.
repi-esenting the novelist in negotiations with Radio.
dles'

Just a Press Agent, ButI've had a varied enough experience to have grabbed a
flock of higher-sounding titles.
You want results

though, mister,
the dignity!

for

and

I

want an opportunity

— so

durn

Fifteen years in active newspaper work three years
theatre advertising, exploitation and publicity two
years in personal management of name attractions
experienced in booking and production sHll young and

—

—

ir. AV. Hannemann and Sarah Y.
Ma.son, aUapation 'Wise Guy,' Radio.
ICsther Muir, Gwen Lee, Marlon
Lord, .Madalynn Field, William HurJames T. Mack, 'Warrior's
re.-is.
1

in

Kobcrl Lord

Cast

puiin
nicy Fields

Hcililiy

SI

Ufrk)

(l.st

D — Wm. .\. Wellm
A — Wiluon Mlzi.cr

Chnrles Hancock

I

.!.

'BreiKllliie'

Jack.soa

('.

Arlls.s

I

.Miiri:an Wallarc
I'aul llur.u

'riionius

in

—

Tiieodoro N"-w on
David Tom ac"

LaKiie

.1:1.1;

'

'Our Wife'— Unfavorable
'OUR WIFE? (Comedy, Brotherton and Halle, Booth). Rather Routine
in story and unless It makes a successful stay, unlikely! for pictures.

Coast Assignments

Doris Kenyoii

Jaiincy

Ihee,

—

'Louisiana' Unfavorable
'LOUISIANA' (Colored cast drama, George L. Miller, 48th Street).
Voodooism in the swamplands. Done well enough, but questionable
r jhee.
for pictures.

week)

Alan Mowtiray
Margaret I.ind.-'.iy

Grey

Owen Davis which

the stage.

S|iiiili.-i

Cast.:
(.Jeorgc

IlallUlay
Tea.sdale

\V!lli.iiii

SATURDAY NIGHT'
play by

Lawrence Hudley

\'iTreii

Slililcy

Head

Lola Woursell
between that
While Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Is in
New York, Miss Woursell has been
working for him as secretary.

D — John Adolll
A — George Biggs

:

'A Saturday Night'— Favorable
(Comedy drama, W. A. Brady. Playhouse).
should be better from the screen than

*A

A

•Voltaire'

Tiiew

Man:i>.d

.lohii

UoBiria'il Oemiy
C. Aubrey Smiih

Ned

(iHt

ncll

Iliir\i-y

Nell

Kililiee

(.iin'ter IliifiiMS
T.iiiiin:i:iy Young

llairy Fluehbofk
i.'liarlle

Novuri'O

Myriia l.oy

.

D — Paul .Sloan
A — !!i.lio:l rri-

Wood
D— Sam Sniiili
it.1iiio:i

Guy

lovl n-

I

'.I

Aline .Ma.Mahon

•TiTror .Muiard'
(..fh «-.Tk)

t'asi

W MUanis

AVancii

Joan

Cast

f — J, en

:

Chan. BiiKford

Andy

\Vyiiy;iiJ

II (.Miry

]>avid Jlu'liin

.lames .^cyniour
Cast

Richard Arlen
Joan llcraholt

Frank Morgan

Bodil

(Kh week)

Louise l>ri'::ver
Allen .Tonuins

John BMnyiiiorp

Charles

Raymond llorzage
Geo. Ollerman, Jr.
'Cold Diggers of 1033'

'

C

Cast

Fna

Arthur Byron
Dudley Dlgges
Frankle Darro
Farina
Robert Barrat
<ieo. Pat Collins
Mickey Bennett
Sidney Miller
Charles fane
Dorothy Peterson

D — Mervyn LcKoy
A — Avery Ifop-.vood

D — Raliih Murphy
A

hodorov

Allen Jenkins

Crime'

ture.

third

by William Farquer Payson, novelAt the same time Payson may
ist.
go under contract as a writer at

James Caeney
Madge Evans

AIn.slce
Viorli)

(

•

,

'

Since last

Bowers quit

'Candles

Cast

Etta Lee
Cind

a

for

FAYSON TO BEO?

week)

C — Barney JlcGIU

Brec:!e

'I..oguI

'It has been found that although
pictures failed to do business at the
higher scale on a two-a-day basis,
on regular release at normal admissions they have surprised. This is
particularly true of 'Kid' and 'Sign
or Cross.' The minute both pictures
went on national release, they did
abnormal business.
Paramount was so afraid of
'Sign of Cross' after it had flivved
At $1.66 that it was denied first run
at the Paramount, N. Y., company
going gleeful at Radio City's willingness to buy It for the Music
Hall.
It Immeditaely proved a big
draw there and also the following
week at Paramount, Brooklyn.
Only current exception to roadshow hopelessness seems to be
'Cavalcade.'

Resigning as eastern scenario,
editor for Fox, a post she has held
for over a year, Florence Strauss
Joined United Artists Thursday (2).
to fill a similar capacity there.

.Mayor of Hell'
(5tli

Wood

EriH'SC

Mav

The
Ed.

Norman

-

Mong

V.

D— Archie Mayo
A — Isllu Auster

Clem Bcaucliainp
Henry Sedloy

C.

I)iati:i

Dudley Dlgges
Reginald Owen

James Wang
Hdwln Stanley

Madge Evans
Mae Clarke
Kueeno Pallctte

Tork Par

Scenario

I..yon

Wm.

considering

fall,

j

Arthur Hohl
Henry Kolker
Willie Fung

Bela J.ugoMi
Harrison Green
Franklin Pangborn

Robert Moiilffomery

-the .isiew

result ot the Brooklyn re
peat date, the Chicago, Chicago, personal appearance will be set hack to
March 17, On Its conclusion. Miss
West goes to Hollywood to prepfire
for her next Par picture, which
studio wants to put into work
April 1.

WoKson

J.

attractions.

During the past

Application for an order to show
cause why Adolph Zukor and
Charles D. Hllles, as receivers In
efiuity for Paramount-Publlx should
not- be restrained ^rom. haying authority as receiver- tover Fllin-'Production Co., subsidiary of P-P, has
been threatened, but with nothing
concrete up to yesterday (Monday)
occurring in this direction.
On Friday (3) a motion was argued before Judge Yalente on ap-

As a

Florence Strauss U.A.

Mark Sandrich

Ralph Bellamy

Martlnalll

Edmund

Cast

Sherwood

'Maidou Cruise'
(Ist week)

Col. Sionpnaglc & Budd
Lunisdcn Bare

'Made on Broadway'
(Srd week)
Harry Beaumont

E.

Boyd

Bill

D — Mark Sandrich
A — Ben Holmes

Sari Marilza
Burns & Allen

MKTItO

CMaiiilh'c

Cast:

Patricia ICUls

ressy Hopltlns Joyce
Stuart Erwin

Jame.s Mnrcus

— Cccorne

Harold Shumate
Harry Ruskln

March

Nell Brant
Frnnrls M;irtjn

Herbert Mundin

r

Phillips

D—Ralph Ince
A—Jerome Sackhelm

(Srd week)

Edward McWada

D—
A — Hobt.

-

'Power Man'
(let week)

Sir Guy Standing
'IntcriintlonnI House'

C

Ivan J.ebe.left
Jean I'arkor
'Reuu'ion in Vieoua'
(nth work)
Sidney Frnnklln

Edward

Ben

t'ast

Henry (Jordon
John Mlljrn

Stanley BJystone

D— Rdwnrd Sutherland
A — I.ou HelCetz

.limet C.'i.viior
Henry tJnrnt
Aul>ri-y .Siiillh

D—
A—Courinev

to'

Edward Kennedy

Gary Cooper
Jack Oaklo

— Arthur

$1.10

Metro's roadshowing 'Grand Hotel*
for over $1,000,000 gross, It was beginning to appear roadshowing policy was in for a new lease of life.
Goldwyn tried it with 'Kid From
Spain' on both coasts, Paramount's
attempts with 'Sign of Cross' and
IFarewell to Arms' and Metro's
'Sjtrange Interlude' got nowhere in
particular.

week, currently.

Betty Furness

—

r

Cast

—Nick Musuraca

Caat:

Cast:
Chas. nu^gles

Walter Del.'^nn

Storm
Sell 7,

Wrong,' for a second week
The combination played
Brooklyn week of Feb. 24, doing
$^4,200, and was then brought back

might

tliere.

.

—
—

Marlon. Jr.

f;eo.

.lane

Him

(2nd week)

—
—

Blllle AVIldcr

C— John

'Cross Fire'

Tom McNamara

I'.

Fredric

BONDHOLDERS OPPOSING
PLEDGED FILM SUIT

Y

Allen HIvkin

Edmund Lowe
Nancy Carroll
Low Cody

Mona MnrlH

A— Paul

Louis Calhcrn

Wcra Enales
Robert Armatrong
Chick Chandler
Dorothy Burmese
Jane Brewster
Suaan Fleming
Walter Walker
WARNER
'The Kn^lo nnd the Hawk'
'Narrow Comer*
(Srd week)
(4tli week)
D Stephen Roberts
Green
A John Monk Saundera D Alfred E. Maugham
A Somerset
Bogart Rogers
Robt. Presnell
Seton I. Miller
Cast:
C Harry Flachbeck
Fairbanks,
Jc
Douglas
Cast:

Roland

'Adorable'
(Srd wofk)
DIotorlo

Fhyiila Barry

D—Otto Brower
A—Harold Shumate

Cast:

Juan Toronu

D—Wm.

Lovo That Man'
(Srd week)

D— Harry Joe Urown
A — Ciene Townc

Cast:
(Gilbert

Wheeler "& Wooleey

Tom Keene

C

N.

considering ro^ulshowing

CDiQlng back, are convinced the
market will not stand $1.65 or even

li6

:

Marjorie White
Hugh Herbert

C

me West

^en

of iRroduct in belldf that field

There are fully a dozen measures
iH'the legislative hopper at Sacra
plication for a temporary receiver
mento, every one of which has' ft
tot Film Productions, ihiia subsidiary
more or less direct bearing against which hold^
f€!ature Alma as seprofitable/ theatre operation, with curity for
a'i(i?.,POO,000 loan floated
studios and exchanges also affected. by Paramount last April., After
fiirfwnjent on' ijaj>t^i>ll^'V^Mstlce Val^
fente reserved declBlon;Applicatioil- for i. tesmporary re^
Bntoklyii Repeat Also
ceiver was resisted by Film ProAfter
ductions itself and by bondholders,
Instead of going out' to Chicago some of whom in the pas^ few
months have kicl^ed. vijf' trouble by
to play a personal for B. & K,. ieit
trying to set asideV'Fllm Producthe Chlicago, Mae West Will go back
tions deal with P-P on bank loan,
to the Paramount, Brooklyn, Friday
alleged that it violated bond inden(10), with her picture, 'She Done

For

Glen Try^n^
—Eddie
Cronjager
Caat:

D —Rouben Mamoullan
A —Herman Sudermann

'1

.

C

'SonKS of Sonss*
(0th week)

Norman Foster

Frances i;ioU
Jny Wnnl
Robert V/urwick
Hedda Hopper
Maurice Murphy
Lucille LaVerne
Incx FalnnRO

..

Lean Ray
Baby LcRay

Henrietta Crosman

rhas. Grapewln
Hotty Blylho

Storj'
(7th wfek)

Maurice Chevalier
Helen Twolvetrcos
Charlie RusGles
Ed. Everett Horton
Gertrude Michael
Ernest Wood
Adrienne Amos
Minor Wataon

Henry Johnson
Cioo. Schelderman

Louise Carter
Adele Wntson

BedMme

Selter

A-r-Joe Mankle'wlts

Nuhnally Johnson
Lang
—Charles

ForJ

had.

'.

'

(Srd week)

D—Wm.
i

Cast:

Philip Klein
Dudley Nichols

Hollywood, March 8,
Add moratoriums:
Marriage of Iiew Brook, set
Uf take 'ptojcflf Saturday (4),

A

ilntltled

D—
—Norman Taurog;
A ^Wnldemar Youner

1.

Heather Ancel

&rlc Linden

Davl4 Mannera
Johnny. jHlnes
Wm. HarrlKan

C

-

Dee

'3'ninces

Shirley-Grey

A. R. Wyllo
A— Barry
Connors

C

'

Rlcardd. .Cortox
Gloria .Stuart

•A

'

Irene Dunne
'Joel McCre'a
»X<aura Hope Crews

.

Cast

Oalclunil

—
—
Cast:

Jane.'MurOn
—Ch48.
Boa&er
Caati

C

week)

(lAt

state.

D—John ctomwell
A—Sidney HpMard

Arrival'

O—Alexander |I(U1
Geo. Sitmnes
A—Jules Fufthinan

Tiny Sanford

'Man Enter*
(14th w«ek)
D-^Clyde Elliott
A James C. Spoarlnf
C Carl Beyer

'Sliver Cord'
(lat week)

PABAMOUNT
Dead on

California ^tate amusement tax,
other legislation considered
harmful to the industry, Is hot an
Improbability during the current
session of the legislature of this

RADIO

P. McCarthy
P. Johns
Harry O. Jones
John Morean

A—John

,

A

plus

H. B. Warqer
Beryl Mercor
Lyman Williams

O—J.

Senate passed an ad-

legislature.

Ijhe

Randolph gcolt

Wm. Farnum

t<orch.

(6)

%

Thew

— Harvey

Casey Jones'
week)

of

cent
mission tax bill placing a
tax on eacli 10c. Measure now goes
to the House.
W. H. (Bud) LoUier, Fox West
CJoast tax expert, left here last night
(6) for Phoenix, the Arizona capital,
and will participate actively In the
light during the next two days of

Ernest Haller
Cast
Carole Lombard
Allan Dlnohart

Walsh

Geo.

Som Beauohamp

A — Garnot Weston
C

Esther Ralston
Alexander KIrliland
.\HalB' Hamilton
Gltvln Gordon
Don Alvarado

D—^Walter I.anir
A—Julian Thor>ii)3oa

sufficiently burdened.

Today

Major producer-distributors, after
a recent flurry with roadshow attractions, are now oft them altogether.
A few companies which

Short Story^

feel they are already

Hall
Clarence Sherwood
Oscar ApCel

D—

Charlie LoEue
Hunt
—Roy

who

I-lenry

Geo. Pearce
'Snpernatural'
(Srd week)
Victor Halperln

Caat:

to V/kit for the Attractions

Jobyna Ho'wland

Arthur Belusco

D —Wm. Cowen
A—Anna Sewcll

FuUic Respondi at Pop Scales and Prefers

-9;

the state,

Grady Sutton

(Srd week)

'Warrior's Husband*

Maspn

Jahi.es

'DIark Uo:iuty'

Diane Sinclair
DlcU Alexandur

D—John

CMve

Cbtlti

week)
HlUyer

Dagmar

Kent

Hartan E. KnJght

Buck Jonoa

Maude

Florence Eldrldge
Taylor

James Kaglea

Doris ^Llbyd

Cast:

C

Sir Guy Standing
"^Elizabeth Patterson

.

-

Illllyer
Sleffler

J*.

EUzab9(h Allen

.

'Crasa Vnllejr*

(Otii

Holmes

lAhlUiRs

Collier,

Irving Plchel

Bentta Hume'
Douglas Walton

Don Coo)t
Bdward Maxwell
Chaa. Browne
Noali Beery

(iHt

Barrymore

March

Attempt of the Arizona state legthrough a 10% ta|c
on ainuaementfl, covering all admission prices, and probability that a
2% general sales tax will also be
Imposed, is meeting with concerted
ppposltlon from theatre operator^,
^s well as many private citizens of

Miriam Hopkins
Jack La Rue
Gargan

Wm.
Wm.

Marsh

P.

lios Angeles,

islature to rush

Cast:

Lowla Stone

Baquel Torra^

—Al

week)

D—Clar9pce Brown
A— C. L, Anthony

Fay Wray

C

Oliver H. P. Garrett
—Ernest
Laszlo

C

'ServiM'
(4tli

Cast:
Lionel

Cast:

D— Lambert
A— Lambert

Browne

Irene

Tatiiploo'

C

—

A—

Lags

Interest

Admish Tax and

10!^

by

Roadshow Film

23

ready to romp!

Write Box 204, Variety,

New York

City

lu.^liand,' ]''ox.

Shirley Palmer,
Doiilun,
Claude King, 'PligrlmaBc' Fox.
Kay Frances, Ann Harding, Alice
rirady. 'When Ladies Meet,' Metro.
,"\Ie;na Kennedy, Lee Kolilmar, 'I
Love That Man." Kogers-rar.
Lucille Ija Verne, P'rank Moran.
Jack Tennick, 'PilgrlmaKe.' Fox.
Uarbara Leonard, 'Adorable,' Fox.
John Mlljan, Greta Mfycr. Herman iJiiig, 'The Chaser,' Metro,
.Juincs

FILM EXECUTIVE
TVii rii'Tly

connected

iii.Ti.in. r.

confined

to

with

innjor

t.rrltorli'H

on rarinc Con.st as -branch
Portland, Salt Lake, IJenvcr and

rilHtrlbut'irs

Scnttlf,

'uhrornia.

worth wlillo Indppi-ndent picture or pictures for
Will ronHld<-r cross country sales
rnlcaso as roailsliow nr .sule to exhililtor.f.
('»n furnish oxrclli^nt n-fercnros.
nqil protnotlfinnl trip ir nf<o<inary by nulo.
Write ttnx 301. Vnrh-I.v, N>w Voik
I

nm

deslroufl of obininlnR

24
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M-G-M
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The

eyes of the Nation are

on M-G-M's Messenger

of Good'Will, the Globe'Trotter Travelling Studio!

Cheered by thousands, headlined
honored at Washington ^Direct
from the Inauguration

—

ON

in the press,

ITS

MERRY
WAY TO
YOUI
f

'

1

THE ONLY TRAVELLING PROMOTION
STUNT THAT PULLS
UP IN FRONT OF

J«hii-EtiMl-Liem

iARRYMORE
RASPUTIN

RIQNTt
Governor Green o/
Khodelslandvisitstke
Travelling Studio,

YOUR THEATRE!

AND THE

EMPRESS

RlGHTtv

^

SearcKliglxts
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,

A
,

%
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Travelling
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f^V;i'J-'Ci Sttdio
p-^"^^',,,] light ut>
theatre

f

jrontK

!

HELL

cnii

LOW

Robt. IWontgomery
Walter Huston
Madge Evans
Jimmy Durante,

'Nootherstunt
com-,
tics in so

}!J5,|

pletebthc

t:

tmncilxtl

l)»o-,

twre-gocrs.wH)'
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Curle> of Boston
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JOAN

Clark
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GABLE
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The WHITE
SISTER

COOPER
TODAY WE

Amazed crowds

suxrowni'itl

API

5^

r

LIVE
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EiA
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
OMMt: 7» Seventh Ave^
MwMoM Path* •tudfot.
Allied
Culver City, C«L
New York, N. V.
a lawyer. Dir. Oeoree Mel#owlM>y Counaellor, The;. Hoot Gibson poses
^rd. 66 mine. ReL Oct. 16. Rev. Feb. 7.
leveDth Commandment, The. From the play by Brandon Fleming. Marian
Marsh, Theo. Von Bits, Alan Hale. Dir. Geo. Belford. $4 mlns. Rel.
Feb. 20.
Infruder, The. Monte Blue, Llla tiee. Dir. Albert Ray. 62 mine. itel. Jan. 26.
Iron Master. The. Success and romance In a steel mill. Reginald Denny, Llla
Lee. itJ^m^Xi MatiDonald. Virginia Sftlis. Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 66
mitt. Rel. Nov. 16. Rev. Feb. 7.
OMcer 13. Motorcycle officer exposes radceteers. Monte Blue, Ula Lee, Seena
Owen. Mickey McGuIre, Jackie Searle. Dir. George Melford. 63 mlns.
Rel. Dec 16. Rev. Jan. 31.
Famous Btase play, Lew Cody, Marian Shilling, G11Parisian Romance, A
•
Chester M.- Franklin. 76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev.
Roland. Dir.
bert Ri

M

.

Bad. Story by Wm. R. LIpman and W. W. Pezet. Modern drama.
These tabulatlona ar* oompiled Broadway
Joan Blondell, Ginger Rogers, Ricardo Cortez, Margaret Sedden. Dir.
from information supplied by the
Sidney lianfleld. ReL Feb. 24.
varioua production oomi>arvisa and
Call Her Savage. Tiffany Thayer's story of a half breed girl. Clara Bow,
cheeked up aa soon aa possibls after
Monroe Owsley, Gilbert Roland. Dir. John Francis Dillon. Time. 83
mlna. ReL Nov. 27. Rev. Nov. 29.
release.
Listing is given when release dates ars definitely set. Titles Cavalcade. Noel Coward's pageant of British society. Diana Wynyard, Cllve
Brook, Herbert Mundln. Ursula Jeans. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Roadshow
are retained for aix months. Man-

'

Oct

18.

Offlces: 1540 Broadway,
Chesterfield
New York, N. Y.
Story of a Idrgotten man. June Clyde. Wm. Collier,
Dir.- Rich. Thorpe. 66 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1^6.
Jr., NatnHe Moorhead.
Kinfl Murder^ The. From the n6vel. Conway Tearle, Natalie Moorehead, Robt.
Frazer. Dorothy Revler. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept.
ReV; Nov. 1,
26.
Sllahtly Married. Comody drama. Evalyn Knapp, Walter Byron, Marie Prevost. Dir. Richard Thorpe. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Nov. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
John Darrow, Gloria Shea, Hale
Mystery melodrama.
atrange People.
Hamilton. t>it- 'Klfch. Thorpe. 66 mlns. Rel. Jan. 15.
Women' Won't Tell.' ^omAiitlc drama. Sarah Padden, Otis Harlan. Dir.
Rich. Thorpe. Time, 67-mlnB^ ReL Dec. 1.

Original.

Forootten.

atudioi

Oower at Gunset^

H pllywopdj

Cal.'

/^Ali*Ml«Sn
AyOlUmbia

Offices:

729.

-

Seventh Ave.,
York, N. V.

now

Thrilling story of. the adventure and romance of a 1933 girl who
fearlessly flies, across the continent in paBsenger shipa. Evalyn Knapp,
Jam*8 Muitay. Dir.- Al ROgell; Rel. Jan,..a6i^-Rev. Jan,:'24.

Air Hostess.

•

Bitter T4i|'.«f General Yen.

Romance and adventures

-of

an American

length 110 mlns. No release date set Rev. Jan. 10.
agers who receive service subsequent to that period ahould pre- Chandu the Magician. Dramatized radio brosidcast Edmund Lowe. Bela
Lugosi. Irene Ware. Dir. Marcel Vamel. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept 18.
serve a copy of the calendar for
Rev. Oct 4.
reference.
and girl detective. Warner Baxter, Miriam
The running tims ^s given here Dangerously Yours. Society thiefDir.
Frank Tuttle. 74 mlna. ReL Feb. 8.
Jordan, Herbert Mundln.
io presumably that of the projection
Rev. Feb. 22.
room showinga and can only approxRomantic
adventures
of a billboard sign painter. Spencer
Sky.
Face
In
the
imate the actual release length in
Tracy, Marian Nixon, Stuart Erwln. Dir. Harry Lachman. Rel. Jan. 16.
those states or communities where
Rev. Feb. 21.
local or state censorship may result
Year, The. Doniestlc drama from a stage play. Janet Gaynor. Chas.
in deletions.
Running time in the First Farrell.
Time. .. mlns. ReL July 31. Rev.
Dir. William K. Howard.
reviews aa givan in 'Variety' carry
Aug. 23.
the actual time clocked in the theHandle with Care. Comedy. Jas. Dunn. Boots BCallory. EH BrendeL Dir.
atre after passage oy.the New York
David Butler. Rel. Dec 26. Rev. Dec ,27.
state censorship, since pictures Jire Hat Check Girl. Murder and mystery In a nite club. Sally EHlers, Ben Lyon,
Ginger Rogers. Dir. Sidney Landfleld. Time. 63 mlna. ReL Sept 26.
reviewed only on actual theatre
Rev. Oct 11.
showings.
Flagg and Quirt ^wlth Lupe. Edmund Lowe, Vic McLaglen,
While every effort is made to hold Hot Pepper.
Lupe Velez. Dir. John Biyatone. 74 mlns. Rel. Jam 16. Rev. Jan. 24.
this list accurate, the information
Humanity.
Original. Physician who seeks to save his son from a woman's
supplied may not alwaya bo correct
Influence. Boots Mallory, Alex. Klrklaxid, Irene Ware Dir. John Franeven though official. To obtain the
cis Dillon. Rel. Mar. 3,
fullest degree of exactness- 'Variety' Infernal Machine. From the novel by Carl Stoboda. Drama. Genevieve Tobin, Chester Morris. Dir. Marcel Varnel. 66 mlns. Rel. Feb. 10.
will appreciate the co-operation of
Comedy arama. Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy. Dir. Raoul
all managers who may note diecrep- Me and My Gal.
Walsh. Time. 78 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4.
ancies.
Pleasure Cruise. Flay by Austen Allen. Jealous husband trails hia seagoing

ReL

W

Rev. Feb;
Story of the wreistllng game and

T'eb^ 4.

Deception,

Thelma.Todd^ Dickie Moore.

nd

Dlh Lew.

'

'

wife.

girl

caught: In the maelstrom of Shanghai. Barbara Stanwyck. Nils Asther,
Walter Connolly. Dir./ Frank Capra. ReL' Jan. 6^ R6v. Jan. 17.
Child of W^nHattah. Staigd play by Preston Sturges. Romance of the dlmea-daocef. Nanoy 'Carroll. John Boles. Dir. Eddie BuzzelL 73 mlns.
-

—

Dir.

Frank

Tuttle.

Rel. Mar., 24.

:

-

Racked Rax.

Football satire. Victor MoLaglen, Greta NIssen. Dir. Alfred
worker. Time, 66 n^lns. ReL Oct 23. Rev. Nov. 8.
Robbers' Roost. Rustler discovers that love Interferes with cattle stealing.
George O'Brien. Dir. Louis King. 63 mlns. Rel, Jan. 1.
Sailor's Luck. OrlglnaL
Romance of a XT. S. 'N'avy gob. Jaa. Dunn, Sally
(Continued from page
Ellers, Victor Jory. Dir. Raoul Walsh. ReL Mar. 8.
Mrs. Lon Touner left 'followlnsr a Second Hand Wife. Banker's secretary steps from his office Into his heart
Sally Ellers, Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Hamilton McFadden. 64 mlns. ReL
minor operatlbni last week. Merian
Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
Cobper Is at home with flM. Jocelyn
tiee also at home with eye inftetlon. Sherlock, Holmes. The Conan Doyle story with a newgangster twist Cllve
Brook, Miriam Jordan, Ernest Torrence. Dir. w. K. Howard. Time,
Condition of Allan Roscoe and Al
68 mlns. ReL .iJoV.; 6. .Rev. Nov. 16.
beet Rocbordi at the Cedars^ on
SIK Hbu'ri to ttvo^ Murdered dlploniat is revived to avenge his murder«
changed.
Warner Baxter, Miriam Jordan. Dir. Wm. DleteMe. Time, 78 mlna.
.

Hollywood

.

.

,

Its

frameups. £>eo Carrlllo,
67 mtna. Rel. Npv. 4.

Seller.

Heyl ^Jan* 17. ,
of the Trail, The.

A' U, S^. cavalry officer, who Is court martlaled, and
redeem^ hlmsMf.' Tim McCoy. Luana Walters. Dir. D. Ross Lederman.
eS mlilB,' Rel.'. Dec. 9.
Last Man, The. Drama Dt outlawry on the high seas.,^ Chas. BIckford, ConstAmie -CummlngB. Dir. Howard Hlgglns. Time. 66 mlns. R.eL. Aug, 31..
Rev. Sept 20.
Jack Holt.
Man Against Woman; Man's strength against woman's wlleS;,LlUlan Mllea. pir. Irving Cummlngs. Time. ^8 mina. Rel. Nov. 16.
Rev. Dec. 20.
of Action. Original outdoor drama. Tim McCoy. Dir. Geo. Melford.
67 mlns: ReL Jan. '20.
Mark It. Palcl, Original story of motorboat racing. Wm. Collier, Jr., Joan
M4rW; Dir. D. Ro83 Lederman. 69 mlna, ReL Nov. 12. Rev. Jan. 24..
new American
No Mori bf'cHlds. A mlUIbnalresii^ho la: regenerated by the Louise
Closser
spirit;'. Carole Lombard, Lyle Talbot, Walter Connedy,
Hal^' Dir. Walter Lang. 70 .mlna. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Jan.- 3.
Leo Carlllo,
firebrand.
turned
Obey the; Law.- .Original of an easy, mark who
20.
Jan.
ReL
69mlns.
Lola Wilson. Dir. Benj. StolotC.
Ross
ailent Men. Tim McCoy.. westeTB .orlglnaL Florence Brltton. Dir. IX.
Lederman. Rel. Mar. 3.
with some
ao This la Africa. Original. Wheeler and Wolsey go to AfricaRel.
,F6b. 24.
tam^ rllonq. Racguel Torres. Dir. Eddie Kline. 67 mlns.
atate Tro'operi Orlgtn&l. Story of a war between two gas companies. Regis
Tiiomey, Ehraly^ Knapp, Barbara Weeks, Ray Hatton. Dir. D,
•

.

Mm

•

.

;

M

.

ReL Oct 16. 'Rev. Oct 26.
Marco nave given up Smoke Lightning. From Zahe Gray's 'Canyon Walla,' Geo. O'Brien,
O'Day. iHr. David Howard. ReL Feb. 17.
their branch booking ofBce In the
Fox-West Coast tiuildlner.
State Fair. From the novel by Phil Strog. Love and triumph at the
'

Fanchon

&

Mike Newman la out as branch
manaerer for JSducationaL He ex
pects to

go

Into film producjtlon;

Hours for Writers
Louis B. Mayer, now spending
eight hoiuti on the lot haa ordered
writers to spend the same
amount of time at their typewriters.
time system tar the acribes will
all

A

be Installed.

Nell
state

Janet Oayiior;; Lew Ayrea, Will Rogers, Lonlse Dresser. Dir.
Henry King. 98 mins. ReL Feb. Rev. Jan. 31.
Teas of the Storm' Country^ Talk version of an old silent Janet Gaynor,
Ohas.' FarrelL Dir. Al. Santell. Time, 76 mlns. ReL Nov. 20. Rev.
Nov. 22.
Toe Busy to Work. Talking version of 'Jubtlo.' Will Rogers, Marian Nixon..
Dir. Jas. Biystone. Time, 76 mlns. ReL Nov. 13. Rev. Dee. 6.
Warrior's Husband, The. Stage play by Julian Thompson. An Amazon who
had a heart. Elissa Landl, Marjorle Rambeau, ETnest Truex. David
Manners. Dir.v Walter Lang. Rel. April 21. (Lasky production.)'
^.
Zoo In Budapest. OrlglnaL silystery story In a foreign soo and an an imkL
lioretta Yotmg, Gene Raymond, O. P. Beggie. Dir. Rowland V. Lee.
ReL Mar. 3L (Lasky production.)
.

fair.

.

'

.

.

Radio's 'News RssP
Freuler Associate.
flf^l
Radio will make 'News ReeL'
based on the exploits of two hard- Deadwood Pass. Original. Western. Hidden treasure and government agents.
Tom Tyler, Alice Dahl, Wally Wales. Dir. J. P. McGowaa. ReL Mar. 16.
Harold
boiled news cameraman.
Novw 2&
Thla SportlnB_AQe. Revenge on the polo Aelf Jack Holt, Evalyn Knapp. Shumate does the story, with Otto Fighting Gentleman, The. A fighter who goes to the toii^^a&d_ back again,
wm. Collier, Jr.. Josephine Dunn, Fat O'^alley.
Burton eClng.
Brower directing.
Dir. A. w. Bennlson. Time, 71 mlns, ReL Sept 16. Rev. Oct 4.
Time. 69 mins. ReL Oct 7. ReV. Nov. 16.
Treason. OrlglnaL Kah9e(a after the cLvU war. Buck Jones, Shirley. Qrey.
Forty-Nlners. The oVerland trek In pioneer days. Tom Tyle
Dftr. J. P.
Dir. Geo. B. Seltz., 62. mlna. ReL Feb. 10.
Reiche'r. Busy
McCarthy.
49 mlns. ReL Oct 28. Rev. Dec 30.
'Fol|be
Frank Relcher hops between three Gambling Sex, The. Racing story with a society slant. Ruth HaU, Grant
Vanity Street. Girl breaks a window to get into jail, 1>ut lands In Time, 67
Helen Chandler, Chas. BIckford. Dir. Nick Grindo.
lies.'
productions currently. He's In 'BedWithers.
Dir.
Fred
Newmeyer.
Time,
mins.
ReL
64
Nov.
21.
Rev.
Odt
IL
mlns. ReL Oct 16. Rev.
time Story' At Paramount and "FelDec 27.
Virtue. A street walker who goes straight Carole Lombard, Pat O'Brien. low Prisoners' at Warners.* Relcher Kiss of Araby. Original. Sahara story of British army
and Riff, .'with love
Dir. Edw. BuzzelL Time, 68 .mlna. KeL Oct 26. Rev. Nov. 1.
at Radio
'Jamboree'
starts
in
Interest
Marie
Alba,
Welter
Byron,
Claire
Windsor.
Dir.
Phil
Rosen.
Cum- shortly.
Waehinaton Merry-Go- Round. Political satire. Lee Tracy, Constance
Kel. Feb. 23.
mlngs. Dir. Jaa, Cruae. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Oct 16. Rev. Oct 25. _
Penal Code. Story of a boy's regeneration surmounting complications. Regis
Western Code, Tha. Tim McCoy western. Dir. J. P. McCarthy. 68 mlna.
Three weeks remaining on Gordon
Toomey, Helen Cohan, Robert Ellis. Dir. George Melford. 62 -mlns.
ReL Sept 16. Rev. Feb. 21.
ReL Jan. 16.
Westcott's Paramount contract lias
Barb^ been canceled. Actor, on loan to Savage Qlrl, The. Big game huntera find a white jungle beauty. Rochelle
White Eagie. Buck Jones aa an Indian pony egress rider. Jones.
Weeks. Dir. Lambert Hlllyear. 'lime. 66 mlns. ReL Oct 7. Rev. Warners, will make 'VoItairO' on a
Hudson, Walter Byron, Harry Myers. Adolph Mltar. Dir. Harry L,
Sept 27.
Fraser. ReL Dec. 6.
free lance basis, after 'which he will
When a Man Rides Alone. Robin Hood of the West and some daring stage
termer.
get a
atudlos: Burbank,
y.
First National
^^n^w
ooach holdups and fast riding. Tom Tyler, Adele Lacey, Duke Lee.
Cailf.
Dir. J. P. McGowan. ReL Jan. 29.
worked
Forty gold star mothers
Blondle Johnson. The female PubUo Enemy No. 1. Joan BlondeD, Chester
in "Fox's 'Pilgrimage' last week.
Oflloeat 1619 Broadway,
Morrlh. Dir. Ray Enrlght 67 mlna. Rel. Feb. 26.
Majestic
New York City
Cabin In the Cotton. A social study of the poor wWtea. Rich. BMthelmes^^
Irvlnff Pichel is off the Paramount
Dorothy Jordan, Bette Davla. Dir. Michael CurUa. Time, 79 mlns. Rel.
Actor- Crusader, The. Drama of a crusading district attorney. Evelyn Bren., H. H.
payroll after two years.
Oct 16. Rev. Oct 4.
MarceUne Day. Dir.
Cody,
Walter
Byron,
Warner,
Ned
Sparks,
Lew
and director is negotiating witk Dave
Frank Strayer. 72 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct It,
Central Airport A triangle In the avIaUon game. Richard Barthelmess
Selznick at Metro.
Sally Ellera. Dir. William A. Wellman. ReL April 16.
Gold.
Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Alice Day, Matthew Bets, Dynamitepark. Joan
horse. Dir. Otto Brower. Time, 66 mins. ReL Sept U. Rev. Oct 11.
Central Park. Western cowboy hunts bandits In a New York
mtas.
Legit in 'Prisoners'
Blondoll, Wallace Ford, Guy Klbbee. Dir. John Adolfl. Time, 68
Western. Jack Hoxle, Betty Boyd. ReL Mar. L
legit Gun Law.
the
in
Faversham,
Phillip
ReL I>eo. 10.
of Humanity. Drama of New York's East Side. Jean HershoK, Jackie
Geo. 'Another Language' at the Belasco, HeartsSearl,
Dir. Christy
J. Farrell MacDonald, Claudia Dell. Charles Delaney.
Crash, The. How one couple reacted to the panic Ruth Caatterton,
was talcen by Warners for a part in
mlns. ReL Oct 8. Rev. Sept IS.
Time. 69 mlns.'
Rrnnt.
T>lr. Wm. Dleterle.
Dlaterla. Time,
Cabanne. Time, 70 mins. Rel. Sept 1. Rev. Sept 27.
Brent Dir.
Prisoners.'
'Fellow
Law and Lawless. Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Hilda Moreno, Yakima Canmpioyee'a Entrance. Original 'Love In '^^fV^-^^^^:^:''^^^,^}^^^.'
Feb. 11.
Time, 61
Dir. Armahd Schaeffer.
utt, Wally Wales, Dynamite-Horse.
Loretta Young, Alice White. Dir. Boy Del Ruth. 74 mlns. ReL
at
prepared
being
stories
are
Two
mlns. ReL Nov. 30.
Rev. Jan. 24.
^ ,j
Ruth S5f«erton. Donald Metro for Edgar Selwyn to direct. Outlaw Justice. Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Dorothy Gulliver, Donald
PMseo Jenny. -Madame X* In San Francisco locale. mine.
ReL Jan. 14. Rev. They are "Woman and the Tiger,'
Keith, Dynamite-Horse. Dir. Armand Schaeffer. Time, 61 mlns. ReL
Cook, Jas. Murray. Dir. Wm. A. Wellman, 73
Oct 1. Rev. Feb. 26.
formerly 'Baby in the Ice Box,' by
Jan. 10.
_ .
T
J. Farrell Macfad. Paul Lukaa, iK>retta James Cain, and 'You Made a Bar- Phantom Express, The.
Railroad melodramatic mystery.
•rand Siam. A burlesque on the popular bridge William
Dleterle. 67 mlns. gain.'
Donald, William Collier, Jr., Sally Blane, Hobart Boaworth, Eddie PhilToimgl lYankMrflugh. Glenda FarrelL Dir.
lips.
Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. ReL Sept 16. Rev. Sept 27.
ReL March 18.
William Dleterle, on loan from Public Be Darned, The. Story behind present-day conditions. EJvelyn Brent,
a stage play. Loretta
Mta Beolna. Tactfully handled maternity story from
Time, 72 Warners, will be kept by Fox to
Pat O'Brien. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Rel. Mar. 1.
YoiiSt bAc LlndenT Dir. Jaa. Flood and Elliott Nugent
direct 'The Dressmaker' after he Sing, You Sinner. Dramatic life of a torch-singer. Prom the play by Wilson
mine. Rel. Oct L Rev. Aug. 80.
CoUlson. Leila Hyams, Paul Lucas. Rel. Mar. 1.
Warren William, completes Janet Gaynor's "AdorMatch King. Fictitious romance of the Swedish financier.
Howard Bretherton-Wm. Kelghley. 79 mlns. Rel. able.' Ray Enrlght, another War- Unwritten Law, The. A drama of betrayal and vengeance. Greta NIssen,
Lm Damlta. Dir. 13.
Skeets Gallagher, Mary Brian, Lew Cody, Louise Fazenda, Hedda HopDec 31. Rev. Deo.
ner director, is on loan to J. L
William and Schnltzer for 'The Black Ace.'
Warren
per. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Nov. 16. Rev. Dec 20.
racket
new
as
a
Mlnd-readlng
The.
Reader,
Mind
Vampire Bat, The. , A thriller, Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, Melvyn Douglas,
Constance Cummlngs. Dir. Roy Del Ruth. Rel. April 1.
George E. Stone, Maude Eburne. Dir. Frank Strayer. Kd. Jan. 21.
Edw. G. Robinson. Dir. Alfred E.
Radio has given Robert Armailver Dollar. Silver boom days In Col.
Rev. Jan. 24.
strong a two-picture contract first
Green. 84 mlns. ReL Dec 24. Rev. Dec 27.
,
.
Young,
Loretta
life.
Via Pony Express. Jack Hoxle western. Marcellne Day. Dir. Lew CoUln.
show
Y.
N.
to be 'Jamboree.'
Wiey Call It Sin. Kansas girl breaks Into
Feb. 8.
Rel.
mlns.
Time,
70
Goo Brent David Manners. Dir. Thornton Freeland.
Charles Butterworth arrives from
Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Oct 25.
Offlcesi 1600 Broadway,
j n to-,.
War- New York Wdncsday (8) to go Into Studios: 4376 Sunset Drive,
Blo"den.
Joan r.,
Mayfair
New York, N. Y,
Hollywood, Cal
T*ree on a Match. Three achoolglrla have adventures.
on
xime.
Koy.
Metro's 'The Chaser.'
ren William, Ann Dvorak, Bette Davla. Dir. Mervyn Le
Heart Punch. Murder story with a prize ring angle. Lloyd Hughes, Marion
mlns. Rel. Oct 29. Rev. Nov. 1.
„^
„ ri ki„
Time,
64 mlns. RoL Oct 16. Rev. Dec. 13.
Eason.
Dir.
Breezy
Shilling.
Radio Assigns Writers
crime.
Irene Rich,
daushter's
Night. Mother assumes guilt for a
Radio writing assignments have Her Mad
Conway Tearle. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time. 67 mlns. ReL Oct L.
Ralph Block on 'Annie and Gerald';
Rev, Nov, 29.
Al Block on 'Love In an Attic"; II.
Brown,
Mack
Johnny
tropics.
Nights. Original. Motlier love In the
W. Haneman and Sarah Y. Mason MalayDorothy Burgess. Dir. IS. Mason Hopper. 53 mlns. ReL Oct 1, Rev.
on an original, 'Wlso Guy,' for RichVob. 7.
ard Dlx; Lewis Stevens on 'Flying No Living Witness. N>v. eiiy crlmd Mory. (Gilbert Roland, Noah Beery, BarCircus,' which Russell Eirdwell dibara Kont. iJlr. K. Mn.^on Ilr.pp. r. Tiiiin. 72 mlna. Rel. Sept 15. Rev.

Ledermnh.

68 intns.

ReL

Feb.. 10.

That's My Boy. i'ootball story off the usual lines. Rich. Cromwell. Dorothy
Jordan! Mae Marsh. Dir. R. W. NleL Time, 71 mlns, ReL Oct 6,
•
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Offices: 850

._.>••

^"oWwo'o'd,

CaL

Tenth Ave.,

New

Henry Garat.

YorK.
Dir.

Original. With music. Janet Gaynor..
Dleterle. Rel. April 28.
Love at a
After the Ball. British made
Mar. m.
^J^'^^}}''
'^f-j^''^^''
mlns. Rel.
Basil Rathbone. Dir. Milton Rosmer. 6«

Adorable.

N

Y.

Wm.

rects.

Charlotte Wood, fashion contact
Metro's publicity department
has Rone to the writing department
Magdalena Maskel replaces her.

In

Oct.

11

Tangled Destinies. Mv.story In a di<-^'"il
Doris Hill, fSlcn Tryon, V.-ra l!f yuolfls.

ReL

Sept.

1.

Itfv.

Lloyd

Whltlock,

I-rank Strayer.

Time, 68

home.

dcs'-rt
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VISUAL EDUCATION

Already!

Academic Course

Hollywood, March

On

Appreciation

Of Motion
Whether 'we

Picts;

shall teach photoplay

appreciation In the nation's schools
will be among the subjects for discussion Friday and Saturday (11)
at the ninth annual Junior highschool conference, to be held under
the Jurisdiction of the School of

New York.
picture as a current topic;
producer's editorial policy in
story selection; the producer's point
of view; and the integration of the
study of the motion picture with
the course in literature, wUI be subjects taken up by Harry Alan Potamkln, Florence Strauss. Paul GuIlck and Stalla S. Center, respec-

Education of N. T. U. in

The

the

Tuesday, March

AT NEW LOW

6.

Financial situation has already spawned a new r^ck9t
that has been generally worked
here for the past few days, and
which the theatres are attempting to stop. After seeing
thei
shows, numerous people
have been found walking out
to the box office to say they
had seen the picture before and
asking for refunds.
Same thing was worked In
the stores, with customers paying for purchases by check and
then returning them to get the
cash.
Theatres are now marking
all stubs to avoid repetition of
the refund gag.

Titling

IN '33

.foUqwlng: 800 sugestlons and
.•e'verial changes.
Original mafirozlne yam was
titled 'Hurricane beclc.^ From
that It became fever,' and
..

standstill of school pictures in the

'

U. S., is not wholly blamed for a
steady decline In instructional film
interest, as revealed In other coun-

up

winds

finally

'

«/S

.

'When

Strangers Marry.'

by

lengthy, reports.
Outstandingly illustrative of the

setback abroad

is

Mi^

linioo Cat in

a survey of the

situation in Qermahy covering the
This shows that
past six years.
Minneapolis, March 6.
Germany today is showing less than
Union booth operators here have
one-half as much educational film
Orpheum theatre,
to its censors as It did six years granted the
ago.
In receivership, a 16% reduction as
The drop has been consistent. In against' the 10% cut ieJlowed Inde'27, tor instance; 870- Instructional
pendent 'CiXhlbltors' In the city.
subjcicts were censored, whereas last
for Arrears
PiibliXi also In riBcelvership, Is
year only 416 were permitted to be
for a 26% cu^t, but officials
Minnesota Rental releasedt The Intervenlpg years asking operators',
union assert that
show 608 subjects In '28; 728, '29; of the'
Minneapolis, March' 6.
actually
reduction
'would
the
680,'30; 469, '81.
Taking the Initial steps In a move
In the last quarter of '82 Just 7E amount- to 140%',' figuring; In the
manpower
desired by the
smaller
producers
contributied
Individual,
a
to force a showdown In .thie matter
chain.
big
majority
total of 141 subjects/ The
of the Minnesota theatre, Closed a
of these producers released only, one
year, owners 6f the building; have
such subject apleca.
filed suit aigaliist Paraimount-Publlz

RKO

Sues Par

Of

'

,

'.

tively.

Miss Strauss Is eastern scenario
editor of UA, Gullck publicity di-:
rector of Universal. Potamkin Is aj
film critic.
William. ;Lewln, chairman of Photoplay Appreciation Com-;
mittee. National Council of Teachersi
of Snglisti, will be chairman over
the discussion.

Lichtman

Hoiite

Today

Al Lichtman left Kansas City last
Eight (Monday) and will be .back in
New Tork.itomorrow (Wiedoesc|ay);
lie cancelled a proposed trip
through s6utli an.d. southeast.
...

for $41,260, unpaid rent, for three
months, ..December, 1932, 'and January and February of this year. No
answer has been filed.

With Faramount-Publlx
celveffihip fh'd 'Stilt may be

re-

In

allowed
to go by defatilt> acicbrding to opinion' h^re.,
Row, t^e local coiiipajay
can collect the Judgment is some-

piembers tp Worry
about, lawyers bere say. However,
It is pointed put, the owners may
get po'ssesslbn. Qf the theatre or

thing,

l^se

for. its

It to pih.ers.

New

Metro Hot for Aheam's
'GirF; He's Asking IQOG's

Coast 'Changes

Tax

to

Sa?e Oyorhead

———

/

Los Angeles, March

6.

Big rednqtlons In positive film
taxes In the city and county of Los
Angeles are expec^d as a result of
a new .schedule worked out by W.
H. (Bud) LolUer, Fox W;eBt Coast
.

If adopted they will
tax expert
bring a material saving to distrlbu*

tlon companies this year.

Present tax, based on the voluma
footage In the exchanges,
all assessment is made, calls
for 112.69 a reel on prints one to

of film

when

three months old; |6.20, three to six
months; $4.70, six to nine months;
$3.60, nine to 12 months and $1 per
reel on all prints more than & yea*
old.

New schedule propoised by Lollier
would havQ the $12.60 cbarge only
on' prints a month old imd gradu>
ated down so that there would b«
no tax on year old films.
'

Combo

Dittarib

George Qulgley, Jr., and,Sd Ginsburg have formed Ambassador Pic-

F<Mrce(d

Vacationi for 4

Hollywood, Mairch 6.
tures to distribute 'arty^ pictures.
Earl Baldwin and Danny Ahearn,
Foreign featiires In dubbed BngUsh
language veralons will. be Included. who were working on 'Wild Boy of
Hollywood, March 6.
Ctroyp has ^ number of old, film thd Boad' at. Warners, aria off tb*
Metro la hot after 'Charity Girl,'
Danny Ahearii,..coming .out 'in book lettpyeirs from Pi^he.' Hlost of .tb« payroll for eight weeksi returning
,
V
Harold'IJoyd two-reelers ar» in the when' the studio reopens.
form.
./
.-Studio flgures.lt for Jean Harlow. deal, sbme OrantIa.nd Rice -ehorts /. Robert Lord also has a layoff and
and some trQ,vdIog .footage, includ- Rlan James, who returned from a
Ahearii Is etald to be^ asking
000 for the screen Hghts: It's due Inr a .'full feftture made by Theo- Paramount layoff, waa told bsi
olC \th«
DbubledayrDo
press dore Robs^'velt, Jr., Ill Africa, sbme waffn't needed for five w^eks.
years back but nevbir released here,
shortly,
'

.

'.:

.

.

-

'

'

'

.

.
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A Big

Mins.,

and Out

Hollywood, Jtiarch 6.
minutes after he started

Five

A COLUMNIST TAKES AN AD
OR Vice VERSA

Always

Would

Lop Off Part of Fibi

Hollywood, IC^roh 6.
Bvolutlon of a picture's title
has Columbia satisfied at I&st,

Visual education faoe« Its worst
world set-back lln 1938. Depression,
while .chiefly accountable for the

tries

Pk

a

1933

7,

work on the location set for 'Black
Beauty (Friday (8), William j;
Cowan, who was directing, put
down the megaphone atid yralked
.

out on the story.
I. E. Chadwick, whorls naaiKlnii th*
picture for Monogram, plcHed' up^^ th«
Job and finished the day's, shobtitije,
Phil Rosen Is replacing.

Leaguer

'Circus'

a Day Ahead

:

Hollywood, March 8.
18-day schedule, 'Muri
der of the Circus Queen' waa
brought In a day ahead of the limit
at Columbia by R. William Neill,

On an

A

director.

Unusual in that the production
was heavy on exteriors, but that
sunnah California weather helped
for once.

PAGAN'S BBID&E SHO&T
Myron C. Faga^, playwrightproducer will independently make a
In Photocolor with Wlllard
.

short

Kam, Oswald Jacoby and Georg*
Relth, contract bridge champs.

Shut-down Loophole

CLUB
RICHMAN

AT HOME
A COLUMNIST

CATCHER—'VARIETY*
FIRST BASEMAN

JO-CUR
WAVE SET

PROGRAM
Broadcastino Every

Sunday at 2:30 p. m.
Over WABC

LOU SCHWARTZ

THIRD BASEMAN
BOB GOLDSTEIN

ORIGINAL

ROXY
This week

(Mar. 3)

SECOND BASEMAN—CHA^. MORRISON
SHORTSTOP— DANNIE WINKLER

(Continued from page 4)

compensation or by reason of any
of its obligations hereunder during
such period. The corporation at its
election may extend the term of
this agreement for a period of tim*
etiual to the peripd of time or att*
gregate periods of time for which It
shall have been so suspended.
In
the event that any such suspensloi^
or suspensions shall continue for a
period or aggregated periods In ex«
cess of 12 weeks during any period
of employment hereunder, either
party hereto may elect to terminate

his employment hereunder he will
notify the corporation in writing of
his intention so to do; and if the
corporation shall not resume tho
payment of the weekly compensa*
tion herein provided for, commeno*
Ing as of not later than one week
after receipt of such notice from
the artist, the employment of th«
artist shall be terminated.
If the
corporation shall resume the
ment of such compensation, convmenclng as of not later than one
week after the receipt of such notice, the employment shall not b«l
terminated, this agreement shall
main In full force and effect.

pa^

JACK OSTERMAN
Batting

1000% Again

Studio Placements
Forrester Harvey, Russell Boot^
'Eagle and the Hawk,' Capt, Sterling
Campbell technical director. Par.
Ferdinand
Charles
Munier,
Browne, Al Paulette, Ben Hewlett,
Lincoln Brent, Lee Phelps, 'Tampl>
CO,*

CoL

Tuesday, M»tch
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

VARIETY

(aland of Lost Soula. Novelty atory. Chas. Laughton, Richard Arlen, Leila
Hyamo. Dir. Chaa. Kenton. December special. Rev. Jan, 17.
King of the Jungle. Novelty story. Buster Crabbe, Frances Dee. Dire. Humberstone-Mardn. Jan. special release. Rev. Feb. 28.
Lady's Profession, A. Story by Nina Wilcox Putnam. Speakeasy prop, masquerading aa ridincr matter. Geo. Barbier, Sari Marltza. Dir. Norman

MacLeod.

Rel.

Offleeai 1B40

Broadway,

Fees for Naught

.

March

, Rel.

17.

Kongo. Remake ot the silent of the same title. Sorcery In central Africa.
Walter Huston, Lupe Velez, Conrad Nagel, Virginia Bruce. Dir. Wm.
Cowen. Time. 86 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Nov. 22.
Lady Dacelved, The. Bas.ed on the Broadway stage- hit by Martin Brown,
Irene Dutine. Philips

Mask

^t-lolmes.

Dlr, Chafles Brabln.

Pick Up. (Schulberg.) A girl of the people and a service station sheik. Sylvia
Sidney, Geo. Raft. Dir. Marlon Gerlng. ReK Mar. 31.
Witnesses. Murder on the football f.eld.
Phillips Holmes, Dorothy
Jordan, Chas. Ruggles, Johnny Mack Brown, Lew Cody. Dir. Ralph
Murphy. Time, 69 mins. Rcl. Sept. 2. Rev. Sept. 6.
She Dene Him Wrong. Paraphrase of 'Diamond Lll.' Mae West, Cary Grant,
Noah Beery, Owen- Moore.' Dir. Lowell Sherman. ReL Jan. 27. Rev:
Feb. 14.
Sign of the Cross, The. Spectacular version of Wilson Barrett's play of
Roman persecution of the Christians. Claudette Colbert, Fredrlc March;
Ellssa Landl, Chas. Laiighton. Dir. Cecil B. De MUle. 99 mlns. Regu-<
lar relesuse Feb. 10. Rev. Deo. 6.
Strictly Personal.
(Rogers.). Original by Wilson Mizner and Robt. T. J$hannon on the matrimonial agency racket. Marjorle Rambeau, Eddie QuUDir. Ralph Murphy. Rel. Mar. 19.
lan, Dorothy Jordan.
Tonight Is Ours. Noel Coward's -The Queen Was In the Parlor.' Claudette
'^Colberti- Frederlc March, Allison Sklpworth. Dir. Stuart Walker. Rel;
Jan. 13. Rev. Jan. 24.
Trouble in Paradise. Qheatliigr cheaters in Paris and Venice. Miriam Hopi
I^ris, Kay Frahcls. Herbert Marshall.
Dir. Ernst Lubitseh. Time, 81
mins. Rel. Oct 21.. Rev, Nov. 15.
Undorcover Man. Secret service bests the gangsters. Geo. Raft, Nancy Carroll.
Dir. Jas. Flood. Time. 74 mins. Rel. Dec. 2. Rev. Dec. 8.
Under the Tonto Rim. From' the Zane Grey story. Stuart Erwln, "Vema
HUlie, Ray Hatton. Dir. Henry Hatha waly. Rel. Mar. 2i.
Rudolph Scott Sally Blane, Fred
Zane Grey's stor}\
Wild Horse Mesa.
Kohler. Dir. Henry Hathaway. Time, 60 mlns. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev.
Jan. 17.
Woman Accused, The. Flrom the story In 'Liberty' by ten well-known authors.
Girl accused of murder with action chiefly on a pleasure cruise. Nancy
Carroll. Cary Grant, John Halliday. Dir. Paul Sloan. Rel. Feb. 17.
.

Rel. Jan, 13.

70,000

Fu Manchu. Chinese plotter seeks the sword of Ghengls RahnBoris Karloff, Lewis Btone, Karen Morley. Dir. Chas. Brabln. Time,
of

68 mlns.

Rel.

Nov.

6.

Rev. Dec.

6.

Must Fight. Plcturlzatlon of the Broadway play. The war problem In
1940. Diana Wynyard, Phillips Holmes, Lewis Stone. Dir. Edgar Selwyn. Rel. March 10.
Man on the Nile. Ramon Novarro as an Egyptian guide. Rel. April 7.
Outsider, The. An unlicensed surgeon performs seeming miracles. Harold
Huth,. Jo \n Barry, Frank Lawton. .CO nins. Rel. Jan. 20.
Pack Up Your. Troubles. Laurel' and Hardy full length military comedy. Dir.
Geo. Ma shall and Raymond Carey. Time. 70 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev.
IMen

'

'

OVit

'

4.

Payment "Deft rre'd. Murder

story from the play of that title, with Qhas.
n his original role, Maureen O'Sulllvan; Dorothy Pbterson.
Time, 80 mlns. Rel. Oct. 8<
Rev. NOV; 15:
Prosperity. P «st depression comedy with Marie Dressier and Polly Moran.
Dir. Sqn Wood. Time, 87 ..mlns. Rel. Nov. 12. Rev. ^ov. 29.
Rasputin and the Empress. The Russian overthrow and Its- cause. John,
Ethel an I Lionel Barrymore. Dir. Rich. Boleslavsky. Roadshow tfme,
133' mlns.
Rel. March 31. Rev. Dec. 27.'
Red Dust. J?in Harlow r.nd Clark Oable as a new team In a story of IndoChlna. ) <lr. Victor Fleming. Time. 83 mlns. Rel. Oct 22, Rev. Nov. 8.
Reunion In Vienna. From Sherwood's stage play. Exiled royalty returns for
a last fling. John Barrymore, Diana Wynyard, Otto Kruger. Dir. Sidney Franklin. Rel. April 14.
Rivets. John Gilbert as a skyscraper worker. Robert Armstrong, Mae Clarke,
Muriel Klrkland. Dir. Tod Browning. Rcl. March 10.
Sooret of Madame Blanche, The. Based on Martin Brown's play 'The Lady.'
.Irene Dunne, Phillips Holmes. Dir. Chas. Brabln,
83 mlns. Rel. Feb. 3.
Rev, Feb. 7.

Laughto.t

'

Lotlor Mendez.

Dir.

.

.

.

'

.

P_„,_-._
rowers

Smilln' Throu(|>. Remake of the Norma Talmadge silent and Jane Cowl play.
Norma b hearer, Leslie Howard, Frederic March, O. P. Heggle. Dir. Sidney Frai kiln. Time, 96 mlns. Rel. Sept 18. Rev. Oct 18.
•onoDaughter, The. From the play by David Belasco. Helen Hayes, Ramon
Novarro, Lewis Stone, Warner Oland. Dir. Clarence Brown. 81 mlns.
Rel. Dec 23. Rev. Jan. 3.
Strange Interlude. The famous O'Neill play. Norma Shearer, Clark Gable.
Dir. Robert Z. Leonard. Time, 110 mlns. Dec. 30. Rev. Sept. 6.
Today We Live. An English girl ambulance-drlver during the .war. Joan
Crawford, Gary Cooper. Dir. Howard Hawks. Rel. March 24.
Whatl No Beer7 Buster Keaton and Jimmy Durante In the beer racket.
Phyllis Barry, Roscoe Ates. John Mlljan. Dir. Edward Sedgwick. Rel.
Feb. 10. Rev. Feb. 14.
White Sister The. Based on the famous F. Marlon Crawford novel. Helen
Hayes, Clark Gable. Dir. Victor Fleming. ReL Mar. 17.
Whistling In the Dark. Adapted from the Broadway stage success, in which
a famous mystery writer Is kidnapped and forced to plan u murder
himself. Ernest Truex, Una Merkel, Jean Hersholt. Dir. Elliot Nugent.
Rel. Jan. 27. Rev. Jan. 31.

Qirl. Musical oomedy
gene O'Sulilvan. Time.
Man Who Won, The. Story
Heather AngeL Time,
Rev. Feb. 28.

Lucky

British

of a wastrel who makes good.
70 mlns. Dir. Norman Walker.

made

with- Adolphe

Seventh Ave.,
York, N. Y.

Lament

farce. Gene Gerrard, Molly
69 mins. Rel. Sept. 1.

Pi«iooinnl
rrinCipai
Blame the Woman.

Offices: 723

Offlees: T1

Dir.

Eu-

Henry Kendall,
Rel.

Sept.

West 42d

New

16.

St.,

York, N. Y.

Menjou and Claude

Allister

as a pair of crooks. Dir. Fred Nlblo. Time, 74 mlns. ReL Oct 1.
Devil's Playground, The.c George Vanderbllt's expeditionary film. 64 mlns.
Rcl. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 3.
Jungle Gigllo. TraveL Humorous treatment of Sumatran customs. 66 mlns.
Rel. Feb. 16.
Time, 43 mlns.
Rel.
Travelogue of the island of BalL
Virgins of Bali.
Sept 16. Rev. Dec. 13.
Voodoo. TraveL Voodoo ceremonies in Haiti produced by Sergeant Wirkus,
'White King of LaGonave.' 4 reels. Rel. Feb. 15.
With Williamson Beneath the Sea. Underwater exploration. 60 mins. Rel.
Jan. 1. Rev. Nov. 29.

Mnnnnvam
WlOnOgram

Offlce: 723 Seventh Ave.,
New Verk, N. Y.
Hollywood, Cal.
Office: R.K.O. BIdg.,
Studios: Hollywood,
Diamond Trail. Western. Rex Bell. Dir. Harry Fraser. Rel. Dec. 30.
R.K.O. Pathe
Radio City, N.Y.C.
Calif.
Fighting Champ, The. Western. Bob Steele, Arietta Duncan. Dir. J. P. Come On, Danger. Western. Tom Keene, J. Hayden, Roscoe Ates. Dir. Robt
McCarthy. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16.
HIU. Time, 64 mlas. ReL. Sept. 23,
4Url from Calgary, The. Girl cowboy comes east to stage triumphs. FIfl
Office: R.K.O. BIdg.,
D'Orsay, Paul Kelly. Dir. Phil Whitman. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept 24. Studios: Hollywood,
R.K.O.
Rev. Nov. 22.
Radio City, N.Y.C.
Calif.
Oulity or Not GuiltyT Betty Compson, Claudia Dell. Dir. Albert Ray. 67 mlns. ^ge of Consent, The. Love and trouble for a co-ed. Dorothy Wilson. I-'CRel. Nov. 16.
ard Cromwell. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Time, 63 mlns. ReL Aug. 6,
Rev. Sept 6.
Klondike. Physician who falls in a major operation makes a comeback. Frank
Hawks, Thelma Todd, H. B. Walthal. Dir. Lyle Talbot. Time, 65 mlna. Animal Kingdom, The. The man who could not. distinguish between his wife
Rel. Aug. 30. Rev. Sept 27.
and mistress. Leslie Howard. Ann Harding, Myrna Loy. Dir. Edw. H.
Griffith.
90 mlns. ReL Deo. 23. Revl, Jbn. 3.
Lucky Larrigan. Western. Rex Bell, Helen Foster. Dir. J. P. McCarthy.
Rel. Dec. 10.
Story of a shell-shocked war vet. By Clemence Dane.
Bill of Divorcement, A.
_ John Barrymore, Blllle Burke, Katherlne Hepburn. Dir. Geo. Cukor.
My Mother. From Peter B. Kyne's 'The Just Judge' Western story of a
Time, 69 mlns. ReL Sept. 30. Rey. Oct. 4.
woman who runs a gambling resort Pauline Frederick, Claire WindDir. Phil. Rosen. 67 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Bird of Paradise, A. Famous stage play of the South Seas. Dolores Del Rio.
sor, Theo. Von Eltz.
Joel McCrecu Dir. King Vldor. Time, 82 mlns. Rel. Aug. 12. Rev.
Feb. 21. (Originally titled 'Self Defense').
Sept 13.
Strange Adventure. Regis Toomey, June Clyde. Dir. Phil Whitman and
Cheyenne Kid, The. Tom Keene Western. Dir. Robert Hill. 66 mlns. Rel.
Hampton Del Ruth. GO mlns. Rel. Feb. 14, Rev. Feb. 14.
Jan. 20.
Thirteenth Guest, The. Mystery play by author of 'Scarface.' GIngfer Rogers,
T<me, 65 mlns. Conquerors, The. A story of American depressions and their surmounting.
Dir. Alfred Ray.
Lyle Talbot, J. Farrell McDonald.
Rich. Dlx, Ann Harding, Edna May Oliver. Dir. Wm. Wellman. Time,
Rev. Sept 6. (Chadwlck.)
Rel. Aug. 25.
84 mins. ReL Nov. 18. Rev. Nov. 22.
Western Limited, The. Mystery aboard a transcontinental train. Kstelle
Taylor. Edmund Burns, Gertrude Astor, Crauford Kent Dir. Christy Goldie Gets Along. Movie-struck girl who works the beauty contest racket.
Llll Damlta, Chas. Morton, Sam Hardy.
88 mlns. Rel. Jan. 27.
Cnbanne. Time, mlns. Rel. Aug. 10. Rev. Oct 19.
Great
Jasper, The. Novel by Fulton Oursler. Dlx as a motorman who turns
Phil
Dir.
Totman.
by
Wellyn
Steele.
Story
Bob
Young Blood. Western.
palmist. Rich. Dlx, Wera Engels, Edna May Oliver. Dir. J. Walter
Rosen. Time, C2 mlns. ltd. Nov. 5. Rev. Jan. 24.
Ruben. 83 mlns. Rel. Mar. 3. Rev. Feb. 21.
Offlees: 1601 Broadway,
Studios: 5851 Maratnon St.
Half- Naked Trutiv The. From Harry Relchenbach's memoirs of a press
New York, N. Y.
Hollywood, Calif.
agent. Lee Tracy, Lupe Volez, Eugene Palette. Dir. Gregory Le Cava.
75 mins. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
Big Broadcast, The. Broadcasting story with many air stars. Stuart Erwln,
Bing Crosby. Leila Hyams. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Time, 80 mlns. Rel. Hell's Highway. The horrors ot a convict camp. Richard Dlx, Tom Brown.
Oct. llcv. Oct. 18.
Dir. Rowland Brown. Time, 62 mins. Rel. Sept. 21. Rev. Sept. 27.
Robt. Arm- Hold 'Em Jail. Wheeler and Woolscy play football on the convict eleven.
Billion Dollar Scandal. Based on the Teapot Dome investigation.
strong, Constance Cummlngs, Olga Baclanova. Dir. Harry Joe Brown.
Dir. Norman Taurog. Time, 6C mine. Rel. Sept. 2. Rev. Aug. 23.
76 mlns. Hel. Jan. C. Hev. Jan. IC
Mitzl Green. Ed. Keennedy.
Little Orphan Annie. Based on the cartoon.
Dir. John Robertson. Time, 61 mlns. Rel. Nov. 4. Rev. Dec. 27.
Blonde Venus. Story of a stage woman's efforts to retain her child. Marlene
Dir. Jos. Von Sternberg.
DIetrlcli, Herbert Marshall. Dickey Moore.
Lucky Devils. Original. Glorifying the picture stunt men. Bill Boyd, Wm.
Time, 85 mlns. Rcl. Sept. 16. Kev. Sept 27.
Gargan, Dorothy Wilson. Dir. Merlan C. Cooper. 70 mlns. Rcl. Feb.
Crime of the Century, The. From the European .stage play of same title.
Rev. Feb. 21.
3.
Dir. W m.
J.\an Hor.sliolt. Francos Doe, Wynne Oibson, David Landau.
Men Are Such Fools. Leo CarUIo. Dir. Wm. Nigh. Time, 66 mlns. ReL Nov. 18.
Beau. lino. Ilel. Fob. 24. Kev. Feb. 21.
Dir. Ralph Ince.
Men
of America. Bill Boyd, Dorothy Wilson. Chic Sate.
Dutchman
Flying
a
Pre.sntll
of
by
Robt.
Dead Reckoning. Original sea story
Time, 57 mlns. ReL Dec. 9. Rev. Feb. 28.
Shirley dray, Chas. Kuggles, John Halliday, Verree loasdale.
of torlav.
Monkey's Paw, The. W. W. Jacobs mystery story of a hoodooed charm. C.«
Hel. Mnr. 24
IMr. P.-iul Sloane.
Aubrey Smith, Ivan Simpson, Louise Carter. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. 66
Dir.
Moore.
Dickie
Devil Is Driving, The. Wynne Gibson, Edmund Lowe.
mins. Rel. Jan. 13.

•tudio: 0048 Sunset Blvd.,

Radio

Paramount

llov. Dec. 20.
ltd. Dec. 9.
Herbort Marshall,
for Sale. Vlonnose nobleman becomes a gigolo.
Time, 61 mms. Rel.
Dir. Stuart Walker.
.Mnrltza. Chas. ItuBglcs.

Stoloff.

Evenings

San

Most Dangerous Game, The. Island recluse who hunts human beings for
sport. Joel McCroa, Fay Wray, Leslie Banks. Dir. B. Schoedsack.
Time, 63 mins. Rel. Sept 9. Rev. Nov. 22.
No Other Woman. Steel worker who rises to affluence and drags his wife Into
the mire. Irene Dunn, Chas. Ftickford. Dir. J. Walter Ruben. 58 mins.

Nov. 11. 1-tcv. Nov. 15.
Farewell tc Arms. Hemmlngway's novel of war on the Italian- front. Helen
90 mlns.
Dir. Frank Borzage.
Ilnycs. Gary Cooper, Adolphe Menjou.
Rev. Dec. 13.
ltd. .Ian. G.
From HjM to Heaven. Romance story based on play by Lawrence Hazard.
Jack
Lombard.
Carole
Not a racing drama.
Willi u ract-tiack slant.
Kcl. Feb. 24.
(laliio.
Dir. Krie Konton.
He Lcarnefl About Women. Comedy drama. Stuart Erwln, Allison Skipworth. Dir. Lloyd Corrigan. Time, 67 mlns. ltd. Nov. 4.
Kate Smith, RanHello, Evciybody. Oriplnal radio story by Fannie Hurst.
(lolf tfoott,

Hot Saturday,
I

.'^allv

lilane.

l>ir.

Sciter.

f.onsip In a small town.

Oct

llev. Jan. «i.
Hel. Keb. 17.
Carroll. Dir. W. Seller.

Nancy

Had

mins.

liel.

a Mill, on.

Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 31.
Our Betters. From Maugham's play. English high society. Constance BenDir. Geo. Cukor. 80 mlns.
Hel. Mar. 31.
nett, Gilbert Roland.
Kev.
Feb. 28.
Past of Mary Holmes, The. Destitute opera singer unwittingly accuses her
son ot murder. Helen MacKrilar, Eric Linden, Skoct.s Gallagher. Dir.
Harl.an Thompson, Slavo Vorkar)ich. ltd. Jan. ^^0
Penguin Pool Murder, The. Stuart Palmor's novel; murder mystery. Mae
Clark, llobt Armstrong, Edna ."Wao Oliver, James Gleason. Dir. Geo.
Archainbaud. 69 mins. Rei. Doc. 9. Rev. Dec. 27.
Phantom of Crestwood, The. My!<tery nt a week-end party. Rlcardo Cortez,
Katherlne Morley. Dir. J. W. Uuben. Time, 77 mlns. Rel. Oct 14.
Rev. Oct 18.
Rei.

Time,

Rev. Nov. 8.
various nersons would react to an inlierltance. Gary
and many
Cooper, Geo. Raft, Wynne Gibson, Chas. LauRhton, Jack Oaklcvarious
diDirectional seauences by
othtis. each in a single sequence.
rectors.
Time. 85 mlns. Rel. Nov. Kev. Dec. C
7".

If

Bill

Dead, Exbibs $25

.

MfkfrA
meCTO

Nbw York, N. Y.
Blondle of the Folllea. Self explanatory title; Marlon Davles, Robt Mont*
eromery, Billy Dove. Dir. 13. Gouldlnff. Time, 91 mlna. Rel. Aus. II.
Rev. Sept IS.
Clear AM WJrea. Plcturlzatlon of the recent Broadway hit about a foreign
correspondent l.ee Tracy, Benlta Hume. Dir. George Hill. Rel. Feb. 11.
Divorce in the Family. Jackie Cooper saves the family happiness. Jackie
Cooper, Conrad Nagel. Lewis Stone, Lois Wilson. Dir. Chas. F. Rlesner.
Time, 78 mlns
Rei. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Fast Life. Typical Haines story with a thrilling speed boat race. William
Haines, Cliff Edwards, Conrad Nagel, Madge Evans. Dir. Harry Tollard.
Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. 27.
82. mine.
Karen Morley, Rlccardo Cortes, Jean
Flesh. Wallace Beery as a wrestler.
Hersholt. Dir. John Ford. 95 mlns. Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec 13.
Faithless. Rich girl learns the lesson of the depression. Tallulah Bankhead,
Robt. Montgomery. Dir. Barry Beaumont. Time, 7S mlns. Rel. Oct. 16
Rev. Nov. 22. _
Qabrlel Over the White House. From an anonymous novel. The XJ. S. under
a dictator. Walter Hiiston, Karen Morley, Franchot Tone. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Rel. Mar. 31,
Hell Below. The submarine heroes of the World War. Robert Montgomery,
Jimmy Durante, Madge Evans, Walter Huston. Dir. Jack Conway.
Calif.

Brookhart

Mar. >.
Lily Chrlatlna. British made. Corlnne Griffith, Colin Cllve. Time, 69 mlns.
ReL July. Rev. Sept. 20.
Luxury Liner. From the novel by Glna Kaus. Grand Hotel on shipboard.
Geo. Brent, Zita Johann. Alice White, Verree Teasdale. Dir. by Lothar
Mendez under B. P. Sohulberg. 70 mlns. Rel. Feb. 3. Rev. Feb. 7.
Madame Butterfly. From the opera. Sylvia Sidney, Gary Grant, Chas. Ruggles.
Dir. Gearing. Rel. Dec 80. Rev. Dea 27.
Madison Square. Sporting story. Jack Oakle. Marian Nixon, Thos. Melghan.
Dir. Harry J. Brown. Time. 70 mlns. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. Oct 18.
While producer representatives
Movie Crazy. Harold Lloyd breaks Into pictures. Constance Cummlngs. Dir.
Clarence Bruckman. Time, 96 mlns. Rel. Sept. 23. Rev. Sept 20.
heaved a sigh of relief there are
Murders in the Zoo. Original by Philip Wylle and Seton I. Miller. Drama some exhibitors who are wondering
largely held to a zoological garden. Chas. Ruggles, Lionel Atwlll, Gall about
their 25
bucks.
All this
Patrick. Dir. Edw. Sutherland. Rel. Mar. 17.
comes about through the lame duck
Mysterious Rider. Western. Kent Taylor. Dir. Allen. Rel. Jan. 87.
Congress going out without even
Night After Night. Humor In the night clubs. Mae West, Geo. Raft, Con- mentioning
the Brookhart bill. And
stance Cummlngs, Allison SKipworth. Dir. Archie Mayo. Time, 70 mins.
with the end of the session BrookRel. Oct 14. Rev. Nov. 1.
Night of June 13, The. The neighbors react to a murder suspicion. Cllve hart, himself, Is going home for
Brook, Llla Lee, Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stephen Roberts. Time, 76 mins. good or, at least, until another elecRel. Sept 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
tion.
No Man of Her Own. From the novel 'No Bed of fler Own.' Clark Gable,
The exhibitors' concern arises
Carole Lombard, Dorothy Mackalll. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. December
special. Rev. Jan. 3.
from the Allied Exhibitors' organPhantom Presidont. Political story of a presidential double. George M. Cohan, ization, whose leaders were strlctky
Jimmy Durante, Claudette Colbert. Time, 77 mlns. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. Brookhartian, having solicited its
Oct 4.

(Continued from i>age 26)
•tudloa: Culver City,
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How

1

(Continued on page 30)

members a few months ago for |26
apiece.
The money was to be ex-

pended in promotion of the Brookhart bill, advocating a virtual Fedcontrol of the Industry.
Exhibs were given the picture
that all pictures, under the Brookhart regime, would be available to
all exhibs;
that runs would end,
and that the little Indie would have
the same right to pick as the major
circuit.
Some of the indies actually dreamed that for their $26 all

eral

would take place.
Producers and distrlbs, on the
other band, weren't ruffled. They
figured the bill as well as Brookhart In the bag. They were certain that no lame ducker In Washington would allow himself to be
worried over cdmpllcatibns within
the picture Industry. And, thejr
were right.

ot this

Nace Takes Two
Phoenix, March 8.
Harry Z*. Nace has acquired two
houses from Publix Rickards and
Nace and will operate independently.
Nace now has complete control
ot the Nile in Mesa, and the Rialto
in

Winslow.

li. E. Schneider, New York, has
taken over the Yuma theatre, Tuma,
to operate independently. Acquired
from Publix-Rlckards and Nace.
Nace remains with Publix as general manager for Arizona workiiig
under W. K. Jenkins, recently

named executive

head.

GIVEAWAY RIOT
Theatre's Automobile Prize Forces
Out Cops, Fire Reserves
Cortland, N. T., March «.
Three policemen and 15 volunteer
firemen, hurried as an emergency
in the
to prevent a Jam
force
Schine State theatre, were left
nursing bruises received in a freehouse,
picture
for-all rush of the
while a man and several women
who fainted required medical attention.

News that a motor car was to be
presented to Mat'ipn Preston, Cortland Normal School student, on the
stage ot the theatre brought out
the unprecedented crowd. Elbows,
umbrellas and fists were used by
impatient latecomers who wanted
to see the presentation ceremonies.

WB Sells Away from Own
House

to

Dodge Twin Pix
Pittsburgh,

March

6.

'BlondJe
having
Objecting
to
Johnson' on a double feature bill
at the Davis hero, "Warners are selling the picture in the open market
product
locally, first time that
theatre in
played other than a

WB
WR

Pittsburgh.
Fulton, Shea-Hyde property here
with a fare compo.sod almost exclusively of Indle pictures, getting
'Blondle Johnson' on a flat rental.
Fulton, single-featurIt's reported.
ing, con.sl.stently irrosses more than
Davis with a brace of features.

*42nd* Premiere at $5,

Banks Set Back 'Kong'
Los Antfcles, March 6.
Uncertainty of the local banking
situation, and because Warners Is
premlorlng '42nd ,<?t.' at its Hollywood with a $5 take Wedne.sday (8),
opcninpr f'f 'King Kong' at the Chinese, svl for (10) has been postponed for five days.
FoIlowinK a $5 opening, Chinese
Ijccomos a $1 top Iiouse nights, first
time house has ever been scaled
under f 1.50 for evening showings.

FANCHON & MARCC
Cc^JSXo^
JTndividualized production service
able through F.

& M. to theatres

is

immediately

avail-

everywhere under a

regional setup.

j?n)gressive

showmen can have

their

own

supervised

—

& M. shows within their own stated budgets produced under the direction of the best manpower in show
F.

business.

This regional plan is already under way in many
These centers will be regularly constituted
branches of Fanchon & Marco but operated locally,
centers.

^^thmd this localized production

and booking scheme

are the fullest resources of the national organization of

Fanchon

&

production

Marco, in manpower, money, talent and
facilities.

Theatre operators anywhere now can have their
F. & M. shows custom-built on home territory,
minus transportation charges, minus unnecessary overhead and under local showinan supervision.

own

A NATION'S EN

FANCHON
HOLLYWOOD
5600 Sunset Boulevard

SAN FRANCISCO

Tueeday* March

7,

19SS

29

VARIETY

REGIONAL SHOWS
THE ROXY
TAKES 'EM
CUSTOM-MADE
BY F. &

tERTAINMENT

MARC
EATTLE

INC.
ST. LOUIS

NEW YORK
1657 Broadway

.

.

PICTURES

VARIETY

.80

Tuesdajr,
Ranch owner saves

Corns On. Tarzan.

PubEx N.W. Recvr.

-

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

Making New Fihn

Myrna Kennedy.

Dir.

bis horse firom

Alan James.

March

a gang.

Time, 64 mlns.

Rel.

7,

1935

Ken Maynanf

Sept

11.

r^S*

Jan. 17.

Mystery story with ample
Circle, Tho.
Dr. H.
Pitts, James Gleason, Irene Purcell.

Crooked

comedy^ Ben Lyon, ZaSn
Bruce Humberstone. Tim*

70 mlns. Rel. Sept 26. Rev, Oct 4.
Death Klas, The. A murder mystery with a motion picture studio back.
grouqd. David Manners. Adrlenne Antes. John Wray, Beta Lugosl. dip
.

Deals; Union Cuts

(Continued from page 27)

Rockabye. Sentimental mother-love story. Constance Bennett, Joel MoCrea.
Dir. Geo. Cukor. Time, 70 mins.
Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Dec. 6.
Minneapolis, March 6.
Sailor Be Good. Original. The fleet's in again. Jack Oakle, Vlvlenne OaPubllx receiver Is sewing up
borne, George E. Stone. Dir. Jas. Cruze. 68 mIns. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev.
Metro, Fox. Warner and First NaFeb. 28.
tional product in addition to Para
Secrets of the French Police. Foreign mystery. GwllI Andre, Frank Morgan,
Gregory Ratoft. Dir. Ed, Sutherland. Time, 68 mIns. Rel. Deo. 2.
mount, leaving only RKO, Colum
Rev. Dec. 13.
bla, Universal, United Artists and
Marsh, Wm. Gardan.
independent stuff outside the fold, Sport Parade. Novelty story. Joel McCrea. Harlan 11.
Rev. Dec. 20.
Dir. Dudley Murphy. Time. 66 mins. Rel. Nov.
and for local Orpheum. J. J. Fricdl Strange
Juptlce. Oddities of the criminal code. Mae Marsh, Norman Foster,
says that film contracts are being
Reginald Denny. Dir. V. C. Schertzlnger. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Oct. 7.
discussed now and that only details Theft of the Mona Lisa, The. Foreign made. Willy Forst, Trude von_ Molo
remain to be worked out. He avers
Dir. G, Von Bolvary. Time. 83 mlns. Rel. Oct. 21. Rev. Sept. 16.
company l.s exactly In same posl Thirteen Women. From Tiffany Thayer's story of the power of suggestion.
Ricnrdo Cortez. Irene Dunne. Dir. G. Archalnbaud. Time, 60 mlns.
tlon with respect to product as a
Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Oct. IS.
year ago. At that time, as now, he
From the stage play of that title by Marcel Prevost. French story
points out, it did not have United Topaze.
of an Innocent who gets wiso to the way of municipal graft. John BarryArtists, having been unable to agree
more, Mvrna Loy, Albert Contl. Dir. Harry D'Arrast, 80 mlns. Rel.
on terms.
Feb. 17. Rev. Feb. 14.
Publix ofTlclals aver 'Kid From
United Artists ^'"-^ '^NeWoVW?* V.
Spain* was offered them for Minneapolis, along with other U. A. prod- Cynara. Philip Merlvale stage hit
Ronald Colraan, Kay Francis. Phyllis
Barry. Dir. King Vidor. Time, 79 mine. RAl. Dec. 28. Rev. Jan, 3.
uct, but refused because price was
felt to be too high. For 'Kid From Hallelujah, I'm- a Bum. Al Jolson Introduces the new 'rhythmic dialogue.'
Jolson, Madge Evans, Harry Langdon, Frank Morgan, Chester ConkSpain' U. A. wanted and got from
lln.
Dir. Lewis Milestone. 80 mlns. Rel. Feb. 3. Rev. Feb. 14.
RKO Orpheum— 35% of gross, and
for 'Cyoara' Z5%. These terms were Kid from Spain. The. Eddie Cantor masquerades as a bull fighter down In
Mexico. Cantor. Lyda Robertl. Dir. Leo. McCarey. Time (roadshow),
regardcd"a;; 'out of all reason'. Pub118 mina. Rel. Jan. 21. Rev. Nov. 22..
llx also turaod dawn 'Cavalcade' for
Magic Night. Viennese operetta. Jack Buchanan. Dir. Herbert Wilcox.
roadshow engagement because of
TIm'e, 79 mlns. Rel. Nov. 2. Rev. Nov. 8.
lack of available theatre and also Mr. Robinson Crusoe. Adventures In the SOuth Seas. Douglas Fairbanks,
because of belief that concern might
Maria Alba. Dir. Edw. Sutherland. 'Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept. 21. Rev.
Sept. 27.
suffer a los^ of good will when
bringing in the film a short time Perfect Understanding. Swanson original laid In England. Gloria Swanson,
Laurence Olivier, Genevieve Tobin, Sir Nigel Playfalr, John Halllday.
later at the State a.% regular scale.
Dir. Cyril Gardner. 84 mlns. Rel. Feb. 22. Rev. Feb. 28.
Receiver is still negotiating with'
Jeanne Eagles' famous stage hit, Joan Crawford, Walter Huston. Dir.
booth operators In Minneapolis. The Rain. Wm.
Gargan. Time. 93 mins. ReL Oct 12. Rev. Oct 18.
operators have been asked .to. take:
Offlcest 730' Fifth Ave..
a 2S% cut. This is a smaller Studloi Universal City,
Universal
Calif.
New York, N. V.
amount than in many situations,
Afraid to Talk. From the stage play .'Merry-Go-Ronnd' about crooked politics.
officials declare.
Eric Linden, Sidney Fox, Tully Marshall, Louis Calheni. Dir. Edw. L.
Lajtest house to be cast adrift by
CahD; 74 mlns. Rel. Noyt, 17. Rev. Dec. 20.
^bllx Northwest is the Paramount, Air Mall, The. Commercial flying thrlU stonr. Pat O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy,
Fairbault, Minn. It was turned back
Gloria Stuart, Slim Summervllie. Dlt. John Ford. Time, 86 mlns. Rel.
Nov. 3., Rev. Nov. 8...
to its owner and former operator.
Bill Glaser, who will operate It AH American, The. Football story. Rich. Arlen, Gloria Stuart Dir. Russell
Mack. Time, 73 mlns. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev. Oct 14.
again.
Oavtlnatlon Unknown. Adventure on a rum runner adrift in the Pacific. Pat
Since cold weather has moderO'Brien, Ralph Bellamy, Betty Compson. Dir. Ray Gamett ReL Mar. 2.
ated and product improved, business Fourth Horseman, The. Original story. Western with the ghost town basis.
has picked up substantially. State,
Tom Mix, Margaret Lind3ay. Dir. Hamilton McFadden. 67 mlns. Rel.
Sept. 29. Rev. Jan. 31.
Minneapolis, circuit's leading house,
bad three winning weeks in a row. Laughter In Hell. Chain gang story. Pat O'Brien,- Herna Kennedy. Dir.
Edw. Cahri. 72 inlns. Rel. Jan. 12. Rev. Jan. 17.
of
with 'Strange Interlude', 'Sigm
Mummy^ The. Mybtery thriller. Boris Karloff. Zita Johano, David Manners.
the Cross' and 'State Faip".
Dir. Karl Freund. Rel. Dec. 22. Rev. Jan. 10.
Nagana. Tropical drama. Tala BlreU, Melvyn Douglas. Dir. H. X<. Frank.
ReL Jan. 26. Rev. Feb. 2L
Self-Operating
Reade
Okay America. Columnist story. Lew Ayres, Maureen O'Sullivanr Louis Calhern. Dir. Ti^y Gamett Time, 80 mlns. ReL Sept 8. Rev, Sept 13.
His Mayfair on 'way OM Dark House. A night of terror in an English country home. Boris KarDir. Jas. Whale.
loff.. Melvyn Douglas, Chas. Laughtoh, Gloria Stuart
After an eleventh hour reopening,
Tim*, 70 mlns. Rel. Oct. 50. Rev. Nov. 1.
of rent readjustment negotiations Onoe In a Lifetime. Hollywood satire from the stage play. Jack Oakle,
mlns. Rel.
between Walter Reade and RKO;
-Sidney Fox, Alice MacMahon. Dir. Russell Mack. Time,
Sept 22,. Rev. Nov. 1,
over the Mayfair, New Tork, on eve!
of house's closing as an RKO thea- Rome Express, The. British made. Grand Hotel on a SVench train. Elsther
Ralston, Conrad Veldt Dir. Walter Fords. 86 mins. Rev. Feb. 28.
the breacl^
Thursday night
.

U

Marin. Rel. Dec. 26. ReY. Jan. 31.
Drum Taps. A Boy Scout troup to the. resoue of Ken Maynard. Ken Mav.
nard, Junior Coughlln, Scout Troop 107 of Hollywood. Dir. j. p. Mc<
Gowan. 61 mlns. Rel. Jan. 29.
Dynamite Ranch. Ranch manager falls to vanquish the hiero. Ken Maynard
Ruth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Tlme« 69 mlns. Rel. July 81. Rev
Dec. 27.
False Faces. Doctor makes a racket of his profession. Lowell Sherman Llla
Lee, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Sherman. Time, 83 mins. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev
Nov. 29.
Fargo Express. Straight-shooting sacrifice In the career of a cow country

Edwin

hero. Ken Maynard, Helen Mack. Dir. Alan James. Time, 62 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 20.
Hypnotized. Jam following a big sweepstakes win. Moran and Mack. Dlr
Mack Sennett Rel. Dec. 26. Rev. Jan. 17.
Texas Buddies. Cowboy, veteran of the AEF, turns aviator to balk the vlU
lalns.
Bob Steele, Nancy DrexeL Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time. 67 mins.
Rel. Aug. 28.
Rev. Nov. 16.
Those We Love. A woman's understanding averts domestic tragedy. Mary
Astor, Lllyan Tashman, Kenneth McKenneu
Dir. Robt Florey.
Time
77 mlns. Rel. Sept. IL Rev. Sept 20.
TombstonO' Canyon. Western, In which the hero tries to Molve the mystery of
his blrtht Ken Maynard. Cecilia Parker. Dir. Alan James.
Rel. Dec. 26.
Dir. Herman C. Raymaker.
Trailing the Killer. Epic of the North Woods.
Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 6.
Uptown New York. Married happiness and a pa^t. Jack Oakle, Shirley Grey.
Dir. Victor Schertzlnger. Time, 74 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 13.

—

.

Miscellaneous Releases

Feb. 21.
Big Payoff, The.
J. Farrell-

(Capital.) From a Peter B. JKyne story. Barbara Kent,
MacDonald, Glen Tryon, Matt MoOre. 71 mlns. ReL Jan. 16.

Rev. Jan.

.

.

Oct. 25.
Scarlet Week

End. (Irving.) Murder at a house party. Dorothy Revler,
Theo. Von Elts. Dir. Willis Kent Time, 68 mins. ReL Oct Rev.
Nov. 1.
(Argosy).
All multi-color western of a mysterious
stranger.
Wallace MacDonald. Virginia Brown Falre. Dir. Alvln J.
Nletz. 69 mlns. Rev. Deo. 13.
Woman In Chains. (Auten.) Tragedy of a woman tied to an hypochondrlao.
Eng. cast. Dir. Basil Dean. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev. Nov. 22.

Tex Takes a Holiday.

M

(2),

definite and Reade, Friday
decided to operate it himself.

became
(3),

;

Terror Trail. OrlglhaL
Ray Hatton. Dir.
Feb; 14.

Tom Mix

western.

Armand

SChaeffer.

I^ttoml Judge, Ar^ur Rankin,
6S mind. ReL Feb. 2. Rev.

Reade reopened house Saturday. They Just Had to Get Married. Matrimonial adventures of a
<4) with 'Race Track* (World wide)
couple. Slim Summervllie, Zasb Pitts. Dir. BIdw. Ladwlg.
Rel. Jaii. 6.' Rev. Feb. 14.
on a grind policy and has- booked

newl}rrlch
71 mlns.

VJrime of the Century* (Par), 'Tribal Studlost Burbank,
Brothers '*^'''f!ZyV^,^,^.'y.
Wars* (British-Gaumont) and 'M,'
Palif.
Ufa production for which American Big City Blues. Country boy comes to New Tork for tbrlUing experiences.
Joan Blondell, Eric Linden. Dir. Mervyn
Boy. Time, 68 mlns. Rel.
rights were recently purchased by
Sept. 10. Rev. Sept 18.
Joseph Plunkett, associated with
Reade. House will be exploited as Blessed Event. Columnist story. Lee Tracy, Mary drlan. Allen Jenkins. Dir.
Roy Del Ruth. Time, 84 mins. ReL Sept 10. Rev. Sept S.
the 'Cinema of all Nations.'
Ex-Lady. An experimental marriage strikes a snag. Betts Davis, Gene RagrEmpire operators are in house at
mond, Frank McHugh. Dir. Robert florey. 6T mlns. ReL April 8.
union saving of over |800 a week.
42d Street. A musical production with the theatre as the background. Bebe
Rent under RKO lease which had
Daniels, Warner Baxter, Ruby Keeler, George Brent, Ginger Rogers,
pick Powell, Guy Klbbee. Dir. Uoyd Bacon. 89 min. ReL Mar. IL
seven years to go stood at $270,000
turned down Girl Missing. Two girls cleverly foil a kldnapptntr Plot Qlenda Farrell, Ben
Circuit
annually.
Lyon, Mary Brian, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Robt Florey. 69 mlns. Rel.
Reade's offer to cut rent to $100,000,
Mar. 4.
Leo Justin is manager under
Hard to Handle. Cagney as a high powered promoter. Cagney, Mary Brian.
Reade.

Warner

Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. 81 mins. ReL Jan. 28. Rev. Feb. 7.
Haunted Gold. Search for gold In a haunted mine. John Wayne.

Theatre Suit Mayhe
Rochester, N. T., March 6.
E. Curtis of Trevose, Pa.,

Henry

The legal
the Strajid t|ieatre.
tangle was dia.cl03ed after the theatre man's will was probated over
the objections of Mrs. Frances
Curtis of Lakewood, Fla., second
wife of tlie deceased.
Curtis had assigned the $30,006
mortgage to his daughter, Mrs.
Katherine Curtis Wldman of this

The mortgage was practically tlie whole estate, but in the
will he left $8,000 each to Mrs. Wldcity.

man and
$2,000

to

Mrs. Jennie Bcrtsch and
another daughter, Ruth.

The son was named residuary

legaAll are children

and executor.
by his fir.st wife.
tee

The

Fenyve.«;.<iy

Brothers operate

the Strand theatre.

NEW

CHICAGO EXCHANGE

Dir.

Mack

A Nous

la

Raymond Cordy. Dir. Rene Clair. 93 mins. Rel. May.
Alone (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Trauborg. 68 mlns. ReL May 24.
Barberlna, die Taenzerln von Sansoucl. (Capital) (German). Rocooco musical
comedy. LU Oagover, Otto Gebuehr. Dir. Carl FVoelich. 83 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 20.
Brand In der <>per. (Capitol) (German). Musical drama. Gustav Froellch.
Broken Vow, The. (Capital) (Polish), From a novel. Krystyna Ankwlc^
M. Cybulskl. 89 mins. Rel. Aug. 26.
Cinq Gentleman Maudit (Protex) (French). Mystery dramiu Rene LefcvrOk
Harry Baur. Dir. Jullen Duvlvler. 78 mins. Rel. Jan. Rev. Jan. 24.
Clown George (Russ.) (Amklno). A clown saves the nation. Dir. SoIovleT*
68 mlns. Rel. Aug. 21. Rev. Sept 13.
Coiffeur Pour Dames (Paramount) (French). Musical faroe. Femand Gravey.
80 mlns. ReL July 1. Rev. Nov. 8.
Das Nachtlgall Madel (CapiUl) (Ger). Love in HawaU. Dir. Leo Lasky.
80 mins.

Rel. Jan. 16.

Rev. Jan.

31.

Das Schoene Abenteuer (German) (Protex).
Kaethe
Romantic comedy.
von Nagy. Dir. Relnhold SchuneeL 83 mlns. Rel. Deo. 1. Rev. Dec. 18.
David Qolder (French) (Protex). Drama. Harry Baur. Dir. Jullen Duvlvler.

L

Der
Der
Der

Rel. Oct
90 mlns.
Rev. Oct. 26.
Ball (German) (Protex).. Domestic comedy.
Thlcle. 83 mlns. Rel. Oct. 9.

Dolly Haas.

Dir.

Falsche Ehemann (German) (Protex). Farce. Dir. Johannes
86 mlns. ReL Oct. 1. Rev. Oct 23.
Falsche Feldmarschah (Capital) (German).
Military musical.
Burlan. Dir. Carl Lamac. Time, 81 mlns. ReL July 12.

Wiihelm
Guter.

Vlasta

Der Hauptmann von Kopenick (Klhematrade) (Ger). Comedy. Max Adalbert
Dir. Richard Oswald. 96 mins. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 24.
Dor Herr Burovorsteher. (Capital) (Ger). Felix Breasart. Herman Thlmlg.
Rev. Nov. 16.
19.
Dir. Hans Behrendt Time, 86 mlns. ReL Juno 10.
Illegal.
British made story of a night club. British cast and director. Time, Der Schwartze Hussar (Protex) (Ger.). Costume romance. Conrad Veldt
61 mins. Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. Oct 4.
Dir. Gerhard LampreCht 90 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Jan. 3.
Keyhole, The. A woman finds herself the wife of two men. Kay Francis, Diary of a Revolutionist (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Urlnov. 80 mine. Rel. June
George Brent, Glenda FarrelL Dir. Michael Curtlz. ReL Mar. 26.
8.
Rev. June 14.
King's Vacation, The. From a story by Ernest PascaL The king takes time Die Blumenfrau von LIndenau (German) (Protex). Comedy. Renate MueN
out to visit his first wife. Geo. Arllss. Dir. John AdolfL 62 mlns. Rcl.
ler. Hansi NIese. Dir. Georg Jacoby. 70 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. July 12.
Feb. 28. Rev. Jan. 24.
Die Cslkos Baroness. (Capital) (Ger. Hupg). Musical comedy. Gretl Thelmer.
Paul Vlncentl. Dir. Ernst Verebes. Time, 82 mins. Rel. April 1.
Lawyer Man. Inside story of the profession. William Powell, Joan Blondell.
Dir. Wm. Dieterle. 68 mlns. Rel. Jan. 7.
Rev. Jan. 3.
Die Lustlgen Wclber von WIen. ^Capital) (Ger). Willy Forst, Irene Elslnger,
Dir. Geza von Bolvary. Time, 97 h.*ns. Rel. July 1.
One Way Passage, Love develops for a prisoner. Kay Francis, William Powell. Dir. Tay Gamett. Time, 69 mins. Rel. Oct 22. Rev. Oct 18.
Dienst Is DIenst. (New Era) (Oer).
Musical.
Ralph Roberts, Lucie Engllsche.
Dir. Carl Bosse. Time, 84 mlns.
Parachute Jumper, The. Two ex-marines and a girl who go aloft Doug.
Rel. June 8.
Fairbanks, Jr., Bette Davis. Dir. Alfred B. Green. 72 mlns. Rel. EIno Nacht In Paradies (Klnematr.ide) (Ger). Musical comedy. Anny Ondra.
Jan. 28. Rev. Jan. 31.
90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 28,
Ride Htm, Cowboy. Western cowboy story. John Wayne. Dir. Fred Allen. Eine Tuer Geht Auf. (I'rotox) (Ger.). Mystery
thriller.
Dir. Alfred Zelsler.
Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
68 mlns. Rcl. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 7.
Scarlet Dawn. Russian refugees la Constantinople. Doug Fairbanks, Jr., EIn Prlnz Verllebt
Sich. (Capital)
(Ger).
Musical. Lien Doycrs. Dir.
Nancy Carroll, Lllyan Tashman. Dir. Wm. Dieterle. Time. 68 mIna.
Conrad WIene. 75 mlns., Rel. May.
Rel. Nov. 12. Rev. Nov. 8.
Successful Calamity, A.
Merchant pretends poverty to check famlly'a ex- El Hombre Que AsesIno (Paramount) (Spanish). Roslta Moreno, RIcardo
ruga. 70 mlns. Rel. April 16.
travagance. George Arll.ss, Mary Astor, Evalyn Knapp. Dir. John G.
EIn Walzer von Strauss. (CapUnI) (Ger). Musical. Gustav Froellch. Dir.
Adolfl. Time, 72 mIna. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev. Sept 27.
Conrad Wcln.s. 89 mlns. Uel. March 10.
Telegraph Trail. Difficulties onnountered In the building of the telegraph.
John Wayne, Frank McHugh, Marccllne Day. Dir. Tenny Wright. 55 False Uniforms (Ru.m.s.) (Amklno). Dir. Lopaahinakl. 63 mlns. Rel. Nov.
18.
Rev. Nov. 29.
mliia.
Uel. Mar. 18.
Two Against the World. Constance Bennett In a murder Jam. Dir. Archie Friederike (Klncmalrude) (Ger). Dramatic operetta based on Gootlu-'s life.
Mady Chrl.stlans. 90 mln.<). Rcl. March 16. Kev. Feb. 28.
Mayo. Time, 71 mins. Itel. Sept. I. Rev. Aug. 23.
Untamed Africa. Thrilling African adventure. Under supervision of Wynant GItta Entdeckt Ihr Herz. (Capital) (Ger). Musical comedy. GItta Alpar,
Cii.stnv KrocUch.
D. Hubbard, F.A.G.S. Ilcl. April 8.
Dir. C.nrt Froellch. 90 mlns.
Rel.-. Oct. 4.
Wax Museum, The. Original. (Technicolor.) Mystery and thrills In a w.ax Gloria. (Onrman) (New Era). Transatlantic aviation drama. Gustav Frochllch, UriBlttn Helm.
works. Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, Glenda FarrelL Dir. Michael <;urtlz
75 inlns.
Rel. Nov.
Rev. Nov. 1.
78 mins. Uel. Feb. 18. Rov. Feb. 21.
Qoldon Mountain (Itii.H.Klanl (Amltlno). Dir. YutUovltcli. SO mins. Rcl. April
:

I

son of George D. Curtis, pioneer
Rochester film theatre owner, may
have to sue his sister to determine
ownership of a $30,000 mortgage oh

Foreign Language Films
movement of foreign films, this list covers ens
year of releases.)
(Most of these availablo with English titles.)
LIberte. (Auten) (French).
Comedy drama. Henri Marchand*

(Note: Because of the stow

.

,

tre

24.

Town, The.

(Invincible.) Vice crusade' story. Lester Vail, Frances
Dade. Dir. Arthur Hperle. 67 mins. Rev. Dee. 87.
Face on the Bar Room Floor. The. (Invincible.) Temperance discussion.
Dulcle Cooper, Bramwell Fletcher. Dir. Bert Bracken. Time, 66 mlns.
ReL Oct Rev. Oct 18.
Footsteps In the Nioht. (Auten.) Slystery drama. Benlta Hume. Dir. Mau«
rice Elvery. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.
Goona Qoona. (First Dlv.> Love «harms on the Island of BalL Dir. Andree
^ Roosevelt, Armand Denis. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. .Sept 20.
Hotel Variety. (Capital.) Grand Hotel In an actors boarding house. Hal
Skelly, Olive Borden. Dir. Raymond Cannon. 71 mlns. Rev. Jan. 10.
Jungle Killer. (Century.) Expose of wild game hunting in Africa. With lea*
ture. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev: Nov. 29.
Manhattan Tower, (Remington-.) Suggestive of 'Skyscraper Souls.' Romanes
in an office building.
Mary Brian, Irene Rich, Jas. HalL Dir. Frank
Strayer. 62 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1, Rev. Dec. 20.
Racing Strain, The. (Irvlng-Maxlm.) Original of the auto races with air
stuff.
Wally Reld, Jr. Dir. Jerome Storm. 68 mlns.
Red- Haired Alibi. The. (Tower.) Gangster story. Merna Kennedy, Theo.
Von Eltz. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 21. Rev.

Big

B

•

,

(Hollywood Pro.) Original. A mother borrowed from
an old ladies' home -walks into tragedy.. Evalyn Knapp, Jas. Murro,
Margaret Seddon. Dir. Chas. Hutchinson. 69 mlns. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev.

Bachelor Mother, The.

Am

Wright.

Rel. Dec. 17. Rev. Jan. 17.
the story T
a Fugitive from a Chain (Sang.* Paul
Muni, Glenda FarrelL Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. Nov.

68 mins.

a Fugitive.

From

Am

.

Chicago, March, 6.
Majestic Pictures, indie producerdlstrlb outfit, incorporated a mid0««e«i 1601 Broadway,
western exchange here last week,
Worlfl
TT oria VT lae
j^tw York, N. V
B. N. Judell will be division sales Auction in Souls. From
Eugene O'Neill's play 'Recklessness.' Conrafl Nngr-l,
manager with headquarters on film
Leila Hyams. Dir. Victor Schertzlnger. ReL Jan. 29.
row. Kxchange Is Incorporated for Between Fighting Men. Conflict between the sheep men and cattle raisers
Ken Maynard. Ruth Hall, Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time, 62 mlns. Rel.
136,000.
Oct. 16. Rev, Feb. 14.
States of Illinois, Indiana, Missouri and Wisconsin will be serviced Breach of Promise. The ruin of a man's career. Cliestor Morris, May Ctarks,
Mary Doran. Dir. Paul Stein. Time, 07 mlns. K«L Oct 24. Kev,
from here.
Nov. 22.

Wide

Ri:v. April 11).
9.
Holzapfel Wolos Alles (Ocrrnan) (Capital).
VIklor JaiiKori. 85 inliiH. Rcl. Jan. 1.

House

of

Doath

(Uiihh.) (Atiildno),
Uel. AuK. i'i.

mlns.
Hurrah, EIn Juna«.
<;rov.

7t»

(('(ipllftl)

<(;er).

Comedy. Felix Rrcssart. Oir.
Rov. Jan. 17.
liased on Dostoievsky's life. Dir. KrdRev. Aug. 10.
Farce. Max Adalbert, Ida Wucst, Luiie

KfiKllHli.
Dir. (J«'o. Jacoby.
!)l min.s.
Rcl. Juno 2^.
Hyppolit a LakaJ (International) (Iluiigarlan). Fn.<!t farce.
van, 77 mlnn. IM. Jan. Il<«v. Jnn. 17.

(Continued on page 56)'

Dir. Szek^^'v 1st-
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WANT

'CHINKS'
Chin«M

Coast

Vicc-Consul

Protest Aflainst

Re

uest

on Walsh Death

VARIETY

Slight Feb.

Files

Figure Lent, Too

.

Advertisers now figure on a
percentage of listener loss during Lent. No survey has as
yet been taken to dertermlne
the extent of the drop, but it
is known that in the more
thickly
populated
Catholic
centers, such as Boston and the
Buffalo area, night time church
attendance depletes radio's au-

Los Angeles, March

^; CBS, 6^ Under Jan. Sales;

6.

Ti-seng

S. Klang, Chinese viceher^, is again campaigning
against radio's consistent reference
to Chinese as 'Chinks'.
Through the consulate's attorney,

It has also been ascertained
that the more observing religionists even make it a practice
of keeping the tubes dark
throughout the Lenten period,
classing this form of entertainment with, the theatre. Percentage involved here, however,
Isn't substantial enough, say
the advertisers, to concern

them.

Perslnng Denies Air

Omtract and

GT&R

May CaD Off Tnne
and authority to give
news service in broadcasting the Item. Answer ba,ifded
Denlial by GenerfitI John Pet'shing
the chain was that under no clr*
«umstances «bould It assume to. con- that he has contracted to broadcast
nect the A';P. with the broadcast of for General Tire and Rubber, on a
'a news btilletlh.
Betort took the program the commercial Is sched
chain .^y surprise as it was the .first
uled '-to launch via NBC March 16,
tlmei that it, had been turned down
bas th(B network's Chicago office
busy trying to get itself out of a
Next source NBC turned to was tangle. Chain had announced the
International News Service. From general's personal air appearance
comebody on the news desk it ob- In anticipation of his okaying the
tained confirmation and authority to contract. Because of the Jam there
11S6 the INS tag on the Wisilsh dis- is now some doubt whether General
patch and ..the bulletin was broad- Tire will go on the air at the stated
cast. Later in the day Joe' Connolly, time, if at aJI.
Sales order on the program came
INS prez, heard what happened and
went into a burnup against the net- through to NBC from the Chicago
work. He accused NBC of pulling a offices Feb. 20 and described the
last one on the INS news desk and type of show as a 'musical and
advised that hereafter it wasn't to dramatic presentation with General
Capt. G. B. Adamson,
vse the INS name unless the. au- Pershing.'
thority came from him or the INS the general's secretary stationed In
general manager.
W. R. H«arst, Washington, saw the published item
and
sent
it
on
to the former A.E.F.
who has his own string of stations,
with WINS the New York outlet, leader, who 'wcis then sojourning at
Tucson, Ariz.
General Pershing
owns International News Setn'ice.
Questionnaire sent to its members then wired his aide that 'there is not
by the A.P. listed 10 questions. a word of truth in report of any
contract
by
me
for broadcasting
QuerlesL In essence, asked whether
the members were In favor pf per- now or at any other time.'
Cajit Anderson has sent a copy
mitting the air chains to broadcast
news items of any sort or circum- of this message to the papers
stance, and whether they favored which carried the General Rubber
In this regard.

INS Parmiuien

who

denial to

operated their

had a

own

members and Tire

story.

Walk Back

questions
was one asking Walkouts
whether they favored requesting the
'Happy-Go-Lucky'
A. P. board of directors to use their
own Judgment on the situation, reLos Angeles, Mar. 6.
gardless of the 1926 resolution of
Two of the "Happy-Go-Lucky'
the membership which permitted the hour artists, who walked out of the
broadcasting of items of transcen- Don Le« CBS program, have redental public Importance.
turned, refusing to continue with Al
and Cal Pearce on the rival 'Happy'
program 'starting today (Mon.) over
Radio Pair's
KFI, and the NBC coast group.
Pair are Norman Neilson, tenor
Fairly
Break-In and comic, and Hazel Warner, blue

the

To

-

on

San Francisco, Mar.

6.

Cecil and Sally, radio script duo,
open at the President next Saturday
(11) in the show Johnny Patrick
<Cecil) wrote and is hncklr.g himself.

Production broke in at ttie Fulton,
Oakland, lost week and did fair biz.
It's the air pair's first stage appearance and is priced at |1 top.
Clarence Mayer is doing the publicity.

The
Harris

President, dai-k since Sam
folded a film-stage polioy

last fall,

reopened last week with

straight film.

Adams
John

WMCA

V-P

Adams, who

until recently
in organizing a third
Walter
broadcasting
chain
for
Whetstone, Philly utilities magnate,
has become a vice-president of the

T.

was engaged

company operating
Tork.

WMCA, New

is

March Better but Take

particularly

'Minnie

For a Tenor

HALF OF

kpo

account.
Lincoln Finance

Sunday
station.

p.

has Jerked its
m. program from same

Pittsburgh, March 6.
It's tenors now instead of
crooners who lead women to do
strange things.
Betty Barrett, would-be suicide, was rushed to a hospital after taking poison and
told authorities that she could

NBCS

ACCOUNTS USE

Just die listening to Paul Gannon.
She had poured a vial

down her

throat as Gannon's
the air,

fioated
over
in his nightly
The girl will live.

voice

GIVEAWAYS

WCAB

It's

program.

the best publicity break
in years.

a tenor has had here
Over 60% of NBC's commercials
are now making giveaway offers.
Indic&tes that the trend among ad
vertisers is stronger now than ever
to obtain direct sales response for
the radio money they're spending.
Half of the offers necessitate send
Ing In a wrapper or carton of the
product to show that an actual pur-

chase had been made.
Of the network's 107

accounts

making offers of some kind last
week 60% use a novelty for the enJigsaw puzzles, magic
paraphernalia, toothbrush handles,
while next in proportion, or 20%, are
booklet giveaways. Remaining 21%
make the come-on wrinkle a sam
tloing;

'

pie of the product.

Few

commercials seem inclined
advantage of the network's
permission to quote prices in their
programs.
Of the 60 accounts
handled through the NBC office In
New Tork, only 10 mention the price
of their product while broadcasting,
and all but two of these 10 are in
the daytime category.
to take

Be Paid For, bnt Pabs

Vape

on CoDection

Chicago, March (.
Inland Dally Press Association
had Its quarterly meeting here at
the Hotel Morrison last. Week, <ihd,
as usual, devoted a good deal of
time to I'adlo.' A resolutipn Was:
unanimously passed, with little or
no argument, to:, the effect tliiat
radio listings should be classified
as advertising. However, this expression of opinion was Just that.
There were no teeth in It and there
was no pledging of the membership to a rigid policy. As. before
Individual publishers will decide

KWKH IN
OF ROW AGAIN

MIDST

February and that

'32
of
clip for NBC and a
for CBS.
the basis of new contracts
renewals cioiied in the past

year's

makes a 33%
slide of

On

32%

and
two weeks, the chains feel that
March will show an appreciable
margin over the February level.
Facilities' turnover for February
gave NBC a net billing of $li706,602, or 8% less than was garnered

In January.
Total for Jan. was
$1,839,346.
On the Columbia books

the February sale of time brought
a net of $893,018, a 6% slip on the

between this figure and

January's $960,067.' Other comparative totals from time sales are
noted in table in the adjoining col-

umn.
Both chains anticipate a hard
wallop in April when several of
their big money accounts, notably
the motor and dgiret group, are
slated to leave the. air.
Among the customers due to start
dut'ing March on NBC are Quaker
Oats,' Best Foodis and Richfield Oil,
while Columbia has chalked up
Louis Phllilppe cosmetics, A. p.
fioyle Co., tioorwax)/ Fitch shavingcream and an' evening series for

Jad

'

Salts.

'

.

AGENCY PULLS 'N' PUTS
BACK KTAB ACCOUNTS

;

own attitude.
Much debate was brought

HENDERSON'S

February saw another dip in time
revenue for both NBC and
Columbia. Although the drop, compared to the previous month, was
small the difference between this

difference

Radio Listings Should

San Francisco, March H,
Frank Wright agency, of Oakland,
tangled with

their

out,

and no decision arrived at, regarding a resoliition to restrict news
broadcasting. One faiction wanted
the group to request that A.P. and
UiP.' deny the networks' access to;
-wire fiashes on neWs events for

KTAB

over studio ao-

commodatlons for a sponsored prowithdrew all Its accfoiints

gram,

from

the station,
thehi the next day.

Wright

built'

an

but

returned

air

and- studio
act, the Cotton Pickers for an Oakland credit clothing firm, even usin^
Birmingham, March 6.
broadcasting purposes. This reso- scenery to background the colored
W. K. ^^ndersqIl, of
lution' was
tabled and. 'will 'be sextet. Ad man wanted studio auShrevepprt, probably is bead man' brought up again at the May meet- ^diences to remain after. Cotton
Pickers for another program, but
for eternally getting into scraps In ing.
station was unable to accommodate
this sector. Reports out of ShreveSponsoring Lists.
the crowd because Tsurzana Hill
port say he Is now having trouble
Meanwhile,' many. of the 246 m^m-; Billies
holding his station as
(commerdial) followed and
New bers
of Uie Inland Assn. seem to also
Orleans, Is after Henderson's air
played
to
studio
crowds.
that the best solution of radio' Wright
think
lane at 86V kilocycles.
burned and tore up air hls
listings is to have some local ad- contracts.
WSPA, Spartanburg, 8. C, Is
Next day, after his clivertiser 'sponsor* them.
In other ents had
also seeking
,

KWKH,

-

WWL,

Henderson's

.

facilities.

stalking Henderson's time
that financial back-sets
make it practically Impossible for
Henderson to maintain his station,
that
Is' trying to obtain a
renewal of license on half time
operation.
Henderson's station has^ been

contend

KWKH

used time and again for battles.

L.&M.

Connection does not entail directors.

Rap

sales

the

Moocher' and "Llmehouse Blues'.

RENEWED

has given Lennie Hayton's band
four weeks' notice. There is a possibility the firm may change its
mind and stay on beyond that date,
but with the periods reduced from
six to three a week.
That angle Is now being discussed
by the Liggett & Myers board of

April

requested

He

attracted nation wide attention by
waging a fight against chain stores
and selling coffee at .$l a pound to
finance the campaign. Then came
the presidential carapalgn and believe it or not he was for Hoover.
singer, both of whom have been That was the limit for the south.
Recently he has had to resort to
favs on the hour for two years.
Neilson and Miss Warnei will be disks for talent. This Is another
spotted on the daily 'Happy' hour reason why opposition has develft-om KHJ, while the two coast oped over his renewal of license.
chains continue to make faces at
each other with threats of litigation
BUBNS-ALLEN
from the Don Lee outfit because of
Hollywood, March 6.
an intention to use the 'Happy- GoBurns and Allen will stick with
Lucky" designation on the new >JBC
the Robert Burns show over CBS
program.
for another 13 weeks.
Option for the extension has been
taken up by the advertiser. Burns
Pondering Cut
and Allen program does not reach
As a preliminary gesture to the the coast.
clg account's likely foldup on the
CBS schedule April 1, Chesterfield

• WMCA buy-in on the part of
Adams.
KPO's Changes
After employing Adams to do a
San Francisco, March 6.
aurvey on the possibilities of a third
Signal Oil has renewed its 'Tarchain, and to obtain options on
several transmitters around the zan' transcription on NBC-KPO, but
country, Whetstone decided that the cut it from five to three days a week.
time was not opportune and aban- A series of five minute health talks
doned both his plans and options on discs for Nujol makers is another
totalling around ¥60,000.
Adams sUso headed the Judson
Radio Program Corp., which dissolved about a year ago.

entals,

.

among

Show Does

it

Thos6

stations, or

station affiliation. Also

Schwartzberg,

CBS and NBC issue permanent rulings against certain
songs deemed detrimental to Orithat both

dience.

conflrn^ation
credit to the

making the same

Sam

Drop for Both Webs,

Term

ooniaul

Two moves by the Associated
Press last week Indicate that Its
board of directors at tbe April meeting will, In response to the results
of a poll now being compiled, vote
to ban the broadcasting of A.p.
news by the radio chains. Understood that the poll to date shows
that members of the news service
bave, by an overwhelming majority,
expresiped themselves In favor of
taking this course toward the networks.
That the news gathering organisation has already revised Its policy
to conform with tho expressed majority sentiment was evldencied when
It Issued an order to Its editors to
*play down' anything concerning the
broadcasting of spot news events,
the Inaugural ceremonies being the
topic Immediately In mind. Another
incident last week had to do with
the blank refusal of -the A.P. to allow NBC to use Us name as authority for the broadcasting of a
bulletin on the death of Senator
Thomas J. Walsh.
Network, got .a flash of the Senator's death over its own Washington
wire, but to make sure of Its authenticity it called the A.P. both for

31

RULED OUT

squawked, Wright apwords, tbe '.listings to be included peared
at the studio and returned
in and as part of display space by all
accounts to the air.
a department store, eta The daily
Station press
would then capitalize the service guarded moment, agent, In an unand get paid for It, taking away the icle of the event Included a chronIn
,

sting

of

publicizing

advertising

programs and not sharing in the

his weekly pub-

licity letter.

profit.

In passing their resolution that
radio lists should be considered advertising the Inland publishers did
not specify how agate lineage rates
could be collected. It Is pointed out
that on weekly programs the agate
line cost of a listing might be 19
cents, or some such sum, and that
the bookkeeping problemi alone
would be staggering if the policy
embodied, in the resolution was carried to its logical conclusion.

ficUe Won't IKscnss
CntcUield Destiny
Roy

Bickle,

Chicago, March
vice-president

6,

In

charge of the Crltichfleld Agency
here, refused to afllrm, deny, or discuss the reported liquidation of the
agency. Subject has been generally
discussed for the past week in advertising and radio circles here.
Critchfleld has been known

In

radio as one of the strongest defenders and users of spot (disc) programs as against network hookups.
Sammy Shipman, playwright, Is Frank Steele is the agency's local
radio exec
going radio.
In expressing the agency's unShipman is slated to script for
NBC, being the first commercial willingness to make any comment
dramatist of his calibre to go over on the reports, Bickle implied that
the status would be clarified in
into the ether field.
three weeks. Interrogated if a decision on liquidating would be made
at or by that time Bickle responded,
'Now, you're asking questions.'

Shipman's Air Scripts

Cham Income from Time

Sales

Gets Old Role Back
Chicago,

NBC
January
February
Total

.'.

..

1933
$1,839,345

.

1,706,602

t

$3,545,947

1932
$2,634,447
2.571,609
$6,206,056

1931
$1,989,497

1930

1,924.778

$1,418,979
1,347,847

$3,914,275

$2,766,826

CBS
January
February
Total

.

.

1932

1933
$950,057
893,018

$1,348,842
1,319,414

1931
$092,114
750,621

1930
$644,685
524,728

$1,843,076

$2,668,356

$1,442,735

$1,169,413

March

Billy Earth will be permitted
to play the boy reporter

NBC

6.

by
in

revamped "Kcyprogram, which
starts March 19 under Teastfoam
au.spiccs. Barth created this role in
the former aerle.H spon.sored by another advertised a couple of years
ago.
in.s resumption -was threatono(l by NlJC'e rule that employes
moy not double. However, this angle has been adjusted
Retltled 'Northwestern Chronicle,'
the program will include Bernardino Flynn, Dolores Glllen and Merrill Fuglt.
Paul Rhymer authoring.
the

.stone

revived and
Chronicle'

Am*

VARIETr

Inside

SSu^-Hadio

Tmtadmjf MMrdi

Magnasla.
Dental
Effective April 4 for 13 weeks
over 22 stations on CBS three
times weekly. Continuing with
the Lyman orchestra and Holly-

Br NelKe Rev«H-

Phillips

Batlen, Barton, Durstine & Oaborne agency has noade It a practice of
flnuing out from the performer who Is the official agent before talk
Ins terms. Policy applies for all professionals.
u
agency is Interested in an artist it malics the approach direct. If
the artist prefers to have a rep handle negotiation that's okay with B&B
as long as the agent is given exclusive authorization. Two exceptions,
howeve:-, are the network artists' bureaus. Artists on these lists are signatured dh-cct by BiB, although the billings for tholr salaries come from
Notwithstanding, the agency
their 'respective chain booking offices.
makes out the check to the performer, leaving to the latter to make his
commission settlement with the network.
Agency decided on the direct approach method after running into successive incidents, it claims, of a single artist being represented by as
many as five agents, each naming a different salary.
first

WHAM, Rochester, N. T., drew heavy local attention with festival
marliing its power increase from 5,000 to £5,000 watts Saturday (4). Peak
was readied with free entertainment In. the evening In the Eastman theutro. With Jessica Dragonette, Ray Perkins, Pickens Sisters, Billy Jones
and Ei-nie Hare, Milton Cross and Harding Sisters in person, augmenting local staff and orchestras, the 3,500 ducats were given out even before publicly announced. Plenty burned because unable to get in.
Event Included all-day program with Presidential Inaugural topped
by salutes from other stations to WHAM, the local NBC outlet. Newspapers gave columns of space to the affair, best publicity since the station, now owned by Stromberg-Carlson Co., was operated jointly by the
•Times-Union' and the 'Democrat-Chronicle.' These papers, now in the
Gannett group, operate WHEC, local Columbia outlet.
If WTMJ, the Milwaukee 'Journal' station, had any doubts as to listennew feature, 'The Midweek Hymn Circle', Wednesday night
program, proof was had via telephone lrainediate}y upon terlnlnation of
the period last week.
Scene tor the feature was an auditorium with continuity writers working diligently to evolve a finish with' a kick. They decided to have a
fire break out in a store next to the auditorium from which the broadcast was supposed to be taking place. Well done and every line on the
'Journal's' switchboards popped Into action at the end of the broadcast
and kept popplhg. Most of -those calMng thought there had actually been
a fire and that it had taken place in the local Salvation Army' building.
Got a lot of publicity for the feature.

wood Newsboy.

script

show and a band.

Aome White Lead
Works.

Starting

&

.

,

Color

March

26

over 26 CBS stations. Sunday
afternoon quarter-hour with
'Smiling' Ed McConnell.
Julius Qrossman Shoeo< For
13

At one time NBO had a ruling that artlata appearlner on CBS programs
were not available for an appearance on either one of ita New York
Reason was that the FRC spoke about duplication of talent.
But the following artists are appearing on bdth networks: Robert Ambruster, Jeanie Lang, Songsmlths Quartet, Claude Reese, Men About
Town, Hlllpot and Lambert and Graham Harrla. XAtter starta a new
commercial at Columbia in the near futura.
stations.

Jad Salts. Changing to three
evenings a week March 13.
Over nine CBS stations using

a

Uk New$

Aff

Renewak

1939

7,

Pieking for Valla*
Flelschmann no longer depends on outside agencies for talent for the
"Vallee program, leaving auditions to NBC,
'Cissy* Loftua, Blanche Ring and Grace Hayea auditioned last week.

weeks starting March 12

over

WJZ,

Baby

retaining

Rose Marie for the
noon stanza.
Standard Oil of
added 13 weeks for

Sunday

New York
Its

Socony*

land slcetches over seven stations on NBC, effective April 3.
and the
Circuit takes to
New iSJngland group.

WEAF

L S.

Dtropping Tues.

Nite Hour;

ers for Its

Out and

^
Ethel's Air Debut
Ethel Barrymore will make her radio debut when she appears on Edwin
program Friday (March 10).
Short Shots

Octavus Roy Cohen series will very likely be renewed. .Musicians
and artists on the Chesterfield program have been given their notice that
the account will end in April... Henry M. Neely, 'The Old Stager', auditioning for NBC.Pontlac has signed its complete show on Columbia
for an extra six weeks. ..Jeanie Lang has been signatured for her third
commercial. .Hellman's Mayonnaise is auditioning again. .Carson Robi«
son, the hillbilly, has a farm near Poughkeepsie, N. Y.... Robert Trout
is 23 and an announcer under protest. He has a yen to write, .Herman
J. Ashbaucher, chief sound technician at tixe Chicago NBC studios, used
to be a concert soloist. .Lily Pons also pronounces It 'Raddio*. .Muriel
Pollock has just been made a member of the ASCAP. .Fred "Vettel, again
singing on WOR kilocycles, at one time was amateur heavyweight champion of New York state. .Richard ('Sherlock Holmes') Gordon's maternal
grandmother. Dr. Amelia Meyer, was the first woman licensed to practice inedlcine in the state of New York. . .When he was 17, Singln' Sam
(Harry Frankel) was a boy basso with J. A. Cobum's Minstrels. In the
same troupe was Frank Tlnney. .Arthur 'Bugs' Baer will be Columbia's
guest Wednesday (8) on the 'Going to Press* proerram. WBVD believes
it has plenty in John Burdette, Negro baritone from Chicago. .Count
Arturo Medolago Albani, amateur pianist and htisband of Countess Olga
Albanl, NBC soprano, will make his bow on the airwaves next Friday...
Lillian Shade begins this Friday on a series over WOR... Harold Stern's
first venture in -the theatre was to conduct for Eva Tanguay. .Sherman
Keene, WOR conductor, stands in a comer and whistles to himself as
he directs before he puts a program on the air. .Mort MlUman, former
booker of NBC, is setting up deluxe office at the Warwick with furnishings by SloaniB's (not liniment)... Perry King, WMCA announcer, put la
three years before the mast. ..Peter De Rose is having a birthday March
10... Sheffield Dairy starts a new commercial on NfiC thla week. ..Jane
Wlnton (Mrs. Horace S. Gumpel) 'WINS warbler, waa once a Foklne
dancer. .Phil Lord's (Seth Parker) contract with NBC calls for fee for
script, actors and Lord, two secretaries and a manager at $6,000 per year
...'The Piano Twins', Lester Place and Robert Pascocello, open a series
March 12... That announcer on B. A.
of Sunday programs on
Rolfe's new auto program la Billy Repaid of Detroit, said to hold all
records for high speed speech on radio. .Raoul Mario, formerly WOR
idea man, now director at the World Broadcasting studios. .'Chuck'
Connors is the son of the celebrated 'Bowery Boy*... Pick and Fat, WOR
minstrels, start a vaude tour for Loew March 10. Aleo CNothlng But the
Truth') McQueen la a bug on human longevity and will lead anything
he can find on the subject. .Ramona, Whiteman'a hotcha pianist, will
be heard regularly on WOR Wednesday nights. ..Zona Gale, whose
'Friendship "Village' stories are being etherized by NBC, la Mrs. William
Llywelyn Breese, a Portage, Wis., banker... In his home town, Buffalo,
'Colonel Lemuel Q. Stoopnagl^* is Frederick Chase Taylor. His father
is Horace F. Taylor, president of the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce
Jesse Crawford has returned to New York from Chicago. .'Smiling Ed*
McConnell re-signed by his sponsor for another 18 weeks.. .Janet Holmea
has quit NBC.
.
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Lucky Strike broadcasts the final
episode of its Tuesday night crime
April 4;
Curtailment reduces this oigaret's representation
on the air to the lone Jack Pearl
show (Thursdays). And even Pearl
finishes the last week in June, if
not sooner. To help stave oft the
New York Fire department has extended the ban against standing 'Baron Munchausen' theme wearing
.
room to the broadcasting studios. First of the radio mob to be nudged too thin, Solly Ward has been
about the city ordinance is NBC. Spot complained about by the fire brought in as support to Pearl to
commissioner is the Times Square studio atop, the Amsterdam theatre play 'Cousin Hugo.'
.
building. Firemen assigned reported that the network had been making
Retrenchment policy indicates litStandees have usually tle likelihood of an ether contract
It a practice of stacking them along the walls.
^een those admitted without tickets.
through the summer, but if the toFollowing receipt of the flre commissioner's order the network posted bacco outlook changes account will
Instructions to the personnel that henceforth admission would be lim- be back in the fall.
.
ited strictly to those holding ducats and that slipping friends by the
Cancellation of the Tuesday and
doorman Is out. NBC Times Square studio has a seating capacity of 600. Saturday, hours by .Lucky Strike
means a loss to NBC of around
Ot the agencies which do their talent auditioning in their own studios $100,000' a month in tlmie facility
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne leads with a parade running from sales. From the coin angle it's the
between EO and 160 hearings a week. This agency buys none of its biggest single slap this air chain
material through the network artists bureaus and rarely makes use of has taken since it'L origin. However, KBC is optimistic of selling
a chain's audition facilities for itself or client.
Early part of each morning is set aside tor listening to the day's the viicant Tuesday night spot on
quota of candidates with a report on each, even It not picked tor pro- the theory' that well established pegrams filed for future reference. Agency will listen to practically any riods have reached a premium
and all applicants, but It draws the line at accepting program ideas from among advertisers, as witness Hudany one not on its. radio department staff, now numbering 19. Explana- son Motor Car grabbing Lucky
Strike's Saturday night stretch the
tion la that it wants to avoid any plagarlsm entanglements.
second week after the cigaret
Although It has extended the run of the program for another 13 weeks, dropped it.
Standard Oil of New Jersey and allied refiners want to cut dowA the sal.
ary cost of the Tuesday night cpncert stanza on CBS. Commeroial
thinks it can reduce the 66-piece symphony orchestra under Joseph
Air
Bonlme and bring in less costly concert artists without appreciably
Underg^o Knife
affecting the status of the program.
Salary bill for the program has been ranging Ijetween $4,600 and $6,600,
Phillips Lord Is talking of calling
depending on the slice derived by the opera or concert warblers. Top it quits March 16 with his 'Country
coin takers during the past 13 programs were Chaliapia and Jerltza, Doctor* series for Listerine and reeach calling for $4,600 per broadcast.
tiring to a hospital for an operation.
His contract has several weeks to go
Broadcast of the inauguration exercises In Washington Saturday (4) beyond that date.
was hooked up for the first time with Africa. This hookup was atLord's current plans call for a
tained through a tie-in between NBC and the African Broadcast Com- round-the-world trip in a sailing
pany operated by the Schlesingers. Over the ABC chain the broadcast vessel, which he has purchased, folreached Johannesburg, Capetown, Durban and Pretoria, capital of the lowing his discharge from the hosAfrican union, besides other spots.
pital. He also has an idea of broadArrangements for the broadcast were made In New York by M. A. casting his Sunday night Seth ParBchleslnger, American representative of that family's South African in- ker affair by short wave during
terests. He is also president of General Talking Pictures iDeForest).
his travels. Lord ha:d first broached
this stunt to Listerine, as well as
Harry Reaer's Clicquot Club Eskimos, with eight consecutive years the idea of continuing the 'Country
ion a chain commercial broadcast, now qualify not only as the oldest net- Doctor* programs
from his bedside,
work commercial but the veteran of 'em alL Clicquot's rise on its mer- but the antiseptic firm turned It
Air Unit
chandising graphs is ascribed to its radio ballyhoo.
down.
Hollywood, March 6.
Recently Clicquot shifted Reser from Fridays, where the period had
Jock Lawrence, from Radio's pubbeen opposing the Hoffman ginger ale account on a rival station, to
licity department, has been switched
SWITCHED AGAIN
Mondays for better concentrated listening power. Program was also
to the ether unit to handle the conrefurbished a bit by importing a special announeer-m.e. Reser himself
Hollywood, March 6.
tinuity
for the 'Hollywood on the
solely maestros the orchestra.
•Hollywood on the Air* again
switched in favor of an NBC com Air* programs.
He replaces Russell Birdwell, who
Although it's almost six months since the NBC-RKO National Radio merciaU
Starting today (6) this weekly has been elevated to a film directing
Talent quest was started early In August, of last year, the finals have
not yet been held. Somewhere along the line there seems to be a hitch, Radio Pictures program will go out berth. Lawrence was formerly a
while approximately 42 expectant zone winners in various parts of the Mondays instead of Fridaya
reporter on the local 'Examiner.'
country await the NBC call.
Holding of the finals seems to be up to NBC. The talent quest was
supposed to have taken place In the four weeks from Aug. 12 to Sept. 12 evening programs from as far east as Chicago are generally possible,
Inclusive.
It was a tie-in with about 30 newspapers over the country despite almost solid local broadcasting, and from spots in the Hollywood
wherever RKO or NBC had an outlet.
Hills short wave tuners are reporting excellent head-set reception from
most of the foreign stations.
- Following a custom now four years old. Armour will broadcast the
religious cantata, 'Seven Last Words of Christ,' by Dubois, as a special
Coast continues strong for cowboy warbling programs, despite a surEaster program on Good Friday, April 14. Formerly Barre Hill sang feit of this type of fodder. Almost every station has at least one of the
the full cantata solo, but because of the difficulty of securing a baritone outfits on Its dally schedule.
with enough tonal latitude, two singers will officiate this year in Hill's
Idea of the popularity of these warblers was given by a small station
absence.
In Los Angeles. Announcing that its cowboy aggregation would have
Relnhold Schmidt and Cyril Pitts are the singers. Harvey Hayes will its picture taken, with a print for every one writing in, station got 6,000
act as narrator.
requests for the photographs the first three days.
series

In

Lucile Singleton, formerly in charge of CBS sustaining artists, and
out in the recent shakeup, will go into W. Paley's office.

$100,000

Month Loss for NBC

_

Kern Clampa Down
Jerome Kern has restricted all his music from being played on the air.
John Royal and Gene Buck, prexy of the ASCAP, were unable to obtain
a release from him for a Kern medley for Lucky Strike.
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Lawrence on

'

NBC

Coast bunch of
anticipate
possibly deletions, expected after

an unpleasant March with

Don

Oilman,

v.p.,

cuts and
returns from New

York.

March came In like a lion when the chain put a ban on artist salary
guarantees, placing all talent strictly on a spot basis whereby they will
be paid per program and no definite number of hours guaranteed. It
a choice sum oft the monthly payroll.

Rule prohibiting a chain advertiser from mentioning the rival network

. .

.

3

Stations,

3 Sponsors

WiD Tab CU's

M Gams

Chicago,

March

6.

Facilities of at least three Chicago stations will again be devoted
to daily broadcasts of both big
league ball games throughout the
Impending season. At one time as
many as six local stations simultaneously described the regular
dally labors of the hired athletes.
This year
and Bob Elson
will follow the teams with much
earnestness on behalf of Walgreen's

WON

Pat Flanna^an and
will do the same and manage to mention Prima Special Brew
sufficiently frequent intervals,
while
and Hal Totten will
speak respectfully of Grape Nuts
and other products of General
Foods in between the hits and

drug stores.

WBBM
at

WMAQ

errors.

K'YW and

WENR

will apparently

evidently not strictly enforced in the case of local stations. On a disk eschew baseball and thereby give
plugging the Household Finance Corp., the announcer at one of Colum- non-fans something else to listen
bia's upstate New York transmitters signs off with a suggestion that to of a surhmor afternoon.
listeners tune in the same night on a similarly sponsored program over
Is

WJZ.

Copeland's Disks
Dr. Royal S. Copeland, U. S. SenaChicago firm specializing In radio production recently announced it tor and syndicate writer on health
-Unusual atmospheric conditions are giving Los Angelas D. X. fans had" the rights for sale to plays and serlfils at 'the lowest scale ever
topics, has made a series of disk
unlimited opportunities to bring in almost any distance desired. Early reached for quality writing—one dollar per quarter hour program.'
talks for Cream ot Nujol, laxative.
lops

•

Tu^sjajr,

Ak

March

R A II I 6

1933

7,

DuH and as

Generally

Armotir

Think Expo

Elven though radio has bettered
of entertainment the past

Its level

year via a

name parade from

the

atage, It still Buffers from general
dullness, similarity of program and
a lack of Imaginative showmanship.
When it comes to the practice of

aping something that clicks, production advertisers and their agencies are the same as the picture
makers. This imitative approach
to radio Is responsible for the slow
creative progress which the medium
has made.
That's what Roy Durstine thinks
Durstine, a
partner In the Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne agency, rates as
the pioneer in broadcasting from
the agency field. He was the first
to organize a completely staffed radio department In an advertising
agency, with bis entry in broadcasting dating back eight years,
Is

wrong with

radio.

when Atwater Kent advised him
that It had decided on an air campaign and to find out
in turn,

bought his

why
first

Durstine,
radio set.

The study and experimentation he
has devoted to the medium since
then has established Durstine as
the ace authority on radio within
the agency ranks. Next to J. Walter Thompson, the BBD&O agency
leads in the number of accounts on
the air.

Carbon Copies

As Durstine

sees it, the general
run of advertisers and agencies give
little preliminary thought and prepto their radio programs.
Common tendency is to adopt the
other fellow's Idea. This method applies not only to the framing of the
entertainment but also the Insertion
of the plug material. Durstine contends that you can feed the listener
advertising in large doses if some
ingenuity is used. As an example of
a program loaded with advertising,
but with the sales talk Ingeniously
presented, Durstine cites the Tex-

aration

aco show with Ed Wynn and
George Washington coffee's Sherlock Holmes series. Neither arc

B&B

accounts.
Comedy, Durstine avers, has become as essential to radio as to the
atage. But comedy, he opines, has
yet to create Its best technique for
the
air.
The Cantors, Pearls,
Wynns and their methods are radio
1b its experimental stage.

Studio Audiences

NBC

Surefire

Is

mood.
adhered to
this theory, declares Durstine, are
those wliich have maintained a

approximating
Programs which have
closest

his

'

Findm

Rw^ty

In

Small Coast Stations Tie-in

As Phoney Film Schools Turn

Gblcaeo, March 6.
Dr. Qeorse Bookwell, the vaude
waa aodltioned last week
by Armour for that Friday night
program for which they finally
picked PhH Baker. However, Rockwell was deemed to be somewhat

To Radio

congealed as a possibility, as he is
considerably more frivolous than
East and Dumke, who were cancelled for that very reason.
Armour apparently wanted something which was somewhat confusedly described as 'dignified comedy.'
And so tbey picked Phil
Baker, who starts on the session
next week.

Chicago exposition, slated to
unveil this June. Network figures that it will have little difficulty In selling commercials
with products displayed at the
fair on the Idea of using a
hookup to plug the individual
exhibitions. Already drawn up
Is a sales promotion brochure
along these lines.
Chain will have Its own

Los Angeles, March 6.
An American attached to
one of the Mexican stations
explains that his ether alma
mater is profiting on 'Love,
Health and Wealth.'

The

definition

MUSICIANS' 10%

on his

JUMPS 20^
DESPITE THE BIG LULL
BIZ

Minneapolis, March 6.
The depression has meant nothing to WCCO.
Station has Increased its business 20% the past
year, officials announce. This, too,
despite a 60% boost in rates last
September when the station's power
was raised to 60,000 watts.
Only difference noticed during the
recent portion of tiie depression has
been an Increasing demand for day
time because of the lower rates before 6 p.m.
Is a Columbia

WCCO

affiliate.

South American Dafly's

'Love' angle

those

$1

station,

and

'wealth,'

the slew of investment
micks.

CUT ON NBC^IBS
New contract between the musicians union and the networks has
been settled with the local agreeing
to a 10% cut for men and leaders
on the NBC and Columbia musical
staffs. Working agreement otherwise
remains the same, new covenant is
effective
for
one year starting

is:

three questions
by the station's
mystics; 'health,' the number
of profitable proprietary medicines which are barred north
of the border, but are allowed

covers

answered for

enclosed
studios
and
complete operating plant on
the exposition grounds. Angle
for the sales spiels is to have
the exhibiting commercials invite listeners to the exposition
to see how the firm manufactures Its product, with each
program Including a sound and
word description of the process from the side of the machines or whatever they use.

gim-

COAST NEWS REVIEW

NBC WEB CANDIDATE
Los Angeles, March

6.

Direction of the Pennzoil News
Review, a Coast version of 'March
of
Time,' will hereafter be handled
estimates it will save around $6,000 a by John Swallow, local NBC rep.
year on its payroll, while the reducIf under its new set-up the protion at CBS will make a difference
gi'am clicks, it is apt to go on the
of close to $4,000. Entire musicians'
personel stands as at both network full NBC network.

March 1, last.
Under the new deal NBC

studios, with the chains privileged
to shift men from commercial to
sustaining status and thereby effect
another saving In union scales.

rect to S. A. outlets

by leased

probably from KFI.

Spanish speak-

wire,

film personalities will be featured.

Eduardo Bedoya,

director and coof *La Critica,' here on a
tour, will m.c, and Kenneth Gilmore,
South American contact man for
the United Press, who is accompanying Bedoya, is making the arrangements with the picture studios
for the desired names.
editor

Only Liquor Additional
In KNX Mexican Tour
Hollywood, March 6.
KNX, which went into the travel
bureau business last year as a sideline, will conduct a two weeks' trip
to Mexico City next month.
As before, the tour will be plugged
over the air with the station taking
care of all expenses for a set price.
Exploitation will point out that only
one expense will not be covevoC.

—

COSMETIC'S CBS 24
Louis Phillippe cosmetics goes regal for Its return to the airlanes,
Account starts today (7) with a
the Little
'Marie,
serial
called
French Princess' over 24 Columbia

Worcester, March 6.
Contending that the findings of
the Federal Radio Commission were
has ap'unsound,' station
New Trend
pealed the recent decision of the
The new trend in radio, avers commission which denied it an inDurstine, will make the musical crease in power and change in
production and production Ideas frenucncy.
paramount. These productions will
officials also say they will
create a style, atmosphere and oppose all applications from the
routining all their own with guest State of Mas.sachusetts, the grantnames brought in for limited stays. ing of which would los.sen the
His own agency's Blackstone Cigar under-quota status of the state,
show and Maxwell House's Show- until
is granted 'adequate
boat are cases In point.
power to serve properly the poopi"
On the cigar stanza Durstine i.s of central Mas.sachusetts.'
rotating his names, iisinp them for
four consecutive weelts, then bringRenee Howard Alone
ing them back for four more two or
Chicago, March 6.
three months later. Recently he
Renee Howard, who has publichad Irwin Cobb in for four weeks,
and he now has Leon Errol doing a ized Ben Bernle for the past tliree
similar stretch in support of Frank years at the College Inn and on the
Crumit and Julia Sander.son. The road, no longer works for the Old
She is opening a free
rotating idea, Durstine believes, not Maestro.
only gives the talont setup a fresh lance offlce here.
Charles Tannen, son of Julius
aspect, but helps keep the program
out 01" the rut of eainene.«!S month Tannen, will be Miss Howard's assistant.
In and month out.

steady level of popularity.

WORC

WORC

WORC

Chiseling

Los Angeles, March 6.
Southern California is currently
happy hunting ground for radio

the

chiselers, who are bilking the yokels
for a load of coin in sundry grafts.
But, as In the film phase. It mostly
pertains to talent schools.
However, some of the smaller stations
are in on the thing which gives the
ether students an occasional spot to
lend authenticity to the advertising
that 'our students get on the air.'
These tie-in stations never pass
out any salary to the radio novices,
but are able to boast to advertisers

that they are 'all flesh' stations
rarely resort to discs.

and

Film and Air School
of the schools that used to
nick the amateurs on the picture
scenario gag has now added radio
to its string and is flsliing for suckers who think they can write lyrics
or a tune.
This seat of learning
buys time at one of the local stations for 15 minutes a night and
has the home-brewed words and
music sung and played over the air
its scheme to keep within the
This outfit's graft is for 'rewriting the music' and for copy-

in

law.

righting.

Others

are

using

columns

chump

of the
baiting.

the

dailies

classified
for their

They promise air
a course of Instruction.
'What can you do for the radio?'

Jobs after

ask the ads. Candidates are requested to check the list which includes ^announcing, singing, acting,

and playing of various Instruments.
Those calling at the school, how-

WAXED F0£ COAST
ever, find that they can get little
Los Angeles, March 6.
but vague answers unless they 'join
the club,' for $1 Initiation fee and
Booth Tarkington's 'Maud and stations.
Contract Is for a minimum of 13 $2.50 a month for one hour class
Cousin Bill', over CBS in the east,
instruction
each week, and more If
Wedhas been waxed for Coast stations. weeks and calls for a Tuesday,
First disc spot Is KHJ, commer- nesday, Thursday and Friday re- the candidate would like personal
attention.
cialized by Atlantic & Pacific stores. lease.

The Advertising Angle
(.Commentary on the negative aspects of radio merchandising and
ballyhoo lor sales. Where the ad end is well handled it requires
no affirmative commendation or comment. It's only when advertising aspects of commercial broadcasts seem to lack ttujt showmanly

manner

that 'Variety' vnll call

it to

One school advertised that it was
building a program for a certain
station and wanted talent.
Name
of the station was used without authority, but ads were not pulled until complaints were laid before the
D. A. and the police debunking
squad. School, however, is still operating but Is not using station
names

in its

come-ons any more.

attention.)

Golf Pro as Eastern
Campagna*. This advertiser has two programs, the one
Chicago being its Monday night Chinese gooseplmple melodramer, 'Fu Manchu,' of well-defined popularity, despite which
there can hardly be any argument that the sponsor takes greedy
advantage of Its followers' good nature In the plugs. These run to
much wordiness, windiness, and weariness. Descriptions of manifold virtues of the vanishing cream, stressing of its cheapness, the
technique of application (properly a matter for printing on the
package) is told In what seems like a few thousand well-chosen
adjectives, mostly effusive. A second sock at the tail of the program concerns the so-called 'household dispenser,' a gadget for
bathrooms that is hard to visualize from the description. It's yours
for two empty cartons worth 60c each, or one carton and a dime.
It is an amazing commentary on radio that cats in bags can thus
be sold. Advertising angle throughout this program Is definitely
a case of taking advantage, to the hilt, of the public's willingness
to stand for a lot in return for some entertainment.
'Barbasol'. Contests, or methods for qualifying in them, are apt
Barbasol
to be as complicated as a Rube Goldberg mousetrap.
First, a Pontiac automobile, something
gives away two things.
Second, and incongruous for a
that few people would despise.
toothbrush.
reflllable
To
get
the
toothshaving cream, a Tefra
brush It is necessary to enclose a second message in your communication about the automobile which mujt be a blurb anent
empty carton, or a
Harbasol written on the Indianapolis flap of
facsimile thereof, and sent not later than a certain date to Singing
You've got to want that Pontiac pretty
.Sam in Indianapolis.
badly to figure It out. But America is currently ga-ga over Jigsaw
However, some folks will
puzzles, so maybe it's all really clnar.
'Italian

Feature for Richfield

In

m

liquor.

Appeals Commish Ruling

Added

One

Goodwin Airing from LA.
Hollywood, March 6.
An international goodwill broadcast to South America will be
staged here Wednesday night (8)
by 'La Critica,' Buenos Aires daily
newspaper. Program will not be
released In this country, going di-

for

Very Sustaining

glass

The applauding audience, thinks ing
the agency exec, has been overdone
in radio.
If a comedian needs an
audience for atmosphere, it can
work to his advantage as long as
he doesn't get into the habit of
playing to those in front instead
of the throng which may be listening.
A noisy audience in the studio doesn't make for the best reaction at the receiving end.
The
studio group may get the gag in a
Quicker flash than the average
loudspeaker fan and the difference
Is not flattering to the latter. If the
comic must have an inside audience,
It is'Durstlne's opinion that it would
be to his advantage to limit it to a
email group.
Radio entertainment should seek
to convey to the listener a sense
of peace and comfort. The listener
seated in a chair or on a sofa is not
of the same emotional sensibility
as when Inside a theatre. Alone, or
among family or friends, he's in a
state of relaxation and the show
most likely to appeal to Iiim is one

mmmUy

biologist,

looking forward to a
harvest In connection with the

WCCO

S3

MQWFIEO COMEDY

with Films,

Aping Hits to Death, Says Durstine

VARIETY

find it terribly foggy.

'Lady Esther' is a cosmetic devoted to the possibly sound psychodictum that fear is a potent instrument of advertising copy.
Fear is here employed against the other fellow's product. No names
mentioned of course. But a careful spreading of the idea that the
other fellow isn't above poisoning America's complexions by cheap
or harmful chemicals and that safety alone resides with Lady
Esther.
An advertising approach which depends for its success
upon rapping the rival product might seem to leave the door open
Foar campaigns arc, of course, not new.
for retaliatory missiles.
Body odor, halitosis, and kindred phobias in advertising copy have
been deliberately fostered for years unto a point where children
joke about them. On the positive side Lady Esther cla.'ms an application makes the skin two or throe shades lighter.
'Three Minute Oats', sponsor of the kid program, 'Secret Three',

Richfield Oil has picked a Friday
night half hour show for the eastern
section of the country in addition to
Coast session. Atlantic program
starts March 31 over WEAF's red

its

web.
Stanza

is labeled 'Richfield Country Club' and is framed around
Ernest Glendenning as m.c. Alex
Morrison, golf pro, and Jack Gold-

en's orchestra.

Fenune Station Operator
Weds Production Mgr.
Denver, March

0.

Mrs. Naomi Reynolds, widow of
Dr. W. D. Reynolds, pioneer in the
radio field In Colorado, was married
Feb. 24 at Kansas City to Elmer L.
Bengston,

production

manager

of

KLZ, Denver.
Mrs.
Bengsten operates KLZ,
Denver,
and
KVOR, Colorado
Sprlng.s, both affiliated with CBS.
Mr. and Mrs. Bengston will make
their home in Denver.

logical

has started to use that unbusinesslike, undignified, unpardonable,
but apparently effective advertising argument, 'our fate is in your
hands'. Other advertisers have lately been guilty of this self-pltyIng bleat. It's tlie essence of hokum because the throat isn't even
on the level. Does eloquence have to be wasted on the proposition
tliat the merits of a product are not honcfllly nor IntelllRoiitly sold?
Or by threatening +.o deprive kids of thdr radio thrills unless the
That Is prekids pester their parents into buying the product?
rl.sely what this advertiser Is saying, and regardless of possible
sales stimulation resulting from such m«»n(licant lochniqne, it's a
pretty sorry comment In and of its'^lf.

ROMAJmC TRAGEDY
Pittsburgh, March 6.
local radio romance
week when Marlon Salmon, 21,

Death ended a
last

musician at WCAE, died of a heart
ailment. Miss Salmon was to have
married Ralph Federer, WCAE's
staff pianist, shortly.
Miss Salmon had been in ill health
for several weeks but her condition
was noL rccrarded as serious.
She
was a niece of Pttul Gannon,
WCAE's featured singer.

Edith Griffin's Build-Up
Chicago, March 6.
Edith Griffin will get a
sustaining build-up with Frank
Wcstphal's orchestra.
She Is a
commercial possibility for Kclvlna-

WBBM

tor.

This is in addition to her Chez
Paree nightly broadcaatf".

ADIO

VARiETt
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Chappie on Coast with

RADIO CHATTER

Ad

WSBN,

located

Columbus,

the Seneca
has moved Its

la

O.,

atudlo Into the Rudolph Wurlltzer
music store. Jack Trltsch owner
and manager of the station. Economy plus advertising value.
Cal Johnson, editor of 'Outdoor
America,' now broadcastlnar once a
weelc on 'Farm and Home Hour,'

WJZ.

Show OP Performanc*
End of Radio)
N. W. Ay«r A Soi>, Ino.

th*

of kljl- programs for Ward Baking at
the World Broadcasting studios.
Isham Jones Is wondering who the
guy was that Impersonated him on a
dance date In Minneapolis recently.
Says he hasn't played outside of
New York since October.
Barbara Blair is set for a sustaining series on NBC.
Kellogg's has renewed the Singing Lady for another 52 weeks,
with an option to drop out during
part of the summer.
Portland, Me., will get short wave
police broadcasting for 10
cars

U

KLO, Ogden, handling

122 E. 42d St, N. T. O.

Douglass Stoerr.
292

George T. EXtrald.
Cecil, Wariek A Cecil,
230

a

after

Is

police

And His LINIT ORCHESTRA

KIT-CAT
LONDON

KQW, Sar Jose, Cal.,
station after the facilities
and KELW, Los Angeles.
to double its present 500

Stuart Buchanan,

of

KTM

Ray Vlrden.
Lord

Ruthrauff A Ryan, Inc.
Chrysler Bldg., N. Y. C.
Jack Davidson.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
420 Lexington Ave, N. Y. O.
John U. Reber.
Robert Colwell.

over there first of the year. Station
planning a Frisco comeback but not
to previous quaiters in Pickwick

Every

withdrawal

from Maine, and a George
Rooney met In a speakeasy hero.
Both were listening to the radio. As
tones rolled out Rooney
made some remark about the singer.
'You'll have to answer to me,' said
Jamison. 'He comes from the same

Vallee's

state as I do

— Maine.'

GUS

at least for the distribution end, by re-issuing some of
the first run product which did not
get even a 50% average break, according to the lo.^iaes officially antoria's

loss,

For the

induaii-y as a whole, esthe theatres, moratoiia's
cannot be retrieved, tlie elc
of time furnishing the clilef

pecially

ment

barrier.
Tlie
peculiar charactoristics of
the theatre, its inability right now
to be used for any other purpose,
cause industry leaders to be confident that the worst which fiimdom
can undergo will only be tempo

C.

Hubbell Robinson.

Chase Out

VAN

lary-^that, even should the holiday
last another 10 days it would dark
(Continued from page 5)
en many houses which would re
Ernshaw-Yonng. of Los Angeles, Clarke, former owner, and Charles
light
as rapidly as banks could meet
gives KYW, Chicago, assurance that Higley so far as known remain on
tlie drafts of fans.
'Chandu' will stick another year.
the board.
Ronald Reagan, on the
anRichardson, while relinqui.shing
nouncing staff, Davenport, la., has
his membership on the former fi- duties outside his neld as trca.surcr
resigned.
Iowa state police radio system nance committee and as director may be. assumed by W. C. Michel
tests started March 1 by the bureau continues indefinitely as treasurer and Richard Rowland. Michel conof criminal Investigation with the of the company, voluntarily.
tinues as executive vice-president.
State Bankers' Association.
It was one of the conditions on
Attorney William Gossctt of the
Jean Paul King special announcer which he entered the company, downtown law firm of Hughes,
for College Inn, Chicago, now tliat wlien v.p. of Chase, that he would
Schurman & Dwight, is tlie new
Ben Bernle has? scrammed.
be free to step out when he figured secretary of the Fox Comi)any.
Peggy Patton, who is really it was best for his own interests
The Chase move is ro?:<ardcd as in
Gladys Becker. olTorlng a film shat- and the company's. This attitude
defereacf to Kent's own wishes who
ter over WISN, Milwaiikoe, .Sunday was known
to the company heads has de.-ili J .a inanagcniont directorafternoons.

WKAF

"Rrd"
Network

SnturdoyH

M.

ALLEN

WM. UOBBIS AGENCX

ABE

LYMAN
ANI> HIS

CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA

^wo-HundiO(Uli

performanoe

of

oC

P.M. K.S.T.

ate right along.

For Chase

to ac-

.

Jimmy undor Kent

WTMJ.

Mil-

Columbia Broadcastlnar System

DENTAL MAGNESIA

since 1928.
I-ntll the

present reorganization cede to Kent's wl.slies means that
Is completed, Ricliardthe hank oincial.s have the utmust
waukee 'Journal' statii>n. .limmy Hon will remain and upon his depav- respect fur his ability and aims, as
and Jane IJaxtcr, jjIus 'J'otntny Tay- Uwo; wlilch may not occur for sev- the bnnk while not rcpresrviucil in
eral months yet, Sidney Towell may ihe operatin;; end or
lor, are still the dr.vmalis porsDi.-io.
on the (Hrccbocome troa.suror.
Tli.Dt's
unofll- torate still stands as the company's
'Thrilling
Advent (n ew
Baxter' celebralca by

but llknly.

principal

bard.son as an officer of Fok
had manifold dutlf>s, aincc he

pled.Tc--

clal.

Milton Charles Paid Off

Itli

Warners
ha.s
.'-cttled
Milion
Cliarlcs"
MaMtbaum, Plilla"leIpM.a,
contract for 50%. The organist v.a.s

alMO hfid the po.sltlon as vIce-prpH-

booked until July

IlnfiiilHh

Settlement

wa.s

1.

ni.i'lo

rif cf f;.--.(j.r'y

by the Maslbaum'a closing.

h.-i.s

Oponlni;
Kvoiilns.

CLUB

LIDO,

idffnt

lip

llio

and

.Tf.kr-d

.sofrctary.

many
to

future

It

wan

to le-

sire

of these duties that

he rollevod.
Tims In
some of Rlchard.sona

creditor

throuirh

stock

the C'liase people's part
be separated froth certain
such as the l''nx lilrn

iipiin

also to

Indn.-tilals
'

ilur.iig ilie

bank emergency.

March

9lh

"^ew^^'Yor^'"?!*.:;*

Maestro of the Harmonica

JOHNNY
O'BRIEN
YKAR9 WITH

FOl'R SOLID

SAN FRANCISCO

NBC

Creating His Own Novelty
Musical Innovations

THE GREEK
AMBASSADOR
of Good-Will

GEORGE

GIT OT
Sole Direction

HERMAN BERNIE
1619

New York

Broadway,

ATTENTION!!
SPONSORS!! I

SID GARY
Radio's Versatile Baritone
Week Miirrit 10, Mvtropolltitn, Il'klyn

HEADLINING
Kntire

Loew

for

Loew.

Johnny

LOEW

Circuit to Follow

RKO. Marty

Forkint

Hyde— Wm.

Morrii

Agency

LEONARD
HAYTON
CHESTERFIELD

ORCHESTRA

and bond control.

Kact that the move is made at
ihli time may bo construed as a de-

M.
Thursday

o.no to 10 r.

WOC

Evening

6.

hails

this.

There was talk in film circles of
a possibility of cutting into mora-

deficit

of

Vallee

Albany, Mar.

Vallee has one loyal local
defender.
William Jamison, who

PROGRAM

Nathan Tufts.
Edwin Barrett.
Young A Rubicam
285 Madison Ave, N. Y.

Commonwealth Edison sponsor.ihip.
Irma Glen, now in Florida, will resume upon her return.

Of Opinion on
Rudy

to grant a free show
strictly
discretionary

Beyond that first-show-in-need
the major companies admitted they
were helpless to continue their
campaign against marquee paralysis of the country.
Theatres that
couldn't get enough for the second
rental, and just couldn't make a go
of things generally, would have to
darken. This again w;as probably
the most complete over-ruling of
early judgment which had recorded
that the industry at all cost must
keep its theatres open. The situation up to the week-end, however,
had reached proportions where even
producers could see the halt; so
what amounted to a retreat order
the first admitted ever to be officially given
was sounded.
With the national mqi-atorium
virtually
representative from the
industry's
gro.ss
viewpoint
film
leaders maintained a standing-by
attitude until yesterday (Monday)
when all were hopeful that the
Rooseveltlan note of Government
guaranteeing deposits would be
sounded and generally lift the
gloom.

nounced.

Kissproof powder and Louis Philllpe lipstick, from the same mixing
factory, have five periods over the
weelc on WBBM, Chicago.
Air Juniors will be continued over
WENR, Chicago, as a sustaining

5 Days for Difference

OLDSMOBILE

Cal Kuhl.
A. K. Spencer.
Hcrschel Williams.

Mid-West

6

instructed to be especially watchful

Gordon Thompson.

party.

WABC
l>.

Wh id-

March

the branch manager.
The
major companies aver that many
exhibs were only too eager to chisel
out of the film payments in the past
and use the ready money to meet
other bills. Branch managers were

—

A Thomas

Park Ave, N. Y. C.
Montague Hackett.
Jack Nelson.
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
285 Madison Ave, N. Y. C.
Dorothy Brlstow.
247

KTAB has changed its mind about
making exec offices and main stuOakland after having moved

despite

A' Mitchell, Inc.
N. Y. C.

17 E. 45th St.,

dios in

program

C

Lennen

Cliarles A. Schenck.

get-

orchestra broadcasting over
and KTM, gueat artist-ed at
Mrs. E. L. Doney, Sr.'s, blue book

ROBERT
BURNS
PANETELA

'W A B

Martin. Horrell.

KNX

DUMB

COAST-TO-COAST

Lambert A Feasley, Inc.
Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

400

den's

CRACKERS

PHILLIP'S

Louis A. Wltten.

KFWB

Lawrence King, with Jay

BAND

Taea., Wed., Tliurs., 8:45 to 0

Hanff-Metzger, Inc.
Paramount Bldg., N. Y. C.

Seeking
watt power.

who upon

a

D.,

could reach for film obligations.

because of

Frank A. Arnold

latest

Sioux Falls, S.

A radio -news broadcast for hearing Injunction case is scheduled
to.
day (Monday). The court has
already Issued a temporary injunction against the Sioux Falls
Broadcast Association, operating
KSOO
on behalf of the Associated Press
and Its local member, the daily
'Argus -Leader.'
The temporary order restrains the
broadcasting company from appropriating or using A.P. news for
%
period of 24 hours after the first
publication here.

with

Inc.

ting $75 a performance became the
Coast's highest paid dramatic air
performer, goes
on loan from
KNX. He'll do the lead in a new
series of 'English Coronets.'
Dale
Gordon in support.
David Ballou, formerly at KFI,
now with KNX, to write and announce.

Network Decca Becords

at 0:30

Is

AP.-DAKOTA DAILY WIN
INJUNCTION OVER NEWS

The two went outside to settle tlie
argument and it wasn't long betoro
they reached headquarters where
(Continued from page 9)
Hays companies feeling that the the next morning Judge Bergaii
gave both men five days to ponder
first free show would start the theatre into a cash reserve from which on Rudy's ability.
The right
was made

Holiner.

70 Pine St, N. Y,

B.O.'S, Off $1,000,000

it

Albert Frank-Guenther Law,

building.

ROT FOX

'

Mann

J. Ikle-

KGKL, San Angelo, Tex., silent
afternoons for two weeks. Installing an organ.
Warner Brothers has its broadcast
pickup station,^ KIED, aboard the
'42nd Street' ballyhoo train.

LOU
KATZMAN

Dir.:.

Colo.

Clay Center, Neb., on the
a. m. daily to broadcast

weather conditions and other info
nearby farms.
Jump from 100 to 250 watts for
KGDT, Huron. S. D.

P. M., E. S. T.

BURNS

Curtis P. Ritchie

William Esty.
Federal Adv. Agency
444 Madison Ave., N. Y. O.

to

WABC

B.B.C.

has

KGEW.

man as partner of
KGHP, Pueblo,

— —
Sunday, 9

Junction, Colo.,
facilities of

In

BATH CLUB REVUE

Inc.

Ave., N. Y. C.

H. McKee.
Erwin, Waaey A Co., Inc.
420 Lexington Ave.. N. Y. C.
Charles Gannon.
William Esty A Co., Inc.
6 E. 46th St, 'n. Y. C.

transmitter.

6

show.

J.

Goes to unlimited time.
Joe B. Finch replaces O.

at

Park

Chicago, March 6.
Merrill Fugit, boy actor in 'Dick
Daring' the Quaker Oats kid serial
which goes network this week,
threatened to walk out last week
unless his stipend was boosted to
$135 a week on the new schedule.
Pointing out that this was more
salary than many of their execs
were receiving these days, Quaker
Oats resisted the demand.
A compromise was finally agreed at a lower figure and Fugit remains with the

0.

troit).

Hearst's

Berthana ballroom.

air

Campbell-Ewald Co.
Madison Ave., N. Y.

Halstead Cottlngton.
(General Motors Bldg., De-

C.

King sisters move to Ogden to
work with Milt Taegert's band at

KMMJ,

Inc.

Frank Hummert,
George Tormey.
Blackman Co.

chargc basis.

Management

Ino.

Blow, Co., Ino.
621 Fifth Ave, N. T. O.
Milton Blow.

American Weekly lyanscriptlons foi"
L. A. 'Examiner,' on no-pay, no-

WALTER BATCHELOR

BowIm,

Madison Ava, N. T. 0.
M. Ruffner.

a

from S. F. June 20.
Sid Olsen and Gus Gowans, Salt
program board.
Mitzi Green has recorded a series Lake ad agency writers, debut on
KSL aa gag team.-

KFXJ, Grand

&

Benton
B.

Pierce* sailing

been given the

BOY ACTOR WANTED
MORE $ THAN EXECS

Durstlno.
Arthur Pryor, J«,
Haley.
Enillle
444

picture names for the air. He will
linger several weeks but Is understood to be looking for prominent
stars of secondary strength only.
Stanley Holt, of the same agenreturned to New York last
cy,

week.

Roy

Harold Grayson's orchestra being
out of the Roosevelt hotel, Hollywood. Bob. Holman's combination, at
the Cafe de Paree, is doubling its
remote over KHJ for Gtayson'a previous time.
Jerry Jones' band booked for
world tour on Dollar line, 'Pres.

Ore.,

A

Blackot^-Sample-Hummert,
230 Park Ave., N. T.

West

Salem,

CL

Barton, Durstin*
Osborne, Ino.

Names

Hollywood, March 9.
Chap Chappie, of the J. Walter
Thompson agency. Is here seeking

Madison Ave, N. T. O.

388

salesman.

Magician for Beachnut Packing at
food shows around New York.
Cissle Loftus, Ray Samuels and
Blanche Ring are due for a hearing
on the Fleischmann Teast show In
the near future.
Grace Hayes, Smith and Dale and
Bide Dudley with Nell O'Brien have
been given a tuning- In by the NBC

Ave, N. Y.

600 Fifth

Douglas Coulter.
Batten,

Bill Adama, WHEC p. a., casually
mentioned In newspaper as the best shortly.
Jack Nelson among Lord &
dressed radio man in Rochester.
Next day he entertained three In- Thomas personnel cuts as a result of
surance agents, one clothing sales- slash in Lucky Strike ad budget
man, two socks peddlers and an auto

Eddie Miller Is now doing four
broadcasts a week on WOR, Newark, three of them night spots.
William Bradley, Jr., son of legit's
prop supplier, is doing a Chandu the

Air Contrikct for

Radio Exeoa (Asaoelated With

miHUlllMBHMI.lBiaMinMHl«UBmMMJHl

hotel,

Agencies'

SIX NKUIT.S WIOIOKIA'
(l-:xcept Sunday)
vl;i

Kntirc
i>

roliiiiiltin
I'.

M.

Network

(i:.s.T.)

Tuesday, Marcli

7,

RADIO

1933

Glenn Snyder, Gen. Mgr.
George Biggar, Program Mgr.
D. R. McDonald, Adv. Mgr.
Tom Rowe. Chief Engineer.
Clementine I-egg, Artists Mgr.
Hal O'Halloran, Chief Announcer.
Harry Steele, Pobliclty Dir.

(Aa a oonventence for readers unfamiliar with who's who in Radio,
'Variety' prints below a directory for New York, Los Angeles,

San Francisco, and Chicago.)

New York
(Stations

Bernard Levltow. Musical
George Wleda, Press.

City

Knickerbocker

Fifth Ave.
Plaza S-IOOO

711

M

H. Aylesworth, President.
BIchard C. Pattereon, Jr., Executive V.-P.
O. C. McClelland, Ass't to the President.
John Elwood, V.-P.
Gen. Atty.
A It- Ashby, V.-P. and Artists'
Service.
George DhKles. V.-P. on
John P. Royal, V.-P. on Programs.
Roy C. Wltmer, V.-P. on Sales.
Frank Mason, V.-P. on Public Relations.

Lewis MacConnach, Secretary.
Mark J. Woods, Secretary.
H. F. MoKeon, Auditor.
H. F. Kelly, Asst. Auditor.

I>onald a. Shaw, Eastern Sales Mgr.
Thoa. H. Bclvlso, Music Library.
W. D. Bloxhom, Purchasing Agent.
John fl. Carey, Service Supervisor.
O. B. Hanson, Mgr., Plant Operation and
Engineering Dept.
Ruth Kealer, Personnel Supervisor.
Donald Wlthycomb, Mgr. Sta. Relations.
Paul F. Peter, Mgr. -Statistical Hept.
G. W. Johnstone, Mgr. Press Relations
Sept.
t>ulnton Adams, Mgr. Electrical Transcription Dept.
B. P. H. James, Sales Promotions Mgr.
Mrs. Francis Rockefeller King, Mgr. private entertainment.

CBS
(Station WABC)
48S Madison Ave.
Wlckersbam 2-2000
William

President.

Paley,

S.

Edward Klauber, Executive V.-P.

Som PIckard.
Hugh Kendall

V.-P.
Bolce, V.-P. in

Charge of

Gales.

Lawrence
tions and

Lowman, V.-P. on Opera-

«V.

Secretary.

M. R. Runyon, Treasurer,
Karl Knipe, Sales Mgr.
William H. Englsn, Asst. Sales Mgr.
Julius S. Soebaoh, Program Operations.
Paul W. White, Publicity.
Edwin K. Cohan, Technical Dir.
Paul W. Kesten, Sales Research.
John J. Karol, Market Research.
John B. Carlisle, Production Mgr.
Frederic P. Willis. Educational Dir.
Julius Mattfeld, Music Library.
Hugh Cowan, Commercial Engineer.
Ferrln Frosor, Editor, Continuity.
Marion R. Parsonhett, Dramatic Dir.
Herbert B. Glover, News Broadcasting.
Ralph J. Wonders, Mgr.. Artists' Bureau.

WOR
Bambeiser Broadcasting Service,
1440 Broadway

Ino.

Pennsylvania 0-8383
7. McCosker, Station Mgr.
A. A. Cormier, Sales Mgr.
Walter J. Neff, Asst. Sales Mgr.

AUred

Iiowls Reld,

Program

Frank

Dir.

a«orge ehackley, Musical Dir.
Robert L Wilder. Press.
Ri Poppele, Chief Engineer.
'

Albert E. Nelson, General Mgr.
Lloyd G. Harris, Production Mgr.
John Ccrny, Musical Dir.
James MacPherson, Sales Mgr.
H. V. FltzCharlea, Chief Engineer.
Alice

114 B. 08th St.
Eldorado 0-4100
Bradley Kelly, Station Mgr.
Jobn S. Martin. Sales Mgr.

John McCormlck, Program Dir.
Harold Shubert, Production Mgr.

•2580

Crawford
Van Buren 8000
Gene Dyer, Station Mgr.
Charles Lanphear, Production Mgr.

BBD&O— George

WENR—WMAQ)

Nlles
P. Q.

Parker,

In charge.
Asst. Geni' Mgr.
Station Relations Mgr.

1070

Don

V.-P.

Paul Rlckenbacher, Production Mgr.
Kcnnefh Nlles, Asst. Prod. Mgr.
C. Newkirk, TnfOe Mgr.
J. Kemp, Asst. Adv. Mgr. (KHJ
publicity.

KFI and
(NBC

KYA

KECA

KFWB
Warner Bros. Pictures Corp.
Warner Theatre Bldg.

Wabash
Homer Hogan, Gen. Mgr.
Parker Wheatley, Production Mgr.
Harold E. Bean, Asst. Production Mgr.
Rex Maupln, Musical Director.
H. E. Randall, Chief Engineer.

KNX
Western Broadcasting Co.
Paramount Studios, Hollywood
Hempstead 4101

Kenneth

C

OrmletoD, Technical Super-

visor.

Drury Lane, Program Mgr.
Wilbur Hatch, Musical Dir.

KMTR
Radio Corp.
•16 No. Formosa. Hollywood
Hillside 1101
Reed E. Calllster, President.
Mgr.
Gen.
Peters,
L. W.
Harold Horton, Prod. Mgr.
Ssivatore Santaello, Musical Dir.

Franklin Lundqulst, Bus. Mgr.
Maurice Lynch, Treasurer.

KGFJ

Phillip Friedlander, Production Dir.
Eddie Hanson, Musical Dir.

1417 So. Flgueroa Street
Prospect 7780

Fireside Broadcasting Oo.

WJJD

KRKD
S41 South Spring Street
Madison 1170
Doherty, President.

State 6466

A. Howell, Mgr.
R Kaufman, Commercial Mgr.
David Capp, Program Dir.
David Bennett, Musical Dir.
Joe Allobougb, Chief AnnouBC«r.
R.

WLS
Burrldge Butler, President.

Frank

V. O. PreUg, G«B. Mgr.
Del LyoD, Sales Mgr.

KTM
Plokwick Broadcaotlng Ca.
214 Bo. Vermont
Exposition U41
Charles Wren. Pre*.
George Martinson, HanagMv

CBS

Bureau of Information

Superior Programs I

Bunday 11

P.

FOR

WABc|

H.

and Stations
For Canadian Conunish

$1,650,000

Ottawa, March 6.
Government estimates

for 1933 provided Jl.OOO.OO'o for the
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WEST

44tb ST.,

Advertising Agencies
Inc.

NEW YORK

SUPERIOR COLORED TALENT
For

ind Stage, Building ActJ, Itoand Arr nglnrt, Lcssona In
and Bxblhltlon Dancing
Unusual Voice Culture Method

Radio

fues. OrrheslratlnR
all typei of Btmo

STUDIO AVATLADLK IIY THK IIOVR
BRyant t-9e3B

THURSTON
Sponsored by

SWIFT & CO.
On a Renewed Contract
Thuridaya and

Frltfaya,

8:45

P.M.

N.B.C. Coast to Coast

(EST)

lime.
Attitude of the afilliated operators
in the less populous spots is that
their listening clientele would rather
tune in late at night on bands personally known to them in their own

town than on the combos coming
from distant sectors. Outside of the
fact that they see these local bands
in action once in a while and get to
feel a sort of acquaintanceship with
the leader and his men, the hometowners prefer the touches of looal
color mixed with the dance music;
1.
e., the names of the patrons on
hand that night, with social comment to the eilect that Minnie
Klotsch and a party are celebrating
her birthday, or that Mr. and Mrs.
Dunkleblitz and friends are making
merry over the couple's 25th wedIng anniversary.

Local Coin
Other angle Influencing the local
snubbing the late evening
network dance unit Is the commercial possibilities. From a local cafe
or hotel spot the station can moke
some sort of a deal to clear a netv
sum for Itself over the cost of the
outlet In

Because of

obligatory arrangeof its allies CBS

its

ment with most

has been able to furnish extensive
links for spot dance band pickups
from both New York and Chicago,
while NBC Is finding Itself gradually frozen out of the late evening
periods .on the smaller stations.
Situation prompted Ralph HItz,
operator of the Hotel New York,

week

to ask

NBC

to

remove

Its

wire from that spot's main dining
so that CBS pickup facilities
could be installed. Columbia guarantees to deliver the hotel and, ita
orchestra, Ozzle Nelson's band, to
over 40 stations.
Best that NBC
could do was an average of 10 out-

lets.

IPANA'S NBC Vs HOnSS
Ipana

off
network
two years, is due

Toothpaste,

alrlanes for over

new Federal Radio Commission— to resume on NBC In April with
and there was a yell from hoth a half hour musical show.
sides.

Now a

supplementary vote
Dentifrice has its air intentions
commission has in the audition stage.

of $650,000 for the

been brought down by the Government.
On top of all, announcement Is
made that the Radio Commission
will buy the broadcasting stations
at Ottawa, Vancouver and Moncton as the nucleus of a state-owned
national chain.

That means more

money.

Western Union Has
Broadcasting Plans
Western Union will make its debut on the air the latter part of
March if it decides on a program.
Release of a half-hour show will be
over

LEONi

BELASCO
N.B.C.

.C.B.S*

Wed.

Mon., Thura.

9:30,

E.S.T.

and
Saturday

Woodbury
Hour
NIOETIXT

AMBASSADOR HOTEL,
Sole Direction

N. Y.

HBBBIAN BEBMIE
New Tork

1619 Broadway,

NBC.

Network has already auditioned
W. U. a musical affair out of Its
Chicago studios.
to

Pond cold cream Is still scouting
for a celebrity to replace Mrs.
Roosevelt on Its Friday night NBC
dates. For the next two programs
there will be no additions to the
Leo Relsman band and warbler setup.

IMMERMAN & SON,

bands coming from New York and
Chicago for their own local attractions. Trend has made It increaslngr
toUgh for NBC whose arrangement
with its allied outlets makes the
taking of either a sustaining or
.lommerclal program strictly optional.
CBS has protected Itself in
a majority of spjf.a through a standard agreement that guarantees delivery of so many hours a day of
both commercial and sustaining

Who's Got a Celeb?

Creator of the

I

Ralph Brunton, Mgr.
Ralph Smith, Prog. Dir.

Canadian

NBC

room

4148

Sons, Owners.

Ben S. McGlashon, owner.
Duke Hancock, Mgr.

Palmer Housa
C.

&

Tough on

Unless they're under obligation to
take them from the networks, affiliated stations In the smaller cities
now prefer to pass up the name

last

Bush SC

ORdway
Julius Brunton

Earl, Jr.. President.
Naylor Rogers, V.-P. and Gen. Mgr.
Carl B. Nlssen, Commercial Mgr.

KMTR

Dir.

1880
.

C

Dir.

Howard Kecgan, Chief Announcer.
Maynard Marquardt, Chief Engineer.

KJBS

.

Hollywood 0815
Gerald King. Gen. Mgr.
Chester Mlttendorf, Commercial Mgr.
Jack Joy, Program Dir.
Johnnie Murray, Charge Vaude Programs.
Kay Van Riper, Charge Dramatic Prog.

Guy

Bldg.
4040

Publicity

(Don Lee-Columbla outlet)
1000 Van Ness Ave.
PRospect 0100
Fred Pabst. Don Lee Gen. Mgr.
Harrison Holllway, Station Mgr.
William Wright, Prog. Dir.
Walter Kelsey, Musical Dir.

charge.

Leonard Erickson, Western Sales Mgr.
Walter Preston, Program Dir.
Bobby Brown, Gen. Production Mgr.
Jeft King, Traffic and Omce Mgr.
Harold Fair, Asst. Program Dir.
Howard NeumlUer, Musical Dir.
William Cooper. Continuity Editor.
Larry FIsk, Chief Engineer.
Kelly Smith, WBBM Enles Mgr.
Steve Trumbull, CBS Publicity Mgr.
Ruth Betz. WBBM Publicity Mgr.
Harlow Wilcox, Chief Announcer.
Richard Elpcrs, Sales Promotion Mgr.
Arthur Wesner, Community Concert Mgr.
McClure Bellows, CBS Concert Mgr.

Uimer Turner, Publicity

KFRC

Richmond 6111

BaA

telephone wire.

088 Market St.
PRoepect 8460
Station Mgr.

Edward McCallum,

Earle C. Anthony, President.
Arthur Kales, V.-P. and Gen. Mgr.
Glen Dolberg, Program Dir.
Carl Haverlin, Oommerctal Mgr.

WBBM)
In

Frost,

outlets)

Earle C. Anthony, Ino.
1000 So. Hope Street

W. Washington
Haymarket 7600

And Many Other

Lew

Arthur

Wrigley BIdg.
Whitehall COOO

Atlass,

C. L.

Van

Mawhinney,

E.

Coist Dlv.

only).

Leslie

NBC
KGO-KPO-KYA)

Paclflc Coast Division
111 Sutter Street
Sutler 1920
Oilman. V. P. of

NBC and Fac.
Manager.
McCarthy, Asst. Gen. Mgr.
Program Dir.
Harry Anderson, Sales Mgr.
A. H. Saxton. Chief Engineer,
H. J. Maxwell, omce Mgr.
Lloyd E, Toder, Publicity Dir.
Karl Shulllnger, Dir. Artists Bureau.
Jennings Pierce. Chief Announcer.
Meredith Wlllson, Musical Dir.
Cecil Underwood, Prod. Mgr.
Roy Frothlngham, Sales Promotion Mgr.
Don

West 7tb Street
Vandyke 7111

Dir.

CBS

Leslie

San Francisco
(Stations

Lee: President.
B. Tyson, Gen.

Prntt. 'Public Relations Counsel.
Publicity Mgr.

Gen. Mgr.

May.

Mgr.
C. Ellsworth Wylle, Gen. Sales Mgr.
Raymond Paige, Musical and Program
I.,eo

Al Williamson,

•

Fltzioy 1'-'31
Cord. President.

L.

Tom Br:nncman,

(Columbia Don Lee Broadcasting System^

Roy Shield, Chief Musical Dir.
C. Li. Menser, Production Dir.
A. W. Kanoy, Program Mgr.
Alex Robb, Asst. Program Mgr.
Sidney Strotz. Artists Mgr.
John.Glhon. Continuity Editor.
Frank Mullen, lOlr. of Agriculture.
Judith Waller, Bducntlon.".l Dir.
Kenneth Corpenter, Sales Mgr.
William Hedges, Local Snies Mgr.
I. E. Showerman, Sales Service Mgr.
E. C. Carlson, Sales Promotion Mgr.
Howard Luugcns. Chief Engineer.
M. W. Rffe, Chief Field Engineer.
B. R. Dnnges, Maintenance Mgr.

(Station

E.

Steel.

Morris.

KHJ

Fred Weber,
John Whalley, OHIce Mgr.

Ben

KFAC-KFVD

Los Angeles

Trammel, V.-P.

photog,

Los Angclf>s BronUcastIng Co.
U4.'i Mariposa Ave.

niackett-Sample— Edwin .Ayleshire.
Henri Hurst McDonald— Art Decker.

Mcrchandl::: Mart
Superior 8300

offlclal

a special plug.

in for

R. L. Rust, Sales Mgr.
C. B. Juneau, Production Mgr.

Advertising Agencios

NBC

1230

Gftuehos Program

coming

Lord & Thomas— Henry Selllnger.
Walter Thompson— Tom Luckcnblll.
Erwin-Wasey—William Weddell.
McCann-KrIckson— Fred Ibbett.
N. W. Ayer— W. G. McGulre.
Critchfield— Fronk
MoJunkIn— O. H.

network's

the

J.

Chicago

Vew ToA

yiNGENT SOREY

N.

Joseph Brubaker, Chief Engineer.
John Van, Musical Dir.
Don Crosnor, Chief Announcer.

Columbus C-703U

Pat Murphy,

CHARLES
ALTHOFF

day before.
It was arranged by Frank
Mason, NBC v.p. In charge of
press, with Ray Lee Jackson,

WGES

H. F. Riley. Dir.
P. Kicrnan, Business Mgr.
R. W. BJork, Sales Mgr.
George O'Brien, Program Dir.
Rudolph Forst, Musical Dir.
Joseph Deppe, Chief Engineer.

Furniture Mart
Delaware 0000
John Fitzpatrick, President.
Kd.ward N. Nockles, Gen. Mgr.

circle 7-2625

Publicity Dir.

J.

WCFL

Morton A. Miknan

TIpIady,

128

Universal Broadcasting Corp.
415 W. 60th St.

Strauss

Tarietr<

Mlchlgan-Wacker Bldg.
Andover 6000

Irving Sclzer, Musical .Direc-

KYW

Amertoan Radio News Corp.

XBC is now tossing picture
previews. But the preview In
this Instance Is an advance
look at an exhibition of 'photographic portraits' of major and
minor names on the network.
Exhibit opens for the general public In the main salon of
Aeolian Hall Thursday (6).
Press Invitations are for the

Publicity Dir.

WiBO

Harry Pascoe, Continuity.
Frank Marx, Chief Engineer.

3,

WINS

Schrelber,

tors.

(Stations

Museum

Mason's

Chief Engineer.

Co.

Fred W. Dyson, Bus. Mgr.
Harry Carlson, WMCA Program Director.
Bin Williams. WPCH Program Director.
Capt. Robert S. Woods. Press.
Jack RIcker, Studio Director.

Vf.

Department Heads
t

Carl Myers.

Want Local

Particnlarly

It

Edward

Broadway at 63d St.
Columbus 6-0660
Donald Flamm, Pres.
William Wiseman, V. P.
Sidney Flamm, Sales Mgr.

Elmo Russ,

Making

WQN
Drake Hotel
Superior 0100
W. B. McFarland, Gen. Mgr.
Quin Ryan, Station Mgr.

WLWL

Horn. Gen. Engineer.
Frank Mullen, Atjrlculturol Dir.
J. doJara Almonte, Evening Operations.
Bertha Uralnnrd, Program Mgr.
Q. W. Payne, Operations.
R. J. Telcliern. Asst. to Treas.
D. S. Tuthlll, Sales Mgr., Artists' Service.
C.

Broadcasting

Affiliaieil Siations

George Isaac, Commercial Mgr.
Barry, Production Mgr.
Delos Owen, Musical Dir.

Dir.

WMCA-WPCH

NBC
WJZ-WEAF)

VARIETY

Advertising agencies and otiiers in tlio field of radio, against
to tiie show business or broadcasting from
This
a show angle, are invited to consult 'Variety' for information.
service is gratis. Mail communications will be answered promptly.
unfamiliar
to the radio program directors of
Any show angles
will
buslneas,
advertising agencies, and all others In the radio-show

Boyt

4

ond o

Guitoi*

COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

Consideration of Al Jolson for the
spot is out with the agency on the
account, J. Walter Thompson, denying that the Idea had ever reached

^flMal
IHOtlM

JitfratnMlfT

bIMtWIU

MIIU-Bsdifnn.l'K.
9:13

P.M

negotiations.

any problem pertaining

be clarified.
Information particularly may be desired by radio talent buyers on
the estimation of acts' salary values. These will be forthcoming as
part of the Information published In 'Variety' In the past as to the
value of standard attractions for the stage, screen or radio.
This entire free service Is confidential, 'Variety' pledges none of
the requests will be given publicity In print or otherwise.

RUTH ETTING
GLORIFYING

POPULAR SONG

MONDAY

and TUVRSDAT, 0 V. M.. &B.V.

*1-

Er•

ADIO

VARIETY

S6

CANADA'S 'THEATRE OF THE KING KONG

JACK BENf4Y

AIR'
Talk, Music
New ChtvreUt
With edltli EvaiM, Ammm Maltmk
Stage Broadcast
COMMERCIAL
WJZ, New York
Mary Uvinflaton* ami Frank
Direction Forbes Randolph
Black
Aside from its weak entertainEmpire Theatre, Toronto
B tmm
Launchlner of the first Canadian ment content and poor all around Comedy, Senp^
'theatre of the air* program March 1 framing as an exploitation stunt for COMMERCIAL
name, WEAF, N«w York
by Forbes Randolph brought out the the RKO picture of the same
perJack Benny most likely
major sponsors, advertising agency it Is doubtful whether this program
executives and local radio talent to had a chance of garnering much at- sonally admtt that the biggest comSpotting
view a gesture performance, held In tention to begin with.
his
this half hour conglomera- pliment ever tossed him In
a theatre, of the type of variety given
Chevof testimonials and orchestral career as an entertainer waa
program that Randolph could as tion
out
music
had
in opposition to it Jack rolet's bringing him In to finish
semble. Already IB programs have
left
Peai-l on the red (WEAF) link of the six weeks on this series
been arranged for on the strength the same
vacant by Al Jolson's departure.
NBC chain.
of this first show.
To Graham McNamee fell the as- Reaching for Benny was no eanable
Patently modeled on the NBC signment of pumping excitement on the part of the auto maker. His
Times Square studio idea, the Ran- into his narrative of the picture's Is a name established among the
dolph opus took the Canucks 'back- plot and characters and of m.c.'lng loudspeaker element. But even with
stage' and showed them how a pro- a group of testimonial givers. Only this in bis favor Chevrolet agreed
gram is sent over the ether. one of the collection who sounded with the NBC suggestion of surGlasscd-ln control box in full view forthright and had anything inter- rounding him with some strong
of the audience who were also let esting to say was Lowell Thomas, musical support And that's what
in on sound effect secrets.
who told of his acquaintanceship its got In the Frank Black batonof James
Randolph has taken over the Em- with the picture's producer, Merlan ing and the warbling
Bdlth Evans, the latter
pire theatre, former burlesque and Cooper, and of the Jungle folklore Melton and
to the alrlanes and of
stock house, and opening night was he had encountered in his travels a newcomer
and
Evans
of
team
vaude
the
'King
the
an invitation audience. Idea is to that reminded him of
produce and sell these entire pro- Kong' fable. Thomas also uncoiled Mayer. hte debut stann («) with
For
grams to be broadcast from the a couple of ribs on Cooper's acArrangements have been
stage.
completed with three Toronto stations and also for a trans-Canada
hookup for those commercials who
.

wW

Radw

want national advertlslnsr by air.
Program ran an even 63 minutes,
Including the surprise appearance
of GItz Rice, who Just had to sing
Song writer is un'Pal of Mine.'
derstood to have left the stage and
bought a printing plant here.
Liead-oS was Cornfield's 30-plece

Similar to 'Variety's'

again oifers

staff.

Radio manuscripts, placed in sealed envelopei^ are thus regla'Variety' reserves the right to open aajr envelopes at any
time to establish, any phase of the legitimacy of the contents, although it is otherwise not concerned with the eontenta or outcome
of any disputes. Likewise, the right. If the sender la not known in
the show business, to at once open the envelop* to ascertain if contents are sent in good faith or to act as a psendo claim later on.
If a duplication should appear on the air or elsewhere. If deciding
material has not been sent In good faith, it wIM not be accepted by
tered.

ter liisslng back of hand In pasta
Theatre audience laughed
scenes.

uproariously

at

a

this,

reaction

which must have mystified radio

who

could not see the
to the theatre
audience was the fact that artists
who sound well on the ether do not
necessarily sound well on a stage.
Black and silver modernistic set
was by Forbes Randolph and concealed flood-lighting changes were
effective. Incidentally, the comedy,
both In delivery and script writing,
was as bad as possible. McBtajf.

New

also

'Variety' for registration.
The advantage of this registration of material is to expedite differences and arEnimsnts over Ideas, gags and matnrlal.
In the
vaudeville field these arbitrations with the aid of 'Variety' meant
that majiy cases Were kept out of the cotnta and more speedily
adjudicated by an intra-trade board.
Unperformed, like unpublished manuscripts, cant be copyrightprotected. Thus, this registration affords an author with a number of Ideas to register these with 'Variety* as a means for the
establishment of some premise of priority.

SOUTHERN SINGERS
Songs, Instrumental
Sustaining

WJZ, New York

As long as this foursome sticks
to spiritual and hillbilly harmony
they're bound to gain plenty of attention on the three nightly niches
has allotted them. But
a week
once they turn to the jigtime and

as a fllmer of animal tales,
referring to 'Chang' as an Instance
tlvlty

which Cooper together with
half
Schoedsack went
Hollywood and completely so In
Indigo laments of Harlem they'll the making of "Four Feathers.'
Also piloted to the mike for a
rate Just another colored group doing a copy act on the Mills Broth- blurb each were a trio from the
N.Y. 'News' staff, Joan Lowell of
ers.
For sheer harmony and homey controversial sea-adventurer fame,
emotional appeal this quartet, com- and Blanche Yurka. In the tab's
was John
posed of three men and a girl, stack, representation
there
up as something distinctly different, Chapman, columnist; Irene Thirer,.
and that goes for either of the picture reviewer and George Clark,
chains. Their treatment of folk city ed. Each and all found 'King
songs of the southern segment and Kong* breath-taking, thrilling and
the attending patter packs the au whatnot, but the sum total of their
thentic touch. Also lots of harmony testimonials did little to lift the
and a keen sense of rhythm.
stanza out of its general dullness.
Running through each program Is Broadcast originated from the Raa neatly contrived thread of, con dio City Music Hall where the pictinulty which effectively sketches ture had opened on the same day
the background for the act as well (2) on a day and date run with the
as the numbers. For instrumental RKO Roxy.
OdeO.
accompaniment the foursome mix
a washboard and earthen jug with

NBC

In

Ernest

.

alternate resort

to

guitar, banjo,
the results here

—

—

FELIX ADLER

Circus Clown
and uke, but
Sustaining
are of minor Import.
What will do the fave building WIBO, Chicago
flddle

among

listeners will be their collective talents for quickly and completely projecting a soft, lazy mood

and keeping
sortment

there with a fine asmelody. That lilttle

It

of

Brown Baby*

version, particularly,
could stand repetition. This number
alone serves as the tlpoft of their

'

gam

antly classical.
A radio drama let the audience In
on the various sound devices, such
as the block of wood dropping for
a falling body, slap of a stick on
leather for a pistol shot, or charac-

llsteners-ln

Protective Material Ocpt for vaudeville,
in the stage show bueineesb 'Varied
for the protection of radio mate-

institution

its facilities, gratis,

Radio scripts. Ideas and all material for broadeaatlnff purposes
may be registered free with "Variety* at ita main ofllce In New
Registration carries no charge or obligation whatsoever.
York.
Receipt of such material for registration sstabllshea a means for
continuipriority claims In the event of future dlspatea over
It operated that way for vaudeville and was considered
ties, etc
by this paper as a free service. Scripts and ideas must be very
words.
Identity
author
must be
limited
600
at
the
brief and
to
known In the show business or known to member* of the 'Variety'

cba, but maybe It would have been
out of place in a session preponder-

-miction.

Dent

rial.

band In Gershwin's "Rhapsody in
Barkln doing
liOO
with
Blue,'
Most of
creditably at the piano.
the surrounding bill was operatic,
but it pleased. Program lacked bot-

,

Protective Material

and for long an

new set of faces, and surroundings less intimate than he has been
accustomed to on the air, Benny

this

to make It a smooth and
interesting performance. Little that
was sparkling about his material
but the Way he eased into this session and took up the thread at the
mike where he had dropped it Jan.
26 must have sufficed to, at least,
satisfy the listening mob that had
made him a habit on his previous
Canada Dry connection.
And no escaping that C-D asso-

managed

WGY, Schenectady
A radio vogue for 'popular' poetry
having been created by Tony Worts
WGY is now presenting a second
>fecltatlonlst in the person of Arnold
Rittenberg, manager of RKO's Troy
theatre. It's 15 minutes one after
noon a week.
Instead of the familiar sunshine

and inspiration stuff, Rittenberg's
choice of numbers leans toward the
dramatic. While he announced that
he was looking for a heavier flow of
request selections,
the numbers
broadcasts are pre
domlnantly of the action type. It
probably Is a mistake to pick so

listed for future

many poems
that

the

of this. kind. In

majority

listeners are
terial,

of

view

afternoon

women. Lighter mahe offered a little,

of which

may be more to their liking.
On the technical side the program
is

.

okay.

Rittenberg has a

voice, nice diction
Jalenjt.

and

intern-

good
'ly©

Jaoo,

MOM BAND

Comodlans, Mu*l*

COMMERCIAL

WEAF, New York

tion In Florida the subject of a
mildly diverting teite-a-tete, the
comedy portion Included an unbilled
stooge tagged with an unfunny recital about his exploits as a demon

so off key, unmelodlous and
strained that it almost becomes GEORGE SHACKLEY
burlesque.
But, however, offered Organ, Talk
Sustaining
quite seriously.
Adler is intelligently articulate as WOR, Newark
George Shackley rates as one of
a spokesman for Rlnglings, but he
should speak, not sing, their praises the top all-around musicians connected with a broadcasting studio
Land.
in the New York area. As musical
director for
he's In and
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS
around and supervises practically
Sustaining
every program of this classification
WOKO, Albany
Boys and girls between 11 and 17 on the station, but to give him an
on this program. The m.c. Is an exclusive crack at the mike they've
11-year-old,
Carl Playford, who laid aside a half -hour Sunday morning period. And for this slngle-o
sings and plays harmonica.
appearance Shackley has elected the
Six children on this half hour Sat
urday morning program. Leo d'Al- organ and to intersperse his maniplessandro, 11, has a clear high tenor ulations of th* keys and stops with
and lacks breath control. Ruth Lef chatter.
As a spieler Shackley won't go
fler is a tap dancer, Evelyn Teper is
a monologlst, Elise Gorgls a capable far, but what he- has to say gets to
blues singer, John Bassatta, banjo- its objective efteotively.
For his
1st, and Aleta Moyer is a pianist of Sabbath a. m. stint Shackloy leans
to music of the sentimental genera
promise.
A different group appears on this and the bits of talk are along the
period each month, and each has its same line*.
own contest, the Individual receiv
Program Is a melodious piece of
Ing the most votes from listeners framing, flttlnff In pactly with the

WOR

being awarded a prize.

Sunday monlns mood.

Odec*

1933

Fed ConAisli Eases Up;

D^esb

Granti

surnames, the

tr|o Is

Reqoest

ABC

of it is that the
in these

somewhat outmoded

consideration

la

making

rulings.

KPJM, locally operated by Scott
days of ether sophistication. Joe
Moss' orchestra Is a better entry and Stxirm, had to rebuild its of.
with its forthright Jazzlque sans flees and studios but because of the
added
expense felt that it could not
furbelows.
Two of the' trio are recallable give the minimum of 18 hours dally
from the Coast, where Browne and and keep up the quality.
FRC was petitioned and agreed
Corcoran were aulte funny fellows
on their own or with straights. that In this case Rule 161 would be
Their combo is new.
suspended. Permission was given
An element that counts against KPJM to reduce Its daily air Ume to
them is the 16 minutes. It's too eight hours until July 1, while reshort for anything to happen. talnlng Its status. Means that
the
They're on at 7:30-7:46 HST Sun- programs will use live talent
and
days from WEAF. After four more eliminate the scheduled
four hours
weeks, when the Smith Brothers go of
phonograph records.
off the 7:^6-8 quarter hour, Just preceding the Chase ft Saiibom hour,
this Willianis shavihg cream acCoast
count will utilize the entire half
hour. It may help the entire program.
(Continued from page
So far if s a dud commercial try.
The trio's unfunny; the music, night there was no assurance that
while legit enough, is minus any the legislature would not impose
other distinction or highlight, and restrictions on withdrawals and no
the 'smooth shave* ballyhoo of the certainty that banks ^iwould reopen
Williams product is a bit tiresome. Monday.
Abel.
Late Saturday executives in close
touch with Gov. Rolph sold that the
bonks would not open before
ALBERT BARTLETT
Wednesday at the earliest as a reOrchestra
sult of the failure of the legislaCOMMERCIAL
ture to adopt relief measures.
WABC, New York
It Is the belief that the moraKlasproof lipstick is paying for
this one over, a link of 17 stations torlum is being extended to enable

Payoff

Sunday afternoons.

And

the the issuance of scrip starting early
In the week.
Meanwhile the film
colony Is taking the matter philosophically and with a surprising
optimism, holding that it Is all for
the best and in the nature of a
purgative.
Especially is this true
swing...
of the man In the street and busiBartlett
bills
himself as the ness
people.
'Tango King.' There's no getting
Receipts' Drop-Off
away from the fact that he has
In some Instances, since banks
mastered the lilt, but at the same
time there's Vincent Sorey, on the closed, studios have received money
same chain, who can also serve up with which, to make the dally paythis musical dish to the most crit- off of extras from the theatres afical taste. And the same also erues filiated with the producers. Warners
for Leo Relsman.
have been receiving cash from their
Given the plug reading assign- theatres and Metro and Fox ore bement on this session is Dorothea ing helped by Fox- West Coast. But
James
from
musical
comedy. the local theatres have been hard
Whether the name to femme listen- hit by the new conditions receipts
ers has any special significance is
problematical, but It's all clearly dropping from 26% to 76% in difrecited. Stressed In the lines given ferent houses.
Thursday, the first day of the
her Is the fact that the product can
be bought In the 10c. stores. With closed banks, the theatres were
that as the class of consumer the pinched for change money, but recommercial Is after, the Bartlett af- ceived relief Friday when arrangefair shapes up as a suitable atten- ments were mode with the banks to
tion getter.
Odeo.
exchange large bills for silver and
paper In smaller denominations.
Film exchanges are accepting
KEATING TWINS
checks from theatres in cases where
Songs
Sustaining
C.O.D. shipments have been man-

early

full qparter-hour with the exception
for the time out for the plugs is
taken up by Albert Bartlett and a
combo playing tangoes^ If they're
not originally' written as tangjies
Bartlett adapts them to the tango

WGY,

WGY's

and one of the few

displays

Jaco.

datory.

Fox- West CoEist home ofQce staff
was paid off Friday (3) by checks
in full on Fox- West Coast Service
Corp., Bubsld which Is not In bankMinor employees were given an advance of $6 in cash to tide
them over Sunday.

ruptcy.

Fox- West

Coast

and

Warner

theatres are accepting checks at the

box

office.

The Paramount, Marco-

operated, the Manchester and Balboa here, and the State, in Long
Beach, are taking I.O.U. for admissions.

Nai'l Moratorium

driver

sonality for radio.
Melton turned
in his usual finished performance
while Black Injected his stylized
punch into the several interludes
assigned the studio band.
Odec

7,

Not an auspicious start fbr the
tlie
Three California Nuts,
Three Publlo Bnemles, yclept ClUt
X^resbott, Arts., icardi (.
Arquette, Ken Browne and Red CorFederal Radio Commission
coran.
Like the initials of their nally taking the depression Is fl.
into

Schenectady
only sister-harmony team
'locals' wh'ch
evidence of professional
training.
The Keatings are sandwiched In between other features on
a luncheon hour pro.^ram and are
ciation.
It was the same line of not even newspaper listed.
Originbanter about the orchestra leader ally the girls were Introduced as 'of
and gang, with the gags j:«minlscent Hollywood and Tlconderoga,' a town
of slmllajr batches he pulled with 100 miles to the north.
the Weems and Olsen units. OutA contralto and a soprano, girls
side of this and a few passages
with Howard Claney, the announcer, sing pop numbers In a manner sugwhich made Benny's recent vaca- gesting a vaudeville background.

is

Poetry
Sustaining

TmtdmjiUatA
NUT8, JOG

and Just enough of Mary
(Continued from page 6)
Livingstone (Mrs. Benny) to serve
Felix Adler, introduced by Eddie as an introduction.
whereby the Industry can carry oti
Otherwise a smartly confected
Cavanaugh over this station as the
number one clown with Rlngling bit of entertainment with Miss among its 32 exchanges.
As for perilous shortage of proBrothers' circus, answered a lot of Evans the real surprise of the ocShe contributed but one duct film heads on Monday, basing
questions and told some interesting casion.
facts about circus life.
He also number but that w{» enough to set their opinions on conditions of the
her
down
as a promising vocal per- immediate period, do not figure the
gagged a bit. That was fair to

middling. It Is not the Felix Adler
chain possibilities.
who was a monologlst years ago.
Foursome did a stretch until re
Then he sang by Invitation from
A more catchy Cavanaugh.
cently on WliW.
It only went to confirm
label than the Southern Singers the worst fears. Circus clowns are
Odec.
might help, too.
not lyrical. Indeed Adler's singing

ARNOLD RITTENBERG

TS
S CALIF.

Industry need be concerned. First
order of the day is to keep exchanges open, second theatres and
third Hollywood. All three for that
matter go hand in hand but the west
coast right now is the lesser of the
three worries because, during unforeseen emergencies, playing time
of product in release could be extended.
Definite

stand affecting production Monday Is that 'specials' will
not be released until the moratorium
subsides and until the public has be-

come

sufilclently accustomed to scrip
not to regard It from the hoarder

perspective.
Wlille no one is in a
position to estimate the time it is
ngui'cd at the earliest, unless public
spirit takes an about-face, no special may be released for another

month.

On

First indie producer to bring pay-

cash from

roll

New York

is

Nat

who had $4,000 in small
shipped by Thursday's airmail.
Plenty of check discounting downtown at 6% if cash Is available.
Pay checks of city and county employees freely cashed by merchants
and others on that basis.
Levlne,
bills

Department stores, groceries and
other business houses generally accept checks in payment, but in most
instances decline to give change
in cash where the face of the check
is above the value of the purchase
or indebtedness.
Western Union Is limiting cash
payments on money transferred by
telegraph to $100, with a check for
all above that sum.
All film exchanges but Columbia paid off employees last week

Warners and Radio giving
All others paid by check.
National Screen Service local distribution office with 20 employees
failed to pay salaries last Satur-

with

cash.

day.

Wife Sues Zugsmith
liuth

Chicago, March 6.
filed a divorce

Zugsmith has

the matter of production now action here against Albert Zugworks film leaders feel, that smith, now with CBS in New York.
with the Thursday deadline and Couple were married in October of
temporary scrip relief In the interim, 1931 with desertion occurring in
the average company would be fool- December of the same year, accordish to declare a holiday. In the long ing to the bill filed by Attorney
run advisors are certain, If national Phil Davis In Circuit Court.
matters follow the indicated trend,
Zugsmith
was formerly well
companies would only show an ad- known In Chicago as a free-lance
ditional loss by an Immediate de- press agent for bands and radio en-

in the

cline of activity.

tertainers.

—
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RKO BOOKS TO

Habit?

Awakened from a sound
slumber in the balcony of the
RKO Palace, on Broadway, the
first
crack from a sleeping
patron was:
'When does the vaudeville go
on here?.'
Customer had been sleeping
for Ijours, without seeing any

F&M LOOKS
NEAR

of the screen performance.

RK.O and Fiinchon &, Mai-co are
talking a booking deal
Whether it would Involve
again.
physical co-Joining of the two booking ofllces under F. & M.'s operareported

succeeding RKO's own offlce as
the booker of its theatres, Isn't
known, but understood that in any
«vent It will involve some houses, if
not all of them.
F. & M. Is already booking the
RKO Palace, Cleveland, which is
under direction of J. J. Franklin,
The
brother of Harold Franklin.
Ohio division manager, with his
brother's okay, turned down RKO's
own booking office In preference to
F. & M., which Is sending the shows
in from New York.
Under F. & M.'s new operating
plan It ceases to be a presentation
unit producer and becomes an allaround stage service for theatres,
•with its various phases to include
regular vaude booking.
That RKO's booking office is now
for the first time running at a loss
to the circuit, after having turned
In a profit on commissions for 25
years, is reported to make an RKOP. & M. booking deal more possible
than ever.
It was proposed last year that
RKO and F. & M. merge their booking staffs, with F. & M. to run the
offlce, but after a month of negotiating between Mike Marco and

Is

now down

to 12 weeks.

VAIM TEST
]Sm%, COLUMBUS

FIVE-WEEK

FOR

Columbus, March 6.
Mills Brothers, spot booked Into
the Palace, started the vaude comeback ball rolling this week, but It
remained for Loews to put the thing
«ver In real shape.
Ted Lewis and his show will open
at Loew's Ohio March 10 for a
week's run and will be followed by
four to five test weeks of vaude and
various

types

of

presentations.

Should the test weeks prove successful It will go Indcf.
A 12-piece orchestra is to play for
the shows, 18 having been all-time
previous minimum at this house,
^ith similar cuts In organization

backstage. Advance announcements
Were held up until the last second
In order not to give the RKO opposish a chance to fight back. No
news of anything like that from
Palace headriunrters.

Powell Settles

Down

After 36 years as a vaudevlllian
Tom Powell Is
Quitting to take over the Milwaukee
hotel. Hot Springs, Ark., and settle

and minstrel man,

^own

there.

For the past
inade a yearly
and stopped at
figures It'll be

26 years Powell has
trip to the Springs
same hotel. He

the

cheaper to buy the

]>)ace.

March

6.

Alexander Gray and Bernice Claire
iafe

playing the straight picture

Ma-

week for a full week
and follow with a week in Houston,
jestic here this

both for RKO.
Departure
regular
the
from
BtralRht films was decided on by the
local
RKO division manager,
Charles Koerncr, for the one week
only. He booked the singing team
after catching them la-st week in

New
It's

Orleans.

Brent-Fox; Bard Out

Ifarry

Flock

of

Riding

Strike as

on

Now

the Crest
Allen, Just a
Act at Peak,

Good $400
in Big Money Now
^Radio Names at Sensational

—

One Gal on

5-a-Day and Pay Cut
at

Just to Play

Miniature
model
of
the
Music Hall stage, with its mulelevator platforms and
is to be constructed for
management in order
to permit the latter to figure
things out before stage show
tiple

motors
the

the

Radio City theatres has had some
SMITH,
of the chorus line doing keel-overs.
The cuts from $50 to $40 per girl
were further aggravated last week
This here depresh is a depresh
when, without notification, iaccording to report, the girls found $35 In for some, but not for everybody in
their envelopes. They balked in exthe show business. There are hunact unison probably the first time
a chorus troupe event went on strike dreds today who really don't know
alone and their $40 was rein- about the depression, and among

Fox replaced Ben Bard as

Evelyn Brent's vaude partner when
Bard walked out before the act
opened.

Drent-Fox combination started
Friday (3) for RKO In Omaha.

Milwaukee, March

With

RKO

settings.

This regular working model
will stand the company around
$25,000.
It will be an exact

Figures
The five-a-day schedule

Brings Trade to Milwaukee Vaud

'33

IK

Humble Seek^s

Bums and

Admissions by Pnnch Board Chance

duplicate of the larger theatre
stage In every respect and
workable in the .same manner.

An

interesting experiment

is

6.

get>

ting a lot of local publicity for the

Riverside
(4)

relighted

with local

men

last

Saturday

as sponsors and

offering six acts of vaudeville plus
picture.
Th© experiment deals with the admission price, with the seal© ranging from 1 cents to 35 cents. Ticket

purchasers punch a contrivance that
gives forth a ticket punched anywhere from the lowest to the high-

figure and th© amount shown
what the box office collects from
the theatregoer. It is a new version
of the two for one and seems to appeal to th© gambling Instinct o£
th© populace.
Kids are not permitted to play, but are admitted at
a fiat rate of 10 cents.
The idea has gotten lots of local
attention and will undoubtedly draw
Dora Maughan Fehl, 200 West many of people who want to eras
stated.
them many to whom these are the
how
the thing works.
real 'good old days.'
They had 54th street, New York, professionHerbert Israel is doing the ptibtheir own depresh back in 1929, ally Dora Maughan (divorced from llcity for
th© RIversId© under ths
her
piano
accompanist-husband,
when the rest of the world enjoyed
new regime and Paul Horwltz Is
the peak of prosperity and now Walter Fehl), in a voluntary bank- treasurer. Robert K. Marty, manruptcy
petition
lists $18,000 In lia- ager of th© Empire
building la
they're getting even.
which the theatre is located. Is secFor Instance, there are the many bilities and no assets. Principal retary of the new Riverside TheaDetroit, March 6.
creditors are in London, where she
tre company. He Is not a showman
Vaudeville, which has been back current radio names who were
at the
Downtown for a month, looking for last halves in boom resided for six years until a year but promises that affairs will b«
ago, when the British home offlce directed by an experienced theatre
is on trial for its local life for antimes, but now are enjoying the deman.
other month, starting this week.
presh immensely.
They couldn't ruled that the American songstress
Strong Opposition
Although the house Is losing $3,500
leave the country for a spell.
Th© Riverside was opened At*
a week, as against a lesser $1,200 get into the big coin when the
'Variety' Is a creditor for $3,000.
weekly deficit with the former others were In, but they're in now Others are Premet Cie, Paris, $2,- years ago by the Orpheum as a sucstraigh pictures, the circuit has de- while the others are out. And the 700; Percy Coleman, London, $1,- cessor to its Majestic and operated
cided to giv© the stage show anGreat Foster's Hotel, Ltd., almost continuously until
100;
same applies to many In pictures.
Egham, England, $1,110; New Mi- pulled out.
other month to prove, itself one way
The Riverside, however, is
One practical example Is Jack nerva club, London, $136; and Baror the other.
ing plenty of opposition for its
He's playing the Capitol, clay's bank, London, $651.
Recent conditions which hurt the Pearl.
Miss Maughan is currently play- opening week. Milwaukee, for many
Downtown's vaude chance, are the New York, this week and getting
weeks
a city devoid of stage shows,
for
the
date.
There
wasn't
$8,500
nito
spots.
ing
In
New
York
reasons for
giving the shows
outside of burlesque, has suddenly
a month's grace. The bank trouble that much money for Pearl for a
gone into action with live entertainand stormy weather have been a week's work In '29. Nor did Ed
ment obtainable along the maloi
Wynn figure on getting a $20,000
big handicap.
Nixes
stem.
Whether these were the reasons salary, of which he personally drew
The Davidson, at a $2 top, is givfor vaude's first month flop will be about $16,000, In the pre-depresh
ing "Th© Cat and the Fiddle' tol
days;
but
he
got
it, and also at the
For
shown this month, It is figured.
gratifying business. It is th© first
Weather is clearing up and the Capitol, a couple of weeks ago, on
show this old legit stand has bad
bank situation is expected to be top of th© $5,000 he's crrabblng
Walter Wlnchell turned down a for .some time.
straightened out. If with these ad- weekly for one night's performance
The Alhambra, encouraged by th«f
$6,000 week's offer from the Parvantages the vaude continues to on the radio.
capacity response given th©
New
York,
which
wanted
amount,
Burns
When
Steel
was
U.S.
265,
brodie, then it goes out at the end
and Allen were a nice little mixed him on the March 17 bill along barn dance show recently, is now
of four weeks.
offering
five acts of vaudeville pins
comedy team in vaudeville at $400 with Ben Bemle's band and Lyda
pictures. Glen Welty and 19 musia week. Now that Steel is down Robertl.
to 27, Burns arid Allen as ether
Th© B'way columnist, who's also cians are in th© pit. House waa
Quote
for Trade;
names are drawing $1,260 a week on the air, said he didn't feel like originally built for vaude and has a
on the air and $2,000 for stage ap- tripling. He played the Palace a splendid location to reach those
show-Inclined.Hobart Sisters
pearances whenever they feel like couple of years ago for $4,000.
The Majestic is inhabited by th«i
making one.
Next week (10) th© Par will play
Milton Berle In '29 was a $250 Rudy Vallee, show to b© routined Civic Repertory company offerlnff
Hobart Sisters, both of whom re- single. He's still a single, but a
along th© lines of th© crooner's plays not seen her© before at a 46tired from the profesh to go In for
cent
evening top and bargain mat$1,600 one now.
Fleischmann -variety hour on the air.
real estate operation, have turned to
Georgi© Raft, when times were House has George Gershwin set for inees Wednesdays, Thursdays and
the bankruptcy courts as the wiiy
Present scheme, ac'good,' got $500 for his dancing act, th© week of March 24, but nothing Saturdays.
out. In the schedules filed in New
cording to Russel Brice, sponsor for
now and then. Now he's a picture
York Julia Hobart led with the total star with a $750 contract salary more. Jolson's decision to return to the company. Is co-op and if there
further
th©
Coast
depleted
th©
Par's
of liabilities and assets.
Former every week, but he won't return to
Is any indication of Interest durlns
were given as $50,761 and the assets the Paramount studio until they already slim available name list.
the first four weeks, the company
$30,150, chief Item being real estate
will
remain here.
'Birds of
boost it to $3,000, h© says.
subject to mortgages of $25,000.
Feather,' a new play by R. L. SherAmoa 'n' Andy Instance
As her principal creditors Julia
man, Is to be given its premiere tbe
Grace
Set for
Amos
'n' Andy were a moderate
Hobart listed the Long Island Nafourth week, according to present
salaried and strictly local radio
tional Bank, $20,000 and Sibyl A.
at $4,000
plans.
team around Chicago In the good ol'
L.
Scott, $27,336. Her sister
The Wisconsin continues all fltan
days.
Since th© depresh started
After two false starts a Loew picHobart, set her liabilities at $29,991
and
the Garden has gone grind at
they've become millionaires.
ture house booking for Grace Moore
and the assets at $7,000, together
Kate Smith was around the vaude has finally been set.
She goes to 16-cent top.
with an Interest In real estate subtheatres and musicals at $500 or Washington th© week of March 24
ject to mortgages. Sibyl Scott here
thereabouts in '29. In these times, for four or mor© a day at $4,000.
also was top listing as creditor
Cantor-JesseFs
besides her regular radio work and Lyons & Lyons agentcu.
with $27,546, described as a secured
Miss Moore almost played the
a picture or two on th© side, she
claim.
Halts
rates up to $6,600 a week In the Capitol a couple of weeks ago, but
Loew called it off when the operetta
picture and vaude houses.
Banking situation has forced the
Ruth Etting had Just about ar- soprano insisted on a special con- William Morris office to postpone reRISKS JOB
rived from Chicago for a Ziegfeld tract containing a clause restraining opening of the Cantor-Jessel $2 top
Goes On in Boston for Test as High show when prosperity was pros- th© Loew office from placing a col- variety roadshow to March 19. Show
perity, as a middle western presen- ored act on the same bill.
was booked to resume March 12 at
Tenor and Gels Week
Two weeks
Th© Washington contract is the New Orleans for t\vo added weeks
tation single at $400.
ago sh© turned down an offer from regular Loew form, and understood of southern and mid-western oneDoston, March 6.
all-white.
the
hill
will
be
week
on
tVie
for
a
nitcrs.
Loew
of
$6,000
was
Local locomotive fireman
Postponement Just sets back tbe
taken from his engine cab, be- stage, stating sh© didn't care to
dates a week, with no change in tbe
grimed and in dungarees, for a test double.
Following New Orleans the
route.
MUSIC
Jimmy Durante was schnozzing
appearance, his first in public, at
troupe goes to Houston, thence to
the Scollay. Larry Rich introduced at not so much per with Clayton
of one-day stands at $1.50 matinees
Revival
Forecasts
him, and the lad got an ovation. and Jackson when the heavy spend- Proposal
clubs.
night.
night
and
$2
at
th©
Water Ballets
He is George Almcder, of Dor- ers were making
Meanwhile the .ihow, minus George
chester; they gave him a ballad, and Now that th© spenders and the
Plans are under way for the con- Jcssel, plays a full picture house
ho did well. Second show he sang night clubs hav© both disappeared,
Durante Is a picture star at $2,000 struction of a tank in the stage of week for Loew in Wa.shington, com'Donna « mobile' from 'Rigoletto.'
the R. C. Music Hall, which will mencing March 10.
Manager Elliston Vinson built up a week for himself,
Following fulfillment. Cantor wHl
Walter Wlnchell, now among the permit Lconldoff and hia crew to
an act for him, and made him a
go to the Coast and remain there
ninth act of his 'Big Eight' show few newspaper men with four- fig- stage water effects.
Looks like the old-time water until picture, based on Androcles
ure Incomes, drew about $300 a
this week.
Experts say boy can not only week as th© 'Graphic' columnist In ballet will make a re-appoarancc at, and Lion legend, goes into producToday he rates about $3,000 the M. H. Matter has been talked tion, around May 1.
reach high D, but has a remarkable •29.
Lyda RobcrtI will appear opposite
ton© quality, plus volume; and Is with his radio work and syndicat- ovfr between Harold Franklin and
Cantor for the second time.
<Contlnued on page 39)
the stage builders.
destined, mayhap, for a future.

KATE

TOO

—

est
is

DORA MAUGHAN BROKE;
USTS $18,000 DEBTS

—

DETROIT VAUDEIeST

EXTENDED FOR MONTH

—

RKO

RKO

ba^

RKO

WincheD

$6,000

B'way Paramount

WLS

Vaude

Broke

Moore

Emma

Loew

Week

Tour
Week, Then N. O.

FIREMAN

Booked on Fly
Dallas,

FORTONE

for Last Half in '29,

Unanimoos Raxyettes

tion,

Franklin, others at RKO called It
off.
At that time RKO had around
40 weeks of playing time. Its book

SCORES mSE TO

TANK FOR

HALL?

VA U D

VARIETY
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PAN SET TO OPERATE
ON RETURN OF CHAIN
Hollywood, March

Bing-Bing Props Get

stage guns used

6.

in

Damaged Him $50,000 Davenport Orph.
Richards,
for

RKO

$50,000

agent,

has

against

Sid

New York Supreme

Joins

March

Davenport, la.,
alleging breach of contract.
Orpheum, new 2,750-seater, openClaim is that Silvers was under
under a 25contract to Kichards to write mater- ed a year ago by
ial for the latter's acts wlien he year lease at $75,000 a year rental,
walked out to author a stage turn will be operated by a receiver whose
on his own for Lilyan Tasliman last appointment was approved by the
6.

RKO

court this week.

November.

Emanuel Van Dernoot

Is

manager, will
charge with vaudfllm. House
was closed Jan. 28. There was no

W.

Richards*

opposition to application for a receiver by the landlord.
Plans are being made for a fivetheatre hookup In Iowa with Orpheum in the group.

Rewards and Penalties
'

&

Dow

slapped a summons on Jimmy Pinto last week for
a last half play or pay salary. Pinto
reported for rehearsal at the Majestic, Jersey City, on a Dow booking,
but didn't go on when a member of
the act reported sick.
The vest pocket comic called at
the Dow oSlce expecting to be
kissed with another last half instead
of a plaster.
A.

C. Sears, former

be in

attorney.

B.

offlce

'EONO' OUSTS

40

Providence, Marcli 6.
Not long ago Providence could
only boast of one stand here playThat
ing vaudeville and pictures.

Friday and

RKO

VAUDE

Marcus Loew

BOOKINCAOENCY
General Sxecutive Offices

LOEW BUILDING
NEW YORK

$250 for the three days,

is

Vaude

in Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, also with films. Straight
pictures Sunday, due to the drastic
state Sabbath laws against dancing,
Is

etc.

Among towns

experimenting are
Dorchester, Maiden, Fields Corner,
Matapan, Qulncy, Portsmouth and

The Twin
boast

Cities

C.

(St Paul) now

more or

three

March
less

known

bands in their night clubs. These
are Jimmy Joy at the Hotel Lowry,
Stan Stanley at the Hotel St. Paul
and Larry Funk at the Hotel Radls
son.

Since stage shows dropped out of
the film houses the clubs report in
creasing business.

LUBIN

COBNBLETH BEJOINS L & L

a

Hollywood, March 6.
Joe Cornbleth has returned to the
Lyons Sc Lyons office here, reopening the vaude department.
Had been out a year while booking the local Paramount.

SCHENCK

BOOKIMO MAMAOBB

ATTENTION
Artists- Desiring

European Engagements Communicate with

DICK HENRY
Wlio Represented the William Morris-Curtis
Booking Department

&

Allen European

ANNOUNCES
That

lie

will

now

same capacity for
ALT>E.V GFPICJ: exclusively
act In the

JACK

the

CURTIS &

CHARLES

H.

CURTIS « ALLEN
Palace Theatre Building,

NEW YORK

CITY

Taft Building,

HOLLYWOOD. GAL.

among snow

people

lo-

be

will

25c.

Acts

1,5'00-Bcat house.

Rivoll on
the east downtown
which had been trying vaude for
about four weeks after all other
business attempts at the spot had
failed, quit Saturday (4). Was playing four acts on a split. Booked by
Eddie Sherman, who may have to
pay off, since the four acts, which
were to open at the house Saturday,
reported ready for rehearsal. House
had been constantly sliding under
the management of Clyde McKay,
operating for a group of business
men who had taken the house over
from recrlvershlp.

Meeting

AT LIBERTY
Young man thlrty-flve years of
age, a live wire

THEATRE MANAGER,

.spot.

No Chi

Majestic
Chicago,

with seventeen years' experience
in operating theatres. Thorough
experience In all branches of

Vaud
March

management and promo-

theatre

tion.
Would also be interested
as buyer for a circuit of theatres.

6.

Gregory has dropped his

Reasonable salary considered.

vaudeville idea for the Majestic because of failure to get union con-

WRITE BOX

206,

VABIETT,

NEW YORK

cessions.

House

March

opens

15

with

straight pictures at 25c top.

It Is

now being wired

with the Ortho-

phone system.

Gloucester.

Minneapolis,

GBNBBAL MAMAOni

rated

The admlsh top
a

AU-Around Showman

HOWE

CITY

Do.

for

win bo bought (necessarily) on a
close budget for the two-bit top in

attorney, were named ancillary receivers for the chain in New Jersey.
Circuit comprises about seven theatres, five of which are located in
Jersey.
Two are in Greenwich,
Conn. Includes the Pickwick in that

J.

in thi.s vi.

Sam Kaufman, a Newark

Trust and

S.

known

material.

17.

Creditors'

better

former sale-iman

Dow

probably remain two
the Cap, according to

at
schedule.

night.

Twin City Nite Clubs
Aided by Dark Stages

A.N
N EX
leo wEsx 4e^ST^
MARVIN

piro,

'Sister' will

weeks

Is

cally as a mystery man.
Acts this time will be booked out
of the
ofllce in New York.
Eddie Sherman boolced the Phllly
venture. Acts will be shown here,
Levine says, not In conjunction with
a feature, but with film shorts. This
Is due, according to Levine, to his
desire to plug vaude.
Otherwise,
there's the fact that there's no real
film product available for first runs
In this town, other than the Indie

WEEK-END VAUDFILM

house supplying all but cast. Admlsh for the filma-stock shows generally is 15c matinees and 35c at

Auditorium,

Forest talking equipment. Associated with Levlne, and pointed to as
the angei of the outfit. Is Dave Sha-

Creditors meeting for the RKO
Theatres' Operating Co., namely the
Bradder & Pollack houses, is slated
for Thursday (9) at 15 Park Row,
New York, in the office of Referee
Irvin Kurtz at 10 a.m.
In order to get something out of
Houses are in bankruptcy with
the three worst days of the week, Irving Trust as receiver.
Irving

panies

H.

Levlno

oinlty as a

nRST-HALF STOCK AND

Mary Garden at $3,500 Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
Mary Garden goes to Louisville in the territory around Boston,
the week of March 18 on ah RKO small town theatres are trying dratwo weeks beginning March 24.
Stand Is going straight sound for Chicago offlce booking.
matic stock and feature picture
the presentation of 'King Kong'
Opera singer's salary for the combination policy as running mate
which opens March 25.
southern date Is $3,500.
for the last half vaudfllms.
Average rate for the stock com-

J.

Broadway, March

RKO

31

'

the

theatre In Philadelphia, hut gnvp up
In three weeks.

few days.

FOLLY MOSAN HABCH

Polly Moran, as a vaude single,
at the
opens March 31 for
Palace, Chicago, on a Curtis & Allen
booking.
Through at Metro, the film comedienne Is now free lancing.

at

which is scheduled to open this
Thursday (9), with a planned lineon horizon through other hou«os op- up of eight acts.
Behind this venerating on a weck-to-weok basis
ture is Jack Levlno, who tried to
wltli stage liands and musicians.
RKO has not taken that stop with put vaude across at the W.alnut
with a cut In adPossibilities of latter are

Rasch

In OlneyviUe Is trying
Idea, and the chances
are that at least a couple more of
the nabes will follow suit wilhln a

locally

.straight pictures

mis.<?lon.

was Fay's, with five acts.
unions for Albee nor has Loew for
Today Providence la brinuninu the Met.
over with live entertainment. Thoio
are no less than three downtown
spots with vaudeville, and at least Lee Stewart Caster
a half dozen nabes who have added
For Warners* Shorts
variety to build over the week-end.
In all Providence can now boast of
Lee Stewart, RKO agent, will be
nearly 40 acts of vaude as comcasting head at Warners' Flatbush
pared to five of a short time ago.
The new Metropolitan Is giving .studio when it reopens April 3 to
shorts proProvidence theatregoers 14 acts of atart on the '30-'34
Same job was
vaudeville on a split week basis. duction schedule.
I-'ay's is still hanging on to the five held last year by Lee's brother, Stuirt Stewart, who is now with the
acts, and the third downtown stand,
RKO Albee is featuring five acts Edrington & Vincent agency on the
Coast.
also on a combo bill.
Stewart is giving up his RKO
On top of this there are a couple
of nearby roadhousos that are plug- ngoncy business for the studio Job.
ging vaudeville as a regular evening feature at 50 cents top, which
'Sister's'
Ballet
entitles patrons to use of dance
floor at no extra charge.
Albertina Rasch is furnishing a
Samuel Bomes, operator of the $6,000 ballet to Loew's as a presenHollywood and Liberty theatres, tation for 'White Sister,* which is
has five acts of vaudeville at both slated to open at the Capitol, on
Saturday.
stands every

The Olympla
out the same

I933

7,

Baltimore, March 6.
vaude attempt will b»

Another

ing to stage shows even If the Paramount and others in Brooklyn go made

Vaude goes out of the Keith, Boston where the house drops vaude for

BRyant 9-7800

and Metropolitan. Brookhave every intention of s'.ic'.c-

Albee
l;.ii,

Mnrch

ONE BALTO VAUDE TRY
FOLDS, OTHER STARTS

Ignored by Albee, Met

WB

Iowa Receiver Group

court,

ACTS NOW

vaude

tlieir

Says Silvers' Walkout

suit
Silvers In

Tucstlny,

B'kiyn All-Film Threat

PROVIDENCE

5

act by Medley and Dupree got the
former's father, Sam Medley in a
jam on a Sullivan law charge last
Pantages, operated by Fox West week. He was arrested at a downheld
Coast, Alexander Pantages Is set to town New York postofTice and
Sessions.
start operation of these houses by in $300 bail for Special
Eddie Medley left some old stage
March 16, or as soon thereafter as
guns at his house in Mundeloin, 111.,
tlie court approves.
RePantages has worked out operat- near Chicago, some time ago.
new tenants to
ing budgets for each house and is cently he asked tlie
His father
also checking available film con- mall them to New York.
the postofllce to get tlie
tracts. Plan will be vaudc or novelty went to
detectives were
stage presentations with a single package and two
waiting for him.
feature .it 40c top.
Jules Kendler. representing the
father, arranged bail and a hearing
was set three weeks hence.

Max

L E

1

I

Act's Kin Into Toils

Anticipating the return of his five
coast houses which RKO-Orpheum
was opcratlne and the Hollywood

filed

EV

Try Tabs and Films
Canton, March S.
Palace theatre here, after several
weeks of stage presentations and
films, has switched to
tabs and
films, with Ranor Lehr, and a company of 30, offering the stage show.
New policy will be permanent if the
natives warm up to the revue offering, otherwise the house will re-

DOC
L. A. FAR M6E.
Los Angeles, March 6.
M. D. (Doc) Howe goes in as man-

Union stage hands and operators
continue to pit' >t the house. Admls.sion continues at 30 cents. Kids
admitted any time for a dime.

foreign (lep.'irtniont, in addithe i)ielnre hon.se Ijooltlng.s
h.mdles.
Dl'k ITonry'H return to Curtis i
.Allfii
und"i(liKM'ihUion
of
the
to

Toi 'lcn

&

A. Ilf-tii) h-ft

K))ot

opfn.

lh»^

Mor

Box

213, Variety,

New York

DE MUTH'S 4 JEWELS
Entire Act

TRAINED, STAGED and PRODUCED
By HARRY DE MUTH
Ni« Yofk't Fartmott Aerobilli TMcktr
StudU ISS8 Broadway, New Yeik

WGY

Pbtai. CIrolt 7-B743

MANAGER AT LIBERTY
NO SALARY AT ALL
manage your theatre on a percentage basis.
money for you I can't for myself. Have managed

Will

atres, booked,

Best of

If I can't make
the best of the-

4

bought and publicized vaudeville and motion picto layout and design ad copy and lobby disBright, snappy money making ideas at a minimum cost.
references and appearances.

Know how

plays.

Write Box 207, Variety,

New York

MM 44 MM

BUSINESS MANAGER

.yi'.'i?^

.
I.M

ITY

now

Morrl;-r;.
r'ls

you.

Using Air Acts
Albany, March 6.
Tlie Capitol, Illon, N. Y., the Em
plre, Glens Falls, and the Hudson,
Hudson, are booking
acts for
personal appearances.

fice's

lio

years' knowledge in all
Can handle anything
from a booking offlce, a chain of
theatres or an individual house.
Write me; I can surely interest

WAYNE CHRISTT BOOKING

Kalchcim's Morris Post
Nat Kali.-hr.'lm has been placed in
charge of the William Morris oftion

AVAILBALE
Twenty

branches.

Wayne Christy Joins the Arthur
Fisher indie vaude booking offlce
in New York this week as a booker.
Formerly a Keith and RKO booker, Christy for the past couple of
years has been an agent.

tures.

vert back to straight pictures.

International Experience

ager of the Paramount here, now
under Marco's operation.
Howe has been east for two
months, returning the first of this
week. He was general booking manager for F&M.

10

three yeiira Bucccsiifully handled all
for one of Ihe greulest viiiKlrvllln nttrnctloiifi In Amorlcil.

nOOKINGH AM) PI B-

NOW AT

h.iiKl^ nny ntlracllon ot inorlt.

I.IBKRTY

Can book and route for Indonnile tlmo.
Jumps, can furnish bout of refprences and .qhow you
liundrpils of hoxotTlce atatomentB to prove that there la linporl;int nmnry
no layolTH,
lo

ho

h.'id

no

In

lontf

t!ie

slIrlcH.

WrHf. Hot

2(V».

Variety,

N«w York

Tues^y* Marcli

7,

ACADEMY,

STATE, N. V.
Blther the booker figured on the
of Hme. Blanche'
'Secret
(Metro) to pull the crowd or else
bad an Idea that the novelty of the

^ flint,

i
.

!

Question sometimes pops up as to
whether the Academy can possibly
get so many bad acts tn consecutive order by accident. Coincidence,
seemingly, can't go that far. And

the Bohemia, and as a show aggregation it makes a good combo to
dunce by at some such spot. It ia
presumed that the booking was
prompted by the little rep that the
unit has garnered in its broadcasts
over Columbia.
Otherwise it's a
band act that plays Its tunes well
and touts a couple of girl warblers
who help make things a little more

Hutchinson Family would yet the acts continue in the same
tasteless
procession.
With one
up the comedy name draw of other
answer presenting Itself,
tops the bill. An- made logical by house reaction, and
the diverting.
fwer seems to be faulty In either management carefully hunts out
The blonde shows a passable
Just that type of entertainment.
knack for throating a blues lament,
case, for the house was llgrht Friday
Judging acts on any other stand- while the other, billed as Helen
afternoon, though there was more

t>ack

;

Sea Murray, who

than average value to the enterBroadway has been
on big names and no longer
ceems able to sense good program
Talue without a four-figure act to
tainment.
^polled

top
:

N. Y.

Flylncr

;

\

VAUDE HOUSE REVIEWS

1933

'With,

though plenty of hlghhave given less

priced collections
satisfaction than

this 74-mlnute
aetup of novelty and comedy. Bill
all told runs three minutes short of
I

three hours.

Hutchlnsons do not seem to mean
a thing to Broadway. Might have
had some value when the act first
came along, but they've been forgotten now, and no one along the
big street cares about the quartet
who stranded In an airship near Ice
land. Act Is advantageously spotted-

and the kids get a

little

applause,

about 14 minutes, and about
Same setup as when
they opened in the suburbs except
that NBC now announces the presentation through the mikes Instead
but

It's

10 too long.

of via screen. Too talky In spite of
an effort to give the turn diversity,
end about the only iaxplanation
seems to be that NBC had urged
the booking to Interest In the air
time. But It takes an act to do that.
Opening Is the familiar Oautler's
Toy Shop, four nice-looking ponies
In a finished routine, working with
four dogs, which do some great riding. Including a shift of saddles
while all four are In motion. Tops
the average trained animal act In
that the routine is dlfterent and not
dependent upon an unrldable mule.
William Hall duos for a nice collection of handclapplng.
Sticks to
the mike and the stage Instead of
bolting off to nurse the applause,
with the result that he gets more
of a hand when he does exit and
back for an earned encore. Strong
and musical voice and a nice stage
manner, collecting with a flock of
songs, Including 'Without a Song,'
Darling,' 'Play, Fiddle' and
rousty Shoes.' Used the mike for
tonal quality rather than amplification.
It makes a difference that

^y

way.
Charles Slim Tlmblln found them
all ready for a laugh when he came
on third with his blackface specialty
that suggests John Healey to the
old-timers, but Is new to this generation, book and alL
He rolled
them with some pretty blue Jokes,
but he had to wait quite a while to
collect on his biggest laugh, which
Is where the telephone book comes
to handy. lYlday there were three
aets of laughs; right after the gag,
a moment later, and then a short
wait for the slow third division.
Puts a new Jazz Into the encore

with the Negro wedding that's not
•a funny, but still funny enough.
Hutchisons came next and let
down the show, but Ken Murray
breezed out and pulled them right
back again with the stooges. He
did 18 minutes without tiring and
still strong on applause.
Mosconl Brothers closed with a
neat dancing act that has finish and
sensation.
They always get over,
and even got a recall, though
usually the last act has to quit
cold here.

Only the newsreel In addition to
the picture.
Chie.

LOEWS VALENCIA
Jamaica. L. L, March 8.
This week this large deluxer, the
•nly house on the Island playing
vaude on a week stand, has vaude
back again. liast week the Valencia
played Fanchon & Marco's 'Desert
Bong* tab.
All during the week
jriany seats were vacant. The Island
folks like their vaude straight. Although at first show Friday afternoon (3) plenty of seats were unoccupied o|i the street floor, this

Week's show should draw.
It has for Its feature Nan Halperlh and the Anatole Friedland
revue. Miss Halperin, a resident of
Kew Gardens, Is being built up as a
home-town girl. This is the first
time that she has played Jamaica.
Although not greeted when she
made her appearance, the folks gave
her a good sendoff after her turn.
During the turn she frequently mentioned Kew Gardens and made a
neat curtain speech about the home-

town

stuff.
is

Show

well balanced.

It

picks

ard than house appreciation probably is wrong. The 14th street mob
seemingly goes heaviest for the type
of entertainment that seems most
mediocre from the standpoint of almost any other theatre.
Current week's layout is Just another Academy show. What comedy there is, is of a rowdy, slightly
blue nature. The customers eat it
up. Novelty there is none. Class is
of the Woolworth type carefully
labeled as 'class.'
Show opens with Paul and Ninno
Ghezzi In their exceptionally fine
hand-to-hand turn. They deserve
better billing and spotting than this.
Herbert Faye and Co. (Hew Acts)
is number two. Faye's been around
a long time and his material even
longer. Last time noted he was with
'MlPlred Harris Chaplin to help her.
He did. Now he has substituted an
unknown blonde lassie for Mies
Chaplin, another gal for 'class' and
he's on his own. It's a pretty dull
act until somewhere toward the end.
With the act is a lad named Silver
who is Faye's straight man and
whose sole claim to glory seemingly

—

is a fairly good Imitation of Chevalier that he stretches about 600%
beyond the acceptable stage. One
makes believe she looks
like Garbo, although nobody in the
audience believes her, and Faye does
a really nice imitation of Schnozzlc

of the girls

Francis, dh-ects her efforts to the
risibilities with a drunk takeoff that
settled well with the Saturday matinee mob. Other attempt at the com-

sleight-of-hand and comedy magical performers, who devote most of
the early part of their offering to
material that is decidedly not for
family consumption. They do the
disappearing bird-cage stunt, a hoke
levltation and some classy Juggling

which sets them

solid.
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Darlings
(Continued from page 37)
ing while a year ago, when the depresh was Just as severe for others,
his take went as high as $5,000 a

week.
Rudy Vallee was just a crooner
and the crooner vogue hadn't started In the 5,000,000-share exchange
days, but since then he's graduated
to a $200,000 a year man.
Dave Rublnoff now grosses about
$1,200 a week between his radio and
picture house engagements. In 'Ss he

In the trey spot Chappelle and the
Raynor Twins, dancing act with
edy touch was Trcmaine's passages Chappelle doing some nifty banjo
with the plump little piano player, strumming. Twins are boy and a
which registered frequently enough. girl who go in for difficult stepping was a $225 single, in the same picAlso included in the cast for the and semi-adagio stuff. On current ture houses.
stage date was a dusky pair, the bill they rate the opening spot, but
Marlene Dietrich was showing her
Lindy hoppers, who did a similar with no reflection of their work.
Harrison
and Elmo, working legs for UFA, for $250 or so a week,
Harlem terpslcal Interlude for Paul
Whlteman in the Loew houses sev- blackface, offer their oldtime dice but she's a $3,000 Paramount star
game that drew many howls. A now that there's a depresh.
eral months ago.
Jimmy Cagney was in vaude at
There was the usual heavy body little of the patter could be elimitossing in the Renoff, Renova and nated, but otherwise act still clicks $76 top. He's currently drawing $2,Bekefl turn, that opened, with the
Sinclair Twins also on hand to lend
a pair of nifty figures for optical
absorption and relief between the
tossing moments.
Act gathers a
better than moderate sendoff.
'Child of Manhattan' (Col) topped

the screen fare.

CIRCLE,

Odec.

NEW YORK

Vaudeville and pictures on the
Woolworth plan at 16c afternoons
and
two-bits
evenings,
three
changes weekly, Is grinding away at
this

Loew

oldie

in

opposition

to

something or other, including Zit's
Cosmopolitan. Like those eateries
it's all you can eat for some
small change, here it's all you can

where

stpnd for the IB centimes.

Two-day show

in

Tuesday and

Durante. That's all.
Wednesday with the features "I'm
Irene Beasly, who used to have a a Fugitive' (WB) and 'Fast Comradio rep, la In the center groove. panions' (U), could be stood; howShe hQs a fairly acceptable person- ever, in view of the low budget
ality, but doubtful how much her house must be working on and the
toll exacted at the b.o.
half-dozen songs mean.
Charles Kemper in next to shut ia
Circle smells pretty old and the
one of the big-boy comics. He uses klda whistle from the balcony, but
burlesque mannerisms and material, the actors, in on coffee with doubt
suggesting that kind of background. about the cake, don't seem to mind.
To clean up he uses Bert Lahr's They strive hard to please, and at
business of the examination in a two-bits the complaints shouldn't
doctor's office. It was too dirty for be so many, if any at all.
even Lahr after the first time.
In addition to Art Kahn and an
Ralph Cooper and his sepia band eight-piece orchestra, a line of 12
They're a fairly agile group girls and several specialty singles,
close.
of musikers with no special heat or Tuesday-Wednesday
stage
unit
excitement.
They bang through running one hour. Included a dance
their allotted group of numbers and team and the act of Seed and Loncall it a day.
don. Latter, as announced, played
That's the vaudeville, and on the the Palace when It was two-a-day.
screen there's a picture called 'The Now It'a the Circle on two days at
Gentleman Crook,' according to the plenty of shows a day, and this act
mazdas In front of the theatre. In- as well as a lot of others Is probside It turns out to be 'Topaze' ably happy to get the booking. Such
(Radio).
Kauf.
is what's happened to vaudeville.
Judging a Palace show of the
days when the Palace was the Palace, as against the Circle would be
Special boxofilce enticement here like comparing the stock market of
to
today,
but considering
this week revolves around Molly 1928
everything that's happened, the
l?l(son, and even at that it looks as
though the draw will be pretty well Circle's handout Is easier to stomconfined to her own following. They ach than a look now at Wall Street.
Undoubtedly Circle will be an unwere there to greet her Saturday on
the first and second matinees, jam- welcome neighbor for the Cosmoming the main fioor and thickly politan, which charges more,^ 35c,
and
hands out only one feature.
spotting the upper reaches.
But
with the subsequent performance, Circle was playing to about threewhen the price tab took a nudge fourths capacity at the last show
upward, came a decided slump. Per- Wednesday night and "robably very
haps by that time the banking little paper around. Indies don't
moratorium was beginning to reflect usually hand It out to kid anyone.
itself. But anyway the earlier flurry A. & B. Dow is booking the house.
and the reception the Yiddish George Godfrey Is booker for the
comedienne scored gave ample In- Cosmo.
Pete Randall, m.e.ing Wednesday
dication that the pulling power was
there as far as this house was con- night, introed acts well enough to
Mildred Andrews, with
get by.
cerned.
Lillian Geda, aero dancer,
songs;
As a vaudeville bill the current
sample shouldn't give cause for and Jimmy Livingston, novelty
all
passing muster, are
crowing.
It was an awkwardly dancer,
slapped together affair, and the pace among specialty entertainers. Mel
with which it staggered along and Klee is coming in Saturday (4) with
the response It garnered as a whole an orchestra to replace Kahn.
showed It. Whatever rise It took That's one of the change days,
out.of the customers was fairly well others being Tuesdays and Thursdays, and two features, plus newsmonopolized by the Picon session.
One act that seemed to be en- reel and some shorts filler, on each
tirely out of its element was Her- show.
man Hyde and his Miss Mona, with
For many years a grind filmer
the clientele here declining to see for Loew's, Goldman & Berg, the
anything funny In such resorts as owners, took back the Circle a
posterior comedy and gags about couple of weeks ago, installing the
Char,
girl Addles and pigeons. Barto and present policy.
Mann, spotted In next-to-shut,
worked as diligently as ever, and
though they kept the titters coming
L. A.
as they tussled through the assortLos Angeles, March 2.
ment of knockabout shenanigans
the fare-thee-well palming was
Vaude-film is now on a week-toaway below par for them.
week basis at this Warner downThe Picon performance was a town house, where for more than a
thing of perfectly fashioned mimicry, year the policy has been consistwith a master of the art of feeding ently keeping the red Ink out of
Decision to drop the stage
it to an audience that fully appre- sight.
ciated every bit of it and clamoring shows was prompted, presumably,
for more. Number that socked them by Inability of Warners to come to
hardest around the collective tickers terms with musicians for a similar
was her 'Wandering Melody' con- policy at their Hollywood, and there
celt, although the finer touches of will be no definite policy until these
the artist were exhibited In 'The ncgoUations have been worked out

ALBEE, BROOKLYN

up nicely with Jana and Whnlen. Rhapsody of the Working Girl's
Screen fare includes news, trailers Life' and the old Yiddish lady bit,
and the feature, 'The Secret of using a medico's ofllce as its b.ickMadame Blanche' (Metro), which ground A deftly-balanced and scinwill not mean'much to the Islanders. tillating repertoire Is tlie one .she's
The Gretonas start the show on now using, and a crack jnecc of tipthe wire. Frank and Peter Trado, top entertainment of its kind for
with their turn changed in spots, any audience.
Closing a.sslgnment went to the
held the deuce nicely. The boys got
plenty of applause. Miss Halperin Paul Tremalne unit, with the act's
with her characterizations started routine smacking of something that
was aged in the wood as far back
slowly, but finished big.
The band is
Friedland's revue, with a cast of as five years ago.
doubling from a Broadway eatery.
29, closes the show excellently.

VARIETY

routines, with some good comedy
injected.
With the announcements
and talk eliminated, act rates at
least third spot on' the bill, which it
probably will get before the day is
over.
Emerson and Baldwin are clever

DOWNTOWN.

solidly.

A

blackface hoofer intro-

duced for the

finale.

2:;0

as pictures' best

known

fresh

guy.

Websterto
Lyda Robertl was a $126 specialty
team of boys, with girl in Fanchon & Marco units when
another couple added for good Goldman-Sachs was a good buy. She
measure. Act runs heavily to adagio gets $1,760 now.
and acrobatics, with a burlesque
Cary Grant, known as Archie
adagio by the principals that scored
Leach then, worked on stilts In the
solidly. For the windup they do an
adagio
demonstrates
real Lomas Troupe and other turns for
that
$50 and $60 in better times. In these
ability.
'Blondie Johnson' (WB), news- depressing days he's getting plenty
reel, travelog and Jack Pearl com- more as a new film name.
Biz satisfactory
edy on screen.
Mae West was doing the best she
opening mat.
could between legit hits and flops,
and mostly flops, in '29, but she's a
$6,600 picture name on the New
N. Y.
York Paramount stage this week.
Lou Holtz didn't exactly feel a destandard vaude bill of five acts
on current long half, with '20,000 presh In '29, but he never saw $6,600
Years in Sing Sins' (WB) the fea- a week as a stage salary until the
ture. Stage portion neither below nor depresh started. While things aren't
above the average, getting by okay so bad nowadays for Jack Pearl's
with mobs patronizing this up- straight man. Cliff Hall ('Sharlie'),
Closing

allotted

Marino and

Co.,

ORPHEUM,

towner.

either.

House was doiiig a very nice busiBesides these, the list of those
ness Friday night, with picture un- who are now enjoying prosperous
doubtedly drawing. ~ Maybe some of times In the show business is lengthy.
the money withdrawn from banlcs
Times
were tough for them when
was beginning to come Into the the- good for
most of the world.
atre Instead.
Best act on show, and over best Among these in radio are Arthur
Friday night at flnal show, was Tracy, Tony Wons, Rels and Dunn,
Peggy Taylor and Gary Lean, head- Ben Alley. Singin' Sam. Goodman
ing the 'Kitchen Pirates' adagio Ace, Russ Columbo, Blng Crosby,
turn. While this is only a slx-mln- Mills Bros., Boswell Sisters, Gene
ute offering, the adagio routine it and Glenn, East and Dumke, Philcontains goes over big.
lips Lord, and many others. All were
Next to closer, Floyd Christy, a little known or not known at all
fair-enough mixture of talk and
'29.
acrobatics, latter in the serious vein back In
same
and otherwise. This Is the
Still Thsy Come
two-act which has been billed
around as Christy and Natarro.
Christy's running chatter along
with the acrobatic work is never as
strong on laugh-getting as the comedy aero features of the routine
which In slow motion gathers the
right kind of a hand for the finish.
While passing muster, the Christy
act is weaker than, the customary
next-to-shut act booked in here by
Loew's on the long halves.

Monica and Ann Skelly contribute
more comedy than Christy as middle-of-the-bill

monkeyshines

pick,
lifting

mildly entertaining
proper level.

with

Ann's

an otherwise
skit

to

the

Eddie O'Rourke (New Acts), an
Irish tenor who must wear off the
marks of the amateur. No. 2 and

over okay.
Opener, Janet May in her aerial
act with the succession of one-arm
turnovers which here, as everywhere, usually whips up a hand.
Char.

PALACE, CHICAGO
Chicago,

March

3.

Avoragely

good vaudeville plus
Wheeler and Woolsey's 'So This Is

Picture

names

to

whom

the de-

presh has been anything but Include
Maurice Chevalier, Fredric March,
Sylvia Sidney, Talluiafa Bankhead,
Carole Lombard, Miriam Hopkins,
Wynne Gibson, Stuart Erwin, Randolph Scott, Charles Laughton,
Charles Starret, Frances Dee, Alison
Sklpworth, Roscoe Kama, Sari Marltza, Irene Dunne. Lew Ayres, Sidney Fox, Tom Brown, Gloria Stuart,
Ralph Bellamy, Colin Cllve.
Marie Dressier, Joan Crawford,
Wallace Beery, Clarke Gable, Robert Montgomery,
Jackie. Cooper,
Jean Harlow, Madge Evans, Johnny
Weismuller, Dorothy Jordan, Una
Merkel, Maurene O'Sullivan, Robert
Young, Myrna Ley, Mary Carlisle,
Ruth Selwyn, Wallace Ford.
Joe E. Brown, Edward G. Robinson, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Ruth
Chatterton, William Powell, Kay
Francis, Barbara Stanwyck, Warren
William, Paul Muni, Loretta Young,
Joan Blondell, George Brent, Chic
Sale, Ann Dvorak, Bette Davis, Guy
Klbbee, Evalyn Knapp, Frank McHugh, Aline MacMahon, Lyle Talbot, David Manners, Dickie Moore,

Africa' (Radio) looks promising for Vlvienne Osborne, Allen Jenkins,
a nice week at the paybox. Bill was Claire Dodd, Helen Vinson, Glenda
shy on name strength, with Russ Farrell.

Columbo strictly a divided opinion
a headllner.
Buster Shaver has the best of his
of turns with midgets and
provided the show with zip and novelty as a starter. Olive and George
as

series

Brasno, his miniature entertainers,
are well above midget average in
versatility and intrinsic values to
add to inborn cuteness. In consequence of these assets and skillful
routining and piloting from Shaver,
the turn is excellent vaudeville, and
so was recogiiized at the Palace.
In terms of laughs the Amaut
Brothers were a solid click in the
trey, but the applause rations were
a trifle skimpy.
They played for
B&K not long ago, and, of course,
anybody that patronizes RKO to
any extent has seen them repeatedly.

Preceded by an announcement
over the public a<Mress system that
she spoke only Clerman and had
como to America from Berlin opera
for the Radio City inaugural. Vera
satisfactorily.
Current show runs strong on tal- .Schwarz appeared third and in a
Her
turquoise lace gown.
ent, but revealed a lack of censor- blue
ship at the opening performance. voice and her appearance were reThe
Several of the acts inserted a lot of fined, mature and pleasant.
rough stuff that had no place in audience liked hero, but after two
their offerings. This chatter elimi- numbers they answered with mittnated will, if anything, aid the smacking that was appreciative,
but not the clamor that the German
turns.
Seven Rangers, male instrumen- lady deemed essential. In Chicago
talists and vocalists, open with one au'llences are apt to suddenly chill
of the liveliest turns presented when realizing that they are exThey
hereabouts in months. Boys are all pected to beg for encores.
As a result
talented, and do solo and ensemble Just won't do that.

Jimmy Dunn,

Sally Eilers, Speii-

cer Tracy, Joan Bennett, Marian
Nixon, El Brendel, Herbert. llj(.uudin,
Minna Gombel, Elissa Landl, Ralph
Morgan, Alexander Kirkland, Lee
Tracy,
Leo Carrillo, Constance

Cummings, Joan Marsh, Constance
Bennett, Leslie Howard, Robert
Armstrong, Joel McCrea, Edna May
Oliver, Eric Linden, Roscoe Ates,
Katherine Hepburn, Rochelle Hudson, William Gargan, Arlene Judge,
Dorothy Wilson, Bruce Cabot, etc.

And
exactly

there are others

passed

up

who

by

weren't
prosperity

when it was around generally, but
who still don't feel a depresh and
are doing better or at least as well
now as when there were no bank
moratoria.
They Include the JolRons, the Marx Eros., the Garbos,
Gilberts, Arlisses. Rogers, Cantors,
Jessfls, Dlxcs, W'hitcmans, Bernies,
Gaynors, Farrel.s, and the rest.
And Roosevelt was Just a governor In '29, and now he's the President of the United Stales.

Fraulein Schwarz could have had,
but didn't get, an encore.
Leavitt and Lockwood's hokum
next to closing and Russ Columbo
at the tag end rounded out a bill
that in general was diverting, but
missed fire as a distinguished enterLand.
tainment.

.
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Mme Ilona deTbury
Mabel Scott
Karoly Nyaray
Roy .White
Dorothy TurnerVllloge Bars
Picture Theatres
Chas Johnson Oreb Brook Adams
Val Vostoff
Taft OrlU
(Continued from page 17)
Molly MaoGovern
NEW YORK CITY Freddy Craig Jr (3eo Hall Orch
Joe Furst's Orch
Paromonnt (S)
'King of Jungle'
the California, dark for some timei.
The.CsardA
Mae WoBt
PETBOIT
WaldorfrAstorlti
Georges Metexa
Fox (3)
" H. Miller moved over as manager
Karoly B^ncte
Nina Laughlln
11)
'Done Him Wrong* Paris on Parade
Nevln Davidson resigned (25) as
Jack Denny Oreo
Zslga Bela
'State Fair'
RKO Roxy (9)
manager ot the Imperial (F-'WC)
Michigan (8)
Art Frank
4)
Don Redman
Long Belach, Cal., and is replaced by
CHICAGO
Annie, Judy .ft Z
Connie's Inn Rev
Schwartz, who also manages
Ken Harvey
Marty
Numerals In eennsotfon with bills below Inc.cate opening oay •!
L^ne
Dick
Blackliawk
'King of Jungle*
Don 'Carcho
the, 'West Coast there.
Dick Rock Orch
•how. whether full or eplit week
PHILADELPHIA Rose ft Ray Lyta
DuVal ft D'abrlle 4
Balboa, F-'WC subsequent run in
Fays (3)
Deane Janlb
'King Kong'
Fa remount
Bl'ndes ft Brunettes Hal Kemp Orch
-Diego, went double feature (26)
San
Boxy (3)
Nan Blackstone
'Self Defense'
Jackie Ostorman
at 16c.
BALTIMORE
Clyde Hajer
Anita LaPlerre
Bismarck
Fox (3)
Floronz & Alvarec
Harry Hartman, former Southern
Centaiy (10)
Ruby Norton
Mary Nolan
Lillian Shade
Wade Booth
Frances Faye
Demarest
Qhezzls
Radio Rubes
California div. mgr. for Fox-'West
Dolores Ferris
Rosemary Deering Peggy Moore
Moore
Modena's Flashes
Lubln, Larry ft A
Genevieve
Great
Tacopis
Art Kassel Orch
'There Goes Bride'
Coast, became an Indie exhlb (26)
2d half (14-16)
Street Singer
Belett ft Lamb
Billy Carr
JInette
Vallon
BROOKLYN
when he opened' the Ramona, in San
Manglnl Bros
Joe Morris Co
Peg Leg Bates
Mary Neville
LTNBBOOK
Alex ft Swanson
MKW TOBK CITT Keith's
Paromonnt (3)
Leon Navaro
Kitchen Pirates
Humanity'
Syd Lang Orch
Diego, with a double feature policy
<6 only)
Hnslo Hall (S)
MItchel ft Durant
Blue Grotto
Pease ft Nelson
CLEVELAND
ST. LOUIS
at 15-20C. House Is directly oppoAlyce & Jackie
Playground
Patricia Bowman
Lucille Page
Art Frank
State (10)
AmboasAclor (8)
Tina Twcedle
Fred Weber Co
Nicholas Daka
site the F-'WC North Park, second
Beryl Wallace
Clifford
Eddie
Fox
Chnney
ft
Duponts
Boatty
George
Marjorle
Tate
Four Magnanls
VIklnga
Ray Sax
Vaughn Sis
run, scaled at 36c, loges 56c.
Paradise (10)
Andre Renaud
Verdi ft Lee
Marge ft Maria
Mack Bros & B
Harry Losee
Harry Stockwell
Julia Lyons
Billy Wells Co
Welst ft Stanton
Joyce ft Jcnner
Honey Sis
Palm & Day Rev
0«o Andre Co
•King of Jungle'
Robinson ft Louise
Billy Hallcn
Aunt Jemima
Bobbins Fam
Jean Miles
MBWABK
KliiK Kong'
June Hurley
Chas Foy Co
A ft M Havel
BALTIMORE
'King's Vacation'
New York.
Jackie Daw Orch
Palace (11)
Academy
Ballard
Noma
Blng
Crosby
COLUMBUS
Hippodrome (8)
Fox (8)
Robert Titus, manage, of RKO
James Evans Co
let halt (11-14)
Cafe DeAIex
Carl Lorraine Oroh
State (10)
Ohio (10)
Whiteman's Stars
Dave Apollon
Liucky Mlllnder Or Britt Wood
Royal, resigned. Succeeded by 'WilAlfredo ft Dolores
Pasquall Bros
Ted Lewis
Peggy Healy
Gary ft Dixon
Terrace Gardens
Frances Langford
(Four to nil)
Ben Schenker now
Marie d« la Vega
liam Sanford
Ann Greenway
JERSEY CITY
'Great Jasper'
Norma Williams
Stuart & Lash
2d half (16>1T>
Sis
Paul
Leola Ackman
Harry Burns Co
Loew (10)
BOSTON
Al Lyons
assistant, replacing Abe "Vallett,
Bert Frohman Co
N T G'o Rev
Mayflold 3
Enrico Clausl
Harry Savoy
Desert Song
MetropoAKon (S)
Da-nzl Goodell
(4)
2d half (8-10)
promoted to management of the
The Daniels
Dennis O'Nelt
Noble SIssle Orch
MONTREAL
'School Days'
Little Jack Little
Campo & Partner
t Emerald Sis
Alice Blue
RKO, Cedarhurst, L. I., succeeds J.
Hoffman Orch
BROOKLYN
Loew (10)
Milton. Douglas
'Infernal Machine'
Welst & Stanton
Harry Welch Co
Don Pedro Orch
Gates
'Ave
Sheridan, resigned.
Mae
Wynne
Co
Froos
Faree
Sylvia
Chez
Rev
Small's
Vanity Fair
1st half (10-13)
Lora Hoffman
Sid Page
BBOOKLYN
Henry Dunn
Manglne Bros
Coropo ft Partner
Dance Aristocrats
Earl ft Josephine
Albee (3)
Stadler & Rose
Kennedy Sid Page Co
Frances McCoy
NEW ORLEANS Elizabeth
Renoft, Renova & B
Ella
Logan
M ft A Skelly
Raye. Ellis ft L
Hartford, Conn.
Marie Whitney
State (11)
Herman Hyde
Pauline' Belleau
Vic Laurie
NEWARK
Cliff Wlnehill
LIbonatI 3
Molly Picon
Hugh J. Campbell, manager of
Doris Robblns
Lee, Galls Co
State (10)
Chas Staright Or
Ben Pollack Orch
the State and Circle, Manchester,
2d half (14-16)
Week of March 6
Gautlers Toy Shop
Via Lago
transferred to Lenox, Hartford. Ben
College Inn
3 Rhythm Dancers Peggy Culvert
Cooterbnry
M.
H.
EAST
HAH
Jackie Hamlin
Boyce ft Marsb
Herbert Faye Co
Cohen, who came to 'Warners' from
Frank Libuse
Ist half (6-8)
Premier
Todd Sis
5 Bachelors
Pick ft Pat
Phil Levant
the PubMx theatre department to
Carello Bd
Paula Tymes
Demarest
White ft Manning R Fred Lindsay Co
'on Ids
booked
HAMMERSMITH
become manager of the Lenox, goes
Wlkl Bird
3 Cossacks
NEW ORLEANS Co 3das half
Congress Hotel
(9-11)
Palace
Al Handler Bd
to Manchester In charge of 'Warner
BletrApoIltan (10)
Ambascndor (10)
Blair
&
Baron
Rusty ft Shine
Cotton Bfl
Leach La Quinlan 3 Fuller Bros
tVlntergardcn
Albert Prince, formerly
Theatres.
Katya Llbby ft C
booked
Co
as
ILFORD
Audrey WyckoB
T ft A Waldman
Royce
Robert
Bennett
of the Lenox, leaves to
manager
ft
Snper
Buckley
Domlnioa
Medley ft Dupree
for the
Jack Usher Co
Lopez Orch
Carello Bd
Miss Lydla
take charge of shoe store chain
John
Myrddin
Hall
Collins
Peterson
Wm^
&
SMITH
LEDDY
NEW
Lovey Twins
CROSS
Brit ton OrQh
Vand
&
VladlnUr
father, who died last
GIrardo
ftNadlneR
Frolic's
owned
his
by
Office
Kinema
Joroska ft Lydla
Valonola (10)
WASHINGTON
Kit Kot Best
Tex Gulnan Gang
>^
Tounkman Bd
Frankle Masters Or week.
Arthur LaFleur Co
Fox (10)
Co a^ booked
Florence Barlow
PECKHAM
Al Weiss, formerly manager o£
100 Clnb
Irene Beasley
Gretonas
New Victorte
Cook
Ralph
Palace
Colonial,
the
Regal, downtown.
to
Lowe, Buttiolf ft
Lawrence Gray
RalAni Bd
Al Abbott
LaMIgiioh
Barto & Mann
Ifvonne Douvter
Tounkman Bd
Barry ft whltlidge Ken Murray
Nathan Koenlg becomes secretary
Johanna Nagle
Paul Tremalne Or Irene Rich Co
June Carroll
BRIXTOX
STBE\THAU
Llna Basquette Or
Blue Rhythm Band
Vic Oliver
Prospect
Jimmy Noone Orch to Congressman-elect Herman P.
Bernle Marshall
Pnlace
Astoria
June Purlans
Withers
Grant
Ist half (11-14)
Hazelton
Easter &
Fields ft Rossini
I ft P Hyde
Koppleroan.
(4)
(To fill)
Val Rosing
SUTTON
'Warner art department now inBetty J Cooper
2d half (15-17)
Connty
8 Victoria gls
cluded Floyd Foley, Eddie KarpinBilly & Elsa Newell Ijottlce Howell
8 Astoria gls
I ft P Hyde

Behind the Keys

'Vatmety Bills

.

NEXT WEEK

WEEK

THIS

(March
(March

I

Wm

'

'

.

-

;

.

'

'

JOHNNY BRYANT

Wm

WEEK

84th

.

&

.

W

(Others to fill)
2d half (8-10)
Russian Art CIrcas

Mack

& B

Bros.

A & F Lake

'

Rink

OUAHA

Sachs
Al K Hall Co
Sky Larkers

1st half (11-14)

Bros
King Bros & O
Alice Joy Co

Gilbert

ALBANY
Palace

Ist half (11-14)

Howard Marsh Co

Hudson Wonders

1st

halt

ls»

(4-7)

Johnny Tyrell Co
Lynn Canter

Evelyn Brent Co
Lewis & 'Ames
Adler & Bradford

8

FATERSON

3 Swifts

1st half

F

ni-14)

George Dormonde
Carroll & Barnes
Jack Pepper
Bines' Girls
(One to All)
2d half (15-17)

(4)

Edwards Rev
Co Que
L (Two to All)

Irene Vurmllllon

Aaronson Fayre.&

2d half (8-10)

Daphne Pollard
Pat Rooney & Jr
Howard Marsh Co
'

Con

Grade Schenck Co
Tyler Mason
J B Howard Co
Harold Boyd Co
Anthony Trlnl Or

Evelyn Brent Cd
Jay C. Fllppen
Harriet Hector Co

Russian Art Circus
(Four to All)

CHICAGO

Palace (11)
Colleano
Al Verdi Co

CINCINNATI

A &

& D

Radio Rogues
Jack Pearl
Clin Hall

(Two

(3-6)

to All)
(3)

S Lamont
Ruth' Ford

F

Eddie Conrad Co
CaAear RIvolI Co
Pablo
Rita Royce Co

Ben Bernle Orch

Al

K

ft

Seamon

WASHINGTON
Earle (10)

Hall Co

2d halt

H

Nell Kelly
Tiffany 2

3 Victor Girls
Violet Carlson

(7-9)

Broadway Steppers Ben Bernle Orch
Lemeaux ft Str'tfrd
(3)
Cran.e
Merle's Cockatoos
Gergory Rev
Roy Smeck
Demarest ft Sibloy J&ok McLallen
4 DeGauchis
Va,ughn DeLeath
Cliff

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE

N, V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1500

Broadway

Thli We«k: Eddie Walter*. tliM. (Bosnelly

Keith's (12 only)

Broadway Steppers

PROVIDENCE

&

Fanchon

only)

Laddie Lament
Francis & Lloyd
Frances White
Don Santos

BROOKLYN
Fox

'

Marco

Florence Tates

Marie Kaye
'Club Rlchman' Rev CecUlei do Zemplen
Jack Osterman
Thelma Weisslnger
(10)

Floronz ft Alvarez Virginia Kays
KeUh'B (11)
Frances Faye
Mildred Stencil
Larimer & Hudson 3 White Plashes
Dolores Farrls
Blllle Lemm
Hunter ft Perclval
Berry Bros
Jean Oisen
BOSTON
Leavitt & L'ckwood Aaronson Fayre & L
Boston (10)
Mel Klee
LOS ANGELES
Russ Columbo Or
'Georgia
Oambarelll
Minstrels'
(4)
Poramonnt (8)
3 Gobs
Ted T^wls Bd
(4)
Jordan ft Woods
3 Georgia Browns
4 Franks
COMTMBUS
Floria Gilbert
Snoozer, Jr
0 Comedians
Ohin (4)
Marco
Ray
Thomas Harris
Venlta Gould
i Mills Bros
O'Connor
Fam
Chick Beeman
Joe May & Dottle
DALLAS
Trixle Roblnette
Lasses Brown
Walter Powell Or
Keith's (4)
Alice Carlsen
Nay Brothers
TORONTO
Alexander Gray
Evelyn Baxter
Billy Mltrhell
Hippodrome (11)
Bern'.o e ri alre
Lona Brlem
Billy Miller
Togo ft Chlyo
DETROIT
Marg'erlte Hartwell
Lee Port ft Dotty
Norvolle Reese
Kelth'8 (11)
Elsie Ulrlch
DeWolf Mete If & F Arnaut Bros
Metropolitan (10)
Charlotte Lee
Ann Seymour
Kli<by & Duval
'Girl Trouble' I
D^one Hunter
Ingenues
Buster Shaver Co
Chester Fredericks Nellie Colt
Joe Marks Co
<*>
Warren Jackson
Bunny Bronson
Zelda Bros
Barney Rapp Co
Radio Rubes
Coralee Mortenson
Bolce & Marsh
(4)
De Long Sis
WInnifrod
Chette
Neville Fl.'eson
Togo & Chlyo
Callf'rnla Redheads Drena Beecher
Ross & Edwards
Charlie Kin? Co
Joey Cey Lon
Joan Weaton
Harry J Conley Co Bernlce ft Emily
Ottllle George
Evelyn Murray
TRENTON
Garner Wolf & H
B Thoroutrh'brcds
Stone ft Olbbnn<>
Capitol
PHILADELPHIA
Trouble Ens
1st half (11-14)
GBAND

Albee

(11)
"

'

RAPIDS

Keith's
Int half
>

Blue

(V-14)

Streaks

Walter Walters
Lester Cnle Co
Gamer Wolf &
Stone

&

H

Gibbons

B

E

ft

(One tn

nil)

TBOT

1st hnlf (4-7)
Gilbert Bros

KIrby

BRIDGEPORT

Nev/ell

(Three to All)
2d half (8-10)
Boyle ft Delia
Paula S'one
Bob Hall

& Duval

1st half (11-14)

Hudson Wonders

Johnny Tyrcll Co

Joe Marks Co

(Four to

In genu es

HBMPSTKAD

(Three to flll)
?d half (4-7)
Stewart ft Violet
Whltey Roberts
Pease ft Nellson

M F>STWOOD

Keith's (11 only)
Russian Art Circus

Wood
nOL'STON

BrItt

All)

(4

AIex'>ndor Santos

Keith's (11)
Aloxnncler Gray
,

Lionel 'Mike' Ames
Talent ft. Merit
Karpe. Nnvps ft L

(To

(10)

T..ela

Bliss

Jack Egan
Harry Stafford
Jack Duffy

CLEVELAND
Palace (10)

Frank Richardson
Jack Randall Co
Wing Wah Tr
Ooss ft Barrows
3

McCann

JERSEY CITY
1^0 w'h

'Doscf't

CITY Claude
Mells.

CapKuI (10)
Duchin Orch

ft Marian
Kirk ft M-

Cossacks

B
2d half (14-lC)
Milton Ilcrlo
D & Edith Bnrstow Mlacahua
Vic Laurie
3

W

Ivan Trlosnuit
Mario Rio
Uonlovnrd

TjOo, FIdler ft
nio Bros
Henry. Toblos Orch

let half (10-13)

Hite.

KRnny

(10)

'Spotlights' I
T.addio Lnmnnt
Melson
Kramer I^iMnr & R Charles
Miss Irmanette
Frances White
3 Brcdwlns
Don Santos
Olga

Loew

ft

C.

Grace Johnson Co

Orpheum

lat linlf (10-13)

Joe Bell Co

Nat Greenwood

and George

NEW

.

'

'

(10)

Song'

Perry Askam
Tanzl
Earl Askam
Nenctte Vallon
John Merkyl
Charles Boyle
Sylvia Shore

John Wagner

LONG BEACH
State (2)

Mowatt Bros
Lucille Sis

Stroud

.

2

Prank Gaby
Millie

Mnrhell

Dorothy Paddock

Mayfair Beauties Medlsca ft Michaell
Dorothy Dell
James Hall
Connie's Inn
Ethel AlUs

%

Cora Green

Bobby Evans
Jazzllps Richardson

P

B Meeres

ft

Emma

Smith

Bessie Dudley
I<llllan

Cowan

Red

Struggle

ft

Simms

Bowie
Louise Cook
ft

Willie Jackson

Lucky Seven

i

Cotton Clnb
Alda Ward
Henri Wessel
ft Lee
Anise Qoyer
Roy Atkins
Nicholas Bros

Swan

Leitha

Hill

Elmer Turner
4

Flash

Devils

Moro

ft

Tacconeill

Keller Sis
Eleanor Cress
JlU Carroll

Maurice Wllllngh'm
Kay Martin
Laura Knight
Ellen Muhic
Alalne Allen
Doris Soso
Bottle Frembllng

Betty Estrella
Eleanor Sullivan
Elsie de Kolty
ST.
2
4

LOUIS

Fox
Doveys

(10)

Flushers
Will Mahoney
Marcclle ft Wllll'ms
Geo Prentice

WORCESTER
Poll

'Whoopee'

(10)
I

Buddy Doyle
Bobbe Arnst
Jane Lee
John Ruthnrford

Paradise

N T G
Cantor's

Rev
Beauts

Abe Lyman Orch
Parnmoant Grill
Ted Healy Co

tracted.

Between _the two 'shows the manLos Angeles.
ager came out on the stage, selected
Six picture houses In the Los An10 candidates for the honor and let
the audience decide by applause geles territory (including Arizona)
went
dark
during
the
past week,
vote which person got the dog.
Interest ran high for 10 minutes with another, the Orange, at Orange
before a decision was finally made, (suburb) going into a three-day-abut nine of the patrons were chased week policy, -eftective (4). House
off the stage, and the winner was is now dark Monday to Thursday,
Other houses closing
formally presented with the dog. It inclusive.
came from tlie frankfurter stand were:
New Orpheum, Phoenix, Ariz.
next door, and the audience enjoyed
Granada (Inthe laugh. Simple stuff, but it went (Publlx-Rickards)

Pork Central Hotel over.
Russ Columbo Orch
Hannah Williams

El Chlco's
ft

Moreno

Lorenzo Herrera
El Flamengo
Valencia Orch
Flamencito
Nina & Moreno

Al
El

Mai-qulta Florea
Ignaclo Rumno

Marta de

la Torre
Accordion Luis
EI Patio

Beatrice Llllle
Fontana ft Coles

Endor ft Forrell
Henry King Or
Embassy Club
Morton Downoy
Do Marcos
Jean Vance
H Rosenthal Oro
Uon Carlos Ore
Gypsy Trail
Baroness Erzsl
Louis Hegcdush
Ethel Pastor

Kokosch Gypsy Or

H'lyw'd B'staurant
PIctrn OentlU
De Haven Jr Fowler ft Tamara
William Dyer
ColletCe Sis
Eddie Abdo
Frank Hazzard
Howard Nugent
Blanche Bow
Virginia L Bouldln 4 Cllmas
Juan Vlllasana
Marquerlte 'ft Leroy
Carter

Jimmy Murpby
3 Blake Sis
Lew Dolgoff
Joe Haymas Orch

T Manahan Oro

Duran

SAN FRANCISCO
Wnrfleld (10)
'Fun Cruise'

Kathleen Bessette

Bergen
Lulu Bates
Brooke Adams
Bill Spencer
Blanche Latell
Dorothy Maxine
Al Parker

Jerry

Got a langli

Pittsburgh.
Announcement that a dog would
Harry Mlchalson, until a month
be given some patron on a desig- ago exchange manager for RKOnated evening brought out a lot of Radlo pictures, promoted to district
extra business. "Wasn't that most manager of entire territory of which
of those coming wanted a dog, but Pittsburgh is a part. Succeeded in
the something-for-nothing Idea at- the local ofHce by George Lefko.

Little Bits

Alma Smith

Keith Clark
Frankiyn D'Amour

Queens
Pansy

Nat Clnb
Jack White

Necodemus

Harry Stafford

Fox (10)
Long Tack Sam

Chalmers Co

ri;.|ro

NEW YORK

Sis

HARTFORD
Cn^itol

only)

skl,

Smith.
John Fogarty succeeds George
Capwell at Fox-Arthur.
(Continued from page 17)
the standard price, and yet the paSeattle.
pet Is of better quality since it Is
Tom Olsen bought Liberty, Lewsupposed to withstand a longer
iston, Ida., to operate his own theaYORK CITY
showing.
Of course, no one Is going to buy tre after several years with F-WC
Biltmore Hotel
Theo Phane
the Radio pictures Just to use a free drganizatlon.
Paul Whiteman Or Barbara Blane
Jim Runte, fromerly at Fifth Ave.,
Jean Muna
one-sheet, but it carries the suggesr
Jane Vance
Ahl
Red McKenzie
tion that the company •will back the where he was assistant to Jim
Vercell ft SInnott
Peggy Healy
bookings up, and from that angle Clemmer, now manager State, SpoGladys Leslfe
Irene Taylor
adjunct.
It's shrewd kane; H. D. McBrlde, manager of
sales
real
Iris
Adrian
it's
a
Jack Fulton Jr
Marian Martin
Fox, Spokane.
work.
Ramona
Floria Vestoft
Terry McDanlel leaves as manCentral P'k Casino Eddie Ray
ager Spokane division for PN'W,
Kris Gerald'
Billboards
Morton Downey
BeBuming
going to L. A. for Skouras. Terry
Eddy Duchin Orch T & F IHoag
Angeles.
Los
BSrrnes
ft Swanso'n
was former city manager in Seattle.
ChUeaa Inteniat'i Slave Dance
BKO Hillstreet returns to billQueenle Smith
Ishatn Jones Orch
Ross ft Sargent
boards for first time In months for
Don Mario
Hotel Lexington
the run of 'Qoona Goona,' FrenchBrooklyn, N. T.
(ioblna Wright's Or
made pic distributed In this country
Don Bestor Orch
Franzell
Al O'Camp replaced A. Connolly
Joe Moss
Hayfalr Yacht Clnb by First Division, opening (17) for as manager of the RKO Shore Road.
Win Oakland
one week.
Ross ft Sargent
Meyer Davis Orch
Decision
to
use stands was
Clob Haytair
Hotel Montcloir
reached when the distrib offered to
Millard ft Anita
Tonkers, N. T.
Charley Eckels Or supply gratis 160 24's, 60 3's and
Oscar Davis
Jerome Baker, formerly assistant
Margie Landy
60 6's.
Monte
Carlo
treasurer at the RKO 86th St., New
Madlyn Moore
'Goona Goona' will be doubled York, new manager of Strand, sucVal Vestoff
Beth Cannon
Vlto ft Plrl
with 'The Past of Mary Holmes.'
Lee
ceeding 'William Cook.
Al Crawford Orch Donald Burr

Bobby Sawyer
Jimmle Baskette
Norman Aatwood
Cab Calloway Orch
Clnb -Rlchman
Jack Osterman
Rlchman Rev
Jerry Freeman Or
Arthur Brown
C ft C Herbert
Francis Faye

4

Troy Barnes
Hal Young

Takota Bros 'ft Sis
Vanderbllt Boys

Rivoll
Ist half (11-14)

Ruth Roye

Hp—

All)

half (8-10)

!>d

PoU

'Sally'

Mary Eaton
Jack Waldron
Miss Harriett
George Guhl

Keith

Palace
Parsons Bd

Bd

Parsons

.

PARK LANE
(6

(4)

Buster Shaver Co
Arnaut Bros
Vera Schwarz
Leavitt & L'ckwood
Russ^ Columbo Or

half

Dance Bits

Keith's

BOSTON

Vera Schwartz
Torke & King
TacopI Tr

Earle (10)

Armlda

Al Aliott

Keith's (11)
Snoozer, Jr
F'rsythe Se'm'n &

Bltz
let half (10-13)

Fuiler-Rawson
EJdwards Rev

Robblns

Nick Lucas

PHILADELPHIA

Roscoe Arbuckle

(Four to All)
ta half (8-10)

Vox & Walters

EtilZABETH

Exploitation

TOTTENHAM

CLAPTON

Bert Walton
Pollock Co

Lew

Little

3

.

"

;

die), Bakersfleld, Calif., due to fire;
Graham, Graham, Calif.; Moneta
and Union Square, L. A.; Uplands,

Two Contests
Uplands, Calif.
Arizona houses reopened during
"Virginia theatre, Champaign, 111.,
used two contests for 'Strange In- the week were:
terlude' when playing the Metro
Ravena, formerly Granada, at
4 SIzzlers
special. First was a free for all in Chandler, operated by Joe 'Woods,
Charmel
the Urbana 'Courier,' in which parts one of the former operating partSelbys
of sentences were scattered through ners. House Installed "W.
equipPlace PIgalle
the classified ads. Assembled prop- ment while shut down; Rialto, CotPeggy de Albrew
erly, they told the story of the book- tonwood, Burke and Brisloy operVeioz ft Yolanda
ating; Royal, at Morencl, reopened
E Madreguera Orch ing.
Other stunt went Into the Ulinl,' for part time operation by F. C.
D Alberto Tangolsts
college paper, on the argument that Martin; Lyric, Yuma, opened for
Hotel Pennsylvania the stoi-y should
Interest the stu- part time. California—H. M. Cohen
Ted Weems Orch
dents. This was the old gag of pic- reopened the Le Mesa at Le Mesa;
tures of Gable and Miss Shearer, Avalon, 'Wilmington, reopened by
Roosevelt Hotel
Guy Lombardo Or with balloons to be filled in by what Max Shapiro.
the students thought they were sayOwnership changes recorded with
Royal Box
ing. Presidents of all the houses got the L. A. Film Board of Trade are:
Elizabeth Welch
free admission, and autographed
Alhambra, Phoenix, Ariz., Far
Opel Cooper
photos were sent all fraternity West Amusements to De Lao and
John Maclln
Charles Lewis
members. Pass was clipped to a Lawson; Cosmo, Glendale, G. L.
Gordon St. Chad
neatly lettered announcement for Smith taking over Carl Young's inthe bulletin board.
terest and operating; Prltchard and
Russian Arts
College permitted posters In the Hanson splitting on operation of
Joe Morantz Orch
Renee ft Laura
halls and gym, and the college book- the Cairo, L. A., with Ivan C. HtinNIckolas Hadarlck
atore stocked copies of the play.
son continuing to operate; Boris
Barra BIrs
Posner takitig over full ownership
Misha Usanoff
of Sandow and Posner, operating
Wising Up the Natives
St. Regis
Park Central
Freddie Martin Or
Frances Langford
Rachel Cnrlcz

K

Hotel

Anson Weclts Orch
Small's Paradise
'Black Rhythm' R

Nyra Johnson
Meers ft Norton
3 Speed Demons
Geo Walker
Spellman
3 Palmer Bros
May Alex

Wm

To keep things
Paramount during

Los Angeles,
alive around the
five-day dark

Its

nes3. with the changeover from ParPubllx to V.&M., an information
man, at a card table, was kept at
the sidewalk line to inform passersby of the reopening and the now
policy.

the Peco, L. A.; J.

De Lamate

re-

tires from association with H. A.
and Harold Duncan, with former
now operating the Hlllcrest, San

Diego.
Mrs. N. C. Son, daucfhtcr of the
late R. 'W. McKlnney, is operating
McKlnney's Playhouse and
the
Ucs^ont, as executrix of her father's
estate.

Tuesdaf, March
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VARIETY

1.
week

of the other distributors.
It's
on orders from within to send out stories on everything tli.nt liappens
no matter how small in importance. Order also insists that press blurbs
The other majors are more conservative in
be as long as possible.
vending their press matter.

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Trade Hark ReglstereA
Werfdy by VARIBTT, Inc.

rablUtaed

President

Sid Btlverman,
>6« West *9th Street

X.w

Torfc City

SUBSCRIPTION
Foreign . .

»6

Annual

... ... . |7

16 Centa

Single Coplea
120

Vol.

No. 13

IM

15 YEARS AGO
(From

'Variety'

and

'Clipper*)

In connection with the opening
almost
ot the Capitol, which
ready. It was figured by experts
that the rental cost per seat, per
day, was 3.2c If only the downstairs theatre were used, and only
were fig1.4 if the roof garden

wm

'

;

ured
J1.3;

Other houses were Rlalto,

In.

Rlvoll,

12.6.

"Warners' ballyhoo '42nd St. special' in Pittsburgh left in its wake
Mcssmore Ken- plenty of bard feelings due to a feud between promotion departments of
WB and Ochiltree Electric Co., Pittsburgh distributors for General Electric product. Both Ochiltree and Warners fiooded papers with copy, each

Girls at the hotel ticket agencies were getting 26c. per ticket to
torce shows least in demand. Some
made as much as $16 weekly.

who wa^ a beddmanagers In most towns
In Washington revival
meeting and $16,000 In the red.
Sunday,

Billy

eche

to'

was a brodle

Otto Kahn denied he was backing the Shuberts In their fight
againt
&
Had had enough

R

K

.

angeling.
British

copyright

office

American publishers that
'

the Rockefellers are optimistic.

was reported to be figuring on
lOc admission.

dall

a

.

New agreement between the Rockefellers and RKO on the Radio City
an okay by Federal Judge Bopdy in New York,
would have the rent payments made monthly after operating costs have
been met. Otherwise, the Rockefeller interests are privileged to take the
monthly rent as it becomes due, from the $1,000,000 fund held as security
by Chase for RKO's performance of thC-R. C. rent contracts.
This new agreement runs from Feb, 17, last, to August 31. Under the
terms, RCA puts up around $300,000 to provide Radio City with funds to
pay certain opening expense Incurred at R. C„ besides providing the big
center with a cortnln amount of working capital. The opening expense
money thus advanced by RCA runs to around $200,000. Around $5'0,000
is aimed for working capital.
The $1,000,000 fund from which the Rockefellers secure their rental
payments was put up under the terms of the original agreement with
RCA-RKO of October 29, 1931. This agreement was to have run for 21
years, until September 29, 1952. Fact that the rent concession handed by
the Rockefellers to Radio City theatres runs only to August 31, may
hint at hope for a roj«iV>i<> finish of the RKO receivership at that date.
rents, recently given

ISlse

advised
It

would

sot be necessary to enter songs
Xor copyright during the war. The
American copyright would be respected.
Sylvester Schaefler, Juggler, In a
L,oew's over contracts,
walked.
Someone had eomplained that he was using German
music in his turn. Juggler claimed
tt was 'Maryland, My Maryland.'
Bame melody as the German 'Tan

jam with

He

nenbaum.'

in their own interests at the exclusion of the other ,and battled tooth and
nail for recognition.
Ochiltree's wanted a ^personal appearance of the
stars at a big department store, with Warnerp objecting, claiming it
would keep thousands away from the Stanley, where '42nd St.' opened
York
that day.
took the matter to the Warner home office in
with local staff being overruled and stars visiting the store.
Following this, electric company here Informed newspapers that its
owner would head the reception committee. Warners went up in the air,
claiming Harry Kalmine, zone manager here, was heading the official
greeters. It was only a few hours before the train pulled in that combatants finally got together and decided to call a truce.

New

GE

Reception by New York dailies of 'Our Betters' completely fooled the
Radio studio mob on the coast When one mentioned this picture
to them after the preview there was silence. They seemed to feel the
They did not Vy.e the picture, or the work of
less said the better.

RKO

Constance Bennett.

Picture

when Myron Selznlck made
made under the supervision

theatre,

Indianapolis,

a fire scare when the house
Buddenly filled with smoke during
a performance. Kindling wood for
the furnace was ablaze and the
smoke came up through the regis
ters.
Mostly hot air heat those
liad

<*ays.

In 'Don't Call

Me Madame',

to be produced at

Paramount by Bayard

Veiller, story calls for a Chinese street set.
'International House',
in work, has such a street. Though Veiller's picture will not go in

now

production for some time, producer arranged to photograph the 'House' set
with two characters in it, believing It would cut his production cost.
Scene was made, with studio charging $5,000 against Veiller's picture
for the use of the street for a few hours to lighten the production cost
of 'House', which Is already over budget.
Sol Wurtzel's 20 pictures which he will produce for next season's proat Fox will be made for an average budget of $220,000, according
This flgure is close to $100,000 under the average
present plans.
budget in the past for Fox features. Wurtzel will be left to himself at
the old Western avenue (Hollywood) studio, working only at Westwood
when he can use sets at a rental under the amount It would cost him to
construct them.
to

Latest In the Mae West builder-upper series is the Society for Advancement of Feminism, purpose of which is to discourage the wearing
or usage of mannish clothes and habits among women. Jack Mclnerney
of Publix created the idea, which was handled last week as though a
regular legal proposition. Incorporation papers were asked of Supreme
Court Justice Aaron J. Levy who granted them in the usual manner.
Miss West is listed flrst among the incorporators.

Biggest amount of comment from abroad on any picture in years is
Even being hard on 'Marie' (Osso). The French producer made the film In
Budapest and it seemingly was an immediate click in several of the
European capitals. Including Berlin and Paris. Interest, in America,
comes from the fact that the comment thus far emphasizes a 'new
opus the studio mob doesn't technique' as being used In the picture. Said that the film goes to a new

pictures to go at Radio on their current contracts, reported dissatisfied
with the stories they have been given, and the studio disappointed in
returns from their pictures. Indicating that readjustments will be made
In their new tickets If they are optioned. Miss Harding's latest, 'Animal
Kingdom', has so far been a good grosser, but could hardly be classed
as a sock.
Main trouble with Miss Bennett has been her dissatisfaction with
stories, and a desire on her part to supervise the production and direction of her pictures.
in Venice who came over here on a
into a New York night club as a singer to pick up some
land in Hollywood. Mae West, who saw him at the nltery,
has had a screen test made of the lad, Don Mario, with her next picture
for Paramount in mind.
Mario, in coming over here, went through his allowance on the run
and found himself in an embarrassing spot. A friend who saw possl
bilities in him took him to Lou Irwin, indie agent, and thus to a singing
at the Embassy. Mario's family operates hotels in Venice.

Heir of a supposed wealthy family

visit
coin,

Flooded river cut off the gas sup
ply In Cincinnati and shows had to
be lighted with calciums or electric
lights.
Neither found satisfactory
Scenery was palntel to offset the
yellow gaslight.

Running out of money while in Panama bound for South. America to
make a travel picture, shoestring producer and the crew of eight on his
ship are being taken care of by quarantine authorities.
Angel in Hollywood, who was to forward money to the producer,
backed out, leaving the company to worry about its own groceries.
Shoestringer spread word that one of his men had a contagious disease,
and obtained the groceries free for a month. He figures that he can
promote another angel during that time.

was conceded an out and out dud.

With both Constance Bennett and Ann Harding, each having two more

(From 'CUnper')

Picture business lias made all kinds of hobbies profitable to persons
Hollywood area. One of the strangest hobbies to produce a steady
income for a HoUywoodite is the gathering of door knobs, handles and
knockers by Omar Stogel, a former sailor in the British navy. Stogel
collected knobs and knockers in various parts of the world. At the end
of his seven-year naval term he had a wide variety of them.
Film directors have been borrowing knobs and knockers for use on the
doors In pictures from Stogel for years.
in the

the offer to Radio to purchase the la/st six
of his brother David at RKO, this one was

left off.

English's

Hollywood's anti-raiding department will continue as a poi iiiiitiont arm
This is the official decision following reiiort.s i«f Edwin
Loeb's resignation as the unit's chief arbiter.
No official successor to Loeb has yet been chosen, but 1-roii lieeison.
Hays' coast head, will carrj- on temporarily.
of the Industry.

gram

the police of an entire state will co-operate with a newsreel when
a cameraman gets lost was tested last week when Jim Lillls of Fox
Movietone got a head start on an assignment. Just after Lillls got roll
ing for Dartmouth to cover winter sports college officials broadcast the
games were called off through lack of snow and ice.
Fox crew was in Connecticut by that time so tlie home office took a
chance and solicited the aid of state troopers. So complete was the co
operation of the troopers that every town marshal in the 'state was in
eluded in radio advices to stop the runaway news van. The news men
were 'nabbed' before they crossed the line.

How

Now that the New York dailies okayed this
French authors and composers know what to think about it.
began their fight to get their Amer•Cavalcade' Is likely to remain at the Gaiety, New York, longer than
ican royalties on the Authors and
Publishers plan. Had an agent originally intended and not be available by Easter (April 16) for the
here, but they liked the new idea Radio City Music Hall. Fox has made arrangements with the Erlanger
office to continue picture at Gaiety on a week-to-week basis after mildle
better.
of March when Fox's lease on house expires.
Radio City booking of 'Cavalcade' is tentative, with agreement be
Army aviation was borrowing
date can be set back If Gaiety run Is not up
acrobats and whirlwind dancers to tween R. C. and Fox that
find out how they could spin and prior to Easter.
'Cavalcade,' now In its ninth week, has been capaoity or close to It
come to a stop in perfect equilibopening,
with a good advance sale continuing.
along
since
right
rium. Bothering the fliers.

50 YEARS AGO

41

and the trade than any

to dailies

and went

may

low In dialog usage, action replacing verbiage.

Writer had an assignment to concoct a picture etory around a very
Idea. Less than a week after he had been on the job his supervisor informed him that he had arranged for the scribbler to tell hla
story In full to the studio chief. 'But I havent' got the ending to the
'That's all right,' came back the
story yet,' the writer remonstrated.
super, 'you don't have to see the chief for two hours yet, so just have

meager

it

all

done by

then.'

Gloria Swanson cabled United Artists in New York for funds to cover
Paris bills, transportation, etc., back to New York, but was turned down.
Previously
had advanced Miss Swanson money from time to time.
Meanwhile "Perfect Understanding* opened poorly in New York.
The same week Maurice Cleary, coast agent, got a Judgment against
Miss Swanson for $39,000, and the U. S. flled an Income tax lien against

UA

star for $46,000.
The dailies, particularly the tabs, later scare-headed the screen starHi
financial

embarrassment.

Obstinacy of the chains and major producers in not selling to Indie
theatres except when forced by necessity or special situations is giving
foreign films, especially British, their best chance ever on Broadway
and several other key spots. It explains three British films following each
other at the old Roxy, New York, and that the British pictures are today
getting a better break on Broadway than they've ever had.
Steel Pier, Atlantic City, within a few weeks will have a fresh supply
of Hollywood's cast-off clothing to awe the sightseers. Burling Jarrett,
assistant manager of the pier, left for the Coast last week. With him
he is taking a lot of the worn-out material borrowed a year ago. Pier's
deal with the studios requires that everything borrowed mu.<Jt be returned otherwise no go on more of the constellation's cast-off duds.

—

All of Sam Katz's offers are on percentage. No cash, but splits on the
Government departments, especially navy and marine corps, are tight- gross or net, with the attractive percentage terms Interesting those
Big prices were paid for old Jew
elry offered at auction by Sara ening their watch on films. Producers who hold up the service in any screen personalities Katz has approached. Katz of course is to pay everyBernhardt. More than a suspicion way to possible ridicule are subject to prosecution under the penal code thing first, ar.d the splits are usually on the grross, not net. Nothing
that she rang in stuff not hers. Sale in addition to rigid martial censorship thereafter.
signatured olficlally as yet, however.
Thousands of letters from parents and relatives of men in the service
was held in Paris.
literally flood the war department every time pictures let down the bars
salary cuts usually efforts are made to keep It under cover.

Lecturer in

How

Brooklyn

spoke

on

Make Money. Two in the
audience when he started and three
others came in later.
In the red
to

in depicting service conditions. One of the greatest sources of complaint
Is that where screen stories depict service men on leave drinking and

girling.

Just when things seem darkest at the b. o. new channels of film house
opening up. In prosperous
Herman Marsdorf, of Phila, had revenue from a most unexpected source is
medical profes
a double suit for libel. An old full times no exhibitor ever thought of hooking up with the
sion. It was taken for granted that the average medico would advocate
length wood cut of himself, original
weary as well as exercise and other things which
ly used on the title page of one of plenty of sleep for the
no film house will ever be able to offer.
bis plays, had been usel as a pic
Out of the clear has come the sudden discovery that no other remedy
ture of Jesse James by a theatrical
eyesight is as good as the motion picture screen
CO.
Another troupe using the same for certain defects of
printer labeled the cut as James' Itself.
father.
He sued both.
RKO Radio's press department in New York sends out more copy every

Alcazar

and 41st

at
Broadway
had been renamed Minnie Palmer and an 'Uncle Tom's was

theatre
street

the Cosmopolitan.
Opening night
the surface of the canton flannel
drop curtain caught fire from the
gaallghter's
torch and the fuzz
fiamcd up, Hopes were cut and the
flames smothered, the curtain rehung and the performance was continued. Upstairs house.

refused. They kept on applauding while other artists appeared, so
the company went home and left the

Cabin'.
'Clipper'

figured

that

Denman

Thompson's 'Joshua Whitcomb' had
begun to pall as business was oft.

audience to tire

Itself out.

Several troupes in the Buffalo
Rewritten into 'Old Home.«itead' it Pittsburgh area missed their dates
ran three years at the Academy of or were late In because of floods.
later.
years
seven
Music six or
John Wilson was touring India
Sims Reeves was singing at with a circus. He entered some of
Salt Lake City had two attraclocal races
tions the same three nights for the Croydon, England. Audience wantf'd his hippodrome stock in
copped the prizes
first time In history.
Both did well. a second encore of a ballad, which in Calcutta and

With

Western Electric may be credited with establishing the precedent of formally announcing slashes. Last week it had Its publicity department
broadcast the 10% cut effective April 1, also word that this year employees will be required to take an extra week's vacation without pay.
Charles Rosenzweig will not be replaced in Columbia as general sales
manager and along with his resignation the title is abolished. While
under Jack Cohn in supervision of sales, Abe Montague will be without
the title. Montague has been acting in an advisory capacity to Cohn for
some time now, chiefly on distribution.

Frank Borzage, who returns to the Coast the end of this week via the
Canal, has one more to make for Fox, but is privileged to make two on
the outside for other producers, both to precede his Fox obligations.
When megglng the Fox assignment he's payrolled at $66,000 for the task.
Allied States members in Minneapolis are considering petitioning producers to refrain from too frequent utilization of stars. Claimed that
numerous screen appearances of box-office bets are affecting their
drawing power.

overly

Mary Pif.kford will do a 'Hello Everybody' via transatlantic phone and
York, tomorrow (8) for the openhou.se amplification nt the Rlvoll,
ing of her picture 'R^^rretH.' Phqne call will come through in the eve-

New

ning from Rome, where Miss Plckford

is

currently vacashlng.

EnKllsh, film actor on the coast who is strictly non-paying, has topped
himself a^aln. This timo he gave a gambling house a bouncing check for
$250, Pifrnod

with

his,

mother's name.

J

Tnesdaj, Mareli
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Dad,

Broadway

H« Knows

Inside

Gillespie was awakened at 7 30 Saturday morning.
Phone call from hla father who
just wanted to tell him the
banks were closed, but that he
had cashed his pension chock

7.
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Stuff-Legk

Jimmy

STRIKE

:

ME PINK

dance number by Le Roy, always a natural; 'Ilestlesa,' led by
solo

two parta prespnted at the Mnloetlr Slaroh 4 by T^ew Brown and Ray
Henderson: nongs and sketches by the producer!>; sketches staged by Jnck McGowan;
dances staffed by Seymour Felix.
Cast: .limmy Durante, Liipe Velez and
Hope AVllUams, starred; Hal Le Roy, Hoy
Atwell. ICddle Qarr and Ocorce Dewey
'Washlnfflon. featured: otiiers: Ruth Harrleon. Alex Fisher. Johnny Downs, Qmcle
Bariie. Abcr Twins. Milton Watson, Dorothy Dure, Cnrolyn Nolle. Wilma Cox, Barbara MncDonald, Prank Conlan, M. Vodnoy.

Rovue

lu

Strike me pink If Jimmy Durante
of the Dover, Parody. Rendezvous,
also the Palace and Hollywood,
Isn't the hit of the Brown & Henderson revue. In fact, he is nearly
the whole woiks so far as the playing goes. He has plejity of able support and there are at least two
standout song numbers to further
the chances of 'Pink' landing In the
money, which It should do at J3.85

—

Carolyn Nolle at the first act finale;
Let's Call It a D;\y,' also by Miss
novelty in Seymour
Nolte, and
Perhaps
Felix's dance directions.
best was the en.semble with high
boots, equipped wltii zippers, ankling off stage and returning with
the shoes off and on their toes.
Among the skits which could go
Is 'Buy American.' Another one
Dinner at Ten,' has the three stars
eating without a word being spoken
until Durante stars oft stage, but it
didn't get much, either.

out

Brown

& Henderson went

long.

However,

it is

—

Forsaking All Others

in

that section of the show that most
Comedy starring Tnllulab Bankhead. Preof the good things are spotted. sented by Arch Selwyn. Written by E<dward Roberts and Frank Cavett: staged by
Much of the sketch material in the Thomas
Mitchell: scttlnen by Donnid Oennew show when it tried out aa 'For- slager. At
the Times Square, New York,
it

ward March' was out. However,
was not difllcult to discern several
akits that didn't mean much.

March 1.
Dent
Mrs. Paula

JLa Satle

Jefferson Tingle
Shortly, after introducing Jimmy, Shepherd Perry
Velez, a la Mary Clay
Hollywood before a prop mike in a Dottle Winters
theatre lobby, the hit numbers were Arthur Rmlth

Hope Williams and Lupe

First was
Alive,' sung by Grace Barrle.Then came the 'Strike Me Pink'
theme sgng in which most of the
cast participated. For its encoring
Hal Le Roy danced on, flanked by
Barbara MacDonald and Dorothy

trotted out.

'It's

Great to

Be

Dillon

Harlan Briggs
Cora WItherspoon
Fred Ken ting
Donald MacDonald

Bankhead
Nancy Ryan

Tallulata

Roger Stems
Anderson Lawlor
MUUcent Hanley
Ilka Chnse
Barbara O'Nell
Robert Hudson
Harry Anderson

Todd

Constance Barnes
Elinor Branch

Susan Thomas
Rev. Duncaa
Rddle

A cast that somehow conveyed an
exhilirating sense of jaunty comedy
and an audience palpitating with
(previously interest in Tallulah Bankhead's reit a trio)
turn to the stage, carried a frothy,
have been delivering great scores superficial trifle of a play to a mifor 'Scandals' and they decided to nor triumph in the theatre.
Both
use their own tunes here.
On its merits as a play, the per•Pink' and 'Alive' are the McCoy formance would be altogether lightas to melody and lyrics. The duo weight, but Miss Bankhead has be'Home
to
across
with
come a glamorous personage back
also came
Harlem' which the colored baritone in her proper medium. With anyGeorge Dowey Washington sang to thing like a lucky break she could
marked success, winning one of the easily become a metropolitan vogue
and in the ordinary course of events
best audience responses of the eve
she ought to mtdce a moderate run
ning.
Imagine
Lupe Velez singing of it. even counting Lent and the
something with a line 'Hello beauti other adverse circumstances that
tuV to Durante! Even his schnozzle surround a new legitimate venture
blushed. Miss Velez tossed the torso ust at this time.
Dare.

Brown and Henderson
Buddy De Sylva made

:

plenty and once Jlnuny asked her
to make up her mind which way she
was going td throw It. Remindful
of the Clayton, Jackson and Durante
wood number was a stage Uttered

The play demonstrates what a

completely capable and alert actress, dowered with the social graces
and a high degree of intelligent
theatre instinct, can do with just
moderately amusing comedy. 'Forwith what were chairs. Jimmy tries saking All Others' is a definite type
to fit one to Lupe and she finally of play, one of those tenuous so
selects a roost to do her Marlene ciety comedies in which determined
Dietrich stu^.
brilliance of dialog takes the place
Jimmy was out of a skit called of real humor in line and situation,
*lJltra Modern,' written by Richard It's one of Anthony Hope's 'Dolly
Jerome, but it was good stuff for Dialogs' done into three-act stage
Hone Williams and Miss Velez. Idea form, and set in a modem locale
Is the difficulty in determining the among self-consciously sophisticated
eex of husband, wife, son and his young people.
sweetie. All are in male attire, all
A little bit of elaborate verbal
fencing goes a long way and this
clothes alike.
Miss Williams stood out In trav play is made up in its entirety of
esty called 'Design for Loving,' with such stuff so that even so expert a
Durante, Eddie Garr and Frank group of players as here assembled
Conlon coming downstairs from are hard put to it to sustain its
straining pressure for a full eve
Gilda's room to Join her in a discus
Miss
Bankhead,
however,
slon with Roy Atwell, her husband. ning.
The lovers are in pajamas and bare saves the day by her happy knack
feet, the billing indicating the Noel of unexpected emphasis which gives
performance
effective
high
the
its
Coward show, characters being Leo,
lighting.
Otto and Baldo.
Play is singularly uneven. It has
Eddie Garr lived up to advance
capital first act curtain and a
reports. First on. he was made up
lively half second act, but elsewhere
like Durante, who rushed down an there are
extremely dull stretches,
aisle and violently protested he during which the people of the play
alone was the Schnozzola.
Garr bat their verbal banter t>ack and
went to bat wltti impersonations forth. In short, a deliberately 'litHis Chevalier was good, but the erary* play.
Impression of EW Wynn as the Fire
First act curtain mentioned Is a
Chief put that young man over the pip of an arresting tag. The hero
plate.
Garr Is an engaging player ine has been left deserted at the
with a personality. He was funny altar by a callow bridegroom who
In one skit called 'A Smoking ^ar, surrendered at the eleventh hour to
with Velez and him tangled up on the blandishments of a high pow
ered siren. Friends crowd in to supthe floor.
Durante is all over tne show, not port the jilted bride, who may faint
or cry or scream. The unctuous
confined to material at hand. Fre
quently some of his club routines rector himself proffers his kindly
cropped out. He claimed to have offices, offering to take the bride
Roman blood in hla veins, which ex- home and give her the comforts of
plained why he roamed Broadway, the church.
'Thanks,' she replies gallantly, 'I
and he gurgled 'Can't Do Without
Broadway,' with a new set of lyrlcs. know. Jesus loves me.' And that's
curtain.
Some of the men formerly in trio's theThe
second act scene mentioned
orchestra
are
In
the
night club
pit
set in a speakeasy, where the
and carried the Durante numbers at is
maiden, all forlorn, resorts with her
the tempo he is best with.
loyal boy friends to seek solace of
One of the late skits has a bed another sort, and it has many smart,
spotted in a baseball park. Velez is effective bits. Here the heroine and
parked under the covers with
her siren rival cross swords to the
lover, when Jimmy as the husband accompaniment
of
cheerful side
.

in several attractions previously.

Frank

Merlin,

'Chlllun,' was concerned with the other Rockmore shows.
Merlin authored a drama called 'The Triple Cross,' which had to do
with acting in the audience. That was during the run of 'The Spider.'
which haa similar business, and Rockmore planned opening 'Cross' in
Chicago prior to the 'Spider's* dates. A deal was made with Lewis &
Gordon to abandon the production of 'Cross' for a consideration of

who staged

112,000.

McLaughlin, QurrnNG
STOCK, TO

RON MUNIE

in

heavily on the show because its first
set-up didn't pan out. They waited
throughout the winter for Durante
to obtain a leave of absence from
Hollywood, and they certainly were
right, because there is no porsonality like him on the stage: in fact, he
Is what show business always seeks
but rarely finds a comedian In fact,
top.
extraordinary
and unique.
Ibee.
performance
the
Saturday night
ran until around 11.30. Not so bad
for a premiere, but the first part

eeemed over

on Friday and could Jimmy
use any of the coin.
Jimmy told the oM boy to
bring halt of It right down.

Robert Rockmore, who produced the colored 'Run Little ChiUun' at
New York, last week, is an attorney in the mid-town district

the Lyric,

and has been interested

Cleveland, March 6.
After Ifi years of producing stock
in Cleveland, Robert McLaughlin
called It quits by stepping out of
the McLaughlln-Manhelra producing combine to become booking
manager for city's Public Auditorium.

McLaughlin, who succeeds Fred
former theatre manager, is
being brought in to drum u^ biz
for the municipal hall's 3,500-seated Music Hall and adjoining little
theatre, both of which went into
the red during the past season.
Since the Cantor-Jessel vaude
show, which drew a record gross of
;40,000 In a week and at the same
time drew heavy squawks from
town's theatre owners, city officials
have refused to rent clvlo theatres
to commercial promoters of plays
or musicals.
With the Cleveland ez-stock producer taking over the booking, it is
rumored that the bar will be lifted
for such promoters with the idea of
increasing city's- revenue. Although
denying It, McLaughlin has already
contacted the William Morris office
Cleary,'

New Tork

and showed a willingness to book such blg-tlme vaude
units aa the new Cantor show.
McLaughlin, wlio began career
In

here as manager of old Colonial in
days of Vaughan Glaser, had one
of the most successfnl stock houses
in middle-west for 16 years while
producing at Ohio.
In the last year he has been associated with Sam Manhelm, ex
burlesque backer, untU blow-up of
his 'Health Is Wealth' and touring
'Merrr Widow* folded hta latest
stock enterprise.
Partners had
formed a new theatrical corpora
tion, with plans of trying out a new
stock company at Loew's Ohio under a new lease later this month,
but McLaughlin dissolved partner
ship to take over present post
Despite resignation of hla partner, Sani Manhelm la going ahead
with plans for stock at Ohio. Re
ported that it will be angeled by
Fortune Oallo, the opera Impresario,
who is tying up with Manhelm in
booking the San Carlo Opera Company Into Public Auditorium about
April 16.

to Its

Secretary of a suburban Jewish congregation used to take the N. T.
Hippodrome for a Sunday benefit regularly every year. He bought the
regular Hipp spectacle, sold tickets at a slight advance and with the
difference between what the show cost and what he sold it for he managed to put a couple of thousand dollars Into the teiuple's treasury.
Since the Hipp went vaude he has been buying out a regular theatre,
but last year he cut to 600 seats and this year he is down to 300. Tickets
for a show scaled at $2.20, but cut rating, cost him only 85 cents each.
Member of the congregation suggested tossing in a supper at some
nlte club for an additional $1.50 and when he was told that was just the
cover charge he got an offer from a big Broadway place for 300 suppers
at a dollar a head.

Ward Morehouse, the New Tork 'Sun' drama columnist, revised the
script of 'Forsaking All Others', the Tallulah Bankhead show which
opened at the Times Square, New Tork, last week, and will receive 26%
It was at his insistence that Thomas Mitchell was
of the royalties.
called in on the direction. Morehouse's wife, Jean Dalrymple, is p. a.'ing
the show.
Mitchell was the fourth stager concerned with the show and he joined
The decorations In the production were selected by
it at Providence.
Mrs. Arch (Brownie) Selwyn.
Morehouse and his wife have completed the script of 'Bagdad on the
Hudson' which Universal will make Into a picture. He will go to the
coast for two weeks' final work on the story.
Billy Rose has offers to put a vaude revue into the RKO Palace, the
Winter Garden, and also the Broadway, with Martin Beck, Shuberts and
He'll probably do nothing until next fall,
indie backing, this summer.

however.

Francesco von Mendelssohn, in New Tork to stage 'Beggars Opera,'
a grandson of Felix Mendelssohn, the composer.

Owner

Is

Canada, Then London,
Scattered Stands Keep
Miss Frederick's Idea
Shows Out of Vermont
San Francisco, March 6.
Henry Duffy at the Alcazar will
follow Pauline Frederick In 'Crlminkl at Large' with 'Counseller of
Law' starring Otto Kruger. Date

Barre, Vt., March

6.

Two theatres In Vermont were
cancelled by 'The Georgia Minstrels'. Inability of the company to
is March 12.
Vera Gordon and Olive Tell also get a booking in any Burlington
house was given as the reason for
in cast.
Miss Frederick's manager. Major failure to show at the Barre Opera
Herbert, has been here laying plans house and the Bellevue. St. Albans,
After To allow tho road company to apfor a tour with 'Criminal.'
El Capltan, Hollywood, Herbert and pear In this city a benefit show date
Miss Frederick, plan taking 'Crim- had been shifted.
inal* and two other shows on road,
It is many months since any road
playing Canada and then heading attraction has played any Vermont
house. The last attraction played in
for London.
Burlington to capacity house, drawing from as far away aa 60 miles.
Managers of houses equipped for
playing legitimate attractions state
Tattle Tales*
their patrons are clamoring for an
occasional 'flesh' attraction.

Fay Takes

To Road

Cnrran Turns Ceary

Back

Understood that at least part of the cast of 'Chlllun' rehearsed since
Labor Day, almost as long as the record set by 'Old Man Satan,' a colored drama tried at the Forrest last fall. Hall Johnson, who wrote 'Chlllun' and directed the ensemble singing, is well known for his colored
He was overcome with emotion or something on the opening
choirs.
night and wept when called to the footlights after a dozen curtains.

with Stanwyck

Hollywood, March

Frank Fay gets

New Haven

8.

Try-Out

'Tattle Tales*
wife, Barbara

New Haven, March 6.
The Playhouse opened as town's
Stanwyck, continuing In the lead
Homer Curran haa turned back opposite him. New opening Is in only legit theatre last night (Mon.)
Seven with premiere of. Len HolHster's
the Geary to its owner, Louis Portland, Ore., March 20.
Lurie, and will produce and book weeks are booked as far east as 'Under the Cftvers,' due for early
only the Curran which he and Ed- Kansas City, hoppingi east after Broadway showing.
New theatre, a 300-seater, will
die Belasco operate with Herman playing Vancouver.
Wobber financially Interested.
Jean Rand goes out of the cast offer new plays and revivals on a
Doubtful if Lurie will do anything with the following additions: Bebe weekly run basis scaled at $1.10 top.
Ultimate
aim of management Is to
with house on his own hook, al
and Rochelle, Betty Doree, Sol Brilthough Louis Macloon haa an
liant, with 18 chorus girls in the build a repertory company similar
to Westport group.
nounced he wlU do Hand in the troupe.
Enterprise Is operated by AugusFog' there March 20. Macloon
Henry Bailey will be company
however, haa been and stiU is on manager, Charles Burke In advance tus Thorne, who staged plays for
Anne Nichols. Thorne also worked
Bqulty'a unfair list.
and Charles Koster second man.
with Ethel Barrymore, staged under
Reinhardt in Germany and acted in
legit, vaude and musicals.
started

San Francisco, March

again,

his

6.

Current Road Shows
Week March 6

'Red

Abbey Players, Harris, Chicago.
'Another
Brooklyn.

Language,'

Majestic,

Robin,'

New

Opera House, Chi-

cago.
'Scandals,' Indianapolis.

March

6-

Coast Touring Co.
Pasadena, March

8.

players*
Another
professional
group has formed here, with the
Pasadena Community Playhouse aa

7-8; Memorial Auditorium, Louis- a nucleus. Company calls Itself the
'Broadway Rhapsody,' Darling- ville, 9; Ryman Auditorium, Nash- Goldwyn Players, and will tour the
Charleston,
ville, 10; Auditorium, Memphis, 11.
8;
one-night stands In Southern Calicomes on astride a bicycle ^back comments by two of the boy friends, ton, S. C, 7;
'The Queen's Husband,' Garrlck, fornia, with shows produced at the
from a six-day race in Chicago, and it all makes a beautifully sus- Orangesberg, 9; Columbia, 10-11-12.
'Cat and the Fiddle,' Davidson, Philadelphia.
which he flnlshed in five days. The tained few moments of comedy.
Playhouse.
•Trip
to
Prestburo,'
Chestnut,
rooters make comments while hus
Last act is a let-down, all gath Milwaukee.
First play was 'Luce,' presented in
'Counsellor-at-Law,' Nixon, Pitts- Philadelphia.
band and wife argue it out.
erlng together of loose strings and
Finale number a good idea "Hoi
'When Ladies Meet,' Plymouth, Riverside last week.
tying them into a neat bowknot burgh.
Italian Marionettes^ National, Boston.
lywood. Park Avenue and Broad
The proceediogs are trifling, but in
way,' participants being Miss Velez, some manner supported in interest Washington.
Pacific Coast
Miss Williams and Durante, repre by the fascination of the star's abil'Green Pastures,' Capitol, Albany,
'Criminal at Large' Alcazar, San
Future Plays
senting the three spots.
Then ity to support comedy passages March G-7-8; Lyceum, Rochester, Francisco.
Jimmy leans against a bar and rem otherwise meaningless. The final March 9-10-11.
'Grounds for DivorciT EH Capltan,
Inisces, starting when he was
curtain is a disappointment, a sac
'Hamlet' and 'Caponsacohl,' Amer- Hollywood,
Brothers,' by Arthur
'Cinderella's
charlne moment after an evening ican, St. Louis, March 8-7-8; Shupiano player in the Alamo, in Har
'Louder Please' Columbia, San
Ebenhaok, will be done at the
lem, where he was called 'Ragtime faintly flavored with polite acidity, bert, Kansas City, March 9-10-11.
Francisco.
Paffrath. Inc.
Story has to do with the wealthy
Jimmy^; then the Durante club;
Jane Cowl, Majestic, Boston.
'Of Thee I Sina^ Blltmore, Los Mansfield by John
after that the Dover, and he men- Mary jilted at the very church, her
'Under the Covers,' written by
'Of Thee I Sing,' Blltmore, Los Angeles.
tions some of the night club addicts recapture of her wayward fiance Angeles; Shubert, Newark.
Len D. HoUister, will be tried out
'Undreae Parade* Muato Box, Hoi
that were and are his friends, most- via a Alexicaii divoice. and her
'Rasputin,'
In New Haven with a view to N. T.
Erlanger, Columbia, lywood.
routin.^ (>r 1;;
rival, only San
ly newspaper guys.
Francisco; MetPopoIltan,
'When LadiM M«««' Bolnqaa. Los production. Author is making hla
Other standout points Include the
(Continued on pa^e 44>
I Seattle; ApollQ, Cblcaso.
Aneeleo.
>««a preaontatioa.
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SONG TIME ON B'WAY
R^ors

of lecturing

Trip a

Make

Polar

Lark--^ Hobert

Chicago, March

TAKIMCS OfF,

Wilkins

ft

"Variety' reporter here opined that

lecture

fees

one -fifth

what

tbey used to be and with autographhunters stalking celebrities at all
lours of the day and night, It would
,te rather a vacation for him when
he departs for the Antarctic next

Once an Ostrich

Hollywood, March

0.

Cast of 'Of Thee I Sing' (Chicago company), at the Biltmore, in a Sunday a. m. payoff,
received 26% cash to enable

them

pay hotel bills.
Balance was paid in checks.
to

litonth.

Esquimaux are completely unimby fame. Sir Hubert avers,
mid are. In fact, a wee bit condescending In their attitude toward
white men.
.

pressed

'Pubfidty Pass' Cut-Rate

ptr uuNC yp

Velvet!

6.

Hubert WlIhlnB, English polar
^plorer and lecturer, chatting with

V Sir

with

Report Shuberts in Chicken-Feed

USE OF SCRIP BRIDGES
RELIEF FUND HOLIDAY

Hotels Chop Credit of Patr<me and Lobby Agencies
Are Sunk with Cancella-

Ad

agencies report that the
faction turning on the chilliest
chill as to auditions for radio
Is the name and near player
from legit. In large numbers
they Insist upon being boiight

—Actors Salaries RaChorus Girls
Are Cared For—^Theatres
tions

tioned, but

unheard for radio. The least
objection from this field to

Stay Open, but Managers
Want Co-Op«rati<m from
Actors and Stage Labor
B. O.

submitting the voice to a tryout, say the agency men. Is encountered from musical comedy
people.

The attitude of the dramatic
players is similar to their origview point on picture mak-

COIN HELPS

Celobritiea Hounded
The benefit which a group of soLife of a professional lecturer has
With the closing of the banks recial rcgistrltes will tender the Stage
hardships, according to the exRelief Fund Is dated for March 26 tarding all business conducted on a
plorer. Invariably the lecturer arat the Metropolitan.
Most of the cash basis, legit theatres were im.rives In the town early on the mdrnmediately
affected.
Despite some
box seats have already been dis}ng of the evening he speaks. There
posed of, takings from those tickets denials, attendance dropped in all
Is a welcoming committee, brealtAdmission Broadway legit houses at both SatThen a amounting to (5,000.
•fast or luncheon, or both.
urday performances. It was anticiAnother
benescale
will
be
top.
$15
motor trip to the local sewerage fit the total net proceeds to go to pated that further losses would be
.plant or some other civic pride.
the Fund, is the reopening of the faced during the shortage of ready
There is scarcely time at the hotel
hotel Eiltmore Supper Club with money and the tendency against
to get into evening clothes: Usually
spending.
Harold Stern's orchestra.
lecturer
the
and
banquet
is
a
there
Executive committee for the Fund
The probability of Broadway susmust eat heartily at this meal as Is working on a barter and exchange
pending at least In part during the
well as all others else he give ofthe
moratorium
system
because
of
period of closed banks was InAfter the lecture he must
fense.
and expects to make arrangements dicated Monday afternoon until
remain until the very latest possible
with farmers for the exchange of managers got together and agreed
moment when he rushes for his produce.
The Fund has purchased such a more would be disastrous.
train still in evening clothes. His
merchandise books from a chain Unable to withdraw cash to pay off
slumbers on the train arc apt to be
grocery company, books to be given last week's salaries, the legit shows
interrupted at 6 a.m. by some autoapplicants instead of checks for food in particularly faced greatly dimingraph-hunter.
It is hoped to secure more ished attendance and sure operatOne of Sir Hubert's earliest Jobs supplies.
food books on the assumption that ing lossers until money lessens up.
as a young man in Australia was
the stores will accept the Fund's City Hall was reported favoring the
carnival
as chief electrician, with a
check.
closing of all theatres, but It apcompany on the island continent.
The closing of tbe banks aftected
Lady Wilklns is a former dramatic attendance of the benefit perform- peared to be a matter of judgment
by showmen Individually.
actress.
ances of 'The Gay Divorce' and
The managers were hastily sum'Late Christopher Bean' Sunday. moned Into session
aX tiio Theatre
Century'
Benefit

inal
ing.

The legit performers have
always thought themselves the

best known of all professionals
when In reality, they have been

Jts

Shoberts

h ob Profit,

showing of

now dated

•20th

for next

(12).

Most successful
But Not on Show Loss was
"DepreBsion
netted $3,574.

The Shuberts were In on 'Louisiana,' a colored cast show, which
opened and closed at the 48th
Street last week. It was originally
called •Drums of Doom* as performed In Harlem, the Broadway
presentation being made by George
Lefty Miller, designated by the

up to Friday

of
Gaieties'

which

Total contributions
(3):

Previous Contrlb
Depression Gaieties
'Good Bye Again'
Mrs. Eugene D. Wood
Walter J. Connelly

Mary

Is
League. Although aware
box
Sunday night omces were selling very fewtbe
tickets
the showmen agreed there was no
the beneflts

B. McCarter

>23,425
^.

3,574

851
60
25
20
15
15
10
10
10
10
10
208

alternative but to stick

It out.

Sure of diving grosses the managers decided to put It up to the
actors and the union.
They propose that salaries be reduced In
(Continued on page 64)

SADDLED WITH THEATRE
BANK GRABS SHOWMAN
Harry Kline has been appointed
manager of the Manhattan, New
York, formerly

Hammer stein's. He

employed by the Manufacturer's
Trust which took over the theatre
from Arthur Hammersteln about
two years, through foreclosure of
first mortgage of $1,200,000.
Kline's appointment Is an Indication that the bank has decided to
assume the risks ordinarily accompanying the management of theatres.
The attitude of banks which
were forced to take over theatre
properties, has been the hide-bound
Is

Tbe Shuberts are understood to be
behind the revival of 'Young Sinners,' which opened at the Ambassador, New York, Monday. Although
they declared some time ago they
would not be concerned with SO and
75-cent
ticket
propositions,
the
'Sinners' move is said to be in opposition to the Wee
Leventhal cheap

&

ticliet revival system.
Latter team has had two and three
revivals running on Broadway in independent theatres through the
winter.
'Courtesy passes' marked
'publicity department' are distributed
to apartment houses, delicatessen
stores and so forth for anybody to
pick up. Presented at the box ofllce
the customer pays 65 cents for a
balcony seat or 75 cents for the
lower floor. Tickets usually have a
printed price of $2.20 top, but when
sold with those 'passes' are stamped
in this wise: 'Established price of
this ticket is 75 cents,' regardless of
the new tax admissions regulations.
Government gets eight cents on
such admissions and five cents on
the 65 -cent admissions.

$1,600 Gets 'Em Past
Gross on the week for the cutrate revivals may go to $2,500, but
around $1,600 is the average take.
Actors' salaries are $60 top with a
percentage if the gross touches a
certain level, which It rarely does.

Show management

satisfied to

make

a couple of hundred dollars weekly,
same going for the theatres.

Shuberts are figuring on cutting
the red on some of their Idle
houses, such as the Ambassador and
Ritz, which were tossed back to the
brothers personally early in the receivership. That explains their enpolicy of guarantee against loss.
trance Into the 60-76-cents ticket
Few attractions have been willing racked. If 'Sinners' betters an even
to guarantee theatres with the re- break other revivals will go on In
sult that most of he bank-owned Shubert houses with a similar low
houses on Broadway have been cost set-up.
virtually dark for two seasons.
First show the Shuberts had a
Kline was general manager of the hand In along- 'pass' money lines was
Chanins' theatre Interests.
'Before Morning,' according to reports.
Show was opened recently
at the Rltz by Albert Bannister and
John G. Norman.
deal with the
Tamilys'
for
Leblang cut-rate agency for a guarantee was entered into. It was deCafled Off clared off by the management after
two weeks, although the agency
out on the short end of the
Two companies of Harry Delf's came
deal.
It was then stated that the
'The Family Upstairs' were an'free-ducat' system had been entered
nounced for Broadway, neither,
into with the Shuberts declared in.
however, opening at this time due
Show stopped Saturday after playto a mix-up. Wee & Leventhal figing a month.
ured on reviving the comedy, but
Bannister is said to be the 'origlhad not tied up the rights, the' au- nator* of the courtesy-pass idea,
thor rejecting their bid because the
having started It with 'Stepping
current Chicago 'Family' proposed
Sisters' at the Royale two seasons
to move to New York.
back, where the show had a run to
Tamily,' presented by an actors
what looked like big attendance, but
group has been running at the Cort, with low grosses. Shuberts were
Chicago, for the past three months.
well aware of the stunt, but laid oft
It Is averaging better than $4,000
because of tbe small profits. Now
weekly, plenty both for house and
even that Is welcome to them apshow.
Understood the show will parently.
remain In the Loop Indefinitely
with the expectation of Increased
grosses from world's fair crowds.
Broadway booking may hold over Binyon's 'Diary of Stooge'
until next season.

Two

down

A

Head

BVay, BoA

OPERETTA REP HAS
ntOOBLES
LOOP

Beulab Bondl
Shuberts to cori-al the attraction.
Katherlne Hirsch
Understood that J. J. Shubert Clarence Derwent
IN
Mked the show but Lee did not. In Medbery Mummers
exchange for settings, properties Anita Gongelman
Chicago, March 0.
and electrical equipment the Shu- Eleanor R. Eckstein
berts were to have 60% of 'Louisi- Agnes M. Finnegan
Troubles beset the operetta reperana,' they also putting up some Other Contribs
tory at the Civic all last week and
cash. There was no contract, howended with an attachment for $1,682
ever, and when the show was ready
$28,234
against the Northern Trust ComTotal
for a tryout in Brooklyn, a contract
pany bank balance of Chicago Muwas drawn fixing the Shubert Innicipal Operetta Assn. Inc., which Is
terest at 33%, but stipulating that Equity Puts Payroll
the new corporate title of the manthey were not to share in possible
agement. David Irwin Russell who
Plaster on Goldtree organized and opened the company
losses.
sigwas
show
the
Program for
was eased out about 10 days ago.
San Francisco, March 6.
nificant, the staff for the Millwell
'Katlnka' the fourth attraction of
Equity has tied up the bank acProductions, technical owners of
counts of Sid Goldtree and Allen the repertory failed to open Monday
the troupe, being "headed by a firm
collect
$387
to
(27) night and missed again TuesKing in an attempt
of lawyers. That was one of MilIt finally opened Wednesday
due 14 cast members of last year's day.
ler's little Jokes, but, he claimed,
production of 'Lysistrata,' which matinee, but gave no performance
the attorneys had a piece of the
duo produced at Moulin Rouge, Friday night allegedly because of
show.
Program also stated that the
the illness of Electra Leonard.
Oakland.
Miller presented the show for the
Actors Equity Assn. from the start
Neither has done any production
Negro Theatre Guild which, he also
stuff since 'Lizzie,' but Goldtree and collected $400 a performance In adclaims, to be a reality.
his brother Mike have a revival of vance and in consequence actors
'Easy for Zee Zee' In nearby small were paid throughout the six week
tov/ns, where it is doing fairly well. season except for the final three
Failure to pay cast of 'Berkeley days. Members of the cast assigned
Syracuse Local Legit
Square,' which he produced at Co- their salary claims to Nat Bums
Snagged lumbia last year has drawn an who made the attachment against
Salvage
Equity ban for Ralph Pincus. Lat- the bank balance in his name. MeanSyracuse, March 6.
ter, with J. J. Gottlob. is operating while the Stagehands and Musicians
Revival of legit In this and other Columbii.
Union heavily on the cuff Insisted
cities through the medium of the
PJncus hasn't done anything since upon settlement and the company
Civic Playgoers Guild. Inc.. of New
then except to book other's shovs closed.
a
struclg
York, appears to have
in.
Last one was 'Louder Please,'
snag, if not actually to have fiopped
which came In from Pasadena PlayFrisco Columbia Report
before it really st.irtPd.
hou.se and starred Charles Levlnson,
First announcement here on Feb. with his family, wealthy local soSan Francisco, March 6.
6 nxed March 9-11 as the Inaugural
Understanding around town Ib
ciety people, putting up the dough.
inLanguage'
dates, with 'Another
folded after one week of bad tliat Columbia has been turned over
Show
dicated as the first of a series of at- biz.
to Herbert Fleischhacker, head of
tractions.
Local sponsoi*ship was
the Anglo California bank and J. P.
Identified as the ,«3yracuse Morning
Morgan of the West.
Margaret Anglin's Kin Dies
>In.sical8, Inc., and the plays were
House hasn't been hitting it off of
Ottawa, March C.
announced for Lincoln auditorium,
late, staying dark much of the time
Rt. Hon. F. A. Anglin. Thief JusCentral High School.
getting several weak shows.
and
Latest information forthcoming Is tice of Canada for many years, died
Is the pic 'Rasputin,' doinf?
Current
that there will be no appearance of at his Ottawa home two days after
fairly.
'Another Language' this week, and his retirement from the post.
Flelshhacker bankrolled operetta
Margaret Anglin, Canadian acthai the plans for the future are
Merry Widow' at bouse la.st falL
tress, is a sister.
Indo finite.

Move

on the short end for years.

Dodge

Headed for Broadway

lATSE

Social Club

"Diary

of

Hollywood, March C.
a Stooge.' by Claude

Road men of the I.A.T.S.E. have BInyon, which ran serially In "Vaformed an Inner organization with rlety's last year. Is being rewritten
a present membership of 160 to be as a play by BInyon and Joe Manknown as The Troupers Club. They klewicz.
Piece is up for New York prohave taken temporary quarters at
307 West 47th street, and purposes
a social, according to announce.

duction, with the team keeping the
producer's name a secret.

ment.
Officers

and

McCourt,

121,

148,

V.

trea.s.;

p.;

their locals are N. C.

Prez; Jesse Morgan,
Powderly, 7B,

Co-op Actors' Claims

Rimer

Harry

Elliott,

75,

sec. PowMiller, 97,

derly. Elliott and Chas.
are the finance committee.

For

Los Angeles, March C.
a guarantee agree-

.signing

ment with

several Equity

members

who appeared

in "Doom.sday Circus.'
Collective Theatre group has
been called before the .State I^abor

the

Angel

Offers

50%

Commission on two wage complaints
Los Angeles, March 6.
Although blocked in his offer to by Edwin Augn.st and Richard Newsettle for $200 the

wage claims

filed

klrk.

Equity members of the cast of the
Emjo Easshe play, which folded
Flanders,' Samuel S. fJclberg, who after nine performances, agreed to
angeled the musical, has countered accept 1% of the gross, with a miniof $10 a week guaranteed. Auwith an agrefment to pay 50% of
gust, who stepped out of the show
the $628 still due.
Deputies of the commis.slon arc after the opening, asks $10, and
recommending acceptance of this Ncwklik complains that $S Ih still
owed to hira.
I plan.
with the State Labor Commls.slon
by members of the ca.st of 'Rose of

mum

-
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huts through 'Once In a Lifetime'
Bngllshraan,
polished
the
Arthur Margretson, co-featured in

LOUISIANA

Melodrama In prolog and three acts. Pre(Contlnued'from page 42)
sented at the 48th Street Feb. 27 by George
to And that she doesn't want the L. Mlllor for the Negro Theatre Guild.
'vacillating playbboy after all, but, Written by J. Augustus Smith. Staged by
to her own surprise, a good-fel- Samuel J. Park.
.,..J. Augustus Smith
low man pal, who up to then was Amos Berry
Kdna Ba.rr
Simpson
merely her friendly advisor and ge- Myrtle
Jamee Davis
Brother Zumco
nial
adversary in epigrammatic Sister Marguerite
TrLxle Smith
tilts.
Dialog discloses some pretty Thomas Catt
Morris McKenney
Albrrla
Perkins
Knight
Sister
tart language and inferences, but it
Fred Bonny
at least has the merit of being nat- Brother Zero
Paul Johnson
'

Deacon August
ural for the set in which the story Bbenpzer
moves.
Brother Dunson
On the femme side two roles Sister Zuzan
stand out besdies that of the star. SlBter-Gaghan

Cora Wltherspoon does a fluttering
-matron with great aplomb, and Ilka
Chase makes a gem of the minor
role of a tipsy bridesmaid. On the
masculine side Fred Keating, once
a vaud magician himself, plays
the loyal friend with quiet force,

Lionel Monagas
A. B. Comathlere
Carrie Hufl
Ruth- Morrison
Harriet Daughtry

Sister Lauder
Bou Bouce
Uarcbn
Aunt Haga

Bennlo Small

Pedro Lopez
Laura Bowman

The Louisiana swamps where
voodoolsm still exists has been the

other all-colored cast
and Donald MacDonald gets the dramas. This one, written by a collast ounce out of an attractively ored author, J. .Augustus Smith,
sappy youth from the hinterland.
may be better than most predecesThe piece, in which Miss Bank- sors, yet doubtful theatre.
head is reported to have a financial
There is a marked similarity In
interest, is beautlfally staged. One story and characters to 'Savage
set of a living room is a model of
Rhythm,' which John Golden procareless good taste. Two other sets
duced last season, so much so that
are nricre stage niakeshlfts, one a
have been adapted
church vestry and the other a this play might
"
.speakeasy, aind both unobtrusively from it.
Bot'h stories have a girl returning
Rush.
convincing.
fr^m the north to her superstitious
klnfolk; both have a minister black,
bad mao .who covets a woman, and
both Iiave tha^ villain going to his
^egro (l^ania In two acta presented ;at doom at the close. In 'Rhythm' the
the Lyric Harch 1 by Robert Rockmore; 'sweetback' was killed by venomous
written' by Halt Jofemson with Incidental
snakes.
In 'Louisiana' Thomas Catt,
miiEli by Bamo;- staged by Ftank Merlin.
Ella
Edna Thomas who runs a 'Juk,' a sort of cabaret
.Sister Strons
Olive Ball with loose women^ acrpijs.the bridge,
Sister FuIlllov6
Mattle Sha%7 meets death in quicksands.
And
'Sister tioa LltMft
.....Dertba Powell
'Brother Little
Ray Teafes through it all there is the beat of
Brother Iledd
Walter Price tom-toms those drums have been
Slater Ocklctroe
Rosalie King more or less familial^ on the stage
Sister Ann Hicks
Pauline Rivers
Slater Hunt
Lulu Hunt ever since '£mperor.Jones.'
But there is a difference in the
Sister Susie...,'
Carolyn Hughes
Brother Jenkins
Edward Broadnbx writing. Smith, the colored author
Brother Johnson
Milton Laoey who
ptays the lead, is sincere in his
Brother ^Imp^n:
'....Service Bell
R6\. Jones
...Harry Boldeit story and he plausibly explains why
Jim
Alston Burleigh voodoolsm continues, setting forth
Sulamai
Fredl 'Washington the -difference of opinion between
Brother Lu-Te
James BozwIII the ancient beliefs of his African
Bister Mata
Ethel Purnello
Brother Jo-Ba
Qua Simons forebears and the religion of the'
Reba
Waldlne Williams white man.
Mother Kanda.....
Olga Borgoyne
Elder Amos Beery has held his
Brother Moses
Jack Carr
flock together for 30 years in the
Fouche, a
This many, peopled Negro 'folk Baptist church near
drama' is something of a novelty parish in Louisiana, and at the
and the chances are favorable for moment, there is a revival meeting,
it drawing enough white patronage the day his niece. Myrtle, comes
But
to make a fairly good showing at back from boarding school.
Elder is not altogether a disbeliever
two bucks top.
There are two sustained major in the mysticism of voodoolsm.
Catt has made up his mind to take
scenes high-ffehtlng the opposed religious activities of colored people Myrtle to his place, but Amos is
in a small Southern town.
One adamant, even against the threats
faction is the establishied Hope of exposure from Catt, whom he
Baptist church congregation, some first knew in the chain gang. Amos
members of which are concerned was punished for killing iii self deover the ceremonies of the New Day fense a man who denied his home,
fact kept from his flock.
Aunt
Pilgrims in the woods across the
river. Parson Jones hardly flgures Haga promises to get rid of the
how the pilgrims can be busted,' but hated Catt after first blinding him.
he is deeply grieved when he learns The man Invades the revival meetthat his son Jim and sticcessor to ing during a thunder storm, is
be, -has. promised to attend the strlckeh ' by lightning and
later
strange rites in the company with walks- sightless into the quicksands.
Sulamai, dark seductress from the Haga besee.ches her kin, Ebenezer,
poorest section of the village. Jim's "Who is betrothed to Myrtle, to carry
wife knows of his affair with the on her work for it is the heritage
girl and takes refuge in prayer for of the race.
his deliverance.
The prolog scene is in the midst
First big scene is In the woods. of the swamp with the voodoo rites
It starts slowly with some explana- depicted.
Some of the players are
tion of the Pilgrims' creed, the one- masked, others with naked bodies.
ness of God but the oneness of Second act in the church what with
joy the indicated unfettered min
its spiritual singing and the dragllng of men and women.
Dirge
matic climax is the best of the perlike warbling of gibberish flows into formance.
choir singing, climaxing in a wild
Smith as the parson, Laura Boworgy of dancing.
The picture is man as the voodoo woman and A.
kaleidoscopic, a myriad of half
B. Comathlere as a deacon stand
naked figures in frenzied action.
out.
The heavy is well enough
Jim and Sulamai attend the ses- played by Morris McKenney and
sion and when the rhythm gets the there is a flock of others who count
girl she wriggles in the Harlem in the song interludes.
manner, Jim carrying her off. Su'Louisiana' Is a good enough try,
lamai's lowly home is shown and principal indicated weakness
not the
there she tells Jim she is to have presentation but its limited .ippeal
a baby as he goes off to. his father's
Ibee.
revival meeting.
She follows him
(Withdrawn
Saturday, March 4,
there, after promising to go away
Printed here for the record.)
with Brother Moses of the Pilgrims
subject

of

RUN LITTLE CHILLUN
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-

starring

the

.

.

appearance

Indications are that It is
12.
happy household, as witness
occasion of ipother's birthday and the gifts from the kids.

about

fairly

the

Jim has

tickets for 'Scandals' this

(Saturday) night and the couple are
going night-clubbing afterward. So
there seemed no plausible reason
why Dick Carrington, a business associate of Jim's should fall in love
with Meg. Its been going on for
years and what a spot Dick picks
to have hla first say about it.
The children are forbidden to go
out, it being mom and pop's evening to be- gay, the first' of many
planned sood times, postponed for
But the Langdons
this and that
never get to the show. Jim hoars
that an anticipated .assignment to
Paris is ofiF and stallcs put to mull it
over. Ted gets permission to play
basketball with his school team.
Sally, in a pique, scoots with a fellow who means her no good. Megi
decides to attend the theatre with
Dick, anyxrwy, but Just as they are
about to depart, the boy is carried
in with, a sprained ankje. -Then
mother Is more upset in finding that
Sally has gone put.
There is much adp about Ted,
whose boy sals are pests, trying: to
convey their, belief that he is mortally hurt« but more ab.out Sally,
with Peter, a lad whom she spurns,
bringing her honie .jstewed from a
speakeasy 'whei^e he discovered. h6r
with the wastrel. Dead tired, Meg
has to listen to Dick's love-making
'

.

.

.

and pop walks
Said he
there la
oft

In

on that

room after gratuitously

telling of an affair 'with his secretary, letting Meg make up her own

mind

— to

come

upstairs or leave

with Dick. Latter pleads that Meg's
home ties are merely strings, but
she says adieu with the comment
that there are so many strings to
keep her home intact.
First act seemed best, what with
the drolleries of O'ConneU as Jim,
a father In the late thirties, who!
admits he is no howling success in
business. O'ConneU Is not on in the
second act, when Meg has her worries about the kids. Miss Wood is
quite believable aa a mother, but
less so when tempted to run off with
Dick.
That she spends half the
evening in a velvet dressing gown
does not glve^Mlsa "Wood the best
of

it,

.

Margetson had no easy assignment trying to straighten the Sally
flare-out and making love to her
mother. Owen Davis, Jr., is the seriously minded youth Peter, who has
Sally on his mind despite her rebuffs, and Owney made a good impression., Elizabeth Young okay as
Sally.
Richard Jack ditto as her

A

kid brother, sage youngister.
stage
scion noticed was Robert Courtleigh,
one of the boys over-scared about
Ted's minor hurt.
'A Saturday Night* has plenty of
action for a one-set play and is fairly diverting, but whether enough for
these choeey days la a question.
Ibee.

—

The

revival meeting

is

vival excltemeht and upon its re
For
ceptlon the show depends.
high drama, Jim returns to the fold
Sulamai entrancing for a farewell

A

thunder storm is raging
and as she reaches the door to meet
MoscH she is killed by lightning

kiss.

Karllcr in the week in 'Louisiana'
(48th Street) the villian is blinded

The elements always
similarly.
seem to dispose of those Negro ob
jectlonables.
IliiU Johnson who wrote 'Chillun
Is well known for his colored choirs
one of which was in 'The Green
Pastures.'
The dance orgy of the
Pilgrims Is called 'Tan.sadi Tongole
The siiiging goes to the credit of
Frank Merlin, one o£. the few non
Negroes
concerned
l)esi(les
the

Among the standout
performances were those of Harry
Boldon as the parson, Fredi Wash
ington as Sulamp.!, Alston Burleigh
as Jim, Olive Ball as a woman par
son and Ella Thomas as Jim's wife,
but a number of others stepped out
management.

In front at various times.
'Chillun' is different and

draw such as arc

should

interested in realcolored drama. First nighters
certainly went for it.
Ibee.
istic

OUR WIFE
Farce comedy In three acts presented at
the Booth March 2 by Brotherton
Halle
written by LllUan Day and I<yon Mearson
staged by

Edward

Margot Drake

C

Ulley.

Rope Hobart

Humphrey Bogart

Jerry Marvin
Concierge

.....Mlchelette Buranl

Barbara Marvin

June Walker
Miriam Dattlsta

Ellsabetta
Antonio Di, Mariano. .....ESdward Raqucllo
First Agents
Raymond O'Brien
Juan Varro
Second' Agents
'

A new

managerial combo,

Comedy

winner.

In

threo

nets:

)>rescntcd

nt

the

Elizabeth Toun»;
nichnrd Jack

Sally

Ted
Jim

I..anedon

Marguerite Langdon
Annie

Lena
Peter Cory

mil Cary
Fred Uorrls
Anthony Kirk
Dick Cnninglon

But while 'Our Wife" has
good enough.
On form, from such authors the
play figured to be better.
Lyon
Mearson wrote a bright book about
the Left Bank, Paris, and his wife,
Lillian Day, is a frothy novelist, too.

Hugh O'ConneU In conception okay, but lightweight
Peggy Wood In diversion content.
Jane Corcoran
'Our Wife' is set in Paris when It
June Webster
Owen Ilavla, Jr, does not run off to an island In the
Warren McColliim bay of Naples.
Jerry Marvin, a
Robert Courllolgh

—

Jospiih Slrlltcr

Arthur MnrgctRon

.\rlOlaon Pitt

1953

'I

15

CAST

Shirley

Rosemary Ames

Holmea

Alfred Clark
Nigel Playfair

wniiain
Dr.

Watson

DetecUve-Innpeotor

'Withers

.

Vincent Holman
Felix Aylm.er
Martin Walker

Mr. Holmea
Mr. Canning
Mrs. 'Watson
L4Ucer

_

^Y*«¥2?^
Ernest Borlrow
Ewell B. Gessing
Jo*"^ Cary

.

'Scrunohy* Malone

thA Bolentlflo research for a syn.
thetio petrol. He Is successful but
find no backing for the mw-(Contlnued on page 46)

i

can

20.

by Baall
Mitchell, presented by B. A. Meyer In
conJuncUon with Mon M. Uon, at the
Steited by l«on M. Lion.
Lyrle. SUb. Itt.
mota

three

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

SON OF PERDITION.
Philadelphia,

March

From a

4

boxofilce angle, it is easy
to say that Lynn Riggs, author of

and 'Green Grow the
Henry Hallatt
Sir Joseph Maeterrman
Lilacs,' has gone completely haywire In 'The Son of Perdition*
The great Sherlock Holmes, now which
was
given its flrst performretired and aged 63 is here a widat the Hedgerow theatre, near
ower who, whilst still Heeping up ance
here, laist week.
his flat in Baker street, lives at
play's
The
commercial chances
his country home ahd dievotes himexicept..on a porpgrapblc
The author arc), scant
self to raising b6es.
aifglp— witlrely at variance with the
had received permission from the author's
script and idea. Comments
exiacutors of the late Sir Arthur
were, sharply divided.
Conan Doyie to use the nahies 'Mr. here
The plt^y probably wouldn't have
Holmes' and 'Dr. Watson.'
money, .look-in on Broadway, but
The originality of the Idea con- a
it does have a great deal of drasists' in the introduction of a daughma(;lc power. Shorn of its allegoriter of the famous detective who,
cal, references and its side-theines,
though still in her teens, Inherits it Anight easily admit of
presentathe powers of deduction and ol^tion othejr than that of an 'art-forservatlon, which made her father
Maid .H

'Roadside'

.

'

.

•

art s-sake' organization.

famous."

IJhe locale, is Cuba and the cenThor6 is a 'White X gang* that tral
clit^racters are a sugar baron
always notifies the owiier of prop- &nd,
.ti wastrel, both American.
The
erty it Intends to steal,p that they
former' is the underlying

make the theft at a speclflod. oir' the ehtlre pilot and the influence
latter is
time and, having done so, leaves .the
heavy. One trouble with Mr.
The play opens Rl^'
its chalk-mark.
play Is that neither of these
with a' Scotland Yard inspector imcharacters
and
this charge is
two
ploring Holmes to help him round,
not limited by the fact thkt the
up the gang, with the orlmlnologlst local
presentation was one of a
refusing to emerge from his retirerepertory company are fully dement.veloped
or brought out.
To Dr. Watson Holmes explains
Other characters include a firmlythat his married life was far from
Cuban father and hia son
happy because it lacked, the ro- rooted
daughter.
The ^act that the
mance of the ordinary little deceits and
play suggests incestuous relations
betweeiv man and wife->-ln other
between the last-named pair would
words, his wife could not perpebe' enough to bar it from a comtrate the slightest deviation from
mercial showing.
truth without Holmes being able
The sugar-baron, whose influence
to detect itl The one problem now
Is, at first, omnipresent, is finally
before him was how to. stifle the
brought to realize that he, too, is
disdaughter,
who
his
of
tendencies
subject
to the laws of human nafor
predilection
played a marked
ends this singularly
following in the footsteps of her ture. Tragedy
diffuse and complicated tale, which
famous father.
is the only artistic solution, alA priceless Medici pearl is to be though It won't help In the play's
stolen by the White X gang, and
public appeal.
its owner mails it to Holmes in a
A number of fine performances
bee cage. The complications arishelped the local performance and
ing when the cage is stolen from
Deeter, head of the HedgeJasper
Holmes' flat, embroil the Holnleses,
theatre, gave the play the acl;»
row
Watsons, Scotland Yard, etc., with vantage of an understanding dlre6»
young Miss Holmes clapping the tlon.
Waters.
bracelets on the young man who
has proposed marriage to her, having caught him red-handed as' a
member of the gang. She is prone
to gloat over her more advanced
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
than those of her
perceptions
PattI BC. Trebltscli presents a new comedy*
father, but in the end discovers her drama by Henry C. QQrdon at the MUslo
Staced by O. D. Woodward. Settings
wily old dad had known what was Box.
designed and executed by Corliss McOee.
going on all the time, and that the Cast— Gertrude Short, Frltzi BIdgeway, D<Bse
capture of the young chap with the Stafford, Janoe Qlmsi, Buddy Wattles. David
pearl in his possession will not hold, Scott, Raymond Brown, Elmer Ballard.
Barry Thompson, Oeorge Barnes, Wilfred
seized
the
jewel
thus
inasmuch as
Hart.
is merely an imitation and Holmes
still has the original in his possesA dirty turk localed in a house of
sion.
ill fame, 'Undress Parade' is aimed
Opinion is divided as to whether at quick dollars from the sensationthe play is a satire on the Sherwill

—

—

,

.

UNDRESS PARADE

lock Holmes series, or merely a
straight detective melodrama carried out for light amusement. Either
.

way

it

makes a very pleasant eve-

ning, especially as it is competently
acted.
The piece should enjoy, a share
of the anemic business now cur-

rent in London. If conditions were
normal, one might iaafely predict
Jolo.
financial success for it,

seekers.

'

Chances of living long enough, to
turn in a profit are slim. Will be a
detriment to the careers of all the
players involved.
As a, horrible example of drama*
turgy, 'Parade' cops top honors.
Story relates the vengeance exacted
on a prominent minister by the
woman who was led astray 20 years
ago. ,Sub plot revolves around the
preacher's son and a girl who Is

making her debut as a
There's a scene where the

LE TREMPLIN

prostie.
girl

Is

off that's a pip as far as
hokey writing is considered.
Single interior set, supposed to

auctioned

(The Springboard')

trashy,

Brussels, Feb. 21.
The latest in the series of successful native plays is 'Le Tremplin' ('The Springboard'), a dramacomedy in three acta by M. Edits

premiere at the Mollere here to acrowded house.
M. Menzel has
taken a slice of life from the
topsy-turvy post-war period and

Its points, it isn't

magazine fictionist, and Margot
Drake, a newspaper woman, arc
working and living happily together.
Jerry gets the bad news that he is
The senior Brady, currently most fired, but that doesn't alarm tliem
active oC the major producers, offers greatly, even though from Margol's
his third attraction this season. lie farnlngs an allowance to Jerry's
started rather well with 'Made- wife has to be sent to New York.
moiselle' and then there wa.s a dud
]!ut the wife, Barbara, suddenly
'Saturday Night' came from the pro- walks in on them, and that provides
lific Owen Davi.s, pore, in a gayer
the story of the play.
mood than u.iual and yet Its chances
Barbara is a dizzy dome. Says
at this time of the season are not the wrong things and her technique
bright.
Difference in crlticfil com
is all wrong.
Hubby and Mar.got
hardly
ment,
nrc off to Italy, lotting Bab? take the
a break.
'Saturday'
brings
back Pcggy flat.
But she walks in on thorn
Wood from London, where she down there, too; Just moves In and
scored In musical and dramatic It looks for a time aa though slic
shows, and she comes sans auburn will win back her man. Jerry mal<OH
locks rather
blonde
now.
The cracks about Mussolini and Is taken
manager was adroit In selecting the to the hoose-gow. There he tcachoH
supporting cast, what with Hugh two soldier guards the dire gam*O'ConneU, who cracked those Indian and comes .back with one of tholr
Doctor Morton

St.

London, Feb.
la

Abe mond Menzel, which was given

A SATURDAY NIGHT
Playhouse Feb. 28, by William A. Brady
written by (>wen Davia; Pcgfry Woo<l
starred:
Arthur Mariret.ion
and Hueh
O'ConneU featured; staged by Melville
Burke,

Holmeses of Baker
Comedy drama

&

Halle, a Broadway company manager, and Tommy Brotherton, box
office man, in a maiden production
try went rather close to landing a

worked up

to the highest pitch, with some of
the brothers and sisters swooningc
This long scene goes on to the
flnale, the ensemble singing in well
rehearsed voices, providing a kick
It is the real thing in colored re-

scene.

knew it all the time and
a show-down. Jim goes

to his

7,

Mies

of

Wood.
The play la billed as a comedy,
but there seemed to be a question
as to how much fun could be gotten
from the situation set forth. Scene
is the home of Meg ahd Jim Langdon, New York. They've been married long enough to have a 17 -yearold daughter. Sally, and a boy, Ted,
a

M»rch

Plays Abroad

and

Broadway
Forsaking All Others

Tiiesd«7«

uniforms, In addition to their coin.
Back to Paris for the last act.
Margot is worried for the first time
and takes a night out with a courting Italian when Jerry says sometlilng about going to hang the pictures in his wife's new flat.
He
never does, but Margot does not
oome home until breakfast time
UIght then Barbara says the only
intelligent thing In her repertoire
she has decided to give Jerry his
freedom a fascinating Italian is
now paying attention to her. The
fact that they can wed Is welcome
to the two typewriter pounders, and
all their plans of freedom In love go
into the waste-paper basket.
For the first time this season June
Walker has a part well suited to
her. but either Barbara Is a type of
wife who can't get across or the
r)laylng could have been Improved.

—

represent

a luxurious

is

Joint,

an

atrocity. Gags are crude and intent
of most of the dialog is filthy. Opening night house had more paper in it

than a busted bank.

ENGAGEMENTS
Frank Shannon,
Paul Claire, David
Carrell,

Stange,

Percy

Moore,

Morris, Malda

Dorothy Diane,
Ralph Sumpter,

Freddy
'Young

Sinners',

Taylor

Holmes,

Warren

Aslie,

Virginia
Howard Hall,
Stevens,
Gerald Kent, Franklyn D. Fox, Hazel Drury, Gertrude Ritchie, Edwin
Redding, George Graves, Anthony
Ross, Kate McComb, Frank Airwald, Sondra Arleaux, 'Riddle Me
This.'

Katherlne

Alexander,

Stephens, Ross Alexander,
Conklin, Geoffrey Bryant,
Trevor, 'The Party's Over.'

Harvey
Peggy
Claire

Marguerite Borough, Ian Wolfe,
Virginia Tracy, Alan Baxter, 'Lone
Valley,'

John Eldredge, 'Three Cornered
Moon.'

Wm.

R.

Randall,

Maude

Odell,

John Kearney, Ethel Jackson, 'A
Scandalbus Affair.'
Gertrude Mudge, Linda Elder,
Humphrey liogart Is a blithe Jerry, Stanley Marlowe, Loretta Shea, Sandoubtl»»m a type that Margot as tos Ortego, 'Cinderella's Brothers.'
played by Rose Hobart would go
Prances McHugh, Kenneth Tresefor.
der, Derek Falrman, Malda Beade,
J'orhaps the weakness in 'Our Seth Arnold, Thelma Paige, King
Wife' lies principally in the fact that
there arc not enough laughs, for
llicro Is not enough novelty In the
lale to make It stand up otherwise.
Ibee.

Calder,

Bette Garde,

Jos.

Burton.

John F. Dwyer, Mary Lewis, Judith
Lawrence, 'The Best People.'
Minor Watson, Harry Worth, Fred
Miller, 'Strange Gods.'

fi

—

.

March

Tiieddayi

7,

LECITIMATE

1933

Broadway Hits Go

Shows

Hop Figures,

to

in Rehearsal

'Three Corne red Moon'

'Pink'

Hurt with Other Newcomers

Orantlns that Broadway's legits
4epi)tlmie to remain open this -week
in the face of closed banks, Indications were that receipts would
drop from 60% upward from the
srbases of last week.
That was believed to be a conSeveral
hit
ervatlve estimate.
shows flffured on a 88% decline, but
judging by the Inactivity around
every box office, looked like show
business faces the hard wallop.
One of the smash shows reported
total sales up to Monday at noon

amounted to two

tickets

at

$1.10

Another hit sold six tickets

(Ba&h.

A

new musical,
of the same price.
which up to 1 o'clock Monday usually took In 11,600, actually got |29.
Iilstead of the usual first-day
}>UBtIe, theatre lobbies were strangey untenanted. The telephones did
not even Jingle, and as the afternoon wore on there was no recbvThat applied
iery from the slough.
to the better shows, -v^hich overnight were knocked down to the
level of flops.
Seems like the worst blow fell to
the ne\7 showei. Several were rated
liavlng a chance, but In the fa<ie of
the public's cash being Impounded,
the chances of being able to tide
over the unprecedented conditions
EJstablished sucwere doubtful.
cesses at least had advanpe sales tO'
brokers and unQuestloned success
-

.

rating.

Withered

(Richard Aldrich), Elliott.
'Far Away Horses' (Harman
and Ullman), Beck.
'Masks and Faces' (Paul
Martin), Geneva Hall.
'Scandalous
Affair*
(Fred
Rath), 48th Street.
'The Party's Over* (Gar Pro-

the

in

BmA

'Strike Me Pink' opened at the
ffajestlo Saturday "i^ith indications

of becoming number one oh the Ust
in point of gross. How It will fare
'nrfll prbbbbly be Indicated before
the week Is over, 'forsaking All
Others,' too, opened with conslderkible promise at the Times Square.
Its Indicated pace
around $8,€00, which would be enough; 'A Saturday Night,' at the Playhouse, had
a' starting pace of $7,000 weekly,
but, like the other new shows, has
box-offlce. worries: liOulslana'
;Sts
opened and closed at the 48th
Bt|;eet;
'Bun, Little Chillun' was
liked at the Lyric, but is in doubt;
'Our Wife' looked lightweight at the
Booth; 'Hangman's Whip,' weaJf at
the St. James, with takings around
,

wm

business previously was good for
the good things. 'Design for Livstood up best because of its

ing*

.

advance sale and was credited with
1127,000.
Not all tickets were sold,
the agencies being stuck when numerous cancellations followed the

bank

closings.

'Melody*

but topped the musicals at
with 'Take a Chance' next.

Com' drew

$16,000,

ductlbns), Vanderbllt.
'Three- Pence Opera'
(Glfford Cochran), Lyceum.
'Cinderella's Brothers' (Edward Ebenbach), Mansfield.

'Champagne Supper* (Peggy

slipped,
$23,600,
'Allen
vir-

Fears), Alvln.
'Encore' (Ethel Barrymore),

Empire.

which was

'Strange Gods' (Wallack and
Morrison), Warner.

tual capacity.
'Dinner at Eight'
slipped to that level, the lowest of
the engagement, true also of othei^

SING,'

SOLO,

mm

Philadelphia, March 6.
After two of the leanest weeks
the Philadelphia legitimate theatre
has known for years, there is eVery
promise of playhouse activity for
the next six weeks.
'Of Thee I Sing* was the city's
lone offering last week and in its
fourth and fihal week at the Forrest, this musical dropped to the
:20,000 mark or perhaps a little less.
:

This week's newcomers are 'A
Trip to Pressburg,' offered under the
auspices of the American Theatre
Society
at the Chestnut, and 'The
New Amsterdam (6th week) (C-l,702-$2.^0). Queen's Husband,' given by Barry
•The Cherry Orchard,' revived by Jones and Maurice Colboume at the
Civic Rep, playing first three days,
The last-named outfit will prewith 'Alice' the last half; latter
sent Shaw's 'Too True to Be Good'
show got $10,600 last week; good.
next Monday and on the 20th, 'An'Alien Corn,' Belasco (3d week) other Language' is due at the For(D-l,000-$3.30). Grossed (16,000 last rest and 'When Ladies Meet' at the
week; pace Is virtual capacity at Chestnut The latter house will get
the scale; looks like definite hit.
'An
Barrymore's vehicle,
Ethel
'American
Dream,'
Guild
(8d Amazing Career' on April 3, and
week) (CD-.914-$3.80). Doubtful of Podrecca's Plccoll on the 17th. The
lasting beyond five-week subscrip- annual Mask and Wig showiilg,
tion period; figured under $10,000 'Autumn Crocus.'
Eva Le Gallast week.
lienne's 'Alice In Wonderland' and
'Autumn Crocus,' Morosco (17th probably 'Criminal at Large' are
week) (Cr)-893-$3.30). Satisfactory other April bookings.
at modest grosses; claimed better

Week

.

.

than $6,000 last week; house and

show same management.
'Before Morning,' Rltz.
Withdrawn Saturday after playing bit
Saturday performances were af- under four weeks.
fected in almost every theatre, but
'Biography,' Avon (13th week)
18,600.

bish Players

Baltimore, March 6.
'Springtime for Henry' finished
week at the Maryland to $4,600,
stron.?.
Best at matinees.
House goes dark for a week to open
its

not

Xrimina]/ AD-Aloner

At Harris, Chi

town.

Those shows which were supposed

to come in from Wee & LeVental
are definitely out,
& L having recalled the shows from the road
when they met poor business.

W

Chicago,

m' HARD HIT

In Frisco, Gets $5,000

Los Angeles, March 6.
What looked like a good week for
the legits ended up In the red due
to California's three-day bank holiday which stalled without warning

Estimates for Last Week
'Bride Retires,' Blaokstone ($2.20

is

TEN
CENTS
the mill praise

dozen nowadays.
—^uLtpihere can you

voman
on

finti

o

exlensive expert'

i»ilh

motion
theatre. ad'

newspapers,

and legit
vertising and publicity

picture

good

enough.

agents are a dime a

cnce

still

'Both Your Houses,' Royale (1st
week) (D-l,l!L8-$3.30).
Presented
by Theatre Guild; written by Maxwell Anderson; Guild's fourth attraction this season opened Monday.
'Dangerous Corner,' Fulton (20th
week) (D-913-$3.30). Ending fifth
month; grosses have been light, but
'show turned some profit right

A
DUNCE
Run of

low on engagement, but

in

and

along; $3,600.
'Design for Living' Barrymore
(7th week) (CD-1,090-$4.40).
Advance sales kept gross from dropping, and takings again over $27,000.
'Dinner at Eight,* Music Box
(20th week) (C-l,000-$3.86). Slipped
to about $14,000 last week; Lenten
decline accelerated by bank closings.
'Forsaking All
Others,'
Times
Square (2d week) (D-l,067-$3.30).
Opened last mid-week with indications for a pace curound $8,000 which
is okay; good notices; tough break
opening at this time.
(16th
Divorce,'
Shubert
Standout
week)
(M-l,396-$3.30).
number 'Night and Day' has greatly
helped this musical; bettering $41,-

'Gay

were buying new pasteboards and
paying for 'em with checks the
financial upset was felt.
Take will be around $6,000, as
compared to over $6,600 on first
New show, 'Counsellor-atweek.
Law,' with Otto Kruger, comes In

good.

at the Belasco due ta the death of
Catherine "Wlllard's" toother,' got
started on Thursday with the closing of the banks. First three days

.

capable

and

of
executing

000.

'Red

Grand

Robin,'

(0^1,207;

Opened Saturday
$2,76).
(4) ; locally produced by J. J.
bert.

leaving
& Curran holding the bag
after two bad v^eeks'ln Ban Fran-

night

Shu-

$2,700,

'Undress Parade,' dirt production

$7,000

FOR TOUR HOUSES'

by Paul.Trebltsch at the Music Box,
was a weak starter getting less than
$1,600 on its first stanza. 'Grounds
for Divorce' did a light $3,200 at the
El Capltan.

After

Estimates for Last Week
'Grounds for Divorce,' El Capltan
(3d week) (0-1,671-11.66). Got the
nut and little more at $3,200. Folds
after another week.
'Of Thee I Sing,' Blltmore (Ist
week) (M-l,666-$3.30). Bad break
dropped this road show from a sure
22 grand to an estimated $16,000.
'Undress Parade,* Miidlc Box (Ist
week) (C^d65-$1.66). General panning from the reviewers and firstnight audience kept It down to
Bank holiday didn't hurt
$1,800).
Meet,' Belasco (1st
three days) (C-l,103-$2.20). Took a
double licking through postponed

Last half got

MUD

PntSB'G'S

cisco.

Pittsburgh, March 6.
weeks of road-show

ing here under American Theatre
Society auspices.
Lack of cast
names wasn't any help either, al^ougb piece won fairly good notices.

'Counsellorrat-Law'
current at
$2.20, lowest leglt top of
the season. With 'Of Thee. I Sing'
next Monday (13) for one week only
aiid then a lapse until Marcb 26
when 'Green Pastures' Is due, may-

Nlxoh at

be

$2,700.

five

pictures, Nixon went back to legit
last week and not with such satisfactory results. Piece was Guild's
hew one. Maxwell Anderson's 'Both
Tour Houses.' Oiily about $7,000
fot* the session, with most of that
in subscripti'on money, piece play-

a

foi^

fortnight.

.

DYNAMITEir

March 12.
Grand Guignol theatre with bunch
of horror plays has been doing well
at $1.26 tariff. First week around
Curran dark until the 13th
$1,800.
when 'Of Thee I Sing' comes In at
Columbia has gone pic
$3.30 top.
with 'Rasputin' and Geary dark.

... of
who is
paper

national publicity, exploitation

^nd

advertisuig

dioroughly familiar with theatre and news-

fields, as

well as building of personalities

.

.

.

whose satisfied clients range from Noel Coward to
Eddie Cantor; Al Jolson to Jessel; Ted Lewis to

week) (D-l,406-$2.20). Opened late
last week; notices by second stringers very good; indicated weekly
pace $iS,000. which may be enough

Lopez, as well as Broadway and road ahoWs, freak
attractions, hotels, restaurants, steamships, radio, etc.«

for colored show.
'Saturday Night,' Playhouse

etc.

(2d
divided

week) (CD-963-$3.30). Some
show with
'Goodbye Again,' Masque (11th opinion; another new
bad break on account of money
week) (C-700-$3.30). Has been ap
eCer\) detail of a smash exproximating $8,000 and not much shortage; around $7,000 estimated.
'Strike Me Pink,' Majestic (let
ploitaiion campaign?
under last week; looks good through
week) (R-l,700-$3.86). Opened to
spring.
'Hangman's Whip,' St. James. acclaim Saturday (4) night; notices
Brown and
Taken off Saturday; played one distinctly favorable, and click..
Henderson revue should
week and two days.
'Take a Chance,' Apollo (16th
'Late Christopher Bean,' Miller
I
Among
(M-l,270-$4.40).
week)
(19th week) (C-946-$3.30). With a
three matinee policy pace has been Broadway's best diversions; busiaround $9,000; dropped with the ness around $24,000 average, but afDont Write— Wire
fected last week.
field last week.
'The Lady Refuses,' BlJou (1st
(1st
Plymouth
Valley,'
'Lone
BOX 214
Presented week) (C-608-$3.30). Presented inweek) (D-l,042-$3.30).
written
by Saxon
Independently by Sophie Treadwell dependently;
VARIETY, NEW YORK
who authored it; opens Wednesday King; opens to night.
'Twentieth Centuryr' Broadhurst
(8).
Taken oft (11th week) (C-l,118-$3.30). Eased
'Louisiana,' 48th St.
off with field; takings approximated
Saturday; one week.
'Melody,' Casino (4th week) (O- $10,000; low for engagement, but
Stood up well until still profitable.
2.166-$3.30).
'Walk a Little Faster,' Selwyn
Saturday; rated at $23,600, which
(11th week) (R-1.067-$3.30). Length
Is strong conaiderlng conditions.
'Music in the Air,' Alvln (18th of engagement questionable; paced
the
With
around
$10,000; not enough for muweek) (C-l,387-$3.30).
entire list affected no exception sical.
'We, the People,' Empire. Closed
here; estim.ated around $18,000.
'One Sunday Afternoon,' Little Saturday; six weeks in red.
Here's what you've been
Ather Attractions
Provl
(4th week) (D-530-$2.20).
wanting — for off stage
Shakespeare theatre (Jolsons);
but show
and on. A real eyelash
posted,
slonal
notice
darkener; one that goes
claimed to make money; last week Shakespearean revivals.
on right the first time and
'As Husbands Go,' Forrest; reagain
$5,000.
around
that won't run, smear or
'Our Wife,' Booth v'2d week) (C- vival.
•m_art_ with tears or per</
'Young Sinners,* Ambassador; re708-$2.76). Opened late last week;
spiration.
Poitttvaly nen-imartln<gl The most
vival.
popular mascara with the profession. Perfectly notices tepid and chances doubtful
harmless. Try the NEW Maybelline. Black or
'The Monster,' Waldorf: revival's
'Pigeons and People,' Lyceum (8th
Brown, 7Sc at any toilet goods counter.
final
week; *The Best People' next
moderDoing
week) (C-957-$2.20).
ate business, with matinees out- week.
'The Show- Off,' Hudson; revival's
around
drawing nights; up to now
final
week; 'Riddle Me This' next
$5,000.
.EYELASH BEAUTIFIfR
'Run Little Chillun/ Z^e <2d week.
radio publicity,
conceiving

still

'Family Upstairs,' Cort (C-1,100;
(11th week). Trotting along
comfortably near $3,iB00.
Abbey Players Repertory (1,084;
$2.20) (2d week). Rave notices iand
trade building.
Around $12,000,
$2.20)

like a $22,000 week lat least, but the
last h&lf of the week saw no boxofflce sales and a flock of cancellations. Take for the week ended up
slightly over $16,000. 'When Ladies
Meet,' which failed to op^n Sunday

opening.

week but

last

difflculties

continuing.

San Francisco, March 6.
at that figure.
'When Ladies
Bank holiday worked havoc with
town's only legit, Pauline Frederick
in 'Criminal at Large' at Duffy's
Alcazar. House had many refunds
in cash to those who had previously
paid for tickets and though many

$6,000 or

Parade,' Garrlck (R1,276; $2.20) (6th week). Reported

on

'Dixie

Advance looked

estimated

Got

less.

to think of theatres.
'Of Thee I Sing* was the worst
hit.
Road show came in to a good
advance with the opening night.

got an
Belasco

Badly panned.

top).

Monday

sellout.

.

.

.

open for immediate (preferably permanent)

assignment anywhere
cal propensities

.

.

.

lack of log-rolling or

more than oSset by

economic and conscientious

Box 210,

YOU WANT TO
KNOW WHERE?

politi-

creative, analytical*

capabilities.

Variety,

New York

EASY
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HEW.
NON-SMARTING

TEARPROOF

^ayhelline

fa

SHOWMAN

WANTS A

JOB

Lifetime experience as a manager and exploiter press agent
productions
—producer — advance representative — traveling —
vaudeville units — traveling dance bands — ball rooms — theatres

dramatic stock companies

—road

show

i>lctures

—concert attrac-

tions.

ATTENTION— I

seek a connection as manager of one or more
theatres operated by an Individual who Is tired of this well
known depression I have some ideas that will get the business
and these Ideas are In keeping with these kinds of times. Age
forty-seven old enough to know the score young enough to
cover a lot of territory neat appearing educated a showman
who docs not get his ideas out of a letter from headquarters
yes if necessary I can wear a tuxedo, but prefer to put in my
time on getting people Into the box office rather than to greet
them when they get In Space here Is limited correspond with
me and I will send positive proof of past success.

—

—

—

6.

Ists.

Thursday (2) morning. Locals were
too busy figuring how they were going to eat between Thursday and

Sunday, a

March

Irish Abbey Players from Dublin
dominated everything last week.
Critics were nightly visitors to the
repertory and each succeeding review eclipsed the last in enthusiasm.
It easily became the dramatic class
event of the season out here. In
consequence the Irish invasion may
be extended to a third week.
Meanwhile, 'Katlnka' was the
memorial offering of the Civic
operetta venture which collapsed
from the piling up of unpaid unlon»

.

(C-830-$8.30). Finished strongly despite bank closings; around $10,000

Raves

$12>000,

on March 13 with 'Cavalcade.' Then
runs into a week of opera under
the DeFeo banner, an opera group
which hasn't missed yet in this

PHILLn

and 'Masks and I^es.'

Estimates for Last
'Alios in Wonderland,'

'Henry' $4,500 in Balto.

INLA. SLUMP

attractions.

Closings this week could not be
determined. Looked like a flock of
shows might be forced off temporarily or permanently, and there
was doubt about others ringing up
Monday night. There seemed nothing to do about it, with the public
too much concerned with holding
onto what cash It has, rather than
spending on luxuries, such as theatre admissions.
And yet there are a number of
shows listed to open next week:
'Far Away. Horses,' Beck; 'Cinderella's Brothers,' Mansfield;
'ThreeCornered Moon,' Elliott; revival of
The Best People,' succeeding 'The
Monster,' Waldorf; revival of 'Riddle Me This,' following The ShowOfF,' Hudson; and possibly 'Scandalous Affair.* 'Under the Covers,'

VARIETY

—

—

— —

—

—

Box 203, Variety, New York City
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SHOW NEWS

Bob

Ritohi*

Aminaino

England and
London, Feb.

24.

On

Date*
Continent

14, which is causing all the trouble
Paris, March 9.
between Parnell and Zeltlln and
Bob Ritchie, manager of Jeanette
Cochran and Dniry Lane theatre.
No arrangement was arrived at, and MacDonald, Is negotiating the proit looks like the 'Cavalcade' fight posed European concert tour for
Under- Ramon Novarro.
will reach the law courts.
stand P. & Z. asking $200,000, with
Ritchie recently hopped to LjOndon
Cochran offering to settle for one- to arrange some dates and is now
eighth.
arranging some others on the Con-

tinent.

Razz Swanson Film

Gloria Swanson's 'A Perfect Understanding,' opening at the Empire,
a Metro house, Feb. 13, was mildly
The bedroom scene got a
razzed.
'Dubarry' Sold Again
Management
'ha-ha.'
particular
'The Dubarry' bought by liehman eventually cut out about 600 feet of
for Paris production at the Sara film. Picture will Just linger for one
Bernhardt theatre has been sold a:t week.
the last minute to Willemetz. Show
will be staged at the Theatre des
Pavilion Bill
BoufCes Parislens, next fall.
London Pavilion week of Feb. 20
No one has been engaged thus
far, but management is anxious to has 13 acts, with 10 either returns
get Anny Ahlers. who is now play- or holdover?.
Newcomers are the Trlx Sisters,
ing in the English version at His
now comprising Josephine Trlx and
Majesty's theatre.
Helen, an English girl of a former
act, Troy Sisters and Helen. Act as
News Theatre as Classroom.
The Sphere theatre, -<--London^' is looks classy and harmonizes well.
In demand for cabalatest newsreel house, making the Girls should be
sixth In the West End, with a ca- ret, broadcasting and recording.
Frank Eders, obviously continentpacity of 230 seats. Is the smallest
Theatre Is operated al, has strong- man act with quite a
of them all.
by M. Feldman, newcomer to show blending of sight comedy.- His goofy
business. He Is in close touch with look makes him a little different.
Buschel, Courtnay and Revel, wllh
schools and universities to use the
theatre for cinematograph lectures. Courtnay latest addition, are Just
Theatre will only be available for another of those steppers that
abound here since the Condos
this purpose up to midday.
Brothers.
Idea of having three comperes,
Editorial Judgment
,

A

film scenario titled 'The Official
by Sig Hertzlg, f^n Ameri-

was hawked around

here» It
was finally brought to the notice
of Gaumont-Britlsh, who displayed
can,

Blight Interest; Which lagged
a while, with the usual stalling the result.
Eventually Franz Scbulz, author
of 'Sunshine Sjisle,' got hold of the
scenario and Immediately disposed
of It to a German film concern, who
are getting ready to cast and film
Likelihood Is Gaumont-Britlsh
It.
will clamor for the British rights
when film Is completed.

some

after

Salary or Percentage

London Palladium Is dickering
with Roy Fox and his band to play
a return engagement there. For
blB last date he was paid a flat
This time they
to pay him $1,250 and a percentage of the grosses over $8,000.

salary of <1,600.

want

It iB likely

Fox

will accept.

•

'

Coliseum With Talkers
Saddest blow to London show

1b announcement London
CoUseum going talkers. Actually,

business

the position

was

Inevitable after the

and the foregone conclusion that the reinstatement of vaudeville would flop. Pictures were the otaly thing left. Stoll
got nowhere In conferences with
Murray Sllverstone, head of United
Artists, to get first run of their
failure of 'Casanova,*

South Africa

—
By

Eric GDirick
f

•

Mons State Stage Out,
Swamped by Pictures
Mons

Brussels, Feb. 23.
communal council has de-

cided to withdraw Its annual subsidy from the only Jegit theatre the
town possesses on the ground that
It can no longer successfully compete with the four cinemas of the
city.

By H. Hanaon
Capetown, Feb. T.
Heat causes slump In show busi-

contracts for the present season
will be completed, after which the
stock company, permanent staff and
orchestra will be out of work. Council will continue to let the theatre
to touring companies.

ness.

The 'off the gold stahdard* is
bringing money into the country,
but pricea of foodstuffsi etc., going
The Johannesburg stock exup.
change Is booming, with brokers
and their staffs working at top

Even Shaw's Not Safe

using Henderson and Lennox, act on sealing up held him from doing so.
the bin to announce acts before the Eventualb% through Influence, ^he
dabaret
isectloh,
with
Nauntoh got his cameras and took some picWayne looking after cabaret end as tures.
of yore. Is too much.

T.
^

•

would remain Independent.
LIhk-up means that the distrlbu^
tors wUl have to reach some agree*
ment with G. T. The dlstrlbs were
hoping that the Fullers would remain alone, but It can now be
stated that G. T., hold the key po-

,

'

sition.

The agreement between d. T., and
Fullers la for certain theatres la
other States and does not allow O.
T. an. Interest In any of Fullers
Sydney theatres. lAnd, too. It is t
mainly to build up a greater chald t
for the release of British pictures,^\
O.T. desii'es to build up a big cir*.:
cult solely for the release of Brlt» Ish pictures and so show the Amerw
lean distrlba that British produc*
tlons can earn profits In this coun>
From very close obseryatioa
try.
one is forced to admit that this season will see a huge Influx of British
films here.
°

>

•

.

Soviet rukering

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson and

their staff are on their way In their
planes to the wild parts of South
Africa. Had a good time In Capetown, but Martin Johnson riled at
Harbor Board officials. Charged 300
pounds for taking two planes off the
steamer to the water.
Cameras cost 11 pounds In fees to
land, and then were sealed by the
Johnson wanted to get
customs.
pictures arouiid Capetown, but the

Sydney, Feb.

The Fullers have now swung over
to deneral Theatres (as related in
'Variety') after announcing they

•

From

speed.

Moscow, Feb.

And now Moscow
ing' C. B.

Shaw.

18.

Is 'rejuvenatIs their

,

j

The word

Tariff Preference
own. The glandular operations are
Commonwealth British pictures in
being performed, of course, not on
the author but on his plays, which duty 'free, while foreign producers
the Russians say they are bringing must <pay heavy Import duty besides a high tax on turn-over. On
up-to-date.
this the difference In ex«
The earlier Shaw, they point out, top of forces
the foreign dlstrlbu*
was Interested first of all In the change
tor to get a price.
psychological side of the social
^Only foreign holdout expected
scene, whereat modern interest and against Q, T. Is Warners.
Shaw himself perhaps—-Is more
Executives of O. T. refused to dieconomic and sociological. The Idea vulge what terms they sought from
Is to reinterpret Shaw in the mod- the dlstrlb, but It la .certain that ft
percentage basis will finally be
em Soviet spirit.
The first rejuvenating operation agreed upon for the bigger features
Iii
the ace houses, and a
was performed on Shaw's 'The playedlower
scale on a straight out
much
Devil's Disciple', by the up-and- buy
Erecondary theatres. What-

-

.

,

—

,

L. L. Ellia, Actor, Diea
London Fdlladlum's bill week of
li.
L. Ellis died Jan. 30 from
Feb. 20 has three American new- Injuries sustained In
a motor race
comers, and every one a sock. First
near Capetown. Was a member of
to hit them -were the Five Blglns,
for
Capetown, amateur theatricals as
three-men-two-women fast boom- comedian and dancer. He did film coming Zavadsky theatre here. The ever the deal may be, a right to
erlng hat throwers and club Jug- work around the South Sea Islands. theatre brought the political side of reject a limited number of pictures
the old Shavian drama Into relief deemed unsultble will be sought.
glers.
Look set for a European Was 33 years of age.
itinerary.
Universal sought a release date
and toned down Its merely satirical
Maldie and Ray, back after two
it for Tgloo' recently and the picture
side.
Indeed,
wise-cracking
years, have added some fast step-,
^Film 8oeieies Declare War
wrote a lot of Its own lines into the was screened for the benefit of G.T.,
pliig and clever contortiiHi work by
Entertainments text, cut out entire scenes, grafted execs., who, at the conclusion of preThe amended
Maldie, making act Improvement. (censorship)
Here
Bill before the South on a lot of political skin ani gen- view, voted 'Just a picture.'
One of the outstanding hits on the African Parliament
is ~ receiving erally did about everything surglcisil Mclntyre, g.m. of Universal, then'
bill, seem certain for a long stay
strong opposition from the film so- one can think of. The result Is a offered to gamble It O. T. would put
here.
picture la a Sydney theatre.
cieties.
The
bill provides for proSix Lucky Boys are acrobatic hibiting the exhibition of uncen- play a good deal more like those
Result: Igloo' has gotten two
tumblers and comedians. Boyq were sored
films or advertisements in any written by young Soviet authors weeks and may stay three. With
booked without being seen by any place to which admission- Is ob- than anything resembling Shaw. |Back. Street,' Mclntyre found O. T.
one of the General Theatres execu- tained
cold
on the picture^ but he offered
was
rejuvenating
operation
The
by virtue of membership of
tlyeB, and It was decided to look
association of persons or by successful, that is to say, but the to pay the cost of a special public- ^
them over for a strong attraction on any
Ity campaign with the result that
contributions to any fund.
patient died.
the Palladium 'Crazy Month,' due
'Back Street' played three weeks to
societies ask what is meant
Local critics for the most part did smash
March 0, for six weeks. It is now byFilm
business at the ace house of
'certain private exhibitions* as
But the the combine.
practically settled they go Into the Indicated in the bllL Contend that not approve the results.
Other
'Crazy* show, and should prove one film societies are cultural associa- surgeons are undismayed.
It la expected that O.. T. and the
of the best things In it.
tions and. challenge the Minister Shavian products (je likely to get distributors will hold a final getHeading the biU Is Grade Felds, on his right to enforce his ow.n the works.
together conference this week and
Btin England's biggest favorite, with Ideas on the public Film societies
Zavadsky, whose name Is attached thresh out the rejection angle.
business Improved.
say they desire better fare than the to the theatre, la a pupil of Stanis- Probably will end with the dlstrlbs
stuff shown to the public at the lavsky
In a agreeing to a 10 or 16% rejection
and Vakhtangoff.
clause.
cinemas.
rather unappetizing basement tfie,

'

.

Dry America Spoofed

New

With Molly

and Margaret
In
Musical Graham, two Lament
product, consisting of 12 pictures of
South African screen
their own, a similar number of Britactresses. In the limelight, there
Prague, Feb. 22.
ish & Dominion, and about 24 of
another
may
be
added
to the list
American prohibition and its fallColumbia. Failure of a deal was
When Arthur Loew visited Johandue to Sllverstone asking for big ings Is not only a popular subject In nesburg he met Eileen Corder, a
publicity campaign to accompany which Czechoslovakia, the home of Capetown girl, and considered
she
As last recourse, Pllsener beer and Saaz hops, Is had screen possibilities.
every picture.
screen
Stoll Is having to resort to general greatly Interested, but now also test has been made and a
copy
releases, with opening program, due
mailed
Culver
to
City to receive the
forma the chief theme of a satirical
March 6, to be 'Movie Crazy' and
musical comedy, 'The World Behind verdict of those In high places. So
•Payment Deferred.'
far, the male South African aspirTrade view is that Stoll Is only the Bars,' now running at the ants to film fame are In oblivion.
using this as a stop-gap till a big Prague Free theatre.
The play takes place In an ImagI
musical comes along, and Is, as a
matter of fact, negotiating for a big nar}' state of America called Sonorle
Stalles
German musical at the moment.
with Its capital named Cork. The
plot revolves round the prohibition
Volterra Brussels Spot
Interim Film Policy
Issue.
The play starts with mass
Brussels, Feb. 22.
Associated Theatre Properties Is singing, in

Czech

A

Van

which the 'drys' alterapplying to the London County nate with the 'wets.' A poet, Apollo
Council for a seven-day license for
Rum, receives a deathblow In the
the Adelphl theatre, to be allowed to
show films. Object is to have house open street from the hand of
In readiness for any American film Fang, a gang-leader. Just as he
that may be available for West End sings the praise of real booze. The
pre-release. House has all the fit
murderer succeeds in making Hec
ments of a cinema, and management tor Litter, the beer manufacturer,
figure a way of making money while believe that he was the culprit, and
there are no new musicals ready.
in the final act the truth Is revealed
through the testimony of one Little
'Damozel' Big at Plaza
Paramounts' arrangement with Baby Polly, an underworld girl and

Wu

the police.
British & Dominion for pre-releas
The second act of the amusing
Ing B. & D.'s 'The Little Damozel,"
at the Plaza, Is that B. & D. spend musical comedy shows a Chinese
$3,600 on publicity and presentation, opium den, the headquarters of
which consists of Lew Stone and bootleggers, in which a lively chorus
his band, from the Monseigneur res
of attractive dancers appear, accomtaurant and the personal appear
panied by the music of Jenclk, the
anco of Anna Neagle, the star of the
Understood picture is doing gifted composer of the Free theatre
film.
The evening atmosphere of the
good business.
It will gross around $15,000, which opium den in the American town is
Justifies holdover, but will not stay made to appear attractive, with Its
lonpcr than the week, due to Par
curious system of Bcreens and sig
amount having already arranged to nals. A hit of the musical comedy
show their own product, 'Madame is a walz song offered by a fair
Butterfly.'
girl, Miami by name, the daughter
of a brewer.
Cardini Club Date
Julius Marx, the head of Scala.
Berlin, who has Cardini there under
Censor Reason
contract for the month of April, has
Bold him to the management of the
Prague, Feb. tt.

Cabaret de Kommiker. Cardini is
not anxious to play the cabaret and
may oppose the date.

Australia

In

3%%

liover,'

Addnwi TASnnV, I4>ia»ON
TMaptaoMi V«H»l4i Bar Mftl-MM

NOVARRO^S CONCERT TOUR

-London Show World
Oaumont-British 6,000,000-pound
Issue to the public resulted In the
underwriters being left with 66% of
the Issue. Twenty-flve percent of
aubscrlption was from stockholders
who went for the conversion Idea,
with the other 10% being new
money. But, as the entire Issue
was underwritten, G.-B. will get
their full 6,000,000 minus the comShares ai-e quoted on
missions.
disthe stock exchange at
count.

Ml*

The Czechoslovak censor has re
fused permission for the performance of the German operetta film,

Take Over

The Van Stalle brothers, owners
of the Vaudeville and Capuclnes
theatres here, take over the Alhambra, Brussels, on Feb. 28 from M.
Leon Volterra, who has held the
lease for 12 years.
M. Bodart, M. Volterra*8 manager
for nine years, will relinquish his
post on the same date and the last
performance of 'Nina Rosa.'
.

German Theatre Head
Berlin, March 1.
The Berlin State theatres finally

have their new intendant with the
api>olntment of Dr. Franx Ulbrlch.
Hanns Johst, whose name had first
been mentioned in this connection,
has been appointed production head
of the State theatres.

Dr. Ulrlch was active as intendant of the Weimar theatre. Is also
known aa an author of playa. He
started hla career at the then Court
theatre of the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg, In 1916 became manager and
chief atage director at the Mein-

ingen theatre.

Lee Moletsh Dies.
Sydney, Feb. U.
Leslie Mdelah, theatre manager,
died recently in Melbourne from

'Kalserwalzer.'
'Cavalcade' Deadlock
Reason la an ofQcer In the op- war effects at the age oC 41.
Charles B. Cochran Ihvited Archie
Patnell and Alfred Zeltlln for lunch, eretta expresses a wish to see 'The
Late Mr. Mclelsh was In the landI* dlscass/'wlthovt prejadlc^' clause Kaiser.'
ing at Qallipolt

atre he Is doing some of the
Interesting work in Moscow.

most
Sydney Trade Good
Is very bright with sev«
Atmosphere Is healthy around the main
Business

Italy

Se^

191 Plays

In 1932, None in Red

erol decided picture hits.

theatres.

Trouble In Paradise' (Par) looks
is
a real winner.
•Prosperity*
Milan, Feb. 22.
holding up well for the Fullers.
During 193'2, a total of 191 new 'Tess of the Storm Country' Is
stage plays were presented in Italy, booked In as a long-run, and
of which 113 were by Italian au- should stay.
Big following here
thors and 76 by foreign writers. The for Gaynor-Farrell. 'Maid of Mounforeign works were superior to the tains* also in for a try following a
home production, because they rep- smash record of IjOOklng on Bright
resent successes in the native land. Side.' Weekly-change business high
Whilst no big fortunes were made, around town. Legit quite safe.
British pictures are fast gaining
there were no losses on ventures.
popnlarlty in Australia and there Is
a decided swing In public favor.
Leading exhibitors say that Aus«
trallans have become tired of American gangster stuff and are seeking
(Continued from page 44)
lighter entertainment. English picput it before the footlights. Hand- tures, especially with musical numkerchiefs were frequently brought bers, finding
ready public response.
Into use by the audience during the
second and third acts and the final
curtain brought cheers.
Marie St. Clair Dies
Max de Lassan, covered In glory
Signer
Antonio
Italian
Folll,
during the war, leaves the army a Journalist, died
recently at the ape
captain,
marries
Frederique,
a of 47. He
manager during the
'modem' girl, and seta to work on recent tourwas the
of
Williamson -Talt
ketlng of his discovery. His troubles Imperial
Opera company.
are added to by the death of his
Marie St. Clair (Mrs. Marie
three-year-old baby boy. Philippe Lloyd),
aged Gilbert and Sullivan
Mourlant, a wealthy young manactress,
first
about-town, comes on the scene and, appeareddied In Melbourne.- She
here in 'Pinafore* In 1879
while promising de Lassan all the
under the J. C. Williamson managefinancial aid he needs, he secretly
ment.
sets to work to ruin him, flatters
the giddy Frederique and finally
elopes with her. Ill, desperate and
RUSSIA
sofeano
brought to the point where he
doubts his own ability, de Lassan
Moscow, Feb. 18.
is nursed by Helene, his wife's stepPacked halls and enthuslastle
sister,
and renews acquaintance audiences were found by Emma
with a comrade of the trenches who Redell, American soprano. In her
supplies the capital for the exploitaconcert toUr of the Soviet Union.
tion of the Invention. Max de Lassan Is now on life's springboard and The press and the critics gave her
leaps to happiness In the company a big hand along the route.
After a batch of concerts In Mosof Helene, whom he marries after
securing a divorce from Frederique. cow, MIsa Redell went on to LeninM. Rene Darmor expressed per- grad and other cities. Tour Is likefectly the varying moods required ly to be extended.
of de Lassan and was ably supMlsB Redell llkea Russian audiported by Mme. Duclos as the frivolthem
ous wife. Mme. Renee Claude as ences. She aaya she finds
Helens and M. Dutet as Philippe more genuinely appreciative of
Mourlant and the rest of the cast music than anywhere else in the
got the dialog over in convlclng world.
Even la provincial towns
manner and shared the applause of she met audiences who understood
tha Onvt night house.
music and responded to tt warmly.

LE TREMPLIN

EAUS
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LITERATI

193S

Paris Model
Paris has always been touted for
dives and salons, its hideaways
attics where the literary and
near-literary could gather on Its

Mooching Moocher

VARIETY

47

Ufsleu Translation

Be&t Sellers

Perusal of tbe English edition of
'Yoshe Kalb' (retitled 'The Sinner')
leads to the realization that Maurice
Best Sellers for the week ending March 4, as reported by the
Schwartz Is a greater showman
American News Co., Inc.
than generally credited. Novel was
own platform and speak its own say.
written originally by L J. Singer
Fiction
jf It felt like It, it could shout down
and published in daily instalments
requesting a professional scribthe publishers, tear authors limb
By Sinclair Lewis
Vickers*
•Ann
($2.60)
in the Yiddish
bler to help him write a biog'Forward.' Then
from limb> euzzle liquor and InBy Fnnnie Hurst
'ImitaUon of Life' ($2.50)
raphy of his 30 years as a panSchwartz made a stage play of it
piration, and not go home until
By Helen Hull
'Hardy Perennial' ($2.50)
for
Yidhandler.
the
of
himself
his
use
and
dawn.
By Donald Henderson Clarke
'Female' ($2.00)
dish Art theatre, play is one of the
Only answer Flannigan reNew York is copy-cattlng the
By Warwick Deeping
of Love' ($2,00)
'Eyes
biggest hits of the current seaceived waa from a writer who
Latin Quarter. Down in the Village
By
E. M. Dclafleld
London'
in
($2.60)
Lady
'Provincial
wanted to go into a panhandson in the legitimate theatre and
there's Joe Valdon's rendezvous over
Non-Fiction
ling partnership.
without
biggest
to
doubt
the
& P store. Vallon has the
an
1933'
Ely Culbertson
By
any
emerge
Yiddish
stage
at
Book
of
($2.00)
on
the
Blut
Bridge
'Contract
place wall-papered with book jack2byszko Wins Libel Verdict
time. Now Ldverlght rushes out this
'100,000,000 Guinea Pigs' ($2.00) By Arthur Kallet and F. J. Schlink
Prominent speakers appear
ets.
By Brace Loclthart
'British Agent' ($2.76)
New Interpretation of Ubel was English translation of the original
gratis twice or thrice a week on
'United States in World Affairs In 1932' ($3.00) By Walter Lippman
every sort of subject from books to handed down last week by the Ap- novel. And the novel shows only
By Walter B. Pitkin
'Life Begins at Forty' ($1.50)
love and the other way round, but pelate Division of the New York Su- how swell the play la.
Maurice Samuel translated the
By Gilbert Seldes
'Years of the Locust' ($3.00)
these speakers must be brash and preme Court in awarding Stanislaus
fairly
wrHten
some
novel.
He's
brave, for the audience has the Zbyszko $26,000 damages in his suit
asking impertinent against the New York 'American' good things on his own In the past,
of
privilege
but either doesn't or can't grasp the
'Panorama'
questions and dissecting the speaker for $260,000.
Music and Books
There have
Article, appearing in the 'Ameri- spirit of this book.
In an open forum that follows. At
Something new in tabloids Is the
Witmark, the music publisher, has
ten thirty, the literary feast comes can' magazine section about two been practically no really inspired gone into the general book field. projected 'Panorama' which is due
the
translators
from
the
Yiddish
in
to a close and coffee is served and years ago, was labelled 'How science
First book to bear the Witmark im- to make Its bow presently from the
the radio Is on and dancing (minus proves the theory of evolution,' and past, but Samuel doesn't even come print is 'The American Scene,' a Roxbury (Mass.) headquarters of
a bouncer) goes on until 8 a. m. showed a picture of the wrestler into the top rank with this book. resume of the year's events, by Ed- Dr. Isaac Goldberg, though it will
Plenty of open-work and exhibition, alongside that of a gorilla. Court It's a dull, colorless literal trans- win C. Hill, formerly a reporter on be a national monthly in scope and
lation that loses all the fire and
l>ut, ias Joe says. It's only another affirmed Zbyszko's claim that he had
the New York 'Sun,' and now a ra- brand new in idea.
form of self-ezpresslon. The place been put in a position of ridicule, Idiomatic beauty of the original. dio news broadcaster. Witmark is
Dr. Goldberg, lecturer on HisIf,
that Is, there was any and
fllls up with blue smoke and big and although he was not mentioned In
publishing only, the sales end being pano-American literature at Harmall talk. Girls meet boys on and the article, and that the libel was of Schwartz didn't instill all of it handled by Baker & Taylor, the na- vard, is to be the guiding head, and
that is seen in the play.
•ft the level, as all are smart enough such serious character that it was
has l>een revolving this scheme
he
Story and background are too au- tional book distributors.
to know whether to^walk or to ride not necessary for the injured person
No definite plans for Witniark's in his head for a long time. Articles
thentic and originarto be completeto prove actual tangible damages.
home.
American will be brief and to the point and
'The
book activities.
ly
snowed
under
Samuel's
clumby
I. M. Sackln, Hollywood attorney
Vallon, a smart showman, takes
Scene' came to it offhandedly, Clar- there is an open market for really
enough in to pay the month's rent and Zbyszko's picture agent, was siness, but It emerges as one of ence Parrish and Richard Kountz, good contributions of the desired
«n a single Saturday night, which Is the attorney of record, and Arthur those books that requires digging of WItmark's, liked it. and they de- sort. No hobby riding, It is demore than other amusement places Garfield Hays, with Clarence Dar- into, and tenacious digging, before cided to publish it, along with their clared, and to imitate no other pubrow In the Scopes trial, handled the interest is aroused. Whereas the music books.
ean boast of.
lication.
play is a completely absorbing propNew York end.
Will be chiefly a subscription
'The American Scene' may be
Caption under wrestler's picture osition from the first minute.
Newsman in Cabinet
their only general book, or there proposition with a limited news
read, 'Zbyszko, the champion wrestHarold Ickes, Progressive Republl
may
be more; it hasn't been decided stand sale, if any, since dealer reler,
fundamentally
not different
That
Other
Ann
for
look
turns
eat so largely into the profits.
won't
Witmark
as yet.
can, who holds the post of Secretary
from the gorilla in physique.'
Taking advantage of the publicity more book material, but If any Date of first Issue not yet decided
of Interior in the new Cabinet, Is a
anent the similarity of Sinclair comes their way they will consider upon.
one-time Chicago newspaperman,
Prints in Dayton
Lewis' 'Ann Vickers' to H. G. Wells'
Can be any type, including ficThirty-odd years ago he worked on
Two former N. Y. 'Times' feature old novel, 'Ann Veronica,' Peter it.
tion, and Pan-ish and Kountz will
the Chicago "Record.' One of his writers,
Too Close to Home
both of them veterans of Smith has grabbed the reprint rights
be the ones to decide whether Witfellow reporters at that time was
Efforts to stage 'Front Page' for
the World War, are getting out to the Wells book to cash In while
mark goes any further with general charity with an all-journalistic cast
Frederick William Wile, now on the 'News-Week,' new ten-cent weekly,
'Ann Vickers' is still hot.
books.
staff of the Washington 'Evening
got nowhere in Chicago, the locale
edited in New York and printed in
'Ann Veronica' was originally
Etar' and political anialyst for the
of the Hecht-McArthUr comedyDayton, O.
They are T. J. C. brought out here in 1909, with
Bruncheons
Columbia Broadcasting System.
melodrama. Newspapermen in ToMartyn, an Englishman, who left Harper the publisher. One of the
affairs
Ickes (pronounced 'Ickus') has
One of the i-eally bohemian
ledo had actually carried through
the Ochs publication last fall to least known of the Wells books it
practiced law in recent years and raise money for the magazine venin the village— and they are as the stunt.
However, Toledo isn't
was all but forgotten until 'Ann scarce there as anywhere else, is Chicago.
lias been interested In the conserva
ture, and S. T. Williamson, who had
His appointment served on the 'Times' since World Vickers' made its appearance. When the Bruncheons given by Lew Ney
tlon movement.
Charles Freeman, of the Institute
by President Roosevelt is supposed War days. Martyn, publisher of similarity in content and title were on Sunday mornings, the word be- Players, conceived 'The Front Page'
to have been due to the Influence of 'News-Week,' Joined the 'Times' in pointed out, calls came in for the ing a combination of breakfast and revival idea for the Loop, but found
Senator Hiram Johnson of Call 1926. Part of the financial backing Wells story, but because the book luncheon since a breakfast menu is that some of the characters in the
fomia, whose unsuccessful cam- for 'News-Week' is said to come was out of print only the libraries served, but not until noon.
play were still working newspaperpaign for the Presidential nomina from the Cheney family (of silk could oblige. Now Peter Smith is
Bruncheon is free, but there Is a men around Chicago, which comtlon on the Republican ticket in 1920 fame), of which Martyn's wife is a remedying that deficiency.
cover charge in a dime 'more or less' plicated things socially and politidistributed
leaflet
was managed by Ickes.
a
of
copy
for a
Proposition died in convercally.
member.
Authors May Eat
by the host. The food Is paid for tion.
Williamson, editor of 'News-Week,'
Collections Are Off
To supplement the work of the by contributions of the affluent. The
for some time had contributed to
Book Pickers
Agents are having difflculty these and edited the special features sec- Authors' League Relief Fund, num- first were paid for by readers of the
The Book-of-the-Month Club sedays In collecting from a number of tion of the Sunday 'Times,' doing a ber of scribblers and others of the N. Y. 'Times' who saw Ney's letter
the pulp paper magazines, which column of 'Personalities in the arts have formed the Artists' and in that paper. The others have been lection for the current month is
enjoyed
who
those
'South Moon Under.' Rather strange
promise payment upon publication, News.'
He once worked on the Writers' Dinner Club. Purpose of carried along by
few title and a rather strange novel by
the organization is to serve free the affairs and can spare the
Publication comes and the maga- Washington staff of the 'Times.'
Marjorle Klnnan Hawllns.
meals to indigent members of both dollars each events costs.
zine goes, and both author and
Bruncheon is followed by literary
Literary Guild has taken for its
professions.
Herold Conducting
agent are left out in the cold as far
first choice the first novel of a budHotel Marlton, in the Village, has chat.
Don Herold is conducting the
as the do-re-mi is concerned. There
ding author. Albert Halper Is his
Is no recourse as tbe magazines 'Saturday Evening Post' book col- donated space for club headquarPartner
Mrs. Rinehart Not
name and 'Union Square' Is the
sprout out again under a new name umn experiment. His argument is ters, out of which the organization
Farrar & Rinehart didn't emerge, name of the book. It's the story of
with new ofHcers and new promises, that outside investments go hay- will work. David George Plotkin
One well-known agent who has been wire, but a book, taken Internally, is the head, and John Sloan the as reported, as a result of Mrs. the joys and sorrows of a handful
publish
yen
to
in
the
the
characters living in that colorful
Others
associated
of
treasurer.
getting
spot
Rinehart
Only high
assisting certain of her clients is there to stay.
financially Is holding the bag for books are going to be advertised, relief activity are Fannie Hurst, her own things. It was formed by vicinity.
twenty grand, and tear-Jerking dis- with free display material offered to Carl Van Vechten, Hartley Grattan, the writer's son and John Farrar.
'Experimental Cinema' Resumes
courages future sales, so she cannot book stores for windows and count- Roger Baldwin, Malcolm Cowley When her contract with Doubleday,
After a year's suspension, 'ExperiDoran expired, however, she went
ers. Space has been scheduled from and Harry EHmer Barnes.
squawk. Anyway, to whom?
Organization Is now casting about over to the house as a gesture to mental Cinema' will resume with its
April 8 to May 6 with 'The BulplnArty film
interest
profifth
Issue in March.
kin.
She has no personal
A. P. in Ether Burn
ton of Blup,' by H. G. Wells; 'The for various means by which to
din- In the firm as such. Also mentioned journal is published in Hollywood.
Los Angeles Associated Press of- Kennel Murder Case.' by S. S. Van vide those much needed free
ners.
that Edgar Rice Burrough has befice is Incensed at the manner in Dine; 'Mutiny on the Bounty,' by
gun publishing his own things. He's
Chatter
which it Is claimed the local radio Charles Nordhoff and James Norbeen his own publishers for many
Romance of Insurance
Sherwood Anderson is with us
stations are stealing copyrighted man Hall; 'Forgive Us Our Trespasses,' by Lloyd C. Douglas' as the
news for their dally broadcasts.
again.
'Death in the Woods' is a
As a respite from dry text books years.
AnderSo far the A. P. men have been forerunners.
collection of short stories.
on insurance, the Underwriters
Getting the Slant
unable to get direct evidence on the
son is still editing his sheet in a
Publishing Company is getting out
The fourth and final volume in small town down south.
Here's a Chance
alleged theft, but intend to start
a book of fiction called 'Insurance
has
family
'Hcrries'
of
the
history
Issue
ready
to
getting
Bond Club
litigation If any Instances can be
'Viva Villa,' the story of Pancho
Contains a number of
Thrillers.'
by Hugh Wal
'Bawl Street Journal,' fictional
its annual
Insurance Just been finished
proved.
accounts of
Villa has been finally Incorporated
has gone off
News service Is pai'ticularly peeved burlesque of the 'Wall Street Jour- frauds, based on actual Incidents, pole and the author
In a biography by Edgcum Pinchon.
for a holiday, but it's
at one of the stations which claims nal,' and is offering $1,000 in prizes each written by a different author. to Jamaica
Earl Derr Biggers is issuing a
not a holiday from writing.
contributions to the number,
It is supplied by a national feature for
Charlie Chan omnibus book containEdition ot Insurance Thrillers'
In Jamaica he Is planning to com- ing five complete mysteries, or 1,615
open to all.
service, although latter organiza
will be a small one, as it's the be*
The annual will appear in May, lief of the publishing house that the plete a novel on modern London. pages of lurid crime. For adults
tlon does not furnish spot news to
l.s a priceless thing.
Perspective
and scribblers interested can apply book will appeal mostly to those In
tbe dallies.
only.
for instruction as to the type of ma- the insurance business.
Coming Mar. 8, Kathleen Norrls'
A Racket Itself
terial wanted.
Getting It Straight
'Walls of Gold.' Figuratively speakare appearing In
Advertisements
again
That 'Argosy' matter Is up
ing, of course.
Pint Size Charley
mags
pulp
cheaper
of
the
several
Travel
Atkinson to
Fact is that 'Argosy's' is one of the
Grossct & Dunlap are advertising
Deal whereby Bonl waa to pub- and Broadway scandal sheets on a
Brooks Atkinson, the New
J.
few remaining mags that still pays
a rodeo of western fiction with such
Pearl's "Vas You Dere, book explaining 'rackets within the
on acceptance, rather than publica- York 'Times' drama critic, is leav- lish Jack
authors as E. B. Mann, Roy Norton,
Sharley?*. Is oft, and Is now on the law.'
Book is published in Mil George B. Rodney and Lawrence A.
tion.
Checks are made out weekly ing for a trip around the world, to
through another publisher. waukee and for one dollar promises
for everything accepted up to Tues
be away about four months. Lewis stands
Keating behind the lassoes.
the severance of re- to explain in detail the various nuday of that week. That's for writers, Nichols will be first stringer In his No reason for
'Strawberry Roan' by A. G. Street,
lations, with the Bonis quite un- merous legal rackets whereby hunhowever, who have previously sold absence.
of which Harcourt Brace are the
With
overnight.
made
can
be
dreds
Nichols, a staff man, was recently happy about it.
publishers, was Inspired by a bottle
Argosy's' or any other national mag.
the Injunction 'Why don't you opChecks for new people, unless sub appointed d. e. succeeding John
of milk.
erate a racket of your own?'
Russ Culture
mitted through a recognized agent Byram, who resigned to act as play
Bernard Sobel has placed his
are held up three weeks, Just in case scout for Paramount.
novel, 'Indiscreet Girl,' with Ferrar
A course of sixteen lectures and
KIcmm on Herbert
a plagiarism or ^ome other claim
& Rinehart.
discussions on 'Culture and Cap!
American
the
Klemm,
Gu.stav
Missed a Step
pops up.
Reason for Wallace Smith's vatali.sm' is being given by the League
composer who wrote the music for
'Babies, Just Babies,' Macfaddon of Professional Groups at 232 Sev
cash from Hollywood is the novel,
Beth Brown's 'With Love A/Lone,'
sheet edited by Mrs. F. D. Roose- enth avenue. On Mar. 7 there will
'The Captain Hates the .Ship.'
On 'Forc-Hitchin"
the "Musical Observer'
won
which
Into
issue
March
its
merge
velt
will
The 'Christopher Publishing
Heywood Broun has weakened
be a talk on the pictures, with emcontrilnites a Victor HerHouse' of Boston announces a new the April publication accordng to pha.sls laid on Potemkin's work contest,
and hag written another book. Sibert article in the March 'American
novel 'Fore-Hitchln' by Thurlow circulars sent dealers. Ascribed to .Speakers: Lester Cohen and Normon
& Schuster have it.
Mercury.'
Weed Hoffmann. The custom of printing difficulties plus the fact man Warren.
Faith Baldwin will call her new
that Mrs. Roosevelt was moving her
•£ore-hltchin' is a prenuptial prac
novel 'JlRsaw.'
L. A. Sheet Sales Drop
tlce, still adhered to by the folk llv
address for the next four years or
Lorraine Steven.«), who is Albert
Meehan Resigns
Street sales of newspapers have
Ing In the hills twenty miles east o
so.
Payson Tcrhunc's .daughter, has had
dropped 33 '.4% In recent months in
Leo Meehan has resigned as edi
'College Humor' also passed a reHudson. The bride-to-be goes to
her nr.st story published.
and
Slxtlx
at
Corner
Los Angeles.
'Herald.'
live in the home of her fiance for a cent issue without Mrs. Roosevelt tor of the Hollywood
Maybe it's because of the hard
Wid Gunning now officially takes Hill, which formerly unloaded IS times, but William Alnion Wolff la
month before her marriage on pro for an excuse.
charge of all the Martin Qul^ley bundles, or 9o0 papers a day, is
•U. S. Daily' has stopped publicabatlon. Yes, In thin 1933, believe it
(Continued on page 55)
If six bundles are peddled.
now
lucky
coast.
the
on
activity
publicatioa
or not:
tion until times arc better.
Its

and

'Grone Again' Flannigan, who
himself the 'King of
calls
Bums,' had a notice posted in
the Writers' Club In Hollywood

A

.

.

—
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VARIETY

ffow

It

Affected Key B, O.

(CoQtinued from page 1)
value of money, and translating that
value only Into its Immediate pur
chasing power. Frozen funds, and
past credit ratings, of course, ac
counted for whatever borrowing
power or face value the amusement
seeker had; but those with any sort
of a b. r., or with good credit ratliig,
took the entire situation as' a lark.
It was reflected similarly by the
bonifaces in the restaurants, cabarets and speaks, if not actually at
the box oflice. In lieu of checks for
food and drlAks, many insisted
merely on a tab or lOU, rather than
abciept the Checks.
The theatres, came to attention as
one of the most certain spots for
liquid cash. They were besieged for
the cashing of checks or breaking
large bills. When the 60'si and
ftOO notes came out of the old sock
created a shortage of small cur
rency and a 10 or 20-spot was a
white elephant in some cigar stores,
etc., which couldn't break the bills
and had to compromise on the honor
system.
.
Liberal Credit All Over
.I>tew York's department stores, as
all over the country, broadslded
their communities with display ad
vertlsements. heralding the value of
charge accounts of their, stores,
These,, along with similar privileges
at the chain and neighborhood food

up
It

.

were taken advantage ot^
Naturally Xh» pop-priced show
commodities fared better than, the
expensive amusements save in the
class spots. '.Legits eased oif, but
reciuests for refunds were-stalled in
storesf

several

Instances,

particularly

all

through Saturday,, that the liquid,
cash had been utilized to pay off
cast and house staff salaries and the
rest was tied up. This was true In
the main.
Legits this week announced they would accept checks
for admissions.

**

The New York banking holiday
came almost without warning, with
decision reached by Gov. Lehman at
a.

all

m. Saturday

(4),

night parley in his

following

New York

apartment.
Several execs of big
fllm companies were reported stay
Ing up all night to get in line at
their banks early the next morning,
only to have lost the sleep In addl
tlon to a chance to draw out some
spot cash.

With a few pay

rolls tied up in
York, Publix h. o. not paying
Saturday (4) and Columbia able
to dig up only enough cash to meet
25% oi pay for some and 60% for
others, show people were left worrying whefe they'd e&t Sunday dinner,
In Mlchigtvn and Maryland banks
have been permitting withdrawals
to cover pay rolls.
Fox's pay off only in part at h. o.
Friday (3) created little more financial embarrassment among its personnel than was felt by most showfolk who had deposited their pay
check by Friday afternoon (3), unmindful that a moratorium was
coming on no notice_at alt.
Tabs and lOU's
Phones were busy all day long as
friends tried to put the bed on others for cash touches until the banks;
reopened.
Telegraph
companies
were snowed under handling wired
money orders. Those with credit in
hotels were taking advantage of
that.
Credit was also Immediately
extended in other directions where
sufficient cash was on hand, but in
view of the suddenness of the New
York moratorium, businesses and
Individuals
were caught shorthanded. Tabs were very much In

New

of^

..

Banking holidays crippled the na- order.
box offices all over the counr
Spe&k proprietors with large
try.
But unlike other industries,
bills, after plenty sweating Saturready cash, to tide over 'the bank
day (4), finally got theatre chain
vacations, was more readily created,
friends to change them into smaller
because' of the b. o. angle of a cashdenominations so
tion's

-

across-the-counter business.
In most of the country's theatres
everything is 'strictly on a cash
ba^is, but in many widely separatedcities and towns everything from,
farm produce to checks and I. G. tJ.'s
are being accepted.
In college towns identlflcation
cjirds of iinlverslty students gained
credit for admittance to theatres,
while houses all over the country
are taking f. O; U.'s. In each case
patrons are placed on the honor

system to some extent.
Old Roxy, New York and Fox,
Brooklyn, operated by Harry Arthur
as well as the New England Poll
chain on Arthur's orders Saturday
(4) started taking checks to cover
admission. Checks had to be drawn
for exact admission, no cash change
given.
In Los Angeles, the Paramount,
now under operation of Fanchon &
Marco, accepted I. O. U.'s and Fri-

day

they

could

do

business;
'Small' money was preferred iand a $20 bill became a white-'

^iephaht Ih some spots.

Never

In history

were

'

or

extended.

many

Itelatlveis

also

came out of biding arid tiiade up.
Some show -people were among
those who went to make up the
$220,000,000
reported
withdrawn
from New York banks- just before
the week-end. The wife of one of
the ranking execs In show biz drew,
out a lot of money Friday (3) and
was bawled out plenty for It. On
Saturday (4) the wife held out for a
new car and the right to make
decision's now and then on important matters.

Night life in New York over the
week-end, especially speaks, took
checks and I. O. U. tabs to cover
food and liquor.
Some of the theatres, making
night deposits so that very little
cash Is ever on hand, may get a
break through recovery of bills and

bills for

(3) on count-up had $-15 in such
promissory notes for the day.
In New York all theatres were on
a cash basis excepting the old Roxy. silver tomorrow morning (Tuesday)
Radio City houses and the Para- at banks when they reopen. Themount, regardless of what cash on atres In making night deposits usuband existed in box offices, were re- ally go in the following morning to
fusing to honor checks of theatre put through deposits, flillng out
employes or home office people as a slips, etc. That money was not deconvenience.
The Pararhount'even posited.
refused to honor a petty cash vouchSpeaks and Eateries
er drawn against house by a PubllxMore big show people and workIte.
ing regulars ate in Broadway beanA few houses as personal favors eries than on any Saturday noon
wei-e cashing checks for friends in the memory of the stem. There
which were not too large but not was plenty of dough, but It was as
many of these taken care of, either frozen as real estate. Even speak
by chains or indie operators.
proprietors refused to honor a check
Mainly In Michigan and Mary- for an old tab.
land, in the dmiEilIer communitiesi
Friday night most of them went
the
barter-and-trade
Idea
was to bed certain New York banks
spreading in every direction, includ- wouldn't close. But when Saturday
ing theatres. Iii order to keep things came and there was no one to honor
moving, picture houses were" accept- the usual drafts and the man with
ing produce, groceries or most any- the biggest pay check found himself
thing, including assignment of some- In the toughest spot.
thing or other In lieu of cash to pay
There were odd stories about exInto box offices.
ecutives drawing from $10,000 to
•New York theatres In some cases $25,000 yearly, having to wire home
were conducting business over the for a few cash dollars; another had
weekend by check.
Theatres with to spend the week-end with a total
accounts payable were placed in the of 60c.
spot of having to grlve out checks or
Oddest of all Is being personally
stall disbursement. Distributors for recounted by one exec who
started
the most part were planning to col- stocking his cellar with canned
lect rental in cash out of receipts or goods just in case.
In Postal money orders rather than
Pay Scaled to Income
take checks.
Scarcely had the New York bank
Fear of Robberies
moratorium been declared and folMoratorium will add another fac- lowed by the National Bank holitor to difficulties for the theatres. day, than the
film companies beThat will be in the danger of rob- gan taking pains to meet conditions
beries through Inability of box office in accordance with
curtailed intreasurers to make the usual daily come.
deposits.
Salaries were put on a percentFear In this cllrection mounted age basis of income by the
com'over tills weekend with virtually the panies,
while on Monday wires and
,

branches

7,
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buyen

Ely message evidently effective,
Milwatikee generally took the 14- showmen say, for lator folk began
bahk holiday 'decreied b'r Ldetit,^ cbmlhg downtown with fairly good
Gov. Thomas O'Malley with good*^ Sunday night attendance resulting.
grace, as did the rest of the state.
Although the original date for the
K. C. is Ditto
cessation of the moratorium was
Kansas City. March 8.
hardly had more than 3% their take set at Mdlrch 17, It is expected the
Script Issue by clearing house
banks will be open sdoheir.
in paper.
would relieve cash shortage if banks
Bank holiday camo at a bad time limited withdrawals on deposits.
Check-up of business since the
moratorium on the coast divulges for local theatres as several houses Public Is taking the situation calmly.
Were
offering
first
stage
shows
In
have
been
from
theatres
that Fox
Some distributors are notifying
10-20% off in gross, taking In the many weeks.
exhlbs in this territory that only
126 theatres now In operation.
cash will be accepted.
City management Is starting 10.Lincoln, Neb., Optimistle
20-40%.-.

Amount

gd'

Sunday' dinner engagetnents asked
fo;r

all

.

°

4:20

March

This Isn't stopph,Quito a few have been 10 pockets.
v*.*!^
and exchanges requesting the lat- accepted and, aocordlng. to Frank shows going.
ter to convert cash Into postal Merrltt, floaters hav9^ beeii m{s4Buffalo Cheery Enouoh
money orders for transmission to Ing. Prominent people around town
Buffalo. March «.
have used the I.O.U.'s.
New York.
Bank holiday Is affecting takingThe emergency required this as
Rltz Immediately upon closlnc^ of
Aim company Income is a revolving banks riiahed a tie-up with the only sllghUy so far. The Lafavetu
fo>r
examplo
Is
holding
strong and
one and must be kept liquid to 'Pos.t' for ah 'antl-moratorlum couassure continued production at the pon' good for jbwo admissions for betterinfir Its previous week wltK
around $7,000 contrasted to Iam
studio, not to mention the needs of price of one.
week's good $6,600.
distribution and general theatre exLarge corporations paid salaries
hibition.
Saturday wltt» part cash and part
Hub Panicked, Reassured
National Symposium
grocery, coupons on two large chain
Boston, March 8.
A national analysis of box offices stores.
Ri,tz Is accepting a few of
Announcement of bank holiday hit
is reflected In the following reports
these and starting. Monday five Wll- show biz hard. Decision
swatted
from the major keys up until 'Vaby houses will accept grocery tick- offices generally, though there box
riety* press time last night.
are
ets for admission.
The amount three exceptions. First
news came
taken In will be limited as Idea Is to Saturday morning, told
in smashing
Syraouas O. K.'s Checks
take in only enough to pay salaries. headlines, overriding even
InaugurM
Syracuse, March S.
In
Houses outside of Birmingham
and local big news, Including cyanEckel and Empire, operated by Alabama, Tennessee and Mississippi
ide murder. Public felt, panicky.
Skouras subsidiary, Central New were conforming to the usual methImmediate effect was on shoppers
York Theatres Corp., met bank holi ods o|; 4olnfir business Sunday. Scrip
for Sunday: dinner and other necesday problem by acceptance at box however may be adopted ,ln the.
slUes. Payroll money lacking .for
offices of checks drawn on local Wllby
houses dtirlng the wpek. Saturday. Fortunately, various
largo
Survey showed business Birmingham^ Is being used .as a test
banks..
concerns have staggered paydays,
ovQT week-end either up or normal town to see If the idea will work
which was beneficial. But for gener.
in Syracuse playhouses. The change profitably.
al. tollers,
Saturday
ghost walics
question was the most serious one,
raised ghost of depleted purses.
many exhibitors solving it by visitIndpls0ff2l(>%
Matinees hit, evening biz too.
ing local churches yesterday to take
Shortage
coin
felt almost every,
Indianapolis,
March
0.
plate
advantage of biUs for
collecWith only a 6% restriction on where. Hotels and restaurants goodtions.
Only one house, Rltz,. was
naturedly accepted checks for exact
affected by film companies.
No banic money, all spots were favor- amount
involved, or wrote It on cuff.
clieck order for pictures, burlesque ably filled over thfe week -end. ExBig bills wiere flashed in places, but
house dropped its preliminary fllm. teinded nioratorlum lb' expected to
affect bis plenty, however; at least change was lacking. Penny margins
program.
on
purchases
In market district and
20%.
many other stores were ignored.
In face of .tiio moratorium, the
And the Loop Likewise
SeyerAl major theatres had, as Is the
OhlOa now dark, will opein March
Chicago, March t.
custom, laid In supply of coin FriBanking holiday made the Loop 11, runninef foreign pics.
day. ,But most suffered. And had to
look like a Nevada ghost town Sat>
Two nabes letting 'em In foi scrape by the best they could.
urd^y. .and Sunday nights. Amone^ vegetables,, preferably cammed goods,
Downtown jammed with autos
the legits the Irish, Players 'v^ere a 9lri.pei6%. restriction on money.
Saturday ^evening.
But patronage
sellout Saturday, mostly on advancel
was generally off In the theatres.
sales.
Otherwise downtown was
Ej^ceptlons' were the ScoUay, with
Milwaukee's Charfle It
dea,d and houses half empty. Palace
biz
26%
above
normal
for day, due
Milwaukee, March 6.
usually eiarly capacity Sunday night
Most theatres reported business to outstanding show; and the legits
was very light. Chicago and other
off slightly Friday and Saturday, '(Queens Husband,' Plymouth, and
B&K houses likewise.
first two days oC moratorium, but 'Another Language,' Shubert. SellSunday excellent, due undoubtedly outs. But they would have been that
L. A. 25-40% Off
to announcement that banks would anyway,, because of excellent draw
Los Angieles, March 8.
open Wednesday under clearing and limited booking, both ending
Saturday business In the downhouse certificate scrip plan. .Big that night.
town area with the exception of bills
Firat. relief came Sunday night.
were being offered at box
the Paramount was off anywhere
Governor Ely, at Washington, l>road.
offices, most likely from hoarders'
from 26 to 40%. while neighborcast supper message, heard by staysafety deposit boxes.
Davidson,
hoods dropped 10-20% that ,day.
at-homers
for day.
His talk was
legit, with
Sunday downtown houses with ex- accepting 'Cat and the Fiddle' Is confld^hce, calculated to allay alarm.
checks or giving patrons
ception of the Paramount were hit
credit on presentation of their de- Massachusetts banks to be reopened
worse, close to a 60% drop. In the
partment store charge cards.Alt that soon, etc. payrolls to be taken care
case of the State It fell inore than
of. but with limited withdrawals on
Is necessary then is signature of
that, while neighborhoods' dropped
all other accounts.
ticket

were sent to

letters

entire natloa affected and cash-onhand In theatres and elsewhere piling up. Extra precautions are ex
pected to be taken for protection of
receipts by theatres as well as all
other business enterprises.

an

T^MiSflaj,

of checks offered for adat theatres was sui^risIngly low as It was necessary for
Downgivers to Identify selves.
town houses got bigger portion of
the chebks whole neighborhoods

mission

Was F-WC

day'

Embarrassed!

San Francisco, March 8.
State bank holiday left citizens,
tlieatres and business houses short
of cash and all currency tied up.
Over the week-end theatre biz fell
ofC about a third.
All naborhood
houses and the sole legit. Alcazar,
accepted checks. Fox-West Coast
took 'em, too, if signers could identify themselves.
Sudden closing created an embarrassing situation around F-WC.
Just before chain went Into receivership every cent, including petty

Lincoln,

March

Slight scale reduction to
bargain attractive.

$1.

make

Film exchange ruling no release
may hold up some

except for cash

was made up Into a cashier's shows but leniency Is
check and sent Into New York. Be- Theatre cashiers hitting
cash,

6.

Moratorium Saturday (4) had no
on the b. o. that day. Some
In fact had a 26% better take than
previous day. Shut Sundays here.
Safety deposit boxes open Monday (6) should also help. Showmen Intend to test reaction on
Monday opening and allow checks
for tickets bought In groups of two
or three where price approximates

000

pay

men

to work today (6) and will
in cash. Thls'll help all around.

effect

expected.
traction

I.

0. U. Printed

Form

Houston, March

8.

Theatres are accepting I. O. U.'s
In lieu of money during the moratorium. Scrip, In denominations of
five and ten cents, was sold by Will
Horwitz for his three second run
houses, and checks for admission
are accepted from anyone whoso

name appears In the city directory.
Andy Talbot, manager of the Majestic Theatre,

had

I.

O. U, blanks

printed for the use of patrons at
this house, and personal checks also

and telephone companies for change are accepted. Personal checks are
being accepted at- the former Pubturned down.
State playing 'Private Jones' an- lix houses. Metropolitan, Klrby and
houses had no dough. Change sit- nounced offering three adult ad- Queen. Business about as usual.
uation over week-end was particu- missions for $1.06 per bushel spuds.
Checks and Free Shows
House is after 60 bushels. To be
larly acute.
Mlnneapois, March 8.
peeled by soldier out front as pub.
Two loop theatres and a number
stunt on K. P. angle. Spuds later
New Haven's Scrip and I.O.U.'s
of
independent
neighborhood houses
given
to
charity.
New Haven, March 6.
met
the
banking
holiday situation
Bank liollday showed practically
here by accepting checks for the
no efCect to date as houses are acnewaric Expects Sreak
imount of admissions. The Minnecepting ch&cks and I.O.U.s. Under
Newark, March 6.
apolis Symphony Orchestra gave Its
extension It should do more damage
Little loss of business so far. Sunday 'pop'
concert free of charge.
to theatres, however. Week-end at- Three vaudeville
houses normal to Announcement that admsslon to the
tendance averaged as usual.
dark.
Newark still jammed but concert would be gratis was made
worse Is expected. No barter here. over the radio Sunday morning and
Even Confederate Money
the 6,000-seat hall was packed to
Cincinnati, March 6.
Boom Times in Denver
capacity with many turned away.
Show biz here has been lighter
Management of the orchestra stated
Denver, March 6.
hit than trade in general by the 5%
Banks' closings morning was no that the action was taken in view
payoff ruling effected by Ohio
banks.
Moratorium thus far, plus surprise. Many had looked for such of the fact 'that many patrons find
Lent, which Is always tough on action and seemed prepared. No of- themselves short of ca.sh.' The regamusements in Clncy, has sliced fers made by theatres t*. a'^cept ular scale is $1.10 top.
Sunday and Monday newspaper
box office receipts about 25%. Some anything but money, checks or
ads for the Lyceum, Shubert and
of this town's noted thrifty citizens I.O.U.s for tickets but less than IB
are producing long currency of requests for check service. It's not the Shrlners* Indoor circus at the
yesteryear.
An Albee cashier re- affecting grosses to any great ex- Auditorium carried announcements
that, during the banking crisis, perports that two would-be ticket pur- tent.
sonal checks would be accepted for
chasers offered Confederate money.
the amount of tickets purcliased.
Capital So Far O. K.
Hundreds took advantage of the
B'ham's ScrTp and 2-for-1'8
Washington, March 6.
offer over the week-end.
The LyBirmingham, March 6.
Tlie influx of inaugural visitor.'; ceum Is housing a roadshow enBirmingham scrip is being ac- wrecks any accurate estimate
of tli" gagement of 'Cavalcade' while the
cepted In various forms by prac- bank moratorium's
effects.
Com- Shubert is the home of the Balntically every house in town.
Em- mercial National bank closed the brldge dramatic .stock company.
pire, day after state banks closed, day before
payday. Result is people Despite this method of combating
offered to accept LO.U.'s for amount are scared
and all carrying dougb
(Conti.med on iiage 50)
fore check could clear, banks were
closed; New York was holding the
check and couldn't cash It and these

Mas
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VARIETY

ODD!

hside Stuff-Music

Dancers in the Sticb Getting Wise

Union Couldn't See an Organist Job

So Quickly

NBC program department Jammed over the use
drum rhythm In Ravel's 'Bolero' as the back'Dardenella.' Network held that the Ravel composition could
not be blended with another number and that Its copyright owner demanded that It be played intact or n^t at all.
Spitalny's argument was that a rhythm could not be copyrighted and
that the 'Bolero* drum obbligato was common property, as is a foxtrot
or waltz rhythm. Order to revise the arrangement came two days before the broadcast. Agency on the commercial, J. Walter Thompson,
elected to take no chances on running into a copyrlglit tangle and suggested that Spitalny yield to the network's viewpoint and eliminate the
•Bolero' rhythm from his 'Dardenella' an-angement.
I<ast week both the Radio City Music Hall and tKe Paramount had
•Bolero' presentation numbers. Previously the old Roxy and other Broadw^ay presentation houses staged the Maurice Rayel composition which
Is becoming the 'Poet and Peasant' of presentations.
Phil Spitalny and the
by the handman of the

Union heads of Local 802, of the
musicians* union deemed it odd that
Dick Weaver, organist, should connect for a Job only two days after
he enrolled with the union, so they
wouldn't let him accept the Job.
Figured he planted the Job before

ground tor

Weaver was
for the

RKO

elated

86th

St.,

as organist
New York.

Now
trying
Haven.
j.-,
.
.
straighten out the differenc es,

New
,

,

CBS

Asldiig

5

Hie Wire Chargi^i
New
CBS Is
up

peddling

its

broadcast pick'

facilities to the dind

and dance

spots calls for payment of

I

.

NBC

a six times a week schedule^ while CBS
a twice weekly broadcast.
Navy department is expected to follow up its radio edict with a ban
against Naval bands doing any concert touring or making .other unoffiIt

cial public appearances.

When Raymond Langley, of the British Columbia fttono company,
heme recently after a month's stay here his first American visit
in 28 years ^he took back a flock of master recordlnga;t>ade by Duke
Ellington, Mills Bros., Cab Calloway, Casa Loma orch aM Don Redman.
These disks will be pressed and sold only abroad.
The same artists when recording in America do so. (or Brunswick
chiefly, also some for Victor which are vended on the l)(cca and H. M;
v. labels, respectively, abroad.

—

—

New Hampshire

Legl^ture are going

Looks like the members of the
to add music to their law-making. They were surprlstJ to discover a
notice In the House Journal requesting "fell who can play. Instruments to
Join In perfecting a musical organization.
Metro is spotting a song, or snatches of a musical jtrain, In several
non-musical films such as for Joan Crawford as well aathe forthcoming
Jack Pearl and Ed Wynn flickers which M-G will mile this summer.

retary of the Treasury.

Los Angeles, March 6;
Jimmy Biddick's orchestra was
ordered off KHJ by the musicians'
union because he was not receiving
pay for his air dates, but doing it
Just to advertise his band,
Combo was playing two half
l^ours weekly and had succeeded in
grabbing seven dates through these
air appearances,

30c GINGER

ME

I

from the higher name levels, but
still mean something In the sticks,
Chicago, March 6,
Despite the World's Fair that will are now entirely dependent upon
then be In progress, the Edgewater these out-of-town pickup arrangeBeach hotel will open its beach walk ments. All they get from these
stands is usually a salary for themcafe this summer on the most eco
nomical basis of any previous sea- selves and railroad fare, the man^o"- Admission price of $1 after 9 agement assuming the rest of the

I

P'°-

Duke BUington's Zhiropean tour Is
^ ^
.
^
,
off following faUure of London and
Paris theatres to come through with

,

will

.

flailed

mit that the pickup thing is spreading but allbl It with an explanation that there Isn't enough consecutive business on the rodd to
make It economically possible for
a traveling band to exist. Nevertheless the sending cut of shows
with Inferior casts Is what killed
the road for legit.
With guarantees, and actual playing of the date after they ai-rlve,
uncertain few bandmen of name
standing, say the bookers, are willing to venture out with their own
units. In most instances, they aver,
the promoter or dance hall operator stipulates that all he wants Is
the known maestro because he'll
furnish a local musical unit.
The
angle Involved here is that the operator advertises this aggregation
as the leader's own orchestra. But
some of the danee promoters and
nite club operators are chaiy about
this procedure. Rather than take a
chance on having the customers
recognize local members in the
tossed-together band; they Import
musicians from soihe nearby town.
Several leaders who have slipped

Edgewater Beach Policy for Walk
This Summer

Duke,
European Trip Off

Because of the sharp drop taken by the Australian pound since the agreed upon adyance money. Houses
Anzac country went] off the gold standard, America,n miiaic publishers'^ involved admitted they couldn't
are collecting half of the guarantee coin from their Australian agents. raise this Ellington 16.600 weekly
That is, those publishers on this side who base their de&lti on the Aus- salary under the present rate of ex
tralian dollar.
change.
Ellington steps Into the
In making his quarterly payment to one of the pop moilc firms here, Cotton Club here this Thursday (9),
J. Albert, Sydney publisher and owner of a music store c^jjutbi, vn'ote that replacing Cab Calloway, who goes
it costs him practically |2,000 in Australian currency t<>. tend $1,000 In on tour.

U^S. money.

Again.'
Interested in the Miller publishing firm to the extent of

|

No C<Mn—No

sorting to pickup units for these
The reaction to this cheating

dates.

bodes no good for the touring business and Is already evident In a

6% com

mission by the band to the network's
band booking bureau. If the niterle
can afford to pay the remote control wire charges the network will
In commenting on the new rule put into effect by the New York mu- take that also, but If it can't the
sicians' local, preventing a band leader from rehearsing his unit during chain is willing to accept the comthe interim preceding the actual broadcast of the program without' pay- mission and forget the wire charge.
ing the minimum rehearsal fee of $6, the board expressed the following The 5% applies to units booked by
agents outside the network's band
opinion:
That If commercials were able to pay $6,000 salaries to comics, and department. So tax the chain has
|7fi^0 fees to continuity writers, there was no reason why band leaders had a number of takers, the bandis
'should try to save these same advertisers a few dollars on rehearsal jind their Indie bookers b'einir willing to cut in the network in order
'^osts if they were iso anxious to have a perfect musical broadcast.
to obtain a hookup ranging from 30
Navy Department's withdrawal of its band as an air attraction had to 60 stations.
the effect desired by the American Federation of Musicians, responsible
for the government's action. Both NBC and Columbia replaced the fea-

Dance fans are becoming wise to
a_pcactlce now common In the onenlghter field of name leaders re-

number of important localities.
Band booking organizations ad-

NO FREE FXPLOItlNG BY
BANDS IS COAST RULE

arrangement under which

Name Leaders

topical coin theme. It's called
'I'm Puttin' Money in the Bank

around 1100,000 grand is William H. Woodln, the new Sec-

Bands, Forgetting

for

Is Monday and I've Still Got a
Dollar,' their latest on
the

to

|

sonnel.

gave

accepted from Mike Cleary and
Moe Slgler, authors of 'Here It

Weaver worked around

Formerly,

•Monday quota.

ture, with studio orchestras.
had the service outfit on

Oh, Yeah?
Practically on the eve of the
bank holiday Miller Music, Inc..

enrolling.

Banking moratorium had little effect on the sheet orders taken in over
the week-end by the Music Dealers Service, Inc., and the indie Jdbbers
around New York. Orders tabbed for C. O. D.'ing and carrying a Saturday postmark, as far as the MDS was concerned, were over their usual
Although it will continue to- extend the usual credit to dealers coming
under this category, the MDS has no intention of letting up on the
C. O. D. group. Attitude here Is based on the theory that If the latter
are doing enough business to order replacements they must have taken
In the cash necessary to pay for their orders. The Jobbers are inclined
to a more lenient policy all around.
With few exceptions publishing houses that customarily make Saturday payoff day were without coin to take care of any jwirt of the per-

To Pickup Bands

^ "P®"*'

payroll.

be soda fountains.

Edgewater Beach has alw^^ys op^^^^^ walk on the prin

NON-UNION TOOTING

'ciple that waiters should be visible

In other One Member Expelled, Other Says
only when summoned.
Was Just Practicing
words, no pressure is put upon the
customer.
Irving Mills (MIUs-Rockwell) has
Los Angeles, March 0.
This summer ginger ale will be 30
retained Martin North to handle El
One member of Local 7 (Musicents a bottle, possibly a new low
lington's radio commercial affairs. price for a hotel of the Edgewater's cians) has been fined and expelled
North was previously with the Mc grade.
and another faces charges, both for
Junkln advertising agency In Chi
playing with non-union orchestras.
cago.
Ralph Greenfield, admitting he
worked at Solomon's dance hall with
Nautical Delay
non-union musicians, at $18 for the
week, asked for leniency but was
JOBBERS'
fined $100 and expelled. Roland
San Francisco, March 6
Bastian admitted he worked for a:
Only 8 of 10 Top Tun(^. Distributing
Oscar Baum is In Loew's Warfleld
friend In a non-union band at the
Thru MD8
(Fox) indef as conductor, succeed Egyptian ballroom,
Ocean Park, but
Latter Is hang
said he only did it for practice. The
Eastern sector Jobbers for the ing Walt Roesner.
ing. (iround here for a while in an at
local
has continued the Bastian
past two weeks have staged a tempt to dispose of his yacht before
case.
strong business comeback. It's due he heads New Torkward.
Unless Roesner picks up a baton
to a majority of the heMt 6heet sell
LOSES POINT
ers on the list of the flrst-JlO coming in the east he will grab a boat for
from publishing houses not die- Europe and a rest,
Albany, March 6.
tributing through the Music, Dealers
Paul Whiteman was denied a moService.
tion dismissing a complaint brought
•dttqit
^
BUSH
5^"
against him by Frank E^^. Graves,
Of the top 10 tunes only three]
Waterloo, la., March 0
local orchestra leader, by Supreme
are published by members of the
Carl S. Miller, Chicago, member Court Justice Schenck. Graves sued
MDS.—'Moon Song*, "Night and
Day' and "My Darling*. Latter two of a dance orchestra, was in a Whiteman several years ago for
hurry
from
Marshalltown
to
to
get
using
the term "King of Jazz," alcarry the Harms imprint and the
Ofll
leging that it encroaches on his
first Is from the Famous Music this point to play a dance.
cers interrupted the band at the own use of that title.
catalog.
Graves claims that he has played
Next best four after the top 10, engagement to pick up Miller who
syndicate posted a $50 bond on a larceny under that name in New England
eastern
according
to
charge.
since 191 B.
counter calls, are 'Oreen Hat', "Play,
According
to
the
authorities
MilFiddle, Play', Hockabye Moon' and
ler took a tire and rim from a
'Tou Must Believe Me*.
BEHIM
CAESAB
salesman's car at Marshalltown to
Arthur Behim, for years prof
make the hurried trip In his own
car. And on top of the $60, Miller manager of Harms, and latterly an
A. Don'ts
has to look for another tire, au- indie music pub before going into
thorities from Marshalltown taking radio, is back In the music biz as
the salesman's rubber back to him. general manager of Irving Caesar,
Hollywood, March 6.
Inc.
This songwriter- pub firm has
New rulings by musicians' Local
a third partner in Phil Adler, atABNHEDI IN
PIC
torney.
47 prohibits members from playing
Hollywood,
Behim's
March
last Indie pub venture
«.
with Joe Black and Roy Painter
Gus
whose affiliations have been can- been Arnhcim and his band have was bankrolled by Richmond-Mayengaged by Radio Pictures for er, the Jobbing house.
celled.
the current untitled Wheeler and
Engagements through Jean Melk- Woolsey musical, 'In the Red.'
eljohn, or Melkeljohn Bros., agents,
Music for the film was written
are also ruled out because they are by Harry Akst and Edward Ellscu.
alleged to have defaulted on pay°

BREAK

I

.

WmXEHAN

|

Melrose Bros. Music co. of Chicago holds the copyriglion "Easy Rider,'
the song used by Mae West in her 'She Done Him Write* picture.
Publisher claims Its property right in the number hii 3« years to go.

•,.

,

.

(

Mayer-MDS Request

TOO 1RED

for

Early Trial Is Denied

Max

Mayer's $1,260,000 anti-trust
Music Dealers Service,

suit against

and

Inc.,

have

Its

member

publishers, will

Owner

to wait in line for trial.

Richmond -Mayer music Jobbing house was so advised last Frliiay (3) by Federal Judge Knox
when he asked the court for a preof the

date

Mayer

in the request

'

clusive owner of
Music Co.

Richmond-Mayer

DISPOSES OF 2

Irving Mills, from Lawrence MuCo.'s catalog, has disposed of
Don't Stand a Ghost of a Chance'
and 'Any Time, Any Place, Any
where.'
sic
'I

Keit-Engel

has

tqir'^.i

—

'Ghosf

bought

and DeSylva, Brown
hn<j

6.

In

Holly^lod hills for over
eight hours, alsolost his Job and

those of his six lUslcIans.
Eddie South, i the Club Ballyhoo, hired a ho»^ for a Sunday
canter Into the fflthllls but couldn't
find his way b«k to the stables

Joining until 10: 30. p. m He was due at
were the 16 the cafe at 9, bi 'elt so tired that
he went home t(b'ed without noti-

defendant publishers.
Judge Knox informed the litigants
that the calendar was too crowded,
but that they could come back in
May and he would see what he
could do.
Day before Mayer appealed to the
court for an early trial he ret.iined
David A. Podell as trial counsel and
closed a deal with Maurice Richmond, the MDS general manager,
whereby he (Mayer) became the ex-

MULS

Hollfood, March

Bandleader whi lost himself

them thar

hearing.

ferred

of

.

Eddie South Strf* in Hollywood
Hills, and Ld»s Cafe Job

&

Henderson
•

•

••

mana^ent.
Band was cac.elled and South

fying the

brought before \9 musicians' local
non-appearance.
charges
o
Leader produce) ft letter from the

on

.

WITH

L

acadenjysUbstantlatlng his
exonerated, but
statement and
ments to members.
the replacing oiofestra remains.
No musicians are permitted to fill
engagements with the Mexican
opera at the Mason, or at the HipCalloMiy in Fla.
podrome, Burbank, Follies or Ma
Cab Callowa' ^lays a string of jestlc theatres without permission
six Florida ds^s pn a guarantee of from headquarters.
$10,000 for th ffrijup. Tour opens in
Miami Marc'll'and will take In
EL 6ABB0H BESUHING
JaclisonvilIe,rani)a and St. PetersRamon and Roslta are due to reburg.
Week afteFlorida tlxe band plays open the redecorated El Garron,
a colored hjse in Atlanta, the 81 New York, this week, with themTheatre, oi* guarantee of $7,500. selves as dancers, Georges Metaxa,
Combo alsokie to play a Saturday tenor, and Pancho's orchestra.
The moratorium, however, may
midnight sMy in the Atlanta Civic
riding

M

.

W-W

L. A.

CAFE'S

Am

COMBO

Los Angeles, March

6.

rispexf'SS.rVai

Ray Canfleld's Islanders, Hawaiian orchestra at KHJ, go Into the
I

Cafe de Paree afternoons
First time any of the local cafes
have tumbled for a straight air
combo.
Klapholz Arranging
Hollywood, March 6.
Ernest Klapholz is back here and
working at Metro.
He's arranging in the music de-
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I

u»'^w
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-
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hood theatres taking checks or mer-

HMUIBMliaiBll

chandise.
In small towns barter system In
swing, also straight LO.U.'s,

East

News From

Bank

of United States brings an
action In White Plains to probate
the win of the late Florenz Zlegfeld,
"Which had not been entered.
J.

Arthur Leve, named as executor and
personal attorney for BilUe
Burke, explained he had held up
probate action at her request. Bank
now becomes executor.
Claims
against the estate already filed in
White Plains include $900 presented
by a furniture concern and $1,337

also

I

the Dailies

full

where check system

Thii deparlment contaim retoritttn theatrical neivs items as published during the week in the
papers of New Yorkt Chicago, San Francisco, Holl]li»ood and London.
yariet}f takes no
credit for these neVfs items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper^.
dail}f

the Iron finger at the
1856, 1906 and 1933. Latter is by an of driving while Intoxicated follow- pointed
cashier.
author not named. Clyde Fitch did ing an automobile collision.
'The Truth,' which represents the
Sunday motion pictures were a
middle section. No one cares who
Mary
Miles
Mlnter
filed suit for
cars. wrote 'The Drunkard, or the Fallen
reality in Evanston. Illinois, but the
1170,000 in L. A. Superior court
Saved,'
against the Mortgage Guarantee Co. dlehards among the Sabbathlans
Mrs. Pat Campbell lunches with
and the Security-First National were still Jioldlng mass meeting and
denotinclng. ^Business was good.
John D. Rockefeller, sr., in Fla. and
'Three Cornered Moon' set for the Bank, alleging her home was sold by
raves about his poise.
Cort for March 16.
the defendents to satisfy a $75,000
note, of which only $1,126 was du6.
Offices
Ethel Barrymore obtains an order
Lillian Gahagan, Helen's sister, She asks that the sale be declared
from the Surrogate permitting her added to 'Trip to Pressburg.'
void.
to divert $2,700 from a $50,000 be(Continued from psige 48)
quest, from his grandfather to John
Attempt ot Dr. Jesso Citron to be the emergency, however, business
Jos. Schlldkraut headed for HolDrew Colt for his education. Says lywood
Sunday to fill a picture con- reinstated by the Calif. State Board was ott at both houses.
she has not the funds herself.
of Medical Examiners, after having
Amon^ the loop theatres, the ace
tract.
his llcensia revoked tor prescribing houses, State and Orpheum, were
Max Gordon gets Clare Kummer's
Producers and dramatists consid- narcotics to the late Alma Rubens, the most seriously affected by the
•Only With You,' but will hold it ering changes in fees and the ex- was unsuccessfuL
banks' closing. Due to lack of outfor fall production.
penses charged to the arbiter's ofstandiner boxoffloe attractions and
Brock Pcmberton, Marcus
fice.
Bessie Starr, aotresa, booked at tough outside
opposition, the theGroup Theatre may tour 'Success Heiman and Warren P. Munsell the L. A. City jail On suspicion of
atres were off to a poor start anyStory' this spring.
represent the producers, with Elmer driving while Intoxicated, following
way. The adverse financial develRice, R. E. Sherwood and Edward a collision with a police car.
opments undoubtedly aggravated
Ominous noise on the roof of the Chllds Carpenter at bat for the
Richard Dlx lined $10 by the U. S. affairs. It was estimated that the
Barrymore theatre Wed. night sent dramatists.
Customs ol&cera at the San Diego, banking crisis caused a drop of from
most of the audience to the street
Calif.,
airport when two bottles of 26 to 60% in Saturday and Sunday
Discovered someone had been tossReferee in bankruptcy for the
ing empty bottles out of an adjoin- Theatres Realty Corp., of Easton, champagne were found In his suit- business at the two theatres.
ing window, so play Resumed.
Pa., makes final report.
No assets case. Actor was returning by ajir None of the theatres accepted
from Agua Callente.
for the creditors.
personal checks. Strangely enough,
Ethel Barrymore goes back to the
the lower priced theatres felt the
Statutory charges against Sidney
road Mar. 16, opening is Springfield,
Juillard musical foundation slips
development only to a slight degree.
Mass. 'Encore' renamed 'An Amaz- $60,000 to the Met. opera, whibh Blackmer were dismissed in the The Century,
with a 40 cent top,
Conditional on Met. L. A. Munlciptd court when Judge
helps some.
ing Career.'
giving more chance to American Benjamin Sohelnman stated that if for example, ran only about |15 beTommy Gulnan, Tex's brother, singers. Met worried when ther re- the testimony of Berntce Bach, who hind the previous Saturday and
held in $600 bail for hearing next port slowed up other contributions. had accused the actor, 'were to be^ Sunday. Attractions at the house
believed by this court. It would open last week and currently were reCharge Is possessing
Tues^ (14).
'Cinderella's Brothers,' which has the door to the use of courts for garded
liquor, growing out of a raid 6n the
aa
of
equal
boxofflce
been on the way all season, to be purposes which smack of blackmail.' strength.
Park Av. club.
brought Into the Mansfield March
Mae Clarke and Phillip Holmes
Katharine Cornell charging eoc 16 by John PafCrath, Inc.
Columbue
Bad
Not
were seriously injured when the aufor autographs. Money goes to the
Columbus, March 9.
R. H. Burnslde will stage man- tomobile In which they were riding
Actors' Fund.
Weekend biz fairly good for pracage the benefit at the Met. March 26. collided with a parked car near the
actress's West Lob Angeles home.
tically
all.
Neighborhood houses
Roxy headed for Texas Wed. (1)
are ready to fold rather than acCentral theatre back to burley
to recuperate. Back about Apr. 1.
Inability of Charles Chaplin and cept swaps. Cash only being taken.
shows, bringing the strippers to
Lita Grey Chaplin to agree on the
Gene Solow quits Chester Erskln B'way to start it all over again.
terms of the $100,000 trust fund
ofilce to go with Etown & HenderPortfand Off
Mme. Jerltza presents the Mu- which the SMStor made for his two
son.
Portland, Ore., March 6.
seum of the City of New York with sons has caused his former wife 'to
Business dropping steadily but
file suit in. the L. A. Superior court
Bishop Manning again honorary an 18 -inch statuette of herself in to have the terms of the fund re- full effect of moratorium not yet
Will
'La
Tosca.'
of
later add some
pres. of Episcopal Actors' guild,
an'anged.
apparent.
Geo. Arlin, pres.; Rev. Chas. S. her stage costumes.
Mook, Otis Skinner and Grant
Withdrawals Helped Biz
RKO considering restoring the Frank Lawrence filed coypright
Mitchell, V. p.'s.
nudes ~Roxy tossed out of Radio infringement suit against Albert
Pittsburgh, March 6.
When Louise Groody couldn't be City. Figured on the interest ex- Lewis, writer, and Universal in
When baiitks here defied state
L. Ai Federal court, alleging that moratorium Saturday and remained
found for service in a suit brought cited in the banning.
Universal's
"Private Jones'
was open for business as usual, reckless
by a clG^nov, a Harrison (N. Y.)
Edward Anthony, who claims to written by his son, deceased, in colJudge ordered the process tacked to
'Bring 'Em Back laboration with Richard Schayer, withdrawals helped business rather
the front door of her home. Bill is have written
Alive' in collaboration with Prank author, who later sold his half in- than hurt. With closings, however,
$78.16.
Buck, suing for 2% of the film prof- terest to Lewis, the latter then dis- theatres look for definite drop. No
posing of the entire rights to studio. action planned yet, with circuits
Geo, Williams, Harry Busch and its, Brooklyn court.
waiting to see what happens and
Frank Bishop dismissed as co-deFranclne Larrlmore decides to
fendants with
Sam Kaplan In
Milan Roder, European composer, continuing to accept only cash.
become
a
director.
Maybe
proa
coercron trial.
Held that charges
awarded $3,600 judgment in his suit When clearing house scrip issued,
ducer,
too.
were not proven. That leaves 18.
in L. A. Superior court against the theatres will take this when, issued.
Trial halted Wed. (1) by illness of
estate' of Andreaa Dlppel for serv- People
generally Jovial, figuring
Jess Klgis, N. Y. newsreel pho- ices rendered in composing musical
Kaplan, but resumed.
tographer, hurt while filming the scores, for which h6 was to receive We're all in the same boat.
Norman Rellley Ralne back to Inaugural. Leaned over the side of $10 per hour.
Md. $76,000 Loss
Hollywood after premiere of 'Hang- the ship to parachute exposed negaHis hand struck by the protive.
Baltimore, March
man's Whip.'
Samuel Goldberg, burley producer,
peller and, several fingers crushed.
Theatre business in .state hurt
ordered in L. A. Superior court to
last
week
Phil Dunning back from Fla. va$26,000, this week estiJack Dempsey nicked for $378 by pay $5,000 damages to Victoria Vin- mated close
cation. Herman Shumlin, too.
to
$75,000 under normal,
a Brooklyn contractor. Judgment ton because he displayed a semifor work fixing up Dempsey's N. Y. nude portrait of the dancer in the attributable solely to bank holiday.
Marcel Strauss to stage 'Hilda
lobby of a main street theatre.
All show business admittedly in red
ofilces.
Cassidy' for Harold Stone and Boris
for this week. No downtown houses
Kaplan.
Arthur Shirley awarded a $10,000 accepting anything but regular curJoe Cook opera won't be called
'Gay Nineties,' but 'Hunky Dory.'
judgment in L. A. Superior court rency for admittance, but neighborFrederic Manthrop, English actor,
against HiUman Auto Loans, Ltd.,
given a year and a day for at•East River Romance' may come because of the loss of valuable films
tempted extortion. Pleaded guilty
in after all. Howard Inches dropped which were in the producer's autoto having sent a death threat letter
it, but another pro(lucei> has it.
mobile when it was taken from bis
to the wife of a N. Y. merchant.
garage by the loan company.
Will be deported at end of sentence.
'Champagne
Supper*
will
be
Dick Ferris, producer-actor, In
Will of late James J. Corbett read, brought to the Biltmore March 20
St. Vincent's hospital, Los Angeles;
but not ofSered for probate. Left by Peggy Fears.
physical breakdown.
all to Mrs. Corbett. who is named
George M. Cohan figuring a road
executrix. About $100,000.

by the Pullman Co. for private

Box

Bumped

'

,

.

.

is out.

Some

small theatres taken down admission signs and replaced with signs
reading, 'Pay what you can during
bank holiday:' All exchanges have
sent notice to exhibitors no checks
to be accepted for films.
Local theatres paying off acts and
help In ceish out of receipts and
most of them have been paying
dally to avoid large amount of cash
lying around.
Prov. Provident
Providence, March 6.
Business over week-end unusual*
ly bright, despite moratorium; 76%
of pay rolls met Saturday with cash
on hand.
Louiaville 60% Off
Louisville, March 6.
In history for box
Theatres will do well

Lowest week
offices here.

get 60% average figure.
No
barter arrangement as yet Saturday and Sunday felt holiday most
to

Wednesday and Thursday,

first

two

days of the local moratorium, business only slightly

offi.

16-20% Drop

Seattle's

Seattle,

Lower

March 6.
15% by

price theatres hit

moratorium; higher 20%.
Auto
show, closing tonight hurt 36%, but
successful 26,000 admissions eross*
Ins $9,000 Is 40% under last year.
Detroit

76% Normal

Detroit March 6.
Local theatres partially recovered
for moratorium bis okay at all first
run houses over week-end, running
about 75% normal at Michigan,

Downtown and

Fox.
Scrip not being used with this

week the

critical one.

dise exchange

No merchan-

yet

SETTLES BUBN SUIT
Suit- brought by Vera Casswell of
'Honeymoon Lane' and other shows,
against a New York drugstore for
$26,000 for sale of a skin lotion
which seriously burned and scarred
her face, has been settled out of

court
Miss Casswell sued the Tallamans drug store, which was alleged
to have suggested a skin preparation when she came In to fill a prescription for something else.

'

LAW ON FEMHE PANTS
Minneapolis, M&rch H.
Wearing of trousers by women in
public a la Hollywood, Is barred by

ordinance here, the police department has been advised by the city
attorney's office.

Penalty Is a fine, not exceeding
$100 or a workhouse sentence not
exceeding 80 days. The police are
prepared to enforce the ordinance.
Musician a Suicide

M.

Indianapolis, March 6.
Drummond, age twenty*
two yecurs a mu-

S.

four, for the past

sician with the Charlie Davis band,
ended his life Friday (3) by inhaling gas in his apartment.
He is survived by his widow and

one daughter.

NEW YORK THEATRES

Police after nlte clubs on complaint that minimum charge and no
couvert is a gyp, though most night

clubbers know the rules.
Nicky
Blair, of Paradl^ cabaret and Jas.
Lally of the Nut Club in the tolls.

Janet Reade back from the coast.
Tells reporters that Walter Batchelor is welcome to as many divorces
as he wants, but he can't have the
dog.

tour for 'Pigeons and People*
N. Y. gets tired.

when

Gilbert Miller goes west to make
a picture and lands Helen Hayes,
Edna Best and Herbert Marshall for
stagfe plays next season.

Chester Erskln and Milton Shu-

later.

National Open Air Grand Opera

Polo Grounds.
promoting.

Alfredo

Salmaggi

Albertina Rasch out of the hosand readying a recital for

pital

April along with her stage work.

BETTER

in

Broi.,

Charia*

Tin.

'Sllia'

Add., Flylii Hirtchlnwa'a, Otha.

blln.

Midwest

Polly

On

Coast
Income tax liens against Gloria
Swanson and Lew Cody, liarge the
actress with owing $40,<12o on her
Income tax of 1931 and the actor
<

Complaint issued
cipal court, against
charges the actress
pay the Seashore
?165 Judgment.

Ltd.,

He

cruelty.

said

...

^
B

wife

his

spanked him with a slipper to make
him stop practicing on his comet.
Three bandits removed Jewels
and furs to the reported value of
$36,000 from Texas Gulnan appearing in a Chicago nlte club.
She
offered the boys $1,000 cash to for-

MKW POUCT

Add.

^

writer,
jail

of $10,000

Fire destroyed 21 thoroughbreds
on the farm of Otto Lehman near
Chicago. It'g the same family as
the Lehman estate that owns the
Majestic theatre there.

booked at

on suspicion

was demanded.

Loew's State,
in

the

till

St. Louis,

when a

lone

had

$65

bandit

AttTM.,

On
LEE

JOAN CRAWFORD

"BROADWAY BAD"

TRACY

mo 86
Wed.

!

'Today

Wa

Nuptials

Albany,

RKO

N.

10

TOM MIX

6.
J.,

Palace, has resigned and left
San Diego, Calif., where he is
marry Louise Hansen. Miss Hansen operates a music and dance
school at San Diego.
She is a dancer, playing in 'Paramount on Parade,' the 'Vagabond
King* and others. Koury expects
to locate either in lis Angeles or
for

Maroh 8 to

OTHER WOMAN"
and

March

of Cranford,

fh ST.

to FH.,

TWO FEATUBES

LIm'

f"NO
CroH Country

Bzolarivel/t

wHh BICABDO OOBTBZ

ScToad

SPlTOJ
Coming,

PlotwM

JOAN BLONDELL

BUBO

(Baron Munebauten)
"Sharlla"^ Hall

Cliff

8tr..t 8lnBK
ARTHUR TRACY.
MILTON BERUE

get the furs but they wouldn't.

a

for merchandise.

Tiffany Thayer,
American Repertory Theatre to
tage" a cyclft of. three j)Iay8 dated the .L.A. County

Byron Putman of Wheaton, Ilgot a divorce on the grounds

linois,

Jeremiah Flynn, 35, owner of the
in L.A. MuniPicardy Club, at present closed,
Marie Prevost, was
Ranwith falling to som kidnapped in Chicago.

F. H. Tripler Co", filed complaint
in the same court against Grant
Withers, charging actor failed to

pay $268

With

Rex Koury

Patrol,

th*

JACK PEARL

of

SHOW^RKO!

'SECRET OF- MADAME BLANCHE'
On 8t«g«, Km Murray: Win. Hall.
MowanI

ured.

Feature

with $559 for 1930.

Co. formed to give performances of
'Aida' In 24 cities this summer,
starting with N. Y. in June, at the

On tlic^Bcrean
IRENE DUNNE

herself

owns a

pay

ALWAYi A

dam-

duce plays.

member

to

$1,600

bert from Haymarket, Ltd., to pro-

Thompson, actress, killed
by gas poisoning in her
Workmen Invaded the Zlegfeld apartment in N.Y. Sunday aftertheatre last wfeek and are remaking noon.
the house for the Locw circuit.
Philip Miller, of Annapolis, who
picture theatre and is n
of the legislature, announced that all patrons would be
welcome at his theatre during the
banking holiday. No. I. O. U.s of
bookkeeping, but' all on their honor

Ann Corday awarded

ages in L. A, Superior court. against
Arthur L. Gross, which closed the
$50,000 suite the actress had filed
against Gross and Joseph Tanner
for injuries received in an auto collision in which the defendants fig-

in

"Hidden Gold"

ON
moaistn. BROADWAY

to

Hollywood.

I

Wed. to FrL,

BCareli

8 to 10

IRENE DUNNE
im

"NO OTHER WOMAN

I

Taesday, Nareh

TINES SQUARE

7, !W3i3

No

Fleet at 'Frisco,

TRISCCS ADDITORIUH

Dice

BURNING SHOWMEN

Boston, March

Gobs Indulge

dance

liOcal

in

dling to nil, advertised |E bills
to be awarded to lucky patrons
on a certain night.

Not a eouple showed

up.

Ks AH

SpiHs

to

Sympathetic

WorU

OGIES TO LAWES)
around $1,000,000.
Open Letter
Everybody got their share from
Dear World: Tou folks of the outthe sidewalk pitchmen and ladies of
side world probably don't know what
the evening to the class hotels and
goes on Inside these big walls.
night spots where the officers did
Many of you have never been sentheir playing.
tenced to the Roxy pile. Last FriIn the downtown section, the faday I lost my name and became a
miliar sailor uniforms permitted the
number.
.a number flve-a-day and
boys to get away with murder, It's my privilege to be
to let
though there were few complaints everyone In on the low able
down. The
registered.
Warden, Harry Singer, is a swell
Gobs spent most of their money fellow and so Is the P. K. (Principal
Sn the theatres, all of which did a
Keeper to you musgs) Jerry Franks.
banner week. Stores came next, I
was only in for one show when
with the sailors on a buying spree. they
of

PARH

The Saturday Nite Boys at the
Friars are going into action again
will throw a giggle party March
26 with Ben Bernle the guest of
honor. The 'old maestro himself is
returning from an extended stay in
Chicago to play dates around New
York. Jack Benny will be m.c.
Members of the Friars were given
the privilege of cashing checks in

and

amounts up to $26 and $30, indicating an improvement In the club's
finances since It was recently reorganized. Understood that other
clubs were also cashing checks for
members, same going for speakeasies, some of which had stacked
up coin in anticipation of the bank
closings.

Fites

Hollywood, March 6.
Local merchants have protested
the granting of a permit to F. H.
operation of a corn
the
Babcock for

Hearing
in Hollywood blvd.
has been set before the police commission tomorrow (Tues.).
Merchants claim the game Is
gambling, and as such should not be
permitted In Hollywood. Babcock
In turn Insists It Is a game of skill,
end as such Is eligible for operation.
Corn and tango games have been
banned at L. A.'s beaches for the
past two years. However, they have
run wide open, with cash prices offered, at the beaches not under 1,. A

game

police Jurisdiction.

They Win, They Lose
Mexico

City,

March

6.

Federal government has figured
out a new tax on horse racing. An
American owner arranged to ship
his steed back to the U. S. A. and
was presented with a bill for $6 by
the fed agents at Agua Callente.

venture that the opera season
for next year will stretched to 10
weeks. However, between the opera
first

Hollywood, March
Picture

6.

who did
side for a
at
Saturday to

technician

some work on the

new speakeasy turned up
the drink joint on
collect the $200 due him.

was

He

come back Mon-

told to

day.

On his return he was handed
$80 In nickels, $60 in dimes, $50
In quarters and the remainder
in pennies.
That was the slot

2 CRinSE BOAT CASTS

GET

AU

AWAY FROM

A

Awaidng

CHUKG FLASHES

Barred

raps.

where

By

It's

I

was

much

easier.

that I mean, nobody bothers

you, not even the audiences.
get all the papers and If you're

We

make you read the
'Inquirer* on Sunday.
Of course
even with all the concessions granted me I often wonder what goes on
up and down Broadway. I sit in my
cell, 24, and thoughts wander to the
•Variety' office and the boys who
have committed far worse crimes
than T, but still retain their freedom.
Through the ever loving grape-vine
system I 'manage to find out a few
things. I found out that Milton Berle

not good they

Is

a big

hit at the Capitol
we're all doing well.

which

means
That WInchell and Bernle were
in a huddle at the Richman Club
but Walter

If

needs. New auditorium, they contend, is opposition.
Building, seating 3,600, was completed several months ago and
opened successfully with twc* weeks
of opera.
So successful was the

.

given to understand that if you behave yourself
for a couple of weeks here they
transfer you to Pox's Brooklyn

Corn

Speak Payoff

HoDywood

bum

HoUywood

Of Big Business Almost Overnight

machine take over the weekend.
seasons, city will rent the theatre
building for a sum reported as low
as $400 per night.
So far, building has been used
for fi-ee broadcasts, amateur productions, and now a deal is on for
IT
an indoor circus similar to the
Shrine trick In Los Angeles.
It's
all
very annoying to the
Ocean liners are losing plenty on
showmen who feel that It's okay for cruises to the West Indies, but
the city to operate as a municipalthere have been few cancellations
ity, but when it branches Into the
show business, perplexing enough and the sailing schedules are being
made a trusty out
me at present, that's going too far.
minimum of 400
maintained.
which allowed me to go to Dave's
passengers is required to pay opBlue Room for dinner. The rest of
erating costs and the boats are
the mob eat the food Inside which
the Inmates cutely call the Fanchon
Beer Spots
averaging but half that number.
& Marco 'Roast Lamb' Idea.
An exception is the Mauretania,
In all fairness to myself I want to
Modification favorite of vacationists.
state that I did nothing to cause my
Two cruise boats sailed Saturday
confinement.
I was
framed by
Aboard
(4) both carrying shows.
Charlie Morrison and Dannie WinkHollywood, March 6.
the Mauretania are: Georgle Price,
Plenty of ambitious plans being m.c, Bernard Granville, Dagmar
ler to say nothing of Bob Goldstein,
a stool pigeon for the Joint. They got formed by various groups anxious to Nordstrom, Lorraine Manners, Slegme In a weak moment early one open beer gardens here as soon as freda Nordstrom, Ben Halpern,
morning at the Club Rlchman and I the suds become legal. Most prom- Carolyn Henderson, Palermo Mario,
went for it. Not only myself, but the inent among the planners are sev Lou Lazarln, Ruth Corday, Claire
entire company at the Club. When eral syndicates now In the racket, Lee, Richard Stuart.
and desirous of remaining active
it came time for the trial, I took the
Aboard tVie Georgle: Eddie Smith,
rap while Morrison and Winkler when it becomes legal.
Mabelle Farrar, Mary Lou, Marjorle
Among the spots mentioned as Lane, Jean Francus, Carlos Colwere entertaining in their so-called
offices at the Park Central. You call potential seml-lnclosed or open-air letta, Carl Gardner, Stephanie Wald,
growler grottos are Hollywood Gar- Jill Rainsford, Sylvia Loew.
it offices but I call it love.
The hours aren't bad at that. Up dens, a miniature forest next to the
at 11 and on the stage at 12 and stay Marcal theatre; a spot back of the
there till 11 at night. This sounds Hollywood Plaza hotel, and a big
DR.
IRE
tough to you folks of the outside site on WUshire boulevard, near
world but once you get used to it Rossmore, which is one of the art
Femme Chinese Surgeoni Prominent
you can do It on your ear. The stage eries Into Hollywood. Everything
with Film Mob, Anti-Jab
doorman Is a lifer and a great guy, hinges on the date of modifl«atton
In fact that goes for the entire crew.
San Francisco, March 6.
The prison band under the direction
Dr.
Marguerite Chung, famed San
Marriage
Stage
of Irving Klaiss are all high cla.^
Francisco Chinese surgeon. Is orboys who are doing their bit through
.

TO GREET BEN BERNIE

6.

ment.

By

FRIARS' GIGGLE

San Francisco, March

Since the city of San Francisco
into the show business and
built a war memorial in the form of
a $4,000,000 opera house in the Civic

went

City already had a civic auditorium which, according to the showmen, was ample for the city's opera

a

weeks, dropped their anchors In the
Golden Gate last week, disgorging:
Jack Osterman
96,000 sailors with a month's pay In
TWEJNTT THOUSAND TEARS
their pockets. Estimated total spent
IN THE ROXT. CWITH APOLt>y the gobs In their week stay was

Bootleggers got their share as did
the hotels where the personnel of
the fleet got into regular beds minus
the sea roll.

Jigsaw Puzzles Reach Proportions

Center, regular showjnen here have
been frowning at the local govern-

Inmate of die Roxy
San Francisco, Mcuroh 6.
Combined Atlantic and Paolflc
fleets, which have been playing war
on the Pacific for the past three

la holding out for
to play that week provto this writing W. W.
thinks there's going to be

still

more money
ing that up
still

money some

place.
By the way,
of tliose $10 bills?

whatever became

The Warden

of the

SI

6.

dwin-

hall, biz

VAglETY

Roxy

doesn't

By Canadian

Statute

ganizing flying and medical units
Toronto, March 6.
which she will take to China to opParents and police stopped the
pose
the Japanese. Dr. Chung, well
first attempt of any Toronto theatre to stage an actual wedding known to people In the theatrical
ceremony as a special attraction and picture profession, has 16 former
when both descended upon the Roxy army and navy aviators already in
She plans to B^nd
theatre and declared Illegal the In- her air unit.
:ended marriage of Jessie McFadden them overseas within the next 30
and William McCarl, both 18. Event days.
Dr. Chung, an American-born
was to take place at 12:06 at the
midnight show and exploitation Chinese, has one of the most elabcaused the posting of the S.R.O. orate offices in the city. Place is a
meeting
spot for picture names
sign.
Everything was in order when a when they come north on a vacapolice quartet turned up. Both par- tion. Most of her patients are OcShe Is aJso personal
ties were in formal dress, bride cidentals.
complete with bouquet and trailing physician to several Hollywood stars
Marriage Act here forbids and execs, making the trip between
veil.
L.
A. by plane. Recently,
Frisco
and
ceremony between 10 p. m. and 6
she was tested by Metro for the
a. m.
Manager Abe Appleby made a part of the woman doctor In 'Son
curtain speech telling what had Daughter.' Following the test she
happened. Eleven people marched turned down the offer. She Is one
of Greta
out to the box office and demanded of the few intimate friends
Couple were Garbo.
their money back.
married next day at the bride's
home, without benefit of footlights.
The groom has a furni.shed flat and
a Job.
Kathleen Burke, winner of Paramount's Panther woman contest, to
Car Loan P.C. Shrills Glenn Rardln, photographer, in
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Los Angeles, March 6.
May Scrlbbens, non-pro, to Buster
Along with salary slashes and
at Ensenada, Mexico, Jan. 8.
other types of cuts now prevalent, Keaton
divorce from Natalie Talthe auto loan agencies are falling Actor's
will not be final In this counmadge
over each other in an effort to lend
until
August this year.
try
dough on ca,r security for 6, 8 and
Medwln to Harold
Gertrude
10%. This Is heavy news In this
neck of the woods where everyone Zeltner, New York, date unspecified.
owns a car, even though he may She is a showgirl. He In a ticket
of 'Wireless* Louis
son
and
broker
breakfast.
not have the price of
Loaning outfits formerly got as Zeltner.
high as 40%, including charges
Rosemary Zelscr, non-pro, to John
tabbed against the loan ahead of the Stuart Peters. Feb. 28, in Hollywood.

MARRIAGES

broadcast which Is a novelty but he
allowed me to run over to CBS Sunday and give out over tlie air for
Owner was iadvlsed that new levy Jocur Waveset whieh was very nice
Is 6% of all purses won by the gee- of him.
gees on the Lower California turf
Read in Yawitz's column where
merry-go-round, and he was told the Ritz Brotliers are helping
that if he didn't settle the account Sophie Tucker forget Lackey, but
his pony would be confiscated. Rev- who can we get to help us forget
enue agents explained that horse the Ritz Brothers? (Only kidding
had copped $100 in a sprint; there- boys. It's tough getting material
fore six bucks.
Can't write
within these walls.)
First time such a tax has been much more as all outgoing mall Is
levied on racing in this country.
censored by the 'Variety' editor, and
make him
having
to
there's no use
cut out too much. After a week in interest.
Detroit Coffee Dan^s
the great indoors you have no idea
how I long to .see the wife and kidDetroit, March 6.
Ira W. Wolfe, formerly owner and dle. They've taken the whole thing
Mr. and Mrs. 'Sam Neufeld, daughsolopor.itor of Coffee Dan's in Los An- bravely and Siav.e been little
Father is a
In their hearts they know ter, Feb. 26, Hollywood,
golos, lias become manaRlng direc- diers.
and picture director.
tor for a similarly named spot here. I'm innocent but I said I'd do it
Aims to Introduce the self-enLer- I'm going through with it.
A Career for a Buck
It's been a great lesson to me and
tainment Ide.a wbieh made the Ij. A.
Birmingham, March 6.
and Frisco ro.-^orts popular. Own- take it from a guy that means It. if
A now type of correspondence
My
straight.
ers are Mrs. Florence Pehemel and I ever get out I'll go
has popped up at Greensboro,
school
cell mates, Francis Faye, Dolores
Kenneth Morgan.
Ga. E. L. Butler has been advertisPassports being Issued which Farrls and Florence and Alvarez are
ing In country newspapers a corcarry a rebate check for 20c on any doing the same stretch I am, so look
respondence course on how to beunthey
when
celebration
big
for
from
a
comes
one meal. Passport idea
us out to come a politician.
the. sales rtrgumont that the Span- lock the gates nnd let
This information he is offering for
ish atmosphere is like a trip to a starve in the open.
.sale for the price of one buck.
ARE YOU READING?
foreign country.

BIRTHS

Groom

Is

the

brother

of

Carole

Lombard.

Some Idea of the importance to
which the jigsaw puzzle has grown
almost overnight may be found in
the fact that the last issue of the
'American News' house organ has
five full page ads for as many Issues.
Only three other full pages
are used. In Its reading pages the
sheet devotes a page to the puzzles
with two Illuminating stories of
volume

sales.

The first tells of a Canadian
dealer who advertised a contest In
the newspapers. He sold SOO copies
even before the contest opened.
southern dealer put two small col-

A

ored boys Into his window to work
out a puzzle. His sales were- 585
puzzles In" two weeks.
The other day the newspapers
reported the theft of BOO copies of
a puzzle from a sigle nevvsdealer,
and this was only one Issue. The
stand displays a do^en different Issues, many of them appearing In
new form each week.
There are about a dozen such
periodical Issues, with most of them
coming out each Wednesday. In addition there are scores of single Issues which have. not yet become
periodic, but which seek the longer
life

of

an undated

Issue.

Film Star Jigs

One

of the most recent Is the reproduction of the colored cartoon
on the front page of 'Ballyhoo,' and
another is the Eddie Cantor puzzle.
The Fawcett company recently
put out a puzzle with an oiler of
side Issue
$600 for the best title.
Is that the names of the winners
win be printed in one of the Fawcett publications. Another concern

A

puts out a double puzzle, with a line
cartoon on one side and the usual
colored picture on the other, tossing
In a cross Word puzzle as boot. Still
another issues two puzzles for the
two-bit price, splitting the traditional 'More than 800 pieces' Into
two 160 piece sets, which are
smaller and take up less space on
the table.
A Brooklyn concern offers to
make up the purchaser's own puzzle from any photograph and paste
it on the back of a regular puzzle
in colors, while a somewhat similar
offer is made to enlarge and cut any
submitted photo for 98 cents. The
big Idea :.ere is to get one's own
mug and ship It either to a dearly
beloved or someone who'll rage
when he laboriously works on the
assemblage only to find It's someone
he detests.
The Crime Club and Grosset ft
Dunlap recently' came out with bobtailed novels which leads up to the
climax, with the solution to be
found only on piecing the puzsde together. Not to be outdone, another

concern prints a mystery story on
the back of the box in condensed
form.

De Luxe Editions
Simon
Schuster have an Issue
of large puzzles which sell for too
much money to make the news
stands, where the quarter price is
regarded as tops, but the 60c puzzle

&

Is now being displayed on some
stands as having a chance with the
more affluent patrons. These are
slightly larger than the lesser priced
Issues and printed on thicker card-

board.

Jigsaw puzzles are no

novelty.

They were a virulent craze back In
1909 -'10, when they were mounted
on wood. For a time they swept the
country, selling for around $l-$1.6t),
though examples of fine cutting ran
up to $10, and affluent experts
spoke learnedly of the 'cutting' of
this or that artist, much in the
manner In which they speak of the
genre of an artist. Many claimed
to be able to spot a particular sawyer without the box for identification.

The

craze

finally

tapered

off,

though they never disappeared from
the counters of book and toy stores,
with a standard price of about one
cent apiece, the

150

piece puzzle

selling at $1.60 with $3 for the 800
Gretchen Wilson Smith, non-pro, piece set and plenty going to $10
to John Randolph Hearst at San for the 1,000 piece set.
Simeon, Calif., March 5. Groom Is
The craze on the wood versions
son of "William Randolph Hearst.
started to pipe up about a year ago,

Helen F. Collins, non-pro, to
Louis Brock at Hollywood. March
Croom is a producer at Radio
4.

but the price was too liigh for most
libraries rented puzzles at

and the

26 cents for three days.

Then some-

one conceived the idea of using
cardboard and a cutting press.
Lithographic plants work oversigner, to Charles
been spent
Angeles, March 3. Groom Is in radio time and thousands have
on cutting presses, the cost returnwork.
Frances Waiie to Norman Bel ing In a few weeks as editions as
been turned
Geddos, New York, March 3. Bride high as 250,000 have
out of a single Jig.
has been assistant to the designer.

studios.

Alice Louise

Camp,

film studio deB. Ganz in Los
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Broadway
By
Beer

Is

still

a quarter.

1

aroi'.n-.l.
t-!-:'

Cohen trying

r.iy

to

figure

tlUJK'.T out.

McManus

Flil^ii

Is

buying

lur.c;.CL5 .'igaln.

OiV.
In

of

John Golden now high

Lincoln hotel.
Earl AVingate hopes to
other trip to Bermuda.

up

The Ritz
the Waldorf.
dansant came out second

mu.st be getting
columns
globe-trotting
finally, one country that
he likes, Egypt, particularly the
Shepheard's hotel in Cairo. That's

LoBdon

trating

old

Roxy lobby as

the columnist-

Ost wrote a prop colhis dally contemporaries which was good buUder-

lumn

logrolling

upperlng.

Adrlah Fair to do her

first

'S'

concen-

England

to

ing for 36-story hotel, which will
lake two years to complete.
Leon M. Lion first London theatre
manager to Introduce the two-for-

broad-

cast.

Wilson. Kepple and Betty ofT to
Slate

brothers

off

to

Paris

one ticket Idea.
Being tried for
Monday matinees at the Garrlck.
Scottish Highlander playing the
pipes in London streets, an4 with
money collected pays tax on property he owns at Dunkeld, Scotland.
Old Vic and Sadler's Wells theatres running combined charity show
at Covent Garden Opera House, to
pay off part of reconstruction debt.
Mrs. K. Haxby-Kendle operating
tour of 'Jonah and the Whale' is
spiritual
goes
healer,
to
and
America for lecture tour In spring.
Ambassadors' theatre management dickering for 'Two Living and
One Dead,' Norwegian Book So-

on

flying trip.

Madge Tltheradge recovering from
throat operation.
Charles Glore's father just passed
away In Palestine.

Pitchmen on the Square were
peddling copies of Secretary WilEddie Darling planning European
liam H. Woodln's march composition while the Inauguration was on. trip In the Spring.
Tin Pan Alley called the piece a
All Americans here Joining the
symposium of all the marches.
'London No Hat Brigade.'
les.
New Chateau Internationale, Will
Ciiarlie O'Reilly was among New
Payne, Jennings and KlUig now
York's tophatters at the inaugural Oakland's swank nltery of five sole owners of 'Ballyhoo.*
with variegated nocturnal
floors,
ceremony.
Bobby May collecting his birthday
Hcni-y Bergman and Tom Phillips divertissement, off to a good start
teaming for what they say is a following the Jlmmle Durante musi- gifts from the Fosters' office.
cal's premiere, and with the M.P.
'Chu Chin Chow,' longest warnew type of act.
time run, to be revived in May.
Abe Stein, genial Broadway host, Ball to follow.
Louis K. Sidney's back from Fla.
hopes to be back In the old place
Gilbert Frankau concentrating on
with sunburn and fish stories plus playwrltlng a la Edgar Wallace.
before another week.
One photo
Picture companies are getting so pictures to prove 'em.
Cliff Fischer here for one day to
they refer to state bank moratorla with Sidney In the stock pose with
a 12-foot wlnkus is sworn to be on look the Three Slate Brothers over.
as "Hoover's Holiday.'
Nick Holde on a quickie to Ha- the level, but the fish lA>ks like xi
Four Admirals gypped out of 6,000
vana, back to B'way and then a prop from an old Fanchon & Marco marks by the Rotter Brothers bust.
unit.
flight to Buenos Aires.
American acts speakinsT highly of
Actually, it's Signiund Charles
George Parry, Palladium's house
Einfeld, although the Warner p. a.
silences the

now

first city in

have skyscraper. Operations start-

Jack Osterman ballyhooed in the Oslo.

comedian.

proposition

on a new business.

Blackpool

—

make an- news.

Mannie Sllverstone off to Cristobal for United Artists.
Lucy Cotton Thomas financed Eva
Tan:;uay's eye operation.
Alexander Goodman is now associate.! with Dlmitri Tionikin.
II.^ol)? Cha-.Iey Gartner will go to
the coast. Just a mobbe, though.
Phil Reisman to Florida for a
rest, suffering with arthritis of left

paying

Carlton's
best.

Mark Helllnger

soft
his
discloses,

ciety's

prize novel, for production.
of London, where an of-

Tower

ficer awaiting court martial is condoing turn-away business,
fined,

with inquisltlves at eight cents per

Joyce Wethered, famous
Joined Fortnum
stores as sports adviser.

whether

&

woman

Mason's
Uncertain

this will affect her

BerGn

brothers.

Joe Hayman In the part of an
American theatrical manager in new
Audrey Carton play, 'Gay Love,' be-

Sudden
gives

a chance t*

scribblers
real coin.

beci^use o( depression.
Sir Ben Fuller may make a trip
abroad this year.
Fullers intend
importing grand opera troupe this
season.

New company known

Emu

as

Films, Ltd.. formed here for the
production of local pictures. Com*
pany has capital of 60,000 pounds.
Cricket la an absolute rage at
present moment, and JKhen a pop*
ular player was hit recently with a

'film

war'

hottest O.T..

execs.,

men would

tear

was

at

and the

away

at

fllht

each

bloody!

Bemrada
Rachel Hartzell drinking beer
with the John Mason Browns a
while ago.
Al Fish, the cartoonist, down to
absorb Bermuda atmosphere for
some mag work.
R. J. Folliard, mgr. for RKO at
Washington, D. C, honeymooning
here with recent bride indefinitely,

Montreal

fair break on
nuisance of street musicians.'
Iturbl.
Seatde
Society, Including Lord BeaverLouise Roselle putting It over at
brook, in' evidence at Leicester
By Dave Tropp
Frolics.
Square theatre colored show.
month.
Radio commission gets first kind
Anna Neaigle doing a personal at
Frank Wllstach Is drinking magword on show Tuesday (28).
nesia milk and Al Wilkle has cut
'Of Thee I Sing,* Chi company, at the Plaza during the release of her
Henri Letondal, local art scribe,
picture, 'The Little Damozel.'
out all beverages except that from the Met soon.
George Robey's wise-cracks about produces own play at the Stella.
the cow.
New billboard law proposed proCabarets and nite clubs back to
Frank Buck sailed for Paris, to hibits getting closer than 150 feet of A. M. Wall, Hon. Secretary of
the two-a-week after Tuesday (28).
Actors' Equity, out of place.
entrain for the Far East, accom- main highway.
Montreal amused when Sir MalGertie Lawrence and Lady Diana
panied by Armand Denis and Nick
Gllmore Hon in person and Gilcolm
burns up Toronto by calling it
Manners
Cavaliere.
directors
of
new
more radio troup at auto show this
florist
the 'Town Hall.'
shop known as Fresh Flowers.
Dave Palfryman, producer con- week, getting nice dough.
B.
M. Garfield, Rialto manager,
Vivian
tact
with exhibitors, Is known
Ellis,
popular light music
Terry McDanlel, the missus and
among the Indies as Hays' Von the much-traveled baby sailed on composer. Just completed first novel offered candidature as city alderman
Tuesday (7) at big north end byHlndenburg.
Ruth Alexander last week for L. A., 'Zelma,' with stage background.
electlon
Mark Larkln east on the 'Secrets' where Terry will work for Skouras
meeting. Will probably get
Last minute broadcast cancellaopening tomorrow (Wednesday) at organization.
tion of Eden Phlllpott'a 'Carrier acclamation, and will be first theRlvoll, leaves for the coast the end
atrical man at City Hall, with likely
BUI McCurdle here scouting for Pigeon' due to copyright troubles.
of the week.
Marie Burke to sing Sonny Mil- later offer to go to provincial legisHenry Duffy. Looks like 'Terry'
Col. Snyder fiashlng those candy
Duffy and Bill will get going up this lers 'You Came to Me,' in Jack lature at Quebec.
gold coins In a pouch on his lapel way, and public
Cuts all around In theatre salaries
Is hungry for the Waller's latest at the Saville theatre.
to prove he's in the money despite
Ann Renova responsible for sale with possible staff slashes In disDuffy type of stock.
the moratorium.
Amended house bill in state legis- of 'Once In a Lifetime' to Sir Barry cussion at company directors' mee'tLeggers must have gotten away lature provides for excise
Jackson through her mother In Lon- Ings. Suggested managers should
and
occuwith their Christmas drive for trade. pational taxes
operate projection booths and let
about everything, don.
They're soliciting apartment houses with
Six Lucky Boys will travel from out operators as further expense re-theatre levy the highest, 5%
again In a big way.
gross; broadcasting companies 2 Birmingham to London dally to re- duction. Number of nabe houses to
Few filmltes are planning vaca- of
hearse
be closed for summer or run only
for
Palladium
'Crazy
Seapercentum.
tions this summer. Most of them are
week-ends. Changes scheduled for
'Tattle Tales,' with Barbara Stan- son.'
taking the attitude that their greatAustel (Austel and Arthur) breaks end of March,
wyck starred, being revamped, with
est pleasure Is work.
an
arm
at
Complaints still being lodged
Harrogate,
one
Howard Cullman, receiver for the prospects for N.W. tour, following stand, while performing the night
last every Monday by police against
cancellation
down south, trick.
old Roxy, with Mrs. Cullman were recent
vaude shows at nabe houses Sunguests at the White House during when Frank Faye forgot he was In
Gaumont British asking press days. Actions have ostensibly been
legit and came up late.
Had dates pass
their stay in Washington.
holders not to use them for dropped In courts, but likelihood Is
Billy Gordon, dress designer, oth- penciled for Portland, Seattle and the TlvoU during the run of 'Caval- they will
be revived in near future
erwise William Gordon Mosher, 100 other towns near-about.
cade.'
with Loew's, Quebec's only vaude
W. 55th, in voluntary bankruptcy;
Six girls s^^ked from Palladium house. Involved. Ciampalgn seen as
no assets, $2,246 liabilities.
saloon on complaints from cus- part of effort of Lord's Day Alliance
'American Mayfair,' new class
tomers for using unladylike lan- to stop Sunday movie shows In this
Haven
magazine edited by Nellie Revell,
guage.
city.
due out March 25. Will reach the
By Harold M. Bone
Number of show people here hold
stands at 35 cents the copy.
year's
subscription
of
"Variety,'
The recent llkker raids on the
given them by friends as Christmas
'Sportland.'
Indoor
amusemen*
smart
drlnkln'
restaurants
Is
presents.
Syracuse
viewed as a last desperate stand by spot, opened Sat. (4).
'Press and Stage Club' is name
Elm Tree Tavern adds one more
'the boys' before their racket Is leBy Chester B. Bahn
of new rendezvous being opened by
to dlne-and-dance list.
erally voided.
Bill
Noon,
publicity
hound,
in
West
Cosmo
Hamilton lectured here for
Joe Shea Is laid up in his home
Andrew Roy, manager of the
street, April 13.
In Tonkers with an Infected foot. Union Theatre League.
Ena Grossmlth, daughter of Paramount, discussed 'Theatre ManJoe Kaiser and this mugg staging
He had been spending considerable
George Grossmlth, and Freddie agement' before the Cinema Critics
time before around the New York a 'proud father' contest.
club
March 1.
Lord
operating
school for musical
Bill before state legislature to
Athletic Club.
Harry F. Shaw, manager of
comedy aspirants.
Lucky Strike's globe-trotting ads prohibit dance marathons.
Jerry
O'Gorman, one of the Loew's State, and the missus tossed
Roger Sherman mgr. Identified
—close-ups of smart resorts Is In
a
party at the Hotel Syracuse on
stooges In the O'Gorman brothers
line with the general 'amusement' local holdup men in. Pittsburgh.
Everybody on edge for Thursday act. Is studying medicine, and takes March 1 the ninth wedding anniquality of the current crop of ciggle
versary.
a.m. arrival of '42d Street Special.' his degree shortly.
ad campaigns.
Dr. J. Menzles Van Zandt, concert
Imperial Airways to run Sunday
Boston
Hlngling, Barnum & Bailey Circoncluded
cus opens April 8 (Sat) at Madi- Woolsey Hall concert series Mar. 1. flying excursions from London to pianist, and son of Mme. Marie Van
Boston Symphony Orch. con- Le Touquet and back in one day Zandt, creator In the United States
son Square Garden. Takes to lot
of the role in 'Lakme,' spending a
May 15 in Brooklyn, probably after cludes Woolsey Hall concert series during the Summer.
London theatrical sheet talking fortnight here.
March 1.
Boston Indoor date.
Carmela Ponselle, Met mezzo soNick Cavaliere and Roy Phelps about Tommy Rellly (RelUy and
Small riot in front of Times
Square theatre before a private left last week as cameramen with Comfort) rendering 'Brother Can prano here to appear in the final
You Spare a Dame.'
Syracuse Symphony concert March
showing of 'Forsaking All Others.' Frank Buck.
Not generally known that Lady 4, told Interviewers after three more
Mae West offers a grand to any
Word got around that admission
Yale man submitting an acceptable Diana Manners lives In Gower years In opera she would retire to
was free and without tickets.
street, a hang-out for most Ameri- teach voice in New York.
Gene Gelger, out of the Alimony play synopsis.
Mel Preston scheduled for Joan can and English pros.
Syracuse may be back in the InClub, rcunlonlng In Llndy's with
Lowell
Central American expedition
Nina Mae McKInney booked by ternational League as a result of
Al Goldman, his roadhouse buddy
as
cameraman.
Charles Cochran for his Trocadero announcement that the athletic staand associate, which lookn like a
Mae McDonough suing Arthur Cabaret revue, with West End pro- dium Included in the state-county
new nlte spot Is in the olTlng.
The Mayfalr's clrcu.s nito Satur- Theatres and Fox-New England duction likely to follow.
work relief project along the OnonMrs.
Herbert Clayton having daga Lake shore will be made availday was a desperate try to offset Theatres $15,000 for Meritlen tlieestablished her apartment house aa able for lease.
the M. P. Club's Inaugural Ball at atre fall.

uplift in publiahlne trad«

loce^l

Ambassadors, local cabaret, will
reopen this week after being shut

all

sociation.

arrived (27).
Zlto of 'Merry Oo Round' fame
doing the celebs in colors, includlngr

Evelyn Boyes gets

Judge Seabury, H. M. Atkinson and

Wi Pershing, the general's son.
Merrlhew,
S.
Wallls
editor
'American Lawn Tennis,' still pains
Berkeley "Bell when he calls footf
faults In the annual champion-

P.

ships.

The Hague
By M. W. EtttyUaJ
This

is

the season of fancy dresa

and m^asked balls, affecting playhouses and cinemas.
Deventer In East of Holland also
getting wired wireless combined
with

fire alarm-system.
Film fans keen on thrillers, which
proved by success here of Ufa film:
1 Antwortet Nlchf packed
dalUy to capacity.
Neitherland
Cinema Association
(Bloscoopbond) celebrated 16 year*

'F.P.

Chairman Hamburger

Jubilee.

al-

ready 12 years' at head of this organization,

which

Is'

great help to

trade.

Heln Harms, actor of old school,
celebrated his 70th birthday in good
health.
He has given various recitals In State Prisons here, which
wad greatly appreciated by the In'
mates.

Whole week

Wagner memorlaL

performances; In Utrecht at concert during 'Flying Dutchman' on
program, when Jack Caro sang the
big aria, he suddenly broke dowii
and was carried away. He died oa

New

platform.
In Amsterdam the German .author
Thomas Mann lectured on Wagner
before the concert, conducted by
Erich Klelber, started. It took place

Concertgebouw (Mengclberg still
absent In Switzerland on account
of poor health).
In the Hague the German authoress, Thea von Harbou Introduced
In person her new film: 'Aus dcm
Tagebuch elner Frauenaerztln' produced by R. N. Film and directed by
Wendhausen. She Is the wife of
Fritz Lang and wrote also the scenIn

—

—

Symphony

I

commission.

make some

.

ing tried out at 'Q' theatre, with
West End season likely.
Members of Parliament at last to
air their views In the House of
Commons on the faults and qualities of the British Broadcasting
Corporation, with some caustic comments expected.
W. McQueen Pope denies 'Variety's' statement of any rivalry between him and Frank Boor, man^
ager of the Hippodrome. Says they
parted the best of friends, with
Boor expressing delight at their as-

Julius Singer, 16mm film pioneer,
who recently left Universal, promises Interesting plans within the

dry-gooda

other's throats during regular business hours, and then in the luncheon adjournment would invite on»
another out for oats. One executive,
after \Vrangllnsr for hours,
would have meals served in his owa
private ofllce for the film folk. And
then, when the dishes were cleared
away the battle would begin .all
over again. Fight for right not at

Sydney

Understood that Billy Rose's pentr
Franz Schulz back in Berlin.
Provincial talker theatre adverhouse office was once hideaway of
Clayton P. Sheeham expected tises itself -as:
Where Sound
the swindling Ivar Kreuger.
here.
'Sounds' Sound.
Sidney Franklin to Europe for
Edmund Goulding left for the
Harry Foster considering offer to
vacation and bullfighting season, States.
handle string of vaudeville houses,
which opens up around Easter.
Speelmann was signed by Ufa for mostly in London.
Couple of Eighth avenue shops three pictures.
Walter 'Rome Express' Forde
that have been holding 'liquidation
Universal showed 'Back Street' to
after Walter Catlett for new Gausales' for years finally held 'em.
the Berlin press.
Martin Beck has switched sees
Maria Corda here, hoping to do mont-Britlsh film.
again, -with Margaret McGonlgle work In pictures.
Matt. McKeigue cabling George
transferred to the contract dept.
Richard Elchberg left for Zurich. Lacey to Berlin, to play British
There are still some people in pic- Hans Albers Is going to see him Broadcasting dates.
ture biz who would believe that
there.
Renee
Houston complaining at
Roosevelt and Hays may not mix.
Lyvla Calonl, wife of Dr. Glaca- five shows per night, with nothing
Fans are still paying a buck for lone,
singing part of 'Vloletta' in to do In the day time.
•Cavalcade,' while hesitating to part
Travlata.
Vincent Lawrence newest publiwith a quarter in some of the spots.
Franzlska Gaal, Unlver&al star, city hound for London Pavilion, with
Walter Donaldson composed the
new alma mater number for Notre going to sing exclusively for Lind- management trying 'em all.
Dame, also the college's new cheer stroem records.
Herbert Wilcox accusing Ralph
Dr. Willi Wolff finished 'Manosong.
Dean of trying to steal bis disEd ('News') Sullivan's west coast lescu'; going to make musical coveries, to sell for America.
•operatives'
seemingly read 'Va- comedy, book wanted.
London County Council likely to
riety's' Hollywood Bulletin intenpass
law
to
abolish
'London
sively.

to

Dr. Sargent, noted EngUata ooa«
ductor, to tour Australia for Radio

While the

Vardell brothers did not finish the
for week at the Palladium, having to
advertising
charming country house, to rest for lay-off after Thursday, due to recurrence of knee trouble to one of the
week-ends.
Basil

Sydney,

Majesty's.
firm.

amateur

status.

manager.

in public.

Times are not hard enough to
keep secretaries like Lily Silver
away from Atlantic City.

John Kehnebeck handling rotuSm
shpwa of 'Sign of the Cross.'
W-T deny they are aellinff Her

ball bowled by an Englishman and
Injured, Fox News got the accident
ai>4 the shot was ruii in all. theatres
in record tiine.

head.
golfer.

Brk) Qoirlek

Boitoff takes the count.
American-style eats populaa,
Brighter
business
aH trvmlSk
Australia.
'Air Mail* smashing reoords li^
New 'Zealand.
Theo Shall will produoe 'Ovm^
maiid to Love' for W-T.

Kariy Burns drivinR to Miami.
Gray is still Unocking
B.;i'.

arios of 'Metropolis' and 'Nlbehing.'

Heroine

In

this

film

played

by

Hertha Thlele, who was such a success In 'Maedchen In Uniform.'
In
addition
literary
to
these
lights, quite a batch of foreigners
here in concert-halls: Edith Lorand
with orchestra, also broadcasting for
AVRO, German pianist Stefan Borg-

mann,

German

Armhold, Russian

soprano
cellist

Adelheld

Raya Gar-

bousova,

while professor Picozzi
from Milan University Is lecturing
here on Dante.
In Carlton Hotel,

Amsterdam, Jack Payne and

hlrt

boys, their first visit to Continent,
Amsterdam their first slop,
quite a scoop for this country.

and
J

t
^

tMay,

TIMES S^VAKE

1933

CH

«hiH7 Blaine going to Burope •ooo.
Ij«Ef7 'Har( 1« pwUal to whlto

VARIETY

ATT

Loop
Woods a visitor.
Mary King back from

Al

^flNlltB.

Jimmy

:

Savo,

that

plus

darby,

)r-,back In town.,.

Paramount Btudlo
'.^

J^mil

X

;

'

tourney

golf

Clover Field.

Raymond

for
...heading
j^roadway for a vacation.
Beer
''Georgia Calpe In from New T9rk.
for 'Din'nei^ at Bighf at tlid Belasco. lature.
"'Gene

Sak Lake

City
Latky

Philip Q.

measore

flops in state legis-

Manny Drucker, United Artiste,
« ' Albert W. LeedB resigned from
f >fhe Fojc West Coast legal depart- returns from northern trip.
Dave CoQkeriU, RKO mgr., start.^ment.
Radio Fix music department ex- ing exploitation work on lUng
gliding to include a couple more Kong.'
-

-

officer
Sam Thompson, Foster and Klel>
theatre contact, l>ack on the Job
rafter severe siege with flu.
Fanchon Royer, only woman pro'duceri In Hollywood, just finished a
. picture exposing the alimony racket.
iv Slogan at the Paramount theatre,
vtak<$n over by Fanchbn
Marco. Is:
V^fThere'fl no substitutd for living entertalnment.'
IVhlle In England to do Xet's
;SXiIve It' for BIP, Constance Cumuilhgs will occupy the home of Benn
.W.- Levy to Chelsea.
I'
aiai-Jorle Rambeau will not stay
•'-here for another picture after her
'.-current Fox piece. She 'will return
to Florida, intending to come back
west In the fall.
After reading the lousy story
used to frame two scenario com-:
" panics, as reported In 'Variety,' 13,
.^writers declared that it sounded
like, the scripts they are currently
a'dapting.

-:*^
'

'

I'fler

.

&

'

'

,

•

'

'

'

'

'

Bill Schofleld, local rep for Pathe,
shoots 200 feet of ex-governor Dem,
Sec. of War appointee, before
departure for Washington.

new

Hardy K. Downing,

first

manager

of Jade Dempsey, starts fights
again, using tinlpDOwns and ex-amateurs exclusively.
Two hours of
laughs for four-bits.
A. J. McDermott, Certified Productions mgr., announces acquisition
of Majestic Pictures distributing
rights.
McDermott also building

Stadium theatre, new 400-seater.
Covery Investment Co. buys (60,000
worth of ground adjoining
Cocoanut Grove to enlarge dance
hall, with work starting immedi.

order to handle extra volume of business resulting from fire
at its Blue Bird several months ago.
ately, in

Fort

Wayne

Robert Baral
Prbductioh problems and. bank
Y holiday, needing his immediate atShrine getting a few stage shows.
tentlon,' Jack Warner called off his
Colored shows in Majestic for a
-'trip to Washington to attend the
Mrs. Warner, who time.
inaue^Uratlon.
Dancing in Valencia Gardens
>jwtia. to have gone with him, Is in
San Francisco with her gi?and- again.
Ralph Fisher going into the night
^piothet; who Is 111,
.•

I

;

.

,

:'

:':

'V

.

HmneapoGs
By Lea Rees

Behan resigned as

...Joe
'

change booker.
Mort Singer here
.

.'

-

Orpbeum

for

RKO

er-

a day to dls-

labor matters.

Sam Dembow a visitor at local
j^ublix offices for a single day.
l^aul Perrlzo, erstwhile of Educa-

.

\.

'

tional, has joined the Fox exchange
inles staff.
Plenty of dough spent in loop last
week to see "State Fair" and iCld

:

From' Spain.'
Earl Long, press agent, replaced
Ed.- Furni as mani^er of Pabllx
Garrick, Duluth.
-

'

-

'

.

'Liarry Funk's
band succeeding
Paul Specht at Hotel Radlsson's
Flame Room! night club.

Orpheum

circuit receiver tickled
at business being dona by local
house under straight film policy.

Anton Janssen, formerly manager

:.'

?
'

«f Palace* here, appointed manager
of Publlx Cameo, St; Paul, replacing
Bert Nix.
J, Kopai<i .<Tid Fred Ableson, latter formerly with Universal, added
t6 local United Artists' exchange
sales staff.
'Cavalcade,' at Lyceum, first local
picture road show engagement this
season and second in two years,

other being 'Grand HoteL'
Mills Brothers booked for return
engagement at State on same bill
with Liou Breese and band, and 'She
.

':

Pone Him Wrong* week

of 17.

burlesque stock house on
co-op basis again cuts price, with
^calo 10, 20 and 30c and few front
seats at 40c top matlnes and 60c
nights.
..^.iGrayety,

row

>

.Although one-day stand

°

..

'

is

still

Bjore than a month away, seat reservations for Eddie Cantor and
George Jessel troupe at Orpheuip
are heavy.
Eugene Ormondy. conductor of
^litlririfiajiolls
Symphony orchestra,
ihiaking first airplane fiights, traveling )t>ack and forth twice between
here aitd Cincinnati, where he is
.

filling

guest engagement.

Rem
'

Banking holidays are so common

Deny^

.

Hartford
By M. H. Hammer

the Wigwam theatre, member of T. & D. Jr.
chain, has reopened at twenty-cent

Reno ministers succeed in put
ting end to marriage racket prac
tlces by judges. Legislature passes
law prohibiting judges from accept
ing fees for performing weddings.
California couples leavo over ?20,000 a year in Reno for weddings
and judges have been getting most
of It.

unprecedented

Harvey Cocks advises local boys
managing theatre in Marlon,

he's
Ind.

Dick Dorman is advertising counselor for Publlx Theatres in Connecticut as result of recent receiverships.

Schaefer gets three surprises when on different days he

Louis

from Walter "r.
visits
receives
Murphy, David Cohen and Walter
Stuart of the Publlx Theatres in

Xew

London.
Hartford theatres as a whole suf-

thing

this

Seattle.

Dave Davidson detoured here M|
route to Manhattan from Detroit.
Phil Davis carries a dollar-bIB
autographed by Claude tte Colbert.
Eddie Solomon and George Brant
a bar for the Roosevelt

plotting
lobby.

Goodman Ace aays a certato wenknown vaudeville ad li;::^)er is realty
an

'ad lifter.'
Irish Abbey Players

and

raves

Chicago

RKO

nightly

drew poetle
from

returns

critics.

turmoU compressing

to

self Into one-third the space
floor of State-Lake bidg.

on

lt>
fifth

Bollard & Frazer's, sacred to the
male sex for years, has relented and
lets ladies eat there now.
Grant Withers, former film Juvenile new to night clubs. Is the
personality at the 100. Club.
Benn levy's The Devil Passes^
will be presented by the Uptown
Players little theatre March 7-8-9.
O. H. Coelln, Jr., is behind an
ambitious
Incipient
publication
called 'The Hour' to retail at BO
cents.

Henrlci's has converted its unused fourth floor into a golf school
with Scotty Irwto and Tod Hardy
as pros.
Louise Elliott, In vaude years ago
as
a male Impersonator, nOw
cashier In the Edward Htoes hospital

commissary

here.

Wade Booth, Rosemary Deertog,
Vallon,
Alexander
and
Swanson to Bismarck's second flow
show with Art Kassel background^

Jlnette

ing.

Dave Lipton with becoming mod>
esty describes his publicity pinchhltting in Springfield, HI., as the
town's biggest excitement since
Ltocoln's funeral.
Film Relief Fund dinner-dance
held at the Medlnah AthleUc Club

with Ed Lowry, RUss Columbow
Paul Ash, Frahk Llbuse^ Ben PoI>
and Art Kassel the big perweek lock
sonalities.

when Fred Hurley retained her for
a fourth week at his burlesque
house; the Gayety;
Loew's
publicized

'Clear

When Vtocent Lopez went to lean
on a rail in the Chicago theatre pit
found it missing he feU. Lon
AH and
Llpstone klddlngly reported to have

Wires' by hooking up with Postal
Telegraph Co,, which placed girl at
the theatre and typed messages to
be distributed to out^oers.'

sent word backstage:
the act It's a laugh.'

RliQto's manager, -J. J. Musselman, tried clever stunt In publicizing 'The Mummy* by planttog
alleged mtmimy in -abandoned cemetery, but plan sort of fell through,

on his tour. President of Blue Ribbon Malt persuaded' Bemle

Ben Bemle
Totten,

should

who

'Keep

In

it

pay the travejing
the salary of Hal

will

NBC

eikpenses,

goes along with

Bemle

make

this 'gesture.'
Don Irwin (Al Bedei^ .n>. wbo
when newspapers saw through 11
play drums for Vtocent
and when Ne^o woman who dls-' used tosucceeded
Lopez,
the latter as orcovered it wanted to claim It on
chestra leader at <the Congreea
basis of 'finder's keepers.'
hotel. Irwin hasn't been to Cblcaso
young,
six
was
years
stoce he
Patricia Lockwood, on behalf «<
the World's Falr« totroduoed tk*
Canton
members of Wamers-General EleoBy Rex McConnell
trie toauguraI.<bound special train
.

.

from KTW, and the girls giggled
Raynor Lehr and company, to quite a lot about how handspme
open for indefinite run at Palace Lyle Talbot Is.
here.
Jimmy. Petrillo, president of ths
Windsor, only dark Canton movie Musicians' Union, moVed toto bis
reopens with second-run filnu at a flossy new headquartiers last week
and at the same time received n
dime top.
Akron gets George White's 'Scan- soUd gold badge studded with dta^
days,* only legit of the year. Play- monds emblematic of his new po«
Ittlcal Job on the West Park Coming at the Colonial, movie house.
Civic, Akron, folds after trytog mission.
out no less than half dozen different policies. Last try was vande.

ffim.

PHtsbergk

Vtocent Lopes and band, iday
only Ohio engagement at H. W.
Perry's New Land O Dance Canton,
Thursday, Mar.

By Hai CoMn

2.

Sam Speranza Is the new short
£hn Gill and band, wtod up
months of one-nlghters at moon- subject booker in the local "WB oflight ballroom here, and slated to go
back into Lotus Gardens. Cleveland.
George Blackwood, local boy, with

fice.

Sam Stem's set of murals goes
toto the Warner lobby late this
Helen Morgan to 'Show Boat' for
Brian McDonald back in town afpast 80 weeks, leaves to take stook
engagement at the Chez Faree
lead with Pasadena Players in Pasa- ter
dena, Cal.

Ckyebnd

,

fire,

Police requested to stop showing
of 'True Confession of a Lost Girl'
but refuse and it packs 'em at
Roxie theatre at two-bits for four
days.

.

KEX

now that latest holiday dec- Cole, Alamosa, Colo.; J. J. GoodPueblo, Colo.; Fred Ling,
stein,
laration fell with a dull thud.
The 'cheerful little earful' from Steamboat Springs, Colo.; Jack
Broadway, Hannah Williams Kahn, Ward, Doublas, Wyo.; Otto Sclmiit,
is enjoying what is left of Reno's Sant& Fe. N. M.; Russe)! Hardwick,
Clovis, N. M.; Tom Kirby, Worland,
lively atmosphere.
Ten and twenty per cent wage Wyo.; Tom Murphy, Raton, N. M.;
Harry McDonald, Torrington, Wyo.,
cuts for public officials and em
ployes put through in Reno and and 'Doc' Rider, Wanetta, Neb.
most counties In the state.
for
several
After being dark

top.

A

club field.
RlaltO getting several first-rune
now which help out.
Bessie K, Roberts enthused over
the new Isabel Patterson book.
Willy Morris, former local stock
Porthnd, Ore.
player, sends note from Hollywood.
Bob Hope, former m.c. at Emboyd
now bresiicing into the Broadway
Steve Gaylord, local ether warrevues.
bler, quit announcing at
to
- Dorothy Cruser marries James
take up s new connection at ChiCavanaugh, RKO man in J>es cago.
Moines.
Harry Read working on a new
Dorrlt Kelton, also formerly with Northwest radio chato to link
Wright Players, doing shows with or eight todie stations. Read'sseven
local
Duffy on coast.
spot is KXL.
Others who flgui^ around In the
Ted Gamble closed a smart deal
theatres here were: Marlon Wells, to
getting the Portland Symphony,
Harvey CoQks, Henry Kaulman, B. orchestra
into the Broadway for.
D. Cockrin, Sherllng Oliver, Henry
concerts.
Mlntum, Frank Blemer, Clyde Sunday
Fred White, local plotnre eritic.
Quimby, Manny Marcus.
quotes 'Variety's' yant abont Ma«
West grossing above Ed Wynn,' trying to explain 'why 'she Pone Him
Wroner* grossed more on Its eighth
day than on the openlngt
EiTeiy so often the burg goes
N. H. Brower, div. mgr. WB, here sexy.
Professor Cnmihlngs, sex
from L. A.
opened the dark Columbia
George Naylor, westem dir. mgr. lecturer,
with girl line-Qp and academic
Colorado, here.
palaver. Fenupes only at
Don Conley and Tony Hartford mammy
mats and men at night. Aild do
resign as CoL salesmen.
go fbr Itt Gamble's Rlalto
W. J. Hetoeman, westem dir. mgr. they
was sex-conscIoQs tlio same week
Unl., looking thtogs over.
Barney Shooker, former Educa- successfully.
tional salesman, now Columbia.
Parl-mutuel betttog on horse racing killed by state senate. 18-16.
Spok;
Rachmaninoff, pianist, played to
By Ray Budwln
capacity at the muny auditorium.
Frank Murphy back from Salt
Lake and took Job as U. A. salesDorothy Cota is sulncr Lovdland
man.
Cota, pianist, for divorce to superior
H, A. Frledel Is acting manager court.
of Metro Exchange, succeeding J. S.
Fox theatre "la^'^g a bid for
Hommel, resigned.
affairs, staging two Junior
Wm. Rosenfeldt, booker for Shef- social
League tea parties on mezsanlne
field, is over on the Western Slope
lounge during the month.
looking for business.
Pacific Northwest Theatres, now
of
ownN.
T.,
one
Gorman,
Tom
in receivership, have closed the Maers of State theatre, here looking
Takima* Wash.
(plx)
jestic
to
the local situation over.
Harry Marcus of Allied and G. C. Lease has been disaffirmed. be due
Back wages claimed to
Jones of Consolidated spent two
musicians
from
the Garden
five
weeks In Salt Lake on biz.
With their crowds cut Into by the Dancing Palace are demanded in a
putting on of a stag shows at the suit .filed in superior court by Sid
the group.
representing
McNutt,
Tabor with a 26-cent top, the £knpress has lopped a nickel off its ad- The sum of $202.92 is asked.
Ray A. Grombacher,. operator of
mission price- twice to three .weeks.
Their top is now 80 cents. The Em- Post Street theatre and candidate
press has posted two weeks' notice for city commissioner's poet next
month, played host to the other 128
and will run from week to week.
Exhibs were thick on the row the candidates for the three offices. All
past week, the weather being so -nnoared on the stage and were tonice many, could drive in; and troduced.
the following out-of-towners were
spotted Itoing up dates: Everett

here

months, following a

the worst business in many
years the past week. ...Rain storms,
Portland, Me.
snow storms and cold blasts causes.
By Hal Cram
...Theatre managers turn out in
full to appear against censorship
bill at senatorial committee meetBarbara Weeks guest star last
ing. .. .State Theatrical Inspector week with local stock In 'The Silver
Starkle orders Hartford Players Cord.'
Little theatre closed due to faulty
Arthur Ross and Warren Sterling
wiring and bad stage. .. .News- guest stars this week with Rowland
paper increases (it's a fact) rates G. Edwards Players at Jefferson
on transient lineage. .. .Shriners' theatre in 'Cloaks and Suits.'
Circus over and maybe theatres will
Tito Schipa concert scheduled for
now get some business.
City Hall March 8 has been cancelled.
Paul Althouse, tenor, will
close All-star series here March 10.
Local stock company this week
Gnciiiiiad
reduces prices of orchestra and
By Joe Kollinfl
mezzantoe seats at evening perfoi^nances.
Company now in its
'When Ladles Meet' penciled to at ninth week and is showing a substantial gain.
Shubert for April 27-29.
Auto in which trio of Keith actors
RKO-Midwest Corp. receivership
were traveling from Boston to Porthearing shoved back to March 20.
Cliff Boyd getUng his prize chows land turns over twice on State road,
ready for cantoe revues to these but Solly pitson, Murray Fink and
Senator Murphy uninjured and
parts.
Joe Dnnlevey, former vaude part- opened in show on time.
verdict for the Maine Amusener of 'Singln' Sam, shaping a stock
ment Co., operators of local Keith
minstrel'
Fred Strief, sec of Allied Theatre house, sued for |3,000 by Portland
Owners of Ohio, gave strong talk woman who sought to recover for
against proposed state amusement injuries suffered to a fall at the theatre, was returned last week by a
tax before Buckeye lawmakers.
City notified new lessees Of Ches- Superior Court Jury.
ter Park that |4,00O water biU
against former operators must be
paid to permit opentog this year.
LouisviDe
Warren Irons pleasing nearly as
many muni Inspectors of all sorts
By M. W. Hall
at his vaude-tab Star as ace houses
aiccommodate holders of courtesy
Mid-West Theatres, Louisville,
paper.
capitalized at $20,000 here this
RKO announces that vaude will week.
be but at Albee after April 20, with
Walt^ Hampden's Camlet' and
straight film to follow until towners 'Caponsacchi' played to losses as
work up a sWeat for fiesh; no other result of bank holidays and Padevariety here at present.
rewskl drew far le^a than expected.
Nadja, burlesque teaser, did the
fer

By

.

:

By Qlonn

C. Puflen

lYanklto expecting fcunlly on
West Coast to rejoin him within a
week or so.
Frank Crow, treasurer Loew's
State, last week married Margaret
Cussey, non-pro.
Kansas Gty
Ed Daley., producing for George
By Will R. HuBhM
Young's new burley enterprise,
opening to old Moose Hall March 11.
Walter Hampden here for a threeNewspaper boys still burning over
day stand starttog March 9.
GETS banquet for visiting Warner
Saturday mldnlte shows still flicker stars, as half of gang didn't
being given by the Newman and get invites.
Midland.
San Carlos Opera date for Public
George White's 'Scandals' here Hall being postponed until April by
for a week starting March 19. Top Fortune Oallo and Sam Manheim,
price $2.60.
due to bank holiday.
Pla-Mor ballroom is furnishing
Al Wilson, once Iloudlni's stooge
jigsaw puzzles to its patrons to and a human pin-cushion, has
work during dance intermissions turned to producing for co-op Negro
and offering prizes to the fastest burly troupe with a. 15 -cent gate.
After waiting Ave months for his
workers.
The Eddie Cantor-George Jessel divorce case to com© up in Cleveshow in for a one-day stand at the land, Larry Funk, orchestra leader,
Mainstreet March 18. Two shows was awarded final decree papers
only, with a %2 top for the mat and from Dolores Roy, screen actress.
All theatres hit below the belt by
$2.50 at night.
The Newman paid ten musicians tled-up bank deposits situation.
$52 to sit in the music room for half One theatre -manager made up a
an hour while the Warner Brothers' ballyhoo offering to accept all
artists were making a personal ap- checks for admission tickets, and
pearance and broadcastng. Union the first check made out for 30
cents turned out to be a phony.
rules.
J. J.

in Chicago.
Jackie Heller, who expected to get
home with Ben Bernie, dlsappototed
at the last minute.
Russell Crouse made a flying trip
to town to shoot some stills of "Both

Tour Houses'

cast.

Variety Club making plans for an
elaborate party to welcome back
the John Harrises from abroad late
this

month.

Joe XI. Brown boarded that '42d
Street Special' flve minutes outside
of town, makng it look like he had
come straight through.
With '42d Street Special' to Pitta-

down with
cold and didn't leave her stateroom... Jock Sutherland. Pitt grid
coach, sitting next to Joe E. Brown
at luncheon. .Lyle Talbot looking
over town of birth... William Penn
hotel's Chatterbox had a dinner stall
burgh: Bette Davis was

a

.

fixed

Claire

up

for

Dodd

Tom Mix's horse...
reported getting a bit

temperamental and refusing to
show up for the press luncheon. .
Three of the chorus girls shaken up
when a packed elevator to which
they were riding fell three floors...
Passengers got up at six in the
morning to make a platform apToungstown, home
pearance
in
town of the Warner boys. Sports
writers disappointed by absence of
Jack Dempsey. Ex-champ left the

—

train at Chicago. . .Jack Warner
also left train to hurry on to New
York... Alley to Stanley stagedoor
jammed. .Town flooded with ticker
tape a la Walker's and Whalen's
.

Broadway.

—
Taesdaj, Match

VARIETY

54

BROADWAY BAD
(Contlnuetl

from page

14).

agent do his worst, and her synthetic, reputation lifts her from the
chorus tp ^be^ U^jtLts.^ Emsbajid, wl^o

more or' less of a cad, abetted by
a rich dad, seqka to take h^r child
from her on the plea that ^he Is
unfit to raise the boy, biit she boomerangs the case by pretending that

1^

.

the child is that of the theatrical
angel who was named co-respondent. So she turns to the angel and
the litory ends on the note of a marriage to him.
Plot Is pretty thin, with the adapters not getting around to suspense
until near the close, but before that
tha building of the girl's stage stuff
with the story opening in a sleeper
'Vfrlth the show making a Jump.
Practically all of the acting falls
to Joan Blondell and Rlcardo Cortez,
both coming through with
strong contributions. Miss i^londell.
In particular, makes her chorus girl
generally believable and plays with
a note of sincerity. No oile pulls
the story.,QUt ot shape, but 90 one
gets much of a chance to come
Ginger
through with a score.

Rogers comes closest to attracting
Chic.
secondary attention.

IVAN
(RUSSIAN-MADE)
Oai^lson. release
Dkralnfllm production.
U. S. Directed and scenario' by Dov-

Regeneration' is kindled by circumetances which make him a fosterfather to a kid hanging around racing stablea. The story, while set In
the background of trackdom, goes
considerably off the beaten path in
building^ up a, love drama that even
takes in some of the 'Madame
formula.
This Is developed through the
mother of the boy, orphaned at an
6arly age when she scrammed on a
husband who later died, in her attempt, successful finally, to regain
her boy, now old enough to be a
budding Jockey under his fo.^terdad's tutelage and protection. The
mother becomes friendly with the
Eventually she is
boy's protector.
drawn to the foster-pop, who resents her intrusion but wants to
atmosphere away
in
kid
up
the
bring
from race tracks.
Believing his adopted boy-Jockey
to be honest, he puts him to a test

X

Matthews at singing, with a catchy
tune used on both occasions and

reprised at other times In the
sical

background.

>

Thd

Dime Time on B^way

mu-

.

(Continued from page 41)
proportion to the drop In buslneaal,
In other words an arrangement akin
to oo-^operative- playlilg would be
worked out, until the banks open
and attendance come back. Frank
Glllmore (or Equity was present
and stated the plCLn was logical.
Stage hands and musicians will be
asked to accept payment along sim-

WALZERPARADIES

ilar lines.

('Waltz Paradise')

ment but

Equity

(QERMAN-MADE)
(With Music)

Capital release In
D. It. S. production.
Direction
Stars Charlotte Susa.
M. S.
Frledrlck Zelnick. Other credits not availIn throwing a race, and then, real- able. At the TOtb St. Playhouse, N. T., on
izing the kid should be with his grind. Running time, 05 mlns,
Susa
Charlotte
Mortens;
liona
mother, drives him out into her Count Prax
;Kurt 'Von Ruffln
arms. That's the finish, with Car- His Brother,..
A. Schatwenka
Pau) Hoerblger
rillo torn between what seems his Dr. Postpleschlll
..Victor Kamtnskl
Binder
duty to the boy and his desire to Rudl
Jose Wedom
Schanl Hofer
continue playing dad to him.
Oretl Tbelmer
Marie
Betty Bird
Story carries conviction and In Anna
Eh'nst Verebes
the filming moves along at good Plena Player
Ernst Wurmser
pace, 'carefully protecting its sus- Brandthuber
Szoeke Saakall
Sell wartz
pense values.
Engelke
Lucie
Frau Schwartz
Adele Sandrock
CarrlUo does "wop' throughout, Student
and Junior Coghlan hands in a
Occasionperformance.
worthwhile
German audiences ought to like

ally

Music from

Camera, Demltzkl..

ztaenl^o.

Russ' folk songs. At the Acme, N, T. Ructnlng time, 65 mlns.

it ig

Inclined to be overdrawn,

but on whole okay.

—

Femme

as

FARCQ EXPRESS

.

.'

.

.

.

,<

.

.

THE PENAL CODE

RACETRACK
f

.

.

.

-

by

J. Walter Rubin and Wells Root, -with
adaptation by .Walter .Xang and
Douglas Doty, Features Leo Carrlllo, with

screen

.

Junior Coghlan,' Kay Hammond and I.ee
Moran In support. At Mayfair, N, T., for
'viroek starting Saturday, March 4.
Running
time, 7S mlns.
Joe
L.eo Carrlllo
Jackie
Junior Coghlan
'Horseface'

Attorney

Ryan

Judge

Race-track pictures do not get

anywhere in certain localities, in
eluding Broadway; but thlfi one
rates booking wherever possible,
'con stand a puff campaign by the
atres whose patronage in past have
supported turf istorles and should
get better playing time in such -ter
rltorles than the average picture,
Closest bid to box-ofRce draft
aside from title, is the name of Leo

,

Carrlllo, turning in a good perform
ance' here as In most all of his pic
ture work.
Carrlllo, favored for
parts calling upoA to do 'wop' dia
lect,.

has another assignment that

right

us

his alley.

HQ.does a race-track crook whose

DOROTHEA ANTEt

^

72d St., New York City
My 'New Assortment of OBEKITINa
CABDS Is. Mow Beady. 21 Beautiful
CABDS and FOU>EB8. Boxed, Post'

Di-

music by Fred Raymond and Noel Gray.
At Roxy, New "York, week March 3, Running time, 75 mlns.
Owen Nares
Max
Jessie Matthews
Annette Marquand
.Carol Goodner
Kay Hammond Cora
Charles Carson
Leo Moran M. Marquand
Everest
Barbara
Mme.
Marquand
Huntley Gordon
Basil Radford
WlKrld Lucas Rudolph
'Winifred Oughton
Joseph Olrard Housekeeper
Jerry Verno
Clark (Chauffeur)

Myra
Air,

Gainsborough production and release.

rected by Albert de CourvlUe. Jessie Matthews and Owen Nares starred. Story and

paid, for

One

Kull, camera; Fred Bain, editor; Barl
Craln, sound.
Cast— Pat O'Malley, Robt,
Bills, Virginia Boardman, Henry Hall, I/e>
ander de Cordova, John Ince, Murdock McQuarrle and. others.- At Loew'a New York,
N, T., one day, Feb, 28, on double bill.
Running time, ft2 minutes.

Not much to offer as novelty In
this combination of stressed drama

and some rather mawkish attempts
at mother love and young romance.
From no angle does It take on a
knowing air, but Is amateurish In
In England, where this was pro- plot, development and appeal.
George Melford seems to have
duced, it classes as a comedy with
music.
Over here it's a tragedy, done the best he could with the ma
with or without. The difference be- terlal, but it's not much.
About
tween the British and American only appeal is the appearance of
senses of humor is shown to be con- Helen Cohan, daughter of George M,
siderable, but not half as great as it Sound uneven, generally poor, and
appears if 'There Goes the Bride' is photography almost evenly bad, due
colterlon of what's considered funny to poor lighting. Needs strong sup
port on the B division and risky
over there.
Although superior In appearances even in the lower A hous^.
and studio carpentry, 'Bride' can't
Film' starts oft with an extract
any
S,
with
nine
of
10
cope
out
U,
from comment by Police Commls
quickies as entertainment for this sloner Mulrooney to the effect that
side.
To the Roxy audiences It the rising generation needs more
seemed a burlesque and was treated sympathetic direction to keep them
They laughed when they were off the streets and out of gangs, then
so.
not supposed to.- When direct cues slips into the story of a small-town
for laughing arrived they remained boy who didn't get this care in spite
silent,
of a tlresomely doting mother. He
>.Tessie Matthews, co-starring with takes a prison sentence and to hide
Owen Nares, Is a stage and screen his predicament has his letters home
name In her own country. Miss sent to Australia and remailed from
Matthews has a comedy face that there by a bureau which performs
doesn't lack cuteness. But neither such service for a fee and shakes
Miss Matthews nor her talents are down Its clients when opportunity
full advantage in this film. offers.
It's in this way that when
She doesn't look half as well as she the boy gets back home, is given his
could, while awkward and unln
old job in the bank and is shaken
spired direction handicaps her.
down by the man from the bureau,
Nares is the other reason, besides his rival, who's the cashier, gets the
the too typically native production dope and plans to make him shoul
effects, why 'Bride' hasn't a chance
der the blame for a robbery.
A dead-pan leading man who does
Plot is circumvented by a New
nothing but scowl, he drew giggles York detective who is 'way out of
with every close-up. He's supposed his Jurisdiction, That's only one of
to be flustered by Miss Matthews' a score of instances in which the
Implshness, but his cat cats lemons plausibilities are 'wrenched to make
all the way and that ruins the fun.
the story.
There are two chances for Miss
Miss Cohan looks well, carries
herself assuredly and gives prom
ise of working into a competent and

used to

Dollar
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shutdowns.

Sur« LosMe
quiet pervaded the
Markedly decreased ac-

An unwounted
mid-town.

w&s noticeable because of the almost Sunday 4ulet.
Taxis were getting less and less patronage. There seemed to be less
commercial traffic and the absehce
ot trucks made for almost rural

tivities In trafilo

'

quiet.

:

.

A

meeting

hastily

of

called

at

managers- .waa ^\
the Theatre

League y>fflces and ways and means
to meet the emergency were dls«
cuctsed.

ment of

Main

Idea

was

.^J^

the curtail*

exjranses.

Show on Local Scrip
Milwaukee, March 6.
Russell Brice. offering the Glvlo
Repertory Players at the Majestic,
has signed up with the local Barter
Exchange group to accept their
'

•'*'**

scrip at Wednesday matinees.
First theatre to adopt the Idea.
Brlce plans to use about 30 out of
work entertainers listed with the
exchange in a coming show.

The problem ot paying salaries to with no one else coming close. Ii^
actors was met In various ways, but Austria, also, more than twice as
few players received full salaries, many German films were seen aa
some getting nothing at all. It Is American, again no one else being
the rule for house managers to In the running. Native production
withdraw the payroll money at the here Is practically nil, having
opening of the bank on Saturday. turned out only nine pictures dur-'
Unable to obtain the cash, what ing the year. Fact that German Is
money was taken in at the box of- the language generally In use by the
public, ot course, helped the Gerfices was used to pay off the stage
crews and low salaried employees. man filmers.
In Spain, despite the approxima*
Players were doled some cash or
tlon ot the French language to
given I. O. U.'s and checks.
Spanish, the Germans beat out the
Ina Clalre'a $1,600
French
producers by a considerable
tlp-off on Friday reached some
houses and the payroll money was majority, the rating being Amerlcd*
Germany, France, In that order.
taken from the bank that day.
The Theatre Guild customarily Spain's local production is negllglIn Italy, with the same
pays off on Fridays, that going for ble.
'Biography.'
Ina Claire, appearing analysis true, the same outline
in that show, asked for a check holds, with Germany, however, far
ahead ot everyone but the U. S.
($1,500), it being her custom not to
In France the Americans also
carry the cash. She attempted to
cash the check at the Avon box of- were ahead, but the natives held
fice Saturday but could not be ac- second place by a considerable margin
with Gerniany third.
commodated.
Only figures available tor England
Payroll check for 'Dinner at
Eight' at the Music Box was put and Hungary a'Te Inclusive ot shorts
Into the National City bank Friday and features, but these Indicate that
afternoon, but the cash was not paid the same condition is true In both
In England It's
out on Saturday. Payroll cash In these countries.
safety deposit boxes In the same U. S., England, Germany; in Hunbank was not obtainable because the gary, It's U. S., Germany, Hungary,
doors were locked.
The several Prance.
France's best showing outside the
Shubert theatres, open, however,
drew the payrolls because depositing home territory seems to be In HunThis would seem strange if
in the Irving Trust, which Is co- gary.
receiver of the Shubert corporation. it weren't recalled that France la
That bank was one of the three doing some producing In that counwhich honored payroll checks Sat- try and Is generally attempting to
hold hands there.
urday.
,
The players In "Dinner' were
JOE FBEIBERG HOSTDTa
given I. O. U.'s and when Constance
Collier received her slip, she crossed
Joe Freiberg, who was known as
out the Initials, substituting 'You 'the actor's friend' in the days when
Owe Me.' The choruses In the mu- actors had friends, is back in the
sicals were paid, with the cast hotel business through an appoint'touching' the manager for varying ment as vice-president and general
amounts up to $100. Something like manager of the Plymouth, New'
$8,000 was. deposited Friday by the York. He also has supervisory conmanagement of 'Strike Me Pink,' nections with the President. Both
most of it in cash, leaving only what hotels are operated -by A. Dreler.
was taken In at the Majestic box
For the past year and up to this
ofilce to pay off with. Salaries were week Freiberg had been idle while
withheld from the cast In 'Walk a recovering from pneumonia.
The
Little Faster,' with the players told illness forced him to give up the
they would be paid off Tuesday (to- managership of the Taft,
Before
day) when the bank 'holiday' was that he owned the Somerset,
ended.
Equity's strict rule about
paying off Saturday afternoons
Max Fisher and his 15-pieco band
went into the discard, along with all opened at the La Monica ballroom,
other Saturday trade customs.
Santa Monica, Saturday (4). Dance
Marooned in Ft. Wayne
spot Is now being operated by AlThe problem of touring shows lied Producers Corp. of America and
had not been worked out. Case In the landlords.

A

SHOWMAN WANTS A JOB
Executive or managerial.
Go anyw^here. 35 years'
actual experience.
Outdoor and indoor in all branches.
Genuine knowledge of show business obtained by practical experience, and not from books or lectures.
Active,
capable, steady, a willing worker. Has up-to-the-minute
ideas and not chain methods. Used to acting indej^ndently.

tation

Can make good at anything worth while. Best
and references.
Salary no object to start with. Pay for results,

BOX

211,

VARIETY,
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Abroad

shutting down ot credit by
IJ. S.
On the heels ot the bank
New York's leading hotels
(Continued from page 13)
immediately advised all patrons that
charges other than roo;m, and meals are fighting to survive within na^.
costs would hot be accepted. Ordi- tlve boundary lines. Never before
narily visitors In buying theatre has this condition been as true as
tickets through the agency branch It is today.
In the lobby have the cost of the
Austria Goea German
tickets entered on their bills. With
In Austria and Germany, the Ger«
that service suspended, they were
mans'
lead.
In Germany native
forced to cancel theatre reservafilmers showed more than twice as
tions, throwing plenty of tickets
much product as the Americans;
back on the brokers' hands.
the

actress.
Regis Toomey
does good work in the lead and Pat
O'Malley gets more out of the de-

as the heavy, and Virginia Boardman is swamped by a poorly written
mother part
Chic,

point ! that of 'Scandals' at Ft.
Wayrte, Ind. Advance sale was
$2,200 but the state banks, closed
Friday and there was an Immediate
run on the box ofilce for refunds.
As a result the show played to $200:"'
No money could be sent front New
York Saturday to move the phow and"'*'*
the .iieihpany will remain at Ft,
Wayne unUl the banks open,plcTt-* vs,
Ing up the route thereafter.

hotels.
closings.

tective than most of the other players are able to extract from their
assignments. Robert Ellis is poor

desirable

J If

made no formal stateIt was conceded by of-

that any manager requesting
closing temporarily would not be
deterred, nor would there be liability for salaries during any expected
ficers

Aganoies Sooked
Ticket agencies appeared to be
worse oft than theatres because of
though the most hearty

this one
partisans will wonder why the
interest, Kay Hammond, shears weren't applied somewhere
Audiences Some of it Is quite good, and all of
mother, only fair.
may be disappointed that romance It would be arousing if it weren't
One of tho&e anomalies of screen handn't built up for a finish be- slower than the slowest. It's an al
life, bound to be lost in the shuttle
tween Carrlllo and the kid's mother. most perfect example of the oppo
Char.
and sloughed oft in most spots.
site extreme of tempo.
Tet It's one of the finest bits of
Story is lightish, but that shouldn't
photography to emerge In some
have mattered. Extra good cast
time.' 'Ivan! is an actual cinematic
should have pulled them through,
achievement^ and Is ImjEtortahi that
release.
'World-Wide
production
and
KB3
but the director is Frledrlck Zelnick,
way, but It's so hbpeleds as b.o. Stars Ken Maynard, Directed by Alan who has quite a rep on heavy drama
James, Story and'contlnulty by Earl6 SnelL
matten
Helen Mack, .Soy Stewart. Paul Fix, pics. He's directed this picture the
Even the most prolific Russ par- Cost—
BUI Desmondi Jadk Rockwdll, Clauder Pay- same way, although it's intended as
tisans, who seemingly go to any- ton, Joe Bilckeon. At Loew's New York,
a frothy operetta.
thing with the native trademark- on N, T., one day. Feb. 28; on double bUL
Charlotte Susa as a famous 'Vlen
It, won't Thiich care for, it,
it's too Running time, 69 minutes.
nese opera star Is delightful. She's
Because Russian
finely molded.
a beautiful creature and plays her
rough
and
tum
riding,
IJsual
hard
fllmdom is what it Is there's a
role to perfection. A newcomer (for
and
minimum
of
love
ble
fighting
snatch of story thrown In boldly,
American screens) Is Jose 'Wedron,
but It has practically nothing to do making, but up to the average yj^sX. opposite her. He's a handsome lad
with the rest of the film and is lost ern though Just about milking the with a splendid voice, but a bit too
grade, "Will go over where westerns
In the photographic splurge.
Szoke Szakall, Paul
Dovzhe^o, who with Pudovkln are surefire. Not able to go out of theatrical.
Hoerblger, Betty Bird, Ernst Vereforms Russia's its class.
and-- Elsenstein
Pattern Is the hero who seeks to bes and: Adele Sandrock, all names,
strongest directorial triumvirate,
the cast
wanted to avoid montage in this spring the Juvenile because he loves help
For the American showing the
Boy r4>bs^ the Fargo ex?,
onoi- aiid .does; > He uses, -Instead, the sister.
Is hampered even more by a
Bhe^r reallfitlo slabs.
Machinery press and' is Identified by his odd picture
horse. Hero captures a wild horse completely ridiculous set of superstill Iff his delight. He paints mod
that hasn't
era murals with traveling cranes and stages another holdup while the imposed English titles being
writot
and beams of steel, much 'as do. tidy Is in clink, to prove that the even the dlstliLctlon
English.- With these
most other modernists. But .he's boy coiild not have done it. The ten in good original
film used ingotten a new sense ot design Into sister denounces him because she dropped, the
stead
of
th(9 dUped negative, and
he
Is
double-crossing,
but
it's
thinks
the'' camera composition which lends
about 20 minutes snipped out here
thetn n^ore solidity than previously, all cleared up In the end.
Plenty _ol..rIdLI,?«r...J>Eetty evenly and there, the film ought, to easily
Blctmre .MU be manh.a to the act
'roll
up nice grosses in Teuton
grouiis, societies and the three or distributed through the picture, with
Kau^.
four arty theatres left -In this coun- the fist fight to provide the final houses.
Maynard Is likable and
try. For other houses it's hopeless wallop.
Paul Fix plays the kid well. Helen
because of the limited appeal.
Mack good as the spitfire, but a bit
Kauf.
hard in the love scenes.
Chic.
Monarch production and Frueler release,
P'eatures Regis Toomey and. Helen Cohan.
hy Bni;ton King and directed by
There Goes the Bride Supervised
George Melford. Story, Edmund T, tiowe;
James Cruzei proddntlon and World Wide
continuity and dialog, F, H. Herbert Sd
release.
Directed by James Cruze. Story
(ENGLISH-MADE)
In

1933

speclaltlds

are inserted in the old abrupt manner of the early American musical
talkers, for no reason.
Puns are very English, as is the
The dlfterence
rest of the dialog.
between this one and another recent
British release, 'Rome Express,' Is
the difference between picture making in 1933 and picture making in
the cinematograph dark ages. 'Bride'
Bige.
belongs to the latter.
.

7,

.
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VARIETY
Better Biz

S5

Day Combo

OBITUARY

Delayed by Bank Holiday
(Continued from page 30)

'

Dir.

Wlasen Wer Db Blat (Interworld) (Ger). Musical «oinedy.
Geza von Bolvary. Lrane Hald, Qustav Froehltch. 70 mlna, Hel.

Pob.

16.

Will NIcht
.

Rev....F€ib.-.?:.

.<RnsS').

|#aij< •.•.(An?ltU}o)
,

nilnp,

.,

.

Jtek Feb,

KaitiaraClschaft.

•

'

(Abso,

,

,

Transformation of peasants.

1.

.

Dir.

Dovzhenko.

83

.

anema)

(Ger).

Brost BUsch. Dir. G. W. Pabst.
^anl^ln 'vpA PfleuMen.' See Xulse*.

Sensational drama.

Time, 78 mins.

.

Rel.

Alex Sranach.
Nov. 8.

Couturlere de Lunevllle (Par) (French).
Musical of woman's love.
Madeleine Renaud, Pierre Blanchar. 90 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. Oct. 22.
Bal (Frenoh) (Protex). Domestic comedy. Dir. Wtlhelm Thlele. 83 mlns.
Rel.. Oct. 1.
Rev. Oct 4.
it Rol Dea Reaqullleurs (French) (Protex). Comedy with music. Milton. Dir.
Georges Colombler. 90 mlns. Rel. June 1. Rev. June 14.
Uebe lsti.lebe (German) (Protex). Musical comedy. Kaethe von Nagy. Hans
Albers. Dir. Paul Martin. 80 m(ns. Rel. June 1. Rev. June 7.
ijubav I Strasi. (Yugoslav) (Croat). Drama of life among N. T. Iralgrants.
Rakel Davldovlc. Dir. Frank Melford. 60 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15.
Lulae, Keehlgin von Preussen. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Historical. Henry
Porten. Dir. Carl Froellch. Time, 92 mlns. Rel.. Oct.. 4.
^iMaedChcn Jn Uniform (Fllmcholce) (German),
Poignant drama. Thlele.
DIr, Richard Froehllcji. Rel. Jan, 10. Rev. Sept 27.
l?Wleoke.
Man/Bra'uoh Kein Qeld. (Capital). (Ger). Musical farce. Dir. Karl Boese.
"Rel. Nov. 10.
^etn Leopold. (Capital) (Ger). Musical. Gustav Froellch. Max Adalbert.
Dir. Hons Syelnoff. Time, 96 mlns. Rel. April 1.
.iHen and Jobs (Russian) (Ahikino). An American engineer looks at Russia
Dir. A. Macheret 70 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
JMenach Ohne Namen (German) (Protex). Poignant drama. Werner Krauss.
Dir. G.ustav Uclcky. 9B,mlns, ReJ. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 15*
MIche (Paramount) (French). Musical comedy. Suay Vernon, Robert Burnler,
Dranem. SO mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. Dec. 6.
Mond Uber Morokko (Protex) (Ger). See Cing Gentlemen Maudlt
Morltz Macht Sein Glueck. (German) (Capital). Farce. Siegfried Arno. 85
mlns. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Jan. 17.
Namenahelrat. (German) (FAF). Drama. Dir. Heinz Paul. 90 mlns. Rel.
Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
(Capital) (Ger.) Prelude to the world war. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time,
1914.
7a mlns. Rel. Sept 1.
Oberat .Redl. (Capital) (Ger). Spy thriller. LIl Dagover, Theo. Loos. Dir.
Karl Anton. Time. 79 mlns,. Rel. Aug. 30.
"Paris- Beguln (Protex) (Fr). Musical. Jane Marnac. Dir. Augusta Genina.
90 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Jan. 17.
Penaioh Schoellen (Schneider) (Ger). Comedy with music. Trude Berliner,
Jacob Tledtke, Fritz Schultz. Dir. George Jacoby. 90 mlns. Rel. Sept.

.

i«

Los Angeles, Maroh 6.
The Jack Schaller acts, set. to
tour coast towns for one day stands
under the direction of Eddie Gamble, booker in the Bert Levey offlce,
have had their plans shot
temporarily by the California bank
holiday.

Gamble has been promoting

'Bet-

'

«

,

^

.

:

.

:

if. Rev, Sept. 20.
MIndent Tud (Arkay) (Hung.).
'

]

Plrj'

Farce.

Dir.

Stephen Szekely.

76 mlns.

ter Business Days' in the smaller
communities, with the merchants
newspapers supplying
the
wherewithal! through subscriptions
to cover the nut, plus, for a 16
people combo, including a five-piece
band.
Tour is being arranged so
that there is no chan£e of a loss
for' the trick, (gamble demanding
cash in the bank before setting

and

dates.

Tour, scheduled to start (11) has
been set back two weeks.

Fair. Visitors

Rel.
Quand te
;

(Ger).

(C^apltal)

Heavy

Chicago, March 6.
Since the grounds were fenced off
spring, 773,806 persons have
10 cents each to visit the

last

paid

World

Fair's 'preview.'
It is now
reported possible that the congestion of traffic will bar automobiles
from the grounds altogether.
Fair opens June 1, with 60 cents

as the regular gate admission.

Geo. Young Staiis New
Stock in Cleyeland

Rel. July 30.

90 mine.

Argentina.

March 15.
Tues Tu (Paramount)

Rha'paody of Love. (Capital) (Polish). Hardships of an art career. Agnes
Petersen. Mosjuklne. Time, 89 mlns. Rel, Aug. 26.
Rlchthofen, Red Ace of Germany. (Gould) (Ger). (Synchronized.) Self explanatory. Dir. Robt. Slezlch. Time, 80 mlns. Rel. Aug. 20.
Ronny (Protex) (Ger). Operetta. Kaethe von Nagy, Willy Fritsch. Dlr,
Emerlch Kalman. 86 mins. Rel. April 1. Rev. April 19.
Seampolo (Klnematrade) (Ger.) Cinderella romance. Dolly Haas. 80 mlns.
'

Rel.

March .15.

Schubert's Fruehlingstraum. (Capital) (Ger). Musical of Schubert's
Carl Joeken, Siegfried Arno. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time, 71 mlns.

June

"

life.

Rel

28.

Siberian Patrol (Russ.) (Amkino). Dir. Protozanov. 60 mlna Rel. May 13.
Rev. May 31.
Sniper (Russ.) (Amkino). The war terrors. Dir. Tlmoshenko. 61 mlns. Rel.

Aug.

I

Rev. Aug. SO.
(Amkino).

26.

Soil Is Thirsty (Russ.)

May

Dir.

Relsman.

63 mins.

May

Rel.

6.

Rev,

10.

Storm Over Zakopane. The.

Danger

(Synchronized.)
(Cajpltal) (Polish).
89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.

In

the mountains. Time,
Taenzerin von Sansouci. See 'Bacberlna'.
Tatra'a Zauber (Protex) (Ger). Mountain story and action. Dir. Adolf Trotz.
66 mlns. Rcl. Feb. 15.
Tingle Tangle. (New Era) (Ger). Comedy. Ernest Verebes, Fritz Hampers,
Elizabeth Pinnjcff. Dir. Japp Speycr. Time. 93 mlns. Rel. May 16.
Dupont
Trapeze (German) (Protex). Circus drama. Anna Sten. Dir. A.
Rcl. May 1. Rev. May 10.
80 mlns.
Trenck (Klnematrade) (Gor), Romantic drama. Dorothea Wiecke. 90 mlns.
-

K

Rel.

March

.15.

Musical comody. 100
Ulanl, Chlopcy MalowanI (Polish) (Zbyszko).
Rel. Jan. 1.
Ulica (Capital) (Polish). Life of the newsboys. Dir. Alexander Ford. Time,
73 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25. Rev. Jan. 31.
Unknown Heroes. (Capital) (Polish). Polish police activity. Mary Bogda,
Adam Brodzlcz. Time, 89 mins. Rei. Aug. 25.
Victoria und Ihr Hussar (Klnematrade) (Ger). Viennese operetta. 90 mlns.
Rel. March 15.
Voice of the Desert, The. (Capital) (Polish). Algerian story -in authentic
Adam Brodzlcz, Mary Bogda. Time, 89 mins. Rel. Aug. 25.
locales.
Weekend In Paradise. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Otto Wallburg, Julius FalkenTime, 81 mins.
Dir. Robt Land.
stein, Elsie Klster. Trude Berliner.
Rel. Nov. 1.
Wenn die Soldaten (Schneider) (Ger). Military musical. Otto Wallburg, Paul
Heldermann, Ida Wuest. Dir. J. Fleclt 86 mins. Rel. Oct. 27.
Vorck (German) (Protex). 'Historical drama. Werner Krauss, Rudolf Forster.
Dir. Gustav Uclcky. 90 mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 27.
Rhein. (Whitney) (Ger.). Musical farce. Charlotte Susa,
Zapfenstreich
Siegfried Arno. Dir. Janp Speyer. 90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 7.
Ulani,

mlns.

Am

Zirkus

Leben.

Paul.

(German)

(FAF).

Rel. Dec. 16.

70 mlns.

Circus drama,
Rev. Jan. 3.

Llane Hald.

Dir.

Heinz

Zwel Herzen und EIn Schlag (German) (Protex). Operetta. Lilian Harvey.
Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept 13.
90 mlns.
Dir. Wllhelm Thlele.

Key

to

723 Seventh Ave.
Associated Cinema, 154 W. 65th St

address— Amkino,

Harold Auten, 1560 Broadway.
International Cinema, HOO First Ave.
Interworld Films, 1540 Broadway.
J. H. Whitney, 350 East 72d St

Klnematrade. 723 Seventh Ave.
Era, 630 Ninth Ave.
Protex Trading, 42 E. 68th St

New

Symon Gould. 251 W. S9lh St.
Tobis ForeuHlms. 729 Seventh Ave.
Zbyszko Film Corp., 274 Madison Ave.

A. W. Riches and E. P. Lewis
elected life members of Los Angeles

Musicians' Local

47.

Bert
Lcwn has replaced the
Freddie Martin unit at Park Central,
Now York.
in for
hotel.

Don

New

Walter Kane has been made a
vice-president

Mayer Music
iPaull

Pioneer

Richmond-

Main dining room

Co., and also of the
Co., former firm's

Hember batoning an

of

the

House,

Xcw

York,

of our time,' died in Lon-

Roberts was born In London in
1852 and was for some years a solicitor's clerk before he turned to
the stage, making his debut at the
Old Middlesex music hall In 1873.
In 1880 he made his theatre debut
in one of the Christmas pantomimes at the Drury Lane. Thenceforth he was prominent in musical
and light x:omedy and for a. time

sons and a daughter survive,
terment was in Atlantic.

MAJOR JOHN

E.

of

the Essex

has

Richard

orchestra.

In-

BURKE

Ma,J. John E. Burke, 88, oldest
member of the N. Y. lodge of Elks,
both In point of year.s and continuous membership, died in New York

March 1 of the Infirmities of age.
He was well known in vaudev.iUe
a lightning gun manip-

for years as
ulator.

VALVA

FRED. D.
Fred D. Valva, musician, died at
his home, Worcester, Mass., March.
5, after a week's illness.
He began his career as a violinist in the orchestra of the Worces-

Plliaiti

last year laid eggs.

Young's new burley try is slated
blossom on or about March 11 in
Moose Hall's Gayety, formerly
known as tbe Club when Walter
Scott and Mark Bernard operated
it.
Stock, with guest stdrs, Ed Daly
as producer and a 16-to-40-cent
scale, to be policy.
Line-up ot first show Includes
Boob Blake, Billy Baud, Will ^Hays,
Billy Wainright, a chorus of 12 and
Johnny Hronek's pit band. Ann
Corlo announced first as star in
initial revue, but cancelled after
Young claimed Corio's Illness in
Syracuse would prevent her from
being her© for rehearsals. Peaches
Browning and Hindu Wassau on the
books for following weeks.
to

March

was associated with the

late Sir ter theatre in the '90's,
playing
Augustine Harris in the manage- under his uncle, Jos. N. Truda.
Later he played in Florida and

ment

of

the Drury Lane theatre.

the Bahamas and was pit director
at the Poll theatre in 1905 and
moved to the Elm St. house, where
hei presided for 14 years.
He refew years ago and has
He was long regarded as the fore- tired
since
confined his iactivities to
most comedian of the British stage. teaching. He was sec^treas. of the
He was not as widely known on Worcester musicians asso. and a
this side of the water and. was member of the executive committee
at the time of his death.
often confused with another Arthur
Survived by his widow, daughter,
Roberts whose 'Dick Turpin' and two brothers and three sisters.
other protean acts were better

In the early '90*s he

went back

to

now as a star,
alternating with the dramatic stage.
the music halls, but

known

HARRY WIELAND

to Americans.
;

W. GOLDEN MORTIMER

S.

Harry Wieland, son of late H. W.
Wieland, the agent, died in London,
Feb. 20, aged 36.

Wieland was bom in New Tork
Dr. William Golden Mortimer, 79,
nose and throat specialist, died in but adopted British citizenship some
years ago. As result of war wo^nda
3.

New York March

Before engaging in medical prache toured the country as a mahaving studied under Rob-

tice

was confined in
past foiir years.

gician,

inson, the Fakir of Vishnu,
for many
mann the

who was

a

hospital for the

BART KREEFT
.Bart Kreeft,

79,

years assistant to Herr-

who

but recently

celebrated his birthday In AmsterWith Saram R. dam, Holland, died the day follow

Great.

physician,
he
another
founded the Society of American
Magicians and was its first presiEllison,

Matches By Ton
Springfield, Mass.,

morris

The Chicago World's Fair in dent.
June will he advertised throughout
Survived by his widow, a son and
the world through the medium of
daughter.
matches free ones, too.
The fair management has ordered
CHARLES BORNHAUPT
700,000,000 books of paper matches
from the Diamond Match Company,
Charles Bornhaupt, 57, once a
which has plants in Springfield and
prominent vaudeville agent, died at
Earberton, Ohio. The order will
home in Stamford, Conn.,
provide work for several hundred his
March 2.
men for many weeks.

—

ing that event.
He waa widely known as a comedian and commanded a large following until his retirement.

PAUL THOMAS
Paul Thomas, 69, brother of Augustus Thomas, the playwright and
for many of his brother's
ventures, died in Webster Grove,
Mo., March 2.

manager

POLLY THOMPSON

Mrs. Hippolita Thompson, proHe came to this country in 1900 fessionally known as Polly Thompas clerk to Emanuel Warner, repre- son, killed
herself In her New York
senting Richard Warner's London apartment
March 8, by turning on
Empire Wheel
agency, but soon struck out for the
gas.
himself.
He booked Sara BernSurvived by her husband.
tours
her
American
vaude
hardt
on
Week March 6
and also handled such artists as
Frolics Empire, Newark.
Mother of Catherine Wlllard (Mrs.
Central, New Tork.
Glrla of U. S. A.
Ruth St. Denis, Gaby de Lys and
Ha-Cha Gayety, Brooklyn.
Argentina,
He also brought Over Ralph Bellamy) died suddenly last
Jazztlme Trocadero, Philadelphia.
J'owder Puft Star, Brooklyn.
'Chauve-Sourls' for its first Ameri- week in San Francisco.
Speed and Bparkle Ij. O.
Daughter and son-in-law rushed
can engagement.
Tempters Howard, Boston.
He specialized In imported acts from Hollywood and were at the
and developed a business which bedside.
called for agencies In most European centers and booked with all
Grace Robinson Willard, writer
of the large users of talent.
and mother of Catherine Wlllard,
(Continued from page 47)
He Is survived by his widow, the actress, died Feb. 28 In San Franthe
characters
In
Striker,
whom
he
some
using
of
former Florence
cisco, from pneumonia.
'Manhattan Night' In hie new one, married in 1910.
'Murder at Endor.*
Son, two and a half, of Ruth HolRichard H, Thornton back from
loway. soprano on KHJ's staff, died
KATE McLAURIN
abroad, with some new scripts for
McLaurin,
novelist
and Feb. 26 at Los Angeles.
Kate
Henry Holt.
died in Los Angeles
Max Miller, the 'Waterfront' playwright,
March 1 following a long Illness.
scribbler, has his second book out,
Prior to her oaroek* as play writer
'He Went Away for a While.'
appeared in staRC producWhen Sending fur Muil to
Houghton, Mifflin still making she had
VARIETY Address Mull Clerk.
tlo:»;, Inrluding 'Man of the Hour,'
raids for scribblers. Its latest acquiFOSTCAHDS, ADVERTISING or
'lioots
and Saddles' and 'Fino
CIRCL'I.AK I.ETTRRS HILL NOT
sition being Stephen McKenna.
Feathers.' She wrotf six plays and
>IB ADVKRTISEU
Ring Lardner will try to regain
two novcl.<i.
LETTERS ADVERTI.^ED LN
his health in the San Jacinto mounONE IHSI'E ONIY
Survived }>y her husband, Wlllard
tain district.
Rohin.son, screen actor.
'The Werewolf of Paris,* by Guy
Roe O A
Atherton Marty
Endore,' is the story of a man born
FRANK W. WHITCOMB
Sharp Billy
with hair on the palms of his hands.
IJullon .Tack
.Stevens T H
Frank W. Whitcomb, 60, for many Doucet Mr.s H
'Ranchero.' by Stewart Edward
Vlollnsky Sol
White, goes across the continent years aijpearing logitimatc and in Driver JoHeph
into California and dips back to tho scvctqI Broadway iirr)dur:liona, died Ouval Mrs M
Ward Arthur
He
Iowa.
nf:fjr
Atlantic,
his
liomc
at
fiettlers.
Spanish
days of the
Warren Warren
rOasl'in Ruth
Watson Sis
cirdf.s
un'The Great Crooner," by Clarence was active In tbeiilrical
Kdily Tod
Wells Mr & Mr:;
Kolland, kids the radio bnslnes.s til six ycar.H uKr>, when fallinf;
Wilbur Laura
Two Grieb II
health forced his r(;tiiomont.
WUkens Fred
into a pink blush.
•

—
——

—

—

—

LETTERS

Appointment follows Max
Mayer's buy of Maurice Richmond's
interest In the R-M company.

subsld.

Casa Loma combo goes into the
Glenn Island Casino, New Itochclle,
Huston Ray filling
N. y., for the summer, May 4. Unit
Eestcr at Lexington
Will have a CBS wire.
York.

greatest

Literati

Capital Film Exchange, 630 Ninth Ave.
Fllmcholce, 33 West 42d St,
Foreign American Films, 111 W. 67th St.
George Schneider, 575 Riverside Dr.

HERE AND THERE

'the

don, Feb, 27.

at 10c

Hansl Nlese,

Dramatic comedy.

showman

as

Each

Cleveland, Mar. 6.
George "Young, former Cleveland
burley man and now reported to be
assistant manager of Coney Island
(French). Farce comedy. Drean, Noel- Luna Park, Is the latest to try to
Noel. Robert Brunler. 80 mlns. Rel. March 16.
breathe new life into local burlesk
Reaerve Hat Ruh. (New Era) (Ger). Military farce. Frlta Kampen, Luole after two previous enterprises In the
Rel.
Engllsche. Time,. 94 mins.
Aug. 11.

Purpur und Waachbiau.

Elso'EIster; Dir. Max Neufleld. Time, 85 pilns.
iCuando te Suicldas (Paramount) (Spanish). Musical,

Cochran

B.

CURIOSITY RUNS HIGH
World's

R6v. Jan. 81.

Rel. Jan. IB.

ARTHUR ROBERTS
Arthui' Roberts, 80, described by
C.

]
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CINC

S

lUUSION:
,

la India, the fakirs present a spectacle to tourTwo lovelyperformers appear, take off their
some bottles and lamp chimneys before the eyes of the audience, and throw the jagged pieces into a box already filled with broken
glass. They step barefooted into the box and do
an Oriental dance in the glass. After the dance
they show you that their feet are miraculously

ists.

shoes, break

uninjured.

Il
TS ^irJV TO £bjFooz£i>
. . .

it's

mohb tuwto jKatow

EXPLANATION:
Before the performers appear they have soaked
a strong solution of alum water and
thoroughly rubbed them with pulverized resin
which toughens them for the ordeal. They were
careful to throw the freshly broken glass around
the edges of the platform. The glass on which
they actually do dance is "prepared." It is very
thick, heavy, and filed or ground so that the sharp
edges are rounded off. The girls just pretend to
dance on the sharp glass.

their feet in

Soubcb: "Magic Stag* lUutions and Scientific Diversion*"
by Albert A. Hopkins. Munn Sr Co., New York.

One of the tricks of cigarette advertis-

stve processing

ing is to pretend tfaat"Heat Treatment"

tures.

an exclusive process, making one cigarette better than any other.
EXPLANATIONt i4// cigarette manufacturers use heat treatment. It is a roM-

which are naturally mild, call for onl|
a moderate application of heat. H<
treatment never can make cheap, inf<

is

tine process of manufacture.

The

under high tempera<

The mqre

expensive tobaccos

rior tobacco good,

first

Camel cigarette ever made was manu-

Jf^^

factured under the heat-treating process. Every one of the billions of

known b

It I*

o

leaf

tobacco experts.

foct# well

Camels produced since has received

Camels are made from finei
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos thai

the necessary heat treatment.

any other popular brand.

Harsh, raw tobaccos require inteu'

This is the most important statemen
ever made in a cigarette advertisemen
]Weigh its words.' Consider what
means.
i

Then

try Camels. Judge thet

;

Compare them wit

^

critically.

others for mildness, for throat-eas4
for good taste.

Camels are fresh*, An the
welded Humidor Pack.

ail

tight,

J\ro
.

TRICKS

JUST COSTZIJSA
TOBACCOS
IN A

MATCHLESS
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BEER FOR DARK lUEATRES
Wash.

Love Laughs at Locksmiths; French FIGURt ON IDLE
Else Again

Red Tape s Something
Nice.

%o

first

A

one line notice

in six point in

French paper announcing

Roman

here.

rrled

fr..m

fcato

((..III

i

16

erase

60,000,000 U. S.

wife.

his

LISTENERS-IN

manage

to
care of

take
New Hampshire.
Mill,
George's
Farm boasts 20,000 chickens and
Place was given
Its maple syrup.

Ksiimatod that the biggest radio
Miss l?eaumont by Billy B. Van, Ilstoiiiiig audience of all time, probher second husband, at the time ably 60,000.000 people, were on hand
Miss Jfcau- for President Roosovolt's mc^ssage
thoy were divorced.
monl's flri<t hu.shand was Harry on the hanking situation Sunday
CJray whom sho wed wlion Ijoth night. 10-10:15 p.m. E.S.T.
There
wore \vilh llio llnrnimi & B;iiloy were
announcements
broadcast
circus.
every half liour on all networks,
(;ray told filoiids ll>at ho wouldn't
ablo to slij) them fico ducals any
more hut would .siju.iro It by sending down a hrnoo of hioilors now
and thon.
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.lon-

He .speeds up debate, and
when It lapjM orders 'Wo have had
enough iehate. Proceed with roll
call.'
That meant voting.
siir.ancp.

got into a heated

senaior.s

argument recently. Fi.sts began to
Four lads from the Pacific
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be drooling along, hut
Vl(;'3 entree alw.'iys means a faster
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when Vic takes charge.
.ator

Bank Situash Hastened

.

hioail' asts.

Reason Enough

h
I

j

i|.

all

is

The setting of the show is amid
the luxury of the $10,000,000 capitol.
Vic's private office is palatial.

iiict

.'ii--

|

i

It

When thl.s band leader takes his
position with gavel in hnnd. he takes
command.
His left hand often
swings as if he had a baton.

Two

i

fooUn".

Gavel as Baton

manner.

Its

No

tie tells 'em.

business with him.

Mo.st of the managements now
look the other way when the waiters go .after t'ps In this brazen

to

p.'i io(li> ;il

ill

inn
an.lj

.

i

the trip

—

I'll-..;

fr../.i-ii.

thi-

mugg made

'Variety'

gang, who are seated behind deska
like school kids. Vic is the teacher,

cili/cn'.-^

!

I

;n;.|p>'.

A

made it tough sledding
apron contingent who can't
afford to let anybody escape without' paying tribute. As a result
scenes are being enacted in local
cafes and nlte clubs comparable to
the brutal candor of a cheap .speakeasy that collects by the drink and
in advance.
Walters now hold the plate and
Jingle It In front of each and every
male member of the college groups.
There's no avoiding that hint. All
the cafe is attmcted by the waiter's
crude canvass.
With everybody'H
eye.s on him the would-be doadhoat
has to have plenty of impudence not
to cave in and find two-hits somewhere on his peiHon.

I

ri i-i

.

^

I

was spotted In the m.c. Job of the
senate.
His prior experience was
not political, and so there were
doubts as to his going over. But
doubts have been cleared up. Vio
has made .good and emerges as a
political success.
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Charity 'At Homes'

gallery
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pression has
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up

showshop, with the 1933 60-day run
nearing Its close.
When Vic was booked as lieut.gov. during the Roosevelt landslide,

to

Settlement of Old Bills
ness
f;elting
In
onrth find concliini,'
T:ii .iiil.-i. .M.ii li
Ilis .»pi'( h in oTsily cnnipr' h'-nsihl"
During (ho Ionic li'.li.l.iv riioie
phr.i.^ooloury plncr-fl hitn to the fore ovord no
n.-ioiniH
'irno
ii.l
I'nir
unofTho
li.in>p «ihowinHn.
as .a
r),c(
I'lin in history
wi-ri* p.n i'l
the of ilii- <ii\-.
tli.it
nnriorslri ndintr
Ihial
'rc-idiii
will m> to the p'opic (lioi
s
yi ;irs
^\ I-.
flvf.
as
rrc-^iflcnl's

Frozen Coin

now

Olympia to review the layout.
House seats about 300 In two galleries and 60 in the senate chamber
proper.
There Is one woman senator; the rest run from a couple
Chicago, March 13.
Dcadbeating restaurant waiters, a youths with bushy hair to some veterans with bald or gray domes.
favorite college boy pastime, reThese comprise the cast, although
quires more nerve nowadays than some merely answer to the roll call.
most of the students possess. De- Vic stands or sits in front of the

giKiranti-ed the utmost in
listenlnt; scope.
)."roni tho theatrical viewpoint, the

Thaw

for Spring

In Public

as-

is

ex-band

Meyers,

COLLEGE STUDENTS

welfare.

IS

Vic

lieutenant-governor of Waabinstoib.
Some pretty fair corned:^ has be^a
dished

WAITERS ODT-BRAZEN

the presidential address,
no uncertainty about the

Tho gravity

show

of selling the

to

leader and picture house m.c,

fering knows no moratorium.
All this will make It more difficult for the general commercial box-offlce situation.

time.
vil.il

j

OM paco

to

The Job
signed

for the

Is leaving
the estate and
an 800 acre farm at

with

Gray,

New York

h:is to /:<•( a corlKiholr-: Koopor Ka> ing

rnioii

it

owned Swampscott, Mass.

com s.
llio

ticket

ing of her third husband, Eben B.
virtually
family
Phillips, (Whose

lawyor's .sl£;ii;Uiirp i.sn't a forKory.
You IhoM take all tlicso p^ipprs to
tho Miiiistpr of l-"i>rciijn Affair.s. who
thon siKn.s lln-ni. .saying that tho
is f)n tho Icvol.
Conatil.if siKii.ii ii:
Jloro the chisol is much rh<v\pcr.

whulo si>;nalnro for

concerning b«or and
serving

of

fair sized film theatres now dark in
this country which would be converted into foam palaces in the new
order of the day.
The conversion of a picture house
into a beer garden may- seem improbable, but these dark auditoriums, the bane of the celluloid industry's current existence, the concern of landlord and receiver, and
handcuffs for the realtor, are being recognized by responsible parties as the most logical of all sites
as beer institutions.
The reasons
are the theatres' fire regulation con(Continued on page 21)

become the potential
an estate with a minimum
value of $1,500,000. Gray was formerly of the Vanderbilt theatre boxoffice and recently waa at the HudHis mother, professionally
son.
known as Rose Beaumont (Beaumont Sisters, Rose and Nellie), was
widowed last week upon the pass-

c:in ri)ti.-;ul uhi) for a dollar a word
pul.s his siRiualure on all of thorn.
All he rcJilIy docs l.s to .say that tlio

a

all.

Broadway

Charlie Gray, a

means

13.

has Invaded the
Olympia. Wash.,

at

mingling with statesmanship.

only a fleetlngly light reflection
of conditions in the show biz.
The economic situation prophesies a flock of benefits.
There are benefits under Way
already for the quake sufferers,
for charities and other benevolences on the theory that suf-

memories of the corner saloon is
under way. The kernel of the
hunch concerns many of the 6,000

heir to

may throw

tl"'

A movement
the

dispenser, has

your birth certTTlcate
it out and
make you buy an afTldavit instead.
The con.sulatc can't do tills, but
tosMe.M you 1(1 an Aincrican lawyer.
Thla lawyer makes out a load of
papcMS anil Ki^Il3 Ihcm for a price.
Yuu t.-iki> thcs<> paper.s to llic Ameri-

Thfii

The moratorium earthquaked
grosses last week

and the weekend earthquakes in
California added further debris
to the general situation. Broadway comment that the quakes
were brought on by Hollywood's
echo to the 60% salary cut is

1,500-SEATERS BEST

B'WAY TICKET HAN
FALLS HEIR TO PLENH

to get

col

a Joint than none at

in

tinue to live in sin. They have no
Other choice.
been here 12 years,
liajj
Ix>.slie
having come over with the Dolly
£iflters and has been with Mlatlneruett most of the time, ilis fiancee
Ifl a looker from Mexico, and is one
Amba.ssadeurs American
the
of
Girls In 'Viola Paris.'
When they wanted to get married
they tried to elope, but to do that
In Krance one of the party lias to
stay parked in one dl.strict for 30
days.
When you apply for a license they
0ond you around to the American
Consulate, who makes you write to

Yoti

were

But while
checks and tabs.
the panic was on It was felt
it was better to have cuft trade

— maybe.

BO that they

Those extending

likewise nonplussed and now
worrying about the
they're
validity
some of those
of

Ttike it from Leslie, Paris may be
the easiest place to get divorced in,
l)ut is the hardest place to get married In, and the legal blockade alone
easily explains why most of those
expatriates on the left bank con-

America

stop.

to
credit

senate

state

box-of&ce

Fairtors

March

Seattle,

Showmanship

Estimate $10,000 Conversion Cost

food,

knew why or where

Benefits

Ideal

sympathy, clothing and cutNone
everything.
rates on

It looked for a moment as if It
Iwould be the last showing anywhere.
Mlstlnguett no like the alliance and
Ad far as Leslie could learn, the
French government was against it
So far the effort to acquire a
too.
tvlfe hoa cost Leslie 8,000 francs
and after that nrhen the troupe has
toured all Europe and eventually
ISets back to France they can got

torn

—

hood Locations

Everything was a chiz.
The lads were chiseling
dimes, quarters, drinks,

Construcrion

for Suds Gardens
Main
Street and Ace Neighbor-

Broadway, always a champ
declared a
chiseling street,
holiday under the hypodermic of the moratorium.

a

itrothal to Carmen Morales looks like
aothinir in print, but It represents
fbe worlt of a lifetime. He boughi
two dozen copies of the paper and
•lapped one of them on Mlstln^uetfa
dressing table the night of their last

Rowing

More
Think

be-

hie

Functions as M.C. of State Senate

[

Broadway's Hypo

2.

IVfai-cIi

r^esUe, co-author of 'VolU
Mistlnguctfs revu-», has ROt
base on that marrlase thing.

Earl
iParls,'

Ex-Band Leader,

LieiiL-Gov.,

1

.

to
.-

'p'Tsimnllly'
l>e

thinking
going

sti'iw
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a Swell Time to Gag in N. Y.

It's

With Family in Quake-Ask Reisner

F&M

By CECELIA ACER

On the morning after the California cartliquake, the three saddest
men in tnwn nut in Chuck Relsner's

suite

lands

make

to

Ed Wynn
N'ow

Wynn

the

at

.Sherry

come

great

Nether-

spot

along Fanchon

any idea when

& Marco

.

lines.

planes to fly over the studios
that afternoon with flag signals
to inform union help whether
or not the walkout was on.

In

tlie

13.

Unions Saturday morning
had plans laid calling for air-

for

in his fire hat,"
'Gee, what's
wife going to use for money? Got
to

said Hari-y Ruby.

..

j

Hollywood, March

up laughs for the
a

Strike Idea

No'thlng can stop Hollywood.
Even walkouts hero are planned

picfure.

here's

Hpllywodt) (lleadlockjBd on salary eiits, but four jinajor*, Metro, WB,
Par^decided to resume praductioi) r^a«rdleM«\
Theatres daim possible bankruptcy. If unions don't yield on labor
scales, and 80 in Cleveland summarily shutter; others ditto,
Opening of banks in New York, Monday (13) held' hope that >n>
dustry's ^fTier^ency parM might, lift sooner jkbklrtj ttXpected, with
igradual ofieihing of b*nk- in othitP' oities to v^oU^,^ tlesides. California earthquake accentuated emergency period.
Warner cuf on week-to-weok basis.
Theatre end of RKO only branch of industry to assure staffs that"
former salaries return at close of emergency period.
Threats to shut all houses In certain keys unless Unions agree to
a 25% cut. In New York unions offered 15% out; so far chains

RKO -and

my

.

WILL MAHQNEY

Hollywood banks

Just like my
are going to open?
bank to bo one of the bum ones
'Even
"Hial's
'Yeah, that might be a good place,
'You
Harry,' Mr. Reisner agreed.
Calif Says It
know, a guy gets to taking his wife
and son for granted, till an earthquake br^ks around them.'
Earthquake
'Say Chuck,' Bert Kalmar offered,
•how about Wynn leading In his
IjOs Angeles, March 13.
horse? It's two days to the Ccfist
All news coming from the stricken
by plane, and It might a« well be
two years when you want to see areia Is being censored by naval auhow your family made out right thorities who have taken cothmand
ia
jix>ng^ Beach.
All civilians are
thing
when
a
do
you
can
now. All
like this happens Is be near them baiired frbhi that sector.
T^ewspapers in Southern CaliforGoing out to
—I'll be right back.
nia; for the first time in nfiany years
send a wire.'
A bell boy came In with some u^dd 'earthquake' in their stories.
^ltihe^to they have been referred
•water.
'See tljat, Harry?' said Reisner. to as triemors and similar' synonyms,
•Did you see the way I hesitated biit even the most patriotic of
before I gave hJm that two bite? Spi^thern Californians had to admit
That's the way this bank business thi$ wag an earthquojce.
Seistaiologists announce^ that sehas got me. I don't know where
Isrdographs recorded the violence of
I stand.'
the! shock as from point Ave to point
Counti/i^ Nickels
six^
Point 10 is complete demoliKalmar was back. 'Next time you
"

News!—

Was

An

haven't accepted.
Theatre men look for euts- to be,- reflected in reduction of film
rentals ^U.arou.od, with .indie exhibs making such-- dofnand.
Producers look to curtail some production, and: PP'Hihility lies of
ishortage of product as a result. In .th«;.ev.ent .of cIpsjiQg pf .sfudios
^6r any length of time, producers m^ant to withhold better product
Figure theatres won't be able to m.eet, .re.ntal
luntil emergency lifts.
'costs on better product. This may mean closing of theatres on a

Fox

Week,

This

Theatre,

,

;

St.

Loiils.

The Boston "Traveler" said: ."Tl{^
audience went wild with enthusiasm and the show stopped dead

wide scale besides.

after Mr. Mahoney's performance
at the Metropolitan'. Mahoney Is a

—

1660

G.

!

'

ask him to bring a pitcher tion.
of water and a, nickel tor me.'And then the three Pagllaccls
turned to the problems of the new Claims
$1,846 Advance to
administration, changing straightway to three heady political ecoGive Jack Hays a Front
nomists.
They endorse President
Roosevelt, and. figure out that In a
year they'll all fe^l o^uch better.
Los Angeles, March 13.
Mr. Reisner, oiace the ^arly ChapCornelius (Pat) Wlldhagen, forlin days, has been associated with mer associate
of Jack Hsiys In
the making of comedies. Watching shorts production, has filed suit
them come aijd BP. analyzing, the against the baby star promoter in
hits,, he's, come to the conclusion Municipal court, to recover $1,846
that the Indispensable elements of a. wh|ch he claims he advanced to
smash comedy and smash comedian Hays In cash over a period of
contrast, dramatic months.
are dramatic
conflict, and a rooting interest for:
Wildhagen, while not actually
the audience, all welded into the firtancine Hays In his production
solid foundation of a story back- activities, provided the funds to put
ground that everybody wHl under- on the necessary front, paid railstand.
road fare, hotel bills, etc., be alleges.
'Contrast Is most Important,' he At Ino time Was he associated with
says. 'AH the great comedians have Hays in the school for baby stars
it.
In Chaplin it's the little tramp, which the shorts producer
Is' conwith hope and no complaints. The ducjting in Culver City.
contrast comes ti) his" shabby gentility, his .perfect manners.
AH the
i

'

'

I

•

Broadway

'

I

icharged;

Benh^
Has Her Own Ideas

Constance

•"'

•

Figured Average stage- hand earns moi'S than avisi-Age 'legit player,
Wian for man, ii>ider percentage arrangement; cb'op alternative was
slash, as very little left in the lesiser shows for
Vyorse than
players. Some drew no- salaries last whsk.
in vaudfilm houses, figured unio.n labor earning' m'6i^ than house
;manager^ .!e^t|mating latter'* ^viiriui^ down to $50' flftid' bbothmen
" ^
twice ti^^ij^jCollege proms cancelled, costing pipnty, fn b,ani;| bb.okrngd.
RKO, Warners, Loew's and Publix decide tb'leuVvAude salaried
'

j

W%

.

On Renting Cloth^

.

'

'

March 13.
The RKO studio crowd was burned
Ijollywopd,

50%

at the conduct of Constance Bennett In refusing, wardrobe made for'

her by the

'studio for

'Our

for eight

weeks

pr,

25%

^.until

details

of

his

poverty, yet all

make-up represent
the details show a

-rr

;

cost of 1700.

This, she refused too.
appeared on the set in
own, which the studio
people said was not as expensive as
those they had made, aivd charged
the: studio a rental of $100 for Its

Finally, she.
one of her

use.

On a

previous picture studio people claim that she Insisted on wearing an ermine coat belonging to
^er, which she said cost $20,000 and
dentianded $1,000 rental. Studio people are reported to haye checked
up and found the coa.t she. wore
appraised at around $3,800.
j

i

In 16 nun. Shows f«r Small Towns
Plan

.

is

afoot to widen the iaihus'e-

'-'-i^^

screen

entert&inment through

the

a

Mr. Reisner, then, seeks in his
pictures to create exaggerated contrasts for his actors, to build up
every possible contract In his story.
He looks for a dramatic yai'n whose
application Is general, not personal.
'For In.stanco,' ho explains, 'If a
woman divorces her husband beeause he snores, only a few people
understand, but If a wife divorces

'

i

Ratio of Cuts for

mark

the second for

both families, each having a daughter.:

Okay

for Sound!

Hollywood, March

13.

regular
salary Is $300 a week was given a
Job in a Ciilbertson short at RKO
Radio at what was supposed to be
50% regular pay. In.stead of paying him $150 Radio, after engage-

ment

Bands and Orchestras....

48

Bills

40
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Calendar
Chatter
Exploitation

Film House Reviews
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Foreign Film News
Foreign Show News
Inside— Legit
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—

Inside
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Legitimate

zcl his

Literati

agent.

64

28-29-30
D2-53

Editorial

him $75,
which was refused by Harry Wurtw,is comiilcted. gave

Hollywood, March
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SAILINGS

the eomcdlnn eon(|ucrs the vil-

the andlcnee Is .satisfied that
they're quit.s with tli»^ villain too.
•
audience miiPt imll r-n- the comedian, hate the villlan. There you
have the contrast between ijood .-mil
had, the conflli't between >;ihii1 and
bad which have tint to he in to sustain interest, which yon need (n
get the andien'f' in ;. rnotln;; nioinl.'

Rufus LeMaire

families.

'quake.

body gets it.'
weeks cut, and now Warners Is tryRei.sncr works comedy Into his ing to
reach them to sign similar
background of drama, but he starts agreements.
with drama first.
'Comedy and
Jame.s Bush, actor, whose

ly

It is estimated there
towns' in the U.S. with a
population of 8,000 or upward each.
Of, these only. around 4,000 are not

Altogether,

New

Arrivals will

Hoview.s....

36

51
37-39
38

5eh.i"0i»

<

I

.

possessed of any kind of film theatres served by the film Industry
Thursday (9). And rather commercially.
Studios' Jitters
This new plan would take the 16
than hold up the muchly-postponed picture any longer. Rog- m.m. out of the home field and put
it right In the lap of the main InHollywood, March 13.
ers restored Blckford to full pay.
Production slowed up api^reclably
Blckford said it wasn't his fault, dustry, as opinion seems to be that
at the sound studios over the weekthat the picture had been delayed, the home field will be delayed owend due to the Jittery feeling of the carrying it Into
ing to cost of equipment.
the emergency pepeople working on the stages.
Definite details are not forthcomriod.
At every tremor, whether due to
ing, but accounts have the RCA as
a fresh trembler or other cause,
interested In the project and ready
everyone hurried into the open and
to help speed the opening of the
Arrivals
when not needed on the set players
16 m.m. field commercially.
Hollywood. March 13.
stayed outside, fearing that the hlfeh
Additionally three of the major
There will be additions to the
roofs
and massive construction Darryl Zanuck
film companies are stated to be set
and

Warner contract people now out
on loan arc in a dilemma. Most of
tliem have already signed agreeher husband because he negloct.s her ments with studios, where
they're
and Is mean to the children, every- now working to take the eight

tragedy are so closely rel;itcd,
laughter is the safety valve that
saves humanity,' he believes. 'The
laughs that mean anything, that
last with audiences, arc laughs of
relief.
Look for laughs that come
out of human, natural situations.
See that the audience laughs at the
villain, with the comedian.
'Get the andlcnco on the comedian's .side, see to it that when Anal-

Hollywood, March 13.
Bather than take a cut, qharles
Blckford walked out of Charles
Rogers' "Beer Baron' at Paramount

almost*

and increas- ^

arej 13,600

Delayed So Lori^

riins

devoted tb 16 m.m. rathe^^'"*®
ins.tallation of 16 m.m. equipment
than 36, thus providing the first
for! commercial piirpbses, by this
runs and higher houses with pro«
means broadening the distribution teotlbn.
the trade's potential income
fro^ $200,000 to $300,000 weekly.

Cute— Not His fault Film

make subsequent
tirely

|ln^

BICKFORD'S SLANT

mm 'prod4>(Ua %

•

of jthe film companies

Refused

to provide the miniature

^nla'
nv^ a.rea of the cbuntry and open uct.
The plan "would' have' an ^entuatiyn
up some 8,000 townd which now revamping of the entire distribution
have no flim houses or any kind of ,of the film business that Wouldc^w

last

yearning for elegance.
'With Buster Keaton the contrast
Is physical, the poor timid creature
up against a dynamic bully. In Al
Jolson It's the blackface comedian
who looks like ho ought to be singing about watermelons, but who
sings sentimental songs instead.
Harold Lloyd looks poetic, aesthetic,
but he climbs buildings, takes hairraising risks.
It's the same with
the comic strips.
'Bringing Up
Father,' the masculine, dominating
make stages particularly
woman and the cringing, feminine would
dangerous spots.
man. 'Harney Google,' the man in
However, no production schedule
love with his liorse Instead of with
was called off on account of the
woman.'

Sept. 1

Jui

Betters.'-.

They made a dress; which .costthem (600, which she: refused to.
wear. Another was then made at a

,

,

'

.

FARNUM

'

call hln>,

'•

.

<

Stage
In legit unions okatyed skeleton crews to mInimuiVIr -fbr musicals;
istraight' dramatic Already down to boner
Immediate dlesing for Icfg'its oked by unfons and Equity, sartrt
'liability-; feriwerly one to twd weeks necessary.
After first couple days of moratorim, better showis' iiiixed checks.^
jBuys bUsjjtsndedi brokers unaffected' as tKdir bulk' 'business is

sensation and no mistake."
Direction

RALPH

i.(T<!i

13.

First known instance of a talking picture of an actual earthquake
is a scene in Paramount's 'Dead on

between 'William Harrigan'
and Vlnce Barnett.
Scene was being shot when the
first shock occurred with the sound
Arrival',

track recording the surprised ex'Earthquake!'
clamations
of
by
those on the set while the Aim
showed the actors rushing toward
the shaking walls.

Heading Toward
London for First Pic

Miller

Equipment at .tow Cost
It has been flgured that a coni*
mercial 16 m.m. equipment can be
installed for $600 to $600 with fea-

tures that would permit payment in
instalments on a Xy^o-year basis.
At the same time- the fullest playIng time Cor any kind of Hlm.s
would be provided for the majors,
prbbably lengthening the life of a
aim by two years, or more.
It is felt that the towns thus considered which are in every part o€
country
could
utilize
the
the
scheme, as from a building view almost any kind of structure could be
devoted to the smaller equipment
stuff.
The 16 m.m. is all on non-

go to England

later.

,

'

Inflammable film stock.
"What makes the plan feasible
from an overhead standpoint is that
the 16 m.m. film on such a wide
basis of distribution and which la

'

now rentable^ at $1 per reel for
home usages, would be materially
Increased in price for commercial
showings, as that $1 item is akin to
whfit the small towns were wont to
pay ati)ne time for regular 35 m.m.
"With reduced overhead it is believed
possible to have the film exchanges
share in the resultant saving, thus
reducing the exihibs' nut as comleaned to the 36 m.m.
Another factor that makes the 16
m.m. plan look salable ie that the
16 m.m. film on sound is now proJectlonable at a frequency comparable to that of broadcasting which
is okay for receptive theatre reprodudtion.
Shipping costs and printing costs
are also much lower on the 16 m.m.
than the regular 86 m.m.
This
would mean that altogether, as it
has been flgured by Insiders, the
overhead of 16 m.m. projection commercially would amount to 40% less

than what houses spend on

35.

That

takes in printing costs.
The idea back of the plan is to
sell the 16 m.m. scheme to towns
the end of this week, sails from where auditoriums are located of a
capacity from 600 to 900 which can
there In two weeks to produce 'Take
be utilized advantageoifsly for such
a Wife* for Columbia in England. a purpose. It's not meant for biggflr
Picture will star Leslie Howard.
houses.
The apparent aim is to create a
"While abroad Miller will also
stage two legit attractions, 'Late new field of small theatres which
Christopher
Bean,'
with
Cedrlc would rate, according to location at
Hardwicke, and 'Reunion in "Vi- a b. o. of a 25-cont top but .still not
enna.'
be in competition with the more
Harry Cohn and Sam Briskin will costly operated 35 m.m. houses in

Hollywood, March

Gilbert Miller, due In
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New York

(larger centers.
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Everybody's Credit
Theatres Figured

and

50%

75%

Was Oke

Certainty on Checks

Negotiability

on Tabs

TO

i nES,

VARIETY

Hollywood's Savoir Faire Asserts
Itself

IS OF 'EM INI. B.

Even Whfle Earth Trembles

Hollywood, March

Reverse English

Continuance of the banking holi-

day

last

week and

restrictions In

on<9 form or another by
a coast-to-coast,
creiated

banks
ready

In New York tho panic was on
In earnest after a couple days.
Theatres which were doing okay
suddenly
week-end,
the
ov^r
started to feel the brunt of the
Monday (6), as did
aitiiation
•verythlne else.
Grosses were dropping 26% and
more and Tuesday's (7) rainstorm
had many houses In the east playin New
ing- to bare minorities,
York only the two Radio City
houses that day (7) Joined tho old
Boxy In acceptance of personal
•hecks to cover admission.
Angle on checks for admlsh in
Kew York, as In other paits of rhe
country, is based on a law of

average which dictates that

Hollywood, March 13.
to have previewed
Below' at Long Beach,
Friday evening (10), with William Newberry going down
there with the film. Louis B.
Mayer was to have gone there
Immediately following the Producers' meeting, accompanied
by Pat Casey.
When word was received in
Hollywood of the condition of
Long Beach following the
quake, the preview was immediately oalled off.

Metro was

er^lt system.

If

75%

checka are good, that's okay.
Th^ 76%, from the theatre point
of view, war just so much business that otherwise wouldn't cjinc
This Is also true of I. O. U.'s
In.
with belief that at leant 66% of
them are okay.
A Big Lull
With not much stirring anywhere, New York has started to
look like a hick town. A noi^.lceable absence of trucks on the
along with a minimum
etreets,
,number of cruising taxis, has
of. the

taken away some of bustle. Subwalys and street cars were never so
crowded, people traveling by the
cheapest means possible.
excepting for such
Shopping,
staples as groceries and food, was
radically affected at first but is
Main fear of
rapidly recovering
Xood stores vraa that if too much
credit were e attended, replenishing
a worry.
would
become
stocks
Charge accounts were cut down
greatly as a result
A few of the large department
stores were accepting checks and
giving small amounts of change in
cash.
Theatres and home offices were
both watching the cash vury caretully. Nothing was being paid that
didn't have to be paid.

Telephones operators, wanting an
extra nickel for additional minutes

on local calls, in some cases wero
forgetting these and letting peoplfi
talk longer than the minimum on
the first nickel.
Barber shops, along with almost
every other conceivable type of
place, permitted credit and stores,

'Hell

Long Beach Ats't Manager

—

Metro

Critically

Hurt-

Condemned

Quickly, Others Uncertain

FEAR HURTING

B. O.'S

13.

Aid Quickly to

Stncken Areas

'QUAKE CYCLE ADDED

house there, was condemned Satur
day as unsafe. Among the prac
tlcally
complete losses are the
Family, Long Beach; Lynwood, in
Lynwood; California and Lyric in
Huntington Park, and theatres in
Seal Beach, Downey, Norwalk, Wilmington, Laguna Beach and San
Pedro were also affected by the

Hollywood, March 13.
Writers who follow the headlines
etc., were advertising
in their searcli for story material
charge accounts could be opened. are all busy
doping out earthquake
Restaurants were willing to take
plots.
With the exception of 'The
checks to cover food, couvert charge White
Sister'
have
and tips. Gas stations accepted rarely been used earthquakes
as screen material, quake.
checks from motorists also.
but__the_re promises to develo p a
United. -Artiats_LDng_3eaoh,_ajad.
cycle of quake stories to keep step Fox, Florence,
both slightly dam
with the bank crash series.
aged by the quake, are being reSeveral studios sent cameramen
Nazi Victim Is Proprietor
paired for reopening.
Other Fox
into the devastated areas for stock
houses that were damaged await
Of Theatre in Rochester and background shots.
agreements with landlords before
•

restaurants,

being reopened.
Metro's 'White Sister' in sound
One Fatality
was switched from the Capitol into
Rochester, March 13.
Only fatality in theatre ranks thus
Alleged beating up of Dr. Na- the Astor, on Broadway, for a $2
thaniel Wolff, 37, part owner of the engagement commencing March 17. far reported is Jimmie Brodie, assistant manager of the Imperial,
Lyceum theatre here, by Nazis in a
Long Beach, who was killed when
Berlin hotel caused international
the house marquee collapsed. This
furore. Complaint by the American Nella Walker's Quakeful
occurred after everyone had left the
ambassador brought regrets from
Foot house. At the same time, an unHitler government and claim that Haste Fractured
identified woman was killed and a
attackers
were communists
his
Hollywood, March 13.
sailor had his leg cut off.
dressed as Hitlerites.
Nella Walker, who had just comFor a time Willlar-. Newberry, exWolff reported he was taken from pleted work in .'Reunion in Vienna'
his hotel to a police station, then at Metro, was thrown down a flight ploitation and preview "contact man
dragged to a nearby forest, sub- of stairs Friday night at her home, for Metro, was supposed to have
been
lost.
He had gone to Long
jected to Indignities and abandoned. suffering a fractured foot when she
Son of the late Martin E. Wolff, tried to rush to the street during Beach to make arrangements for the
(Continued on page 40)
his son and daughter, the
be

Her

Who

left

Germany

She

fiuake.

Countess? Kiccio, a considerable fortune, Natlianiol Wolff has lived
mostly in Paris of late. He went to
to

study

laid

Wray

up several

weeks.

Quake
Paid Off in

art.

Col Starring

will

Benefits

Stills

None oC the picture name poojjle
who arc working in tho current seHobby Jone.s golf shorts at
Warners receive any money for
ries of

Hollywood, Marcli 1.3.
Colum1)ia has signed Fay Wray to their appearances.
Aside from the fun oC playing
star In tliree pictures to be maOe
with Jones, and the tips on form
during tlic next year.
Deal wa.<? made by the Joyce- they pick up, they arc p.^id off in
still pictures.
Seiznick office.

Davies
Heart,'

by the

was buzzing with calls. No one returned until half an hour later when
a watchman came in and locked up.
Producers in the meantime had
driven to Paramount studio to continue the disturbed meeting, but It
lasted only about long enough to
call it to order and then adjourn
until the next afternoon.

Immediately following the Initial
shake, all of the agents with offices
in the buildings at Hollywood and
Vine ran out Into the street and
swore that they were moving the
next day to one-story buildings.

Davies
FN Tank Gave In
On acThe high water tank on the First
count of the electric power being off
was impossible to open the main National lot at Burbank, a landdoors.
Calls were for everyone to mark In the San Fernando valley
section, toppled over, but no one
light matches and through this
sparse Illumination members of the was injured. Tank was used as a
company and crew made their way reserve In case of Are.
°

Rushed

TO BANK PROD. PLANS

ing objects.
Charles Strumer, an
assistant director, on one of the
Metro units was struck by a falling
microphone boom. He received injuries which necessitated 10 stitches.
Eddie Fitzgerald, second cameraman at the same studio, was Injured on the right knee by the falling of a lamp.

Stage on which Marion
was playing in 'Peg 'o My
was plunged into darkness
More than $1,000,00(1 property quake. At the time. Miss
damage was done to theatres in tho was playing a bed scene.

Los Angeles, March

area of the earthquake. Close to
SO theatres belonging to circuits or
independently owned are made practically useless as a result of the
severe tremors, with 15 of the 23
houses in Long Beach already condemned after examination by the
building inspectors as unsafe.
The stricken area extends from
Santa Ana on the south, to Long
Beach, San Pedro, the port of Los
Angeles and inland to towns a dozen
miles distant. Practically all theatres In thiis extensive area are closed
either because of damage or through
the refusal of the authorities to perHollywood, Mar. 13.
mit them to continue business until
Film studios afforded quick re- a more complete examination for
hidden faiilts may be made. There
lief to stricken towns by rushing
was also the feeling that with
generators and arc equipments Ub€d everyone
nerve-racked,
it
was
for location work into eight towns unwise to permit public assemblages
where the oiectrlc llgh: plants had where a recurrence of the tremors
ccosed to function.
These places might engender a panic that would
result In loss of life.
were in virtual darkness and rel'.ef
Fox-West Coast theatres that are
work was hampered until tho wel- practically destroyed Include the
come arrival of these p<jwer£ul Imperial, Egyptian, United Artists,
portable equipments, which played Lyric, at Walnut Park; Alcazar, at
on the rulny all nlghc to assist the Bell; Klnema, Compton; Hermosa,
Hermosa Beach; Granada, at Ingle
rellti" workers.
Fog prevailed over the stricken wood, with Flgueroa in Los Angeles
area when dusk came down and by also practically ruined.
Lynwood theatre, Lynwood, and
midnight it was Impossible to move
about without illumination.
The Symphony, In Compton, both betown of Cumpton was almost en- longing to AI Hanson, city manager
tirely lighted by generators sent f6r Fox- West Coast, and operated
from Parapioi;nt while Metro added by the latter, were completely desome equipment at Compto i and stroyed by the quake and are not
Hanson sustains
sont the remainder of its tlai t.» to be rebuilt.
around $100,000 loss. Eight of the
Long Beii.^h.
21 houses operated In Long Beach
division by F-WC were destroyed,
and will not be rebuilt.
Capital at Long Beach has a collapsed roof and the State, Indle

Studios

13.

Several stages on wnich companies were working were plunged

Sole Theatre Fatality So Into darkness and some injuries
Bill
Newberry of were reported at studios from fallFar

Theatres

9

Los Angeles, Mar.

13.

All local theatres are planning to give benefits for Quake
sufferers, benefit commencing
.Mar. 24 at all Fox houses.

Twenty-five per cent of the
given tho

Ki oss receipts will be

sufferers.

it

out through small emergency doors
at the end of the stage.

Writers Calm
Least affected by the second se-

ries of quakes (around 9:20) was
Danny Wanted to Know
the meeting of the Actors' division
If you want to know anything of the Academiy at the Wrlterfi*
Danny
ask '.Variety'; that Vfas
Club. When the flrst shock came,
Ahearn's viewpoint when he put in Reginald Barlow,' chairman, assured

a

call to 'Variety' from his apartfloor of the Knick-

ment on the 1th

erbocker hotel and announced that
his hotel was shaking and 'what
does it mean?* He was told that It
was just a simple California earthquake.
A lamp had fallen on Mrs.
Ahearn's head and cut her scalp.
She was also cut about the hands

by

falling glass.

Theatres Calm

everybody that they were just as
safe in the building as

anywhere

Talking continued and when
the third series arrived, 10 minutea
else.

later.

Jack Oakle was on his

feet,

frothing at the mouth.
Between
Oakle and the quake, every one took
the lesser of the two evils.
.

Studio switchboards, like the telephone exchanges, were swamped
with outgoing calls Immediately aft«
er the flrst quake:

Patrons of theatres in Los AnAll traffic along Hollywood bougeles and vicinity left the houses
hurriedly when the second and third levard stopped for several minutes;
furiously.
trolleys
shook
shocks came at 9:10 and 9:20 and while
fourth at 11 p. m. In no case was Workers In buildings at Hollywood
At the Beverly and Vine rushed Into the middle t>f
there any panic.
for
the open
the
streets
and
raced
Hills, around a dozen walked, but
others, more used to California spaces.
shakes, kept their seats.
Veterans of paist quakes freely
Chimneys at almost all of the passing out information on what to
Malibu homes were knocked over do and where to stand wh6n the
shocks
come.
by the trembler.
'

Plate glass windows of the Call
fornia, Security- First National and

Radio's

Wonder Work

Radio proved Itself miles ahead
of America branches on Hoi
of the newspapers In supplying the
lywood Blvd. were shattered by the flrst news of the earthquake and
quake and were left unguarded for throughout the night was flrst with

Bank

several hours after.

supplying all details to persons
throughout Southern California.
Between one and five a.m. SatAlthopgh extras were soon out on
urday (11) morning tlrere-were 128 the strieet, it was the radio to which
telephone calls made from New the populace turned for their news.
York to the coast. At one o'clock
Each station flashed the news of
in the afternoon 300 calls had plied the disaster at Long' Beach and
up, about a score from foreign other coast spots a few minutes,
countries. This traffic brought un- after the shocks were felt In Los
usual activity in the headquarters Angeles. After that they went on a
of the American Telephone & Tele- half-hour bulletin service throu^hgraph, whose officials remained at out the night.
their desks throughout the day,
As Long Beach, Compton and
During the morning a two hours' other stricken spots were cut oft
delay on coast calls was the rule. from telegraph and telephone com«
There was difficulty in reaching the munlcatlon, flrst news of the effects
numbers asked for, because resi there were conveyed by amateur
dences were damaged and the calls radio operators.
had to be transferred to new spots
Calls were made over the radio
In the afternoon the delay In mak- for all amateurs to tune in and help
ing calls was extended to three in the communication to out-ofhours. The Red Cross from vari- state places conveying news of relous points was expedited in its atives here. Similarly it was over
calls which preceded private re- the radio that calls went out to the
quests.
The lines too had to take militia, doctors, nurses and to
care of telephone pictures, some American Legion members to mobof which appeared in the New York ilize for relief and pojUcaJVprk.
morning papers.
A.T.&T. found the exchange at

Long Beach,

Cal., out of commisDuring the morning pay stations were placed in the streets of
the resort to aid reporters.

sion.

Craig's Torgotten

Man'

Hollywood, March 13.
Rtchy Craig, Jr., Is working on a
new scenario entitled 'The ForgotHaysites Scrammed
ten Man.' It's about a bank teller.
Producers in an emergency meetAccording to the plot, it seems
ing on the wage cut, made a hasty the banking business out here was
exit from the Hays office when the only a fad that passed out when
earthquake shook the building In jig-saw puzzles came In.
which they were about to sit in
session.
Hays office help and the
HOOVER VISITS B. C.
top executives virtually fell over
each other making for the doors,
Former President Hoover, accomand the elevator to take tliem from panied l>y his son, Allan, and his
the fourth floor.
secretary Lawrence Rlchey, visited
Ten minutes later when a 'Va,- the R. C. Music Hall Friday (10).
riety' reporter called at the Hays
Party was taken through the
office he found it deserted.
All building by M. H. Aylesworth, RKO
lights were on and the swiicliboard president.
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Florida Condoles Calif,

on

Sez AI
Palm

Springs,

March

Calif.,

bank

Same Ogles Its Fdm IVod. Anew

He was accused of having abundance of cash by broadcasts on radio and different columnists and
would like that mislmpresslon cor-

seriously

around

torles In and
in Florida.

New Tork and

biggest enemy for
California's
years, Florida, has been making a
strong bid for picture production for
some time. The State Itself, according to Inside, has Just made offers to finance the building of
studios down there for the producers If they will give Florida a trial.

As Indicated

In

New Tork home

offices, Florida Is willing to do about
anything In order to wean picture-

making away from California,
anywhere elee for that matter.
wants this Industry to center

Landlords of picture business employees were among
the first to hear of the IndusThere
try's 60% salary cut.
was a land office rush for rent
reductions and In many instances the landlords knew
about It before the families

It

in

In taxes for the state.

It

also

Stressing

Just

Benefits

now the, producers are con-^
many factors In a possible

moving of production to. the Atlantic Slope. Not the least of these:
Is the dIfBcultles In making move-;
ments with the home offlces 3,000
miles distant from their factories.
The cost of trips back and forth
for executives, talent, etc., and of
telephone, telegraph and other com-

Washington,

Foxy Cohn!
Harry Cohn says his studio
help cannot fool him when he
is away from the studio on an
eastern trip. Says when he returns he Invites the four most
Important men on the lot for
a session of golf at Hlllcrest.
By the way they shoot, he
says, he knows whether or not
they were giving the studio
service during his absence.

—From

'Variety's'

Hollywood

Bulletin.

One picture man with a partough landlord was
looking around all week for an
author to write him about
three strong minutes of talk.

In Situation
Chicago,

B.&K.TOOKNO

March

paying out as

•We're

we take

BLUMEY AFTER
13.

much

as

and no more. We're all
show business and It's a

In

back in
good thing.'

RKO

CHANCES ON

sense ilnd hard realities.
'Our managers are on their toes.

SnCKUPS

POU

CIRCUIT

In these words Nate Blumberg,
division director of
here, characterized
the
present
situation,
which be regards optimistically as
a corridor leading back to common

Is

filderlng

Silver Lining

ticularly

ness.

not to be shunned, and Its loss for
California has caused some alarm
from time to time out there whenever talk of producing east was In
the air.

filumberg Sees

did.

or:

Florida because the film capltol of
the U. S., wherever It Is, as California has learned, serves as a
strong Inducement to tourist busi-

Them Har Cuts, and Nobody Else But

m

son was
one else.

rected.

Rent Routine

Debbil Moritory Inspired

13.

Al Jolson denies be left New Tork
loaded with funds at time of the
closings, east and west. Jolsame position as every-

Quake Misfortune, but Just the

Industry leaders In the east are
considering transfer of
film production from the western to
the eastern coast. Discussion Is In
the direction of setting up film fac

Hat or

Its

Springfield, Mass.,

March

13.

According to Nathan Nlrenstein,
Springfield realtor negotiations have

been under

way

for the salQ of the

We

B&K

Wellman Out

Drama

Row

Industry's Pros

—

—

GETS GRAVY

Gennan

Oke
from

ple.

New

Miss Wlecke is the girl that Par
grabbed from 'Maedchen in Uniform.' She speaks English and has
a contract reading that she must
be used in at least one featured role
within three months of hor arrival

on the Coast.

Fox Directors Dropped
Hollywood, March

13.

Options of Henry King and Frank

Fox directors, not being
picked up, both go off the contract
list In four weeks.
Studio will not exercise the option of Marian Nixon which comes
up Auril 1.
Tuttle,

DOUBLING STUDIOS
Hollywood, March 13.
Is doubling between

Pauline G.aron

Monarch and Monogram, handling
the feature part in pictures on both
lots.

Mon.irt

and other

li

is 'Easy Millions'
'i^hantom Broadcast.'

picture

is

was

proportions

subcon-

sciously in the minds of all the in^
dustry leaders, and finally the national moratorium Just prompted
film leaders on both coasts to dp

something.

Conklins Divorcing
Hollywood, March 13.
Minnie B. Conklin has filed for
divorce in Superior court against
Chester C. Conklin, veteran screen
comedian.

SMALL CHAINS SHAPING
OUT OF LOCAL DEALS
Easton, Pa., March 13.
The A. R. Boyd Enterprises haVe
a long term lease on thtft
Seville theatre here, making thltt

taken

the seventh house controlled by thlh
circuit, and named it the Boyd the>i

opening last Friday (10)'State Fair'.
The Seville formerly showed

atre,

with

both
vaude and pictures and closed down
several week- ago, due to financial
difficulties. The house Is one of the
best In Easton.
At the present time the Boyd concern operates the Fox and former
Fox-Ix>cust In Philadelphia, the.
Elmbassy and Strand In Allentown,
Globe In Bethlehem, and Colonial in
Liancaster.

Oakland,

On

Cal.,

March 13.
mora-

the second day of the

torium

Charles

Carroll,

one-time

Fox West Coast manager, and for
some time lessee and manager of

A

grind, anthe American, Class
nounced that he had taken over the
Roxie, similar class.
With a few Berkeley houses held
by his associates, Carroll is now
something of a chain operator as
well as a leading financial optimist.

Owners

Phoenix, March 13.
Ignoring bank holiday.

Two

remodeled Indies opened here
Saturday (11).
Both have been
dark more than year.
L. P. Weaver,
former manager of Publlx
House here. Will operate the 'Ra'

Tn^ai^'-StW -Beat lrou3e'.~^Rex;'"'fDTTn^
erly the 'Amuzu,' 400-seater, will be
operated by Robert Killeen, Phoenix,
and E. T. Mathls, Belllngham,
Wash., theatre owner. Admission
for both 10 and 16, second and third
runs.

Approximately $25,000 Invested in
remodeling houses. Success of Studio, owned by Al Stetson, former
F-WC division manager here and
his two brothers, incentive for other
ventures in local indie field.

Lewin's Rest Over
Paris,

Mai-ch

13.

gency
While the directors were standing by Monday (yesterday) for another
session ^thls time reported to center on studio union trouble, earthquake
and jnlscellaneous other items exhibitors were appointing their dictators, and employees privately were expressing their 100% disapproval
as much of the cut as the manner in which it was brought about.

AI Lewin, who's been vacationing
on the continent, leaves for New
York on March 21.
He'll go right back to Hollywood
to resume his duties as a Metro

Money Matters
Reports were brought Into the open, for the first time at the New York
exhib mass meeting Friday, that two banlts wanted quicjt money and

FAB WAIITS JUDGE FOR DEE

—

York only a couple of days and hop
right out to the coast.

tion.

After watching state after state
close its banks, with the resultant
drain on the box oMce, a cut of the

and Cons on Cuts

A

latest foreign acquisition, sails
Berlin, March 20. She'll stay in

Waldorf-Astoria, which Is Hays'
residence also, last week, but, contrary to reports, the fornier president did not Inspire the half-salary
eight weeks' edict.
Denial Is made that Mr, Hoover
had anything- to do with the cuts.
Hays, as former Republican National Committee head, was Just
taking advantage of the fact that
the former president was in the
same hotel to renew an old associa-

RKO

munication, also figures.
Present union troubles on the
coast, with the labor organizations
unwilling to yield In the current
emergency, may be further inclining New York h. o.'s to thought of
doors, and elevators, were locked off
getting out of California.
Marjorie Wellman made a $30,000 of approximately 119,000,000. NlrenThen there was the earthquake altogether, so that either Ingress or property settlement with William A. stein, however, declined to discuss
which could have been of more seri- egress was Impossible.
Wellman and immediately afterward the present negotiations In regard to
Actors were included among those filed suit for divorce in Superior sale price or terms. The transacous damage to studios and producer
properties, personnel, etc.
getting a short payoff. The balance court.
tion at the time Fox acquired the
Three major companies, with of stipulated salaries w^ent on the
Ground was the usual mental theatre chain was bandied through
plants in the east, could within a cuff for the time being.
NIrensteln's office.
cruelty.
short space of time arrange to film
They are
featured on this end.
Paramount, with Its fully-equipped
in
H.
Astoria plant; "WQ, who has the old
Vltagraph studio, Brooklyn, turning
out shorts, and Metro with its upSt. Paul, March 18.
town Cosmopolitan studio which
Full house at the Tower got on
was equipped at extensive cost
ehprtly after sound for thd making unexpected thrill Tuesday (7) night
Within one week, at two sessions of the Hays directorate and a prewhile viewing 'The Crime of the
of shorts product.
liminary meeting of a few leaders, film solons conceived, effected dnd
Century.'
Numerous Independent studios are
screams, got a reaction to a 26 and 60% salary cut for every head and employee
Commotion,
curses,
also In operation in and around
brought on the lights, disclosed one retroactive to Mar. 4. All but the unions concurred. But organized
New York.
woman belaboring another In row labor yesterday (Monday) threatened to bring about Just what the semiH, shouting, 'Hussy, home-wrecker, salary moratorium was designed to stave oft, i.e. keep the business going
on part time. Ditto Hollywood, which appears to be adamant.
^1!!'
/%..
5TH AVE. OBJECTS
On the night of March 4 Will Hays and a handful of directors, includman scrambled to his feet and
ing Nick Schenck, S. R. Kent and Sam Goldwyn met privately. At the
'King Kong' Bally Raises Squawk scrammed.
Attendants restored order. Lights time producers on the coast were virtually voting to close the studios.
From Hi- Hat Merchants
went out, the audience settled back It was to accede to that, or find some other way out, that the little
session at the Waldorf tower was devised.
First tiff with the Fifth Avenue for screen thrills.
Formal ratification of the alternative plan part-time salaries ^was
Association by RKO eventuated
made by the Hays majority at a general session of the directorate on
when 'King Kong* was emblazoned
the following day. There were some companies, however, which could
RII^K
on a banner on the back of the
not see the cut. It took considerable argument before Universal, which
Radio .City theatres so that It was
had -intreduced-Its -fourth -tndivldual-eut- only-three- weeks- before, -couldvisible from 6th avenue.
Facing Ntck's^katers "BeTng Tested By
be made to see the 26 and 60% plan.
Radio Till Studio Is Wised
directly opposite St. Patrick's caTheatre Phase
thedral was another cause for comHollywood, March 13.
plaint from the 6th Ave. Ass'n.
On Friday when the directorate met again there was much confusion.
Palais de Glace, local ice rink, United Artists still was holding out against the cut. Complications had
Terry Tui'ner stalled 'em from
capitalized
on
the
testing
extras
of
Thursday until Monday morning on
set In because of olrcults being overlooked. As the result, working elbow
the plea the high winds made it too for parts in Radio's 'Maiden Cruise' to elbow, distributors were on half pay and theatre personnel on full
dangerous for the scaffold men to by charging job-seekers 40o at the envelope. Finally when the meeting broke up It was decided that thetake it down, but it came down gate and another 36c for skate hire atres in the field, until the union matter was settled, would not be
until Lou Brock, producing the piceventually.
touched by the cut.
ture, stationed himself at the door
The box office personnel. It was also reminded, had been pared to the
and passed in all promising lookpoint where, even without the semi-moratorium, more circuit theatre
ing aspirants who did not have the
managers were making under $60 than over. The directors that night
Par's
'Maedchen' coin.
home fully agreed, after telling one another that employees were
went
Dallies carried stories that 600
Speaks English
taking the slashes sensibly, and that It was safe to estimate that the
skaters were being sought, but
Dorothea Wfecke, Paramount's company only needed 30 young peo- Industry was from then 100% (excepting unions) in accord on the emermove.

Who

—

Evei^body knows we depend on our Poll theatres to a syndicate headed present

resources. Everybody's string- by A. C. Blumenthal, New York
ing along with us.
divide up realty operator and theatrical prowhat we take in. Our theatres will ducer. Nlrenstein was said to be
Chicago, March 13.
stay, open on a self-sustaining, doMost of the circuits paid oft last tlie-best-we-can basis on obliga- representing the syndicate. He declined to give the names of Bluweek on a 60% cash basis. That tions.'
houses during the banking menthal's associates.
included union help who agreed to
holiday were pirepared to pay the
Blumenthal has been actively Inaccepit that percentage. Theatres theatrical unions
61)% cashr or in
the property of Fox thewere, of course, dependent wholly script If the latter were adopted. terested in
atres, which took over the Poll
upon their box offices for cash, as Acts pl&ying the Palace, Chicago, chain, and has a half Interest In the
were
paid
oil
on
about
the
same
all other funds were frozen in the
Foxthal Corporation, which had a
basis.
Film rental was paid dally
banks.
contract with Fox to receive comexchange. Dlstrlbs are the
set up a regular arsenal to the
missions on sales of Fox property.
with uniformed money guards to only ones slapping down a rigid
It was reported the negotiations
C.O.D.
cash
system.
handle the cash from their 36 thewith the New Yorkers indicated that
atres. This was in a hard-to-reach
much less money will be Involved
part of their establishment, and to
because of depreciated values since
$30,000
make It doubly Impenetrable part of
1928, when William Fox acquired
the building, including stairways,
Los Angeles, March 13.
the theatres from S. Z. Poll at a cost

own

specifically President

Roosevelt's proclamation holldayli^
the banks, Is officially credited with
Inspiring what baa been announced
as a 'semi-moratorium' of salaries
In the picture business.
Neither Will Hays nor any of hia
directors figured but the shaving
Neither did
level as Individuals.
Will Rogers get the Idea on the
west coast, nor Sid Kent exercise
The situation Is described
It east.
as one in a class with the 'unknown
soldier'
It Just happened.
Hays had several conferences
with Herbert Hoover when the rei
tiring president checked Into the

—

cutting was the quickest means to expedite financial matters.
But directors who were in on all of the moves leading up to the cut
called the report 'a crazy dream'.
They denied that S. R. Kent had
brought any individual Influence to bear on the Hays corporate body
that the fact that Chase bank had, pulled out of Fox, so far as advancing
any moi'e Immediate money, was just the problem of one company and
not the Industry.
Criticlsin was also being met Monday by certain Haysians.
They
pointed that they had no time for company heads to discuss the matter
with employees. That the action had to be one in concert, regardless of
how It might be received.
Nearly |800,000 weekly saving on salaries was thus effected.

supervisor.

Hollywood, March

13.

Paramount Is trying to borrow
Arline Judge from Radio for 'College Humor,' to replace Frances
Dee, currently on loan to tlio latter
studio.

Miss Judge is the wife of Wesley
Ruggles, who will direct 'Humor.'
Picture "Will get started March 14,
with Blng Crosby, who plays the
lead, not arriving here until 24th.
First 10 days' shooting will be
around" Crosby.

—
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ES

VABIETV

NO PRODUCnON SHUT-DOWN
Theatres, Sales, Shidios Pass Buck,

WaD St.
within the next
according:

year,

.

Too; Banks Want Changes

six

to

now

In

factors in show biz, there will
come a general shifting of the dl/rectlng heads of flimdom on both
.'olal

Coasts.^ The bankers are angling
new company leadership on the
admitted attitude that the present
leadership is a bust with one or two

.for

Control to Old

American Plan

months or a

plans

.hand by some of the biggest flnanr

.

As an inducement

the
early birds, the Lafayette theatre, Harlem's premiere playhouse. Is serving a bufCet breakfast dally covered by the admission charge.
to

Hailed by Frank SchltCman

an

exceptions.

as

Woric in this dft-ection has been
progressing quietly behind the com>

Idea,' which is
tives, too.

'Imported

continental

oke with the na-

WB

Take Lead in
Metro,
Decision Par and RKO
Add Their Weight Coast
Bitterly Opposing Cuts
Crafts Still Unreconciled

—

the bankers to protect theii^
financial Interests' In the companlesi

Breach Seen
Groups Use
Union Holdouts as Alibi

with the bondholders and
stockholders whom they represent:
-Unwilling as they may be to dabble
In the operating problems of the industry, the opinion seems to be universal downtown, with few exceptions, that the present company
heads have failed to come through
as expected, or as promised to the

H. 0. Personnel

Had

Difficulty

With Pay Checks

't>ankers.

Reorganization has been going on
for two years In the industry and
Due to refusal of the Paramount
so far as the financial mentors can
bank (Chemical) to cash checks for
see, matters have become worse.
more than JBO, the P-P payroll, met
Blame Other Fellpw
There has been talk around of in full by P-P on Tuesday (7), was
a possible dictatorship of the in- called back and each check written
dustry, but legal counsel to the
bankers mostly upset this thought. to more than the $60 amount was
^The talk mostly Has come from the- split up. Personnel v/as given two
.atres division men in the Industry checks, one for $25 which the ChemiWho see in a dictatorship a solution ical would honor, the other for the
for the chaotic condition of flimdom
as mostly represented by the coast. balance of the salary due.
|
Universal, as usual, met its payFrom the film men's angles, however, the chaos Is viewed as most- roll Wednesday (8) for the week
ly growing out of theatres, so that ending March 4 and through special
even while the company heads are
tending toward some kind of re- arrangement with the Harriman Naorganization theory by slashing tional Bank, U's bank, checks were
wages, the division of thought con- cashed" in full. The same bank, howtinues.

was not honoring payroll
checks of certain other corporations
if not covered by new cash deposits
for that purpose. Since the 26 and
tion.
It Is known definitely that at 60% salary cuts do not apply prior
least two companies will have their to March 4, U's Wednesday payoff
Into these was on the ol^ basis. Its next payleadenShlps changed.
may come operating Interests not day, tomorrow (Wednesday) will renow directly connected with either flect the new reductions.
United Artists' system the past
company. They will be different interests although In the case of one, two weeks of having exhlbs pay off
certain authority may overlap to the exchanges by money orders as a
windfall during the currency emergother.
Until such operating reforms are ency. It didn't leave the organizacarried out, it Is held the bankers tion without Ilqud funds and made
will turn thumbs down on any possible immediate payoffs.
Fox on Friday (10) paid In check
financial assistance to the major
the balance of the payroll which
companies involved.
Friday (3) had been met only In
part. At the same the regular payday was changed from Friday to
this

and

It

may

ever,

be that just such lack of co-operation Is impelling the bankers' ac-

MAJORS BREAK

Hollywood. March 13.
Production must go on regardless.
The st-jdios cannot shut down.
Metro and Warner Bros, set -the
pace lata this afternoon, amidst the
wranglings over salary cuts, by
sending out word to thsir staffs to
report for duties tomorrow (Tuesday). Radio and Paramount rapidly
-followed suit.
Louis B. Mayer round-robined his
staff and Bill Dover, Darryl Zanuck's assistant, addressed the Warner bunch and apologized for Jack L.
Warner's inability to greet them
personally, but said that production
will

resume tomorrow.

The producers sent

for the

Emer-

gency Committee of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
and the heated words that were reported as following hinted at a possible collapse of the Academy. Long
fathered by the producers' own organization, the MPPDA, commonly
the Hays office, the eerlousness of
such eventuality is of no small importance.
This displaced the cuts, quakes
and other urgent matters, a subject
for concern, for the Academy as the
mutual meeting ground of all five
branches of the motion picture industry players, writers, directors,
was
technicians
and producers
something very near to the leaders
of all branches of Hollywood ac-

—

—

tivity.

For Sweeping Cuts

certain of the .Loew management
exercise their options on 250,000
shares of treasury stocks as recently voted and authorized.
This management group includes
Louis B. Mayer, David Bernstein
and Irving Thalberg.
This Is the same 26^,000 shares
of stock which Arthur Loew was
stated at one time to have challenged. He was In Europe at the
time and upon his return matters
were adjusted.

Any

criticism at filmdom's
effecting
a wholesale wage
slash, reported unprecedented
in size by that which any other

film

le.-i.ders

is

refuted by
that

who contend

is run on
a scale different from that of
any industry. The complete
one department
failure
of

the picture business

means paralysis for the entire
business. With the banking
emergency only one thing was

The move seemingly has obviated
any Inclination on the part of the

management to repurchase the orlgr
inal Fox holdings In Loew's as held

for flimdom.
The old adage about half a
loaf is being used as an explanation.
Furthermore, picture leaders

left

by the bankers and amounting to
Th^se shares at one
time or another could have been
bought at a price ranging from
660,000 shares.

insist there was nothing hysterical about the general cut. It

$75,000,000 down to $60,000,000.
original amount paid by Fox
$125,000,000.

was carefully thought out and
was decided upon as the only

day.

of higher salaries on the production end, has been using the
union's adamancy as one argrument for little or no compromise, and has been bitterly
battling every step of the way

The unions are

time as angling for acquisition of
the bankers' holdings, but nothing
ever came of these deals which apparently were made indirectly and
through Intermediaries.
$50,000,000 Priced
Bankers were consistently 8kep>
.

tlcal

CUTS

It Is probable that the 50% salary
cut will not be put Into effect as
uniformly us was expected by the
Hays group, since the companies,
after making the agreement apply
universally, look now as If following individual courses on some of
the salary slashes.
Xew phase has put the salary
thing in the air. Reports are to the
effect that at least one firm is contemplating juggling a little bit and
that in some cases where the company deems it fitting, individual
salaries will be raised Hrst and cut
afterwards. That way the company
will not be Impairing the efTicIcncy
of certain of its necesfsary help while
at the same time it will be technically wllliin the agreement.
The only branch of the industry
to assure Its help that the former
salaries will return when the emergency period is lifted is RKO. Cut
holds sway throughout hero, as per

agreement.

Warners figure the cut on a weekto-weelv b.isls only. .Others plan to
the
four-to-eight-week
stick
to
basis. ;iUhi)u;/li so far as the
theatre end. the period will remain
only four weeks at the utmost.
The Pai imount cuts will last
thrr.u-. limit ilio period as will United
Artists, Columbia and Universal.

RKO

musn't stop.
Only Way Out
Today (Tuesday) the Fox payroll
That was the primary purpose of
will be discharged, less the 26 and
50% reductions accepted by the in- deciding on the salary conservation.
It was the sole alternative left to a
dustry.
Metro and United Artists Friday moratorium-ridden Industry to free
(10) met payrolls in full on time. itself of many economic hardships.
arrangements,
in
payFormer made
Metro, In the face of problems,
ing by check, for their cashing was most anxious to continue pro100%.
duction. Five Metro pictures are In
UA paid off in cash, including for work and they were In process of
higher-salaried execs who ordinar- being rushed through when the
ily are paid off in paper.
studio pow-wows tied matters up.
Warner Bros, which missed its
Warner Bros., with 12 pictures on

care of Friday (10),

Thursday payoff for half of the New the shelf and eight or 10 more in
York force regularly paid off that the cutting room, was in best shape.
day, Friday (10), when other half Any product
stringency would have
Took care of placed WB In the
Is usually paid off.
best theatre supall por."5onnel with cash on Saturply position in Its history, accordday (11). Payoff was less the 25
ing to local belief.
and 50% mvoked for industry.

RKO

paid off in cash, also at de25-50% figures, on Friday
(10) that portion of the organization
earning up to $100. All others in

ducted

A

recapitulation of the production lineup locally disclosed Paramount's indifference about the entire matter, for economic reasons.
Par didn't care If it carried on pro-

'

with

preferred^

holdings this control amounted to

group.

Such a passing of control would
immediately preclude any possibility of Fox and Loew's merging
without the Loew
management
group sitting on top, or it may preclude such a merger altogether.
The peculiarity of the stock bonup
transaction Is only now trickling

towards a mutual understanding for fear that any modification of their contracts might
create damaging legal loopholes for ultimate Interpretation as a breach.

through. In consideration of getting the options, the management
group are said to have agreed to
extend their own. contracts with the

ARE
GOOD
DEPRESH
PIX

company an additional two years.
These management contracts, at the
time the stock bonus was being nestill had five years to run.
issu; .ice of 250,000 additional

gotiated,

The

shares would bring up the total outstanding common of Loew's to
around 1,700,000 shares of which the
bankers' holdings would amount
only to around 39%.

PROOF
13.

Outstanding pictures have underRelease Deal
gone successfully the acid test to
prove they are absolutely depression
Year Likely
For
proof at the box office, following a
survey of box office results In the
From present indications it looks
territory during the Initial week of morj than likely that KBS (Tiffany) will m.ike a hookup on disthe banking holiday.
tribution with RKO starting with
With the country in one of the the new sea.son's product. The RKO
most severe economic and trade people are stated to be much in
crises in its history, with people left favo.- of taking on the releasing
shortpenniless or nearly so, extraordi- deal as protection against a
ago of product.
narily large business was enjoyed
The mfitter has been in the conby Publlx houses here playing fab .stage for a couple of weeks,
'Strange Interlude,' 'Sign of the now. Most of the talk so far has
Cross" and 'State Fair' last week.
been between Bill Saal, representIn the Twin Cities Publix did ing Kns. and Ned Deplnet, RKO
practically^ average business In about V. p. in charge of sales.
~'
900?>"of its'Rou.ses."
dua l or-number-ofprrrtM Of ti
Recently weath<-r adverse to box- fentiiros
about are not
talked
offices has brought gi-os.scs dijwn. known.
Educational waa
In CO
Again last week th»» mrrcury sli'ir t.iljcn ii\or by Fox, KBS has been

RKO are paid off by check once a duction
or stopped, but changed Its
month, the first of the month.
Columbia Saturday (11), its regu- attitude pronto when the .others
lar payday, walked the_ghost Dn_a decided to resume production.
Fox" dItto7 "although FojT' hacf
cash payoff under the 25 and 50%
The portion of its Saturday worked out its own salvation with
cuts.
(4) payroll which could not be met voluntary four-week complete moradue to InsufTlcIent cash on hand was torium on production, rather than
taken care of Wednesday (8).
(Continued on page 2I>)
away down.:
'

Together

stock.

bedky.

March

anybody buying up their

around 45% of the voting stock of
the company.
It Is believed, however, that If
and when the Loew management
take up their bonus options on
stock, the bankers' control will drop
to under 40%, with the management
group holding above 50% of the
voting stock. That's because of the
belief
held
that
a substantial
amount of the floating supply of
stock not held by the bankers Is
already held by the management

And Hollywood, with the bulk

Minneapolis,

of

shares, so much so that at one time,
they were said to be ready to sell
at $50,000,000 to anybody who could
.show that much coin.
However, the 660,000 shares gave
the bankers a working control of
the Tjuew company through Fllnji
Securities which owned the bankers'

A

UNE ON

The
was

The management group has been
variously reported from time to

recourse for the time being.
Entire Hays organization of
producers' edict for the radical
25 and 50% cuts became necessary, they decided last week,
as the sole alternative to shutting down business. Diminished
receipts at the country's box
created an unofficial
offices
moratorium on the show business long before the sundry
banking moratoria, state by
state, culminated in Oie Presidential proclamation.
The film i^idustry's lessened
income prompted the decision
for conservation, rather than
down production and
shut
minimized general operations.
General sympathy with the
industry's stringency is reflected by the more or less common attitude of the eastern
personnel and the people in the
field.

The actor, writer, director and
technician branches of the Academy
their meetings tonight
(Monday) despite the producers'
decision not to address the studio
staffs on the salary matters.
The deadlock was precipitated by
a studio belief that the Emergency
Committee of the Academy, in formTuesday (14) when the Fox people ulating Its 14-polnt plan, had atwill receive salaries which ordinartempted to put something over on
ily would have been paid Friday.
them.
week ago, Friday (3), the Fox
In the midst of it word came from
company had paid off In full all the east that despite the intrasalaries up to $25, 50% of salaries
studio wranglings and legal objecbfetweefr"?25 and $-100 -and- suspendedtions
to the enforcement of the Insalary commitments for all getting
over $100. It was this deficit due dustry's 25 and 60% salary cut
Fox employees which was taken edict, Hollywood film production

Inside Group,

Control of Loew's being passed
from banker to the management is
a new prospect. That's if and when

Industry's Reasons

Meantime all studios were shut
today pending the culminating mass
meetings scheduled all through the

continued

Loew

Shift

Meaning End of Fox Merger Chance

Industry essayed,

SQUAWKS GALORE

(by

along

—

—^Academy
—Creative

pany scenes.
The changes are being planned

Bankers know

|New Stock Bonus OpHons May

ISSUED

RKO-KBS

New

'

'

j

'

l

t*

i

j

releusing

ilituiigli

Fox.
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VARIETY

RKO and Loew s

Electrics

at First Opiiosed

J Managers

Cuts for llieatres; $37
Up

Friday

to

nlgrht

(10)

Trying Times

there

the theatre companies
might be exempt from the salary

cuts which were officially Invoked
on Saturday. The fleht against the
cuts on behalf of the help was led
by Harold B. Franklin, president of

Franklin's
the RKO theatre end.
contention was that each company
should cut according to its own
needs and that an indiscriminate
cut, such as planned, might demoralize the companies' situations.
Franklin's stand was made in
view of the continued economy polwhich in the past year
icy at

RKO

has sliced something like |10,000,000 ofC the overhead, Including sal-

down

the

line.

several
salaries
their
scarcely two

before

weeks before the Hays dictum.
For a time It looked as though
a compromise might be reached and
the theatre companies limited according to their own conditions to
cut salaries only 10%. Loew's likewise was of similar mind, but fell
in accord quickly.
Previously the RKO film end had
already agreed to a cut with Ned
Depinet representing that end of
the RKO deal in the Hays meetings.
M. H. Aylesworth and D^vid SarnofE were in sympathy with Franklin, but felt that the company could
not remain outside the fold on an
Industry policy.

RKO's Assurance
Following RKO's falling In line,
Franklin assured all that salaries
would revert to their former scale
when the emergency period ends.
Comparing the salary slashes on
the two coasts, In most cases It
dropped theatre employees and
execs far beyond the low of coast
staffs.

The way the theatre chains have
cut in the past year, some Held
men are down to an usher's pay.
This Is one of the faults which reorganization In the chain theatre
system tried to correct.
Most of the chains were paying
first class manager $76; now, af-

a

ter

cuts, it figures at
certain theatre affilia-

repeated

137.60.

On

tions of

Fox some managers had

been cut to $86 before last week's
eight-week edict
The Pox angle where the higher
executives volunteered to go with-

out salary set a morale-building example for the staffs. Somj 16 to
20 executives have volunteered to
go without any salary whatever.
That's around the home office as
well as the studio lot which has
gone on record to accept no salary
salaries among
the execs range from $1,000 to $9,000

To

for four weeks.

weekly.

Lios Angeles, March 13.
Herb Mclntyre, Radio exchange manager here, owns a
chow who had a litter of six

puppies over the weekend.
Two of the pups were chows,
one was a bull, two were terriers and the breed of the sixth
has not yet been determined.
Mclntyre says he doesn't live
next to a fire house.

—From

HoUywood

'Variety's^'

Bulletin.

60% salary slash instituted
York and Hollywood none

New

in
of the
notice to cut.

major houses got a
Only houses to do anything about
decrease of biz caused by bank
moratorium was United California
Theatres, comprising 64 "houses of
T & D, Jr. Golden State and Levin
circuits. All employes are working
on half salaries for two weeks.
Unions have been conferring about
co-operation but haven't done anything.

C.O.D.ing of all fllm has caused
plenty of headaches, especially in
Most exchanges
smaller theatres.
shipped currency to studios as soon
as possible to help meet payrolls
there.

DUNNE DEMANDS LEGAL
OK ON CUT, STOPS PIC

In

No

deal for talent, directors and
made by the
coterie, despite Inferences to the contrary, and when
Katz. and Max Qordon departed for

producers has been

Sam Katz

new comedy

material

for vaude.

13.

Also wanted by a local baking concern to sample some of

new pastry.
—From
'Variety's'
Its

Hollywood

Economy

WB

Hollywood

in cash.

Radio lot stalled some of the saldue Wednesday (8).
Metro met payroll again Saturday (11).
Sennett paid off with money given
by Paramount, through which it rearies

from 'Variety's' Hollywood Bulletin, printed
in Hollywood, and added to the regular weekly 'Variety.'
Bulletin does not circulate other than on the Pacific Slope.
News from the Dailies in Los Angeles will be found in that customary

Briefly rewritten extracts

each Friday

The

department.

FRENCH AND AMERICAN
PATHE REELS MERGED
What virtually amounts to a
merger In Etiropie of Pathe News
and Pathe Journal (Pathe-Natan,
Paris), Is scheduled to become ef-

Unable to

find

left with Richard Hallburton
New York to arrange for the
Hallopening of 'India Speaks.'
burton will make personals with

a suitable singing has

male lead, Radio again has postponed Its musical, 'Maiden Cruise.'
Betty Furness returns after threeweek vacation In New York to go
Into Radio's 'Emergency Call.'

for

the pic.

Leo McCarey wants to produce
and direct his musical story, 'WalkTakes Script to "MacDonald
Samson Raphaelson has started ing on Air,' for Universal, with lattoward London with the script of ter to supply 76% of the finances.
fective immediately. It Is designed 'The Queen' to submit to Jeannette
Jimmy Savo will head Sid Grauto give the American newsreel first MacDonald, who will appear in the
man's stage show with 'King Kong'
position in the theatres throughout pic to be produced in England.
at the Chinese, scheduled to open
Europe, with the exception of Great
Paul Malvern went In as assist- March 23.
Britain, Pathe Natan handling disant director on 'Black Beauty' foltribution from now on In all coun- lowing a tiff between I. E. Chadwick
Lynch's Eastern Vacash
tries abroad except England.
John Lynch and his wife left for
and Al Alt.
Deal Is officially confirmed by
an eastern vacation following his
Courtlandt Smith, reel president. Its
release from the Metro writing deM-G MeggeK Sells to Par
When Metro couldn't see 'The partment.
consummation was brought about
by Jack Connelly after negotiations Baby In the Icebox,' Edgar Selwyn,
Metro purchased Ladlslaus FeIn Europe extending over the past director at that studio, sold it to
Paramount.
He had purchased the dor's play, 'Dr. Juci Szcho.' with
two months.
story from the author, James M. John Barrymore In mind. Charles
Under its terms
Cain.

Lederer

is

adapting.

.

aM

Acuities, yesterday

(Monday)

saldt]

'The attitude of certain spokes^
men of the Industry has left thel
impression in labor circles that thI0
emergency was going to be used
a blackjack to force union conces^

'Most union men will naturally
refuse to co-operate In any wa7|
with other branches of tlie industry

impression

if. this
prevail.

is

allowed

tol

'The sane leaders of the plcturd
industry would not be parties to a
fight against organized labor, and
when they ask organized labor to
help in this emergency, they are
doing It because the ability to pay
the present scale at this time^
through conditions over which th«
Industry has no control. Is noi
longer possible.'
In making this statement O'Reilly
for the first time spoke not only
for the TOCC, but for the entlrfll
exhibitor arm.

Await Complete Poll
At the same time Hays director^
were postponing theh: 50% cut iii
the theatres until the union vote re^
turns were completed.
The West
Coast was In session in Individual

mass meetings at each studio where
sentiment was being recorded as to
whether all other branches would
ride along with the cut If organized
labor continued to refuse.
In the

East it was being stated at thei
same time there was a lively possibility of studios being closed III
the poll, not expected to be complete
until later this week, was agalnsli
all

but 100% slashes.

Of all the union entanglements^
the most Involved was described by
Industry leaders as those surrounds
ing the theatres. The projectlonlstsf
International has always practiced!
local autonomy, so far as salarleq
are concerned. This means that
were the Industry to attempt toi
force the cut Issues In theatres it
could only succeed with the ap^
proval of each operators' local ap^
proval.

Booth-matters In N«w^ork-Mon'^
day were further complicated by th€i
row within Empire, Insurgent unlon^
and the endeavors on the part ot
some of Its membership to dissolve
the local entirely and swing lnt9
706's membership.
Such an absorption Is not ez-i
pected by Informed theatre execu^

consummated before an^
other two weeks, with little or no
hope for relief from the existent
booth scales until then.
New York exhibitors are reported
strongly in favor of one union, provided the scale will recognize the
tlves to be

financial crisis.

There

is

a

stronff

leaning toward that union belnff
Local 306, the exhibitor fight last
Fall
having
been
concentrated
against that local's former leader.
Informed exhibitors, active in union
negotiations, express a complete
confidence in Sam Kaplan's succeS'^
sor,

Harry Sherman.

Film Cutters' Walkout
May Conscript Con. Lab
Hollywood, Mar.

13.

If the union cutters walk out as
the result of the recent general cut,
it
is likely that Consolidated lab
will get the job of finishing off uncut product. Consolidated did not
participate in the cut and in consequence anticipates no interrup-

tion.

Universal has 'Lucky Dog, as

.

Shocks

Until the unions are satisfied thai
there Is no ulterior motive baek oj
the industry payroll slash, fllmdonal
can expect little sympathy from or^
ganlzed labor. In volcltig this vlevgj
Charles O'Reilly, head of the TOCC^
and one of the industry's most
tlve factors In adjusting union dif<4

sions.

Bulletin.

And

Recuri'Snce of earth's tremors last
Joel McHope.- XJrewfl. and. pJIeIU stamp eded 700 pe ople at .the
'
other principal Arlington.
At the Western, Warner Bros, departs.
Other studios have had players luxe on Wilshire boulevard, a simirefused to sign until after attorney lar stampede resulted In a broken
consideration, but this was the first arm to a patron, caused In the genfllm to be stopped' for this reason. eral melee.

—

out some

Hollywood, March

13.

-

John Cromwell and had

Dee

Hollywood, March

Pat West was summoned for
five radio auditions last week,
two studio tests and also tried

And

New

-

AS KATZ TREKS EAST

Up

was being

Frances

NO DEALS, JUST TALK,

Week

plane last week, they
word that their production
left
plans would be set back at least Cooper's Contract
Coast Paid Off Partly
three months.
Sam Harris will leave for the
Held
by
east in two weeks.
Cash, Chiefly Checks,
Latter states that no agreement
Other Reasons
has been signed with the Four
StaUed die Rest Marx Brothers by any company,
despite the impression which has
Hollywood, March 12.
prevailed that the quartet had
Hollywood, March 13.
There are Indications that some
He said,
joined the Katz group.
Metro paid off everyone by check however, they would not make resistance exists In the RKO home
Saturday, with bank officials ap- 'CJracked Ice' for Paramount, havoffice to an immediate approval of
pearing later to cash all checks uning served notice to that effect. Merian C. Cooper's studio contract.
der $100.
They have formed the Marx BrothParamount pay day was last ers Picture Corp., however, with a Reported that RKO eastern heads
Wednesday (8), but the company California charter Issued. They are loath to sign any new contracts
had not paid off Saturday night. plan to make pictures on their own, presently.
Employees receiving $50 and under with no affiliation decided upon.
Another angle to delay any Immewere each given $5 to tide them
diate signing of Cooper Is the genover the weekend.
eral salary slash all around last
week on the RKO lot same as else
Warners paid employees $15 on
EXTRA HELP
where.
account of this week's wages Saturday (11). Last week's paychecks Warners, Loew, et al.| Set Pace with
Much of the opposition comes
have not yet been Issued, as the
from a financial angle.
Personal Benevolences
company Is waiting until the banks
Among the things reported Irking
open today (Monday) to deposit
RKO
east is that right after Dave
Three companies have started
checks to cover the draft.
making provision to take care of Selznick left, Ben Goetz, brotherWarners Is going ahead with employes who may need financial in-law of Selznick was put in as
preparations to start 'Mary Ste- help over the eight week 25-50% associate producer by Cooper. No
vens' tomorrow (Tuesday).
None cut period. They are Warner Bros., refiectlon on Goetz except that the
but contract players are In the cast. Metro and United Artists.
action looked too quick to satisfy
the eastern chiefs.
Fox paid off in cash Tuesday (7)
Metro and UA have notified perto those getting $100 and under.
The proposed Cooper proposal Is
sonnel that they will assist in
Promise made to pay those getting some satisfactory manner, probably for one year at $1,500 weekly plus
above that amount before end of last through advances against salaries 20% of the profits on around 20
week.
films he would supervise for RKO
of the future.
Paramount didn't Issue checks to
The three Warner boys, Harry, as studio chief.
contractees because they couldn'^t Jack and Major Abe, will donate
Inside is that these terms are only
be cashed and therefore might be the 60% of their salaries due them, slightly under the Selznick pro*interpreted as voiding contracts.
after the cut, to the needy em- posals which RKO turned down.
Universal net payrolls Wednes- ployes fund. The special fund in Percentage terms are stated to be
day (8) In checks on ManufacturIs In charge of Sam Schneider, about the same although Cooper's
ers' Trust Co., New York. Company Stanley Friedman and Sara Carlisle. asking salary is around $1,000 unreceived money from Europe for
Arthur Loew has arranged a per- der Selznick's RKO terms. - ^
-payroll.
Another reported-Qblectlofi is that
-sonal-on-tlie-cuff luncheon-arranger
Columbia got money from New ment for his personal staff and RKO eastern heads are figuring on
York and paid off partly In cash others in the foreign department.
a unit basis of production.
Wednesday (8). Those getting $75
or less received $16 in cash and
balance In check; those above, $20

the Journal
(Natan) will virtually upply American Pathe with a complete camera
coverage of Europe. It has already
put In an order for 16 sound trucks.
Hollywood, March 13.
Financial terms are such that
Radio called off 'Silver Chord,' Pathe In the U. S. Is not only getFriday (10) following refusal of ting what amounts to free European
Irene Dunne to sign the 60% reduc- distribution and news coverage but
tion without the approval of her at- also a weekly financial guarantee.
Picture had been In protorney.
duction a week and was halted In
mid-afternoon with several hours
Panic at
to go on that day's slate.
Los Angeles, March 13.
directed by
'Chord'

—€rear iaura

To Go With hdostry in Emei^ency

producers have put Into effect.
So far the producers haven't Indicated whether they will ask ERPI
and RCA to coincide with their

New York by

13.

exchanges took the

all

O'ReOly for Exhlntors Uilges Unions

The electrics, ERPI and RCA,
members of the Hays outfit, are not
contemplating any cuts such a^ the

Testing

leases.

San Francisco, March
Despite

No Cut

Tuesday, March 14, 1939^

movement.

was a chance

ary cuts all the way
Only a short time
RKO execs had
This was
slashed.

ES

its

Metro has bought Frank Morgan's only unshipped picture and is arRowland Brown has been sued
ranging with Consolidated to do the
for $10,250 on an assault and bat- Fox contract and will use him first
scissor work should
own cutters
tery charge by Thomas J. Tobin,
said to be -the brother of Genevieve
and Vivian Tobin.

its

in 'The Chaser.'

walk

Awards $5,895 Against Mullallys
Wife and two children of Edward
Universal has taken Elmer Rice's M. Swltzer, killed in an auto acci'Left Bank' off the shelf and has dent, awarded $5,895 by Superior
court jury against Don Mullally and
Tom Reed adapting.

Don

Retakes on Edward Small's "I
Cover the Waterfront' have postponed Claudette Colbert's vacation.

Mullally, Jr.
Latter held responsible for the crash.

Writers Joint Wurtzel
Following Fox writers have been
"Clarence Brown will cover the switched to the Sol Wurtzel unit:
.Andes, terrltpjQL. IB .-&0.Hth .Amfirlca. Dudley Nichols, Arthur Kober, Hari l ler,
arfor atmospheric shots for 'Night Tjhl-LtpHltzr t3lTarlDtte
guerite Roberts, Irene Lee, Hugh
Flight,' Metro.
Cummings and Stuart Anthony.
Other switches to the Western avePutter Arranging Opening
Walter Futter, who has pur- nue plant are Eugene Forde as suchased 40,000 feet of sound negative pervisor of forelgns, Sam Wurtzel
'made by Paul L. Hoefier in Asia,
(Continued on page 28)

M

M

out.

L. A. to N. Y.
Mrs. Jack Curtis.
Betty Furness.

Walter Futter.
Phil Goldstone.
Richard Hallburton.

John Lynch.
Gilbert Miller.

Samson Raphaelson.

—Joseph-N.

Weber.

Mrs. Jack Curtis.

N. Y. to L. A.
Bert Kalmar.
Harry Ruby.

Taeadaf,

Mveh
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VARIETY

50 VS. 156 MDllONS IN 2 YRS.
Exhibs Agree the Distribs Should

Par's

F

Hold Back the Better Product

90,000 Absent
Hollywood, Much IS.
Depresh has hit the execs at
Metro,
From now on they have to
grub It along with the other
hired help in the commissary,
their executive dining room
having been closed.

When

irith

Slash

Now
as

effect,

there

about by

was much 8curr3^ng

all to

shape their personal

Last

of

60%
Still

for
Left

A coast- defending
ture,

who

him.
'One of those New Tork
stage actors,' he replied. 'You
know, holds a cigaret well.'

The annual

payroll of major pic-

INDIE PRODS.

ture business in the United States
is

now

offioiaily

WILL NOT CUT

estimated to total
year* ago
it

Two

$50,000,000.

industry functionaires,
indefinitely.

may

extend

Publlx Theatres Corp. virtually
passes out of the picture as the result of the organization of a new

home

to

BUY THEATRE TICKETS
ON DEPT. STORE CREDIT

in Field

Management
Theatre
company.
Corp., which In manner and purpose will function as Publix has up
AU operation from the
to now.

13.

actor,

in a picwas asked who replaced

had just lost a part

Some Who

.

ielrcles it is pointed out that theatres cannot agree to postponement
tof playdates on the 'A' pictures for
too long a period. Patronage would
he alienated and theatre receipts
tnlght drop too low because of lack
Of reasonably good picture fare.
In Jljne with the industry decision
to hold back the better product, no
dates are being accepted by RKO
for 'King Kong.'
Ditto by Fox for 'Cavalcade,' until April IB, when It is hoped better
box-ofRce conditions will eventuate.
United Artists has entirely withdrawn from national release schedule 'Masquerader' and 'Secrets,' al-

New York

Hollywood, March

Week

WB

:

Smarting at

Reaches as High

It

meet the new totalled $156,000,000.
conditions.
Many changed their, An average of all cute, including
|>een approached for an amicable
living qu&rters over night, moving
adjustment of dates on '42nd Street,' Into more modest quarters as soon the latest general alash, plus the
With theatres In a few situations
as possible.
fact that in those two year* at
having agreed to change bookings.
One hotel In the Times Square
So far
has taken no arbitrary area, where out-of-toWn execs of least 90,000 persons to date have
action in postponements of release
companies mostly made been crossed off the industry's naycertain
dates or bookings.
Immediately com- rolls, make the tabulation as relitheir habitat.
Theatre accounts generally are
municated with the hotel manage- able as can be computed.
kiot resisting the moves of distribment relative to a reduction In rent.
Today the payroll la conceded to
utors in setting back playdates, due
It wasn't granted bo several Just
to the desire themselves not to sacbe strictly on a percentage basis.
packed up and moved out.
rifice pictures now which later on
This has put a particular hard- Officially there Is no semi-moraare expected to greatly increase
ship on some of the personnel torium for the Industry. The anaverage business. Banking holidays
nature of work calls for a nounced eight weeks was Just
and upset conditions which It is whos3
supplementary home in the heart a publicity move designed by
hoped may lift shortly would mean
of the city in addition to their regu- the
leaders
for
the
admitted
-the waste of the better pictures If
homes. The cut found these in
kiow forced Into play dates against larquandary whether to cut down hoped-for psychological effect of
stringent economy. Among themsuch opposition, theatre men ad- a
working hours or their expenses.
selves, leaders agreed that the slash,
mit.
which averages 46% tor all major
At the same time In operating
affairs In order

Houses

Will Service 50-60

FUTURE ON NEW BASIS

Cuts

Soon as the salary cuts went into

Publix Outfit;

Indus-

Ghost WaUcs Today
—Series of Cuts Averaged 25% Until the Big

Are

To Attune

Up

try's

Personner$ Personal
Affairs Fast Shaped

Theatre Management Corp.

VirtuaOy Washes

Caviar to Stew

Rather than sacrifice best product at this time In the face ot depreciated theatre receipts, distributors are beginning to hold back soch
pictures for later play dates. This
fa being done despite that some
product has already been dated and
Is on national release schedules.
Metro, first to Invoke this protection to itself on rental return, will
be followed by Fox, It la understood.
Pox is contemplating to take the
holdout step following its last released picture, 'Sailors Luck,' which
went out without restrictions Friday (10) to all accounts.
Warner Bros, will exercise same
precaution in allowing dating on
'42nd Street,' which opened Thursday (9) at the Strand, New Torit,
and has already played other keys,
while Sam Goldwyn Is holding back
bookings on 'Kid From Spain* in
yarious spots.
Chain accounts of Warners have

in

DROP OFF

New

office, in addition to servicing
of Publlx houses, including partnerships and units that are in receiver.!
ship, will be carried out by the
newly organized subsidiary.
There is no dissolution of Publix
Theatres Corp., but through the
takeover of operating and servicing
inactive.
duties Publix Incomes
Publix, while not owning or controlling a single theatre, had its
signature on contracts of various
kinds by virtue of its activities as

an

Despite
ducers'

Hollywood, March 13.
independent prothe

resolution

to

follow

the

major studios on salary cuts, most
of the indie studios have not informed employees of slices.

KBS is holding salaries to the
present level. Trem Carr, of Monogram, says he will not chop the six
Allied is exregular employees.
pected to pass up slashes for its 14
employees and Mascot

is

paying

off

serial company this week at
the old rate. Expected that th* two
following salary days will find the
old scale still in force, with the
serial washed up at that time.
its

Larry Darmour
troupe in
shorts and

the

Rex

io

not cutting his

Mickey MaGuIre
and Bob Steele,

Bell

operating-servicing

subsidiary

Paramount Publix, including
and employment contracts.
Under the new setup setting Pub-

of
film

Theatres Corp. to one side, arrangements are virtually set whereby theatre subslds of Paramount,
through Theatre Management Co.,

llx

support the Publix home office
operating and servicing staff.
The new subsidiary which will
take in operation, from New Tork,

will

of between 60 and 60 houses, will
extend its servicing functions to all
parts of the far-flung Publix theatre
map. This will take in partnerships locally operated as well as
Publlx groups which are In receivership and presently operating
under receiver appointees.

Service Continued
along, despite that home
fixed charges have not been
coming Into New Tork from partnerships and receiver units to take
care of the Publlx h.o., servicing in
All

office

Monogram's contract players, are
There is little chance of any of still unaware officially that the axe
the slashed salary percentages beBecause of the
is being swung.
ing returned untU the country's
small number of regular employees, some form or other has been conboxofllces
reflect
a decided up many of whom have been In the tinued. Recently the question of
Minneapolis, March 13.
movement, and there Is every cer- same employment for years, Indies why
partnerships
particularly
Theatre admission on credit was tainty that If matters get worse
in an should not reimburse the Publix
available to RKO Orpheum patrons the payrolls will be permanently may pass up the cuts except
h.o. for this service in some manner
Jones,'
'Casey
occasional
instance.
here at the outset of the banking percentaged accordingly. But picor other, came up for discussion.
feature,
is scheduled to
Monogram
holiday as a result of a tie-up be- ture leaders insist that salaries
The Theatre Management Corp. is
tween M. C. Park, its manager, and during times such aa these will be start this week without salary the outgrowth of this discussion.
a large loop department store. The sacrificed to the zero before the shaving.
Sam Dembow, Jr., is father of
Sam Wolf, indie association attheatre provided the tickets to the Industry will permit Itself to contorney notified Holard Hurd, of the whole plan. On his recent trip
store at the regular box-offlce prices sider a shut-down.
to contact various Publlx setups
Association
Saturday
Cameramen's
and the retail establishment, as an
he made arrangements with receiv(11) that its members will live up
Only Majors
accompnodatlon to its patrons, sold
ers to accept the service.
It was
to contractual obligations with the
though latter will go through on them on credit to everybody having
Salaries which have been the first
his contention that h.o. servicing
unions.
Bivoll,
New Tork, run starting charge accounts.
to suffer every time in the depresThis means there should be no and assistance will save the field,
tomorrow (Wednesday).* "MasqueAlthough all film deliveries were sion do not Include shavingrs in the
Interruption to work on any of the whether partnerships or receiver
rader,' which was down for general on a cash basis, the local Film Independent field.
The cuts are
groups, large amounts of money
release March 16, is being held back Board did not have a report of a confined to the picture industry as indie lots since the association some yearly.
months ago signed a minimum wage
on orders of Sam Goldwyn.
single theatre compelled to close be- represented In the Hays organizaIts Advantages
and working condition agreement
cause of Inability to lift the C.O.D. tion.
Much can be saved through mass
which has the better part of two
In a few instances,, it is reported,
Conservatively, the average of the years to run.
buying of equipment and other thehave
did
not
houses
some minor
Sight and Sound
atre necessities alone, as well as in
total cuts for the business, prior to
sufficient cash on hand to pay for
bookings of film with New Tork,
the latest emergency dictum, is
the film when it arrived, but the
Cuts delivery was made on the exhib- placed at 25%. Now, with as many Exchanges Into the Fore seeing all pictures in advance of
East
release, keeping the field advised on
as four cuts in many of the comitors' promises to settle after playpanies, it totals for some employees In Last
Hecticism product, possible b.o. value, ad atUnion cameramen and soundmen ing the pictures. All such promises as high as 60%.
tacks,
fulfilled.
The national moratorium brought have etc. Recently 'A' pictures
In the East agreed to accept the were
been going into "B' houses and
All of the cuts In the first group
The Allied States' organization of
film exchanges Into Industry spot- vice versa
minimum wage scale during the em
through local operation
are estimated to have realized a
iergency following a session between Independents endeavored unsuccessyearly nick in the industry's payroll light with many of fllmdom's lead- which buys without first having an
with
conference
arrange
a
fully
to
their representatives and those of
ers.
When the emergency sessions opportunity to see product screened.
of $38,000,000.
obtain
readBoard
to
Film
a
the
film companies yesterday (Monday)
of execs started, exchanges were alAccording to plans being worked
Let-outs, running into a conceded most overlooked.
Since last Monday (4), justment of all Aim contracts durmorning.
Hollywood was out, every group of Publix houses
they had stood pat upon their regu- ing the emergency. In refusing the conservative 30% of the Industry figured first, and theatres second. affected by receivership will tie into
lar scale, unions advising them not conference, the Film Board points major personnel over the same i>e- Exchanges were relegated to a posi- the home office through the Theatre
to accept any pay at all pending the out that it lacks power to act bind- rlod, are figured to have added an- tion even after the sales force.
Management subsidiary. Cost of
It is further
ing all exchanges.
other $26,000,000 in savings.
outcome.
As the moratoria developed and maintaining the new company will
Under the present agreement, pointed out exhibitors always have
Finally, the general alarm of 25% grosses diminished, however, the be covered by a fixed charge. Pubieamoramen who were averaging the privilege of dealing with the under $50, and 60% over that, with importance of the exchange grrew llx Theatres was similarly set up.
$110 per week In the east will re- exchanges Individually in rental ad- reservations assuring mlnlmums of and grew. Finally It was realized,
ceive $90, while soundmen will go justments. Exchange managers say $15 and $37.64 in both classes, all of a sudden, although exchanges
that there are no more such read- shrinks the annual
from an average $90 to $76.
payroll by an- have been functioning since the inPar's Payroll 0. 0.
justment demands now than nor- other $40,950,000 yearly, bringing it dustry developed nationally,
that
mally.
to that $50,000,000 mark.
the little places where the film is
Neither the Orpheum nor Publlx
Holiday Delays 'Holiday'
received,
delivered
and
shipped
were
The moratorium, as published last
Paramount Publlx and Its rehad any difficulty in meeting payHollywood, March 13.
the arteries of the business.
ceivers have asked for a complete
rolls.
Employes were not asked to week in 'Variety,' for its first two
In the later sessions of film lead- check on personnel at the home
weeks represented a $1,000,000 dally
'Bank Holiday,' yarn based on the accept any salary reductions.
ers first thought was for taking office, salaries
drop
In grosses.
current situation which Monogram
of every person, and
the
lead
No showhouse followed
care of the exchange payroll beIntended rushing Into production, of the Minneapolis Symphony orduties performed. Department heads
Production Estimates
cause, the exchange, it was realized,
has been delayed, and will not start chestra in throwing open Its Sunday
throughout the organization, includis
the
intermediary
between
the
for a month.
On the Hollywood angle, as an
ing theatres, were requested to sub'pop' concert free or of the St. Paul
wholesaler and Retailer of the Inmit a report supplying this inforBank holiday given as reason for boxing club In Inviting to bring In illustration, salaries of all connected dustry.
mation.
the delay.
whatever they had of value for ad- with a picture represent 22% of the
average
feature
budget.
mission in place of cash. The boxPersons on the payrolls of the
Earlier this year studio officials
New Tork and Brooklyn Para^lub took in $173 In I.O.U.s'
»»»-r^^.n ^.-nmArvnT/in
All Like 'Bank' Title
SOGLOW'S CABTOONICS
many checks, a quarter of beef, 10 estimated features of first run qualmounts, as well as other theatres,
neckties, 10 dozen eggs, an order ity couldn't be turned out even durHollywood, March 13.
Hollywood, March 13.
are excluded from the reports.
Vatt Beureireorp-wlll make a-se (-for-a-woman^s dressn-a-case of malt- -lng_ia33.-.'.34 for. leas., than. $250.000..
Several major, studios are seek- . _3yT)C.ther or not the personnel may
rles of cartoonics of the Uittle syrup, an order for a pair of shoes, But during the past week it's been ing to buy the title 'Bank Holiday,' be reduced further at theP -P home
Kinp." O. Soglow cartoons running eight pounds of butter, $5.50 in gro- figured out that the new cuts mu.st to be tied onto a quick production. office Is not indicated, although the
the past two years in "New Yorker.' ceries and four bushels of potatoes average a saving of over $50,000 per
Monogram announced a feature xtensive shearing recently forfends
first grade feature production.
Radio will release.
and $2,585 in cash.
under this moniker.
lliat.
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Los Angeles, March

13.

Week

the take In first
runs and subsequents helter skelter.
Paramount, which got off to a great

Lifting of the

Gloom

New Haven, March 13.
'42d St.' has things Its own way
Btart Thursday, died down after
Friday matinee business, with Satur- this week. On three opening days
day being very bad. Sunday, de- film beat 'Kid from Spain' record
couple of tremors, business for day. Advance ballyhoo for three
iiiipioved, doubling that of Satur- weeks, plus stopover of •42d St. SpeFigured with cial,' helped boost trade.
day's take almost.
Last week the effects of the holibreaks In favor of house It may get
day held off on local grosses till last
around $9^000.
Downtown will probably show half, but strain has quickly eased.
Sale of scrip books In Harry
around H.OOO for six days, with the
Hollywood using 'same picture for Arthur houses will help hold up figures currently.
flve-day period around $2,800.
Nabes are reviving Ed Wynn's
RKO got a little over $700 for 'Follow the Leader.'
It looks as though
first three days.
Estimates for This Week
State,
week.
on
$2,000
Paramount (Publlx) (2,348; 35-60)
It may get
'Hell to Heaven' (Par) and 'Vamwhich opened to fair business
Thursday, shot Friday and Satur- pire Baf (Maj) very slow, $3,500.
day, picked up a little Sunday; may Last week 'King of Jungle' (Par)
get $6,000. Los Angeles will prob- and 'Shadow Laughs' got $5,100,
mild.
ably come In with $2,600.
Palace (Arthur) (3,040; 35-50)—
Neighborhood trade was all off on
account excitement with people 'Our Betters' (RKO) and 'Sailor's
keeping out entirely over weekend. Luck' (RKO). An Indicated $6,000
May lake another three or four means a good figure in present emerdiys before folks again will feel gency. Last week 'Private Jones'
Downtown was (U) and 'Broadway Bad' (Fox).
safe in tlieatres.
practically deserted Saturday fol- Helped by a swell opening week end
lowing wild radio reports to effect to an okay $6,700, despite last half
tidal
waves were tumble because of the moratorium.
quakes
that
and
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 35coming and warning people to keep
50)— •42d St.' (WB). Packing them
out of downtown area.
Grauman's Chinese, which was to the tune of a grand $11,000. Last
week
'Great Jasper' (RKO) and
scheduled to open on Thursday
(16), has had Its opening set back 'Blondle Johnson* (WB) moderate
at $4,900.
until March 23 with 'King Kong.*
College (Arthur) (1,665; 26-40)—
Estimates for This Week
'Clear All Wires' (MG) and 'As Devil
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 25-70) Commands' (Col). Will probably be
and held to a low $1,500. Last week
Jumper'
(FN)
•Parachute
vaudeville.
Opened Saturday to 'Sailor Be Good' (RKO) and 'Past
mild returns for a six day session of Mary Holmes' (RKO) took a lickand will be lucky to hit an even ing at $1,700 after okay start.
Last week 'Blondle John'$4,000.

last

Where, despite handicaps,
box office business is holding
up well, this is being dwelt

N. H. Quickly Reflects

Quake knocked

son"

(FN)

for

a nine-day gasp col-

lapsed to the tunc of $6,000.

Hollywood (WB) (2,766; 26-65)
Parachute Jumper' (FN). Brought
In with overnight advertising, hard-

DENVER IN DOLDRUMS;

WEST

mean as much as $3,000 for
live-day stay. Last week 'Blbndie
ly will

Johnson' (FN) had tougher voyage
than a parachute In a gale and nine
days, $3,100 only.

Los Anseles (Wm. Fox) (2,800;
'Jungle Bride' (Mono) and
(Mayfajr).
Jury Doors'

16t25)

'Behind

\Under conditions okay will get
around $3,600. Last week 'State
Trooper' (Col) and 'Malay Nights'
(Mayfalr) nicely
.

Paramount

fox-

$3,800.

(Part-Mar)

(3,595;

'King of the Jungle' (Par)
and stage show. Under present conditions doing great for $9,000. Last
week started off big with 'Sign of
Cross' (Par), but slipped on last
three days to a big $20,500.
RKO (2,950; 25-55) 'Great Jasper' (RKO). Not so hot here for this
Dlx opus, which may get around
Last week 'Private Jones'
$2,000.
(U) had neat break over week end
25-60)

and ended up with around

$4,500.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 25-40)
No Beer?' (M-G) and
•Broadway Bad' (Fox). Will probIn with around $6,000.
Last week 'Dangerously Yours'
(Fox) never had a chance and fin-

What!

ably come

ished with poor $5,000.

'42d

St.'

m

Holds Over

IndianapoGs Despite

AB

SG, 'JONES'

SiG

Denver, March 13.
of bank holiday Tuesruns may find grosses on
upgrade, but all s-e still down.
Denver opened strong first day on
story in papers banks would open
Friday, but nosedived Friday when
opening postponed. Picked up again
and will be better than last week.
Denver and Paramount both open
shop with booth and stage nonunion, but union organist still at
Denver. Receiver wanted to slash
wages and cut number of men.
Orpheum doing poorly. Looks to
fall under 'State Fair,' but standouts Saturday night, also Sunday
night In balcony, where seats are
two bits all time. Presentation by
Fred Schmitt orchestra getting over

With end

day,

first

great.

No Depresh

in

other seats

fair.

fills

at last minute and put in 'Woman
Accused' Instead of 'Clear All
Wires.'
Denham feeling bank closings In
spite of 25c high headed for next
to lowest week since opening.
Weather great for theatres. Very
few took advantage offer of theatres to accept checks or I.O.U.'s.

Tabor, with stage show, picking
up after bank holiday slump, and
will finish around $6,600.
Estimates for This Week

Aladdin

(RKO-Huffman)

(1,500;

13.

.

—

spots

are

George A.

anticipating

other
Increases

manager, asserted the employes wouldn't take a
26% reduction. Spot used RKO
vaude and pic up to Jan 1, then it
used the Raynor Lehr tab and pic.
Union officials say the scales were
reduced 10% in September.
Loew's Palaoe had 'Rasputin'
Sine, Lyric

Waderly at the organ.
pic a honey, but $5,000 is
verrah disappointing.
Last week
'King of the Jungle' (Par) finished
with a poor $3,200.

West

Orpheum (RKO-Huffman)
25-30-40)

SSG.

Bemie 23G

— 'Private

(2,600:

Jones' (U) and
Fred Schmitt and orchestra. Bitter
$5,500 in prospect, under last week
for 'State Fair' (Fox), $8,100. Sev-

—

«pv,n "D----

.

.

Brooklyn, March 13.
With the banking holiday and
the scarcity of cash, the downtown
houses are light on attendance. The
Paramount is repeating Mae West
in person and on the screen In 'She
Done Him Wrong.' (Par), which
should produce about $28,000, under
expectations. Ads In the dallies on
the flicker carried a large cut of
Miss West and the line 'You Can

Bank on

Minneapolis,

$28,000 as

Brooklyn Feels Pinch

Me.'

Loew's Met'Js doing fairly well
with 'The Kld^from Spain,' around
Estimates for This

Week

March

13.

In the midst of the banking holi.
day, the mere decides to do a nosedive again below zero, making it

even tougher. But in spite of
at least three pictures are off
pretty good shape.

all,

1q

Two

df the loop's attractions, 'So
This Is Africa' and 'She Done Him

Wrong,' has caused local fans to

wonder

if
the Will Hays' office
hasn't caught the moratorium fever;
they're calling It spice week around
town but Judging by the box offlc©

response it seems to be what the
folks want to vanish their financial
blues. Plentiful laughs in; both pic-

Paramount (4,000; 25-36-66-76)^ tures.
Washington, March 13.
Another fair click is 'Madame
'She Done Him Wrong' (Par) and
Radio names headlining stage Mae West in person. Around $28,- Blanche' at the Ceniury. It's a womStraight pic 000, fair. It's a repeat for the star an's picture and the Century bclne
bills for second week.
and
film.
Last
week
'King
of Jun- only a stone's throw from the heart
houses managers are twiddling their gle' (Par)
and 'Vanities,' $22,000, of the shopping district explains
thumbs and waiting for ether to
l}low away so things
to normal.

mild.

houses.

hattan' (Col) $16,100, floppo.
Metropolitan (3,500; 25-35-66-76)
'Kid from Spain' (SG) and vaude.
Satisfactory $24,000.
Last week
'Clear All Wires' and 'Showboat,'

can get back
Fox (4,000; 25-35-50)— 'Big Pay
Off -(Fox) and vaude featuring Jack
Fox Is playing Eddie Cantor and Osterman. Should get $16,000, fair.
Ben Bernle Is holding forth at Last week 'Faces In the Sky* did
Earle. Both are splattered all over $10,600.
front of houses and topping ads.
Albee (3,600; 25-36-65-75-85)— 'Our
Non-air fans need microscopes to Betters' (RKO) and vaude.
Mild
find what feature pictures are at $18,000.
Last week 'Child of Man-

Cantor show was rushed into Fox
late after two days of trailers and
ads on previously scheduled show
had been out. Word came through
at 5:30 p. m. Saturday. By 10 p. m.
entire lobby display had been replaced with Cantor ballyhoo. Remaining five days brought out campaign which left no stone unturned.
Banjo-eyed boy was met with
everything but brass band at Union
Station.
Reception committee in
Fox office Included everybody from
dramatic eds to president of Chamber of Commerce.
Cantor Is up against tough opposition with Eernie. but his appeal
is more universal and is getting
slight edge. Figure should run up

around $33,000 for week. House is
paying $16,000 though, which Is
highest hut ever put out here for
any act.
Amos 'n' Andy set up new record

Fox

at

last

week

attendance.

for

Rural ballyhoo and inaugural
packed matinees.
Gross
$38,000, which Is high mark
for days when house had $1

crowds
passed

except
top instead of 60c.
Bernle is responsible for business
this week at Earle. Should turn in
beautiful $23,000 for week.
Won't
equal last week, however, in which
Inaugrural crowds

and

'42d

Street'

kicked In all-time record with $27,000.
Previous high was few dollars
less on Joe E. Brown in person. Interesting angle was that new high
was hung up with Brown again appearing on stage, ^e was in group
who did personal from 42d Street
Special at one
noon.

show Sunday

after-

following run at Earle and getting
nice $8,000. Town Is still plastered
with leg art In store windows which
helped as much as anything else.
Keith's Is following policy of
yanking 'cm If they don't click.
'Great Jasper* went out after five

days and 'So This Is Africa' Is
making up for loss. Palace is sustaining two set-backs in row. Mae
West got fair $14,500 on 'She Done

Him wrong,' but would have bettered that If opposition hadn't been
so hot.
'Fast Workers' this week
Isn't proving anything in favor of
John

Gilbert.

Estimates for This

Fox (Loew)

(3,434;

Week

15-26-35-50-

60) 'Crime of Century' (Par) and
Eddie Cantor. Cantor got build-up
and Cantor getting results. Should
kick in with swell $33,000 for week
despite late booking.
Last week
Amos 'n' Andy dragged, 'Clear All
Wires' (MG), up to record $36,100.

Earle

(WB)

(2,424;

25-35-40-60-

70) 'From Hell to Heaven' (Par)
and Ben Bernle. Bernle getting the
mobs. Cantor is tough opposition

but

week

will

turn

In

beautiful

Last week '42d Street' didn't
need help it got from Vaugh De
Leath to top records with $27,000.
$23,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 16-25-3650-60) 'So This Is Africa' (Col).
in this week but substituted eral hundred walked away
from box Shoved in early and saving week.
•Fast Workers' on account of money office
because
price
had been Should see nice $10,000 for eight
shortage.
boosted from 40 to 50c for the days.
Last week 'Great Jasper"
'Cavalcade' is road-showing at Rofrers pic.
(RKO) got off to good start with
English's at 65-$1.10 to only fair biz.
ParSimount (Publlx) (2,000- 25- Inaugural crowds but slipped badly
The Indiana should get along 40) 'Woman Accu.sert' fPar). Mild to $6,000 for six days.
fairly with 'She Done Him Wrong.'
$3,200.
La.st week 'Crime of CenMet (WB) (1,583; 25-35-50-60-70)
Estimates for this Week
tury"
(Par) finished with brutal '42 Street' (WB). Playing week here
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 25- $2,300.
after week at Earle.
Holding up
40) 'Private Jones' (U). Will get
beautifully and should get nice $8,around $1,800. Last week 'Topaze'
ono for six days. Last week 'Grand
(RKO) got $2,000, good under con- get around $3,800, good. Last week Slam' (FN) slumped with other
ditions.
'Jungle King' (Par) and Bos well straight pic houses to fair $5,000.
Circle (Circle) (2,C00; 25-40) '42d Sisters closed at $4,000, with the
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 16-26-35In its 2d week, should radio artists pulling up the grosse.s. 50-60) "Fast Workers' (MG), John
St.' (WB).
garner around $3,500, extremely
Loew's. Palace (Loew) (2,800; 25- Gilbert dying to tune of weak $9,goo&. Last week $4,400.
40) 'Fast Workers' (MG). Will do 000.
Last week 'She Done Him
Indiana (Circle) (3,300; N 26-40) around $2,300. Last week 'M^n Mn-st

coming

Mae West

$24,000.

up with

25-40)— 'No More Orchids' (Col).
Not bad at $3,200. Last week (42nd
Carrying '42d Street'
sec
Street' (WB) did a good $4,000 Imond week the Circle is the only spot mediately
after breaking house recIn town getting any biz. The show ord at
Orpheum for time Huffman
hit around $4,400 last week despite
has had house.
the moratorium and better money
Denham
(Hellborn) (1,700; 15-25)
flow is expected this week. House —'Trailing the
Killer' (WW).
Slid
Is selling its balcony at all times for
to $2,400.
Last week 'Air Hostess'
two bits.
(Col) finished with a good $3,600.
With the closing of the Lyric, only
Denver (Publlx) (2,500; 25-35-40Vaude house, on account ,.cf wage 50) 'She Done Him
Wrong' (Par).
dispute with Its 63 employes,
Katherlne

March
over a

Indianapolis,

Capitol; Cantor

Met Is proving that '42d Street'
was all It was talked up to be.
Changed bookings House is playing second week of it

Balcony at Aladdin

Amusements Are Depresh-Proof

upon.

spite

—

Even With Sub-Zero, Mpls. Proves

week, in view of the
national banking situation, es-.
timates must b« broadly construed, and in no instance can
the true box office value of a
film be properly gauged.

Aa

Any Hopes

Week

Grosses This

A. s Earthquake Also Shattered

Tuesday, March 14, 1933

tab with Helen Morgan, produced

that.

With purses thinner as result o£
frozen cash, everybody in showdom
is commenting on
the customers*
continued willingness to dig for the
pictures they really want.
As a
matter of fact, the showhouscs are
faring better during this financial
crisis than any other line of trade,
except food. The rialto declares It
proves that show biz Is as nearly
depression proof as It's pcsislble for
any business to be, and that entertainment Is virtually a necessity an4
one of the first things the populace

$19,800.

demands

Strand (2,000; 26-35-55)— 'Grand
Slam* (FN). Feeble $7,500.
Last
week 'Blondle Johnson' (WB) $8,300.

first

K. C/s Prospects Nicked

By Only 20^

Payrolls

in Its

Although

it

time of trouble.
did not fare well Ita

week, 'Cavalcade' is remaining
another seven days at the Lyceum,
giving it a fortnight road-show engagement. Hoped that the highly
praised film will give a

much

better

box office account of Itself. Knowledge that It won't be long before
they will be able to see the picture
at 66c. and less is also
puny gross.

making

for

a

Another holding over a second,
Kansas City, March 13.
but not completely out Just week is 'Big Drive' at the tiny
about pictures the picture and World; it should get around $2,000
for the fortnight with Legion aid,
amusement situation here.
With the banks closed and only and that's a nice proflt.
Banks releasing about $400,000
permitting 20% cash advances for
payrolls, things opened badly last cash to meet payrolls was an aid
week all around, aiid prospects are for the theatres.
Cut In prices at the Orpheum
not so rosy for the next few days,
although there are some who pre- from 50c to 40c nights and 3&ft..t6
dict somewhat of a spending spree, 26c afternoons seems to be a box
as soon as the cash starts flowing office tonic, too; reduction was reflected In the strong opening ot
again.
With both the Malnstreet and the 'Africa.'
Newman tied up In legal proceedEstimates for This Week
ings, they are operating IndependState (Publlx)
55)— 'She
ently and paying employees and Done Me Wrong' (2,200;
(Par). Mae West
local bills in cash, as is the Mid- no
name
here; but house went to
land to accommodate Its help.
particular lengths to sell this picAt Loew's Midland this week ture as a
real shocker and results
'Fast Workers' is the picture, be- are
gratifying.
Stressing the sening set In on short notice after
sational angle and that the film la
'Rasputin' had
been announced. unsuitable
for youncrstera, ads went
Powers that be did not want to the
limit
In
daring.
May hit $7,600,
waste the Barrymore family picture
good. Last week 'King of the Junat the present time.
The Malnstreet has 'Our Betters' gle' (Par), $4,000, light.
Orpheum
(RKO) (2,890; 40)— 'So
and Manager Lehman is going after
Wheeler and
all the customers he can find by This is Africa' (Col).
using two-for-one tickets, good any Woolsey haven't been outstanding
time except Saturday and Sunday. cards here, but this one is showing
After a 12 day run with *42d box office power. Apparently no obStreet' the
Newman is running jection to the blueness, and no com'King of the Jungle (Par) for nine plaints. Reduced prices also are redays, but the picture Is suffering garded as a business stimulant, the
40c night and 25c matinee top bewith the others.
ing more In line with conditions and
Estimates For This Week
Liberty (Dublnsky) (860; 10-20) the entertainment offered.
May
—'You Said A Mouthful' (FN), first reach a very good $7,500. Last week
half; 'Devil Commands' (Col), sec- 'Cynara' (UA), $4,800, light.
Lyceum (Clifford) (2,500; 66ond half. Low prices seem to be
helping as the little house Is hold- $1.10)— 'Cavalcad'>' (Fox).
Second
ing its own better than some of the and last week.
Critics and cusothers and will hit close to $2,000, tomers showering superlatives and
good. Last
week 'Life Begins' when it gets into the loop at regu(FN), and 'Half Naked Truth' lar prices it should clean up. Road
(RKO), ditto.
shows no longer in the cards here,
Malnstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40) especially at this theatre. Will be
—'Our Betters' (RKO). Not much lucky to reach $5,000, making
hopes for much building, lucky to around $11,000 for the two weeks,
get $5,000, poor. Last week 'Great light.
Jasper' (RKO), failed to develop
Century (Publlx) (1,600; 40)—
any strength, $3,700, a new low.
•Madame Blanche' (MG). A strong
Midland
(Loew) (4,000; 26)
woman's picture In a woman's the'Fast Workers' (MG). Critics split atre close to the shopping
district
50-50, which did not help.
John and getting a nice matinee playj
Gilbert's following didn't develop looks like oke
$3,200.
Last week
and $6,500 Is poor. Last week 'Men 'Woman Accused'
(Par), slipped
Must Fight' (MG), never had a badly at end after fine start,
$2,300,'
chance and wound up with $6,400. light.
Newman (Par) (1,800; 25-35-50)
Uptown (Publlx) (1,300; 40)
—'King
of
the
Jungle'
(Par). 'Hello Everybody' (Par). Will not
Opened two days In advance (8), top light $1,000
for nine days.
Given extra pub- 'Strange Interlude'for half week.
(MG) starts
licity but nothing helped and may
week ene-agement Wednesday. Last
gross a poor $6,000.
Last week week 'Frisco Jenny'
(FN) $2,000,
'42d Street' (WB), five days, $6,200,
light.
good.
Lyric
(Publlx)
35)—
(1,300;
U pto wn ( Pox ) —'Match King'
No box
(FN). Timely picture, will attract 'Broadway Bad' (Fox).
some for probably $4,000, good. office names and picture not strong
Last week '20,000 Years' (WB) enough to combat the adverse con-

Down

'

'

'

.

,

.

ditto.

ditions; probably $2,000, light.

week

'Dangerously

Yours'

Last

(Fox),

$1,900, poor.
It up.
Just
Grand (Publlx) (1,100;' 35)— 'Man
too much opposition.
Against Woman' (Col) and 'Girl
Rialto (U)
(1,853;
25-35-60-60) Missing'
(WB). Looks $2,000, light.
'Big Cage' (U). Plenty of ballyhoo
Last
week
Is Ours' (Par)
on thrill-animal angle.
May see and 'Second 'Tonight
Hand Wife' (Fox), loop
usual $5,000. Last .veek 'Rome Exsecond runs, $2,500, fair.
press' (U) got same with help of
Aster (Publlx) (900; 25)— 'Me and
out-of-town visitors.
My Gal' (Fox), 'Flesh' (MG) and
Columbia (Loew) (1,232; 16-25- 'Sherlock Holmes'
(Fox), socond
35-40) 'Luxury Liner' (Par). Prob- loop
runs; fair $1,200. Last week
ably average $3,000.
Last week 'They Had to Get Married' (U). secT^-nTnf.T, TincbP<1 'Sfoond-Hand
Wife' r.r^fl riip- pnd 'WhIatlin«T 1n the

from way fans talked

.

—
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0uakertown Not (hiaking Any

M

Grosses This
As

Biz Looks Up:
Philadelphia,

Eark 20G

Fox» ISG s

No

Checks Cashed

March

13.

Although moat of the downtown
houses, autfered terrifically
{because of the bank holiday, there
yvere several that turned In fine
errosses.

One of _these was the
^here the inuch-ballyhooed

special

with Its array of Warner
Brothers stars helped put over '42d
fitreet' in a great big way. First
three days (starting Tuesday) had
an ofllcial gross of better than $16,000 which Is more than house has
Wen getting on the full week of
late. Week's figure will beat $2B,000.
Ben Bernie and his band dragged
plenty of biz to the Earle which got
Picture, 'Blondle
Johnson,'^ wasn't so hot.
'Topaze' got corking notices at the
Bpy(i but instead of the $14,000 gross
expected, closing of the banks
dropped the figure to $9,500 and
even that was considered swell under the circumstances. 'Cavalcade'
dropped its top to $1 starting last
Monday and got about $6,000 on
$18,000.

the week but matinees almost nil.
With return of optimism and 60
banks annoUnqed as definitely opening here today (Monday) and plenty
anore to follow, a general. If not extensive, upward puU is expected.
•42d Street' ought to get a nice $15,000 and perhaps a grand or two
'King of the
better than that.
Jungle' looks fairly strong at the
Boyd and expects $13,000.
The Fox switched pictures at the
last minute substituting 'Rome Ex,

a Jimmy Dunn comedy.
Decision was made late Thursday
night which didn't give new film
ihuch of a break on its Friday morning opening. Rave notices, however,
press' for

should, help considerably.
'Luxury Liner* doesn't look Very
strong at the Stanton, but the Earle

week with
Jack Pearl on the stage and 'Private Jones' on the screen. That
^20,000 mark which was expected
l^st week until the banks closed and
payrolls were held up should be
f^xpects another strong

.

achieved with plenty to spare.
'Grand Slam,' which played only
tl^ree idays at the Stanley prior to
•Mid Street's' big opening splurge, is
at the Karlton and should benefit
,

.

the notices and word-of-mouth
praise it got in its first showing.
'Cavalcade' is in Its last- two
*weeks at the Locust and figures to
benefit by that announcement plus

by

the

reduced

scale;

hopes

to

hit

17.600.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (600; 26-40-50)—'Tonight
la Ours' (Par). Fair $2^200 expected. Last week, 'Strange Interlude'
(MG) got $2,000 and thought that
iokay under the circumstances.
Boyd (2,400; 40-65)— 'King of the
<3ood notices and
Uungle' (Par).
iought to get a profitable week.
$13,000. Last week 'Topaze'
(RltO) rave notices and fair biz;
iust under $9,500.
40-65)
"Private
Earle (2,000;
Jones' (U) and vaude. Jack Pearl
ts week's big headliner and comlllnation figured to crack the $20,000
znark. Last week 'Blondie Johnson'
(FN) and vaude headlining Ben
Bernie got $18,000, very nice Indeed
under the circumstances.

Maybe

—

Fox

(3.000;

35-56-75)— 'Rome Ex-

press' (U) and stage show. Picture
in suddenly and without explanation to replace a Jimmy Dunn
comedy. Notices very good; $15,000
Last week 'Humanity*
figured.
(Fox) and stage show way off;

shoved

$14,600.

Karlton (1.000; 30-40-50)—'Grand
81am' (FN). Moved here after three
day.s at Stanley; $3,200 figured. Last
week 'No Other Woman' (RKO)
painful at $2,400.
Keith's

Trooper"

Improve
possible.

mance'

(2.000;
((Tol)

15-25-35)— 'State
Should

and vaude.

last week's figure, $7,000
Liast week 'Parisian Ro(Allied) and vaiide, under

$6,000.

Stanley (3,700; 40-55)—'42d Street'

(WB). Starts its second week tomorrow (Tuesday) and ought to get
around $15,000 or better. Last week
ballyhooed opening with the
trainload of stars helped bring $25,000. wonderful.
Stanton (1,700; 30-40-55)— 'LuxLooks only fair.
liry Liner' (Par).
Maybe $7,500. Last week 'Child of
Manhattan' (Col) pretty bad with

the

$6,000.

Locust (1,300; 55-83-$1.10)— 'CaveJcade' (Fox). Last two weeks announced. That and price reduction
should help give big spectacle a $7,-.
BOO gross for 7th week.

Ban on Indemnity Bonds
Hollywood, Mar. 13.
Insurance agents were notified by
all
surety companies last Friday
write any financial
guarantee bonds.
This covers indemnity, such as for
legal attachment proceedings, con(10)

not

tracts, etc.

to

Lincohi's B.O.'s Slim
Lincoln, Neb.,

March

9

President s Message Heartened

Week

week, in view of the
national banking situation, as-,
timates must be broadly con<
strued, and in no instance can
the true box office value of a
film be properly gauged.
last

B way But Meantime Blaii Except

m SC

Where, despite handicaps,
box office business is holding
up well, this is being dwelt

40G:

lussoy;

12G s

upon.

13.

Broadway, including the two house under a first-run classificaRadio City theatres on Sixth ave- tion booking.
nue as well. Is meeting with reArthur Mayer,
operating the
verses this week, although the poor house, wants to hold West over a
beginnings may not exactly foretell second week ^bat can do that only
There were relatively few calls
the finish. President Roosevelt's if RKO okays the holdover on day
for checking facilities at the b. o.
encouraging speech Sunday night and date with the RKO neighborWindows, but sU'ch~were sanctioned
(12) and the reopening of banks hoods.
and will continue until the lull lets
yesterday (Monday), should loosen
For the first time in weeks the
up. Cashiers report numbers of big
up the strangulation on the box Palace is in the money with 'Mussobills of series pre-1929 coming in,
offices with possibilities some the- linl Speaks' presaging $12,000. Picusually in larger denominations. On
atres will strike a faster pace be- ture is a pushover for the Italian
top of it all, the weather has turned
fore the end of the week.
trade, with many others apparently
Icy.
At the same time, the Roosevelt also anxious to get a slant on Mus'42nd Street' into the Stuart gets
speech had the effect of deflecting solini.
a tough break with the highest b. o.
an
appreciable
amount
of
coin
from
Both the Radio City houses, the
rate in town and In the midst of
the ticket windows, with many per- Capitol and Paramount ore perthis money mess. The exploitation
Cincinnati, March IS.
sons tied to their homes in a desire forming sluggishly this week with
has hot been sparing, though.
to
bear
what
the
President
had
to
'42nd St.' is establishing a record
attractions in all of them lacking
Estimates for This Week
Then there's Lent, which the intensive draft required to offhigh this week at Keith's, eclipsing tell.
Colonial (LTC) (650; 10-15-20)— the former top, registered with '1 some people have almcst forgotten
set b. o. drawbacks of the moment.
(MG). Am a Fugitive,' by $6,000 on the about in the face of other things.
'Whistling In the Dark'
Music Hall, with 'Christopher.
Probably won't hold for the full six, theatre's 25-40c scale.
Saturday's business, usually bet- Strong,' will be fortunate to get
but due for a possible $600. Last
Considering effect of moratorium ter than Sundays normally, because $75,000, while the RKO Roxy, on
week 'What! No Beer?' (MG) with
of difference in matinee trade, was holdover of 'King Kong* looks to
biz
picture
on
general
conditions,
measly
the bad break v/ilted to a
away ahead this week in every the- do only $40,000, under expectations.
here has held up remarkably well.
$450.
atre.
Both theatres Joined the old Rpxy
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-25-40)—
EstimafcTs for This Week
The Strand, with '42nd Street,' a early last week Tuesday (7) in ac'Grand Slam' (WB). Not pulling at
hlghly-ballyhooed picture; Rialto, ceptance of checks at the box office,
36-65)—
Albee (RKO)
(3,300;
a low $1,400. Last week 'Great Jasrun
of 'She Done written to cover
on
second
showing
exact amount of
per' (RKO) took It laying down 'Past of Mary Holmes' (RKO) and Hijn Wrong' and the Palace, disAs ,with the R. C.
vaude headlined by Russ Columbo. playing 'Mussolini Speaks' are the admissions.
$1,200.
houses,
the
old .Roxy,
despite
Orpheum (LTC) (1,200; 10-15-25), Won't top mild $11,000. Last week only, houses doing gpod business.
checks' acceptances, isn't getting
Island of Lost Souls' (Par). In 'Broadway Bad' (Fox) and Ted
'42nd Street,' with a good gate anywhere, with
a western, 'Heritage
tune with all the rest, ott to $450. Lewis topping stage, $13,600, fab-.
over the week-end In spite of bankLast week "Madame Butterfly' (Par)
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 80-66)— ing restrictions that did not ease of the Desert,* maybe $18,000, breakfirst half and 'Luxury Liner' (Par)
'King of the Jungle' (Par). Treklng appreciably, until yesterday (Mon- ing even.
Rivoll, on forced third week for
Second half halved expectations to to $12,000, good. Last week 'She day) shbuld entice e. wow $40,000
$425.
Done Him Wrong* (Par) $9,300, fair. possibly into the Strand for a hand- 'Perfect Understanding* at $8,200,
brings in 'Secrets* (Mary
State (Monroe) (500; 10-26-35)—
Lyric
(RKO) (1,286; 35-55)— some profit. Expects to hold three tomorrow (Wednesday). Picktord)Opening
Slim possi- 'Woman Accused*' (Par). Brisk be- weeks at least.
'Sporting Age' (Col).
had been set back from Wed-.i
Last week 'Private ginning indicates $7,500, cheers.
bilities to $800.
Mae West's draw, after three date
nesday (8) due to unsettled.. condiJones' (U) got a bad break, but Last
week 'Second-Hand Wife' weeks at the Paramount, and cur- tions last
week.
(Checks
town
topped the
at $1,400.
rently her second week at the Par,
(Fox), $8,500, good.
'Cavalcade,' staying indefinitely at.
taken here).
close to $12,Keith's (Libson) (1,600; 26-40)— Brooklyn, is dragging
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-35-50000 into the Rialto on second run the Gaiety with Easter date for R.
60)—'42nd Street' (WB). To a bit- '42nd Street' (WB). Played up in at a 65c top. This will be the scale C. Music Hall probably to be dehit
biggest
extra
advertising
as
ferred by mutual agreement, has
ter reception for its class, may do
'Sunny Side Un' and nlftily when Paramount pictures play the fallen, off only moderately In the
$2,000. Last week 'King of the Jun- since
steadily Satpresent crisis. This Is partly due
gle' (Par) made a new house low fronted. Held 'em out
urday and Sunday anu climbing to
to large advance sale. Ninth week
of $1,300.
a new house record of $14,00" phe$10,000 and first four' days this
nominal. Will hold over for sec- Rabid
'ham Dems.
week $6,900.
ond week and possibly a third. L&st
Metro Is opening *Whlte Sister' at
No Banker IDs in
week 'King's Vacation' (WB) $6,000,
the Astor Friday night (17) for a
Anything
Okay
F.
D.
fair.
$!?.20 run, succeeding forced run of
Montreal, but B. 0/s
Grand (RKO) (1,025; 15-30)—
'Rasputin' of 12 weeks.
'Sailor Be Good' (RKO) and lOutDoes, So B. O/s NSB
Estimates for This. Week
(MG). Split week, $3,000, fine.
Astor (1,012; $1.10-$I.05-$2.2Q)—
Otherwise Affected sider'
Last week Mummy* (U) $6,000,
'Rasputin' (MG) (12th week). Endvery big.
Birmingham, March 13.
ing its forced rUi. with pi'emler Fri15-26)—
(RKO)
Family
(1.000;
Having no money makes little day night (17) of •White Sister*
Montreal, March 13.
Wage slashes and lay-offs all 'Between Fighting Men' (WW) and difference now, the Democrats, idol (MG). This substitutes for 'Hell
along main street Indicate thin 'Uptown New York* (WW). Split of the Southerners, are in charge Below' (MG) which had bpen conAs long as the sidered as next for a $2 rup; 'Sister*
times this Lent for the first-run week, $2,000, fair. Last week 'Flam- in Washington.
houses, which recent grosses seem ing Guns' (U) and "Her Mad Night' Democrats called a moratorium It was slated for the Cap originally.
was all right, but had Hoover done
to support. The week-end with bit- (Fisch) $1,800, oke.
Capitol (6,400; 35-76-99-$1.66)—
"Red it shows might just as well have •Men Must Fight' (MG) and stage
16-26)
Strand
(1,160;
ter cold and 10-foot snow drifts
didn't help much.
Furthermore, Haired Alibi' (Maj). Good $1,400. folded and moved out of town, as show. No draft through either picthere is nothing stand-out in the Last week 'Private Scandal' (Maj) far as business is concerned. Spend- ture or stage, with under $40,000
and "Goona Goona' (1st Div), the ing of what money loose is free. the result, disappointing. Lastweeic
class of pictures offered.
His Majesty's repeats 'Dansops,' latter a second run pulled out after Show business has held up fairly^ 'Clear All Wires' (MG) and Jack
well.
French fiicker, at 60c top, and may two days, $900, fair.
Pearl on stage, a big $63,000.
Houses continued taking In scrip
get $3,000. Palace has 'She Done
Gaiety (811; $1.10-$1.65)—'Cavalpending opening of banks. Houses cade' (Fox) (10th week). Resisting
Him Wrong' and Mae West should
outside
Birmingham
and current b. o. drawbacks with some
of
do her bit, but while the 25c shows Uville Newspapers'
throughout south are now taking break through advance sale. Last
are full up, the later and dearer
prices bring in only relatively few,
Scrip Helped Grosses scrip.
week (9th) $10,000, okay and a
so that probably $9,000 will be the
profit.
First four days this week
Estimates for This Week
Louisville, March 13.
gross, enough, however, to be out
Alabama (Wilby) (2,800; 25-36- $6,900.
One result of the banking boll- 40)—
of the red. Capitol has been holdMayfair (2.200; 36-55-76)—'Crime
'King
of
.rungle'
(Par).
lot
A
ing up better than any other niain days in Louisville was the cancella- of kids and grown ups, too. Looks of the Century* (Par). Indications
stem, due to lower tldmlsh, and can tion by Loew's of "Rasputin* and the like
a good bet despite money mat- are for around $9,000, possibly
grross $8,000 on 'Frisco Jenny' and substitution of 'Men Must Fight'
Last week, 'Race Track'
ters, $6,700.
Last week three pic- better;
'Employees Entrance.' Loew's has only two days prior to film's open- tures, 'Frisco Jenny' (FN), 'Lady's (WW) not 80 hot, $6,700. 'Tribal
average vaude and "Dangerously ing. Business at Loew's was un- Profession' (Par) and 'Wax Mu- Wars,' retitled 'Love in Morocco*
Yours.' which may not gross over commonly good in spite of the holi- seum'
(BG) comes in Friday (17),
in
one
to
beat
(WB),
week
Princess has been doing day, too, for 'Fast Life.'
$10,000.
Palace (1,700; 25-40-65-75)— 'MusCincinnati Symphony Orchestra, the depresh, $5,000.
well lately and may again ring the
Exhibiting
Ritz (RKO) (1,600; 25-40)— "Pri- solini Speaks* (Col).
bell with 'Uptown New York' and In two concerts on Tuesday, felt the
good draw, with $12,000 in sight,
holiday tremendously and George vate Jones' (U) and 'Child of Man- nice business. Last
'Hypnotized' at around $8,000.
week, 'Broadhattan' (Col).
Each picture four
Nabes are showing very little White, closing at Fort Wayne on days to enable inauguration of way Bad' (Fox), $7,900.
March 4, cancelled his 'Scandals'
with small chances of picking up.
Paramount (3,664:
36-66-76)
date at Memorial Auditorium on vaudeville next Sunday, around $3,- 'Womah Accused'
(Par) and stage
Estimates for This Week
000, oke.
March 9.
Neither picture nor Rudy
Strand (Wilby) (800; 25)— 'Rain' show.
hi is Majesty's (Ind) (1,600; 25-50)
Little Theatre Company went on
Up to $1,900. Last w€ek Vallee, Lenore Ulrlc, et al. on stage,
'Dansons' (French) (2nd week). with plans for giving Louisville (UA).
Did $4,000 last week and may $3,000 Sidney Howard's 'Lucky Sam Mc- 'Son -Daughter' (MG) $1,000, poor. a draw; probabilities for around
Empire (BTAd) (1,100; 25)— $30,000, poor. Last week, third on
currently.
Carver.'
60)— 'She
Palace (FP)
(2,700;
Sunya Slane booked to succeed 'Maedchen in Uniform' (Film- repeat of Mae West and 'She Done
choice). First foreign picture to get Him Wrong' $40,000, oke considerDone Him Wrong' (Par). Should Nadja at Gayety.
gross around $9,000 with Mae West
Brown, Gayety and Kentucky ac- into a class house locally. Even at ing everything.
Radio City Music Hall (5,946; 35ipulling 'em in.
Last week 'State cept 'Times* and 'Courier-Journal' that has doubts, $1,200. Last week
Fair' (Fox) did land oflice biz at scrip at box office. Other theatres 'Uptown New York' (WW) around 56-76) 'Christopher Strong' (RKO)
and stage show. Taking It on chin
$1,000.
25c, but faded on higher admlsh still demand cash.
somewhat,
with $75,000 In view.
carCapitol
theatre
15-20)—
Frankfort's
Galax
(Wilby)
fshows, $9,000.
(500;
'Tex
Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60)— 'Frisco rying ad saying 'I O. U.'s Accepted Takes a Holiday' (Argosy) and Last week 'ICing Kong' got $88,000,
Magic Nights' (UA) on split, $900. under expectations.
Jenny' (WB) and 'Employees En- for Admission Tickets.'
40-55-75-85) 'PerRivoli
(2,200;
Ave.
J. J. Musselman and Fourth
Last week 'Sister to Judas' and
trance' (WB).
House holding up
fect
Understanding'
(UA)
(3rd
well and looks good for $8,000. Last Amusement Company show con- •Silver Lining' poor. $500.
week). Ends third and final week
week 'Son-Daughter' (MG) and tempt for bank holidays and detonight
(Tuesday)
at around $8,200,
'Parachute Jumper' (WB) grossed a pression by booking Boswell Sisvery
'Sepoor.
Second
week
$9,100.
ters to appear In person for week.
nice $9,000.
with Boswell Sisters In person. crets' (UA) opens tomorrow (WedLoew's (FP) (3,200; 65)— 'Dan- Boswells to radiocast over Colum- Ought to do good $5,500. Last week nesday).
gerously Yours' (Fox) and vaude- bia from WHAS during stay here. 'The Mummy' (U) severely panned
35-55-75)
'King
RKO
Roxy
(3,525;
ville.
Might gross $10,000. Last They're helping gate, too.
Theatre managers on whole don't cut down in spite of vaude headed Kong* (RK(i) L2nd week) and stage
week with good show was disapby Herb Williams and .Louisville's show. Better than last week, but
pointing; 'Whistling in the Dark" seem downhearted, although Wal- own Oden Hergeshelmer, ma.9que- at
still not getting house
(MG) and vaudeville brought In ter Crosby at Brown believes his rading under stage name of Bruce into$40,000
the money. First week of 'Kong'
'Topaze' booking would have tripled
only $10,000.
day and date with Music Hall, $35,All are accepting Jordan; $5,200.
Princess (CT) (1,900; 50)—'Up- in fair times.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,706; 25- 200, bad news.
town New York' (WW) and 'Hyp- matter and confidently looking for- 36-50) 'State Fair' (Fox). OverridRoxy (6.200; 25-36) 'Heritage of
to bigger and better box ofnotized' (WW).
May gross $8,000. ward
ing the depression with smacking Desert' (U) and stage show. Looks
Last week 'Child of Manhattan' fice receipts this week. But while $4,500.
Last week '20,000 Years' to get around $18,000, same as last
(Col) and 'Obey the Law" (Col) did it la.sted it hurt.
(FN) $3,000.
week from 'There Goes the Bride"
Estimates for This Week
well at $7,500.
Brown (2,000; 25-35-50)) 'So This (BG) and Jack Osterman Club
Imperial
(France-Film)
(1.900;
Loew's (3,400;
25-35-50)
'Men Tfj Africa' (Col). Probably $2,000. Rlchman revue.
At this figure
50)
'Don Juan de la Montagne' Must Fight' (M-G). Substituted for Last week 'Topaze' (RKO) deeply house just about breaks even.
(French).
Around $2,000.
Last 'Rasputin' at last minute. May hit hurt by depression, $1,100.
Strand (2.900; 35-55-65-75) '42nd
week, second episode of 'Miladi' $3,000. Last week 'Faflt Life' (M-G)
Alamo (Fourth Ave.) (900; 15-25- Street' (WB). Taking the hurdles
(Frpnch), about $1.?00.
put life Into box office in spite of 40) 'Goona Goona. Naked wenches for a sweet bunch of receipts at
Cinema de Paris (France-Film) lack of money in city, $3,500; oke no appeal to boys or native sim- $40,000. Expects to remain three,
'L'Enfant
Martyr' considering.
25)
(600:
plicity; $1,000. fioppo.
Last week possible four, weeks. Final five days
(French). Maybe $1,000. Lapt week,
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (2,700; 25- 'Crime
of
Century'
(Par)
took of 'Blondie Johnson' (WB) on hold30-55) 'From Hell to Heaven' (Par) header for $1,400.
'double bill, gross about $1,200.
over $6,500.
Gov. Bryan has dispensed with

the

Idea

of

scrip

and

restricted

check cashing, especially pay
Stanley eased the situation a bit.

train

around
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mtTLEDlTTO"

Revived Spending Expected in Loop;

Banking

Blues But Hopeful—^0%
Off on Averaoo

March

Seattle,

'Our Betters; Palace, $20,000, Good
March

Chicago,

13.

BOSTON ALSO GIVING
TO THE DEPRESH

Promised reopening of tlie key
banks today (Monday) was considLIE
ered as the probable signal for an
Influx of patrons and dollars In all
places of amusement. It Is figured
Boston, March 13.
that confidence Is higher now than
In a year or two. Whether the judg
Biz spruced up amazingly after
ment is superficial or based on real the lull that came with the moraLast week's grosses sufItles the fact remains and is easy to torium.
confirm that the business commu- fered 'three or four doldrum days,
nity reflects a spirit of optlpiism as biz flattening out dlshcartenlngly
a result of Roosevelt's various until about Wednesday, when new
moves. Money Is expected to ap- life appeared at the box offices.
pear in happy abundance compared After that, the Intake was on the
to recent stringency.
upgo, week-end being up to depresLast week wasn't as bad as It sion's normal, with prospect for
might have been. Houses did oke good grosses current!'-.
matinees, while the cheap scales
Reopening of banks heartened
were In force and the neighborhood everybody, especially showmen who
cinemas with 25 and 35 -cent prices were jittery as if in an earthquake,
did quite well all over.
as a result of last week's awful setTheatres never had bo
backs.
Estimates for the Week
vaults bulging
Chicago (B&K) (3,940; 35-55-75) much cash in hand,receipts, which
with cumulative
—•Men Must Fight* (MG) and stage couldn't
deposited in the banks.
be
Kate Smith, headlining,
show.
of
the
week are the
High
spots
should help. Look for only 121,000,
Street,'
weak. Last week 'Broadway Bad' Met's show headed by '42nd
the Keith prosperity with the Con(Fox) same.
and the
latest
stance Bennett
£rlanger (UBO) (1,318; 55-$1.65) whoop-lt-up success of the Scol(5th week). lay vaude bills.
—'Cavalcade' (Fox)
Suffered from cash scarcity. Down
Estimates for This Week
to $7,000.
McVickers (B&K) (2,284; 35-55)
Majestic (Schubert) (1,600; 55—'King of the Jungle' (Far) (2d $1.65)— 'Cavalcade* (Fox) (6th-flnal
week). On holdover here, not bad week).
Folded Saturday evening,
at $5,500. Last week got $9,900.
ending splendid run in these hard
Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 35-55-75) times, first four weeks being prac-

— 'State

(Fox) <3d week).
Fair'
Third week wlndup around $7,000.
Second week $10,300. Clyde Beatty's
The Big Cage* (U) now mentioned
to follow Instead of "White Slstei'

<MG).

tically capacity.
last week.

Took

In $7,500 for

Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 25-40-55)—
'Our Betters* (Radio) and vaude.
Constance Bennett draw in evidence
with plenty of femmes attending.

Good show throughout, along with

Palace (RKO) (2,533; 40-65-83)—
'Our Betters' (Radio) and vaude.
This looks like a hot combo and
Anticipate $20,000,
started well.
strictly benign. Last week, in view
of everything, was nifty at $18,600
with 'So This Is Africa* (Col).
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5575)—'Perfect Understanding* (UA).
Figure light $5,500 getaw^ay. Last
week of 'Sign of Cross* (Par) got

'Strange People* (Chest) and negro
minstrel troupe.
Doin^ moderate
biz with outlook for $8,000.
Last
week 'Topaze* (RKO) and vaude
revue lucky to get $8,100, under

18,200.

conditions.

m

Pittsburgh,

ST.'

March

13.

—

There's one ray of hope it Gan*t
possibly get any worse.
Save In
caae of '42 Street,* moved to Warner after sizzling $24,000 at Stanley
In face of every adverse condition,
the local b. o. situash is blah. Indications are that Warner won't have
any trouble leading town with prospective $8,000 if picture's terrific
trade at nearby Stanley didn't milk
things dry. Indications are things
might loosen up a bit early part of
this week.
Stanley has "Topaze* and will be
extremely lucky to land even a $6,-

—

that's $19,000 under last week
while 'Clear All Wires,' at Penn,
shows sl^ns of skidding to $4,500.

000

The widely heralded 'Maedchen
ih Uniform.' at Davis, and the
first foreign
site, is going

talker ever to play this
oke for excellent $1,000.
Incidentally, house Is abandoning its
double feature policy for this week
only, due to length of 'Maedchen,*

although

l)illing

the

RKO

short, 'So This Is Harris.' In

musical
such a

way as to make It look like a brace
of features.
Varety. with 'Coldle Gets Along'
and vauile, is another to feel the
pinch, with every likelihood of slipping to woeful $2,000. Last week's
figures no indication of true state of
affairs, as every
downtown site
profited by visit of '12 Street* special train.
Stanley turned them
away, with overflow going elsewhere
and giving some houses as much on
the one day, Friday, as they did for
the entire remainder of the week.
Estimates for This Week
Davis
(WB) (1,700; 25-40)—
in Uniform' (Krimsky).
heralding of this film has received enough to put it over; looks
good for big $4,000. House abandoning double feature policy this
week only, but using RKO musical
.short. 'So This Is Harris' (RKO) as
an additional come-on. La.st week
'Girl Mis.sing' (WB) and 'Handle
With Care" (Tox) not so bad at

•Maedchen

Wide

$3,200.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 1525-40)— Trailing the Killer" (W-W)
and "Breach of Proml.'^e' (W-W).
Davis drops its double 'eature for a
week, and Fulton takes it on, but
It's no use.
Hitting rock bottom at
$2,000,

of

01-

'Big

around
around

worse.
Drive*

$3,000,
$11,600,

Last week, second

(FD)

fell

off

to

giving war film
not bad at all, for

fortnight engagement.

Penn (Loews-UA) (3.300;
BO)— 'Clear All Wires* (MG).
and ouch again.

Looks

Indicates excellent $16,000 for week.
Last week 'When Strangers Marry'
(Col)

and vaude

Boston (RKO)

fell

to $12,500.

(4,000;

25-40-56)—

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 25-60)
'Fast Workers* (MG). Taking place
of .'Rasputin* (MG), which
been
advertised, but pulled.
The John
Gilbert picture has little magnetism; day time biz fair, nights
scant.
Likely to get weak $8,000.
Last week, 'Men Must Fight* (MG)
down to $10,000, despite appeal of

Md

OUCHA-IHA-COUCHA IN

EXCEPT '42D

general optimism on part of public,

25-35-

Ouch

like $4,600,

almost half as much as house's previous low. Last week 'Hallelujah,

Ruby Keeler

to be the talk

.

—

•

BANKS' LOOSENING UP
IN COLIIB.

After hitting next to nothing

all

cussion

like

$9,200.

I'm a Bum* (UA) around $7,500, and
Mr. Jolson can thank his wife. Ruby
Keeler, at the Stanley in '42 Street*
for this.

Broad (Loew-UA)

(2,600;

25-40)—

'State Fair* (Fox).
Opened heavy
to build, with nothing but

and looks

(WB)

(3,600;

25-35-50)—

raves being heard.

here for week after great session at
Stanley. That's the first time this
has happened since 'Singing Fool*
several, years ago. Apparently not
drained by big week at Stanley, according to opening, and should lead
town with neat $8,000. Last week
'Great Jasper* (RKO) pretty awful

at $3,800.

UP

WEEK

THIS

San Francisco, March

13.

Rain over the weekend hurt bid
out hei-e, but opening of all banka
today (Monday) bound to raise!
Yet too much isn*t ex^
grosses.
pected and several houses are hold^
ing up cinch grossers and playinff
pickup stuff while waiting for ai
currency Influx.
Money, though, is more plentiful
than last week, with^ banks opea
during past few days to cash payroll checks, and hand out smalt
chunks of currency to those deposChecks were'
itors who needed It.
being accepted ait every house in
town, provided Identiflcation could
be made.
Last week all but the Paramount
dipped into crimson, latter doing so
well on '42nd Street' that it's beina
held over in hopes things will
perk up.
Fox West Coast has shifted its
St. Francis from roadshow to first
run policy at 40c top. Day before
opening it was made a double bill
house, 'Fast Life' being added to tha
previously announced 'Tonight la
Ours.' FWC has plenty product lo-^
cally showing Metro, Fox, Parai
mount and Warner. None, of these
houses in recent FWC receivership actions.
United Artists postponed Mary
Pickford's 'Secrets' until good timea
get here, playing Instead 'Afraid
to Talk' and booking 'Maedchen in
Uniform' at pop prices for next
week. Latter pic played Geary several

months ago as roadshow and

did well.

Columbia continues 'Rasputin* foi;
week at roadshow tariff,

second

$1.60 top. Money situation hit thls'n
particularly hard opening week and
go more than the two

may

not
weeks.

Golden Gate has 'Great Jasper,^
while Warfleld Is playing 'King of.
the Jungle,' both fair. Embassy
continuing Its
poor take witbi
'Hounds of Baskervllle* and an
added short feature, 'Dangers of tha
Arctic'
Estimates for This Week
Embassy (Markowltz) (1,700; 25'Hound of Baskervilles' and
36)
'Dangers of the Arctic' X marka
the spot at $1,500. Ditto last weels
.

week.
"Gamby* Is headlining at the RKO
Albee and Bob Nelson at the Met.
Modern Dramatic Players enter the
third- week at the Modern holding
their own, and Thursday night sees
Ethel Barrymore at the Carlton on 'Man Against

Woman*

(Col).

theatre in 'Amazing Career.'
Columbia (legit) (1,800; 60-75-1
Estimates for This Week
'Rasputin'
$1-$1.60)
(M-G) (2nd
RKO Albee (2,300; 15-66) 'So This week). Barrymores vs. the depresIs Africa* (Col) and vaude with sion and Barrymore name is win«
Maria Gambarelll headlining. No ning. Good $8,000. First week $5,0004
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30-40-:
threat in this one. Will be lucky to
'Great
Jasper'
hold Its own through this stanza 66)
(RKO) and
with the present clrcum'stances, vaude. Richard Dix quite popular,
even though the natives are wild but poorly at $12,000. Last week
over stage entertainment. The most 'Topaze* (RKO) was limited by
this one can garner will be close to conditions to bad $10,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,700; 30-40*
$6,500, and that*s plenty In the red.
Last week 'Great Jasper* (RKO) 55) '42nd Street* (WB) (2nd week).
took it on the chin along with the Holdover week not bad at $14,00Q
as compared to $16,000 last week.
others and was dismal at $6,000.
Fay's (1,600; 15-56)— 'Girl MissSt. Francis (Fox) (1,600; 26-40);
ing* (WB) and vaudeville topped by 'Tonight Is Ours' (Par) and 'Fast
revue featuring 20 people. Theatre Life* (MG). Low prices and double
baiting patrons week after week billing apt to get a very satisfac^
with some sort of a spectacular re- tory $6,500. 'Cavalcade* (Fox) bowed
vue. Judging by the present tempo out after good three and a halt
no one would be surprised if this weeks.
one touches at least $7,600. Last
United Artists (1,400; 25-36-50)
week 'Smoke Lightning* (Fox) 'Afraid to Talk* (U). Emergency
packed a terrific wallop and hurdled booking while postponing 'Secrets*a great $8,000 despite every possible (UA) going quite well at $5,600.
conceivable obstacle that could be Last
week 'Parachute Jumper*
figured on In one week.
(WB) and Phil Harris short drew
Loew's State (3,700; 10-26)— 'Hal- poor $4,500.
lelujah, I'm a Bum* (UA). Business
Warfield (Fox) (36-55-65) 'King
none too good at this stand for of Jungle' (Par) and stage show.
months. With the banking situa- Unknown names a handicap and
tion and a strike on its hands, the
maybe $14,500.
Last week saw
house is Just about ready to find a $11,000 on 'Woman Accused' (Par).
new bottom. If figure exceeds $3,500 It will be nothing short of a
miracle.
House is being picketed
by engineers day and night, and this
Rule's
Film

ing too strong, but should hit $8,000. .situation is of no help. Last week
Last week 'What! No Beer?* (MG) 'Men Must Fight' ((MG) started off
failed because of what-no-cash and swell, but took bad slide at $6,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-25)
off at $4,600.

Should garner
$14,000 and maybe better. Last week
'Topazo' (RKO).
If lucky, $5,000.
Best notices around here In some 'King of Jungle* (Par) died with the
time for this one, but nothing can money situation, getting only $3,700.
Grand (Neth) (1,100; 26-40)—
help. Last week '42d Street' (WB)
defied everything to smash through Dally change of Paramount hits.
with sizzling $24,000, best straight Looks fair enough at $3,600, but had
hoped for better. Last week 'Parapicture takings in two year.s.
chute Jumper* (WB) complete failVariety (Jaffe) (2,000; 25-40)
'Goldle Gets Along'
(RKO) and ure, with total take of $1,700.
Majestic (RKO) (1.100; 20-36)—
vaude.
Brutal at under $2,000.
That's a low that's pretty certain to 'The Mummy* (WB). High pressure
stand.
Last week 'Vampire Bat' promotion putting this one over for
a slam, with $3,000 In sight. Last
(Maj) about $3,900.
week 'Luxury Liner' (Par) stood up
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)
'42 Street' (WB).
Musical moved well enough and took fair $2,200.
Stanley

BIZ WILL

On

Publicity and fan disNeth's Grand Thursday went
making Met's lobby look week
to L O. U. admissions and daily
good old times. Boston hasn't change
of films for one week only,
been so hot for film musicals, but
booking in a series of seven 'Parhere's a good one from audience
amount on Parade' hits of last year.
standpoint. Rosy for intake of $31,Pickup under this plan not up to
000, possibly bettering that by a
All other
grand or so. Last week, 'King of expectations, however.
houses remained on cash only basis.
the Jungle* (Par) and sta^p show,
Every house In town so poor last
fell away to $17,300.
week that It seemed too tough even
Scollay (Publix)— 'Hard to Hanto pay the light bills. Mills Brothers
dle* (WB) and big vaudeblll. House
put Palace on top. while Ohio canlast week fared best of all the spots
through worst week in years, hit- celled Ted Lewis show, which was
ting it up to $12,500, which is hand- advertised to open last Friday and
some for the house. Last week had is going it on feature film only, and
'20,000 years* (WB).
New program none too good this session.
Estimates for This Week
has the double draw of Cagney and
Vinson's best stage show to date,
Palace (RKO) (3,074; 25-40)—
nd ought to smite $13,000.
She Done Him Wrong' (Par),
Paramount (Publix) (1,800; 25- Won't get over $5,200, under ex35-50)— 'Hell to Heaven* (Par) and pectations.
Last week 'Child of
'Paraehut^ Jumper* (WB). Bring- Manhattan* (Col) and Mills Brothers
ing them In nicely for probably $8,- good, considering, at $9,000.
500.
Last week 'Crime of Century*
Ohio (Loew-UA) (3,000; 26-40)—
(Par) and Broadway Bad* (Fox) 'Men Must FMght* (MG). Not ratof the town.

EXPECTS

O/s as Proof There

Bank blues cutting grosses esIs a Depression
timated at 30% but Roosevelt's
message and action are building
confidence for early recovery.
Providence, March 13.
Theatres advertising checks and
The white light district here is
IOU'8 okay but few using them, wallowing in the red. Bank holiday
apparently content to wait for dealt nearly every theatre in Proviamusements until bank restrictions dence terrific body blow, ruined this
are removed.
week's prospects.
Fortified with
Takings jumpy, so it's hard to swell openings, theatre men had
peg them, but outlook is hopeful. figured on holding their own during
Fifth Ave. still on double bill pol- the past week, but the passing days
to
back
Coliseum again
icy.
plied grief upon grief, and in some
Liberty doing the same instances exhibitors reported that
doubles.
this week, trying to keep the dimes takings for several matinees failed
coming by offering more for the to hurdle the $100 mark.
money. Hamrick houses and ParaOutlook is discouraging some of
mount using single feature and balanced program for full week book- the smaller exhibitors and they
come out point blank with the asing.
sertion that a couple of more
Estimates For This Week
stanzas like the last one will force
Paramount (NRF) (3,106; 26-40)
-'King of the Jungle* (Par). Poor them to fold up.
Town is now two weeks behind in
$4,000 in view. Last week, 'What!
payrolls.
for
Temporcury relief was
No Beer?* (NG), was near-beer
the patrons, taJdngs mediocre at granted last Friday (10) by issuance
of $10 In scrip to every worker in
$5,100.
Fifth Ave. (WST) (2,300; 25-40) Rhode Island regardless of salary
'Madame Blanche* (MG), and or wage, but this turn of no help to
'Hell to Heaven* (Par). Double bill, theatres as scrip is being used for
no dice. $4,200. Last week, '20,00u necessities in life.
Years* (WB) liked the best, but
Nearly every theatre on the main
'Luxury Liner* (Par), billed top, stem has jw^ell dish of entertainconsidered better pulling power, ment to sport, and theatre men feel
slow, $4,400.
confident that if banking situation
Liberty (J-von-H) (2,000; 10-15- eases up before the week is over
25)—'Stage Justice* (KKO), and they will make a sufficient recovery
bill. to keep things going.
double
(Ed),
'Hypnotized'
Fairly for $4,000. Last week, 'State
'42d Street' at the Majestic is the
Trooper* (Col.), some old regulars outstanding picture fare in town,
missing, but new faces at b.o., but it is bound to be a disappointdoubtless moving down from higher ment with things the way they are.
priced theatres, made up for loss, Plenty of ballyhoo preceding openand almost normal at $4,500.
ing, and first day was brisk. What
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (1,000; the next few days will bring all de26-35)—'Goona Goona' (Sbef). Big pends on the payrolls.
bUling to offset economic turmoil,
At the last minute Loew's State
Last week, pulled out 'Rasputin' and replaced it
but brodled, $3,000.
'The Mummy' (U). dipped to slow with 'Hallelujah I'm a Bum.* Pres$3,400.
ent conditions here responsible for
Music Box (Hamrick) (950; 25- the switch, most likely theatre not
35)—'Topaze* (RKO). Fair. $f,200. willing to take a chance in spoiling
Last week. 'Hallelujah. I'm a Bum* a killing on the Barrymore picture.
(UA), started slow, then gained a
Banking holiday is not the only
trifle, but bad at $3,100.
worry picture people have this
Coliseum (NRF) (1.800; 15-25— week. Stage fore is especially at'Rockabye* tractive.
Fay's is continuing Its
(MG), and
'Kongo*
(AKO). Double bill, a slow $2,200 policy of bringing big revues, and
for five days only to permit new the boxofflce is telling a sad story
Wednesday change. Last week, for the straight picture houses.
'Farewell to Arms' (Par), slowed up Fay's was the only stand that came
bouse some, $3,400.
through unscarred by the fiasco
last week, and by the looks of
things It is' going to repeat this

REFLEaED

F.

S.
B.

13.

Columbus, March 13.
Diana Wynward; would have done
Announced reopening of banks
much better, but for banking holi- put an entirely different aspect on
day.
theatre situation, with all houses
State (Loew) (3,000; 30-50)— 'Fast showlner a marked pickup in weekWorkers' (MG). Might do $7,500. end .business after most miserable
Last week 'Men Must Fight' (MG) showing In history last week. Biz
fine under circumstances for $8,000. over Sunday was terrific with the
Met (Publix) (4,330; 35-50-66)— official reopenings announced for
•42nd
Street*
(WB) and stage Tuesday.
show. Doing nobly due to box office
Mae West weak, but 'State Fair'
values in the picture. Out of the tin- should do better than good.
sel rises

Pro?. Points to Its

Wu

'42d St.' (WB) and 'Secrets of
Sin* (Chest). If more coin were

on

the loose there probably would be a
different story to tell about this one.
As it is, house will certainly lead
the picture theatres. Present pace
augurs well, and accordingly should
be In the neighborhood of $6,600;
more if there is a change in the
stagnant conditions.
Last week
'Mystery of Wax Museum' |WB) and
'Hypnotized' (WW) were terrible at

New

Chicago, March 13.
who owns 'The Biff
Drive,* is editing another, 'Crowded
Years.* He will make a sound track
lecture to go with it; releasins
Albert Rule,

about June

1.

enjoying good grosses, but now suffering with the rest. Not over $2,000
in prospect. Last week 'Devil Commands* (Col) and 'Strange Adventure* (Mono) held up fairly well be$4,200.
cause of a three-day start on the
Paramount (2,200; 15-40)— 'Hell to bank moratoria, and came out oke
Heaven' (Par) and 'Lady's Profes- at $2,200.
sion*
(Par).
Just about moving
Metropolitan (3,400; 10-25)— 'Selfalong, and nothing to indicate that Defense' and seven acts of vaudehouse will be able to hurdle $4,500; ville. Took it on the chin badly last
not so terribly bad, but not up to week, and no hope of recovery this
standard house set when it went stanza. Breaks have all been against
double feature at cut prices. Last this stand since it reopened couple
week 'King of the Jungle* (Par) and of months ago. House managed to
Ousts
'Shadow Laughs' (ProJ) started off come through them all oke, but it
well, but got lost in the wilderness, looks as though
Los Angeles, March 13.
the bank situation
Willis Goldbeck, associate pro- $6,000. off.
has just about taken all of its wind.
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-25)— Maybe
ducer, and a David Selznick pro$800 for flrst half. Last week
'Western Code' and 'Past of Mary 'Crooked Circle* was very bad for
tege, was let out Saturday (11) by
Holmes' (RKO). This spot has been the last half, and $600 represents
Radio studio.
In a class by itself for months, and plenty of red.

RKO

Goldbeck

-

PICTURE GROSSES

Tuesdaft March 14, 193S

BALTO
B.

IS

0/S

Banks and Lent, but
FROM
DETROIT FELT IT,
Newark Not Too Bad
AND DOWNS
AND NO KIDDING
Newark, March

DIZZY

IIP

March

13.

to the steady trade" for 'King's Va- $700.
Loew'a State (2,780; 16-75)— 'Clear
oatlon' and the Street Singer (Arthur Tracy) on the stage. Drawing All Wires' (MG), and vaude. Not
the better class, who will have some much expected; probably around
$8,000. Last week 'What! No Beer?'
free coin handy.
(MG) showed no froth with $9,000.
.All these grosses listed as good
Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 26are based upon~the consideration of
the times.
Two months ago the 99) 'Sign of Cross' (Par) and vaude
Dropping lec. bargain
figures would have been sad, but (2d week).
today. In view of everything. It's prices means more money if they
something to be happy about. The come, but not likely to touch $7,000,
wonder is that they're as good as poor. Last week fine with $14,900.
Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 15-75)—
they are; an inspiring indication of
the soundness of the picture indus- 'Child of Manhattan' (Col) and
try that theatres can gross $13,000 vaude. Pleasing stage show ought
In a week, which is probably the to help well-liked picture to maybe
worst flnanclally in the history of $12,000. Last week 'Topaze' (RKO)
well enough with $10,600.
the country.
Terminal (Skouras) (1,900; 16-60)
First run situation gets a rival on
Wednesday, when the Auditorium —'Sport Parade' (RKO), and 'Face
lights.
But the competish will be in the Sky" (Fox). Might do better
Last week 'Dangermainly for the vaude spots, since than $4,00|i
the Auditorium is going to sell its ously Tours' (Fox), and 'Hypnoeight acts for 2Bc. top. Only flickers tized' (WW) managed to beat $3,800.
\frlll be shorts.
Only indie features
available locally at present.

—

Estimatea For Thia Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 2536-46-65-66)— 'King's Vacation'
(WB) and stage show. Street
Singer headlining on a repeat appearance in town, but meaning
enough. On class of picture and
hieadliner the house is looking for
fair
enough in parlous
$12,000,
times.
Last week was a terrific
fizzle for 'Clear All Wires' (MG),
which careened off the road to $10,200, one of the
saddest marks
against this spot.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,600;
25-36-45-66-65)
'Our Betters'
(RKO) and vaude. No name on the
stage is hurting much. House will
likely cut 'its vaude entirely next
week for 'King Kong' (RKO), making the flrst time this house will
be vaudeless since reopening under
Flicker
the Rappaport banner.
drawing the femmes, and on that
account may hit it for $10,000,
which means, remember the bank
holiday.
Last week was another
slow one at $10,500 for 'Great Jas-

—

'42D street; $11,000,

STRONG IN SLOW BUFF
^

Buffalo.

March

13.

The weather was cold out here
over the weekend, which, together
with other b. o. drawbacks, has Buffalo in the doldrums again.
Only
exception seems to be '42d Street,'
which Is clicking nicely at the Great
Lakes.
Estimatea for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,60^: 30-40.-56),
'King of the Jungle' (Par) and stage
show. Back In the gutter again at
a poor $12,000 and red. Last week
'King's Vacation' (WB) and stage
show proved best In weeks for deluxer, $20,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 2640), '42d Street' (WB). Is bringing
in nice coin, $11,000.
Last week
'Topaze' (RKO) $3,800, brutal.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 26), 'Crime

of Century'
(Pari and 'Private
Jones."
Failing to get anywhere
per' (RKO).
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,400; 30- currently at mild $5,000. Last week
Yours'
(Fox)
and
40-50) 'Crime of Century (Par). 'Dangerously
Cantering for $3,500, as the ladles 'Vampire Bat* (MaJ) still worse,
try to decide whether the flick has $4,600.
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 26), What!
pash or no. Last week the doubling
of Lee Tracy at Century and here No Beer?' (MG) and 'Old Dark
was felt adversely to the tune of House' (U). May top $7,000, not
bad. Last week 'Second Hand Wife'
$3,800 for 'Private Jones'- (U).
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 30-40-60) (Fox) and 'Strange People" (Chest)

—

Luck' (Fox). Will up
$3,500. Last week '-BroadBad' (Fox), brodled to $2,200,
woeful.
Stanley (Loew-UA) (3,400; 26$6-46-66-66)—'King of Jungle'
(Par). Amos 'n' Andy on the stage
for two days la what counts on the
final check-up this week as the
black face pair will donate more
than half of the ultimate gross.
^'Sailor's

house to

way

12

shows

Gnemas Expect a Spurt

11

This

13,

Banks and Lent no help, although
things went better the first week

Baltimore,
than expected.
Business dropped
The banks made people very after a good week end and then
choosey along entertainment lines, everywhere picked up again. Some
theatres cashed checks and the Terpaying
and
nickels
the
fldueezlnff
minal ^got good publicity without
out only for those which they're risk by posting a 'checks accepted'
certain they don't want to miss. sign and never having a check offered
it.
among
fluctuations
heavy
Causing
'Child of Manhattan' at Proctor's
the various box ofllces; nothing nor- may lead with a
mild $12,000. Termal, either good or Just brutal.
minal has wisely postponed opening
For Instance, there's the Lioew's of 'Cavalcade' at road show prices
Stanley, which Is oscillating at the another week.
Estimates for This Week
register as If an earthquake struck
Branford (WB) (3,966; 16-65)—
Due to the presence there of 'Blondle Johnson" (WB). Not likely
It.
Amos 'n' Andy In person, but for to reach $7,500. Last week more
the
moratorium
dropped
two days only, Saturday and Sun- than
'Grand Slam' (WB) to a bad $5,300.
day (11-12). Friday, opening day,
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 16-26-35-50)
t^us was a dud for "King of the —'Girl Missing' (WB), and 'Hello
Should not go
jungle,' and the remainder of the Everybody' (Par).
week also. Probably more than half over $4,600. Last week house surQf the week's gross will be account- prised town by not weakening bpt
reached
'Hot Pepper*
$6,100
with
able only to the A&A personal on
the two holidays. The week should (Fox), and 'Tonight Is Ours' (Par).
Little (Cinema) (299; 25-40-60)—
finish to approximately ^13,000, 6f
which about $7,000; big trade. The 'Follow the Leader" (Par), and
(Tobis).
Ed
tyro radio boys turned out 12 shows 'Llebeskommando'
Ih the two days, and were the only Wynn revival should pull this up to
Last week 'Barflesh in this house which has been $1,000 or better.
berina, die Taenzerln von
Sans
straight film for years now.
At the other Loew house, rejular Soucl" (Cap), and "Der Stolz der IH.
vaudfllm Century, biz also oke, due Kompagnle" (Cap) still bad with

Those

VARIETY

in

two days

will

mean most

of the $13,000 Indicated
for this week, pretty good. More
children than the house has seen
In years. Last week '42d St.' (WB)
hit it ofC nicely at $14,800, though
the presence of the Warner stars at
the theatre on Sunday night hurt
rather than helped the show, since
the house didn't get any turnover,
with the mob sitting through two
ahows In order to get a flash of the
players in the hide.

Burton Holmes Acquires
Chi Expo Film Rights

Detroit,

March

13.

After over three weeks of moratorium this town Is beginning to
feel it.
When flrst declared, a lull
of several days occurred but then
town snapped out of it. But with

Week but Warning

Is

Complete

Recovery WOl Be Rather Slow

most

of the local factories closed
With enough theatres opened tothe spare cash is flnally either ex- Examinations in Orph,
day to provide entertainment for
hausted or being held on to by the
locals.
Effect is felt mostly on
Par. Bkptcies. Stalled 90% of the country's population
downtown houses.
went through the Industry
word
Under an adjournment, asked for for the box offices, to be prepared
Probably fortunate for theatres
that things weren't worse before by Publix, ofllcers of Publlx Enter- for a spurt with bank reopenings
but now it's Just a question of how prises, Inc., in bankruptcy receiver- this week.
Leaders are expressIf holiday continues another
long.
ship, will not come up for examina- ing themselves as certain busiweek all downtown houses will have tion until March 20. The adjourn- ness for a time this week will
to close their doors.
before
week
That
means it will surgranted
last
be
normal.
Of all houses the Downtown has ment was
mount the country's mean low of
the best chance for business, but Referee Henry K. Davis.
A similar adjournment was grant- 40% off during the national holithat slim, with 'Private Jones,'
Barney Rapp band and Ave acts on ed Orpheum Circuit creditors by day period.
stage. The Michigan had to substi- Referee Oscar W. Ehrhorn.
Warning is being emphasized In
tute 'Hell to Heaven' for •42d Street"
this, the f.rst message of optimism
and results remain to be seen. Weak
to the field, that It should not be
locally built stage show won't help
received by what can only be a
things much.
Only in time can the holiflurry.
The Fox goes Into its second week
day's big toll be made up. Reopenwithout stage shows with 'Broadof
ing of the banks is expected to
Out
Landlords
way Bad.' With low nut house
create
a
brief spending era.
hopes to break even. The United
15% Subnormal Limit
Artists found one week of 'Halleof Theatre Rent
lujah, I'm a Bum' enough and that
While it's certain the all time na<
plenty weak; following with Swantional low will not be touched again,
son.
The Fisher Just went along
unless there is another general holiHollywood, March 13.
with 'Crime of a Century' last week
Fox West Coast theatres called day, none can predict when steady
but hopes for much with 'Madaime
normalcy can be expected.
StuBlanche.'
upon the Hays organization In New dents of the box office, however, are
Last week houses had a nice
weekend but petered out. The'Mlch- York to get them 50% rental reduc- certain that the theatres generally,
igan with 'King of the Jungle' and tions throughout Southern Califor- circuit and Independent, will not go
Don Redman's band on stage went nia territory for at least the next much over 16% subnormal In the
down to a total of $13,200 on week. two weeks or until territory gets future unless unforeseen events at
The Fox led the town and made over earthquake effects and people Washington reoccur.
plenty of dough in a return week visit theatres asking that It b«> carLess than a handful of states have
of 'State Fair.' First week picture ried if possible for 30 days.
individual moratorla exceeding that
played was blighted by the sub-zero
They also want service on credit of the national decree. Two that
weather. Repeat smart and getting
at present.
C.O.D.
as
Instead
of
continue, at least throughout
will
about $17,000 with nut dowh to
Independent operators will ask the remainder of the current week,
about $7,000 due to straight sound
for same thing.
Include Michigan and Wisconsin.
policy.
Their status at the box office Is
Downtown with 'Great Jasper'
and fair vaude failed to get by with
such, however, that they do not repa poor $5,400.
Nice picture but
resent together more than 8% of
failed to get a break In this yokel
the country's national gross busitown.
ness.
United Artists with Al Jolson sufThe 13,000 theatres which have
fered one of the worst weeks of the
remained lighted during all emeryear.
Unaccountable except that
genies are so dotted as to cover the
Jolson doesn't mean anything here.
Wilmington, March 13.
entire country, a moratorium-reEstimates for This Week
Application for a receivership and vised box office map proves.
Michigan (4,045; 16-26-35-40-66)
The average town of over 1,000
—'Hell to Heaven' (Par), and stage an accounting feature In a suit filed population has a picture place. Just
show. Weak at $12,000. Last week today (Monday) In the United States
no
'King of the Jungle' (Par) mild District Court here against Warner such towns, however, which have
theatre
are so located as to be cov$13,200.
Brothers, and all subsidiaries, by ered by Immediate localities where
Fisher (2,666; 16-25-35-40-56)—
of Salem, Mass. Gold- there are box offices, It Is pointed
Max
Goldberg
'Madame Blanche' (MG). Looks to
get $6,000, mild. Last week 'Crime berg claims he represents 4,000 out.
The same Is true for towns
other stockholders.
of Century' (Par) only $3,800.
with a population of 2,000, of which
The plaintiff at the annual meet- about 100 are without houses.
Fox (5,100; 15-26-35-40)— 'Broadway Bad' (Fox). Under $15,000. Last ing of W.B. stockholders Dec. 4
Greatest cluster of box offices to
week 'State Fair* (Fox), big $17,000. failed in attempt to have the broth- suffer during the depression are now
Downtown (2,760; 16-26-36-40-55) ers deposed of managerial powers.
listed as those In towns possessing
'Private Jones' (U), and vaude.
In the complaint he alleges that an average population of 26,000.
Slender takings at $7,600. Last week
Neighborhood theatres of cities
'Great Jasper' (RKO) and vaude, the llabllltlfis of the Warn er InterGsts Increased $13,000,000 during '32 arid wealthy suburbs, as reported
poor at $6,400.
United Artists (2,018; 16-26-35-40- over the previous year. Goldman elsewhere, recorded the greatest
55)— 'Perfect Understanding' (RKO) declares losses in Warner theatres success during the emergency.
unlikely to snare more than $4,000, alone represent
$20,000,000,
brutal. Last week 'Hallelujah, I'm a
The brothers are described as
Bum' (UA) $4,300.
guilty of 'mismanagement, improvi'42d St; Misses Detroit
dence. Illegal, negligence, reckless
wrongful and improper conduct.'
Jones-McNutt After

Fox-WC Would Quake

50^

FOURTH APPUCATION
FOR WB RECEIVERSHIP

—

On

Split

Over Terms

Writing-Megging Term

This la the fourth suit within a
period of two years which has been
Hollywood, March 13.
On completion of their writing brought against the Warners. Only
contract at Paramount, June 18, one other action now, however, is
Qrover Jones and William Slavens reported pending.
McNutt will ask the studio for a
combination writing- directing agreement.
Falling at Par, team will More Paramount Legal
only $4,700, weak.
Lafayette (Ind) (3,400; 26), 'Child proposition another studio on the
Tangles in N. Y. and N. E.
of Manhattan' (Col) and 'Midnight same deal.
Jones,
before becoming a writer,
Warning* (Mayfalr).
Indications
Two bondholders, Leroy F. Harris
point to fair $6,000.
directed and has 123 quickies to hl.s and Robert S. Levy, on Friday (10)
credit.
obtained an order before Judge
Bondy, compelling Adolph Zukor
Portland Clocked a
and Charles D. Hilles to show cause
click for the moratorium. Will get
why their receiver appointments
Average Drop Past 2
about $5,000, fair. Last week What!
should not be dismissed. Order will
No
Beer?' (M-G) poor at only
Portland, Ore., March 13.
be argued today (14).
$4,300.
Moratorium produced steady but
With this show cause order, other
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-55).
not sensational decline in b. o. biz.
'Great Jasper* (RKO) with vaude bondholder suits and numerous petiFeeling that prevailing state banks
and stage band. In view of general tions around the country are plUn?
are sound prevented any sudden
up.
Paramount and its subsidiaries
conditions, around $5,000 Is okay.
slump, and plenty of cash In cirLast week 'Topaze' (RKO) at only are being kept busy defending these
culation after flrst week of bank
$3,900 off considerably.
moves.
holiday. Banks paying payrolls and
United Artists (Fox-Parker) (1,Du.lng the past week another atsmall checks helped.
General biz 000; 25-55) 'Perfect Understanding'
tempt to declare a subsld, now in
only 30%.
(UA). Getting extra biz for this
Fox-Parker houses plan Increased house after two dull weeks, around equity receivership, into a bankexploitation
lowering $4,000, better. Last week 'Madame ruptcy occurred in Boston where
offset
to
creditors, claiming indebtedness of
grosses, rather than cutltng the Butterfly' (Par) poor at $3,000.
ballyhoo costs. 'King of the Jun26- $1,750 filed an Involuntary petition
Oriental (Hamrlck)
(2,500;
gle,'
at the Fox-Broadway, and 35)
'Goona' Goona'
(Shef)
and in bankruptcy against Olympla The'Perfect Understanding'
at Fox- 'Night Club Lady' (Col). Well-ex- atres, Inc. This Is one of the New
United Artists, seem to respond to ploited and getting results, around England groups placed in receiverthis exploitation program.
$3,000, fair. Last week 'Maedchen In ship a month ago with Frank Le'She Done Him Wrong' proved Uniform' (Krimsky) under expectaBaron Sampson and Sam Plnanskl
the current
and held
'

30%
Wks

WB's

Detroit, March 13.
'42nd Street' has been pulled

at the Michigan theatre through
failure to get together with the distributors by Publix. With all deals
being made locally with no h. o.
interference, N. M. Piatt offered a
Insisted
percentage deal, but
on a guarantee and percentage.
With the moratorium affecting the
situation Piatt Is Insisting on a percentage deal on all houses unless
the rental adjusted.
Publicity and advance ads had
been put out for several days with
picture slated to open Frl. (10).
Picture substituted 'From Hell to
Heaven' (Par). In the meantime
it Is understood that no
picture will be played until the 42nd
deal Is set.
The special ballyhoo train was
scheduled to stop here, but was
eliminated when the banks closed.
Elimination was by a G.E. exec,
who figured that the splendrous
train with bally would be a bad
note in a town hit as hard as De-

WB

WB

troit.

.

b. o.

sensation

Big Profit So Far at Orpb,

tions at $3,300.

co-receivers.
weeks at the Fox-Liherty,
Liberty (Fox-Parker) (2,000; 15Burton Holmes, travel lecturer,
In the bankruptcy petition, Robert
first time any picture has been held
has been awarded the exclusive mo- that long locally for over a year. 25) 'Whi.stllng in the Dark' (M-G). E. Noble claims $500 due on a morttion picture-taking concession at The Mae West picture did still an- Looks good for fair week, about gage, John C. Cerst .says he Is owed
the Century of Progress Exposition. other freak act, grossing $34 more $2,600. Last week ended threo-weck $250 and Elizabeth Mulgrew claims
of 'She Done Him Wrong'
Presumably this means newsreels on the second week than on the run
(Par), relatively best biz of the $1,000 due her on a bond.
must purchase any footage they use first, account grapevine exploita- burg for months, and got $13,000
Additional
similar
moves by
for
from Holmes or get his permission tion. Third week held up well in th(^ three wcoks.
creditors and bondholders are exto penetrate the Fair grounds.
spite of moratorium.
They were anticipated in
25- pected.
Rialto (Fox-Parker)
(1,000;
Meanwhile the Fair's arrangevoluntary
Estimates for This Week
receiverships
of
40) 'Dangerously Yours' (Fox). Off the
ments for 'Hollywood at the Fair,'
Broadway (FoXrParker) (2,000; $3,000. Last week 'Life Begins' Paramount, ;is well as ancillary rethe special exhibit of studio life 25 to 40) 'King of the Jungles' (FN) answered' to big exploitation ceiver appointments, over various
and operation, is still unsettled.
(Par). Well exploited and In line to for okay results at $4,000.
V-P suVjsidlarlcs.

Mpls., with Straight Pix

for three

Minneapolis, March 13.
Under Its straight film policy, only
vogue four wcoks, the RKO OrIilioiim has chalked up its biggest
in

two

years.

'Kid

From

profit

In

Ht>n)n,'

on percentage, the film—tak--

35%, gross renehcd $12,000.
Profit also claimed by the house

ill!?

fur
iji'

ench of
iui

i-

\vi.

Its

cUs.

first

three straight
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rARIETY

N. Y. Ilieatres Unlely to Shut

Making

Down;

lAat reports have the unions In
a 20%
by the
theatre chains. No ultimatum was
ofTered with the request from the
theatres, and In any event It is entirely unlikely that a shutdown of
Broadway houses will be effected
If the unions don't come througrh.
However, the inference of a
shutdown Is handed out by theatre
men locally. The demands which

New

It

Going Places

Easy

writer at Metro, assigned
to do an adaptation of Ivor
Novello's Tarty,' was told to
read the adaptations of the
story made by other writers.
He called the script department
for copies of the other scribes'

EACH PAR THEATRE TO
HAVE ITS OWN OP. CO.
The Paramount Publlx subsidiary
Is being spread out to take in
corporations, formed over one or
theatres, usually one, for the
purpose of placing operations entirely on their own. In the separation of theatres, a new corporation
setup

work.

Ten different adaptations
were dumped on his desk.

Month After $1.10

1

more

Showing, 'Cav at

men are making are In has been formed to cover the Parasimilar demands for a
mount, New York, typical of divorce26% cut from unions all over the ment in other parts of the country
country In an attempt to have the where Publix is breaking up family
salary slashes which the producers ties.
The Paramount is now invisited upon their own on both corporated in New York state as
the theatre

line

with

Musicians Okay

20%

OfF
With picture and vaudeville theatres yet to hear from the stage
hands (No, 1) and the New York
operators (No. 306), the musicians
have taken the flrst step in granting
relief In the present crisis through
a readjustment of scales in all
bouses playing stage attractions.
Under agreement reached with the
theatres, taking in those of a de
luxe character such as Capitol,
Paramount and Radio City houses
as well as a]l vaude stands, the musicians take a cut of 20%. At flrst
the indications were the musicians
would refuse a cut, with same advance information in stage hand
and operator quarters.
Pending their negotiations with
,

the legit interests, with which No.
1, has had many conferences during
the past week, the stage hands have
not considered the situation as it
confronts the vaude and picture
theatres. At headquarters of No. 1
it was stated matter of a readjustment scale with the picture-vaude
people, if to be granted, would be
taken up after union had finished
with the legit.
The operators so far have merely
discussed the question of a cut
among themselves, without having
placed the matter before the execu.

tive board for consideration.

/When

It

became known

last

week

resentment existed in some
union quarters against a cut, talk

that

arose of the possibility of closing
down Broadway picture houses as
a protest measure until the current

emergency

Distribs

is over.

Amenable

To Play

Ball

Houses

in

wHh
RecvrsMp

A

few readjustments having been
made already between distributors
and theatres in receivership, film
product and service is being rapidly
placed on the basis desired. While
eventually all houses, not affected
by receivership or bankruptcy, are
expected to ask for readjusted deals
in line with current business possl
billtles, so far fllm rental changes
have been reached only with re
eel vers.

At

55c Grind Prices

the Hercules Theatre Corp. It has
Minneapolis, March 13.
always been a part of the Crescent
The death knell for roadshowlng
Theatres Corp., which also includes pictures is believed sounded with
the Paramount, Brooklyn. The New the releasing of 'Cavalcade' April
York Criterion, also operated by
16, approximately one month after
Publlx, is in still another corporait played the Lyceum here at $1.10
tion, C!edric Theatres.
The fllm goes into the State
top.
Through the formation of the in the Loop April 14 at regular 66c
Hercules company to hold and operprices.

New York Par, leaving the
Ads during the roadshow engageBrooklyn Par in the old Crescent
ment announced 'Cavalcade' would
company, each of the de 1' ers is
not be seen at any other theatre in
on its own. One cannot drag the
Minnesota 'this season.'
other down, nor does one have to
When J. J. Friedl, Publix division
support the other.
of the general reYork and manager, learned

ate the

Separation of the

Tuesday, March 14, 1933

By Cecelia Ager

A

Muskians Cut 20i; Others Maybe
York compromising for
cut, but so far not accepted

ES

New

Brooklyn Pars as corporations has
been preceded and is being followed
by similar segregation in other
parts of the country by Publix as

lease of 'Cavalcade* in the territory
April 16, he declined to book it in
any of his Minneapolis houses as a
road attraction at advanced prices.

a precautionary measure in protection of theatres whose receipts and
assets should not be Jeopardized.
It may be that eventually those

Cohen, Realty Expert,

houses which cannot continue under
Sought by ReceiYor
their own power will merely have
to fall by the wayside. When and
If they should do that, they will not
for Publix Enterprises,
Receivers
be carrying healthily-operated thePar theatre subsid now in bankatres along wth them under new
ruptcy, are considering employing a
corporation setups.
consultant in accordance with the
agreement made between the receivers and the creditors' commitVetoed
tee headed by S. A. Lynch. Among
Tax
Ariz.
the names which are under consideration 1b Louis Cohen.
Hollywood. March 13.
Cohen is realty head for RKO and
Arizona House of Representa- works with Irviner Trust's repretives would not uphold Senate in sentatives, since that bank also is
taxing theatres and other luxuries receiver for BKO.
10% in addition to federal tax.
Recommendation of Cohen looks
Effort was made to force through to have come from theatre people
a 5% tax in House, which was also affiliated with the creditors' comdefeated by that body, meaning mittee.
Cohen' ranks high among
that Arizona gets no state theatre theatre real estate men, as being
tax for two years.
one especially quallfled through his
keen knowledge of operating poli-

Miss Hepburn's Stance
Katharine Hepburn strides through
'Christopher Strong' as if the world
were hers. Her assurance no less
overwhelming than the flap hordes
destined to follow in her clean wake,
in this, her second picture. Miss
Hepburn is ready to take command.
Authority smashes through every
posture, every movement, every expression; her littlest speech, 'Have
a cigarette?' is an order; her smallest gesture an imperious decree. Dipoised, arrogant, her voice
rect,
harshly forceful. Miss Hepburn compels yielding to her completely modern charm, crushes the usual resentment engendered by anyone so
utterly self-confldent, because she
is so distinctive and because something within her seems to tell her
what to do. She gives a convincing
illusion of intelligence blended with
emotional depth; she is completely
satisfying to look at, therefore she
is too interesting to evoke antagonism any more important than fleeting irritation.
She acts as if the
world were her oyster and it is.
Now her make-up knows she Is
naturally fascinating; it no longer
bemuses itself painting her mouth
in the lush downward curves of a
tragedy mask. Her lips are thinner,
they smile to themselves, free of unnecessary exaggeration. Her personal style triumphs )n the flying
turtle
neck
jodphurs,
clothes,
sweater and hugs, casual leather
coat. She is dashingly smart in a
very feminine black velvet suit, too,
with a flat round collar of ermine
edged with ermine tails high at her
neck, and a quaint matching muff;
she is suitably bizarre in a long
white princess evening coat buttoned straight up the front from
the hem to a little high turnover

10^

RKQ

besides realty values.
Silent Pic
drafted Cohen from Fox West Coast
after Sid Kent approved his going
Boston, March 13.
George Kraska is experimenting over. Cohen at one time was also
with all-sllent program of two fea- identifled with Par and knows that
tures, the flrst time he ever put on situation.
Probably the most demanded exa double bill. His Alms for the Fine
Arts currently are 'Potamkin' and ecutive in the biz, Cohen at various
'Mechanics of the Human Brain.'
times has done special work for
To fully test audience reaction, nearly all companies and Is respon
George is omitting musical accom sible for pulling Universal out of
paniment and asking for opinions its one-time theatre jam, saving
from patrons.
that company millions.

Xperiment

May Drop

cies

Coast Hays Office

tackling the rent readjustments with landlords, during
the past week or so the matter of
fllm service readjustments has been
taken up seriously by receivers,
with notable progress reported.
Exchanges are reported reason-f
ably willing so far to sit down with
receivers or operators to discuss
Elimination of the Coast branch
possible
rental
readjustment on of the Hays office is an eventuality
product.
Final
action
through
branch or division managers of dis- under the present economy drive by
Operation of the Bratter & Poltributors is up to the home offices of the major companies. The matter
lack theatres will continue under
Buch distribs.
of limiting the
expense by
until a deal is negotiated
In view of the effort to reorganize cutting off the
coast branch has which would have the seven thehouses that are in receivership or
bankruptcy, distributors so far have been officially proposed and is being atres, which go to make up the
Theatres Operating Co., turned back
not been taking any arbitrary atti- seriously considered.
Additionally certain is that pro- to the former owners. The group
tude when new deals are asked for.
ducers will have their annual dues includes the Pickwick, Greenwich,
reduced.
Conn., which was shut down ThursExtension
The economy wave now. surging day (9). Other theatres are mostly
through the industry is to be made in Jersey towns.
Los Angeles, March 13.
universal throughout all branches.
The
Theatres Operating
flrst

—

Also Savings on Dues: ^Would Make Possible
Direct Eastern Supervision
Torn Back

MPDDA

B&Fs 7

RKO

RKO

F-WC

Given

Because

its complicated bankHow much of a saving will occur
ruptcy schedule was not ready in
through such elimination of the
the 10 days allowed. Fox West
Coast was granted another 10-day Coast branch isn't given.
There's an angle also that with
extension to file the list of assets
the Coast branch eliminated, it
and liabilities.
Samuel W. McNabb, referee, is might tend to put supervision of
the Coast studios more under eastgiving the circuit until Mnrch 18.
ern direction, an object long sought
With the Producers' Association
SAM HART'S
CHOBE having no available funds, the Acad
l^am Hart, secretary to Herschel emy will have to find a new source
Stuart, has been appointed manager for its $3,750 allowance received
of estate on the Keith building, monthly from the former for March
Washington, D. C, appointment Members will have to dig.
Academy employees are taking the
made by Louis Cohen, RKO realty
same cut as the producers' workers
head.

HEW

—

collar.
Blllie

Bui-ke

is

helpless, her voice

sympathetically

quavers

pitifully

at Miss Hepburn's invasion of her
home. Helen Chandler smokes ciga-

geometrically, rose lights picking
them out sculpturally from the
utter darkness, the Chester Hale
Girls have to remember all of a
piece what to do next, for the
slightest hesitation, so r&veallngly
lighted, would take on the appearance of a rout. None of them, so
thorough is their training, forgets.
Edith Barstow, whose toe taps on
staircase combine two ardous
stunts in one, dresses daintily in
fresh white chiffon with a brief little skirt of black lace fitted neatly
to her slender young figure, and
about her blonde bobbed locks she
ties a pink satin ribbon. Marie Rio
is
a luxuriously tattered gypsy
dancer in ombre yellow to orange
chiffon velvet rags.

But No Quakes
Everybody at the Music Hall this
week is simply crazy about California.
The ballet corps likes to think
of Itself as an apple orchard swaying gently under 'California Skies.*
The Roxyettes see thentselves che
Spirit

staggered ramps ascending the sides
of the auditorium serve as resting
places for baskets of electrically
citrus fruit.
Vilma an4
Buddy Ebsen, dancing neatly in
brown and yellow sports clothesi

lighted

personify California youth. All together they make up a happy
throng, full of the energy vitamins
that come from long swigs of California orange Juice.
Before this well-meaning, if at
times Incoherent, tribute to the
Golden West, the ballet corps and
the Roxyettes are busy showing the
differences between 'Dances Old and
New.' The ballet corps likes the old
dances, likes to pirouette about as
pink satin shepherds and shepherdesses, making pretty figures with
their dainty white shepherd crooks.
The Roxyettes align themselves
with the new dances, which they

wears ermine capes sideways,
goes earnestly on treasure hunts,
but she still looks a very nice, very slinkingly demonstrate in wicked
quiet, very conventional young lady. gold and black costumes. It seems,
from the lighting and skin color of
their brief trunks, that the RoxyNancy's Grown Up
Nancy Carroll Is a woman now, ettes are trusting only to the long
'The Woman Accused.* Accused, by black silk fringe that hangs from
gold
satin
hlgh-walsted
the story, of murder; self-accused, their
Their close-fltting gold
on the Paramount screen, of in- bodices.
eptitude with evening clothes, over- helmets are equipped with three
generosity with make-up and un- long round spikes in case.

rettes,

.

tutored zest for registering heavy

stark emotion.
Miss Carroll gets
along better being Just a child.
She is cast as an actress so successful she lives in an apartment

whose living room is freely modernistic but whose bedroom, Just
the same, is festooned seductively
with satin and chiffon draperies

metal cloth, and no matter how Age; in 'Men Must Fight,' 1940,
earnest their hope of balancing again she's sad but most interestshoulder mass against derrlere, ing in the garments which, it's
evening dresses don't award Miss Adrian's hunch, will be top of the
Carroll the flattery her very pretty mode seven years hence.
face deserves.
Adrian believes, according to his
The same problem is encountered costume designs for Miss Wynyard,
by Miss Carroll In bathing suits, Ruth Selwyn and Hedda Hopper,
although
white
rubber
diving that what the gals will be wearing
helmets point out the refreshing next is a stylized version of what
excellence of her features. Day they used to wear 1910-1914.
Hia
clothes are the thing for her, suits, prophecies, the most creative and
and dresses with Jaunty little jack- original prophecies in 'Men Must
ets.

Norma

Mitchell, who plays Miss
loyal maid, is just as
melodramatic as her mistress.
Carroll's

Hales Are Back

The Chester Hale Girls come back
to their old undulating grounds, the
Capitol, this week, as sinuous, as
faintly daring as of yore. Maybe
even a little bit more sinuous, cer
talnly more
accurate than everc

They are so of one mind that they
can throw themselves about as
went into bankruptcy abandoned gypsies to the 'Hungaaround two weeks ago, with Irving rian Rhapsody' and, despite the

John

C. MacDowell, secretary of
stage hands union,
and a resident of Queens, L. I.,
has been announced as alderman for
the 61st Aldermanic district of

the

New York

No.

1

Queens.

With endorsement of the Plateau
Democratic Club and other organizations, he will go Into the next
primaries for candidacy.

—

ing to break along about 1940, when
her son is the right age to enlist,
and also when women's clothes are
practically nothing to wear save going to look very different from
evening clothes. Miss Carroll slips their current silhouette.
from one evening frock into another
Whatever the war, it always finds
with a verve that won't let on that Miss Wynyard anguished in the
her flgure is not too well equipped very flower of its period. In 'Cavalfor this revealing type of garment, cade' she suffered exquisitely in the
Be they of gold paillettes, satin, or detailed furbelows of the Victorian

RKO

Alderman MacDowell

Styles Change, but Not Slang
Some girls are chased by mad*
men, some by giant monkeys Di«
ana Wynyard flees from War.
Two wars harry her in 'Men
Must Fight,' first the good old
World War, in which she's a nurse*
than a horrid future one that's go-

tried
and true. Since pictures'
legend anent actresses maintains
that these beauteous creatures have

company

Trust as receiver.

of
the Orange.
Patricia
fancies herself one of Cal-

Bowman

ifornia's feathered friends. The stage
likens itself to an orange grove with
four somewhat wilted trees.
The

confusion of their violently piiinted
skirts and the unimaginative triple
spot lighting they dance under, still
maintain a pattern.
The slow, sensuous strains
'Manhattan Serenade' knocks the...
flat on their backs along two
flights
of
stairs
that converge
center
stage.
In skin colored and fitting
leotards made menacing with black
curved designs, they then langourously execute a leg. knee and thigh
drill dramatically posed against a
black
background. Arranged so
(

Fight,' predict a tunic silhouette
flared at the knees, balanced by
long, narrow skirts and hats that
soar upwards on the wings of a
bird.
He sees the return of jabots,
blouses not afraid to be honestly
gathered Into a narrow waistline,

old-fashioned
broadcloth
as the
smart material for suits, narrow
turnover collars faced with lintrerle
touches or wide shallow reveres
made Important with fur. It's a
thoroughly feminine mode he envisions, a mode that scorns even the
faintest hint of masculinity, that
again only briefly suggests, never
Insists, upon the outlines ot the
body, that, bless his considerate
heart, is going to take care of the
inOIes whose figures may not ^e «U
they should be. He at least makes
Miss Wynyavd a picturesque lady,
since her preoccupation with War is

now somewhat monotonous, and he
Immeasurably assists Ruth Selwyn
to the

youth and modernity the pic-

ture's dialog holds she exemplifies.
Grandmothers in 1940, as portrayed
by Miss Robson, will still be mak(Contlnued on page 40)

Tuesday',

R. C.
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familiar, but

is

N. Y.
with the mob. 'Moon Song,' agnin
using the two trios, and then Three
New York, March 10.
Jacks and a Queen In a quadruple
Every now and then' when the
adagio that has been seen hereParamount can think of no one else,
abouts several times in the past.
Norde and Jeannl^^ fat-boy come- house brings back Rudy Vallee. He
Perhaps the reason It runs oft so dian and femme midget, gag a f)lt, was ai stationary attraction here for
with the femme resorting to some
omoothly is fhat It. does'nt pretend blue stuff that ougbt to be elimi- a long time shortly after strlkin.g oil
tcf stunnine effect, but Is content to nated. Made up (i^ a child, there is on the radio and then left,
but
grlve the customers plenty to look no doubt .many patrons figure she's meanwhile has been brought back
at In the way of spectaisle without a kid, and the pff-color materia^ Is for a week at a time on several ocoiit of plac6.
I^orde strum's a m^an
talcing their powers of appreciation banjo, and Jeannie does some fkst casions.
too much.
His current draw on a personal,
stepping.
Roslta Moreno does a flower-giv- aside from what stage followers he
Policy of the times dictates that
stunt to the bald heads -down may have picked up through the
beavy overhead shall be eliminated ing
front and then executes a spe6dy years, is predicated partly on his
end. the simple, direct type of en- tap routine that displays her ability Flelschmann Yeast air program. If
tertainment appears to be the an- nicely. Band and girls put over a the radio is picking up new fans
swer. At any rate it turned out to novel number, using the William right along and through the conbe the answer here. Presentation is Tell overture for something out of tinuance of d^resslon it must have
made up entirely of staff ^irls, the the ordinary in stenplng. Gals are
there may be a certain percentage
choral grdup and a sprinkling of garbed as court ladles In riding of curiosity seekers who will pass
-unassuming specialty people. Out habits. The dance drew many fa- through the gates of this theatre to
.of these materials the producer has vorable comments. Rube does a lit- see Rudy in the raw.
Meanwhile
assembled a brisk succession of en- tle soloing while the femmes prance arid apart from that, Vallee has
eembles, briefly Interuupted by oc- about, and then RQslta< Is. back tat proved enough of a stable attraction
casional principal dancers, soloists' a- snappy Spanish dance routine, In the past or Publix would not
and one. simply comedy act. It which leads into the fast- nioviing again be booking him into the house.
doesn't look imposing on paper, but flnale.
On the stage show around Vallee
It prays much better than It looks.
Screen feature Is 'King of the
A' high light Is a trick curtain Jungle' (Pat) with Bing Crosby and his 'ban^', of which there is perarrangement which divides the comedy, News and carton for haps a llttl4 too much, are others
.^hose box-Ofilce draft 'normally
opening number into two scenes. A, flllers; Biz vfecy satisfactory.
would' .bev r^fl^ted in. the gross.
futuristic drop background changes
Edxod.
Just aXn this time, hon^ever, results'
to a decorative novelty without fryin receipts are in no :way a true
ing, apparently
a process
New

Toric.

March
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PARAMOUNT,

got over nicely

it

11.

of the most successful st&ge
shows so far at the big Music Hall
lindT one of the least pretentious.

One
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Like the inauguration, the earth-

quake broke too late for Saturday
audiences. Embassy, however, deviated startlingly from its staid routine.
It led off with an Educational
short subject.

When

the

title

You Remember?' and the

napped millionaire.
Both houses covered the special
Congressional session and Roosevelt signing the proclamation in
about the same manner. Pathe got
views of all cabinet members coming out from a session with the

'Do

credit,

Johnnie Walker Novelty, were first
flashed It seemed as though the
booth was In error.
But it soon
turned Into recognizable enterprise.
The short Immediately hooked up
with the current trouble in that it
was a library contribution of the
old San Francisco flre.
Most dramatic material any of the
newsreels have yet gathered in
their years of Geneva coverage was
that of Japan's walkout from the
league. Fox-Hearst had every detail
exclusively.
It
showed the
Japanese representative stating his
position, the vote and its reading,
and the note of deflanoe as the
Japanese contingent quit the hall.

President,
while
Embassy
the
leaned toward the earllfer Governors'
gathering.
Pathe is introducing a departure
in program arrangement which' is
likely to be adapted by all reels 'for
certain grouped events. Instead of
inserting a title it Is letting the
talking reporter do the explaining,
Augmenting this was an interview
f hus a, new propeller blade dissolves I'nto California butterflies, .with the representative..
An equally illuminating statement,
Boston babes, coast guard and a
far aboVe the average, was then
;gau|se ofi^.any attrfiction's. worth ex- boy-dog race. Beat of all, the absence
secured from the Chinese represencep.tine .by estim^tiipg. how much of titles is proving a relief to the
And .it rep^-e- tative. This dissolved into a talk
woisti^-business niay have been' If 'no average audience..
names at all wer^ on the sho^. it's sentS;a4 decided economy to the reel, from a Chinese general.
Funk, the dictionary man, should
because ea^h silent title me&ilis
fl;Erhriri|^ how" 16*^ a figure' Is the
get; laughs (but- didn't. Sat. mat.)
house avoidlrig" rather >than how .about IS feet of film.,
Spring, in Austria, Paris ppera, with his definitions of new .slang.
high a flgut-e it is going' to' getw
Lenore Ulric is chlef of the array England's snow tall and a gag .about Perhaps it was Just a. little to well
and likely to enticei morO' Into the Califoimia ^Cals were!' iriclud^d in 6easone.d for Embassyites, although
the night crowd probably 'wiH get
box office, than anything qr. any<i>ne the programs of both tlieatres.'
the full purport.
else. .on., prqgram, including feature,'
'Applause was tendered the Xiter,'Wpnif^n Recused'. ^Par), a medibicre
Inauguration subjects' Arrlvle^ In ary Digest's editor's' declaration
prpgrainnier.
,
Ne*r Yorit'too Idte t6 be Iticluded in that prohibition can't succeed.
•The tbrriief Belasco star 'does the last week's revietv of the newsrieei
One of the best' character studies
closing^ scene from 'Lulu 'Belle,' as theatres.: Because of' their Impbr.-.
of Prof. Piccard was afforded by a
onie coul.d guess she would, aidediby. tance and'the footage allotted them
lengthy semi-closeup during a sesHarold Vermllyea, playing the te-. they were seen later In -the week.
sipn
at
Hollywood's
Breakfast
turned high-yal.ler lover. There; is . The. Luxer with Pathe's subject
Club.
little acting on the part, of either,
running eight minutes had by f&r
The ship whijch Gerri^any intends
with both reading their parts frbrii a better edited arid more colqrful
to anchor in Mld-oCean as a fueling
a script.
picture th^n the Embassy's i^-H source for trtlhs- Atlantic
planes and
This is the result of a bright idea views, which projected for a full; 10
England's latest method of one man
'which dictated that the whole unit minutes.
dancing with two women provided
should be routined and played just
Where the Embassy k^pt its camas if a program was being broad- era centered on Roosevelt duHng novelty.
Other than these program was
Audience his address Pathe broke up the. diCDist from a radio studio.
wholly familiar and bromldic.
is asked by trailers at the beginning
rectness of the talk by frequent
Waly.
of the unit to imagine it was watch- crowd studies and views of tbe
ing a broadcast^: .
v
President from all angles.
If nothing e.lse, folks, may derjlve
This was also true of the Pathe slip off his horse and' be trodden :un«
a, hunch to stay away from broadediting while the jparade was in der hoof.
casting stydios, because much of it progress. Embassy just set Itqelf
Pathe billed, the inauguration
looks arid sounds flat. Impr^!^sion In formal focus, while Pathe worked str^^ctly .as a special, while Fo^ gave
might logically be thit 'it's betteti to in many of those human interest, .i,t .t.oe' samp, crfidi^ and. introducsit back' arid iisteri 'wltlrbtlt Waving .-eideli^s described in ;.the> .dailjed/ toi'y "ai 'tl^oUgh.'ljt' ijirero be|qg reillusions toppled by seeing as well.
Teaiied as a' lbtrGligjbt''sH'6'rt subject.
lUc,et-peoplQ.perch9id l^.tr^cs--.
]
Vallee,' who. opens everything lis
,Fox. mvi£fe^,,c6riipletely, aqicprding 'R^dtfrrfing' lii the'- ei'rly' part of the
broadcasting,, .an- tp. tl^e' ri[iatter released, the ori^,' aC^' Fbz subject waiS'pooif,' every line of
he's
though
nounces the evening's. Uqeup and ctdiQht in tlie 'i^arade. Patlie,. ori the the talking ropGorter echoing'.
goes into his sig number.. ;Micro- other hkrid; bh'PWed the cavalrynlan
..
Waly.
phones are all pver the place aind
<

'

the Embassy went into
vaults Pathe confined its coverage of the Cermak passing to the
Florida funeral procession.
Paramount took the lead In the Boetcher
case, photographing the principals
and re-enacting return of the kid-

"Where

its

-

'

'

:

by

of folding over.pt. a series of petals. Anpther click item .w^a the ijoxyettes*
contribution eirly li^ the tunning,
;the girls working In an arresting
costume desigti of black and lemon
yellow, sharp- color Combination that
lends Itself vividly to their precielon routines.
Opening has the ballet porps
grouped up stjige in a close fpnrta.tlon to represent (i bouquet of .blossoms, appropriate Introduction, ior
the preseAtatibn^s title of '0411'

ornia Skies.^ Breaking awiiy from
the pose/ gitls are' disclosed in plnlk.
and silver for a Watteau dhepherd*.
ess dance on the toes, Patricia Bowr^
man leading the number as soloist.
Number is in two parts with, the
changing biv<;kdrQp mentioned mak-^
"ing the division.
Second part has
the Roxyettes in their startling costumes for a capital climax to the

'f

'

number,

ROXY,

N. Y.

Neitr TbTrk,-

March

'

Under the hew stige policy spotted by Fanciion & MaVco,.' together
with the b.o. scale, the old Roxy is
definitely, on. the way to recovery
the industry counted the
"after
house out hardly three months ago.'
The bid Roxy id the only Broad v^ay
spot with 'any 'kind' of a consistfent
record at the h.*'. in thfe past ijwo
month?. Five out of Its last seven
or eight weeks have been winners,
.

or- nearly, so.

,

.

Current .ahpw pijpves consisteI^tly
that under practical operation i^us
,

payable, scale, from t}ie custojma theatre can travel w'lth
secondary film fare and sti^ be on
the profit side.
What's selling it
to the people is the 25-35c scale
plus a strong stage show.
Show
has both quality and quantity. At
the scale it's a bargain,

ja

ers' angle,

.

.

,

'

Bed Donahue and Pal, comedy
trfck mule turn', a naive sort oif entertainment;' but In keeping with
the mlodest' quality of thd whole
ehow.

•
.

•

an innate draw of themselves. Tills
week it is Ralph Klrbery, 'Who
comes, on abound tl>ree-quarters; of
the 'way to barltpne

.

;

'4

Smash

some

lyrics jtor
,

.

l

-,

•

a
merry-making Vilma arid Buddy oji
how come NBC's thieatte affiliate,
Ebsen contribute an agreeable ses- RKO,
overlooiied the man.
sion of spedlalty dancing, mostly
the m^n*
Nothing
unusual
about
broken rhythm tap steps. Bridal
Klrbery steps on.
procession forms with everybody on ner in which
appear before and aft, with
for the flnale and the members of Girls
band in the rear 4nd
the choir spread along the sides on the Schooler
in tux before a standing
mezzanines-level platforms bearing Klrbery
of a poptdar
baskets of fruit which turn" but to mike. Rich voice and
Klrbery is: an easy Winner.
be Illuminated bulbs for a posed strain,
Zelda Santley Is another winner
Unale. Finale electric effects were
Her Impersonations are
a little foolish, laying the tinsel on currently.
big applause, but the old
a little thick and rather robbing taking
the whole show of its simplicity Roxy is taking a chance in spoting
with inappropriate Christmas tree an Impersonator on this stage. Up
.

,

Feature was 'Christopher Strong'
(Radio) and attendance at this Frl'day evening performance was astonishingly good, considering that
Friday evening was the sixth day
of the banking holiday. House was
within a fraction of capacity downstairs with the same state of afCairs
In the mezzanine and upstairs rathRush.
er less.

PARAMOUNT,

L. A.

Los Angeles, March 9.
Start of second week of Fanchon
Marco policy at this former Publlx deluxer would seem to indicate
it's the t>-pe of combo entertainment
tiiat the pay customers in this neck
of the woods demand. Opening mat
today was another turnaway, with
stage shpw a fast-moving
the
array of talent, that Included Frank
Gabbjc Roslta Moreno and plenty of
other capable performers.
Rube AVolf again dominates the
leading
the
stage
band
show,
through several outstanding numbers, and providing a lot of the
Introduction
clowninp.
has the

&

F&M

Rube making a mike announcement
as girls are revealed from In front
of the drapes, which are then flown
for the introductory band selection.
Girls, In black crepe outfits, with
pink adornments, go through a routine, and then the Mowatt Brothers,
hat manipulators and Indian club
swingers, .Ko Into action. They work
With clociclike precision and wake
up the customers early.
Band plays the 'Echo* song, with
the Three Cheers (male harmonists)

and the Throe Queens (femme warblers) spotted In boxes, right and

An unprothe refrain.
yodeler Is also used In one
boxes, with a lot of band
nonsense Interjected.
left,

for

grammed

of the

Frank Gabby clowns with

'Wolf,

and then follows with his ventriloquist act, using the stooge In a box
for laughs. Most of Gabby'tf routine

;

^

in the mezzanines those takeoffs-all
looked the same, which proves that
for some acts the sight lines are oftWith a full floor of customers when
caught, however, Miss Santley had
the thing all to herself.
Those handling the old RPxy
show indicate a curious penchant
for attempting to make the most
out of acts by splitting some into
separate divisions, as, for instance,
the Harris Twins and Loretta
played away from one another, the
boys coming on as an act by them-,
selves early in the show, a.nd
Loretta doing a solo specialty without the boys later on. Not so hot
this, and the show,: which riiins
around 70 minutes, could well iafford eliminating this chopping li^ea,
which never helps an act and more
often than not slows up a sho\v«
Another offside angle currently Is
where Klrbery flnlshes his yodeling
with the stage apparently aiming
for a flnale, but Instead the Harris
Twins do their adagio routine with
Loretta and the line girls. Anticlimactic stuff when getting under
way, thanks to the showmanship of
the Harris boys, goes over. However, when the finale does arrive It
looks extra.
Acts all come on without scenic
ellect as the Schooler band backgrounds, and Schooler himself okay,
even unto playing the piano for
Klrbery.
But he's too anxious to
wisecrack with material that doesn't
,

.
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appefcraiice.

Background for the flnale Is an
An offstage volde 'announces' that
orange orchard against a luminous Klrbery
is on through NBC courfiky. with the evolutions of the girls
air Klrbery Is knowi)
carrying on a festive atmosphere of tesy. On the
'Dream Singer.' His recepas
a wedding, ceremony, to which tionthehere
fui^ny
altogether puts

elaboration.

'

-,

finishing with combined
girl lines and Miss Bowman.
Choral ensemble has a session
here doing a' church-like chant 'beCurrently the house contlnu.esl t,9
fore an elaborate Mission church .weave radio with tj? gula^ ,vaude, majse^t^ing, change of pace. from the
terial on the stagQ, as it has .lpeen
dancing. For the change of set a proved here that the proper radio
brief bit out in 'one' is allotted types with or without tieins have

to

i
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.
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Thus when Miss Ulric is reichied,
she and yermllyea go thrOuigh tl^ir

.carried

CHICAGO

as they might in a radio
where' no heavy acting: is
a non-lookingi audience.
also too much of the Vaflee
band and too much of Vallee
through, np apparent fault of the
croongr^ bandleader's.
A couple riuriibers could eieislly be
cut, in an effort to get more speed
into the unit, running 'a total of 68
minutes. Publix stage shows seldom
run anywhere near that, even when
assfgnriiieri't

Chicago, March 11.
Straightforward reporting of the
stage show this week would mention first of all that it got over fairly
well, seemed to please the gathering,
and that apparently Kate
Smith,, the. keystone.' of the; '.Btruo-'
ture, fvas- responsible fpr, the Jnflux
sufflciently
nun^eroua congreof a
gation to be noteworthy during a
r
bahkirig moratorium.
After ,that it would, be,' necessary
there's a line of girls to find room
First act following Vallee's to tell tlie. whole story and sayi it
for.
formal opening pi: program is Val was a show of sktmiJy fare, all bdand Ernie Stanton, with snappy tatoes and ho meat; thsLt l^iBS
The Smith's best efforts to' m.c. the afmaterial ably merchandised.
Stantons less than anyone overdo fair couldn't make two turns seiem
like four by having each perform
their assignment.
Grace Hayes, with Vallee on the twice. Besides Kate Smith there
Flelschmann hour, is on about twice was Cookie Bowers, and June arid
as long. She opens with a crying Cherry Pre'lsser, and no amount of
bridemald's number tied into a pop, adding, subtracting or multiplying
going secondary for her son's could make that look like a lot of
(Lynn's) bit behind a mask which people on the Chicago rostrum.
There's a rostrum that calls for peois bullt'into a microphone and is intended to give the effect of a mike ple, not persona.
talking.
In consequence of the artful but
This session at first Is somewhat not successful efforts to make a littiresome, but toward the end gath- tle seem like a lot, and with Eddie
ers in fair interest as impressions Lowry, the house chorus, and the
of radio favs command attention. usual production investiture massLater, young Hayes steps out tor ing for the week, the more critical
impressions,
including will uriquestioriably feel that jthe
additional
Slngln' Sam and Cab Calloway, ex- Chicago has a headUner but no
cellent in value.
show. That in turn brings up the
Miss Ulrlc's portion, about the question of compensation. It can
middle, is followed by Alice Faye's well be answered that the K^te
single solo of 'I've Got the World on Smith fans were in no need of apya Strin;,' over well. Valine Is slpg- thing further, and if business is fair,
Ing and playing between each num- which it seems to be, what price
ber and
again here resurrects quibble?
'Sweet Sue' with a couple InstruJune and Cherry, youngsters,
mental bits which (;ive audiences an were on so often and did so many
Idea how mikes are placed for encores no less than four that it
broadcasting.
became visitors' day at dancing
English-ac- school. Which is by way of hinting
Wakefield's
Oliver
cented speech wjth the stuttering that the lassies do very nicely when
and Incomplete, words and sentences concentrating their best stuff into
comes toward the end. The absurd a turn of average length, but that
subject matter and the competent stalling routines with a time-killing
station,

essentlBil for

There
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terpslchore melted ail opposition to
her own endeavors.
Rest of .thei show -consisted of
'Men Must fight' (Metro), istarrlng

Diana Wynyard, comparatively unknown; the house orchestra directed
Marcelll, arid a newsreel that
ia. material of an

,by

seemed meagre

important nature for so noteworthy
a week and overboard on hand-*
picked human Interest clips from
the library.
Land,

CAPITOL,

N. Y.

'
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.
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New York, March 10,
It's back to the old days this week,
but this week only, and on the stage
but not the box office. The Chester
Hale girls are here -again, 32 of 'em.
Some production on the sbow, too,
months oC straight specialty
before the drapes and eyes.
Influence of the regulation
routine 4till ai>plles,. for
after the 6p6nirig full -stage flash
the show reVerts mere or less to tho
aftef
bills

.

But the

yarietiy

.

plain si)ecialty grind.

Milton Berle is holding over for a
second week on his 20>-week blanket
contract with Loew, and the current
visiting headllners are Bing CrosV^
and tbe Eddie .puchin orchestra}.

But for £<dith Barstow and twin
minor specialists the line-up is preporiderously stag, which is the best
reason for the presence of the Hale
girls.

A geptleman from Detroit seeing
his flrst Broadway picture-house
show asked, 'Are all the shows here
as smutty as this one?' He popped
the question after Berle's third gag
in

a row about dogs and

trees.

In the opening production numfollowing a brief introduction

ber,

by Berle and 12 of the girls, the
Hale ballet is assigned to the difficult task of going through a precision routine to 'Hungarian Rhapsody.'
Something like cooching to
'Hearts and Flowers.'
While the
take.
selling of something difficult to han- motive don't show them off to 100% dance Itself will
be appreciated
For comedy effect Fortunello and dle digs out the laughs, but there's advantage.
Kids are clever, but mostly by the stager, the audience
Crllllno,
tumbling clowns, serve too much of It for best effect. hardly a complete stage presenta- gets some colorful costumes and a
around the middle.
Seen before, Wakefield registered Friday night.
well-populated stage in return for
tion in themselves.
but always attractive.
Ahead of
The Vallee signature song thing
Cookie Bowers played the Palace what the number lacks in action.
them are Carlton Emmy and his comes back for the closer and again some months ago, and the obvious For the bulld-up, Marie Rio, on her
dogs for some more laughs, thus may remind folks who were trying remark Is that in the niore intimate toes, and Ivan Trlesault team In a
giving the show its share of com- to pet away from an evening at the precincts of the RKO casino he was gypsy dance.
Maria Sllvelro 30j)ranoe3 once,
edy, although not too hilariously so. radio that the Paramount may not far more effective than In this huge
The line is still weak with the have been the place to go. Idea wa.s liavlllon, where his pantomime wan completing the specialty Une-up.
numbers, although known, attrac- novel but didn't work out any too largely lost. Nevertheless, Bowers with Dick and Edith Barstow and
Gordon's Dogs the rest of thWblll.
gave a good -accounting.
tive of themselves, but the girls act well.
Population in the house Friday
Jack Miller, the pianist with Nat The Bar.qtows have the stage^sto
as not sufficiently trained.
Feature, 'Heritage of the Desert' night fair, with first floor riioder- Brufllloff, was billed, spotlighted, themselves for their show-stopping
(Par), with a newsrcel and cartoon. ately filled, but mezzanine more and soloed nicely.
Kate Smith's toe tapping on steps and stage.
(Continued on page 64)
Shan
than half empty.
Char.
good nature, pep, and final buxst of

j|

42D STREET
(With Songs)
Warner production and

^amer

Features

releaae.

Baz'er, Bebe Dantels, Gcoree Brent

nd

Ruby Keeler, From novel of same
name by Bradford Hopes; adapted by RIan
James and James Seymour,

Directed by

Camera, Sol Pollto; film
Dances staged by
edUor, FVnnk "Wure.
Busby Berkeley; songs by Al Dubln and
At the Strand. N. T„
Harry Warren.
tiloyd

Bacon.

week March

0.

Running time, 00 mins.

Julian Marah

Dorothy Brock
Pat Denning
Lorraine Fleming

Peggy
Abner Dfllon
Barry
Billy

Ann

LAwler

MacBlroy
The Actor
Leading-

Wnmor

Baxter
Bebe Daniels
George Brent
Una Merkel
Ruby Keeler
Guy KJbbee
Ned Sparks
Dick Powell
Ginger Rogers
Allen Jenkins
Henry B. Waltholl

Nugent
Harry Ahst
Clarence Nordstrom

Edward

Toiry

Jeny
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Man

J.

Robert McWade
George E. Stone
Al Dubln

Jones
Ancbr Lee

Writer
Song Writer
.Song

Harry Warren

A money picture for any type of
house, and the more cosmopolitan
the site the better. Which means
it 'H be a big grosser. It's a musical,
and as such rates as the 'Broadway
Melody' of 1933.
It'll
socko the
screen musical fans with the same
pioneering
degree
that
Metro's
screen musleals did, I.e., the above
named and the
'JEIoIIywood
Revue,'
Furthermore, '42d Street' looks to
be something of a milestone In the
flald
of star making, for Ruby
Keeler (Mrs. Al Jolson) Is certain
marquee timbre. She's the picture,
practically, from the surprise performance standpoint.
There are
other good performances by Warner Baxter, as the neurotic showman who W'hlps 'Pretty Lady' into a

MGM

friendly juve opposite Mlas Keeler,
duets with her, and 'You're Gettln£f
Lyrics
to Be a Habit with Me.'
are sophisticated, but altogether In
line with this backstage script.
There may be a moratorium on
the distribution o£ good production,
and also on b.o. patronage, but
Warners' sending this one into the
field, backed by that cross-country
ballyhoo of the '42d Street Special.'
guarantees a more than generous
counterbalance to any boxofBce In-Aftel.

ertia.

MUSSOLINI SPEAKS
Columbia production and release, Mostly
newsreol clips edited by Jack Cohn; lecPalture by Lowell Thomas. At the

RKO

ace, N. T.,
li mine.

week March

1».

Running

time,

Propaganda has seldom been enBut If Columbia can

tertainment.

excite Italians on the patriotic

mo-

tive sufficiently, the Income should
be whatever the Italian trade
amounts to. For those not particu-

larly
just

in

interested

Mussolini

ItTs

an elongated and somewhat

tiresome collection of clips about
n Duce. And there are even plenty
Italians In this country who are not
Interested.

Recount of the film's history Is
more or less mandatory for it's conIn the

sideration.

Mussolini

summer

of '81

made a

trip to Naples to
flftK anniversary of

celebrate the
his march on Rome. At that time
newsreel cameras made a complete
the masses.
record of his speech
That footage was shipped'to America and about December of the same
year Columbia bought it for f M.OOO
and a percentage of fiiture profits,
Firm has l>een tinkering
if any.
hit musical
comedy, and Bebe with it ever since and now has some
Daniels in a not particularly sym- newsreel stuff added, deleted parts
pathetic assignment as the out-' of the speech,, and added a running
moded musical comedy ingenue commentary by Lowell Thomas.
whose unrequited association with a That's 'Mussolini Speaks.'

sap kiddie car manufacturer angels
production.
Sverytfalng about the production
ringa true. It's as authentic to the
Initiate as the novitiate.
The travail
attendant to the creation,
financing and ultimate mounting of
a musical comedy may react in a
more sympathetic general understanding of what must transpire
back of the scenes even before the
lowliest of turkeys sees the light of
bozofflce patronage.
Every element Is professional and
convincing.
Baxter as the harrassed stager is an authentic counterpart.
Ditto the Daniels assignment and George Brent as the
seml-glg, the latter role seemingly
considerably modified to spare Mr.
Brent for benefit of future b,o. Una
Merkel and Ginger Rogers, as a
pair of dumb and not-so chorines,,
are types. George B, Stone, as the
dance stager, is likewise a believable reflection of the type. Harry
Akst la the piano rehearser, and Al
the.

i

o

Meantime, Italy haa been making
more official pictures and last summer there were important aerial
maneuvers there. These were also

photographed and' sent over here,

where an indie

Italian distributor

titled it 'Italy Spealta'

and rushed

out a couple weeks ahead of Columbia's version. Which comparison
isn't quite fair to Col, either, since
the Columbia effort Is more complete and more sincere even if
older in origin.
Speaks' is cleverly
'Mussolini
handled for this sort of thing. II
Duce speaks in his native Italian
and Lowell Thomas rushes in between breathing spaces with an
English translation. Also, between
paragraphs, are shown photographic
records of the accconpllshments of
These acthe Mussolini regime.
complishments seem to be pretty
strong, except that the usual thing
happens here again in that an ordinary theatre patron can't help
wondering about the other side- «f
Everything's so good,
the story.
Dubln and Harry Warren, who everything's so gi'eat, everything's
fashioned the Aim's song ditties, so magnificent.
play themselves.
Thomas' speech Is Informative If
Miss Keeler, as the unknown who not sufficiently light in tempo. He
comes through and registers a bit, is Itandlcapped In having to rush In
is utterly convincing, for she car- during n Duce's monologs. Another
ries her actual cinematic audience difficulty comes from the fact that
with the same degree of conviction Mussolini's lines are almost all
as the pseudo-musical comedy pat- hurrah phrases, meaning that when
ronage seemingly reacts to her.
Italians in the theatre begin bangNot the least of the total belongs ing hfinds they will drown out the
to the direction by Lloyd Bacon, Thomas ex^^lanations.
Not likely that Italians will pay
who fashioned some novelties in
presentation, with Busby Berkeley key spot admission prices for the
an excellent aide on the terp picture, no matter how patriotic.
mountings.
The same overhead For non-Italians the picture holds
style
of
camera angles, which nothing except for the politically
Eauf.
Berkeley introduced In the Cantor minded,
pictures and elsewhr e, are further
advanced, manifesting a continued
absorption of the cinematographic
opportunities.
('Shame')
Dialog is crisp and flip without
(RUSSIAN MADE)
Amkino Corp. (U. S.> distribution of
being out of order. Those who get
Soyuzklno talker production made In RusIt will enjoy such punctuations In
sia features 'Vladimir Gardln^ Boris Tethe wordage as 'Anytime Annie,' a nln, Tamata Guretskaya. D, Ahrlkosof, B.
soubriquet ascribed to the chorine Foslavsky, H. Koz1o%'Bk7 and Q. Gudkln.
Directed by Frederick Ermler and Sergei
whom Miss Rogers personates so Yutkevltcta.
Dmitri
score by
well.
'Anytime Annie' comes back Shostakovltch. Huslcal
English subtitles by Nawith a monocle, a Park avenue ad- than Adler, At Cameo, New Tork, week
dress and a grand manner, but still March 10. Running time, 75 minutes.
a chorine, A couple of other such
Dull,
Soviet
actionless,
drab
lines are electric nifties for the intalker, of very limited appeal and
side bunch.
The songs, already In the air via interest, even for the USSR symradio (Warners' music pub subsld, pathizers or students. Holds nothWitmarks, has been giving 'em an ing to attract even the art bunch.
Intensive plug), are primed to fit
On the home grounds, in Russia,
situations and yet are destined for 'Variety's' Moscow correspondent,
general favor,
*42d Street' is a Eugene Lyons, read Into 'Shame'
nifty lyric which is productioned in (or 'Pozor.' the original title) a lot
corking manner. Camera possibili- of meanings which escape the averties here are utilized to the full. age "Variety' mugg.
Thus, Willie it's supposed to be one
It's obvious, if you're forewarned,
of the scenes out of 'Pretty Lady,' just what could be read into this
the musical comedy on its Phllly celluloid treatise of electric turbreak -in. the camera goes In for bines, factory labor and plebian
breakaway scenes, dissolves, over- pursuit of life under the Stalin
head camera angles and iris-ins regime. But on the face of it. it's
and outs that by far exceed what a grand bore for 75 minutes.
could actually be achieved on a
There are times when the sound
rostrum,
and photography have their mo'Shuffle Off to Buffalo' Hl<ewisc
ments, but in the main it's all preIs nifty staging which may wind up
Fanchon & Marco unit in time. war technique, montage and genit

.

MEN MUST FIGHT

Miniafare Reynes
'42nd Street' (WB). Musical
and a cinch for big grosses in
any house. Flock of marquee
names end a surprise star po-

Ruby

tentiality In

Keeler.

(Col).
Speaks'
Italy with little
entertainment -value.

'Mussolini

Propaganda for
or

no

Italian nabes ought to go for
It. but not likely to mean much
elsewhere unless further interest is aroused in dictatorships.

'Christopher Strong' (Radio)-.

Up and coming Katharine Hep-

bum do'^B the best possible Job
with a heavily artificial vehicle,
Draggy society play with «lrcusy aeroplane stunt incidenInterest In the star will

tals.

in

a

A

honeymoon train breaks apart
into a corking effect disclosing compartments, etc., with some nifty
production business. Girls here get
some special cloaeup attention, and
they're all lookers.
The wide soreen was effectively
used at this exhibition to dress up
The grandeur
certain sequences.
sheet is enlarged and reduced in
alternation several times, making
for excellent showman.shlp from the
theatre viewpoint.
Other songs are 'Young and
Healthy,* which Dick Powell, as the

eral execution.

For purposes of

b. o. bally mild
is called to Vladimir Garresemblance to Jannfngs, further reflected In his slow moving

attention
diii's

histrionics.

illusion, but tine others seldom get a
obance tP break througb the story's
So they make themMetro prodnctlon and release. Directed by
selves as graceful and agreeable as Edgar Setwyn. Adapted br C. Gardner Bula
llvan from plar by ReglBaM lAWrencc and
the circumstances permit.
Lauren, Georse Fblsey, photor. At
gro-wn camera S, K,
artifictalty.

ouVwelgh other elements of the
a poor title.

release with

'Woman Accmed' (Par).
Ten authors wrote this story
and a 11th adapted it. and still
It is a disappointment. Hackneyed, melodramatic, and business possibilities anything but
bright on. so-so cast names.
Desert*
the
of
'Heritaae
(Par). Formula western. Rates
for the multiple changers and
probably can't stand alone
mora' than two days in such'
Rates n.Sig. for better
spots.
b. o.'a except where scale is
low and feature has stage sup-

BilUe Burke has'
since ber first picture and
manages the not. especially engage
ing role of an old-fashioned matron
with much siyil. Colin Clive is- saddled with a part that probably no-

wise

body could make register aa anything more than ft background, a
middle-aged married man who falls
earnestly but distractedly in love
with the heroine to her destruction.
Clive must have been a littl^ uncomfortable and be looks it. The
rest «f the people do not esp^ially
matter, being merely a fringe of gay
young things* though Helen Chandler and Ralpb Forbes acquit tiiemselves aatisfaictorUy as a pair of

Wamino'

'Midnight

(May-

Good

Indie production
Off the
of a familiar story.
usual mystery patterns.
fair).

'The Fighting Champ' (MonDoped prizefighter
ogram).
yarn against a western background-. Doubtful -value.
Fools'
Such
(Radio). Stale and unappealing theme defeats some good
acting and production. Not a
grosser for most spots.
'Obey the Law' (C?ol). Oke

Are

'Men

for the nabes.

.

Ch^^Spher Strong

RKO-Radlo production apd r«leas.e. Stars
Katharine Hepbnm. Directed by Dorothy
Arzner. Features Colin Cllve. Blllle Burke.
Helen Chandler and RnJph Forbes. From
play of the same name by Gilbert Frankau:
Cameraman, Bert
adaptation, Zoe Aklns.
Glennon; film editor, Arthur Roberts, At
Radio Ctty Unsic Hall, week March 9.
Running time, 17

miloB.

Katharine

Cynthia
Christopher Strong
EHalne.:

Hepbnm

Colin Cllve
Blllle

;

Burke

Helen Chandler
Ralph Forbes
Jack La Rue

Monica
Harry Rawllnson
Carlo
Carrie
Bradford

Irene Browne

OwendoUn Logan
Desmond Roberts

Bryce Mercer

This is Katharine Hepburn's second feature and her first starring
venture. Point of high interest to
the trade was whether she would
repeat her Initial smash imtiresslon
New rein 'Bill of Divorcement.'
lease justifies the hopes of the girl's
well-wishers, and does so under
rather trying circumstances In that
the story is a weak vehicle for a
new star. Weak, that Is. in the profound appeal that was Inherent in
'A Bill of Divorcement.' however

fiambuoyant

it

may

be

in theatrical

situation.

The people

in

this

picture

are

(GERMAN MADE)

Ufa production' end Leo Brecher release.
Supervision, Bruno Duday; direction, Gerhard lAmprecht; music; Bduard Kaenndcke; camera, Karl Hasselmann, At Little
Carnegie. N, T„ week March 11;
Running time. OS mIns.
Karl Christiana
Hans Brausewetter
Mr. Barthcis
E^rwln Kaiser
Uertha

Tonl van Byck
Hellberg
Blsa Wagner
Fritz Odemitr

Gerrmde

Ruth

Gertrude's Mother
Mr. Haber

Hedwig Schllcter
Eduard Rothaoser

Miss Berghubn
'Old

Schnltheiss'

New Tork

censora took this or-

dinary (Serman talker last week and
blew it up into boxofflce importance.
After being rejected by the censors:
for tlu'ee days it was finally given
complete freedom of circulation.
Saturday morning (11) with only a

Torit.

week Maich

Sob

Se^rard

Monian Seward
Fegay

10.

Rnaa

Diana -Wynyard
Lerwta Stono
..Fhllllpa Holmes

May Robson
Ruth Selwya
Tonde

,

Robert.

Qeollrey
Albert.

Robert Grfec

Mn. Chase.
Steve
BvelyB..,

.Hadda Hopper
Donald Dlllawsy

Mary

Cailyle

Luis Albemi

Soto...

picture

it's

likewise.

There is much more to be said
about and against war, but 'Hen
Must Fight' does not say it. It
travels familiar lanes of reasoniner

and philosophy and while its argument .is sound it is never moving.
The plot departs from, formula to
look ahead rather than back to the
World War. It Jumps to 1940 and
declares its own war to clinch the
debate. The cinematic crystal gazing takes a long time and the seven
reels are- not worth it.
Far more inspired than the story
ore the perfornaances of the cast
and quality of the production. Di'

ana Wyhward, Lewis Stone and the
and

—

r

The

The 'Shame' title has nought of
the lurid sexiness which it may
suggest, but refers to the pique at
Gardin's floppo with the exact
metric system measurement of a gasp.
new turbine. Eventually he's vinFootage is abundantly supplied
dicated; he Is still the expert crafts- with similar moments, action studied
man. How's that for a hot film mainly for footlight effect. Some
subject?
Aheh
times Miss Hepburn coaxes to an

New

others captured the proper spirit
their reading of trite lines and
familiar humanitarian pleas almost
makes the chatter shine anew. But
only almost.
Beyond a laugh here and there
from a comedy grandmother, this
'ads and In every way possible. It American family whose emotions
sot considerable word of mouth are torn between pacifism and paaround, practically every New York triotism is on the sob for a solid 72
dally falling for it with big yarns. minutes. It's a gallant and tough,
When the film finally opened Sat- though losing, fight, ijila flgltt
urday night it enjoyed a rush of against war, and very grim, too. but
there are ways to make it entertain*
business.
Hard to figure just why the cen- ment. That's where this picture
sors turned it down in the first falls down.
The mother is the leading pacifist
place. Picture is an ordinary, simher lover and the father of ber
ple yam of a young country girl
who meets a young man and be- son was shot down in France. Now
comes involved. Man leaves and she's the wife of the Secretary of
the girl finds she's to be a mother. State. He goes patriotic when the
She doesn't know what to do about 1940 war is declared, but mother
and eon remain pacifists. From tbsu
It, worries considerably, asks advice
and so becomes talked about. She on it's a battle for the -women,
finally decides to have the child, de- whose cry is against the sacrifice of
splte that the father dispossesses her,. their sons, and it ends when Mrs.
For a finish the young man comes Secretary's son breaks-- the apron
back and marries the girl. It's pre- strings and goes off to the war with
sented simply and slowly with noth- the otlier sons.
Much is made of the added horing objectionable on the screen.
But the story Is what the cent^ors rors of 'wars to come, if they shall
didn't like. Distributor pointed out come. There is talk of 12,000 men
that similar and rougher yarns have wiped out at once by gas bombs^
often been screened in Hollywood, and some practical illustrating in'
got no. satisfaction, and then called form of an air raid on New York.
in the critics for a press showing. Amon£ buildings bombarded is the
Also gave a couple of more free Empire State, which comes tumshowings for clergymen and social bling down. These scenes are the
workers, getting letters fr^m most picture's only punchy momentg, the
.of them okaying the picture.
At rest being all gab. For the war
the same time ads were thrown into stuff there has been some borrowthe dailies explaining the situa- ing from the news reels, also a few
tion and announcing that the Little feet of tlie Zeppelin sequence from
Carnegie theatre, run by the dis- 'Hell Divers.'
As far as Miss Wynyard and the
tributor of the film would remain
dark until the film was released by American film future of this Engthe censor board. Dlstrlb-exhib then lish actress is concerned, 'Men Must
hopped up to Albany to appeal the Fight' leaves the question In the air.
matter and still, for one day, got In 'Cavalcade' she played n similar

minor cut.
Case is more or less unprecendeiited in New York because the distributor of the picture, immediately on
the film's being turned down, made
a fight of It through dally newspaper

merely glamorous stage puppets;
they never once touch human realPicture is a peculiar compro- no satisfaction. But Saturday mornity.
mise between an effort to produce a ing the letters and the criticisms in
class subject and a desire to reach the dailies giving the film a clean
It falls slate had their effect.
for the cinema generality.
Picture unfolds some good acting
down on both objectives and is
saved only partially jhy a fine per- by new screen people, but would not
formance of this newcomer and under ordinary conditions, mean
capital tgam work by an expert sup- much at the box office over here beStory Is handled In cause of being too slow. But It has
porting cast.
manner noted recently in a certain amount of femme appeal
the
Radio's class output in the respect and Is well enough done so that,
the
exploitation
emphasis
that it drawls when it aims most with
for brisk effect and drags lament- given It by the opening feud, It
should go to nice b. o. results.
ably at many points.
Well
done
English
superimposed
Star role, that of an English avltitles are helpful for non-Germans,
atrix, Is a sort of step-sister to the
Ingenue nart of 'Divorcement' so far although a few too many of them.
Kauf.
as It makes of her a svelt and elegant sort of tomboy; but there the
Relafamily resemblance ceases.
tionship between Sydney of 'Divorcement' and Lady Cynthia of
'Christopher Strong' Is less than
superficial, and only the Insinuating
quality of Mies Hepburn gives them
anything In common.

The new picture Is overloaded
with playwright device that is just
that and nothing more. Lady Cyn
thia, the aviatrix, picks her dra
matic moment of sorrowful renun
ciation to break the world's altitude
record so she can commit suicide In
a tallspln from 35,000 feet. That
couldn't happen anywhere but in a
scenario. So that the scone becomes
just
a screen stunt, arresting
enough as a stunt, but leaving it
pretty hard for a sincere actress to
make her sentimental moment reg
ister for anything but a slde-.show

Capitol.

Bins time. 12 mlnutea.
Laura
Edward 6eward

The intentions were good but tbe
result Is Just an echo, and not a
very loud one. Aa anti-war preaclM
ment, 'Men ICust Fight' tells not£ii
ing that 'What Price Glory* and so
amusing youhg^ lo-vers.'
'Glory*Physical, production Is exceedine^y many other pictures since
well managed, and the camera work have told, nor does it close its argu«
Is notable in a day when fine pho- ment as forcefully as have most of
tography is taken for granted.
the others. As a flop play on Broad>«
Rush.
way eiarly this season, this Reginald
Lawrence-S. K. Lauren manuscript
Hertha's Erwachen
was over-talkative, ponderous, and
As a
not popular entertainment.
('Hertha's Awakening')

port.

.
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but

much more

effective role.

'Men

Must

Fight' will not advance her
standing.
It shows up too clearly
her native accent, which never
blends with the part of an American
nurse and later the wife pf a U. S.
cabinet member's wife. The job of
overcoming this rests with the
studio and necessitates extra care
picking Miss Wynward's future

m

spots.

Stone looks strange in a brown

wig during the early part

of the picbut switches to his usual and
hair later and then he's
himself. May Robson. with all the
laugh lines, cops every scene she's
ture,

own white
in.

Bige.

Woman Angle

'Christopher Strong' (Radio). Femme Interest In the new Katharine
city audience for a negative title and artificial mean-

Hepburn provides a
dering story.

'42nd Street' (WB). Backstage Cinderella brought up to date amidst
entertaining personalities, contemporary talk and eyeful production,
good show for the ladies.

A

Woman

Old fashioned meller wheezing in handsome new clotlies. No names the gals yearn for, but its suspense will
intrigue them moderately.
'The

Accused' (Par).

'Men Must Fight' (M-G). Without the excuse of timeliness to give it
current_ interest, war-peace, harangue depends on Diana Wynyard for
-••
matrons' only.
'Heritage of the Desert' (Par). No exception to the average Western's
theory that the women won't go for them anyway.
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WOMAN ACCUSED
Parampnnt prodactlon and release. IHSloans. Adapted from ttae magautoTY auttiored by Bupert Hashes,
Banm, Zane Ony, Vina Delmar,

'feeoted

zine

"Vlokl

Gertrude Atberton, J. P,
^cBvoy, Ursula Parrott, Polan Banks and
Dramatised tor screen by
Sophie Kerr.
Bayara Velller. Features Nanoy Carroll,
John Halllday. At Paraand
Orant
Cary
mount. N. T,, week March 10. Running
time, 71 mins.
Nancy Carroll
Olenda O'Brien
Cary Orant
Jeffrey Baxter
John Halllday
Stephen Bessemer
Irving Plotael
District Attorney Clarke
Irvln B.

Cobb,

Norma

Toung

Iieo

Mitchell

Jack I^Rue
Frank Sheridan
. John I<odge
Harry Holman

Uttle Maiile
Inspector Swope
Dr. Simpson
Judge Ctagood

; . .

It took 10 pretty well-known authors to turn out this story for 'Liberty' and Bayard Velller, vet playwright-scenarist, to put it in screen
Result as reflected by the
form.
picture may convince producers and
exhibitors that new writing talent
should be encouraged.

amusing comedy

used' for only fairly
effect.

Wben Randolph Scott as the hero Jefterson prodaotlon and REO-Radlo restays natural he's okay. But so far lease. Features Leo CartHo, Vtvlenne Osbom, Una Merkel, ^Joe Cawthom. IMrected
name means little to the b. o. by
WllUam Nigh. Thos. Z4ennon, story;

his

Could be another Gary Cooper after Viola Brothers Shore, Ethel Doherty, screen
a time and appears a little like him, play; Ed C. Jewell, art; Ctaas. Sdhoeobaum,
Lodso Cunningham, sound. At
but may take a long time. Plenty camera;
Loew's New York, N. Y., one day, March
of

—at

gun play here

three

least

killings.

spots the old

Roxy

Broadway scheme

mean Tom

doesn't

by

by Spencer G. Bennett.

Norman Battle, story; J. T.
Neville, adaptation; Jules Cronjager, cam-

Broughton.

AckerCast;

Und Es

Heritage of the Desert
Pnramount production and release. From
novel by Zane Grey.
Directed by Henry
Hathnwny. At the old Roxy one week, beglnnlnK March 10. Running time, 6S mine.
Jack Hare
Randolph Scott
Judy
Snlly Olane
Adnm Nnnh
J. FnrrcU MacDonld
Judson Ilolderneas

David l,anda\i
Gordon Wescott
Guinn Wllllms
Vlnce Barnett

Snnp Nanh
Lefty

Windy

At the right

ISrIch Buder; settings. Herbert tdppschltz;
photography. Karl Puth. Cast: Heinz Salfner. HansI Arnstaedt. Rose Barsony. Tlbor
V. Halmay, Olga Llmburg, Hans-Zesch-Ballot, Magda Kun. Karoly Sogar. Wolf Albach-Retty, Bela Venzell. Franz Goebels,
Rmllla Etsy. Karl BIschof, Hugo Dery.
Recorded on Klangfllm.
Tivadar Blllscl.
Running time, 80 mlns. At Gloria Polaflt,

Berlin.

An example of the action is an
epi.sode when the heroine is attacked

interest In the telling. It hits the
chute at the finish like a ski Jumper,
and doesn't make the landing. An
American-bom Italian sponsors a
German singer and brings herpTas
his wife, to San Francisco, wliere
boyhood 'friends get him a start.
She makes one for herself when she
contacts the owner of a rival cabaret to the one at which her husband
is given a Job.
He catches the girl

two timing and beats up the man,
taking a rap in San Quentln (which
must be a funny sort of place, to
Judge from several recent pictures).
He Is paroled and goes home to find
his wife, since cast off by the boy

a

He

shoots the betrayer of his home and gets life,
loses his memory and instead of
giving In, the final excitement is
worked up in an effort to restore his
memory by playing discordantly a
march he has composed. There's a
hint he may be paroled again and
marry the hat check .girl, but there
is not a definite, objective, and the
big scene holds all of the excitement
to the screen. It doesn't get to the
spectator.
Motivation is faulty
throughout.
Leo Carrillo works hard, but It's
not possible to gain interest for the
character.
He only succeeds In
keeping the story from being impossibly foolish. Una Merkel is the hat
check girl, a part i>atterned from
the old school of melodrama, and
Vlvlenne Osborne looks all right.
Tom Moore can't quite lift his detective out of absurdity.
friend,

suicide.

Production

Is

and frequently

always adequate

costly,

but the

mob

direction is poor, particularly at the
end. The more Intimate scenes are.
better handled, but the writing jise- '
vents the creating of any real Illusion.
Chic.

OBEY THE LAW
Columbia production and release.
Directed by Benjamin Stolofl^
Harry Bauber'a story adapted by Arthur Caesar. At
the Cohan theatre, N. Y., week March 10.
Running time, about 66 mlns.
Tony Pasqual
Leo Carrillo
Dickie Chester

Dickie Moore
Lois Wilson
Henry Cllve

Grace Chester
Big Joe RIordan
Bob Richards
Giovanni

Bddle Garr
OIno Corrado

Ward Bond

Kid Paris

Good and clean entertainment to
assure family and neighborhood
patronage. Not heavy enough for
the key houses on the top second
runs.

The old story of the ward heeler
and the honest soul who swings the
votes In a tenement district. This
is a revival as 'Obey the Law' was
made as a silent In 1926 by Columbia.

Leo Carrillo Is Ideally cast. In
fact his Pasqual keeps the picture
moving even when overfootage

is

allowed to a classroom sequence.
Possessed of his citizen's papers,
Pasqual holds evil against no man,
even the thug who holds him up and

who

later

becomes his

pal.

Lois Wilson hasn't much to do
except afford the feminine interest,
which
is
mild
and
patriotic
'
throughout.

Henry Cllve makes an excellent
ward boss who runs the gambling
a butcher shop
where
the only shooting takes place.
Ufa

Due to exchange restrictions
Eddie Garr's impersonation of
had $100,000 of capital frozen in Chevalier grates. And it- is allowed
Hungary. In order to have the to run in full.
Waly.

money work it was decided to make
and with a picture In Hungary, and this is it.
could prove Subject from the artistic and the

wrong moments.

Paul Hurst
Paul PorcasI

business point both very doubtful.
wrote
Pressburger
Emmerich
quite an acceptable book after Kalman Miksazath's novel. A Hungarian aristocrat goes broke gambling.
His steward slezes all he
can reach, not to keep the nu)ney
for himself, but to save It for the
master's daughter. The girl is to be
forced to marry a rich relative, but
falls in love with the grandson of

the steward. The fraud is discovered, but also the motive, and the
daughter weds the grandson.
Hille's directing never gets anywhere. The fact that a good cutter

by a grizzly on the brink of a precipice and faints but doesn't fall off like Hajos not allowed any freedom
the cliff.
in editing, the result is a mixup
Another is where the hero Is shot of scenes without coherence. It is
through the back, but Jumps out of a pity to see Rose Barsony, an exbed a couple of hours or so later cellent dancer, pressed into the role
and races ofl on his horse to save of a young sentimental. Wolf Althp day. This is after a rough-and- bach-Rety and Tlbor v. Halmay
tumble fight with one of the bad supply the only effective acting.
men.
Photography and sound below averUsual scenic shots of animals and age. Settings only so-so and music
countryside, and Vince Barnett is medioci-e.

Marion, das Gehoert Sich
Nicht
('Marion,

It Isn't

adapted by Vf, P. Lipscomb; supervised by
Michael Balcon, In cast: Edmund Gwenn,
Mary Glynne. Max Miller,
A. W. Bascomb, John Glelgud and others.
Running time. 110
Length. 10,000 feet.
mlns. Tivoll, London. Feb. 28.
Jessie Matthews,

March

1.

Cast: Magda Schneider, Hermann
Thimlg, Otto Wallburg, Julius Falknnsteln,
Bill Sohmid, Henry Bender, Erich Fiedler,
Theo LIngen, Oily fSebauer, EuRen Rex.
Hecorded on Tobla-Klangfilm. Running time
SO minutes. At U. T. Kurfuorslendamm,

!iky.

('Lady of the Night')

(FRENCH MADE)
(Italian Version)
Portals release In
Nalpas production.
Stars Francesoc Bcillnl and RugU. S.
gcro Ruggerl. Directed by Marcel L'Herblcr; scenario, Val dl Mnchard; score, M.
Levlnc.
Cast: Oreste Bllnncia, Bomano
At the CaCnio and Giorgio Ilianchln.
Running time, 85
ruso, N. Y.. on grind.
mlns.

As

one

Italian talkers go this

is

pretty good. It, at least, has production valae something almost

—

unheard of

in talkers of this lan-

guage.
This

is an Italian version of a
French picture, the original of
which doesn't seem to have yet b6en
side.
It's a pretty
silly yarn which will appeal to no
one but natives.
One of those
things about a man who wants to

'shown on this

bump
dom.

bad

Some

either.

lovely

miisK:

played by the gtraram Orchestra,
one of the best Paris symphonies,

and nice singing by tlie choir froin
the Russlon Cathedral In Paris.
Superimposed titles In English
'

Opinion differed rather widely as
to the b. o. merits of this unusual
picture, but In. the opinion of this

department

won't help, a&
Italian trade.

should be a natural
market in the higher-

It

for the home
grade houses. Essentially a leisurely film. Its appeal is not In the program theatres, but In the big towns.

However, it is the type of picture
which does the film trade good, creating prestige for the industry.
Picturlzatlon of the J. B. Priestley
best-seller was dlfilcult, the story
texture being complex.
In consequence the talker has
been made out of a bare scaffold of
the story, the rather charming back->
ground and atmosphere being retained and standing out aa.tho film's
major selling angle.
Story deals with a concert party
that goes from bankruptcy to fame
and fortune, helped by the stray
people who fiit across the canvas,
the schoolmaster who writes Jazz,
"the fading damsel who finances the
show from a ^thirst for adventure,
the little chorus girl who rises to be
a great star, and so on.
In comparison to the book, picture may seem sketchy, but the interest Is held even though the footage Is jgreat Characterizations, are
outstanding, rating higher than any
previous British picture. Edmund
Gwenn. ,as the carpenter who Is
really the center of the story, does
the best bit of work done in a local
talker. Mary Glynne very good as
Miss Trant, suggesting the pathetic
side of thfi character with real skill.
Jessie Matthews was not as boisterous as usual as the chorus girl, and
suggested that her fjiture In British

strictly for the

it's

Kauf.

FIGHTING CHAMP
production and Monogram re*
Stars Bob Steele. Directed by J, P.
Story, Wellyn Totman; camera,

Trem Carr
lease.

McCarthy.

Archie Stout. Cast: Arietta Duncan, Chas.
King, Kit Guard, Geo. Cheecbro,. Frank
Ball, Lafe McKee.
At Loew's New York,
N. Y., one day. March 7, on double bill.
Running time, 57 mlns.

This is the p'olsonod pugilist pattern In a western se.ttlng and a not
successful experiment.

.altogetjher

Boxing may not. interest western
addicts, while ringside followers are
apt to turn up noses at cowboys,
nobody being- entirely satisfied.
Plenty of hard riding and some
good flashes of a ring battle, but' In
general the plot Is

and creaky.

stiff

.

Should be kept to houses where
they Insist on westerns, and It's
evens whether or not they'll care
much there. No suspense and no
smash.' Photography good, sound
-

acting
good
and,
satisfactory,
thotigh overstressed.
Bob Steele doesn't look like %,
world beater, with his mltta,. but. the
battles are lively
not very convincing.
Kit Guard almost steids
the film as a pork and beaner,a good

U

humored bozo whose egotism

Is

overdeveloped. There's a big laugh
In the situation where he. fires'- bis
manager for bribing bla opppiltent
to lay down,, but be is pulled oiit of
character by being made eemlheroic at the close. George Chese-

^d

boro, 84 his manages^ overplQ.yA,
th^ rest dPn't matter either way, inwhich is very bright, would cluding Arietta Duncan, femme lead.
be better confined to mol'e conven- She is sunk by thd scenarist. Chic,
tional musical parts.
Max Miller, the music-hall man,
contributes an outstanding sketch Saunders on Flying Yarn
as a salesman. He should go far In
Hollywood, March .13.
local pictures. Adaptation and continuity: are first rate.
John Monk Saunders goes to RaVictor Saville's direction was dio's writing department
to do a
He appeared story around
stralg)»t but sound.
International comdetermined to treat the subject with
the mlminum of camera thrills, and mercial aviation.
Tarn
will
be
based'
on
the acprobably
quite
was
right.
Picture's value In the States Is a tivities of Pan-American Airways,
question which cannot be answered Inc., of which Merian C. Cooper. In
this side. Its essential Englishness production charge at the studio, is
might give it novelty appeal, but It a director.
Chap,
would need cutting.
Resources of this company will
be used during production.
films,

,

'

Keim Tag Ohme Dich
('No

Seven Out

Day Without You')

(GERMAN-MADE)

Berlin, March 6.
Phoebus Tonflim production and release.
Direction Hans Behrendt; production man>'

agcmeot, Hans C. E. Sllberman; music,
Hans May; photography, Carl Drews; rettings,
Erich Czerwonskl.
Recorded on
Tobls-Klangflim,
Cast: Lee Parry, Oskar
Karlwels, Paul Hoerblger, Caria Carlson,
Hans Hermann Sohaufuss, Ida Wuest, Kurt
Fuss. Julius Falkenetcin, Erioh KesUn,

Hans Lueppschuctz, Erwln van Roy, An-

Karl Worry, Willy XalserHans Repper, Oskar Jooat band, the
KardotKh Singers. Running time, 80 mine.
At Marmorhaus, Berlin.

(With Songs)

La Donna DVina Notte

GOOD COMPANIONS

Heyl,

Itala Film production and Slogol Monopolfllm release. Book by K. Slodmak. after
a novel by Ch. RoellingholT and O. Jacobl.
Munic Otto StranDirection E. W. Elmo.

15

himself off because of bore-,
He meets a lady who's equally
bored.
So they say goodbye forever and spend the night together.
Next morning she's disappeared,
but he decides to find her before he
goes through with his suicide. He
right.
eventually finds out, by much detective work, that she's the queen of
a little mid-European country;
goes there, upsets some heavy
intrigue, the queen decides It's re(BRITISH-MADE)
ally love, and she resigns to marry
London, Feb. 28.
the man.
Gaumont-Brltlsh production and release.
As mentioned, the production end
Based on book of same name by J. B. is pretty good and the acting is not
directed
by Victor Saville;
Priestley:

neliese Dobst.

Done')

(GERMAN-MADE)
Berlin,

VARIETY
whom

the young man
appeals, comes to the studio the
next morning and is the model for
the picture 'Susanne in the Bath.'
Brammel, the valet of the painter,
and all that is left to him from the
inheritance of his father, woi'ks in
the evenings as waiter and during
the day is an art dealer.
He tries to sell the pictures of his
master as an advertisement cartoon to a soap manufacturer, Marlon's father, without success. The
artist falls in love with the girl and
asks her to come again the next
day.
They love each other and
plan to spend the evening together.
Marion's uncle in the meantime has
come for a visit, so she can't keep
the date. After well contrived complications Brommcl sells the picture
the next morning to the soap factory.
In order to avoid a scandal
the father insists upon marriage.
E. W. Emo's directing again proves
he is the right man for this kind
Magda Schneider acts
of picture.
and sings more fluently under Emo
and has developed. Herman Thlmig
Is always satisfactory. Julius Falkensteln makes his part stand out.
Stransky's music is rather weak,
but photography and sound are all

Marlon, to

Joint in the rear of

b. o. scale

stage support this film
okay secondary entertainment for
the better houses. Otherwise got to
sell it. Looks risky to spot this one
alone more than a couple of days.
Typical story of rustlers, a Godfearing rancher, an orplian heroine
and an eastern surveyor. The ^ne
Grey name should mean allure to
dyed-in-the-wool fans, but doesn't
guarantee satisfaction, since film
has been made without b. o. wisdom.
Lots of 'unhand me, sir,' dialog
that's liable to draw laughs at the

............Earl Foxe

MIDNIGHT WARNING

Mkn They

Kauf.

Tom MOore

Hyland

Most Eddie
Eddie Nugent
Albert ContI
of the majors have closed down on Splnelll
Edward Le Saint
the place for pictures and are giving Warden
it only what others won't take.
Some good acting and ge^ierally
Bhan.
good mounting with nice photography. However, will require unusually strong support as a solo in the
midde B division and the thin layer
Weeks production and Maytair release. of a double bill if used above that.
Theme is old, and here it's develFeatures William Boyd, Claudia Doll.
Directed oped in a fashion that gains scant
Huntley Gordon, John .Harron.
ClIK
Supervised
of things.

A

it.

Carlllo

Vlvlenne Osborne
.....Una Merkel
Joseph Cawthorn

anything any more. Only indicates Joe Darrow
the tough spot of the house in the Stiles
Klepak

Lloyd Whitlock, Phillips
rights to the 10-author story rather Hooper Atchley.Ingmham,
Henry Hull. At
Lloyd
because of the exploitation possibil- Smalley,
Loew's New York, N. Y.. on day. March 7,
ities than the worth of the script on double bill. Running time, 67 mlns.
While of some sales
lor filming.
value, depending on how theatres
Based on a pretty familiar story,
smoke it up. It's doubtful. 'Woman Mayfair has here made a generally
Accused' looks better for 'B' than
intelligent development that will
•A' dating.
Nancy Carroll, Gary Grant and carry suspense and Interest even
John Halllday, co-featured, are not where the Idea Is known. Opening
singly or together 'anything more
manages to engage attenthan of spring warmth as box office. sequence
Here Miss Carroll and Grant, carry tion sufficiently to retain curiosity
out a questionable love romance un- as to how the old plot will be fitted
der the tension of melodramatlcs that in.
Photography might be very
hearken back to a forgotten day. The much better without reaching major
murder comes early when Miss Car- classification and the sound is soft
roll kills the man who's threatening In spots, but it is a cut above the
to have her boy friend loaded with average indie product. While it was
lead if she doesn't return his em- double billed at the New York It
braces. From there on story con- probably can stand on its own feet
cerns itself with the efforts of the in a booking pinch.
slain man's friend to pin the guilt
Idea started in lft33 when It was
on the girl by following her on a bruited about that a woman visitor
boat excursion. It is the methods to the Columbian fair had died in
rather than the purpose which bring her Chicago hotel of the bubonic
In welcome laughs In these se- plague and that the hotel had covquences. Most absurd is the Jtiock ered up the death to avoid alarming
They
trial suggested as a means of em- the thousands of visitors.
barrassing the girl into possible even changed the aspect of the
bysteria and a confession. It's all room to deceive her companion.
very theatrical and banal.
Outline has been the base of a numFinal reel, after confession has ber of magazine stories.
surreptitiously been obtained, deals
Here it is introduced by the atwith the boy friend's thrashing of a tempt on the life of a hotel guest for
detective
igangster witness whose retractions no apparent reason.
Char.
clear the girl.
friend senses that the hotel is trying
to cover up something and suspects
them of acting from spme unknown
Couldn't Arrest motive. The story is about 'half
over before it swings Into the fa(BRITISH MADE)
miliar vein, and it at once drops in
Gainsborough production and Oaumont re- tension as the explanation Is given
lease in U. 9.
Based on Seamark's etorr
the girt whose
of some title. Adaptation and dIrecUon, T. by the fiance of
Hayes Hunter; dialog, Arthur Wimpepi. At brother died of the plague. It perks
the Globe, N. T., week March U. Running up again when the story Is done and
time, OS minutes.
rescue the girl from
Hugh Wakefield ,they set out to
Dain
Gordon Harker the' clutches of the hotel men, but
Tanacy
Tension is
Delbury
Gary Marsh that comes too late.
:
Hannen
Nicholas
Lyall
never regained, and this is what
Count I.azaFd
Robert Farqubarson
B
Mercle
Rence Cloma keeps the picture down to the
Shaughnossy
Dennis Wyndbam division.
William Boyd plays a detective
He
Unbelievably Inept yam made with refreshing originality.
Into a hopelessly bad picture. Noth- even Introduces the modern telesing to commend It from any stand- cone spectacle and Up reading, and
Qlaudla Dell
is "almost believable.
point.
A crook story built around a mys- has a light assignment as' the girl
terious inventor who has a radio set Interest and Hooper Atchley regiswith which he can listen In on any ters well. Huntley Gordon, Phillips
conversation or occurrence any- Smalley and Lloyd Ingraham give
Chicwhere. He's called 'The Ghost' and good support.
keeps himself hidden from the Tm)llce, although giving them tips as to
where robberies are to occur.
Leuchtet Die
Sv^ntually he gets the Black Pearl
g&'s together and delivers their
Pussta
leader, a phony count, to Scotland
('And the Pussta Shines')
Tard, meantime grabbing for himself the daughter of one of the
(GERMAN-MADE)
members of the mob.
Berlin, March 1.
Acting so bad as to be almost amUfa picture and release. Book by Emateurish.
Tempo of the film, merich Preasburger after a novel by Kalstrangely enough, is not bad except man MIkszatb.
Production management
that the story is do fictitious that and direction, Heinz Hillc. Music. Ernst

much can save

10.
Running time, es mlnutea
Tony Mello
Leo

Doesn't run isin hour, which might Lllll Amo
Molly
be a merit, but fact that the picture Werner

Byron Robinson, editor; Homer
Undoubtedly Paramount brought era;
man, sound: Ralph Black, asst. dir.

nothing

MEN ARE SUCH FOOLS

at

Metro

Hollywood, March 13.
Six writers and one director off
the Metro payroll.
They are Frank Adams. Madeline
Dwlght Taylor, Gene
Towne, Graham Baker, Robert
Johnson and Alexander Leftwich.

Ruthven,

Latter was to direct 'Hollywood
Revue,' which has been postponed,
while Towne and Baker were adapting 'Bombshell,' also shelved.

Picture by a small company. Intended to have been a parody of FOSTER SPOTTED, TAXES GUT
Rene Claire, but turning out to be
Culver City, Mar. 13.
but a poor Imitation, unfavorably
Phoebe Foater has been signed for
received by the Berlin public and the
cast of 'Dinner at Eight' at
press.

Probably but limited business for the German province.
The story of a chimney sweep In
love with the little seamstress never
Berlin.
gets started.
A picture well received at its Lee Parry, acting the little seamopening and promising good aver- stress, is a total miscast. Ida Wuost
terrbily
dres.sed up and neglected by
age business in Europe.
Charlie Roellinghoff and Jacobl the direction.
Hans May's music, set up on a
have written an entertaining play,
and containing the hit,
in which Hermann Thimlg, as an parody
artist painter, looking for a model 'Kelnen Tag ohne Dich.' a foxtrot,
In the
academy of arts, meets ought to have a better bac kfrround.
Marlon, the daughter of a rich soap Settings pitiful, pholo',Mnphy .'ind
manufacturer, waiting for her girl sound all right.
Worth .sp' ial
friend. He believes her to be a model mentioning the .loost band and Karand engages her for the next day. dosch singers.

Metro.

She took the 50% salary cut the
studio requested, being a freelance
player.

HcGuinness on 'Fnry'
Hollywood, Mar.

13.

Jamos K. McGuinneds

gets the
adaptation and dialoglng of 'Fury*
as hi.s first assignment on his Metro
writing contraC,

yarn

i

I.m

an original by

firmldin?, .9old
Ifft the lot

lie

ti)

la.st

Edmund

the studio before
year.

Tu0flday, Marcjj 14,

VARIETY

Because

if

appeals to

all

RED

BLOODED AMERICANS
Because

it

might be the ANSWER

TO AMERICA'S NEEDS
Because its FRONT PAGE NEWS
FOR EVERY AMERICAN
NEW YORK TIMES -MARCH 15

CROWDS STAMPEDE

SCOOP OF THE YEAR/

AVAILABLE NOW
/r^^itK-GETYOUR.
DATES SET TODAY.'
Described and
Interpreted by

LOWELL THOMAS

SpecUd
'PRODUCTION

1933

.

.
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FOREIGN FILM NEWS

rONDOK OFFIOB

<VABIETT'S'
8

Martin's Place, Trafalsar

Europe Leads U.

Saium

S. in

Dutch Tohis $400,000
Bankruptcy Creditor

Fibn Houses,

The Hague, March

Commerce DepL Survey Shows
Washington, March 18.
Europe leads the world tod^y In
the

number

of picture houses open,

although the United
wired,
States has a larger percentage of
wired bouses than any other section
of the world. U. S., taken as one
country, with Europe, Latin Amer-

or

cetera,

et

ica,

Into

disintegrated

separate entitles, of course, Is far
out In front. That's according to
the newest figures for 1932, made
available through a special report
by N. D. Oolden, assistant chief of
the motion picture division, U. S.

LONDON BANS 'SOULS'

Creditors total amounts to (500,000,
Don't assets not estimated as yet. Several banks were the creditors of this
concern: Dresdner Bank, Llpmann
& Co., Oppenhelm & Cy, Spandauer
London, March 13.
Bank & Credlto Italiano, while the
Island of Lost Souls' (Par) has International Tobis Cy at Amsterbeen rejected In toto by the British dam Is principal creditor with total
of over $40C,C'0. German tax-colleccensors because It Is considered too
tor also figures in the list under
horrible.
Flnanzamt, Berlin,' with over $2,000.
Considerable of a blow to Paramount, because the picture was

made from an H. Q. Wells story and
features Charles Laughton, both
According to the survey, the world British.
is split up Into six units— Europe,
U. S., Latin America, Far Bast,
Canada, Africa and Near East. They
rank just that way. too, in the mat- Cantor's iQd' SGglits
ter of picture houses the figures

Department of Commerce.

Mex, So Gets Banned

reading:

Europe

30,623
19,042

United States
Xiatin America
Far East

•'

4,-904

Canada
Near Bast (Africa

Mexico

March

City,

9.

5,646i

'

1.100

691

Included)..-

'Kid From.' Spain' Is the first foreign picture to get the federal government's taboo this year. Ministry

Jungle rdm. Siamese Nobleman. U. S.
Film Promotor. All in World Mixop
London, March 13.
EISENSTEIN ACTIVE
Deportation proceedings may .be
Russian Preparing Historic Subject started on reported representations,
by Slaughter & May, London soliciOn Haitian Negro Leader

representing American and
interests, against Harry
Schenk, an American, In view of
the latter's passport having been
cancelled by the U. S. Government.
Cancellation of the passport Is
stated to have been ordered following appeal made to the State Department at Washington by representatives
of
Phra Abhaivonge,
Siamese nobleman who is suing
Schenk In the States charging fraud.
Abhaivonge who is related to the
King of Slam alleges Schenk took
him over for something like $85,000
In connection with a film deal InSydney, March 13.
volving a jungle picture which the
occasions
and
holiday
carnivals
for
today
passed
a
Government here
Siahiese nobleman claims Is his own
things.
lot
other
a
of
new duty on negatives and soft pos
and not Schenk's.
Itives used for duping. New rate Is
Sch6nk was questioned last week
one' shilling (about 16 cents) per
with the docking of the Aqultania
foot, which is an Increase of about
does After
on which the American galled, while
300%.
representatives of the Siamese were
Under the new regulation, black
on IHstrib Deal searching in New York for Schel^,
and white positives come In on ia,n
in the hopes of retrieving the film
charge, except when
unaltered

AUSTRALIA ADOPTS

300^ DVTY INCREASE

tors

Moscow, Feb.

Siamese

18.

Career of Toussaint L'Ouverture,
Negro hero of the Haitian insurrection at the end of the 18th century.
Is theme of a scenario being worked
out by Serge Elsenstein here for
early production. Elsenstein is basing his version on 'The Black Consul,' by Alexander Dumas.
Since' his return from America
Elsenstein haa busied himself with
a dozen different enterprises, including a comedy, participation in
the Institute of Cinematography,
lectures on America and Mexico,

Monogram

PDC

duty
Imported for duping purposes. Also
London, March 13.
If only one positive print is importMonogram Pictures Cb.» of Newed. It is classed as a negative.
York, has issued a first w'rlt against
Distributors of pictures here, im
Reginald Siolth and his Producers'
mediately on receipt of the new reg
Dlstrlbutlner' Corporation, claiming
ulations, began organizing for a fl7,50d.
Papers were prepared by
deem picture' slights Spanish as wide protest.
Amount actually
Arthur Levey.
well ^s Mexican customs. CensorMove has been more or less ex- owing Monogram to date' Is |4d>000
iahip law which went Into effect a pected for some time, but came as a
for advanced royalties plus $9,000
year ago provides banning for any surprise, nevertheless, because of for show copies and other prints.

In the matter of wired houses, the of Foreign Relations announces
lineup remains the same, excep't In that It has forbidden Cantor's comthe- third rank, where the Far Bast edy to enter or be exhibited in any
Is ahead of Latin Amei-iceu' Heire
part Of Mexico.
the figures read:
Reason given is that authorities
-

Europe
United States
Far Bast
Latin America

-.

17,822
13,000
2,145
1,830

Canada
Near Bast.

777
379

picture that ridicules nations friendly to Mexico as well as this repub-

<

the severity.

'

Writ is a result of P. T). C. defaulting in f ullfilmeht of contracSmith went to
tural obligations.
.

Russia's Wired

Ratio
The separate figures for each of
the European countries have several
surprising angles, most important of
which Is that Russia Is ah^ad on
percentage of wired houses, only 200.
of that country's 3,200 theatres being unwlred. England also Is almost completely wired, only 700 of
Its 4,960 houses being equipped only
for silent use.
In the matter of picture theatres
Europe Unes up: Germany, 6,071;
England, 4,960; France, 3,300; Russia, 3,200; Spain, 2,600; Italy, 2,600;
Czechoslovakia, 1,900; Sweden, 1,Poland, Mb; Austria, 6.60;
100;

Belgium, 750; Hungary, 605; Portugal, 400: Runiahla, 400; Switzerland,

325;

Yugoslavia,

300;

146; Greece, 100; Estonia, 82; Tur
key, 80; Latvia, 80; Lithuania, 77.
In the switch to wired houses
most surprising feature is the back
wardness of Spain, although the
ranks all down the line are switched.
England takes the European lead
alsol

Wired house figures are: Eng
Germany, 3,700; Russia,

land, 4,228;
8,000;

France,

1,460;

Italy,

had a narrow

from sharing

'Kid's', fate.

escape
Haitian

legation here petitioned the federal
government to prohibit showings of
the picture on the' ground that It
snubs the Island republic, its peo
customs,, etc, Local censors
pie,
viewed the subject a second time

and oked

It.

Paris Critics Huffed

Over Tugitive*

Slight

Paris, Ma,rch

Warners has a problem here

S.

again,

on
Den- doing 'away with paper for T Am a
Nor- Fugitive,* at the Apollo on per

mark, 300; Netherlands,' 253;
way, 236; Finland, 220; Bulgaria,

away from Germany now

lic Itself.

'Zombie'

1,000;

Sweden, 750; Czechoslovakia, 640;
Spain, 500; Austria, 435; Belgium,
250; Netherlands, 233; Switzerland,
200; Denmark,
Rumania, 165;

200; Hungary, 198;
Finland, 111; Po
land, 110; Bulgaria, 109; Norway,
107; Portugal, 88; Greece, 70; Lat
via, 56; Lithuania, 46; Estonia, 39;

this time because of Insistence

centage.
Warners told the theatre, so the
story goes, that no paper would be
accepted and insisted on a percentage for every seat occupied paid
for or not.
Theatre management
immediately^ cut out pass privileges

even for newspapermen and critics.
Critics in France are generally,
taken care of at a special press
showing, with the Warner excuse
being that if the writing lads didn't
see the picture at this time it was
their fault. Paper lads burned.

BUSSES FOB LATE FANS
Paris,

March

13.

Haik Theatres have managed a
Turkey, 37.
tieup with the Autobus companies
Argentina is the best equipped of
for their late showings at the Rex
the Latin American countries, hav
Ing also the largest number of the and Olympia theatres. Both houses,
atres. In the Far East, Australia is on the boulevards, break at about
1:30. PariS' street cars and busses
the leader in the number of the
atres with 1,600 compared to Japan's do not run after midnight.
Under the new tieup the autobus
1,485.
But 1,050 of the Australian
houses are wired and Japan has companies will have special busses
only 216 wired houses. In the Near in front of both theatres for the
East South Africa leads all the way, final breakup every night, these
although Egypt has the greatest busses marked for the various gates
of Paris.
percentage of wired theatres.

Brazil

Wants Producer

Hitler Misses Sometling?
Berlin,

March

3.

Hollywood, March 13
Back from Brazil, Raul RouUen
claims to have brought with him a
contract for a reputable producer
who will make an epic of the Ama-

'Blutendes Deutschland' ('Bloody
Germany'), a highly nationalistic
talker, has been barred for general
release here, despite the Nazi regime being in.
Picture can be shown only in private performances, according to the

zon.

ruling.

For Epic of the Amazon

Fox Spanish player says the producer who takes the offer will be
given transportation, police and
medical protection, technical ad-

17

S.

Receiver published a list of creditors in failure of Netherlands Ultraphone Cy, total liabilities $34,000,
with assets |800.
y
The Kuchenmelster bankruptcy
list
also published by receiver.

Author and Actor
Save Par's Feature

British

Cable Address I TABIKTT, TONDOM
Telephone: Temple Bar 6011-S04S

New York

Turkish Native Film

Hangs Up Ron Record

negative.

The negative

stated to have

Is

been taken out of the U.

S.

.ty

Schenk and. was shown aboard the
Aqultania.

Showing of the film aboard ship'
is stated to have been the tlpoft 'to
the .State Department authorities
.who were aiding in itit search ifor
.

Schenk.
Negative which Schepk brought
over is believed to be a duplicate of
one which, lies in the vaults 6t the
laboratories of the Consolidated
Film at Fort Lee, New. Jersey and
which has been tied up by Abhai-

last summer and signed
up the Monogram product, for Engf
Almcst im- vonge's
land for two years.

legal reps.

Monogram
afterward
mediately
Wants Film Back
claimed default and Smith switched
Main aim of the latter Is to reto Majestic pictures.
trieve the picture which the Siamese
Constantinople, March 1.
No. defense has been filed as yet, Is stated to have made over a period
"Karlm Beni Aldatlrsa,' second
but it must be 91ed by Wednesday of seven years depicting native wild
talker ever to be made in this coun(IB).
life.
RKO, United Artists and Fox
try, has completed a four week run
Immediately after it became ap- have at various times tried to hook
here to good buslnesd and is doing
parent to Monogram' that P. D. C. in on a releasing deal for the picwell in subsequent run houses. It
defaulted, steps were taken to ture In the States with Fox now
was made by Ipek and is a musical had
find some one el^e to handle the reported to have concluded such a
comedy. Four week run Is a new
pictures in Britain with the result deal.
all-time high for Turkey.
that B. I. P. undertook that func
Original hookup ;betw^en Harry
Picture is called by .critics pjpetty
tlon.
Schenk and Abhaivonge Is stated to
naive and hopeless from the standhave .come
thi'ough. Hollywood
point of comparison with modem
sources,
when Abhaivonge -sent a
product from the States ^6r Central Brussels Riot Greets
rep over t.Q hook up'V<ith some fllia
Europe, but the language thing Js
man on a U. S. showing.
giving It considerable local appeal.
Jeannette MacDonald
Latfer, Abhaivonge sent' over IB,-.
000 it Is aUeged, to ^clinch tlie deal
Brussels. March 2.
Jeannette MacDonald is in Brus- with Harry Schenk, on the reported
Frenchman for 'Sweef
sels for a few days to Inaugurate mi^aprehenslon ^hat he was one of
Van Stalle brothers' proprietorship the film, family of the same nanie.
of Alhambra theatre which they After that he invited Harry Schenk
London, March 13.
have taken over- from: M. Leon to visit him iii Slam. There. Harify
British and Dominion Is importVol terra.
Schenk 'was Ititroduccd by ^Abhsiling Femand Grovey from Paris for
Miss MacDonald^s lirrlval at the vonge to the King of Slam.
the lead in 'Bitter Sweet'
South Statj^pn here caused a riot
In American circles, according
Anna Neagle, British girl, will and trafllc hold-up. 6,000 gathered local reports, Schenk Is stated to
to
play opposite Grovey.
to greet her and hundreds of them have SQme connection with the 19
lost hats, handbags, Umbrellas, etc. m.m. field.
His status In the film
Star was smuggled out of station biz Is not known.
Spanish
by a side entrancni anu placed 'in a
fast car for the Astoria to which
Pic for Domestic Trade she was .followed by a fleet of press Par 'Canning* Picture's
>

•

Fox Remaking

Westwood, March 13,
Satisfactory business reported by
Fox on the~Spanish musical, 'The
Last

Man

on Earth,' has decided the

make

the story In English.
Louis King will probably direct the
domestic version, with John Stone
supervising.
The Span version was produ^od
here several months ago with Raul
Roulien and Rosita Moreno.
studio to

taxis.

Songs for Foreign Mart
Paramount

French Third Choice
In

New Dutch Cinema
Rotterdam, March

3.

Theatre Lumiere, for pictures and
vaude, has opened here. "Big fUrriout of celebrities for the first night,
with a German film In, 'Der Unbekannte
Gast'
('The
Unknown
Guest').

Liquidate

German
Berlin,

Cos.

March

3.

Company has been
Ligafllm
formed, with Munich as headquarto handle the pictures and
properties of Reichliga Film and
Heros Film. Latter two companies
went into receivership recently,
with the new company to handle
whatever assets there are or may
be brought in.
ters,

New company

has a capitalization

of about $15,000.

Preferably

language films will be used for first
runs,
though some outstailding
French product also.
House is claimed to be the first
to honor Lumiere Brothers, pioneers
of cinematography.

Ban Subsidized Film
The Hague, March

1.

making a

series of

of
the
for the
foreign market.
Same thing was done with 'Big
Broadcast' and worked out well in
Germany, -Ffance tthd other spbtff.

numbers

In 'College

Humor'

•

Roundabout Stardom
'L' Affaire

German and English

is

transcriptions

electrical

Est

Dans

Le

Sac'

(Patlie-Natan) starring an American girl, Lora Hays, has arrived
In New York.
Miss Hays, known
In New York legit circles, went over
to Paris for a vacation and was
grabbed for the picture because of
her excellent French.
Picture was given a first showing
here under the auspices of the
Film Society and is now being prepared for general release.

In

connection with mutiny of
In Far East, there is a
hullalaboo over production of a red
play, 'The Sailors of Cattaro.'
Before the mutiny started Am-

Dutch navy

BELGIAN CHAIN BUYS
P.russel.s,

March

2.

Trocadero Cinema, A ntwcrp, has
GO. £XFAin)ING
been acnulrod by Crosly Film, Brussterdam Aldormnn for Arts gave a sols, which has a string of theatres
London, March 4.
Blasted
small
subsidy
to
a
group
of
playThe Twickenham Films Co., of
In Bolglmti, and closed for repairs
Hollywood, March 13.
visers and official aid.
which Julius Hagen is the head, Is ers to produce it. Now, however, and ro-decoratlon.
Jimmy Campbell, British music quietly framing a new 7% $125,000 situation ch.mgcd and burgomasHou.se is being wired by Western
publisher and songwriter, and his issue, which will be underwritten ter vetoed the play.
Electiic.
Brussels Music Back
wife, Betty Balfour, the British fllnn by a
'City'
underwriting house.
the
LACHMANN
home
chased
by
star,
were
BACK
TO
film
FRANCE
Twickenham
Films
is
quota
Brussels, March 2.
a
Dark House Goes Foreign
Harry Laciimann, on the coast
The Agora Cinema, Brussels, un- quakes. They sailed on the S. S. concern releasing through W. & F.
Indianapolis, March 13.
der the same direction as the Plaza Winnipeg, for London, today, refus- Films, a Gaumont-Brltl.sh subsid- for Fox, will be sent to France by
Ohio theatre, downtown pic house,
and the Select, has ro-engasod the ing to risk any more of southern iary. Object of getting new bank- that company within the next which has been closed this season,
couple of weeks. He's to direct at reopened Saturday (11) with a new
orchestra it discharged when talk- California's earth tremors.
roll is probably to launch out indeleast one picture there.
ers and sound films replaced silents.
Jack Curtis is another who chased pendently.
policy under Walter Lampell, origiI.O'^hm.TPn was In Ptuis and T/on- nator of a Orman hour over radio
Issue is not yet settled, but If maThe mii.slclans perform at each his wife home fror/. Hollywood for
seance, l.'Olween the showing of the New York, and a general exodus of trrla'izing, will take place end of (lf)n for I'arnniount before joining stjilion WFI'.M.
Fox on this side.
March.
feature film and the nows reel.
Spot will us.e foreign*
the chary ones lias been the rule.

Home

QUOTA

.

•

.

VARIETY
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UP" WIU MAKE ''BAD GIRL"
LOOK LIKE SWEET SUE FROM KEOKUKI
''PICK

RA F T
Got CI sleepy box-office?

Watch

it

snap into

pick
life

Raft I Sidney I
Office Stars.

with a line

•

of ticket-buyers as long

hungry. ..and

as a barber's dream

of

B.R S(HULBER.(ip^oDucTioN

Ace Box-

Teamed in
a daring drama of a
girl who was cold

up and

pick

CL

up

«

a

I

{Auximount

OinECTED BY

ripe. for

Cpicliire

MAmON

GEI\ING

Tuesdayr

M«rch

14,

PICTURES
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Jones,'
In 1918
khaki out front of his theatre,
hemmed in by a pile of potatoes,
which he was to peel steadily dur-

up for exploiting 'Private
He planned to place a man

KP

ing show house, playing up the
angle. The potatoes he had figured
to get by ottering three adult adtns.
($1.06) per bu. with maximum quan<
Spuds being dirt
tity listed at 60.
cheap £ihould make the offer doubly
attractive. The peeled spuds were
to be given to charitable agencies
for distribution. Having contacted
the press on the charity angle, he
was able to get assurance of notice

news columns—everything was
and along comes Old Man Winter with three inches of snow, a
twenty-mile wind and the bank holin

set,

iday.

Kiddin' on Square
One manager Is out $3.50 on
set of throwaways he was
ready to toss out on March
4. He had worked it in another
town four years ago and felt
sure of a repeat. Bill was
all

headed with the big

blac':

type

statement that 'Four months
after Roosevelt's inauguration
every bank in the country will

be closed'. Down near the
bottom was the reiplnder that
four months from March 4 is
July 4. Figured that it. would
become a municipal joke and
that the dodgers would be
shown everywhere.
Two days before, the state
declared a bank holiday and
the cashier of the local bank, to

RKO

has worked out a new gag
for 'King Kong' to give stress to
the height of the monster. It's a
G -sheet, but with the sheets posted
the reverse of the usual way. The
result is a poster twice as high as
the regulation six and only twothirds as wide. This is the proper
proportion to give full emphasis to
the ape's height, since there is. ho
excess width to dwarf the flgure.
It's a Srlsht idea, and while there
are no boards framed to lit the

wow

for blank
w^lls and other spots, not to mention the value of the sheet for cutouts for the marquee and atop the

a No.

it's

1

buildings along the main street, the
in
poster
ten
exceeding
feet
And it is specially priced
at ?0c. a sheet.
It's one of the features of the
dizziest press book that has been
gotten out since Hector's mother

helcrhth.

was a pup

Flashy color.s. on
a page 32 inches long by 12 wide
with a back page streamer in colors that will come out great for a
lobby display. And there's a double middle page that will be Just
herself.

as useful.
Letterpress gives useful suggestions and lists innumerable accessox-les including the jigsaw puzzle that already Is a knockout. It's
a credit to S. Barrett McCormlck
and his co-workers.

Not Hot
Manager had the bright idea of
getting out a shopping guide that
not only would carry his advertising free but perhaps net him a little
profit.
He promoted the merchants
and they all came In with the result
that he was able to turn out a nice
looking eieht>-page paper for a
month.
But collections were poor and the
newspaper shut down on all free
holding that the guide
was opposition and now the manager is figuring it's a double loss.
The stunt Is all right in the cities
where there are neighborhoods
where there is no locality sheet, but
It's opposition to newspapers, and it
will not pay where the venture
takes away the money from the papers. Good only where rates are so
high and distribution so widespread
that the merchants cannot afford to

he had shown an advance poster, phoned over an
urgent request to can the ad.
Figured that it might offset a
lot of good done by the shutdown and possibly start a run.
He burned the -bills and put out
instead a bill headed, 'If you
got no money, come
alri't
around anyway' with an offer
to accept

Getting Practice
Looking for something different
'20.000 Years in Sing Sing* a
manager promoted the loan of half
a dozen hammers and announced a

for

stone breaking contest on a vacant
lot near the theatre.
Prize was
tickets and entries limited to boys
of 16 or over to keep the youngsters
out who might have poinded their

I.

O. U.'s.

Place In the lobby or, better, some
window, and add the
other pieces late at night, so there
something fresh to look at
each mornlnfj. Just now the poster
will command plenty of attention
at small coat.
A simpler but less showy way
is to cut the puzzle with shears into
the proper shapes and paste {hem
on to a solid sheet of compoboard.
It is important to paste the board
and not the back of the poster.
Pasting the latter causes the paper
to get out of shape and it is not
possible to make a neat join.
Jigs of thin cardboard may be
made to He flat if a sheet of similar
paper is pasted to the back to
counteract the pull which Tesults in

prominent

will be

.

curling.

Get a Nine
Ball teams have gone south for
which is a sign to get
busy about a ball team to support
the theatre name in a local league
or to play the usual sandlot games.
If the team bears the theatre name
care should be taken to select boys
who can win a game more often
than now and then.
Best gag Is to sponsor an eightteam league recruited from the
schools. If there are a sufficient
number, or from stores, factories or
Manager acts as general
clubs.
director of the season, laying out
the schedules, keeping the official
scores and in other ways supervistraining,

ing.

Payoff is partly a commission on
ticket sales to the club members,
enabling them to obtain their necesRight now this
sary equipments
should be easy with the newspapers

tied In to the campaign to keep the
Boys were given rocks of approx- boys out of gangs and Interested in
same size and started healthful amusements. With the
Five minutes were al- newspapers helping, the advertising
team and the boy who value Is strong.
had produced the greatest number
Bartered Art'
of pieces in that time was eligible

imately the
at a signal.
icTwed each

Skillfully

worked up the contest

aroused real attention and was
given art In the local paper as well
as playing to a large crowd. Just
a gag, but it got over. Most oddities
do.

Helping the Banks
Akron, O.
Ernie Austgen is out to plug the
bank holiday. Offered a ticket to
the Loew theatre to any person who
showed up with a new bank book.
Lot of people had withdrawn their
deposits^ and Austgen wanted to
help get 'em back. That gave the
theatre an editorial pat on the back.
Just to help along he's letting the
institutional
kids come and see
'King of the Jungle' to sell the
mothers the idea that It would be a
good gag for their own kiddies. He
also threw out a fake telegram to
the mayor warning that the theatre
(witli only the street number used)
Would turn looso 'hundreds of ferocioiiq lion--ts led by a n.iked white
pi.nnt.'

during

the

entirely

show and

to smoke
aftei^wards

candy and

treated to near-beer and a real
dutch supper at a bar in the foyer.

That No Bnll Net
St. Paul.

paying market-price, with return
he had used It for

privilege after

'The Kid from Spain' btdly, the refund price to be at prevailing market figures.
Happily, the market upped sufllclently to give' Steagall four bits
profit for the beast lost weight,
heaving a calf during the bally

—

cream

for chil-

chlnaware gratis Wednesday
night;
country store night
Thursday; pass with each purchased admission Friday, and
used auto Saturday. House also
accepts tickets given with a
brand of flour.
Policy is double bills with
three changes weekly.

Art Steagall, RKO's assistant
manager, is chuckling to himself
after buying, a 1,040-pound beef cow,
op margin, and then selling on a
bullish market.
Art bought the cow on the hoof,

ice

dren; free cosmetics Monday
night; 6c kid mat Tuesday;

Invitations went to a selected list
of 300 and, at 60 cents admission,
with the supner provided by advertisers, the word of mouth and exploited slogan, 'You may blush, but
you'll like it,' has the show being
shushed plenty, and at little cost.

That's Old, Too

Recent story of the midwestern
exhib who bought a cow for the no
bull stunt and made a ^profit on the
beast reminds of Edgar Hart's annual Easter stunt of the rooster that
crowed from atop the box office
about the Easter show. Hart used
to borrow- thie chickens and had a
fresh egg for breakfast every morning.

Every little while someone copies
out with a new system of filing
away ideas for future use. Some
of them contain 40 or 50 subdivisions under which stunts are
supposed :o be filed.
It's all wrong.
Most ideas are capable of being
used In more than a single connection.
A lobby stunt is apt to
be just us good in a store window
or can even be converted to street
use, but once it is sunk in the
'lobby' file It's dead to all but the
lobby angle.
In the same way a contest can
be worked through the house or
through a newspaper, or it can be
laid off to a church or other organization if It is kept out In the

open.

The best system Is to paste things
big invoice books and then go
through the books looking for a
suggestion to fit.
Does not take
much more time and It assuredly
in

more

is

fertile-

In suggestion.

This writer, for a time, worked
from what is or was supposed to
be the most valuable tickler in existence. And in working out manuals

—

—

.

from

folders

ithe tickler

it

was

often

necessary to discard the material

%nd get other

The

folders
were too highly specialized to be
generally useful.
System is a wonderful thing in
ideas.

That's still a good stunt, if you some ways, but fllfng can be car>
have not used it Idea is rooster In
Art kept the. 60-pound calf a cage near the b.o. with a sign, /rled to an excess.
for four days and then cashed It in •We can crow about our Easter pro~

.

of tl.3 churches' exploitation <!am
paign In connection with a 'go to
church' drive. Theatres throughout
the city co-operated in the drive.

Check the Pooch

gram.' And the point is that the
rooster did crow. Stunt is worked
by having a hen In another cage,
where the rooster could see her and
Rooster
the passer-by could not.
was- trying to proposition her and
not thinking about the program, at
all.
It was the come-on which provided Hart with his breakfast egg.

Local Radio Film
Albany, N. Y.
Midnight performance at the
Strand attracted an audience esti-

Long on

'Oliver'

Albany.

The Harmanus Bleecker Hall put
on a heavy publicity campaign to
advertise 'Oliver Twist' about two
weeks in advance, tying up with
newspapers and merchants of the
city.
On Friday night (March 10)
a special entertainment was given,
in which state and city ofilclals, in•

cluding Lt. Gov. Gray and

Mayor
was

part. The affair
billed as 'the world's premiere.'

Thacher took

W.

Ray Johnson, president of Monomated at 2,700. It was called 'WOKO gram, also was there.
A nine-minute program was put
Hollywood Night' in celebration of
the second anniversary of the radio over WGY from the lobby, of the
theatre with Jim Healey, known as
station. In addition to regular fea
Times-Union alrcaster, antures a picture, 'This Thing Called the
Radio/ was' shown.
Film showed the entire process of
broadcasting, including the
stqdio staff In action and
how 3, program is broadcast., dls
closed the control and regulation of
sound and other mechanics of 'ef
radio

WOKO

nouncing.
The Hall started Its campaign
with an 'Oliver Twist' jigsaw puzzle,
giving prizes to winners.
More than 100 took part in this.
The newspapers devoted consider*
able space for pjiblicity.
Merchants in their tleup with the
theatre even went so far as to advertise Oliver Twist suits for boys
and to announce that the boy most
resembling Dickie Moore would be
given a suit, free and 'be 8cre.ened
contest,

Checking babies and baby carriages isn't new, but the Plaza the
N. T., offers a free kennel service as part of an appeal for busl
ness.
Meaning that the purp can fects.' Harold Smith, manager of
be brought to the theatre and the studio, acted as m.c. and per
checked instead of being left at formers of the station appeared
Program was also
home to chew up the furniture, personally.
Only other dog check Idea was broadcast over WOKO. Some of
sprung years ago by a western man the guests. Including state officials,
ager, who permitted his patrons to spoke through lapel mikes from the by a Hollywood photographer and
bring their dogs Into the theatre, audience. Stunt was publicized in given consideration as a movie
type,'
but that was in a section where the the papers weeks in advance.
dogs needed cover.
Hook for 'Interlude'
Jazzing Morale
Offer is made in a nicely printed
elght-pag,e
booklet covering the
Working with E, Lyons, manager
Academy of Music, N. Y., Skouras
manifold features of the house in a operated house, not only runs a pep of the Pantheon, Vlncennes, Ind., a
fashion to sell -it to tlie class pat- trailer on the screen, but it sent out Metro exploiter got throwaways in
ronage and in competitton with the a form letter to its large mailing nlge bus statiojis of the Interurban
Little Picture house.
Before the list urging courage and confidence lines. These were printed by the
latter was built and the old Plaza and pledging itself to accept any theatre and not only gave the sho*.'torn down, the latter house had the form of script or other currency ing times of the picture, but the bus
cream of the fashionable trade. substitute legally adopted.
schedules, which would permit the
Booklet seems to be an effort to
Incidentally, it urged the theatre would-be patron to select a bus
wean them back.
for relaxation, but the bulk of the which WQUld get him to the theatre
text was directed at the morale of In time for the start of one of the
showings.
its patrons.
Indie Honse Exploiting
These were not time tables with
Hollywood.
the picture ad on the back, but a
Exploitation Too Real
Ted Cunningham, manager of the
more direct approach hooking the
Hollywood.
Mirror, just turned back to the
time table to the showing in line
Warners received permission from with the schedules sometimes preowners, Strong & Wilson, nontheatre operating concern, by West- city execs to re-label Hollywood pared by circuses,
and with the
land Theatres, is plugging the Blvd. 42d St. for the run of the com- same intent.
house with the slogan, 'Buy Inde- pany's musical of that name at their
people were glad to co-operpendent.' Message to public reads, local deluxer.
When put up, the ateBus
since business for the theatre
'The Mirror theatre is now oper- signs were fastened immediately meant business
for them.
ated independently; It has no con- over the Hollywood Blvd. name on
nection with any circuit or chain of the street signs, but local authoriNaming 'Topaze'
House is also providing ties soon demanded that this be
theatres.'
•Topaze' didn't mean much to the
free parking after 6 P. M.
ch.inged.
people who frequent the Academy
of Music, N. Y., and to them John
atre,

.

BEHIND

Pittsburgh.
Tacoma.
Warners staging a barter art exFormer Fox Rlalto given a mashibit In the lobby of Warner theatre this week, with about a score sage, preparatory to reopening unFlocks der management of John Hamrick
of local artists exhibiting.
more tried to get In, but there was- or H. T. Moore, ope of the o.wners
Reported house
of the building.
n't any room for them.
Opening of the exhibit also will be a 15c grind. Its location is
marked dedication In Warner lobby in the lap of the Hamrick Music
of six murals done by S. Tllden Box with two steps from entrance
artist. Another of WB's to either house.
Stern.
artists, K. K. Coftman, has a couple
Los .Angeles.
of. paintings on exhibition.
William Giackln. manager F-WC
Capitol at Sacramento, and M. B.
Try the Hate
Hustler, manager Alhambra (F-WC)
Seems to have been an epidemic there, have been switched.
of no-bull stunts lately, although
they work as well as ever. One of
Denrer.
the earliest of the gags, with the
C. T. Perrin, Sterling manager,
stunt in circulation on and off ever
goes to the Utah divtsion. and R. R.
since.
But the old companion-piece Adams, America manager, goes
seems to have been forgotten. This back to the Denver Paramount at
was the paraded Jackass with a his old job as publicity director,
O. S.
blanket reading: 'I shall not see succeeding R. R. Raub.
but then you know what Sweeten, Denver theatre treasurer,
Gets the same laugh, is just also felt the az in th<> ecoaomy
I am."
as obvious and equally applicable move. A. H. Vincent, Rex manager
at Greeley, wtU also manage the
to any picture.

WB

San Diego, March 13.
Victory, naborhood indie, going the limit on giveaways,
with
different
items
dally
throughout the week.
Started Sunday mat with

men allowed

at 2c per pound, pocketing $1.20.
Progressive Poster
All told, Steaglll is 40c ahead, havHere's one way to capitalize inli^ bought one bale of hay (80c)
terest in jljrsaws. since it is not
and paid 60c rental on a stable durpossible to kill them off. Mount a
ing his guardianship.
one-sheet on compoboard and jig it
up In pieces not too small. Count
the number oC pieces and divide by
Boosted Chnicliei
the number of days you intend to
Minneapolis.
do an advance. Outline the puzThe first local Instance of showzle by tacking side and end pieces
to a board, or glue if you do not houses here boosting fheir opposiwish to mar the looks of the poster. tion occurred last week- when the
Add a few pieces each day, but hold screens of all loop theatres carried
back the bits which will give away trailers urging patrons to attend
the title and the main feature of church services on two daya. The
movie theatre .advertising was part
the poster until the last few days.

thumbs.

for the finals.

The midnight show was

.stage.

publicity,

go Into the dally papers.

Every Night Gift Night

week.
stag, with the

'

whom

Uprigrht Sixes

Des Moines.
Mick, manager of the paramount, where Mae West's 'She
Done Him Wrong' shows for this
week, held a special preview of the
picture for men only one night last
Bill

a
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Let 'Em Lie

Stag Show Helps

Inst Frosted
Lincoln, Neb.
Altbough,tbls gag was never used
due to Inclemervet weather at the
at the State
Monroe
George
time,
theatre here had a nice plug worked

poster,

VARIETY

Barryuiore does not mean much
more. In spite of the fact that the
house is directly across from the
former hom^ of Tammany Hall (or
perhaps because of that), 'Topaze*
was not described as a slmpletoa
Sterling when it reopens.
Larry who beat the political grafters.
Starsmore, Paramount manager at
They Just put It on the programs
the Snrlngs, will also manage the that 'Topaze, the Gentleman Crook'
America.
was coming. And they know gentlemen crooks down on 14th street,
San Francisco, March 13.
so the picture got a better chance.
During past two weeks five houses
No trouble over Mae West, who
folded in this territory: Granada, followed.
They know
down
Morgan Hill; Roxle, Reno; Gem, Co- there, but 'Topaze' was her
something
lusa; Palm, Oakland; Empire, Santa else again.
Rosa.
R. O. Stark has taken over the
Mike Simmons Does It

ihe

Irvington,

Gomez.

KEYS

Irvington,

from

John

Mike Simmons Is the first press
to hook in to a regular cross-

agent

Pasadena, Cal.
Walter Kofeldt, former district
manager for F-WC, but more recently the circuit's city manager in
Pasadena, has resigned; no successor 80 far named.

San Francisco.

Dan Markowitz has aw.-ippod
manas:ril.il Jobs of Bob H.azol find
Loul.<5 Zflin:iky. moving Inttrr intf>
loral Km>).ns:.y nn'I f'.-- :ii r to (ho
Premier at Los c.; uo.s.

pu'-jzle. RKO recently brought
Its own advertising jig on 'King
Kong' and there have been others

word
out

follow In that train, but the
strewer of six-slyllable words went
the next step up and tied In to a
regular weekly puzzle Issue.
Ho
hooked the Viking company, of
no.ston. to a reproduction of a scene
from tlu' \>i>(>k which was Issued as
it.s
puzzle
rp«rii!'ir Wfokly two-bit
M".ri ;i
iiincidont wiih the reto

('ill-

'

(C'lMi

iiiiifil

on

iy\tie

i6)
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HOLDS THE WORLD'S RECORD FOR PUBLICITY!

BETTE DPVIS
The "42nd Street Special" Made Her Famous-

Will

Make Her a

Sensation!
with Gene lUymottd •
Monroe Owaley • Frank

FAMOUS QUOTATIONS

mRNER
Are Turning

McHugb

•

Claire Dodd.

Directed by Robert Florey

VtlAjMAm INC, DlSTWBUTOtS

BROS.

Out th^ Best

Product of the

Season.'*

NaHonal Exhibitor"

'

Tuesdftft,

PICTVRES
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COOL TO INDIE CZAR IDEA
Chevalier Perturbed

IF

TWIN BILLS [ND

Hollywood, March 13.
Maurice Chevalier Is worried.
He'a becomtner no American-

Layoffs, Switching

Naming

Who

Round

BAN

We

-

Fol- exhtbs* second problem. The speaker change men, but are using them In
as film checkers. Talk
lowing distributor consideration of told of a merger of Empire and the territory
ot wide salary slashes In theatre
on Local 906 that, if it went through
for
rebates
exhibitor demands
aa designed, would caiise such a staffs also rampant, with some defrentals during the emergency and difference in scale the cost ot the inite Information expected almost
lashes commensurate with those average booth would mount De- immediately.
ettected in personnel payrolls, as fending Empire, which he is credStags hands and operators have
well as wide consideration to the ited with having promoted during been asked to take a 26% temporary
establishment of central booking the war against Kaplan, O'Reilly cut, but they haven't oome to any
agencies, industry spokesmen de- said that a consolidation could only agreement yet, with stagehands exfined this as their tentative pro- result In 306 repudiating Empire pected to counter with an otter to
grams:
contracts.
take a 10% reduction it circuits will
Approval and promise of cirIn answer to his question to' the sign an agreement at that figure for
(1)
cuit co-operation if the indies are body as to the ways and means, Lou next year.
Theatres, however, insincere in their stand against double Blumenthal offered the dictator res- tend to turn down this proposition.
features. With this also comes the olution.
Theatres kept up for the most
Walter Reade warned the exhibs part their advertising budgets in the
assurance that there can be no occasion for worry about a picture to organize or be pushed out for dallies last week, another surprising
good. He told them flatly, however,
shortage during '33 -'34.
thing.
(2) Unless a dictator is possessed that they couldn't expect to get a
o£ a power of attorney, which makes reduction in present rentals, but to
him virtually a booking agent for wait for the new contracts and reSaenger Realty Rcvr
exhibitors in his organization, he fuse to accept restrictive price
On the union end, Reade
will not be recognized as other than clauses.
New Orleans, March 13.
E. V. Richards has been apan unofficial representative of such said the only way to meet the union
situations was with 'muscle for pointed receiver tor the Saenger
exhibs.
Realty Co., Inc. Concern owes
(3) In view of the fact that indies muscle.'
During some mild heckling ot the 11,000,000.
are bo divergent in their views and
Richards was recently appointed
demands, and devoid of one au- chair and himself which followed,
Reade spoke of a new day in the receiver tor Saenger Theatres, Inc.
thoritative channel of national 6x
couldn't
pression, branch managers, versed business; that exhibitors
sell at a loss,
in the box office situation in their expect producers to
Florence lake Endi Tour
should gear himterritories, must logically be the and tha;t the exhlb
availHollywood, March 13.
media through which the various self strictly according to the Reade
able cash. It was here that
Florence Lake returned yesterorganizations may effect contact,
centralized
of
idea
day (12) from a vaude tour in the
Because individual box office injected his pet
(4)
as
Such things
buying.
east with her brother, Arthur.
cases differ, even in times like these, indie
and postponement of
She will go into the last of this
the best results will be realized by abated relief
out entirely, he year's series of Radio's 'Average
are
Individual negotiations with the payment
warned.
Man,' comedies, featuring E<dgar
branch manager rather than In
In the face of admitted box- Kennedy.
Even
group.
represent-

way to a test over the weekend.

.

.

.

.

Houses Is Chicago Exhihs View

In Pittsburgh Area

ized that he is losinjr his
French accent, which he consldera hli greatest asset.

Pittsburgh, Mar. 13.
It has reached a point where
First week ot moratorium here
he now has to put the acfound business fair enough, everycent on.
thing considered, and not halt as
Distribs' Counter Proposals
bad as expected. However, the reof O'Reilly as
to
house leases and film and con- trenchment in distribution and exAsks tractual relationships.
N. Y. Dictator,
hibitor centers Is causing plenty of
Blames Bankers
concern fn some quarters. National
Table Meeting
for
In opening the session, O'Reilly cuts agreed upon by majors went
stand
semi-moratorium
the
attacked
\Ath Sales Heads Through
Into effect here Friday, with Metro
of the major industry, declared to and Paramount calling its salesmen
Hays Office
be inspired by two banking Inter- in from the road and laying them
ests. These, he said, want to collect
off tor at least eight weeks.
as fast as possible so as to be In
Metro, In addition, haa cancelled
a position to meet a showdown with
Its next three releases at the Penn,
situation,
people.
That
their own
'White Sister,' "Rasputin' and 'To
O'Reilly -qualified, can only be the
Live,' with house forced to
day
A new medium ot relationship case unless the cuts are reflected substitute
Instead sluff-o 'Men Must
through reduced
between the independent exhibitor at the theatre
Fight' and a l?ar picture, "Pick Up.'
rentals.
and the major industry got on its
Warners not laying off its exBooth troubles are the New York

CITE FEDERAL

No Beer Gardens in or With Film

Pix Follow the Cats

Did

Pill

It

Hollywood, March

Warner sound

13.

staff labored

for a day trying to get an imitation of a golf ball passing a
mike for the Bobby Jones seFlyswatter, branches ot
ries.
trees and even O. B. Keeler's
vocal imitation were all tried
to no avail.

Finally they found something that gave the right effect It was a golf ball, driven
past the mike.

—From

wood

'Variety's'

Hollif-

Bulletin.

'32-'33 Adjustment
There will be no general re
adjustment of '82-'33 contracts,
many of which do not expire until
There may, howlate in the fall.
ever, if cases warrant them, be rebates on flat rental arrangements

.

prospect, even It practical, which is,
of course, far from demonstrated

with beer Itselt still unauthArlzed
and grave <luestlon as to the condi-

which it may be sold. It
has been pointed out that the Chicago theatre has an enormous and
mostly unused basement under the
lobby part of the theatre #hlch
would be ideal In many respects for
tions under

218 Fox Hidbni

Mi

Rocky

Hopses

Vohmtarily Bhpt a

rathskeller.

Indeed,

when

first

opened house considered some «uch
utilization ot the space, but It was
Kansas City, March IS.
The Pox Rocky Mountain Theatre dropped as there was no means ot
except through
Co. and the Fox Midland Theatre ingress and eg^ress

the theatre. It Is believed the BalaRocky Mountain bans would veto without consldera*
voluntary petitions in tion any beer garden suggestion.
Exhibitors are inclined to feel that
bankruptcy in the Federal District
beer and films have no natural afCourt, signed by Elmer C. Rhoden,
finity, and it would be unwise to
V. p. and district manager for this
attempt an alliance. Some of the
district.
reports center around legitimate
Herbert V. Jones, of Kansas City, houses, where such a worldly comhas been appointed temporary re- bination would seem less Inconceiver, his bond fixed at $200,000.
gruous.
Leases negotiated in the boom

Co. operating 218 houses in the central west
states, filed

days,

when

and

'

rentals

were high, com-

bined with necessary drastic reductions in admittance prices, given as
the cause.
Assets of the two companies represent an investment ot $12,000,000,
and liabilities $9,000,000, according
to a statement issued by the attorneys for the companies.
The Fox Midland chain consists
of 14 theatres in Kansas City and
26 others in Missouri, Kansas, and
l0W£U
Tlie

Rocky

Mountain

company

operates in Nebraska, Montana, Colorado, Idaho, Wyoming and Western Kansas.

uncertainty. Allied
Sarah T. Mason at Radio
who were sprinkled throughFrisco's 42%, ProJ.
Hollywood, Mar. 13.
out the room didn't overlook a
San Francisco, March IS.
Sarah Y. Mason has been engaged
chance to play politics. As voiced
Projectionists will accept a 42% by RKO studios to do the treatby its Jersey vice-president, Julius cut this week and next in all houses. ment on 'Emergency Call'.
Chamo, AlUed invited New York to
Theatres hope for permanent reIt's
an action picture, which
Join with it today (Tuesday).
duction but held unlikely.
Davey Lewis wUl produce.
O'Reilly aa quickly met the maduring the period of the national neuver by Inviting Allied's Jersey
moratorium.
Straight percentage president, Samuelson, to call on
deals, however, entitle the exhibitor him and, despite the protest ot
to no such con9idera£lon because the Chamo of Allied's meeting today,
distributor loses In proportion with indicated he would call the TOCC
the exhibitor's losses.
into session at the same time to
Question Central Idea
hear his first report as dictator.
The feelings of Warner Bros, are deeply hurt and the operators' union,
Efforts by several of the more
Major spokesmen famllar with the
exhibs. Including Reade, to 306, is in an apologetic mood, as the result of a flopping of a special
affluent
Intricacies of central booking look
belief that preview ot '42nd Street' at the Hollywood theatre on Broadway Wednes
upon it favorably, but doubt lull the session into the were out day night
time
(8) before a $7.70 Park avenue audience. Two operators sent
whether the average Indie organiza- rental cuts at this
question got a rise from up to run the show discovered improper carbons too late and the show
tion contemplating It now could ot the
finally told them that made anything but a good Impression upon the blue-blood charity audi
He
O'Reilly.
gather the type ot bookers necessary
manage to pull through un- ence invited. The special preview was by arrangement with Mrs. Charles
to make it a success. They cite De- if they
present terms, dietribs will H. Sabin, chairman of the Woman's Organization tor National Prohlbl
troit as probably the only city In der
and prices will soar tion Reform,
which the central medium has been never forget sales season.
Harry M. Warner personally was peeved at 306's carelessness and
successful.
They emphasize, how- with the new unanimous vote makHarry Sherman, president, personally called upon Warners yesterday
a
Following
ever, that if the average indie has
dictator, O'Reilly warned (Monday) to offer his regrets for the unfortunate projection.
a notion such a medium will enable ing him
What burned Warners more than anything else at the way the show
exhibs that only those who couldn't
boxofflces to reduce rentals and perstand the gait financially would gret was run off before those Park avenueites is that It did anjrthing but
centage, he had better abandon such
any relief in lower rentals. He an- increase their respect for motion pictures. When In unreeling the shorts
projects.
nounced that he and his committee It appeared the booth was improperly manned, Warners wanted to refund
So far as the demands of certain
would call upon Will Hays in an but Mrs. Sabin'a group would not acquiesce.
organizations to have their dictators
effort to have him summon major
meet with sales heads, spokesmen sales heads to a round table during
Newspaper story from Berlin that Vlckl Baum was among the group
do not regard this feasible for sev- the week.
ot prominent Oerman writers whom Hitler regarded as enemies and
eral reasons.
First, collective acO'Reilly announced late yester- would not allow In Oermany, was poo-poohed by Miss Baum In Hollytion on film prices is regarded aa a
day (Monday) that at that time 80% wood. Author ot X3rand Hotel', who is Austrian, took out her first
dangerous subject, federally. And,
of the membership of the Theatre papers last spring, and intends to become an American citizen.
also they argue, no one dictator
Owners' Chamber of Commerce had
Hitler's enmity toward Miss Baum is believed to have been aroused
could speak for all of the, country's
vested in him complete power of at- by her novel, 'Secret Sentence', published in Germany about seven years
Indies.
torney to represent them in rental ago. Characters In the book were like members ot Hitler's secret so
After watching a score of exhibadjustments.
cietles, and this la believed to have burned the Nazi leader as she didn't
itor m&aa meetings throughout the
At the same time O'Reilly made treat them too fondly. Writer was with the Ullsteln newspaper and magacountry during the past week go
selected as aides zine sjmdieate tor many years, which opposed Hitler politically.
through aimless debate, over 200 known that he has
A. H.
members of the Theatli Owners Lee Ocbs, Louis Frlsch, William
Paramount lettlnir the Rlalto on Broadway go to Arthur Mayer on an
Chammer of Commerce conclaving Schwartz, Ben Bbermaa,
Springer, L. F. Blu- Indie operation, with a booking privilege on Par second runs, has left a
last Friday suddenly made a sur- Brandt, Jack
Sonln.
feeling with RKO that maybe Loew's is under cover with Mayer In the
Sam
menthal,
prise move. The New York group
meetfirst
project. That's because RKO holds a contract to split Par second choice
O'Reilly will hold his
empowered Charles O'Reilly with
such complete dictatorship of their ing with the committee this morn- films with Loew's In New York territory and under such a condition
properties during the emergency ing (Tuesday). He will then move Loew's could have stopped Par bookings in the Rialto.
Rumpus caused when It was learned that Par, following Mayer's dethat this week he is vesting him- for a session with producers on the
(Contlnued on page 27)
subject ot rental relief.
self with power of attorney over

No

Chicago, March 13.
Architects have been asked for
opinions in several instances here regarding possibilities
ot beer garden adjuncts, or annexes,
to local theatres. It is believed that
expansion in this direction has been
seriously considered by several important sources. From reports most
of the speculation has been away
from straight pictures and toward a
policy of musical comedy, vaudeville, burlesque, etc.
Picture circuits In general apparently have no enthusiasm tor the
tentative

offlce

atives

(6).

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Beer as Sesame
(Continued from page

1)

struction, acoustics, stages and high
The boxoffices, too, dovetail

ceilings.

with the idea of beer on a showman's scale.
Those Interested figure that for a
matter of $1,000 a fair sized film
theatre can be converted Into a foam
garden of singing waiters, floor
show, tables, kitchen, bar (If desired) and maybe pictures, too, as
in the old Coney Isand places. And
the little turnstile at the door can
he utilized to click 10c. admissions
in>case potential consumers merely
come In to watch the performance.
The gilt on the walls, the orchestra
pit and most ot the theatre's trimmings can all he used, it Is believed,
and particularly the marquee with
bulbs burning 'Beer! Beer Beer!'
as the attraction which needs no
weekly change In booking or special
exploitation. The $10,000 conversion
cost la estimated for the remodeling
I

a 1,600-seat house. The smaller
the house, ot course, the less the

ot

cost.

The success ot brau houses, mostserving near-toam, Is credited
with lending the beer-theatre plan
its erreatest Impetus.
From the theatre perspective
there are but feyr main streets in
the country at present which have
not got at least one dark picture
And in the neighborhoods
spot.
numerous closed houses are on
ly

prominent parcels of real estate.
With a show for a dime and beer
for a dime those men scheming it
out hope to inundate many of th»
blEUOfk spots where pictures used to
be shown.

CREDITORS HIT HUGHES

WITH FRAUD CHARGES
Los Angeles. March IS.
Alleging that they perpetrated a
fraudulent scheme in the administration of Multicolor and circulated
false reports in order to get credit,

Howard Hughes and Noah Dietrich
have been sued in Superior court by
13 creditors, through WllUam D.
Nell, to recover $25,800.
Hughes, Dietrich, the

Caddo Co.,
Hughes Development Co., and
Hughes Industries Co., Ltd., are
named defendants In the suit as-

serting that a false credit standing
was set up for Multicolor, which
went Into bankruptcy a year ago.

,

March

14,

1933

CONFIDENCE RESTORED!
America

is

around

^^tliat

corner" and

Heads the parade of hit pictures that start the new deal in show business! •
With no money last week ''King Kong" played to 189,402 paid admissions
at Radio City . . . Imagine what's going to happen NOW with more than
. .

1 1 billion dollars of actual

at Radio City-' opening in

Continuing
money in circulation
25 key cities this week and next.

COOPER-SCHOEDSACK PRODUCTION

!

.

.

. .

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

indefinitely

RKO RADIO PICTURE

,

PI€¥IIRES
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Make Theatres

Major Co. Cauripvers

Under New Cuts;
While not applying the

and

26

Thenl^ Otf Staff
New

Into '34

Means Quick Curtaibnent

To Double

Roxy's Realigned

Thru Film Shortage

Bills

salary reductions of the InIndie Exhibs
all theatres of chains arScale
the ability to maintain
Cuts for Union Labor and
Shifting of the' policy and b. o.present scales rests with the theaHoofers-Cops
Film-Exchanges Balk and
scale
at
:
the
Roxy,
con-;'
as
tres individually, with payoff in actemplated
week
of
March
looks
24,
In
ieordance with house receipts.
Unionists Charge tlieatre
virtually every situation, chains are likely to change the entire BroadLos Angeles, March 13.
House Is
with III Faith in EnFHnn O'Malley, former L.
iavoidine default on rent, wanting way b. o. scale picture.
A. cop and member of the
to pay off landlords first. What's to run at 25 aiid 36c daytime which
tire* Matter
left eoes toward operating over- puts that.j)ost in the same category
Policeman's Quartet is jiiow A
and
the
jRoxy.
with
-State
old
LoeMf'S
hetid, including film rental, salaries,
da&'cihg teacher jlri? igkin. Dlegb;.
Only difference being tha£:':tTip;oJid
0tC.
'f , Billy Ritchie, 'lor^naer'H^^^
has been indicated plainly Roxy scale^ at 36c at ni^bt. also
It
wood dancing tirab^^jC,;: Is. jqioW
Roxy and .tb.e-.$tate
member of thep-'-B^yTprly Hillb
(enough In chain quarters on top of while the
'- .A i^'-..'
,-v..
pbj^ce. force.
the 25-60% salary slash^ that every top at 66c .-weekdays.
filni
the
booklnir
Thismay
ease
liquibeing
made
effort is
to avoid
.jT^U'rom 'Var^ty-'»* Holly-/Cievelank, March 13.
~"
the
Roxy,.>nd
the
old
situation
fdt
'tohoa Bulletin./ . '
dation, which would be inevitable
Eighty natghborhood houses shut
if rent were not taken care of and possibility- is that the majors .sirhp dtf)M^ litdjriiriitely Saturday night
*
staff expense readjusted in line with will not to sell the old Ilb'xjr aViy Xli)^ fetavlng ,pnly a dozen theatres.
product may open up and 'do BO:Uf^ bpf!n' in, thi;. entire town, wheti union Squa&bfe betwee4'",?»abll»r indv^.thej
average receipts.
grafts, especlirily.^-.tl3i9V-'mii8iview bf the different b. o. situation. vbooth'
and
exchanged fuiUo^

60%

Demand 25%

May Aid Old Roxy

dustry to
bitrarily,

RKO

Men

..
:

-

OTHER ICEY TROUBLES

RKO

.

.

'.

'

'

.

.

The 1933 -'34 production period
composed of at least 26%
carry-overs which were sold, but
from all indications will not be de-

will be

livered, under '32-'33 contracts.
The industry's attitude, because of
the moratorium, may increase that
percentage further ui^er. the pres.ept idea of holcHing bACl^'^'prodUct.
'
This, the first, official check-uj> of

Wl the major :.p.rodircersl, '.:V«'JU; be
key at ithj^ same , timet' to
number .of/ box offlce;' jcoml)laints and -Wprple^t In irngprt&rice,

.the
&•

-

.however^

It is<

a

regi^'ded as

natural

to double 'feiEltare bill* tbrttugh-

end

9Ut most of 'the 'cjbuntry.. ,'CofttinUance of th&;d,ual .policy in houses
jsit&j^iitto'rs^
film
N. M. Pliij, dlvlsfpit air:,
.cjaiiis.;
Roxy move may prompt refused td'^^l^e a 25% cut.
The
WSuld be only 'those wllUnet toTesurMltiKt^n.Xor
Publix
'tliece'oto?"
first
runs
on
other
BrofMJway:<>n
the
rect old material oir/play strictly laDecision'to i6)dse all of its hbUftes/
atr?a{i"4s)ted the unions for a 60%'
a reduction In iscale, Ju^t:. as; the. for
die filler.
the first :time in Cleveland's thec<itj Id bring 'the nut down to pres--,
Paramounfs scale reduction sehf atrical
That majors' as- ai whoIe;-?1^r^ dehistotVi was made by local ehtf "c'otidltions and grosses.
.'
T-he;
the rest of the houses mb^lii'gv
livering 75 iJtiit'Urf^ri, less thii'n^^they
exhibitora*;la8So£iation after a week
n()uSlclans offered a reduction frCitt
announced ior .'iZzZ^, accbfdiii'g to
of futile c'pnfereinces and desperate $86 to $70.
Negotiations are sMlt
the current 'pfilclAl' tbunt' a^id comattempts t0. get operator's and ex- on/ ' :
parison, provide;^ iiubstentl^tton'. for
change coBtflt reduced temporarily..
Pablix Ctajms Feld,
.;it lB -understood the men work*'
Ernest Schwartz, prez of -aasoclar Ingl are agreeable to cut, but can*ii picture shortage predfctlbiii^'b^t^een
now and August.' It -klso' accounts
tion, at first proposed that exhibit- wkhout. sanction of the board.
Chatiun Resigned;
ors pay 50% cash both for film rent- committee representing the musl-' for the recent Intensive,:'booklng8
als and operators' wages, with an clans in the Michigan cure under- which certain of the better indie
Their $91,000 Suit agreement to pay up the other 60% stood to have carried a request for and foreign-made pictures have
as soon as biz picked up.
permission to cut to th^ board with been getting in key centers as well
as neighborhoods.
Both booth men, who average the board refusing.
Milton Feld and Dave Chatkln In
$117.90 for week's shift for team of
.310 Only, New l,ow
a motion for sumimary judgment, two and
$166, in small* downtown
With tike liew' total ofi around 310
Demand
Syracuse's
25%
claim they were summarily dis- houses, and distributors .turned
features .'ther.:l'32^33 qeasdn Lwlll
Syracuse, March 13,
missed by Publix Theatres Corp., down
proposal.
Situation
was
As resplt of the extended bank go down as the major's minimum
and their contracts violated. Pub- brought to a head by bank holiday,
ciialn :houses, production output to d%te/
lix's defense is that both Feld and
freezing up all theatres' cash re- holiday in Syracuse
No strategies, tiuch as' a deliberate
Imme
Chatkin resigned, with Publix in sources, 'so' exIUbs withdrew original acting collectively, requested
in wage scales cutting to hasten the death of duals,
possession of their written resigna- offer and demanded a drastic salary diate cuts of 26%
finances or further efforts
effective for the theatrical crafts, or lack of
tions.
slash.
period Is to economize, figure In ^he major
indefinite
Since leaving Publix, both Feld
Subsequent order to darken all Closing for
companies doing this piece of suralternative.
Rethreatened
as
an
and Chatkin have been with Sam nabes; until a compromise was efof
quest followed a M%^slash in -Al- gery on Its announced schedule
Katz in contemplation of organlz
fected, has i>aralyzed show business
bany. Unions meet tonight and' tO' 385 features.
Ing a producing company and thea
here and thrown at least 2,000 pic
Studio sbakeups are partially
morrow.
tre chain.
ture men out of work. That also
In
upsets
personnel
The
blamed.
Loew's State set back play dates
In their Individual suits against includes dim exchange employees.
delayed
'Rasputin,' "White. Sister' ind Fox, Paramount and Radio
Publix, Feld asks for $61,000, Chat
Only one nab.e held out, and that of
schedules, along with the general
Lilve,' and for next aev'Today
kin 140,799.
one was in hands of a receiver, who
caused by the depreswill play return engage- uncertainty
-

% cf Cuts Depends
In paying off help out of grosses
Under the individual self-sustaining
reductions
for managers and
plan,
may

Staffs

equal

exceed

or

the

S6-60% nicks imposed by the

in-

dustry on studios, distribution and
It is
oflflce chain personnel.
explained that all depends on what
the theatres take in. Home offices
iare not supplying funds to meet any
deficits, recalling checks in some
casQS which had already gone out
ao that they can be readjusted to
jronform with receipts.
This occurred with the Parainount, New York, which Issued
checks in full on Thursday (9) and
the next day recalled all of them,
with orders that the landlord was
to be paid first in full, with balance
Pecuito be apportioned or owed.
liarly enough the landlord la Parainount Itself, through a subsidiary.
Whatever cuts are to be enforced
In theatres, where necessary, will

home

become a

nutttei^ of local jurisdiction rather than -as a blanket order

from home

ofHces,

It

is stated.

I

^

,

.

.

'

.

-

.

'

claimed he didn't have proper
thority to close the house.

PubEx, Denver, Rcyr
Hollywood, March 13.
David R. Hochreich, here proknotlng an independent producliig-

Cuts, Unionists

dlstrlbuting company, is trying to
Interest Lucky Strike to partly
finance the project by using theatres to advertise the fags.
Hochreich is attempting to get
t.OOO theatres that are now dark to
co-operate in the plan, the tobacco
people paying the houses for the
The
privilege of issuing passes.
tree admissions, would be handed
out by Lucky Strike to purchasers
of Its product, charging off the cost
to advertising and promotion. To

au

Chains Mark Time
Although RKO,
and Loew's
promised to contingently keep their
12 first-run and suburban houses
open, all three major circuits have
asked musicians, stage hands and
bootli men to take a 26% slash until

Walk

Denver, March

13.

Turnmg Back 27?
Syracuse, March
of
Central

13.

New
still

Without confirmation of SkourasBchlne deal for return of 27 upstate
theatres to the Gloversvllle Corporation.

Telephone coniniunlcatlon with
Schine ofnces indicated that no date
for transfer of control had been
set.

TPE's Bkptcy. Scheds.
Bankruptcy schedules filed by the
trustee for Talking Picture Epics,
Inc., in the U. S. District court of

New

York, discloses $152,267 in

lia-

and $46,246 in assets.
Topping the list of creditors is the
Martin Johnson African Expedition
bilities

Corp. with- $41,634.
Among others
carried in the liability column are
Consolidated Film Ind\istri6B, Inc.,
$3,565;

RCA

Duart Film Lab.,

$3,284,

and

Photophone, $2,163. Accounts
Outstanding amounted to $38,686
make up the main item in the assets
division.

union rates, capHarry Huffman has filed de- tioned: 'Why Cleveland neighbormands with State Industrial Com- hood movie houses are compelled to
mission asking for reductions for close,' signed by Ernest Schwartz,
operators at the four theatres in president, Cleveland Motion Picture
the RKO-Huffnian pool and his Exhibitors Association.
Replying to accusations of exhibs,
Scales
two neighborhood houses.
Holmden, booth men's
represent mostly a reduction of Harland
about 30%, and stipulates that union agent, said present difficulty
wages will include all overtime with Cleveland indie theatres ownnecessary for sound engineer serv- ers was that they were taking unscrupulous means to penalize labor.
ice, cleaning of lamp houses, reHolmden also claimed exhibs arhearsals and testing. Construction
work will be paid at $1.25 per hour bitrarily withheld 60% of operators'
overtime.
New scales asked: salaries under a pretext of a deBideawee, $26; Bluebird, $36, one ferred pay-off plan, but that owners
man each; Tabor, $50 each for two didn't intend returning the money.
men, 3 now; Aladdin, $50 each, 2 Also that many of the managers
men, 4 now; Rialto $50 each, 2 men, who were willing at first to give
3 now; Orphcum $50 each, 2 men booth men their entire salaries had
and $40 for one assistant for pres- held back only after hearing of asentations, 4 now.
In the last four sociation's ukase to pay but 60
houses Huffman asks the right to of amount due. Union head further
designate the men, and asks that protested that a good majority of
the private phones be taken out of houses are doing good biz on a cash
the booths at the Aladdin and Or- basis and that owners are trying
to take advantage of public sympapheum.
Union men In some of the other thy and present economic situation,
Colorado towns have accepted the although booth men recently took a
wage cuts of the Publix receiver. 17% cut.
Publix closed the America at ColoDetroit, March 13,
rado Springs and the Sterling at
Anything may happen in the
Greeley for the bank holiday.
ers.

eral weeks
ments of pictures shown previously
on exclusive run basis.

WB

Motion picture, operators, stagehands and stationary engineers are Sept. 1, when their present contral:t
on strike at the iDenver and Para- ends.
H. M. Addison, local district man
mount, both Publix houses. Wilbur
Newton, receiver for Mountain ager of Loew houses that have been
States Theatre Corp., put into ef- hit by Metro's edict of a 60% cut
for
employees, said that would go
from
$22
reductions
of
wage
fect
to $24 a week, and to cut the num- dark only if union refused to comber of men, but the unions refused ply with request for reductions.
Receiver wanted to RKO theatres will remain open, acaccept.
to
run with one man in booth on fi cording to J. J. Franklin, district
bacco company would later reimshift as against two formerly, and manager, as long as rival chains
burse the picture organization.
between the operate.
Hochreich was former general with one stage hand
Nabe exhibs yanked their ads out
manager for General Talking Pic- two houses, as against one each, of papers, substituting a quarter
and the unions balked.
tures.
Union organist still staying at page ad announcement to public In
Denver, but playing only for trail- which they, detailed their grief and

Headquarters

,

'

Angel Him

york Theatres Corp. here was

A

We

Hochreidi Wants Ciggy
Outfit to

RKd

kicks

against

New

Haven, March

13.

nabe

sion;

Carry-overs, It Is declared hy diatrib spokesmen, will not Interi^ere
with the industry's adoption of the
uniform contract. Exhibs who have

About 76 represehtiatlves
on thiebr' books any of the pictures
houses throughout :the state ' niet .which wlljl not be .released can have
here last week td discuss &- plotn their present contract form changed
of

.

to close until ecbnoAilo conditions

Improve. Theatre owners could not
agree on Whether to close entirely
or part time. A committee appoint.^
ed was expected to reach a 'definite
,

,

decision

Tuesday

to uolformlty, if they desire.

COAST DiDlES PROMOTE

(14);

PJfin affects 17 local bouses and a
total of about 180 throughout Conn,
Presently about 60 of the 240 state

SHOT EDICT, 0J). OUT

nabes are dark.
Los Angeled, March .13.Ownerd claim they .are operating
Mayor P'orter was to have conat a constant loss due to film rental ferred with the indie theatre owners
contracts entered into a year ago in a move for a legal edict that all
when admission prices were higher. houses be closed during the quake
'

.

Distributors look upon the threat
ened closing as an attempt to force
a reduction.

Cleveland, March 13.
After taking the Hippodrome off
RKO's hands and running it in the
red for a month with a 10-cent
errind policy, William Elson closed
the house, saying he was through
experimenting in Cleveland.

scare in this city.
The Mayor
couldn't be reached, however, being
tied

up

in rescue

work around Long

Beach.

The exhibs
makes

it

futile

claimed
for

the

them

scare

tb .lceep

open. From the trade angle It would
be a protection to them on C.O.D.'s.
Charlie
Skouras of Fox-West
Coast was in accord with the idea.

Hipp, with Regis Duddy as manager and Foster Schell as assistant,
C. p. R. After Theatre
got off to a good start under new
ownership, but was snowed under
by bank holiday. Elson leaving to
Canadian Pacific R. R. has made
concentrate on chain of second-runan offer to take over the Vancouver,
ners in St. Paul and Minneapolis.
B. C, theatre from RKO.
Matter
Shut-down of banks also put the
has been turned over to the Orskids on A. M. Newman's foreign
pheum (Canadian) board.
picture policy at Terminal, which
What
the
P.
will
with
the
C.
do
went dark for two days and then
reopened with a second-run grind theatre hasn't been made known but
It won't do for a roundhouse.
policy.

Mason

CJty,

la.,

March

13.

OAKLAND SEAL OFF

Three theatres operated by the
San Francisco, March 13.
Blank Interests here, under manJoe Blumenfeld and Charles Caragement of Tom Arthur, have been roll, operators of the American,
closed and will stay shut as long Oakland, have taken over the Roxle
as the bank holiday endures.
In same city from Leon Kutner and
Objection of projectionists to fur- will put in new equipment before
ther pay cuts and demands that roopenihg.
half of salaries be paid in cash and
Kutner had a deal on for the legit
the remainder In check, caused the Fulton, also In Oakland, but it's
action to be taken, along with con- apparently off, as Kutner I.s 111 in
ditions In banking circles.
Dante Sanitorium in Frisco.
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whether signing waivers or not, as munition by the Academy emerg- head, where the executive commitof Saturday March (11).
Waiver ency committee. Union split was tee had to go Thursday in order to
with the Federated Crafts of 11 persuade him to accept the post,
unions representing 16 crafts, al- subject to the approval of the acthough not recognized by the stu- tors' division as a whole.
(Continued from page C)
weeks if audits justify; (12), Indidios, which had reached a pact
John Gilbert was one of the most
viduals may keep present waivers,
|W% deductions from salaries for if preferred; (13), whole agreement
Saturday to work hand in glove straightforward of the speakers,
with the lATSE and with both re- telling the assemblage that he was
|he next elgbt weeks.
hinges upon m^orlty acceptance as
ported
agreeing
until
not
to
settle
out
of pictures and had no bones
KKO with six pictures ready was mass meetings which 86% have
all were in on the settlement.
to pick or logs to roll, but that any
pdmost a la Metro, while Harry agreed to decide, otherwise (14), full
Academy group's view, as pointed cut and for any length of time
pay to date of closing.
ICohn of Columbia was clamoring to
out, was that the 60% was to be should be accepted rather than alPlan was, drawn by emergency
applicable on the understanding low the studios to close down. Beisontinue production regardlesa But committee of Academy, but the
that everyone from execs down, cause, Gilbert Insisted, if the studios
iBven though Metro was of the same Academy felt they had not enough have its own committee on emergare allowed to close, no one could
took it.
frame of mind» Ia B. Mayer was and were trying to exact other ency. (Fox committee consists of
The Academy committee resented foretell how long it would be before
points from producers.
Spencer Tracey, Will Rogers, Janet
|«ported chiding Cohn not to kick
Academy committee had agreed Gaynor, players; Sonya Levlen, making an exception for one group. they would resume.
Finally the producers agreed with
Freelancers Not Considered
(bver the traces, but to go along With producers that when they Isr
Edwin Burke, Dudley Nichols, their committee that those acceptStatus of the freelance players
(With the others, if they decide to sued a bulletin Monday a. ra. they writers; Frank Lloyd, John Q. Blywould advise members to sign for stone, Raoul Walsh, directors. They ing eight weeks at half salary, will under the 60% cut rule was one
^hut down.
get It for a continuous eight weeks, of the chief topics of the meeting,
studio reopening.
This indication,
That Metro decided, however, to however, did not appear on the were appointed in order that Shee- regardless of whether employment with many of the freelance and
han might acquaint contractors Is continuous during that period. smaller role players wanting
to
|K>ntlnue its production was the cul- emergency bulletin that was being
through them of what's going on.) That voids the present agreements, know where
they stand if the slash
mination of the series of deadlock- passed out to all studio employees
Similar to meetings of other signed for eight weeks of cuts to be is made.
They were particularly
at their meetings Monday afternoon.
ing conferences all through the past
branches, the Technicians' branch of applicable where
the
employee
concerned with whether the cut will
At the producers' meeting all
week, over the weekend and con- were burned up over Academy's the Academy ran into confusion at works three weeks at half price, apply to them during the eight
and is then laid off during the clos- weeks and if it will continue to be
Its session Saturday night, adjourntinuing- today.
bulletin. Understood they want to
ing following hours of polite wrang- ing of a studio, to an additional pro-rated against their salaries to
in
Academy
the
With that, the lATSE and Fed- hold It up, saying
ling without approving anything, five weeks after the layoff.
put them on the level with the contheir so-called 14 points Inserted
this branch showed opposition to
erated Crafts, a sub-union In etu«
Producers agreed further that tractees. No satisfaction was given
certain clauses which producers had
general cut, wanting to substitute freelance players would be cut only them by the leaders of the meeting
Bio trade matters, had decided to not agreed to.
Producers claim sliding scale arrangement
so that
what had been contained In
present a united front On the propo- they did not agree to allow audit- lower salaried workers would not be on an average of employment dur- beyond
the resolution, which did not take
ing of their books; also they did so heavily affected. Sixty i>ercent ing a year estimated at 20 weeks,
rtion of slicing union labor scales.
can mass meetings of the members of this branch hold making a cut for this group, when freelance people into consideration.
Hal Roach, In the niidst of it, flg- not agree to
Chief
worry of the free-lancers
working,
during
the
eight
weeks peweekly of employes for purpose of union cards and are members of
was that if they concede to a 60%
riod, about 20%.
{bred It didn't make any difference determining -under what conditions
those unions voting to strike. They
Opposition, however, came to this cut now, they would have a great
one way or the other if a Laurel they go on.
meet again Monday night.
plan Sunday night by agents who deal of difficulty In getting back to
Producers claim the Academy
iRnd Hardy or a Pltts-Todd comedy
claim such a proposition Is unfair their regular salaries after the cuts,
The Agents
committee took too
^ent Into work pronto, and so de- emergency
Agents vainly tried to get some to contractees in view of the are rescinded. They pointed out
much for granted, with the result
amount
per picture paid certain that their wages have been achieved
cided not to reopen the studio.
the meeting Is now very much jum- sort of understanding on waiver high priced freelancers,
only after years of struggle.
Metro is in pretty good shape with bled up, and some of the men who proposition with thet Academy and lie Howard mentioned -with Lesas one exSpeeial Meet Panicked
producers
refused
producers
but
the
^White Slater,' 'Gabriel,' "Man of the attended Sunday sessions were beample getting S60,000 per picture.
Special Academy emergency meetthe to meet with them, while the Argument
is
that
high
Male' (Novarro), enough to carry ing called to task for permitting
priced
peoAcademy to insert things into their Academy referred them to emerg- ple Uke these should take the full ing at the Roosevelt hotel broke up
jthem through April 7. With "Peg o* buUetln.
ency committee which listened but
Friday night (10) when a quakei
60% cut with the others.
did not act on their suggestions.
crumbled the celling ln_ the room
My Heart,' 'Beunion in Vienna,'
Soundmen's Say
Producers further agreed that
Agents conmaittee, headed by
with these in attendance retreating
>9Cald on Broadway,' 'Service' and
Soundmen's union issued the fol- Frank Joyce, including Myron Selz- union workers eventually were to to the parking lot
nest to the
fyLmbulance Chaser' almost ready, lowing statement to •Variety':
nlck, Phil Berg, Charles K. Feldman take a cut and any status reached Chinese
to
finish
the meeting.
'Studios took advantage of the and William Morris, Jr., were told should be retroactive to them, for
It's sufficient to carry them through
Resolution was drafted, but not
bank situation which climaxed their Saturday night that committee the period they worked.
acted on, wherein the salary cut will
ICay.
Sunday night Cliarles Lessing,
demand would see them Sunday. However,
difficulties
to
financial
continue after eight weeks unThe Coast, embracing every phase cuts; also took advantage of panic this was not done, with agents president of the Federated Crafts, not
less the studio requesting the conproduction, wasn't inclined to among employes.'
squawking and saying they would stated his group of unions would tinuance proves it necessary. Cut
not
go
to
work
under
majors
any
that
several
say
They
waiver,
insist
use
of
standard
on
must i^ot be retroactive, starting as
kneet the situation half way.
close this time anyhow, and others that they Would draw up, and that cut, and has called a -mass meeting of Monday (13).
Primarily the technical crafts,
are faced with impossibility of con- all studios give actors optional right for tonight (Monday), of all the
A new contract form covering the
through the element of local auton- tinuing profitably under existing to continue contract extra four members of his unions with all outcut was to be drafted by the special
iDmy on union Jurisdiction, are contract costs; therefore shutdown weeks upon Its expiration, in lieu side studio workers Invited to at- committee and submitted to the protend.
little
unions.
threat
means
to
sacrifices
made.
of
way.
ducers to supersede the agreement
trtanding in the
Actor* Anti- Everything
Agents were also busy Saturday
They claim that if cuts went
already signed by those who took
The creative artists embracing
through. Intensive production for night and Sunday advising all
Stormiest meeting of any of the the cut Accountant* -would be enplayers, directors and authors— next eight weeks would be followed clients not to sign any waivers. If Academy branches was
held by the gaged to go:;over the books and acthey had already not done so. actors at the Writers' club Frldky counts of the studios to ascertain
bave sundry other worries about by shutdown anyhow.
Unions were willing to take notes Agents also claimed this Is oppor- night (10). Session was strictly the condition of each studio on ia
That's been ^e
jkheir contracts.
they should be antl-everythlng and especially the day-by-day basis. Who Is to pay
interest, but tunity whereby
•ause for a series of mass meetings cashable later without
brought In as branch of Academy, recommendations of the Academy for the latter was not discussed.
Insisted on full pay.
iBver since word came out of the east
Committee consisted of William
They also argue that unlonltes and are working zealously to put board of directors and the actors'
lhat the industry must, for eight worked eight months yearly, under over the Idea for industry recog- executive conunlttee. Latter hieid K. Howard, for the directors;
nition.
asked for endorsement of Walter Howard J. Green, writers; B. P.
iweeks at least, halve its collective normiil conditions, and- five months
All day Monday saw no produc- Huston as representative and Law- Schulberg, -prodacera; J. Theodore
meant an $800,000 yearly during the past two yeans, tion at any of the major studios rence Qrant as alternate In the ne- Reed, technicians. Actors rep had
balaries.
It
and have no term contract protecfollowing the declaration of a holi- gotiations held by the producers. not yet been appointed to attend
{weekly payroll saving, or $6,000,000 tion.
Allege consensus of union
day on Saturday (11), In order that Directors board wanted approval of this meeting, although Walter Hustor the eight- week seml-moratorlum opinion that had producers been
each studio might hold mass meet- their resolution olcasrlng the cuts.
ton Is slated to represent the actors
less hasty and arbitrary, and had
joa walking the ghost.'
ings of employees who had agreed
Huston was selected only after Saturday (11) or later.
they requested co-operative assist- to take the cuts. Meets were for
much bickering and after being
Others at the meeting as members
Academy • .Hotbed
ance, every aid would have been the purpose of further votes in
against once. Actors finally of the sub-committees of the variAs is detailed herewith, every given, but the union will not meek- view of the decision to i>ay full sal- voted
wound up by endorsing the board's ous branches were Al Cohn, John
V>ranch In any wise engaged In pro- ly accept or be stampeded Into aries to members of the eight
initial resolution, accepting the proCromwell, Darryl Zanuck, O. H. P.
duction in Hollywood has Its rea- breaking down what they have crafts involved in the lATSE agree- ducers'
invitation to participate In Garrett,
Conrad Nagel, Barney
Bons for stalling full acceptance. worked years to build up.
All ment. Status of the latter is to be a joint
meeting. The cut resolu- Glaser (chairman), Frank Capra,
IFhe contract element Is the main unions Issued bulletins to members threshed out at conferences between tion of the
Academy board was not Donald Crisp, Fred NIblo and
Issue.
warning them not to attend Individ- Pat Casey and W. C. Ellicot in New voted on.
Lawrence Grant.
The Academy of Motion Picture ual studio mass meetings, since York within the next three weeka
Cameramen Nix the Cuts
Non>Member On Committee
lArts and Sciences as the common their wage is not affected.
For the past four days HollyCameramen'is union, local 659, of
Selected to act as an advisory
parliamentary seat for all HollyAfter midnight Monday morning wood has been hectic with meetings
the lATSB, voted unanimously FriWood problems has been the hotbed the emergency committee of the of producers, unions. Academy committee to aid Huston were day night (10)
to reject the 60% cut
of intra-studio discussions involv- Academy drew up a revised plan groups and others involved In cuts. Lewis Stone, who twice refused to
and In resolutions voted to refuse
ing all the five branches which the to submit to the producers later These were brought to a climax accept the post of representative; to
work rather than submit.
Academy embraces, and a few oth- today with new standard waiver Saturday morning when all unions Robert Knimett O'Connor, Wallace Cameramen further passed
a resoluers besides. For, along with the ex- that's to be okayed by producers, unanimously voted to call out a Beery, Alan Dinehart and Charles tion offering
to work for promissory
Blckford.
Latter, who was not
ecutives, players, writers, directors then presented by latter to their strike unless the producers agreed
notes or any other form of exchange
and technicians, the unions and the employees at noon mass meetings. to rescind their orders for a cut. present, is not an Academy mem- on pictures already started. ^Thls
ber, but a resolution allowing non:talent agents came into the picture Plans called for studios to open That vote followed the unanimous
members to serve on the committee was similar to action taken by the
In one form or another.
Tuesday. New standard waiver was votes of all Individual locals of the was passed in order
other lATSB branches and unions
to Include him.
lATSE and the Federated Crafts.
A deadlock had ended every ses- limited to eight weel^s.
Lawrence Orant almost stam- affiliated with the Federated Crafts.
iiion of the various meetings by the
Contract people had a choice Producers were given until 1 p. m. peded the meeting into adjournment
Around 650 of the full memberotherwise
there
answer,
Saturday
to
undry branches in Hollywood, and whether to accept half pay for this
before any resolutions were passed ship of over 700 attended the ses.the same thing culminated yester- period or work without reimburse- was to be a walkout, with word
sion.
when
upon
entering
he
announced
given by signals from airplanes flyjSay's sesslona
ment for four weeks.
Even Quake- Proof
that three producers told him the
In the east the executives at first
Freelance cuts to be adjusted and ing over the studios.
Called to meet at the Knights of
studios would not open Monday
The aviators waited, but got no
Were bitter about Hollywood's un- I.A.T.S.E. union arbitration for
Columbus hall the union men moved
(13) regardless of any action taken
producers
the
start
as
signal
to
willingness to 'play ball' and de- technical help to be decided on in
out of this place pronto when it was
then.
cisively stated, through Individual New Tork. All other technical help were in session all day Saturday
An Incipient revolution to turn discovered that the building had
fcnd collective ultimatum, that they'd to be included in same agreement until late In the evening.
been Injured by the earthquake and
the meeting
The Academy's emergency com- tective body into a new actors' pro- It was estimated that the walls had
shut down the studios if the crafts with LA.T.S.E.. The last proviso
was started by
would cover the Federated Crafts mute has been in virtual contin- but was railroaded In order toGrant, been moved an inch and a half from
land the arts didn't co-operate:
conthe foundation. Meeting then adIn the same breath this was quali- who, producers have Insisted, should uous session alone, and with the tinue the business called
for.
cuts along with others. producers, since Friday, the last of
fied by a realization of the fact that accept
Stone and Richard Barthelmess journed to the American Legion.
It was Immediately announced at
the studios—the fountain head of the Clerical help cut decision would be their meets occupying the greater revealed that neither signed the
Industry—can't be sacrificed. Film pending, following Monday meet- part of Sunday.
50% cut agreement with their re- this gathering that there'd be no
Following the Saturday morning
speech -making because of the exing.
has to be produced constantly.
spective studios as yet, but signithe
from
producers
ultimatum
to
Riven
pectancy
committee
to
be
of further
Emergency
The scene of the Hollywood flurry
fied a willingness to
work four business was the shocks and only
powers over all studio unions, three locals included in the weeks free.
passing of the
Is detailed In the following dis- auditing
resolutions.
books.
Some studios to drop cut International agrement, the electriA few minutes after
patches.
Miljan
Quits
Academy
the meeting started a tremor was
before eight week period expires If cians, carpenters and joiners, and
14- Point Plan
John Miljan, when business was felt and a number of the cameraaudit of the Emergency committee musicians, agreed with the produc"With the Academy's submission justifies it
Idea being that they ers to work for the next three weeks confined to a vote on the two reso- men started for the doors, but
of the 14-point plan, this briefly want studios to agree that if any on full salary and await a decision lutions that the meeting was called calmer members called for them not
meant (1), a moss meeting on Mon- of them reach average intalce, as of as to future status; that decision for, walked out after announcing to get panicky. A second and more
day; (2), studios to open Tuesday; February this year, or before the to be made at a New Tork meeting his resignation from the Academy. severe shock, lasting several seconds
In addition to Stone, Barthelmess, c.ime 10 minutes later, but this had
(3), new standard waiver; (4), eight banks closed, salaries should be re- of producers, labor committee and
week limit on cuts expiring April stored 100%. Individuals may keep an International unions' committee. Fredric March and James Carney no affect on the union men.
•0; (5), contract people have choice present
Federated Crafts Amenable
waivers If they prefer.
Soon after thls,^^an lATSE group declined the post of actors' rcpreof using old or signing new waiver; Emergency committee to be In daily consisting of cameramen, sound- sontatlve, pleading inability to hanUnion of Federated Crafts, made
(6), freelance cut adjustment around session with producers.
men, studio tochniclans, laboratory dle the situation well enough.
up of six minor divisions of tech20%; (7), lATSE unions arbitratOnly objection to Huston was nical help and not generally recWhole agreement as outlined was woikors, film >editors and projecing; (8), other technical help to get to hinge on acceptance of It by 85% tionists, signed a similar agree- that he was not present at the ORnizcd by the studios, voted unanisame deal; (9), emergency com- of employees attending mass mcot- mont.
meeting and could not kncjw the mously Friday nJpht (10) to fall In
mittee having auditing power; (11), Ings. If propositions were not acThis brouBlit about a split in the temper of the members he was to lino wlUi the oth^r uiilona. Meetstudios to drop cut before eight cepted, full pa/ be given all those union ranks and was used aa am- represent. Huston was at Arrow(Continued on page 40)

Production Shut-Down

M

—

'

to be drawn is to be for eight weeks,
as started Monday, Mar. 6, and to
be consecutive as of that date for
50% for eight continuous weeks, or
four weeks without salary, and for
freelance people to be 20% cut of
aggregate salary of 20 weeks employment. Fox was only studio not
represented at Sunday's session,
W. R. Sheehan, who had attended
other meetings, not thero this time.
Fox Is the only studio to date to

.

—
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dreary mllea to Minneapolis In all
kinds of weather is the other major
change ou the St. Paul theatrical

Friedman, with Turned Back Tower,

That '42d Street' SiKcial

horizon.

Walter A. Steffes, owner of the
World, Mill City foreign film spot,
By Harold M. Bone
is opening the Shubert March 26
on a policy similar to the World's.
New Haven, March- 10.
The old Shubert is being remodeled
Aboard the Warner Bros.
Scene:
so that the Interior will look as
Haven.
soft-pedaled his 'only Independent much as possible like the ultra and Special en route from New
Time: Starting at 8:16 a. m.
downtown theatre' advertising, be- successful World. Seating capacity
came almost docile. But Publlx' will be 32G, compared to the World's
What a 'layout! The dream of
the
and
day
In 300.
heavy artillery won
publicity man come true.
1926 a lease was signed, taking the
Like the World, the new project every
house out of Joe's hands.
will have logos at six bits per head, 11,000,000 wortir of some of the
On Wednesday (15) the Tower balance of bouse at 60c, according grandest exploitation that ever
comes back to Friedman. Tentative to Charles H. Darrell, general man- flashed across the horizon of show
plans call for a switch from the ager. Name change from Shubert
in your lap and
present split-week to a full. Change to World-Shubert Is contemplated. business laid right
of managers Is a foregone conclu- Pictures, however, will not be car- nothing to do but sit back and take
sion, with Friedman withholding the ried
over from the Minneapolis it—and like it.
new name for the time being. The house, says Darrell, since St. Paul's
The army of hard-working press
present price scale of 35c top will foreign element Is preponderantly
trying
be maintained, with a promise of German; Minneapolis running heavy agents that lie awake nights
to figure some way to rope in a sinpicture fare superior to the pro- on the Svensks.
gle celeb for a personal appearance
gram stuff recently.
to help plug whatever they happen
Opposish houses fear that with
to be press-agenting, must have
Joe back on the firing line the town
Morgan
in Iowa
turned green with envy on viewing
will be bust wide open.
Is
disintegration
here
Publlx
the flock of them that make up t)ie
Chicago, March 13.
personnel of the wandering 'Spefurther emphasized by the fact that
Morgan Ames has resigned as as- cial.' Newspaper bait all over the
there are more execs around town
than managers. Nabe house man- sistant district director for RKO place and enough fan-Interest mateagers are petitioning their home of- here. He has taken over the Iowa rial to keep the scribblers, whose
fice for permission to take over theatre. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, And stuff matters. In wordage for days
their house leases themselves, as- has moved to that city. Ames made to come.
suming individual responsibility, a deal with the landlord, formerly
And here's what goes on aboard
arid, incidentally, getting away from doing business with RKO.
this merry-go-round they call the
Win operate straight pictures.
sharing the brutal home office nut.
'42nd Street Special.'. If you hapPicking Their Sp«ts
pen to be a reporter In search of a
Consensus Is that the home ofllce
story, you drop Into a chair alongShutters 2
will feel relieved at cutting adrift
side Lyle Talbot In the car made
from nabe houses in the red, but
To reduce an overseating situa- over to represent Mallbii Beach.
will not let loose of those still In the tion In
Schenectady, RKO shut Talbot is sunning himself under one
down the Plaza, Friday. (10).
black.
of those California sun-ray lights
Welcdiide ne^s tb St.' Paul's longr
.On' the same date RKO also or- and you chew the rag with him
Talbot
sutteirfrig'fbrelgn plcture-enthuslMtfl dered the Hippodrome, Cleveland, about
things and stuff.
who halve bieeh' trekking the 12 to go darb
seems a pretty regular guy. Made

St Paul Takes Aggressive Stand
St. Paul,

March

13.

Things theatrical are finally happening In this burg, long the eorry
end of the show blz's cherished
chestnut that the two worst weeks
In show business are Christmas and

Holy Week.
About the only loop house running
consistently in the black, the 'dime
any time' Garrick, has been setting
the pace, playing to packed houses
practically all day (10:30 a. m. to
11:30 p. m.) every day. With 1,100

customers use 'em

seats,

all.

Such has been the

picture, but
are that, with intelligent overhauling of the local
situation, things won't be quite so
one-sided.
Of first importance Is Publix's
throwing up the 26-year lease of the

now—^indications

Ames

The l^ase has
1,004-seat Tower.
been running only seven years.
Thought H« Retired
Friedman started

Joseph

the

Tower

in 1921, proclaiming the fact
that hla was the only independent
house In the loop, and the natives
eportingly gave him a play, which,
with good pictures, became such a

'

RKO

play that Tower soon became a
thorn in the Publlx hide.
By 1926, however, Publix sustained heayy sbelling had Joe. ri|nning. Xor /ijoverf His fljm fare .be,caine weak^i* and ^e$^er^ ajs-lt Vbe;-.
.^ain^' hardei; a,nd harder .fo; buy. ^o$;

'

-

'

,

a quick jump upward

in film circles,

let It stampede him. Gives
the credit to lucky breaks.
Talbot turns you over to Tom
Mix, who presents the inconsistent
picture of a cowboy suit, spurs and
a New York tabloid newspaper.
Good old Tom Mix. This ballyhoo

but hasn't

all

a

Just

is

lot of

hokum

to

him and

he doesn't mind saying so. Mix is
about fed up with the film racket
for the present and says when he
gets back to the Coast he expects
to organize a tour of South America
and Australia with his vaude act
of eight people

Tom

and his horses.

burns up. if you suggest he

is

plan-

ning a 'personal appearance' tour.
The cowboy claims he gives the
fans something for their jack besides just a look at him.
At this point In the conversation
Leo Carrillo barges In from the
sleeper to put on a short sketch
with the car porter. Carrillo looks
like the proverbial bandbox extraction, even to the buttonholed carnation. But you soon And that under
the foppish exterior 'lies a heart of
pure gold,' and when It comes to
Intelligent conversation, he has a
comeback for almost anything you
care to hurl at him.
By this time the train hits
Bridgeport and
Preston
Foster
shows up in spotless attire andheads for the observation platform
to take a bow. Petite Eleanor Holm
struggles
through the
platform
crowd and sinks wearily into a seat,
looking bored to death. Maybe they
got her out of bed too early. Eleanor
Is slightly singed because of the recent salary shaving edict, but she
ends up by agreeing that life is like
that anyway. Just as you are about
to inquire if there Is any truth to
the story that Junior Laemmle's
first remark on seeing Eleanor ar>
rive in Hollywood was 'Aye tank
aye go Holm now,' the mob breaks

between you, and

that's the last you
see of Eleanor.
The fans outside set up a howl
for Joe E. Brown and, being one
of those accommodating souls Joe
gets out of bed long enough to do a

Ted Healy by appearing on the
platform
plus

in

his

carpet

By

an overcoat.

slippers—*
request, Joe

out the famous whoop which,
can be heard all over the freight
yards, and the 'Special' is once more
lets

on

CAPITOL, N;Y.
'

Niew York, March

8.

A strong three-ply stitge show; not
the least of which are Milton Berle
and Arthur Tracy (the 'Street Singer')
plus a pretty fair flicker In 'Clear All
Wires' (Metro-Lee Tracy) should account for sufllclent draft to offset any
moratorium on the b.o.
*
Berle with about 10 weeks penciled
In for his Cap run If he holds up
and looks as If he will and Tracy are
dwarfed economically by Pearl's socko
18,600 for his end of It. It's gonna be
tough for some of those radio acts
when the depression blows over.
RELATIVELY BERLE'S LAFF

SCORE ECLIPSED THE REST
OF THE SHOW.

FOR HOLDOVER M.C'ING.

THE
ISN'T
BORROWED,
ITSELF
AND SINCE THE BURDEN OF
INTRA-SHOW BIZ'S COMMENT
HAS BEEN ALONG THOSE
LINES THAT, TOO, BELONGS

WITH THE

MORATORIUM.

His 'Thinking of Lincoln' and 'Parade
of the Presidents' are in line with the
'Roosevelt's Ambassador of
Gfood-Will.' That's topical enough.

billing,

may

be drawing 'em, but the
rest of the show is entertaining the
customers and Berle and Tracy won't
Pearl

—

exactly keep 'em

away

"Varktyr March

either.

7.

SiaHsTODAY
-tM tvOHian of 1940
.

down

the line to

where

With a few hundred, of thes*
already in stock, this is something
Tom needs about as much as Durante needs a more generous hunH
of Bchnoz, but the presentation all
makes up a pretty picture and
one more notch in the press agent's

CI
Al

2iid

WoMM.rafmlng telMar babies
40 Uiot men cannot start won!

WEEK (MARCH

0|
LI
B'.^Av firiui Si,

M*jAr EJward
^Bflu'fct,

gun handle.

10)

And

goes all along the line.
A grand hullabaloo at each stopk
with the same surging mobs foti".
lowed by the same mixture of
thrills and bored looks, distributed
about
60-50
among the celebs

BOOKED FOR
RETURN ENGAGEMENT

4 BtuiOita Mea for
a picture t

so

it

aboalrd.

MARCH

Ti

M

RETAINED FOR

liuriing

-d^once totheweridl A naw
.view-point on molhar lovel

n«HT

CAPITOL,
41.

^for Women
wMi OIANA >VYNYARD
rhllltps

HoImM— Uwl*

Wc jott hod lo hoM htm oVcr
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NEW YORK

Finally you alight froQi^the train
and battle through the throng to^
ward a friendly tunnel. Someone iai
the mob gets a flash of your pani
and yells, 'There goes Joe E. Brown.*
Your face reddens, you turn up yoiii;
coat collar and beat it for the near*
est mirror just to

ft

assure yourself

the guy back there In tli<|
crowd needs a new set of cheaterA*

that

MANAGEMENT

Stono

CHARLES MORRISON

oiother week

—

Owes 6G; Owns $250

Abel.

1933

ease

lid.

BERLE'S INITIAL CLICK
WELL EVIDENCED HIS STABILITY

way.

cracking, fast-talking femme gumshoe or sobbie type that the screen
makes her out to be. As a matter
of fact, she admits, in well-measured and modulated tones, that
when it comes to originating her
own fast ones, she is somewhat of
a false alarm; so that's that.
At South Norwalk the traM
pauses long enough for representa-i
tlves of a Norwalk hat factory tol
present Tom Mix with a 10-galIoa

—

This was further attested by audible
approval of the trailer heralding such.
This comedian with his hybrid routine
is more effective than ever.
Any professional captiousness about the Sen(although
ator Murphylsh delivery
Cliff
Gordon
et al.)
that goes back to
of his politico observations must go by
the board considering the sum total of
his laugh score.
MATERIAL

its

You

Glenda Farrell is trying to be comfortable on the arm of Leo Carrillo's beach chair.
It can't be done,
so you break In on the conversation
Just to take the lady's mind off her
awkward position and you learn,
somewhat to your surprise, that
Glenda Is anything but the wise-

•

BARSTOW

Mn(T. Dir.

m>4 caniAL

TAK CASINO
OMHBTI*

BIN6CIIOIBY
—
-r RaJUft Slmtbig Star

MORRISON
WINKLER

-

CORP.

PARK CENTRAL HOTEL, NEW YORK

Los Angeles, March

J
I

18.

In a list of liabilities accompany
ing his petition for bankruptcy
George T>, Baxter, actor, names the
following creditors: Robert Monto*
gomery, $260; Melvyn Douglas, $100t|
Morris Small, $300; William Morris
office, $90; Charles Beyer, $36; 'The
Cast,' $75; 'General Directory,' $140«1
Edward Arnold, $100; Ralph Murphy, $100; Sam H. Harris, $250, a»d
Ian Keith, $460.
He listed assets of $260.
j
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Hartford, Conn., March 13.
patron walked up to the
booth ot a Mlddletown, N. T.,
theatre and, asking for a ticket,
presented the cashier a $2.50

A

(Continued from pagA 21)
parture from Far as' advertising chief, was wllline: to let Mayer book the
Mae West film. 'She Done. Him Wrongr,' Into the Rlalto at a 25c top, after
the picture' had had a twlce-over run of two weeks and one week alternately at the Broadway Par at first-run prices.

Probably the record minimum cost for covering: such an event as the
Presidential inauguration by newsreels was hung up by Patlie. Negative
cost stood Pathe under $1,000, with 6,087 negative feet actually shot.
The Pathe clip was shown in California, on Sunday, next day after
the Saturday Inauguration (4), which may be another record for fast
exhibition work. Pathe tied in with the 17-hour air service which waited
for the Pathe reels to arrive from Washington, Saturday, and landed
them at Glendale, California, the Sunday following at 3:30 p. m.

Now

The girt had never
seen one and called the manager Into consultation. He
looked at it awhile and then
advised the girl to give the
patron a ticket and $3 in
change.
Why he did it is a local mys-

Band Shows

Pit

Favored for Smaller Deluxers

goldplece.

B way, Bombed

Globe,

tery.

Exhib Test Suit

A

.

.

.

Minneapolis, March 13.
of de luxe operations

Salvation

shows in conjunction
with screen entertainment, In th»
opinion of J. J. Friedl, Publlx division
director
here.
Under the
in

lies

An

Pasadena, March 13.
tJniversal once owned the screen rights to 'Marie,' French-Hungarian
Police court trial of George L.
talker which is creating considerable stir on the Continent. Story was
written jjy Ilona Fulpp, who is on the editorial staff of the Hungarian Haines,
of
the
Park theatre,
dally in Jlew York, "Three years ago she sold the yarn to tJ, who wanted charged with a violation of the
it for Mary Philbin, but changed its mind and Shelved it.
Paul Fejos, Pasadena motion picture oi;dinance
wording for U at the time on the coast, >bought the Story from U abiout
a year ago and got Osso, in Paris, to allow him to make It, with Buda- requiring a perntit to 'be obtained
10 d&ys prior to the showing of a
pest chosen as the production locUle.
picture was postponed indefinitely
last Friday- (10).
Chicago money to thie extent of $150,000 is ready .for the. erection of a •-Meeting' will lt>e held today '(Monlarge sound studio as an attraction for the Wor\^'» ^air,' opeiiing Jiin^ 1. day);' between^ Pasadei^a exhibitors
condition to; providing the necessary cash 1)? tivit jji^^p majpr, prpduoers the vproBecutlng: attorney and one
must agree to bring in picture -maJilng units as, tjije attraction. Two membfer.of the censor board pre
companies could u o studio players, if wanted, or others, just so. long -rumably George ScHiiler, in the
as they went through motions of making a picture .a»:a draw for ;the. :*.op6 of revising the ordinance; to
public which ^111 patronize the fair.
rllmlnate br at least to- modify the
onerous; permit clause:
Par's 'Heritage of the Desert', current at the old Roxy, .had some c;usOn outcome of this meeting will
tomei-s squawking about halving previously seen thetfiUn ait'Staten Island. depend.. the reopening or dropping^
Theatre was compelled to give some refunds to the' squa.'Wkees. Pictlurc of the charges agalnait Haines.
was sold 'to the old Rbxy by Par as a flrst run. Matter has b6en put' ur
to the Par people for adjustment by the old Ro*y: managemfent w'.ilcj'
Is headed by Receiver ttowird Cullman.
.

Type of

echo of union reprisals in the
prolonged tussle between New York
operators' union No. 306 and Empire State occurred last week with
damage to the Globe, where a bomb
blew up In the top of the house near
the booth after closing hours. House
is operated Independently as a film
grind by Harry Brandt and employs

pit

'

changed economic

conditions
the necessity of holding costs

a

to

declares.

was discovered in the theatre unexploded. Fuse had gone out before
reaching explosive.

elaborate stage
prohibitive in cost, ho

Friedl's

Syracuse",

March

13.
^

Safe burglars secured $342 by
cracking the Empire strongbox.
.

Two: #tempts

to enter Keith's
foiled last night.

were

-

generally off, but in
of .that Keith'*, playing '42d
Street'- claimed new boxoflDce records, for Saturday and Sunday with
and 7,900 adniisslona 1^- intimacy
11,67^
speotiyely.
audience

Business

face

.

•

,

betwe,e.n
Is

--^--'->C%

:!>.

Fox studio tieup with French Line on the preview of 'Pleasure Cruise'
didn't cost the former anything; John Miles of the publicity staff had
the Idea'-and togeth«F With Paul Snell sold the Line on the latter playing
liost^td SQt) 'p^oplo at' dinner' 4ni4 dance following the preview. Publicity
and ^^brd -of -mouth Hgured aar o-n aid in attracting travelers to Europe
directly from the Pacific coa.^t."
Chicago circuits during the' early days of tlie banking moratoriuui with
everything' up In the air arid no authentic dopb 'on its duration talked
about the possibility of shutting down all, houses for a week or so. idea
evldbntly didn't get far ad those who wanted to close, shuddered at the
prospect of those that would stay open getting all the business.

making the rounds of all possible picture distributors in
offering to sell American rights to 'Atlantide,* German film.

Letters are

Letters are from Paris and signed by a Fred Wlngardh. Two of the
letters were addressed to the certified agents for the film on this side,
the French would-be agent forgetting to cross them oft his list.

contitmes to be
the recognized

Film execs who want to stand in with the administration are learning
to do the right thing, politically and diplomatically.
The capitM's 'front men' for the picture execs have always been on a
private payroll, some retained for as low as $75 per week.

how

Although the United States didn't take any too well to the episodic
film idea of .'If I Had a Million', the results from abroad are very favorable.
Ail European spots went for it, especially commenting on the
method of pre-scntatlon.

i

,

:

leader in sound

Executives of Balaban and Katz In Chicago were drawing only $25 a
week during the bank holiday. This applied to John, Barney and Dave
Balaban, Walter Immerman, Elmer Upton, and all the district managers
and principal execs.
Difference between the status of pictures during the war and in present
times is explained thusly by industry execs: In the event of war the picture theatre becomes a necessity and Is regarded by the government a.s
such. In times like these well, the people are first and the banks are
second.

—

Lots of hinterland towns have been cashing In with "for adults only'
ballyhoos on the exhibition of Mae West's 'She Done Him Wrong.' The
word-of-mouth has now percolated Into the backwoods and the old folks,
particularly the men, turn out for 'Wrong,' to good grosses.
'Soviets on Parade' is not territorially distributed, as reported. It was
bought for U. S. distribution by KInematrade and has been owned by
them from the beginning, that company handling nil Its own distribution.

New

Paramount Publlx wants
eign picture theatre, but

York, as
to reopen the Criterion,
will not do so until the rent Is brought

a forunder

$1,400.

Western^^. Electric

SOUND

"''"^
;

.VorllKTii

Kl<>i'lri<-

(
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Eugene Lyons' review from Moscow

Russian talker
dally paper quotes by the Cameo, New York.
In 'Variety' of the

'Shame' is being used In
That's a long hop for a favorable notice.

The Shuberts will reopen the Winter Garden on Broadway again as
a 55c picture grind, date depending on film obtainable.

Etectricat Research Products frtc,

performers and

visualized.

the studios or public think started the craze for

Newsreel theatres are finding the audience matter a problem. Where
at first it was figured regular customers could be trained to drop in
weekly, and where at the start this was true, certain of the reel execs
figure that today not more than 5% of payees are regular attendees.

of-

Elaborate stage shows are out of
the question for deluxers In other
than the largest cities, Friedl contends, because the amount of business necessary to support them la
not available week in and week out.
He favors pit shows with bands,
etc., as a means to eliminate considerable of the cost now involved
in stage shows, including stage
hands,.. et al.
As a. compensation
for their less pretentiousfness, the

femme pants, there is a group of women's clothes manufacturers in JLos
Angeles who are crediting Marlene Dietrich wtlh temporarily relie'virig
'>>'^tbe unemployment' situation in their industry.
'Dress factories were preparing to shut down when the pants' panic
started. Instead of closing they, took on extra help to meet the sudden
'.'dcimdnd by women for slacks .and trousers.

Ticket holdouts for the Italian contingent for the 'Mussolini Speaks'
reserved-seat premiere at the Palace, New Tork, miffed the press and
trade bunch.
Columbia tied in with the Italian press and diplomatic contingent, and
also threw a shindig on the Italian liner Rex.

home

larger film houses.

Syracuse Burglars

.

Tork

submitted,

advocate a less pretentious but
more intimate type of show in the

fice

;

New

ideas

to Publix officials in the

'

who

and

down

minimum,

shows arc

Empire operators.
About two months ago a bomb

Judge, Jojin P. Cohalan.and Gerald Griffin, president of. the Cathbllc
Actors' Giulld, have not become mertibers of the board oit E. M. Glucksman's shorts producing, company, -Mentonei whicli. plans a series' of
jShorts under a tleup with the Guild.. Both as officers of the C. A. G.
drew up the contract between the Guild and Mentone, under which a
percentage of proceeds from shorts will be turned over to the Guild's
charity fund.

Regardless of

27
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
studies: Pathe Studios,
Culver City, Cat.

Offices! 729

Allied

Counisellor, The. Hoot Gibson poses as
ford. 66 mlnB. Rel. Obt. 15. Bev. Feb. 7

Cowboy

a lawyer,

Seventh Aye.,
York,, N. Y.
George Mel-

New

Dir.

tabulatlena

Tftoo*

ara

W. Pezet. Modern drama.
Bad. Story by Wm. R. Llpman and
eompdad Broadway
Joan Blondell. Qln^r Rogers. BIcardo Cortea, Mai«aret .Sedden. Dir.
Sidney. Lanfleid. 61 mlns. BeL Feb. M. Rev. Mar, 7.
Call Her Savaoe. Tiffany Thayer's atory of a^balf breed glrL Clara Bow,

from information auppliad by tha
various produetion eomi.*«niea and
clieeked up as soon as posaibia aftar

Monroe Owsley. OUberi Roland. Dir. John Francia Dillon. Time. 82
rohta Bel. Nov. 27. Bev. Nov. 29.
Listing la givan wlian ra«
Cavalcade. Noel' Coward's pageant of British society. Diana Wynyard, Cllve
lease datoa aro dafinitaly aat. TItlea
Brook, Herbert' Mundln, Ursula Jeana Dir. Frank Lloyd. Boadshow
Feb. 20.
six montha. Man*
lengtb 110 mlns. No release date set. Rev; Jan. 10.
Ray. 62 mlna. Bel. Jan. 26. ara ratainad for
Intruder, The. Monte Blue, Ula Lee. Dir. Albert
„ . ,^ ttenny^
„
,
agers wlie raeatva aarviea subaa- Chandu the Magician. Dramatised radio broadcast Eldmund Lowe, Bela
Wla
mlH.
feglMld
steel
In
a
romance
and
Success
The.
Master,
Iron ^""y.
iron
Lugoal, Irene Ware. Dir. Marcel Varnei: Time, 72 mlna. ReL Sept. 18.
M. Franklin. 66 quent to that period ahould praFarrell MacDonald. VJrjrtnla Sale. Dir. Chester
Oct. 4.
Rev.
^
serve a copy of tlia calendar for
mln. Rel. Nov. 16. Rev. Feb. 7.
,
t
o
Dahgerously Yours. Society thief and girl detective. .Warner Baxter, Miriam
Monte Blu^ J^"a Le|i Sefn* reference.
Officer 13. Motorcycle officer exposes racKeiecrs.
Jordan, Herbert Mundln. Dir. Frank Tuttle. 74 mlns. Rel, Feb. 3,
^
n*c,r, Suditiv
McGulre. Jackie Searle. Dir. George MeKord. 63 mlna.
Tha running time .a given Iwre
Mickey McGulre,
Owen.
Rev. Feb. 22.
ReL E>e<!. 16. Rev. Jan. 31.
is presumably that of the projection
Face In the Sky. Romantic adventures of a billboard sign painter. Spencer
Cody, Marian ShHllng, OHapproxParisian Romance, A., Famous stage play, Lew
Tracy. Marian Nixon, Stuart ErwIn. Dir. Harry Lachman, Rel. Jan. 16.
mlns. Bel. Oct. 1. Rev. room ahowinga and can only
bert Roland- Dir. Chester M. Finanklln. 76
Rev. Feb. 21.
imate the actual release length in
Oct. 18.
those atatea or commuhitiea where First Year, The. Doniestlo drama from a stage play. Janet Qaynoi, Chas.
Broadway,
Offlces: 1540
ReL July 31. Rev,
Farrell.
Dir. William K. Howard. Time, .. mlns.
Chesterfield
New York. N. Y. local or atate oenaorahip may result
Aug. 23.
Running time in the^
in deletions.
Handle with Care. Comedy. Jaa Dunn, Boots Mallory, Bl Brendel. Dh\
story of a forgotten man.
reviewa aa given in 'Variety' carry
David Butler. Rel, Dec. 26. Rev. Dec. 27.
the actual time i^lockeJ in the the- Hat Check Girl.' Murder and mystery In a nite club. Sally Ellers, Ben Lyon,
Ginger Rogers; Dir. Sidney Landfleld. Time. 63 mlns. ReL Sept. 36.
atre after.^paasaga by' the^New York
?s?;?r«s'ei:
te-e-;'SS?ith?'^v55^"^^^!Rev. Oct ll.
state censorahip, aince picturea jre
Rev. Nov. 1.
26.
,
o.Fre- reviewed only on actual theatre Hot Pepper. Flagg and Quirt— wltb Lupe. Edmund Lowe, Vic. McLoglen,
Marie
Comedy drama. Ehralyn Knapp. Waiter Byron. Rev.
fiiiahtiw Married
Lupe Velez. Dir. John Blystone, 74 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 24.
J«ui. 9.
Tlme.'es mlna. ReU Nov. 16.
showings.
Dir. Rlctart^Th
l*J)st
Hale
Original. Physician who seeks to save his son from a woman's
Humanity.
Shea,
Gloria
Darrow,
John
melodrama.
While every, effort is made to hold
Mystery
Strande People.
influence. Boots Mallory, Alex. Klrkland, Irene AVare.
Dir. Jo'in Fran«
"Hamilton. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 66 mlns. Rel. Jan. 15.
thia list acctil^atOt the information
cIs Dillon. Rel. Mar. 3.
A
Dir.
Harlan.
Otis
Padden.
Sarah
supplied may not always be correct, Infernal Machine. From the novel by Carl Sloboda. Drama. Genevieve
Womtfn Won't Tell. Romantic drama.
To«
l.
Dec
ReL
Rich. Thorpe. Time.- 67 mlns.
even thougl* ofReial. To obtain the
bin, Chester Morris. Dir. Marcel Varnei.
65 mlns. Rel. Feb. 10.
fullest degree of exactnesa 'Variety' Me and My Qal. Comedy erama. Joan Bennett. Spencer Tracy. t>\r. Raoul
^«
Studio: Qov^e^r^atSun^^^^^^^
Walsh. Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4.
will appreciate, the co-operation, of
all managera who may note discrep- Pleasure Cruise. Flay by Austen Allen. Jealous husband trails his seagoing
'^'^
wife. Dir. Frank Tuttle. BeL Mar. 24.
tely^^ll"^^^^^^^^^
ancies.
JimeB Murray. Dir. Al RogcU; Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 24.
Rackety Rax. Football satire. Victor McLaglen, Greta Nlssen. Dir. Alfred
Anjerlcatgjri
-or an'
werker. Time. 65 mlna BeL Oct 23. Bev. Nov. 8.
Bitter Tea of General Yen. Romance and adventures
Barbara ft^n^t'^'^ia^ 17
Robbers' Roost. Bustler discovers that love Interferes with cattle stealing.
Vuglt in the raaemtrom-of Shanghai.
17.
George O'Brien. Dir. Louis King. 63 mins. Bel. Jan. 1.
Walter ConnoUy. Dir. Frank ,Capra. ReL Jan. 6. Rev. Jan.
Romanw the dlmeSailor's Luck. Original.
Bomance of a U. S. Navy gob. Jas. Dunn. Sally
Child of Manhattan. Stage play by Preston Sturges.
mlns.
Busaell.
.73
a^ance. Nancy CarroU, John Boles. Dir. Eddie
Enors, Victor Jory. Dir. Baout Walsh. BeL Mar. 3.
ReL. Feb. 4i Rev. Feb. 14.
,
^ _.„
Second Hand Wife. Banker's secretary steps from his office Into his heart
(Continued from paee 6)
ana_l^ frameups. Leo Carrtllo.
Sally Ellers, Balph Bellamy. Dlr; Hamilton McFaddeh. 64 mlns. Rel.
Deceptldn. Story of the. wreatllng
4.
Bel. Nov.
Jan; 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
'rheliba Todd. DIckto Moore. Dir. liew. Seller. «7 mUisv
as buslntesa iuanaeer of forelgns,
] Bev»;7an. 17.
, ,
^ and Ma:K Golden as business man- Sherlock Holmes. Tbe Conon Doyle story with a new gangster twist. Ciive
JnartlaledjjuMi
Brook, Miriam Jordan, Ernest Torrence. Dir. W. K. Howard. Time.
End'ol tlit Trail. The; A tT. fl. cavalry officer, who J?, wutt
Wr, D. Ross Ledermaa. ager of tbe unit.
68 mins. ReL Nov. 6; Rev. Nov. 16.
MdeemV-WmBelt
v..-...;.-^'W^mln^'^Rel. iJefc.
v. « _
SiK Hours to Live, Murdered diplomat Is revived to avenge his murder.
BlcWord,^
Otaa „.
Warner Baxter, Mlrlanr Jordan. Dir. Wm. DIeterle. Time, 78 mlna.
Last- Man, Th*v Drama of outiawry on the high seas.
Harry Behn'a atory, Honor,'
Time. 66 mlna Belt Aug. 31.
ReL Oct 16. Rev. Oct 26.
siSttee Cumming* Dir. Boirard Higgins.
belns adapted by Jules Furthman
i Rey,' Sept." 20;
Smoke Lightning. From Zone Gray's 'Canyon Walls.' Geo. O'Brien, Nell
Metro.
at
Man's strength against woman's wUes. Jack Holt,i
O'Day. Dir. David Howard. BeL Feb. 17.
-^Man^' 'Aaalrtat Waman.
16.
Ctommtags. Tlme» 68 mlns. BoL Nov.
T
Ul!i^^
here April 1 State Fair. From the navel by Phil Stong. Love and triumph at the state
arrlvea
Blrinskl
Leo
Rev. Dee. '20..
^'
,*
fair.
Janet Gaynor, Lew Ayreo, Will Rogers, Louise Dresser. Dlr,
Melford. to start a one-year termer for Sam
Henry King. 98 mlns. Rel. Feb. Bev. Jan. 31.
Man' Of' Action. OrlglBal outdoor drama. Tim McCoy. Dir. Geo.
Goldwyn.
67 mlns. ReL Jan. 20.
Teas of the Storm Country. Talk version of an old silent. Janet Gaynor,
Farrell. Dir. AL Santell. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Nov. 20. Rev.
Ohaa
Mark «- Paid.. .Original story, of motorbo^it racings. Wm. Collier. Jr.r Joan
Another Metro Air Pie

^rom^tbe P'-

Eleventhlom^andment, T

.

.

raleaso.

^V^f^-^,^^^^^^^^

Marsh, Theo.

.

».

„

NWrk.T'v.

Columbia

-

c^S;?^e«V'^?F3Hl^^^^^^

'

jyiywood

wme

.

'

^

.

"'*'.;.•'

^
•

American
Oroiilda. a millionairess who is jrecwnerated by the new
^yi^ TalbotJ^^iUter Copnedy. 1^^^^
^.^X^C^X^^iSl^
Waker Lang. 70 mitts. Bel. Nov. 26. Rev. Jatf. 8.

Na Mora
•

.

.

Halo; Dir.
L«6 Carlllo,
Obey the Law; Original of ah easy mark who turned ,flrebran«.
Lois WUaon. Dir. BenJ. StolofT. 6» mtns, BeL Jan. 20.
Brltton. Dir. D. Boss
Silent Men. Tim McCoy v^eatem orlglnaL Florenco
-

•

-

Nov. 22.
adapting anto Work. Talking version of 'Jubilo.'
Will Rogers, Marian NU<m.
This one Too Busy
Dir. Jas. Blystone. Time, 76 mlns. ReL Nov. 13. Rev. Dec. 6.
Warrior's Husband, The. Stage play by Julian Thompson. An Amazon Who
had
a
heart. EUssa I^ndl, Marjorle Rambeau, Ernest Truex, David
Gene Markey and Eathryn Scola
Manners. Dir. Walter Lang. ReL April 21, (Lasky production.)
ofiC tbe Metrb payroll after compleZoo In Budapest. Original. Mystery story in a foreign zoo and an animal.
tion of 'Nora' script. Both return
Loretta Young, Gene Raymond, O. P. Heggle. Dir. Rowland V. Lee.
to Warners, where they are under
Rel. Mar. 31.
(Lasky production.)

Thomson

other

by

air.

Johik

Burtls

pio for Metro.

Monk

Saimders;

Lederman. BeL Mar. 8.
Africa with some
So This la Africa. Original. Wheeler and Wolsey go tomlns.
Rel. Feb. 24. contract. May 16.
twne lions. Bacquel Torres. Dir. Eddie Kline. 67
Regis
Stat*. Trooper. OrlglnaL Story of a war between two gas companies.
Freuler Associates
"NewTork.
Warners has purchased 'Bedside,'
Topmey, Evalyn Knapp, Barbara Weeks, Ray Hatton. Dir. D. Ross
oiiglnal
by Harvey Thew and Deadwood Pass. Original. Western. Hidden treasure and government agents.
Lederman. 68 mlns. Rel. Feb. 10.
Tom Tyler, Alice Dahl, Wally Wales. Dir. J. P. McGowan. Rel. Mar, 16.
Manny Self, for Warren William.
•That^s My Boy. Football story oft the usual lines. Rich. Cromwell, Dorothy
doctor.
fake
Flghtlno Gentleman, The. A fighter who goes to the top and back again.
Jordan. Mae Marsh. Dir. B. W. NleL Time. 71 mlns. ReL Oct 6. Rev. Yarn revolves around a
wm. Collier, Jr., Josephine Dunn, Pat O'Malley. Dir. Burton King.
Nov; a;-Time. 69 mlns. ReL Oct 7. Rev. Nov. 16.
Bdith Fitzgerald's first Columbia
This SportlnaAQi>> Revenge on the polo field,- Jack Holt. Evalyn Knapp.
Time. 71 mlns. ReL Sept. 16. Rev. Oct. 4.
writing asalgnment Is adaptation of Forty-Nlners. The overland trek In pioneer days. Tom Tyler. Dir. J. P.
rftr. A. W. BennlBon.
r
McCarthy.
49 mlns. Rel. Oct 28. Rev. Dec. 20.
Treason. OrlglnaL Kansas after the blvlt war. Buck Jones, Shirley Grey. 'Brief Moment'
Gamblino Sex, The. Racing story with a society slant. Ruth Hall, Grant
63^ mlns.
Rel. Feb. 10.
Dlr.' aeQ.,B. ^eltz.
Wlthors. Dir. Fred Newmeyer. Time, 04 mins. ReL Nov. 21. Rev.
Story, of. 'Kingfish' Lortg
Vanity Street. Girl breaks a window to get Into lall, but lands -In the •FolDec. 27.
Helen Chandler, Chas. Blckford. Dir. Nick Grlnde. Time, 67
William Bankln, who sold, Warlies.'
Araby. Original. Sahara story of British army and Riff, with love
mlns. ReL Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 11.
ners on the idea of doln^ a story Kiss of
Interest Marie Alba, Walter Byron, Claire Windsor. Dlr, Phil Rosen.
Virtue. A street walker who goes straight. Carole Lombard, Pat O'Brlenl based on the life of Senator Huey
ReL Feb. 23.
Dir. Edw, BuzzelL Time, 68 mlns. ReL Oct. 26. Rev. N6v. 1.
Long, Is In Washington conferring
Code. Story of a boy'p regeneration surmounting complications. Regis
Washington Merry-Go- Rodnd. Political satire. Loe Tracy, Constance Cum- with the latter on 'The Klngflsh," Penal Toomey,
Helen Cohan, Robert Ellis. Dir. George Melford- 62 mlns.
m'ngs. Dir. Jas. Cruze. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 16. Bev. Oct. 25.
designed for Edward G. Robinson.
Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Mar. 7.
Western Code, The. Tim McCoy western. Dir. J. P. McCarthy. 68 mlns.
Savaoe Girl, The. Big game hunters find a white Jungle beauty. Rochelle
Bel. Sept. 16. Bev. Feb. 21.
Sol Wurtzel will produce 'AriHudson, Walter Byron. Harry Myers. Adolph Mllar. Dir. Harry L.
White Eaole. Buck Jones as an Indian pony express rider. Jones, Barbara zona to Broadway,' by Willam
Fraser. Rel. Dec. 6.
Weeks. ,Dlr. Lambert Hlllyear. Tims, 66 mlns. Bel. Oct. 7i Rev. Counselman and Henry Johnson,
When a Man Rides Alone. Robin Hood of the West and some daring stage
Sept 27.
should Will Rogers, who claimed
coach holdups and fast riding. Tom Tyler, Adele Lacey, Duke Lee.
Dir. J. P. McGowan. Rel. Jan. 29.
Studies Burbank,
the story paralelled his career, ob•

:

Calif.

First

National

'^'nISCj

y.

Blondle Johnson. The female Public Enemy No. 1. Joan Blondell, Chester
Morris. Dir. Ray Enrlght. 67 mlns. Bel. Feb. 26.
Cabin In the Cotton. X social study of the poor whites. Blch. Barthelmess,
Dorothy Jordan, Bette Davis. Dir. Michael Curtlz. Time, 79 mlns. Bel.
Oct. 16. Bev. Oct 4.
Central Airport. A triangle In the aviation game. Bichard Barthelmess and
Sally Eilers. Dir. William A. Wellman. Bel. April 15.
Central Park. Western cowboy hunts bandits In a New York park. Joan
Blondell, Wallace Ford, Guy Klbbee. Dir. John Adolfl. Time, 68 mlns.
Rel. Dec. 10.
Crash,- The. How one couple reacted to the panic. Buth Chatterton, Geo.
Brent. Dir. Wm. DIeterle. Time, 69 mlns. BeL Oct 8. Rev. Sept 13.
Employee's Entrance. Original 'I«ve In a Dept. Store.' Warren William,
Loretta Young, Alice White. Dir. Roy Del Ruth. 74 mlns. Rel. Feb. 11.
Rev. Jan. 24.
Frisco Jenny. 'Madame X' in San Francisco locale. Ruth Chatterton, Donald
Cook, Jas. Murray. Dir. Wm. A. Wellman. 73 mlns. Rel. Jan. 14. Rev.
Jan. 10.
Grand Slam. A burlesque on the popular bridge fad. Paul Lukas, Loretta
Young, Frank McHugh, Glenda Farrell. Dir. William DIeterle. 67 mlns.

ject to the

revamp

of the yarn.
Offices: 1619

Broadway,

Majestic
New York City
Harry Sauber's original, 'Girls We
The. Diama of a crusaidlng district attorney. Evelyn Brert., H.
Meet' has been bought by Fox for Crusader,
Warner, Ned Sparks^ Lew Cody, Walter Byron, Marcellne Day. Dir.
Sol Wurtzel production.
Frank Strayer. 72 mlns. ReL Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 11.
Nilsson Opening in Play
'Hedda Gabler,' with Anna Q.
Nilsson, opened (16) at the Music

Curtain at Eight. Rel. April
Free Love. Rel. May 1.

Western drama

1.

Jack Hoxle, Alice Day, Matthew Betz, Dynamite^
Brower. Time, 66 mlna Rel. Sept 16. Rev. Oct. 11.
Gun Law. Western. Jack Hoxie, Betty Boyd. BeL Mar. 1.
Hearts
of
Humanity.
Drama
of New York's East Side. Jean Hersholt, Jackie
Louis
not
and
Byron Morgan,
Searl, J. Farrell MacDonald, Claudia Dell. Charles Delaney. Dir. Christy
Stevens, resigned, will adapt 'FlyCabanne. Time, 70 mlna Bel. Sept 1. ReV. Sept 27.
ing Circus' for Radio.
Law and Lawless. Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Hilda Moreno, Yakima Canutt, Wally Wales, Dynamite-Horse.
Dlr, Armand Schaeffer.
Time, 61
Contract between Hal Roach and
mlns. Rcl. Nov. 30.
Lillian Moore, 16, known professionOutlaw Justice. Western drama.
Jack Hoxle, Dorothy Gulliver, Donald
ally as Patricia Moore, and now beKeith, Dvnamite-Horse. Dir. Armand Schaeffer.
Time, 61 mlns. Hel.
fore the Superior court for approval,
Oct. 1. Rev. Feb. 28.
stipulates a range In salary from Phantom Express, TheRailroad melodramatic mystery.
J. Farrell Mac$35 to $160 a week In five years.
Donald, WlJliani Collier, Jr., Sally Blane, Hobart Bosworth, £kldle PbllRel. March 18.
aps. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Sept 16. Rev. Sept. 27.
Life Begins. Tactfully handled maternity story from a stage play. Loretta
French Line, after direct travel Public Be Damned, The .Story behind present-day conditions. Evelyn Brent,
Young, Erie Linden. Dir. Jas. Flood and Elliott Nugent Time, 72 business between the coast and EuDir. Christy Cabanne. Rel. Mar. 1.
J 'at O'Brien.
mlns. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
rope, donated everything to Fox for
Sing. Dramatic life of a torch-singer. From the play by Wilson
Match King. Fictitious romance of the Swedish financier. Warren William. latter's preview of 'Pleasure Cruise' Sing, Sinner,
Dir. Christy Cabanne. Rel. Mar. 16.
'^olllson. Leila Hyams, Paul Lucap.
Dir. Howard Bretherton-Wm. Kelghley.
Lill Damlta.
79 mlns.
Rel.
aboard
the
'Winnipeg'
at
San
Pedro.
Trouble Buster. Western. Jack Hoxle, Lane Chandler. Rel. April 1.
Dec. 31. Rev. Dec. 13.
Mind Reader, The. Mlnd-readlng as a new racket. Warren William and Line figures it a good publicity gag. Unwi ^tten Law, The. A drama of betrayal and vengeance. Greta Nlssen,
Skeets Gallagher, Mary Brian. Lew Cody, Louise Fazenda, Hedda HopConstance Cummlngs, Dir. Roy Del Ruth. ReL April 1.
W. H. (Bud) LolUer, F-WC tax
per. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mins. Rel. Nov. 15.
Rev. Dec. 20.
Sliver Dollar. Silver, boom days in Col.
Edw. G. Robinson. Dir. Alfred E.
expert, has announced his candidacy Vam lire .Bat, The. A thriller.
Lionel Atwlll, Fay Wray, Melvyn Douglas,
Green. 84 mlns. Rel. Dec. 24. Rev. Dec. 27.
George E. Stone, Maude Eburne. Dir. Frank Strayer. Rel. Jan. 21,
They Call It Sin. Kansas girl breaks into N. Y. show life. Loretta Young, for the L. A. board of education.
Rev. Jan. 24.
Geo. Brent, David Manners. Dir. Thornton Freeland. Time. 70 mlns,
Coast Revivals
Via Pony Express. Jack Hoxle western. Marcellne Day. Dir. Lew Collin.
Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Oct 26.
Franz Molnar's 'The Good Fairy'
Kel. Feb. 8.
Three on a Match. Three schoolgirls have adventures. Joan Blondell. War- will be presented by the Beverly
Wonan In Chains, The. Rel. April 1.
ren William, Ann Dvorak, Bette Davis. Dir. Mervyn Le Hoy. Time. 63
mils Little Theatre fpr Professionmlns. Rel. Oct 29. Rev. Nov. 1.
Stu'ilos: 4376 Sunset Drive,
Offices: 1600 Broadway,
1Wlairf«iw
Tiger Shark. Life and tragedy with the tuna fishers. Edw. G. Robinson, als group.
IViayrair
Hollywood, Cal.
New York, N. Y.
Zlta Johan, Rich. Arlen. Dir. Howard Hawks. 79 nrins. Rel. Sept. 24.
Qeorgo Bernard Shaw's 'Too True He.irt Punch. Murder story with a prize ring angle. Lloyd HuRties, Marlon
Rev. Sept. 27.
Shilling. Dir. Breezy Eason. Time, 64 mlns. ReL Oct IB. Rev. "Dec. 13.
Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing. Visualization of Warden Lawes' book. to Be Good' opened at the Pasadena
Spencer Tracy. Bette Davis, mr. Michael Curtlz. 78 mlns. Rel. Jan. 31. Community playhouse (14) follow- Her Mad Night. Mother assumes guilt for a daughter's crime. Irene Rich,
Conway Tearle. Dir. B. Mason Hopper. Time. 67 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1.
Rev. Jan. 17.
ing a two-week run of 'Liliom.'
Uev. Nov. 29.
You Said a Mouthful. Joe Brown swims to Catallna. Joe E. Brown. Ginger
Malay Nights. Original. Mother love In the tropics. Johnny Mack Brown,
Rngprs. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time, 70 mlns, ReL Nov. 26. Rev. Nov. 22.
Educ'a Two-Reelera
Dorothy Burgess. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. 59 mlns. Rcl. Oct. 1. Uev.
Educational Is concentrating twoFeb. 7.
Offices: 850 Tenth Ave.,
Studio: Fox Hills,
production on its own. name lot,
Hollywood, Cat
New York, N Y, reel
.md Lon Young has moved the pub- No Living Witness. Novelty crime story. Gilbert Roland, Noah Beory, Barbara Kent. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 72 mins. ReL Sept. 15. Rev.
OrlglnaL
With
music.
Janet
G.iynor,
Henry Garat. Dir. Wm, licity department to that studio
Adorable.
Oct 11.
April
28.
Bel.
Dletcne.
from Metropolitan. Jack Hayes and Tangled Destinies.
Mystery in a deserted aesert home. Lloyd Whltiook,
Arvld OUlstrom transfer activities
After the BalL British made. Love at a diplomatic b.nll. TCsther Ralston
Dorig Hill, Glen Tryon, Vera Reynolds. Dir. Frank Strayer. Time, 50
Basil Rathbone. Dir. MlHgn. Kosmer. GU mins. Kel. Mar. 17.
this week.
mins. ReL Sept 1. Rev. Oct, 26.
Gold.

horse.

Box, Hollywood.

,

Fox

I

Dir. Otto

March

Tueflday,

PIC¥URES

14, 1933

atudiM: Culver Cljb'f

Ofllcct:

Metro

1M0 Broadway,

New York, N. V.
Blondl* of the ffplllet. Belt explanaTory title. Marlon Davleo, Robt MontBlHsr Dove. Dir. E. Gouldlng.
Time. 91 mlns. ReU Aug. IS,
Semery..
;ev> Sept. IS.
Clear Alt V/lrea. Pleturizathm of the recent Broadway hit about a foreign
oorreuwndent. Iiee Tr^cy, Benita Hume. Dir. George HtU. 78 mine.
ReL Feb.

Rev. Mar.

17.

7.

in the Family. Jackie Cooper save^ the family happiness.
Jackie
Cooper, Conrad Nagel, Lewis Stone, Lots Wilson. Dir. Chas. F. RIesner.
Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Time, 78 mlns
Typical Haines story with a thrilling speeC Doat race. William
Lifa,
Fatt
Hailnesi ClUC Edwards, Conrad Magel, Madge Evans. Dir. Harry Pollard.
82 mlns.: Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. 27..
Flesh. Wallace Beery: aS' a wrestler. Karen Morley, Rlccardo Cortez, Jean
Hersbolt. Dir. John Ford. 96 mlna Rel. Dec 9. Rev. Dec. 13.
Faithless. Rich girl learns the lesson of the depression. Tallulah Bankhead,
HObt. Montgomery. Dir. Barry Beaumont. Time. 7S mlns. ReL Oct. 15
Rev. Nov. 22.
Fast Worker, John Gilbert as a skyscraper worker. Robert Armstrong, Mae
Clarke, Muriel Klrkland. Dir. Tod Browning. Rel. March 10.
Gabriel Over the White House. From an-'anonymous novel. The U. S. under
a dictator. Walter Huston, Karen Morley, Pranchot- Tone. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Bel. Mar. 31.
Hell Below. The submarine heroes of the World War. Robert Montgomery,

Olyjorce

.Hnuny Durante, Madge

,Rel.

March

Evans,

Walter Huston.

Dir.

Jac& Conway.

17.

Kongo. Remake ot the silent of the same title. Sorcery In central Africa.
Walter Huston. Lupe Velez. Conrad Nagel, Virginia Bruce. Dir.
Cowen. T4me. 86 mina Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Nov. 22.
Lady Deceived, The. Based on the Broadway stage hit by Martin Brown,
Irene Dunne,. Philips Holmes. Dir. Charles Brabln. Rel. Jan. 13.
Masl( ot Fu Manchu. Chinese plotter seeks the sword of Ghengls Kahn.
Boris KarlolT. L«wl8 Stone, Karen Morley. Dir. Chas. Brabln. Time,
68 mlns. Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Dec. 6.
Men Must Fight. Ficturlzatlon of the Broadway play. The war problem In
Dir. Edgar Sel1940. Diana Wynyard, Phillips Holmes, Lewis Stone.
wyn. Rel. March 10.
Man on the Nile. Ramon Novarro as an Egyptian guide. Rel. April 7.
Outsider, The.' -An unlicensed surgeon performs seeming miracles. Harold
Huth, Join Barry. Frank Lawton. ^0 nins. Jtel. Jan. 20.
Pack Up Your Troubles. Laurel and Hardy full length military comedy. Dir.
Geo. Ma shall and Raymond Carey. Time. 70 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev.

Wm

.

<

Got.

Payment

4.

Def«rred.

Murder story from the play of that title with Chas.
his original role, Maureen O'SuIllvan, Dorotliy Peterson.

l.aughto.1 -n
Dir. Loti 9r Mendez.
Time, 80 mlns. Itel. Oct 8.
ttev. Nov. 16.
P «t -depression comedy with Maiie Dressier and Polly Moran.
San Wood. Time, 87 mlns. Rel. Nov. 12, Rev. Nov. ^9.
Rasputin and the Empress. The Russian overthrow and its cause. John,
Ethel an I Lionel Barrymore. Dir. Rich. Boleslavsky. Roadshow time,
133 mlns. Rel. March 31. Rev. Dec. 27.
Red Dust. Jci n Harlow end Clark Gable as a new team In a story of IndoC^ilna. J lir. Victor Fleming. Time, 83 mlns.
Rel. Oct, 22. Rev. Nov. 8.
Reunion In Vienna. From Sherwood's stage p^ay. Exiled royalty returns for
a last fling. John Barrymore, Diana Wj^nyard, Otto ICruger. Dir. Sidney Franklin. Rel. April 14.
Secret of Madame Blanche, The. Based on Martin Brown's play 'The lAdy.'
Irene Dunne, Phillips Holmes. Dir. Chas. Brabln. 83 mlns. Rel. Feb. 3.

ProsF srtty.
Dir.

Rev. Feb.
'6m|iin'

Remake

Woman

Accused, The. From the story in 'Liberty' by ten well-known authors.
Girl accused of murder with action chiefly on a pleasure cruise. Nancy
Carroll, Cary Grant, John Halliday. Dir. PasI Sloan. Rel. Feb. 17.

Time, 96 mlns.

Rev. Oct. 18.
From the play by David Belasco. Helen Hayes, Ramon
^iovarro, Liewls Stone, Warner Oland. Dir. Clarence lirown. 81 mlns.
Rel. Deo 23. Rev. Jan. 3.
Strange Interlude. The famous O'Neill play. Norma Shearer, Clark Gable.
Dir. Robert Z. Leonard. Time, 110 mina Dec. 30. Rev. Sept. 6.
Today VVe Live. An English girl ambulance-drlver during the war. Joan
Crawford, Gary Cooper. Dir. Howard Hawks. Rel. March 24.
Whatl No Beer? Buster Keaton and Jimmy Durante in the beer racket.
Phillip Barry, Roscoe Ates, John Miljan. Dir. Edward Sedgwick. 64
mlns. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev. Feb. 14.
White Slater The. Based on the famous F. Marion Crawford novel. Helen
Hayes, Clark Gable. Dir. Victor Fleming. Rel. Mar. 17.
Whistling In the Dark. Adapted from the Broadway stage success. In which
a famous mystery writer Is kidnapped and forced to plan a murder
himself. Ernest Truez, Una Merkel, Jean Hersholt. Dir. Elliot Nugent.
Rel. Jan. 27.

Rev

Rel. Sept. 18.

Jan. 31.

Studiet 6048 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Cal.

Offices: 723 Seventh Ave.,
Pavuav*
n«v» York, H. Y.
Girl. Musical comedy farce. Gene Gerrard, Molly Lament Dir. Eugene O'SulUvan. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Sept. 1.
Who Won. The. Story of a wastrel who makes good. Henry Kendall,
Heather Angel. Time, 70 mine. Dir. Norman Walker. Rel. Sept. 16.
Rev. Feb. 28.

rowers

Norma Talmadge silent and Jane Cowl play.
Howard, Frederic March, O. P. Hcggie. Dir. Sid- Lucky

of the

6 liearer, Leslie

Man

Office: 723

Seventh Ave.,
Ytrk, N. Y.

New

Unioiis Setde in
1

Spot; Reprisals

In Cbattanof^a
Omaha,

Devil's Playground, The. George Yanderbilt's expeditionary flim.
Rel. Jan.
Rev. Jan. 3.
Jungle GIgilo. Travel. Humorous treatment ot Sumatran customs.

L

ReL Feb.

64 mlns,

K

mina

16.

Time, 43 mlns.
Bel
Virgins of Ball.
Traveloroe ot the Island of BalL
Sept 16. Rev. Dec. 13.
Voodoo. Travel. Voodoo ceremonies In Haiti produced by Sergeant Wirkus,
'White King of LaGonave.' 4 reels. Rel. Feb. 16.
With Williamson Beneath the Sea. Underwater exploration. 60 mlns. Rel
Jan. L Rev. Nov. 29.
Studios: Hollywood.

Offlce:

R.K.O. BIdg.,

Fighting Champ,

O

R

V

Lucky Larrlgan. Western.
ReL Dec. 10.

My

Rex

Bell,

Helen Foster.

J.

P.

McCarthy,

From Peter B. Kyne's 'The Just Judge.' Western story of a
woman who runs a gambling resort Pauline Frederick, Claire Wind-

Mother.
sor,

Theo.

Von

Dir. Phil. Rosen. 67
(Originally titled 'Self Defense').
Eltz.

90 mlns.

mlns.

Rel. Dec. 15.

Rev.

Fob. 21.
Strange Adventure. Regis Toomey, June Clyde. Dir. Phil Whitman and
Hampton Del Ruth. 60 mlns. Rel. Feb. 14. Rev. Feb. 14.
Thirteenth Guest, The. Mystery play by author ot 'Scarface.' Ginger Rogers,
Lyle Talbot, J. Farrell McDonald.
Dir. Alfred Ray.
T>me, 66 mlns.
ReL Aug. 26. Rev. Sept 6. (Chadwick.)
Western Limited, The. Mystery aboard a transoontinental train. Estelle
Taylor, Edmund Bums, Gertrude Aster, Crauford Kent Dir. Christy
Cabanne. Time, mlns. Rel. Aug. 10. Rev. Oct 19,
Young Blood. Western. Bob Steele. Story by Wellyn Totman. Dir. Phil
Rosen. Time, 62 mlns. Rel. Nov. 5. Rev. Jan. 24.

Dec

'

Rev. Jan. 3.
Bill of Divorcement, A. Story of a shell-shocked war vet.
By Clemenee Dane.
John Barrymore, Blllle Burke, Katherine Hepburn. Dir. Gea Cukor,
Time, 69 mine. Rel. Sept M. Rev. Oct 4.
Bird of Paradise, A. Famous stage play of the South Seas. Dolores Del. Rio.
Joel McOrea. Dir. King VUot. Time, 82 mlns. Rel. Aug. 12. Rev.
Griffith.

Dir.

March

13.

Wilbey-Kinsey), because

operators' strike has

ous proportions.
the government
tierveritlon,

<>t a union
assumed serU

It Is reported that
Is considerlnj? 'In^
arei

as three t,heatres

under federal receivership, giving
government Jurisdiction.
Operators balked at a new slasli
which would place their salai*les at*^
$50 and are picketing the theatrea

propaganda

Sept 18.
Cheyenne Kid. The.

Rel.

28.

is

and newspapief
being employed.

'fitlhk-bombing Is

and

frequent,

hardly a day passes 'that all thres
houses don't smell like a polecat's
seminary. After days ot sleutblngtlocal cops finally nabbed two youth's,
Baton Smith, 17, and James Mc<r
Clure, 18, In a atliik-bombing plot.
They were, .fined. |86 and $60,. re*
spectlvely, In municipal courts and
hound over to the federal district
court on contempt charges.
EITorts to definitely link the untoif
with the stenchiBg have beeii un«
availing, but detectives proved In
court that Smith is a brother^ln^

R.ICO. Pathe
Trail. Western. Rex Bell. Dir. Harry Fraser. Rel. Dec 30.
Radio City. N.Y.C
Calif.
The. Western. Bob Steele, Arietta Duncan. Dir. J. P. Come On, Danger. Western. Tom Keene, J. Hayden. Roscoe Ates. Dir. Robt
Mc(^rthy. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16.
HUL Thne, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept 23.
Qlrl from Calgary, The. Girl cowboy comes east to stage trlumplis. FLfl
Office: R.K.O. BIdg..
Studios: Hollyweod.
IT
RxliA
D'Orsay, Paul Kelly. Dir. Phil Whitman. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept 24.
naaiO
Calif.
Radio City, N.Y.C.
Rev. Nov. 22.
Age of Consent. The. Z4>ve and trouble for a co-ed. Dorothy Wilson.
Auiity or Not Guilty? Betty Compson, Claudia DelL Dir. Albert Ray. 67 mlns.
ard CromwelL Dir. Gregory La Cava. Time, 63 mlns. ReL Aug. t.
ReL Nov. 16.
Rev. Sept 6
law of
Klondike. Physician who fails In a major operation makes a comeback. Frank Animal
a_:__. Kingdom, The. The
m,^ man
mo- who
m,%,^ could
^^,,tji not distinguish between his
hi. wife
HftwUfl Thelma
ThPima Todd.
Tnrtri H. B.
B Walthal."
Wflithni
LvIa Talbot.
Tflibnt. Time
SB mtnn.
Dir. Lyle
Time, 66
Hawks,
mine
and oustress. Leslie Howard, Ann Harding. Myrna Loy. Dir. Edw.
ReL Aug.. 30. Rev. Sept 27.
Diamond

Neb.,

Offices: 11 West 42d 8t,
with banners. Management counters
Principal
New York, Ni V.
with two sandwich men to union's
Blame the Woman. British made with Adolphe Menjou and Claude AHister one, explaining their angle of aitua*
as a pair of crooks. Dir. Fred Nlblo. Time, 74 mlns. ReL Oct 1.
tlon. Badio, screen,

.

Monogram

29

ReL Oct 14. Rev. Nov. 1.
A walkout of barely a day'a du«
Night of June 13, The. The neighbors react to a murder suspicion. Cllve ration bjc-stage hands and mainteBrook, LHa Lee. Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stephen Roberts. Time, 76 mlns. nance men (and operators in
symReL Sept 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
pathy) at Publlx theatres in Omaha
No Man of Her Own. From the novel 'No Bed of Her Own.' Clark Gable,
Carole Lombard, Dorothy Mackalll. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. December and Council Bluffs was adjusted on
special. Rev. Jan. 3.
a temporary basis and the men are
Phantom President. Political story of a presidential double. George M. Cotian. back on the job. Fublix officials had
Jimmy Durante, Ciaudette Colbert. Time, 77 mlns. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. met the walkout, which occurred at
Oct 4.
5 p. m., by putting other operators
Pick Up. (Schulberg.) A girl of the people and a service station sheik. Sylvia
on the Job and opening at 9 that
Sidney, Geo. Raft.' Dir. Marion Gering. Rel. Mar. 31.
Murder on the football field. Phillips Holmes, Dorothy evening.
70.000 Witnesses.
By the next day, temporary agree<>
Jordan, Cbas. Ruggles, Johnny Mack Brown, Lew Cody.
Dir. Ralph
Murphy. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Sept. 2. Rev. Sept 6.
ment was reached to pay $250 per
She Done Him Wrong. Paraphrase of 'Diamond LIT.* Mae West. Caiy Grant, week for all staee hands needed at
Noah Beery, Owen Moore. Dir. Lowell Sherman. Rel. Jan. 27. Rev. the Paramount and World (Omaha)
Feb. 1^.
as against former sum ot $366. TheSign of the Crose, The.
Spectacular version of Wilson Barrett's play of
Roman. p~ersecution ot the Christians. Ciaudette Colbert, Fredric March, atres' first offer was $190. OperaEllssa Laodl, Chas. Lauiditon. Dir. Cecil B. De Mllle. 118 mine. Regu- tors' wage wasn't up, since, they
lar release Feb. 10. Rev. Deo. 6.
have accepted cut from $90 to $68,75
Strictly Personal. (Rogers.) Original by Wilson Mlzner and Robt. T. Shan- weekly.
non oh the matrimonial agency racket Marjoric Rambeau, Eddie QuUAt the same time, suburban theDir. Ralph Murphy. Rel, Mar. 19.
ian, Dorothy Jordan.
atre owners asked operators to take
Tonight Is Ours. Noel Coward's 'The Queen Was In the Parlor.' Ciaudette
Colbert, Frederic March, Allison Sklpworth. Din Stuart Walker. Rel. a. 64% cut during the banking holiday because of drop in grosses. Tfo
Jan. 13. Rev. Jan. 24.
Trouble In Paradise. Cheating cheaters In Paris and Venice. Miriam Hop- decision yet, but representative
kins, Kay Francisi Herbert Marshall. Dir. Ernst Lubitsch. Time. 81 promiised to take it before the op«
rolna. Rel. Oct 21. Rev. Nov. 16.
erators' board.
Undercover Man; Secret service bests the gangsters. Geo. Raft, Nancy Oarroll.
Dir. Jas. Flood. Time, 74 mlns. ReL Dec 2. Rev. Dec. 6.
Chattanooera, March IS.
Under the Tonte Rim. From the Zane Grey story. Stuart Erwln. Verna
ReL Mar. 24.
Hillie, Ray Hatton. Dir. Henry Hathaway.
Lockout of the three Valeteilgfl(
VVild Horse Meaa.
Zane Orey's story. Rudolph Scott, Sally Blane, Fred houses here, Tlvoli, State, and Rlaltq;
Time,
mlns.
Rel.
Nov.
26.
Rev.
Kohler. Dir. Henry Hathaway.
60
(formerly Fublix, now operated', by
Jan. 17.

7.

Throub>.

Norma

ney Frai kiln.
Son-Daughter, The.

VARIETY

Lily Christine. British made, dainne GrifBth, Colin Clive. Time, 69 mlns.
ReL Joly. Rev. Sept. SO.
Luxury Liner. From the novel by GIna Kaus. Grand Hotel on shipboard.
Gea Brent, Zita Johann. Alice White, Verree Teasdale. Dir. by Lothar
Mendes under B. P. Schulberg. 70 mlns. Rel. Feb. 3. Rev. Feb. 7.
Madame Butterfly. From the opera. Sylvia Sidney, Cary Grant, Chas. Ruggles.
Dir. Gearing. Rel. Dec 30. Rev. Dec. 27.
Madison Square. Sporting story. Jack Oakle. Marian Nixon, Thos. Melghan.
Dir. Harry J. Brown. Time. 70 mlns. Rel. OcU 7. Rev. Oct. 18.
Movie Crazy. Harold Lloyd breaks Into pictures. Constance Cummlngs. Dir.
Clarence Bruckman. Time, 96 mlns. Rel. Sept. 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
Murders In the Zoo. Original by Philip Wylle and- Seton I. Miller. Dram.i
largely held to a zoological garden. Chas. Ruggles, Lionel Atwlll, Gail
Patrick. Dir. Edw. Sutherland. Rel. Mar. 17.
Mysterious Rider. Western. Kent Taylor. Dir. Allen. Rel. Jan. 27.
Night After NjghL Humor In the night clubs. Mae West, Geo. Raft, Constance Cummlngs, Allison Suipworth. Dir. Archie Mayo. Time, 70 mina

a union

operator.

Joe Leo, H. 6oldenbiirsr>
MoTe In on Fox in Frisco
San Francisco, 'Max. 13.
Those hardy commuters, Joe.X^eo

and Henry Goldenburg, are hi from
Jan. 20.
Los Angeles again, this time for
Conquerors, The. A story e( American depressions and their surmounting. good they expect, and hope to have
Rich. Dtx, Ann Harding, Edna May Oliver. Dir. Wm. Wellman. Time, the big
Fox open by the 26th.
84 mins. BeL Nov. IS. Rev. Nov. 22.
Leo, brother-in-law of William
Goldie Gets Along, Movie-struck girl who works the beauty contest racket
Fox, has not yet secured possession
LIU Damita, Chas. Morton, Sam Hardy. 88 mins. Rel. Jan. 27.
Great Jasper, The. Kovel by Fulton Oursler. DIx as a motorman who turns of the house, but will have to buy
palmiat Rich. DiX Wera Engels, Edna May Oliver. Dir. J. Walter at public auction from the Bank of
Ruben. SS mbis. ReL Mar. 8. Rev. Feb. 21.
America's holding company latter
Half- Naked Truth, The. From Harry Reichenbach'a memoirs ot • press group's share .of the theatre in which
Studios: 5S51 Marathon St.,
OfTices: 1501 Broadway,
Pa,.a»««ii»»+
agent
Lee Tracjr, Lupe Velez, Eugene Palette. Dir. Gregory Le Cava, Fox also has an Interest.
raramounx
Hollywood, Calif.
New York, N. Y.
76 mins. ReL Dec 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
Big Broadcast, The. Broadcasting story with many air stars. Stuart Erwin,
Policy Is expected to be first run
Bing Crosby, Leila Hyams. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Time, 80 mlns. Rel. Hell's Highway. The horrors ol a convict camp. Richard Dix, Tom Brown, Indie pix at 20o top. Goldenburg
Dir. Rowland Brown. Time, 62 mins. Rel. Sept 2L Rev. Sept. 27.
Oct. Rev. Oct 18.
will manage for Leo, who also oper>.
Billion Dollar Scandal. Based on the Teapot Dome Investigation. Robt. Arm- Hold 'Em JalL Wheeler and Woolsey play football on the convict eleven.
mlns.
ReL
Tlipe,
66
Sept
2.
Rev.
Ang.
ates
Dir.
Norman
Taurog.
23
the Los Angeles in that city.
strong, Constance Cummlngs, Olga Baclanova. Dir. Harry Joe Brown.

1 6 mlns.
Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 10.
Story of a stage woman's efforts to retain her child. Marlene
Dietrich, Herbert Mai'sliall, Dickey Moore.
Dir. Jos. Von Sternberg.
Time, 86 mlns. Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Sept 27.
Crime of the Century, The. From the European stage play of same title.
Je.an Hersholt, Frances Dee, Wynne Gibson, David Landau.
Dir. Wm.
Beaudlne. Rel. Feb. 24. Rev. Feb. 21.
Dead Reckoning. Original sea story by Robt. Presnell of a Flying Dutchman
of today. Shirley Gray, Chas. Ruggles, John Halliday. Verree Teasdale.
Dir. Paul Sloane, Rcl. Mar. 24.
Devil Is Driving, The. Wynne Gibson. Edmund Lowe, Dickie Moore. Dir.
StoIoIT.
Rel. Dec. 9.
Rev. Dec, 20.
Evenings for Sale. Viennese nobleman becomes a gigolo. Herbert Marshall,
fcari Marltza. Chas. Rupgles.
Dir. Stuart Walker. Time, 61 mlns. ReL
Nov. 11. Rev. Nov. 15.
Farewell to Arms. Hemmlngway's novel of war on the Italian front Helen
Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe Menjou. Dir. Frank Borzage. 90 mlns.
Rcl. Jan. C.
Kev. Dec. 13.
From Hell to Heaven. Romance story based on play by Lawrence Hazard.
with a race-track slant. Not a racing drama. Carole Lombard, Jack
Oakie. Dir. Eric Kenton. Rel. Feb. 24.
He Learned About Women. Comedy drama. Stuart ErwIn, Allison Skipworth. Dir. Lloyd Corrlgan. Time, 67 mine. ReL Nov. 4.
Hello, Everybody. OilKln.al radio story by Fannie Hurst
Kate Smith, Randolf Scott, Sally ISlane. Dir. Seitcr. Rcl. Feb. 17. Rev. Jan. 31.
Hot Saturday. Gossip in a small town. Nancy Carroll. Dir. W. Seller. Time,
72 mins. Ucl. Oct 28. Uev. Nov. 8.
If I Had a Million,
How vnrious persons would react to an inheritance. Gary
Cooper, Geo. Ratt, Wynne Gibson, Ch.is. Laughton, Jack Oakle and many
others, each In a single sequence. Directional sequences by various dlrectore.
Time, 85 mins. ReL Nov. Kev. Dec. 6.
Island of Lost Souls. Novelty story. Clias. Laughton, Richard Arlen, Leila
lly.nnis.
Dir. Chas. Kenton.
December special. Rev. Jan. 17.
King of the Jungle. Novelty story. Buster Crabbe, Frances Dee. Dlrs. Humberstone-Marcln. Jan. special release. Kev. Feb. 28.
Lady's Profession, A. Story by Nina AVllcox Putnam. Speakeasy prop, masnucr.idlng as riding master. Geo. Barbier, Sari Marltza. Dir. Norman
MacLeod. Rel. Mar. 3.

Blonde Venus.

Tom Keene

Western.

Dir.

Robert

HUL

66 mlns.

Rel,

.

King Kong. Original. A 60-toot ape Is captured in the wllds and creates
havoc when it escapes while on exhibition In New Tork. Fay Wray, Robt
Armstrong. Dir. Merlan G. Cooper. 96 mins. Rev. Mar. 7.
Little Orphan Annie. Based en the cartoon. Mltzl Green. Ed. Keennedy.
Dir. John Rot>ertson. Time, 61 mlns. Rel. Nov. 4. Rev. Dec. 27.
Lucky Devils. Original. Glorifying the picture stunt men. Bill Boyd, Wm.
Gargan, Dorothy Wilson. Dir. Merlan C. Cooper. 70 mins. Rel. Feb.
3.

Rev. Feb.

°

21.

Men Are Such Fools. I.eo Carlilo. Dir. Wm. Nigli. Time, 66 mins. ReL Nov. 18.
Men of America. Bill Boyd. Dorothy Wilson. Chio Sale. Dir. Ralph Ince.
Time, 67 mlns. ReL Dec 9. Rev. Feb. 28.
Monkey's Paw, The. W. W. Jacobs mystery story of a hoodooed charm. C.
Aubrey Smith, Ivan Simpson, Louise Carter.
mlns. ReL Jan. 13.

Dir.

Wesley Ruggles.

66

Rel.
nett,

Feb.

Jan.

6.

Rev. Jan.

The Star, at Delphoa, lias been
sold to Lillian Swartzcbgarber by
E. L. Staup, Its owner; Lincoln, in »
Dennlson, sold to William Wolf, Jr.,
by Bruce M. Gibbons; Lyric, Mt
Vernon, by Harry W. .Smoots to
James C. Piatt: Rpx, In Toronto,
vaudc and nim house .sold to R. T.
Daniel by the Manos Amusement
Co. and the .<^tate in Westerville
sold to A. D. Curfman by James
M. Curl.

31.

From Maugham's

Gilbert Roland.

Dir.

play.

Geo.

EuBli.sli

CuUor.

has been sold to the Building Co.
by the Cort Theatre Co.; Elite, in
Defiance, C, sold by H. C. Henry
to
the Valantlne Theatre Co.;
Strand In the same town sold to B.
P. Stanley by Mr. and Mr a. F. M.
Miller.

Most Dangerous Oame, The. Island recluse who bunts human beings for
sport Joel McCrea, Fay Wray, Leslie Banks. Dir. E. Schocdeack.
Time, 68 mins. ReL Sept. 9. Rev. Nov. 22.
No Other Woman. Steel worker who rises to affluence and drags his wife Into
the mire. Irene Dunn, CHias. Bickford. Dir. J. Walter Ruben. 58 mlns.

Our Betters.

Obio Theatre Deals
Canton, C, March 13.
The Cort theatre at Bellefontaine,

high society. Constance BenSO mine. Rel. .Mar. 31. Rev.

28.

Past of Mary Holmes, The. Destitute opfra singer unwittingly accuses her
son of murder. Helen HacKcllar. Eric Linden, Skcets Gallagher. DIr
}Iarlan Thompson, Slave Vorkapich. KrI. Jan. 20.
Penguin Pool Murder, The. Stuart Palmer'.q novel; murder mystery Mae
Clark, Robt. Armstrong, Edna Mao Oliver, James Gleason. Dir Geo
Archainbaud. 69 mlns. Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 27.
Phantom of Crestwood, The. Mystery at a week-end party. Ricardo Cortez
Katherine Morley. Dir. J. W. Rubt-n. Time, 77 mins. Rel. Oct 14*
Bob Harvey Connects
Rev. Oct. 18.
San Francl.sco, Marrli 13.
Rockabye. Sentimental mother-love story. Constance Bennett, Joel McCrea,
Bob llarvry, foi.ncr ad chief in
Time. 70 mlns. Rel. Nov. 2D. iU-v. Dec. 6.
Dir. Geo. Cukor.
irthfM-n
California ff)r Kox- West
Original,
fleet's
The
in
JsirU
Sailor Be Good.
arraln.
Oakio, Vivlcime Osborne, George B. Stone. Dir. Jas. Cruze. 68 mlns. Re). Feb. 10. Rev
Coa.st, has been named to .-^ame post
Feb. 38.
for five house.") of the Levin Broth(Continued on page 30
ers' San Francisco theatres.
I

PICTURES

VARIETY

so

/

'

,

Taesday^Miurch 14« 1933

Death Kiss, The. A murder mystery with a motion picture studio, back-ground. David Manners, Adrienne Amea, John Wray, Beta LusosL Dtr,'
Edwin L. lyiarln. Re.l, Dec. 2^. R^v. Jan. ,31.
'

CALENDAR OF CURRENT
(Continued from page

AS

.

A

Me-

Scoiit ttoup t<S the rescu^ of Ken Btayhard. Ken
nard, Junior Coughlln, Bfiouti Troop 107 of Hollywood. Dir. J. P. McGoWan. 61' mlns. Rel. Jim, 29.
Dynamite Ranch^ Ranch manager {falls to vanquish the hero. Ken Bfaynard,
Ruth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time, B9 mlns. Rel,' July 31. lt«v.-

Drum

29)

Taps.

Boy

Dec, 27Foreign mystery. Gwill Andre, Frank Morjian,
of hla"pr6fej9dlon;' Lowell Sherman, Uta
Gregory Ratoff. Dir. Ed. Sutherland, Time. 68 mins. Rol. Dec. 2, False Faoee. Doctor ma^es a racket
Le0, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Shbrman. Time, 83 mlns. Rel. Oct 13. RsTi
Rev. Dec- 13.
'
.]..-.......:.
NoV.. 29. ^
Sport Parade. Novelty story. Joel McCTea, Marian Marsh, Wm. Gardan.
Fargo Expres*. Straight -'shooting sacrince In 'the Career of a cow country
Rev. Dec. 20.
Dir. Dudley Murphy. Time. .C5 mtns.. Ftel. Nov, 11.
hero. Ken 'Maynard, HeleA' Maoki Dir.. Alan James. Tlme^ 62 mlns.
Strange Justice. Oddities of the criminal code. Mae Marsh, Norman Foster,
Mar.
R«I. J«fov. 20. Rev,
^^
Keglimid Denny. Dir. V. C. Schertzlngen Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Oct. 7.
yon Molo Hypnotised. Jami fo'*owlng a big sweepstakes iwln., Koran, and Maok»' Dir.
The« of the Mona Lisa, The. Foreign made. Willy Forst, Trude
Mack Sennett. Rel. Deo. 26, Rev. Jan. 17.
Rev. Sept, 16,
Dir. O. Von Bolvary. Time. 83 mlns. Rel. Oct. 21.
Turf story.
Leo Carlllo, Kay Hammond, Junior
Original.
Race Track.
Thirteen Women. From Tiffany Thayer's story of the power of suggestion.
Coghlan. Dir. Jas. Cruze, 78 mins. Rev. Mar. 7.
RIcardo Cortez. Irene Dunne. Dir. G. Archainbaud. Time, 60 mlns.
Texas Buddies. Cowboy, veteran of the AEF. turns aviator to balk the vilRel. Sept. 16. Rev. Oct, IS.
lains.
Bob Steele, Nancy Drexel. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time, 67 mlns.
Topaze. From the stage play of that title Dy Marcel Prevost, French story
Rev. Nov. 16.
Rel. Aug. 28.
of an innocent who gets wise to the way of municipal graft. John Barrymore, Myrna Loy, Albert Contl. Dir. Harry D'Arraat. 80 mins. Rel. Those We Love. A woman's understanding averts domestic tragedy. Mary
Astor, Lllyan Tnshman, Kenneth MoKenna. Dir. Robt, Florey.
Time,
Feb. 17. Rev. Feb. 14.
77 mins. Rel. Sept. 11. Rev. Sept 20,
Canyon. Western, In which the hero tries to solve the mystery of
Artists
"^^1^^:!^^%':^. Tombstone
his birth. Ken Maynard, Cecilia Parker. Dir. Alan James. Rel. Dec, 26,
Ronald Colman, Kay Francis, Pliyllls Trailing the Killer. Epic of the North Wooda^ Dir. I^ei^inan C. Haymaker.
Cynara. Philip Merlvale stage hit
Barry. Dir. King Vldor. Time. 79 mins. Rel. Dec. 28. Rev. Jan. 3.
'Time, 64 mlns. Rel, Dec. 4. IRev. Dec. '6.
Hallelujah, I'm a Bum. Al .Tolson intrpduces tM .new' 'rhythmic dialogue.'' Uptown New'V«rk Ma'rrfed h'applneasjan.(3\.a past,.* Ja^k Oakie, Shtrfey Grey,
Jolson, Madge Evans,' Harry x;angdon, Fi'tenlc .Morfeaii, Chester ConkDir. Victor Sohert2lneer.
^rtzlneer. Ttn)e, 74 ihins. Rel. Dec.' 4^ .Rev.'D^q. 18..
,
lln.
Dir. Lewis Milestone. 80 -mlns, Hel. :]?6b. 3, Rey^/;«eb. 14.
Kid from Spain'. The. -E<}dle Cantor masquerades. n» a- bu^jr-flghter down In
Miscellaneous Releiaises
Mexico. Cantot. i:;yda RobertL Dir. Leo. McCaroy. Time (roadshow).
118 mlns. Rel. Jan. '21. Rev. Nov. 2?,
Bachelor Mother, The. (Hollywood Pro.) Original,' A mother borrowed froih
Wilcox.
Din.:;- Herbert
JacK- "'feuch^.nan,.
Viennese' operetta.
Maalc Night.
old ladles' home w^alks Ipto tragedy.. Evaiyn ICnapp, Jasi Murra,
an
nme. 79 mlns. Rfel. .?(f'ov. 2^ Rev.-.N,d!V, 8.:' '.
'r-v.
ihlWs.
Rel. Jan, 3.. Rev.
Margaret' S;edd(m. iDIK Chtis. Hutchitmoh.
\.
Feb.'^Sl.'
Mr. RoWnson Crifioe.- Ad^jentuces ln..ahe^' l^outlj.VSea*',. Douglia's Fairbanks,
MaHa Alba: Dir." Edw^i 'SutJrerttfnia. T};^e, 72 mins.' Rel. iSopt. 21. Rev. Big Town, The. (Invincible.) Vibe, crusade 'sto^,' Lester Vall^ Frances
,Dade, .,D\r. .Arthur Hoerle. 5y min^; "Rev'. I)et.-27.
Sept 27
Temperance discussion.
Perfect Uncicrstandlna. Swanson original laid In England. Gloria Swanson, Face on the Bar ftopm Floor. The. (Invincible.)
Dulcle Cooper, Brathw^ll Fletcher: Din Beit Bracken. Time, 06 mlns;
Laurence Olivier, Genevieve Tobin, Sir Nigel Piayfair, John Halllday.
Reli. Oct- -He-r. Oct 18.
DIf. Cyril Gardner. 84 mlns. Rel. Feb. 22. Itev. peb. 28.
Mystery
In
th9
(Auten.)
Foet«tep»
NJght.
.:
drama.
Benlta
Hume. Dir. MauCrawford,Walter
Huston.
Dir.
Rain. Jeanne E:agles' famous stage hit» Joq^n
^1C9 Elvery.. -Tjine, 69, mlns. Rel. Dec 1.
Wnok- Gargan, Time. 93 mUia.- Rel. Ott 12. Rev. Oct. l«r
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Durlne the past week many of
couiitry*d .2,300 neighborhood
the total 'which have beea
able tb remain open during the depression, realized boomtime har«
.

the

thealtres,

They literally reversed posi«
tlohs with the downtown theatres,
for not only local patrons remained
at -home territory but many outsiders availed themselves of the nabes'
vests.

lower admission scales.
This situation was wholly unexpected as only a month ago the industry, wa^ worklngr up a readjustment of eidmlsslpiis t8,ble designed
to affect thO: entire nation. The nabe
th^ajbre
was figured eventually

doomed

it matters got worse.
Instead, according to exchanges
over the country, the nabe theatre, In moist Instances, Is best able
<

all

cash
or credit.

to' meet).Jt/i'iiji)« rejfttal 'in

no' clamor

for

nq,t;e^

-Wrlth

.

Mpis. Price Cuts

,

-

.

>

:

;

,

Coona

.

Gioona.

.

Xove Charms on i-the

(First j^lv>)

Dir.

-Island of 'Bali,

Andree

OMCesi-TaO Fifth Aye.,
RoOd6VeIt, AMlkwd Detild. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Sept 20.
New York, N.
Mot¥r 'Vjirlety;' (Capital.) Gi-and kotel' fn an «ct6rs boarding house. Hal
Skelly, Olive Borden. Dir. Rajymond Canncn. 71 mlns. Rev. Jan. 10.
Afraid to Talk. From the stage play 'Merry-Go-Round' about crooked politics,
Eric Linden, Sidney Fox, Tully Marshall, Louis Caihern. Dir. Edw.'
Juhgla-Klll«lv'-. (Century.^ Expose bf wild' game hunting In. Africa. With tecCahn. 74 pilns. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Dec. 20.
ture.. R^l. ,l^o,v»' ^6.-i...Rev. :No-v. 29..'
Air Mail, The. Commercial flying thrill story. Pat O'Brien. Ralph Bellamy,' Manhaf^api Towar*' .(Remington.) Suggestive ot .'Skyscraper Souls/- Romance
Gloria Stuart, Slim Summerville. Dir. John Ford. Time, 85 mins.; Rel.
In ah ofnce building. Mary Brian, Irene Rich, Jas. Hall. Dir. Frank
••
Nov 3. ,Rev, Nov.,^.
Strayor.' 62 in Ins. Rel. Dec. i..,J^ftv. De^c..^0.
...
Dir. Russell
AK Anferlcaii.iThe^ -^<>oitl)aU! atodT. -Rich. Arlen.v€H6r(n Stuatt.
Pride 'df tha-iibgloVi.' -'(Released' ais4 as 'The Blg .PayoQ^/) (Capital;) From a
Mack, Time, 78 mirfs. 'ReJ. Oct; J3.' Rev-. Oct.- 14;
.^.Pete^•B; Kyho: story.. Barbara Kent, J. FarFeU.,MatCDm^ld, Glen^ XryonK
Destination Unknown. Adventure on a rum I'unner adrift In the Paclflc. Pat
JWatt•>:Vopr9f.. Dir,,.:Pqrd Be«b^, '71 mins. Rei. Jan. 16. Revl Jan. 24,'
Mac.
i.
p^ai-nett.
Dlr.|
ReLQiprien,
CojBjpgopi.
R^iy.
BeUariy%
B^tty
,Rftlt»h
.^^ ,
R9cioa/$1;.r9liit .^The«:: :(IrvtngrMaxib.i):v,>Orrgljt)al jof .tjhe^i^uto, r^A^s ^Ith.aJr
'
'Wie'kern with tM ghost town basis:
Rlrt'tn 'rtorsamafi,^ The/^',6i'ldna^
stut^. *WaIly.Reld,.^r.
Dir. Jerome Storm. ^8 mlns.
Tom Mix, Margaret Lindsay, Dir. Hamilton McFadden. 67 mlns. Rel. RedrHaired AlibL i^he. (Tower.) Gnngsten story. JUerna Kennedy,. Theo.
^
..
^pt. 2?.. .Rev^ ,.(.an, 31.
•!
Von 'Eltz,' Dtr, Christy Cabanne. Time, 76 mlns. Rel, Oct, 21. Rev.
~
Dir.
'.
'Laiiohter Inr Higll.- '^bhaliri 'gattfg''stdrir. Pait O'Brien, Merna Kennedy.
Oct 25i
Jan.
17.
12.
Rev.
Edw. Cahn. 72 mlns, Rel. Jan.
Scarlet Week: End.' (Irving.) Murder at a house party. Dorothy Revier,
Mummy, The. Myatery thriller. Boris Karioft, ZIta Johann, David Manners,
Theo, Von Elta. Dir. Willis Kent Time, 68 mlns. Re|. Oct Rev.
DIr, -Karl Freuhdi Rel, Dec. 22.- Rev^.Jin. .10.
Nov. 1.
Fralnk. Tex Takes a' Holiday.
r^agana. Tropical drama. Tala BIrell, Melvyn Douglas. Dir. E,
(Argosy).
All multlTColor western of a mysterious
ReL, Jan. 26. Rev. Feb. 21. ,
stran((er.'
Wiaiace MacDonald, Virglilta Brown Falre. Dir. Atvin J.
... :
..
^
\.^ ,
H
Nletz. .69 mtnSi Rev^ Dec. 13.
;t)fcay'Amet<loa. >CoiaizinIst ab^i'li ti'aw ^A^i^s^ Maureen, O^Sutlivain; {.aula .Cal-^
h^rn. Dir. Tay Garnelt. Time, 80 mlns. ReL Sept 8. Rev. Sept. -13.
Wlmt Pflce rD«ceAcy.: (Equitable.) Froih it stage play. Jiihgle background
for story. of a. girl tricked by>a mock marriage. Dorothy Burgess, Alan
1014 Rark Hous0, A bight ofl t^^rori-Jn an English country home. iBoris^KarT
Hale. ".l>If; AHhtir Gtegor, 'e^.iUfns. ReV. 'Mar. 7.
C]ia6.' -JJaUfehlprt, plorift ptdart ' pir.i ^ati. Whale,
J "Slort.
Time, 70 minis. Rel. pet 20. Rev. Nov. 1.
WoMan In C'h'arhs, (Auteri.) Trae^dy of a wdmaA'tled tb an hypochbndrlac.
Eng.' cast* Dir. Basil Dean; Time, SS'-TOlns. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev., ^ov. 22.
satire fromi the stage play. Jack O&kte,
Once In « Lifetime. Hollywood
.
_
..
.
ipfm^ 90 inins.
"Time,
inins.- Rel;
D^-. Russell
-Maxk,
).;Jt<40«;3^2Fo|, ^U^; -MaoS^^
'studloi

Universal City,.

I#ihriit4j»r
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Minneapolis, March 13.
Publlx has: -dropped its prices to

a record low of I60 at two

of its

large iielghborhood houses here.
It's the lo-west night iscale In the
history pf 'nabes' iti jKInireapolis.
.Other Pubjiix nabe. and indepe'pdent houses are holding to tlie
.present. 26c, nigh^ .sca.le, except the
Uptown^ where 46c. -admission compares with former &6c scale.
RKO Orpheum,' aftfer three weeks
'

'

.

of pljStures wllhoot vaudeville, has
reVls^ Its scWe ^ownwaj-d; after
6:30 It's 40o all ov^r Instettd oi 50c
and sec. as previously.
'

•

.

In Duluth Publlx houses a 20%
<

house, 25c and. 40c; B
cut;
house, 16c and 26c; C, >16c and 20c,

A

and the second run theatre, 15o'and
26ci' A half -page ad In colors used
for the first time In Duluth -announced the changes.

.

'

train,
Bsther
Express, The. British made. Grand Hotel on a French train.
Ralston, Conrad Veldt Dir. Walter. Forde, 86 njin^. Rev.j..Feb. 28;
Terror Trail. Original. Tom Mix westbhil; f^kbihl Judge, Axthiir Rahkin,
Ray Hatton, Dir. Armand Schaeffer. 66 mlns. Re). Feb. 2. Rev.
Feb. 14.
.They ^ust. l^ad to '(ieit Married. ^patrimonial adventures of ii newlyrlch
^
coUpie.- SUni SiroimerviUe, Zasit Pitts; Dir. Edw. Ludwig,
71 ^Ins.
Rel, Jan: 6. Rev. Feb. 14.

Foreign Language Films

,

'

(Note: Because of the slow movetheift''ot irotetji;n' films," this
year of releases.)

list

covdrs one

avallabft With' Blnfelish titles.)
'(Auten) (Fr^ch).
Comedy drama. Henri Marohand,
Dir. Rene ClBir;'"93 mills.- ReL May.
Dir. Traiiborg. ,.
mins, .Rel, May 24.
Bilrberlnaj: dio'' Taenzerin von Sansoucl.
(CapitalV (Ger.']).'
M'uslcat come'dir.
Stlillioit; Bij'rbank, }
LH Da^pv^jT. ^Ottip'^
rplr. Carl Froellfh. 83 mlns. ReL Nov. 20.
iBrbtliers ""^^''^i^ytKiSf/v.
Caflf.
iBr'and' in Tiiier Oporl:..' (Capital) (G»inarOl'< 'Aluslcal drama.
Clustav Froetlch.'
Big City Blues, Country boy c^mes to iNew Tork^for thrilling experiences.
Plr. (Sari ArQellcn. .: ReL July! 19.,
Joern-Btqndell,:Eh:lc \L1ndept ; Dir.< Mei^D' Le 3ay< Time, 68 mlns.. Rel..
'
'
Brtikeiir Vovr, Tti«<
(Capital) (PoUdli).' From a novel
Krystyna AnkwfOB,
S'epC-lO. Revl'Sdpt 18.:

,

<

.

-

-

.

A Nous

la

...

Alone

<J4<W^.;9l?

Liberte.'

Raymond

-

-

'

(Rues,))-

Cordy.

'

'

(Amttlno).

''

WM'^^

i

:

:

'

.

'

.

'

•

.

.

'

-.

M.

(^ybnlskL;;

89.

mlna.

ReL

Aue;. 26.

Lee Tracy, Mary urlan. Allen Jenkins. Dir.
Cinq Gentleman Maudit (Protcx) (French). Mystery drama, Rene Lefevre,
Roy iDel. Ruth. -^lmo,..8f mips.. ReL Sept 10. Rev. oep^
.'Harry Baur. Dlr, 'JuIIen DuVivl^r. 78 mlns, Rel, Jan, Rev. Jan. 24.
fex-L^dy. An experimental marriage strikes it shag. Bette Davis, Gene RayClown George {[Riuis,) ,(Amk(no}. :A clown saves the nation. Dir. SolovIeV,
mond, Frank MQHi^h. Dir. Robert Florey. 67 mins. Rel." April 8.
.

Blessed Event., Columnist story.
.

:

I

Indie's Bally Reflex
stealing some, of the thunder
from arrival of "Warner Bros. '42nd
special parade Thursday
Streets
.

'

Rome

-

-

afternoon, prior to opening of picture at the Strand, -New- Tork,: the
Hlppodi-ome had' a man out on a
horse, along -with a utebr, with ban-

ners advertlsltag Tom Mix at that
house.
M;i|c led the *426d Street*
parade which reached Sixth avenuo
through 45th street,
.Hipp same day\ was playing a
Mli picture, 'TerrOf Trail,' with
booking timed for arrival of Mix
and other stars in "WB parade stunt.
.

'

A. musical prc^iiction vtrlth.ttae theatre as- the.^a'clcgcound. Bebe
Daniels, Warnd* Baxter, Ruby Keeler, George Brent,' Ginger Rogers,
Dick Powell, Guy Kibbee. Dlr, Lloyd Bacon, 89 min, ReL Mar. 11,

Street.'

'

Two

a kidnapping plot. Glenda Farrell, Ben
Lyon, Mary Brian, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Robt. Florey, 69 mlns. ReL
Mar. 4.
Hard to Handle. Cagoey as^a high powered promoter. Cagney. ^ary Brian..
Dir. Mervyn Le- Roy. 81 ihin's. ReL JAn. 28; Rev. Feb. 7.
Haunted Gold. Search for gold In a haunted mine! John Wayne. Dtr. Mack
Wright. 68 mlhs. ReL Dec. 17. Rev. Jan, 17.
Frotn the story
Am 'a Puifftlve from a; Chain Gahg.' Paul
I Am a Fugitive.Muni, Glenda FarrelL Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 93 mins. Rel. Nov.
19.
Rev. Nov. 16.
Ulegal. British made Story of a night club.' Britiibh cast and dlreotor. Time,
61 mins.
Rel. Aug, i. Rev, Oct 4,
Keyhole, The. A woman finds herself the wife of two men. Kay FranclSi
George Brent, Gtenda Farrell. Dip. Mlcha.el Curtlz. Rel, Mar, 26
Klihg>s Vacation, .Th«. Frbm a story by Ernest Pascal, The king takes time
out to visit his first wife. Geo. Arliss. Dir. John Adolfl. 62 mlns. Rel.
Feb. 28. Rev. Jan. 24.
Idwyer Man. Inside' story dt the profession. William PoweU, Joan Blondell
Dir. Wm. Diaterle. 6i mlns. ReL Jan, 7.^ Rev, Jan, 3;
One Way Passage. Love develops for a prisoner. Kay Francis, William PowDir. Tay Garnett. Time, 69 mlns. ReL. Oct 22. Rev. Oct 18.
ell.
Parachute Jumper, The. Two ex-marineis and 'a girl who go aloft Doug.
Fairbanks, Jr., Bette Davis. Dir. Alfred E. Green. 72 mins. ReL
Jan. 28. Rev. Jan. 31.
Ride Him. Cowboy. Western cowboy story. John Wayne, Dir. Fred Allen.
Tlhie, 66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov, 1.
Scarlet Dawn. Russian refugees in Constantinople. Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
Nancy Carroll, Lllyari Tashman. Dlr, Wm. Dleterle, Time. 68 mins.
Rel. Nov. 12. Rev. Nov. 8.
Successful Calamity, A. Merchant pretends poverty to check family's extravagance. George Arliss, Mary Astor, Evalyn Knapp, Dlr, John O
Adolfl. Time, 72 mins, Rel. Sept, 17, Rev, Sept 27,
Telegraph Trail. Dlfllculties encountered In the building of the telegraph
John Wayne, Frank McHugh, Marcehne Day. Dir. Tenny Wright 55
mins. Rel. Mar. 18.
Two Against the World. Constance Bennett in a murder Jam. Dir. Archie
Mayo.. Time, 71 mins. Rel. Sept. 3. Rev. Aug. 23.
Qlrl Missing.

girls cleverly foil

.

.

.

,

'

:

Untamed

Africa. Thrilling African adventure.
D. Hubbard, F.A.G.S. Rel. April 8.

Wax Museum,
works.
78 mins.

Under supervision

The.

Original.
(Technicolor.)
Mystery
Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, Glenda Farrell.
Rel. Feb. 18.

Rev. Feb.

and

of

Wynant

thrills In

a

wax

Dir. Michael Curtlz.

21.

World
TV uriu Wide
TT me

Otncf.

I6OI

Broadway,

York, N, Y.
!n Souls; From Eugene O'Neill's piny 'Recklessness.'
Conrad Nagel,
Leila Hynms. Dir. Victor Schertzlngor. Rcl. Jan. 20.
Between Fighting Men.^ Conflict between the sheep men and cattle raisers.
Ken Maynard, Rdth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon, Time, 62 mins. ReL
Oct. 16. Rev. Feb, 14.
Breach of Promise, The ruin of a man's career. Chester Morris, May Clarke,
Mary Doran. Dir. Paul Stein, Tinie, 67 mlns. Rel. Oct 23. Rev.

Auction

Nov.

22.

Come On, Tarzan. Ranch owner saves his horse from a gang. Ken Maynard,
Myrna Kennedy. Dir. Alan James. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept. 11. Rev.
Jan.

17,

Mystery story with ample
Circle, The.
Pitts, James Gleason, Irene FurcelL
Dr. H.

Crooked

70 mins.

ReL

Sept, 26.

Rev. Oct

4.

comedy, uen Lyon, ZaSu
Bruce Huraberstone. Time,

SS.rjDilhs.
ReL ,A>ue, 21. R.ev,! Sept, 13,
Coiffeur Pour Dames (Paramount) (French). Musical farced Fernand Gravey,
80 mlns. ReL July IV Rev. Nov. 8.
Daa^ Nc^chtlgall Madel (Capital) (Ger). Love In Hawaii. Dlr, Leo Laaky,
80 mlns. ReL Jan. 16. Rev. Ja/n. 31.
Daa Schoena Abenteuer (German) (Protex).
Romantic comedy.
Kaetho
von Nagy, Dlr^ Relnhold SchunzeL 83 mlns, Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec- 13.
David Colder (French), (Protex). Driiiha. Harry Baiir, Dir. Jullen Duvlvler.
90 min?. ReL. Oct 1. Rev. Oct 26.
Dor Ball (Qerman) (Protex). Dortiestl'o comedy. Ddlly Haaa. Dir. Wllhelm
Thieio. 83 mins.! ReL Oct 9;.
D«r Falscho -Ehemanit (German) (Protex). Farce. Dir. Johannes Outer.
.86 mids. ReL 'Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 23.
Der Faleche Feldmarachal. (Capital) (German). Military tnuslcal. Vlasta
Burlan. Dir. Carl I^aroac 'Time, 81 mlns. Rel. July 12.
Der- Hauptnf ann vort Kopenick (Kiiiemd.trade) (Ger). Comedyi Max Adalbert,
Dir. Richard Od^^d. 96 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 24.
Der Harr Btirovorsteher. (Capital) (Ger).' Felix Bressart,' Herman Tblmlg.
Dir. Hans Bebrendt Time. $6 mins. ReL Jun6 10;
Der SchwaMm HUsaai^ (Protex) !(aen)'^ .Codtuitae romance. Conrad Veldt
Dir. Gerhard Laitaprecht 99 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Jan. 3.
Diary of a Revolutionist (Russ.) (AmUlnd).' DIK Urinov. 80 mins. ReL June
ReVi' June 14.8.
'.

.

.

'

.

'

'

.

;

Die Blumenfr'au von Llhd^nau (German) (Protex). Comedy. Renate Mueller, HansI NlesO. Dir. GeorgJJacoby. 70 mlns. Rel. July L Rev. July 12.
Die Cslkes Baroness. (Capital) (cier. Hung). Musical comedy. Gretl Thelmer;
Paul Vineentl. Dir. Ernst yerebes. Time, 82 linlns. Rel. April, 1.
Die Lustlgen Welber von WIen. tCapital) (Ger). Willy Forst Irene EJalnger,
Dir. Geza von Bolvary. Time, 97 n.'ns. ReL July 1.
Dienst Is Dlehst (New Bra) (G^r). MuslcaL
Kialph Roberts, Lucie EngUsche. Die, QbltI Bosse, Time, 84 mins. Rel, June 8.
Eino Nacht In Paradles (Kinematriide) (Ger). Musical cbmedy. Anny Ondra.
90 mlns. ReL Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 28.
EIne Tuer Geht Auf. (Protex) (iCJer.). Mystery thriller. Dir. Alfred Zeisler.
68 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 7.
Eln Prinz Verllebt Sich. (Capital) (Ger).
Musical. Lien Deyers. Dir.
Conrad Wiene. 76 mlns. Rel. May.
El H ombre Que Asesino (Paramount) (Spanish). Roslta Moreno, Ricardo
Puga. 70 mlns. Rel. April 16,
False Uniforms (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Lopashlnnkl. 63 mins. ReL Nov,
18.
Rev. Nov. 29.
Friederike (Kinematrade) (Ger). Dramatic operetta based on Goethe's life.
Mady Christians. 90 mlns. Rel. March 16, Rev, Feb, 28.
Oltta Entdeckt Ihr Herz. (Capital) (Ger),
Musical comedy, Gitta Alpar,
Gustav Froelich. -Dir. Can Froellch. 90 mlns. Rel, Oct. 4.
Gloria. (German) (New Era).
Transatlantic aviation drama, Gustav Froehlich, Brlgitte Helm.
76 mins. Rel, Nov, Rev, Nov. 1.
Golden Mountain (Russian) (Amklno). Dir. Tutkevitch, 80 mins. Rel. April
9.
Rev. AprU 19.
Holzapfel Weiss Alios (German) (CaplUI). Comedy. Felix Bressart. Dir.
Viktor Janson. 86 mins. ReL Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
House of Death (Russ.) (Amkino). Based on Dostoievsky's life. Dir. Fedorov. 79 mlns. Rel. Aug. 12. Rev. Aug. 16.
Hurrah, Eln Jungs. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Max Adalbert, Ida Wuest, Lucie
English. Dir. Geo. Jacoby. 91 mlns. Rel, June 24,
Hyppolit a LakaJ (International) (Hungarian), Fast farce. Dir. Szekely Istvan. 77 mlns, Rel, Jan. Rev, Jan, 17.
Ich Will NIcht WIssen Wer Du BIst (Intcrworld) (Ger). Musical. Dir. Geza
von Bolvary. Hald, Froehllch. 70 mlns. Rel. Feb. IZ. Rev. Feb. 21.
(Cantlniied on page 31)
-

Marco's Free Parking
liOfl Angeles, March 13.
Paramount (Marco) has a deal
with the Blltmore garage, two
blocks from the theatre, for free

auto parking nightly after 6:30.
This is first downtown house to
have a free Indoor parking arrangement, iaithough Orpheum and Hillstreet (RKO) at one time provided
parking space outdoors for night
t>atrons.

Hammer

Theatre Under

Waterloo, la., March 13.
Paramount theatre building property at 'Water and Fifth streets
brought |175i000 on a Judgment
holding of $200,482,78
building,

against

when put under a

tlie

sheriff's

Strauss, Cediir
Rapids, trustee for bondholders, 'w-as
the t>urdhaser, transfer being made
by the Venice Realty Co., former

hammer.

.

Arthur

owner,

j,

1

Charters L. A. Operators
Lob Angeles, March 13.
Empire Projectionists union, offtr
shoot of the eastern organization
which is not affiliated with the A.P.
of L., was erranted a state charter

and has opened an

office

on film

row.

So far claims 106 members in a
drive for a big roster and has applied for an AFL charter.
Eddie Bremer Reinstated
Houston, March
Bremer, manager of

Eddie

S.

tl»«

Majestic hero two years ago befora
the Interstate chain was taken over
by RKO, has been reinstated as one
of the first moves under the receivership in bankruptcy for the
RKO-Southem Corp.
He succeeds Andy Talbot, who
goes to San Antonio as manager oi
tlie Majestic.
Roland Douelns, publicity

man, and remainder
unchanged.

local staff

of

ih<

PICTURES
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

Sues on 2d Run
Par Bookings in N. Y.

(Garrison) (Russ.). Transformation of peasantB. Dir. Dovzhenko. 83
mlna. Rel. Feb, 1. Rev. March 7.
Kamaradachaft. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Sensational drama. Alex Qranaob.
Ernst Busch. Din G. W; Pabst. Time, 78 mlnn. Rel. Nov. 8.
La Couturlore de Lunevllle (Par) (French).
Musical of woman's love.
Madeleine Renaud, Pierre Blanchar. 90 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. Oct. 22.
Le Bal (French) (Protex). Domestic comedy. Dir. Wllhelm Thlele, 83 mlna.
Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Oct 4.
Le Rol Das Resqutlleurs (French) (Protex). Comedy with music. Milton. Dir.
Georges Colombler. 90 mine. Hel. June 1. Rev. June 14.
Llebe 1st Llebe (German) (Protex). Musical comedy. Kaethe von Nagy. Hans
Albers. Dir. Paul Martin. 80 mlns. Rel.. June 1. Rev. June 7.
LJubav -I Strast. (Yugoslav) (Croat). Drama of life among N. T. imlgrants.
Rakel Davldovlc. Dir. Frank Melford. 60 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15.
Lulte, Koenlgtn von Preussen. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Historical. Henry
Porten. Dir. Carl Froellch. Time, 92 mine. Rel. Oct. 4.
Maedchen In Uniform (Fllmcholce) (German). Poignant drama. Thlele,
AVlecke. Dir. Richard Froehllch. Rel. Jan. 10. Rev. Sept 27.
Man Brauch Kein Qeld. (Capital) (Ger). Musical farce. Dir. Karl Boese.
Rel. Nov. 10.
Mein Leopold. (Capital) (Ger).
Musical. Gustav Froellch. Max Adalbert.
Dir. Hans Syelnofl. Time, 96 mlns. Rel. April 1.
Men and Jobs (Russian) (Amklno). An American engineer looks at Russia
Dir. A. Machcret 70 mlns.
Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
Mensch Ohne Namen (German) (Protex). Poignant drama. Werner Krauss.
Dir. Gustav Uclcky. 96 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 16.
MIche (Paramount) (French). Muslcai comedy. Suzy Vernon, Robert Burnler,
Dranem. <iO mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. Dec. 6.
Mond Uber Morokko (Protex) (Ger). See Clng Gentlemen Maudlt
Morltz Macht Sein Qlueck. (German) (Capital). Farce. Siegfried Arno. 86
•

mlns.
Jan.
1914.

Rev. Jan.

Re). Dec. 16.

Dir.

Heinz Paul.

90 mlns.

Rel.

Dir. Rich. Oswald.

(Capital) (Ger.) Prelude to the world war.
73 mlns. Rel. Sept 1.

,

Rel. Janl 16. Rev Jan. 31.
Purpur'und Waschblau. (Capital)

(Ger).

Dramatic comedy.

Eisc Elster. Dir. Max Neufleld. Time. 86 mlns.
te Sulcldas (Paramount) (Spanish). Musical.

Cuando

March

Time,

.

HansI NIese,

Rel. July 30.

Argentina.

90 mlns.

16.

Tuea- T-u (Paramount) (French). Farce comedy. Drean, NoelNoel, Robert Brunler. 80 mlns. Rel. March 16.
Reserve Hat Ruh. (New Era) (Ger); Military farce. Fritz Kampers, Luole
Engllsche. Time, 94 mlns. Rel. Aug. 11.
Rhapsody of Love. (Capital) (Polish). Hardships of an art career. Agnes
Petersen. Mosjuklne. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.
RIchthofen, Red Ace of Germany. (Gould) (Ger). (Synchronized.) Self explanatory. Dir. Robt. Slezlch. Time, 80 mlns. Rel. Aug. 20.
Ronny (Protex) (Ger). Operetta. Kaethe von Nagy, Willy Frltsch. Dir.
Emerlch Kalman. 86 mlns. Rel. April 1. Rev. April 19.
Soampoto (Klnematrade) (Ger.) Cinderella romance. Dolly Haas. 80 mlns.
Rel.

.

.

March

16.

Schubert's Fruehlingstraum. (Capital) (Ger). Musical of Schubert's life.
Carl Joeken. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time, 71 mlns. Rel. June 28.
•Iberian Patrol (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Protozanov. 60 mlns. Rel. May 13.
Rev. May 31.
sniper (Russ.) (Amklno). The war terrors. Dir. TImoshenko. 61 mine. Rel.
Aug, 26. Rev. Aug. 30.
Soil Is Thirsty (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Relsman. 63 mine. Rel. May 6. Rev.

May

65 mlns. Rel. Feb. 16.
Tingle Tangle. (New Era) (Ger). Comedy. Ernest Verebes, Fritz Kampers,
Elizabeth Plnajeff. Dir. Japp Speyer. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. May IK
Trapese (German) (Protex). Circus drama. Anna Sten. Dir. A. E. Dupont
Rel. May 1. Rev. May 10.
.80 mlns.
Trenak (Klnematrade) (Ger). Romantic drama. Dorothea WIecke. 90 mlns.

March

16.

Musical comedy. 100
UlanI, Utanl^Chlopcy MalowanI (Polish) (Zbyszko).
mlns. Rel. Jan. 1.
Ulica (Capital) (Polish). Life of the newsboys. Dir. Alexander Ford. Time,
73 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26. Rev. Jan. 31.
Unknown Heroes. (Capital) (Polish). Polish police activity. Mary Bogda,
Adam Brodzlcz. Time, 89 mins. Rel. Aug.. 26.
Victoria und ihr Hussar (Klnematrade) (Ger). Viennese operetU. 90 mlns.

March

16.

.

Algerian story In authentic
(Capital) (Polish).
Brodzlcz, Mary Bogda. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.
Charlotte Susa, Dir.
Musical comedy.
(Ger.) (Capital).
Walzerparadles.
Frledrlck Zelnick. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 7.
XVeekend In Paradise. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Otto Wallburg, EHsIe Elster,
Trude Berliner. Dir. Robt. Land. 81 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1.
Wenn die Soldaten (Schneider) (Ger). Military musical. Otto Wallburg, Paul
Heldermann, Ida Wuest. Dir. J. Fleck. 86 mlns. Rel. Oct. 27.
Vorck (German) (Protex). Historical drama. Werner Krauss, Rudolf Forster.
Dir. Gustav Uclcky. 90 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 27.
Rheln. (Whitney) (Ger.). Musical farce. Charlotte Susa,
Zapfenstreich
Siegfried Arno. Dir. Jaap Speyer. 90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 7.
(German) (FAF). Circus drama. Llane Hald. Dir. Heinz
Zlrkua Leben.
Paul. 70 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
ZvmI Herzen und EIn Schlag (German) (jProtcx). Operetta. Lilian Harvey.
Dir. Wllhelm Thlele. 90 mlns. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 13.

Voice of the Desert, The.
locales.

Adam

Am

Key

Is

to

address— Amklno, 723 Seventh Av«c
Associated Cinema, 164 W. 65th St
Capital Film Exchange, 630 Ninth Ave.
Fllmcholce, 33 West 42d St.
Foreign American Films, 111 W. 67th
Garrison Films, 729 Seventh Ave.
George Schneider, 675 Riverside Dr.
Harold Auten, 1660 Broadway.
International Cinema, 1499 First Ave.
Interworld Films, 1640 Broadway.
J. H. Whitney, 360 East 72d St
Klnematrade, 723 Seventh Ave.
New Era, 630 Ninth Ave.
.Protex Trading, 42 E. 68th St.
Symon Gould. 251 W. 89th St.
Tobls Forenfilms. 729 Seventh Ave.
Zbyszko Film Corp., 274 Madison Ave.

the

strength of

week's

first

Its

gross, estimated to be close to $12,000, Mayer wants to hold It over..
When West picture went Into the
Rlalto on second run after the

Paramount. New York, but at first
run prices qf 66c (Insisted upon by

the distributor. Par). RKO sought
an Injunction preventing Rialto
from carrying oiit engagement, on
ground picture was due the RKO
circuit under Its product deal with
Paramount. RKO under that franchise, gets one- half of the Par
product following first run showing
at the Paramount.

C.O.D.Vifl

13.

Forty-eight hours' suspension of
on flitns ended Monday at
noon, with New York refusing extension.
Exhibitors are trying to
help each other In lifting C. O. D.'s.
However, quake has got them wor-

March

13.

None of the theatres here are
closed and none In hands of receiv-

Sales' heads of major companies
meeting yesterday afternoon (Mon-

day) In the Hays office. New York,
discussed the earthquake's after-,

math and exhibitor demands for
rentals.
They went on record as
flatly

opposed to any blanket meth-

ods of film price-cutting.
Action on California will have to
be taken la,ter In the week, everything hlngring on'the decision of Los
Angeles Common Council. If the
ctty decides to shut all theatres

a new

j>endlng investigation,

deal

have to be made with all L, A.
exchanges.
Other
complications
discussed were those which will
arise If the city permits box offices
to -open one at a time.

will

to the MaIco chain and therefore merely sign receipts promising to
not directly Involved in receiver- pay when things open up.
He'll clean up if he collects.
ship aa far aa operation is con-

cerned.

The other two theatres are locally
owned and operated.
The Arkansas theatre at Little
Rock has opened again under management of

E. T. Oliver.

Old Roxy Ass't Mgr.
Monroe Karasik has been appointed assistant manager of the

Roxy.
manager.

old

Norman Schwartz

Is

"Variety

has

V Special Publicity Plan

been

years.

functioning

many

of the

newly-made stars in
and Radio,

Vaudeville,

Pictures,

while

some

for

has been employed by

It

standard

the

players

arid

attractions have long since discov-

ered

its

value.

hcorporatioiis

New York
Albany, Uarch 13.
Buver Amnsement Company, Inc.,
New York; general amusement; $10,000.
Argent Amiuement Co.; Inc.,» New
York; pictures; 200 sharee no par.
Park Bow Amusement Corp., Manhattan; theatrical.; 16,000.

Pleasant

Amasement

Treplah Amusement Coip., Hanbattan;
pictures; $20,000.

Anaplx films.
tures;

200

The campaign

is

designed

to

keep a professional name continuously before the show business,

all

Corp., Syracuse;

theatrical: tlO.OOO.

preferred
— 100 Manhattan;

Inc.,

Shares

over the world, every week for 52

pic-

$100

and 100 common no par.
Beelunao PUm Corp., New York; picno par.
Hsymarket, JJtd,, Manhattan: theatrical; 100 shares no par.
Hygiene Flctares Corp., New York;
theatrical; 200 shares no par.
John Pafltatb, Inc., Manhattan; the-

weeks

in

a year.

This publicity

tures; 200 shares

atrical;

$6,000.

California
Sacramento, March

13.

Hollywood Prodnctlons, Inc.
Capital
stock 60,000 shares, none subscribed. P.
J. Andrews, John Charles, Bdwin S. <;ole,
James L. Bvans, Ray C. Bberhard.
CaUfomla WrestUng Association. No
capital stock.

Irving
I/os

L,.
Miller, M. Doanbarg,
S. Baltimore, Edward Moran.
Angelea Motorboat Speedway Cor-

poration.
Capital stock 6,000 shares,
none subscribed.
O. O. Plrle, Lillian
Challenger, Gloria Hoegstedt, Irene H.
Olllhami John C. OUIbam.
Certified copy of Fox Agency Corporation, Dover, Del.
Permits to sell stock Issued to:
Padfle Coast Amusement Co. Amusement enterprises.
To Issue all 1,000
shares, no par.
Isadore Bernstein. Motion picture production. No directors. Permitted to Issue 100 units or percentages of undivided Interests.

Dover, Del.
Philadelphia Legion Convention Corp.;
to hold county and state conventions.
No capital stock. Horace Greeley Eastburn, Bayard W. AUmond, David A.
Eastburn, Wilmington.
Pennware Theatre Corp. $1,000. C. S.
Peabbles, L. E. Gray, L. H. Herman.
Marble Hall Swimming Pool, Inc.;
business of furnishing amusement to the
public; $26,000.
D. B. Hllllard, E. P.
Crawford, H. G. Brown, Wilmington.
Cal Corp.; operate theatres; 200 shares
no par. C. S. Peabbles, L. B. Gray, L.
H. Herman, Wilmington.
Imperial Tlieatres.
$100,000, with 2.000 shares no par.
M. M. L.ucey, H. I.
Brown, L. S. DorHey, Wilmington.
Warner Bros. Pictures of Uruguay.
$3,000.
C. S. Peabbles, L. E. Gray, L. H.

The Saenger theatre, owned despite bank holiday. Has Issijjed
by Paramount Publlx, Is subleased books of scrip tickets. Customers Herman.
ers.

Pla n

I

.MaJestlc^ Lois Angeles, and. Tower,
Pasadena, closed for one week on
account of general situation.
.

Delaware

Washington, March 13.
Sidney Lust, local neighborhood
house baron, is filling his houses

U rider A Specia

ried.

Wilmington, March 13.
Pennler Theatre Corp.
$1,000.
C. S.
Peabbles, L>. E. Gray, L,. H. Herman,
Wilmington.
Beam Publishing Corp. $3,000. M. S.
Cook, A. M. Price, J. M. Townaend,

ScripIOU's

At Least 1 Good Spot
Bluff, Ark.,

Publicity in

LA. Remain

Los Angeles, March

St.

.

Pine

Special

trying to

10.

(Russ.) (Klnematrade). Historic record of current Rus/
Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. March 7.
•term Over Zakopane, The. (Capital) (Polish). (Synchronized.) "Danger In
the mountains. Time, 89 mrns. Rel. Aug. 26.
Tatra's Zauber (Protex) (Ger). Mountain story and action. Dir. Adolf Trotz.

Rel.

Arthur Mayer, who's

make arrangements to play It a
second week day and date with
RKO's neighborhood theatres. On

Soviets on Parade.
sia.
86 mlns.

Rel.

(16),

operating the bouse.

C. O. D.'s

17.

Oberst Redl. (Capital) (Ger). Spy thriller. LirDagover, Theo. Loos. Dir.
Karl Anton. Time. 79 mlns. Rel. Aug. 30.
ParlS'BeguIn :(Protex) (Fr). Musical. Jane Marnac. Dir. Augusta Genlna.
90 mlns. Rel. I>ec. 16. Rev. Jan. 17.
Pension Schoeller (Schneider) (Ger). Comedy with music. Berliner, TIedtke,
Schultz. Dir. George Jacoby. 90 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev. Sept. 20.
Farce. Dir. Stephen Szekely. 76 mlna
PIrl MIndent Tud (Arkay) (Hung.).

Rel.
Quand te

Thursday

17.

Drama.

(German) (FAF).
Rev. Jan.

1.

Following permission of the court
the Rialto, New York, to play

Mae West picture, 'She Done
Him Wrong* for one week, ending
the

Ivan.

Namenshelrat.

31

RKO
to

(Continued from page SO)

VARIETY

Change In Name
Transatlnntlca News, inc., to The
Transatlantica, Inc., Wilmington.

News

Jodgments
Crolg Theatres Corp.;
of N. Y., trustee,

TT,

S.

and others;

Trust Co.
J24,()48.

Lewis E. Gonsler, Inc., and Lewis E.
Oensler; L. Slmonson; $667.

may

be used in displayed type or

but does not include

pictorially,

reading matter, other than a limited caption

under

cuts.
is

made

sufficiently flexible in cost to

meet

"Variety's" Publicity Plan

almost any condition.

A

copy

of the plan with other

information as

may

be desired can

be obtained at any "Variety"

office.

NEW YORK—154

West 46th

CHICAGO—Woods

Theatre Bldg.

St.

HOLLYWOOD—Taft Building
LONDON—8 St. Martin's PI., Trafalgar

Sq.

RADIO

VARIETY

S2

Ad

Inside Stutf-Radio

&

Son, Inc.
N. W. Ayer
600 Fifth Ave., N. T. C.

While discussing a renewal of Its contract with the NBC
ment one of the network's current customers suggested that It be given
for an
some special consideration during the fair. Account had arranged
network to Insert
exhibit and It thought it wouldn't be amiss for the
an anoccasionally In the sustaining program from the fair grounds
cus'
from
the
coming
was
nouncement to the effect that the broadcast
tomer's booth.
^
,
^
^
» *
to find
department
NBC immediately got in touch with the CBS salesconcessions
and out
out whether the other chain was making any such
fair broadcasts strictly
of the discussion came the agreement to put the
all

Barton, Durstine &
Osborne, Inc.
383 Madison Ave., N. T. C.
Roy Durstine.
Arthur Pryor, Jr.
Emilie L. Haley.
Benton & Bowles, Inc.
444 Madison Ave., N. T. C.

Batten,

plugs out unless paid

E. M. RufCner.

Biow

for.

sales

122 E. 42d

William Esty

Federal Adv. Agency

Mann

Hollner.
Albert Frank-Guenther Law,
.

Lambert & Feasley, Inc.
Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

400

Martin Horrell.
Radio Sales,

Inc., in

Charge of Chi

V.P. and Eastern Sales

Bookings

Lennen

specified date.

Romm

asked 6% on all CBS-RKO
bookings between the time CBS received Its franchise and now. Pre-

Charles A. Schenck.
Ray Vlrden.

As one of Its latest economy
measures Columbia has let out
Rofeer Vernon, president of Radio
Sales, Inc., Ita spot time subsid-

Robert W. Orr.
Lord A Thomaa
247 Park Ave., N. T. C.
Montague Hackett.
McCann-Erickaon, Inc.
286 Madison Ave., N. T. C.
Dorothy Barstow.
Ruthrauff A Rya^, Inc.
Chrysler Bldg., N. T. C.
Jack Davidson.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
420 Lexington Ave., N. T. C.

.

Dramatic Bit Money

Robert Colwell.

CBS' ofllclal rep, Romm
had booked about $66,000 in netSalaries for dramatic bit players
work acts with RKO.
on network commercials haven't
budged over a period of three years.
They're still paying between $40 and
$60 for half-hour shows, and from
CBS' Grocery Scrip
$20 to $30 for quarter-hour proChicago, March 13.
grams.
Columbia office here paid off 10%
That $10 difference Invariably decash on its payroll when the banks notes a booking direct with the ad
closed and was set to pay 16% this agency.
Actors say they find they
week if the moratorium wasn't can make a better deal

viously, as

when doing

In addition, through one of business
with the agency and also
National
Tea save the 10% deducted
by the netBtores, arrangements were in prog
work's artists' bureau.
ress to give CBS employes National
Agency contact also allows them
Tea scrip so that the grocery prob a better chance to cut in on an oclem would be simplified.
casional
broadcast
With
the
NBC, on a semi-monthly basis, chains, particularly NBC, the play
didn't have a payroll emergency for ers declare they've
found it tough
the moment.
to break through.
Program direc
tors make the cast selections. Most
still make it a practice of assigning
Fast Lifting
themselves to the dramatic proLos Angeles, March 13.
grams given them to handle so as to
A new gag isn't safe very long collect the extra salary.
on the Coast.
Eddie Cantor used a couple on the
air which turned up three hours
Radio's
broadcasters,

^

KPWB'S VAUDEVnXIANS
13.

oa

Blindfold Test

Program boards are not infallible. The other day a popular comlo
had an audition. Neither his name or the fact he was playing two
parts In the skit was disclosed to hlA unseen listeners.
The board reported: 'The straight man was not bad but the comedian
was lousy 1'

An Old Custom
Frank Black, NBC's head music man, endears himself to Tin Pan
AUey by proving that Handel, Beethoven, S^ozart, Brahma and other
composers also lifted tunes freely.
'The old masters used to do it,' says Black, 'so why shouldn't our lads
borrow a melody IC they feel like it? They got to eat, too.'
classic

Reisman's Short
Leo Reisman has Just completed a film short called 'Music a la Mode*
with an augmented orchestra of 42 pieces.

Mixed Quartet
The Metropolitan Quartet, consisting of Gladys Swarthout, Mario
Chamlee, Queena Mario and Frank Chapman, goes on the air March 18,
Juvenile Opposition
Pete and Aline Dixon's 'Raising Junior' program now on WOR, will
be opposition to the present Wheatena broadcast twice a week.

Short Shots
Educators are urging greater use of the radio to teach children. Kids
are strong for the Idea it's so easy to play hookey by turning a dial....
Stanley Smith, Juvenile of screen and stage, in town on radio business....
The Morrison-Winkler ofilce has booked Ben Alley in vaude for the next
six weeks.... NBC furnishes the orchestras for the Lucky Strike Maglo
Carpet program and placed Al Goodman there last Thursday. Then GoodMarch
man selected his singers from CBS... Grace Hayes opens with
26 . .Zelma O'Nell will be on the Chevrolet program as guest artists March
24... Both Paul White, CBS publicity chief, and 'Johnny* Johnstone, head
of the NBC press, had the flu last week. ..Irene Taylor received her notice
from the Whlteman band at the end of the BUtmore engagement and
now Is singing with Harold Stern... Bill Stuher resigned from BBD &O

—

F&M

.

starts with Young and Rubicam this week... Bud Alley, WEVD's
crooner, scheduled for a spot on Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. .
Lennie Hayton will not go to the Coast with BIng Crosby. . .First time
he has not accompanied Crosby on any of his transcontinental Jaunts...
Ethel Park Richardson, author of WOR's "Wayside Cottage,' will
publish the series next fall as 'Pa and Ma'.... Bill Card now with
Mort Millman. ..Meeka Aldrlch, daughter of Madame Aldrich, will
conRubicam
Young
be 'Joan of Arc' over
March 18... Louise Bernhardt,
286 Madison Ave., N. Y. C;
tralto, on vacation In the West Indies. . .Jesse Crawford to London this
spring for the Metropole theatre. . .To sustaining artists, the thing Just
Hubbell Robinson.
around the corner Is a sponsor... Al Rauh, heard on WOR, is the husband of the actress, Olive Briscoe. . .Soconyland Sketches Is the oldest
dramatic show on the air. .Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes
and Frederic William Wile, CBS political analyst, were fellow legmen on
Solly
Set
the old Chicago 'Record*. . .Nell Roy,
blue singer, went south to
gain a few pounds and came back minus five... Thomas Belviso,
Five Star Theatre's Tuesday night music librarian and conductor, writes the Incidental music for those
session on CBS, which replaces the Warden Lawes programs. .Harold Raymond Is another Wall Street
concert setup March 21, will center broker who entered the music publishing field... John P. Medbury's 'Magaround Solly Ward, with Barbara nolia* is a real 'cullud' gal tagged Artie Bell. .Victor Breldas has been
Blair and Johnny Hart supporting Ruth Ettlng's accompanist three years.
him in the comedy passages. Hart
will also share the warbling end of
the half-hour program.
Givot-Old
Joseph Bonlme stays as conductor
of the musical background, but the
George Givot Joins Old Gold show
Act's Outside Dates
symphonic unit will give way to a this Wednesday (16). Marks the
dance combo.
San Francisco, March 13.
second comic to be brought in to
bolster.
Program the past three
of the Don Lee
Artists at

and

WMCA

&

NBC

.

Ward

WOR

NBC

.

.

Gold

KFRC's 20% Commish

On

weeks has been using a blackface

Roberts' Double Break

billed
as 'Magnolia'
dialectician,
(Artie Bell), as a foil for John P.

San Francisco, March 13.
Medbury.
The Bob Roberts' got a double
Account

Is set to stay on CBS for
break in radio this week. Hubby the balance of its 13-week contract,
which expires May 3.
has returned to indie KTAB as sta
tion manager after more than a year
maximum clarity. That is the ex- in his own radio ad agency venture
SCRAMS NBC
SEAL
pressed opinion of some observers, KTAB will shortly return to Frisco
Chicago, March 13.
among them newspapermen.
after a short time In Oakland and
Seal Power will not renew when
Spreading of rumors with pos- Roberts will headquarter here.
its 13 weeks expire over NBC here
sibly dangerous conseciucnces can
Meantime the frau. Alma LaMarr, April 2.
be blamed on radio's brief and starts with NBC under the trade
Joseph
Program
consists
of
sometimes not sufficiently clear name of Ann Warner, doing house
Koestner's leadership. Ambassador's
•news reports on important happen- hold chats with' two sponsoi's ai
quartet, nicknamed the Four Sing
ings.
ready signed.
ing Cylinders, and Clarence Menser.

Chicago, March

Pizzino and Basso, comedy team,
and Billy Elliot, all from vaude, go
as regulars for the station's
weekly 'Big Show.'
Billy Schneider, baritone, Is off
the program, joining Ted Dahl's
band at Sebastian's Cotton Club
here.

.

Fred Allen is the only radio star advertised in lights.
He and the Llnlt program are billed in those huge running letters
the sign across the Hudson.

Cal KuhL
A. K. Spencer.
Herschel Williams.
Nathan Tufta.
Edwin Barrett.

Rumors?

program.

Hollywood, March

John U. Reber.

Gordon Thompson,

For Air Hasn't Budged

lifted.

A

Mitchell, inc.
17 E. 46th St., N. T. C.

Mgr

iary. R-S firm Is now left to the
operation of a v.p. In Chicago and
an eastern sales manager located In
the New. Tork office.
Radio Sales handles spot broadcasting matters for 11 stations
owned and operated by CBS. NBC
has a similar setup und€r Lloyd
Thomas' direction, but this phase of
contract between Romm and CBS, the network's business Is not sepIncorporated.
arately
but held that the network was justified In 'becoming Its own agent
since the contract mentioned no

KFWB

St.,

Louis A. WItten.

artist bureau'd RKO vaudeville
bookings was decided In favor of
the network ,In, New Tork Supreme
Court last week. Roihm had been
the RKO rep for CBS acts until the
network obtained its own franchise
In January. 1931.
Court recognized existence of a

local

inc.

N. T. C.
Frank A. Arnold
Hanff-Metzger, inc.
Paramount Bldg., N. T. C.
70 Pine

—

Only Prqoram In Lights

Co., Inc.

N. T. C.

444 Madison Ave., N. T. C.

CBS

a

Co., Inc.

Willlani Esty.

COLUMBIA DROPS VERNON

Harry Bomm's suit for accounting on and commissions from the

later on

&

6 E. 46th St.,

Washington for

C.

Charles Gannon.

Columbia had a couple of news field days last week between the special
and the California earthquake. On the Congressional
(Continued on page 41)

Its.

&

Wasay

Wile's 10 Years
glutton for punishment la Frederick 'William Wile, CBS political
He has been observing and reporting on the air the doings at
10 years an endurance record for a Capital broadcaster.

analylst.
Inc.

420 Lexington Ave., N. T. C.

session of Congress

RKO Vand

A

Warick & Cecil,
230 Park Ave., N. T.
J. H. McKee.

disturbing or

Helen King, WOR graphologist, recently was invited to lecture before
a woman's club. After the talk she was approached by two ladies. One,
scrutinizing her through a lorgnette said:
'You're deferent than I thought. You sound so intelligent over the

De-

George T, Ewald.
Cecil,

a

air.'

C. Halstead Cottlngton.
(General Motors Bldg.,
troit).

Erwin,

Dictionary:
'To endure; to suffer; undergo; especially to bear as

In Parson

N. T. C.

St.,

Definition

It now appears that the lad who first labeled them 'sustaining artists*
knew his lexicon. Here's one definition of 'sustain' in the Standard

distressful experience.'

Douglass Stoerr.
Campbell- Ewald Co.
292 Madison Ave., N. T. C.

cure.

CBS Over

secretary of labor.

A

Frank Hummert.
George Tormey.
Blaekman Co.

Rush Hughes has a wrinkle for perfecting the daily 'News Pictorials*
Bdlhe does on NBC's KGO and KFI on the Coast. He's InstaUed an
the
phone at the studio and records "the entire quarter hour, then checks
/<4Ayback fof' errors In timing diction, grammar and pacing.
^^ughes claims this process has Improved the broadcast and further
colossal
avers that if any radio mugg has the Idea he's nothing less than
on the air, one hearing of himself on a dictaphone record will quickly

Loses Suit

new

Milton Blow.

goodwill
Broadcast from Hollywood to South America last week, as a
set the publicaottering of Ia Crltlca*. Buenos Aires daily newspaper,
expense. Program was
tion back $12,600 on wire charges and studio
Argentine. Bolivia,
piped from Hollywood to New York and thence to the
Chile, Uraguay and Paraguay.
which ran an
All major film studios contributed talent for the program
Those appearing werp Chevalier, Gary Cooper, Fredric March,
hour
Boles
Joan Crawford, Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper, Jean Harlow, John
period.
and Warner Baxter. Kaul Roulien, Fox Spanish player, m.c'd tbe
Arrangements for the broadcast were made by Eduardo Bedoya, diAmerSouth
rector and co-editor of 'La Critica', and Kenneth Gilmore,
ican contact man tor United Press.

Against

Quiet, Please

telephones, automobiles, airplanes and anything that makes
That Includes the radio. No, I do not possess one.'
This wasn't Mrs. Rip Van Winkle speaking, but Frances Perkins, our

1 hate

noise.

Co., Inc.

Blackett- Sample- Hummert, Inc.
330 Park Ave., N. T. C.

—

Romm

Jean Paul
there's so much unemployment In Chicago.
Is doing all the work.
Since Jean left NBC last August he has been free-lancing. Besides
Ave
times
we^k,
Clara,
a
Lu 'n
the Betty
doing the Super-Suds with
and Bob prbgram five aitemoons a week, he has the Carnation Contented Hour on Monday nlg'hts, is m.c. with Frank Llbuse at the College
Inn, and is also announcing all the chain and local dance programs
broadcast from there. And dolnff a few local shows.

No wonder

Kins

621 Fifth Ave., N. T. C.

department and the agency represenUng one of its cancelling
as the result
accounts gave way to a series of heavy blushes last week
network's staff. Responsible
of a boner pulled by a stengrapher on the
for the cherry-hued pans was a misdirected letter.
of Its canAccount Involved had advised the chain through Ita agency
of the jnstruccellation date and had asked for an acknowledgement
But the envelope containing the acknowledgement was addressed
tlons
Instead of
network.
same
the
product
on
similar
to an agency piloting a
called its comreturning the letter to the chain the recipient agency
What caused the dispetitor and informed It of the mailing mistake.
agency was that
turbed feeling for the web and cancelling account of its
about rates, disthe letter of acknowledgement contained Information
counts, etc., supposed to be entrenous.

CBS

News

Nellie Revell

Em

Douglas Coulter.

sales depart-

with

By

.

NBC

basis,

Air Line

Agencies'

Radio Execs (Associated With
the Show or Performance
End of Radio)

There will be no free plugs for commercials from the Chicago exposiand Columbia have agreed between
tion grounds this summer.
them that no exhibitor at the fair will come In for mention during the
broadcasts from the spot unless It's paid according to the regular card

on either a sustaining or commercial

Tuesday, March 14, 1933

KFRC

chain were handed

new agreements

for signature.

for 20%
sion on all outside dates.

Terms provide

commis-

13.

News

fiashes broadcast by radio
should be repeated at least twice for

FOWEB

I

COAST NBC DROPS

7

San Francisco, March

NBC

13.

has dropped seven singers
and readers who had been holding
but few spots a week on sustaining
periods. Takes effect Saturday (18).
Sites go to Dixie Marsh, Tommy
Monroe, Nathan Stewart, George
George
Eldridge, Francis Jones,
Jones and Jeannotte Sboll.

RADIO

Tuesday, Marcb 14, 1933

WHY
And MuHs Expose

of Its

Announces His Air Web as
spin Wynn

may come any day, and K
does come it will cost the agency
an account with an advertising
turnover of around $5,000,000 a
client

Own Agency

Says TracticaDy No Advertising'
Want

'Smilin' Ed' McConnell, of

only

one such instance,

who know the various
contacts, is the head of an agency
a party to the inside splitting up
of the commercial's coin. With one
or two exceptions the situation generally Involves the personnel In
agency radio departments who previously held booking jobs in network artists' services or similar
talent selling bureaus.
With these latter lads an arran:;cment on the side I<as become
a requisite to obtain a spot on one
of the agency's programs, and that
Includes some of the highest salaried names brought in from the
stage or concert field. Few of these

Advertiser

to

Take

Radio Talent
Decisions So That Blame
for Flops Is with Client,
Not Agency ^Loss of Ac-

a

Initiative in

15-mlnute commercial period of
hymns and such over WABC
on Sundays, has found the ultimate in ad plugs.
announces
God,'
'Thank
Smiling Ed, 'for our own little
and Acme quality
homes,
paints, varnishes and enamels.'

—

Costly Penalty of
Wrong Picking of Actors

count

and Scripts

It

year.

6 Stations, 27 Clients for Start:

01 CLIENT

All-inclusive

Practice of splitting comniiaslons

with agents and accepting kickbacks from performers has become
80 solidly intrenched in the radio
departments of some of the advertising agencies that performers and
looking agents have these agencies
and the 'taking' personnel pretty
A blowoff from one
yreW pegged.

in

Week

agency bookers are earning more
than $75 a week, though they draw
up. contracts running Into thouTheir outlook Is
sands a week.
founded on the premise that radio
is in Its heydey as far as talent sal-

a

sicians local.

help to them, that he was going to
put them back in business, and incidentally he told them about him-

Quintet wanted to play a 15minute program over KFAC so
that an ill sponsor could hear
in bed.

aries are concerned, that their jobs

are secure as long as the agency
retains, these accounts on the air
and bejcause of these circumstances
they may as well reap while the
reaping is good.
Padding Discovered
Account that is expected to crack
things wide open on Its agency recently came through a 13-week
campaign spending over $400,000 in
facilities and
lor talent, ^ut this

around $250,000
commercial de-

By Bob Landry

Radio Schedules

Chicago, March 13.
Doing, or trying to do, business
with an advertising agency for radio

a single cancellation.

The

any panic among the air
buyers was further attested by six
accounts signaturing during the
week for NBC contract renewals
totaling around $2,000,000. In addition a new commercial, Ingram's
Shaving Cream, joined the NBC
Columbia also netted a
schedule.
new one In Richfield Oil.
If any of the average network
commercials were Inclined to pull
out for the time being they must
have realized that they had little
to gain but much to lose. Because
of the progressive discounts allowed
in radio advertising a temporary
w It h dr awal from broadcasting
would entail a loss to the commercial of the accumulated rebates. In
other words, an account that has
contracted on a 52-program basis"
is billed weekly according to a rate

Wedding

2

New

TO BAN AIR

U.P.

want you to think I'm
Wynn told the boys.
got a lot of things to say about
tonight
and when I use the
myself

word

'I,'

I

don't

want you

to

worry

about it because it can't bu helped.
I have to talk about 'my own business.'

NEWS

The news bunch reached around
bun and Wynn conspeech came in the

IF A.P.,

for another
tinued.
The

is,

middle of the dinner.
'I'm going to start a third radio
chain,' Wynn blurted, pausing for

AGREE

INS

the effect of the

bomb

shell.

'I'm

going to start a new chain on abKarl A. Bickel, head of the United solutely new principles. I'm going
to put the theatre on the air.'
cally in aspect and outward decorum Press, has advised the American
The lads called for more butter.
'You'll say to me there Is theatre
from theatrical offices. Latter are Newspaper Publishers' Association
r\iry\t
slovenly operated, noisy, full of con- that his syndicate stands ready to on the air and I'll say to you
back again that there isn't theatre
Tusion, but somehow get a lot ac- put an absolute ban on the use of
on the air. And I'll prove it. What
complished. The ad agencies, with its news for broadcas{ing if the do you hear on the air? Performer
gets started and somebody Intertheir ritzy externals, are inwardly A.P. and I.N.S. agree.
Bickel put his organization on rupts to say that his company
far more confused in the opinion of
observers from show business. Latter believe they are finally starting
to understand what makes the clock
tick.

record

anticipation

in

the theatrical office which usually
wants a certain type of act for a
certain date in a certain theatre,

and the advertising agency which
doesn't really know what it wants,
or when, because everything it does
is simply an echo of the client, a

of

the

ANPA's convention next month
when the association is slated to
adopt a policy toward news broad-

Of course, there is one funda casting.
mental and vital difference between
In his

cided it couldn't continue to carry
distant, mysterious, and unprcdict~"
the load of one of its sessions and
able element.
What occasions much "of the disinstructed Its agency to substitute
13- gust among theatrical people is aua much cheaper show.
It wasn't that Is 20% under the basic
until after this change was effected tlme rate and the longer It stays ditionitis, a disease rampant among
that the account discovered that on the air the amount of the dis- advertising people with the radio
Auditions are giVen Indisthe payroll on the dropped program count increases. By dropping out yen.
had undergone some stiff padding the commercial would not only lose criminately. It Is not too much to
by the booker in the agency, the this discount standing but It would say that so many auditions are
lad presumably netting for himself bo required to reimburse the net- sometimes given for a prospective
in
split
commissions anywhere work with all the rebates previous- air program that in the end nobody
from $500 to $1,000 a week as his ly permitted.
can remember the voices of the perLeading station representatives sons tried out except vaguely. These
share on this single program.
The agency booker was formerly engaged in placing spot time broad- auditions endure bewilderingly
on the payroll of one of the chains casts also emerged from the bank- through as many as six months beand Involved on the booking agent less week with business at an even fore the program may actually be
end of the splitting were men who keel. Although little new business launched.
at one time or another had been of was obtained there were no canHesitancy Noted
the same network. So if the artist cellations prompted by the coin
It baffles show folks when they
the booker was advised to get dtringency.
hear of some advertiser that wishes
wasn't on the management card of
to go radio and can't find a suitable
these agents they were tipped acprogram. They are unable to un
cordingly
and
an arrangement Real Silk Nixes Costly
derstand the seeming reluctance of
worked out whereby a three-way
Aeroplane
the advertising agency to present
split took care of everybody.
ideas to the client.
Chicago, March 13.
But the fact Is, all too often, that
Real Silk will not require Sherthe agency makes no effort to sell
man and Pratt, their comedy team, the
Bells for
client on any particular type of
to travel to New York by aeroplane
show.
This ducking of responsiSan Francisco, March 13.
for the Sunday broadcast with Vinbility for any possible failure of the
Two of the town's radio blues cent
Lopez. Instead, the comedians'
radio program to accomplish its set
elngers are taking the matrimonial
part of program will be picked up
goal is human enough. In difficult
route, both leaving the jobs In favor
from Chicago.
This saves about times like these it's a tough matter
of a stove and apron.
to urge an advertiser to spend sevMona Lowe steps out of NBC $700 traveling and other expenses
weekly, and also saves the boys' di- eral hundred thousand dollars on
April 15 for Los Angeles where she
gestion.
They are both bad aero- anything so uncertain as the success
will marry Paul Rlckenbacker, pronautical sailors.
of a radio program.
Agencies arc
duction manager of KHJ.
Trip to New York last week was prone to pass the burden of decision
Nora Schiller left KFRC this
first and last.
to the advertiser on the understandweek, also for Los Angeles, where the
able
theory
that
a
board
of directors
she walked Uown the aisle with
is less likely to condemn a program
Irving Shulkln, trumpet player with
of its own choosing if it fiops.
If
Phil Harris' band at the AmbassaYoung's
Job
the period is 'sold' to the board and
dor hotel.
fails, it can engender resentments
which might cost the 'agency the
Chicago, March 13.
PROPOSE STATE STATION
Bill Young has resigned as Chi- account.
It
may be truthfully said that
cago boss of Columbia phonograph
Birmingham, March 13.
A bill to establish a state-owned to take charge of Victor's new ra- radio entertainment causes the ad
He will reopen agencies more misery than newsradio station was Introduced In the dio disc division.
Legislature last week. Station would the old Victor recording studios in papers, magazines, billboards, brochures, and all other supplementary
be used to cooperate with police about a months
of
advertising
combined.
Relaxation of NBC's opposition forms
and partly for entertainment.
WAPI, now a commercial station, to waxed radio programs opens the Radio programs are fertile In trouble
was formerly operated by the state way for Victor, its cousin, to ac- possibilities, cause friction between
'but was leased to Bill Pape when It tively go after this type of busi- agency and client, and keep the
agency on pins and nfeedles. Some
could not And money to continue. ness.
Columbia will probably send a adroit sidestepping develops among
In view of this opinion here Is that
there's not much chance of the bill man from the went coast to replace the agencies in consequence and is
deemed the better part ot wisdom
Young here.
passing.

Commuting

self.

'I've

and probably always will be, a
gaine of blind man's buff, in which
a lucky grab and catch of the right
Broadcasting, as far as NBC and man is more important than all the
CBS are concerned, came through carefully-calculated plots.
the first week of the banking moraAdvertising agencies differ raditorium unscathed. Neither network's sales department was In re-

feed,

don't
'I
conceited,'

AUDITIONITIS

Did Not Upset

ceipt of
lack of

called in the newspaper
(10), gave them
and told them what a
He answell bunch they were.
nounced he had decided to be a big

boys Friday night

Los Angeles, March 13.
Top excuse for a free audition was received by the mu-

It

Bankless

Ed Wynn

Soft Audition

say those

time

99

ADV. AGENCIES STALL

Big Account Uncovers Inside Splitting

But

VARIETY

makes the best toUct seats in the
country. That's not theatre. That's
not entertainment.
That's adverAnd advertising belongs In
the newspaper, where you boys
work.'
tising.

letter to the ANPA,
The buns were running short.
declared that more than a year
'I'm going to throw millions of
ago U.P. shut down on the net- dollars of advertising right back to
works .and refused them further you boys. Excuse me for talking
permission to broadcast bulletins about myself, but that's what I'm
on events of great na,tional Im- going to do. I'm going to throw
Step was taken, he
portance.
(Continued on page 36)
averred, because the U.P. consid-

Bickel

-

ered

to

It

be in the best Interest

Assoof its cllehr newspapers.
ciated Press continues to maintain
a close watch on the news flashes
broadcast by the networks. Syndicate called up both CBS and NBC
Saturday and Inquired where the
chains got their early bulletins on
Revision of duties in the NBS Arthe California earthquake. In either
tists' Service relieves Ed Schculng
case the explanation was that they
booking contracts with the thehad come from the network's own of

COWAN-STRATTQN HEAD

NBC THEATRE CONTACT

Los Angeles.
NBC listeners got a detailed account of what happened at 1 a, m.
EST when the network reversed
the circuits for 15 minutes and gave
the Richfield Reporter, westcoast
feature, a cross-country hookup to
retail the latest news of the quake.

affiliated stations In

atre circuits.

The theatre sources

have been split up between Ruby
Cowan and Chester Stratton.
In addition to doing business with
Stratton now also submits
Cowan
for Warner houses.

RKO,
acts

will contact Publlx,

Loew and Fan-

& Marco. Cowan also continues as stage producer for the network's booking office and supervisor
than Inviting future criticism by of NBC's Monday night auditions.
Shift of Scheuing's theatre bookmaking show business decisions
which they instinctively realize are ing duties was effected, by Harold
Kemp, in charge of the artists' bualien to them.
It Is impossible for anybody to reau.
know the relationship existing at
any given moment between the cll-.
ent and the agency.'. Yet that is Shell Oil and Dobbsie
precisely what is most Important to
Part
31
the prospective actors, writer;?, or
other talent Involved, Advertising
San Francisco, March 13.
agencies are, of course, polished
Shell Oil has cancelled Its Dobbsie
practitioners of the arts of suavity. (Hugh
Barrett Dobbs) and his Shell
Try to find out something they don't
chon

Company March

Happytime program on

want known.

A

Don Lee

chain, effective

CBSMarch 31.

the

Parable

Gasoline company has until August
A parallel, amusing but pat, has on Its network time and is shopping
recently been cited as that between for a musical-dramatic show that
a man with a radio program who probably will go on nights.
wants to sell it and a tailor trying
Dobbsie has been bankrolled by
to sell clothes to an eccentric cus- Shell for the past five years, starttomer. The eccentric can't be reached ing out with a $100,000-a-year saldirect, but he has a representative ary which •was last year cut to

who

will talk clothes. So the tailor
must meet the representative. At

the reprcBcntative won't even
divulge the name of the principal.
Nor can the tailor find out how tall
or fat the eccentric' Is or whether
he likes green, blue, gray, or black.
first

He

simply

Is

told,

'Submit

your

suits' and, presumably, if one accidentally combines the right color,
cut, size and price the tailor may

make a

sale.

amount's to the same set-up
trying to peddle a pro-

It all

of the

gram

man
to

an

advertiser.

$80,000.

P. A. SUES TEACY
Arthur Tracy, while plaj'.ing the
Xew York Capitol last week, was
served with a summons in a suit
brought by Walter Anderson. Latter
claims the warbler owes him $517

Complaint
for publicity services.
describes the money as representing
three weeks salary.
been inhave
to
is
alleged
Debt
curred while Tracy was playing a
two weeks engagement In Chicago.

,

.

Tnesdaf, March 14, 19C3
I

I

Bank Censorship

Radio directory

I

I

I

M

I

I

I

who

unfamiliar with who',
Yoric,
•VarTity^ print* befoW a directory for Now
San Francisco, and Chicaso.)

• convenleno.

r«»if

for

YSblbiiso, March
Under what practically
amounted, to, an .executive
order from Waahlngton, a
number of comedy profframa

Radio,

Irt

Ua Angelea,

had

(Stations

711 Fifth Av«.
PlASa 8-19Q0

M. H. Aylesworth, President.
Richard C. Patterson, Jr.. ESxecutlve y.-P.
O. C. McClelland, A88't to the PreeWent.

'Drake Hotel
Buperior'OlOO
W. E. Macfarlano, Oen. Mgr.
Quin Ryan, Station Mgr.
George Isaac, Commercial Mgr.
Edward Biaiiy, Prddubtldn Mgr.

^

Dir.

WINS
114 E. D8th St.

Frank

Sohre'lber,

.

:

Broadcasting

Broadway
:

(!o.

WHllam iWlseman, V.

-V...

''48B

WABC)

WPgH

BUI WUlfama

Program

Harrir

Continuity.

'.Batitoe,

Madlsoid' Ave.

Bales.

.

•

,

Pj.

Managemetit'

i
'

WALT^B BAJCHELOR

.

.

;

.

WABC

E. C. Carlso.n, Se^es Promotioiv Mgr.

P. M., E. S. T.

B. R: Donges, Maintenance Mgr.
Ben Pratt. Public Relations Counsel.
AI Williamson, Publicity Mgr.

LOU
KATZMAN
And His LINIT ORCHESTRA

Mawhinney,

Leslie

LEONi

Wrlgley Bldg.

WhitehaU 0000

WBBM)

(Station
Leslie

Atleiss,

V.-P.

in

Strauss

Wabash

I

I

1

(NBC

1

I

T

I

'.

I

;

I

I

I

1

A.M.

Sat.:

NIGHTI.T

MORITZ HOTEL, N. Y.
HERMAK BERNIE
New York

—THREE—
VI

Furniture Mart
Delaware 0600
John Pltzpatrlck, President.
Edward N. Nockles. Gen, Mgr.
Franklin Lundqulst, Bus. Mgr.
Mnurlce Lynch, Treasurer.

PhlUlp Frledlandcr, Production Dir.
Eddie Hanson, MuHlral Dir,
Howard Keegan, Chief Announcer,
Maynard Marquardt, Chief Engineer.
Pat Murphy, Publicity Dir.

Palmer

>Ioii.ie

State C400
A. Howell, Mgr.
R Kaufman, Commercial Mgr.
Dtvld Capp, Program Dir.
Davi.l Bennett, Musical Dir.
Joe AUobough, Chief Announcer.

C.

Ri

WLS

SISTERS

W. Washington
Haymarket 7500

1280
BffrTiae*

ED WOLF

I

I

I

I

Blltl£r,

President.

Glenn Snydor, Gen. Mgr.
George Biggar, Program Mgr.
D. R. McDonald, Adv. Mgr.

Tom Rowe,

Chlot

ICnginecr.

Clementine Lege, Artists Mgr,

1

I

I

I

I

I

11

l.l

1

I

1

]

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

M

I

I

I

the -Academy, N.

i^t

Crosley's

of-

[

1

l

1

-l

1

I

1

1

1

/

I

I

I

I

n

I

I

Tl

within

T,,

.Morton

trip,

£arle^. Washings

.

'nation's

station,*

50,000-watter

now broad-

in Clncy.

Thompson

West

two weeks

Russell Banksonn -.formerly city
editor on the Spokane 'Chronicle,'

doing political and economic com«
menatlons over KGQ, there. Bank-

son also handling ' continuity
publicity for the station.

and

Dick Licence new announcer at

KHJ,

Los~ Angeles.

R. S. Macmlllan has assigned the
license, of
ta the Beverly
Hills (Cal.) Broadcasting Corp.

KMPC

t

.

.

I

en CJOR, Vanqouver, sustaining,
after several' months*' layoff.
.,

IjOB

E.

L.

Western Broadcasting Co.
Paramount Studios, Hollywood

Ouy

KGO-KPO-KYA)

111 Sutter Street
Sutter 1030
and Pac.
Don B. Oilman, V. P. of
Coast Dlv. Manager.
C.-L. McCarthy, Asst. Gen. Mgr.
Lew Frost, Program Dir.

NBC

KNX

Harry Anderson, Sales Mgr.
A. H. Saxton. Chief Engineer.

H. J. Maxwell, Office Mgr.
Lloyd E. Toder, Publicity Dir.
Karl Shullinger, Dir. Artists Bureau.
Jennings Pierce, Chief Announcer.
Meredith WliUon, Musical Dir.
Cecil Underwood. Prod. Mgr.
Roy Frothlngham. Sales Promotion Mgr.

KYA

ilempstead 4101
Earl, Jr.,

C.

President.

Naylor Rogers, V.-P. and Gen. Mgr.
Carl B. Nlssen, Commercial Mgr.
Kennetti (3. Ormleton, Technical Super-

KIMTR
KMTR Radio Corp.
016 No. Formosa, Hollywood
Hillside 1161
Calllster, President.

W.

KQFJ
Plgueroa- Street

Prospect 7780

scheduled regularly.: over

CNRV.

id-West

WHBC,

0„ now under
managership of C. W. Hayes
and N. S. Walker, who have taken
an indefinite lease from Rev, E. P.
Graham, b.wner.
Lee Slihs and Ilomay Bailey on
leave of absence from Nb6. Chicago, to spend a month in ManhaCanton,.

Joint

.

.

tan.

~Wade Booth guested for Pennzoll
from Chicago.
Myrt Vail, of 'Myrt and Marge,'
recovered her stolen automobile.
Tests over the new Iowa 60,000watter, WOC-WHO, scheduled for

March 19.
John O. Henry, manager
is

the leading

possibility

of KOIL,
for the

appointment Qt federal radio commissioner from the fourth zone,

Washington advices

KSO

indicate.

probably the only 100 -watt
have 16 remote controls.

station to

KFRC
(Don Lee-Columbia outlet)
1000 Van Ness Ave.
PRospect 0100
Fred Pabat. Don Lee Gen. Mgr.
Harrison HoUiway. Station Mgr.
William Wright. Prog. Dir.
Walter Kelsey. Musical Dir.

Morton A. Milman
circle 7-2525

-2580

KJBS

Harold Horton, Prod. Mgr.
Salvatore Santaella, Musical Dir.

So.'

Famous Play-

ers Canadian Co., continuing as
m.c. in Strand theatre frolic now

088 Market St.
PRospect 8460

Petors, Oen. Mgr.

141T

Thomas, "Western Canada

H.'

Edward McCallum, Station Mgr,

visor.

Drury Lane, Program Mgr.
Wilbur Hatch. Musical Dir.

J.

general manager of

Angeles Broadcasting Co.

043 Mariposa Ave.
Fltzroy 1231
Cord. President.

Brenneman, Gen. Mgr.

Paclflc Coast Division

Riper. Charge Dramatic Prog.

23.

'Millie and Lizzie,* Cockney charTVL-itten and played In
by Jack Bowdery ^nd- mother, back

KFAC-KFVD

(Stations

Bros. Pictures Corik.

March
.

NBC

Warner Theatre Bld«.
Hollywood 031S
Gerald King, Gen. Mgr.
Chester Mlttendorf. Commercial Mgr.
Jack Joy, Program Dir.
Johnnie Murray, Charge Vaude Programs.

Kay Van

:

lady sketch,.

San Francisco

KFWB
Warner

.

1380

Bush

ORdway

St.

4148

Julius Brunton & Sorts, Owners.
Ralph IJrunton... Mgr.
Ralph smith. Prog. Dir.

CHARLES
ALTHOFF

Dir.

WCFL

WJJD

Pea»l^J|^'e«^e

I

.

Uimer Turner, Publicity

M.

Sole Direction

III

out

Charles Wren, Pres.
George- Martinson, Manager.
R. L. Rust. Sales Mgr.
C. B. Jiineau, Production Mgr.

outlets)

Reed B.

Parker Wheatley, Production Mgr.
Harold E. 'Bean, AssL Production Mgr.
Rex Maupln, Musical Director.
H. E. Randall, Chief EInglneer.

I

I

Pending that London

South Spring Street
Madison 1170

.

L.

Bldg.
4040

I

I

six months.

•

'

Homer Hasan, Gen. Mgr.
Tues.:

Personal Management

I

I

KECA

Barle C. Anthony, Inc.
1000 So. Hope' Street
Richmond. 0111
Earle C. Anthony. President.
Arthur Kalev. V.-P. and Oen. Mgr.
(nen Dolberg, Program Dir.
Carl Haverlin, Oommerclal Mgr.

charge.

Leonard Erickson, Western Sales BIgr.
Walter Pr.eaton, Program Dir.
Bobby Brown. Gen. Production Mgr,
Jeff King, TrafDc and Office Mgr.
Harold Fair, Asst. Program Dir.
Howard NeumiUer, Musical Dir.
William Cooper, Continuity Editor.
Larry Flsk, Chief Engineer.
Kelly Smith, WBBM Sales. Mgr.
Steve Trumbull, -CBS Publicity Mgr.
Ruth Betr,
Publicity Mgr.
Hallow Wilcox, Chief Announcer.
Richard Elpers, Sales Promotion Mgr.
Arthur WeSner, Community Concert Mgr.
McClure Bellows, CBS Concert Mgr.

KYW

lOia Broadway,

M

I

814 Sq. Vermont
Exposition 1841

Tom

pobllelty.

KFI and

WBBM

ST.

.,

only).

'

CBS

11:30-12

I

Pickwick Broadcasting Co,

-

'

Paul Rickenbacher, Production Mgr.
Kenneth Nlles, Asst. Prod. Mgr.
Van C. Newklrk, Trafflo Mgr.
Arthur J, Kemp, Asst. Adv. Mgr. (KHJ

'

1.2:30-1

'<

Dir.

Howard Luugens, Chief Engineer.
M. W. Rite, Chief Field Eneineer,

Woodbury
Hour

I

KTM

lOTO West 7tb Street
Vandyke Till
Lee, President.
Leo B, Tyson, Gep. Mgr,
C. Bllswortli Wylie, ^n. Sales Mgt,
Raymond Paige, Musical and Program

.

'

'

'

'

Wedl;
9:30, E.S.T.

I

'

BATH CI-UB REVU&

Sunday, 9

I

V. O. Pretag, Gen. Mgr.
Del Lyon, Salee Mgr.

-

.

A. W. Kaney, Program Mgr.
Alex "Sobbi- Aeati Program Mgr.
Sidney Strops, Artists Mgr..
John Olhon, Continuity Editor,
Fi:ank Mulleo> 'Dir. of Agriculture.
Judith Walter, Educational Dir.
Kenneth Cfrpenter» SBlea Mgr.
'Wllllaih Hedges. Local' Sales Mgr.
I. E. Showerman, Sales Service Mgr.

I

KRKD

Don

Nllea Trammel. V.-P. fai charge.
P. G. PaT^er, Asst. Gen. Mgr.
Fred Weber. Station Relations Mgr.
John^Wfialley, Offlbe Mgr.
Roy Shield; Chief Musloal Dir.
C' li. lUenser, Production Dhr.

'

'

>

I

NBC

(Columbia Don .Lee Broadcasting System)

WENR—WMAQ)

(Staiiona

:

M

iiall

641

Los Angeles

Superior 8300
!

I

I

'

KHJ

.

I

Frank Doherty, President.

IJIBC
Merchandise Hart

I

.

May.
Blackett-SampIe^Edwin Ayleshire.
Henri Hurst McDonald—Art Decker,

Chicago

I

.

BBD&O—George

Mgr.

Buslnesta

R. W. Blork, Sales Mgr.
George O'Brien, Program Dir,
Rudolph Forati Musical Dir.
Joseph Depbd-,' Chief Engineer.

I

.

McJunkln—Lou Hagerman.

RUey. Dir.

Kleman,

P.

J.

-

I

,

Advertising Agenoies

Crttchfleld—Frank Steel.

Co(umbns 6-7080
H.

.

,.Ijawrenc« W. Lowman, V.-P. oa CqwrsESdioB and Secretary.'
M. R. Runyon, Treasurer.
Karl Knlpe, Baled Mgr.
William H. Englsn, Asst. Soles UflfKJullus S. Se^aibli, Program Opera;t)pps>
Paul W. 'Wlilte, i*6bUolty.

I

•

-

Universal Broadcasting Corp.
416 Vr. SOth St;

•

'

I

>

..

Charl^ LcLDptfiear, ProductloQ Mgr.
Joseph Brubaker,'-' Chief " finglneer.
J^hn Van, Mnaloal INr.;"
Don Crosnor, Chief Announcer.
-

.

'

.

1

I

iiiustcal

Lord & Thojpaasrr-Henry SelUnger.
J. Walter Thonipson—-Tom Xuckenblll.
Erwln-Wasey—William WeddelU
McCann-Erlokson—Fred Ibbett.
N. w: Ayef^W. a. UcQuire.

WLWL

YJlckersham 2-2000
William Sjvi'aleiyK President.
Edward Klaubeir<; Eze^tlve V.-P;'
Sam Plckard; V;-P.
Hugh Kendall Bolc^ V.-P. In Charge of

I

WI^itQ /^dBS|)-^way for several
KOia, Portland, Ore., seeking to
days' repaiirs^
Jump daytime power from 1,000
iRevlsibh By- Frank Black of the
following watt9< tp -2,600.
setup at
Rose Valyda, fomier Fanchonagreement on the-^^new union contract topic.-. Cesare. Sodero. oft -the Marco singer, added KHJ staif.
Sodqro
netwoirk payroll,
rSeigular
Charlie Carter has Joined the new
waiB rated as the ace concert con- 'Hqippy* hour in "L: A.
ductor on the IjIBC staff.
Togl Yorgesson^-'comter now with
Vaiuglfi Detjeath pilays her Jthird Al Pearce at KFI,' Currently Yorig^SBon is ill, with his part of the
program remoted from his hospitar
b6di
.
Ben S. McOIoshon, owner.
'Tahiti,' weekly serial .over l^FWB
Duke Haiicock,'- Mgr.
Fireside Broadcasting Co.
for nine weeks, is oft.
Kay Van
Riper, author, has another cliff
hanger to take Its place starting.

.

'

'

tore;

Ftenk. Marx, Chief BnginejBT.

I

That Washington
Piraa^ Broadcasting Co., Tucson,
augural put two network p.a.'s
Ariz.,, has. .requested the. facilities of
Johnny Johnstone (NBC) and Paul KVOA, Tucson.

.

.,

Dticector.

Captl'Robdrt S.^ WboSS, Pttkai
_
Jeick Rlcker. Studio Director.
Ebno Rusa. Irving Selzer. Ilustctl msec-,

'-CBS'

(Station

^r.

W. Dyson, Bus.- Mgr.
FM
Hariy,oCarl?on« WJJCA Program Dlreptor.

B. P. H. James, Sales Promotions Mgr.
Mrs. Frances Rockefeller King, Mgr. private entertainment*

I

.

las N. ci^wfom
Vap Buren.jBOOO
'dene Dyer,, Station Mgr.

P.

SalM

Sidney* Flkmifa,

'

1^

trip for the in-

W6ES

Diinald oFIamm, OPres.

Tr^-

Electrical

Mgr^

I

trlb.l^ been pegged for
a aunday evenl.hg period on NBC.
it's a sfcetcfi' with th6 Peter Van
Ste^den orchestra: tor Ipana toothpaste, with NBC the network;
Because of her recent showing on
the Flelachmann Thursday night
stanza, May Usher Is being contemplate4 for. an;NBC sustaining.
N. T. radio ied»%lll remember Ted
Rualnsfftv talents with the ..galloping
cubes for eome time to, come;

Publicity Dir.

Alice Tlplady, Publicity Dir..

at Il3d St.
6-6660

.>,:'Coltiinbus

'

''cfuintbn, Adamfl,
criptlon 'Deptv

I

I

Don

-

WMCA-WPCH
"

'

I

citing separately.

Albert E.' Nelson,- General Mgr.
Mgr.
Lloyd G. Harris, ProducUon
'
John Cerny', Muslbal Dir.
Jamea 'MacPhers<>il, Sales- Mgr.
H. V. FltsCharleSv Chief Engineer.

•

^

I

casting over WGY.
Bob Colwell, J. Walter
radio exec. Is maklQe it
In Bermudp..

MIchlgan-Wacker Bldg.
Andover 6600

'

Beruacd: I^evlto^; jMualcai Jflr^
George WIeda, Press.

EAlek^rbock«tr

I

Cincinnati, after year of service.
Because some listeners objected to
Marlon Clark, Flora Fern Black*
verse and philosophy' as a Shaw and Kresup Erin, billed as the
part of the dally news broadcast Three Moods, 'getting sustaining
over WGT, Jim Healey Is how re- build-up at Crosley's

WIBQ

John MctSj'rmtek," Program Dir.
Harold Shubert, .Production Mgn.

'

M

at Burlington, Vt.

'

Eldorado 6-6100

•

r

I

•a bit of

DelOB Owen,' Hiislcal Dir.Carl Myers, Chief Engineer.

Bradley. KieXlti - SUtJon Mgr.
John :S:!^biniii, S^Iea Vpc.'

'

r

I

-

WQN

American Radio News Corp.

Doiiaid O. Shawl' ilaatem Sales Mgr.
Thos. H. Belvlso, Mbstc Library.
W. U.- Bloxham, Purchasing- Agent.
John R.- Carey. Service Supervisor,
O. B. Hahborl; Mgr., Plant Operation and
Engineering Dept.
Ruth Keeler, Personnel Supeirlaor.
Donald Wlthycomb, Mgr, Sta. Relations.
Paul P. Prter, Mgr. Statistical Dept.
O. W, Johnstone^ Mgr. Press Relations

I

i

Al Stulmaker's ork

Sobert I. Wilder, Press.
J. Rb -.PDpp«le, <%laf Bngliieer.

Department Heads

M

.

of.

had,

Dewls Rejd, Program Dir.
George Stiackley, Musical

O. W; Payne, Operatlone.
R. J. Telohem, Asst. to Treas.
D. S. Tuthlll, Sales Mgr., Artists' Service.

I

Danny- Winn, Vermont wood chop- ton, March 31, and the Palace,- Chl«
now apptiaring weekly over cago, April 14.
Allc^:; Bemsen
departed
from
"WCAX, BurUngton, Vt.
Cln^y, after four months oC
John Tierneyj of the Burlington WliW,.
contr^ltolng on flustalning.
'Dally News,' becomes announcer
Varsity
Four,
male
harmonists,
for WCAX, operated by the 'News'

the topical humorof course, devoted
much comment to these subQovernment'fl request
jects.
to soft peilal resulted In eome
being blue-pencilled
scripts
Into shreds almost at broadcasting time.

Most

Hal O'Halloran, Chief Annonacer.
Harry Steele, Publicity Dir.

Prank Mullen, Agricultural Dir.
dejara Almqnte, Evening Oi>eratlonB.
Bertha Bralnard, Program Mgr.

I

1

i

per,

money. ahortase!,fito.

Pennsylvania 6-8383
Alfred J. McCosker, StaUon Mgr.
A. A. Cormier, Sales Mgr.
'V^alter J. Neff, Asst. Sales Mgr.

J.

J

Downey ,.plays .the

rewritten

:

-

den. Engineer.

C. W." Hbrri.

be; haQjtily

to

I

date

Ino.

Bamberger BitiadcaBtlng Service,
1440 Broadway

U

I

East

week

ists

WOR

John Elwood, V.-P.
Ashby. V.-P. ana Oen. Attr.
A.
George Ehiffles. V.-P. on Artlstfl' Servic*.
John P. Royal, V.-P. on Prosrams.
Roy C. WItmer, V.-P. on Sales.
Prank Mason, V.-P. on Pqbllc Relations,
Liewls HacConnach, Secretary.
Mark J.-- Woods, Secretary.
H. F. McKeon, Auditor.
H. P. keily, AsBt, Auditor.

l.l

to delete all gaers or
reference to banks, moratorium,

Bdwin K. Cohan, Technical Dir.
Paul W. Kealen, Sales Researoh.
John J. Karol. Market Research.
John S. Carlisle, Production Mgr.
Frederic P. WlUls, Educational Dir.
Julius Mattfeld. Music Ubrary.
Hugh Cowan, Commercial Engineer.
Ferrin Praser, Editor, Continuity.
Marlon R. Parsonnett, Dramatic Dir.
Herbert B. Glover, News Brbadcastlng.
Ralph J. Wonders. Mgr., ArtUts* Bureau,.

City

NBC
WJZ-WEAF)

I

'

last

New York

I

RADIO CH ATTCR

F^eli

.

j(As

'

RADIO

VARIETY

(4

—

.

Bureau of Inlonnatioii

Variety,

New Torb

FOR

Advertising Agencies

IMMERMAN & SON,
56

WEST

44th ST..

NEW

Inc.

VOflK

SUPERIOR COLDfiED TALENT
Stage, Uullcling Acts, Revues Uniiestratlns and Arranging, Lessons lo
typos of Stago and BKlilliItlon Dancing
ail
Upusual Volco Cultuie Hetliod

For

Advertising agencies and others in the field of radio, against
any problem pertaining to the show business or broadcasting from
a show angle, are invited to consult 'Variety' for information. This
service ia gratis. Mail communications will be answered promptly.
Any show angles unfamiliar to the radio program directors of
advertising agencies, and all others In the raJiC'-show business, will
be clarlfled.
Information particularly may be desired by radio talent buyers on
the estimation of acts* salary values. These wli: be forthcoming as
part of th e Information published In 'Variety' in the past as to the
value or standard attractions for the stage, screen or radio.
This entire free service Is confidential. 'Variety* pledges none of
the requests -will be given publicity in print or otherwise,

Ituclio

and

STVmO AVAILAKLE

ItV
BRyant 9-9S3B

THE IIOUB

THURSTON
Sponsored by

8WiFt & CO.
On

a

Renewed Contract

Tfiurtdtyi and

N,B.C.

Frldtyi,

8:4S P.M.

Coa.>;t

to Coawt

(EST)

1

RAD

Tnesday, March 14, 1933

Me,

Lahr,

Hokz

Named

Crushing Itchy Fing^ers

Candidates

San Francisco, March

New Show

For

Theatre

Chase & Saiilborn progrram will
aBsume a policy similar to that of
the Flelschmann Thursdajr night
sessions after Eddie Cantor quits
for
payroll
coffee-roaster's
the
picture making: the end of April.
Plan being mapped for the C&S

stanza calls for
changing comedians every three or

Sunday

night

weeks and a

four

different set of

dramatic
talent
and
warbling
weekly. It is also figured to have
Jimmy Wallington, the announcer,
handle the C&S m. c. assignment.
Tentatively mentioned to follow
Cantor on the coffee session for a

week

four

stretch

Liou

is

Holtz,

with Bert Lahr and Milton Berle
also In line for the spot.

March

13.

announcer and
Fred R.
former newspaperman, has quit
WGAR to become program director
•and news commentator for WSTR,
Ripley,

Syracuse.
Rlp*Cy was previously radi6'""BdItor of 'Cleveland Press' and assistant manager at WGAR. Will be
succeeded by Clyde Wood as production manager.

AMU

13.

week and went thumbs down
on all charity performances
wherein free talent Is reBenefit shows were
quested.
running riot with everybody
requested to contribute something.

In cases where all proceeds
go to a worthy cause, those re-

quested to contribute will pool
and decide whether or not to
perform. If benefit Is not 100%
the request goes In the alley.
Where only a percentage goes
to charity, people contributing
will cut their salaries In pro-

portion to the amount of the
gross to be given away.
Edict got off to a swell start.
First affair following the decision was the Policeman's ball.

HIS

Colaaibta Broadcaatlnc Srrtem

PHILLIP'S DENTAL MAGNESIA
Taei., W«d., Aim., ScM to 0 P.M. K.8.T,

COAST-TO-COAST

ABC'

THEGRCEK
AMBASSADOR
Gooi-Wai

GEORGE

GIYOT

Los Angeles, March

13;

All Coast stations, particularly
the smaller ones, were hard hit by
the moratorium through cancellation of programs by commercial
accounts.
One local station lost 90% of its
accounts and others lost up to 75%.

These suspensions were allowed
even though it Involved contracts in
many cases. Mostly dropping the
programs were local dealers.

Centaur Co. (Fletcher's CasFor 13 weeks, effective
a Sunday afternoon
2,
dramatic show, 'Pages of Romance,' on the basic blue web

Phune for Local NBC

April

(WJZ).

Chicago

General Foods (Diamond
Crystal Salts). For 13 weeks,
effective
April
Thursday
6,
night sketches, 'Cape Diamond
Light,' over WJZ, WBZ, WBZA,

starts

HOUDAY PUTS BACK

and WJR.
Lambert Pharmacal Co. (LlsFor 15 programs starting March 27 on WJZ with the

13.

Several postponements of radio
programs about to go on the air reported because 6t the bank holiday.
Most Important was the General

its

third

trio.

CASE

MAY

stations.

east.

DUPLICATING WESTERN

PROGRAM FOR EAST

DECIDE DISK MATTER

by Roy Shield.
Only Amos 'n' Andy of the Chicago NBC programs are near the

at present.

Country Club.'

WMAQ.

1619 Broadway,

New York

ATTENTIONtlt
SPONSORS!! I

SID GARY
Radio's Versatile Baritone

HEADLINING
Entire

Loew

LOEW

Circuit to Follow

RKO, Mtrty

U«w,

for

Forklnt

Muoy Hyde-Wa.

MorrU AtMMy

LEONARD
HAYTON
CHESTERFIELD

ORCHESTRA
SDC NIQHTS

WEEKLY

(Except Sunday)
via

Entire Colombia Metwwfc
• P. M. (E.S.T.)

'For 5a/e'
PosHioel^ Bcrle-Proof 1

GAGS
A

You!!
A! Schwartz-lrv Brecher
Trial Will Convulse

"The House That Joke BuiU"
Hoom 1011, TItnes BIdB.. Bry. 9-7576

GU8^

ries

CONTRARY

WLW

YAH
OLDSMOBILE

'

PROGRAM
WEAF

Now

CLUB

LIDO,

to 10 P.

M.

Appearing

'^,^'!rii*-&t5*^'

GOOD OLD FRARK

WLW

unless It concerns numbers
that are for the time being on the
restricted list.

'<Bcd"

Ketwork
Satnrdayt

0JO

WLW,

Oppose Expansion of
Canada Broadcastin^r

DUMB
CRACKERS

Standard Brands Is testing out
the Frank Merriwell fables as a kid
attention puller by way of the disk

route.
Ottawa, March 13.
Series of episodes have already
Chairman Hector Charlesworth,
of the Canadian Radio Commission, been recorded and placed on several
widely
spread stations. Adaptation
criticism
on
Arhas
answered
the
wide
Birmingham Stores and Papers
of
the stories to network purposes
the proposed expenditure of |1,600,gue Shops Take to Air
OPO for broadcasting this year under depends on the reaction to the
Government auspices by stating spot broadcasting tryout.
Blrpiingham, March 13.
If It goes chain the program will
Fight between local department that the money to be utilized has
stores and the three daily papers been provided by radio owners of carry the Royal Gelatine label. But
the
country through the annual they don't say anything about Dick,
here has the merchants turning to
Frank's
brother. The only two guys
Stores are pre- radio license of $2 per receiving set.
radio advertialng.
sumably after lower rates from the The commish. has announced the who could throw a double curve.
papers and upon meeting refusal purchase of broadcasting stations
have decided to discontinue adver- at Ottawa, Moncton, N. B., and
Vancouver, B. C, for which a part News Review Seeks Fibn
tising in the daily press.

ROBERT
BURNS
PANETELA

BREAK FOR STATIONS

WABC
Kveiy
Wednesdmy

—

.

Sole Direction

HERMAN BERNiE

Completely new talent lineup
goes on the Armour half hour along
with Baker. Included are the Ambassadors, male quartet, Neal Sisters, trio, and an orchestra headed

$4,000 bracket in weekly expenditure.
Blackface team Is temporarily broadcasting from New York

Refiner starts Its eastern CBS seApril 3, taking the 10-10:30
p.m. period over 16 stations. Show
here will be framed around Ernest
Chicago NBC Aecounts Are Compli- Glendennlng, m. c; Alex Morrison,
golf pro.; Betty Barthell, a male
cated by Reneg
quartet and the Ernie Golden orchestra.
On the previous Friday
Chicago. March 13.
a phonograph recording has been
Question of renewals for Chap- (31) night the same combination,
sold over the counter the owner is pel's 'Rln Tin Tin' program and witii the exception of the femme
free to play it for whatever purpose Reld Murdoch's *MaBked Tenor' are warbler, will premier a half hour
he wills.
under negotiation at NBC here. period over 10 NBC stations. Both
contracts are for a minimum of 13
The barrier that the recorders Hitch is reported due to
have yet to overcome, regardless of Cincinnati, the inevitable thorn In weeks.
the eventual decision in the A. P. NBC's epidermis, wanting to sell
case, is the music copyright angle away from both programs.
involved. Under the license granted
is currently outletting both
by ASCAP the stations are free to shows, but wants to sell the time
Trying Merriwell Series for Kid Atbroadcast in any form music that is elsewhere for more money.
tention Via Disks
controlled by members of the society,

do

topnotchers of the east.
Phil Baker is the personality
around whom Armour is building
its elaborate program.
He was imported from New York in one of the
biggest deals for a headllner ever
made in and for Chicago. Baker got
the permanent berth after auditions
of Harry Richman, Walter O'Keefe,
George Rockwell, Phil Cook, and
Julius Tannen had been held in the

13-week stretch April

NBC

will

$3,700 in Armour's
own wish to create a
program that will compare with
Chase & Sanborn, Texaco, and 'other

General Foods (Post ToastyoT 13 weeks, starting
March 27, the Paul Wing kid
program over
and outlets in Schenectady, Buffalo,
Cleveland and Detroit.
Maxwell House Coffee. Firm's
showboat program goes into
6 over 54

(17)

ly budget of
backing of its

WEAF

CHI STARTING DATES

Friday

to refute the claim that important and costly radio programs
can't originate in Chicago. A week-

terlne).

harmony

this

Chicago. March 13.
has high hopes that

Armour program which

much

WHAM, KDKA

Slzzlers,

NBC

the pending

Tire program, with Frazler Hunt,
delayed because an important exec
of the advertiser was marooned
without caish In Florida and couldn't
get back here to sign the contracts.
Richfield Oil's eastern program
Ceresota Flour requested SherLegal reps for the phonograph
practically yse the. same setup
man and Pratt to consent to a post- will
companies are following the progas ;on Its western periods. Eastern
ponement in' the start of their spon- del^ut goes on NBC and Columbia.
ress of the court action taken by the
sorship of the nut comics over
Associated Press against KSOO,
Majrks the first arrangement of the
KYW. This was agreed to.
kind In network broadcasting. In
Siouz Falls, S. D., with a view to
Miller Rubber set back flrom
the: east, as In the west, shows will
making a similar move to suppress
a
of
March 6 to March 13 the start
carry the same label, "Richfield
the broadcasting of phonograph
over
announcements
of
series

A. P. TEST

Baker $3,700 Show

torla).

les).

Chicago, March

85

Most Costly from Ch^

Program Suspensions

records.
Position taken by the recording
men Is that if the court rules that
the mere purchase of a newspaper
does not carry with it the right to
broadcast items from it over the air,
the same process of law would apply to phonograph platters. Broadcasters have maintained that after

CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA

of

bers

m

Renewals

broad-

performers
studios,,
theatrical
memallied
got together here last

AH. talent was paid.

FEED SIFLET MOVES
Cleveland,

managers,

A. Stations Lose

75-90^ of Biz Thru

casting
[Aid

L

VARIETY

I

Trouble arose during the banking of the money is required.
Bit Players for Parts
Newspapers have said that there
when stores felt they should
is no need for radio expansion this
Los Angeles, March 13.
year even though the radio fans
First concerted effort here to obthemselves have supplied the funds. tain film bit players for radio Is beThe money could go Into the gen- ing made by Bowman, Dute and
eral treasury to help rednce current Cummings, advertising agency.
taxes, it is claimed.
Screen playrs are particularly
wanted for the Pennzoil News ReTheatres are not involved in the
view, a weekly half -hour similar to
argument.
Gabbers
'March of Time.'
Agency has asked co-operation
Lee Gets Cash,
through the Motion Picture Relief
Instructions were handed out to
Fund.
Rescinds Cut Order the aerial commentators to use the
utmost discretion In their remarks
Los Angeles, March 13.
on the banking moratorium. Advice
COHMEBGIAL
COOK'S
Salary cut of 6% and 10% for em- was to take extra precautions in
Phil Cook returns to the networks
ployees and talent of the Don Lee wording their material so that nothApril 3, his new paycheck coming
Columbia chain was rescinded three ing they said could be Interpreted from Bristol Myers Co. Program
days after announced.
as anything but optimistic.
will also carry a dance combo and
Cut was in view of the bank holiIn several instances the network plug the Ingram brand of shaving
day, but ability to obtain cash program
protected creani.
departments
brought about the change of heart. themselves by taking an advance
Release will be over NBC's blue
peek at the commentators' daily (WJZ) link 8:46-9 Monday and
manuscripts.
Wednesday nights. Term is for
Discing 'Growin' Up'
Cook's last ether con13 weeks.
tact was with Quaker Oats.
Hollywood, March 13.
ACdUIBING
HUSBAHD
White King Soap is using discs
San Francisco, March 13.
of the serial 'Growln' Up,' over sevArthur Levy, former picture p.a..
Nora Schiller,

holiday

have some sort of relief until after
the banks reopened. Apparently the
newspapers thought differently.
WBRC reported business a little
more brisk and WAPI claims a number of contracts ready for closing.

ETenlnc
•t 9:30 P. M.

QURNS FALLEN
Dlr.t

WM. MOBBia AOBNOY

KIT-CAT
LONDON

ROY FOX

Waned

BAND

Don

B.B.C.

Network D«cca Seoords

mW

A

eral

coast

stations,

starting

this

singer, Is leaving
for Los Angeles to
marry Irving Shulkln, trumpeter in
Phil Harris' band.

KFRC

Is now printing and selling Individ
week on KFI, here; KPO, San Franual music manuscript paper for
and KSL, Salt Lake City.
Hollywood studios and composers.
Serial has Gay Seabrook and
Bride will remain with the Don
Emerson Treacy In the lead parts Lee organization, working on KHJ

cisco,

they played in the piece over

KFWB.

HBG'S TELETTFE
San Francisco, March

this

week

in the southern city.

CBS, Chicago, Drops
13.

Teletype system installed at NBC
here for interstation communication
between all units of the network.
Ed Wachter has been taken off
Morse operator's desk and
the
moved to the 'j-afno department,
under Paul Gale, where he will edit
all communications.

Two

Chicago, March 13.
Harriett Cruise and Norm Sherr
went off the CBS sustaining payroll last week.
Miss Cruise has returned to her home In Nebraska
temporarily.
Sherr will continue to broadcast
from WBBM, where he has a couple
of local commercials.

RUTH ETTINa
GLORIFYING

/^e POPULAR

SOKG

@LUMBIA'CDlllS1^1O<0ASr NETWORK
MONDAY

and

THVB6DAV.

• P. M.. B.6.T.

TS
30 Mins.
Sustainino

Mystery Burlesque
Sustaining

Radio Protective

'WABC, New York
With a rep as the most enterprising for news broadcasts, CBS
again rung the bell with a crosscountry hookup on the earthquake
with Its amUated Don Lee chain In
California, of which KHJ, Los An-

In proper writing

and

directorial

hands this burlesque on the radio
mystery dramaa would have plenty
of possibilities. It has a comic In

As previously detailed, "VaMaterial
Protective
riety's"
Dept. Is being extended to embrace radio scripts.
The abundance of manu-

filiated KFOX, Long Beach, Cal.
This lineup gave CBS 100% coverage from right-in-the-heart-of-thequake sector, presenting eyewitness

scripts offered for registration
compels 'Variety' to place a
limitation on this free service
for radio continuities: (1), that
they be limited to 600 words;

screen or
be accepted.

are intentional and part of the travesty the way they're handled Is defeating the purpose.
Initial «plaode (7) of this series
quickly developed Into an incoherent

for free registration
'Variety.'
'Variety'
cannot undertalce
to return postpaid any scripts
thus rejected, and will only

Characters popped
hodge-podge.
into and out, scene followed scene In
quick and dlizy procession, with the
only fairly well-timed and effective
bits coming from Hearn, whose
high-pitched Tolce tmd Dutch dialect

and (2), that only material
from established and kpown
vaudeville,

radio,

authors
stage
Mss. from unknowns must be
rejected

with

hold them for a limited time.
not called for In person.

If

The purposes

and

O
'

by snatching a phone
-

girl

froin

under a falling cornice, wlndins up
by going to the hospital to have
head tended tOi Murray then
amplified on Gibson's modesty by
his

adding.lt meant several stitches

In'

exchange for having saved the;
girl from probable very -serious
hurts.

advan-

tages of this registration service were previously outlined
at length.

exhumed from
Hearn managed

away back, but
to create bis char-

acter, tagged Fritz Plotz, so that It
was easy- for listeners to visualize

.

uncertain), now a California
Salvation Army worker, and who
had attained some publicity around
New York when with the S. A.,
earning the soubriquet as 'the angel of Broadway.'

Miss Crawford
seemed carried away top much by
it all.
She thanked the" army, the

•

navy, the marines. Gov. Rolph, Pres.
Roosevelt, and almost included Hitler and Gandhi on the efficiency of
everybody concerned.
She also
tlirew a bouquet to the Hollywood
studios for sending do^vn powerful
lights to aid the nocturnal relief
work.
All necessarily a catch-as-catchcan affair, hectic and highly keyed
to lit the situation, it's natural that
some of it was hit 'n' miss, and the
genoral high standard of this broad
cast Is so much more to the credit
of those who handled It.
It was
fast work and made radio history

HALE

CHOBITS

night programs.

Program commerclaled by Swift
ft

Co.

.

ELVIA ALLMAN

WEAF, New York

Schenectady

announc e m e n t
transcribed,' can put
on a program if not

opening up strongly, and when the
advertising ball Is thrown repeatedly the feature strikes out.
All
records for plugging on a 16-mInute disk over
are smashed
by this broadcast. Uses two plugs

WOT

familiar

music,
doing standard
from original score.
Program's particular appeal lies

ARMSTRONG
COMMERCIAL
Mass.,

were features of this

Outstanding

hour.
the 60 minutes
for the saxophone

in

was a rhapsody

written by Charles Runyan, studio
organist, and directed by Willaon.
with Mickey Gillette soloing In

Willson

batoning

Schenectady

Monument

Mills,

sponsors

of Housatonlc,
this

16-minute

morning program once a week, to
advertise hed spreads. Armstrong
is a new name In the local radio
field, but If broadcasting at a better listening-hour It would not be
long before he toojc a place with
WGT favorites. He has a trained
tenor voice with a sweet tone and
a romantic touch that appeals.
Voice is high but clear and the
falsetto Is excellent.

Program, announced as 'one of
moving style. 'Barcarole,' 'Spanish songs you want to hear,' features
Dance,' 'Spring, Beautiful Spring' better grade ballads. Women, who
and a minuet were others, all nicely comprise bulk of the listening
done.
audience at 9:4S am. should like
The excellent violin solo work of the program.
Louis Ford, the production of DonA long announcement of a 'free
ald Cope and the announcing of offer' (value) of spread given in
Robert Waldrop were meritorious.
ddfXn and cents, opens and closes.
Bock
Or > should be sufficient. Jaco.
it

In

colorful,

A

JACK McLALLEN

and 3

KEYS

Comedy, Musio
15 Mins.

WJZ, New York
Here's radio showmanship. Having two good entities, but somehow
missing out singly, NBC combined
Jack McLallen's comedy with the
sizzling Three Keys, and a nifty 16
minutes It Is. The contrast of the
McLallen chatter with the colored
threesome's hotcha Is excellent variety. It's a good combo for late or
evening
spotting.
When
early
caught WJZ had 'em at 10:45 to
11 p.m.
Trio opens and then alternates
Latter
with McLallen's clowning.
has Sarah with him, from vaude,
also

'Sassafras,'

nee

Tony

plenty.

A

'MUSICAL CLOCK'
Records and Time,

COMMERCIAL

WOL, Washington
'Musical

Clock'

morning audiences

over.

—

6 Stations 27 clients
to
'I've got 27 clients already
start with, and I've got about six
stations already although I might
say that practically every independent station in the country has
been offered to me. It's just a matter of my picking whatever I want.
Now there's your story boys. It's
a big thing for me, but don't forget
It's a big thing for you, too.'
The chicken arrived so there were
no questions.
Later the boys did make queries.
They found that Wynn's chain conWDEL, Wilmington;
of
sisted
WPEN, Philadelphia; WCBM, Baltimore;
WOL, Washington, and
WOAX, Trenton. And that the
New York outlet would be a comand
bination of WCDA,
WBNX, all of which would become,
some future date,
Further iRformatlon was that operations are expected to start within
10 days, and that within 60 days
it Is predicted about 15 stations will

—

Sustaining

la Fred Allen lineup for Llnlt,
this looks like a ready-made unit
Abel.
for some commercial.

WGY,

Wednesday night

this

quartet personnel not given sings
pops and standards.
Well bal
anced, harmonious unit, deserving
more time. Listeners are asked to

many people haven't
hoard complote score of such oldtimers as 'Barber of Seville' and
others that

about

Magulesla, his comedy stooge. Their
material is topical and the stooge's
good dumb foiling permits for

classics

in the fact that

anything

of sponsor's name 30 times. 'Hess'
spelled out thrice during blurbs.
In between the advertising, a

is

Meredith Willson directs the combined THOMAS
orchestras of NBC in 60 minutes of Songs
like.

there's

m

by Announcer Jim Cornell, same
number by Ann La Motte (apparently on the disc), and mention and

—

nouncements and the

If

Net Work

(Continued from page 33)

femme's program that gives It dis- millions of dollars of advertising
tinction It Is the unbilled piano duo right back to you boys.'
These 20
See Your Papers
that shares the period.
ear-ieompelling
an
mis
digits
Wynn explained, 'on my stations
salvo of notes, blending harmonic there'll be no advertising. Well, pracgj'mnastlcs with a fine sense of tically none. Ah advertiser
will say
melody.
this program Is being sponsored by
As for Miss Allman, an import so-and-so, and that's all till he's
from the Coast, the knack of hold- finished. Then, at the end,
he'll
say
ing attention with song and talk
No again—I want yOu to listen to this,
Is there In goodly measure.
one on the networks at present this Is the big point—at the end he'll
with whom her monologlstlo per- say again 'See toniorrow'^s newscan be compared, one papers for my big sale of gum drops,
sonality
thing
her favor. But whait she or whatever It Is.'
lacks Is click comedy material.
Wynn stopped to beam, and the
From the technical angle her Im- boys were wondering why the
personations are okay, but her waiters
didn't bring the chicken.
chances of grinding out giggles
'I formed Actor's Equity,' Wynn
with such monologs, as used on
her Wednesday (8) broadcast, are said. 'I started the actors' strike
far from good.
Same applies to and I won It. I don't care what
a life-guard blackout aired on the anybody says, It's the truth. Now
same program. In the latter In- I'm going to do the same thing for
stance there was the added im- radio. I'm going to put theatre on
pediment of bad timing. As In a the air. I don't have to be afraid
theatre situation laughs require of anybody.
One of the first wires
They can't be sudbuilding up.
that President Roosevelt sent out
denly sprung without the proper
preliminaries.
Miss Allman tosses on acknowledgement of congratuthem off carelessly and before the lations, he sent to me, because I'm
listener can even catch the drift a personal friend of his.
I won't
of her first line she's off into a read It to you, but I'll show it to
song.
anybody who doubts my word. And
Her warbling voice Is In the con- one of the richest min In the countralto range but what counts iq try Id back of me In this new thing
not the lyrical quality but punchy of mine. I don't want to mention
pop numbers. his name but he lives in Detroit.
interpretation
of
strong piece of teaming, this
I've made more than a million dolgirl and piano duo, and the latter
is deserving of equal credit In this lars three different times In my life
mixture labelled by the network and lost It again. Now I'm going to
make it again and you can't stop
Odee.
•California CocktalL'
me. And I'm going to put this thing

Introductory
'Electrically
two strikes

Wynn

Songs, Talk, Piano
Sustaining

detect tliree mistakes made In announcing numbers, although no reward Is offered.
Meredith Willson
One of these waxers Is run off
Sustaining
every Friday afternoon. Press of
KPO, San Francisco
housework may make women inPraiseworthy attempt to get away dulgent toward this radio fare.
from radio's fancy curlicues speJaco.
cial
arrangements,
padded an-

'Festival of Bagdad'
from 'Scheherezade' was another,

NEGfiO

nullifies everything captious that could he said concerning
the overplus of advertising verbiage in Phillips' 16 minutes. But
unquestionably, for a quarter hour on WABC, there's too much
hokey palaver about the dentifrice. The entire program hookup Is
strictly one of hokum and showmanship In relation to the picture
star's dressing rooms allegedly having a 'must' rule on the Phillips
brand of toothpaste, but it's overdone. Considering that the music
Is at a minimum and the 'Hot From Hollywood' studio gossip dominant, that gives an unusual percentage In favor of the straight
gab... And talk, unless of a consistently compelling comedy or dramatic calibre, never can quite hold 'em.

about

THE ORCHESTRA

stellar fashion.

Los Angeles, March 13
ICtude Ethiopian chorus, 30 male
Negro voices, goes on the Columbia-Don Lee network for Sunday

&

COMMERCIAL
WGY,

that 'Variety' will call it to attention.)

Hummert agency
Phillips Milk of Magnesia. Blackett, Sample
claims for this account a sizeable up-movement for the sales graphs
on the strength of the radio bally and the giveaway stunts. That

register articulately.

A

Excellent and rapid-fire script,
skill was manifested In the news
flashbacks showing bow the serial
Slayers were rehearsing In the
Ludlo for that night's broadcast
when the first rumblings vibrated
the eight -story building housing
the Don Lee radio Interests.
Instances were cited of engineers'
rapidity In righting the wrongs done
by the quakes to the sensitive electrical apparatus so that broadcast- otonou's.
What promise Tom Howard, a
ings could carry on amidst the cagood stage comic, showed on his
tastrophe.
The vividness of a broadcast such four weeks with the Chesterfield
series
disintegrated here under the
as this eclipsed the morning's news
No comedian
accounts and evidences the general hopeless outlook.
inadequacy of printer's Ink when could have held up under this uncoping with anything such as this, funny material. Nor was the castparticularly if as well mounted as ing of Herbert Poles.le, as the
Jeannle Lang
this stunt was. But the actual news straight, any help.
accounts were not scooped by CBS, came through nicely with a couple
as much of the information was a solo numbers, Harry Salter's band
repeat on what the better morning uncorked at least one sample of
papers already had In black and snappy dance music, and the quarwhite. But the realization through tet unlimbered an assortment of
dramatization made it particularly conventional male harmony. A coupalatable, even though it wasn't ple of bit players were also tossed
new to the east, though it probably in for exchanges with Howard.
The general outline of the probeat the morning Coast papers.
Somewhat of a bore was Mrs. gram Is in dire need of attention.
Odec.
Rehba Crawford Swerdelow (last

manner

Most of the gags unlimbered
sounded as thoueb they had been

him.
Casting Impresses as generally
okay but the sound effects could
have been omitted to tlie benefit of
the action. If the latter are also Intended aa a burlesque the results
here are also far afield.
WEAF, New York
The germ of a hunch worth playDuring the 1928 era of broadcast- ing Is In 'Operative 13-13,' but the
ing this Best Foods entry would adaptation needs some exporting.
have made an acceptable program.
Odec
ObIt's that much of a throwback.
viously the commercial and Its
agency, Benton & Bowles, have ADVENTURES OF PUTTY
PETE'
elected to Ignore the progress radio
programing has made Id favor of Bedtime Serial
returning to yesteryear, when ad- Sustaining
vertising was tho main concern and WINS, New York
entertainment something that had
The kids eaa listen to this one
to be Inserted between plugs to hold without
developing high bloodattention.
simple nursery fable,
pressure.
This half-hour Thursday night narrated by aa unbilled femme
affair makes sure that the message who's perfectly suited to the task^
of Hellman's Mayonnaise gets over, No straining for effect or exciteand gets over plenty. The methods ment by changing the timbre or
resorted to couldn't be more heavy- pace of the voice. Her's is story
banded or provocative to a gulck spinning of a quiet, even sort,
twist of the dial. Not satisfied with with the suspense deriving natlong plugs at the opening, midway urally from the humorously comand close of the program, those plicated situation In which her
concerned make sure that the prod- characters find themselves.
uct is dragged Into every one of the
Alone among the outlets In New
crossfire passages, with none of It York this Hearst owned and oppermitted to even suggest the kid- erated station specializes in the
ding toucH. By the time the session subdued form of kid entertainment.
Is over, the listener has absorbed a It leaves the Diamond Dick narload of punishment on the Hell- ratives for
to
periods allotted
man's Mayonnaise' theme, but little adult consumption.
In the way of real entertainment.
Adventures of Putty Pete reAs a piece of continuity writing volves around the imaginative conand musical sketch dlrectloi^, the sequences bef&IUng a little fellow
Initial (10) stanza was anything but. built out of a piece of putty and
a credit to those concerned. It his two kid creators, George and
moved along dlsjolntedly, princi- Mary. Mixed up in the fable Is a
pally due to the frequent %,nd wan- locket 6f Aladdin's lamp powers.
ton Insertion of ad matter. Also re- This allows the figure to assume
sponsible here was the awkward any form of man or anim^i he
cueing and dovetailing of the com- wIUs.
edy Interludes Into the musical
For a commercial hiterested In
numbers. It was the sort of thing the ages of 10 down this program
that derived Its pace not from has optlmlstie possibilities. Odee.
smooth routining but from one performer yelling to the others, 'Come
on, boyat let's go.'
After the third HESS QUARTET
or fourth cheer It got rather mon
Disc

name

(Commentary on the negative aspects of radio merchandising and
ballyhoo for sales. Where iHe ad end is well handled it requires
no affirmative commendation or comment. It's only when advertising aspects of commercial broadcasts seem to lack that showmanly

Hearn, who knows his way
about and here he Is doing the chief
fun -poking assignment. But whatever strains of comedy the idea projects are being Impeded by a complicated plot, the befuddling of character identities and much extraneous
intrusion by the announcer-narrator. If the latter three ImE.ediments

Lew

Quake zone, continuously sending
out news flashes on developments, MUSICAL GROCERY STORE
casualties, etc., and brilliantly sum- With Tom Howard, Jeanni* I.ano>
Harry Salter's Band
ming them up for the nationwide
Comedy, Songs
hookup the morning after.
Douglas modestly recounted how COMMERCIAL

alternately on his news copy and.
the door as he watched the twin
towers of the 'Times' building vibrate ever and anon.
Similarly Ted BUsa, of KFOX,
Long Beach, recited how heroically;
Jack Strott (correct?) and Laurence
McDowell, chief technician, deported themselves, making sure all;
were out; how a collapsing wall
from the adjoining building hemmed
In the studio personnel in- the control room (fortunately, the rest had
escaped), and how amidst flying
bricks and debris the broadcasts
apprise anxious
to
carried on
friends and relatives of the general
conditions.
Back at KHJ, Bob Murray, the
engineer, was apparently another
hero of the ether waves, and Johnny
Gibson, who plays the heroic reporter in a KHJ air serial, -emulated the best traditions of the craft

1933

The Adyertising Angle

WPCH, New York

Materia] Dept.

geles. Is the key for the Lee subcircuit, and with which Is also af-

.from 6 p.m. until 3:30 a.m.. when
the earth's tremors continued, he
waa in the I* A. 'Times' remote control 1)roadcast studio with his eyes

14,

•OPERATIVE 13-1f
With Lew Hsara

CBS EARTHQUAKE BROADCAST

reports of the disaster.
At the session heard, 10:30-11
(7:30-8
Saturday morning
a.m.
Coast time) It was a thrill, folly
getting across the seriousness of the
catastrophe and Impressing the
heroism and general fortitude Involved.
was loaded
It all rang true and
<>r
with authority, plus a flock
human interest sidelights, -which
ether
are a tribute to the general
showmanship of the Don Lee radio
bunch on the Coast. Ifa also a
personal tribue to Doug Douglas,
who
of the Los Angeles 'Times,'
from 6 p.m. Friday night (or five
minutes after the first tremors)
into
and
night
the
through
and all
the morning was in the heart of^the

March

Tuesdfij,

has
In

held

early

Washington

WMSO

WYNN.

be added. No name mentioned, but
eight of these are in Michigan.
Skeptics
In the broadcasting and ad agency
trade the Wynn announcement of a
third chain was accepted with res-

been known to
although on a 100- ervations, having
Some gave
watter which always ranks last In be on top for some time.
voice to wondering who was steersurvey of listener preference.
while
others thought
ing
the
comic
Stunt opens at 7.30 a.m. and
Secret lies in con- that the time was Inopportune for
runs till 9.
tinuous stream of phonograph rec- fioating a stock issue if that's in
ords without sequence or con- mind.
tinuity and no cooking chats or
The power setup of the stations
heavy stuff. Just Jazz and more mentioned by Wynn rate. WCDA,
Time is announced every WBNX and
Jazz.
under the headthree minutes with spots between
ing of neighborhood outlets, each
nearly every disc.
limited to 260 watts and all three on
Result is that everybody turns
the same kilocycle and sharing time
the station on when they get up.
of
When announcer says It is 7.46 with WAWZ, owned by the Pillar Of
they begin to shave, at 8 they sit Fire Church in Zerephath, N. J.
down to breakfast, at 8.30 they hop the others WOL, Washington, is
WPEN,
the street car. One corner grocery licensed for 100 watts;
store has same program blasting Philly, has 260 watts up to sunset
forth
so they'll know if they and 100 thereafter: WCBM, Baltimissed last car.
more, 250 watts, and WDEL, WilOther stations have tried same mington, 600 watts until sunset and
they 260 thereafter.
Idea
and failed because
WOAX, Trenton,
couldn't resist the temptation to
operates on a similar power basis,
try to dress It up with 'good' mubut is on the air only part time as
sic
and poetry readers.
it
shares Its channel with
simply realizes people don't want
and WCAP.
to be bothered at breakfast time.
for three years,

WMSG

.

WOL

WCAM

VAnBiEVILLE

25-50% CUT FOR ALL ACTS
:

Anything's Net

SCANDAL SHEET
BLACKJACK

SQUAWK

New Vaude
Boston, March

— colHillbillies'

lect!

okay;

where do we

report?'
~

Charging he accepted a $50 date
two weeks ago at the Cosmopolitan,
New York, for 50% cash and the
rest In advertising, Aladdin, a mahas flied a complaint with
booking office, in which
he claims he has not received the
gician,

the

RKO

advertising.
The ad, says Aladdin, was to have
appeared in the scandal sheet which
C. F. Zlttell publishes on the side

while running the Cosmopolitan.
He was booked on the part salary and part advertising basis
through the RKO office by George
His
Godfrey, Aladdin declares.
agent was Nat Sobel.
The advertising blackjack used on
acts submitted by RKO agents for
the Cosmopolitan was responsible
In part for George Godfrey's recent
dismissal from the booking floor.
Godfrey had previously been removed as the RKO booking head,
but permitted to hang around the

RKO-Loew Time ArouBd

lows:
'Can use you next week, Boston; state lowest salary.'
Pack came the reply

'Wire

Bill

Decided Yesterday (Monday) at Meeting of RKO,
Loew, Warner and Para-

—

Town Radio

Big

mount Heads
Acts Cut

Personals 100 Miles

Weeks,

Away

for

Farm Trade

Sept.

1

13.

sticks now.

did go in for

surrounding

stuff in

niralitles.

much
Hicks

—

50%
25%

or

—Agents

as Offi-

'Otto
boys.'

Gray and His Oklahoma CowHacliley's turn is

known as

VAUD ON SHARE TERMS

Stage for Music Hall

PAR'S

'20th Century,' Gloria
part.
Before sailing Anderson received
an offer from Clifford Whitley to
stage a presentation for the Marlene
Dietrich debut in London, listed for
early In May, but he will not be

success

of

Swanson may be given the

In New York this week, including the Mauretania, which sails
again on a 12-day trip Saturday
(18).
Two cruises have been can- back In London
celled, the trip of the Volendam, due
cut Saturday with a show, being
No deal has

back

till

August.

closed with
John Murray Anderson by the
Mauretania will carry a Radio City people.
The report
those booked to appear which has him coming to produce
Including Belle Baker, Dora Maugha couple of shows at R. C. is acham, James Wolfe, Leon Navarro,
counted for by some talk which was
Barto and Mann, Jole Ray, Russell
had around two months ago with
St. John, Eddie Willis, Alex Rothov,
Anderson's brother In New York.
Zanou and Kaz, Nordstrom Sisters
that time the R. C. folks thought
At
and Baron and Blair. As usual, a
might be a chsgice for Anderepedal show orchestra is also car- there
son to come in and produce separied.
rately for the one of the two
theatres, where the R, C. people
wanted to install a policy at the
15-20-25 Vode
RKO Roxy that would be different
from that at the Music Hall.
However, there is still a possiBaltimore, March 13.
Sudden switch in plans (blame bility that when Anderson docks
the banks, like everything else), in New York he may discuss things
further
with the R. C. people and
brings the reopening of the Audiit is likely that some kind of a
torium
with
vaudfllm
this
to
Wednesday (15). Original date set deal may be made. He is not comby Jack Lcvlne, operator of the ing to replEice anybody.
epot, was March 9.
Policy un-

been

cff.

The

name show,

Mo's

changed, however, eight acts out of
VS. EXIT DEBATE
the Dow office, billed locally as
Paramount Vaudeville, in conjuncLimit Brings On An
tion with short film subjects. Prices Two- Bend
Argument in Cleveland
15-20-26, and kids always for a
dime.
Cleveland, March 13.
With, the switch In Auditorium
'When is a bow not a bow?' This
opening, comes the reopening of the
Rlvoll,
former
vaudo spot, as was the cause of a backstage argument last week at the RKO Palace
straight film.
between Billy Glason and Frank
HInes, house manager.
Girls Sail
Ruling at the Palace limits all
acts to two bows. At the first show
Paris, March 3,
Sixteen Ned Wayburn girls left Qlaeon took the customary pair of
here yesterday (2) for New York bends. Hines accused him of taking
after a three-month engagement at three. It seemed that Glason'a first
the Rex. Mrs. Kirk McGee, captain exit was regarded as a bow by the
of the girls, here with them all the manager.
time, sailed back with them.
'Since when Is an exit a bow?'
Left at the theatre now for stage asked Glason. •
Hines said the two-bow order
chow purposes are the 12 Rex Appeal
from J. J. Franklin, RKO's
came
Girls and
the 36 Maneran

BOW

Wayburn

Tlllerex.

local division

manager.

dropped the vaude in Oma«
(11) and has posted
Cincinnati and Toronto.
Loew changes to straight pictures
in Montreal March 26 and possibly

notice in

four or five otheY spots by then or
April 1.
These immediate reduce
tions cut the
cults'

two major vaude cir^
to about

Joint playing time

20 weeks.

the

time may occur at Publi:^
where none of the present five picture house weeks is certain to stay
open. The other major stage bool^

run looks

Warners, has been down to two
and a half weeks for some time.

Detroit, March 13.
With stage shows eliminated at
Fox and the two weeks' notice
up at the Michigan, only one first
definite for flesh shows.
That's the RKO Downtown which
counts on another month's trial for
vaude.
As a reaction, however, plenty of
grind houses are going for stage
entertainment. Spots playing at a
16 and 26 cent scale are offering
vaude several nights a week and
doing okay.
Kate Smith has had week at the
Michigan called off due to condi-

ing the cuts on b^alf of their reHazel Walton, Sanaml
London, March 4.
spective booking offices.
Michi, Harry Foster, Welch, Betty
tions.
John Murray Anderson sails on
Meeting was attended by Martin
and Burnett.
Dick Hoffman of the Bremen March 8, after an abWith a salary of $6,500 to pay,
Beck
and Harold Franklin, of RKO;
feel that condiConsolidated Agency booking.
sence of nearly two years, to pro- Ed Schiller, Louis K. Sidney and Publix here didn't
Consolidated puts in show on duce a couple of spectacles for the
tions were right for that kind of
Marvin Schenck, of Loew; Sam money until the skys clear.
sharing terms similar to legit sys- Radio City Music Hall.
(Bremen
tem with agency paying salaries. arrived in New York yesterday Derabow and Harry Kalchelra, of
Publix, ahd~Steve Trilling, of WarHouse operated by Ray West and (Monday).
(Contlnued on page 39)
Halph Kettering. Stand at 35 and
He will also negotiate with EuFrozen Funds Block
B6 cents.
genie Leonovich to star in 'Ballerdefinitely
intends
to
ina,' which he
Detroit Fox's Vaude
produce in London in the fall. Falling to get LeontovIch> due to the
Cruise Show
acts,

Kg

RKO

ha Saturday

MARCH

rounding Washington. Result Is (Thursday) for theatres opening on
good grosses, with mud an inch that day, or the 24th or 26th for thethick on some of the Fords that pull atres opening Friday or Saturday.
up at Fox.
It goes for acts under contract, with
Chicago, March 13.
their consent, lor bookings beyond
Garrick theatre opens Friday
that time, as well as for all acts
with vaudeville headed by Henry Anderson Arrives, Will
booked thereafter. The agents have
<8antrey orchestra and Sanabria
been assigned to the task of arrang-

Several winter cruise boats carrying professional shows are due

Weeks

'Ken Hackley and His Original
Indications are that by spring
Gray claims Loew and RKO between them will
Hackley Is using material copy- have hardly a dozen weeks of time
STARTS
righted by himself.
23
to offer.
Yesterday
(Monday) the twa
booking offices stopped all consecu«
tlve booking, due to uncertainty ot
After two years of nothing but Delmers Drop Stage,
their respective
theatre departcuts for them, vaudeville acts will
ments over continuation of stage
be asked to cut again, this time up
Detroit Mmors Grab
shows.
Henceforth both will reto 50%. It was co-jointly decided at
strict
all
bookings
to week-to-week
a meeting lata yesterday (Monday)
Chance; Gate Responds basis.
between the four principal variety
Another dent In the major play^
circuits.

GARRICK, CHICAGO, GOES

Other

20

Oklahoma Cowboys.'

wouldn't come 3& or 40 miles to see
picture they could wait for on own
town screens anyway. And stage
names didn't interest them.
But radio is different matter.
Every country store and farmhouse
has radio set now. And, while Eddie
Described as a 'constructive' step
Cantor was just a picture on r, cal- in an announcement issued after the
endar two years ago, he's an idol meeting, the salary cuts will be
now to farmhands.
either 50% for eight weeks, or the
floor as the Cosmopolitan's booker.
Same goes for Amos 'n' Andy. alternative of 25% from now until
Loew used billboards, heralds and Sept. 1.
teaser ads within 100 -mile area surThe slice commences March 23

Television demonstration.

Feud

Huntington, W. Va., Mar. 13.
Thar's a feud on among the hill
billies again
the Hackleys A's. the
Grays.
But it's only over some
^Will Ask
vaudeville material. Otto Gray has
for Eight asked for an Injunction here
Until against Kenneth Hackley. billing is
Gray's vaude and radio

cial Cutters

Washington, March

Local Loew exploit staff has
learned valuable lesson about radio
names. They're plugging 'em in the

Loew never

Drop-Outs Leave Total

13.

Stan Willis, theatrical booker, wired a vaude act as fol-

$16,000

ing

PAUL WfflTEMAN'S NEW
BAND POLICY RKO ROXY
Opening of the new band policy
RKO Roxy hangs on the mu-

at the

union 'Which is Irisisttng
that a house aggregation be kept on
In addition to the Paul Whiteman
aggregation which Is slated to start
the new policy for RKO March 24,
Matter is now in negotiation.
sicians'

The RKO Roxy will have specially;
produced stage shows under direct
tlon of Albert Johnson.
Originally
Johnson was to assist Leon Leonid
doff, Radio City's general stageiv
Johnson Is from leglt.
Roxy will go to a 66c top weete*
days and 76c Saturdays and Sun^
days. Russell Markert's Roxyettei

Detroit, March 13.
will be retained.
The local Fox under management
Opening picture on this ne^r
Dave Idzal had to eliminate stage policy will be 'Private Jones.' Gen^
shows because of bank closing. eral aim Is to take the RKO Roxy
House had operated the past 30 out of competition with the R, <X
weeks at a profit and had a surplus Music Hall.
Despite conditions the Paramount, of $26,000. With the closing of banks
New Tork, next week (1.7) will play about $3,000 in cash was on hand
and under the terms of the receiver- One-Thhrd
its most expensive stage show In
Cnt for Acts
ship house is legally restrained from
several months.
With the Ben going Into debt. When the $3,000
Bernie band and Walter Winchell Is gone house will go dark.
In
0. at Warners,
A.
For the first week of straight picheadlining at a joint |13,600 and
Lyda Robert! at $1,760, total cost tures 'State Fair* was brought b^ck
Los
Angeles,
March
13.
At that for a return. Getting a nice play
will be around (16,000.
Owing to the bank holiday '42(1
figure house must do better than profit is expected to be added to the Street'
was postponed till March 16,
present surplus of $3,000.
$50,000 on the week to break.
with the previous week's picture and
For the following show tho Par
vaude acts being held over for an
will headline either George Gershwin
additional six days.

SHOW PLUNGE

of

L

or Beatrice Lillle at
$6,000,
$6,500. Gershwin is set for an indef
date, but Miss Lille's booking is in

at

negotiation, pending closing of her
current musical, 'Walk a Little
Faster.' In event the Lillie booking
is delayed, Gershwin goes in first.
Winchell at $7,000 single will be
getting more than Bernie and the
entire Bernie band.
Latter salary
for the Par week is $6,500. The New
Tork 'Mirror' columnist, whose last

stage date was at the Palace a
couple of years ago for $4,000, took
the Par booking when the receivers
raised the offer from $6,000 to $7,000.
He had turned down the lower
figure.

OAADEN'S FABIS DATES
Mary Garden is going to Europe
for picture house dates, first to be
an appearance at the new Rex theatre, Paris.
She's due there week
May 5 and will sing excerpts from
Gustav Charpen tier's Tjouise,' with
the composer conducting the 60

Magicians Sponsor Ct.
Bill

on Expose Advts.

Hartford, Conn., March 13.
after another mys-

One performer

tified legislators at a public hearing
in the assembly over a bill to prohibit magic expose.

The bill sponsored by the Society
American Magicians is an attack
against cigaret advertising that Is
'exposing' the methods used by magicians on stages throughout the
The bill provides "that 'no
world.
person, firm or corporation shall
publish or disclose methods or secrete of any professional entertainer.
No one but magicians appeared before the committee at the
hearing in opposition to the measof

ure.

Jullen J. Proskauer, member of
the Society of American Magicians,
was master of ceremonies for the
show presented before the judiciary

committee.
Mr. Proskauer told the committee
pipce Rex orchestra.
Francis Mangan is preparing a the cigaret advertising and exspecial stage show to be built posures of tricks were depriving
magicians in private fields and otharound Miss Garden,
ers on the stage and in vaudeville
from a livelihood and mako unprofDemarest, Hope Vernon Team
Bill Demarest and Hope Vernon itable a 'clean entertainment.'
What the fate of the bill will be
have teamed up as a new combo for
Is still a iiucstlon.
vaude.
Measure woji Irft
Miss Vernon formerly did a single. opon to further consideration.

In remaining

at the house the acts accepted

33%

a

cut.

Premiere of
will be held at
Warners Hollywood tomorrow night,
'4 2d'

instead of March 8 as first planned,
with the picture playing day-anddate with the Downtown beginning

tomorrow

Band

(15).

Scale Balks Stage

At Warners' Hollywood
Hollywood, March
Inability of

and musicians

13.

Warner theatre execs
to get together on a

wage

WB

scale has caused
to abandon plans for Installing stage shows
this Hollywood house.
LeRoy
Prlnz had been employed to stage

at

the presentations.
At the Warner
Is continuing on
basis because of
the musicians.

Back

Downtown vaude
a week-to-week
differences with

to Grease Paint

After two years in the lingerie
Murray Barton, formerly
and Barton, is back in
vaude with a femme partner. Act
Is Barton and Coe.
In the two year.s, Barton's Unfrerle
biz expanded to four shops.
They
all folded a couple of weeks ago.
business,
of Oliver

VAUDE HOUSE flEVIEWS
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STATE,

ROSCO ATES

ALABAMA HOT SHOTS

(2)

Comedy, Singing,
20 Mine.;

Before he went Into pictures sevyears back, Rosco Ates had
learned what vaudeville was, but, as

eral

he announced up here, that

is

'the

time I've played for Loew.'
his film following to back him
un, he's a good stagre attraction and
ought to draw In ratio to his salary.
Trimmed of such angles as box office, Ates' act rates okay enough for
Ates not to need a film name.
Length of running time, 20 minutes, is one factor that detracts.
Another Is Ates' violin playing,
which could be easily reduced to
kidding purpose.s alone. It's that in
first

With

part anyhow, but when going legit,
while okay perhaps for a film actor
from an audience point of view,
woulfln't be missed.
In the stuttering and crossfire
with the unbilled girl, introed as
MI^ King, Ates has all hei needs to
He opens stuttering
score right.

away on an announcement about
fan mall which wonders whether he
stutters in real life. This is an effective beginning with audience also
never finding out, even when Ates
attempts a song for laughs which
otherwise wouldn't be there.
Material on whole digs up the
diaphragm - shakers satisfactorily,
including the passes Ates occasionmakes

ally
girl's

a

in the direction of the

northeast end going southwest

Lou

la

Holtz.

Act got across nicely, with a twominute thanks speech running lip
the time

it

was

Char.

on.

(13)

Band, Songs, Dances

Violin

On«

12 Mins.; Three (Special)
G. O. H.
Not 60 hot. Harlem aggregation
that attempts low-down stuff. Music is mostly fiat toned, loud brass
instrument girations with swaying
body motions that don't always fit.
Two boys enter from the wings
for specialty dances, after a number or two, followed by a plump gal
She's negative
clad a la Jemima.
from a pro angle. Looks to have
come out of some minor floor show

where staging and general showmanly attributes are wanting.
Mostly rates as a finale filler for
the smaller neigbs.

Evelyn

BRENT

Shan.

FOX

—

other a question mark. Billy Hallen. No. 2, is playing this and seven
Loew weeks In settlement of
a lawsuit. Loew lost the decision,
according to the court records, but
the real loser was the audience.

Talk, Songs
14 Mins.; Two
Harry Burns and Co., third, manPalace, Chicago
Miss Brent, who will have to learn aged to wake 'em up a bit and got
to talk louder, is reasonably poised off okay after a struggle. He has
and attractive on the stage. She s\*itched from the telephone bit
made quite a hit with the local back to the balloons, which, makes
press as a person, and this may it six, two and even, but otherwise
They
legitimately be chronicled in a trade the routine is unchanged.
paper as a factor in her favor since went in for 'Me no touch' as though
she will play for RKO, or anybody having never heard it or forgotten,
and
that
made
it easy for Burns the
as
else, not as an entertainer, but
rest of the way.
a personality.
When Savoy walked on it looked
Harry Fox is, of course, a great like Hallen was back again, so simileaning post. Her two elbows rest lar is their makeup and appearance
upon him, and he has the experience at first glance.
The first two
and the ability to cover up expertly. pitches from Savoy went wild, this
It may even be that given a little chasing the
comic to the ad lib rem more opportunity he will fashion a edy, and the musicians had more
turn_Qf more intrinsic diversion so fun than the customers.
that less covering up will be necesNoble Sissle's band act of 13
sary.

KARRE

and

N0YE8

(5)

14 MinB.; Full (Special)
Albee, Brooklyn

An 'A' dance act for vaude. It's
also ideal for the picture theatres,
one of which,
Roxy, it recently played. Produced simply but

RKO

in good taste, these features are excelled only by the smart adagio

routines performed by two men and
a girl. Trio after a brief vocal introduction by the pianist, goes into
the first of these, of the waltz order.
It's a beauty, marked especially by grace, and In particular
by cleverness of the handling.
Several new tricks appear in this,
as well as the closing adagio by the
trio.

They

will

remain original with

this trio.

Middle of act

is

comedy

musicians and two specialty turns
A stooge, Joe DeBard, works on made an okay closer. Outsiders
off for some laughs.
Whole are a dance trio of boya who deturn is lightly amusing, and will be part of the usual rhythm stepping
generally acceptable because the style to feature speed, and a-^lrl
participants are likable. Audiences who sings and dances, doing neither
are invariably more than ready to too well, but managing to sell herlike any celebrity, and Miss Brent's self on looks and personality.
She
nervousness Impresses as temporary got one of the few extra bends on
rather than permanent, and sym- the show.
pathetic rather than annoying in
Slssle goes back a good number
its
probable reactions upon an of years for 'Dream of the Big Parade,' which he sings as a flag-wavaudience.
Fox gets Miss Brent oft the stage ing flnisher. It does the trick. Up
by both of thiem doing the 'Olt to ahead the boys waxed warm with
Buffalo' song from the picture '42d 'St. Louis Blues,' which sounded
St.'
This is quite cute as a device like anything but as they played It,
for making first base. Most of the but warm enough whatever it was.
Acrobatic opener the Pasquali
turn was 'cold' when reviewed, as
the break-in date at Omaha altered Bros., who have dolled up their
ever>thing. Bearing that In mind. hand-to-hand and tumbling routine
wlth_a
golf tee background.
Brent and Fox did remarkably well.
Business fair for the four o'clock
Land.
show.
Eddie Cantor's 'Kid from
Spain,' third -run here, the picture.
Bige.
SMALL'S PARADISE REVUSICAL

and

Dancing

taken up by a

toe ballet single, also with
new stuff that gets the laughs, and
a vocal solo by the pianist, whose

Negro

Revue
singing machinery seems In- good
38 Mins.; Full
Another single of the low- Academy, N. Y.

order.

down character precedes the
adagio,

which

is In

final

the more tepid

tempo.
Initiated flve-act bill out here.
Scored good returns when caught.

Char.

YVONNE

and
Oanca Flash

VICTOR

Orpheum
Another flash that follows a familiar formula, but as an act fails
to ever lift itself over the medium
grade.
Safe for theatres of this
policy
and patronage, but not
enough polish and punch for anything better.
Act opens with the usual prima
doing a song and develops itself
down to a three-people adagio routine, topped by a fall from a setpiece about 10 feet from the stage
floor.
A fifth member of cast is at
the top of this elevation as a statue.
After the girl finishes her adagio
she mounts the steps to the top,
and the 'statue' pushes her oft into
the fall.
Gin does an acrobatic single
ahead of the adagio. It's only fair,
while the adagio, while bringing out
some good catches and the like, suffers from lack of grace.
Char.

EMERALD SISTERS

(3)

Acrobatic
6 Mins.; Full

Academy, N. Y.
Three girls who work a fast routine of acrobatic tricks, two in red
overalls and the third in short
skii-ts.
Dressing is shabby and act
lacks the smartness which would
hoist it over with the tricks they
do, many of which are stunts most
girls leave to the men.
Half a
dozen of the bits are not the usual
thing and they have the makings of

an

act.

Mostly outdoor workeia, they go

for a line of

comedy

that

is

bettor

seen from the grandstand at a fair
than In a closeup on the stage
kicks, butts and chair pulling that
have not improved with age. With
the type of work they do they need
a breather, but for best results it
would be a good plan to cut the
speed a trifle and drop some of this
stuff. A little goes a long way.
^Acrobatic work would then stand
a chance to pull them up, granting
there's, any real future for acrobats
these days.
Chic.

PINKUS and 8EDLEY (5)
Comedy, Singing, Dancing
One and Full

21 Mina.;

Orpheum
This
Pinkus

is a combination of Bobby
and Roy SedLey, who've
joined hands to head a hoke hodgepodge which with stooges and -a eirl

is not much rounds
up enough hifarity arid
laughs to warrant booking on aight.
Only name billing, on the boards Could At for picture house purposes,
or from the stage, is given Charlie but more at home in vaude houses.
Johnson, who leads the band. He
Pinkus is about the clqsest apdoes only one number with the proach to Jimmy Durante in appearbaton. It would be better to drop ance and mode of performance than
one of the specialties and get in at anyone showing up so far. Usually
least two band numbers, for the it's obvious he's straining to do a
men play a warm, melodic style with Durante after the best possible

the fact that the talent
to talk about.

(6)

Mins.; Full (Special)

11

Sold on the billboards as 'a $4.40
show' to give the suggestion of a
cut-down revue, but apparently the
floor, show from the Harlem black
and tan. Smoothly built and well
paced, with the line girls and the
speed of the production covering up

the blare of the brasses toned down
to blend with the saxes.
Most of

fashion.

Hoke runs in all directions, with
spent playing accom- a lot of slap-around, clowning and
gags. The little picture cut by three
Eight line girls,' seven of them men with cuspidors^ mops, etc., one
high mulatto and one light brown. of the funniest bits. Another where
Scanty costumes and in their sec- man and wife are arguing and Pinond number they turn loose a brand kus gets knocked around.
About middle the girl, Isabelle
of cooch that's seldom seen on the
regular stages. It's about as hot as Dawn, who gives that Mae West
to her appearance, does a
it comes and rather stunned even touch
this hardbolled crowd, getting off song-and-dance number.
She diswithout an encore. Three times on plays unexpected agility in her
high-kicking
including the finale.
specialty, but has little
to
show from the pipes.
Acts are varied a trio of boy
Running time a little long, and the
steppers, who get In a few good
licks; a pair of ballroom dancers, smacking biz with members of the
who go through the motions with- orchestra somewhat overdone. Its
out showing much, and a boy-and- resumption for a close helps to kill
girl dancing pair, who got the big off a- finishing hand.
Char.
hand of the show caught. The girl
had a leg nerve tremor that is re- EDDIE O'ROURKE (2)
markable. Lays it across her part- Singing
ner's knee and shakes it from hip 14 Mins.
to toes.
In general they work hard Orpheum
and with stuff to show.
With better selling of his songs.
Comedy as carried by a couple of Eddie O'Rourke's Irish tenor will
men In cork who unroll some good carry with through safely for acdancing, but with a poor line of pat- ceptance by neighborhood audiences.
ter.
That hold tKem down with the His act now possesses too little of a
crowd, which seemed to feel that if professional veneer.
that was the best they could do for
O'Rourko, in an attempt to aptalk, the dancing couldn't be much pear professional,
has a tendency
good, elthor.
to overdo on voice and selling. Too
Three in the singing division—
often his work is obviously theotrlsnappy girl with somo loud songs, cal.
an overweight brownie who uses her
Running time could bo shaved
voice and her riglit arm, and a bari- down a little, 14
minutes being too
tone who made an iiulofferent score much for a No. 2 turn
of this kind.
with 'Spare a Dime.' which should His is a high but thin
tenor which
almost sing Itself.
Second girl lends Itself better to Irish numbers
works her arm as though playing than to pops. Opener suffers from
the bagpipes. It's her only gesture, poor diction, while
closing number,
and she employs it constantly. She 'Try a Little Tenderness,' has too
could very well be spared.
much of that KillRTney brogue, for
Show proliably would do better best effect.
with n crowd in (lie lionse. but good ' O'Rourke, youthful looking, carliouses don't go on I'th slreot dur- ries a male pianist but no solo.
ing a liani< lioliciay
Cliic,
Char.
tfleir

time

paniment

is

to acts.

—

ALBEE,

N. Y.

BROOKLYN

ORPHEUM,

N. Y.

Judging from the way thay wertf
Brooklyn, March 11.
It sounded like 14th street had
House has repeat engagement of spotted here at the Saturday matmoved up to Loew's State at the
second show Saturday, or vice Mae West with her picture, 'She inee, practically all the regulars
as
with
enough to spare for the price
Paramount
versa. Before an audience that was Done Him Wtong,' at
tougher than a kosher steak, tho main opposition, but drawing nor- of admission had to make it a seat
boys and girls, but mostly boys, on mal despite that and other draw- on the main floor or not at all. With
the business side of the footlights backs, not least of which is banking the box ofllce doing business strictly
laid several dozen fresh eggs of vacation. Saturday afternoon entire on a cash basts, and YorkviUe any.
lower floor was fllled, with tho ropes how being one of those districts
^'arious shapes and sizes.
where check-writing is still considHarry Savoy was fourth and next out to hold off standees.
That's downtown Brooklyn, how- ered a rich man's prerogative, the
to closing, and by the time he got
on word apparently had gone ever, where theatres may do swank lower level contained about its usual
around that the folks out front were biz on Saturday afternoons and the Saturday mat congregation. BalBut rest of the week fall away to noth- cony tiers presented almost a comeither dead or Just sleeping.
the acts didn't have an exclusive on ing. By comparison, with all things plete blank. Not only were the fans
the squawks. What the customers considered. Sat. mat influx of cus- represented by the three-Jit differgot in the way of stage fare was a tomers still presages a better than ence missing, but the customary
quola of kids was off.
flve-act bill, opening with acrobats average week.
Vaude parade on tap for the curFeature is Constance Bennett's
and .closing with a colored band,
botlT all-male with exception of a 'Our Betters' (Radio). Nothing on rent hqlf easily comes up to OrNot that it's an
specialty girl in the latter, and the Albee stage to shout about, but pheum standard.
three comics, all practically singles, entertains and ought to aid b. o. on especially entertaining or well-balword of mouth, if that counts for anced affair, but out of the quintet
in two-three-four running order.
of turns there are at least three
Two of the three-In-a-row comics much out this way.
Opener, Karre and Noyes (New that carry ample punch and intere.^t.
do boob one is an act and the
other

and Harry

Tuesday, March 14» 1933

Acts), is one of the best on the
None are poor, plus that differentiation in value of each of the
five acts when compared to each

show.

None runs away
other Is slight.
with the show and none comes anywhere' perilously close to flojiping.
The Karre and Noyes dance turn,
with two smart adagio routines
standing out, is topped No. 2 by the
Vanderbllt Bo^.
Vanderbllts, collegiate slaparound
quartet with a hunk of hoke, singing and dancing, shared applause
honors Saturday afternoon with the
opener, while Kitty Doner did a
shade better on audience reaction.
Vanderbllts may have warmed up
an audience that seamed inclined to
warm up anyhow. Judging by
weather outside, with that likely redounding to benefit of Miss Doner.
The male Impersonator now opens
as a 10th avenue tuff, flntshing in
the male habiliments.
For an encore Miss Doner talks
of her colored maid and latter's little boy, but In emulating the accent
it's that of an east side tuff kid
rather than a young colored boy.
Far better to drop this if the Harlem accent can't be found.
Jack McLallen and Sarah, always
a good act anywhere, did very nicely
in penultimate.
McLallen is now
billing himself as 'radio's newest

Spliced to tho bill that gives William Dcmarest and his new partner,
Hope Vernon, the featured niche,
there's
'The Secret of Madame
Blanche' (Metro) and the usual
newsreel and cartoon tossed in for

good measui'c.
It's
a show

particularly

well

loaded with comedy, although only
the Demarest-Vernon stanza came
througii at the matinee occasion
with a consistently heavy response
to its credit.
Clyde Ilager and his
pitchman's spiel held the deuce slot
to spasmodic returns, dipping deep
into the indigo for his laugh snap,
pers, while Coogan and Casey, following, managed to fare slightlybetter with an assortment
that
smacked of well-thumbed Joe Miller
tomes. Latter pair filled in for Ruby

Norton, duo to a chnmje in her
booking.
Demai'cst and the Vernon girl
look as though they ought to hit it
off successfully in their partnership.
The brunette Mile. Vernon, who for
years made it a go as a single, may
not blend in smoothly with Demarest's scheme of comedy, but th«
looks, the personality and the warbling quality easily servo us compensating terms. They took to her
unanimously here, with tho dignlfled contrast to Demarest's slapsLlck
method indicating that this may
favorite.'
have been the very ns';e; ])? rarest
Maurice CoUeano and Family, that neeedcd.
For the opening :;::,olon ilicre was
gifted bunch of acrobats who came
over from Australia a half dozen some slick prancipg on the tight
years ago and learned acrobatics wire by Joe Bell and Sisters, clialone do not sufllce, closed the show. m'axed witli a somersault that
The Colleanos for some time now brought them up in their seats.
have been doing a turn that's more Modena's Revue had the closing asa flash, with comedy stuck into it, signment, with the^ usual high
than an acr6batlc offering. About standard apparent throughout. The
all that reniains in the aero line is whirlwind adagio couple in the turn
the double somersault on a roundoff unveiled a profusion of smart stufC
by Maurice saved for near the close, in their line, scoring solidly and set.
and a little rlaley and trampoline ting the applause pace for the oth.
work. Into most of the latter the crs. And the latter composed of a
Colleanos mix a lot of comedy^ in- mixed foursome of expert operatic
cluding a leg mixup on the floor.
warblers, a lithe miss who knew her
With the times Maurice Colleano way around when it came to acrohas developed into both a comedian batic terpsy specialties, and a lad
fast
and a dancer. Pretty good in both
on the gymnastic taps gathered
directions. The girls have also left the approval in good measure on
their acrobatics in the background, their own. Lilce other turns out of
what with toe ballet work, singing, the Modena school, this one waa
0(1 ec.
tap dojiclng, etc., all of it okay.
neatly dressed.
Char.

Golden Gate, Frisco
San Francisco, March

10.

Biz started off over last week
with
flnancial , crisis
somewhat
abated and a pretty good draw on
screen with Richard Dix in 'The
Great Jasper' (Radio).
RKO's new m.c, Lee Fleming,
apparently getting pretty well set
with the customers. He stepped off
drummer's platform three weeks
ago for the baton, and has an
eagerness to please, clean-cut appearance anrf all-round ability.
Fleming and the stage band were,
with exception of Claudia Coleman,
the one bright spot of the entire
show.
Band turn moved rapidly

and

was

nicely

staged.

Opened

HIPPODROME,

N. Y.

Hlpp's chin was not showing effrom hard financial blows Saturday. Possibly a couple of hundred less on the lower fioor and the
balcony only a quarter full, but
there should be profit in that crowd.
fect

More effort was made to get coin
for the small-pay people than the
affluent who lunched at soda
fountains when they lunched at all
and could not snare two bits for
nearly three hours of forgetfulncss.
There must be money in anonymous vaudeville, and this bill is
more

about as anonymous as they can
with only Willie Creagcr given
Creager
front.
is sticking to his jolj like a porous
yilaster to those tender hnirs on the
chest. Doing a good Job.
Show is tho usual setup with an
effort made to pretend it's a revue.
They give it a new name every couple of days, but it's just one formula
with the line girls cut down to two
routines, opening and closing, because each appearance means a bill
for the rental of 12 costumes. They
always open in long skirts and malce

get,

any mention on the

with a hot tune, followed' by Babe
Bowman tromboning 'Moon Song'
Floyd Wright's organ accompaniment.
'Day and Night' sung by
Harold Woolsey had MIgnon dancing.
Closing was a jigsaw puzzle
number, with Roosevelt's likeness
upon completion getting a swell
hand.
Miss Coleman was next to shut
with
her
familiar
impressions,
all.
which landed solidly.
'Tip-Top the final whoopee in none at
Revue,' staged for this house by Good lookers and If they're no
Ben Black, had Nitz Verneille and Roxyettes it's all right by the custhe Rocky Twins from recently- tomers, who would not appreciate
closed musical, 'Tattle Tales.'
A precision work If they got it. Sevline of eight girls supported in eral good lookers and one blonde
varied dance routines that were over on the left with a smile.
First off the back drop shows a
accepted lightly.
Boyce Coombs trotted on and off Spanish senorita, which is the alibi
stage without accomplishing much. for the line's Spig costumes and
Allen, Bernard and Stewart, femme heel stomping. Also serves a ballpiano duo and Nathan Stewart, room pair who offer a tango. That's
all right, but the man also sings.
baritone, were put

to

together locally
and did fairly well. Olympic Four, But not long.
Band pianist docs a vocal solo not
mixed acrobatic combo, opened,
at all badly, and he's followed by a
showing need of work.
Bork
man and woman who contribute a

nice hand-to-hand five minutes with
WITH AND WITHOUT
one or two good tricks. Stage is a
In connection with the showing of bit too dark with one flood trying
'King Kong' for RKO at Portland, to light the space, feebly helped by
the gallery spot. It takes more than
Mc., and Lowell,

Mass., the two
spots will cut out vaude during the
picture's engagement. No date given.
It
has been decided to retain
vaude with the showing of the picture at Albany and Troy,
Only
three acts^

that to light the big Hipp stage, but
actors are that way about a spot
and can't be cured.
Ballroom dancers back for a second whirl, this time seml-ada^lo.
and then three boys who aim at ilw

(Continued on page 44>
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Zohbel as Trustee in
8 F&M REGIONAL UNITS
BECK AT $300 A WEEK
Interstate Bankruptcy?
FROM ORIGINAL $1,000 Herman Zohbel may be named ACTIVE, S MORE ON WAY

VARIETY

B&K

S9

Start Booking
MUSICIANS NIX THE
Downstate Vaudfilm
Springfield,

111.,

March

WB

DOWNTOWN WAGE CUT

13.

trustee in bankruptcy for the RKO
Balaban & Katz took over the
Southern Corp. (Interstate Circuit)
Fanchon & Marco now have eight Orpheum, vaude-film house, MonIios Angeles, March 13.
at a creditors' meeting which Is to
day, marking the first downstate
galary cut that's mandatory for all
Musicians' Local 47 is turning,1^
Regional unit production centers set
held
Thursday
be
In
(15)
the
Fedventure
of the
Chicago theatre
BKO
vaude
the
circuit employees,
down all requests for a downward
up
with
shows
already
under
way
eral
Building,
In
"Wilmington,
room
chain.
lK>oklne head's salary will have
Meeting Is scheduled for 10 for showings In each. The most
Management is Issumed by the revision of wages of its members
phrunk 70% In less than a month. 27.
Same place, same day at 1 recent to open up is the Imperial, Great States Theatres, but B-K will now working in theatres, restaua. m.
rants, clubs, etc.
Beck, after holding out, after
supply the stage attractions, the
p. m., there will be a creditors'
taken
had
In keeping with the general cut
everybody else at
meeting of the RKO Western Corp. Toronto. Latter was opened Thurs- Mills Bros, being the first. Ralph
of 26 to 50% In salary of emlast month's slice, finally agreed to (Pantages).
day (9).
Lawler, manager of the Orpheum In
ployees at Warners Downtown, muaccept $600 a week In place of his
John Moroney, attorney for the
The firm has around five addi- Bloomington, is manager of the sicians had been asked to accept a
former |1,000. The new trim will Karl Hobllzelle theatres in Texas,
tional spots In prospect with show- house, succeeding William A. Singer, lop-off.
Directors
of Local 47,
cut him down to |800.
arrived In New Tork yesterday men who are negotiating for the who has returned to Chicago.
nixed it.
(13) for a confab with the RKO regional setup.
"Warner execs are meeting this
people before proceeding to Wil&
Spots now giving their own F.
week with heads of both the musimington for the creditors' meeting M. supervised shows include the old Upstate
Co.
Evict
cians, and stagehands Local 33, to
of the RKO Southern Corp.
Roxy, Broadway; Paramount, Lios
discuss the wage proposition furGlens Falls, N. Y., March 13.
Des Moines, Iowa, March 18.
Wilmington meeting is on for Angeles; Fox, St. lL<ouls; Fox,
Edward W. Chapman of South ther. Stagehands had previously
Action to force surrender of the Thursday (16).
Brooklyn; RKO Boston, Boston; Glens Falls has been named man- readjusted Its scale for the circuit.
Orpbeum theatre has begun In muImperial, Toronto, and the Strand, ager of the Park theatre by Fred
The
lilclpal court by leaseholders.
Vancouver.
E. Colburn of the Rialto Operating
action Is brought to obtain a new
On Weednesday M. D. 'Doc' Howe company. He succeeds Harry AlPlaintiffs are Bonnie
Sl- All-Picture Benefit
Drop IToke of
lease.
win leave New York to arrange for len, who will become associated
bert and Ellen C. Oetchell and acof the additional re- with It. J. Carkey, lessee of the
opening
the
tion claims the Des Moines OrphVohmteer gional setups now In negotiation.
Hits
Rialto and Empire theatres.
Chicago, March 13.
eum CO., subsidiary of RKO, has
Under the F. & M, regional setup,
Chapman has been affiliated with
•Voice of RKO' theme song has
violated its sub-lease by falling
Bookings were scarce and he theatres have their own shows un- the Park theatre since Its reopen- been eliminated from the weekly
to keep the property in repair,
theatre
and
producing
localized
ing on January 21. He stated that radio programs of the Palace theSurrender of the property Is asked hadn't played many theatres lately, der
Under that plan, the same policy adhered to In the atre over
here. "Look Who's
by court order declaring the Des but he retained one distinction: he management.
Here' has been substituted.
Moines Orpheum co. guilty of was the most prolific benefit player transportation charges and other past will be continued.
in the business.
He claimed the overhead Is eliminated, while at the
Action Is a further dropping of
forcible entry and detainer.
The local vaudeville row In progpermitting localized thetime
same
identification
championship
all-time
all-around
with
the circuit by the
been
ress for several months has
30 days' notice to vacate has
atre managements to book their called off with the retirement of Blumberg-operated houses which
been served and an additional in that class.
direct through F. & M.
P. A. Dana from the Empire The- are in receivership, the Irving Trust
three-day notice expired last week.
Not long ago he set a record own material
atre management. L. J. Carkey, of New York In charge under the
playing benefits 28 days out of 30,
D. A. Collins and F. E. Colburn of court.
taking the two days off to play with
the Rialto Operating corporation
his kids.
On several of the 28
Vallee Opposite Ulric! days he gave three and four shows
have taken over operation of RiCHANGES IN
Empire and Park, running
alto,
all benefits.
Once he played a
Harold Vermilyea, who opened at
Newark, March 13.
vaudeville seven days at Rialto,
All of SCALE,
the Paramount, N. T., Friday (10) benefit before breakfast.
first runs at Rialto and Empire and
Clem Murphy has been transto do scene opposite Lenore Ulric which gave him an international
Park.
the
run
at
second
from liUla Belle,' was dropped the rep as a benefit player.
ferred from managing the Branford
13.
March
Orleans,
New
But now came his crowning
Xollowlng day.
The Paramount under newly ap- to the Rltz, Elizabeth where stage
Loew's State has slashed admish pointed management of George shows are the permanent policy.
For the balance of the week Rudy achievement, a benefit for the
Formerly 60. Brown of New York is running first- Robert Paskow succeeds. Cameron
prices to 40c top.
Vallee Is doubling for the 'Lulu Amalgamated Pretzel Growers of
Price move made to conform with run screen attractions, while the Dooley has left Warner's booking
America.
No
pay
but
lots
of
Belle' bit.
Saenger scale across the street. State, owned and operated by Fred department to resume as district
prestige, he figured.
He rehearsed day and night for RKO Orpheum still maintains top Mausert, la running second -run manager again.
two weeks, gleepi/ig little and bare- of 66c.
Frank Holler is new manager of
features.
Morros
but Active ly
taking time out for lunch. He
Roosevelt, Union City. Harry Ellis,
First flight of Iioew vaude acts
Boris Morros Is laid up at home bought a new tuxedo, paid a gag supplanting F. and M. at State curformerly assistant manager of GarWith tonsilitls and grippe; but is di- man for some new material and rently. Acts all drove down from
den, Paterson, has succeeded James
recting his Publlx operating and whipped together the best benefit New Tork.
They said they had
Malone
manager. George MorA big police dog bowled over genroth as
stage show activities from his sick- act he had ever had. At the end of plenty of time before opening, and
Is the new manager of the
bed.
two weeks the act was In perfect will have more time when they Margaret Young (Mrs. Charlie Mos- Goodwin. All Warner houses.
coni) a month ago and she's still on
Following the first attack, Morros shape. He awaited the next night drive back.
crutches.
returned to Publlx one day last anxiously. He hoped they would
VAUD FOR SO. JEBSET
The dog was chasing a ball In
Week and had to be taken home.
give him a good spot.
The mall man walked up to his 2S'50 Pc.
Philadelphia, March 13.
Cuts front of Dave's Blue Room where
the accident happened.
door with a letter. The return adRitz, Oaklyn, N. J., and Liberty,
dress on the envelope said AmalCamden, have added vaude three
DATS OF VAUDE
(Continued from page S7)
gamated Pretzel Growers of Amerweekly
days
Saturday,
Monday
The Empress, South Norwalk, ica.
The champ benefit player
SOLONS NOT FANS
and Tuesday. Both playing three
ners. It was held in the RKO
Conn., goes to two days of vaudeopened the letter. It read:
Augusta, Me., March 13.
acts.
offices at Radio City.
ville Friday (17), playing five acts
'We are sorry to disappoint you, ecutlve
Shows are booked looally by the
The vaudfilm at the Capitol, AuFollowing the execs' session, at
bn F'rldays and Saturdays, booked but the board of
directors of the
the cut terms were discussed gusta's newer theatre, has been dis- Flnkelsteln office.
by Fally Markus from New York.
Amalgamated Pretzel Growers has which
The presence of the
continued.House, operated by Walter Mur- decided at the last minute to and agreed upon, the combined
Maine legislators attending the 86th
Vhy independently, has been In change the policy of its benefit per- RKO and Lioew franchlsed agents, Maine Legislature did not bring
including most
atraight plcttires for some time.
formance this year. Tour services with the latter also
doing business with enough added patronage to warrant
agents
of
the
will not be required, since the board
IGntlre Act
and Publlx, were called In and keeping the theatre running.
has voted to go straight pictures.
TBAINBD, STAGED ana PBODUCED
the cuts In open forum.
Instead, the show will be made up advised of
By HARRY DE MUTH
and Dembow did the speakPLEASE
NOTICE
of a feature picture, newsreel and Schiller
F. A M. Down East Splits
N«w Yofk'* Fartmott Acrobttle TMcbtr
N. y.
Kzpreaa A Storair« Corp.,
The agents
ing for the circuits.
an animated cartoon.'
of 8S8 West 48th Street, wlU dispose
Studio I6S8 Brudvay, New Yeili
New Haven, March 13.
asked only a few minor questions,
of All bargraro and theatrical paraPhttM. CIrel* 7-9743
all being resigned to the knowledge
Two split weeks have been added
phemaUa stored with them for impald storaffe.
Qeorge Brown, who composed that they were not being asked, but to the Fanchon & Marco books.
Anrbody havloc property In their
'Have You Ever Been Lonely,' has told, to cut—or else.
storehonso please call to elalm same,
The Elm Street, Worcester, and
decided to use his real moniker,
OS they mnst move to smaller qnarLIBERTY
For many acts the new reduction the Globe, in Bridgeport, are going
ters.
Billy Hill, in future.
rint eliM tbMtre manager, yean of ictlve
will bring their salaries down as vaude and films beginning March
Can
experience In all elagiits of pollclea.
handle fucccurully all dotalla of any ilze
much as 75% within a year or two. 30, on order of Harry Arthur, oper- theatre.
Oo any place, nenionahle salary or
Scale will
It's wondered by the agents how It ator of the Poll theatres.
cominlsslon.
HARVEY "DOC" ARLINOTON.
1305 EMt Main Street, MUNCIE,JNDIANA.
can be done. With little playing be 15 and 26.
time left, the booking offices have
POSITIVELY
TO BROADWAY
nothing to offer but promises.
Unlll<e other actors In pictures
and elsewhere, the vaudevlllian has
no assurance of employment, even
at reduced income, while for those
acts who manage to find a week or
two between now and Sept. 1 that
week or two will be on a 25% or
If

Martin Beck accepts the 60%

RKO

Vaud Row Ends

Orph

Would

K

RKO'

Champ

WENR

A

LOEW MEETS SAENGER'S
RKO STANDS PAT

—

NEWABK

Home,

Bawled Over By Dog

Vaude

TWO

—

«

DE MUTH'S 4 JEWELS

WB

A

TAKE

AT

ATTENTION, PRODUCERS!
NEW

HARRIS TWINS and
LOREHA ALLEN
JUST COMPLETED

ROXY,

NEW

Personal Mgr.,

60

Marcus Loew

50%

BOOKINCACENCY

cut.

WEEKS OF VAUDEVILLE FOR RKO

YORK,

This

Week (March

CHAS. HOGAN

Rep.,

Circle

10)

MILTON BERGER

Drops Vaude

Moe Goldman's

Circle,

New

York,

two weeks of stage band
shows, returned to straight pictures
week.
Goldman and the banks declared
their moratoriums at the same time,
but for different reasons. The Dows
were booking the house.

aficr
last

"Anything Can Happen

—And

It

Doeg**

MARIE

EDDIE

HERE AND THERE
Arlo has succeeded Rex Koury as
organist at RKO's Palace, Albany,
N. Y.

I;.'

NOW
MKTROPOLITAN.
<Week Mar.

B*K1.YN
10)

Direction

LYONS A LYONS

STATE, NEWABK
Wk. Mor. 17)

(Next

Roosevelt hotel, Hollywood, has
not replaced the Hal Grayson orchestra which went out two weeks

Blossom
ago.
musirlcss.

MUSSOUNI SPEAKS AT THE PALACE
New York
HARRY BURNS TALKS AT THE STATE

room

will

remain

DeSylva, Brown & Henderson has
shut down the Chicago office and
sla.shc d Its representation In that
city down to Al Stool and an assistant on the studio and cafe conJoe Manne ba« be«n the
tacts.

branch manager.

General &Kecutive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

ANWESX
N EX
I60

46^ ST*

BRyant 9-7800

J.

H.

NEW YORK

LUBIN

OBNBRAL UAMAOBB

MARVIN

a

SCHENCK

BOOKIMO HANAGBB

CITY

.

.

-s»

.

Numerals

with

In connection

week

or split

full

BALTIMORE

Ruth Raye
Art Landry Orch

Century (11)
3 Cossacks
Trado 2

Paradise (17)
Arleys

6

Ann Oreenway

Bllly Hallen

NEW YORK

crrv Torke & Conroy

Bowman

(Three to

R'm'nce

HOUSTON

flll)

Keith's (11)

(9)

Bernlce Claire

(18-21)

(Four to

flll)

(11)

(10)

Wood

Brltt

Frances Langford
Stuart & Lash
Harry Crosley Rev

NEW ORLEANS
State

(11)

LIbonati 3
Al Abbott
Irene Rich Co
Vic Oliver
June Purlana

.

OMAHA

Palace
to

flll)

Alice Joy

Roscoe

&

Johnny. Perkins

Eddy Buiton Orch

BOSTON

Keith's (18)
(11)

_

Vera Schwarz
Torke & Klngr
.

Earle (11)

Co

Kelth'8
Half (18-21)

Ut

Fanchon
NEW YORK
Roxy
Fox

&

Morgan

(11)

Evelyn Brent Co
Jay C Fllppen
Harriet Hoctor Co

CINCINNATI
Albee (18)
Bros

Gilbert

T.nno

CITY

(11)

Larimer & Hudson
J Hubert
Leavitt ft LQrkw'd
Russ Columhn Or

P &

DETROIT

Downtown

nippo<]rome

Mowatt Bros

& Jeannle
I.ierner
PHILADELPHIA

Norde

Fox

(11)

George Dobbs
Walter Regan
George Bidl
Buddy Karsen
George Fox
Sydney Reynolds
Anolyn Arden

Ruth Fay

Betty Farrlngton

V. A.

1st

M'tcMf

Bredwlna
Chalmers Ens
Palace
Christy

Wayne

-

Willie

Capitol
Sally"

2d half (15-17)
Lord ens

Mel IClee
Rosa & Bnnnett
Hlokov Bros
David Bines Ballet

TKOY

(18-^1)

Keith's
let hnlf 08-21)

Iicw Pollork Co

2d half f22-24)
Flo Lewis Co

(Two

to flll)
let hnlf (11-14)

HEMPSTEAD

RIvoll
(18-21)

liJilf

RuBs'nn Art Clrcup
FrnnK-PnberiTB
half (11-14)

iBt

Eno Tr

(Three

Bddle Tamblyn
Helen Wright
Fronklyn Farnum
Madeline Sheffleld

Hal Young
MIKS Harriett

Bill HRlllgan
Jerry Roas

Allta

O'Connor Pam
ConBtnnoe Evans

to nil)

WORCESTER

Swan

Paradise

N T G Rev
Cantor's Beauts

I/ee

ft

Anise Boyer

Roy Atkins

Hotel

Duran

ft

PennsylTanIn

Ted Weems Orch

Francis Paye
El Chlro's

Roosevelt Hotel

Guy Lombardo Or
Royal Box
Elizabeth Welch

Moreno

Opel Cooper
John Maclln
Charles Lewis
Gordon St. Chad
Basslan Arts
Joe Morantz Orch

Ignacio Rufflno

Marta de

la Torre
Accordion Luis
Embassy Clob

Renee

ft

Laura

NIckoIas Hadarlcb
Barra BIrs
Misha Usanofr

Morton Downey
De Marcos
Jean Vance
H Rosenthal Oro
Don Carlos Oro
Gypsy Trail
Baroness Brzsl
Louis Hegedush

SImplon Clab
Tacht Club Boys
Larry SIry'a Orch
Moritz Hotel
Leon Belasco Orch
St.

Ethel Pastor

Kokosch Gypsy Or
H'iyw'd

R'stanrnnt

Harry Rose

Alfredo's Orch
Gypsy Nina
St. Reirls Hotel
Vincent Lopez Orch
Small's Paradise

Co

Georgia Browns
Comedians

(1

Frank Gaby

lillly

Mitchell
Billy Miller
Norvclle Reese

Cheera
Qu«ena

3
3

(0)

Wnlly Sharpies Co
Fnye DlBmond ^
Palm & Day Rov

Cabarets

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

CITY

Iloulevnrti

f'asB,

mil more Hotel
Horold Stern Orch

Lily Lido Co
Chaa Kemper Co

McKenna

4 Casting Pearls

2d half (21-23)
3

Peg Leg Bates
Murray ft Allen

Mack & O

Valfy, Pasllnc

ft

K

Orplirum

half (17-20)

Yvonne Co

lat half

(17-20)

Ponalclla Bros
I'eg I^eg Bates
riert

& C

Gordon

Cass Made & O
2a half (21-23)
4 Casting Pearls
Crecnlpc & RoRcra
Dun Santos & E

Donald Burr
Medlaca ft Mlchaell
Dorothy Dell
Ethel Allls

Bergdorf Goodman, addressing
self to

someone known as

starched white pique flat collars and
bows on black lace dinner dresses,
hearken to the well-bred guidance
of Augustabernard, Lanvln, Patou
and Vlonnet, and tosses to her, it
she still feels she must scamper a
bit, a cautious :ieasure of Schiapa-

be comfortable in whatever
for they are cut
so skillfully they hang in the right
lines without having to be clutched.
She'll

wrap she chooses,

Hawes' audience, a

which plays last half vaude booked
by FaiHy Markus.
The State is one of the three
Quittner houses involved In the
$6,200,000 Quittner suit against Par.
amount-Publix and others recently

dismissed in Federal Court.
Abe Feinberg, booking Friday and
Saturday vaude for Publix Into
Peeksklll, is also supplying shows
for Publljt In Mlddletown.

It-

'milady,'

bids her continue a gentle, conventional woman, conflne her daring to

self confldent.

Quake

Toll

(Continued from page 3)
preview of 'Hell Below' that night.
His fate was in doubt for 18 hours
following the first shock, until he

was discovered at the Community
hospital.

Newberry had gone into a restaur
rant next door to the Imperial the>
atre for dinner, and was sitting at
a table when the wall collapsed and
threw him into the street. Carmen
Quintana, chief usherette of the
West Coast theatre pulled him out
from under a truck and got him to
a physician's office, where it was
found his collarbone was broken,
four ribs had been caved in and he
had sustained a tupture in addition
tQ bruises ahout the head and bddy.
From there he was taken to the
hospital by W. H. IiOlUer ahd' Percy
R. Kent, Fox-West Coast executives,
who had gone to the Beach Saturday morning to search for him. He
is in a serious condition.
'

Independent gathering of Bright
Young People with excellent figures,

Morale Upset

Interested in what
other people wear so long as their

A meeting will be held today
(Monday) by exhibitors in the

own

to consider means for
obtaining permits to reopen the safe
houses as soon as the morale of
the community is restored.

aren't so

much

things

are

imaginative

and stricken area

The specialized
ladles will go about
in costumes each the complete expression of an idea. In the evening

definitely personal.

Hawes young

Only a sparse audience, due to the
a seductive idea wisely achieved bank holiday, averted a serious loss
by the illusion of frank Innocence, of: life in the Fox Wilshlre, Beverly
day it's a Jaunty, careless, Hills, where a large dome chan«
swaggering Idea built from unex- delieir crashed Friday night.
It's

for

pected materials, amusing decora-

tion, creative accessories.
The Jay Thorpe girl is

Serious

damage was sustained

In

Nut Club
Lulu

CITY

Oscar Davia
Margie I-andy

CrntrnI P'k Casino Madlyn Moore
Beth Cannon
Morton Downey
l.i>e
ICdily Duchin Orch
Al Crawford Orch
Clintenu Internnt'l

Quecnie Smith
Ilosa & Sargent
Don Mario
Coblna Wright's Or
Franzpll

Joe M09.S Orch
Will

Oakland

Club Mnytair
Millard ft Anita

i

Mayfalr Beauties
Connie's Inn

Cora Green

Hobby Evans
Jazzlips Uirhardson
r & n M ceres

F:mma Smith

Bessie Dudley
Lillian

Cowan

Red & Struggle

Karoly Bencze
Zalga Bela

Mme

Ilona deThury

Villace

Jack White
Jerry Bergen

Bam

Brook Adams
Val Vestoff
Molly MacGovern
Joe Purst's Orch
Waldorf-Astoria
Nina Laughlln

Bates

Brooke Adams
BUI Spencer
Blanche Latell
Dorothy Maxine
Al Parker

Denny Orch

Jack

CHICAGO
Blackiiawk
Rose & Ray Lyte
Deane Janis
Hal Kemp Orch

Robert Royce
Lopez Orch
Frolic's

Tex Gulnan Gang

Bismarck

Florence Barlow

Wade Booth
Rosemary Deerlng
Art Kassel Orch
Jinette

Vallon

Ales

Swanson

ft

Honey

Dick Lane
Dick Rock Orch

Paramount

Peggy Moore
Genevieve Moore

Acltman

Knrlco Claual
Dennis O'Nell

E Hnrfnmn Orch
Clicz Paree

Henry Dunn

Siadirr & Rose
V.Wn I.OKan
I'aulinc
l">ori»

Ttelleau

Rnbblna

Ben Pollack Orch
College Inn

Frank LIbuse
I'iiU Levant
Congress Hotel
Baron ft Blair

Kalya Libby

ft

C

of the U. S. Meteorological bureau.

(Continued from page 25)

Los Angeles

film

exchange man-

agers met Saturday morning with
Ing was held at the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce, with 230 of circuit and independent executives
and agreed to suspend all film
a membership of 400 attending.
C.O.D.s for 48 hours. Decision was
Their single resolution did not

mention the salary cut, but only
stated that local 235 would do whatever the majority of other unions
did. Leaders in this group, although
not saying so officially, were against
accepting promissory notes in lieu
of salary for pictures started before March 6.
The scenic artists in this group
are only ones who are paid on a scale.
including
arf directors,
Others,
draftsmen, set dressers, set decoramake-up artists and hair
tors,
dressers, have several times asked
for studio recognition unsuccessfully.

At the meeting,

it

was stated by

based on chaos caused by continuation of the bank holiday plus earthquake hysteria.
Exchanges suspended deliveries of films to houses
in the stricken area immediately the
extent of the disaster

was ascer-

tained.

For the first 24 hours after the
Long Beach disaster outside communication was carried on exclusively by radio, contact being between KFOX and Los Angeles police department.
Most of the early
news copy used by papers and wire
services

was

reported

as

being

picked from that station's broadcasts of disaster.
Long Beach
'Press Telegram' and Long Beach
'Sun' plants were both demolished

one of the members that Maurice
Chevalier and Marlene Dietrich had by quake, with both papers having
been excused from taking the cut editions for .Monday printed at the
because they were forced to pay plant of the Pasadena 'Star- News.'
Billy Carr
high income taxes both to the
According to Insurance companies
Mary Neville
United States and to their native here, less than 5% of total Southern
Syd Lang Orch
It was also stated that California quake
countries.
damage is coverei
Playground
star, director, writer and executive by quake Insurance.
Bddle Clifford
Late Sunday
Vaughn Pis
salaries comprl.sed 80% of the pay- nlglit the total damage was estiJulia Lyon.s
Koblnson & Louise roll In studios, leaving 20% for mated at $35,000,000, with Long
.June Hurley
union and other employees.
Beach close to $25,000,000 of that
.^loma Kallard
Several times the meeting looked amount.
Carl Lorraine Orch
like it might turn into a rout, parLargo theatre, in Watts, town in
Terrace Gnrdrns
ticularly when severe earthauakc earthquake zone, opened
Sunday
Paul Sis
tremors shook the auditorium, and night, although ruined buildings on
Maydeld 3
The Daniels
chiefly because of the large number all sides.
House, undamaged, w^ia
Alice Klue
of women present.
Calmer persons on Main St., wliere many buildlnKS
Don Pedro Orcli
in the group, however, assured the were destroyed.
Played to a handVnnltr Fiilr
others that there was no danger.
ful only.
Earl ft Josephine

Nan Blackstone
Anita LaPierre
Mary Nolan

Sla

MIlea
Jackie Daw Orch
Cafe DeAlex
Alfredo & Dolorea
Marie ile la Vega
TiPola

Ralph Cook
Yvonne Douvler
June Carroll
Bernle Marshall
Easter ft Hazelton

Blue Grotto
Tina Twccdie
Marjorle Tate
Marge & Marie

No Shut-Down

Geo Hall Orch
The Csarda

Karoly Nyaray

.lean

CllfTord

Loew

Taft GrUI

Beth Chains

Val Veatoff
Vlto ft PIrl

(11)

Gobs

3
3

Roalta Moreno

Pnrnmntint

WF^STWOOD

Poll

Georgia Minstrels

Thomas Harris
Chick Bcoman
Lasses Brown
Nav Brothers

T«H ANGELES

Keith's (11 only)
Russian Art OlrruH

Duncan

Pee Lorctta
Earl Maestro

Bgan

State (0)
Crowell ft Allen
CntchalotB

2d half (15-17)

Morgan &

Mary Eaton
Jack Waldron

Fox-Ix>ew (11)
'Follow Thru'
Joe Penner
Olive Olsen
Moo Harris

LONG BEACH

T & B Waters
Bernard & Henri
M & A Skelly
Dftve Vine
Blllv GIliRon

(11)

T Roy Barnes

Jaric

Geo McKay Co
(Two to flll)

WASHINGTON

McG

Leia BlIaB
Jack. Duffy

Ramblers
Ray & HarrlBon

Buster Shaver
Bayes & Speck

S Blue Streaks
Walter Walters
Lester Cole Co
Garner Wolf & H
Gibbons
Stone

ft

George Guhl
Harry Stallord

Rnillo

Keith's

(11)

Nataro

HARTFORD

Rev
'

& F

&

Maxine Stone
Barney Grant
Go.ss & Barrows
The DuPonts
Dorothv Foster

6

West

Gene Sheldon Co

Newell

Ji'lttB

TORONTO

Imperial (11)

Benny Roaa

3

Capitol
half (11-14)

3

(11)

Billy

Martha Rave

CLEVELAND

Emeralds
Welsh & Hill

Klrby & Duval
Bustpr Rhnver Co
Joe Mnrka Co
Bnrnev Ranp Cn
GR.\^Ji RAPIDS

J

(11)

Kathryn Crawford
Bobby Watson

.

(11)

Charles Mclson
MIsa Irmanette

TRENTON

Jack Randall Co

ft

3

Lorenzo Herrera
EI FlameoKO
At Valencia Orch'
Bl Plamenctto
Nina ft Moreno
Marqutta Plorea

'Irene'

Poll (11)
Spotllghta" I

(11)

Ingenues

Lpavitt & T/Ockw'd
Alice Joy Co
Jay C Fllnpcn

J

Lucky Seven

Cotton rinb
A Ida Ward
Henri ^Wesael

Arthur Brown
C ft C Herbert

Marco

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO.THB N.

Togo & Chlyo
Lee Port & Dotty
Arnaut Broa
Ann Seymour

B & B

Corvenes

M

Jimmy Murphy
3 Blake Sis
Lew Dolgoff
Joe Haymes Orch

Bowie

trying vaudeville at the

a modern Los Angeles by the Golden Gate, on
young woman who conforms to the Whlttier boulevard, where the walls
are badly cracked.
Collette Sla
general mode, leads it Just enough
'Black
Rhythm'
R
Frank
Hazzard
DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
Estimated that the theatres lost
Hunter & Perclval
to be up at the head of the fashion
Nyra Johnson
Blanche Bow
1Q60 Broadway
Aarons'n Fayre & L
Marquerlte & Leroy Meers ft Norton
Sleeves massive at the more than $100,000 in business over
parade.
Mel Klce
3 Speed Demons
This Week: Olga Krolow; Teddy Hoae Isham Jones Orch
Many theatres on
armhole for her, and tailleurs. She'll the weekend.
GamberelU
Geo Walker
Hotel Lexington
Friday
night played to mere handWm
Spellman
spend the day in well-fitted suits
ROCHESTER
Carter DeHaven Jr Dorothy LaMarr
Don Beator Orch
3 Palmer Bros
fuls, few daring to brave a recurKeith's (18)
William Dyer
Wanda Allen
and discreet printed dresses.
May
Alex
Hotel
Montclair
Olsen & Johnson
Eddie Abdo
Karaen ft Gretel
rence of the initial shock. Up to
Scott
SAN ANTONIO
Howard' Nugent
SAN FRANCISCO Charley Eckels Or Mabel
Roy White
six o'clock Saturday morning there
Keith's (18)
Virginia L Bouldln
Wqrfleld (0)
Dorothy Turner
Alexander Gray
Monte Carl*
had been 130 tremors in Southern
Junn Vlllasana
Radio Ballyh'llg'ns
Chas Johnson Orch
Bernlce Claire
BRIDGEl>ORT
Gloria Gilbert
James Holl
California, according to the records

3

(18)

Blue Streaks

1st

ft

Jerry Freeipan Or

Max

•Whoopee'
Buddy Doyle
Bobbe Arnst
Jane Lee
John Rutherford
Pletro GentlU

Clifford

TORONTO

Co

Evelyn Brent Co
Roscoe Arbuokle
Betty Jnne Cooper

4

Simma

Louise Cook
Willie Jackson

is

\

Bob Hope
Bob Hope'a Antics

Ist

&

BOSTON

Lane & Rich
Memorial

George Nlblo Co

Nick Lucas

Glrardo N'dlne A
King'a Vacation'

Nicholas Bros
Leitha Hill

(10)
3 Victor Glrla
Violet Carlson

(11)

Boston

PARK LANE
Keith's (12 only)
Rii;slan Art. Circus

Con Colleano
Al Verdi Co

let hnlf

(11)

Ray Bolger

(17)

Wealey Eddy

Gus Edwards Rev

BUFFALO

DnWlf

Fox

BROOKLYN

Paye Diamond & 8
cnicAoo
Palm & Day Rev
Palace (18)
PROVIDENCE
DeWlf M'tc'lf & P
Keith's (18)
Walter Walters
Marcus Show
Tony Wons
(12)
Block & Sully
3 White Flashes

S

WASHINGTON

Follow Thru,

Jack Fulton

& P eRayBuccaneers
Sc Harrison

Keith's (18)
12 ArlstocralB
Slim TImblln
Dave Apollon Co

4

(11)

Mlaa Patrlcola
Davis & Darnel!
Russ Brown
Bert Nat;le Co

Irene Taylor

2d half (16-17)

."

Murray

NEW ORLEANS

Ambassador
La Sdile & M

Ben Bernte Orch

Johnny Marvin

Arbuokle

Case Bros & Marie
Joe Browning
(Three to flll)
2d half (22-24)

TacooITr
,

& Farnum
Pam
PinLADELPHIA

Penner

Honey

Arnaut Bros
Bert Gordon

Whoopee- Rev

Bnoozer Jr
Porsythe S'm'n

State

(10)

will Mahoney
4 Flushers

Raymond Baird

PATERSON

Marie

& Fately
Lionel 'Mike' Ames
Nash

Andy

'King of Jungle'

Radio Rogues
Me.dley & Dupree
Parker & Sandlno

(17)

~Net Spread for Milady
There Is nothing like a new costume, the shops have always contended, to keep a girl from pondering too much bbout political economy. Then, too, it will soon' be

Deplnto

Davey ft Rosemarle Spring, tra la! £<ergdorf Goodman,
Alabamlana
Elizabeth Hawes and Jay Thorpe,
Bob Klrby
'Private Jonea'
therefore, are now all dewy with
NEW ORLEANS suggestions
calculated to remind
State <10)
Peteraon
CoUlna ft
lovely womanhood that what she
T ft A Waldman
really needs Is a lot of fine new
Fuller Co
clothes.
Jack Usher Co

'Our Betters'
Stanley (10)

Oretonas

Hudson Wonders

2d half (16-17)

Fax

F

Batle

Rio Bros

3

2d half (22-24)

Fields Smith &
Chic Kennedy

ft

Williams

(10)

The Rlmacs
Mnrty May

Melotone Rev
Metropolitan (11)
Ruiz & Bonlta

Jack' Powell

Keith's
1st half (11-14)
Gilbert Bros

Buster Shaver Co
(Four to flll)

Case Bros

(18)

Dctoregoes

ALBANY

Kohn

Hal Sherman

&

(10)

George Beatty

Arthur Mealy

(10)

Georges Metoxa
'Done Him Wrong'

'n'

Luck'

LOUIS

Ambassador

Abe Lyman Orch
Paramonnt Grill
Ted Healy Co
relli.
T Manahan Oro
Elmer Turner
Bergdorf Goodman's milady Is goPark Central Hotrl
4
Flash Devlla
ing to be languidly graceful In the
Necodemus
Russ Columbo Orch
evening In Augustabernard's dresses
Alma Smith
Hannah Williams
Little Bits
draped softly across neck and
Park Central
Bobby Sawyer
BLIZABETH
shoulders, wrapped and fastened at
Carl Freed Co
JImmIe Baakette
Bert Lawn
RIts
(10)
Norman Astwood
the back of the low decolletage with
Prances Langford
1st half (17-20)
Downey & Lee
Duke Ellington Or Rachel Carlez
jeweled clips and buttons. She will
Al Verdi & Thelma Radio Rogues
4 SIzzIers
Clob Lido
(Pour to flll)
Ruth Ford
wear casual evening wraps tied with
Charmel
1st half (10-13)
Ruiz. & Bonlta
Gus Van
a bow at her neck, then flaring
Lang Bros.
Jack Pearl
Tom Manahan Orch Selbys
Lemau & Stratford CIIR 'Sharlle' Hall Van Sisters
gently outward to the hem of their
Place Plualle
Fuller Rawson & Ji
Oracle Woods
WASHINGTON
three quarter length. If she feels
Sid Marlon Co
McCarthy & Payton Peggy de Albrew
Earle (11)
dramatic, she may come to the
Edwards Rev
Tolanda
Veioz
ft
Club Rlchman
2d half (14-16)
B Madreguera Orch party with a chiffon velvet mantle
Plcard & Seal
Swan Lucille & C Annie Judy & Zeke Jack Osterman
D
Alberto Tangolsts
Rlchman Rev
thrown easily across her shoulder.
Helen Lynd
Long Tack Saia

& Swinger
Rio Bros
Lewis & Ames
1^0 Carrlllo

Ist half (18-21)
Billy Olbson Rev

BROOKLYN

Paramonnt
Mae West

Amos

ST.

Capps Co
Desert' Leary & Craven

BOSTON

Audrey Wyckoft
Harriet Hutchlns
M Havel
Crosby
Mlchon Bros

3

Ra^lo Devils
Bllly House Co
B & B Newell
8 Decardos

Wood

3

Queens

Sailors^

Publix

Jimmy Noone Orch Paramount, Mlddletown, N. T., on a
Grant Withers
two-day basis, using five-act shows
economically budgeted on Fridays
and Saturdays. First bill on Friday

WARNER

Swing

Kay & Lenny

'Heritage of

4

Week-End

Vaude Agamst Quittner

(10) signaled the Initial use of stage
attractions of any kind In this town
(Continued from page 12)
by Publix.
Iner sprightly comments anent the
Opposition is the State, former
younger generation quaintly phrased
Joe Quittner house in receivership,
In current slang.

Chang

ft

Manchu

Metropolitan (10)
Chester Fredericks

A &

LEDDY & SMITH

Sylvia Clark
Arthur Petley Co
2d half (16-17)

(11)

Sue Hastings Co
Pettet & Douglas
Carr Bros & B

rainiT

Placed by

half (11-14)

MONTREAL

Brltt

Pan

(10)

Ralph Kirbery
Zelda Cantly
Harris 2 & L
Carlton Emmy
Portunello & Cirlll
Dave Schooler

Publix Books

Going Places

(10)

Bill

Long Tack Sam
Ml-na
Nee-sa Long

Hlppo«lrome

Robinson
Walter Powell Bd

IXMW

Fox
Plain

Joreska ft Lydla
Frankle Masters Or
100 Clob

LaMlgnon
Johanna Nagle.

Sis

Paula Tymes
Wlkl Bird
Al Handler Bd

PinLADELPHIA

(10)

BALTIMORE

NEWARK

Valencia (17)

NOW

(11)

Bill

Harry Burns Co
Jans & Whalen

HARRY SAVOY
ProBpeot

Ix>ew'8

Sid Gary

At the Loew's State,
New York City

Dance Flashes
Murray Wood
Ray Shannon Cb

JERSEY CITY

Viator Girls
Hall
Joe Morris Co

Wm

Roxy

Todd

(10)

Wm

& Z

Onge
Co

Foster

James Evans Co

Roxy
Prank

Chas Poy Co

.T & I St
Lily Lido

Vanesal

Karre Noyea & Le
Vanderbllt Boys
Kitty Doner
Jack McLnllen
Maurice Colleano

(Four

3

Giant Crooner
Dan Santos & B
Art liandry Orch
2d haU (21-23)

V & B Ebsen
Harry J Conley Co
Ross & Edwards

(18)

Berry Bros
(Four to flll)

1st;

Lee Gall Rev

K

Pnlace (IT)

BROOKLYN
AlbM

Ohio (11)
Show Boat

1st half (17-20)
Valfy, Paatlne &
Gautler's Hot Dogs

Ben Dova

Jack Pepper

(11)

COLUMBUS

Gates Ave.

NEWARK

2d half (16-17)T Q"8 Rev

State

BROOKLYN

Don Santos
Fox & Barnes

Vaughn De Leath

A Emily

Lynd
Harry Seamon Co

Jerome & Ryan
Wally Sharpies Co

Academy

Bernlce

Ted Lewis

Jack Powell
Al Trahan

LYNBROOK

Keith's (18 on!))
Stubble Fields

3

Jack Pearl

CLEVELAND

Helen

Alexander Gray

Margaret Sande
Ebsena
Viola Pbllo
Natalie Bodanaky
Patricia Bowman
Ist half

Rhythm

In

Whitledge

Milton Berle
B Wells & 4 F
State (17)
Rector & Doreen

Mnsic HaU <16)
Ruth Roye
Eugene Von Qrona Fred Ardath Co
Patricia

&

Barry

RKO

Art

Jackie Hamlin

Street'

DETROIT

Bllchignn

Lenore Ulric
'Woman Accused'

Annie Judy
Geo Meyer
Ted Harvey
Debonair 4
King Kong*

Miss

Or

Via Lago

Berry Bros
& J Majdell
J & B Torrence
Harold Stanton
'Hell to Heaven'

Paye

Alice

below ind.cate opening oay •#

bills

how. whether

42nd

(10)

Grace Hayes
Stanton
Oliver Wakefleld

V & B

Lydia
Lovey Twins

Cltn Wlnehlll
Chas Starlght

StnV YORK CITY Radio Rubes

(March 18)
(March 11)

WEEK

THIS

Picture Theatres
Paramount
Rudy Vallee

NEXT WEEK

Wlntergorden
Buckley ft Bennett

Frances McCoy
Marie Whitney
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VARIETY

'Clipper')

The more liberal viowiKiInt still, .«;ay the music publisliers. dlitalns at
This is no time for a scrap between the amusement busine>
t'I>S when it comes to scanning lyrics of a song.
Rarely iloos CBS parand labor. If the theatre and the picture business believe they allel NBC in barring the lyrics
of a pop number from the airlanes, or
must have immediate relief from within their ranks, and if both request a publisher to revise the wording of a lyric, declare the musio
the players and mechanics feel thfet the theatre and the picture men.
Among recent releases to come under the NBC blue pencil are 'Young
business are extravagant in their salary curtailment demands, and- Healthy,'
from Warners' •42nd Street' film, and 'Lover,' a Famous
there must be a middle ground upon which all sides can stand Music copyright. In both in.stances NBC informed the publishers that
the lyrics stood barred unless lines revised. In both Instances the music
and arbitrate while keeping those who have work working.
men complied with special radio versions.

Contrast between tlie two chains' viewpoints was also exemplified by
way they handled the 'You Are So Beautiful' number from Jolson's
At a period when the entire country is hitching its wagon the
on the anxious seat.
'Hallelujah' picture. NBC demanded a new lyric and got it, while CBS
Government undecided whether or to the same star, the new Administration, the theatre, the film saw nothing wrong and passed it as is.
not they could have railroad trans- and the unions may find it rather difficult to look themselves
portation even with their own cars.
Jimmy Campbell's song writing activities on the Coast have already
' Labor was another headache.
in tlie face, let alone a valiant public, if they permit bickering
evolved four tunes partly to his credit. With Con Conrad and Gus Kahn
to close the theatres of the country at a time when they can do he's finished 'First Thing I Knew' arid with Conrad two others titled
GaUl Curd artnounclnB she was
'Come a Little Closer' and *Lay Your Head on My Shoulder'. The fourth,
to have her own theatre In the much to help a rebounding national morale.
'M'ould You Believe Me Sweetheart', has Conrad and Sam Coslow aa
Jieart of New York. Not built yet.
f

circuses

co-authors.

Intra-industry quarrelling is not the spirit the country wants
Erlanger bought the
the William Harris,
to see and if the amusements' boast, that it has never flinched
Sr., estate, acquiring several thein a national crisis, is to be 'upheld, the current difficulties have
at res.

Coslow is arranging a leave of absence from the Paramount studio
the first of June so that he can sail for Europe with Campbell to comptete other tunes with the English writer-publisher.

np place in the general scheme.
Swan and Mack to change Its
An attempt to trade on the
The conclusion that may be driawn by the public and press
name of Swor and Avey. So Charles
Mack and Swan took' the name of of the country is that both pictures and the theatre are eviMack
and
Swor
Mack.
and
Moran
dencing but little faith in the ability of the nation to carry
had:recently been partners.
through these critical diys by their demands of drastic reducilopklng office followed Sophie tions in
pay for the personnel. It is true thjjt sonjie of the picout all

|As the past week wore on the pinch of decreasing orders became proportionately acute fpr the Music Dealers Service, though the usual percentage of C. O. D. aiccounts wasn't affected ad much as had been antici-

&

Klaw

properties In
;.

;

N.V.A. ordered newly formed team

ioi.

name.

Ordered
Tucker's lead.
Bong pleas for peace.

pated.
iRegardless of the ibanking stricture, dealers were kept down to their
credit limits. The Indie jobbers assumed a policy of taking care of their
old accounts, within reasonable credit limits, but accepted no new business unless on a C.O.D. basis.
:

!

Two

additions to the current cycle o£ optimistic pop songs are Itoose-

S0% slash in inciome, but the velt Is On the Job' (Feist) and 'Moonlight Millionaires', the latter a
majority cannot, particularly when recalling that mahy in the Shapiro-Bernstein effort.
Billy Sunday was holding a reBoth the lyrics and melody of the Rposevelt ditty were turned out by
Turned rank and file have already taken t\vo and three cuts.
vival meeting in Chicago,
Jack Nelson of Lord & Thomas, ad agency, while the 'Moonlight MillionBO many away the opening Sunday
aires' theme was authored by the Irving Kahal, Billy Rose and George
that the overflow filled the theatres.
If the producers and managers want to wait and see how the W, Myer combination.
Peggy Hopkins, then jugt a chorus public is going to react toward the screen and stage, now that
Jerome Kern has modified his air ban against the use ofl his own com«
girl, was offered a place In the
Bessie McCoy act. Not yet a Joyce. the banking holiday has ended, it seems the spot for some positions. Now okay to broadcast anything of his, he declares, as long as
temporary arrangement until it can be discerned which way the the show the number is from Is given mention. Writer is especially In•<^pney Island alarmed at the
terested in seeing that 'Music in the Air," his current Broadway^producprospect the government would de- wind will blow after that, the knifing may have to be as severe tion, is given credits
velop Coney Island Creek, Graves- as is being proposed or, perhaps, no reductions at all for those
Both NBC and Col,umbla program departments have agreed to the enend and Sheephead bays Into a
forcement of the Kern provision.
If would have who have already received two or more paycheck sietbacks.
'^hipping center.
wiped out the amusements. Just
Rather than take a chance on having' a song ban-ed from 0>e network,
another rumor.
The situation is critical for show business. It is vital to several publishing houses are making it a habit of submitting in advance
Al Woods was opening his the- miany financially and to all psychologically. There should and to Joe Higgins, NBC's official censor, any lyric with a qucstSUnable line.
atre in Chicago and describing it as
Music men's angle Is that it saves them th^. trouble of haying tO \
'the most beautiful playhouse on must be consideration for the other fellow by all concerned.
change It eventually anyway, and also, from losing out on i>Iugs while
ture contingent can well stand a

;

•

.

I

—

.

earth.'

j

the revision is being made.

-

Heywood Broun

Ip

a

criticism In

It's

the 'Tribune' called Eva Tanguay
the parsnip of performers.' A full
page In 'Variety' was not big enough
for the star. She took two in which
to get back.

no time to

fight.

•

iWilford Watters, former ihuslc Editor of the

who

Inside Stuff-Radio

.1

died there Feb.

120,

was

.i

Havana

••

'American,'

well knowli in the music an^ concert

and

field.

Watters always took friends for trips! around the city and delighted In
contacting them with Cluban music, and the Cuban home life which most
toUrists miss. He had been a leading light opera baritone oC 4& years
ago In New York. He taught voice in' addition ta his neiwspaper work.

Jules Mastbaum assumed the head
Philadelphia
of
the
circuit
in
formed by his brother, the recently

Victor's transparent picture disks started put better than expected
(Continued from page 32)
from the sales viewpoint. These s^ell at $2 a copy, with close to 7,000
end this network devoted some three midday hours to national affairs,
sold on the first issue of its kind on the Victor lineup, & Nat Shllkret
splitting Its microphones between the House and the Senate.
medley of 'Music In the Air,'
The radio attaches turned in a corking piece of work, particularly as
Firm has followed up with a Whiteman record called 'A Night at the
•em.
regards the Senate where those In charge were highly successful In In- Blltmore.'
Banks were calling loans made to ducing several senators to express their views on the President's emergOne phase of band booking hit hard by the banking situation are the
picture companies in order to have ency measures regarding the banking situation. It was not only timely
funds for the next Liberty Loan. but dramatically pregnant with the significance of the occasion and, of college proms. Offices specializing in these dates came Iri for wholesale
Tough on the producers.
coVirse, first class showmanship by the web.
cancellations, but In most instances a future date was appended.
Among the colleges that put oft dancing to a later date were DartRialto and Rlvoll were trying to
Practice of business concerns taking for their own use widely pub- mouth, Lafayette and the Universities of Ohio and Cincinnati.
pool with the Strand and get all
licized theatrical names, like Roxy and Paramount, has a counterpart In
the big houses. One of the earliest
a Broup of Independently owned upstate N. T. grocery stores which are
pool suggestions.
that the ceremonies would be nation-wide, but this Idea was dropped
called 'The WGT Stores,' after General Electric's Schenectady station.
D. w. Griffith's 'Hearts of the Title is not only carried on store signs, newspaper ads, etc., but also on a when the funeral arrangements proved vague.
With delays In starting and due to the cavalcade, etc., the networks
World' acclaimed at Its Los Angeles full line of canned goods and other groceries.
figured the time element was too risky, as everything was certain to be
premiere.
Presumably the chain did not have to obtain WGY's consent, the courts
late.
It would have disrupted the entire day's broadcasting schedule.
having decided in the case of Roxy that the title could not be restricted
TJniversal papered the premiere solely to his New York theatre.
of 'The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin'
J. V. Connolly, International News Service prez, denies that a desk
to be sure of a crowd. Then stood
man with the syndicate had authorized NBC to give the INS credit iot
After two years of broadcasting orchestras from the NBC Times Square
around and watched the ticket specthe bulletin broadcast on Senator Walsh's death. NBC program departstudios, with a glass curtain between the musicians and the audience, ment version is that after the A. P. had turned
ulators make a cleanup.
It hurt.
It down it obtained a
confirmation of the Item and an okay to use the INS tag from that
it's just been discovered that with the curtain up or down there's no
difference when it comes to tonal reception on the home loudspeaker. source.
to
50
Recordings made of pickups, with the curtain up and down, failed
Kate Smith, current at B&K's Chicago theatre, was offered gratis to
show any distinction.
(From 'Clinper')
Only time that the curtain has been raised is when comics u.sed the sing at the late Mayor Ccrmak's funeral, according to a story from
the audience reaction into Chicago.
There was a 12-hour go-as-you- apron mikes and the commercial wanted to get
CBS presumably made the offer which was not accepted, as such an
please race In Brooklyn.
About the broadcast.
appearance was deemed inappropriate by the committee handling the
eight hours after It started the field
Taking the attitude that in a national emergency the antagonism be- public funeral In the Stadium,

deceased Stanley Mastbaum. Most
persons predicted he wasn't big
enough to swing It, but he fooled

YEARS AGO

tvas down to four contestants.
there were four prizes and the

were

all satisfied

As
men tween

they could not beat

their positions, the referee let

them

quit.

Most circuses posted units of 32
sheets for their lithographic stands,
using more than one on the large
boards. W. W. Cole came out with
a record 100-sheet poster (4x26)
which was 100 feet long. Posters
cost $10 each, or 10c a sheet. In six
colors.

Waterman's 'Uncle Tom's Cabin'
company was in trouble In Troy.
Two players attached some of the

press and radio should be put aside, the Hearst, N. T., 'American'
one day last week gave prominence in a box on Its second page to an
item reporting that the opening of the extra session of Congress (9)
would be heard over NBC and CBS.
Details of what part of the session would be heard over the air were
Included In the story, which had been moved forward from the radio
section. Other N. Y. dailies elected to let the news Item remain in the
radio department.

Immediately following the President's original banking proclamation,
assigned an engineer to do nothing but keep monltering the lino
between Washington and New York so that the President could go on
the air at a minute's notice. Also to provide for the broadcasting of any
further proclamations of importance concfrning the banking situation.
President's order of last Thursday (9) night extending the moratorium
was transmitted over this wire Ichs than five minutes after it had been
released at the White House.

NBC

baggage and the lone bloodhound
fot-iack .pay,_llxe—mother of the
who played Topsy and Eva
^as threatened with arrest It .she let
Both CBS and NBC in Chicago broadi?ast the Cerm.ak funeral lapt
week (10), but the outlets were local only. It was considered likely
(Continued on page 4V

children

.

ERPI has

squawk among station operators agralnst
Electric has slashed these rates to
original level.
outlets had already pulled out their equipment when ERPI
decided on the reduction solution.
its rental

settled the general

arrangement on turntables.

60% of their
Number of

NBC execs have found a new place In which to dine and entertain
important clients and out-of-town station men affiliated with the network.
It's the office-apartment suite which Roxy had built for himself in the
Radio City Music Hall.
Some 14,000 phone calls made by J. Walter Thompson agency determine afternoon hour.s more popular than mornings.
So the agency has moved Its Coast 'News Pictorial,' for Langendorl
bakery, from an early a. m. spot on KCO and KFI to 3 p. m,
CBS'

Now York

with 2t>%

XMC
anrl

h;nl

In

ca.sh,

no

<<mf^ paid off both pf-rsn nnel gnd tal ent last week
balance, by cherk.
tlic-rr; the f-;hoHt only w;ill>s the first

iiavruli worries, since

lOth of the month.
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1.

Ei;iTIM ATE
Lawrence
lent

Plays on Broadway

BOTH YOUR HOUSES
Comedy drama In three nets presented at
Mnrch 0 by tlie Theatre Guild;
Maxwell AndeKoa: staeed by

the Royale
written by

Worthlngton Miner.
Marjoile Oruy

Aleta Freel

Mary

nuH

Plillli)3

llobert Shayne
Waller C. Kelly

EJdIe Winter
Solumon Fllzmaurlco

Oscar Polk
Robert Stranffe
Morris tiirnovsky
John Butler

Mark
Simeon Gray
I-overlng

though he charges his characters
with thievery.
Scenes are the offlce of the chairof the appropriations commit

man
toe

and a committee room.

A

meas-

ure for a western dam project to
cost $40,000,000 is 'pork barrelled"
with- all manner of other costly expenditures so that the measure calls
for spending something like $400,000,000 of public funds.

The President has demanded that
most of the extraneous items be
eliminated, the total not to exceed
Edward Bromberft $200,000,000. Chairman Simeon Gray
Russell Collins Is proceeding to make the cuts,
Peebles
John F. Morrlsaey with other congressmen protesting
Farnum
Strudwlck
Sliepiierd
Alan McCloan
bill
Joseph Sweeney that their own portions of the
Ebner
be retained. Each one admits that
There Is some fun In this play It means plenty of individual profit,
with what the constituencies wanted
which has to do with Washlneton, a secondary consideration.
but It is Just as often deadly seriThe deliberations are interrupted
ous, in fact, too sternly talkative by a young congressman from Coloto take its place among Broadway's rado, Alan McLean, former teacher
Indications, in an agricultural college, who inleading
attractions.
however, are for a profitable en- vestigated bis own election and
gagement beyond the Guild's sub- found that contractors backed him
without his Knowledge. He forms
scription period of five weeks.
Maxwell Anderson seems to have a radical bloc, nearly enough votes
had the topic on h''^ mind for some to defeat the measure. McL.«an reone of thi' .,s that have been fuses to withdraw from his stand
tlDfie
annoying him iK^'haps, and he is even after learning that If the bill
-L^ardless of the does not go through, the chairman
radically min(
dramas and his faces a jail term and although
difference betw
instance 'Satur- Gray's daughter is keen for him.
comedies, as lu
The alert McLean has Insisted
Children'
and
the earlier
day's
"What Price Glory,' a collaborative that every one of the discarded
items be put back in the bill with
work.
'Both Tour Houses' Is a blast at the idea of killing it by veto. But
our national law-makers, espe- the politicians then go to work and
cially Congress and specifically a corral enough votes to upset an
Mofabulous committee on appropria- impending presidential nay.
tions in the House of Representa- Lean Is not abashed at the result.
tives.
The authors of "Washington He utters the sincere conviction
Merry Go Round' compared that that a change in our government
seption of the past Congress to a must come; he warns his colleagues
'monkey house.' Anderson has the that a change in government is due
same idea, but he gives his repre- every 100 years and 'ours Is 50 years
Merton

William Foran
Jerome Cowan
Jane Seymour

Dell

Sneden
Miss MrMurtry
WlnRblatt

J.

—

sentatives

much more

telligence,

humor and

talent, incolor, even

overdue.'

Anderson, aided and abetted by

Stalllngs, useA some vlo
in 'Glory* and be

laneruage

agains employs lurid terms In the
new play, some of it that does not
His law-makers are
reach print.
generally hard-drinking, and expert
in the art of the grab.
The most artful of the committeemen Is old Sol Fitzmaurice and as
played by Walter C. Kelly, the
character makes the play a diversion.

to lean toward Mcthe youth that when

He seems

Lean and

tells

entered the Congress he,
had radical Ideas, but was
quickly brought around.
Between taking nips of corn
liquor whether the others were im-

he

.first

too.

bibing or not, Kelly has such lines
'The business of the government is graft, corruption and speHis personal interest in the bill is to have the Atlantic fleet maneuver abreast a realty
as:

cial privilege.'

development in which he

is

inter-

ested on Long Island and argues
the battleships might just as well
be there as hanging around Hampton Roads.
One of the others states that the
American system seems to be: 'Every
man for himself and the hell with

One

the government?'

of Kelly's

as his daughter, while Mary Philips

ing

but so early they were lost by
Ibee.
the noise of late arrivals.

by
by the aathor at the' Plymouth, March 10.
Scaled at
Settlnsa by Raymond Bovey.
Three-act play

Sople Treadwell; staged

$2.20 top.

Oscar J. Perrln, manager of the Capitol, Albany, legit, has donated
to the library of Yale University, a rare theatre program printed on silk
in 188S. It was arranged for a testinionial benefit for the Actors' Fund
of AmericEU The performance was given at the old Leland Opera House,
now the Leand (pictures), on Jan. 19, 1888.
Every leading actor of the time donated his services, the New York
Central providing for free transportation and for freight for the scenery.
Mr. Perrin, who has been in the theatre business for 30 years, received
a letter from the curator of the Crawford Collection on Modem Drama
In the Tale Library referred to the program as a 'rare and unusual Item
in our collection of material relating to the modern drama'.

Alan Baxter

Joe

Mab Maynard

Lottte

Lasly
Grainger

Mary
Eaia

Ian Wolfe
Charles Kennedy
Marguerite Borough
Virginia Tracy
Oliver Barbour

Lyman

Play Of intensely serious Intent Is
here presented by Sophie Treadwell,
newspaper woman who achieved
some success with 'Machinal,' based
on the Ruth Snyder murder case.
This one promises no such acclaim,
Maxwell Anderson denies that 'Both Tour Houses', which the Theatre being in the main a shapeless, drab
Guild opened at the Royale, New York, last week, actually concerns the affair, in the manner of a GreenHouse of Representatives and the Senate. The Utle of coiu-se is taken wich Village group with profound
from the line in 'Romeo and Juliet' referring -to the twa .famllles,. the. .purposes,, but-na .sense of- the com-Montagues and the Capulets.
mercial theatre.
Play would probably pass as an
George M. Cohan was invited to direct the play for the Guild. After
reading the script he stated that while it was a strong play he did not inconsiderable incident in times of
care to figure In any show that took a slap at the government, an asso- prosperity. In the present state of
It will scarcely Invite
ciation that would hardly be in line with his traditional use of the flag theatre-going
passing attention, both because of
of his country.
the state of the times and because
that is the fate It merits.
Story deals with the strivings of
Vincent Toumans, who arranged for a year's moratorium from his
creditors last winter, has asked for an extension for an additional year, a poor young farm hand toward rethe period to be dated March 1, 1934. In a notice sent the creditors It llgipua understanding and other
of adolescent life, and bis
mysteries
was stated that Toumans is in the same financial position now as a eventual awakening
to a very great
year ago and that certain projects worked on have not materialized.
many things in association with a
The moratorium was flgured a way to keep Toumans from bankruptcy girl with a lurid past who is broken
and the composer-showman explained that he would rather pay off than by what they call a life of shame
take a legal plunge. He owed $300,000 in the failure of 'Great Day' and and comes to the country to recover
from her illness of body and spirit.
$50,000 in miscellaneous debts.
The forces of evil are represented
by a bard and bitter farmer who

Longest performance or Broadway, musical or dramatic,

is

Trip to Pressburg
Philadelphia,

March

13.

'Autumn browbeats the boy and who vaguely

'

But^

somehow

can't

to Join In the spirit of

it all.

audience

the

seem
There

is

nothing novel about the

number of the situations
This Lee Shubert production—his have and a
dust on them.
opened
first try-out in some time
The company Is badly miscast,
auspices
subscription
only
HoUister,
John Willarde and
the
here under
of the American Theatre Society Russell Hicks fitting their roles.
Hugh Cameron, billed as the star,
and first-night opinion was rather gives an in-and-out performance.
favorable. Although heavy In pro- Occasionally really funny, he
loses
duction and somber in story, it ground when he overacts
the part
looks to have more than .even chance of Marty Slsserman, private
detecfor at least moderate Broadway suc- tive with a yen for picking
up
loose
possibilfilm
cess and has brilJUant
change on the side.
ities If the censors don't frown.
Hollister triples as author, direcWagstafiE
Harry
by
Adapted
tor and leading man and gets best
Oribble and Harold Johnsrud from results In the hust named. He
works
the German of Leo Perutz and di- hard but there just isn't
much to
rected by Gribble, 'A Trip to Press- work with.
Bone.
burg' makes excellent use of the
jack-knife stage and even on the
first night here the curtain went
down at 11 o'clock despite the 11
scenes and the heav^ sets.
Chicago, March 9.
The play came here with a genProducing Associates. Inc. (J. J, Shuplot

—

RED ROBIN

eral reputation of being dirty, but
it didn't impress that way although

beaches

of

the

Continent,

posing

production based on Eln Tag In
Paradise,'
previously adapted as
'Blue
Paradise.'
Book by Harry Clark nnd Kay

t>ert),

Music by Murray Rumnhlnsky.'

Kenney.

Settings by Watson Barratt.
Dialog directed by J. H. Benrlmo.
Ensembles by
Bdward Scanlon.
Costumes by Ernest'
Schrapps.
Dances by Merrlel Abbott. At
Grand, Chicago, scaled at $3.30.'
Rudolph Hoagstrat
George Hasaell

Frank Robert Horn

Cook
Guest

Ludwig Schumann

J.

Gustave Bauman
Waitress
Flower Girl

Ernest Ooodhart
Charles Gilbert

John GoId3\(-orlhy
Eda Hedln
BcttI Davis
Allan Jones
Nick Long, Jr,:

Hans ZImmer

Carl Schlertcher
Countess Von Schwartzhoff,

EUzaJketh Crandall

Baron 'Von Schlcgnl
Captain, Von Housman
Trip
Alberta Comatock

,

Mnbel Prlc(>
Anita Hoagstrat
First Guest
Second Guest
Josepb

.

.Trueman Oalgo
Leo Nash.
Frank King
Manila Powora

Lorrnlno

Wclmar

Martha Lorber
Walter Wahl
F. Hornsi
Clarence Harvey

with Franz, head'Red Robin' has a couple of muchwaiter or major domo of the famous
reprised tunes, a leading man comCity Bar. He offers her mgney, but
that Isn't what she wants. Later bining looks and voice, several other
she meets his beloved younger actors of some distinction, a 20brother, Carl, who la fascinated by year-old plot maladroitly modernher sophistication. In order to carry ized, a lot of not-very-funny pansy
on their amoiir, the boy takes bank gags and great aching voids of dullmoney that doesn't belong to him ness. Predominately the effect is
and is all set to travel to foreign ennui, with grave doubt that any
climes with the 'Countess' when she amount of tinkering can make it
tells him what she really is and exanything but a yawnful evening
plains about her 'trip to Pressburg.' only occasionally rendered endurWhereupon he strangles her and able.
throws her body in the river. Carl
Story was known two decades
then commits suicide as the police ago as 'Blue Paradise' and has a
search for him.
sentimentalism
pronounced
1910
The play has been given a novel about it. An Austrian spendthrift
twist by a prolog that concerns two youth is banished to America (Chicharacters who never re-appear. cago) in the prolog. He returns in'
The tragic sequel to this prolog is middle age to Vienna still cherishcontained in the last three minutes ing the vision of the girl he left beof the play and add to its effective- hind, who is meanwhile the mother
ness. The splendid City Bar scene of a grown daughter by a local Babis also a highlight of the production.
bitt.
It Is the purpose of the narIt possesses real glamour and atrative to disabuse the gent o f his
.mosphere-andr- In its multiplicity of romantic nonsense and prepare inih
character and the glimpses one gets to accept matrimony with a wealthy
of it at different hours of the day American widow who has pursued
and night, give 'Pressburg' some- him from Chicago.
thing of the 'Grand Hotel' atmosThis story Is told with elephanphere.
tine humor.
It is In several key
Grlbble's imaginative direction Is roles grievously miscast.
It falls
aided by the performances of Van signally to generate the glow of
Dekker as Franz, Roger Pryor as plnk-and-lace romance, and in the
Carl, and Egon Brecher as the old later passages mingles extremely
Miss bad taste in humor with Its effort
bartender at the City Bar.
Wilson Is not quite bo successful as to be whimsical and tender.
the girl, but hers was a pretty tough
Nick Long, Jr., is the only outassignment. Charles Dalton does a standing personality In the producsmall bit well and there are a num- tion with his superb style and
ber of other good players in minor dancing prowess. Alan Jones, the
Waters.
roles.
handsome lead mentioned, is compelled to stand or sit and do nothing for long periods, and In consereconciliation

UNDER THE COVERS
New

Haven, March

9.

Crocus', which rings down at the Morosco around 11:25 p. m. The rea- is represented to have spiritual
Farce comedy In three acts by tien D.
son is the leisurely playing of Francis Lederer, the Czech actor Imported problems of his own, though he's Holltster. Directed by the author. Sets by
Kllbourne Marks.
Cast: Dola MacL«an,
for the show.
not the sort of a person you'd be Mary Daniel, Ninon Bunyea,
Len D. HoiShow as given at the premiere was cut, but Lederer inserted addi- likely to sympathize with, even if lister. Rex Carleton, John A. Wiliarde,
Hugh Cameron, Rea Martin, Russell Hicks,
tional lines and business, admittedly okay but overtime.
Recently a you could understand his sorrows.
Kerr. At the Playhouse,
New
Author seems to be preoccupied Garland
letter to the theatre from a group of 30 women, residing in Jersey, stated
Haven.
with the deeper significances of life
that it was their intention to attend the show, but found out they couldn't
in Lone Valley, but doesn't express
Len Hollister's 'Under the Covers'
make the 11:10 train back home. When told to Lederer, he laughed.
interesting
her
observations
In
drama. Play develops In terms of opened for a tryout week here at
Leo Newman, the ticket agent, and Seymour Felix, who staged the long and awkward speeches and the new Playhouse. The cast gave
episodes that take place a finished performance. The main
numbers in 'Strike M&tPlnW at the Majestic, New Tork, engaged in an inept quiet
in the dreary setting of a small
argument as to whether a certain critic would pan or praise the revue. farm-house sitting room episodes objection, from a critical standpoint
at least, was that tho performance
At intermission the first night Newman talked to the reviewer, then told as colorless as their surroundings.
should have been finished at 8.31
Felix that there was nothing to worry about so far as that critic's notice
None of the characters really instead of 10.30 as the case turned
was concerned. The stager was pessimistic and persistent that a pan take form, ambling through the out.
would come out. So they bet a suit of clothes and Newman won, the three acts in shadowy silhouette,
The play is not for Broadway and
and the only qualities that become the backers will save themselves
notice in question being unreserved in praising the show.
sharply etched are those of mean- disappointment if they let it die in
ness of the wicked farmej and the the sticks instead of carrying it into
One of the moratorium laughs came to the Sam H. Harris office upon dullness of the locale.
New York as planned. Maybe okay
The usually benign Charles Ken- in Little theatres, but has little to
the receipt of a telegram from Dave Cauffman, manager of 'Of Thee I
Sing' on the coast.
California banks closed days before New Tork's nedy, who was in his element as the offer a metropolitan audience unkindly
priest
of
'They
Knew
What
some miracle of re-casting
The message received on the first day the banks shut here read: 'It is They Wanted,' doesn't
less
impress as should provide a few names to put
imperative you send $8,000 by airplane for salaries.'
the farmer ogre. Marguerite BorWith the Harris office paying 'Dinner at Eight' (Music Box) off in ough plays the scarlet woman from a lightweight across. E^'en allowthe cramped midget stage
I. O. U.'s that day, the answer was:
'No can do.' By Thursday the the city for all the world like your ing for
and a limited crew, the play is still
'Dinner' players were paid in cash in full.
Aunt Cynthia, and Alan Baxter, a
new recruit, is Just awkwardly juve- trivial.
Concerns the plight of Ambrose
nile as the intrically psycnologtc
Guthrie who gets in a jam with his
Anton J. Cermak, martyred mayor of Chicago, was a familiar figure young farm hand.
There are In adat legit first nights in the Windy City. Cermak usually attended in a dition a flirtatious and vixo.iis-h wife when he loses at bridge, withlarge party that included anywhere from four to eight members of his country girl who comes to a bad out her knowledge, $200 he was supposed to use for her railroad reserlarge family plus some of his more intimate fellow-politicians.
end at the hands of a very natty vation to Chicago. He has ."ii offer
Cermak apparently preferred comedies and ducked the highbrow stuff salesman, and a country preacher to earn the $200 by helping lo stage
but was notwithstanding remarkably regular in his theatre-going for who babbles hokum religious conso- a raid on the wife of a su.'spectins
lation.
There are seven characters husband and gets tangled iii) himBO busy a man.
and a single set, which bespeaks self when he finds himself, niiniip
economical operation, but the von^,
. ,
Richard B. Harrison. 69-ycar-old Negro, who plays 'Do Lawd' in 'The ture can scarcely hope to endure trousers, in the room of a former
sweetheart.
The suspected lover,
Green Pastures,' plans to return to North Carolina to teach colored long even with that edge.
Rush.
Ted Atwood, makes things hot for
youngsters the essentials of dr.imatio .nrtlnp. when ific Connelly opus
(Opejicd Friday and closed the fol- him and friends have more fun
Intei
viewor.
radio
told
a
Uoioing night. Printed for the record.) when Atwood hides Guthrie's pants.
ceases touring. So

—

t«»

A

was the secretary of the fight- most often as a Polish Countess.
McLean. She had wise crack
Slie returns to Vienna and seeks a

lines,

Town

Plays Out of

last lines is a comment on McLean's
warning and is to the effect that the piece gets its title and main
from an unconventional
nothing is going to change Wash- theme
ington because of the public's un- source. City of Pressburg is suplimited apathy toward the govern- posed to have a particularly famous
ment. All In all it was a triumph but well regulated red-light district
for Kelly, once the noted 'Virginia and one featiire is that any one who
Judge' of vaudeville. He appeared has been an inmate therein is privin revues, but his present appear- ileged to return there and spend her
ance opens up the legit field to him. declining years on a kind of pension
Shepperd Strudwlck, a newcomer, or as a guest of the community.
Plot is a slight variation of an old
made an excellent impression as
McLean the militant, courageous melodramatic yarn. Leading woman
As a drab (Katherlne Wilson) has, seven years
young congressman.
congresswoman, Jane Seymour fit- before the action starts been cast
ted into the scheme. Not much to adrift by her husband, Franz (Alsay, but she got her birth control bert Van Dekker) because he beitem in the bill. Robert Strange, lieved her untrue. After the break
okay as the chairman. Aleta Freel she has taken the easiest way and
provided the only dash of romance is notorious at all the spas and

LONE VALLEY

Inside Stuff-Legit

Tuesdaf, March 14, 1933

quence has a hard time keeping
from looking a bit blase. Yet he
is attractive and likable, and those

who count him
'Student

Prince'

the best of the
leads are vindi-

cated.

George Hassel Is perennially in
the position of promising to be very
funny and never quite getting there.
They have given him next to nothing to work with. That Is true likewise of the comedienne of the production, Lorraine Weimar, said to
be playing her first role without a
wig. She is much better than her
material.

General quality of the production
not distinguished. Costumes and
some of the stuff is reported to have'
come from the St. Louis Municipal
is

Land.

opera warehouse.

Uptown

Players

('THe Devil Passes')
Chicago, March

13.

Little theatre presentation directed

by

J.

Bradley Grimn. Play by Bonn Levy. Cast:
ISdwnrd Zabrlakle. Marlon Hoffman, Reglna Ploclnsky, Tom McDormott. Howard
Rappaport, Jim Cook, "Florence McUuin, J.
Bradley OrlRln.

Surprisingly
tion

and

physical

good

characteriza-

fast tempo in this metacomedy by Benn Levy as

offered for a week's engagement by
the Uptown Players. The production excelled the average professional stock of the cheaper price
ranges. Uptown Players miijht very
well progress to little theatre honors.
More than a few actors In re- ,j
cent years have originated in such'
Institutions and three or four of the
members participating In this production, notably Tom McDormott,
have distinct possibilities. Land.

—
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HOLD-OUTS BALK SHUT DOWN
Pay Tops

Grips', Girls'

Some Actors Down

to

$15 a

Principals'

umoNS

m

CUTS, Juillard Group Opera Season Sure

Week on B'way

If

—Girls $37.50—Dept. Heads as High as $110
Point stated during one of Saturday's meetings between the legit
managers and a stage hands' delegation, was to the effect that the
average stage hands' wage Is higher
than the average actor's salary In
moat current Broadway shows. It
was further claimed that this condition has prevailed for several sea-

Bugs' Bankroll

STAGE RELIEF FUNDS

—

fix

And at present chorus girls are
getting more money than some prin-

The system
name actresses

of having various
receive applicants

has attracted attention.
Every day a name player acts as

for

aid

hostess at the distribution office in
the New Amsterdam. When a professional applies for aid, he or she
is made to feel at home through

friendly greetings.
producers
tilted
At the Fund's c!othes shop, 39
show girls away up, but at present
the wage level is $37.50 with the west 46th street, many curious requests are complied with. One that
dancers getting $30 and $35.
Leads In a number of instances rather broke up the routine last
week came from an actor seeking a
are drawing between $100 to $250
and others admit they are working high silk hat. He then explained he
is a magician and needed a lid that
for half their former salaHes, even
General run of prin- could conceal three live pigeons. He
in the hits.
got the hat and was completely outcipals quoted from $40 to $76 weekly
4!ipals;

Revue

.

.

fitted besides.
while the bit players are getting but
The legit show to be given as a
$20 and $25. In the cut rate revivals
benefit next Sunday will be anthe lead gets $60 top and a percentnounced
during the week. A special
age if the gross reaches a certain
matinee of 'Alien Corn' will be given
figure, which it rarely does.
at the Belasco Instead of a Sunday
It Is claimed there are but seven
performance.
players getting over $1,000 weekly
Contributions up until March 10.
on Broadway at this time. All are
Previous Contributions
$28,234
box office draws and three are In
'Gay Divorce' Benefit
637
the same show 'Design for Living'
Drama Study Club Penefit...
565
ithe two Lunts and Noel Coward).
'The Late Christopher Bean'.
484
Equity's total paid up memberDepression
Gaieties (add'l)..
100
the
ship in all classes throughout
Welfare
Council
Dega
Day...
100
country Is 2,200, a drop of 66% In
Gorton
Players
15
three years. Many members have
446
worked but two or three weeks the Other contributions
season which explains their present
Total
$30,582
plight

—

New
1,800

York's stage hands local has
members, about 700 being con-

tinuously unemployed, indicating

has

to

many members.

it

Lowest

paid are grips and clearers, scale
being $50 weekly with department
heads $76 upward. -Jlach must
donate one performance to the unemployment fund In the union. Recently arrived musical because of
reheai'sals paid 14 men in the orew
$200 on the week, over one-half that
Wage being overtime.
In stock burlesque mechanical department heads get as high as $110
weekly, while the lead comics are

quoted at $45 and

King Comedy Held Over
Pasalena, Cal., March 13.
'Hit and- Run,' comedy-drama by
Charles King, dealing with traffic
cops and recently tried out in the
workshop of the Pasadena Community Players, has been held over
tor two performances.
This is first play ever to be held
over at the workshop.
•

'LIL

or

BOY'

off.

Bugs Baer airived at the
Tavern Friday with a serious
map. He jingled his pockets
intently and claimed: 'I know
I

got something.'
Finally he fished out a nickel.
Billy La HMT ordered an
supply of pencils for

And

Actors* Average

extra

guys signing

LEAVES

DETROIT MINUS LEGIT
Detroit, Mar. IS.

Completion of the Civic Theatre
season under direction of Robert

The question was whethei- Henderson leaves Detroit legitless
to close or stay open, but since the for the first time In years. Henderanswer was not unanimous there son pllote.d the Civic to Its first
profit season in years. Other years
were no fold-ups announced on ac- under dii*ectlon of Jessie
Bonstelle
count of the wavering grosses up deficit usually made up by civic
groups. Bills for last year, howto press time Monday.
ever, have not been paid as yet.
But that some shows will be
It Is understood that Henderson
forced to suspend this week is more will return next fall, another thethan likely because concessions atre being used. In the meantime
lowering operating costs which the Henderson returns to Ann Arbor
managers obtained last week do not for the Spring Play Festival there
in the Mendelssohn theatre. Festiapply this week. The unions, actors
val will run five weeks, programs
(Equity), stage hands and musirunning from Shakespeare to the
cians balked at a material wage cut
current B'way successes.
or working co-operatively. The situUnusual Item of the Civic Thethe
may
change
for
ation, however,
atre season this year
that
banks.

appears to be a matter of
whether the release of currency by
It

the banks will restore the public
confidence enough to bring back
theatre attendance to the approximate level that obtained prior to
Some
the sudden bank holiday.
showmen are not confident that recovery will be rapid, and if that
proves correct there will be no alternative for the weaker shows but

Foun-

things off.
Metropolitan has asked for a
general subscription, sans

it is announced, no opera can
presented next winter. Only
sum has been subscribed thus far, that figure including 160,000 offered by the Juillard
')c

CmC

situation.

better following the opening of the

Juillard

dation, although trying to help the
yiet maike a go of It next year, Is
meantime fortifying itself to put on
a full season of opera on its own
in case the Met decides to call

which

END OF
Broadway's legits were socked
plenty by the public's curtailed
spending and the managers went
Into huddle after huddle to consider
ways and means of meeting the

have grand opera

not.

$300,000

tabs.

LEE SHUBERTS* STAND

cians agreed to

'Dire Need'

Rochester, March 13.
'Green Pastures' advance sale
funds were frozen In bank holiday.
With producer threatening to cancel. Manager Hattle Lutt of the
Lyceum appealed to the bankers.
They went Into huddle and debe Intercided situation could
preted under Woodin order as 'dire
need,' so released the funds. Whfs^'
pered that some of the 'money
changers' wanted to see the show.

DUE

'OPERA'

.-

pay

Other Unions* Action
Stage Hands* Pay Exceeds

will

Opera opens or

is
'Peter
Ibbetson' and 'Merchant of Venice'
led in box office gross. Next three
in money were 'Animal Kingdom,'
'Firebird,'
and 'There's Always
Juliet.' 'Another Language closely
followed.

Cleveland Goes from
All

Dark

$160,000 of this

School. The Juillard sum, ho\yever,
carries two stipulations first, that
the program be lightened somewhat
to Include some comic opera, and
second, that none of the money goes
to the Met If the entire $300,000 Js
not subscribed.
Met was considerably heartened
at the b.o. results during the final
week of this season's opera, which
was practically sell-out, but now
isn't any too sure that the rest of
the money needed will be forthcoming.
Several radio broadcasts are

—

being

planned

to

appeal

for

the

funds.

Meantime,

It

is

Insided that the

School
has
definitely
bought and contracted to produce
at least one- new opera in the fall
Antheil's
that being George
'Helen
of Troy'.
Libretto for this Is by
John Ersklne, one of the strongest
Juillard leaders and an admitted
opponent to the Met's general pro-

Juillard

gram.
Ersklne has allowed himself to be
quoted on several occasions as opposing the Metropolitan's staid and
oId-fa.shioned production Ideas.
was he, incidentally, that was the
first protege of Louis Gruenberg,
whose first opera, 'Jack and the
Beanstalk', the Juillard school pro-

duced on a small scale for a couple

to Legit performances two years

Dark

ago.

for

-

DATED

Report from the coast mentioning
tlmt Louis O. Macloon is on Equity's
Capitol, Long Beach, in Stock
unfair list was incorrect. His name
Long Beach, Cal., March 13.
was taken off about tlirce years ago.
Deal between Milt Arthur, operIn the past Macloon and Equity ator of the Cnplfol, and Charles
came to grips frequently. A row K'ing, who started pi'oducing st^ck
about paying off 'Ronico and Juliet' theio last ^'eek. cnlls for Artluir to
when Jane Cowl appeared on the provide the film and house and Kini.'
coast for Macloon, pl.aced him on the stage show, with a ."iO-'jO .<=i)lit
the unfair list. He sued Ktiiilty, al- after all expenses are ,)ai(l.
leging discrimination and so forth,
Currently "it's a Wi.se Child' is
l^l^aUing $100,000. Tlic svlt was with- playing. Last week, 'As Husbands
prdicy.
Ben
i.TPbrawn and the salary claim."? settled, ('!o'
instituted
the
Macloon'a name then was removed Erway, Mary Gray and Howard Mcfrom the posted list of managers Keer head the company, with King
failed to

Conditioned on

New York

next year whether the Metropolitan

Week

Henry Hammond, Inc., has taken
'Three Pence Opera' is set to open
over the rights to 'Little Ol' Boy' at the Garrick, Philadelphia, April
by Albert Bein.
It'll come into New York, at a
3.
Firm is a new producing unit and theatre unchosen as yet, two weeks
according to announcement expects later.
to present the play .sometime In
Piece produced by Cochran &
April. Rehearsals are scheduled to Krlmsky and has a cast including
begin Tuesday (21).
Rex Wober, Rex Evans, Ray Chisholm and Stefa Duni. It's the modern German version of the 'Beggar's
Macloon in Good Standing
Opera.'

who

sions

This
Likely
Equity Conces-

Several months ago Gruenberg's
Cleveland, March 14.
a month and a half, the operatic version of 'Emperor Jones'
to close.
Actors Fund Relief
Hanna will become this burg's sole was produced by the Metropolitan
The managers were rallied by Dr. legit house when It reopens April and brought that company the bigFor
Is $12,000 Henry Moskowltz of the Theatre 3 with 'Another. Language,' in gest amount of word of mouth pubThe Actors Fund announced that League and a committee was which cast Includes Margaret Ham- licity in some years.
Juillard School's position Is that
promptly
named to contact the ilton, local girl.
its disbursements during the month
•Green Pastures' is elated for it would rather aid the Metropolitan
of February totaled $11,779. Money unions. Equity was the first to rea
was expended to aid the distressed spond permitting the actors to take Hanna for two weeks opening April to continue, if that body shows
and for the maintenance of the cuts or work co-operatively (a pro- 7, followed by Ethel Barrymore in progressive and more modern spirit,
rata share on net takings after ex- 'An
Amazing Career,' formerly but that, if the Met can't or won't,
fund's, home for sick and aged.
that
New
see
itself
will
school
the
Then
Equity
paid).
known as 'Encore,' for three-day
The monthly expenditure does not penses were
York music lovers get opera.
greatly vary, but continues regard- ruWd that its action in the emer- run starting May 4.
less of the other relief movements. gency applied only for last week,
imless the stage hands and musi-

Show Coin

$50.

Week —

Total contributions to the Stage
Relief Fund are now well over the
$30,000 mark. However, two benefit

reached.

Equity has never decided to

a minimum wage which makes It
the only union which really isn't a
union, from the wage standpoint.
Only wage minimum established was
the pay of choristers.

Suspensions

CtlMB ABOVE $30,000

performances on Sunday. (5) last
week were affected by the bank closeons.
An Equity leader conceded that It ings. For a time money was rewas true and also that some actors fused to the Fund by the bank.
are playing for as little as $15 a That was straightened out after
week anything to eke out an ex- the heads of the depositories were
istence.

MetropoGtan Should Slip Up

directing.

make wage

conces-

'Pigeons' in Brief

Tour

Saturday Equity informed
'Pigeons and People,' George M.
working members that the Cohan's Intermissionless show at
cuts were out after last Saturday. the Lyceum, New York, will take to
Similar instructions were sent to the road after this week, with Bos-

Met's Final N. Y.

Week

sions.
all

its

deputies with road attractions.
That resulted from a declaration
from the musicians that they would
not cut and the position taken by
the stage hands who also refused to
cut, but did agree to certain other
concessions.

Capadty, Regardless

The season of grand opera at the
Metropolitan, New York, closed with
a rush last week, capacity ruling at
Washington, Paltlmore and all performances despite bank closBrooklyn. Although confident that ing. Usual Tuesday in Philadelphia
the road will be much Improved by the Met outfit, also capacity. Atduring the spring, the actor-author tention has been drawn to opera in
has other plans.
£- drive to raise $300,000 to insure
Plans and Counter-Plant
opera next season.
Managers were in session daily
For the first time the routine at
and all day long Saturday (11), the
All for 55c
the Met will be changed next year.
night session continuing until after
Minneapolis, March 13.
An
added four weeks will be dea
1 o'clock Sunday at which time
For 55c a leading loop hotel here voted to what Is termed opera comsteering committee was formed to offered a 'Parlsienne' luncheon of
Ique lighter operas sung In English.
watch this week's developments. numerous courses, an orchestra
This concession was made In orAt the morning session, the man- seat to the Rhubert theatre to wit- der that the Met qualify to receive
agers gave the stage hands commit- ness a Balnbridge dramatic stock
a donation of $50,000 from the Juitee, headed by James J. Brennan. matinee performance and a palm
llard Foundation. Latter is for the
an emergency plan, which proposed reading by 'a famous Viennese
promotion of American singers and
to form a body representing the psychic.'
American composition.^. Heretofore
various theatre and union Interests.
It's heralded as a new high In
the Met received nothing from the
evein
the
Stage hands came back
bargains.
It helped
the hotel to
Foundation because its operas were
ning with a counter plan in writing raise .some immediate currency
given in foreign tongue, with few
to the effect that the managers
exceptions. Understood the admiseo\ild reduce the number of men
sion scale for the opera comique
back stage to a minimum, that is to with no .salary liability on the manperiod will he lowered, that probably
o])er.ite sItows with skeleton crews
agers.
going for the entire season.
Hrennan was reported vouching
Those coneofjsion were not rerun 20 week.s, as
.Sea.son
will
for the musicians union to agree to garded as s'^ftening the situation to
weeks this season.
against
IC
Stags hands also any real degree. In sm.Tller shows Formerly the Met spanned 24 weeks.
the same plan.
.ngreed that no notice of closing there
can hardly bo any men
will be required
and if a manayor dropped from the stage crews. Any
Cantor Date Shifted
decides the show cannot continue let -outs wf)iild probalily bo in the
So far as the
ihe lights will go out without the niM^ical shows only.
New Orleans, March 13.
usual week's notice. That applies to meetings with the st.'ige hands were
Cantor Road .Show opens March
r-oncerned,
could
there
be
no
other
heads of department."?, with 24 houis
20 here for Its .southern trek instead
notice 'equivalent to one day's pay) action tiiken by the union heads. of 19 as recently announced.
One day engagement locally is at
Equity also All wag<; scales must be atlcd on
to grips and clearers.
(Coi)tinutd on page 46)
the Auditorium.
agreed to closing without notice,
ton the first stand out.
Cohan will play only -several east
coast stands, the other dates being
Phlla.,

—

—

•VABIETT'S'

41

B

St.

London Show World

A postcard mailed 29 years
ago In London, has Just been
delivered. The official cancellation stamp on It reads:
'It's quicker to telephone.'

anh-u.

s.

scheduled but failed to open due to
his local aggregation not being
Stone and his act have v^ry.

ready.

sentihent

little

London Closings
Show is a sort of burlesque on
Shows that closed Saturday Feb.
the old-fashioned melodrama, with 26 were 'The Holmses
Baker
Paris, March 2.
a book that isn't funny, and some Street' at the Lyric, and of
'Between
Snarling nature of show biz inrather original music.
Friends' at the Shaftesbury,
ternationally is the current phase.
The immense gratuitous adver- 10 and 11 nights respectively, after
and
tising accorded the piece during the 'Half a Million,' the
Anglo-American
Press
Association,
farce at the
Equlty-Robey controversy should Vaudeville, after three weeks.
recently organized on the Riviera,
guarantee it a limited run.
had a gala at the Hollywood, class
nitery, and a success In the otherHow They Stand
McLaglen Film Terms
According to a vote taken by the wise floppo Gould Casino In Nice.
Victor McLaglen's arrangements Liverpool Playhouse, England's most Hollywood is run by two Americans,
with John Stafford Film productions popular dramatists are, in order of Bruce Biindy and Beii Utt
Shaw,
call for $3,600 per week, fares both merit, Barrie, Galsworthy,
Pair decided to throw a gala for
ways, with minimum guarantee of Lonsdale, Maugham, Coward.
the press bunch and invited MlsStafford also to pay
five weeks.
tlnguett. and her troupe to play
McLaglen's income tax. Picture is
around after their night show. All
*Dlck Turpin* story,' and Frank SOVIET PUTS
PRIZE
leaped at the Idea, tuid. whole Cote
Vosper may write scenario.
d'Azur told to be sure to show up
for a big night.
Revue Tops Hopes
On the afternoon of the gala,
Biggest surprise in the West End
the hefty grosses scored by
Taylor's
revue,
'Tout
le
Temps,' at the Prince of Wales'.
.

Sho\T, which is a strinir of old
scenes from the FoUes Bergere, Ga-'
sine de Paris and Moulin Rougei
and does not Include one naoie,
grabbed $5,500, with Taylor figuring
to do $3,200 at most.
Taylor has the house from Charles
Cl6r.e on a 40-60 basis. Taylor op
big end.
Overhead IeI siriall and
.

around 60%. Management
and Taylor' so elated that, negotianow in progress for Taylor to
tak^.house .over pertoanently.
Show h^s.been' t^urinir the sticks
profit Is

tions

some

time, ait^ealingr imostly to
stag audiences. It resembles American burlesque..
for

Offering

.

^

.

,

'

i

-

'

test,

.

Clothing' really

outstanding except

I>es^, Celso and Roberts, adagio the
dramatized version of Gogpl's
'Dead. Souls' done by Michael Bulgakov.
Nearly a year ago the Kremlin
dissolved, the so^^called proletarian
How to Free' German Coin
literary organizations which had a
American, artists touring Germany
stranglehold,
on every type of art.
havie been troubled by the fact that
there is a difficulty in taking money That, It was believed, vould free a
from the country. Rule Id that not lot of bottled-up talent. So far the
more than 200. marjcs may be taken hope has not co>me true. The paraout. But, in order to overcome the lysing bligjit 'which seems to have
difficulty, acts booked for Germany descended on Soviet arts in the last
may, immediately, on arrival, get In few years has not been cured.
touch with the Foreign Exchange
Bureau. Statement that acts have
obligations at home, necessitating
Producer
sending all the money they make, !b
sufficient to release the money. BuR. C.
O.K.
reau is located in Berlin. If acts
are playing any other town they
The Hague, March 3.
may apply to the Collector of RevInternational Eldophone Cy, finenue.
anced by
'

'

thait'g been bere tthder several
allasesi< failed to show up, with the
Trix sisters asked to- stay over.

,

Dutch
For

Aims
Church

Dutch

Its first films:

capital,

'Das

produced

here tonight*
All
like to

Holland, who approved.
Distribution of these

Fllma Cy

in

Amsterdam.

films

Montreal, March

Standout vaude with virtually all
acts bringing heavy applause

Of Bros&els Theatre
Brussels,

March

calls

marked

effort of

to, brlnf back biz to
Lo^W'^r vPIctu.re, too, above average.'
Eddie Sanborn has sieemlngly
^.bandoned pulling his boys out of
pit, but gives the odd player a spotUght and contents himself, with
handing put an overture or medley,
this time It was 'El Guarany.'
Johnson,., .contortionist, blllied as
jllent,: „ using .|in
occasional gag,
.opened. "Twifsted himself Into knots
and did. some nifty balancing and
trapesje .work, ending with, teeth
twist whieh got him a hand. Act is
novel here, this being flrst of Its

.Jlni

;2.

Looks as if Royal Theatre, Antwerp, will disappear. T6w;n authorities have Mreflidy ^t^ithdraWn annual,
stibsldy,^ 'thu^;' jdapin^.' tiieafr^ In
Ananclai difficulties. They now ..sug-

.

,

,

Opera
Dutch
Theatre to Flemish Opera and renting of Dut<^ Theater to touring and
kind. In.moijth.^.
local amateur companies.
Forum Boys in the deuce have a'
Antwerp is a Flemish city con- good bass, and pice tenor among the
trolled by extremists whom a comr. four of them, colored siiigers^who
paratively
small but
Influential put on a: Chink, act and did fair
French-speaking section accuse of work with guitars and medley ^slngwishing to entirely suppress «.ll ing. Spirituals and 'Old Man River'
with nice harmonizing got the
French culture.
Should Royal French Theatre die crowd and they. got. their call.
In trey was Hal Sherman with
about 1,000 people directly or In- good-looking
gal as foil. He pulled
directly concerned in Its working some snappy
patter and clowning,
will be minus Jobs.
with femme playing well, closing
with fair stepping. Act was throwback to burlesque and went close to
raw at times, but fans liked It and
gave him couple of calls.
(Continued from page 38)
Bob Murphy, with brother-andrhythm style and not very success-

gest' transfer of the Flemish
to Boyal iFrench theatre,' of

..

.

HIPPODROME

fully.

Still,

they're

sister

nice

act,

beadllned

along

with

kids, don't talk too hiuch and play a
variety
of
Instruments,
mostly

This has a larjg^.nuniber of bottles
strung up and
by the musicians like a xylo'Babe' Mlllir_ la very pretty
and has a nice, youthful manner.
Singing songs especially suited to
her, she got across nicely.
Eddie
Ryan slnjglng without ' the mike
stopped proceedings.
Picture 'Private Jones' (U) and

all in ^ittHr&tit tphes

played
phone.

business good.

over surprisingly well.

Line

g-lrls

A

PALLADIUM, LONDON

toe dance and the act Is snappily
dressed, with Sharon putting on a
grotesque dance and kidding tlie or-

chestra for a good hand. Act went
into nifty finish on Indian snakedance theme. The crowd liked 'em
and there was another call.
Feature, 'Whistling in the Dark'

(MG).

London

'Music'

London presentation
the Air' is due

May

May

1

of 'Music in

His MajIt will be staged there by
Oscar Hammersteln, 2d.
1 at

esty's.

Cast will be recruited over there,
with one or two players from Vienna, along lines of the original
players'

Une-up at the Alvln,

New

PALACE, CHICAGO
.

sands of Idlers

who came downtown

watch ^the Cermak funeral corAnyhow, the public was

to

tege.

pouring into the Palace lobby for
the second sbow with a surge of

Constance Bennett In 'Our Bet«
(Radio) Is probably an attracplus something better than
average vaudeville enticement In
Con Colleano, Al Verdi, Evelyn
Brent-Harry Fox, Jay Fllppen and
Harriet Hoctor. This combination
played less smartly than It looked.
Al Verdi, deucing, was the weak
link where an exceptionally strong
comedy turn was needed In order
to buttress Evelyn Brent on both
sides.
A booker must always assume that a Hollywood recruit
needs sure-combustion before and
tion

aft.

Verdi

an

Is

unfulfilled

promise

of comiedy In his present routine.

Audience

is expectant throughout,
but titters, not laughs, are all that's
forthcoming.
may be freely
It
acknowledged ihat he has, right
now, the framework of a successful
comedy effort, but urgently requires
some hokum bits that will release
the comedy that was waiting for
him to get started. He has an able
and attractive blonde help'er.

Con
moved

Colleano's smooth marvels
the audience to recognition
in the opening, and in XhQ closing
niche they precelved, but not too
vividly, the elegance and innate distinction of Harriet Hoctor. Friday
the audience Beemcd a shade or
two dull-witted perhaps, because
there were so many funeral-goers
in the house.
Miss Hoctor's enchanting
representation
the
of
raven went soaring over many a
head.
That was all too obvious,
and perhaps suggests that away
from the sophisticated centers Miss
Hoctor might have an explanation
of what she is saying In rhythm

made

In plain language first.
This
will possibly take the cataracts out

of

a

lot

of eyes

when

level of any given
to be low,

Evelyn

Brent

the mental

audience tends

and

Harry

Fox

Acts) stalled with some skill,
to be the measure

and that seems

among Hollywood recruits.
To fill an allotted number
Brussels, Mar. 2.
M. Andre Brule, French actor, has of minutes with passable charm
been made chevalier of the Order and an Ingratiating giggle or two
Is all that's expected.
of the Crown by the King of the
Jay Plippen's old gags made the
Belgians.
o
Honor Is recognition of artist's
frequent service In aid of Belgian

-

tens'

(New

charities.

'

numbers that- was most Inspiring to
the management.

York.
Brule Decorated

Lee.

Nary a gag oh the moratorium.
Friday, attendance at the Palace,
like the comedians' silence, gave
the lie to hard times. Of cburse,
the cheap prices were still on, and
the. loop was'probably full of thou-

stringed.

points cluding the feature,
'Enemies
pood house was waiting at Law,' a couple of scenics andof the
carthe Rex theatre, Warrod, for them. toon and regular comedy
Marie Tempest's Next
film.
Other
Marie Tempest's next appearance But Inspector of the U. S. Immigra- 10 minutes isn't missed.
Chic.
In London will be In the leading role tion stepped in and told the troupe
of Rachel Crothers* play, 'When they were to be deported to WinnU
Ladles Meet.' Owen Naros will be peg, their point of origin.
co-starred.
London, Feb. 28.
He wouldn't even lot them proBill this week has three imporceed to their next date (Rainy
^Irsula Jeans Signed
tant newcomers. Cedrlc Hardwlcke,
Ursula Jeans, who appeared in the River), where a good house waited heading the bill, is here by permis
Hollywood film version of 'Caval- the following night. On being told slon of Sir Barry Jackson. His 'The
cade,' has been signed by Julius that the Immigration bureau would Carrier Pigeon' is a sketch
by Eden
Hagen to play her original role op pay their fares back to Winnipeg, Phllpotts, who specializes In Devon
poslte Ivor Novello in the filmiza
Stanley Braham argued that Spotts shire characters.
As a portrayor
tion of his play, 'I Lived With You,
should pay for their meals and ho- of such characters Hardwlcke ex
directed by Maurice Elvey for Gau
tel,
too; this the U. S. Inspector celled In the author's earlier play.
mont-Brltlsh.
did, the cast ordering chicken din- 'The Farmer's Wife.'
Sketch was a last minute bookAfter experimenting with vaude- ners, cigars, and even American ing, despite Palladium's decision not
ville in their picture houses for six beer.
to use
any more. Reason Is
The troupe went back to Wlnnl act wa3them
months. Associated Brltl.sh Cinemas
due for broadcast, but was
have decided to abandon the proj peg and restarted east, this time in withdrawn at the last minute, hav
ect.
The- experiment wag fled in the Dominion.
Ing been stopped by Hardwlcke, who
east.

10,

ilve

and curtain
Adivms

Polkics Sways Fate

back in brief but modest costumes,
and the dancers and the soubret
terp numbers to get a
U. S. Hospitality Dented contribute
hot wind-up. It's aU cheap and inWinnipeg, Can., March 13.
expensive, but It's not bad for the
The 'Whiz Bang Revue,' headed price and it satisfied the cash cusby Stanley Braham, tried to play tomers, who evidently com^ back.
Vaude, including the overture of
an American town (Warrod, Minn.)
ment has not been going well. At
Herbert music, runs 60 minutes
one time they had 15,000 members while en route from Winnipeg to with an even two hours of film, inRainy River (Canada) and
about one-third that

LOEWS, MONTREAL

American performers wo^ld
have the fight forced out ip

the open.

looking Sherman,
followed. Bob figured as
paw of modern youngsters and featured a line of patter with kids doThey got a good hand ing
their stuff and getting away
and a bow, but on too long.
Girl a looker but no great
Single girl, who looks and acts a well.
shakes on voice, but boy plays piano
bit
inexperienced, sings a little
without annoying, but does better nicely and sings some hotcha songs
that
get'
across. Murphy closes act
when she goes into her dance. She
gives way to tw6 men who start out with own song and throws so mUch
with a co.nunonplafe comedy on the into it that he got the best hahd of
the
night
with crowd roaring for
straight and comic lines.
After
they've done all they seem to know, more;
Fifth act, usually a flop herd was
they come back and the comic goes
Miss Sharon de Vries
straight in a serious song with a surprise.
with a line of five girls, all easy to
by heavy dramatic touches, and gets look at and good steppers. She can

Meer ruff and

'Das Lied der schwarzen Berge.' It
to have been able is a Catholic concern, which does
Chariot's series of not exactly give its films
the Roman
Intimate revues some years ago. In
which he developed a number of angle, but directors see that they
artists like. Jack Buchanan, Jack contain, no scenes which might be
Hulbert, Beatrice Lillle, Gertrude objected to by followers of Church
of Rome.
Lawrence.
At special performance in TusThere is now a likelihood of Charlot making another effort to revive chlnsky theatre, Amsterdam, prethis form o£ entertainment. Nego- miere of these films
was given,
tiations are on for one of the small- watched
by bishops of church In
er theatres In the West End.

Nobody seems
to follow Andre

is

deserving- of a' better spot than
opening on -any bill. But on this
one it was the only act to conceiv,ably start the proceedings.

i

adt

there

tention.

Opening with De Wolfe, Metcalf
and Ford denotes how much entertalhnient is pn this bill. This act is

,

"

Now

•

dancing at the local leading hotel
since he finished his last tour for
and seems to have lost none
of his ability. He la assisted by a
capable group of musicians and sev.
eral soloists. Babe Miller and Eddie
Ryan doing vocals also compel at-

RKO

.

.

People's Nat'l Loses Ground
People's National Theatre
produced Elmer Rice and Philip
Barry's 'Cock Robin' at the Little
theatre, Feb. 24, with Bernard Nedell In the character of George McAuliffe.
Some of the performers
were pretty bad.
People's National Theatre move

twb-and-a-half-hour's

—

~

.

The

pleasing

entertainment and a buy any way
you look at It bank moratorium or
no. Four other acts. Including Joo
Marks and Co., Buster Shaver^ assisted by Geo., and Olive Brasno,
Klrby and Duval, and De Wolfe.
Metcalf and Ford.
Barney Rapp h£U3 been playing for

.

.

Unquestionably the official action
Pavilion Bill
Only newcomers at the London was thought necessary because of
Pavilion ar9 tl)e :Flo<;hl ulsters and the lamentably poor showing the
brother. Act Is a p6'ppy foursome theatres as a whole have made this
of hand-to-hand balancers, with the reason... Tljere h?uve been.a.few fair
femme element being youthful Io<^k- :o middling plecies produced, but

Chariot Revues Again?

a

.

treated.

.

11.

.

'.

,

the way of
act are the
doing dance

March

.

'

.

In

of
girls

Detroit,

bill headed by Barney Rapp
and his New Englanders doubling
from the Book-Cadillac hotel offera

.

i# UP dramahsts

establishhig the consigned by Premier Molotov,
declares that the Soviet regime 'attaches special importance to the
Fay Compton's Musical
as one of the most imporThe new Julian Wylle musical. theatre
tant methods of political education
In which Fay Compton will star, Is
a dramatization of Mi^rgaret Jrwin's of the broad masses of workers.' No
llpjlltatlon^
.were placed by the depisstination.
'Rpyal
.Flysh.'
jioyel,:
creie on ,the themes which can be
uji^ftled.
\

ers,

new

second week^ and despite bad spot
(opening Intermission) ptlll more
than held their own. WIU Hay and
company, li^ one of his scholastic
outbursts, over nicely, but Is becoming a too. frequent visitor hpre.
Five
Elslns,
another
holdover.
Kaflfa, -Stanley and Miae Quartet

UP

Jack

is

Novelty

.

Buddy Bradley

for concludln^^ number, with stage
set back of the band. Stone Is fair
number in radio field, but lacks
stage personality.
Jack Barty, back to vaude after
nearly two years for Stoll In 'White
Horse Inn' and 'Casanova,' still relies on his old offering, but as he
has not done It for so long it seemed
new. Barty Is a solid entertainer,
but not enough for headline honors
at thl$ ace hoiise.
Rest of bill are Madle and Ray, In

RKO DOWNTOWN
Vaude

a nice dahclhg turn with a little talk
by the boy, agsisted by two girls.
Klrby ..and Duval No. 2, offering
their standard ..songs and talk,
a
nice. {let and, suitable for any place.
Buster Shaver with only two of
among best of aerlallsts. John Tllley, a cqm|c discovery of tho -Wind- the mldg(fs JieV had In bis "tiny
management of the Nouveau Casino, mill, theatre. In
Revue that played here, but
comedy slide, talk.' Town'
Moscow,' Feb. 20.
where 'Vblla Paris,; the Mistlnguett Payne and HiUiard,
with
best two. p.nd offerl^ig a
Council olf People's Commissars
a couple of very .the
novel turn that got across
r^yue is showing, sent word that cqmloai. In new act, with great
has officially announced a prize conpos- nlqely. mgto,
light Is the nat^ralnone of the airtlsts in the .troupe sibilities,
test for playwrights .In the hope of
ness
of the two mideets.
Bllljr
would be allowed to lend their talRussell,
typical
English
stimulating them to work.
Ten ent to the Hollywood shlndigi
Joe Marks and.. Co. offer a turn
Qorolc o{ the working man type.
prlz^, ranging from 6,000 to 16,000
made
up
of
plenty
Freddlq,
old and new maPhyllis and Anne, trio of
This even applied to the Amerirubles and totaling 85,000 rubles,
cans m the company, of which there hooferi^ from the ^>Yank Condos terial and very funny. Doing a nics
will be paid by the government for
comic, Marks uses two other
were many. E!arl' Leslie, co-author school). ma4e effective) opener, ahd hebe
the best plays submitted before NoChristopher and Columbus good men and a woman. One bit used
of the revile, ignored th^" embt^rgo
.closer.
vember i.
.Sherman Ffsher Girls are was' used by. Jack Pearl In the 'Foland showed up at this Holly,wood, still here.
lies,'
but got one of the biggest
A numerous Jury designated by 'going
so far as to, set out on the
House w:as ope of the best for laughs this house has heard. Item
the! gpvernme'nt ipcludes: Constanfloor and tell the world about, the n^onths^ and with th^ 'Crazy
Sea- Is the bread in pocket coming out
tlnel Stanlslj^vsUy, Vseyelod MelrNouveau Casino's change of mlhd,, son' due next weekk tlie Pal- toast.
.
nold and others,
it also includes
and moreover Its formal order for- ladliinx's troubles for headllners
For the headllners Rapp has sevtwo. playwrights, Anatoi Lunacharalleviated
bidding Mistlnguett and her troupe, win. be:
for .several eral Items that are standout.
In
sky and AJexel Tolstoi.
particular Is the bottle number.
'and ihe, too,' added Leslie, 'to come weeks.
The decree

TO

was

that

bands.

flares ON RIVIERA

become a member of Equity.

Cable AdOreut TABnTUTt IX>NPON
Telephone: Temple Bar 6011-604S

holds exclusive right.
Publicity
sketch received, plus Hardwlcke's
popularity, waa management's bait.
Playlet Is too talky, and not suited
for vaudeville, but was well re
celved, mainly due to Hardwlcke's
popularity.
Lew Stone and his Monselgneur
band Is another act booked at the
last
moment.
Count Bernlvlcl

English Speed

15 houseo
with the results being
London, March 2.
Up to a couple of hours before 50-50.
Programs invariably Included two
the opening of 'Jolly Roger' at the
acts, both not costing more
Savoy March 1 there was no set- cheap
than $200.
Only house that will
tlement of the bickering between
still continue its presentation polBritish Equity and George Robey.
icy is the Elephant & Castle CinIt ended with Robey 'buying' an inand
that
is because it is loema,
bringing
terest in the production,
oi)posite the Hyams Brothers
him under the head of actor-man- cated
Trocadero.
ager and therefore not compelled

to

SHOW NEWS

FOREIGN

LONDON OFFICB

Mnrtln'w rince, TrnfalKUr Siianre

of

success

Palace convulse. That, needless to
point Is, Is a floral wreath for his
personality,

which

is virile.

Land.

=

•

—

;

LEGITIMATE

Tuesday, March 14, 1933

Banks or No Banks, 'Strike Me Pink'

Up Week's

Piled

The banks beln^ closed all last
\^eek played havoc with Broadway
grosses, every established show being affected. The declines were between S0% and 60% under the previous week, which also saw a drop.
The weaker shows
shrinkage

gency

felt

more

Gross of $27,000
Legit Grosses

Author's Son Cast

film grosses, the
office receipts do not

legit box
reflect the true

merits of the

attractions.

There are singularly brilliant
examples of good grossers
despite the banking holidays,
while others are carrying on

leaders.

In sharp contract was the remarkable box office record of 'Strike
Me Pink,' the new revue at the Majestic. Going against the downward
slide it climbed during the flrst full
week to a complete sellout Saturday
night, when about 60 standees were
The gross was $27,000, with no
In.
show on the list even close to the

Last night, although the banks
opened yesterday, did not see any
really favorable reaction at the box
offices, and agalnh the rain came
along.
Another hurtful influence
was Monday morning stories that
theatres might close because of the
stage hands' and musicians' refusal
to make concessions. Most box offices

received

calls

asking

if

the

shows were playing.
The drop of grosses was measured
as high as $7,000 for leading musicals and as high as $6,000 for the
top dramas. Because of the income
tax, business would have dropped,
regardless, but tax and Lent were
forgotten In the banking crisis and
the problem of the average man to
obtain currency.
But those shows which got fair or
good money got it from the sock.
That was indicated by the appearance of old paper money, the large
size that was called in years ago.
Gold pieces also appeared, probably
because of the warning against gold
boarding.
Last week's new shows were,
topped by 'Both Tour Houses,'
which got $9,600 at the Royale. That
pace Is mild considering the Guild
subscriptions, but the notices were
favorable, and it may get across.
"The Lady Refuses,' at the Bijou,
and 'Lone Valley,' at the Plymouth,
opened and closed by Saturday.
'Our Wife' showed some life at the
Booth;
'One Sunday Afternoon'
failed to go on Monday, and continuance was in doubt. 'Pigeons and
People' leaves the Lyceum, and any
number of shows may stop.
Due in next week: 'The Party's
Over,' Vanderbllt; 'Champagne Supper,' Biltmore; 'Far Away Horses,'
Beck (postponed from this week;
'Escapade,' house to be announced,
and 'Raw Meat,' Village.
Estimates for Last Week

who

also directing,

Is

is

a

under

readjusted hookups.
Likelihood of some folding pro
may materialize in the.
course of this week, depending
on conditions.

tern

of the original cast.
Others in the show will be "Robert
Wayne, Eugene Reed, Mary Lansing,
Sumner Getchell, Paul Power, John
Gaugh, Lai Chand Mehra, Ray H.
Littleton, Stanley Nightingale, Donald Brown and Howard Wilson.

DM

figure.

spots.

Tressburg/ Liked

Beverly Hills, Cal., March 13.
Carlyle Moore, Jr., son of the author of 'Listening In,' will portray
the male lead in the Beverly Hills
Community Players' production (15)
of the mystery comedy.
Claudia
Morgan has the femme lead. Bert
Farjeon,

VARIETY

:

Shows

would have gotten $10,000; estimated at $7,000; affected about 30%.
(16th
Shubert
'Gay
Divorce/
week) (M-l,396-$3.30). Had been
doing very well, averaging $16,000,
which was over the estimates; last
week around $12,600; off little over
30%.
'Goodbye Again/ Masque (12th
week) (C-700-$3.30). Dropped about
$3,000 for a gross around $6,000;
better than most moderate gross
shows; off about 30%.
'Late Christopher Bean/ Miller
(20th week) (C-946-$3.30). As With
most shows, went on percentage
over expenses; not much to split up
with takings of $3,800; off around
50%.
'Lone Valley/ Plymouth. Opened
Friday and taken off Saturday.
'Marilyn's Affair/ Mansfield (1st
week) (C-l,<)60-$3.30). Presented Independently (John Paffrath); written by Arthur Ebenback first called
'Cinderella's Brothers'; opens Wednesday (15).
'Masks and Faces/ Liberty (Ist
week) (CD-l,202-$2.20). Presented
independently (Paul E. Martin);
written by A. J. Minor; due late
this week.
'Melody/ Casino (6th week) (O2,166-$3.30). Theatre parties helped
somewhat last week; also agency
buy, with only regular percentage of
returns taken back; $16,400; off
more than 30%.
'Music in the Air/ Alvln (19th
week) (C-l,387-$3.30). Cast promptly accepted 60% cut; takings down
around $12,000; drop approximated
33% from previous week.
'One Sunday Afternoon/ Little.
Announced dark Monday after playing four weeks; not sure of resum;

Forgets

Cutrate Ride;

in Rehearsal

Among

'Secret

wyn)

Fr-'d

Four'

(Sel-

Nash.

'Escapade'
fair")

('Scandalous Af-

(48th Street) Fred Rath.

'Far Away Horses'
Harmon and Ullman.

(Beck)

'The Party's Over' (Vanderbllt) Gar Productions.
'Masks and Faces' (Longacre) Paul Martin.
'Three Penny Opera' (Empire) Krimsky and Cochran.
'Champagne Supper' (Alvln)
Peggy Fears.
'Encore'
(Lyceum)
Ethel
'Strange Gods' (Geneva Hall)
Wallach and Morrison.
Classic Players (Mecca Tem-

late that- rule.

making anybody believe
a super-production.

isn't
is

'Robin'

Banking holiday helped shrink the
loop list down to three shows
'Robin,' 'Family Upstairs' and the
romping Irish Players, whose repertory has been the dramatic smash
of the season with the possible exception of 'Reunion In Vienna' early
in the fall.
Quick fold up at the
Blackstone for 'Bride Retires' and
camphor for 'Dixie oh Parade' at
the Garrick.
Estimates for Last Week
Abbey Players ^Harris (1,084;
$2.20) (3d week).
real smack.

—

A

Word-of-mouth terrific and engagement extended from original fortnight to a month.
Despite bank
holiday, got around $11,000. Excel-

same

'Our

13.

about
week.

The two new shows both won rather
kind treatment from the reviewers
and would probably have done nicely without a bank holiday.
As it was 'A Trip to Pressburg,'
Lee Shubert's flrst try-out in some
time, got a scant $5,000 In its flrst
week at the Chestnut and most of
that on advance subscription,

and

'The Queen's Husband,' with Barry
Jones and the English company, got
less than $3,000 at the Garrick.
'Pressburg' got rather good notices
and figures to go up a little this
week and the Garrick company,
with 'Too True to Be Good' should
find plenty of response.
Big at Four Bits
A remarkable Instance, considering the conditions, is the attendance
at 'Rhapsody in Black,' which is
playing a 60-cent scale at the Lincoln

Scaled at $3.30, which Is self-evldently much too high for Chicago
these days, operetta has flooded the
town with 2-for-l coupons, and the
town is back right where it was
last year. Showmen concur that it
would have been smarter to scale at
$2.20 and maybe get it, as that $3.30

March

(colored)

theatre.

It

opened

Saturday and should beat $20,000 on
the week with midnight and extra
afternoon shows. This is its third
appearance here and its best biz.
Next week brings 'When Ladies
Meet' to the Chestnut (subscription) and 'Another Language' to the
Forrest. Former has a $2 top and
latter $1.60. On the 27th the Broad
reopens with a try-out called
'Strange
Gods.'
On April 3,
Ethel Barrymore's 'Amazing CaPittsburgh, March 13.
reer* comes to the Chestnut and
'Counsellor-at-Law' last week at 'Three Penny Opera' to the Garrick.
Nixon not bad at around $11,000 at Podrecca's Piccoli comes to the
Advance sale had been Chestnut on the 17th and the Mask
$2.20 top.
big and management had inserts in and Wig to the Garrick on the same
Shubert also, relights in
all ads stating checks would be ac- night.
cepted.
Two mats at absolute ca- April with Le Galllenne and
George Cohah reported as bookings.
pacity helped the gate.
This
would
mean the possibility
Current attraction, 'Of Thee 1
Sing,' believed to have hurt Paul that after the worst winter in its
Muni show, too. 'Sing' has been the modern theatrical history, Philly
one show they've looked forward may have flve legit houses open as
to locally, and it's believed that late as Easter time.
plenty stayed away from Muni because they didn't have theatre

buys

prrrsB'G

MUNI,

$11,000

money two weeks in succession.
Advance for 'Sing' which plays at
.

$3.30 top biggest

here since 'Design

for Living.'

Nixon dark next week, with
'Green Pastures' due in week (27),
maybe for two weeks.

Baiiibridge for

for

Wife/

'Run Little Chillun/ Lyric (3rd 000 Indicated.
date for nomination at the primarweek) (0^1,4O6-$2.2O). Drew about
ies next June.
$3,000; Indications were over $6,<$00
for highly rated colored drama; off
Frisco
Goes
'Sing'
for
60%.
'Saturday Night,' Playhouse (3rd
Another
week)
(CD-963-$3.30).
Even at $3.30 Scale Robt. Chisholm, Steffi Duna, Rex
on eve of finanWeber, 'Three Penny Opera.'
'Alice in Wonderland/ New Am- show that entered
Wm. Roselle, Gordon Richards,
sterdam (7th week) (C-l,702-$2.20). cial jam; got around $4,000; off
San Francisco, March 13.
Kathleen Lowry, Enid Romany,
Revival of 'The Cherry Orchard' more than 40%.
When 'Of Thee I Sing* opens at Donald Foster, Edgar Nelson, Edw.
stepped into bank closing situation; week) (R-l,700-$3.86). Jumped Into
Strike Me Pink/ Majestic (2nd the Curran tonight It will be to a Broadley, 'Masks and Faces.'
alternating with 'Alice'; quoted, at
packed bouse, despite high tariff
Harry Rosenthal, Harry Ellerbe,
list leadership; against the down$9,200; off 30%.
'Alien Corn,' Belasco (4th week) ward swing new revue only excep- of $3.30. Advance sale has been ex- Charlotte Wynters, W. R. Randall,
(D-1.000-$3.30).
Last week esti- tion and went to standee attendance ceptional, considering the bank up- Maude Odell, 'Escapade.'
night;
heaval.
'Baby' Cox, Archie Jones, MadeSaturday
$27,000.
Most
tickets
bought
with
mated around $12,600; drop of $3,llene Belt, 'Speedle' Smith, Lorenza
'Take a Chance/ Apollo (16th checks.
600; profitable gross, but off about
Otto Kruger In 'Counsellor-at- Tucker, Al. F. Watts, Brown and
week) (M-1,270; $4.40). A musical
26%.
as
much
affected
Rivers,
Three Sepia Songbirds, Milwhich
was
Law'
another
opener,
starting
leader
was
'American Dream/ Guild (4th
week) (CD-914-$3.30). Percentage as any in Its group; about $13,000; Sunday afternoon for Henry Duffy dred Offley, Delysla Cole, W. M.
Plenty advance Sellman, Musical Rocers, Miller
the Alcazar,
alt
of decline not as much as other off 33%.
Bros., Three Brown Bunnies, Three
'The Lady Refuses/ Bijou. Opened publicity helped.
shows because of subscriptions;
Pauline Frederick closed at Al- Chesterfields, 'Humming Sam' (colTuesday last week and taken off
about $8,000; off 20%.
cazar in 'Criminal-at-Large* to fair- ored revue).
'Autumn Crocus/ Morosco (18th Saturday.
Eflle
Shannon, Geo. Graham,
'Twentieth Century/ Broadhurst ish $4,600, low because of condiweek)
(CD-893-$3.30).
Moderate (12th
Katherlne Alexander, Harvey Stevweek) (C-l,118-$3.30). Laugh tions.
gross shows were affected to greater
Louis Macloon's 'Hand in the Fog* ens, Peggy Conklln, Claire Trevor,
degree than leaders; pace here show topped $6,000, the drop in pace
no more than most others; off 30%. expected into Curran after 'Sing.' Geoffrey Bryant, 'The Party's Over.'
ar6und $3,000; off 60%.
Laura Hope Crews, Roland Young,
'Three Cornered Moon/ Cort (1st Columbia still playing the picture
'Biography/ Avon (14th week) (CPresented 'Rasputin.'
'Only With You.'
8.30 -$3.30).
Had been faring very week) (C-l,043-$2.75).
Aldrich
(Richard
well up to closing of banks; dropped independently
about $4,000 last week, with gross and Alfred de Liagre, Jr.); written
by Gertrude Tonkonogy; opens
around $6,000; off 40%.
'Both Your Houses/ Royale (2d Thursday (16).
'Walk a Little Faster/ Selwyn
week) (D-l,118-$3.30). Opened to
generally favorable notices; in face (15th week) (R-l,067-$3.30). Was in
of moratorium attendance not so doubt, but with banks opening MonMarch 13
day
ticket sale continued; estimated
good, but subscription money acaround $6,600; off 40%.
counted for fair figure; $9,600.
Other Attractions
'Dangerous Corner/ Fulton (21et
Shakespeare theatre (Jolson's)
week) (D-913-$3.30). Grosses herte
'Abbey Players'—Harris, Chicago. 14j Fair Park Auditorium, Dallas,
have been low', but percentage of Shakesperean revivals.'Another Language' Broad, New- 15; Plaza, Fort Worth, 16; Choral
'Riddle Me This,' Hudson; re- ark.
club, Austin, 17; City Auditorium,
drop about same as others; $2,700;
vival; opened Monday.
off 30%.
'Broadway Rhapsody' Greenville, San Antonio, 18.
'The Best People/ Waldorf; re- S. C, 13; Spartansburg, 14; Win.s'Of Thee I Sing'— Curran, San
'Design for Living/ Barrymore
vival; opens Wednesday (15).
(8th week) (CD-L090-$4.40).
ton-Salem, N. C, 15; Charlotte, Francisco; Nixon, Pittsburgh.
Af'As Husbands Go/ Forrest; re- 16-17.
'Piccoli'
(Italian
marionettes)
fected mostly early part last week,
when agency buy tickets were ac- vival.
'Cat and the Fiddle' Royal Alex- Majestic, Brooklyn.
'Young Sinners/ Ambassador; re- andra, Toronto, Can.
'Rasputin' (film) Erlanger, Cocepted at box office; smash got
vival.
about $22,000; off about 22%.
'Cavalcade' (film)— Erlangcr, Chi- lumbia.
'Scandals' American, St. Louis.
'Dinner at Eight/ Music Box (21st
cago; National, Washington.
Shubert,
'Trip
to
week) (C-l.O00.$3.30). Agency buy
Pressburg'
Chestnut,
'Counsellor - at - Law'
Future Plays
Philadelphia.
put off until this week, which acCincinnati.
'When Ladies Meet' Plymouth,
counted for part of the drop; about
'Encore' Court Square, Spring'The Comic Artist/ by Susan
$11,000 or about $5,000 down; off
M.irch 16; Carlton, EoBton.
Ma.se.,
field,
rehearsal
Glaspell,
into
will
be
put
about 35%.
Providence, 16-17-18.
Pacific Coast
'Far Away Horses/. Beck. Post- by Arthur J. Beckhard following
'Green Pastures'— Erlanger, Bufproduction of 'Ch-impagne .Supper.' falo.
poned until next week (21).
'Of Thee
Sing,' Columbia, San
'Michael Kinley/ by D. J. Dargln,
'Forsaking
All
Others/ Times
'Hamlet' and 'Caponsacchi'— Franci.sco.
Square (3d week) (D-l,067-$3.30). is being readied by Harrison Glad- Shrine Auditorium, Oklalioma City,
'Counsellor at Law/ Alcazar, .S.in
Had it not run into the moratorium stone, the scenic designer.
March 13; Convention hall, Tulsa, Francisco.

ENGAGEMENTS

Current Road
Week

Shows

—

—

u

—

'SING'

AT

$15,1

THRU; LA. DARK

Mayor

lent advance sale, especially cheaper
Minneapolis, March 13.
price ducats.
Paper for the Shubert theatre,
some others.
'Family Upstairs/ Cort (C-1.100;
Booth (3rd week) $2.20) (12th week). Nice steady go- hung in store windows and on bill(C-708-$2.76). Got bad break open- ing here above $3,000, which means board display, perform a double
ing on eve of bank shut-down; first profit on economical book-up. Right service.
full week about $2,600: attendance show in right house can go along
They not only advertise the Balnpicked up, however, by Saturday; indefinitely.
brldge dramatic stock company's
continues with cut rate deal.
'Red
Robin/ Grand
(O-1.207;
People/ Lyceum $3.30) (2d week). Heavily papered offering, but all of them also carry
'Pigeons and
(9th
week)
(C-967-$2.20). Final and lightly attended through open- lines In large bold-face letters urgweek; going on tour with Boston ing week. Critics gave ho opinion ing a vote for A. G. Balnbridge, the
estimated around notices with an adverse tinge. Old organization's managing director,
flrst stand out;
$4,000 last week.
'Blue Paradise' rewritten. Not $8,- for mayor. Balnbridge is a candi-

ing;

Philadelphia,

There wasn't much to cheer
in Philly's legit business last

ple) religious sponsorship.

Chicago, March 13.
Announced at the start of the
season with a flourish of publicity
and signs in lobbies U.B.O. theatres
here renounced cut rates. Now J. J.
Shubert's 'The Red Robin,' at the
Grand, is the flrst production to vio-

Gets

'Rhapsody' at 50c,

Barrymore.

Loop Shrinks

45

in Philly,

member
As with

the emerthan the

Management did not follow
some others, and refused to accept
Other successes did likechecks.
wise after the flrst days of the
moratorium.
Swayed by News
As the news from "Washington on
the banking situation changed last
week, so did show business. Monday
and Tuesday were very bad, the
rain on the latter day not helping.
Wednesday saw a deflnite Improvement, but Thursday, when the
banking 'holiday' was extended until
Monday, trade again dropped. Saturday night was good only In a few

—

Los Angelea, March

13.

Local banking condition had only
two legit houses operating, Biltmore
with 'Of Thee I Sing' and Music Box
housing 'Undress Parade.'
Both
folded Saturday evening, leaving
the town minus a legit production.
Quake compelled the town's shut-

down.
'Sing' did $16,000 on Us second
week, remarkable considering conditions and due mainly to an approximate $20,000 advance sale before the banks closed. Musical went
to San Francisco Sunday.
'Undress Parade' flnlshed to a
weak $1,000, but about as much as
could be expected considering the
panning It received from the re-

viewers.
'Criminal at Large' was set to
open at the El Caplton March 12.
'Dinner at Eight' with a tentative
March 16 opening, and 'Too Young
to Know' pencilled in at the Holly-

wood Playhouse, have been temporarily cancelled.
'Hedda Gabbler,'
Q, Nilsson starred, Indeflnite
about opening date of March 15 at
the Music Box.
Estimates for Last Week
'Of Thee I Sing/ Biltmore (2d and

Anna

week)

final

No

(M-l,666-$3.30).

grousing over the $16,000 take
which kept this road show out of
the red despite conditions.
'Undress Parade/ Music Box (2d

and
flnal
week)
Ducked with $1,000

(C-966-$1.66).

In the till and a
'Hedda Gabbler'
had announced opening Wednes-

severe headache.

day, but uncertain.

Stock and Air Names
Oakland, March

13.

and Sally' dramatization of
the radio sketches featuring John'Cecil

nie Patrick and Helen Troy in their
flrst stage appearances, with a competent stock cast in support, did
a profltable week at the Fulton.
It

moved

to

the President, San

for
two weeks. The
mistake was scaling the lower
above a dollar.

Francisco,
local
floor

—

—

—

—

I

—
—

Billy

Billy

Kent Hurt in Crash
Birmingham, March

Kent

of

Omaha,

Neb.,

13.

and

a member of the Edith Ambler
Stock company, is recovering from
an injury received when his automobile struck a city sweeping machlno.
Dfict-ii-.s

said he suffered

lui'od (ikull.

a frac-

—a
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Hold'Outs Balk Shut-Down
reduction in New York's picture and
vaudeville theatres, sent a wire to
li^dward Canavan of the musicians
called.
and no such meeting was
local protesting that a concession
There was doubt that the stage had been made such houses, while
hands as a whole would agree to an the legits' request for co-operation
although
dereduction,
emergency
had been Ignored.
partment heads expressed themBrennan's attitude was: 'We've
selves favorably. William A. Brady, worked 60 years to get where we
at the Saturday morning session, are and we will not permit this extold the union group that the stage cuse or any other to lower wages.
hands were earning considerably The temporary cut Is only a subterWe'll confer as much as
higher wages, person for person, fuge . .
than the actors. That point seemed they want, but no wage cuts.'
to greatly surprise the unionists and
Shubert Position
the showman said that condition
There might have been a general
had existed for some time. There closing If the managers voted that
was some recrimination during the way 100% but there were four or
session and a union leader Indicated five shows not in the picture
that his people had charged him shutdown Monday of last week
with being too friendly with the might have brought the factions to

(Continued from page 43)

by the union at a eencral meeting

.

—

managers.

a

quick

understanding.

It

was

Up Secretary for
Admishea Via Paper

cash wishing to buy tickets for '20th
Century' could do so with checks.
About $400 in checks was taken In
during the week.
The show was playing on percentage, the players getting a pro
rata share of the net receipts above
the operating costs other than cast
salaries. The money represented by
checks, however, could not be included :n the pay-off because they
were not deposited, or If so the box
office had to wait until it was sure
none of the checks bounced back.
Management here and In other
houses where checks were accepted
was not worried about the possibility of any bouncers because there
were plenty of empty seats and it
was logical to take a chance. Expectation Is that more than 90% of
the checks are okay. Until they are,
tickets go as deadwood.

—

—

'

'

;

because regular customers
could charge their tickets, whereas
the box office demanded cash In
many cases, passlngr up accepting
checks after the first few days;
An angle which catised the managers to hesitate about «hutitns
down was the probability of the
picture houses benefltlner at the expense of the legits. However, reports from the picture house end

what

OFFICE MELODIES
WALTER WINCHELli
If. Y. Dailv Mirror
"Only Mr. Skelty; Is enjoyed
most of the time, one means to
He ages with the continuity and cleverly, too."

say.

'

LOUIS aOBOL
Voioe of Broadway
"Clap Calloused Mitts for the
performance

finished
Skelly In

of
Hal
George White's 'Melody,'
a sentimental musical In the better fashion ..."
If. Y. Bve. Journal

PERCY HAMMOND
N, T, Berald tribune
''Hal

Skelly,

who

will surprise

and delight you in the late momenta of the play with a characterization artlstto enough to be
called
to
the snooty
Theatre
Guild's attention.
"His playing of a crusty and
lovable old pirate Is, I think, as
thorough an example of perfect
histrlonism as Is that of the marvelous Mr. Leslie Adams In 'Good-

Bye Again'."

"IBEE"

in Variety
"Francois, now middle aged. Is
played by Hal Skelly, and In the
«econd aot scenes he gives Broadway a load of unsuspected talents,
quite away from hooflng

nnd eccentries."
"Hal

BROOKS ATKINSON
N. Y. Timea
"Hal Skelly, for example, you
discover growing scene by
Into
a lustrous, whitewlgged old age, and performlngr

will

scene

with

B'klyn Daily Eagle
Skelly
was thoroughly

tunny."

rare

life,

humorous charm

and salty dignity all the way.
Mr. Skelly especially acquits himself

more

creditably

voice the possibility of dosing because of the musician and stage
hand expense.
On the managers' steering comBrock Pemberton, Laumittee:
rence Schwab, Rowland Stebbens,
Dwlght D. WIman, Marcus Helman,

Laurence Langner, David Flnestone
and Arthur Beckhart.

ROBERT OAKLAND
N. Y. fVortd-Telegram
"Hal Skelly Is funnier than you'd think possible as
the Francois Trapadoux who ages scene by scene. H«
also ploys a serious episode with marked sincerity."

than

would think possible."

you

WHITNEY BOLTON
Morning Telegraph

"If I were to cboo»e the one member of the cast
did more than any other to Ingratiate the show
with the audience, I would choose Mi. Hal Skelly,
nothing iit all to do until the 1933 period
and then so magically and completely transformed
blrriHelf and the pace and mood of the show that he
bad, 30 to speak, the audience eating out of hie hand."

who

who had

Currently Featured in

George WUte'sHlelody'

Casino—New York

—

SIGNED TO STAR
Dl
RECT AND WRITE i2
SHORtS. FOR COLUMBIA PICTURES

(Continued from page 19)

Notice sent out by Frank Gill
more, Equity's head, on Monday ad
vised all players that they will not
be permitted to reduce salaries un
less the stage hands and musicians
agree to cut, and then only in the
same proportion. Notice set forth:
Though the moratorium is apparently over, yet the period of emergency continues, and will probably
continue for several weeks.
'Our instructions for members of
your company are as follows:
'Actors will no longer bold the
bag, but they are willing and anxi
ous to go as far as other groups In
helping the theatre during Its time
of trouble. All salaries must be on
the basis of the week ending March
4, unless the stagehands and musicians make concessions, either gen-

right

to

close

his

'Oul, Monsieur.'

Qniok to Catch It
'But the law says you're not inFrench lilm companies are not terested in a gruy back of 80 days.'
slow to get the big idea. Recently
'The law is for us to know, Mon'Variety' carried a story to the ef- sieur.'
fect that the Rex theatre, Paris,
'And after that?'
had topped all other houses in Its
'Three weeks to publish the marweekly take for a film theatre.
Right away, Jacques Halk, who riage banns wherever you havo
been.'
produced the film ('L'Amour et le
'That's crazy.'
Velne') reproduced the story from
•Oul, Monsieur. Perhaps the Prothe paper and added a literal translation with the added remark that cureur of the Republic can do someit was the Halk picture which had
thing about It.'
achieved the record.
You go to the procureur. He
And it was not done merely by knifes the
law here and there and
reprinting the item and its translation. They were printed within the after about two weeks you've reachoutlines of tall buildings, with a ed first base but you're still a long
blank building intervening, and with way from home.
If a guy gets married in this
the side supposed to be in shadow
in a vivid red.
It made a sightly country,' says Leslie, 'he means it.'
and appealing display which could
not be overlooked. More deftly done
than in the American style and with
Fifiy Years
a restrained use of color such as
few American advertisers ever ar(Continued from page 41)
rive at.
It said the most in the
fewest words with the largest dis- the kids perform, and Albany crediplay.
tors were snooping around trying to
attach the box office.

Ago

Looking Ahead
Phlladelphian was advertising his
Looking pretty far ahead, a
neighborhood manager in a town seventh annual dog racing events.
near a popular resort is planning No. tin rabbits. Trainers waved
to inaugurate a vacation contest towels from far end of course.
April 3. Slips win be issued with
each ticket sold, and the person
Casino theatre was in a jam.
presenting the largest

number

views.

It is

As the

slide will be offered in the
guise of a theatre announcement,
this lifts the curse from that angle,
and manager flgrures that plenty of
people will work hard for the prize.
Not expected to sell a raft of tickets
but figured it will keep some people
from going downtown to see a

ceivership.

ported he was planning the

W. W.

Theatrical Mechanical Ass'n, recently started In Boston, was taken
up by Phlla stage hands.
Atlantic City

was so

little

known

that the Phlla correspondent in reshow.
Proper time to contact such a ferring to it added 'a short distance
stunt is right now, providing there's from "here.'
a reasonable certainty that the
hotel will open.
That might not
Robert J. Burdette, who as Bob
happen.
Burdette was regarded seriously as
a humorist, was lecturing oh 'The
Broadway Stunting
Rise and Fall of the Moustache.*
Loew's State, New York, is using Qot money for it.
a two-man bull with red bangs to
advertise "Kid Prom Spain.' Worked
Lawrence Barrett bought a house
in the vicinity of the theatre since
the hind legs has to take time out in the diplomatic section of Washto get the kinks out of his spine. ington for his home in retirement.
Human bovine has the advantage, of He died before he could use it
being able to jyork on the sidewalk,
which assures full attention, and
Manufacturer trying to popularize
there is more certainty there'll be a new boxing glove. Made on the
no damage suits.
lines of a Roman cestus with the
Palace is diked out with pictures hand gripping a strap Instead of
of Mussolini and the Italian colors
fitting into a mitt.
for 'Mussolini Speaks,' with some
sort of chime effect to get aural atSix-day walkers had formed them«
tention, while the Mayfair, Just
above, has the floating head illusion selves into a league to prevent trickfor 'Crime of the Century.' Noth- ery. Game was going on the rocks
ing to do with the story, but it's because of crookedness.
getting attention.
Spieler talks
about the picture, but he's mostly
there to keep mad wags from
throwing things at the girl.
Strand, with '42nd St.* has more
8, Navy Ta&8
flag lockers, with

pennants than the U.
in Its

combined

the bther houses alon^ the square
all holding their ends up.

making

It

Harder

Most managers who go for the
jig-saw puzzles in the newspaper
are letting the contestants paste the
scraps to a sheet of paper. With
the idea of giving them real Jigs,
Oeorge Miller, of the Smalley theatre, Hamilton, N. Y.^ required these
to be pasted on cardboard or thin
wood and then cut apart before being assembled.
He used the heads of four stars,
each cut in five pieces, with ticket
prizes for the ten who made the
neatest Jobs.
Pasting on paper
makes for a greater ease in handling, and Is generally to be recommended, but the cutting out the cutouts will hold them "longer on the
job. At any rate It is a new angle.

attraction

w

Stockholders were annoyed at Rudolph Aronson and threatened re-

American plan.
Gag was promoted in return for
Barnum & Bailey show was to use
a screen ad each show during July 16 Sioux Indians on the hippodrome
and August, with pictures of the track.
Which may have given
hotel on an easel in the lobby and
such advertising as accrues from Buffalo Bill an Idea. He was still
'Clipper' rethe general advertising of the stunt. playing In drama.

ANNUITIES
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of

these slips on June 1 will be given
two weeks at a good hotel at the
resort, with accomodations on the

without notice.
'The expression 'period of emergency' may not be clear, but wo will
notify you when, according to our
'In conclusion, I may say that we
are encermg oif
irewBra hen ttie
actor will xeduc« his wages in prpportlon to tho other- equally Inter^
ested groups, but no morei'

production.

manager to lie in, as the puzzles
are usually held over for a week or
two.
A card on the news stands
or In the stores should carry some
svich message as 'Work out the
scene from 'Oliver Twist' in this
week's Puzzle Picture, then watch
'Before coming here.'
for the film, which is comlfig to the
'Marseilles.'
theatre' with the date.
'And before that?'
The fact that the puzzle is not
'Hey, we're troupers. We're in a
directly tied up will probably be a
better angle than If it carried some new town every week.'
announcement and looked like an
"You must have certificate of resU
advertisement.
Incidentally Sim- dence for six months back.'
mons spread himself on this book.
'Nuts.'

stagehands and musicians agree to,
let us say a 10% reduction in the
cost of their labor, then the actors
will accept a 10% cut too.
It Is
better to verify any claim of this
nature at the office. During the period of emergency, the manager has
the

Monogram

There is no advertising for the
on the puzzle box, but it Is a
simple enough matter for the local
film

erally or In individual productions.
It is not expected that In the case
of pronounced hits there will be any
change in the payroUr But if a play
Is sick and needs assistance and the

HAL

Love Laughs
(Continued from page 1)
she has been staying in the same
spot for 30 days. She Has to toke
this to the chief of police who okays
the hotel -keeper's signature. Sagging under these signatures and
documents you go to the Mayor's
office.
Clerk looks it over and asks
'Where were you before?'
'Before what?'

lease of the

There was a desk with pen and
ink In the lobby of the Broadhurst,
New York, so that patrons shy of

When four or five holdAll this welter of talk did not thought.
Bolve the managers' problem. The outs to the general closing idea
point was established that the situ- cropped up, there was some heated
ation was not the same for all shows chatter In the Saturday night meetbecause the hits were able to go ing. Lee Shubert stated that he
along despite the money shortage. It could not act without the co- rule last week had the players
was clear that the smaller gross receiver in the matter of shows in working on percentage. It was done
drama figured its actual
shows, most of which were off 50%, corporation theatres, He added that 4-th is way:
were the spots where relief was the court would have to give per- expenses at (3,000 Includlngr stage
needed.
mission to close houses in receiver- hands' wages and all above that
Managers Say It
ship and promised to do so early was pro-rated, higher salaried acAt Monday's managerial session this week.
tors getting a higher percentage. In
the following letter, in gist, was sent
'Alien Corn,' a recently arrived some cases the plan worked out to
the Number One stage hands' hit, agreed to suspend If the others better advantage to the actors than
union:
did.
The new arrivals of the week in the shows where salaries were
'The League of New York The- such as 'Strike Me Pink' were not halved, but in other cases the play^atres has carefully considered the in
Max ers got little or nothing at all.
on the conversations.
proposals of your executive com- Gordon agreed to suspend 'Design
Actors in several shows Insisted
mittee and has decided such meas- for Living' at the Barry more, a re- that the front of the house also be
ures are decidedly inadequate to ceivership house.
paid pro-rata, which took In the
meet the disastrous condition which
There were at least seven attrac- box office people! and where the
has resulted from the emergency.
tions which were not on a cut
percentage was effective, even the
Independent managers will at- 'Pink,* 'Design for Living,' 'Allen press agent was paid off that way.
tempt to keep shows open, as long Corn,' 'Pigeons aiid People' and By Thursday most of the shows
as possible. It is the belief of the 'Dinner for Eight,' also the two were able to pay the previous week's
lioague that unless conditions im- newer Theatre Guild shows, 'Both salaries and on Friday the banks
prove materially at once, the great Your
Houses'
'American honored pay-roll checks. That only
and
majority of the plays now current Dream.* As for 'Pigeons,' George Interested shows which were not on
will be forced to close.
M. Cohan stated he bad never cut percentage. Latter could not be
•Since all the groups in the the- salaries for any cau;9e and would paid until Monday (13) because the
atres but yours and the musicians rather close than do so.
As for amounts were not computed, but
have offered adequate, relief, yours 'Dinner,' the cast In refusing to cut, some money was advanced the playwill be the responsibility. for f lu-r took the position that the show had ers for week-end expenditures.
ther unemployment in the theatre.' been a big money maker and it was
The matter of ticket agency buys
The letter was signed by Dr. Mos- not up to the actors to take a slap was definitely disposed of. The Music
kowltz.
the first time business dropped.
Box ('Dinner at Eight') took off the
In addition League, upon learning
In several shoWs the players buy last week and postponed It until
that the musicians had made a 20% agred to a 60% reduction, but the this week. At the Barrymore CDesign for Living) the brokers were
permitted to make full returns. The
airencles helped the situation some-
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Exploitation

CHECK CONVENIENCE
Leg!t Theatre Set
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Tiiesdaf, March 14, 1933

Waterloo, la, advertised it would accept 'diamonds,
emeralds, other family jewels, automobiles—(4d32- 33 -models)r —fawnmortgages, cows, turkeys, and radio
sets' for admission. P. S. added that
'We cannot accept false teeth at
'

|

present.'
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Tuesday, March 14, 1933
Out of the Villane
LaBt week the literary rubberneck
you around to the joints
|)i]S took
and dives In the Village. The cus-

tomers got one smell of the Latin
quarter and coniplalned to 'Variety.'
driver
O. K., society folks. The bus
Get swank.
Is all for the clean-up.
"We're -caking you around to the
West
street.
on
fith
7
club
Authors'
The guys that belong here bathe
every day and twice on Saturday

'Way back

nights.
Joint,

(or

in

1882,

this

pardon, circle, was founded
only at the home of the late

men

Bichard Watson Gilder. Such bozos,
pardon, such celebrities as Brander
Mathews, Edward L. Toumans and
George William Curtis set their
fluorish down on the pale white
eheepskin charter.

To get'Tn, you hadda have written
more than a letter a week to your
ma back home In Iowa. The rule
said that the customer, pardon, candidate, was to be the 'author of a

published book proper to literature,
or hold a recognized' position In
other kinds of dl-stinctly literary
work.'
Well, te make a long etory short,
llfetlmers like Robert Louis Stevenson,

Thomas Hardy and Maurice

Maeterlinck left the marines to Join
up with the Authors. In 1930, with
eufifrage what it was, and in order
to make peace In the family, the
At
club decided to admit dames.
least the dames could play the big
black planner in the reception, hall
and slice the bread nice and thin for
the refreshments.
Andrew Cai'negle, the money
changer, who had a soft heart in
epite of his steel interests, gave the
club free quarters flrst midtown,
and then uptown where the bus is
gonna drop you cold. There's a billiard room, a weinstube (wait!), a
library with boolcs in it.
Take a
look on the outside. Tou can't get
in.
You gotta bring a letter signed
by the same boys who thought up
the Declaration of Independence, or
a card from Jimmy Durante, saying
that you're Jackson and Clayton.

Americans

in

Paris

First pro-looking vol about ParisIan expatriates took a Roumanian
to produce. Book is called 'Americans Abroad' and is edited by Peter

1-

This

of President

jamin

Ben-

Harrison attended
afternoon tea, where A.

an

E.
present.
When introduced the Britisher wanted to know: 'President of what?' and the guests
burned. The 82-year-old Mrs.
Harrison tersely told Matthews

Matthews

was

also

later: 'There are boats leaving
Tork every day.'

New

Mrs.
living

Harrison

widow

of

is

the

TERA¥

VARIETY
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Death Brings Fame
Scramble to get In on the D. H.

Way Out

The widow

I

only

a president not

provided for by the government, the reason being that she
married Harrison after his term
of ofUce.
She is supporting
herself by selling a new type
of patent lock.

Lawrence bandwagon since the
death of the noted scribbler has
every publishing house looking high

Best Sellers
Best Sellers for the week ending March

American News

and

low for whatever Lawrence
pieces did not get within book covers during his lifetime.
That in
spite of the fact that Lawrence's
widow is said to have designated
the Viking Press as Lawrence's 'official' publisher.
Viking has been issuing and reissuing whatever Lawrence works
have been turned over by his widow.
Nevertheless, the Equinox Press has
picked up a couple of Lawrence essays, which it is issuing in book
form under the title of 'We Need
One Another,' and Knopf, too, has
some of the Lawrence pieces, which

as reported by the

11,

Co., Inc.

Fiction

By Sinclair Lewis
By Helen Hull
By Kathleen Norris
By Warwick Deeping
By E. M. Delafleld
By G. B. Lancaster

'Ann Vickers' ($2.50)
'Hardy Perennial' ($2.50)
'Walls of Gold' ($2.00)
,.
'Eyes of Love' ($2.00)
'Provincial Lady in London' ($2.50)
'Pageant' ($2.50)

Non-Fiction

Book of 1933' ($2.00)
By Ely Culbertson
'100.000,000 Guinea Pigs' ($2.00) By Arthur Kallet and F. J. Schllnk
'British Agent' ($2.75)
By Bruce Lockhart
•Life Begins at Forty' t$1.50)
By Walter B. Pitkin
'Tears of the Locust' ($3.00)
By Gilbert Seldes
'Way of Escape' ($3.00)
By Sir Phillip Glbbs

'Contract Bridge Blue

he will publish as 'The Virgin and

the Gypsy.'
These, with the many books written about Liawrence since his death,
Explaining Dunn, Jones
gives him a greater fame posthuBoth H. Bedford-Jones and J. Al- mously than he bad when he was

F. D.'s

Mouthpiece

In newspaper and political circles
the question is fre'iuently discussed
lan Dunn, established authors, want alive.
as to what dally will occupy a
the reference of their names in 'VaSimilar to the case of Donn Byrne. favored position under the Rooseriety,' issue of Feb. 21, clarifled, so
That young Irish-American was just velt regime, entitling it to the unthat no misunderstanding can exist. a fairly good seller up to. the time
oflflcial designation of 'the adminisIt was Bedford -Jones' and Dunn's
he met his untimely end. His death tration organ.'
The Washington
stories which had been plagiarised. was the signal
for the republication 'Post' was the sounding board of
'Variety,' under the caption, 'Check- of everything
he had ever written, the Harding administration, due to
ing Lifts,' recounted how 'Argosy' and the attendant publicity
made the close friendship that existed behad unwittingly published stolen him a better seller even than he was
tween the late Warren G. Harding
stories taken from two old ones when he lived.
and Edward B. 'Ned' McLean, then
written by Bedford- Jones and Dunn.
publisher. It continued for a time
Mr. Jones, who does not read 'Va'Variety Street'
to fulfill that function after Calvin
riety,' feels that he might be charged
Shortly to reach the oook stalls Coolldge ascended to the Presidency.
with theft of his own material, as
is a new story about Broadway Later several dallies outside Washthe stories that were stolen were
called 'Around the Corner,' by Ar- ington grew to be looked upon as
ones that he and Dunn had written
thur Pound, author of 'The Iron 'administration papers.'
a number of years ago. Mr. Dunn's
The New Tork 'Herald Tribune'
Man of Industry' and former ediattorney, Francis G. Hoyt of Hall,
torial writer for
the New Tork was generally considered to have
Cunningham, Jackson
Haywood, 'Evening
and 'Herald Trib- held the Inside track with President
New York, is likewise at great pains une.' It IsPost'
a yam of a young- col- Hoover. Perhaps the leading Reto establish that it was not his clilege grad who figures on making a publican paper of the country. Its
ent who had pilfered one of his own
syndicate writer, Mark Sullivan,
quick million even in these days.
stories, but that somebody else had
Mr.
'Variety
Street'
is
frequently credited with being closer to
lifted Dunn's yarn, which he'd writmentioned throughout. It Is real- Hoover than any other scribe In
ten a number of years ago, and sold ly
the block on 46th street between Washington.
to 'Argosy.'
With the New York 'World,' long
Broadway and Sixth avenue, the
Bedford-Jones himself caught one author
taking the name from 'Va- the chief organ of the Democratic
of the material lifters on the coast riety's*
own office window signs. party, out of existence, some obseveral months ago.
About this block the writer de- servers believe that the New York
Meantime, Don Moore, managing scribes it as 'beginning
persons
with a 'Times' will have the ear of
editor of lArgosy,' volunteered that pawn-shop
and ending with an em- close to President Roosevelt as
one Frank Morgan Mercer sold 'Ar- ployment
enagency,
including
a much as any paper Is likely to
gosy' two stories plagiarised from church and a
schoolhouse, besides joy the privilege. This opinion Is
yarns originally written by Jones all manner of rackets and
predicated on the fact that the
cafes.
and James Francis Dwyer.
'Times' supported Mr. Roosevelt for
Moore adds that Mui^sey magaGovernor and for President, and its
L. A. Used Car Sale Code
zines, of which 'Argosy' is one, pay
Los Angeles dailies have adopted owner, Adolph S. Ochs, is a close
on acceptance to all known writers, a code of ethics governing adver- friend of Mr. Roosevelt.

&

Neagoe. Thing is a fine job.
Fifty-two writers are In the an- but hold checks until three weeks
thology from name-writers like after publication on new writers for
Conrad Aiken, Kay Boyle, Bob just such reasons as above. Moore
Brown, E. E. Cummings, Ernest adds that Jones caught the plagiarl/st
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tising of used cars in

an

effort to

Bank Holiday Wallop
Chicago dailies rejected proposiulations are: No ads will be run tions made them by large mercanHemingway, Dos Passos, Ezra of his story and forced restitution offering equity or credit; phrase ,tlle advertisers during the bank
advertising
Pound and William Seabrook to from him, both living in the same 'new car guarantee' cannot be used; holiday for temporary
estabcompetitive prices with new cars at 50 cents on the dollar of
nuts like Link Gillespie and Gert- city by a coincidence.
consequence an imare prohibited; all special payments lished rates. In
rude Stein, the latter pair Pennsylmediate shrinkage ensued, so that
Society
Women
Journalists
added
onto
the flrst 30-day period the 'Tribune,' for one. published as
vanlan. Incidentally.
Society women from Chicago's must be considered as part of the few as 16 pages. Local advertisers
Vol has a capsule biog and bibliography before each contrib's piece, gold coast have turned Journalistic down payment; care advertised argued that It was better to put up
and runs 476 pages. Plenty of swell within the past six months with must be In the dealer's possession. a brave front for the pulJlc by
practically every daily having at
Code was adopted at the behest keeping advertising volume up, but
stuff in it, but Laurence Vail's
least one lorgnetted columnist. Relogic
•Buster Bourbon, Private,' which sult so far as the newiprlnt fra- of the Better Business Bureau. To the dailies didn't share their
were
comes next to closing, deserves the ternity and the cognoscenti is con- advise readers of Its existence, the when the fiscal aspects
broached.
•pot. It's funny, plus.
cerned has been some of the entire code, running half a col in
Neagoe, who authored 'Storm,' choicest
humor
Chicago
has agate, is being printed in the classiSlight Cut
fied sections of the dailies.
banned book, and has contributed a chuckled over in many a day.
Two of the Detroit newspapers
What amuses, and sometimes
story to 'Americans Abroad,' left
have cut their amusement rate 6%
No Pamphlet
Paris for New Tork recently. If he renders faintly bilious, is the gushing
piffle from the society matrons
Perhaps the most pretentious while the third has refused to do
were bringing modern furniture in
phraseology frequently min- novel ever written by an American anything. The 'Times' (Hearst) rewhose
stead of modern authors he'd stam
gles fashionable triteness with exthe 'Free Press'
pede Saks' Fifth Avenue on the tremely bad grammar. Each so- is the new Hervey Allen work, 'An- fused to cut while
thony Adverse,' which Farrar & and 'News' both dove.
basis of 'Americans Abroad.'
cially Indexed
Journalist logrolls
Unusual angle Is that all papers
Rinehart
will
put
on
the
presses
outrageously for her own relatives
their circulation In
and immediate clloue, and the re- soon. Book contains no less than have increased
Depresh Helps Books
the
600,000 words, making even 'An the past few weeks. Reason is
In bad times, most people begin sult Is that there is very little 'lowdown' and a great deal of repeti- American Tragedy' look like a pam- public are hot for any new news
to cry out for cheaper books. But tion
on the local and national situation
of the same names.
phlet by comparison.
the experience of publishers duringf
One of the society grande dames
Foreign scribblers go In a lot for with the circulation boosted plenty.
the past three years has convinced Efoes to her journalistic chores in a
lengthy stories, but over here a book In the meantime all papers have
them that the price of a book does limousine with a liveried chauffeur beyond
In advertising lineage to a
100,000 words is an excep- dropped
not materially affect its sale. If It that the catty ones whisper hasn't
tion.
Even the foreign flctioneers minimum with the 'Free Press'
Is a wanted book, people will pay. been paid any wages in a very long
would halt before the Allen novel, cutting two sections for the first
time,
indeed.
If it is unwanted, people will not
however, for with the exception of a time in years.
pay even the 10 or 20 cents that the
Tolstoy book or two it's a record
Not Renting Name
Money Back If
street corner peddlers ask for it.
All offers by British publishers to length for novelists anywhere.
One of ours, meaning publishers,
An Illustration of this Is 'Magic
is turning out a new advertising
and Mystery In Tibet,' a book on an either 'buy' or 'rent' the character
U. P. to Pick Winners
Knopf's mystery books are
gag.
Holmes,
for a new
Sherlock
of
occult subject. Obviously, this volIndicating ever-growing interest carrying a statement on the back
been
ume has a specialized appeal and series of his adventures, have
jacket giving the reader who
turned down by Conan Doyle's in book news. United Press has de- of the
yet, despite its price of $3.75, it has
Is dissatisfied a money back offer,
in- cided to make a permanent feature
become a good number, astounding widow. Some of the propositions
of
its experimental bulletin on re- provided the book is returned within
even permission for Lady
weeks
with a letter In fifty
two
the book sellers, who are the flrst cluded
Doyle to designate whatever scrib- gional best-selling books. Accord- words stating why the mystery did
to cry out for low prices with the
ingly, UP will send out the bestdesired to write the Shernot measure up to standard.
downward trend of times. It proves bler she
seller lists weekly to all members
is
for
the bookseller to forstood
Idea
she
sequels,
but
Holmes
lock
the contention that the book-buying
for Saturday publication.
ward the complaining letters to the
firm despite that.
public buys what it wants despite
Cities to be taken as sales points publisher to be used in Judging
Sole instance wherein the Doyle
DalChicago,
mystery
the price, in bad times as well as
acceptances
of
are Atlanta, Boston,
future
estate granted permission to use the
las, Minneapolis, St. Paul and San stories.
good.
Sherlock Holmes character by anChoice of the la.stFrancisco.
other Is the current London play,
named, rather than Los Angeles, is
D-D in England
'The Holmses of Baker Street.' BeCostly Error
Book world following curve of yond that. Lady Doyle doesn't want questioned. Otherwise, the cities
named are good book crlterlons of
picture biz in finding itself with too
the great filctlonal detective animany properties and not enough re- mated In prose by another writer.
their respective regions.
Chicago, March 13.
turns.
Divorced wife of a politician
Zane Grey's Start
Doubleday, Doran, who followed
was in court recently seeking
While deep sea fishing and cruising
Fox and Par's lead In London, are
OPTIMISTS
alimony. She wore a Jap mink,
are now Zane Grey's favorite sports,
now gracefully withdrawing.
or wea.sel, fur coat that cost
On Saturday, when the nonovelist was once a crack ball
One time controlling Heinemann's,
$250 new six years ago. Male
tice of the bank closings came
He starred at the U. of
player.
they more recently were forced to
reporter not up on his fashion
through, and people everyPennsylvania and also took a fling
sell till down to 50 percent.
data described her as In court
where were pocket-strlckcn,
Perat the pro diamond game.
English group have now gained
wearing
a sable wrap.
store
the Broadway Brentano
formed under the name of 'Zane' In
control, Doubleday, Doran's end beThis error Is credited with
carried this Item in Its winthe Michigan league and with the
ing presently 40 percent.
having ruined the wife's alidow:
state
of
native
in
his
FIndlay
clubj
Of board of directors, Charley
money petition, which was re•We take checks
Ohio, in 1895, and under his own
('Nash') Evans (English) is chairjected.
We have faith.'
name with the Newark (N. J.) team
man, with Nelson Doubleday as surin the Middle Atlantic loop in 1896.
viving American on board.
avoid
misrepresentation
and to
eliminate gyp stuff. Among the reg-

Different

Although it was only a few weeks
ago that Alfred A. Knopf took one
of his frequent slaps at Robert McBride for republishing another old
book by Warwick Deeping, now a
Knopf author, Knopf is not averse
to doing a McBrlde himself. He has
just issued an old-timer by Maze
de la Roche, called 'Explorers of the
Dawn,' Miss de la Roche being one
of the leaders on the Little, Brown
list

of novelists.

Lest Little, Brown take offense,
even as he himself has done at McBrlde, Knopf Is not announcing 'Explorers of the Dawn' as a new work.
He calls It a new edition of an old
classic, with the added claim that
his publication Is a revised and rewritten version of the original.
'Explorers of the Dawn' said to
be Mazd de la Roche's flrst novel.

The Canadian scribbler came to
fame with 'Jalna,' which won one of
those
'Atlantic
Monthly'—Little,
Brown novel contests and a big cash
prize.
She has followed it with
other 'Jalna' books and Is today a
good

seller.

Macfadden's Classics
Bernarr M^^efadden going in for
reprints of the classics under the
high-sounding name of the Economy Educational League. Starts oft
with Ave tltl-'s at a dollar each, or
all five for $4.60. Books are royaltyfree, hence a little more has been
spent on paper, binding and illus-

trations

In view of the fact that various
other editions of the same classics
are cluttering up the drug store
book counters, the Macfadden affiliate will concentrate on mail order.
All But Cotn
Unsettled conditions Is holding up
a new group of mags aimed for the
newsstands. Promoting the venture
Is Daniel Steinberg, who has organized Newsstand Publications for

that purpose.
Present plans are to spring the
new mags late in April or early in
May, providing things get better.
Distribution and all other matters
arranged for, and the sight of mag
purchasing money will put the new
publications on the presses.

Thayer Paet

in

Yarn

It a Dog Bites a Man,' Tiffany
Thayer's new novel, will be published by Horace Llverlght. Story,
as in Thayer's previous tomes, will
be based on an incident in the
actor-author's life. Former Incident
is a dark spot In the Thayer history. For years he traveled with a
rep. show and did general business.

To Talk on Talkers
Morris Alln, editor of the Metro•Distributor.'
has
commissioned
by Claude Kenbeen
dall to do a volume on the best

Goldwyn-Mayer

talking pictures of the year. This
will contain highlights from the
shooting continuities of the various
motion picture productions.
will
be published annually,
It
similar In purpose to the Burns
Mantle collection of 'Best Plays of
the Tear.'

Ivan

Lebedeff's
Lebedeff,

War

Story
Lithuanian actor

known around Hollywood

for

his

fashion-plate appearance, has completed a book based on his experiences as an oflflcer in the Ruf-slan

army, flghtlng on the German front
during the war.

He was in the Russian diplomatic
service prior to the conflict, and has
written several newspaper articles
on the Oriental war outlook.
Good Year Book
Klnematograph " ir Book

for

1933 Is out and around. It's one of
the best year books of the trade
published anywhere in the world
and very complete. In a compact
volume of 570 thin pages of standard type and with a clear thumo
Index If.s ea.slly used and appll-

(Continued on page 66)
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Bands and Orchestra^

Tuesday, March 14, 1933
HolmMb Wrtght, Martlolane H.. N. T. C.
«<M»>wd B, B'wsy and

Disk's 2.Yr. Higl^

I

\

opto St, N. X. C,
'Homlck, Jpp, SNJBO,

March 13

of

Disk
''

Permanent addrese of bands or orchestras will be published
without eharfle.
No chargs Is made for listing In this department.
For reference guidance^ Thltiars' rap'reaerit:'
hoteir T-^theatrOf
park, O-eafoi D H-MTarictf hAll;
bdllrOom, H restaurant.
As far as possible^ street addresses in large cities are also

P—

H—

B—

—

Cavallave.

AaronsoD,

Chaa., care

Albert.

Jules,

W. N*w

Wally, 1014 Blvd. Baat,

Allen.

J.

Aladbrf. U.

08 Liberty

J.,

Newburgh.

St.,

Chrlstensen, Paul, WKT,
ChrlsUe, H. J., 1831 N.

Andru3. Bud. WBSO, BImIra, N. T.
Antobnl's Cubans, Club Cuba, Alamae H.,
N. T. C.
Api>«l. C^ar, The Cathay, Baltimore.
Arand. I^enry, 643 Broad St., Newark.
Arcadia S^ncopators (C. Bdererton), 3004
Addison St., Phlla.
Aristocrats (Wm. Hughes), 401 Blandlna
et., Utlca, N, T.
ArkeU, I^. KVJ. Taxsoma, Wash.
Armbrustor, J. I<., B. A. C., 'BufBalo.
Amhetfn, Gus. Bfcverly Wllshlre H., flev-

Louisville.

Conrqid,
.Oook,^

BeajFh..ya. .....
Ballew, .^mltl), Muehlbacb. H.. K. C,
^alto.
Bard. Jpi?., Golden Pl^eaean^
^mard; B;,' 330 ,W. Morrpll St.,' Jackson.

Mass;

'

Utami:

Baftlet^ (K; Book'Cadlltao tr., -BMrott
Barton. 'Herbert! S45 Ittb' Ave.i N. T. C.
Bdrslej*.- bettnar, U6n&~Ule Pdtnt. Uon-

N.

y

.

J.

.

No. 14th

Bauer, F. J., 87 Ormond St., Rochester,
N. T.
Baufn; Babe,' 22(^ Rose Sti«^' Reading, Fs.
Battfer.s Phil. WDAf, K. C.
B^ftrt; Walter, NBC, S:F;
Berkley, t:, 102 B. 8th St, Wilmington,
Del,
B^lasco, Iieon. Ambassador H.. .N. T,
Benavle, Sam, l?)^er T., PetroUt

Saew,

'

BaHe

KWG,

CuUen,

Thomas

S. B.,

Eans;

814 E. 6th St, South Bos-

ton.

Carrie, Harry, Seelba<di B,, Louisville,

Cumiqin'gs, Johnnie, Webster
dalgua,' N. T.CiUnmrn's, Betnle, MdA, Chi.

.

•

Bfmtlej!.. BliUy.

Iler<)ow4tE,

Barge,

K.

W.

v>

'

Palmer

•

Canan-

feL,

•

Abe,

.^GWi Portend,'

B., Vt

,

Grand

Bahl; Ted, SFWB,- Hollywood.
Damskl, Henri, KJR, Seattle.

..

.

''

Oie.'

CbrilL,

Ave.'; Eiiglewootf:
'

K

•

:

,

,

BerllDi Paul. 4268 ArolKT Ato.,. Chi,
Bemle, Ben,. ,1019 Bvoadwoy^.N. T.

C

,

Berrens. FVeddle. CBSr N, T. C.
Bettor, Bon, MCA, lj[. .T. .C.
Beotord. Jack & JIU Tavern, Portland,
Ore.
Bissette-Maclean, Marigold R.. R6chesteir.
Block. Ted, 1019 Broadway, N. T.
Bbufuas, Walter, N.B.C., Chicago'.
BItimenthal'B Oroh., iSoveretgn H., Chicago.
Bob's Sunnyslders, -80 BS. Haverhill St,
'

.

C

Lawrence. Moss.
Barr.

MIscha,

Ens.,

Waldorf-Astoria,

N. T.
Rovee, Ralph, KHQ, Spokane.
Bowley, Ray, ^1 Beacon St, Hyde Park,
Mass.
Boyd. Tommy, Sacramento H., Sacramento, Calif.
Boyle. Billy, Copley-Plaza H.. Boston,
Boyle. Marian, KHQ. Spokane, Wash,
Brandy's Singing Bd., Palmer's Park,
lian'slng, Mich.
Brasbln. Abe, EJR, Seattle,
Breeskin, Daniel, Barle T., Washington.
Brlgode Ace, Merry Garden B. R., Cbl.

B'way

Collegians,

Walled Lake

B.,

De-

troll.

Brewer. Ted, Toeng's R., B'way and 61et
St.. N. T. C.
Brooks. Hnrvey, Zulu Hut No. Hollywood, Calif.
Broudy, Dave, Grant T., Pittsburgh.
Brownagle, T.. 022 Oth St, Harrlsburg,
Pa.
Brjslloft, Nat. 19 E. 49th St.. N. T. C.
Bryant. W. H.. 1526 S. Oth St.. Terre
Haute. Ind.
Buckeye Wonders. 045 So. Main St.
Akron. O.
Buloskwies Califs.. Eagle B. Milwaukee.
Bunchuk. Tasha, CapltOI T. N. T. C.
But'k, tnio, Brockton, Mass.
Burke. Chick, Amesbury, Mass.
Burke's Canadians, New Constant Spring
E., Kingston. Jamaica.
Earl. Club Ballyhoo. Culver
Burtnett.
City,

Calif.

Burnett, Jordan, Greenhlll B.R.. Chicago.
Bums, Jimmy, Lido Venice H., Sand-

wich. Ont.

c
Calloway, Cab, 700 7th Ave.. N. T. C.
CapOroon. Fr^d. 401 B'way, Camden, N.J.
Cappo, Jos., Lakeside Park. Dayton, O,
Carlln. Herb. Ouyon's B. R., Chicago,
Cai-berry, Duke, Walpole, Mass.
Carpenter, Earl, 1610 B'way, N. T. C.
Carr Bros., 2137 Gulyot, Oceanslde, Cat
Casa Loma, 799 7th Ave.. N. T. C.
Casa Nova. Greenwich Village, Dayton, O.
Casale. M-, 140 Pine St., Wllllamsport

Pa.

[DaVldsoB,' J. <W..>'.Norahore

-T.,

Arlington

lOhlcago.

t^yls,; Qo^^Sadlana, T., IndianapoUSt ^
iDavls, Bddle,^ Moris R., 144 Bleecker Bt,
N. T. C.
iDaVlW !^eyer. 18 S. 48th St., N. T. C:
Davison, Walt MaJhatr6et 'T., K; C.
beForest Bon, 171 King St., Portland,
Ote.
,.

'

t>elany,

Ja<^ KLX. Oakland, C^Uf.

Delbrldge,

Bel.,

404 Madison T.

Oofison, Pep, Victoria H., N. T. C.
Castro, Manolo, Nactonale H., Havana.
Causer. Bob. Ithaca H., Ithaca, N, T.

Bldg..

Detroit;.

•Bel Pose, Senor, 1587

beLuca.

J., 881 St.

B'way, N.'t. C.

Marks Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Denny, Claude, Nocturne C, Chi.
Denny, jack, Waldorf-Astoria' H., N.T.C.
Deterlch, Roy, Stevens- H., Chicago.
Bewees, Lowell, 1200 Jackson St, Springfield,

111.

Blckonson, Bob, McBlroy's B. R,, Seattle.
BItmars, Ivan, KOL, Seattle.
Bolan, Bert Bond Hotel, Hartford, Conn
Domtne Orcb., 22 4th St., Troy, N. T,
Donnelly, W. H., 289 Glenwood Ave., E.
Orange, N, J.

Domberger, Chaa.,

Mt

Royal H., Mont-

real.

Dougherty, Doc., Adelphla H., Phlla.
Dowell, Boots, Cotton Ci, San Diego.
Downey, Barry, Ballyhoo C, B'way and
4Sth St. N. Y. C.
Duerr, Dalph, 11404 OrvlUe Ave., .CIeve.
Duchln,'Ed, Central Park Casino, N.T.C.

Eckel, Charlie, Botel Montclalr. N. T.

Edmunds, Glen, Elk's C. L, A.
ElUngton, Duke, 799 7th Ave., N. T, C.
Elm wood Band, 872 Van Nostrand Ave.,
Jersey City.
Eppel, 6780 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.
EpplhbfT, Ivan, MCA, Chi.
Erickaon, Harry, SaltaJr Beach CO.. Salt

Lnke

City.
Bsllck, J., 8077 Georgia St.,

San IMego.

Falvo, Joe, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fay, Bernard, Fay's, Providence.
FarreU, F., Inn, 4 Sheridan Sq., N. T. C.
Feeney, J. M., 220 E. 11th St„ Oakland.
Fabello, Phil, Albee, Brooklyn.
Fagan, Ray, Sagamore H., Rochester.
Farr, Aaron, Miami Bedch Country C,
Miami Beach.
Feldman, Joe, 1003 E. 08th St, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Felfcn, Hoppy, DeWItt Clinton H„ N. T.
Ferdlnandoi, Fells, Le Chateau B. R,,

Manchester, N. H.
Ferko, Jos. A., COO W. Glenwood Ave..
Phlla., Pa.
Ferron, ChaS., Poll Palace T., Bridgeport,
Conn.
Foyl, J. W„ 378 River St,, Troy, N. T,
Blo-RIto, Ted, St Francis H„. S F.
Fischer, Carl, Majestic D. H., Detroit
Fischer. C. L„ 2122 Wolte Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich.
FL-iher, Buddy, Hollywood Barn, Hollywood.
.

Cassldy, D. L.. Vancouver H., Vancouver,

B. C.

Spray B,

T. C,
Long Beadi,

iEt,

Oates, Hal, KOBB,
A.
Gatesk Manny, Alcazar H., MUmi,
Gaul, Geo., Washington, D.
Oaylord, Chaa,, La Boheme, Hollywood.
Geldt Al., 117 8. V. J. Ave.. Atlantic

I

U.

Marbarger, B„ Aoseland 9. R., N. T.
Marengo, Joe, Italian Village, L. A. *
Marah, Chae., Ft Pitt H.. Pittsburgh,

Mar^ll, Red, Veplce

«!J5 ,Qrfint.AX9« N. T. C.

Jansen, Edward, KVI, Tacoma. Wash,
Jaxon, 'ifalf Pint' WJJD, Chi.
Jedel, H.', 47(1- Halwthorne Ave., Newark,
N. J.
Ilehle, John, 76 Brlggs Ave., Brooklyn,
Jehtclna, Folly,' and Her Playboys, WCATJ,
Phlla.

,i«2!l"j£"**«'^''£.°'
4l|tn
St., N. Y^

Masllai,

Jockerai Al, 1619 B'way, N.' T. C.
Johnson. C. SraaH's Paradise, N.
C.
Johhson, :Dwilght,: Empress H., Portland,
.

,

.
,

irohoson, Olatjl^'

„Tohij8pn,
W» x«

,

KTM,: L. A.

'obnny,

Pennsylvania

B., Venice,

CaL

W,

80

C.,

C

J^**"*-

Sami' Seneca H.,

Rochester.

Mason, Bob'bl^' (Miss), Now China R..Youngstown. Ohio.
Masters, Frtuikle, Morrison H., Cht
Mattftsohj Steve. Garden B., SeaUle.
flanpin,' Rex, KYW, CM.
Ofourloei Jack, JCGPJ, L. A.
M^yfalr,. Bemle. 70 So. Division, Bat«
tie Creek, Mich,
IMdCiood, Mac, care Paul Cohen, 64 West
Randolph, Chi.
McCoy, <;iyde, brake H., Chicago.
McDowell, Adrian, "Town & Country C,
Milwaukee.
„ „
o.
Sylvan St,
Spring.
''
'

.

Ore,

[

Grill,

Joiihston, MSerle, 161 W." 48th St, N.X.C.
Johnattm, O. W*.] .46 Grove Ave., .Ottawa.
Joyce»s .ayn., 916-17 Walnut St. h^^afj^'';';'
i
FlUladelpnia,
McOay, J.,. Detroit Country Club, Detroit.
Jordan, Kit, 9H\ Norwood St., Phlla.
tifcaow..an. Looa, care R. W. Kahn, 160T
S^neo, Bog&n, KVOd, Belllngham, Wash,
B;way, N. Y.' C;
ones, bham, Hollywood R„ rK. T.:
Mclntjrre. James, Chateau Launler,
>t*
Jorgensen, Iti)th,: 12^6 Sheldon 9t.. Jack- tawa.
son, ,MI.cl|,
Molntlre, LanI,: KMTR. Hollywood.
{Tpy, Jlmmtie, Variety,, ,llol(ywi>oi^
MoVoas. L. S.. 1221 B. SSd St, L, A.
iloy. Jack,. fcPWpl Hollywood.
MeUa, Wm...,»l Bdwln St, RldgeBol*!
"

„

,

^

.

.

.

••

Katin',

.

Tom, Bal Taberin C, S. F.
Gibson's Blue Devils, L O. O. F.. Ballroonb Baltimore.
GIU, Sumlt C, Baltimore.
GUI, Joe, Hollywood C... Galveston, Tex.
Detroit
GUlen;. Frank. Betrott Yacht
Ginsberg, Ralph. .Palmer H.. Chi.
Gervln. Hal, 1626.Gough St, S. F.
Gertm',

,

.

.

C

Mark, -Briggs B., Detroit

Goldberg, Geo., Celestial B;, Bay Shore
Baltimore, Md.
Golden Neal, WOR, N, T. C,
Goldkette, Jean. Book Tower, Detroit,
Gonzales, 'S. N.', 810''^. '4tli'. St..' Santa

Goodwin,' Bop,- 28 'S. Church St, West
Chester, Pa.
Gorrell, Ray, 404 Madison T. Bldg.. Detroit

Graham.

Paul,

Jenkllnson-

PaT.,

Pt

Pleasant, N. J.

Chet 2040

'Gniss,

8.

Oorona. Denver.

iGrayaon, Hal, Roosevelt H., Hollywood.
^Green, Jimmy, Biaach View Gardens C,
Chicago.'
Greenough. Frank, Blltmore H., Santa

delphla.

Meyerinch, Berb, States Hofbrau, S. F.
Meyers, Al, 6200 Glrard Ave., Phlla.
Meyers, Louis, Zenda B., L. A.
Meyers, Vic, Trianon B. R., Seattle.
MUes, Dosty, Tb^ Roof, Kenosha, Wis.
Mllfs, Jack. Granada C„ Chicago.
Mllholland, H, L, KGA, Spokane.
Miller, J. Franz. BUUer H.. Detroit
Miller, Gladys, KOMO, Seattle.
MlUer, Jack, Press Club, Montreal.
.

.

.

B., Fltts<

.

1

Grien Jimmy, Adolphus H., Dallas.
Grosso,
Paul, Arilngton H., Colorado
Springs,

Col%

Guanette, Loo, 16 St Angelo St., Quebec.
Gurnlck, Ed., 88 Reynolds Ave., Providence.
Gatleison, M., Valencia T., Baltimore.

H
Haines,
St..

W.

76th St.. N.T.C.
Inn, 183 N.

'Whitey,' Tavern
Pawtncket R. I.

.

Box

404,

I

;

.

Conn'.

Harrison, J., Rendezvous,^ Toronto.
Hart, Ronnie, British Columbia Pk., VanB. C.
Harknese, Bddle, 2030 Franklin St., S. F.
Hatch. Nelson, Old Mill Tea Garden. Toronto, Can.
Hatch, WUbur, KNX. Hollywood.
Hanoy, Ad., 26 Capitol At., Pawtucket,
R. I.
couver,

.

Haucke, Curt, Radnbow Gardens, L. A.
Haymes, Joe, Village Nut Club, N. T. C.
Hays, Bill, Cathay Tea Garden, Phlla.
Helberger, Bmll, Bond H., Hartford.
Heldt, Horace, R, K. O. Golden Ga'te.
'Frisco.

Hember, Riofaard, Essex House, N. Y. C.
Henderson, P., 228 W. 139th St., N. T.
Henkel, Ted, Capitol T., Sydney, Aus.
Henry, Joe, Astoria, N. T,
Henry. Tal., care NBC, 711 6th Ave.,
N. Y. C.
HIrabalt,

A..

1138

burgh,

Gottman St,

Pltu-

Ilobbo, Frank, St. Catherine H., Cotiilna
Island,

HofTman, Earl, Casa de Alex, Cbl.
HolTman, L. G.. 78 Ernst St, BulTalo.
Hognn, BUI, MCA. L. A.
Hogan, Tweet, Chanel Lake, III,
Hogland, Everett, Rendezvous B. R., Balboa. Calif.

Hollowell,
Del.

~

B„ Strand

Wash.
•

|

D. H., Wilmington,

Hollywood Collegians, K. of C. C. N.T.C.
Holman, Bob, Cafe de Paree, L. A.

Al,

'

-

'

Commodora H.. N. T. C.
4 Reed St, So. Norwalk;

-

Mohrman. Mabel, KJR, Seattle.
Morton, Pran.i Italthn Gardens, Spokaus^

I

I

Scraa*

Pa.

Mlsheloft, Sol,
.Mttetiell,

[

.

-

.

'jjoUno. Carlos, Beverly-WIIsblre H.,

ef-ly

Hills,

B*»»

Calif.

carw Kennaway. Chi,
Blnty, Washington Arms, Ma*
moroneck, N. T.
Moore, Pryor, Schaber's C, L, A.
Moore, Tom, Cinderella B., IXMig Beacll.

Moore,

Carl,

Moore's,

Cal.

Morey. Al, Worth T., Ft. Worth.
Morris, Glen, Silver Slipper, Baltimore.
Moss, Joe, 18 B. 48th St, N. T. C.
Mosher, V., 8137 10th Ave. S., Minneapolis.

New

Murtal, Fred, Oriental T., Betrolt

Bed-

H.,

Walkkl

Hawaii.

Betrott

Beach,

Honolulu,

•

N

La Ferara, Vinton. 1821 Grant Ave,, S. F.
Hammond, Jean, Sky Room, Milwaukee.
Lagasse, F., 613 Merrlmac St., Lowell,
Hammond, Chestlne, KIT, Taklma, Wash.Hamp, Johnny, Mark Hopkins H., S. F. Mass.
Hancock, Hogan, Jefterson H., Birmingham.
:Handler, Al, Via Logo, Cbl.
Harmon M., Olub Mlrador, Washington.
Harris, Phil., Ambassador H., L. A.

Poi^

St.,

iMInlcb, Bd., 1101 Prospect Ave.,
^On,
|

Moana,

WJR,

Cumbei^

St.,

:Mlncr-Doyle, 1102 Middlesex Bt„ Lowell.

F.

Mass.
Kyte, Benny, Station

Fayette

Washington

Mass,

Krueger, Art, 'WI3N, Milwaukee.
Kruraholz, O., P; O.

786.

I

-

King, Dan. and Bis Radio Scandals, Four
Towers. Cedar Grove, N. T.
King's Jlelody. 68 Mnellef St, Binghamton, N. T.
King, Wayne, Aragon B. R.. Chi,
Klein, Fred, Klngsway H„ Bot Springs,
Ark.
KUne, M., 6466 Bt>race St„ Ptilladelphla.
Knelsel, B.. Blltmore H., Atlanta.
Knotson, ErIIng, President H., K. C.
Rozals, Jim, Station WLFL^ Chicago.
Krauskrill, Walt 847 Claremont Bldg.,

Floyd,

Mills,

ford,

Hall, George, Taft H„ N. T. C,
"
Hall, Sleepy, MCAi Chicago.
Hamilton. Geo., Airport Gardens, L. A.

'^""'"^

land. Mi^.
MU'de.' Del, 876 B.
land; Ore.

1

.

.

C

.

3.

Haas, Alexander, 264

Bend

^

Miller, Vic, Loew's State, Syracuse.
Milan, Beet,. Eastwood Park, Detroit

Barbara, Calif,
Gross, Prentls, McBlroy B., Portland, Ore,.
Greer, Billy, lOOi Main St, Davenport, la.

^"

m!!'^""'

'

-

-

Memphis.

St.,

'

Suegaii, Ross E., 22 Gold St., Freeport,
I* L
Kle^er, Bert 447 R. R. Ave., Pen Argyle,
Pa.
Keller, Wm. R., 4116 61st St.., Woodslde.
L. L, N. T,
Kelly, .Paul. La (Qranduja. S. F.
Kelsey, ?WaUer,' KFRC, .S,. .r, ..
Kemp, Hai,'.'BiacKbawk c.i. cm.
Kennedy.: ciem., .KTAB, a, F.
.Kenneth Larry, .801 Ke^nan Bldg.,. pittabprgh.
,Kentner, H., BenJ. Ptanklln h!, Phlla.'
Kerr, Chas., '/^.delphla H., Pbila.
Klbi^ler,
Red, Reoitetton Pfer, Long
Beach, Cal.
Kotetner. Jos., N. B.
Merchandise
Mart, 222 Nortb Bank Dr., Chicago,
Keystone Serenaders, Od. Riviera T.,
-

Main

Messenfer, Al, Rosclani^, Taunton, Mass.
jMeroif, Ben, Variety, N. T.
Meyer, M. F., 026 Broadway, Brooklyn,'
N. Y.
Meyer, Oscar,' 4529 Camas Bt, Phlla*

Phllal,'

Kardos, Gene, Roseland B. R., N. T. C.
Kassel, Art, Blrmarck H„ Chicago.
Katzman, Louis, 1780 B'way, N. T. C.
Kaufman, W., 28 N. 10th St, I^banon,
,
Pa.
Kay, Berble, MCA, Chicago,
.

iM2 SI

°

Harry, 6210 Gal'nor Road;

^yeer, Kay, Nlzon

......

j;.

^eniphlsonlans,.

Kahn, Herinatt. Capitol 'T., Newark. N.J.
Kohn; Roger W.. 1607 B' war. N; T. C.
KaUs, H., Lido V.eriilce C. Boston,
Kant as, At; SWaneeB, R,, Washington,

City.

N.

Pfti;k.^

••

\..-,K-

.

P!a.

C

Ana, Cat

•

b&Qgfherty, Binery', Hardin Lido,
.II.,.'Washlngt<Ri, D. C.

'

burgh.-

Janover,^ A.

^oUy

TI' O.

Parte,

.>J.,. 842. Pjitnam Ave.,, B'klyn.
X-, M4ndot 9,: R., j^t^oeiOx.
iD'Artrira, Orclu, 61 14th ,^t,;. Norwich,

tofl,iit^jj>p,i

•

N.

Ban, N.

.

iPant.z|g„.Bt

I

Burger, Jaek, Astor It.,
Ti C.
Beriser. W. J., 6449 Pena Ave-, Pitts-

I

WlB»'

I

..

JKXO,, Bil.CentfO,.

J.

Swiss Gordons, Clnh

WBAF,

Oil, Silver

Goff,

.

SUtlon WJJD,

Making Bddle, LeClatre C„ Chicago.
Moloney, R. B.. 808 Elinor St„ KnozvlUsL
Tenn.
Mantho. AI„ 807 N. Francis, Hadlsoo,

Baltrlraor«.

Jackson's Jazz, 18 Chestnut St., Oloversvllle, N, T.
Jafly, Gilbert, L«lghton'a Arcade, L. A.
Janls, Fred, Turkish Village C„ Chicago.

Neb.

Penn^Ivanta

2116

A.

Mahon, Margie, KMO, Seattle.
.p'WaJor. P. J., 8007 Sd St, Ocean Park,

.

-

L., Wichita,

^'

C

Stockton, .Calif.
COKDWOll* Frank. :Hayf air C, Boston.
210, B.. 10th .St.. KakqB.^Fa.
CoyIe,:L,
CKilg,' Francis, Hermitage H., ^gishyllle.
^reSQ^nt Orcb., .^xmory, Mtddletown, N.T.;

Crawford,

Peter**

St.,'

'

H.,'Chl',

pr^wford .'"Buzz,"

'

DaV^e,

,

Galvln, J. T., Plaaa T., Worcester, Mass.
Qalllcchio, Jo, 6200 Sheridan Rd., Chi.
Oarber, Jan, TrLanop B. R., Cbt
Gardner, C. C, i627 N. 24th St., Lincoln,

•

.

Bennett

Fye^

Plttsfleld,

Ave.i N. W., Washington.
Crawford, Jack, Ballyhoo C, Hollywood.

.

.

bouse. Chicago,.

Earl,

Funk) iWry,

B^irst, Juies, Village

.

Newark,

St.,

I,

Fuller,

.

Coliseum

.iCok,-

^'"**"°"'

Macat; T€id, BlRckstOnb H., Port Worth.
Madpegnera, Enric, Place Pigalle, N.T.iJ.

Britalnj

Baltimore,

"t,,

C., CblMgo;
'Wichita' St,, bailaa.

.iiaok, .Dive, .'tarls, Inn.

HanUnirt<rti;

New

:

Ulcn.

66

Maple

'

Cooney,': Bernard,

.

Jos.,

Hartford,.

T.

1068 Park Ave., N. T. C.
WXTZ. -Detroit

pobn,'iDell,>Ltt

.

Baslle,

H„

S.,

T.,

RuSIno, City Park Bd.,

,

^Arthur,

Cooley, "P^ltz;
•
.

•

](,yce)im

lula, Felice, Alvoll

lula.

.

W. Va.

Bacbman, Iiew,' 211 N.f Central, Cht.
Balrd, -mynard. Crystal .T.; Knoxvllle.

Vsaltr Fair

»„.

qpiiU

M

ilt?llw..^

'

.

Irving,.

Studto;

Tennis C,

Frlesb, J. F., Stramd T., Stamford; Conn.
Frost, Jack, Station WJAR, Providence,.

ODle,.RinKr..Solomon*flQ. H., I4.:A,.
Conley, Ralph, 1119 Grand St, Wheeling,

P., .'Frohtedac, '^n^bec^'.CaB.Balley. Earl,. Cavallier Beach C, Virginia

Uuk,

.

A

Cari, 20 B. Orange Ave., Newark.
Friary, iSeorge. Rockland, Masis.
Friedman, Li F., Bt Louis T.,' St Louis.
EVledinan, Shooks, Paramount B., N.T.C.

'

NBC, N,

'
I

;

Conn,
Isamlnger 'dill. da«e'cstown, Md.
Isltt Doug.. Butte, Mont

Fre^,

R,

Bdgewood 9t,

37.

Wtaier-PN

LouU,

Forb&tel'n,

Burbank, Calif,
Fosdick, Qono, Rye Batb

'

I^USB,

Ihnto. Bdk;

I

Vfestcfaester.

'•

r

;

-^|tao

Sammy. 2008

.Lynn,

*

Mich.-

'•.

Columbo;

Lynn. Coi5(ii

C,

a

I

I

.

.

Collegians,

^'l

MIoh.

Tom, Athens C, Oakland, Calif.
282 W, Douglas Stl. Reading, Pa.
Coleman, Emlli Waldort-Astorldi N. T.
College Club, 4120 Dewey Ave., Omaha,
Colle^rlan Serenaders, Far East R., Cleveland,

Beaoh
N. T.

I^j^j^donald,,
'

'Fogg, A. H., 174 Beacon St., Portland,
Me,
Fomieh, Henry,. Pleasant Iiake, Jacksop.

F.',,

Conn."

^8 A'way,

Btf)|r,

HttlUI>^jl5.,B«^npr^.ftiBl(»tWta 9, B,.. Chi.

Fisher, Marie, Bdgewater Beach H., CbL
Finston, Nat Par. StudlOb H<rilywoodl.
Fltzpatrlck, Eddie, N.B.C., S. F.
Foard, Bon, 1419 Reed Ato., Kalamazoo,

Ooakley,

COI.

..

Hon, iCalUco °Cit

Buck-

:Hue*m„

been ranging between 8.000 and

'Clevelandere, Fuller's Qarden, Clpolnaatl.

B'aldn'lti;

fikh-thger,

P.,

Bieacb, Cal.

...

.

Buckeye Lake

Ross,

IChurch.

eye Lake, O.
iCIarke, Bob, 1680 Rodiury Rd. (B), Columbus, O,
jClarke, Herb. t<.. Municipal Band, Long

•rly Hinsi Callfk
Ash, •PnuU 1007 Broadway. N. T. C.
Atkins, A. P;. 8614 Oth Ave., Des Holnes.
Austin, S. DicvIs Is. Country C, Tampa.
Axt, Dr. Wm., M-O-H Studio, Culver
City. Cal.

B.

Oklahoma City.
Onnaby Ave.,

'

version ot 'Nlebt and.Dajr*
already reached 48,609,. a lieyr ,.
high for ,tl^9 yictpr, (^tialQff,
over a period 'ot, almpst two
yeara. On the otrength of this,
'Vlctof has put o^ the marltet a
concert arraneement .oC the
same number by Whltemiaii.
Significance of the Relsman
platter sales is that dance re«
cordlngs on the Victor Jlst have
12,000.

leans.

A., 812 B. 8th St, Flint. Hlch.

Amldon,

New

P&tlo.

Cavato, Eta. Flotilla aub, PUtsburgta.
Cave, Don, El Cortez H.. Son Diego.
Cervone,
Izzy,
002 Blackstone BIdg.,
Pittsburgh.
Charles, Roy, Golden Pumpkin C, Chi.
Chlo-E-RSvelers, Station WJBO, New Or-

C.

Tork. N.

Murray's

John,

Haven, Conn.

Ruxton H., N. T. C
Kennawar, Chlcatro.
CBS, 485 Madleoa Ave.,

Irvloff,

Asnew,

I

,

Included.

ilonmouth

^1-'

I<eo l^lflnuin's

Ba]|»

Chas.,

.'.BouatOB,
J'

,

Luae, Harloy, Wilson's B. R.. L. A.
Luster, .Mayo, Orlentat Oardenq, Chi.
Lyman, Abo, paradlsQ' R„ N. T. C.'

P.

fl.

.

Week

K. T.

.'

Nappl,
I

Bin,

Tutwiller H.,

Birmingham,

Ala.

Nash, Len, Leu Nash's Bom, Compton,
I

Cah.

Laltsky, Ben, Majestic T. Bldg., L. A.
Nashold, Dudley, Nashold's B. R., San
Lampe, Del, Palais B'Or,' N. T.
Diego.
Lampham, Clayton, Luna Park, Coney
Naylor, Oliver. Walton H., Phlla.
Island, N, T.
Neff. Art, 6228 Spruce St.. Philadelphia.
Lanfleld, M., BBB's Cellar, Hollywood.
Neglar. MerMn, Fox T.. Spokane, Wash.
Lang, Harry, Baker H., Dallas.
Ne|inan, Eddie, Grand Terrace, Chi.
Lange, J. Vi, 27 Abbott St.. Lowell, Mass.
Neumlller, Howard, WBBM, Chi.
Lanin, Sam, care' CBS, 48S Madison Ave.,
Newiqk, Nick, 8150 24th St., Astoria,
N. T. c.
..
|L. I.
LanIn, Sioward CBS, N. T. C.
Nelson, Ozzle, Holel New- Torker. N.T.C
Lawe, Bernle, Pattis C.i Bes Molbef^, la.
Nelson, Tom, Roosevelt H., N. T. C.
Lazarus, Mickey,' McFodden B. R., San
New Orleans Owls, H. Roosevelt. N. O.
.')
Francisco.
Newman, Alfred, U. A. Studio, HollyLefcoort, Harry, 27^10 Newtown Ave.,
wood.
Astoria, L. L
Nichols, Red, Golden Pheasant, Cleve., O.
I.efko%vltz, Harry, Casley H., Scranton,
Pa.
.Nolan, Bob, Fisher T., Detroit.
Leftwlch, Jolly, Oceanic H., WrlghtsvlUe
Noone, Jimmy, Club Dixie. Chicago.
Beach, N. C.
Norman, Jess, 1770 Green St,. 6. F.
Levant, Phil., MCA, Chicago.
Levin, Al. 476 Whalley Ave.. New Haven.
Levltow, Bernard, Commodore H., N.t!c.
Lido Orch, Suite 66 Loew Bldg., Wash- r ^ti^^'Sr"' J*""' ^aranoc Lake H.. Saranao
^•
^^'^Eton. D. C.
O'Connell, Mark, 310 W. O8U1 St., N.T.C.
LiglU, Enoch, Plantation Gardens, Philadelphia, Pa.'
Octavet Ore, 35 Duffleld St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Llsbln, Hank, Adolphus H., Dallas.
O'Hare. Husk, Canton Tea Gardens, Chi.
LoCner. Carol, Casino .Gardens B. R..
Ocean Park. Calif.
O'Henrn, Travo. LeCIalr H., MoUne, 111.
Lombartio, Guy, Roosevelt H., N. T.
Olson, George, NBC, N. Y. C.
Lopez, Vincent, St. Regis H., N. T, C.
Olscn, Guy, Eagles Aud., Seattle, Wash.
Olsen, Ole, Commodore
Vancouver,
Lowd, Howard O., 41.06 Srd St, N. W.,
;

.

,

,

I

.

.

,

"

I

Washington, D. C.
Lowe, Bemle, Nanking Cafe, Des Moines.
Lowe. Sol, Manchester T., L. A.

Lown, Bert, Park Central, H.. N. T. C.
Laury, Paul, Schuler's Orosvenor B. R.,
Mansneld, O.
Ludpke. Frank. Davenport H., Spokane,
,

Wash.

Lund, 0,

M„

Coirseum B, R., Tacoma.

B.

C

C.

Oppenhclm, W., Bcnj. Franklin H., Phlla,
George 8, Danrelnnd, Jamaica,

Original
L. I.

Orlf^lnal
Yellow jackets,
Summerland
Beachi Buckeyo Lake, O.
Orlando, Nick. Plaza H., N. T. C.
Osborne, Will, care Variety, N. T.

(Continued on page 50)
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Tuesday, March 14, 1933

Chicago, March 13.
Bandsmen here have received

Fines Ish Jones;

Men

Bany Banis"Badi'

Plain Speaking

W. Expels and

a form

Nicked $100

Found guilty of accepting fees
inder the union scale, Isham Jones
vas fined $1,000 and expelled from
liocal No. 802, New York, last week.
Jnderscaling Is alleged to have
aken place while he was working
>n his current stand at the Hollyvood restaurant.
Under the verdict Jones must
eave the spot Immediately unless
grants him a stay pending
he
hearing of his appeal from No.
I

letter from a hole-lnthe-wall
publisher In
New
York. This publisher has been
in business less than a month
under his present set-up. His
letter Is believed to establish
'a new 'high water mark In
candor. He wrote:
'Unless we get more cooperation from you boys we'll

have

AFM

Their

Own

to Halt

Bootleg Song Sheets

board decision.
Also flned and expelled from this
^^ew York local were the 16 men In
;he Jones combo.
The fine meted
)ut In their cases was $100 each.
In the event that the International refuses to vacate the 802
>rder Jones and his men stand
Jarred from ever taking another en-

In a series of raids engineered by
persons outside of the, American Society the police last week took into
custody four men believed to be the
chief source of supply for peddlers
of bootleg
song
sheets.
Quartet was turned over to the
Federal authorities a,nd the evigagement In New York of any de- dence to the grand jury, with
scription,
including broadcasting. the latter due to report on indictFailure to obtain an overruling will
ments in the cases today (14). On
ilso mean that th2' bandmen will
the basis of data confiscated in the
have to pay their fines before they raid here, arrests are slated in Chimay accept a union job elsewhere.
cago, St. Louis, Kansas City and
According to the 802 board, Jones other key spots.
had made a prac.ice of collecting
Liosliig patience with the results
Crom the Hollywood management obtained by the ASCAP department
the salaries allowed under the New concerned with the suppression of
York scale and putting up from his the bootleg sheet traffic, several of
own pocket the 30% extra required the publishers took over the gumfor. a traveling organization, under shoeing assignment on their own
which status Jones was to remain and garnerect the evidence for last
until he became a full-fledged mem- week's distributor pinches.
John
ber of the New York union.
Brann, who han-jled this departJones case, averred officers of the ment for the Society, is out, with
union, was merely the forerunner his duties now absorbed by other
to a campaign to suppress what- members of the ASCAP staff.
ever underscallng that exists among

coming under

bands

802's

authority. Regardless of conditions,
declares the local, this provision of
the union's rules are to be strictly
enforced.

Pitt's

Show Boat WiU
Make Its Third Try

Pittsburgh, Mar. 13.
Despite unsettled conditions. Show
Boat, .one cf Pitt's, oldest night
clubs, will try again.
It reopens

Thursday (16) under manage
ment of Eddie Klein with Jack
Pettis band featured.
Show Boat has already opened
•nd closed twice this season. Last
time it was a colored show with Joe
this

NAMES STEL
ON AFM USTS;mBER

125,000

ASCAP May

DISPOSAL

DEUY ON

MDS' Come-On

FOREIGN RIGHTS

Disposal of the European rights
to catalogs of the Warner Brothers
publishing group is still up in the
air.
No deals are being made until
B. Feldman, of the London publishing firm of that name, arrives here.

on the other side.
Louis Dreyfuss returned to London last Wednesday (8) without
getting an answer either way on his
bid for the French rights to the
Harms catalog, which his Arm.
Chappell-Harms, controls for England. Working arrangement under
which the Paris publishing house,
Editions Francis Salabert, supervised the FrencI: rights to the
Harms list expired March 1.
Also involved is a renewal on the
French and English rights to the
Remlck catalog. Feldman's contract
here also expired March 1.

H

Dance Mgrs. Organize
Boston, Mar.

in

music publishers.

is

13.

Forest

Park.

Resolution for-

Interpolating

Cold Lips

WASHED

MUSIC TAX
TTF
Judge Bondy In the Federal court
here last week okayed a motion to
dismiss the M.P.P.A.'s 'bootleg* seat
tax suit against RCA Photophone.
Case had been settled some time
ago, and the $176,000 received on
the claim distributed among the

combo

also are the Theodores,
ballroom dancers, and the Three
Debutantes, warblers.

Programed

Cedar Rapids, la., March 13.
Jean Callbway-and her orchestra
played at Danceland here, but not
before equipment used by the band
was attached and its manager,

Henry Shfipiro, officially detained.
The band, however, played with in-

lease,

Darmour
are

Vt.

short for Radio re
written by Le

being

Zahler.
Jesse Duffy

Ted Weems

pulls out of the Hotel
grill. New York, tocalls it a string
of oiTe-nighters until the combo
opens at the Chicago theatre, Chi-

Pennsylvania
is

directing.

morrow

Bandsman Dies

(16)

and

Mai Hallett, well again, and looking better than before he went to
Tuscnn for his health, is back on
Broadway, reorganizing his danc3
orchcstia, with likelihood he'll open
shortly at one of the three main
mldtown ballrocnrs, either the Arcadia or Roseland, where he was a
former favorite before the accident
which sent him to the rest cure.
It started with two successive
automobile accidents fracturing and
rebreaking a healing wound, with
the result he had to take the dry
cure for a couple of years.
Charles and Si Shrlbman are back
with Hallett as managers. They
were partners in a string of New

breaking even.
Attempt to get a |26 slash in the
at the Biltmore, where 'Of

scale

Thee

I

Sing* played, also

thumbed-

down.

Band then goes
Earl Burtnett band played four
cago, March 91.
Burlington, Vt„ March 13.
Frank Spaulding,' Vermont band into the Schroe<>w*, Mllwaiilwe, one-nighters before opening at the
leader and a member of Sherman's pending its entry into the Lincoln Club Ballyhoo, Hollywood, March
Military Band, died h*»rp

Jfiot

wo/^v

trio

r-Titf-o/rr.

Keit-Engel firm.

BaHrooms Holding
Out on Coin

What the officers of the American
Society had predicted would be the
biggest quarter in its history may,
according to present indications,
wind up as the first quarter in
which the ASCAP has failed to distribute royalty dividends among its
Because of the banking situation, and the poor collections that prevailed for the two
months prior to this development,
E. C. Mills, the organization's business head, has suggested to the
board of directors that the Society
refrain from declaring a dividend
for the first quarter of the current

membership.

year.

When

Several ASCAP directors are opposing this course on the contention
that at this time the money Is espeLeaders
cially needed by the majority of
writer
and publisher members.
Canton, March 13.
Their contention is that the Society
Eastern Ohio ballrooms, playing should split up what collections are
occasional name bands, will insist in at the end of the current month

Doni Show

must appear with their combinations.
In
several instances lately bands have
in future that the leaders

if necessary, add to this some
money to be drawn from the
Society's reserve fund. To carry out

and,

the latter Idea

it

would be required
of the $400,000 in

hold that these securities
should be left intact to be avail-,
able in the event of a legal battle
with the radio interests. Directors
favoring liquidation of the bonds as
part of the current quarter's payofi
declare that the present need of the
membership supercedes the anticipated emergency. They point out
that in the event of a fight with
was-over.
radio, legal expenses could be taken
Contracts now made with bookers out of the collections of subsequent
contain a clause that the leader quarters when financial conditions
must appear in person. Local union are apt not be as stringent.
officials are so-operating with ballFebruary Drop
room managers and declare that if
When the current quarter started
the i>ractice is continued they will there was $37,000 In the collection
take the matter up with New York bag which had come in the last
union executives.
Holding up a week In December, or after the
part of the guarantee when the Society had declared a dividend for
leader does not show up has been the last three months of 1932. Coldone here, with the union business lections continued at a fair pace
agent declaring the ballroom opera- through January but with the turn
tor is within his rights.
of February the incoming coin took
a sharp drop from all sources inSituation was first
cluding radio.
Calloway Takes Off
aggravated by the closing down of
banks in the midwest with the na$250 for 14
tional moratorium the clincher.
Dividends of the Society show a
Cab Calloway, who closed with his
band at the Cotton Club in Harlem gradual increase from year to year
(Duke Ellington returning) Jumped until the last quarter of 1932 when
to St. Petersburg, Fla., with |260 the melon decreases 30% for the
for 14 men under Mills-Rockell's di- publisher and half that for the
Mills

Men

With

That's $10 a man,
the bank would release to
rection.

all

that

writers.

^ills and several board members
previously had declared that the
Society would take in a minimum
Calloway, after the dance tour, of $2,000,000 from radio for 1933 and
goes into Philly and Washington for predicted that the first three months
Warners at $6,000 net opening of '33 it^ould bring the membership at least twice the sum of the
Mar. 31.

M-R

M-R An

check was accepted by the

rail-

road,

December

HaHett Back on B'way

struments still under attachment.
Jam was the result of an auto
ETON BOTS IN CAPE
acEton Boys, CBS act, have been owned by R. P. Gilkerson which,
booked into the Paramount Grill cording to Gilkerson, was only to be
New York. Policy of the place re- taken as far as Rock Island, 111. The England dance halls.
stricts the floor bill to recruits from car, when not returned to Spring
Valley, 111., on time, was traced to
radio.
here, with the resulting predicaBooking of the Columbia harmon
Musicians Nix Cut
ment.
Ists is for an Indefinite period.
Los Angeles, March 13.
Shapiro was held until word was
Musicians' union refused to lower
received that the car had been reLe Zahler's 'Mickey' Tunes
turned, but he must now answer for Its scale on the Million Dollar theaHollywood, Mar. 13.
although
the operators, Lazarus
tre,
Gilkerson's
expense
of
and
the
$100
Tunes for 'Mickey's Big Broad trip.
and Vinlcoff, claim they are barely
cast,'

within the next month on an
exclusive basis.
First of the music men to receive the gift is Joe Kelt, of the

pick-up crew.

New

Pedro's
tangoes.

Is now giving away round-t'-ip
tickets to Florida as a premium
to those publishers who ^oin

Recently Don Redman's band was
Booking dance dates was para- contracted to play a downtown balllyzed last week along with the room, all advertising carrying the
money stringency. Guarantees were line 'with Redman in person.' The
not forthcoming from the ballroom band came in but no Redman. Expromoters.
planation was Illness.
But when
Situation prompted Guy Lom- the manager
refused to pay the
bardo's orchestra to decide on theguarantee, Redman finally arrived
atre bookings first instead' of a
at the ballroom 20 minutes before
dance tour upon leaving the Hotel the dance

1% of our professional membership,' Weber declares. Younger

Don

Inc.,

come In minus the leader, the ball- to liquidate part kitty.
bonds now in the
room manager usually making the
The bonds, say advocates of a
excuse that the maestro became ill
first quarter dividend, could bo disLOOK TO THEATRES
in the last town and would be unposed of at this time at a loss of
able to appear. It's the reverse of
Bands Figure Dance Dates Quiet the leader showing up to lead a local no more than 20% of their purchase
However, Gene Buck nnd
value.
Until Mid-Spring

Its Gliding warded the Iowa state legislature
asking that body to make dancing
Los Angeles, Mar. 13.
Mexico City, March 13,
Sam Coslow is directing the Hal legal on Sundays in the state.
All-femme symphony orchestra, Chasnow band which is supplying
More than 18 of the better known
said to be the only one of its kind In music for the Saturday Nighters at orchestras in the state sent reprethe world, which functioned here for the Biltmore hotel. New glide club s«ntatlves to the session.
a year, has been disbanded, due to got underway last Saturday (11).
sponsors' inability to obtain funds
it going.
Now, its director, ^rof. Angel
Ferreiro, has decided to reorganize
the orchestra.
Same 24 girls become an all-girl classical jazz band

Music Dealers' Service,

Feldman was due in New York two
weeks ago, but he has been detained

New

to keep

Opponents

Propose Reserve Fund as Remedy

His assets are the small royalty
returns from bis songs.

half of

Coslow for

Mflls Favors Plan as

14,600.

Roosevelt, New York. Dance dates
are being deemed more propitious
Los Angeles, March 13.
in mid-spring.
Considering conditions, the Amer
ican Federation of Musicians has
held its own, Eisserts Joseph N.
England and la.
Weber, as president of this body.
'We haven't lost more than one

Ork Goes Jazz

Pass Next Dividend;

eral court, listing bis liabilities at

New England ballroom owners
members, or those he chose to term
amateurs, have dropped out, but the are being organized into a protecGroup's primary
roster of the organization still has tive association.
126,000 names on it, he said. Full Interest will be to press the passage
strength before th« depression was of a measure, now before the Massachusetts legislature. legalizing Sunand 160,000.
Hlller as skipper. This stunt, with between 140,000
•In the main,' Weber states, *we day dancing.
Fletcher Henderson's band, cost the
Bill comes up for its first hearing
our basic scale,
management around $10,000. It quit have conformed toreadjusted
today
work
(14).
although we have
after a four weeks try.
meet theatre require
Klein has been an active night ing hours to
Marshalltown, la., March IS.
club figure locally for years.
He ments.'
First steps toward organization
last operated the Patio, outdoor
of an Iowa State Dance Managers'
summer spot.
Coast Club Has
Association taken at a meeting held
Girl

4»

18.

bankruptcy petition in L. A. Fed-

WB

I02's trial

dance

Hollywood, March

Harry Barrls, orchestra leader
and composer, filed a voluntary

to fold up.'

Husic Pubs Gumshoe

Ob

VARIETY

payoff.

Music Trade Cutk

HALL'S YIGTOS DISKS

Film industry's 26 and 60%
slashes affected the Warners' music
publishing subsidiaries.
They all
went for the same ratio of cuts.
Irving Berlin, Inc. put into effect
this past week its first cut, a 10%
shaving.

Qcorge Hall, spotted with his
combo at the Taft hotel, New York,
has been signatured by RCA Victor
on a year's exclusive contract.
Does his first recording under the
new agreement this week. Hall
previously stencilled for Columbia
and the American Record Co.

DANCE HALL BUBNS
Orr With S-C
March 13.
San Francisco, Mar. 13.
Inn, dance hall restauHarvey
Orr
is with Sherman, Clay
Albany-New
York
road,
rant on the
was destroyed by fire on an off as professional manager, returning
after several years in radio as a
night with no one in the place.
Rensselaer, N. Y.,

Edgewood

Passing motorist discovered the singer.
and notified Harold Van Oostenproprietor, who lives next

fire

birugge,

door. Entire structure

was

in flames

by the time fire apparatus arrived.
Loss was more than $15,000, partly
covered by insurance.
Harry McDaniel, until recently
featured with Johnny John.son's
ork has his unit at the Inn.
2 Sunday Arrests
Jack.son, Miss.,

Mar.

13

.swept down on two night
here last week for Sunday
dancing and made two arrests
Reno DcVaux, operator of the
Barn, wa.s jailed for eight hours and

The law

clubs

later fined

and released.

Clarence McLaughlin, operator ot
T.-**"
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(Continued from page 48)

This department contains rewritten theatrical neii>3 items as published during the week
arietyf takes no
papers'bi Nerv York, Chicago, San Francisco, Hollyfiuood and London.
from a daily paper.

dail]i

Tuesday, Bludi 14, 1933

1

OweD, Delos, WON, CU.
Owens, Han7, Westwand Ho XL. Ptioeatx.

credit for these nev>s items; each has been rewritten

Shield,

SldeU,

on the radio. Tuesdays and Fri- what's
days for six weeks starting March needy

East

left p< it

over to a fund for

WB employees.

17.

Washington Pub. company suing
Blind actors gave two short plays
Richard Jj. Simon, of Simon & Llverlght, Inc., and Rees Press for
at the Brooklyn Academy Wed. (8). Schuester, in from France. He went plagiarism of a chapter in 'More
Had to memorize the number of after a book by Jimmy Walker, but Merry Go Round.' which it claims
steps as well as their lines, but not didn't get it because the former was lifted trom The Mills of the
apparent In their worlt.
Mayor said it was too simple and Gods.'
Reports that
too involved.
New order to feds forbids raiding yet
Walker and fVank Scully have
of speaks. Only makers and trans- about finished 'Letters I Forgot to
porters to engage Interest in future.
Says also that Betty CompMall.'
Speaks left to cops in theory, but ton has written her autobiography
feds make plenty visits.
intimates that her

Met. opera ends its 69tb setison
Sat., with 1180.000 in the UU for
next season's expenses. Still $120,000 shy.
Rowland Stebblns gave

KHJ,

A.
Palin'qnlat, BmM, Sagle B.R., Milwaukee.
Parlalan Red Heads, 23 W. North St.,
Paige, Bar. Station

Parker, Ihid, 230 Hart St, B'klyn. N. T.
Parnell, Chaa., Hartford B. R., San Bernardino, Cat
Paso, George C.', ROMvlUe, O.
Pearl, Uotejr. 203 Huntlns Ave., Boston.
Peck, Jack, 801 Keenan BIdg., Plttsbargli.
Pedro, Don. Morrison H., Cblcasn.
Peerlen Oreh., Monmoatb St, Newpmt,

Ky.
Pendarvla. Faal, Jonathan CX,

It.

A.

Pemt. Don, Saenger T., New Orleans, Zia.
$1,000 under his own name and a
which she
marriage to Eddie Dowllng (cam- like amount for Laurence Rivers, ^Pen7t Frank, Flagler H., Fallsburg,
Several well known theatrical
eraman)
forced
political and Inc. Louis Eckstein, whose Ravinia
was
by
for
suit
the
Peterson,
Art.
women mentioned in
Trout-dale-ln-the-Plneo,
venture in Chicago la famous, sent Evergreen,
N. Y.
Colo.
separation from Robert H. Davis, religious groups In
$10,000.
Fettln. Jack. Wm. Pens H., Plttsbanh.
broker, by Mrs. Davis. She charges
Peyton, Doe, Syracusa B., Syimcoae,
Eddie Bruce, former comedian, Is
that he spent his money and time
wins
his
David
Graves
George
N.
T.
on Broadway whoopee to her detri- back from South. America with the
long fight against Victor Talking
Peterson, B., TItoU T., Iflcblgaa City,
makings of a travel film.
ment.
Machine Co. to collect royalties on Ind.
his hillbilly song, 'The Wreck of the
PfelRer'a Or«li., 1842 Palmetto Ave., To'Three Cornered Moon' to have a
James
Mrs.
J. Walker Is suing for Old 97.'
U. S. district court finds In- ledo.
40c second gallery. First time top
grounds
of his favor.
divorce
Florida
on
the
a
Phllbrick's
Orch., Touaker'a Dept. Store,
Claimed that 6,000,000
shelf has dropped below four bits
desertion In 1928.
copies of the record have been sold. DCS Holnes. la.
In more than a generation.

SImmonds.

Guild has bought Peter Milne's

%arah

Not

Simple.'

for

production.

Now

"Marrylln's Affairs'

It's

'Strange Gods' will open at Philadelphia March 27.

Lawrence Schwab back from-

his

Florida romp.

Mayor Hague,

of Jersey City, peissue a permit for a
freak show. Being considered.
to

Throckmorton exhibiting
d dept. store'.

Cleon

nine associates

In-

stead of 'Cinderella's Brothers.'

titioned

Sam Kaplan and

Tickets beinff sold for a bogus
Immediate In local 306 convicted of coercion by
a jury in Gen(!ral Sessions, but it Is benefit for street cleaning dept. Police are looking for the promoters.
to go to appeal.

George M. Cohan planning a musical comedy along the lines of '45
from the Jersey City ecouta who Minutes from Broadway.'

Johnny Downs, who used to be an
Eagle In the boy scouts, got a visit

came

to see 'Strike

sey City is where

Me

Jerdid his

Pink.'

Downs

scouting.

Gale Sondergaard gets Leona Hoassignment In 'American
Dream' at the Guild. Only member
of the cast to appear in all three

acts.

N. Y. censors ban, then pass "Herheld tha's Awakenlhg,' German pic, in
In $2,500 ball In the homicide court toto. Finds it 'immoral and tending
Tuesday (7) in connection with the to Incite to crime.' Story of an undeath of Wm. Holua, who fell from wed mother who finally marries the
the window of hla third story apt. man.
Sat.
They had a dispute because
Olark had accepted a check inLight on benefits, if any were
stead of getting the cash for the
needed, shed in court last week
band of which Holua was leader.
when Magistrate Goldstein develEngagement of Don Alvarado to oped the fact that only 20% of the
Marilyn Miller formally announced proceeds of a benefit for a home
Ticket
last week.
To happen 'as soon as went to the beneficiary.
salesmen In court on charge of sellpossible.'
ing ducats without a license. * ReYiddish Art Theatre Assn, an- vealed that the promoters got 60%
nounces a return to repertory as and Judea Convalescent Home got
soon as 'Yoshc Kalb' is run out.
the rest less other costs which cut
the profits to one dollar In five.
Mrs. Anna Dall, the pre.sldent's
daughter, will replace her mother
Fire In Henderson, Ky., March 9
destroyed a section of the business
center, including the Grand opera
house.
'

Theatres]

Three

creditors

SHOW^RKQ!

BETTER
The

Aulhtatlt

tod

RMord of Mnssollort

Life

FIrit

Exeluiln-

Compl«t«,

Contlnuwn Show* at Popular Price*
25-4IIO to 6 P.M.
2S-65e tt tlOM (Mon. to FrI.)

Pig trainer applied to the State

Rush St,

Chlcagoi.
Spector, Irving. WOKO. Albany, N. T.
SpltBlBy, PbU.. NBC; N. T. C.
Pftnl, Paxtoa Hotel, Omaha, Neb.
Springer, Leoa. 184 LlTlngston St, BUya.

in

Sol

and

f^mShtST 6fiOA0W>«Y

last

Marcli 16 to 17

In

THE SKY"

IN

Channing Pollock to head for
Back in June. Working on a
novel Instead of a play.

Italy.

trey.

Hurok

to

import a Russian

Santa Monica,

Calif.,

beach home

of Harold Lloyd, entered during the
actor's absence' in Europe and used
for party purposes, according to a
report made to the police.

Efforts of W. H. Weaver to conduct a 'tango parlor* in Hollywood
proved unsuccessful when the police
commission denied his application.

week.

Inability of Grant Withers to
Arthur Pryor, bandmaster, going cash a bank order at Fort Worth,
caused the actor to pawn his
Out for nomination Tex.,
golf clubs for funds to continue to
as freeholder in his New Jersey
Chicago.
home.
in for politics.

On

Brreon

Eddie Cantor
'The Kid from Spain"
On atngc— NOBLE 8ISSLE and

Or-

I

chettra,

and

On

".nn.V
Witb

PSf^K
**
1

ft

ISPull

Headllnen.

Ollxi'

Screen

MUST

DIANA

FICHT'»

WYNVARO

BEBLE**(H»ld Ovorl)
Eddy DUCHIN 4 Orcli.
^ddcd Attnetinu

TOL

Lothar Mendes named co-respondent in Lord Inverclyde's divorce suit against June.

Hippodrome first to announce a
quake sufferers. Satur-

benefit for
day night.

Injuries which Elizabeth Lennox
received when a car driven by Paul
Seckler, film studio electrician. Is
alleged to have struck her at a
street Intersection, caused the actress' removal to the Hollywood Receiving hospital.

Income tax

liens filed in the U. S
court, L. A., show that
James Kirkwood, actor, owes $29.14
additional tax; Reginald Denny, ac
H. M., Albert and J. L. Warner, tor. underpaid his 1930 tax by
who took a 50% salary cut, turn $133.98, and Sally O'Neil, actress.

'Dinner at Eight'

down

to

$3.30

Cal.

Ray, Huston, Lexington H., N. T. C.
Rodrlguea, Jos., KFI, I,. A.
Rapes. Brno. Radio City Muslo Hall.
N. T. C. •
''Kasmussen, F., 143 Graham Ave., Council
Bluffs, la.

Ray, Alvlno, IfBC, S. F.
Read, Kemp, B30 Ashley Blvd.,
Mass,

New

Bed-

Red Domlnos. care

of E. K. Nadel, 110
N. T. C.
Redman, Don, 700 7th Ave., N.T.C
Redmond, George, Cotton C, Culver City,

W.

47th

St.,

Reese, Gardner, 1610 Broadway, N. T.
Relsman, Leo, 180 W. 67th St., N. T. C.
Relyea, A1 'Buddy,' New Harmony H.,
Cohoes, N. T.

Earl Buminett, orchestra leader,
filed a voluntary bankruptcy petition in the L. A. Federal court, listing his liablllUes at $23,697 and assets at $15,200.

District

Stafford. H., 911 Sumner St., Uncolh.Neb.
Stafford, Jesse, care Variety, Hollywood.

820 Broadway,

John,
Tex.

Stanflll,

tonlo,

Stelner, Max, Radio Stadlo,
Steed. Hy.. Station

San An-^

HoUywood.

WMBC;

Detiolt
Stem, nonrid, BUtmore^ N. T.
Stevena„ Perley, 268 Hontlngton AvAmtBoston.
Stone. Marty. Radlsaon H.. MlnneapoU*,
Story, Geo.. Wong's C, London, Ont
Straub, Herb, Buffalo Broadcasting Corp.^
Buffalo.

Vanderhllt H., N. T. C.
2B Quincy St., Chicago.

Strlaaoff,

Sweet

Taylor,

Al,

Art Nantucket Taoht C, Nan*

Telller, Ray, Falrmouat H., 8. F.
Teppas, J. J., 583 Olenwood Ave., Buffalo.
Teeven, Boy. Regent T.. Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Thomas. Howard, eax«
92 W.
Randolph, Chicago.

MCA

Ralston, Jack, Station WOIi, WashingD. C.
Radln, Oscar, M-G-H Studio, Culver City,

Cal.

Coast

tion.

MON." FRI.
IOAM.toWO

.\rk.

ford,

Winnie Llghtner gets her final
decree of divorce from Geo. Hol-

Frances Marlon, writer, and four
Mrs. Muriel Young Hutchlne gets bondholders ojC a concern founded
$25 weekly alimony and $150 counsel by her husband, the late Fred
fees on her separation from the dra- Thomson, actor, awarded an $18,000
judgment In the L. A. Municipal
matic coach, John Hutchins.
court against the Title Insurance &
Trust, which they had sued to colLaurence Schwab flew up from lect insurance after the writer's
Miami (8) to see how 'Take a manager testified that he had signed
Chance' was doing and took off her name to the bonds.
again Friday to continue his vaca-

SPENCER TRACY
MARION NIXON
"FACE

Shuberts have bought 'Just Out,'
by Edward Bourdet.

to

"THE INTRUDER"
ON
FrI.,

12th

Lenore Ulric to open in Scranton,
April 17, in 'Naked Woman.' Arch
Tape thieves who recently held
Selwyn intends to work his way out up Spencer Leve, manager of the
Chicago for the fair and then Ritz, duplicated their pillaging by
bring star into N. Y. in Sept.
ordering M. C. Bayer, manager of
the Larchmont in Hollvwood, and
Return to two-cent postage urged his wife, from their home to the
In Congress since higher rate has theatre, where he was made to open
meant less Income. Bill Introduced the safe. Robbers took $250.

16 to IT

TWO FEATL'BES
SPENCER TRACY
MARION NIXON
"FACE in the SKY"

Wed. to

considering
'Scandals' for June.

^r,

St Clalr Jasten, Prince Edward H.^
Windsor, Canada.
St George, Geo., 2166 Belmont Ave.. N.T«
St Louis Kings. 1S28 B, S6th St. B'klyn.

tucket. Mans.

Quaw, Gene, ArUngton H, Hot Springs,

ton,

George 'White

—

ballet next fall.

March

in Georgia. No details,
said to be a regular play

down
it's

P. S. He got the job.
Rex Lease, actor, filed a volunBeefsteak Charlie's damaged by tary bankruptcy petition In the L. A.
fire Friday night (10).
Eatery fre- Federal court, listing his liabilities
at
$5,681.38, with no assets.
quented by actors.

SPEAKS"

Fri.,

new

Employment service for a Job.
Looked dark, but a canvasser tryAlide Brady arrives in Hollywood
ing to land some ushers with a theatre manager found him stewing for her first pic In 10 years, 'When
because he couldn't train a pig for Ladies Meet,' at Metro.
a etunt.

"MUSSOLINI

Wed. to

play
but

finishing off a

force *01ympla

Boston, Into Involuntary
bankruptcy. Frank LeBarron Sampson and Samuel Pinaskl receivers.
theatres,

ALWAY5 A

Eugene O'Neill

.

^

Indianapolis.
Pullen, R. B., ISOB Sellers St., Franktord,
Pblla.

and not a freak.

Clarlc, ukelele player,

ew York

J.

garth's

his scene models in

Harry

Beckhard has 'Comic
Artist' all cast and will start rehearsal as soon as he is done with
'Champagne Supper.'
Arthur

Playland Park, Sonth

Smith. Beaaley. Rosemont B., B'klyn.
Smelln. S., ISO W. Bmhtel Ave., Akron.Ohio,
Sorey. Vincent. CBS, 485 Madison Ave..We X « C*
Sosnlok, Rany, MCA, Chicago.
South, Bddle, oara Bell Rothsteln, 619

Club Bacdad, Dallaa
PlCclno, A., 860 'N. 8th St., Reading, Pa.
Pierce,' Chaa., Midway Gardens, Cedar
-

Hollyo

Simmons, Beymonr, IB04 B'way, Detroit.
Slng'Ing Sherwoods. Topsy's Roost Sonth^
gste^ CalK.
Slason, Fred, Lotus R., Washington, D. Ob

Phil.,

Lake, Ind.
PIpp'a Orch., Snlllvan'a, Edmonton, Can.
Pontratlt. NIdCi Palace B. R.. Ocean
Park, CaL
Powell, Walter ft Rudy Bundy. care
Leddy & Smith, 220 W. 47th St., N. T. C.
Prado, Fk«d, American House, Boston.
Price, I.arry, SlIS N. New Jersey St.,

Arlle,

Bend, Ind.

in

PhllltpB,

Cfaloagv.

Hollywood A. C,

BteS. Solly. Palao* H.. 8. W.
Slhrerman. D.. lUssowl T.. St ZiOBla.

I<.

Indianapolis.

NBC,

I<eRoy,
Curtis.

wood.

P

Thompson's 'Virginians,' Venter T., At»
lanUe City, N. J.
Thorpe, Sunny. Fan Tan H., 24^ Cala
St. N. E.. PhlUdelphla.
TIemey Five, Rlttenhouae H., Phlla.
Tlloff, Andre. Surf C. Miami Beach, Fla,
Tobias, Henry, WMCA, N. T.
Tobler, Ben, Rosemont B„ B'klyn.
Tolland, Ray, Detroit Leiand H., Detroit.
Trace. M, Hyde Park C, Cblcagow
Tremalne, Paul, Bohemia C, N. T. C.
Treaator, Bobt Blackhawk, Chicago.
Trevor, Frank, KOIN, Portland, Ore.
Trlnl, Anthony, Roaeland B. R., N. T. Q.
Tucker, Tommy, Hollywood R,, N. T.
Tnrcotte, Geo., 00 Orange St., Man*
Chester. N. H.

C

Ullrich,

Frank, Roney Plaza H.,

MlamL

Rendleman, Dunk, Del Monte, Birmingham, Ala.
Reynolds,

Lou,

600

Central Ave.,

AlaValentz, Vat., Lakeside Casino, Denver.
Valentine, Jads, Statler H., Boston.
Vallee, Rudy, lU W. 67th St., N. T. C.
Cleef, Jimmy, 41 Paterson St., New

meda, Cat.
Rich, Fred, CBS, N. T. C.
Richards, Barney, Uptown Village, Cb\.
RIckltts, J. C. Kosciusko, Miss.
RInes, Jos., Elks H., Boston.
RIttenbaud, J., TT. Artists T., Detroit
RiEzo, Vincent, Sylvaivla H., Phtla.
Roanes' Penn, Commodore B., Lowell,
Mass.
Rabbins, Sammy, McAIpIn H., N. T.
Roberts, Hlles, 8 Sheldon St., Pror., R. I.
Robinson, Johnny, Olympic H., Seattle.
Roky, Leon, Sj^cuse H., Syracuse.
Rolfe, B. A., Ill W. 57th St., N. T. C.
Romanelll, I., King Edward H.. Toronto.
Rose, Irv., Jefferson H., St Louie.
Rosenthal, Harty, 1650 Broadway, N.T.C.
Roasman, Harold, Bagdad C, Miami.
Rothschild, Leo, 806 W. 14th St., N.T.C.
Ruhl, Wamey, Michigan Tech,, Houghton, Mich.
Russell, B., King Cotton H., Greensboro.

S
Sampletro, Joe, KOIN, Portland, Ore.
Sanders, Joe, MCA, Chicago,
Sans, P., 215 Rldgewood Ave., B'klyn.
Santaella. Salvadore, KMTR, Hollywood.
Schara, C. F., 024 B'way, Buffalo, N. T.
Schlll, J., Arcadia B. R., N. T. C.
Schubert, Ed., 34 Arthur St., Lawrence,
Masa.
SchnmtskI, Joe, Station WCFL, Chicago.
Schwartz, U. J., 819 Court St., Fremont,
Ohio.
Scoggin, Chic, Pla-Mor B. *R., Kansas
City,

Brunswick,

L. W.,

W
Warlng's Penna., care J. O'Connor, Ham*
mersteln T. Bldg., N. T. C.
Walters, Lou, 1007 104th Ave., Oakland.
Walker. Ray, 201 St James PI., Brooklyn, N. T.
Wayne, Hal, La Boheme C. Hollywood.
Webb, Chick, 1B« W. 44th St., N. T. C.
Weber, Thos., Breakfast C, L. A.
Weeks, Anson, MCA, N. T. C.
Weems, Ted, MCA, Chi.
Weldner, Art 44 Wawona St., 3. F.
Welch, Roy, Fulton-Royal, Brooklyn.
Werner, Ed., Michigan T.. Detroit
Wesley. Jos., 817 12th Ave., Milwaukee.
West, Ray, Pacific Coast C, Long Beach.
Cal.

Wetter,

O.

Jos.,

owes $667.84 additional for the same

Adams

Ave., Scranton.

Whidden, Ed., 126 Dlkeman St, B'klyn.
Whidden, Jay. MIramar H., Santa Monica,

Cal.

WhItiman, Paul, NBC, N. T. C.
Whityre, Everett New Hartford, N. T.
Williamson, Ted., Isle of Palms H.,

Charreston,

Frank, 254 President St., BrookT.
Bill, Pierre H., N. T. C.
Seldenman, Sid, Mayflower H., Wash.
Selger, Rudy, Fairmont H., S. F.
Belvln, Ben, care Col. Recording, 65 6th
Ave.
Setaro, A., Paramount Studio, Hollywood.
Severt, GIno, KHJ, L. A.
Sbeffera, H. C, Wilbur's, Taunton, Mass.
Shepord, Chas., KFI, 1^ A.
Sheridan, Phil., Mossula, Mont.
Sherman, Maurle, College Inn C, CbtU

617

Pa.

.

ScottI,

J.

C

000 Dllbert Ave., ^ring-

Soott,
lyn, N.

N.

Van Steeden, Peter, Towers H., Brook''
N. T.
Venuti, Joe, Sort R., Waldorf-Astoria H,.N. T. C.
Victor, James E., 622 Fifth Ave., N. T.
Vlto, King, Rose Room D. H., L. A.
Vogel, Ralph, 2302 Coral St., Phlla.
Voorhoes, Don, NBC, N. T. C.
lyn,

Mo.

Scott,
fleld,

Van

S.

C.

Wilson, Billy, Du Pont H., Wilmington.
Wilson, Clare, Madison Gardens, Toledo.
Wilson, Meredith, NBC. S. F.
Wlnebrenner, W. S., 207 Frederick St.,
Hanover, Pa.
Wlttenbrock. Al., 1808 T St., Sacramento,
Cal.

WIttsteIn, Eddie,

New

Haven.

Wolf, Leo, Vanity Fair C. Ch4cago.
Wolfe, Rube, care Fanchon & Marco,
Hollywood.
Wolohan, Johnny, EI Patio B. R., S V.
Wray, Bobby, KPOX, Long Beach, Cal.
Wright, Joe, 410 Mills Bldg., S. F.
Wunderllch, F., 1587 B. 10th St., B'klyn,
Wylle, AlllBter, Coronado H., St. Louis.

period.

Sotind equipment, valued at more
than $1,000, reported stolen from the
United Artists studio, Hollywood.

Taw, Ralph, ICERN.
Toung,

Marty,

4300

Bakersfleld,

Pershing

Cal.
Dr.,

El

Paso.

top.

L. A. Police and Federal agents
raided three Hollywood nlte clubs,

(Continued on page 61)

ZlUer, Les, Virginia B. R., Long Beacbi
Zooper's Arabian Knlghla, Keego Harbor,
Cass I.Bke, Mich.
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Ready for

By Jack Osterman
Wise Guy

Anothsr Open Letter

on the loose the night before
the moratorium was declared,

win be happy

to

know

that

we

are

breaklne all records this week over
here across the river and had to
do five shows Sunday, the' first time
that's happened In a year In this
Driving over after my
house.
broadcast last week we were speeding a bit and two motorcycle cops
stopped me. I tried to explain but
It didn't help me so one of the boys
reached In his pocket for a summons but didn't have any, he
turned to his partner and asked
him for one and he was all out of
them, too, so they let me go with
That gives you a rough
a" warning.
idea how tough times are when
coppers run out of summonses. I
love the way everyone called this
thing we went through a holiday.
Jlverybody was so happy being
broke. If this sort of thing happens again I guess the great American public will go out and buy
firecrackers and horns and really
celebrate.

The Club Rlchraan was packed all
during this gala event nobody
paid, but the place was packed.
It's getting so now you can go any
place as long as you have a sharp

—

only argument

we had

Deal

Hollywood Femmes' Go for Bikes
Gives Dealers he-Depresh Smiles

.

An

Dear World: 'Well, aa Brown
Henderson say In 'Strike Me
Mnk,' It's Great To Be Alive. As
soon as the banks all closed, Osterman got three Jobs. Know you

New

San Francisco, March 18.
of Dreamland Auditorium have tired of a weekly loss
and are about ready for a new
managerial and contractual setup.
Ed Ljmch l8 expected to step
down as manager and It's possible
that SI Masters of Olympic auditorium, Los Angeles, will succeed.
Tom Gallery will be in as matchmaker. And Lou Daro will handle
Directors

STAND BT...TraS COLUMN
cowsB TO Ton Dmixrr from

ftnd

upstate

New Tork

dallied with roulette

sport

and won

$2,600.

Next day he called at the
gaming joint to collect, uns,ware the banks were closed,
and put up an awful squawk

when the

proprietor

started

counting out the winnings In

bank

notes.

He demanded a

check and got

wrestling.

Dreamland has been dropping
dough for past several years with
boxing and wrestling matches falling to bring in enoug'.. for a profit.
Directors were even considering
dancing.

it.

News
Slapsy

Mane

Herr

Hits

Adolph with Eyerytlmig
But the Va^erholtz

of the Deifies

(Continued from page 60)
the Hollywood Barn, Buddy's, and an
unnamed speak, arresting five men
and seizing a quantity of liquors.
The guests, many of them film people, were not molested.

Charles R. Bennett, musician, filed
a declaratory relief action in L. A.
By Jack Pulaski
Superior court, asking that his marThere certainly was no Indica- riage to Boots (Mallory) Bennett "be
declared valid, following the action around the Garden Friday (10)
tress's asserted attempt to get a
that the bank closings were hurting Mexican divorce. Legality of their
marriage
was questioned because of
amusements. Plenty of people, about
actress being only 16 at the time of
12,00«,
attended the fight show the ceremony.
topped by Maxle Rosenbloom, who
Fear for the safety of her flveretained his world's light heavy- year'-old son during her absence
artist, to
weight title, against Adolph Heuser, caused Billy Lowe,
her Hola recent Importation from Ger- place poliOe guards aroundthree
atlywood home, following
many.
temps to break in the house.
Max was better than usual, much
Catherine (Joan) Jaccard, actress,
better, and although be had a busy
filed suit for divorce against Jacques
evening and anybody will have to Jaccard, film director, in L. A. Su-

KFWB

Ballalujah
Los Angeles, March 13.
Methodist Episcopal
First
church, with the most expensive property In town, had a
bally out front the other Sunday

night.

It was a Salvation Army
band, and so there would be no
impression that the music was
opposition to the church, there
was a sign on the edifice reading: 'Big band concert Inside

tonight.'

So Many

Braefits,

Can't Grah

Enough

Change to Make 'Em
The

thing Is displacing
the moratorium palaver among actors, especially with loose change
for tajcl and bus fares not so loose.
All promises to pay expenses of the
benefit

donating

bands

^e

and

that.

Frances Faye is a big hit with
here and up to press time has
only broken two pianos and one
chorus boy's heart.
Tou know as I told you last
week it's tough within these walls
However, one sneaked
tp. get Jokes.
past the Warden and maybe it's
okay. It concerns a boy who wants
to get a divorce on the grounds
that the gun her father carried that
day wasn't loaded. Alright, I'm
sorry, but Fm doing eight shows a
day.
Hey, by the way, I'm bUled over
here as the columnist-comedian.
That's getting to be the thing I
guess, and I can't wait till Pulaski plays the Paramount. If all
the boys keep playing the houses

me

have to have city editors
managers and Instead of say-

they'll

for

ing, 'What time's
they'll be saying,

my
Tou

next show?'
go to press

and don't cut.'
driving around In a Rolls
I only hope that Harry
Everything
reading.
Is
looks like it's going to be all right
and I was just thinking that this

at 2.10

Am

Royce and

Rlchman

would be a heck o( a time to start
a bonk account for the kid. Tve
got a great angle though, why not
bring the baby up In absolute innocence of what money was and In
that way she won't ask for any or
miss It either.
I have some Pennsylvania scrip
In my pocket right now and It's
very pretty stuff. I think the Moore

four matches.

One of the outside bouts was
a three-round kayo. That 'was a
big surprise to New Tork fight fans.
It is true that Maxle slaps and cuffs
mostly, but at times he gets lucky
and any man weighing 174 pounds
must be able to sock. However, Al
Stlllman keeled over Rosle In St.
Louis for an eight count. Explaining
the knockdown Max said It was a
16-round bout and he was just taking a little rest
He left the ring unmarked but
that wasn't true about Heuser. The
German's left lamp was shut tight
and his Hps badly swollen. There
were moments when It looked like
the German was grogged up. Once
he went to one knee, whether from
a slip or punch wasn't certain. But
he gave out some punches himself
and when they landed Maxle would
cover up. While he Is no knockerouter, Rosle can take It.
Maxie's flne condition was Indicated by his coolness during the rest
periods. He never took a long
breath and never was doused with
water. They say that Rosle trains
In night clubs, which Is not strictly
the fact.
It Is true he likes the
fleshpots but he doesn't drink or
smoke. That Is why as a veteran
he Is able to meet all comers. As
for the courage he Is loaded with,
it Is attested by the fact that he
has met the toughest guys In the
division. Were he a bit heavier he
would cop the major titl'>.

The Long Razoo

lithograph people make it.
brought
on Harry
Seml-flnal
Well, as that old broken-down
and Doc Conrad
saying goes, everything happens Ebbets of Freeport
Newark. At a previous meeting
for the best. Everybody use to say of
This time Harry
the latter won.
money was the root of all evil; well,
decision but the crowd
that root has been removed and got the
Ebbets gareveryone In the world ought to be sounded the long razz.
nered more points while In close,
pure as a lily from now on.
pounding
away at the body. ConARE TOU READING?
rad Is a better boxer and landed
Jackie.
the cleaner blows.

Lid on African 'Harlem'
Brussels, March 2.
New regulations concerning the
exploitation of dance halls In the
Belgian Congo make It an offense

punishable by flne and Imprisonment for a white person, even acting as third party, to run such
establishments in native quarters.
Dance halls to which other than
white persons have access may not
be opened In essentially, European

and licenses from the discommissioner are necessary for
halls frequented principally by

districts
trict
all

natives.

The hours durlhg-whlch-4hey may
remain open are strictly limited and
complaints that they constitute a

performers

kept. Any band
seldom, if ever,
traveling with Instruments and
paraphernalia to a benefit, as a result, finds Itself stuck for the- bus
and transportation expenses.
As a result Mills-Rockwell, for
.

Is thumbs-downing all offers for Ellington, Calloway, Blng
Crosby, Mills Bros, or others of its
When Calloway, for extalent.

time because Jeby has discovered how to
liable to be different this

sock.

'a

laugh.

Bike dealers claim that sales have
been brisk for the past two months
and credit the Idea to several femme
picture stars who were photo>
graphed clowning with the twowheelers. A smart publicity man
for one of the bicycle manufacturers
capitalized on the publicity stills
by claiming that the stars were
pedaling to keep their forms. He
built up a campaign on the Idea,
with other bike manufacturers falling in line. Result was the bike
gag, with those who like to do big
things falling for

It.

Arlington Returns to

N. Y. Mine Host Role
Edward

Arlington, re-entering the
hotel operating field by
the Manhattan and

New Tork
taking

over

Maryland

hostelrles,
has Issued
orders that performers will be per^
out on the petty cash, supposedly mltted 60% reductions In regular
Thieves entered the Hollywood budgeted for performers' traveling rates in both. He Is also dickering
home of Marcla Manning and stole expenses isn't known, but the for other hotels, Including the Dixie
the actress's mink coat, valued at Broadway bunch Is disgusted with from reports.
Arlington, one time owner of the
1600, according to a police report.
They don't
the general situash.
the approach either with some '101 Ranch' Wild West shows ftnd
Two days after Robert Crooks, UkjB
agent often using a Judge's name general agent of the Sells Floto cirfilm stunt man, had his pilot's licus, also operates hotels In Key
cense restored by the L. A. aviation as the convlncer. If that falls the
West and Miami Beach, Fla.
office of the department of com- judge's secretary, or the judge himHe formerly owned the Maryland
merce, the flyer crashed to his death self, calls up, and_U_that flops some
near De Mar, Cal., with an alleged commissioner phones,' all asking and Clarldge In New Tork.
cargo of liquor.
acts to donate services gratis for
Radio talent
this or that benefit.
Is picked on chiefly and they're all
sore, and no klddln'.
Midwest
Showmanship of the Broadwagir
Out in Frisco professional fac- sector banks was manifested, partions recently pooled their interThe Palais Imperlale Club and the ests in the benefit question and ap- ticularly by the Irving Trust and
Chemical institutions. Their genJewel Club, two of Kansas City's
leading spots, were raided Friday pear to have solved the problem for eral willingness to liberate funds
for payrolls and make advances to
night by federal prohibition agents, themselves.
who took motion pictures of the
depositors reacted well upon thdlr
persons entering and leaving the
customers.
Boat
Status
places; the pictures to be used as
With other payrolls tied up, the
evidence.
many cashing checks In these midNew Orleans, March 13.
Whether the showboat, 'Cotton town banking institutions comBank holiday compelled George Blossom,' comes under admlrallty mented on the general liquidity,
Toung to postpone the opening of
with attendant favorable results for
his burlesque company at the Wal- jurisdiction in federal court or is
nut,
Cleveland.
In the interim merely a floating theatre was ar- the future.
Banks themselves are cognizant
gued here In two libel suits for
the house is being spruced up.
damages totaling $4,600 filed against of this and anticipate an Increase
David Erwln Russell and his Captain Otto Hittner, owner of the In new accounts.
musical director, Ben Jerome, were 'Cotton Blossom.'
named as in negotiations with the
Captains o^ boats that towed the
Century of Progress Exposition in 'Cotton Blossom' from point to point
Church Calendar
Chicago for a 'Super-FolUes.'
It
the suits, claiming they had
Los Angeles, March 18.
was somewhat nebulous, but no na- brought
been paid. Rainy and foggy
not
tions would be barred from the conThe
old trick of getting a theatre
gress of international beauty. 'Al- nights have been hurting the biz of manager's co-operation In selling
mond-eyed Chinese girls and Span- the 'Cotton Blossom.' Case taken
screen advertising to merchants
ish senorltas' full of fire were listed under advisement.
has found Its counterpart Ip the Buas certain.
reau of Church Publicity, with ministers as the fall guys.
Tom Sexton, 35, and Howard JenGag Is- to sell advertising on A
kins, 22, and the latter's wife were
Manya
Robert! to Louis Schneider,
calendar, wt)lch the cleric Is to disIn difficulties In Omaha. They were
New
York,
March
6.
Bride
Is sisaccused of having something to do
tribute to his congregation.
Beter
of
Lyda
Robertl,
and
In
films.
with the latest stench bombing of
Betty Lou Henderson to Robert cause of the minister's backing, the
the Liberty theatre in that prairie
Toung, Santa Ana, Cal., March 6. merchants donate to the promoter,
metropolis.
who then scrams.
Groom Is a picture actor.
Bureau's two Chicago addresses
Jean Wells to John Eiler, in HolLarry Funk, Bloomlngton orchesaccording tOi
tra leader now purveying dansapa- lywood, Feb. 21. Bride Is secretary have proved phoney,
tion In Ohio, was granted a divorce to Bill Sharpies, radio program di- the Better Business Bureau.
in the latter state from Dolores rector, and groom is a
anRey. She is an actress who Funk nouncer.
avers is 'money mad.'
Bilozi't Nitery
Betty Henderson,
non-pro,
to
Robert Toung at Santa Anna, Calif.,
Blloxl, Miss., March 13.
Evelyn Brent arrived In Chicago March 6. Groom is M. G. M. conBUI Terry, of New Orleans, for.

Banker-Showmen

Up

Show

Gyp

MARRIAGES

KNX

BIRTHS

license.

which gives the sidewalk comics

example,

Ebbets later said he was tired
and needs a rest. No doubt about
his exhibition being under the par
he showed against Heuser on the
Schaaf-Camera card. Harry wants for vaudeville and commented on tract player.
the blazing question of the moment,
another chance at Maxie's title. 'Should
a lady wear trousers?*
When they last met he landed on She's against
It.
Rosle's chin and the latter was supposed to have told the Long Island
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Perley, In
Auburn,
Neb.,
identified
two
blonde thct he was woozy for the strangers Injured in an automobile Brooklyn, N. T., a son. Father Is
next five rounds. A hard left hook smashup as members of a radio act, Paramount film salesman In N. J.
Busters,'
'The
Sod
from
WOW,
cut Ebbets' right eye, like the Interritory.
Jury during the Heuser match but Omaha. Victims were unconscious
that was caused by the German In a local hospital.
In Chicago, reducing support for his
butting with the dome.
Harry Fox, 35, was slugged by
This Friday (17) another cham- two men while returning to his Injured son, aged 13, from $50 a
pionship match Is carded, Ben home at 1 a.m. In Milwaukee. He is week to $30 on evidence that Edwards' income had been lessened.
Jeby, the East Sider, defending his a non-union stagehand at the RivEdwards was arrested for arrears
recently won title against Vlnce erside theatre, now 'open shop.' He some weeks ago when playing a
Dundee. Latter had the edge on was treated for concussion of the date in Chicago.
Ben in other meetings, but It Is brain.

breach of public peace will lead to
the Immediate withdrawal of the

Hollywood, March 13.
Of those who continue to smild
during the present sour-puss day*
the bicycle dealers here have the
broadest grin.
Ciu>rent reducing
craze among the local femmes who
have found that rowing machines,
while efficient for cutting the overweight, are tedious contraptions at
best and have turned to bikes.
Gals are seen on all the boulevards pedaling and puffing for the
sake of beauty. Most of them are
giving a gam fiash by doing their
To this exstuff in tennis shorts.
tent the bicycle gag is a bit of affectation, but at that It looks a lot
better than a hefty dame puffing
and sweating all over the street
wrapped In sweat shirt and panta,

pencil. The
was with one playboy whose check
—
was so big we asked him to use a work when facing Heuser—
perior court.
Rosle
ample, learned he was being routed
fountain pen, which he did, after
was out in front all the way. He
on a dance tour he was
persuasion.
Will Rogers, Jr., paid a $10 flne out-of-town
delighted because of the local benewas
tanned
the
color
of
cocoa, to the Pasadena, CaL, court, after a
Tou folks may have enjoyed what
fit nuisance.
against
Issued
had
been
warrant
went on last week but personally having been In Miami for two
Whether
or not the contactees
tralflc
on
a
not
appearing
him
for
ni take the New Orleans Mardi months, during which time he had charge.
and promoters of the benefits hold

Gras, at least you get floats with

SI

FYisco Sports Arena

TeDmg Yon

V03C» BROOKIiTN.

VARIETY

Ukelele
cision

Ike'

Edwards got a de-

from Judge James

J.

Kelly

Cafihicr at McVickers, Chicago,
handpfl ovpt $25 ra.sh to a bandit,
then fainted.

mer operator of the Suburban Gar^
dens, has opened the Club Embassy
here.
The Mlasleslppl coast beginning to
step as a resort section, catching
much former Florida trade.

WASH. BACDTG LE&AL
Seattle,

The racing

bill

Is

March

now a

13.

law.

Gov. Martin signed It, but before
doing so he called in Joe Roberts,
representative who Introduced the
measure, and Lieut. Gov. Vic Meyers, ardent supporter of racing.
Martin signed, but warned that
unless the sport was kept clean, in
two years be would check it.

TIMES SQUARE

VARIETY

52

€HATTE

a^raln.

Jack Ciimpbell

In

voluntary se-

By Beulah Llvin0fton«

clusion.

Lora Haya writes

to say she still

has hopes.
Kelcy Allen afflicted with series
of nose bleeds.

Helen

Menken now among

bridge Icssoners.

the

Guide'
write
questions
to
and
-as Marlon Holmes in the
'Daily News.'
Frank Bering Invited Alan Jones
to live at the Ambassador and use
his polo ponies stabled nearby.

answers

London

the

mend

.

..

.

circus,

town

hall,

shops, etc.

German opera artists gave perMcCurdy a passer-througher. formance of Wagner's 'Walkuere' at
Dorothy Gardner doing chores for The Hague. Orchestra a mixture

J. L.

Shuberts.

of artists

from ttoyal Guards band

Dorothy Hcrzog In town to visit and Residentie orchestra at The
Evelyn Brent.
Hague and from opera In Cologne
Lou Smith left 'Cavalcade* here orchestra.
for Baltimore.
Sternberg paid a short visit to
Guy named John Alden supposed Amsterdam; was gyeatly interested
to produce a play.
in old parts of city.
Talked a lot
Frank Burke, away from MCA, to one reporter, but did not say
handling Husk O'Hare.
much really; film plans for near fuAllen Summers was wrongly iden- ture uncertain, but intends to fly to
tified as a Republican. He i.s Demo
Java and Bali.
crat.
Russian composer, Igor MarkeJim Cook, NBC, iias become
vltch (living in Paris), conducted
little thcf^tre actor with the Uptown premiere
of his compositions in
Players.
Concertgebouw, Amsterdam. Other
i

Carloton Coon, Jr., reported making a theatrical apperance in Gales-

foreign

burg,

(torman
French

111.

Dick Hoffman of Consolidated
booking a five-act split week at
Madison, Wis.
Drinking fountain in Oriental
operated by electric eye
foyer
baffles patrons.

lilngllsh

visitors

in
violinist,

concert halls:
Lionel Terlts;

pianist,
Lotte
Kramp;
pianist,
Francois
Lang;
American tenor, John Beland; Italian 'cellist, Gaspar Cassado; Rus-

sian cellist, Amadeo Baldowino.
Many foreign artists here: French
pianist,
Janlne
Weill;
company

NBC took the Sherman bungalow from Comedle Francaise here,
to present Phil Baker to the Chi- played 'La Belle Aventure,' by de
cago press at 'tea.'
°100 Club postponed Its opening
with Grant Withers on account of

Cermak

funeral and bank holiday.

'You cash

it

and then you

travel,'

was a hobo's definition of
checque overheard
traveler's
Billy Elson.
Louise

Boyd

has

left

a
by

'Radio

14-year-old Kngllsh pianist
Harold Rubens;
French pianist,
Francois Lang;
Russian 'cellist,
Raya Gnrbousova; Greek soprano,
Vera Janacopulos; German soprano,
Adelheld Armhold, aiid Charlotte
Boerner here in concert halls. The
latter sang frequently In Now York
(Mot opera).
Flers;

swing will be toward the morbid
and medical. Ordered to ready two
books in that vein by her publishers.

Gina Malo back from Mediterranean cruise.
Simon Rowson recovering from
Jones accepted.
Ned Holmes is doing the ballyhoo
George Morganstern, newspaper- Internal operation,
for the Paramount Grill.
Eric Barker taking day oft to preman, divorced from Barbara Morse,
Flock of winter cruises and socially
registered,
after
short pare his expense account.
southern holidays cancelled by the marital voyage.
Matt McKlegue lunching with
moratory.
George Hassell ad libbed in a Herbert Wilcox at Giro's.
Mabel Paige doing radio work In Viennese scene of 'Red Robin' that
Jack Davis suspended from Stage
Philly but still nursing the stock he had banking connections in Chi- Golfing Society for six months.
company yen.
The talking season at the Adelphl
cago. A big laugh.
Piiyllis Haver almost got to FlorCoffee and doughnuts stand oper- opens with 'The Kid from Spain.'
ida, but what with the moratorium ated by Ward Baking Co. and MaxA revival of 'Oliver Twist' suc—oh, let It go.
well Coffee Jointly doing a capacity ceeding pantomime at the Lyceum.
Get Jimmy Durante to tell you biz during bank holiday.
Donald Calthorp tii trouble with
how he spoiled that gag that Kddle
Arthur Shields of the Irish Ab- maintenance arrears due his wife.
Cantor gave him.
bey Players says American stageLondon Pavilion to have a 'Crazy
Harry Goldhart, formerly of the hands get more money than mem- Cabaret,' with audience to take part.
Mansfield, replaced Charles Gray in bers of this repertory group.
In the midst of salary slaughterthe Hudson boxofRce.
Ken Kurtz, ex-Barton organ sales- ings, Val Parnell Is fighting lumAuntie anil Stella Wirth on their man, handling 'Big Drive' locally. bago.
way to Australia for a visit home. Jimmy O'Neal has the rights
Boris KarlofC signed up for a new
for
Due back next summer.
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah, Gaumont-Brltish
picture,
'The
Flbrlda wont on the cuff with the Montana.
Ghoul.'
banking holiday; tabs and lOU's,
Paul Robeson to appear In a reKsther Bradford, girl publicist,
and many scramming back.
has copyrighted and an adv. agency vival of 'All God's Chillun' at the
Thoso squatters over on the beach will syndicate a Winchellized gossip Embassy.
front of Riverside Drive are Mnn- chart for
Stan. Kavanagh's wife and two
use on restaurant menus.
hattan's reminder of Malibu.
Blank spaces to be filled in with daughters rehearsing a vaudeville
Roger Ferri ornamenting the local names.
threesome.
Square v/hon he Isn't huiiched over
Bruce Slevler and Percival McMarking the 2Sth year of Howard
bis desk like a six-day bike rkcer.
Thurston's takeover of the Great Kay doing a little song plugging on
Square druggery tosses in a razor Kellar's show and mantle the So- their own.
blade with each two packs of stand- ciety of American Magicians will
Harry ClafC elected president of
ard brand clgs at a dime a pack.
make food disappear at the Nankin the Variety Artists Federation for
Beth Brown's book on ice until restaurant March 14. Thurston will the sixth time.
April 8 to give Tiffany Thayer's attend.
Ned Dandy writing act for Robert
off
chance.
It's
press.
the
latest a
That early morning hold-up of Leonard, which is rewrite of the
Broadway theatres taking checks Tex Guinan would have gotten bet'Celery Tonic' act.
for ducats probably figure If they ter
Marianne, of Rolando and Marispace if Senator Walsh hadn't
can't cash 'cm they can send 'em to died
the same morning.
Dally anne, dance team, is Marian Pola,
Akron.
papers suspected a publicity plant sister of Eddie Pola.
Johnny Perkins, new pop, hand- particularly when the rocks came
Latest London night spot, called
ing out cigars with 'Compliments of back the next night.
The Mermaid, operated by Ijfiss
Baby Perkins' on the cellophane
Toni Bruce's brothers.
wrapper.
Jock McKay's side line is running
Wayne Pierson's long frock coat
a tea and coffee business, with coufloating about the Mayflower hotel,
The Hague
pons given for full measure.
Washington, sure 8ign he has gone
Beaumont Alexander out of MurBy M. W. EttyLeal
political.
ray's club, due to row with Eddie
International Photographers arGrossbart,
the
American band
- ranging benefit show at the MajesRandolph Churchill here, lectur- leader.
tic March 19 for unemployed and ill
ing for Anglo-Dutch association.
Tea-drlnklng and «t same time
members.
This week premiere in City Thea- watching show from side boxes is
B'way Insisting there were two
one of the privileges at the London
eart'.'.quakes on the Coast last week tre the Hague of M-G 'Hell Divers.'
Pavilion,.
•T-tho slide in Los and the slice In
Italian
Opera company season
Delysia attending a committee at
Hollywood.
closed, leaving till opening coming
the House of Commons to appeal
Tamara Geva is not going to the winter.
for a remission of the entertainCoast.
Says there's been a lot of
Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra ment tax.
conversation, but >no actual signing toured Holland this week, conducted
Teddy Blacky youngest brother of
of a contract.
by Furtwangler.
(]reorge Black, is studio manager of
Paul Yawitz In the 'Mirror* reMr. Grocn, manager of Nether- Gainsborough Films, a Gaumonttracted, that crack about Ida (Mrs. lands Foi Film at Amsterdam, 10
British subsidiary.
Bddle) Cantor playing backgammon years In 6filce this week.
Robert DIx, for many years hea.;
for high stakes.
Dutch composer, Hans Straener, of legal
Fred Kohlmar of Sam Goldwyn's Just finished two compositions, to be pires anddepartment in Moss Emthe. Stoll Circuit, now
coast staff returned west after a produced shortly in Amsterdam.
practicing on his own.
couple of months searching for maJulius Susan, conductor, celebrat'Music in the Air' title of new
terlal-and talent.
ed his silver Jubilee in this line n musical— opening at the PhoenixHotel and cabaret reservations for stage of Theatre Carre at Amster- March
16 may be renamed owing
banquets were cuffed or lOU'd when dam.
to American play of same name.
the currency emergency arose and
'Vloliers,' by Wlllem Schuerman,.
Harry Hall and Carryl Glb>bns
loose cash was short.
Dutch play, recorded 600th perform- fighting who should record 'SweetBert Kalmar and Harry Ruby ance, exception for home-made arheart,' Sonny Miller's latest, with
dashed in from coast and dashed ticle.
Gibbons winning by short head.
back.
Harry had to get spiked
Not enough broadcasting factions
'Service' being replaced at Wyndshoes to practice with the Giants. here— we have about six already!
ham's by 'This Inconstancy,' a new
Pai-amount and Warner personnel Latest addition a fascist broadcast- play with
Gertie Lawrence, Hugh
eating on I.O.U.'s last week. Childs' ing association.
Wakefield, Leslie Banks starred.
In the Par building and the WB's
At Rika Hopper theatre premiere
Henry Sherek and Val Parnell
own eatery permitted on-the-cuff of Dutch operetta 'Ninon' by Com- rush
to Germany on business deal.
chow.
I)oscr Leo Kok. Title role in hands George Black, originally intended to
Of the 2C Teletype pictures of the of MImi Lebret.
go, but too busy with 'Crazy' reInaugural sent from Washington by
Mengelberg recovered from flu. heasals.
the A.T.&T. not one included a shot Conducting In Rome now, where
Biggest Joke Is Pavilion's bills
of Vice-President Garner. Always music fans are enthusiastic. Broadannouncing Frank Eders as 'AmeriIn the background of missing.
Radio-Rome.
cast via
ca's most famous Juggler.'
Guy is
Ben Serkowlcli has a letter from
Henny Porten touring Holland German and cannot speak a word of
the Secretary of the Navy telling under
auspices
Impressarlo
of
Ben how graleful the Secretary is Krauss with German play by Josky, English.
Jack Taylor's definition of a presfor Ben's showing of 'The Big 'Morgen um 5.'
Her old admirers ent-day propertyman is one who
Drive,' which l.s called an impor- enthusiastic to see her back.
tells you where you can buy the
tant and patriotic effort in the let
Schaeffer, Impressarlo of a Lilli- 'props,' whereas in the olden days
ter.
put company, touring Holland with the property man used to make
special Lilliput city built tor these them.
midgets.
Takes up floor space of
Loop
80,000 sq. feet and has a post office,
Lodewick Vroom on
from pneumonia attack.

H, 193$

Paris

Broadway
Amike Vogel up and down B'way
,

TnesdAjr, Marcla

Bob Stern, Chi Trlb picture critic,
down from Paree on a snow plow

Clayton Sheehan of Fox still her^
Lido on the Champs Blysees ap^
pears to be. starving .to death.
Edwin Miles Fadman, pres. of Reft
Star Film C6„ Jhas opened new
oflnces In the'i rue Lamennals.
Randolph Bartlett has moved to
the Right Bank since several of hia
short stories have been aciiepted.
Friends of Zoe Akin? received
word she is coming abroad as soon
as her Paramount contract is fln>
.

.

by authorities in the
back of Nice. Stern stayed In
to get a load of ished.
Mark Hanna la back at his desk
sunshine Instead of snow. That day
Nice had its first snowfall of the at United Artists after a week-end
season, but the plows were in the at St. Morltz with his boss, Dous
test pulled off

hills

town second day

hills.

Havana
By Rene Canizare*

Damon Runyon and
a

.

wife In for

spell.

Theatrical Tencents again at the
Naclonal theatre.
J. Howard, e d. of
Press, at the races.

New York

Consuelo ahd Salvador Quiros,
Mexican songbirds, in town.
H. Demberger, bus ed. of the 'New
Yorker,' watching the skies.
Enrique Beren,guer, Cuban playboy, readying his farm near town
to make it a roadhouse.
Ethel Leginska, concert pianist,
guest conductor of Philharmonic orchestra here, rendered Ninth Symphony.
Strangler Lewis vs. Gus Sonnenberg here for the title at the Inauguration of the new boxing stadium
on the 11th.
Par previewed 'Black Orchids,'
Spanish talker, with Carlitos Gardel,
Argentine's
foremost tai^o
singer, with Don Azplazu's orch..
and Alicia Parla in the rumba. Film
made in France.
Chateau Madrid, oldest Cuban
roadhouse, opened (2) with Sam
Young (Silver Tone of the Golden
West) as m.c, Wes and Lisa
Adams, ballroomers, Eva. Beltri in

Fairbanks.
Irene Jacobi. American pianist,
recently arrived from Warsaw, enthusiastically received at her first
Paris concert.
•Yvonne Vallee signs herself 'exCheyaller.'
She has been beaued
around frequently of late by an
American, banker.
John Van Druten is staying at the
Crillon. John and Aurlol Lee wero
making refljied British whoopee at
Fouquet's 'tother night.
Marshall Hall back from London
where he rounded up a dozen Eng*
llsh dancers for his forthcoming
French-Americanxrevue.
Tumultuous applause greeted the
debut of Marjorle Lawrence, Ausf
trallan dramatic soprano, in 'Lohengrin' at the Paris Opera.
Helfetz not feeling the depression;
he packed 'em In at the Theatre dea
Champs Elysees and sailed for the
States with bulging pockets.
Marguerite
Alvarez sailing in a
few. days on the Champlain for a
Ave weeks' visit to America. May
do some radio chanting In N. Y.
The Viking on the rue de Marignan not getting such a steady play
as fornierly still charging Reuben's prlcea^mebbe that's the rea-*
,

.

.

—

son.

The Michael Farmers in town and
stopping at the Raphael. Michael
has given up the Paris flat occupied by him on and oft for more
than 10 years.
Charles B. Cochran, accompanied
Mexican dances, a Cuban rumba
team and the Siboney orchestra. by Romney Brent, actor-playwright,
at the George V while
stopped
Just arrived from Its European tour.
scouting for talent but returned to
London discouraged, v
Constance Cummlngs expected
Shanghai
here from London for a few days
before starting work on 'Heads
•
By Cai Hirah
Go,' to be directed by Monty Banks
Rita Bell, radio and variety. Ori- for British International.
Gil Boag having spent nine weeks
ental tour, expected broadcast again
here trying to dispose of 'Isle of
Honolulu middle March.
Robert RobertI, brother of Shang- Paradise' has at last arranged foi*
hai's own Lyda Robertl. back from foreign distribution. Charles Trego,,
who produced this Ballnese fllnA.'
Java banjo tour. New York soon.
Laura Guerite, ex-Penlnsula Ho- Just arrived from' Berlin.
Jeanette MacDonald must be gettel, Hongkong,
opened great last
week February. Shanghai Rose ting tired of French food about
twice a weeH she can be found din,Room.
Ing
quietly In Elsa Lee's Americaii
Teddy Weatherford and Negro
orchestra signed new contract Cani- tearoom on the Blvd St. Germain,
drome, home Shanghai greyhound accompanied by her mother and
Rob
ert Ritch ie.
racing, club.
ContfaiyTo expeetatitmsT'LehTnan,
Jlmmie James 60-k.w. station
largest commercial in China, work- mgr. dir. of the Chatelet, is not coning 10 hours dally, reception in Ma- templating opening the Romberg*
WlUemetz musical. 'Roses of France*
nila and Siberia.
Al Uhles and Collegians, hailing until October. Meantime, Nina Rosia
Pacific Northwest, switched from Is holding forth at the Chatelet to
Majestic Cafe to Little Club, pash satisfactory returns.
Strlbllng now In training in a
nite resort, Shanghai.
'Dunnle' Dunlop has arrived from gymnasium on the Blvd de Grenella
the big match with Pierre
States, taken charge of
office, for
champion of Belgium.
vice Eddie O'Connor, who has been Charles,
March 6. Stribllnjr hasn't* ^<oxed in
transferred to Singapore.
Cathay Hotel Grill featuring Edith Paris since 1929 when Prime CarSpencer, Lottie Gee and Allegrettl nera lost to him on a foul.
The 'Castaway,' a natty copy oC
Anderson, colored trio, formerly
the chapeau worn by Doug FairCotton and Alabama clubs.
Leon Britton Just about completed banks In his Robinson Crusoe film,
catching on. It is donned in the
is
shotlng Chinese angles for Hollywood production, gone south, ex- Fairbanks manner on the very top
of the head, pulled forward and
pecting return middle March.
Metro's 'Grand Hotel,' delayed be- tilted down over the right eye.
The fashionable Giro's making a
cause of depression, completed 12day showing, three times per. desperate striving for biz by adverCathay theatre shaking hands with tising 'you can lunch or dine as reasonably here as at any of the less
self at 60% Chinese business.
Harry
International Films, Ltd., British, important establishments.'
Importing Gaumont-Ufa. 'Congress Pllcer's Impromptu cabaret Is helpDances,' 'Tempest' and 'Ronny' went ing build up Sunday night patronover big 'Maedchen' expected few age.
Riviera
President Lebrun attended gala
days to out-b.o. preceding pictures.
By Frank Scully
RKO's 'Bring 'Em Back Alive' performance at Casino de Paris for
biggest film success in Shanghai benefit of widows and orphans of
Boske Anthell back.
since 'City Lights' and 'All Quiet,' Parisian journalists. Audience and
Evelyn Laye to London.
playing 29,000 people during 1932 management greatly relieved when
Second run paltry 17 the head of the French Republic
Carnival over, Gott sel dank.
first run.
laughed at numerous political alluMrs. Chauncey Olcott gone, too.
days, four shows daily. ,
Lillian Ward, chorine, looks like
Whitey Smith's Musical Masters sions in the revue.
Mary Pickford's companion on the
Nina Wilcox Putnam.
exit Rose Room cabaret. His Cali'Broadway/ nitery, plugging some fornia boys expect spend summer Rex was Mildred Zukor. Doug Fairimported black birds.
nite club Savoy Hotel, Tsingtao, Ri- banks gobbled space in all the
Rex Ingram, once a sun -lover, viera of China. Rose Room sued French papers by his spectacular
getting tres nlte-clubby.
Whitey in U. S. Court for China, motorboat dash to catch the Italian
liner which had already moved out
Dick Simon pencilled in to Villa $2,000, breach of contract.
Variety for a split-week.
Fox's 'Cavalcade' in vaults. Ex- of the harbor when he arrived at
Sacha Guitry, now divorced, lec- pected release about Easter. Official Villefranche too late to catch the
turing on 'Woman and Love.'
guests including diplomatic body. tender.
Caresse
Crosby,
prize
looker Think to break b. o. records, beamong femme publishers, In with cause of huge British population
and Chinese enthusiasm over war
skis.
Bermuda
pictures. Good build-up under way.
Syd Chaplin carrying more Amer
Little Club hot program: Escandel
lean pounds than English these
and Roslta, £150 monthly; Buster
Al Donahue, Bdlana. orch. leader,
clays.
Dunson and Garcia Sisters about sails of Duchess (4) to assemble the
Connie Carpenter fiew from Can
nes to London in a special. Heart same figure; Herbert Parker, Ne- orchestra for the Queen of Bdci. in
gro crooner; Al Baldwin, Frank N.Y.
trouble.
Hugh Walpole stops off a few
Jacques Halk now publicly admit- Braidwood, Nora Holt, with Celia
ting he's taken over Paris-Palace Desmond as mistress of ceremonies. hours (3) from the Patuca en route
Canidrome Cabaret entertainers from Jamaica to England, refuses
from Par.
Jimmy Walker split a glove for include Don and Sally Jannings and to be interviewed.
Big event of the week was the arMlstinguett and a pair for the lit- "Topics of 1933' from Frisco; Sela
tle girl in an adagio trio doing a
Safer, bluer than blue girl; Worth rival of the Queen of Bermuda (9).
doll dance.
Sister act (Lilian and Virginia), with all Times square aboard, on
George Antheil's revisions of 'The Grade MacSporran, vocal; John her madden voyage from N.Yawk.
Private Life of Helen of Troy' have Evans, eccentric taps, and May La
Robert J. Folllard, exchange mgr.
ijone back to John Ersklne for the Rue, crazy comedy dancer. All ex- for RKO at Washington, and bride,
librettist's okay.
Fanchon & Marco, and Evans and former Evelyn Ferderber, cashier
Nina Condron says next story La Rue former Publix as well.
same exchange, honeymooning here.
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VARIETY

CH ATTE

Hollywood
Sign on door of county charities
0fllce: 'No Feddlera."

Jobn McCormlclc aeraln on the
boulevard after world tour.
iMyotC mob about the only people
around here not talcing the cut.
The apple peddler outside Metro
jitudlo 14 missing Schnozzola Du-

Milwaukee
By Frank

'

three speaks and one liquor storehouse in Forest Hills, grabbing two

Rochester

patrol

By Don Record

wagons

full of gin,

rye and

whiskey.

rante.

Tom Keene

taking a vacation and
Catholic Theatre League cancels
looking for horse opera color around Rochester try.
Deadwood, 8. D.
Henrietta Schumann now pianist
Bank holiday has been no mora- on NBC staff.
torium on rubber checks. They're
Strand theatre selling |2 ticket
still in circulation.
books for a buck.
Rufus LieMalre spending his vaNick Paglalra back at
cation time exercising. He walks after bronchitis, but not singing.
George Carr of Jamestown slated
the Boulevard daily.
Charles Buggies has received a re- to be manager of Sea Breeze Park.
'Cavalcade' roadshowed at the
quest for personal data for the new
Regent two weeks, but that was too
edition of 'Who's Who.*
Auto loan companies reaping a long.
Oskar Huttl, 68, former Eastman
harvest with the banks closed.
Most of them are open till midnight. orchestra 'cellist, dies in Los AnWest Side Riding and Asthma
Marie Keber Burbank. former
Club will be hQsted by Grover Jones
singer, gets audition for
on his yacht for a Week-end cruise Eastman
Met Opera CO.
next week.
Theatres offered to take checks
Palm Springs on two successive after
closed, but few takers
banks
week-ends deserted by the Holly- and business a headache.
wood week-enders; moratorium and
With acute change shortage.
quake trouble.
Manager E. J. Melniker of Loew's
Molly Picon will do a concert here Rochester swapped bills for change
under the auspices of the combined from two churches.
Jewish organizations at the PhilLouis Thorns, 41, Janitor of the
harmonic in April.
Eastman theatre, died suddenly at
With liabilities of $1,109 and pos- work, second to pass out on the job
sible assets of 11,060, James Stuart there in two months.

WHEC

'

Thomson flled a petition in bankruptcy here. Thomson is a sound
man at Warners.
The special cut meetings held
Winnipeg
nightly last week gave a lot of the
By Matt Corbett
boy a new excuses for not coming
home.
However, meetings rarely
broke up before two a.m.
Little Theatre to repeat 'Prunella,'
With the first tremors of the a success of theirs- of ten years ago,
quake Ralph Farnum hopped Into
his car and hlghroaded it for Palm
Lyceum play their first British
Springs to get away from it all. picture, 'There Goes the Bride,' with
P.S. Felt it a little, but no damage. Jessie Matthews.'
Bob Grassing opens a new dine
and dance, 'The Bronx'; no cover
Strachan Sisters feature
charge.
Hartford
opening.
University boy (Bill Jones) writes

By M. H. Hammer

Why

Is

Bill

and directs a new play, 'Plain Jane.'
Flannagan so lonely Pete Whittall gave a nice write-up

of late?

Dick Dorman may move to Hartford from Stamford.
Warners cut space for Regal theatre* while Allyn opens up.
Strand theatre splurges on space
and tieups for '42nd Street.'
When will Franklyn Winnie stop
raving about his new baby?
Qeorge Landers' friends sympathize with him on his kiddy's illness.
When will Henry. Needles be back

in 'Press.'

Harold Hutchings, former owner

Anne Bronaugh Players, Indicted at Chicago for his bank failure in Arizona.
Christy Dunbar, playwright scenicartist, to make a try at the Dominion with a new play of comedy
on 'the depression.' Promises to
of the

pay

local actors.

'

Is

Wasbington

artist

who

is

Evelyn Hayes working Madrlllon.
Radio headlining stage for third

making a

WMAL

Carlton Smith managing
iehange shortly for an increase In
for NBC.
isalary may get married soon?
NeltK1i~worl«rwltlr-Better- "Films " Ar^Bondy^^ln towir trying^ to-getAssociation on kiddies* show Sat- spots for G. E. films.
urday morning and takes In $20, -and
Radio Commission operating on
Sykes' term ran
after deducting coAs finds itself in three members.
the red.
out Feb. 23 and no reappointment

Winchelizlng and wondering. Is as yet.
Francis Foley feeling blue since he
Sam Galanty, southern gentleman,
can't don bis uniform for the time presents Italian Ambassador with
being, and will Victor Pajones take swank' engraved Invite to N. T.
It easy on those spending trips in
showing of 'Mussolini Speaks."
the future?
CBS put one over on NBC by
bringing six N. T. radio columnists
down to inauguration. Quite a
Minneapolis
party even though it didn't rain.
'Hardle Meakln's boy Leonard'
By Lea Roes
rode horse In Inaugural parade,
representing D. C. in welcoming
Fritz Kreieler here for first con- Toby Cook, (Seorgia kid invited here
cert in five years.
by Roosevelt.
J. J. Friedl In New York to work
Nathan Zatkln discusses ballyout several Publix film deals.
hooing Vaughn De Leath with Earle
Twin City Independent exhibitors over Street Singer's yodeling on
are asking booth operators for a stage.
(Tracy split with Zatkln
40% cut in the scale.
when he played Palace here year
Pantages and World, independent ago.)
houses, only theatres now advertising In 'Shoppers' News.'
Eddie Cantor-George Jessel en-

gagement moved back a week
March 28, matinee and night.

Queens

to

By Henry Wiilson

Gordle- Greene, former Minnesota

manager who

retired

around again and

on sick

shorter.

Mrs. Marie Frey, 72, once a great
torium.
Maurice Goodman, of RKO legal favorite with local German theatre
Five years ago this month your
Saranac 'Variety' mugg arrived here dept., huddled with Ike Llbson and audiences, died at home of her
daughter.
on a stretcher weighing 103 pounds, CoL Ben Heidlngsfeld.
Ted Stanford in charge of the
Since salary shake hit film row,
look at me now, I weigh 142 pounds,
but I am still in bed, but I am bookers are getting fatter pay en- Egyptian.
Maurice Klppen a papa. Name is
happy, owing to the fact that I am velopes than salesmen.
and she weighed eight
State juvenile ofllcial yanked six- Sarah
still here and able to write and tell
year-old colored boy hoofer from pounds.
you about it.
Jose Rubin, playing at the DavidPontiac theatre here Jammed to Ted Lewis act at Albee.
Coney Island track to revive un- son with 'Cat and the Fiddle.' was
S.R.O. with 2,000 natives standing
outside waiting on results of who der new state O.K. on parl-mutUel freed of a reckless driving charge
when his car struck a child who
won the Essex car that was given betting on horse-racing.
Scale
for
'Counsellor-at-Law,' darted into the street on a scooter.
away.
Charles F. Sell, 67, father of HilKate Smith in 'Hello Everybody' current at Shubert, is 66c to $1.66
degarde Sell, known to the stage as
went to a big floppo here, estab- for mats, and $2.20 top at night.
lished a new low at the local showCliff Boyd back with Ike Libson Hlldegarde, died here last week.
Hildegarde
flew from New York and
street
house.
as mgr. of Bijou, Fifth
In answer as to who's who among smallie that's expected to grind 16c arrived a few hours before her
father died.
the presonnel of the N.V.A. sana- vaude soon.
Riverside,
which attracted attentorium, having received many reAmateur yeggs chiseled $25 from
quests as to same, here it is. Medi- safe of Plaza, Norwood movie, but tion to its reopening by a punchcal Director Dr. Edgar Mayer as- couldn't crash inner box, which held board idea In ticket prices, reverted
to a straight 20c price to 6:30, with
sisted by Dr. Gieorge Wilson, Dr. heavy dough.
36c the top after that. Found plan
Dworkin and Dr. Leach. Superinof theatregoers paying a price of
teudent Mrs. Katherine Murphy.
from Ic to 35c, as indicated on a
Nurses Mrs. George Monroe, Miss
Cleveland
contrivance
they
punched,
not
Mary Flynn, Miss Evelyn Kelly. Xpractical.
ray department. Rudy Plank, asBy Glenn C. Pullen
Simon Brain, formerly a member
sisted by Jack Clancy. Medical rethe International Billposters'
search department. Dr. Frank HunBud Sherman, Cleveland boy, di- of
toon, assisted by Monroe Coleman recting Ernie Taylor's Unit revues Union, in Court charged with unlawful use of the union's label. Adand Dan Astella.
at Lotus Gardens.
until April 6.
Rudy Vallee, who vacashed It at
Ray Michael, drummer, quitting journed
Harry Post, 36, independent operthe Lake Placid club bedsided his Kay Kyser during two-week lay-off
ator, hit over the head with a billy,
ex-violin player Mannle Lowy. See- to join Austin Wylie.
receiving
a brain concussion. Eming Rudy hurried the cure for ManJ. J. Franklin's wife from Los
nle much.
Angeles here for a visit, but he's ployed at the National. Attack ocSaranac on Parade. Snow, snow still missing four kids left at home. curred early In the morning as he
was
going
to his hotel after work.
the beautiful snow; 26 inches of it
Play House actors beating deand still snowing. ...Jimmy Carr pression by organizing a private 6air-wave baton swinger Is a new cent nitery and a co-op supper club
arrival at the lodge now under the with meals only for a dime.
Seattle
ogling of Dr. Mayer. .. .Mrs. Lewis
Fred Cleary, former assistant
Kirby and daughter, Marie, of Bal- manager Public Auditorium, returns
By Dave Trepp
timore, are bedsiding Elsie John- to indie Allen after several years as
son, while on vacash here.—^Nate manager.
Succeeds Joe Murdock,
Edward Cooke in N. T.
Mulroy, 1140 North LaSalle street, who Is leaving for post in L. A.
Jimmie O'Neal back from L, A.
Chicago, m.. Just over a mess of
Bob Newkirk shifted to Mall, with with -The Big Drive.'
.Amateur shows clicking with William John as assistant. John
fiu..
Wee Coyle runs the anything but
the b. o. swelling at local house.
'wee'
city auditorium at profit^
asAlhambra,
transferred
to
Phelps
Leonard Cowley, who has improved sisted by Bill Kirby, while Joseph which is a record in the U. S., *tU
100%, now on the house photo- Standlsb Is made assistant at Gran- said.
graphic staff assisted by Fritz Ben- ada.
'Of Thee I Sing* booked for Metder. . .That boy Fred Buck is sure
One night spot working on a co- ropolitan Mfut:h 29-30-31-Aprll. 1.
staging one grand fight. ...Harry op basis paid off dancers around Scale froni $3.30. Stage hands look
Namba, our debonair Japanese, Is $2.31 for week. In addition to meals for big time as Jobs loom for SO of
getting better, now eating chop- and room rent, but manager got them.
Bob Roberts6n, purchasing agent
suey.... Flfi Climaa aticking to bed mad when columnist mentioned It.
trying to add on lost weight via the At rival spot the musicians and en- for PNW, and for 20 yeard with
milk routine, feeling so-so. .. .Don- tertainers collected only $1.10 as N.W. chain theatres, gets vaciation.
Notts
Tomeiios, a Skouras observer,
tatella brothers, Joseph and Romeo, their shate for week.
tlie same.
'Bones'
are
doing well. ...Fred
M. Alksgog here from K. C. as
Baohman sighing in bed trying to
Newman-Bosenbergfor
auditor
regain three lost pounds of Saranac
Flnklesteln Corporation, succeedRaymond getB_the-fat.-.-»^Eord
Des Moines
and
ing' Bill Meagher, with
brown derby having lost eight
past eight years.
By R. W. Moorhead
pounds In one week.... Xela EdB. W. Scott, as receiver for
wards once more on the "Go-out*
and WST In northwest, now haa
routine after many months of that
Alice Joy In personal appearances only Fifth avenue left under bla
bed thing. .. .Benway himself now In the tanks for KSO.
houses going
wing, Takima
on fifth week a-bed. Tve cured so
Evan Rachmaninoff had trouble to Claude Mercy and to NRF in
much I now feel the ham that's In getting enough cash to get out of division; Fifth may go NRF end of
me.... George Haimon eez that his town.
this month.
X-ray reads like a Jig-saw puzzle
ChGurlle Flagler big KSO draw.
with two pieces missing. . .After Also heading revues for station In
being stethoscoped. Louis Rhelngold small Jtowns nearby.
Montred
said 'Guess Tm wired up for sound
'Cavalcade* at road-show prices no
now'. . . .Nellie Queally, the queen of go, but will mean plenty when show
the curers, celebrating her third an- opens at regular prices at the Des
back at Frolics.
Larry
Vincent
niversary of strictly in bed and still Moines.
Chez Maurice down to a dollar.
happy.... Our firat boner, Chris
Auto show attendance started out
Ernie Crown tries red Ink for hair
Hagedorn, proudly fleshing ten ribs with a bang and ended with a fizzle.
tonic.
that he lost via a recent operationr—
Bill Mick's stag preview of 'She
Marcele Wellington In blue hit at
'Brother, Can Tou Spare a Rib'. ... Done Him Wrong* got the town
Frolics.
Al Jocker wishes to broadcast that buzzing.
Armand Vincent In motor smash.
he is improving and doing well....
Evelyn Brent Poole's «x-hubby Will recover.
Eddie Voss now among the up ones fighting her suit for back alimony.
Marc C. McNeil breaks into blrtha
....Fritz Bender after a month of
Bob Gary now managing the GarNew Yorking back ozolng at the den and Strand A. E. Abelson back column. Daughter. one-line paraJim McDonagh,
John Dempsey, that Bos- in P-P as booker.
lodge
bucks NHL.
ton I.A.T.S.E. boy, now on unlimited
Dubuque set Saturday, March 4, grapher,
Stan Day has turned T. B. comer.
exercise, picture of good health and as 'confidence day,' when merchants
spending most of his time helping would give $1.10 in merchandise for Up and writing again.
Charlie Lalumiere dh-ector of
patients
who need little items every large-sized dollar brought out
downtovra. . .John Montalese, who of hoarding—and was everybody FYance-Film theatres here.
Commission also rans
Radio
has been going, through a slight set- fooled!
against Ed Wynn Tuesday p. m.
back, moved up into the infirmary
Maurice Colborne says will bar
department..., Fannie Klein Is a
Only
Winnipeg
in future tours.
under
now
newcomer at the lodge
Canadian tovm to put him in red,
the ogle routine, a little run down
Canton
U. 8. tourists get sour deal locally
Bert Ford, who tried the out-offor
McConnell
cases
By
Rex
in
when bills exchanged
the-san routine, is back at the lodge
86c Canadian and at best par for
on an Ozone diet. .. .Lillian Morgan
Civic, Akron, goes grind.
par w$ek-end. Previous day worth
This
Is a new arrival at the lodge.
Raynor Lehr and company of 30 $1.20.
Is a return date for Lillian, having
cured here some years ago. Incip- tryout new musical comedy-film
ient case.... Bob McGulre, Hotel policy at Palace here.
only local news'Repository,'
Barbara, Los Angeles, Cal., now on
St. Paol
his third week of a fiu mess, re- paper, announces 10% reduction In
member that blackface comedian, amusement rates. $1.36 an Inch InBy Walt Raschick
drop him a line. .. .Betty Hutlngton stead of $1.50, prevailing rate for
sporting a wonderful X-ray report, past two years.
Abe Sunberg back at the Uptown
Kay Kyser's band, closes several helm, with Phil Soucy in as aide.
adding daily exercise to try it out
engagement
at
Golden
Lawrence McCarthy left for weeks
Ev Selbel, Riviera manager, and
Washington, D. C., an arrested case. Pheasant in Cleveland and will va- the missus shopping in the Infants'
Seven years of ozonlng for that boy cation ten days before resuming wear sections.
nlghter.-3
one
through
Ohio.
okay.
Good"Yea"
hit
the
he
before
Mystic Caverns, a series of caves
Robert M.
Smith heads new dug out of natural sandrock Inside
Mac .... Dorothy Howard
lurk
Ptapfd a nice comeback, minor company to take over operation of the bluffs along the Mississippi
defunct
Summit
Beach
AkPark,
Moore
Richard
wnlking at times
river, to open as hot spot of the
Frank Casterllne mentioned town April 1.
pels the 'No improvement' report, ron.
Paramount, with a 35c policy from
moaning more sighing In bed for as new manager. Resort due to
Annamae Powers, Angela open around May 1.
Dick
6:30, sold two ducats from 1 to
Em Gill and band, stop off Sun- 12, toseven
from 2 to 3 p.m. on WedPapulls, Natalie Feldman and Stalla
naiTCtt still on that strictly a-bed day, March 5, at Moonlight' ball- nesday (8), second to last day for
No-lct -em- up-yet .... Ruth room, Canton and play to large 'King of tlic Jungle.'
dipt.
rwd at 4(h-cent8 t op; Band has
HhToh managing blg^thlnes
Gart-Ick, loop dime grind. Instalhealthful way while enjoying mild two more weeks of one nighters in ling 1,100 fcapacity) 12-st)rlng alr.Are you writing to those this territory and then returns to cushloned seats. Contractors putexercise.
that you know in Saranac or else- Lotus Gardens In Plcveland for
(Contlnucd on page 64)
spring season.
arc
-
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'
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Jeffrey

loo'.:lng fine.

O'Hara writing songs

for

Elimination of division manager a local show.
Ray Maher now manager at
post by the Orpheum receiver deLoew's Valencia.
prives Morgan Ames of his Job.
J'effrey O'Hara writing songs for
State selling no children's tickets
for 'She Done Him Wrong* because 'Gardens Varieties.'
Homer Croy writing new book
'unsultablllty for
of attraction's
called 'Missouri Boy.'
Juveniles.'
Claire Luce in costume at PoBoulevard theatre, just opened by
Independent exhibitors. Is second monok's Shipwreck Party.
Betty
Maclntyr e haa regular
largest and most elaborate neighTuesday spot ovar WWRL.
borhood house.
Roger Williamson has tagged his
Dancing in road houses would be
permitted until 2 a.m.. Instead of first play 'Not Necessarily.'
Ralph Renaud writing skits for
1 a.m., under the new law introGardens Players' annual revue.
duced into state legislature.
Albert Housen, scenario editor
Between running for mayor, maniaging his Shubert dramatic stock for WB, directing Gardens Players
company and handling the Shriners' revue.
Steve Perutz, formerly with Fox,
Indoor circus, 'Buzz' Balnbrldge has
New England, now manager of
been one of town's busiest men.
With the World here so success- RKO Richmond Hill.
Paula Stone has dropped tlie old
ful, W. A. Stefflos is building up a
chain of foreign talkie houses, vaude act. Opened last week with
having acquired the Shubert, St. new song-dance turn.
Helen Jacobs has penned a novel
Paul, and started negotiations for
with a tennis background. To be
a Chicago theatre.
Maybe coincidence prompted two published In the nprlng.
Steve Perutz, formerly with Fox
loop theatres to use phrase 'blast of
In

New TCn-gland. now manager of
RKO, Richmond IIIU.
Ray Maher, formerly stftRlng

the

units for Louis K. Sidney, Is now
manager at Loew's Valencia.
McCampbell and boys raided

FWC

PNW

PNW

WST

.

—

.

leave,

_hfi]lL_in—newspaper_Jids last week.
State (Publtx) described 'King of
Jungle' as 'a blast of hell breaking
loose on Hennepin avenue,' while
World (independent) called- "Big
Drive' 'a blast of hell.'

Also 1 eads the
piece orchestra.
quartet Russell Brice has installed
at the Majestic to make the repertory company Intermissions seem

.

worry about?

Who pulled the boher spelling
*Woosley' On the valence and Woolcey on the electric marquee?
What

By Happy Benway

J. Miller

Eddie Cantor and Geo. Jessel
rumored for Milwaukee.
Louis Lutz is new manager ot
Warner Appleton at Appleton.
Wm. Lynch, 70, former circus
performer, given an old age pension
by Judge Karel.
Geo. Bach has organized a 40-

.

the job in his ofllce in Hartfo;rd7
Bin Hennessey the only lucky
man in the world :who hasn't any

(Dn

bills to

Cincinnati
By Joe Kolh'ng
Joe Stickler managing Gifts.
Pep Golden'8 private billing Is
Sammy Goldberg.
Ufa, 400-seater, was only downtown cinema to close during mora-

Saranac Lake

53
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.

whore that
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BURLESQUE

VARIETY

54

Later Crosby returned, along
with Berle, at the finish of the
Duchln band turn, and they clowned
the show to a strong finale.
Berle does a song at the opening
of the bill, a patriotic number on
Rooseyelt, and a good follow-up for
his last week's 'Presidents on Parade.'
From then on Its straight
gagging for him until another song,
this time a parody, and then more
As a
gagging until the finish.
comedlan-m.c. the length of his run
at the Capitol Is going to depend
Fqr the first
chlefiy on material.
two weeks everything's okay, but a
long stcetch at the same stand is no
easy matter. Radio's comics found
that out long ago.
Duchln's band, doubling from the
Central Park Casino, is all right on
music and In the pleasant personality of Its leader. Comprises 18 men
besides Duchla, Including t^ro other
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core.

Burlesque Review
IRVING PLACE,

fast,

N. Y.

and that seem^ desirable

to the

patronage now, after seven years of
stalling.
It's no longer a question
(STOCK)
of weeks on the «>f what the girls have to show, be
After a couple
'
cause nobody expects a Lillian Rus.
1
^
t
T>i
Empire wheel the Irving Place In gg„ ^ut how they show it now, and
the vicinity of Union Square Is back Miss Strange shows what she's got
In stock. The Brooklyn Raymonds without holding out for better odds,
Miss Herndon, on the other hand,
„ „
,
opened, ^,
the Central, formerly Mln- Lungg
the old style of 'teasing'
skys', in Times Square and are .g^^ one safety pin per encore, and
playing the traveling shows there, uses up seven or eight safety* pins
off,
though thoy know It's
to
get
It
According
to the Empire office, the
"
"
eventually coming off anyway. And
*
V
play ^^^^^ waiting that long, and then
to
two houses ve too nearby
funny,
And
that's
seeing what's on view. It's a wonder
the same shows.
too, because even if the Empire of- they don't ask for rain checks,
Miss Strange's quicker and conflee doesn't know It, all burlesque
houses are playing the same shows, trastlng manner might be called
The change won't make any dlf- showmanship in Its way. And that's
ference to the Irving. Place clientele, what remains of showmanship In
In fact they won't notice it. For a burlesque.
Amonjr the current comics here,
burlesque show Is a burlesque show,
That
wheel or stock, and even though the Mike Saks is head man.
.

,

.

.

^

banks are closed, you still can't sing
tenor from a trombone part.
Literally, stock policy means a
company and a new
show, every week. But burlesque
has its owii definition. Stock policy
in burlesque simply means that a
house isn't on the wheel. And the
change is in the reverse, for burlesque stocks change their casts but

permanent

Show scheduled for March 16.
Bob Livingston Is the Capitol
manager now.
Nathan Mllateln gruest artist with
Birmingham
and center.
Arrangement keeps symphony (12);
By Bob Brown
£}. S. Hawes and Mrs. ordered to
Duchln In the forefront at all times,
means more comedy or better com which Isn't the best ifea consider- Dallas for ERPI.
Elton Hackett has Joined a circle
Al Stralton is filling In at Roeedy than usual, because the veteran ing the 18 other men In the backbuck.
Saks Is better than the usual comic, ground, who should be more promi- stock troupe enroute.
KFAB is getting the breaks on Shades Tavern, destroyed by fire,
But it's like Grove pitching without nent and the leader less so.
Besides their gypsy opening and a the new time schedule but still has reopened.
an infleld.
Bill Nappi's band goes out of TutMore than the customary amount brief finale appearance, the Hale wants more.
Clyde Armstrong and Juliette wiler after this week.
of: care was taken with the cos- girls are spotted in the middle of
Rollin K. Stonebrook has a retumes and what little there was of the show for a novelty arm-and-Ieg Goodwin announce Intention of
leaving
stage.
lapse
of the flu again.
drill
while
seated.
Working
under
production, it seemed. On appear
Nick Paper being out of the CapiLance Davis new lead in Mary
ance the flrst stock bill was better the dimmers, they're on a raised
tol, he may relight the three-year Jane Lane Players at Grand, :^ontplatform
th§t
branches
off
In
both
than average. There are 16 prlncldarkened
Sun.
gomery.
directions
in form of a V. It's ef
pals, quite a lot, and 18 girls on the
Bob Livingston's pet trial comes
Drennen Smoot has purchased a
fective staging and a well-done girl
payroll.
up in court soon all theatre row is big bus for the orchestra that will
Manager Is Jimmy James. Under number.
swallow a gallop of gas a minute.
No overture due to the stage out for audience.
his direction the old I. P. has been
Duane
Yates leaves to become a
Henry Mencken and wife were in
cleaned up considerably, with the show's own band finish, but Yasha
visiting
the
Mrs/
seats now camouflaged vlth bright Bunchuk is In the pjt to play the permanent feature of the Club Ma- Montgomery
drid In Lo'dlsville, Ky.
mother, Mrs. John Anton Haardt.
oraiige slip covers and the interior show prior to Duchln's iu>pearance.
Ted Cooper bargained no further
generally improved.
That's some- Latter stick to the stage.
'Men Must Fight'. (Metro) the fea- when Russ Columbo wanted $600
thing.
Another improvement was
for one night in his 26c top Marl
the elimination of the butcher at the ture and not drawing Friday night.
Long Island
gold.
Bige.
shov caught^ A couple of weeks'
By Joe Wagner
rest, and then maybe the boys will
believe
again.

'

how

j

|

his

prize

package

spiels

.

to be
starts

Burley Start Frozen

I

Is

taking

nonchalant after two

TABOR, DENVER

San Francisco

Denver, March 7.
The crowd at this spot the night
this show was caught indicated the
bank holiday was doing plenty
Show one of best so far, and In spite
of small crowd got good hand.
Curtain goes up on 'Farmerettes,'
revealing orchestra in overalls and
huge straw hats. Bright colors and

By Harold Bock

°.

Business good Thursday, night*
audience containing ..more women
than usual, plus enough Chinamen
to start another tong war.
Bige.

.

Cleveland, March 14.
stripper
Dave Lederman, local lawyer who
the next-to-closing and
closing brassieres, while the boys has had a flnger In several thestand In the background likft.a cou* I atrlcal projects here before. Is
pie of kibitzers at a pinochle game. Ungellng George Young's
new stock
f{ilse

Duchln him-

.

year?'.
will practice

pianists for thI^ date.

conducts from and solos on the
concert gi-and, which Is apart from
the bandstand and directly front
self

—

.

Justice,

Then the comedians

and when the

.

off

.

that Is set to. open In new
h^ri.JwI^^Vn^ISI'nf'Ll^^^^^^
public.
theperfect representative I -,„_^„ nyr-_-i.
- 40-ce|it
^a^>-<.
with a
of that public was the gentleman In f*y®*y ^^^'^^
box
on the right at the Irving t**P'
Ohio
bank
holiday forced Young
Place Thursday night,. who worked
to
postpone opening for a week,
on a cross- w:6rd puzzle whenever,
the 'strippers werien't- on. He palld and, unless backer has managed to
$1,25 for his Seat. If he:s a steady dig Up some unfrozen dough, it is
customer he. knows the poppy bit a bit doubtful If the troupe wiU be
better than the. comedians.
able to onen on tiin«

A

m
"

A

a farniy background make good setting.
The line,. 16, .Is dressed in
red and white striped overalls for

song.
The Blendollers,
quartet, sing 'Walt Till the

a

Come Home.'

male

Cows

Joe Barn^tt, m.c., makes appearance in blue silk overalls befcha
no work was ever done in them
cept on stage. Joe. is proving popuHdward Evans produced the L P.'s ^*Ed Va^v hL hL^ i.n t«.v lar with the Tabor crowd.
While line makes a change orOPfenlng stock bill.. It follows Btyle, L^^^^.i*.*'^ ^ .^^^^
Lillian. St^,u,^
Shultz, Annie chestra imitates a barnyard from
a ;Comedy scene, then a strip, ana.m. till dawn with roosters
othei: comedy 'ecene and another Bradlfey, Boob Blake, Billy Baud, 4
Btciip, and so on, with a cpuple of 1 TT"! Hays, BUly Walnwrlght and
crowing, etc., all noises made on
dan.ce specialties and some posing' ^' /chorus of 12.
Johnny Hronek %'arious Instruments, with rube tunes
nilxed in.
tableaux by the girls to break It up | leading pit band
As 'dawn' gradually
comes Ted Shaw of the orchestra
now and then.
m6gs 'Trees' In a voice that can't
."Th^re ate seven strippers on the
staff. Elvla Herndon. a redhead, is
go too high, but otherwise okay.
tho principal stripper, apparently,
Flores and Frazell, dressed In rube
Placements
clothes, do a short d&nce. Thelma
because she has the choice next-toQulnn, with trunks and brassiere
doslng spot In both acts. But she
Is not the best stripper.
That disMilt Schuster, Chicago, made the and a red bow much too large, does
tinction goes to Mildred (Peaches) following burlesque placements last an acrobatic dance and shows to
Strange, who's on twice and who got week: Molly Manor, Pacific Comedy advantage.
Barnett and a couple of the boys
a reception on Jhe return trip. Miss 4, Ina Thomas, Rita Zane, Daustrange Is best because! she works phlne,-New Orleans; Allen Gilbert, pull the 'not here' gag overworked
Irving Place, New York; Marian In this town and does not get a
Lamarr, Jacquette, Str.r and Garter, laugh. Mary Kendall sings a song
Chicago;
Willie
Gordon, Harry In a voice that doesn't sound like
Vine, Thad Demonico, Kitty Axton, she looks, as line girls In bandana
Wlien Sending; tor Mall to
Liea Brooks, Katy /Weiss, Reba Le- kerchiefs and white blouses do tap
VARIETV Address Mall Clerk.
vlne, Molly O'Neill, Queenle Rose, routine. Mary sings her song about
POSTCABViS, ADVERTISINO
or
Connie Mantella, Gem, Chicago; peaches to the Blendoller quartet.
CIRCULAR LETTERS WU,L NOT
Jimmy Murray, Bovard Sisters, Band plays a 'Hey, Rube' novelty
•SB ADVERTISED
Charles Phlpps, Orpheum, Quincy, melange to give line time to make
f.OTTERS ADVERTIt^ED DJ
a change.
ONE ISSUE ONIY
Helen Arnold sings and gets better as she warms up. She Is helped
Auerbach Lena
Oordon Roy
In the act by Johnny Sonna, who
Empire Wheel
drags In a violin, and while she
Beck Joseph
Keech Kel
plays It he does an acrobatic dance.
Bessette Charles
Lustig Dave
Louise de Louie sings as four of
Fenner Georee
Week 13
line girls bring In 12-f6ot square
Fletcher Carl
Nanlta Miss
silk, and after doing a few tricks
Frolics U O.
Pavlowsky Jack
Olrls of U. S. A.
Howard, Boston.
with same use it in a routine in
Oldard Francis
Pease & Nlelson
Jazzttme Revue Empire, Newark.
which line comes in two at a time
Jlngle-Jlnele — Star, Brooklyn.
in conventional party dresses, each
Peaches Trocadero, Philadelphia.
Powder Puft— Qayety, Washington.
carrying a garland of roses, walk
Speed and Sparkle — Central, New York. under the square of
BOOKLKT
silk, and after
1
Tempters — Gayety, Brooklyn.

—
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ON HOW
TO MAKE UP
•

TEIN C
SmakcupO

!

CAPITOL,

N. Y.

(Continued from page 13)

They always improve over the

last

Berle does some comedy foil for
the Gordon dog act, as did Bert
226 VT. 72d

St.,

Neiv York CIt>'

My Now AHBortment of GREETING
CARDS Is Now Ready. 21 Ueautlful
CARDS and FOLDERS, Boxed, Post-

Lahr

in White's 'Varieties'

and more

recently George Jesscl in the Eddie
Cantor road show.
Besides the
pooch routine Berle is out between
all the acts and always on top of
the show. He's a speedy m.c.
They liked Crosby's mike crooning, for which he carries a guitar
,

paid, for

One

Dollar

accompanist, and demanded an en-

are

In

silk

Is

discarded

This spot needs first-run pictures
make it go over in tip-top shape.
it is now the films are secondrun, and, of course, many arc not
going just to see the stage show,
having already spent from 25c to
50c to see the film at a first-run. It
is surprising, however, how many
to

INTERNATIONAL!

Shoes for the S^^S^
tf^flOWFpLK'S

Street

SHOESHOP- 15S2 BROADWAY^

Is

the

new

city

ed on

Island's new stadium opened in
Hempstead.
George Gorman here in advance
Richard Crooks went over big at
of 'Of Thee I Sing.'
Great Neck.
Corbett-Flelds fight plx in burley
A new pic house is being planned
Capitol for a week after short stay fOr Manhasset.
at President.
Boxing again drawing at the
Bal Tabarin cafe closed for a week
because bank holiday cut biz down Rldgewood Grove.
Loew's Hillside In Jamaica Just
to nothing flat.
its seventh year.
Gang at KFRC threw a big feed celebrated
Eddie Gottlieb is now handling
for Nora Schiller before her marthe drama' news on the 'Press.'
riage to Itch Shulkln.
Ruby Douglas is back writing
Blood poisoning forced doctors to
amputate foot of Bill McStay, Dol book news for the Port Washington
lar line band booker and ex-show- 'Post.'
/
Talking of holding six-day bike
maii.
The Phil Phillips observed 13th races at the Madison Square Bowl
anniversary of their hitching and in Long Island City.
gang showered them with tele
grams.
Wedding bells pealed for June
Spokane
Walton, cashier at Paramount, who

was

week

spliced this
Belley, non-pro.
Graham Allen,

to

By Ray Budwin

Alexis

former location
for plx companies shooting
at Catallna, now managing Alexander Hamilton hotel here.

manager

Herb Sutherland,
is

free act booker,
refereeing jports in Inland Em-

pire.

State has gone to a double plx
advancing one flrst-run and
one second-run.
policy,

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone
Orch opened top balcony
public in present emer-

Civic
free to

gency.

James and Arthur Stebbins,

old-

time minstrel pair, died here within
few hours of each other.
On board the '42d St. Special':
Eleanor Holm bemoaning the new
salary cut. .Lyle Talbot sun-bathing in the beach car. .Glenda Farrell's biggest kick to date was 'Life
Begins'. .Joe E. Brown's microphone 'Warwhoop. .The swell lid
they gave Tom Mix in South Norwalk. .Mayor Buckingham's speech
in Bridgeport. .Leo Carrlllo's reminiscences of S. Z. Poll and the good
old days... P. A. Seltzer promenading
In a bathrobe and no collar. .The
Evelyn Wlse-Eddle Stanley surprise
wedding.
.

.

Bill -Tllden, tennis shark, did fair
at Gonzaera gymnasium in an exhibition match Sunday (6).
Russell Bankson, formerly city
editor on 'Chronicle,' now affiliated
with
In writing capacity.

KHQ

H. D. McBrlde has taken over Fox
management, under the Evergreen
operation of the house. C. R. Charles
remains at the Liberty, under that
theatre's affiliation with the same
organization. Tom Olsen, formerly
at the Orpheum as mgr.. Is at liberty
since the house went dark.

.

Albany

.

By Henry Retonda

.

.

.

Easton, Pa.
By

M.

A.

Pet
show
grounds May

POWELL

scheduled

at

fair

6.

Civic Little Theatre staging third
anniial drama tournament March 15,

cialty.

INSTITUTION

Ed Sterne
the 'Press.'

William Williams succeeds Harry
Schriffren

as

office

manager

of

MGM.
Hall, indie house, got a 'scoop' In
booking 'Rome Express' for week of
March 17. Ordinarily It should have
gone to RKO or Warner houses.
George H. Spargo, former Albany
newspaper man, has written a oneact newspaper melodrama, which
was produced over station WNBF,
Binghamton.

Capitol,

which

was

presenting

'Green Pastures,' during the moratorium accepted personal checks,
and
group do another routine.
without questioning. A number of
The 16, 17 and 18.
George White's Scandals made patrons who had purchased tickets
Sheridan Sisters in an acrobatic
novelty dance. One Is a blonde and quite a hit at Lyric, Allentown, last in advanced cancelled for the cash.
the other a brunette, good contrast, Monday. House almost capacity.
Hardeen pulled an escape from
and good dancers. Miss de Louie
slnga 'Moonlight and Roses' as the specially built box on Colonial State,
Pittsburgh
line does several formations with Bethlehem, during his performance
there.
the garland of roses.
By Hal Cohen
Arthur Pryor, leader of Pryor's
Barnett pulls a telephone gag that
was good for hearty laughs despite band, and Walter M. Smith, Boston
Bernle Armstrong moving from
the small crowd. Blendollers sing band leader, will be in Allentown
Leona theatre. Homestead, to Libtwice and get a good hand. Their for band concert April 2.
Noble Sissle's orchestra at Mea- erty, in East Liberty, next month.
voices blend well and they are
Avenue Cinema, having tried
Other orKoing strong on their second week ley's on Saturday (4).
chestras at Mealey's recently were everything in foreign tongues, curhere.
rently playing "a Greek talkie, its
Line in scantles do a lengthy rou- Duke Ellington's and Wesley Bar- flrst.
tine, and all come on for an oUl- ry's.
Owen Cleary, Harry Harris and
fashloncd country hoedown. At the
Earl Roescr among tlie ioc.il tliefinale Johnny Sonna is doing a speatrical crowd to take in the inauguAlbuquerque
all

time, these kids.

DOROTHEA AKTEL

KOB

Assistant Manager Arthur Cook
Anthony Schlarman and Howard
Hauck, charged with the mUrder of of the Mission pulled a fast one last
Roy A. Williams, boothman, the week and galloped off and married
an
old school mate.
night of Feb. 1, pleaded not guilty
Henry Redman pulls In all his
in Dakota county district court at
Hastings Wednesday (8). Trial set nickel 'whiffle' boards since city
commission slapped 24-buck yearly
for Monday (13).
tax on all such coin machines.
Theta Alpha Phi dramatic society
up in the air when banks close and
Lincoln, Neb.
tie up funds, preventing their securing costumes from express company.
By Barney Oldfield

—

J

.

.

(Continued from page 53)
breaks Into radio racket with quarting in 100 deaits per night, after ter-hbur weekly sports talk over
here.
hours, to save time out.

I

not their shows.
Stock necessitates a house producer and au extra salary thereby,
but there are no transportation bills
or other bills to pav, so It evens Itself up.
The producer himself Is
more of an arranger than a prodi)cer.
He calls in the comedians
and says, 'Boysi lets put th6 poppy
bit In the flrat part this week, just
ahead of the last strip, and then we
can do the opium scene In the second act And, Charlie, as Irish

when you slug the district
attorney with the bladder, make beIleve he's^ Herk and has just cut
your salary again, and then you'll
put more steam in It. I guess that's
about all for next week. How do
you think the Giants will finish this

€HATTE

As

do.

ration.

Guy Lombnrdo booked for Club
Anatole's Easter frolic April 19.
Beach,
artificial He'll broadcast his commercial proamusement lake, being put in shape gram from here th.it night.
for summer.
Angle Queen, formerly of the
Mrs. Walter Wlnchel and Walda Three Queens, now in line at Plaza
through this place last week en- cafe.
So are Louise Snyder and
route to California.
Gay Sergan, once of the Stanley enDeacon Arledge of the 'Journal' semble.
By

'Red' Brickwalk

Conservency

-

OnT

Taesday, Miarch 14, 193S

fered by that circuit for exceptional
on some special picture or

T U A R Y

VAN VEACHTON ROGERS
Veachtoh Rdger's, noted
American Jiarpist and pne-tlme In'

'

timate

Victor. 'Herbert,

of

died

Mapch

2 in, a hospital att Providence;,
was 68 and Iiad ' been
R. I.
crippled since 1018, when he suffered
"a fractured hip. After the accident

He

i

he turned to teaching. in Providehce.
Deceased was a native of Berlii>,
Rensselaer County, N. ,T., and was
ttie 9pn of a well-known vloUhist.
He played the harp as a boy and
at an early age was concert-touring
In the United States and iii Europe.
lAter hd studied under master
harpists abro4d: ,i^n^ -i^laVi^d with
Herbert, Walter Damrosch, Anton
;

..

s

efforts

OBI
vim

OOR

II

campaign.
Survived

widow and

by

and

Madame

"

Mose BlooiPt brother of Sol Bloom,
associated with him in
2.- He made his stage debut who was
Marie Wainwright in 1890, and real estate Ventures, died of heart
bie^ played with James K: Hackett, disease In New York March 8.
Ju^ia! Arthur, William Hodge, Mod>Je^ka, Rose Coghian and '^othet-s.
H1& last appearance' waj with
William Ccillier in 'On the Quiet' at
the Criterion, theatre.

New

ADDIE LES80M
Addle Lessom, 49, secretary to
Fred Curtis, author and player representative, died suddenly in Hollywood; March 6, from a heart ailment. Her mother survives.

Birmingham, March

has launched a plan to boost
travel to the World Fair in

About as complete as that
book can be, but limited to
British trade, whereas most
books of that type attempt a world

Chicago,
Tickets will be sold on the
installment plan with the down
payment being $1,

cable.
type of

the

survey, that part of

It

more

complete and
than valuable.

generally in-

troublesome

ARTHUR

Arthur

well

B.

known
1

by a

.

Teddy Epstein, the mag
extending his

Geneva,

and a stepson

the Keith, circuit for

A

many

years.
..Tipton of

brother Eugene, Ted
Philadelphia, Pa., also was an acrobat in .'the cirfcus and on the stage.
JOHN H. GRIEVES
survive. BurJohn H. Grieves, 85,/ one of the His -wife a'n'd brother
ial in Zanesvllle.
oldest and most picturesque figures
of the play days of burlesque, died
OARL ROST
He was
In Saltlmore" Match- 7.
Carl Rost, 47, veteran booth
buried in the Hpbrew cemetery
man, was fouild d^ad In his autothere, where he oWn6d' a lot.
Hoiwa^ one of the oTlglnal mein- mobile at his home In St. Paul
bers of the San Francisco quartet^ March 6.
Rost had been at the DeLuxe,
then being known as John Hall.
Later he turned his attention to nabe house, since 1930. He was a
burlesque, managing touring troupes charter member of St. Paul Local
and for a time was manager of the No. 356, Moving Picture Machine
Howard theatrfe, Boston; the Lafay- Operators.
Coroner pronounced death acciette,. Buffalo, and the Bftou theatre",
Wasliington. At the latte.r house he dental,, due to carbon monoxide gas
ran ^^tock burlesque with a company poisoning.
Survived by his widow and a
which developed a number of stars.
Including Elfle Fay and Flora daughter.
Parker, both of whom got their
'

.

;

.

Vill his

activities.

'Broadway

publisher,

Not only
become

Tattler'

bi-^monthly ishortly, but he is getting' out

a'

hew humor mag,

called

'Hot-Cha." Pact that' 'Broadway
Tattler' can't go through the malls
doesh't bother Teddy at all.

On

the Side

•

,

'

;

.

.

ALAN ROSCOE

start there.

Albert Deane, head of Pai^mount's foreign publicity and serdepartments. Is acting as
it gent for a couple of his Australian
writer friends on the side.
He
placed 'White Man, Brown Woman,'
by T. L. Richards with Dodd, Mead
and now Is playing with some pic'

vicing

ture offers

March 8, after a lingering
He was born in Memphis,

Illness.

Tenn.,

to
'Albuquerque
cut
Plenty reporters, meand business people out.

,

.

L. A. 'News' Cutting Size
L. A. 'Daily News,'^ running recently 20 to 24 pages. Is going to a
straight 12 pages daily. Several
persons have been dropped from the
payroll.
Kenneth Fogarty, radio
editor, who was out, was recalled
after three days when readers pror
tested the elimination of a radio

Aug. 23, 1888.
column.
Roscoe was one of the early playLOUIS B. GARDNER
ers In pictures. Popular in the days
Jones Settles With Sper
Louis B. Gardner, former gym- of the silent picture as a male lead,
Howard Jones has made a settlenast, who was permanently injured he bad assumed character parts In
ment with Norman Sper of his conIn a fall at the Empire music hall, the talkies.
London, some 30 years ago, died In
During his career he appeared in tract with the Sper newspaper synMilwaukee March 9.
pictures for First National, Pro- dicate, with Indications that the
Gardner came to the attention Dis-Co., FBO, Columbia, Para- U.S.C. coach will Join the Christy
of the present J. P. Morgan when mount, Metro, Radio and for state Walsh roster of sports writers. Understood that Jones paid Sper
the latter, as a young man, was in rights.
London with the British branch of
Roscoe was divorced from Bar- $2,500 for the release.
the Morgan firm. He visited a hos- bara Bedford. Surviving him is his
pital where Gardner lay, a per- daughter, Barbara.
A Roosevelt Passes
manent invalid, returned him to his
Corinne Roosevelt Robinson, sishome and in the past 30 years has
ter of the late Theodore Roosevelt,
DICK FERRIS
paid out nearly $40,000 for the inwho passed away on Feb. 17 at the
jured man's comfort.
Dick Ferris, sportsman and the- age of 71, was the author of a numatrical producer, 69, died at St. Vinber of books, including a volume of
cent's hospital, Los Angeles, March poems entitled
'One Woman to AnDAVID CAMPBELL
Born other.' She was well known In lit12, after a lingering Illness.
David Campbell, 37, rodeo clown In Washington, D. C, he served as erary circles and as a public speaker.
senate,
and performer, died in a Denver a page In the house and
hospital Wednesday (8) following then became actor and matinee idol
Dunked the Beard
an operation for ruptured appendix. in Minneapolis. Later a sports proWallacei Smith, who's a bug on
Campbell was well known through moter, promoting first aviation
'The
the west for his rodeo antics and as meet In this country at Los Angeles good titles, has a red ace In
Captain
Hates the Sea,' his latest
1910.
a broncho buster, roper and bull- in
Was married to Florence Stone, opus.
dogger.
It's about a Swedish chap who
He is survived by his wife, Ebba actress, divorced 14 years ago. Rewas exiled from home after dunking
Campbell, three eons, a brother and tired for past 10 years. Survived
his father's beard in the soup.
Ave sisters and hia father. 'Boot- by daughter.
Smith's sympathy is all with the
legger,' Campbell's trick rodeo bull,
father.
died in his stall less than a day after
LAURA E. JARVIS
Campbell's death.
Laura E. Jarvls, 67, former acTry and Do It
county
the
at
tress, died March 9,
Phyllis Bentley, author of 'Inhospital, near Downey, Calif., from heritance,' is coming to America to
ROBERT RADFORD
Injuries received when she was make a lecture tour.
One of the.se
Robert Radford, famous English struck by a hit and run driver. De- days America will return the combass singer, died in London March ceased is survived by a daughter. pliment by sending half a dozen of
1.
aged 58. After concert work,
its authors abroad to do the same.
deceased appeared at Covent GarThere ought to be some reciprocity
M. A. MALANEY
somewhere along the line.
den in opera and became principal
M. A. M?.ianey, 43, one of the best
.

44 buildings erected, of

which num-

ber the majority are now well under
construction. Work of landscaping
the tract of land three miles long,

-

which is the site of the
Fair, started last week.

World's

It is believed that

a big chunk of
$2,000,000 cash reserve of the
fair will be taken to beautify the
$1 ,200,000 SKYRIDE
grounds. This aspect is stressed as
the barren, unfinished,
unturfed
Pretentious Thriller $500,000 Over
condition under which the PhiladelBudget
phia Sesqui-Centennial Exposition
opened had lots to do with the- unhappy destiny of that enterprise.
Chicago, March 13.
Skyrlde,
the most pretentious
*
Good Concession Response
amusement item of the World's
Feeling locally is optimistic deFair, will cost $1,200,000 when com- spite
the gloomy fiscal involvements
That's nearly half a million of
plete.
the moment. It is felt that the
over the original budget. Two tow- fair
has been driven through against
ers, one on each side of the lagoont
terrific handicaps and discouragewill be higher than Chicago's most
ments and that by June 1 the natoplofty building.
tion win have regained its comPresent thought on price is to posure. Within
the last few weeks
charge 40 cents per ride. Ride is all available
space for large buildby <::able cars. It is a 'slow' thrill. ings he^ been
.taken, .and It Is
Cable company, elevator company, expected smaller
concession qpacd
and a steel company merged ^o put will be filled completely.
Fair has
over the concession, expected to had many
disappointments from
dominate the Exposition in size and foreign .cancellations
and the 'Inuniqueness.
ternational' flavor wiir be limited at.
this «xposition. HoWe'Ver, compensations have been realized against
Iowa Fair .Date
thk setbacks.
West Liberty, la., March 13.
In view of financial and general
Dates for the 71st annual West
Liberty fair, one of the outstanding conditions, Major Lennox Lohr Is
fairs in Iowa, have been set for Aug. being given much credit for putting
through
the gigantic undertaking.
21-24.
'Fair will be on a parity with Lohr is a military engineer picked
t])ose of previous years.
Details to by Rufus Dawes for what was, and
be worked out in keeping with trend is, admittedly, the prize tough Job
of the depression.
of times.
'

.

.

.

:

80-Yr.-Old Fair Lapses

Win and Lose, MiDer

Woodstock! Vt., March 13.
The Windsor County Fair will not
'Tribune' being published in same be held this fall a^d alreacjy work
plant under different' editors and has been started demolishing the
separatie editorial policies. 'Evening buildings.
The Tunbridge Fair as^
-Cedars Journal' dropped and 'N. M. State sociation has purchase^ the merry-

Jenie Jacobs

geles.

13.

Central railroad

Illinois

some

the

Janus Journalispn
Innovation in newspaper racket
at
Albuquerque.
'Journal'
and

Tribune.'
chanical

former miarriage, now In Los An-

The

^

Alan RosGoe, 44, died at
Survived by his widow and
two children, and two' children by a of Lebanon hospital, Hollywood, Tribune'
their

on the book.

13.

In 13 weeks the Century of Progress Exposition will open witli

Literati

York.

Chicago, March

Installment R.R. Fares

(Continued from page 47)

-

.

Minor Worry

living In
survive.

Chi Expo Beating Jinx-Looks O.K.

yith.'

March

Olivers.

Bad Times

Despite Grief, Setbacks,

three

March

.

Sch'thiiann'-Heink,

55

daughters.

B. TIPTON
Hearst Daily in. Chain Gag
Tipton, 4i,- acrobat,
in vaudeville, .Tras: killed
Loa Angeie,] 'Examiner' (Hearst
fall Of slate In a. mine a. mo 'followed the example of the
in
home
his
near
opening
was
he
Friends and foriiier pupils sent
'Times' last week by Innovating a
the body to Berlin fojp biirial. Rogers* Zanesvllle, O, Tipton was an acro- chain
subscription
selling
gag.
widow, a former Troy wonjian, no^ bat with the Valentine family on 'Times' and 'Examiner' a.re both
deyojtlng fuU atid half page displays
to th^ idea, taking advantage of the
falling off in. mercantile advertising
during the bah)c holiday, to exploit
their, cireuiation drives.
Seidel,

VARIETY

Ahead on Lawsuits
Oklahoma

A

go-round.

The

fair

has been

in operation for

of

80 years.

March

City,

it.

judgment for, $103,240- in favor
Zack Miller of the '101

Col.

Ranch' against' the

was

'101

gi-anted .Friday

ranch' trust

Newkork,

at

aboard with a new literary periodi- Okla., by Judge Claud Duval In the
cal known as 'The Midwest Rieview Kay county district court.
.
of Literature.' News and gossip of
The court ordered foreclosure In
books and authors, of which the MUler's favor on 1,200 acres of
ranch
woods are full.
land in Kay, Noble, Pawnee and
..

Still

Osage counties.

Buying

In turn, Judgments were granted
Clayton Magazines are not folding in favor of the Security Bank
'Rapid Fire Detective' or 'Rapid Trust Co. of Ponca City for $29,000,
Fire Western'. They are not only and to Lew Wents, oil man and
going along, but they are buying financier, for $12,999 against Miller,
stuff for the two entries.
involving mortgages on the same

&

ranch tracks.
Chatter

Walter Paul Tulley, writer, of 5«
W. 140th street. New York, went the
bankruptcy route with $11,210 In liabilities and no assets.
Simon & Schuester want to publish

Frank

Scully's life story.

FUN-GHASE

He

pleads he can't think up one.'"*'
Rlplev has taken to the high seas
to bring back another catch of 'Believe It or Nots.'
John K. Winkler is out with another biography, this time about
Woodrow Wilson, subtitled 'The
Man Who Lives On.' Its publishers
are the Vanguard Press.
Ersklne Caldwell back to Maine.

PIER
in

Wildwood, N. J.
\% available to

Zona Gale has a new book out,
'Papa La Fleur,' after a long interval.

a

showman!

real

The only pier in Wlldwood, the playground of

Herbert Asbury here with the
completed script of his book on
Barbary Coast.

'Frisco's

Typical Pirandello

title Is

that for

MILLION BUYERS

his forthcoming book, 'One, None
and a Ilimdred Thousand.' You fig-

ure

It

of ENTERTAINMENT

out.

Mary Roberts RInehart has
new one, which she will

ished a

fincall

200

X

500; fully

modern

'The Album.'

with

Llam O'Flaherty goes to MacmlUan with his next book.
Mark 21 years as a scribbler for

devices for
ments.

deliv-

ered hIa autoblog to Viking.

and later Joined the Beecham known theatre publicity men in the
Putnam has lost Colette, the
Mitchell's Sunday Feature
Opera Co. in this capacity. Ho
country and for the past 15 years
Jim Mitchell, Hollywood man for French authoress, to Farrar & Rlnoform the British National director of advertising for the Lonw
the L, A. 'Examiner,' is now doing hart.
Opera Company, and during his
there a full page of film
died
Alfred Kreymborg starting off the
Cleveland,
theatres,
features for the
later years he became a professor
March 9, following an emergency Boston 'Sunday American.' Mitchell new Allcrton House litorary eveof .singing at the Royal Academy
operation for the removal of gall also writes a daily trade story for nings.
of Music.
Eleanor Mcrcein (Kelly) liore for
He was a visitor to New the L. A. 'Examiner' drama pane.
stone.s.
a short visit.
York only a few -wcek.s ago and then
BRIGHAM ROYCE
Uirhard Uolcslav.sky's now book in
seemed In the best of health.
Another Lit Mag
Bi'iffhnni Royco, 69, veteran draA.s adverH.=in.q: man for Lopw, MaDarypl C. Doran, Thoda Cocroft Acting; thf; Vivyl .Six Lf.'s.sons.' Not
matic actor, died in Baltimore laney won many o£ the prizes of- and George Morris, Jr., are all a CosBJifk in the whole thing.

equipped
electrical

require-

CONCESSIONS ALONE
WILL PAY THE RENT!

Kathleen Norrls.

James Weldon Johnson has

all

bass,

If you recognize a real
opportunity and you

helped

have the financial support to begin making
profit, communicate with

\

1

I
'

I

[

i

j

Wildwood Pier Realty Co.
f.ih

rioor; llruncl & U'lilliirn St., Philu.
'Atlcnllon. M. I.ich(pnsteln)

•

A large packing case
platform. A' young

is

exhibited

woman

on a raised

climbs into the

box. Head, hands and feet protrude, and are

held by spectators while the magician takes a

saw and, with the help of an assistsaws through the center of the box and

crosscut
ant,

apparently through the

. . .

EXPLANATION:
There are many explanations for this illusion.
One method of perfortning this illusion requires the presence of two girls in the box.
One girl curls up in the left half of the box
with her head and hands protruding, giving
the effect you see illustra:ted above'. The other
girl is doubled up in the right half of the box,
with only her fc.t: showing. Nobody is sawed

I

It's

fun

woman.

it's

to

be fooled

more fun

to

pound up

KNOW
pound. Im-

Cigarette advertising, too, has its tricks.

5^ a

Consider the illusion that ''Flavor** can

ported tobaccos vary from 5(M a poiind

be achieved by some kind of magical

to $1.15.

No wonder, then, that cigarettes dif-

hocus-pocus in manufacturing.

EXPLANATION: Just three factors con-

in half.

trol the flavor of

a cigarette. The addi-

tion of artificial flavoring.

The

to 40^ a

blend-

fer in taste

—since distinctive/^/^^«9i^

flavor depends so largely

upon the

blending of the costlier tobaccos.

ing of various tobaccos. And the quality
of the tobaccos themselves. Quality is

by

far the

THE WgjPgP

a

fact, well

known by

leaf tobacco experts, that

vary in price from

Camels are made from finer,
tobaccos
than any other popular brand.

cigarette tobaccos
IN

It is

most important. Domestic

MORE EXPENSIVE

HUMIDOR

Try Camels. Give your taste a chance
to sense the subtle difference that lies
in costlier tobaccos... a difference that
CopfTlilit,

U33. B.

}.

Bcvnolda TobaoGO Camoui7

NO TRICKS
..JUST COSTUER
TOBACCOS
IN A

MATCHLESS BLEND

means

all

the world in smoking pleas-

ure ... in pure, unalloyed satisfaction^
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STB miL BltLTO
Havana, MarcK
kavanai,

Florida'^ yfOrry

in

IB.

and

cbump playground of
weatem' hemisphera, where every

ipia .cominff
i^hi»

^ventngr

.th.e. 'f

o'clock ^urfew. tolls

cannon at the Cabanaa Fortress.
This Is an' old Spanish custom used
^ars Ago to clear the streets of the
-yo'pulace with the exception of
iPpanlsh soldiers. But the cannon's
!by

now means that the Ud Is oft
the nlffht and everything goes.
Visitors may spend an evening at

f-oar

^r

^oolworth

prices.

Nowhere can

amusement, gambling,

etc., be
This Is one
the live ones are nursed
Local police are
iand protected.
iefllclent, and It Is their boast that
not a single case la recorded where
lan American visitor has been mis-

food,

had

at such low coat.

pot where

created.
^

On
-

arrival

you are greeted by a

-jcop who hands you- a-card which
Igives the information that throughiput the city, police or confirtabularles

IWearlng white hats, speak SngUsh
and win give the visitor any information. The new Spanish slogan is
to protect, not to kill, the goose that
laid the golden egg and turned It
Jn for currency.

Havana

gambling crazy. It's
/ia .disease, and a fever with the na/jtlves anyway, and is quickly learned
by the visitors from Des Moines or
Passaic.
Latter are educated on
the boat by masters of ceremonies
;who double in what appears to be
Innocent gambling schemes such as
horse racing, 'here comes Charlie'
and other gimmicks with the perce'ntagea from 20% to 36% in the

eweepstakea,
national ball

jae-alal,

the

game on which

Cuban
there

betting. The Cuban lottery,
of course, is well known.
The class gambling Joint is the

—

tlme disciples now
may Just as well play around
with it as keep it idle.
This psychology has also
reflected in more free
spending in the nite spots,
along with the general lessening up for commodities, etc.
York department stores,

New

for example, went berserk on
sales, the day the banks reopened.
An Instance of the big betting, for the average Broadwayite, is the 6c and 10c a
point bridge games in the var~roiis clubs, and it costs much
to qpen a poker pot than
^
used to.
Wall Street brokers spent the
mororatorium going to their
offices at the regular hour, and
immediately starting bridge
games which lasted until the

more
It

5:16

home

trains.

REPORT LONDON

BAN ON DESIGN*
Chamberlain has refused a license
for Noel Coward's "Design for Living.'
Intention had been to produce the play, with the original New
York cast, after its current New
York run.

Shift
^Real

Estate Holdings Credited
as Reason

FILM COS. TAJCE

HAND

They'r* trying, to tak* the bright
lights away from Broadway. There's
a plot on n deep, dire plot ^to

—

move the

theatrioni

mazdas one

phrase,

Tm

glad

Art Kassel, band leader at the

Bismarck hotel here.
Feist wlU publish.

UTTLE HOLIDAY
PAPER

MCES

There were some chiselers who

Alley.

insided na being secured Broadway theatre tickets
Rockefellers and with bouncing checks during the
Hearst. Whether they're sufficient
banks' closed period but the large
to pull the trick remains to be ssen,
but they're bending all their efforts majority of such paper was honored.
that way andr from a film stand- Exceptions being checks on the
point «t least have ths cooperation Harriman National Bank and those

The

plot

hatched

by

is

the.

March

20.

Closing of all CleVelarid'«'fiIm and
vaude houses, together with lifting
of bank holiday that put plenty of
dough back Into circulation, helped
to give Oeorge Young's new bur°

lesque stock at the Crayety more
lucky breaks than any opening received here In 10 years.
Young bad hoiise scheduled

to

open Saturday (18) and was dubious about ;the outlook. But when
union trouble over wage cuts suddenly put the shutters on 92 local
thea,trea Thursday, leaving showgoers who had money with no place
to go for entertainment, he advanced the opening three days.
Hunch proved perfect, for opening
show drew the biggest crowd any.
burly 'venture has seen in years.
Unprecedented combination of a 16
to 40p scale and first-string drama
critics who bad nothing else to
coyer and gave it more space than
an Ethel Barrymore drama, brought

of town banks, which
had not cleared last week.
One- 'no account' passer is known out half-block lines of curiosityto
used
at least two rubber seekers in front of theatre a rare
have
Where Hearst comes in Is the
sight these days,
fact that the publisher and bis chief checks and obtained tickets for two
Five-a-Day
columnist-editor, Arthur Brisbane, musical shows, 'Take a Chance'
Three shows were given first day
own a goodly portion of Sixth av- (Apollo) and 'Melody* (Casino). The
enue property from Central Park fellow displayed business cards on but biz picked up so phenomenally
a
dress
house
known
as
Rubet
d6wn.
that Young jumped It to fiv^-a-day
Rockefellers,
with their
Radio City properties are a natural Frocks. There ia such a firm, which on Saturday and Sunday, keeping
tie-in.
The Chase Bapk-Rockefel- upon inquiry stated that Rubet Is troupe working almost continuously
ler-Radlo Pictures-Fox medley la merely a trade name, belnff the and on their feet for 12 hours. At
Ruth and Betty. "The the last midnight performance most
public property. Metro geta into the combination of
thing two ways, first tlurough the chlseler sigend the checks 'J. D. of the girls were as groggy as
Hearst-Cosmopolitan Films thing, Rubet, Jr.'
marathon dancers, but still game
Check given for 'Chance' tickets and tickled to be working after layand via a back door because of the
Fox-Loew stock deals, claimed to called for $13.20, with about the offs of several months.
same amount for 'Melody.' As *
be oiily on paper, but perhaps
Spot Is on a side street, located
enough alliance, to Insure coopera- protective measure the box offices in a former Moose fraternity buildstamped all tickets sold by check,
tion.
ing auditorium with 1,000 capacity,
'not to be resold nor exchanged.'

Fox, Radio and Metro. With
Universal and Columbia necessarily
because of their Radio tieups.

of

drawn on out

in,

—

Theatre Aspects

According to the current lineup it
would take about five years for
such a switch to be effected. Meantime Hearst has turned his Zlegfeld theatre on upper Sixth avenue
over to Loew's for practically nothnified.'
ing.
That's just a beginning and
Coward is known to be slated for will give Metro a spot
when and if
knighthood in Britain for his writ-

New York

L

REVENGE

late

was me Instead of you,' Is
the title of a new song by
it

east to Sixth avenue and
turn the actual Broadway into Beer

Casino Nagonal, conimonly known
Here a
as the Havana Casino.
Is taken like a gentleman
and a gentleman like a diplomat.
Dinner, dancing and roulette featured, the food being the finest and
the bigger shift takes plac«.
(Continued on page 54)
ing of 'Cavalcade.' Under the cirA deal is in progress for demolicumstances, it might not be politic tion
of the New York theatre propto appear there as an actor in a
erty on Broadway, that site to
sophisticated farce.
A. Sends Oot Units
be assembled by the Pabst beer
interests for a gigantic beer garTo Meet Quake Talk
den. Attempt is being made to have

chump

The

much quoted

street

several days ago.
Coward told Intimates that he might
not appear in his comedy in London
because it is too 'light and undig-

In

Cleveland,

March 20.
Mayor Cermak's

Chicago,

.

and Hearstc Plot to
Mazdas* Block East

£roodfigure they

"beeh

Americana

Blocks

Already Set for Brew
Gardens as Rockefellers

The

London, March 20.
Understood here that the Lord

The Boat Take
After the education on the boat,
this leaves them gullible for the big
Havana killing in the form of

much

moratoiMum.

ing

Way

Whole White

i4berality of money around
Broadwfiy, further emphasized
by a return of ganibling for
big stakes, is said to be the
direct reflex from the .bank-

Is

operator's favor.

Is

Up

Loosening

.

the deal include the Criterion also,
for that whole block frontage.

Parade Squares Hoters
Evictionoif

SbowTrotipe

yet Its novel status as the only theatre now open downtown, results in
turning away a couple of hundred
customers per day because of lack
of room.
Despite size. It's a gold mine for
the backer, Dave liederman, local

lawyer with wealthy relatives who

has a yen for backdtage stuff and
Wayne, March 20.
Cameo's illShort-s'ightednesa of a hotel here who also angeled the
was squai-ed by the entire com- fated stock hurley last summer. Nut
for
entire house is approximately
munity with a parade and lots of
Ann
booking
extra coifr'tesles for George White's 11,700, but manager is
and Hindu
'Scandals* company.
Troupe was Corio, Peaches Browning
•

•

Ft.

"

evicted from' the' hostelry during the
banking hdllday t^hfen financial matters Jazzed up the company's af-

fairs.
Hollywood. March 20.
nnies
Commission
Anheuser-Busch is understood alA $1,700 Check was sent on from
Los Angeles Chamber of Com- Act Pays Off
ready set on the entire block New York by White
Aid Jig Saw Note
merce, believing the city got bad
to- Tom Bod(Continued
on page 50)
kin, company manager, to cover
hreaks in eastern newspapers on the
or other is
something
of
Height
all expenses, but the paper couldn't
Quake, is sending two lecture units
be honored as It was' non-Ilquld
on the road, each to have a Chamber the way Douglas and Elaine, burnSing
money at the time. So the hotel
speaker and seismologist plus a mo- ing at their agent, made payment
preemptoriiy decided to do without
tion picture showing little damage of some commission.
they
agent,
the
to
off
$400
Paying
the patronage of the 'Sandals' perdone Iiere.
With
the
cuts
everything,
'n*
and
pennies
sonnel.
Will appeal particularly to tour- gathered it together in
film
home
ofiQce
personnel
is
In the course of the next day the
ists with point stressed that 60 wrapped each copper separately In
grimly humming that AnnapChamber of Commerce, the mayor,
years will elapse before recurrence a piece of tissue paper. Along with
olis tune under the title of
et al., heard about the situation and
of a temblor of similar proportions. the payment, the act sent a letter
'Bankers Away!'
jigsaw
In
up
I>ong Beach and other communities, which had been cut
paraded the show company as a
hard hit, will be ignored by lectures. puzzle fashion.
squarer.
•

Community

-

•

(Continued on page 36)

Colored Jazzists Tumingr

Down
Femme

Soviet Offers

rep of the

USSR

In

New

York has been approaching colored

of the Soviet republic. Idea, it is set forth.
that Stallnltes figure a little
Is
may
proletarians
Jazzlque for the
brighten things commercially, economically and morally.
Money being offered Is small, so
the American colored Jazzists are
tplling the Soviet rep that Lincoln
solved their problem back in '65.

Jazz bands for

a tour

.

PICT

VARIETY

NO

Zoom Markedy; 36G s

All Grosses

SC b 2 Houses, a Wow

For '42nd

Los Angeles, March
First

enjoyed

runs

the

20,

biggest

Detroit in Its 6th

biz In months, and the theatre situash looks definitely on the

Banldng HoGday

1)elaxersl«ftm^^

the Music Box, while Mopre's Rialto

may bp>n

soon as fourth Indie house
here, with vaude also in prospect.
'State Fair* Is getting the big kale
this "week.
Looks here tp be on the way up,
with Indies In the saddle. Banks
r^openin^ bpread better feeling,

"Keyhole and

Mae West

'

Cincy, a Beer

Town,

So Biz Can't Be Good

day and dating at the

'42d Street,'

11^

Detroit,

March

20.

Going into the sixth week of the

a holdover of one and pois- biank holiday, and what business
Tumaways at there Is Is .sp&smodic, with th^^ab'es
two weeks.
stands all through Sunday. atifteririig little In comparison. PubLooks like a sweet $36,000 between lix is using the nabd profits to help
pay. off the first run losses. Other,
the two, of which the Downtown chains here. Fox ancj RKO,
aren't
should click off 14 grand. The Hol- so fortunate.
lywood stand clocks the major porWith the two largest banks under
tion, including the I'hursday nite
Federal supervision, with only 10%
premiere af tilted scale.'
RKO's .$8,000, In alght for "Goona- paid off so far, it is Just too bad
Goona,' is a somewhat sensationaJ until banks loosen up. In the meancomeback for this stand, which has time all houses have cut .to the bone
a.nd *re trying to wait untlL
been in the dumps for weeks.
The other downtown keys, includThe Michigan is getting poor
ing the Par iand State, jire likewise play with 'What 1 No Beer?' Thfe
headed for some nifty grosses this RKO "with 'Our Betters' Is going
week<
along, but the Fox will hare to do
Mebbe that thar comer has been something, with a low nut.
reached!
Last week It was another combiEstimates for This Week
nation .-Holy Week, Xmas week and
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 25-70), end of the world rolled Into one.
The
Michigan struck an all-time low
•42d Street' (WB)»
cirich h. o.;
terriftcally paced for $16,000.
Mid- with $11,000 and will be the same
The Fox came close
nlte shows at both this and the this week.
Hollywood house. Last we«k 'Para- to Its all-time low with $4,600,
chute. J.\imper' .(FN), six days, $5,,600. While the RKO did Only $T,60(^.
Estimates for This Week
Hisllywood (WB),, .(2,756; 25-i55),
.

sures
Blbly

.

.

both

;

'

'

$[3,600.

Downtown and Hollywood, in particular, Is off with a zoom which In-

'

'

Roxy (J-von H)
•

wow

•Parachute

(FN)

Jumper*

$6,000,

fair.

Los Angeles

(.Win.'

'Gambling Se?.'

(Mono)

iast
^nid

^,800; 16-

Commandment' and

'Eleventh

25),

$4,000,

Fox)

ShquJd

PWs

.yreek /Jungle
'

fair

Bride'

behind Jury Doors'

Mayfalr),a.-bad $?,5po.
Paramount (Par-.Mar) (3,696; 2660), 'A Lady's Profession'
(Par).

Headed for an okay $12,000.
week (King of the Jungle'

.

Last
(Par),

only $9,100.

RKO

Goona.'

(2,950;

25-55),

Lpoks easy

'Goona-,

.for $8,000,

big

takings, well nigh sensational after
the recent sluff trade. Last week
•Great Jasper* (RKO) a brutal $1,800, lowest in months,
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 26-40),
'Sailor's Luck' (Fox). Likewise set
with $13,000, a very nice figure. Last

week 'What! No Beer?' (MG)
'Broadway Bad* (Fox)

arid
hit $6,600.

L'VniE PERKS, SO

THEAM

NEW

DEALS MADE

'

'

March

20.

Business on the upgrade. Changes
taking place rapidly.
Jack
Schwartz acquired 10-year leases
on the Alamo, Brown and Walnut,
^^^^
years, and plans

are

$20,000

named.

impi'ovements on the last

Rialto labor troubles led to canceling of all vaudeville stage engagements. Mary Garden, now here,
will be the last until Easter at
least.
Theatre opens straight picture policy Saturday with '42d Street."
R. A. Plerson succeeds A. B.
Coy as manager at the Alamo. Mc-

Loew's manager, Walter

McDow-

attracting lots of Interest with
exhibit of clocks showing time In
various parts of worldl.
Exhibit
Installed for 'Fast Life.' but proved
so popular he left It up.

ell, is

Alamo manager, pushed 'Goona

Goona' last week by distributing
love powder from front of theatre to
passersby.
Maybe he'll distribute
blondes with 'Blondle Johnson,' cur-

rent.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (3,400; 25-35-60)— 'What'
No Beer?' (MG). Good at $C,600.
Last week 'Men Must Fight* (MG)
with $4,600 only.
Rialto (Fourth Ave) (2,700; 25-30-

off

66)

—'Humanity'

(Fox)

with Mary

Garden as stage headllner and four
acts

RKO

vaude. Off at $5,500. Last
week 'Fr om Hell t o Hea ven' (Par)
with JBoswells, latter doing the pulling, a neat $7,000.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,706; 2586-60)—'State Fair' (Fox). Proved
BO good last week In face of depression that Mgr. Flynn Stubbleflold

con-

sectbrjids

cerned.
Only four first rUns now
functioning. United' Artists Is supposed^ to- reopen In mId>^April with
•

^Secrets*'-.

!

r,-

.

:

.

'

I

'

f

;

.

,

;

week grossed only $8;000l lian- Improvemi^nt. wit^i 'M,ae West as
dicapped by ;the nnoratorium and heildliner: Maybe $36,000; big. Last
week 'Men Must Fifehit* (MG) and
practically: no. adance sale:

last

on

Frisces B. 0.s;
Gate,12G;Par,16G

.'

,

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO)
536-66)—
C3,306;

'Great Jasjier' (RKO) And vaude
with Evelyn Brent and Roscoe 'Fatty' Arbuckle as names, screen and
stage fare pulling raps from cricks
of dallies for amusement weakness,
which is telling on receipts, $8,000,
very. poor. Last week 'Past of Mary
Holmes* (RKO) and variety topped
by Russ Columbo fetched a sorry
,

Michigan (4,046; 16-26-86-66)—
San Francisco, March 20.
'What! No Beer' (MG) and stage
Surprising the- way Fox's St.
show> very mild $11,000. Last week
•Hell to Heaven* (Ptu-) and' stage Francis with' Its double bill first-run
show weak $11,000.'"
policy at 40c Is ringing the bell.
ibbwhtown (2,750; 16-25-36-40-56) Biz hpis been, virtual capacity since
^'Our Betters* (RKO) and vaude. smarting twin features and this
Off at $7,000. Last weejt "Private week's •i'What!
No Beer?' and
Jonefi'' (U) and vaude $7,600.
:^road^ay Bad' Is cutting into the
'Fox.
16-26-36-40-65)— competition, especially straight ci(6,100;
nemas.
'This,
second
week of the
'Rome Express' (U). Maybe $6,500.
Isist week 'Broadway Bad' (Fox) new venture, .looks to go over the
extremely swell -first stanza. Surppor at $4,600.
prising also Is the calibre of paUnited: Artists (2,018; 16-26-36-4066>—'Sign of the Cross' (Par). trons, auto parking service nedrly
double over that of previous attracLooks to get $10,000, not bad. Last tions.
week 'Perfect Understanding* (UA)
Town has loosened up noticeably
weak at' $3,900 and out.
and total gross will surpass that of
Fisher
15-26-36-40)— past fortnight when bank mora(2,665;
'King's
'

!

(WB).
Okay toriums, rain and what-not were In
Last week 'Madame Blanche' order. Managers) despite
60% sal(MG) fair at $4,500.
ary cuts, are cheerful In the hope
that maybe, somewhere, a silver
lining will show up. Warm weather
decided on a second week; looks yesterday (Sunday) hurt matinee
swell at $5,000, while last week, with biz.
good reviews, it built to $7,300, very
A pair of ex-roadshow pix at pop
nifty.
prices are on the street. Paramount
Brown (2,000;
25-36-40)— 'Our is pulling healthily on 'Strange InBetters' (RKO). Fair at $2,000. Last terlude* which did three weeks reweek 'So This Is Africa' (Col) cently at the St. Francis. United
prompted all reviewers to call at- Artists has 'Maedchen in Uniform*
teptiori to sooty gags, and Dan and gross Is comfortable, though
Vacation'

$7,000.

Thompson, of 'Times,' made special not large. At any rate it is above
'recommended to stags only'; poor Intake of last three weeks.
'Rasputin* Is in its third and prob$2,300.

note,

drew
Louisville,

-

downtown

Its

ing activity. Except for' •42nd St.,'
Spending was ra,ther :good early
16-20)— which set a record. *lgh at Keltli's
Idst iweek just after the- banks re*
last week, and is iceeplnfi the bell opened;
In general Chicagd*s countringing as 9! holdover, current line- ing (houses
came' out of' the moraup of screen pTdduct' is riot so jtiot.
torium whole.
Everyone! of
Theatres have plenty oi>i>bsish Federal Reserve miembers were th©;
althis week. Annual Ideal do'^ ishow lowed to reopen.
But the big obwas on over week-end; nine-day stacle -to business, widespread un-'
flower show, a civic event ^ith ad- employment. Is still iwlth
us, and
vance sale of tickets, cut from "76 until a dent is made in -that army
of
to 40c, IndicatUig an lidult gtite of desperately poor
people business
over 100,000, PUened Patutda.y' At won't show much recovery.
Musio Hall, and a $l,060;00(r free
Estimates
for
This
Week
attraction; In form of Ohio river
ChiiaQO (B&K) (3;940;. 35-65-76)
flood,
began pulling throngs of
sightseers Sunday. Paul Muni In -^"fhe;,,Kfeyhole'. CW^V and stago
'Counsellor-at-Law* at •the:Shuttert s^ow. Thl^ -week ^hbuld' see som©

A

•42d Street' (WB). Premiered Thursday (16) to reserved seat, scale,
which, started It off, to .^a.
$20,000.
Good for two or more weeks;
that's i fancy gk^e.
List we^K

-

fanas

•

(1,800;

'hypnotized* c:Sd) first half, then
'West Of Singapore' (MoVt)' arid
;'Parlngr'DauBhters' (Mas), last halt.
(3ood $4;600' In'-proapect. Last week;
'Maddme Blanche* (MG) and! 'What!
No Beer?'. (MG), split, big at $5,200:Blub Moikse (Hamrlck) (660; 1625)— 'Goona Goona.* (Shef) and^
ISlIghUy MArriea* (Shef). Double
bill; fair $l;e00, publicity helping*.
Last weekk 'Smoke Lightning* (Fox)
and 'The (3rash* (FN), double bill,
weak at $1,200.

'

'

Chicago, March 20.
Closing of the United Artists,
cbmpletion of 'Cavalcade's* run
(flve weeks) and the )sttll-prevalllng
darjcness -at the 6ta^e>Lakb puts
America'Ai second largest .city in a
condition of -extreme emaciation so
.

%er/

Vith low prices and oke attractions
Gbes ffig for
pulling. New changW dates for Hami^ck houses are Fridays.
Aftee FIoppo
Estimates for This Week
Music Box (Hamrick) (1.400; 25)
—'State Fair* (Fox). Set for solid
Cincinnati, March 20.
v)reek, $6,000, big.
Last week 'Hot
Biz of leading, flickerles Improved
Pepper* (Fox) not bo hot, slow at but fairly with resumption' Of bank-

upbeat

March 21, 1933

Tacoma, March 20.
Hamrlck may put vaudeville into

I

weekend

'tneBilsLj,,

^acoma Feels Better Too;
2 May Even Add Vaude

LA. as

in Diide for

SSES

BLUES IN THE WEST

B. 0.

Happy Pays

E G

Alamo (Fourth Ave.) (900; 15-25- ably last week at the Columbia.
40)— 'Blondle Johnson' (WB). Off Clearing up of bank situation has
at $1,400. Last week 'Goona Goona' atde4 it considerably and lediger
blah at $900 despite the bally.
dPesn't look at all bad.
Golden Gate's moving right along
with 'Our Betters' and stage show.
All of which makes tough going for

$8,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 30-65)—
•What! No Beer?* (MG). Anti-prohlbish thing brewing In Washirigtpri has suds lovers in this fabled

K^te, Stnlth worth

.priiy.

$23,900.

.Mdyicksr's (B&k)';(i284; 35-56),
pf the Century* (Par).
Regulatlpn bpoklng likely to got
usual $6,000-$6,000. Last week holdover of 'King of Jungle* (Par) got

-^-'Crlme

.

$6,600.

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 86-65-76)
(U). Opened Saturday
four- week engagement o£'»
'State Fair' (Fox) which was forced
because of product scarcity. Around r
$6,600 probable.
Universal sellings
away from
In this booking.
Final gross of 'Fair' was $7,600.

—'Big Gage*
ending

1

RKO

Palace

(RKO)

(2,533; 40-65-83)-'

their Hps 'Gre'at Jasper' (RKO), and vaude.
and itching for Just such film prod- HoU^e h'ais been off sotrie past sevuct as served with Keaton and Du- eral' jvfeeks. Current pace suggests
rante.
Management created town another* $18,500 which 'wis 6btalh"ed
talk with sock ads, stunt tiirowaw^y last week •<?lth 'Our Betters' (RKO).
cards and enveloped pretzels and

German town smacking

street bally of old-time horse-drawn,

keg-beer truck. Box office foaming
to a good $11,000. Last week 'King
of the Jungle* (Par) slowed down
to $7,400, mild.

the

(RKO) (1,286; 86-66)—'Our
(RKO). Bennett closer to
customers than the bigh-hat

epic

of this vehicle, $8,000, good.

Lyric

STORMS, BIZ OK

Betters*

Last week "Woman Accused' (Par),
$7,600, oke.

Keith's (Libson) (1,600; 26-40)—
'42nd Street* (WB). Big timing to
$8,600 In second week, following
new house record of $15,900 for first
seven days. May remain for another

Denver, March

20.

Nothing to brag about although

some houses doing close to normal
business.
Two snowstorms held
grosses

down some.

Denver looks headed for a

week.

fair

16-30)— flgure. Aladdin Is getting steady
(1,025;
(U) and 'Parole Girl* and although now a first run for
(Col). Spilt week, $3,000, fair. Last only three weeks, it's Jieaded for Its
week 'Sailor Be Good' (RKO) and average $3,500.
Paramount picture never got
'Outsider' (MG), $3,000, swell.
Family (RKO) (1.000; 16-25)— started and will be yanked Monday,
'Speed Demon* (Col) and 'State 'Whistling in the Dark' going in
'Kid from Spain*
Trooper* (Col). Spilt week. $2,500, for three days.
okay. Last wfeek 'Between Fighting follows for a week and good busiMen' (WW) and 'Uptown New Tork' ness looked for; did fine at the

(RKO)

Grand

'Nagana'

(WW),

$2,000, fair.
15-25)
(1,160;

Strand

—

'Oliver

Denver a few weeks ago.
Denham seems headed for a much

Twist' (Mono). Juve appeal helping better week than last with good
for $2,200. high take for this house Saturday midnight preview, 'Had to
since reopening.
Last week -Tied Get Married,' and double wedding
on stage tossed in to help.
the Warfleld with 'Sailor's Luck* Haired Alibi' (Maj), $1,000, good;
Orpheum looks fair. St. Patrick
and stage show headed by Sammy shared some overflow trade from week overture by Fred Schmltt's ornearby Keith's.
Ctohen, but it'll do all right.
Ufa (400; 30-40) 'Rome Express' chestra doing share of business getWilliam Wagnon Is planning to
ting, Broadway enteris first-run Held
reopen the Orpheum early in April. (U). okay $800. This theatre waa next weete for seven days with 'Big
shut through banking holiday until
Estimates for This Week
Cage,' roadshow, backed by HellSaturday (18).
born, Denham manager. Tabor with
Embassy (Markowltz) (1,700; 25best stage show so far Is headed for
35)
'Devil Commands' (Col) and
I
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Carnera-Schaa^

fight.

a

Continued

stench bombing of this non-union low prices catching on and $9,000
house minimizing take and $2,000 great biz. Last week, first of the
very poor. Last week 'Hound of new policy surprisingly big, 'ToBaskervilles' and 'Dangers of Arc- night Is Ours* (Par) and 'Fast Life'
(MG) drawing $8,500.
tic' clipped after six days, under
United Artists (1,400; 26-35-60)—
$1,000.
Columbia (1,800; 50-75-$l-$1.50)— 'Maedchen In Uniform* (KrlmskyCochran).
After three weeks road'Rasputin' (MG) (3rd week). Deuce
show
at Geary doing fair at $6,500.
week slightly over $8,000. This is
'Afraid to Talk* (U) was sad last
probably closing stanza.

Golden Gate (RKO)

(2,844; 30-40-

week

at slightly less than $4,000.

$6,600 week.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (RKO-Huffman) (1,500;
25- 40)
'Ladles They Talk About*
(WB). Average $3,500. Last week
'No More Orchids' (Col.) finished
with only $3,200.

—

Denham (Hellbom) (1,700; 15-25)
—'Ferguson
Case' (FN). .Upped to
Last week Trailing the
(WW) closed with $2,400,
next to the lowest this house has

$3,200.
Killer*

Warfield (Fox) (35-55-65)— 'Salland
had since opening.
vaude. Bennett pretty good draw or*s Luck* (Fox) and stage show.
Denver (Publix) (2.600; 26-35-40here and flesh entertainment help- Dunn arid Ellers well liked, but 50)—'Clear
Only
All Wires' (MG).
ing to a satisfactory $12,000. Last competition is stiff. With Sammy fair at $6,000. Last week's 'She Doneweek 'Great Jasper' (RKO) got but Cohen on stage gross might hit Him Wrong' (Par) closed with only
$15,000.
Last week's 'King of the
$11,000.
but
for the bank holiday
Paramount (Fox) (2,700; 30-40- Jungle' (Par) was poor at $12,600. $4,200;
It would have done better.
55)
'Strange Interlude' (MG). First
Orpheum (RKO-Huffman) (2.600;
time at pop admlsh and going Is
26- 30-40)— 'Child
Manhattan*
of
smooth at $16,000. Second week of
Gross Pages
(Col).
Doing fair at $5,600. Last
'42nd Street' (WB) drew nearly $14,week 'Private Jones' (U) turned In
000, giving that film around 30
only $4,200.
grand for its stay, that despite genIn addition to the major keys
Paramount (Publlx) (2,000; 25-40)
erally poor conditions throughout
on pages 2 and 3, other Grosses
—'Whistling in Dark' (MG). May
town.
are reported on pages 10 and
do $3,000, poor, handicapped by
St. Francis (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)
'Grand Slam' (FN), which remained
11 of this issue.
—'What! No Beer?' (MG) and
only three days. Last week 'Woman
'Broadway Bad' (Fox). Two plx and
Accused' (Par) did $2,200.

65)— 'Our

—

Betters'

(RKO)

—

•

PIC THHE CROSSES

Tue sday, March 21, 193?

EAST

LIKEWISE BULLISH

IS

NORMAL

N. H.

Where
1[0NG'K1NG0F New'k Wondering
die fiood Pictures?

All
About
Banking Moratorium

Fans

Are

BALTO AT

Forgetting

If It
the

s Not the

Weather

Banks Then the

Socb Bway; Pars SOG's

New Haven, March 20.
Newark, March 20,
'42d Street/ a holdover at Roger
weekSherman, but biz will be mild on
from '42 Street' at second week.
the Branford no one Is going anyThreatened closing of local nabes
where, anyway. The Warner mu- failed to materialize.
Stormy weekend didn't help any.
sical should be swell at $17,000 unThings in general swinging back to
less this weather lasts all week.
normal with moratorium apparently
If it isn't one thing it's another,
No present intention of dropping forgotten by the fans.
Loew's has
vaudeville anywhere.
when it comes to being unkind to
Par looks best currently.
given notice, but chiefly for protecthe box ofllces. On top of being In
Estimates for This Week
Lent, the Sunday snowstorm, with
tion.
(Publix) (2,348; 36-60) rain continuing yesterday (MonParamount
Cantor-Jessel show closed Satur- 'Crime
Century'
(Par)
and
of
day night after three performances, 'Lady's Profession' (Par). Better day), added to the tough breaks.
pad advance sale despite good no- this week at $6,000. Last week Although that's keeping grosses
Called off Friday mat. with 'Hell to Heaven' (Par) and 'Vam- down, business is still good in~nutices.
merous spots, due to the strength of
excuse of props not arriving.
pire Bat' (MaJ) $3,200.
box offlce attractions.
Sonie complaining of lack of prod36-60)
Palace (Arthur) (3,040
Paramount, with Walter WInchell
uct at a time when hits are needed. 'Men Must Fight' (MG) and 'Cohens and Ben Bernie on its stage, will top
and Kellys In Trouble' (U). Finan- $60,000, while two other houses, reEstimates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,966; 15-65)— cial recovery will probably mean a sisting the multiple b. o. drawbacks,
Only weather fair $6,000 for this. one. Last week are '42d Street,' at the Strand, and
'42d Street' (WB).
will stop its topping $17,000 on eight 'Our Betters' (RKO) itnd 'Sailor's 'Secrets' In its flrst week at the
House Luck' (RKO) drew $5,100, a good Rivoli. 'White Bister" is also off
Probable holdover.
days.
nicely at the Astor at $2 roadshow
more aggressive and now allows figure considering emergency.
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 36smoking in balcony. Last week
'42d street' will get $30,000 or bet'Blondie Johnson' (WB) weak on 50) '42d Street' (WB). Second week
looks like $4,000 which should be ter, lots of proflt, on Its deuce week,
six days with $6,600.
okay on holdover's reduced rental. and will remain a third. 'The KeyCapitol (WB) (1,200; 15-25-35-60)
'She Done Him Wrong* (Par) and Last week film got a sweet $10,200. hole' (Kay Francis) will be the muRain and

^
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sleet denting the

end, but aside
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Okay, However;

Maroh

Baltimore,

20.

.'King Kons* Is king of the town
currently. It's socko from the first
Coming in
bell, and- no.. mistake.
with a striking exploitation campaign, it started off to capacity busand held to that pace
iness,
throughout the .weekend, turning In
'

five full houses on Saturday and
four on Sunday. It brought to town
the first sidewalk holdout in months.
Takings for the picture are on the
tipbeat still, and will give the Hippodrome the highest mark it has
seen in a month of Sundays, a terrific $17,400 mark In a house which
has been averaging around 10 grand.
Playing down its vaude, which Is
usually Its big note, the house
clipped It to four acts, and even
Management is
didn't need that.
now trying to get out of contracts
for new week's shows; and if th.at
can be done 'King Kong' will hold
over, making the first h. o. ever for
this town in a vaudfllm spot.
Flicker gross for this one has
everything in town backed off the
boards.
Against that $17,000 the
gross for the runner-up Century
doesn't show, the stage show Century, with Its much larger seating
capacity, falling under that figure
set by 'Kong,' and that with Jack
Pearl In person on its stage at a
fabulous figure.
After the Century and the Hip
there's nothing else to talk about.
•Whistling in the Dark' is in the
alley at the Stanley, the comedymystery starting weak and ending
worse. Srnest Truex doesn't mean
a thing to the flicker fans. Will put
the house badly In the red.
Schanberger brings back the old
release, 'Follow the Leader,', in the
hope that Ed "Wynn will be stronger
now than last year. But repeat Is
showing no real strength except for
the kid trade. House is busy building up as the theatre of radio flick-

;

.

—

.

Maybe

that's

an

'Girl Missing'

Everybody'

(Par)

(WB) and

'Hello
good enough at

Wires'

(MG) and

'As Devil

Com-

mands' (Col) built to a surprising
26-40-50)— $2 200
Dark. Reopens Thursday. Sound
went up. Could have reopened toLast
day, but preferred to wait.
week Ed Wynn no draw and 'Follow
the Leader' (Par) and 'Libeskommando' (Tobis) awful at not $500.
Loew's State (2,780; 15-76)— 'Hallelujah, I'm a Bum' (UA) and vaude.
Maybe blah $7,000. Last week 'Clear
All Wires' (MG) no money with
$4,900.

(WB)

Little

(299;

HUB~POSrriVE
THAT CORNER'S

$9,000.

REACHED

Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 1699)— 'King of Jungle' (Par) and
Assuming normal seven
vaude.
days not likely to beat $9,000. Last
week, second of 'Sign of Cross'
(Par), six days feeble on $6,900.
Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 16-75)—

.

ers.

College (Arthur) (1,665; 26-40)
'Whistling In Dark'
(MG) and
'Goldle Gets Along' (RKO). Headed
for oke $2,000. Last week 'Clear All

'Nagana' (U). Should easily beat
with 'Nagana' almost a flrst
run and Mae West's draw. Last
$6,000,

week

the

flrst

March 20.
week the public
all shows are

shopping around

feeling the Impetus of that

'Great Jasper' (RKO) and vaude.
Even with unusual preview of 'King thlng-in-the-alr

idea.

week

good
Terminal (Skouras)
$1.10)

—'Cavalcade'

Wednesday.

First

some-

which forecasts
all along the line.
Currently daily Intake is the best
in many weeks, and with few exceptions the fllm theatres are benefltup-and-up stunt

will hardly title $9,000. Last
'Child of Manhattan' (Col)
enough with $12,500,

Kong'

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (26-35-4055-65)— 'Men Must Fight' (MG) and
vaude. Jack Pearl In person, but
for six days only. Flicker getting
good notices and delivering Its share
of the box-fflco receipts. Will total
to approximately $16,000 for the

(1,900; 55-83-

ing.

(Fox).
Opens
Showmen feel heartened again.
roadshow prices Not
too much so, but sufflclently

in Newark this season, and outcome
in doubt.
No question of demand
for picture, but have they the

out of the trenches to center talk
on effort to get unions to take cuts
like all the rest. Vaude would be
restored Immediately to two houses
if such result could be worked.

session, and substantial Increase.
At old price (15-20) on
the loop lead had It not money?
'Infernal Machine' (Fox)
been for the terrific sock of 'King three days
$1,200. Last week 'Sport PaKong' at the Hippodrome. Last maybe
Estimates for This Week
rade' (RKO) and 'Face in the Sky'
week was wan at $12,100 for 'King's (Fox) $4,000.
Keith's (4,000; 26-40-66)— 'Parole
Vacation' (WB).
Girl' (Col) and stage show, 'WhooHippodrome (Rappaport) (2,600;
pee.'
Biz building up flne for this
25-35-40-55-65)—'King Kong' (RKO)
de luxe house, indicating that 'King
and vaude. 'Kong' is the hottest B'klyn's Cuts in Scale
Kong' premierlng next Friday, will

Would have

thing that's hit this town.
of? to

Started

May Help

a heavy male play, but now

starting to grab the ladies by the
hair; building rapidly, and the talk
of the burg, proving that a picture
can still pack 'em in like the old

B.O.'s Later

find patronage pretty well established. Economies have brought the
nut down, so proflts are looked for

On

Brooklyn, March 20.
have
deluxers
dropped night prices with 55c. top
All

when

downtown

theatre omits v-vude with arCurrent pros-

rival of 'King Kong,'

Fox remains at 50c. pects bright for $15,000. Last week,
days.
what they want. Extra week
weekends, except at Fox, are 76c. $14,500, which was flne with vaude
s eclal $17,000, a terrific figure at
seem to increase and 'Our Betters' (RKO).
this house.
Will likely hold oyer, Reduction didn't
Boston (RKO) (4,000; 26-40-56)—
volume
yet but probably will
as
something that's never happened when
'Sailor Be Good' and vaude revue,
new scale catches on.
before in any vaude house in this
All houses have equally mediocre Sam Jack Kaufman registering hit
town. Last week down to $9,800 for
screen and stage fare this week so as new m.c. Biz very brisk, with
•Our Betters' (RKO).
new prices may prove to be insuffi- outlook for $9,000, perhaps even bet~,
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,400; 30Last week, 'Strange People*
reason to make the trip down- ter.
40-50) 'Follow the Leader' (Par). cient
(Chest) and negro minstrels. Quite
It is expected that de luxe
This Ed Wynn-Lou Holtz flick town. will
have an echo in the better nifty for $8,100.
played for Loew's here about 18 drop
(Loew) (3,000; 25-60)
Orpheum
months ago and starved, but may be neishborhood houses.
'Rasputin' (MG). Not likely to help
Estimates for This Week

days

if It's

—

able to give this house enough to
live on, in line with the theatre's
rep as the radio house of town.
Drawing the ether fans exclusively
to the take of $3,000, fairish. Previous session $3,400 for 'Crime of
the Century' (Par).

Maryland

(Pnn Mutual)

—

away

off

—

Betters' (Radio) only $14,000.

Paramount

'Woman
Lacks

(1,800;

(i,200;

-

-

weak

at $7,500.
30-50)—
State
(Loew)
(3,000;
'Rasputin' (MGi. Regarded as weak

25-35-55-75)—

and F&M unit.
Newspaper ads were

Accused'

draft.

$1.10
'Cavalcade' unique, emphasizing anti-hoarding
83
$1.65)
(Fox).
Two weeks at two-a-day and President Roosevelt rather than
under the auspice's of M. Mechanic, attractions. Will be lucky to get
who holds the local Fox franchise, $24,000 on eight days. Last week,
and who also operates the run New. return engagement of Mae West,
On advance rep and notice.") should disappointing at $22,100 for six days,
hit it for $9,000 on thp first week, but bank holiday blamed for disapwhich is pretty good in a town pointment.
which has learned to wait for its
25-35-50)— 'Ghost
Fox
(4.000;
two-a-day pictures.
Train' (GainsborouRh), and Wesley
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 30-40-50) Kddy heading stage unit. Doing
'Humanity' (Fox). Evidently the o.k. and may get $12,000. Last week
tyoo ot tear-jerker the shopping 'Hig Pay-Off" (Ind) and Jack Ostermatrons want, -but nothing sad at man on stage surprised 'em for. a
the box olHce in the probable $4,000 good $18,000. Some confusion when
'Sailor's Luck' (Fox) last house on Wednesday night refused
figure.
weelv liplped the good work along to admit on .)oc-S.ur wrapp'^rs. tlio
Jac:k Ostcrman radio tie-up.
at $3,700.
Metropolitan (3,500; 25-.'?5-.';5-75)
Stanley (Loew-TTA) f3,400; 25-3540-55-6,'))— 'Whistling in the Dark"
'Fast Workers' (.MO) and vaude.
(MG). Inmost Truex too now, and Just so-so and may get $1C.000. I^ast
the nifkfr dies at the gate at ?10,- week 'Kid from Spain' (I'A; and
000. List week hit $13,000, which is vaude o.k. at $23,400.
divided oqually in honors for two
Strand (2,000; 2.')-35-5n )-- 'Missing
days of Amos 'n' Andy in person (;irr (WB) and stage sfiow. Slow
and 'Klnp of Jungle' (Par) for seven at $7,000. Last week 'CJrand Slam'

B5

-

house, which is marking time on
Income until It can turn to vaude.
Prospect dubious for more than $8,500. Last week 'Fast Workers' (MG)

25-35-55)
'Chris(Radio).
Will be
at $15,000. Last week 'Our

Albee (3,500;
topher Strong'

sister, lucky if total is $7,000.
Last
week, 'Fast Workers' (MG) shrunk

in jelling at $8,400.
Met (Publix) (4,330;

—

days.

•

(WB)

disappointing at ditto.

35-60-65)—

'State Fair' (Fox). Proving a pretty neat successor to '42nd St.' (WB),
which last week whipped the cream
to $35,400, flnest gross hou.^c has
had In many a week. In each instance film and not stage show is
the box offlce; Just now is the Met's

—

big moment, as it holds the spot
among the downtown houses. Continued film quality will do other
wonders. Par now giving Met its
I

choicest

cinema

selections.

Gross Pages
In addition to the

major keys

on pages 2 and 3, other Grosses
are reported on pages 10 and
11 of this issue.

JO

Roxy, on third week of 'King Kong*
tapers off to under $30,000.
On Friday (31) the
Roxy
goes stage band and pictures, with
Horace Heldt orchestra In on that

RKO

So

-

date.

The

old

Roxy upped

week end
Saturday and
its

from 36c to 55c.
Sunday (18-19), and with that boost
price

to help, ought to get around $17,000
this week, okay.
Picture is 'After

the Ball,' Fox foreign import. House
may go to a &6c top all week later,
and win thus be in better pqsltion
for major product.
'Mussolini Speaks,' at the Palace,
its second week, falls off to $6,>
but this Is not bad. RKO's forsister house, the Mayfair, novt

on

600,

mer

operated by Walter Reade, will get
$8,000 pr better on 'Love In Morocforeign-made Reg IngrEim production. At this flgure Readis better
sical's successor.
Mary Pickford, at the Rlv, will than breaks.
Capitol, by comparison with the
end Its flrst seven days tonight
(Tuesday) at around $31,800, very other New York flrst runs, Is In
oke considering everything. Prob- poorest shape. The John Gilbert
able three weeks' run in slght^Pick- picture, 'Fast Workers,' with stage
ford picture is getting the women. show, won't get house $26,000, brutReviews were hilxed, but the femme ish; maybe only $20,000.
Though hit by the bad weather,
critics went for it to a gal, the
poorer notices coming from the male et al., the Rtalto won't be doing so
poorly at $9,600 on 'Hell to Heaven,'
commentators.
Over In Radio City, hard by the a Par flrst run booking;. At this
elevated, the Music Hall this week sugar, house will be In the black at
will not get over $60,000, not so a 40c scale.
sunny, with 'Sailor's liuck,' Dunn'White Slster.*^ at the Astor At a,
Eilers
teamer,
while the RKO $2 top, will do better than Its predecessor here, 'Rasputin.'
ji'^ oevr
opposition for 'Cavalcade,' which Is'
there's a rainbow. Good $24,000 In now hitting under
the $10,000 mark.
prospect this week.
Estimates
for
This
Week
~ Scollay
(Publix) 'Crime of the
Astor
$1.10-$1.66-|2.20). *
(1,012;
Century' (Par) and vaude. Town's
sensation so far as percentage of 'White Sister' (M-G) (1st week).
proflt goes.
Ought to rise to $13,- Opened Friday night (i?) arid off
000.
Comparisons all the more in to a good start, with good reviews
Manager Vinson's favor when it I? to help, plus names of Gable and
recalled that Scollay has fewer Hayes. 'Rasputin' (M-Q) had a 12
stage shows per day than any of weeks' run, mostly forced.
Capitol
36-76-99-$1.66)
(6,400;
Last week 'Hard to
the others.
Handle' (WB) and flne vaudis set 'Fast Workers' (M-G) and stage
show. John Gilbert as a riveter not
the mark up to $12,700.
Paramount (Publix) (1,800; 26- helping him, Indications point to a
35-50)— 'Wax Museum' (WB) and disreputable gross of under $25,000.
'Sailor's Luck' (Fox).
Headed for Last week, 'Men Must Fight' and
dandy $9,000. Last week 'Hell to flrst week of Milton Berle on stage,
Heaven'
(Par)
and
'Parachute who's h. o., $25,600, bad, beaucoup
rouge.
Jumper' (WB) did well at $7,600.
Gaiety (811; $1.10-$1.66) 'Cavalcade'
(Fox) (11th week).
into
co,'

'

'

—

Boston,
This,
isn't

'Secrets,' $31

Lent and quite some tlbie on Its
run, still doing profltable business.
Last week, $9,000, while flrst four
days of this 11th week $6,100.
Mayfair (2,200; 35-65-75) 'Love in
Birmingham, March 20.
Vaude returns to town with a Morocco' (B-B). Considering current
week's drawbacks doing better
flourish this week with three houses
than
with chance to
playing stage shows up.
Weaver better predecessor,
$8,000, not so bad. Last week
Brothers, the best draw ever to hit
'Crime of the Century' (Par) " on
Birmingham, opened at the Ritz flrst run,
$7,900.
Sunday (19) for a week but remains
Palace (1,700; 25-40-66-76) 'Slusto be seen whether vaude will be
sollnl Speaks' (Col) (2d
After
permanent after this week.
Act good flrst week, takingweek).
big drop to
was booked Independently of RKO around $6,600.
Initial seven days
as Weavers were touring the south. $11,300.
Across the way at the Alabama,
Paramount
36-66-75)
(3,664;
the Wilby folks got word of vaude 'Strictly Personal' (Par) and
stage
going in Ritz so they threw together show. Walter Winchell and Ben
an eight act show of town talent Bernie, on stage, currently responfrom radio stations, along with a sible for a nice $60,000 or better.
Tashion show.
Jefferson, a legit, Between 'em they're payrolled at
house has been featuring vaudeville $13,500; stage show totals $17,000.
for several weeks.
Last week 'Woman Accused' (Par)
and stage show tobogganed house
Estimates for This Week
Alabama (Wilby) (2,800; 26-35- house to $30,000.
Radio City Muaic Hall (6,946;
40) '42d Street' (WB) and vaude.
Luck'
(Fox),
Best week since 'Strange Interlude,' 35-66-76)—'Sailor's
an oke $10,500. Last week 'King of and stage show. Unlikely to get as
much
as $60,000. n.s.h. Last week
Jungle' (Par) was pulled after four
days because of poor business and 'Christopher Strong' (RKO) got
'Woman Accused' (Par) put in; fair only $58,000, lowest yet.
Rivoli (2,200; 40-56-75-85)— 'Seweek, $5,000. 'Jungle' was a no-go
because folks thought it a travelog. crets' (UA). Will end Its first full
at
RKO Ritz (1,600; 25-36-60) 'Pen- seven days tonight (Tuesday)Final
guin Pool Mystery' (RKO) and around $31,800, very good.
vaude.
Stage show is getting the week (third) of 'Perfect Understanding' (UA) slightly over $8,000,
advertising and will be sole draw;
.poor.
$7,500, good.
Last week 'Private
RKO Roxy (3,525; 36-65-75)—
Jones' (U) and 'Child of Manhattan'
'King Kong' (RKO) and stage show
(Col), poor $2,600.
(3d
Drops to under $30,000
Empire (BTAC) (1,100; 25) 'Big and week).
goes out Thursday night (23).
Drive' (FD).
Getting the backing Hardly warranted holdover.
Secof American Legion but a fair week
ond week only $38,000 showed up
In prospect, $2,000. Last week 'Maedat the b. o. New stage, band policy
chen in Uniform' moderately w«l at with Horace Heidt starts March 81.

Vaude Competish Hilites
B'ham; '42d St./ $10,500

$1,500.

Strand (Wilby) (800; 25) 'Robinson Crusoe' (UA).
Fairbanks ordinarily would be cinch but too
much competish this week, $1,800.
Last week 'Rain' (UA) $1,600.
Galax (Wilby) (500; 15-20) 'Ten
Nights in Bar Room,' four days,

and

'Strictly Per.sonal'

days.

(Par), three

Once again the

old opera
town; very doubtful, $700.
Last week 'Tex Takes a Holiday'
(Argosy) and Magic 'Nights' (UA)

comes
$900.

to

Roxy

(6,200; 25-35-65)— 'After the
(Fox) and stage show. With
extra 20c. on orchestra seats
over the weekend, this partly offset
the weather detriment, but week's
Intake of $17,000. 'Heritage of Desert' (Fox) last week did $16,000, a

Bali'

the

slight loss.

Strand

(2,900;

35-65-66-75)— '42d

(WB) (2d week). One of
best grossers on Broadway In
after a big first week
of $40,000 looks to get around $30,000 currently.
Stays a third weekStreet'

the

some time and

a

.
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Execs' Lack of Candor on Payroll

Causes Unrest, Employee
Chicago,
paid ofE
otherwise,

March
their

circuits

All

and

20.

janitors. Balaban & Katz payments
ranged as low as 60% to house
managers and employees.
Meanwhile Jack Miller, represent-

ing the circuits and exhibitors, was
scheduled for conferences with the
That
unions over the week-end.
Miller will seek permanent concessions and reductions was expected.
That he would get them wasn't bo
Meanwhile the question'
definite.
that agitated employes. In and out
of unions, was whether they would
receive the unpaid part of their
salaries at some future date.

&

Katz house managers
and other were frankly grumbling
and rebelious after taking three
cuts within the past year to get a
Balaban

60%

slash

with

lio

explanation

from the company as to whether
was temporary or permanent
During the banking moratorium the

Jensen

Figuratively

help,

short last
RKO, which means the Palace, met Its payroll 75 cents on the
dollar to actors and 66 on the dollar
to stagehands, musicians, operators,

union
week.

Hifl
&

Taking:
on the future, of
show business, amidst depressed grosses, cuts, etc., with
Question

Von

On

Herbergr

NW Houses

Seattle,'

March

20.

Jensen-Von

Herberg have actheatre here to open
first run policy with possibly stage
presentations at 36 cents top starting between April 1 and 16.

apparently
Industries
moving along, is answered by
one Broadway savant, as follows:
'If you have the measles it
takes a little time to recover;
if you have malaria, it takes
longer.
Show business has
their

quired

Fox

House is one of best In the northThese operators also arigUng
for the Orpheum In Spokane, but
deal uncertain now.

malaria.'

This week,

Sfalnstreet

Boston "American" said:
"Each feat of Will Mahoney's Is a

favorably.

Film Sliortitge

signal for bandclapping, loud. and
long.
If Mahoney were alone on

Reaction to Fix

the program at Keith's It would' be
well worth while, for Will Mahoney
hasn't a peer In his line."
Direction

RALPH

Because of Cuts

G.

Opens

Way

Fore^

FARNUM

1660 Broadway-

claimed.

for

Here

this

short payoff was taken for granted,
although the lack of candor from
their superiors was resented by thd
rank and file of employes. A very
pronounced diminution of employes',
good will unquestionably resulted
because of the lack of explanation.
Uncertain Outlook
B&K e:tecs were not disposed to
discuss the situation and probably
weren't dear in their own minds
Whether to admit a liability for the
salaries
unpaid
portion
of
or
whether to frankly consider. It

in 26 states, films' legislative agents'
report a freeze-up attitude current
In high political circles since the

semi-salary mpratoriuin was

offi-

FOX^CDEBTSS

western, both prodticed by Burton
the biggest moment In the
King, ftnd 'Easy Millions.' which
lives of foreign film producer?. The Ralph Like made for FFA.
Gold*

of RKO's Thursday payoff
most closely tor the union reaction.
It was reported some unionists, notably the Janitors, were to sptirn
two-thirds payment
Possibility of
>

drastic action was
feared,
but
didn't materialize. Unions made no
categorical demand for full pay.
payrolls are met Friday and

B&K

Saturday.

WALKER MENTIONED
AS PAR CO-TRUSTEE
Frank

Walker, showman-polimentioned as a likely
Piramount-Publix in
bankruptcy. If chosen and accepting, he would probably share with
A'dolph Zukor and Charles D. Hllles,
expected to be retained, the duties
of a trusteeship,
Irving Trust, on
a court order, has removed itself
from the field of availability, on
grounds that the, bank is now
trustee for a P-P subsidiary, Publlx
tician,

C.

is

trustee

for

Enterprises, Inc.

Whether Walker will accept is not
known. Ho was reported to have
declined an executive post in Par
prior to the equity receivership, and
though mentioned for recent political appointments, is said to have
sought none. Walker was treasurer
of the National Democratic Com-

American market Is more open- stone finances both King and Like.
Like is' dabbling with a Hollywood
minded about European pictures
releasinjg -organization

dicated, "Morgenrot.* Paramount is
also reported bidding for the latter,
story.

a submarine

Universal has its Englisli-Qerpicture
'Be
Mine Tonight'
ready for the Radio City Music
Hall and Fox's 'After the Ball,' a
Gaumont-British, is currently at
the old Roxy, New York.
With that In mind, two of the
biggest European companies, Oaumont-British and Ufa, have started
a serious raid on American talent.
made at a banking Inquiry that'
Among secured creditors the Not only actors, but writers and dibank presidient could draw only a heaviest a,ccount Is that of Adolph rectors are being looked for by these
modest salary but derive In income Ramlsh, amounting to $608,760; companies from Amierica.
more than the highest price picture Chase National Bank, secured for
(Qaumont-Brltish's latest acquisistar through thd bonus system.
$690,000; David M. Croft, covering tion is James Oleason, who's been
Another thing making it tough purchases of theatres in Calexlco, taken for two pictures.
Several
for the theatres and producers Is Calif,, $47,764.60; Universal Pic other American actors, including
that in view of the cut, legislators tures, covering cettain theatres In Victor Mci;<aglen,
Olive Bordeh,
still find their neighborhood houses Santa Ana, Fullerton and Anaheim, Boris KarlofC and Jeannette Malccrowded nightly. They can't figure Calif., $42,000.
Donald, are over there, while two of
why the picture stenographer
the agents have requests (rom sevWeseo .Bigaest Creditor
should have to go on half pay when
Heaviest unsecured creditor Is eral of the British companies for
the public flocks in such numbers
the Wesco Corp., listed at $11,904,- any available name actors, preferto her boss* theatres.
However, 774.17; Chase Bank, $4,060,000; Fox ably not in the star class, but just
films' rep can authoritatively point
Film Corp., $2,466,195.07; Wolf & below. Another preference menout that, after all, admissions are
Shanburg, Kansas City, $488,923; tioned is fpr typical 'Americans,'
virtually half what they were a
Reid, Temm & Hayes, Springfield, with Gleason pointed out as what
year ago.
is in mind.
111., $396,104; National Theatre SupUfa has also approached several
ply Co., $271,000; ERPI, $116,367;
though
Frisnl Amusement Co., $129,000; K. of the agents for people,
Michalove as Receiver's
actors, but
& F. Realty Co., Trinidad, Colo., mentioning not only directors
are
Advisor on Publix Ent. $76,000; L. M. Miller, Kansas City, writers and assistant
here
to. "get someIdea
is
wanted.
Rlalto Amus. Co., Rock
$61,607;
Unavailability of Louis Cohen (of
Lyric body who can help put American
Springs,
Wyo.,
$69,373;
BKO) has propelled the selection Amus.
and feeling into the
Co., Douglas, Ariz., $76,600; atmosphere
of Dan Michalove as the likely operFanchon & Marco, $46,000; Acker- European pics.
ating, adviser to the receivers of
Meantime the showing of 'Maedtheir partner,
Publlx Enterprises, Par theatre man & Harris, and
on the. BKO
chen
in
Uniform'
George Oppan, each $23,2l4; Unisubsld. Irving Trust is the receiver
Metropolitan circuit has broken
for the company and choice of an versal Pictures, covering Oregon down the chain bookers' general
operating adviser comes through theatres, $21,875.
Picopposition to foreign-mades.
Film Rentals Due
recommendations as made by credture did good business almost along
itors' committee headed by S. A.
Amounts listed as due distributing the entire route. Now both Metro
Lynch.
companies for fl^m rentals include and Paramount are talking numMichalove is a former Warner Fox, $74,000; Metro, $16,000; Para- bers for booking of 'Hertha's
company official and once was asso- mouBt, $118,000; RfCO Radio, $12,- Awakening,' current Grerman dialog
ciated with the S. A. Lynch film 000; United Artists, $3,000; Unisubject at the Little Carnegia. Also
and theatre enterprises In the south. versal, $6,000; Warner Bros., $24,- in the wind is a big distribution
He's also been In the Par employ OOO.
deal for 'M,* German talker which
as film buyer under H. B. Franklin.
Bankruptcy schedule was filed by Joe Plunkett is preparing. No deal
.

Active as general counsel of the

M. E. Comerford, his
is also

uncle,

Walker

counsel of the M.P.T.O.A.
Creditors Meet April 3

set,

it

is

Paramount

likely

the

Publlx

creditors

will

meet

N. Y.

CENSORNIG HELD

UP BY FIGHT FOR JOBS

While the exact date has not been
of

on

Turner & Lake, attorneys
the bankrupt and signed by
Charles A. Buckley, v. p. of Fox-

Bailie,

mittee.

for

West Coast.

Document was

filed

with Samuel W. McNabb, referee In
bankruptcy, who will likely call a
meeting of creditors within the next
Picture channels in New York
threaten to be clogged this week 10 days at which time a trustee In
expected
be
is
to
due to the concentration of censor bankruptcy
authorities In Albany today (21), elected.

April
to
consider
3
choice
of
trustees for P-P in bankruptcy.
This is the tentative date under who are fighting for their official
lives.
consideration.
Bill ending official censorship is
A week ahead, this Friday (24) a
hearing on the P-P bankruptcy and having its day before the legislators
pending actions of bondholders in and the job holders, in order to bo
connection with the prior equity re- on hand for their own interests, arc
reported forgetting all about new
ceivership of the company and an
product qualifications for the immeinvoluntary petition in bankruptcy
diate time.
not as yet acted on, will be. held.
Meanwhile, Judge Bondy has ruled
that Adolph nZukor and Charles D, nf fl trn.qt-pn fir TniQ.ppg In hnnlr.
Hollies, who it is believed will be- ruptcy, Zukor and Hllles are subject
conie trustees for P-P in bank- to the jurisdiction of the court
ruptcy, are to continue as equity re- granting the original equity receivers.
As such pending election ceivership.

man

to

make

24

Screen

Cowboy May Tour World
Own Big Top
head his own

deals in territory

his product remains ^nlifted.

any foreign

film

company.

Not

circuit booking here yet, with
exception of 'Rome Express'
which Universal is distributing, but
more dates than ever.
Another German picture that Is
being talked of for a big distribu-

cir-

cus troupe on a world tour that will
take him to England, Africa and

wick goes east upon completion of
"Return of Casey Jones' (Monogram''
release) to peddle 'Soniethlng More'^

Grand Gulgnor^
he produced cooperatively^
with George K. Arthur, and line up
a release for more of this nature als
well as make new deals on feature'^
production, either with Monogram
or another company.
Now East on Release
Fanchon Royer and Jack Gallagher are already in New York,
Important,' two-reel

chiller

.

working on a release for the Spanversion, 'Revenge In Monte.
Carlo/ and five other Spanish

ish

'

direct-Qhots they plan to make this
year In addition to their eight for
Mayfair.
Miss Royer has Jose
Crespo under contract and is groom*
ing him for English-version popu«
larity as well as the SpaJi'shers.
George Weeks has switched his
Intention of getting a major release
for Reginald Denny and will make
his four Denny release for Mayfair
release. Denny will work on a percentage sharing deal with Mayfair
on the series, getting a couple oC
grand at production time for directing and starring, and the remainder
at count-up time.

WMN Eight Week Rest
Depends on Fdm Supply
Hollywood, March 20.
shutdown scheduled

Eight-week

Warner-FN

for

studios,

starting

April
ably,

Bischoff-Hanunons

Cold,

Australia,

Deal is now in the confab stage
between Mix and theatre interests
from abroad. Idea is for Mix to as
semble his .own show for the tour.

He's Making 12 Anyway
Holly%vood,

March

20.

Sam Bischoff's proposed new deal
with E. W. llanimons looks cold,
nings-Ann Stcn picture which has so he will probably produce 12 pic-already been distributed In the tures this year with no relc.ise yet
oriKinal v ersion. Leo Brccher has determined for KBS product. 'Deldubbed it into English and retltled ued' Will~lre-hls first, with Felix
a third time to 'Circus of Sin.' it Feist, Jr., on the film as Ms first dihas been doing big business in Lon- recting job. 'Big Brain' will be the
don for the past few weeks.
second.

tion

titlcd

deal, is 'Salto Mortalc,' re'Trapeze.'
This is a Jan-

-

where
Chad-

the

Under

Tom Mix may

make new

8, may be shortened considerit shortage of pictures becomes
acute through cessation of production on other lots.
Although Wari.ers have around 12
features completed and awaiting re-.
le...Be, an appreciable lack of pictures suitable for key spot deluxera
would' quickly use up available
here, likely, however, until Plunkett product on hand.
Several writers slated for vacaopens his picture at the Mayfair,
New York, in several weeks and tions have been told to stay on, and
makes sure of what he has him- studio will have several scripts in
readiness if there is a sudden deself.
'GoodGaumont-Brltlsh's New York of- cision to resume activity.
fice has booked about eight of its bye Again' and 'Mary Stevens, M.D.,»
Britishers right on Broadway re- starting this week, wash up the curcently and has several more to rent production schedule.
come, for practically a record for

much

TOM MIX CIRCUS IDEA

'

It's

'

sults

thitags over with his Majestic releasing affiliates, as well as clear up
the matter of Freuler Film Associates not picking Up their last threefeatures, 'Kiss of Araby,' and a

than ever before, with foreign lanfeatures for next year, with the
guage flickers even being sent for home offlc^e here. Another Like posby circuits. With the answer, of sibility is a six picture' deM in ancourse, in a current film shortage. ticipation of a product shortage
Hollywood^ March 20.
Newest foreign film purchase by during the late spring. Like*s deListing liabilities of (24,958,134 big companies are two Ufas that sire for a lot of production is to'
are up for sale. Columbia Is try- keep his International studio busy.
and assets of 18,846,868, Fox-West ing to
Kenneth Goldsmith is eastbound
buy 'F.P.I Antwortet Nicht'
Coast filed schedules in bankruptcy and Metro would like, It has in- to readjust state-right contracts and

—

upon those who had already
taken it oh the chin several times.
Balaban & Katz watchced the re-

Thre* Traveling to N. Y.
Going east this week are Phil
Kenneth Goldsmith and
L E. Chadwick. Goldstone will mull
,

Cioldstone,

'

Instead of helping matters and
iglving the industry Its strongest
argument against adverse legislation the 60% salary slash Is reported to be providing Just the opposite reaction. With 176 bills Involving the IndiMtry in new taxes
and censorship yet to be cleared up.

cially confirmed.
Where these agents until this year
closed history.
Emergency ended
with the opening of the banks. At were confronted with law-maker Friday (17).
least the acute emergency. B&K's views that an Industry which paid
Claims of secured creditors total
'the highest salaries In the woi'ld'
needs for further pruning of over
and unsecured, 114,300,000.
head and relief from the unions is certainly could afford to meet taxes, 13,576,793
Unsecured film rentals total $264,still very real
the slant is now more Involved so
Just how the circuits expected tp much so that ^ven some of the In- 000 and due on notes in excess of
make permanent savings by taking dustry's statesmen are a little con- 16,000,000.
advantage of the temporary mora- fused.
Principal assets are stocks and
torium Isn't clear. Although the
Cut Broke Bad
bonds in subsidiary companies to
unions are the natural point of atThe big cut broke Just at the aggregate value of $6,624,163; retack, other employes felt that If the Wrong tlm& for most of plcture- ceivable on notes, $1,635,000; debts
developments to date were verified dom's anti-tax contactmen. They due on open accounts, $174,641 and
the burden; of the econoniles woi^ld were gloating over the revelations cash, $8,876.
fall

on their budgets and compete more
Indies figure that they can turn
out features at from $60,000 to $76,000 that will stack up with any
$160,000 picture from the major lots.
Lack of large story, home office' or
studio maintenance overhead
is
what gives the jndle the 'iedge, lis

Theatre,

City.

The

20.

nto rehevred sctlvltfes and sending
some of them east to make new
deals. Alert independents are weU
coming the slashing of ntajor prod«
Uct costs, claiming that if the big
releasers lower the amount e^xpended
per picture, they can raise the top

west,'

WILL MAHONEY
;

Kansas

Hollywood, March

Cutting of budgets among major
{>roducers is hopping a lot of indie*

PICTURES
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CLOSINGS, IFfl.

0.'s

Opine That Non-Uniform

Wage Scales the Major Reason Why
There Can Be

Picture Cos.

S

No Natl Shut-Down

Ride Through

CUT. OR [ISE
25 to

Now Hooked Up
'33-'34

to

Production

Bankerless and Self-Sustaining

50% Slashes Asked
Keys A£Fected

All
Holdin§r

Monday

(20) that unlon-

The Week's Rumors

fsm can never shut down the national box oflflces because of Its
peculiar 'set-up and non-uniform
scales of Iqcals, Aim leaders, setting
about to re-open sporadic theatre
demonstrations, such as in Cleveland, frankly admit the average
unlonistlc group Is better equipped
right now to flght than the averagfe
theatre.
While Col. B. A. Schiller was
hastening to Cleveland last night
(Monday), with the confidence of
Kew Yorlc theatre spokesmen that
he wbuld bring an end to Cleveland's
darkness, before the end of this
same circuit Interweek,
the

mediaries were holding Hip the
Cleveland demonstration as one for
other cities not to follow.
Local autonomy makes It imposfiible for the industry to meet unionism on a national front, it is being
Scales
vary and
pointed
out.
hardly any two cities are alike.
Furthermore, in many of the cities
the existing labor salaries are satisfactory or have since been satis-

The week's moratorium rumors,

variously

denied,

in-

clude:

Roosevelt bawling out Hays
over the telephone for the 50%
cut.

Agreement of major companies to abet the cut by let25% of their per-

ting out
sonnels.

Closing of
Hays west
coast office.
Universal financially delayed
the

somewhat because it had its
main account in the closed
Harrlman bank.
Hays oelng influenced by
Hoover to an acute depresslon'

-

Istic

viewpoint.

Withdrawal of several major
companies from the Hays Organization.

PAR'S VERY

OK

CASH POSITION

Paramount, in bankruptcy. Is retime is the loser. It being pointed vealed as one of the paradoxes of
out that but a fraction of the re- the fllm Industry. Reported to be
ceipts go to union help while If,
collecting $500,000 weekly in the
In order to reduce that fraction, the
theatre closes, the exhibitor and dis- U. S., not including foreign, this
tributor carry the bulk of the means that Its pictures are bringing
permanent loss represented In time. in a weekly gross, at the country's
There is an aftermath which Is box office, of around $2,000,000.
almost as costly. It Is declared In
Isolated by its status from bankthe warning quietly broadcast over ers' credit, in normal as well as
the week end. The bulk of the av- present times, the order has gone
erage box office's attendance Is com- through the organization that it
posed of people who are sympat4iet- mUst continue to produce- and disically inclined to the union's cause. tribute strictly within cash limitaIn further support of tb^ Indus- tions.
Emanuel Cohen is in New York
try's inability, through the union's
aet-up, to wage a national fight going ahead with production plans.
against pit and booth payrolls, cir- He has concluded that good flrst
product can be turned out for
run
that
at
cuit spokesmen estimate
least 60% of the 14,000 theatres ot>en as low as $175,000.
On the basis of $500,000 a week,
today are employing non-union help
and could not be enrolled in a which is claimed within the organimovement against labor. And not zation to ' have been realized by
all of the remaining 7,000 theatres, Paramount in distribution even durwhich have organized labor, are in ing the height of depression, the
trouble with the unions. It could- company is flgured to be able to
not be expected of those agreeable meet the bulk of its payroll and at
to existing scales to Join in a pro- the same time turn out new product
almost at the rate of one feature
test.
Marked modification in the indus- a week.
Due to C.O.B.5frie. Par's liquid
try's attitude toward studio union
help is expected In certain executive condition right no^ is reported to
Exhibitor debts on
picture circles to come out of be excellent.
those
New York conferences. the company's books are credited
The get-together now is not be- to be at a minimum.
ing
announced, although it Is
admitted no decision can be expected for at least another week.
One important West Coast intermediary with the unions who was ex$6,000
pected in New York late last week
is now not looked for until the end
of this week. Information concernExcept for the ballet and Roxying the proposed arbitration of ettes, a 20% cut was put into effect
union heads and company repre- on all Radio City employees by the
sentatives, on the subject of studio RKO management, thereby slicing
labor, taking the same cut as the some $6,000 off the weekly overhead
industry's personnel, has been ex- of the two R. C. theatres. Previtremely meagre over the week-end. ously some of the execs and higher
paid employees were slashed according to individual capacity.
Lightman Sticks
This cut is made independently
by RKO and is one which the RKO
management had decided upon beMemphis, March 20.
M. A. Lightman today decided to fore the 50% general salary cut
retain the presidency of the Motion agreement was made by the comPicture Theatre Owners of America panies together.

RADIO Cin'S

Zn CUT

SAVES

until the Industry's new deal is sufficiently under way, so that the directors of his organization can find
time to convene and name a successor.

Carroll After Pic

WEEKLY

Names

For *Murder at Vanities'

Hollywood, March 20.
Agents here have been receiving
president expires today.
He had previously announced that requests from Earl Carroll for film
he could not afford to give further names to appear In the stager's
-^
time, because of his own circuit of Murder at the Vanities.'
Producer Informed agents he
25 theatres throughout Tennessee.
Leaders of state units finally per- wants an all picture cast, with a
star of Importance If possible.
suaded Lightman to carry on.
Offlclally,

Lightman's

term

as

100%

Theatre- First Indie Film Gets

Downtown De Luz-

Break on Air Program

Week's 80
Hollywood, March 20.
For the first time 'Hollywood on
Nabes and Take the Camthe Air' will be used to plug an inphor Other Key Cities
dependent picture today (Monday)
Ditto Set March 30 as when dialog and action descriptive
ers Join Last

—
—

Monogram's

'Phantom Broadoccupy almost the entire
half hour program.
Heretofore Radio pictures have
SITTING IN
received this air exploitation with
other major companies occasionally
getting a break. Scenes from the
Monogram picture will be enacted
Cleveland, March 20.
Deadlock between theatre owners by Ralph Forbes, Vivienne Osborne
and unions that refused to take 25 and Big Boy Williams.
to 50% cuts has caused Cleveland's
theatres to so completely dark for
of

Deadline

cast' will

MAYORS

the

'

factorily adjusted.
Because of this, exhibitor groups
In cities which may have any plans
of following Cleveland's lead are
being warned that they will have
tp flght within their own city limits
and suffer the consequence.
ThiDatre Always Loser
In such fights the theatre every

Cleveland
less as

first

time.

All

12

downtown

houses have followed example of SO nabes in putting up the
shutters, throwing 2,500 out of work
and also bringing about an alarm*
ing slump in biz for stores, restaurants and even gas stations in thechain

atrical

RKO POWWOWS
PROD. COSTS;

sectors.

Situation became so drastically
serious that town's mayor, ap
pointing himself arbitrator, stepped
into battle to suggest reopening of
all theatres under a truce until both
exhibs arid unions come \o a re
troactive wage agreement.
Spurred on by newspapers' edl
torlal protests against theatre war.
Mayor Ray T. Miller laid down his
plan of arbitration before represen
tatives of theatres and union ofCol. E. A. Schiller, of Loew's,
left -New York for Cleveland
yesterday (Monday) to confer
with the Mayor of Cleveland
the following day.

The theatre man

is visiting

Cleveland by mayoralty invitawith the city's chief
magistrate manifesting willingness to officiate as mediator
in
the theatres vs. unions
deadlock.
tion^

UNIT PLAN?

virtually

set

to

ride

isAed they can make ends meet by
cash within picturedom's bounds.
Plus the cuts and the distribution

Income in a normal depression (or
summer) week via the box ofllces,
major companies are certain they
can self-support themselves with aa
aggregate total of $7,000,000.

On a
weekly

general, basis,

is offlclally

$3,000,000

reckoned to take

care of Hollyood.
Extent of confldcnce in

its

.

banking

own

abilities will largely deter-

mine the duration of the present
salary cut. Certain Hayslan directors,

following modification of the
slash last week whereby

original

employees making under $50. were
exempted, announced privately that
with the flrst steady return to normal at the national box office the
cuts would be rescinded In fuIL

was also pointed out, in this respect, that the business is yet new

It

B.

scheduled to foregather on budget
requirements for the coming season
with the probability being that discussion may also follow on Cooper's
new contract proposal, as studio
chief.

Kahane

left

the Coast Thursday

(16) with Cooper following. He was
to have flown east but weather de-

cided him otherwise. The two will
remain east. about two days with
Cooper planning to rush back by
plane to attend the opening of
'King Kong' at the Chinese, Hollywood, Friday (24), but bad flyhig
weather again may shift those
'

plans.

New York

meeting Is exduring a conference he called pected to result In a stringent econSaturday. Nothing settled, due to omy stand being taken by the RKO
absence of J. J. Franklin, of RKO, company heads on studio expendiand H. M. Addison, of Loew's, who tures. Possibility also of RKO takwere in New York, but negotiations ing a stand for a uniform unit prowill be carrle'd on at a second hud- duction system over all Its studio
dle ordered for Tuesday (21).
activity.
Exhibitors still demand a flat 26%
It Is belief of the eastern RKO
cut in union scale for flrst-run heads that the unit system Is the
downtown pic houses, which folded only system through which proper
last Thursday night while owners curtailment of unnecessary studio
of nabes that went dark 10 days ago expense can be had. Recent expenare asking booth-men's local to ditures on the RKO lot are given
take a 50% slash besides reducing as examples of what the company
staff of two to one for each house. might save through unit idea and
Heads of operators, stage-hands which can't be controlled under the
and musicians have turned down present system.
their demands, but Is rumored that
both sides may compromise some
time this week if houses are reopened.

EXEC RESIGNATIONS

reduction last fall; that exhibs are
holding up
50% of

is

bankerless through the 1933-34 production season. With little or no
banking credit, producers are sat-

Kahane and Merian C. to the feel of being its own banker.
New York will talk over And because of this. It Is being emRKO studio matters with home of- phasized, the Industry is restricted
fice
execs this week.
Oroup is in activity to the box office baromB.

flclals

Harland Holmden, biz manager
local No. 160, protested
against any further hiavy cuts on
grounds that his union took a 17%

Establishing the most Important
all-time precedents, the major

indifstry

Cooper In

The

operators'

of

REPORTED

OVE CVTS

—

something which wasn't even
dreamed of, when any major could
a millloh and a smile from
practically any bank at any time.
$700,000 Weekly Saving

eter

get

In itself the cut now represents a
saving to majors of about 1700,000
weekly.
There are two media seen as
leading the way to restored credit,
and, at least, partial restoration of
original wages.
Majoring these la
reorganization
Roosevelt's
bank
program. If this contains a plank
providing for commercial loans to
industries, then fllmdom-ls back on
The other
its old borrowing plane.

an unexpectedly heavy attendance at the box office, due to a letis

In the depression and
to entertainment spending.

up

a return

100% PI^OD. ON

COAST AGAIN
Hollywood, March 20.
Resumption of production at Fox
today (20) brings all studios back
to normal, with Universal the only
lot remaining clos&d, this because of
the annual shutdown, however.
All studios are paying ofC now on
a 25-35-50% basis for the talent.
full salary for the big
four unions goes until they arbi-

However,
Dissatisfaction voiced by some
execs in the home offices at the
recent salary cuts may see some
resignations by some of these exec-

New York shortly.
Fox picked up where It stopped
on 'Adorable* ani 'Pilgrimage,' and
put in two more, 'Five Cents a
utives.
has been grossly exaggerated.
Their economic standards, it Is Glass,' which is Frank Craven's flrst
Present scale per man for downLips
town houses is $92.07 for vaude-pic argued, forfend any such radical directing assignment, and 'My
Betray,* John G. Blystone megglng.
theatres; $83.60 for de luxers and slashing of Income, as proposed.
Going in shortly also are 'Dress$83 for small downtown grinders.
maker,' with William Dieterle stayFor nabes, scale for two men in de
ing on loan from Warners to direct.
luxers is $141.10; Class
arbitrarily

boothmen's

March

6,

salaries
due
them
their wage scale

and that

C, $107.90;

Capitol

Hears Pres.

Class B, $95.45; Class A, $83.
Holmden, who is v.-p. of Interthe Cuts
national union, also claimed that 'It
seems as if Cleveland was selected
as the start for a concerted drive
Washington, March 20.
through the country on the part of
Wholesale cuts in the indu.^try,
theatre managers to bring about an according
to current reports here,
additional reduction in pay for got to
the White House and Pres.
operators.
Just
why Cleveland Roosevelt supposedly had a hand In
should have been selected for the stemming
them.
entering wedge in the fight, which
President Is reported to have inIs virtually a lockout. Is dimcult to
dicated to Industry that any sucli
understand.'
-slice— n e nt erta i n ment nt-l ii woul d
Manus W. McCafifery, rep of have far reaching
effect.
Theatres
stagehands who average $83.60, also are too
clo.se to public atrl make
(Continued on page 54)
too good copy for paprT«.

Heard About

trate in

Sol Wurtzel's

first,

'It's

Great to

Be Alive,' starts' April 3 with Al
Werker directing, Paul Roullen
starring.

Harlow, Gable Force
Metro Script Rewrite
Los Angeles, March

20.

temporarily shelved at
'Xora'
Mr.tro with Jean Harlow and Clark
^ tahlr rcfu-^lng-to-^do-the- pi cture an
tlio .stijry stands.
As .nil outcome they will get a
roniplf't" rowrite.

PICT

/
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Hollywood, Again

Mortgages and Bonds: Realty

Another Lawyers' Field Day

lios: Angeles, March 20.
Holly wood- Vine, mob were
dlircUssing the stampede at a
local theatre during the earthquake. Audience dashed out
of the house, trampling the
manager who received contu-

Oblations, Mostly Theatres
Mortgages and bonds guaranteed by P-P run to $4,069,067, while misIncellaneous obligations that are guaranteed total $1,362,644. latter

elons and

•What

amounting
cludes P£u-amount employees subscriptions to the P-P stock,
when In the 60's.
to $174,219. This stock was bought by Par employees
Exchange.
It is now below $1 in value on the N. T. Stock
Under mortgages and bonds guaranteed by P-P, the company lists the

That the Involuntary petition of
three bondholders claimed to have
should be adjudicated under the law prior to consideration

a broken arm.
waa the picture ?•,

asked one of the

EX-PAR

Arguments Before Judge Bondy on Pai|
Receivership—Beaucoup Wrangling

H-V

mob.

OmCIAU AND

following:

Paramount Annex building, N. T., $631,912.
Par News Laboratory, N. Y., $137,200.
Forbes Property, San Francisco, $350,000.

OWE

PLAYERS^

P-P

due to
open ac^

In a long
-$87,600.
Paramount Fubllx on
Montreal (F. P. C), $290,118.
counts are the names of several
Square property, Montreal (F. P; C), $609,208.
former Paramount and Publlx ofVarious properties and stock Investments in Minnesota Amusement
ficials, as well as execs still with
Co., $518,760.
either company. Also set forth as
Paramount' tract, Hollywood, $600,000.
$250,000.
Hollywood,
P-P are theatre circuits,
owing
tract,
Pcuramount
Cocoanut Grove theatre, Miami, $62,400.
film producers, studios and actors.
Newman theatre, Kansas City, $35,000.
Listed as among the company's
Royal theatre, Kansas City, $6,000.
assets, these debts run to a total
Various G. B. properties and theatres, with Olympia Theatres, Boston, of $1,029,816.
«6 primary obligee, $691,968.
The Fox Film Corp. is In debt the
the
in
listed
P-P
by
and
The miscellaneous obligations guaranteed
deepest to P-P, with a total of
bankruptcy schedule are:
Papers do not Indicate
$456,210.
Letter of credit re Marks Bros., Chicago, $292,170.
what^ebts are except In two cases
Note discounted by San Antonio Amusement Co., $22,600.
where notes, plus interest thereon,
Minnesota,
$89,444.
Amusement
Co.,
American
of
acquisition
re
Note
are listed. In the matter of the Fox
Notes re Palace Wilson Saenger Co., $10,150.
Film obligation, the $466,210 may
Notes re J. H. Cooper's 50% interest in Lincoln Theatre Corp., Lincoln, include rentals owed the firm lor
Neb., $127,600.
film product as well as other probEmployees' subscriptions to P-P stock, $174,219.
able obligations.
Debenture bonds of G. B. Theatres (Olymiila. Theatres, Inc.), $636,660.
The Skouras Bros, are next to
mortgages
the
Paramount's Astoria, L. I., studio is among properties
jn the size of the sum owed
on which are secured by leases of the Paramount Publlx Corp. Para- |p.-p. Skourases are listed as being
mount theafre and studio, in L. A., «ire also Similarly mortgaged.
jn debt to P-P to the extent of
Other properties on which F-P leases are pledged to. cover mortgages ing^sgT.
are Florida theatre, Jacksonville i Florida theatre^ St Petersburg, Fla.;
Among former Par or Fubllx
Paramount, San Francisco; Tennessee theatre, Khoxvllle; Tampa theatre, execs, major and minor, listed as
Tampa; Folk, at Lakeland, Fla.; Paramount Toledo; Million Dollar being in parent company's debt are
theatre aiid building, Los Angeles; Paramount film exchanges In Boston Thomas H. Bailey, now with Fox.
and New York, and the matter bf Paramount Broadway bonds, which $10,866; Harry 0 Ballance, also
now with Fox, $6,782;. Milton Feld,
cover the Paramount building, N. T.
These bonds have the Chemical Bank & Tnist Co. as obligee and rep- presently aligned with Sam Katz,
resent an unpaid balance, according to P-P bankruptcy schedule, of $6,248; LeRoy ,J. Furman, Sam
of debts

list

Coral Gables, Fla. (East Coast Theatres, Inc.),

Dundas

St. property,

Phillips

.

,

.

'

I

.

I

I
I

.

'

I

I

secretary,
John
Katz's
$1,633;
Hertz, $400; Jesse L. Lasky, now
Accommodation paper of P-P under its bankruptcy action are contin- with Fox as a producer, $4,377;
P^led
Metzler, former Fubllx comp:
gent obligations (rent) under leases guaranteed, $632,102; rent ©bligations under leases covering premises subsequently sublet .or assigned, t'^o^^®^ now with F-WC, $7,873;
$488,889, and miscellaneous possible contingent obligations Including Earl W. Wingart, who switched

'$1,751,000.

Obligattons on ^easea

.

claims that are listed as 'unknown', $437,877,
Theatre rent revealed as due under leases guaranteed Include on Para,

mount, Portland, $4,166; Rlalto, Portland, $12,000; Paramount, Seattle,
$29,088; Lyric,. Asbury P€u-k, N. J., $d,000; Mayfair, Asbury Park, $86,000;
Rialto, Asbury Park, $2,000; St. James, Asbury Park, $27,000; Savoy,
Asbury Park, $6,000; Paramount, Asbury Park, $2,37.4; Strand, Freehold,
N. J., $2,471; Paramount, Lo^ig Branch, N. J., $20,000; Strand, Long
Branch, $7,600; CrescMit, Perth Amboy, N. J., $4,804; Majestic, Perth
Amboy, $18,162; Strand, Perth Amboy, $6,804; Oxford, Plalnfleld, N. J.,
$12,126; Paramount, Plalntleld, $12,987; Strand, Plainfleld, $15,000; CarlXon, Red Bank, N. J., $12,608; Great Lakes, Buffalo; $47,(67; Centiiry,

Fingerlln, $21,480;

'^"» J-

I

R.

Cowan,

now

of

.$10,943;

KBS,

James

William- Saal,

L. J; Baittberger, who' switched to RKO, $3,348; Harry Hollander, lately- with
old Roxy, Ni T, $1,038, and Sam
$19,407;

'

Paramount execs still with Far
are among debtors Include Joe
Cooper, Lincoln, Neb., theatre ope^
rating partner, $73,809; Leon Netter, g. m. of fllm buying for Publlx,

|

who

Rochester, N. T., $12,499; Regent, Rochester, $2,273; Frankford, Philadelphia, $986; Nixon, Philadelphia, $1,292; Roosevelt, PbilEidelphla, $920;
Tower, Philadelphia, $2,299; Strand, Birmingham, $6,260; Beaux Arts, $1,867; Austin Keough, head of
Palm Beach, $10,000; Kettler, West Palm Beach, $6,87&; Carolina, Green- P-P legal department, $400; Ralph
Kohn, treasurer of P-P, $631; M. F.
ville, S. C, $4,781; United Artists, Chicago, $46,000; Circle, Indianapolis,
Gowtborpe, comptroller, $746; J.
$22,933; Indiana, Indianapolis, $43,666; Fisher, Detroit, $26,000; State, ,„
*
^
Detroit, $66,669; United Artists. Detroit, $34,000; Rlvoll, Greenville, S. C.,
$2,762, and Newman, Kansas City, $4,671.
Rent is in arrears in numerous other theatres of the company but
leases are not guaranteed by the parent (P-P) company in those cases.
This list of houses Includes the Walter Reade string In
Jersey

w

"*™™^Via
GreenSreg a?

A

mi
ParamSt HoS
JL,.

TftPif.'^TWnrrL

mo. J.
r to
B. TJr).V.«!r^
McDermott,
and N. M. LaPorte, $1.
Harold B. Franklin, RKO theatre

„'3'®"„t'^^^f^
''^"**°'
'

$887,

New

Harris and other bondholders WM|
receivership action agalnsti

filed first

Par and on the P-P bankruptcy p&M
titlon granted last Tuesday (14) bj*
of
Paramount-Publix's voluntary Judge Coxe.
petition In bankruptcy; that Adolph
After listening to miscellaneous
Zukor and Charles D. Hllles should arguments of lawyers representing!
be Immediately removed aa equity Paramount,
the
P-P receivers^
receivers; that HiUes Is unfit for Broadway & 20th Properties, Ino.«
that post through alleged associa- bondholders and creditors, with nux
tion with bankers; that granting of merous laughs provided In vx.-*
the P-P bankruptcy violated the changes with the bench, Judgiel
law calling for a 10 days' notice to Bondy adjourned hearings to Frt^
creditors, and other charges figured day (24) at 4:80 p. m,
in argument of sundry counsel FriWhile Root, Clark & Buckner, at«
day afternoon (17) before Judge torneys for Zukor and Hllles as Fax)
Bondy In U. S. Federal Court.
receivers, wished a postponement
Hearing was on an order of Leroy to some day the following week, op^
posing counsel Insisted "on a data
the current week. The Harris bondja
800; Polke Bros circuit, Chicago,
filed first

which were turned back io Reade recently and are being operated by head,
is up In the top brackets as
Reade now. as well as houses In the Publlx- Skouras partnership (Atlantic
owing $61,934, while his former
States) which are operated by Skouras with Indie associates
Hughes-Franklin circuit, of Los

!

$1,281;

Fischer Theatres,

Inc.,

Mil-

$2,144; Spokane Theatres,
$6,923, and H. Reaves circuit, N. T., $2,206.
Studios lifted as P-P debtors In-

waukee,
Spokane,

clude

Sam Goldwyn

Productions,

RKO, $4,261;
Warner Bros., $266; United Artists
studio, $49; Universal, $280, and
Sennett Picture Corp., $221.
Fox Film Corp. In Los Angeles
is listed as owing $2,303 and ap$2,084;

Metro, $7,876;

holder order

(14) when the P-P voluntary petl*
tlon In bankruptcy wap filed. Coun^^

bondholders were attempt^i
Ing Friday (17) to set aside bank'^
rupty until the show cause order on
Zukor and Hllles had been decided.
Among the points brought up waa
whethei' the court could grant a'
bankruptcy receivership while ao^
tions previously filed were pending^
notably the Involuntary petition Inl
bankruptcy of three bondholders
whbse a<5tlon was originally taken
Jan. 26, the date when P-P waa

parently refers to tlie studia
Aside from the UA and Goldwyn
studio obligations. United Artists
Corp. is designated as owing $246.
On the Coast several actors are
among debtors but not to large
They Include William placed In equity receivership with
amounts.

Zukor and Hllles co-'recelvers, on!
$1,380; George Raft, $402;
26tlii
Cllve Brook, $48; Marlene Dietrich, complaint of the Broadway
Esther Ralston, $142; and Chico Properties, Inc., San Francisco.
Although there was some citation,
Marx, $18. George Metaxa, of New
York, who recently played the Para- Judge Bondy refused to accede
mount, N. Y., is listed as owing $631. points of law.

Farnum,

&

$86;

Judge Bondy vs. Saul RoQera
Miscellaneous debts due PP inSaul R. Rogers engaged In a wajnpi
clude Academy of M. P. Arts &
Central Casting verbal, debate with the bencD,
Sciences,
$696;
Bureau, Hollywood, $1,600; Uni- claiming that when the Involuntai^;
versity of Rochester, $6,200; Ray & petition in bankruptcy was filed, no
Hewes, legit producers, $1,735; and other proceeding had been startendi
H. Buxbaum, $3,631. Buxbaum Is and that a bill in equity never had
the New York branch manager of existence.
'
Judge Bondy finally drew laughs,
the Fox Film Corp.
Two notes, with Interest charges saying to Rogers:
•You don't know your law.'
appended, are listed as due. One
1 don't think rm wrong,' shot
Is from B. J. Sparks, Florida theatre operator, with note $34,766 and back Rogers.
'I'm sure you are,' retorted Judge
Interest $4,110.
Other note carries
name of William Bloom, with prin- Bondy.
Shortly thereafter, with Rogers
cipal $28,626 and Interest $698.
unable to get Judge Bondy to state
Other Notes
William Morris agency, Spyros whether "we are In equity receiver*
Skouras and Joseph M. Schenck's ship' or "we are In bankruptcy reArt Cinema Corp. are among per- ceivership' rather than In both,
sons and corporations whose notes, Rogers gave up.
In declining to pass on any moheld by Paramount Publlx, are
tions or rule on questions othen
among the company's assets.
Art Cinema Corp. leads the group, than adjournment. Judge Bondy In«
on a note of $210,000.
William sisted that his duty was In con»
Morris, et al. is listed under notes serving the best Interests of P-P
receivable In FP's schedule of 'Per- and that. In his belief, Zukor and
sonal Property' at $8,388, while Hllles were protecting the com«
Skouras Is In A. much higher bracket pany's assets as co-receivers.
Attorneys for bondholders, press*
at $77,000.
The Skouras Fubllx Theatres Co. ing for a hearing on charges that
also is on a note, amounting to the Broadway & 20th Properties application
for an equity receivership
$13,669.
Others on notes receivable mak did not have precedence, got perup a total of $322,048 are Lincoln sonal by making Inferences about a
Theatre Co., N. Y., $10,000; S. C, Federal judge. This line of attack
Lavlne, Brooklyn, $2,250 and Carl was quickly quashed when Judge
Bondy said that if he (Bondy) waa
H. Fulton, Chicago, $750.
in mind, he wanted the name men*
.

i

>

'

$450,000 Bondholders

I

Fenncom

Corp., Scranton, Pa., $18,916.

Corporations for which addresses are not here listed, are given in the
schedule as 1601 Broadway, h. o. of P-P.
The Rialto, N. Y., and the Criterion, N. Y., are held, respectively, by
the Orbl Mundi Realty and the Cedric Realty companies. Included In the
petition.

6%%

Lottie Zukor,
Inc., $53,562.

State Theatre Co., $1,000.
St. Francis Amusement Co., $229,618.
Fubllx Northwest Theatres, Mpls. $30,232.
Zelda Amusement Co., Mpls., $700.
Associated Film Co., San Juan, Porto Rico, $388.
Les Productions Francalse Paramount, Paris, $2,379.

P-P

a

Mildred Zukor Loew, $22,000.

Parcel Corp., $4,313.

Penn York Supply Co., $55,426.
San Francisco Entertainments,

show cause why

sel for

The miscellaneous possible contingent obligations of P-P lists among Angeles, is Hsted as obligated to
others Jesse
Lasky and Sam Katz but with amount of possible claims amount to $4,740.
marked in papers as 'unknown'. Another under the 'unknown' designaAmong theatre circuits, Orpheum
tion is General Cable Co.. of San Francisco.
jg
^jj^
Q^jng $26 071 Others
Listed miscellaneous possible obligations are Commercial Investment ^^^^
listed debts are Loew's t $17 Trust Co., as assignee of S. A. Lynch Enterprises Finance Corp.. N. T..
$218,688; and U. S. aAid Foreign Securities Corp., as assignee for the
same S. A. Lynch company, $278,688.
Realty Affiliates
Of accounts payable to afniiated companies, totaling $4,686,713, Paramount Publlx's obligations are mostly to theatre realty and holding
companies.
The exceptions include $320,429 owed by the P-P parent company to
Its domestic distribution subsidiary. Paramount Pictures Distributing
Holders, among show people or
total of $460,000 in bonds of
Corp., and $261,628 due the foreign sales subsid. Paramount International
relations, of the
sinking gold
Paramount-Publix are held by
' show
Corp.
fund bonds, due Aug. 1, 1960, on
I
relatives, according to
Largest item in accounts payable by P-P is $2,090,647 due Paramount P^^P^®
which principal is $13,161,000, are
bondholders
listed
unschedule
of
I
Properties, Inc., P-P subsidiary over realty and other properties.
Watterson R. Rothacker, $50,000.
Another large item is that of $1,062,110 payable to the Los Angeles I der heading of 'creditors whose
George J. Schaefer, $13,000.
Theatre Enterprises, Inc.
B. G. Lauder, Jr., $1<I,000.
claims are unsecured' in F-P's vol
Other than those already set forth, accounts payable embrace the \ untary petition In bankruptcy. These
Frank V. Storrs, $10,000.
following:
Walter B. Cokell, $5,0C0.
are bonds in names of persons rath
Cedric Realty Co., $36,617.
George I. Schaefer, $4,000.
er than corporations.
Coast Theatres Co., $17,605.
Mildred Z. Loew, $4i00«.
Holders Of the 20-year 6% sinkCharles Frohman, $225,210.
A. J. Balaban, $4,000.
ing fund gold bonds, due Dec. 1,
Granada Realty Co., $64,902.
Harry G. Ballance, $3,000.
1947, and on which principal Is $11,Orbi Mundi Realty Co., $48,067.
Lloyd Corrigan, $8,000.
iB92,000 Include:
Paramount Famous Lasky Corp., $10,000.
Dr. Louis Stem, $2,000.
Gilbert
W.
Otto, Addle W. and
Paramount Land Corp., $141,228.
Irving G. Thalberg, $2,000.
Kahn, $200,000.
Edward V. Darling, $2,000.
Afgar Corp., $11,926.
Watterson R. Rothacker, $60,000.

L

to

Zukor and Hllles should not be mado
permanent receivers In equity fcir,
Paramount came up last Tuesday,

$16,000.
$12,000.
$8,000.
Mrs. E. J. Ludvlgh, $6,000.
Walter B. Cokell, $4,000.
Harry G. Ballance, $3,000.
Joseph H. Seldelman, $2,000.
F. Ray Comstock, $7 000.
Edward V. Darling, $1,000.
Norman CoUyer, $1,000.
Milton S. Kussel, $1,000.
William Brandt, $1,000.

Emanuel Cohen,
Eugene Zukor,

M.

Ilk

iMby,

iv*t $1,000^

Bergerman,

R. Zukor, $1,000.
E. John Zukor, $-,000.
Beulah Livingstone, $1,000.
While the schedule of P-P does
not show the names, numerous other showmen are holders of P-P
bonds through corporations topti^A
for the purpose of holding the paper.
Among these is the Sumal Operating Company, which holds the bonds
of Adele F. Goodman, wife of Maurice

Goodman,
former

ters, ft al.

theatrical

Sen.

Henry

In Re H II lea' Status
Same attorneys charged that P-P
rushed in on Tuesday (14) and got
their bankruptcy petition
before
Judge Bondy when the show cause
order to remove Zukor and Hlllea
as receivers was to come up.
It
was alleged that a 10 days' notice
to creditors was necessary before a
voluntary petition in bankruptcy
could be considered ahead of an involuntary petition (one filed Jan,
26).

counsel,
J.

Wal-

Judge Bondy disagreed, statany one can file a petition
bankruptcy without notice to

ing that
in

creditors.

When charges were made that
was disqualified to act as a
Paramount receiver in equity, In
which he and Zukor are continued
Hilles

'

chosen in the
bankruptcy action, due to his con*
tacts with the Bankers Trust C6.
until

in

$2,000.

Emma

Jesse Lw Lasky, as guardian for and

JoMe

S.

tioned.

trustees

'the

are

diversion of $10,000,000

of

assets,' Hilles prepared to leave the
court.
He had sat through the
wrangling between lawyers and with
the bench in an obviously indifferent franvB of mind.
When "the Bankers Trust charges
In connection with Hilles came up
on two different occasions, they remained unanswered by either Hllles

or attorneys.

Attorney making

these

charges

yelled the loudest of the forensio
fraternity on hand doing any talking.

^
"
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How

$13,000,000

Loan Was

Split

Up STORIES SELL

The exact setup of the Paramount Publlx loan flotation ot over
$13,000,000, amoner a grroup ot 12 banks In the spring of 1932, through
organization ot Film Productions Corp., as holder of fUm negatives.
Is revealed in the P-P bankruptcy action.
Exact amount of the loan floated was $13,368,932.02. Equal
amounts of $1,443,244.70 was subscribed by the following banks:
Bankers Trust Co., N. T.; Central Hanover Trust Co., N. T.; Chemical Bank & Trust Co., N. T.; Commercial National Bank & Trust
Co.; Continental Illinois Bank & Trust Co., Chicago; First National
Bank»' -Chicago; Manufacturers Trust Co., N. T., and National City
Bank, N. T.
The four other banks in on the loan and amounts were Bank of
America, Lios Angeles, $481,081.62; County Trust Co., N. T., $360,811.18; Empire Trust Co., N. T., $481,081.62, and the Tradesmen's
National Bank, Philadelphia, $500^000.
P-P in its bankruptcy lists the total of over $13,000,000 as a lia-<
bility by virtue of notes of the. Film Production Corp. covering loan,
whicti were endorsed by P-P and are held by the 12 banks.
There has been considerable controversy and litigation over the
placing of Paramount fllm negatives as security with Film Productions in lieu of notes to secure this loan. Numerous suits flled
by bondholders attempting to set aside the deal alleged that it violated the indenture of P-P bonds.

Yarns

by

LIQUIDATING ASSETS
Hollywood, March 20.
an attempt to liquidate somo

In

story

its

gather in a

amount

aaset*
little

and

possibly

ready cash, Par-

for aale. over
in story material to the
studios.. Schulberg-Feldman
ie

offering

$2,000^
other

A

agency has been commiiMioned to
handle the sales. This is one of the

commercial creditors ot Paramount Publiz, whose claims
the P-P bankruptcy schedule as unsecured, are in the red

total of S3

P-P

amounts of $1,000 or over. Claims ot under $1,000 are about
ifour tlm#3 as numerous and go to as low as 60c, listed as due the New
Jersey Bell Telephone Co., Perth Amboy, N. J.
for

P-P

of-

fered stories In wholesale lots. No
prices quoted, Paramount inviting
offers for consideration.
Most of the yarns are plays or
novels. However, studio has listed
several original stories by the writing staff. Some offered have been
on Par's books for a number of
years, such as 'The Fortune Hunter.'
Others, such as 'As Husbands
Go,' are recent purchases.
Studio
is offering them as Individual buys
or in lots.
'

is Electrical Research Products, Inc., with
Second largest is that of Tobls Films, Berlin,
f 165.634, and third largest, Walter Wanger, $90,000.
Other important creditor claims are Chemical Bank & Trust Co.,
Scripts for Sale
f 61,069; Sidney R. Kent, $65,000; B. P. Schulberg, $50,000; J. E. BrulaYarns listed to be sold down the
tour, Los Angeles, $81,740; RCA Photophone, $25,738; John G. Paine, as
river are:
agent and trustee, New York, $44,066; J. E. Brulatour, Inc., of Long
'Ask Beccles,' by Cyril Campion
Island City, $19,111, and Nutter, McClennon & Fish, attorneys of Boston,
and Edward Dignon; 'Big Shot,' an
If 21 ,023.
original by Herman J. Manklewlcz;
- Schedule ot creditors reveals that among money owed is close to $6,000
'Blow That Man^ Down,' €teorge
to the Hays' organization, the M. P. P. D. A. Exact flgure flled is $4,366.
Broadhurst's play; "Break-Up,' the
Complete balance of credltofs with claims of $1,000 or over are:
Hagar Wilde play; *Buckaroo.' an
Comfort & Co., New York, $5,177.
original by A. W. and E. L. Parker
Eastman Kodak, Rochester, N. Y., $6,989.
and Charles Beahan; Alfred Sutro's
Nellie Cunningham, Kansas City, $1,600.
play, 'Builder of Bridges'; Octavus
Powers Reproduction Corp., New York, $2,605.
Roy Cohen's novel, "Buy Your
ti

Largest creditor ot
claim ot $1,138,112.

•

>

Studio, New York, $4,723.
Qulgley Publications, $8,466.

Apeda

Bros.,

N. Y,

nlck's

last assignment at Paramount. Picture was in the writing
for almost a year and is reported
to have set the studio back close to

$2,302.

$250,000 in preparation, only to be
called oft a few days before prowas to start.

Morgan Lltho Co., $15,511.
Robert Teller, Sons & Dorner, N. Y., $1,141.
F. "Weldner Printing Co., Brooklyn, $5,811.
Southern District Court Reporters, N. Y., $2,976.
•Technicolor Corp., L. A., $10,000.
Menominee, Mich.,
Sonnenschlen, Berkson, Lautman, Levinson
Rapp & Rapp, N. Y., $15,000.
H. Content & Co.. N. Y., $3,640.
George Benz & Sons, St. Paul, $6,508.
John D. Clark, N. Y., $17,266.
Robert T. Kane, Paris, $8,664.
Co.,

duction

$18,734.

&

Morse, Cliioago,

$5,680.

Receivers for the Shuberts, N. Y., $3,532.
Sheriff of Los Angeles County, L. A., $4,784.
B. Barkcleur Co., L. A., $1,071.

&

&

Aller.

Hollywood, $10,730.
Inc., N. Y.,

D. Productions,

$106,000,000 Invested
A

total of $106,609,557 is Invested

by Paramount-Publlx In a substan-

number of affiliated companies.
The largest Investment is in Balaban & Katz, 96% of the Btock of
which is owned by P-P, amounting
tial

to $20,659,099.
ment is In the

Next largest InvestFamous Players Can-

adian string, $17,482,053.
Otliers which run $500,000 or over,

and among -the P-P assets, are
jpublix Enterprises, Inc., now in
Olympla
banlcruptcy,
$14,030,000;
Theatres, Inc.

(New England),

$7,-

654,046; Penn Com. Corp. (Comerford), $6,300,970; Saenger Theatres,
Paramount Properties,
$6,992,370;
Inc.. $4,291,737;
Publix Northwest
Theatres, $3,100,000; San Francisco
Entertainments,
Inc.,
$3,606,154;
Flag Amusement Co., $4,206,500;

New
210;

England Theatres,

Paramount

Inc., $1,064,-

Pictures

Corp.,

;

476,023.80.

$40,000,000

Publix Enterprises

stories.

'Come On, Marines,' an original
by James K. McQulnness, Waldemar
Young, H. J. Manklewlcz and
Thomas Boyd, is on the block. This
particular story was David O. Selz-

Variety, Inc., N. Y., $2,926.

Smith

Taxes Have Priority

Assets are approximately three
A statement of creditors, who are
times the total of the debts. The to be paid in full, or to whom priorassets are estimated at $153,748,886; ity is secured under the law. Inthe liabilities total $65,317,767.
cludes taxes owed the U. S., $326,P-P's petition, on file in the U. S. 258.82; and taxes owed states and
District Court for the Southern Dis- political subdivisions thereof, $54,trict ot New York (Manhattan) sets 090.24.
forth that the Paramount board ot
Of the $326,258.82 owed the V. 3„
directors In meeting Monday night $36,463.97 is listed as withheld from
(13) adopted a resolution admitting non-resident
aliens during 1932,
the company was unable to pay while $288,794.85 is listed as FedBroadway & 20th Properties, Inc., eral Income tax for prior years in
and that the best Interests of P-P, dispute.
Its creditors and stockholders was
The $54,090.24 owed states and
in the filing of a voluntary petition subdivisions is made up of accrued
In bankruptcy.
franchise tax, New York, $28,000;
Par has many creditors to which tax withheld at source, $3,426 realty
It owes much more than it does the
tax on Wllshlre studio, LiOS Angeles,
S. F. subsidiary.
$1,237.10; realty tax on Marathon
Rosenberg, Goldmark & Cohn, so- street property, Los Angeles, $21,licitors for P-P in equity, acted as 086.89, and money due city collector
attorneys for P-P in petitioning for of New York for water, $341.26.
a bankruptcy, which was granted
Total amount of debt listed as due
creditors holding securities is $2,-

Advances

in

Others on the Block
•Chance
at
Heaven,'
recently
bought Vina Delmar story; John
Colton's
'China,;
'Cloudy
with
Showers,' the Floyd
Dell-Grant
Mitchell play which
Paramount
outbid Metro and Warners to buy;
'Caged,' an original story by Courtney Ryley Cooper; 'Clinging Vine,"
original by Fred Jackson; 'Dancers
in the Dark', Dorothy Speare's story
which was bought for the title, but
which the studio figures Is still a
salable story after using the title

$1,087.

~

$1,200,000; Seneca Holding Company,
$1,100,000; Publix Netoco (New England), $1,220,660; Marks Bros. Theatres, Chicago, $1,547,270; Paramount
Astoria Theatres, Ltd., $972,000; Granada Realty Co., $993,527; Paramount Land Corp., $760,741; Charles
Frohman, Inc., $500,000.

MAEY

PICZFORD'S EETTON

on another story; 'Fires of Spring,'
an Edwin Justus Mayer original;
'Diana Dobsons,' Cecily Hamilton's
novel;
Ursula
Parrott's
novel,
'Dream Without an End.'
'Death Takes a Holiday,' supposed
to be hot material when several
studios were dicker.ng for it two
years ago. Is listed, as is 'The Dover
Road,' the A. A. Milne play whifli
Paramount has had on the shelf for
several years.
Two novels which
had spirited bidding when Paramount landed them three years ago,

According to home office announcements, Mary Pickford de- 'Glass Key,' by Dashlell Hammott,
parts from Genoa, Italy, Tuesday and 'The Girl from Scotland Yard,'
by Edgar Wallace, also can be h.nd.
(23), on her return trip to Hollywood.
Meanwhile Douglas Fair- 'Is Zat So?' the James Gleasonbanks will depart upon his projected Richard Taber play, and 'Scarah
Murder Case,' the S. S. Van Dino
elephant hunt in India.
Miss Pickford, following her de- 'Philo Vance' novel bought for William Powell, who skipped over to
parture from New York, Feb. 1*?.
Warners
before It could be prowas met by Fairbanks at Villa
duced, can also be turned Into grist
Franche. From there they went to
for the Paramount mill.
Sorrento, where the couple were
Yell or No—for Sale
entertained by Count and Countess
Gaetanl.

They were the guests

of

Countess Dentice dl Frasao at the
latter's

home

in

Rome.

Creditors whose claims are uhsecured total $2,022,026.63, while accounts payable to affiliated companies is put at $4,686,713.98 in the

5%%

$1,008.

American Bank Note Co., N. Y., $12,000.
Chase National Bank, N. Y., $3,886.
Consolidated Film Industries, N. Y., $7,648.
Harold Lloyd Corp., L. A., $3,336.
New York Supply & Inspection Co., N. Y., $1,126.
R. E. Byrd, Jr., and George Palmer Putnam, N. Y.,

V.

$29,166.

A

Y., $3,962.

N. Y. & Queens Electric Light & Power, Long Island City, $1,60T.
Travelers Indemnity Assurance Co., N. Y., $9,021:
"Western Union, N. Y., $2,250.
Price, Waterhouse & Co., N. Y., $5,600.

Heywood-Wakefleld

in

Woman.*

Employers Liability Assurance Co., N.
Steinway & Sons, N. Y., $1,031.
Gordon Press, N. Y., $2,516.

Tower

petition

its

number of the listed properties
Paramount Publix's advances to schedule.
were bought when the major stuaffiliated companies, mostly theatre
Among creditors whose claims are
dios were contemplating a cycle of
subsidiaries, listed as among P-P's tnsecured are holders of 20-year 6%
red-light
pictures several
years
amounts to $40,476,773.
sinking fund gold bonds due Dec; 1,
ago.
In the list, the baddies are assets,
are:
advances
The
with principal of $11,892,000;
1947,
well represented, being the theme
Minnesota Amusement Co.. $2,405,000.
holders of 20 -year
sinking
of almost one-third of the listed
Olympta Theatres. Inc., W.483,474.

& Co., N. Y., $2,047.
Victor Co., Camden, $2,328.

Masce

RCA

bankruptcy. Tuesday (14) by Judge Coxe, who
designated H. K. Davis as referee
the
In bankruptcy for the court.
Inc.,
The Par petition In bankruptcy
theatre holding subsidiary of San was signed by Norman Collyer, asFrancisco, as the creditor which it sistant secretary of P-P, with
schedule of assets and liabilities atadmits it is unable to pay. It was
tested to by Ralph Kohn.
this San Francisco company on
The 300-page petition and schedwhose complaint P-P was placed In ule includes a complete list of all
equity receivership on Jan. 26, the holders of bonds, as well as a,ll
creditors,
names and amounts,
same date three bondholders sought obligationswith
on the open books, rents
to throw P-P into involuntary bank- on properties and theatres due, acruptcy. The Broadway & 20th Prop- counts payable to affiliated comerties is listed as a creditor for only panies, etc.
In

Paramount - Publix chooses
Broadway & 20th Properties,

Ready Cash

of

Schedules Require 300 Pages

Known

Well

Writers, Bought by Studio, Now on Block for

Most kportant Creditors

to

In Paramount Publixs Bkptcy.;

WHOLESIILE LOTS

few times a major studio has

iare listed In

Assets Triple Listed Debts

IN

Jam<»s
Bellah-WllUam Kay story

'Lusitanla's

Warner

Secret,'

the

(Continued on page 65)

(In

bankruptcy),

fl,-

055,360.

Saenger Theatres, $604,144.
Ackro Theatre Enterprises, $710,662.
Attica Fllm Corp.. $1,006,109,
Bataban & Katz. $30,781.
Brooklyn Paramount Corp., $1,070,207.
Crescent Theatres Corp.. $407,262.

Dent Theatres. $782,703.
Elwood Amusement Corp.. $185,019.
Empire State Theatres, $1,250,172.

Flag Amusement Co., $414,040.
Kansas Ctty Opcratlns Co., $850,262.
Madison Operating; Co., $400,422.
New England Theatres. Inc., $800,380.
Paramount Broadway Corp.. $4.88.1.137.
Paramount Pictures Corp.. $1,752,502.
Berktaw Really Corp.. $1,053.
Paramount 43rd St. Corp., $5,041.
Paramount News. $305,200.
Paramount Pictures Distributing Corp.,
$14,884.

Paramount Productions,

Inc.,

$1,046,102.

Portland Theatres Corp., $700,100.
Publix MUEic & Production Corp., $20,004.
Publix RIcknrda Nace. Inc.. $ri42.810.
Publix Theatres Corp., $4,815,733.
Seattle Theatres Corp.. $490,240.
Seneca Holding Co., $1,811,810.
South Broadwuy Building Corp., $163,091.
Strand Realty Co., $1,837,847.
United Plays, Inc., $205,180.
Atlantic

Theatres,

States

$54,012.

Famous Players flanadlan
Kamous Players Film Co.,

Corp.. $231.
Ltd., $440,821.
Ltd.. $564,-

Paramount Astoria Theatres,

Paramount Films of Cuba, S. A., $201,010.
Paramount Ufcda Theatres, Ltd., $332,543.
Paramount Manchester Theatre, Ltd.,
$201,638.

Paramount
$430,583.
Soclete
Sock-te
Artists

Newcastle

Theatre.

Ltd.,

Anonyme

Ic Coll8eum. $201,808.
Immoblllcre du Vaudeville, $172.

Booking

OlTlce.

$4.10.

Erie Operating Corp., $335,008.

Famous Music

Co.,

$3,054.

Murks Bros. Theatres, $359,029
.Skouras Huner Theatres Corp., $301,023.
.Skouras Publ:x Thuatres Corp.. tm.180.
I'uhllic Duhin.vky Bros. Theatres, $1,14.'
Third Sc Broadway llldg. Corp., $11,850.
I'ublU FIi/.|iatrlok McElroy, $1.
Jiimnlra ThcalieH. Ltd., $U."i0.
Soclete
Anuntme Immoblllere
lirises,

Entor-

$'^.6ii<i.

In Deference to Double
Bills,

Jones' Shorts

Cut

Hollywood, March 20.
Warner.s has halved the length of
the Bobby Jones golf shorts to onereeiers, fiBuiing that with double
biU.s, It will be easier to book tlic

fund gold bonds due Aug. 1, 1950,
with princip'i $13,151,000 and interest in default on both bond issues

amounting

to $361,652.
In addition to these bond Issues,
figuring as major liabilities are $4,069,057 on mortgages and bonds

guaranteed by Paramount-Publlx;
notes of the Film Production Corp.
endorsed by P-P and held by 12
banks amounting to $13,368,932;
mscellaneous obligations guaranteed
by P-P of $1,362,644; contlnfifent
obligations under leases that are
guara,nteed, $632,102; rent obligations under leases covering premises
subsequently sublet or assigned,
$488,889; and miscellaneous possible
contingent obligations of $437,377.

Principal Assets
Principal assets Include real esembracing studios and land In
Los Angeles, of $3,112,561; personal
property of $2,111,502; debts due
P-P on open accounts, $1,029,316;
advances to affiliated companies of
$40,376,773; investments In affiliated
Liberty
companies,
$106,609,567;
bonds of $1,997 and cash in banks of
tate,

$507,186.

The only real estate listed In the
schedule is that of the West Coast
studio with land valued at $833,417
and

buildings thereon, $2,171,235;
Wilshire studio property, Los An-

and build$38,687,
land,
geles,
ings, $1, and Cable Road tract of
land. Los Angeles, $09,209.
This apparently is the only real
ostate which P-P as a parent holding company directly owns, everything else being in subsidiary firms.
Personal property listed In assets
;is $L', 111,502 is composed of the fol-

Unving:

Notes receivable, $322,048.
Film inventory and rights,

Kfliilpment in bulldlng.<5. $341,751.
The oqulpment in buildings In-

.shorter fllm.s.

clu'lps

Story and comedy material in the
of .six has been eliminated
and they now Include nothing but

olllre

form

!ind

scries

info.

Ifl'.'ied,

Jones, the sextet com-

icliii iis to

Atlanta this wook.

$1,447,-

To:;.

.sound

Hollywood studio, $182,151;
equipment of $117,781, and
c'lulpment

Paramount

of

bulldlr.g.

cli;ui(;< s

in Ihu

L".

$3,713

New

the
York,

in

fllm exS. o£ $38,106.

sound oquipmcnt

in

VARmV
Gloria

Waves

Tuesday, March 21, 1933

Hollywood

Qaake ffigUights

the Flag as She

Bollywood, March

Airs Her

Woes Why (and Where)

20.

Several pf the older buildings at
Briefly rewritten extracts from 'Variety's' Hollywood Bulletin, printed
Metro were shifted by,, the quake, each
Friday in Hollywood, and added to the regular weekly 'Variety.'
wardrobe structure moving
The Bulletin doee not circulate other than on the Pacific Slope.
18 Inebes. Administration
New* from the Dailiee in Los Angeles will be found In that customary
building was condemned above the department.
first floor because of the amount of
cement that bad fallen. Everyone
Brents to Europe
'Love' Is Right
entered by the main gate Instead of
Ruth Chatterton and George
through the administration buildBrent are leaving for New York,
ing.
Scene dock near the music
frpm where they will sail to Europe
Hollywood, March 20.
building had all of the plaster under
for a vacation. So Brent could get
Taking a scrambola out of
the eaves shaken loose.
away, Warners replaced him with
the earthquake region on the
Lyle Talbot in Mary Stevens, M. D.'
first train to leave after the
On hearing a wild rumor that a
shake, Benn W. Levy, British
tidal wave was coming, J. Farrell
'Hangman's Whip,' which opened
playwright, left a half comand
closed In New York In a week,
MacDonald said: 'Well, the beach
pleted script of 'Love Your
has been bought by Paramount.
will be the best place to see that
Body' on his desk at ParaPlay
is by Frank Butler, now en
from.'
mount and no word to anyone.
Par's writing staff, and Norman
the

about

Be Plroduced

Indie Fix Shouldn't
By

Nonchalant

Cecelia Ager

All this talk about Independent
production as the solution for the
picture Industry's problems provokes no loud huzzahs from Gloria,

Swanson. She's tried it.
It's hard to make a good picture
under the best conditions today, she
says. It's still harder to make it as
an independent producer, and It's
hardest of

all to

make

It

as an In-

dependent producer in England. She
found out.

Los Angeles, March 20.
As a guest of Caltec's famed
scientist, Prof. Mllllken, Prof.
Einstein showed great Interest

earthquake data.
the earthquake

In

When

Southern

California

two

world'j

most

(10)

note

1".e

shock.

First there's the question of what
kind of a picture to make, the
search for a new background, a new

or

Interpretation,
a new locale In
which to re-dress the standard
plots, the limited number of dramatic situations, and the defined
choice of human emotions. All promajor and independent,
ducers,

must

In these times

Indies' Pitfalls

Independent

producers

such

as

must first And the answer to
the problem that besets the entire

herself

industry, and then oVercome their
own specialized difllculties. The
°

,

therefore carries no flxed studio organlzatlon, must battle anew with
each picture striving to assemble a
p'roduction staff capable of giving
his picture a break. He can not, as
the major studios do, trade one ace
for another. He hasn't the cards.
He must snatch at whatever's
sloughed off, bide his time, hoping
to collect a winning hand.
He's forced into compromises, must
accept second-best. He can't barfor he has nothing to offer.
He's compelled to go into produc-

gain,

his original Intent weakened
by the concessions he has had to
make with what he knows would
have been best for his picture. If
lie's lucky enough to get the camera
man he wants, he can't buy the
tion,

;

director he was after. If the writer's
available, the leading man who
could have shoved his picture over
Is under contract to a major studio
—to one of the clans who deal only

Indewith commensurate clans.
pendent production may sound
good; in actual practice It's not so
hot, not according to the present
set-up anyway, says Miss Swanson.
Not unless all production was Independent, so that every producer
could be assured of an equal chance.
Vive La Hollywood
The independent producer in Hollywood has his troubles all right,
but he doesn't know the meaning of
trouble untlll he tries to make an
Indopen^lent production In England
'Only an American production
crew realizes what overhead means,
that pictures must be finished on
schedule,' reflected the sadder but
wise Miss Swanson. 'Only here do
you find a staff who'll dash over to
the drug store, grab a sandwich and
be back in 15 minutes when you're
pressed for time. Only in America
do you get the kind of cooperation
willing to stick with you 24 hours
a day, the kind that knows no Bank
Holidays, that figures weekdays,
Sundays, holidays alike all precious
time to be spent with one aim, the
swift, scheduled making of your

—

picture.

As Grosses

Sink

Hollywood, March

20.

With business off at the box o^ce,
major studios have, notified their
players that their names cannot be
used for ballyhoo pur posies In connection with anything that can be
considered opposition to the theatres.

the tying up of star
special evenings at
and other attractions which keep people away from
the picture houses. No special men-

Orders

kill

names with

cafes, sport events

—

'Of

Biltmore came
In for much favorable comment for
their conduct through their first
earthquake. When the second series of shakes started, they were
In the middle of the second act and
half of the audience walked out of
the bouse. Show continued without
hesitation, and as if nothing had
happened.
I Sing* at the

preview
aboard the

of

'Pleasure

most

name guests knowing
of

night

much

them preferred

out

without

that

have their

to

too

attracting

attention.

Relief

Fund Requests

Jump Wfo Through Cuts
Hollywood, March 20.
Salary cuts at the studios will not
revenue received by the
Motion Picture Relief Fund. Araffect the

rangements have been made whereby any depletion In contributions as
a result of reduced wages will be
made up by the various studios.
Calls for aid have increased about
10% as a result of the cuts.
-

It's

that sort of thing that

made me

what a grand thing American speed and efficiency is. I suppose I'm too Anrxerican, too used to
direct American methods to adapt
myself to the British tempo. When
the prop man's supposed to nail a
board, I like to see it done with one

realize

.

of trained American technicians. 'If your story calls for a foreipn locale, you get a richer flavor

making it right on the spot. Foreign
viewpoint, customs,
are so different from our own, we
can do an excellent job of imitating
them in Hollywood, but their actuality, their inner pulse, eludes us.
Perhaps that freshness of outlook
we're looking for wljl come from an
international
exch.ange
but
the
production, according to the present system of foreign production,
will have to be done by trained
American picture men.'
temperament,

—

Rellly Raine.

Warner studio celebs boarded the
returning '42d Street' train at Pasadena Friday night (17) and 'arrived'
in Los Angeles for the welcome-

expects Levy

Heavy Cost Makes
Unlikely

Sam

Others,

Sam

home

festivities.

It
Par's New Writers
Charles Logue has joined Para-

Kaplan,

mount

WiU Appeal

Kaplan, deposed czar of

New

to write script of Zane Grey's
'Stairs of Sand.' Marcus Goodrich,
novelist, also goes to Paramount as
technical advisor on bull-flght sequences In 'Trumpet Blows.'

Universal is negotiating with
Metro for a loan of Jackie Cooper
to play In 'My Old Lady,' original by
Jack Cunningham.

Option of Sally Ellers has been

taken up for another year by Fox.
Her next picture,' co-starring with
James Dunn, is 'Hold Me Tight.'

Landlords have voluntarily granted 60% reductions in rent on three
Southern California theatres operated by Principal Theatres.

Sedgwick on 'March'
Edward Sedgwick will direct the
much-delayed 'March of Time.'
starting at Metro in three weeks.
Color negative from the original
spiracy-coercion charges.
picture,
two years ago, may
Four ofDcers of the old Kaplan be used shelved
In the new picture.
dynasty, Charles Elchhorn, Fred
Castle, Morris Waldhelm and John
Fox Drops Four
Avza, were fined $500, while a $260
Their assignments completed. Fox
fine each was meted out to four is dropping oft the payroll Gene
others, Frank Day, Morris J. Rotker, Raymond and Jose MoJIca, actors;
Max Felnberg and William Paster. Doris Anderson, writer, and Frank
Cost of the trial to Kaplan and Tuttle. director.
his former 306 officers, payment of
Paramount is considering Beth
which has been the cause of some Brown's novel, 'For Men Only,' as a
concern in the operators' union possible Mae West picture.
through efforts of Kaplan to vote
legal fees to himself, has been terGibbons to Direct
rific.

Max

D. Steuer, attorney for

Kaplan and co-defendants, received
a $25,000 retainer and $1,000 a day
while in court. Hearings In court
consumed more than a month.

Cedric Gibbons, Metro's art direc-

meg

tor, will
'Tarzan and His
flrst directorial' effort.
is on the final draft,

as his

Mate*

Leon

Gordon

after
writers failed to turn in a satisfactory script.

many

larceny
charges
Question
of
against Kaplan and co-ofndals conMickey McGuIre left Thursday
victed on the conspiracy-coercion (16) for New Orleans, where he
charges Is being discussed, but un- opens at the Orpheum. He has comofficial whether any action In this pleted his Larry Darmour shorts.
was completely destroyed. It was direction will be taken.
Celluloiding Gaby Deslys
covered hy every form of Insurance
Al Polln, former biz agent of 306,
Paramount and Radio both have
except against earthquake damage. Cecil Wood, Jr., and others forced
an idea for a picture based on the
the action resulting in the present life of Gaby Deslys.
All
day Friday (10), chatter convictions.
writer had visited studios to InterChandler Sprague Is temporarily
view players for a fan mag story
off the Metro payroll, having completed the script on 'The Chaser.'
titled "Fear Never Wins Anything'.
At 6:69 that evening, the earthCooper in 'Afternoon'
quake occurred.
Gary Cooper will star In 'One
Sunday Afternoon,' current New
Winchell's Info (7)
York play, which Paramount has
German bought. Stephen Roberts will diAwakening,'
'Hertha's
Walter Wlnchell drew a lot of
•
to $6,735 in its rect.
laughs around Los Angeles in his Ufa picture, went
week at the Little Carnegie,
broadcast from New York Sunday first
Ryan Returns
N. Y., after the censors banned it
(12) night when he started passing
James Ryan, who left Fox in 1929
changed their minds. It's
out earthquake Information. Some and then
after 13 years on the lot to enter the
the highest figure house has garof the long distance advice he
agency business. Is back as casting
director for Sol Wurtzel's units on
passed out was that everyone in nered in close to two years.
When N. Y, censors turned down the Western avenue lot.
Southern California should boll wafilm
two weeks ago, Leo
the
ter 20 minutes before drinking.
took the
exhib-distrib,
Irving Pichel goes to Radio on a
Biggest belly chuckle came when Brecher,
fight
to the public via ads in the one-picture contract to direct the
the
wasn't
Wlnchell said that It
Also
he gave a couple of next Ann Harding film, as yet undailies.
flrst shock that did the heavy damtitled.
shows for the critics and social
age, but the 35th, which came at free
folks,
getting favorable comment
4:30 Saturday morning.
While on his way to Columbia to
all around.
put his name on a contract for
Then he hopped up to Albany, 'Rules for Wives,' Norman Foster
and appealed the decision, getting was injured in an auto accident and
was forced to withdraw from the
April 6 (Paris to New York), Mr. a reversal sans cuts.
House opened big immediately picture.
Woltman (Paris).
March 29 (Paris to New York) and has ben a virtual sell-out
Ernst Lubitsch returned to Parasince.
Arthur Kelly (Aquitania).
mount Friday (17) after conferring
London),

BANNED, THEN PASSED,
'HERTHA' SETS RECORD

SAILINGS

Despite her own harried experiMarch 25 (New York to
ence making a picture in Europe, Marguerltte Churchill (Lafayette).
Miss Swanson believes there's a lot
March 23 (Genoa to New York),
to be said in favor of making pic- Mary Plckford (Rex).
tures over there— that is, .with a
March 23 (Berlin to New York),

crew

away and

back some placid day.

Cruise'
Frehch liner
306, and his
'Winnipeg', In San Pedro harbor, troublesome
organizer,
Theodore
slated for Saturday (11) night, was Greenberg, who has been arrested
called oft because of the disaster. numerous times on various charges,
All proTlsIons on ships were do- received Jail terms Thursday (16) in
nated to victims of the quake and General Sessions. Other ofncers of
some of the injured were cared for 306 convicted on conspiracy and
coercion charges, received fliies.
aboard passenger vessels.
While appeal has been hinted, inside is that the expense obviates
America, I Love You
Henry Qarat, In Hollywood a that move. It Is estimated that it
would cost between $30,000 and
couple of weeksi says:
'First the banks closed and I $40,000 for Kaplan and Greenberg to
couldn't get any money, then the go through on appeals.
Sentence of six months, as recstudios cut salaries in half, and
now the earthquake. Besides that, ommended by Judge Nott, is the
Kaplan and Greenberg
I haven't been able to sleep out minimum
could be given under the conhere. But I still love California.'

made of radio. However,
P. A. Victims
some time studios have frowned
Paul Snell of Fox was a victim
on ether appearances of stars unRight
less there Was a direct picture or of the quake's aftermath.
after the first shock he turned out
theatre tle-iip.
Cafe racket has been getting the the gas in his home at Playa del
cold shoulder from players and Rey, which was plenty damaged.
other draw names for some time. Next morning he attempted to light
Cafes got too smart and publicized the heater and thd accumulated gas
players as being guests on special exploded, burning his right hand
occasions without first consulting severely.
the people, brazen attitude of the
Another freak accident was excafes was that the players, seeing
their names in print In connection perienced by Mrs. Norman Manwith the cafe, would appear rather ning, wife of one of the Fox Qtudio
than have the public believe they p.a.'s. She was in their home in
were eietting the high hat from the Anaheim Landing, resort near Iiong
Beach, when the shake occurred.
stars.
Got to be that every broken-down She attempted to run outside, but
joint In town was having special the porch buckled, throwing her
Indoors, where she received
back
nights, knowing that there would be
leg injuries and bruises.
little or no kick-back.
The Manning home, which they
Most of the class spots getting a
picture crowd draw have protected had been building for four years,
their

Studio struck his name off
the payroll for a time, filed the

script

York operators No.

for

clunk, not 10 gentle taps.'

'Trying to turn out a picture in
England, explained Miss Swanson,
'is like trying to swim the Channel
with your hands and feet tied and
with the current against you. In
Hollywood the heads of production
departments are so experienced and
resourceful, you're spared all the
They know how to
little problems.
take care of them for you. But in
England every tiny technical detail
awaits your personal decision.
Not So Merrle England
You must worry about everything.
The mixer says his sound's okay
but the camera's wrong. The laboratory says the development's perfect but the lighting is faulty. Two
days before I went Into .pro'duction
I discovered nobody had remem|)ered to sign up a camera man.

Legit Co'a Composure
company playing

Chicago

Thee

Special

Independent producer who makes
one or two pictures a year and who tion was

.

•

Players Taboo

And a new, an

arresting attack If they are to capture the sated public fancy. Every
Btory has been made by now. Miss
Swanson points out. Pictures must
face, therefore, the gamble of a new
approach, must foresee just which
concept win be attuned to the pubGuessing the public
He's mood.
temper Is the problem of all productions.

.

hit

the

foremost

scientists were in the garden,
picking roses. They didn't even

Dorothea Wlecke (Hamburg).

March 18 (New York to Los Angeles), Alfred Newman (California).
March 18 (New York to Paris),
.John MacGowan (Lafayette).
March 18 (New York to Genoa)
and Mrs. Irving Thalberg
(Norma IShearer), Mr. and Mrs.
Chos. MacArthur (Helen Hayes),
Frida Leider, Mr. and Mrs. LauriVolpl, Mr. and Mrs. Lauritz Melclioir, Mr. and Mrs. Giuseppe Dc
Luca, Armando Borgolli (Conte dl
Savoia).
M.irch 14 (New York to Bremen),
Mr.

Ludwig Hoffman (Bremen).

ZANUCK'S HUNTING TRIP

'

with Noel Coward in

New York

on

'Design for Living.'

Hollywood, March 20.
Robert Wyler will direct 'Bagdad
Following the close of production
on the Hudson,' original by Ward
at Warners, Darryl Zanuck and a Morehouse,
which the writer is now
party of five will leave April 22 for adapting at Universal.
a hunting trip in Canada.
Execs
will be away around five weeks.
Team Splits
Allan Rivkin and P. J. AVolfson
Several Warner directors will be
have split as a writing team, after
included in the party.
two ycai"s of collaboration.
Pair
have separate deals on with R.Klio.
Cosmetic Queen- Bid
Norman Krasna stays at ColumHollywood, March 20.
Metro is trying to get Nellie bia another year. Studio exercised
.\rden for one of the sub-leads in its option.
'Beauty', Faith Baldwin story.
Lyons Wickland has been tested
Studio figures tieup with Nellie
by Paramount in New York as a
Arden beauty .^ituff and socialite en- possibility for the Mae West pic(lor.sements. Madge Evans will play ture. Ho appeared with Miss West
lead.
on the stage.

PICYURES

Tuesday, March 21,-1933

Want Guarantee

6istrilis

Bank Repercussion

Pirotecfioii

Paris,

March

VARIETY

How

Film Savants Analyze

Ae

.

Grosses Spurt Markedly, the Mere
Percentage Gamble Is Deemed Insufficient

Until the present emergency lifts
theatre receipts are restored
Bearer to the normal plane they
Dn Joyed prior to the bank holiday,

NATIONAL

BM. WDX

distrlbutorq arc demanding flat engagements In place of percentage

FILM ADVERTISING

0.0.

is

National Better Business E>ureau
including in its investigatory

where the latter Is called for. Ex- scope, along with phoney film and
changes have been advised to either writing schools, the authors of bad
hold up nercentage pictures or'coia- advertising. From all indications,
flrm deliveries only after a satis- violators of the Hays Advertising
factory flat' -ren^tal arrangement has Code^which heis been mild in en'fleeh arrived at.
forcement, and had to swallow comThe theatres, In the majority of pa'iy.'iUlbis, will from iiow on be
Snstances reported, are refusing to
itibstitutp' ffkt for percentage deals
the / j^rou.nd that the account
should not .be forced to shoulder the
entire burden of the present situation.
Theatres feel It Is only reasonable.. ai)d fair at this time to expect that -the distributor will.' gamMe. along -With them.'
Before th& biuiklng crisis was reHe'ved through reopening of bankthg Institutions' around the cbiihtry,
taking certalfi' plcdistributors
^tures off release altogether, ref us'ing to' let th«rm go out in' the face
'.of greatly .diminished. box .offlc^.pos'slbilities.
These, pictures may be
held back Indefinitely.
The fear of the distributors now
.10 that those pictures which were
.on

'

.

-

•

^

on

'flold

-peircentage will

not

obtallii

their normally anticipated bits ''as
|-ental, with business in theaLtres reJnaihing liflghly' doubtful. All along,

hroughout the. (i.urren,t season;,, dishave been holding .out lor
guarantees in many Instances as a
protection, usually with independ-

irlbs

.

called oii the NBBB carpet.
The bureau, as those in show
business know, works hand in hand
with police and district attorneys
throughout the country. It is now
forming Its own Revising Board 'tor

all chang^ed.

Important Test

Over Product in

to

False statements or misleading
exaggerations.
Indirect misrepresentation of a
product or^ service through distortloa of details, either editorially or
,

plctorlally.

•

•

to under-

Statements which stsnd.
mine an industry by attributing to
produpts, generally, faults and
weaknesses true only of a few.
Price claims that are misleading.

its

^

Minneapolis, March 20.
would have been avowed,
Publix lost Its first major house
.fourth, la the.partial actaiowledgin the territory since the start of
ment theit'ntQt^ l^ fis iiii^portant as
its reoelvership when Joseph, ,Fii;le,dmoney; that the business must reman, ...wealthy &t. .PauI zeal, .estate turn the cuts and never allow itself
axid depaJtment store magnate, took
to slip again into the position where
back his Tower theatre, St. I^aul, halving sialaries is -the only immeunder A clause in the lease authoriz- diate resort
ing such action for non-.payment of
li'lfth, possible revision of sonde
The Tower was regarded of th&. practices of exchanges in
rent.
among the 'desirable' houses which view of the fact that nearly $2,0.00,Friedretain.
the circuit; hoped to
000 is always tied up in mlscelleaneman, who built and. formerly, op- ous banks throughout the country.
erated the. theatre, proposes to opIndies See the Light
erate it again.
It took the moratorium, however.
In an effort to compel Publix to
relinquish, some of the product
which it has 'sewed up, Friedman is
preparing to institute court action
to obtain relief. He will contend
that a portion of the product for
which Publix has contracted' was
intended for the Tower,, and that he
should be allowed to take it over,
The suit will be in the nature of a
test case into which the Issue of al
leged restraint of trade also will
-

.

Statements or suggestions offensive .to public decency..

.

>

.

.

JAILED IN AGUA, SUES

BAIXERS FOR MILUON
Los Angeles, March
for
arrest

.Suit

filed in

.

(1,000,268

for

20

alleged

and imprisonment was

Lps Angeles Superior Court

morning (Monday) by Attorney
Edward E, McCullough on behalf of
Raft's Personal, Solo James McCarthy, an eastern news-

or.

was

.

Pl.oi;u|'e companies .will have
watch the following conditions:

false.,

Sylvia Sidney Balks,

cast by her,

Stringent Economies

Declaring that the worst crisis of
the depression has been weathered
by the Industry and is virtually
over,
leaders this week in all
branches of fllmdom are now reckoning some of the advantages which
can only come with new experiences
in hard times.
Chronologically, first comes the
realization, by independent exhibitors, that without a strong national
organization they are powerless and
the last to be considered by the industry In times of emergency.
Secondly, completely upset Is the
belief of moratoria of other years
that the public must have only
comedy. Hit pictures during the
past year,, a survey disclosies, were
10 dramas to .fevery 4:clmedy.
Third, realization that it is folly
to depend upon credit; tha,t had the
business- kept wltljin Itg drwn finannioat' ot th^ .worries
cii^>:'.' bounds
and hardships of the t>ast two years

'

this

B&K-D1STRI6S

POUT OVER

paper man, and his son, a promiagainst
nent eastern politician,
After billing Sylvia Sidney and
Joseph M. Schenck, James CofCroth enter.
George Raft, over the week end. for and Baron Long, as operators, and
Friedman also owns the Strand,
St. Paul, which he recently took
a Joint personal appearance next the Agrua Caliente Corporation.
Suit is outcome of arrest Feb. 20 back from Publix when the strucweek (24), the Paramount, New
York, had to take the advance stuff at the resort of McCarthy and seven ture was condemned because of a
down yesterday (Monday) when others on suspicion of floating bad defective wall. He plans to remodel,
Hiss Sidney balked at the terms, checks. McCarthy was kept in Tia enlarge and operate it along with
and cancelled. She wanted $4,000 Juana Jail 18 hours and was badly the Tower.
With these two theatres he would
for the week, but the Par's best cut during the niight by a Mexican
be almost on an equal footing in the
otter was $3,000.
cellmate armed with a knife.
St. Paul loop with Publix, which
As a result of the Sidney-Raft
would
have only the Paramount,
combination dissolving, Raft may
most elaborate deluxer, and the
play the Brooklyn Paramount next
Dress Biz Riviera,- a smaller theatre, as loop
week by himself Instead.
first-run spots.
Raft's rift with Paramount PicJ. J. iVledl, operating local Pubtures has been settled and he reAll Gonuned Up, Bkpt
lix houses for the receiver, returned
turns to the studio about April 1.

Aspects of the

Brightii^r

Uustry s

advertising.

all

ent accounts.
With the circuits, majority of the
deals are on straight percentage.

X-.

Of

'

jtnd

Some

10.

Connie Bennett almost became a 'home-loving Frenchwoman*. She told the press,
on arrival here a couple days
ago that she was going to settie down in that dear France
and raise babies Instead <lft
Hollywood hoopla.'
Almost the next day, however, the bank thing blew
across the ocean, the Bankers
Trust company couldn't give
Connie any cash, the George V
shrugged its elegant
hotel
shoulders and they do tell that
of
opinion
Miss Bennett's
everything French, as broad-

JJntil

9

upon tiie indie exhib, a.s
has never been emphasized be-

to impress
it

fore, his helplessness as an individTemporaiy dictatorships ot
ual.

some indie groups were laughed at
by distributors who flatly refused to
them.
When Informal
ultimatums were delivered that indies would close down in certain
recognize

sections unless they got relief, the
industry is known to have boasted
that if tlie Indies did so it would
only result in Increased patronage
for circuit houses.

Turned down right and

hav-

left,

ing to pay cash for film at exchanges, going without any. official
explanation for the cut not being
passed down to the box-offlce, after
they had long ago taken it upon
themselves to cut ticket scales,
union labor capped the climax when
they, refused the cut and threatened
to

darken the entire- industry.

So galled are some of the more
active of indie leaders that they are
now considerini^ means to empower
the indies to cope with the unions.
They are figuring on a national
machine, patterned -after political
party lines, witha,' strong aggressive
leader in eacbt>fi the country-'fl con.

This: would
gressional districts.
mean that there would be 436- such
exhibitors who would be responsible
for an average of 30 theatres in each
district.
These leaders would comprise the national indie committee
which, in turn, would be responsible
to a compact executive body Just as
union heads do today.
Indies'

Union?

Either that or certain exhibitor
behind the movement
are to"r indies applying lor ihentbership in the American Federation: ot

spokesmen

Labor and

puttlnif thei^ theatres

on

the same union plane as projectionists and electricians and all other
crafts,
y
Just llice the major industry, in
Its preliminary deals on the cuts
with di'ganisied labor was bandied
from one union htod to the other
committee
the arbitration
until
Chicago, March 20.
materialized at the behest of
While the banking holiday lasted finally
•

the Hays Organization, so indies
the relations between Balaban &
they have been shifted from
Katz and film row, notably Metro, hold
department to department in most
were less than fraternal. B&K felt
rental relief.

of their efforts to get
that what with rigid credit rules
Of that $1,000,000 per day loss
and back of release dates film row
exhlbs hold
was protecting itself and letting during moratorla's reign,
themselves as the principal losers.
their chief and best customer go
Only $250,000 each day was lost to
lake.
in
the
Jump
Man's
At least two downtown theatres. production and distribution while
the theatre had to carry the full
Oriental and McVlckers, were reweight of the remainder.
ported desperate for product and
Another revelation made by the
obliged to make unwarranted holdfrom
York
after
finally
comNew
New deal is at the old salary, $760.
depression, and Just being appreciMilton G. (Gummo) Marx, who pleting deal s which give Publix, overs. Metro in particular yanked ated by major conipanles. Is that
Raft's chief objections, were to the
play dates on 'White Sister" and
part assigned him in 'Temple quit the Marx Brothers act several Metro, Fox, WB and FN ptoduct,
worse matters are throughout
the
years ago to go into the dress man- in addition to Par for the entire 'Tonight We I/>ve,' both choice pic- the country the more the pictureDrake.' He called the role unsym
tures, while other distrlbs took the
pathetic and feared it would hurt ufacturing business, has resorted to northwest territory.
dramatic masame
view that nothing but slough going public favors
bankruptcy
out.
Petias
the
way
him with the fans.
terial on the screen.
stuff would be released.
tion he filed with the U. S. Court
During the past year only one ot
and
from
B&K
comment
Tart
here Saturday (18) tabulated his KID
JAZZ
comedy,
shoulder-shrugging froni 'the dis- 10 outstanding hits was a
liabilities
at $105,808 and assets
and of 46 other features which rated
trlbs left a rankling friction that
none.
25% for Victnns
come
FAST PROD. SCHEDULE hasn't
been assuaged up to date al- high at ths box office only 16
His brother Arthur (Chico) is
though the play dates are hot rein- under comedy classification. Work
among the creditors for $29,000.
of li.dlvidual players hold true as
Los Angeles, March 20.
stated.
principal
liability
items
inOther

Gummo

'

ACTORS

UP

Hollywood, March 20.
All
California
film cludes
Southern
the dress manufacturing
Warners' short shooting schedule,
houses will give benefit perform- shop's landlord, the 1,376 Broadway as a budget reducer, went haywire
Corp., for $13,760 and a number of on James Cagney's 'Mayor of Hell,'
ances Wednesday (22), with onebank loans.
which finished Saturday after eight
fourth of the gross for the day goweeks in production Instead of the
ing to the earthquake sufferers
four programmed.
Exhibs aim at a $60,000 pot for the
Primary difficulty was the delay
Garbo Holding Out
cause.
occasioned by slow process of trainAll-inclusive benefit supersedes
ing many kids used in film.
the proposed performances in 73
Hollywood, March 20.
Fox-West Coast houses, originally
Despite press releases that Greta
set for last Friday.
Love a Parade'
Garbo has left Stockholm for the
Metro lot, the Swedish star Is still
a holdout, remaining at home to
Joe B. Brown is on the receiving
Sternberg
battle out contract dLfflcultles with end 'of a $460 New York suit filed
Jos. von Sternberg is due in New the studio before making the ocean by Al Boasberg, who charges he
York late tonight (Tuesday) on the hop;
wrote that much stage material for
With Miss Garbo a month late in Brown but wasn't paid.
Europa. That sets at rest all the
talk of his Joining a European pro- arriving, studio has stopped further
The Boasberg plaster was slapped
ducing company, although Para- work on her first story, 'Christina,' on Brown while the comic strutted
mount still insisted yesterday that until she is aboard a U. S. -bound in Warners' •42d Street' ballyhoo
It had nothing in view as regards bo.1t.
parade in New York last week.
'

1

Von

Home

New York

in three

She's on full salary in England.

L. A. to N. Y.
George Brent.
Pat Casey.
Chadwick.

J. E.

Ruth Chatterton.
Maurice Chevalier.
Merian C. Cooper.
Kenneth Goldsmith.

portant.

Leaders in the business contend
the cuts must be rescinded, the
sooner the better. They see no uniformity, such as the introduction,
with the return. They figure that
one or two companies will take the
Initiative

and others

will

follow,

Gloria SwaTison.

major

Futter.

Edgar Ulmer.

currency frozen.

Herman
in

weeks Miller are

Also on the Europa, after a short on a two months' leave of absence
European visit, are Constance Ben- from the Warner studio, Joan
nett and the Marquis de la Falaise, Blondell will immediately go into rehearsal with Harry Rose, stage
m. c, with whom she'll do a vaude
Songsmiths Go Camera
Master Arts has set Dorothy turn. Publix has the act tentatively
Fields and Jimmy McHugh for a set.
Miss Blondell and Rose teamed up
one-reel musical short.
Song wilting team will sing their for a week in Chicago some time
ago.
own numbers.

Reverse of 1907

Michael Farn\er.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Newman.

Joan Blondell's Act
Due

starred.

It was Just the opposite in 1907
and the depression before. Tlien
legit dominated, and the record
Hollywood, March 20.
shows that producers shelved the
Despite ofCers from Metro and drama and dusted off comedy scripts
Charles R. Rogers, Constance Cum- to buoy up the buyers.
mings remains in England for one
The bankerless era and summer
more picture.
plans of the industry are covered
Reason for turning down offers elsewhere in 'Variety.'
But the
is the eight week pay cut period. morale angle is currently all-im-

Cnnunings in England

Wohl formerly was with Fox and
Paramount,
Miller Just finished
editing India Speaks' for Walter

'Cavalcade' Cycle on?

talking seriously to Marlen..- Diet
rich.

Cuts Keep Constance

save possibly one or two whose
problems may protract the eemimoratorlum on payrolls.
On the matter of exchanges the
immediate post-moratorium brought
to light the fact that 350 such depots have as many accounts in as
many banks throughout the country.
Although the accounts are
average
the
flowing,
constantly
amount on deposit in each of these
banks Is about $6,000. When certain
the
with
of the banks failed to open
others last week, practically every

von Sternberg.
According to a rumor yon Sternberg has a deal lined up with Fox,
which company is also understood

well.
Will Rogers in 'State Fair*
has less comedy opportunities than
in any picture in which he has been

a

picture

Los Angeles, March 20.
A.
Wohl and David
to produce Independently
dealing with American

history.
Wohl is bankrolling picture which is being made at Universal which gets first call on release, though two other companies
are dickering.

Phil Goldstone.
B. B. Kahane.
Marx Bros.
Nat Perrln.

Arthur Sheekman.
Ernest Truex.

N. Y. to L. A.

dl.strlbutor h.ad

gome

ot his

PI € T

VARIETY

10

Banks Unloosen and Mpls.
State s

E

Lincoln,

Dittoes;

Vaude Return a Socko

GROSSES
Famous

PROV. LOOKS UP ALSO;

STAGE SHOWS BIG HELP

eeveral singers, the State has things
pretty much to Itself this week. The
Entrance,'
'Employees'
picture,
doesn't matter. It's tlie stage show
that counts the first the loop has
had in the more than a month since
the Orpheum discontinued vaude-

Outlook

—

Providence,
pleasanter

March

20.

week.

this

Banking crisis now a thing of the
past, and situation, which started
up last week is now completely cleared and showmen hope
for a better break this stanza. There
are two or three unusual turns in
to ease

ville.

The Mills Bros, have proved their
mettle here on the occasion of their
initial engagement less than six
months ago, and Lou Breese is a
prime local favorite. Generally, return engagements within six months

the present situation, but the outstanding one, battle between Fay's
are not so forte, but the Mills- and RKO Albee, the town's leading
Breese combination is exceptional in combo houses, is holding the spotits

drawing power and ability to re-

light.

peat quickly. It's the same combination that blasted through to $18,House should dent the
depression with a stupendous $16,000 just the same.
Century and Lyric aren't doing
eo badly, either. The former, second leading Publlx loop house, is
playing a return engagement of
'State Fair,' which did a magnificent
$14,000 at the State only a few
weeks ago. They call it a repeat

March

CAPITAL'S BIZ

Approaching a Crisis

And Free Some Coin
Lincoln, Neb.,

Minneapolis, March 20.
With the Mills Brothers In person,
Lou Breese and his orchestra and

Mont'i Gross Situadi

Neb^ Refuses

To Emulate Honest Abe

ISG's

Tuesday, March ^1, 1933

Montreal, March 20.
executives In

Players'

HOLDING UP OK

town over the week-'ond to discuss
wage main stem situation' brings grosses
20.

Whittled admission scales,
cuts and possible controversy over question
to
head with radical
union contracts combined with the changes In operation probable. Curgeneral money clutching, forecasts
another lethargic week. LTC non- rent conditions are worst since

union employees were handed a 60% sound was Installed In this city and

cut and the State is considering a wholesale cutting ot expenses has
26% dock if things don't look up not availed to keep houses out of
the red.
His Majesty's trying to
Biz has moved generally eastward solve the problem by running seaThe son of summer stock.
downtown .to the lOc'ers.
laboring class which formerly seemCapitol looks to have the pick of
ed the sole patronage of the second- the bunch currently with "What No
runners is now pretty largely Beer?' and the Durante-Keaton duo
sprinkled by many former first-run should put It across to a $10,000
gross.
payboys, especially college trade.
Palace's 'Madame Blanche'
The Lincoln cut Its gate to 10- offers fair chances, but there Isn't
16-26 from the old 26-40 scale. The much above $9,000 as things are goState followed suit from its former ing. Loew's may be on Its last week
26-36 demand.
This puts three of vaude and 'Crime of Century' Is
first-run houses on the same ad- not over-likely to show any Jack-up
mission basis, leaving the Stueut In gross; $10,000 Is best estimate.
high and almost forsaken with a Princess has Swanson's 'Perfect
Understanding.' which on the name
56-60 top.
'Topaze' goes into the Stuart this will get a fair play at $7,000.
Imperial and Cinema de Paris are
week, but unless the gate is let
down, last minute, it'll starve. The both In the red, but nabes are showLincoln gets |Clear All Wires,' but ing rather better lately, owing to
May be a number
in spite of the b.o. cut, faces a poor cheap admish.
location and won't draw too well. of thenn In paying figures.
'Cohen's and Kelly's,' always a good
Estimates for This Week
draw here, In the cheap neighborHis Majesty's (Ind) (1.600; 76hood at the State, should get swell $1.60) ^French operetta company.
play.
Another subscription week which
has the usual average return of
Estimates for This Week
Last week was second of
Colonial (LTC) (650; 10-15-20) $7,000.
'Sailor Be Good' (KKO). Fairly at 'Dansons' (French), which faded all
Last week 'Whistling in the week, barely returning $3,000.
$600.
Palace
(FP) (2.700; 60)— 'Secret
Dark' (MG) first half and 'Scarlet
River* (RKO) second half, had a of Madame Blanche' (MG). Nothing
stand-out, to this one in this town,
slim week at $500.
Lincoln (LTC) (1.600; 10-16-26) $9,000. Last week, much censored.
Done Him Wrong' (Par)
'Clear All Wires' (MG). Lee Tracy She
should be good for $2,000 here. Last grossed $10,000.
(FP) (2,700; 60)—'What!
week 'Grand Slam* (WB) couldn't NoCapitol
Beer?' (MO) and 'The Woman
arouse Interest to $1,700.
Accused' (Par). About the .best
10-16-26)
Orpheum (LTC)
shortly.'

I

Washington. March

20.

Town is spending this week re^
covering from inauguration upsets.
houses are gathering up
pieces of house records and straight
pic boys are seeing sun for first
time this month.
Fox and Earle are back to normal
grosses, with pictures doing the
pulling instead of air names. First
time in two weeks that features
have been played above stage at
eithOF house.
Despite biggest nut ever paid out
here for stage show. Eddie Cantor
got only $29,000 for Fox last week.
This was good for house, but could,
have been hoisted if Cantor had'
consented to play more shows.;
Balked at more than four a day, and
SRO sign went up regularly on
early 26c and night shows. Amos 'n'
Andy did $37,000 week before by;
playing five and six daily, and opin-'
ion is general Cantor could have
done same. Banjo-eyed boy's argument was that he was on stage over
half hour, while A&A r£L'n only about
eight minutes per show.
Bernie got nice $23,000 for Earle
last week, but would have beaten.,
that except for Cantor. Two lads'
admittedly appeal to same class of
air fans, and all hands agree it w£ts
tough on both houset^ to. play them
simultaneously.
Surprise of month Is '42d Street.*
now in third week. Pic ran at Earle
first week and broke a record. Waa
switched to Met last week andtopped house %ver^e for £rst run
show. This week opened well, ani^i
If It holds up should see $6,0(|0,>
which would be good for second,,
much less third, showing. Business
Vaude

Several weeks ago Fay's inaugurated the idea of bringing unit
It clicked beautifully.
In fact, so well that Fay's
has been outdistancing all other
spots in town. This week the Albee
and Fay's are fighting it out with
elaborate stage shows, and business
Is brisk at both stands.
The Albee has the Marcus show
of 1933, called 'La Vie Paree' with
Constance Bennett on the screen in
first run engagement on account of 'Our Betters.'
On top of this the
the Century's 40c admission (Just house cut 10c oft the top price Sat15c under the State) and the fact urday and Sundays. Walter Johnthat the theatre housing the attrac- son's musical revue, 'Garden of
ion has played first runs exclusively Eden,' is at Fay's.
up to this time.
The
Metropolitan,
the
third
'Mystery of the Wax Museum,' combo stand here, also has a r6vue
Lyric attraction. Indicates that there heading the seven acts of vaudeville
is still a public here for shocker- at the top price of 26c.
The town
thrillers.
The unusual setting and has no legit attractions this 'week
the technicolor lend novelty to the except the stock company, the
picti^re.
Modern, which Is denting picture
Is result of swamping town with
'Hallelujah, I'm a Bum' looks dis- grosses week after week.
ballyhoo and having something to
appointing at the Orpheum, despite
The bright spot in the picture
(1.200;
Manager J. J. Gross' effective ex- field is '42nd Street' at Majestic, 'Devil Commands' (Par). Maybe a b.o. show in town with a fair chance justify it. Leg angle predominated'
ploitation campaign. Jolson's long which Is holding over. Clearing up mediocre $700. Last week island of of $10,000. Last week 'Frisco Jen- In the exploit stuff.
Rialto is trying second week on
absence from the screen and the of banking situation early started Lost Souls' (Par) too freaky to ny' (WB) and "Employees Entrance'
(WB) well ahead with 'Big Cage,' hoping to get crowd
film's title are handicaps, also pic- this one climbing, and caused house draw, got $660.
which stayed away last week to go
ture is somewhat short of feminine to keep it for another stanza. OpenState (Monroe) (600; 10-16-25). $10,000.
«5)—
Loew's
(FP)
'Crime
(3,200;
Cantor and Bernie. Wild animaf
to
appeal.
ing of second week gratifying, and 'Cohen's and Kelly's in Trouble'
of Century' (Par) and vaude. Cru- angle was played up with elephant'
All leading banks here reopened even with anticipated drop later (U).
Should pull pretty well for cial week ahead with chances
of and lion in lobby. Interesting stunt
on a 100% basis last week, no re- in the week run will be okay.
Last week 'Sporting Age' closing for keeps at
$1,500.
the
end
of
It.
was
taking beasts around to school
strictions being imposed on with(Col) and the Carnera-Schaaf fight
Estimates for This Week
Hopes are for $10,000. Last we«k playgrounds. Local circus fans' as->~
drawals from checking or savings
drive 'em In, weak at $760. 'Dangerously
RKO Albee (2,600; 15-56)—'Our couldn't
(Fox) and sociation dug up ex-animal trainer
Tours'
accounts, and business Jumped sub10-26-36-65(LTC)
Stuart
(1.900;
Betters'
(RKO)
and
vaude,
good,
stage presentaboth
grossed $9,600.
to go along as barker.
stantially at loop show houses colntion.
Grood show, best house has 60) 'Topaze' <BKO). Has too high
Princess (CT) (1,900; 60)—'Per'Fast'Workers' gave Palace a new
cldentally with the resumption.
b.o. formality, but' may get $2,500,
Gilbert's
'Cavalcade,' roadshowlng at the had in weeks, and box office is so-so. Last week. •42d Street' (WB) fect Understanding' (UA) and 'Na- low record last week.
Lyceum at $1.10 top, remained two showing the difference with the help got oft better than expected and gana' (U). Gloria Swanson Is usu- usual appeal is to femmes, and
ally a good bet here, may. get $7,000. when he is cast in isteel worker,
days longer than its allotted two of a 10c cut in prices over the week- gathered a nice $3,000.
Last , week 'Uptown New Tork' show, which Is man's pic he Just
weeks, trade improving toward the end. Bennett a safe bet In this
(WW) and 'Hypnotized' (WW) $6,- doesn't mean anything. 'Rasputin.''
end of the engagement. However, town, but with the aid of the stage
600.
playing at house first time since
box-offlce results were nothing to show this one should go well over
Imperial
(France-Film)
(1,900;
roadshow run. is doing normal busiwrite Home about, economic condi^ $10,600, a figure house hasn't been
BIZ
50)
'L'Ane de Buridan' (French). ness, headed for $16,000.
tions, the out-of-the-way and un- able to touch in many a stanza.
May gross $1,600. Last week 'Don
'Cavalcade,' doing second week
popular theatre and the public's La^t week 'So This Is Africa' (Col)
de la Montague' (French) at National at two a day, is beating
realization that the attraction soon couldn't make the hurdles even with
B. 0.'S Juan
$1,200.
'Sign of Cross,' last road show at*
would be available at regular prices 'Gamby's' help; n.s.g. at $6,000.
15-65)—
Fay's
Cinema
'Humanity'
de
Paris
(France-Film)
(1,600;
traction
at house, but still isn't anymitigating against heavy takings.
25)—'Le FUs de Papa' thing to rave about. Last week it
Business
(600;
Portliind. Ore., March 20.
•Big Drive' is holding for a third and (Fox) and stage show.
(French) and "Le Dernier Choc'- had toughest opposition It will prob-*
final week at the tiny World, having brisk and house riding on crest of
Lifting of moratorium brought
swell
shows
it
has
been
dishing
(French).
Usual
out
Last
$1,000.
week
ably ever bit. and saw $8,000 against
breezed through to nice profits the
only mild biz
All grosses
lately.
Wouldn't surprise if this sank to about revivalnormal
'L'Enfant Martyr' (French), $800.
$6,000 for 'Cross.'
Initial fortnight.
in' cur65% ot
With assurances from Metro that one went over $8,600. Last week rent quotations. Most houses seem
Estimates for This Week
a sufficient flow of product releases Girl. Missing' (WB) was swell at settling on a b.o. keel of about 60%
Earle (WB) (2,424; 25-36-60-60will be made available for Publlx $7,800.
a
year
occasional
high
of
ago,
with
70) 'King of Jungle' (Par) and
Loew's State (3,700; 10-25)—'Fast spots answering
Buffalo
loop houses, the Century will remain
to exploitation,
vaude.
Ray Bolger holding up fair
Opening better
open and a two weeks' notice at Workers' (MG).
Fox-Broadway exploited its own
stage bill, but public Is taking its
that house was withdrawn last than the last few recent ones, but novelty picture edition this week.
and
Fihn Jungle stuff now with' a grain of
Thursday. The intention had -been what the last half will bring is Network on Parade.', composition
salt.
Will get average $17,600 with
to close It on account of shortage of merely conjecture as John Gilbert of Par, WB. and Fox shorts of radio
Last
has worn out his welcome In these names. Munchausen, Winchell, EtBuffalo, March 20. ~ no outstanding opposition.
product.
week 'From Hell to Heaven' (Par)
spots, and only word-of-mouth can
ting, etc. Contest provided picture
Box offices, despite favorable
Estimates for This Week
save it. Looks like $6,000; off. Lost title; and the compo picture looks weather conditions, mostly weak. can thank Ben Bernie on stage for
big $22,500.
State (Publix) (2.200; 55)—'Em- week 'Hallelujah I'm a Bum' (UA)
in
line
click
fairly
on
the
lower
to
It's due as much to the poor quality
ployees' Entrance*-(FN) and Mills was $6,900.
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 15-26-35-50gross levels now prevailing. Double of the product as anything else.
Brothers in person, Lou Breese artT
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-65)— bill also features 'Clear All Wh-es'
'Broadway Bad' (Fox) and
60)
Estimates for the Week
orchestra and Gertrude Lutzi. Stage '42nd St.' (WB) and 'Secrets of
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-66)— vaude. Joe Fenner is always good
and pit entertainment the draw. Sin' (Chest). Started off on second (MG).
here
and Is helping to usual house
Hamrlck's Oriental had censor Our Betters' (RKO) and stage
And what a draw, whamming 'em stanza big, but slide is expected.
gross
of $23,000. Last week it was
plenty.
Folks are hungry for the First week was slow In getting trouble over 'Croona Goona' (Shef- show. Going away down to brutal Eddie Cantor who dragged 'Crime
Paper brassieres ordered $10,000. Last week 'King of the
flesh-and-blood, so they're eating it started, but when banks released field).
of Century' (Par) up to $30,000. This
up; looks like a gigantic $16,000. payrolls on Tuesday it built up to pasted on billboard displays of Jungle' (Par) only $11,800.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 26-40) is big figure but $16,000 nut for CanLast week 'She Done Him Wrong' $11,500, a figure stands haven't dusky Balinese. Exploitation won
tor act didn't leave a lot over.
extra attention and !biz for that pic''42d St.' (WB). In its second week,
(Par), $9,000, big.
touched In ages. This week is exKeith's (RKO) (1.830; 16-25-35Oriental follows with U's looks to grab nice $8,000.
Last
Orpheum (Publix) (2,890; 40)— pected to stick close to $7,000, and ture.
50-60) 'Our Betters' (RKO). PenNagana,*
nicely.
and
holding
week,
very good at $12,800.
up
Hallelujah I'm a Bum' (UA). Fine that's setting the pace for the other
nett doing well as always, but not
Fox-United
Artists
dropped
Its
Century
26)—
(Shea)
(3,400;
exploitation not bringing deserved picture spots.
up
to old days when she was conUntop
from
'Perfect
'Hello,
66
to
40c
for
Everybody'
(Par)
and
'Parareturns. Initial returns disappointParamount (2,200; 16-40) 'Crime
chute Jumper' (WB). Very slow, sistent top star. Ought to get $9,ing and Indicate a mediocre week. of the Century' (Par), and 'Strictly derstanding,' but
bumped the b.o. down to a poor maybe $4,600. Last week 'Crime of 000 which is Just above her last pic.
.Maybe $4,000, light.
Personal' (Par).
Mystery thriller showing.
Last
week 'So This Is Africa (Col)
currently
has
the
House
Century'
(Par)
'Private
and
Lyceum (Clifford) (2,500; 55- well liked, but the second feature is
the
got awful kick-back from
(U) $4,300.
$1.10)— 'Cavalcade'
(Fox).
Ac- proving a handicap. Indications are Blondle Johnson' (FN) going fairly, Jones'
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25)— 'Ladles church-goers, but when this got
claimed one of the best ever, but that house will be able to garner but gross is off from various causes.
noised
about it helped to o.k. $7,000.
Orpheum setting aggressive They Talk About' (WB). Looks to
they're waiting for It at regular close to $5,000, so-so.
Last week policy of exploitation to hold biz get around $7,000, not so worse.
25-35-50-60-70)
Met (WB) (1.583;
prices.
Remained nine days over 'Lady's Profession' (Par) and 'Hell
42d Street' (WB). In third week
the first week, instead of scheduled to Heaven' (Par) also so-so at at P. M. (pre-moratorium) levels. Last week "What! No Beer* (MG)
Great Jasper' took the bump at that and 'Old Dark House' (U) $5,500, and going surprisingly well, maybe
fortnl^sht.
Copped only a mediocre $4,100.
$5,000. Last week followed recordhouse, but coming back with 'Our
$11,000 for the engagement.
Metropolitan (3,400; 10-25)— 'The Betters' and looking better.
25)— breaking run at Earle and turned
OrLafayette
(Ind.)
(3,400;
Century (Publix) (1,600; 40)
Mummy' (U) and vaudeville. Things
Commands' (Col) and 'State In great $8,000.
•State Fair' (Fox). Second engage- up a peg, and the chances are gross pheum holding its vaude and stage 'Devil
Building to a
Trooper'
(Col).
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 15-25-35ment in loop, following huge $14,000 will be close to $1,500 for first three band.
Fox-Parker brought 'State Fair' strong $8,000, above par. Last week 60-60) 'Rasputin' (MG). First time
Got a fiylng start and on strength of Sunday opening.
at State.
Manhattan' (Col) and at pop prices and getting average
looks set for another 'big week Last week 'Pride of the Lesrion' (Fox) back for a third week at the 'Child of
(Mayfalr) a $16,000. Last week 'Fast Workers'
did two winning 'Midnight Warning'
Rialto.
Picture
Indicated,
one
Around $6,500
of best (Masc) was slightly dver $1,200 for
fine $7,600.
weeks at the Broadway.
(MG) set new low for house with
house has had. Last week 'Madame last half.
about $6,000.
Estimates for This Week
Blanche' (MG), $4,500, pretty good
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-25)—
Rialto (U) (1,863; 25-36-40-50)
Uptown (Publix) (1.300; 40)— 'Lucky Devils' (RKO) and 'Child of
Broadway (Fox-Parker) (2,000;
'Big
Cage' (U). Second week with
Holding a fair
•Strange Interlude' (MG). Here for Manhattan' (Col). Nicely balanced 26-40) 'Network on Parade' (local- —'Nagana' (U).
less opposition is anybody's guess.
nine days and clicking nicely, should bill seems set for sure $3,000, good ly edited from shorts) and 'Clear average for this house around $3,
Last week 'Goona Goona' Hoping for $3,000. Last week a fair
top $4,500, fine. Last week 'Hello Last week 'Western Code' (Col) and All Wires' (MG). Answering fairly 000.
Everybody' (Par), five days, $1,800 'Past of Mary Holmes' (RKO) came to exploitation and may get $5,000, (Shef) and 'I^Tight aub Lady' (Col) $5,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,232; 15-25poor,
back in last leg to bring gross to oke. Last week 'King of the Jun- answered to exploitation for okay
35-40) 'Jungle Killer.' Trying a little
$4,000.
gle" (Par) fair $3,800.
Lyric (Publlx) (1,300: 35)— 'Wax $1,800.
Liberty (Fox-Parker) (2,000; 15- sly publicity on it as debunker of
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-40-55)
Museum' (WB). Dandy for this
—'Our Betters' (RKO) with vaude 25)— 'Robbers' r.oost' (Fox). Hold- jungle movies with two straiKht
house and skillfully exploited by
Manager Bob LaFevre, who due: up of it, light. Last week 'Girl Miss and stage band. Not bad for these ing up fairly for possible $2,800 animal shows at opposition. May
Last week 'Luxury
Last Last week 'Whistling in the Dark' see $3,000.
timed, around $5,500, 'better.
a display of wax figures for lobby Ing* (WB) and 'Man Against
Liner' (Par) came slightly above
week 'Great Jasper' (RKO) did just (MG) quite fplr at $2,500.
Ijast an,' split (Col), $1,500. light.
Should reach $4,000, okeh.
average with $3,100.
Rialto (Fox-Parker) (1,600; 26
Aster (Publix) (900; 25)— "Secrets fairly at $4,600.
week 'Broadway Bad' (Fox), $3,000,
40)—
(50-$l-$1.50)
National^
(Legit)
Police'
Fair'
Brought
French
(RKO)
and
'MysUnited
Artists
(Fox-Parker)
'State
(Fox).
of
light.
25-40)—5Blondle_Johnj
-thiEd...week at -thls-.hQUBe^^0(1;
Grand (Publlx) (1,100; 35)— 'Face
(FN). Not going much better than after two at the Broadway, well ex- and ought to come out all rlpht
In the Sky' (Fox) and 'Hello Every- I^ast week 'Me and My Gal* (Fox)
body' (Par), spilt, latter second 'Flesh' (MG) and 'Sherlock Holmes $3,000, fair. Last week 'Perfect Un- poited and should get okay $3,300. with $6,000. Last week it was up
derstanding' (UA), $3,300.
Last week 'Dangerously Tours' against stiff opposition and pIiouIO
Probably $1,800, with (Fox), loop second runs, split, $1,
loop run.
Oriental (Hamrick) (2,600; 25-35) (Fox) poor at $2,000.
have bettered $8,000.
•Sky' picture responsible for most 200, oke.

shows to town, and

000 before.
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SEATTLE BELIEVES

Comparative Grosses for March

DEPRESSION

IS

'

"

No

CAPITOL

16,400; 86-7C<-99»1.0B)

Low.

Wynn

Stage Show

PARA-

MOUNT

Done Wrong

Done Wrong

on stage)
King Jungle

$58,600

$63,000

$36,000

(Mae West on

•(8,064; 85-BS-76)

High. $95,000

Low.

stage)

RKO ROXY

Manhattan

High. $71,000

Low..
-

30,000

ROXV.

Sky
$30,000

(New Low)
Ghost Train

$16,000

$23,600

$32,000

days)

(6

Man Who

Won

Show

$16,800

Low.
'

MAYFAIR

Get Married

Nagana

•(2,220: 25-86-7e)

$9,000

$9,000

$8,300
(9 days)

Wax Museum

Blondie

$23,200
(11 days)

Johnson

.

Dangerously

High. $53,800
Low..
6.700

STRAND
boo

1(2,

Hard

Handle

25-B5-B6-

:

OS-76)

$16,000

High. $78300
.Low.

.

Johnson
$6,600

$20,000

(2d week)

days)

(6

6.500

.

Reduced

*

to

sca.le.

CHICAGO
Woman

42d St.

$27,300

Accused

$41,800

Stage

$H500

;High.

Low..

Show

21,000

ORIENTAL

20,000 Years
$16,000

86-65-76)

(9,200;

$37,400

$21,000

(Mary Gftrden
on stage)

(New Low)
State Fair

State Fair

$19,200

$10,300
(2d week)

Topaze

Private Jones

This Africa

$22,500

$21,000

$18,600

(2d week)

6.600

PALACE

Child

of

(2,760;

40-66-88)

Manhattan

:Hrgh.

$25,000
5,000

$22,000

Low..

Vaude

March

Feb. 25
State Fair

March 4
Mme. Blanche

March 11
Kid from

Dangerously

(2,024; 26-40)

$16,000

$16,200

Spain

$6,000

High. $48,000
Low..
5.000

(2d week)
Stage Show

(SchumannHelnk on

$17,900

(New Low)

stage)

PARA-

MOUNT
;Low..

Woman

Crime of the
Century

Accused

$6,600

$7,000

(DARK)

Wax Museum

King's

Ladies They

$7,300

Vacation

Talk About

$10;300

$9,600

25-80)

•(8,696;

(New Low)

5i600

HOLLY.

WOOD

(2,7S6; 26-66)

DOWN-

TOWN

days)

Reduced

Wax Museum

King's

Ladies They

$10,000

Vacation

Talk About

Vaude

$12,000

$10,000

Blondie

Johnson
$6,000
(9

days)

scAle.

BROOKLYN
Feb. 25
Sign of the

PARA-

MOUNT
•(4,200; 26-3663-76)

J

March 4
Crime of the

Low..

March 11
Done Wrong

March 18
King Jungle

Cross

Century

$62,000

$22,000

$36,000

$26,600
(Sally on
stage)

(Mae West
on stage)

(Vanities on
stage)

Vampire Bat

Get Married

Face Sky

$13,600

$10,000

$10,500

Stage

Show

Death

Kiss

High. $80,000
18,500

FOX
•(4,000 26-36-60)

$8,000

;

Stage Show

High.

Low.

METROPOLITAN

Cynara

No Beer

$16,«00

$24,000

Vaude

26-36-66-

(8,000;

Ladies They

High.

Clear Wires

Talk About

$19,800

$27,000

(Show Boat

(Ed

75)

Wynn

on

on stage)

stage)

Low.

ALBEE

State Fair

Topaze

Great Jasper

Child of

(8,600 ; 25-35-657G-85)

$22,000

$21,200

$18,000

Manhattan

Vaude

$16,100

High. $40,500

Low.

10,000

.

STRAND
26-35-65)

(2,000;

*

to

Vacation

Handle

$9,800

$12,300

High. $28,500

Low..

Hard

King's

Wax Museum

Blondie

$10,000

Johnson
$8,300

4.000

Reduced

b sale.

SEATTLE
PARA-

MOUNT

Feb. 25
State Fair

March 4
Done Wrong

$8,400

$8,900

(8,100; 26-40)

March

Hello,

March 18
No Beer

Everybody

$6,100

11

$4,300

High. $21,000
4.000
Low..

FIFTH

'AVE.

(2,300 ; 26-40)

High. $26,000
2,800
Low..

MUSIC BOX
(IKiO;

25-33)

High. $17,000

Low..

10-15-26)

High. $12,000

Low..

Devil's

Sign of
the Cross

Sign of
the Cross

$9,100
(55c Top)

and
Luxury Liner

Driving

$2,800

$6,000

(New Low)

Ladies They

Talk About

King's
Vacation

$2,600

$4,900

Naked Truth
$5,000

20,000

Years

and
Luxury Liner
$4,400

I'm a Bum
$3,100

3,000

ried'

Trailing the

Man

Killer

and
Straneie

•

Flaming

Woman

State

Guns

Trooper

$4,800

$5,200

$4,500

Against

(Sbef),

double

•

Adventure
$4,700

(Continued on page 21)

bill,

$3,200.

Music Box (Hamrick) (960; 2635) 'Private Jones' (U). Lee Tracey
getting the lights and the kale for
good $4,600; holdouts from the
'Topaze'

(RKO)

$3,400.
(1,800;

16-26)

Last week,

Coliseum

(NRF)

•Silver Dollar' (FN) and Infernal
Machine' (Fox) double bill, anticipates a good $3,300. Last week,

Worse This Than Last

March

Wk
20.

Expected return to something approximating normalcy with the reopening of banks not materializing,
with prospects far from bright this
session.
Last week, however, was
not quite as bad as expected, with
grosses for the most part underestimated.
'Our Betters' at the Stanley is
probably the town's sole attraction
with a chance of getting a decent
break. Bennett should bring in a
half-way respectable $9,500, although that's far from good; Bennett has never been ace High around
here in the deluxers. but better In
smaller seaters.
'Men Must Fight' will have trouble limping along to $7,600, while
•King of the Jungle' is a toss-up
for $5,500 or thereabouts.
Estimates for This Week
Davis (WB) (1,700; 26-30-40)—
•Broadway Bad' (Fox) and 'Sailor
Be Good* (RKO). Maybe $3,000, but
ll'll have to speed up to do It.
Last
week 'Maedchen In Uniform' excellent at $4,400, with all conditions
considered. With banks open, that
would have still been a neat figure.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,760; 1525-40) 'Luxury Liner' (Par). Encouraging opening for this one and
with any sort of break, should get
back into the dough at $4,000. Last

—

week 'Trailing the Killer'
and 'Breach of Promise*

(W-W)
(W-W)

brutal at $2,200 for seven days.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-3550)— 'Men Must Fight' (MG). Not
a chance for this one unless Diana
Wynyard, after 'Cavalcade' and
'Rasputin'
means anything, and
that's extreme doubtful. Looks like
around $7,600. Last week 'Clear All

Wires' (MG) hovered around $7,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50)—
'Ou- Better.?' (RKO).
Apparently
they like^Bennett around here In
those tear-stained roles; should get
Last week 'Topaze* (RKO)
$9,500.
just short of $8,000.
Variety (Jaffe) (2,100; 25-40)
'Penal Code' and vaude.
Still off
and house's future under current
policy appears doubtful; $2, 500., Last
with 'Goldie Gets Along' (RKO)

—

about

2.000

LIBERTY
(2,000;

SonDaughter
and

(Hamrick) (1,000;
'Maedchen In Uniform'.
Given big advance plugging. Indicates $3,000. Last week, 'Goona
Goona' (Shef) and 'Slightly Mar-

Pittsburgh,

5.900

.

*

Mouse

25-36).

'Kongo' (M-O) heavy on horrors,
and 'Rockabye' (RKO) double bill,
for five days, chalked up $2,100.
Rex (Hamrick) (1,400; 16-26)
Sign of the
'Sailor Be Good' (RKO) and five
Cross)
acts of vaude. New policy opened
$20,600
(Marco stage big and looks set for an kay $4,000.
show)
Blondie
With Banks Open, Pitt's
Johnson
(9

High. $38,000

Low.

18

$3,100

High. $37,800
Low..
3.100
(l.SOO; 26-70)

clicked for $6,100.

went for so-so

STATE

High. $57,800

HIeh.txiw

9a!e.<<.

Fifth Ave. (WST) (2,300; 26-40)
'Woman Accused) (Par) getting the
big billing, with 'Face In the Sky'
(Fox) completing double bill. Fair
$4,600. Liast week 'Madame Blanche'
(M-G) and 'From Hell to Heaven'
(Par) went for $4,100.
Liberty (J- von H) (2.000; 10-1626) 'No More Orchids' (Col). Getting big billing, looks $4,700, fair.
Last week, 'Hypnotized' (Ed) and
'Stage Justice' (RKO). double bill,

start.

LOS ANGELES
>

Net
GOO Cons. FjlX2.100 Rast.

00>4
.

1,000 I.oew
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0,200 Par-P ....
200 Pathe A...
10.200 RCA
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l.OOO W. B
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1%

4%
1%
1%

RKO

j

L,nRt.ch(;e.

0\i

KT.

4%
Ht

ly*

Bonds
$3,000 Oen. Thr.
...
4.000 Keith
2.000 Par-P

m
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1%

30 SOK 30
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C'4

...
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H
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6%

14
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100 Trans-L,
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1%
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BANKS MAKE

29i
194

K.

1%- H

C OK

AGAIN; 'AFRICA,' $9,000

$4,700.

Blue

20,000 Years
$7,700

High. $30,000
].Qw..

March 18
Broadway
Bad

11

Mme; Blanche

85-66-76)

'<ft,»40;

March

March 4

Feb. 25

CHICAGO

By AL

Yesterday's Prices

to be over.

However, box ofllce reaction is
not expected fully to reflect ImMae West on proved tone until after an uphill
stage)
pull.
Some recent salary slashes
(3d repeat
have put the nut in tiptop shape,
week)
while rent cuts have been very
considerable. This is one favorable
King Kong
aftermath of the
and F-WC
$35,200
receiverships and the succession of
Indle companies, Newman-Rosenover
berg-Flnklestein
Corp.
taking
There Goes
the best bets In the old circuits.
the Bride
Estimates for This Week
$18,000
Paramount (NRF) (3,106 26-40)
(Jack Osterman on stage) 'She Done Wrong* (Par). Quick refor this one, wltfa
Race Track turn; real demand talk
of town exMae West's stuff
$6,700
Liast
to get $6,000, good.
(New Low) pected
week, 'King of Jungle' (Par) In
spite of big barrage of advertising,
Blondie
couldn't
break for better than

PNW

Express

$36,300

Stage

Tligh. $173,600
7,000
.

Rome

in the

Stage Show
Terror Trail

2q-3S)

(e,:;oo:

Facs

Child of

35-56-76)

;(8,625 ;

(Vanities on
stage)

days)

(8

Done Wrong

$2,000.

Warner (WH)

(2.000;

Kansas City, March 20.
With the banks open 100% and

'King of the Jungle' (Par). A tossup to about break even at $5,500.

Drift,

Influence

GREASON

Course of security prices got Into
a rut yesterday (Monday), -with little evidence of developing a tendency either way. Losses of a fractional sorl outnumbered gains, but
volume was so small as to rob the
day's dealings of much significance.
Total sales for the session were below 800,000 shares.
Bonds did Httle more than stocks.
Many amusement lines did n6t appear at all. Loew's was a fraction
up, and Warners* a full point down
on negligible transactions.

Traders marked time, apparently
waiting for some clue from Washington, where the beer bill In conference made progress and seemed
in the way of prompt passage.
Measure of the enthusiasm with
which the market greeted the new
administration was presented by a
Jump of around 10 points In the familiar Industrial averages. Trading
ended March 3 with the index at
53.84 and opened last Wednesday
(16) at 67.81, leaving a gap In the
chart line of four points. Peeik of

the recovery was 64.66, the upward
fairly attractive lot of pictures on
the current week surge representing a combination
screens,
the
should show some sings of revival. of buying elements. Among them
were urgent short covNews stories thait all the theatres principally
and nervous people anxious to
were planning to close the last of. ering
granted wage con- get out of cash and into something

a

the month unless
cessions by the crafts failed to
cause any rush to the houses.
Midland's revival of 'Red Dust'
When picture was
Is at a quarter.
first shown at the same theatre top
was SOc. and did close to $20,000,
and as It is still being advertised
as an exclusive, it's likely to make
a nice showing.
The Mainstreet has 'So This Is
Africa,' which was prohibited In
Kansas, and which has been severely clipped for this city. Wheeler and Woolsey have been considered a good draw in the past, but
past performances don't seem to
have any weight at present.
'Woman Accused' at the Newman
opened the 15th, two days ahead,
replacing 'King of the Jungle, which
was set for nine days, but did not
hold up.
Last week was a nightmare for
Banks all closed
all amusements.
and no one sure of getting any
real money to spend, so they held
on to what they bad.
Estimates for This Week
Liberty (Dublnswy) (860; 10-20)—
'Silver Dollar'

(FN)

first half,

'Ani-

that promised a return on any inflation that occurred.
To this was
added, of course, a large profes-

sional interest <[ulck to Jump into
the buying movement for a prompt

turn and probably a minor public
participation.

Out of all these bullish factors nobody gave the amusements a flicker.
Day before the market reopened

came the voluntary petition of the
Paramount Publix receivers In
bankruptcy, and that action threw
a pall over the entire theatre group.

As a consequence the market saw
the curious spectacle of Paramount,

(Continued on page 41)

COL CAN'T DO GOOD

BIZ

WITH MEDIOCRE miHS
Columbus, March

20.

Film menu for the present week
none too strong and will naturally
be reflected at the b. o. Next week's
attractions are already receiving
the exploitation bang and that
won*t help the present crop over

mal Kingdom' (RKO) second half. much
either.
'Dollar* recently finished a nice run
Nothing better than fair biz in
Uptown and as this Is the sight
anywhere, after a week that
first downtown showing some extra
saw
smiles
return to all theatre
business Is expected. Week will
when runs on the theatres deshow about $2,700, fair. Last week men
veloped after the banks reopened.
'You Said a Mouthful' (FN) and
Estimates for This Week
"Devil Commands' (Col), $2,400.
at the

25Mainstreet (RKO)
(3,200;
40)— 'So This Is Africa' (Col). With
the word out that It was pretty blue

probably around $9,000,
Last week 'Our Betters'
okay.
(RKO) opened better than for several weeks, but finished only a fair
spots,

In

$6,700.

Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25)— 'Red
(MG). A stop gap out acconditions.
unsettled
count
of
Gable -Harlow flcker will probably
show satisfactory results as there
were many who did not see It when
the price was 60c. Should get fair
Last week 'Fast Workers'
$8,000.
Dust'

(MG),

$6,400, poor.
(Par) (1,800;

Newman

'Woman Accused'

25-36-60)—

(Par).

On Wed-

nesday opening. It's a two-day
Jump on the other downtowners;
Last week
looks fair for $7,000.
'King of the Jungle' (Par), seven

(RKO)

Palace

(3,074; 26-40) 'Our
fair at $6,-

(RKO). Will be

Betters'

Last week

600.

Wrong'

(Par)

Done Him

'She

didn't

last

as ex-

pected. $6,400.

Ohio (Loew-UA) (3,000; 26-40)
'Fast Workiers' (M-G).
Has little
drawing power and won't better
mild $6,000. Last week 'Men Must
Fight' (M-G) Just topped $7,000.
Broad (Loew-UA) (2,600; 25-40)
'Woman Accused' (Par). Not In the
cards for more than a meagre $5,000. Last week 'State Fair' (Fox)
took Its bow with single week here,
but had plenty neat take at $12,400.
Grand
(Neth)
26-40)
(1,100;
'Home Express' (U). Not cUckIng
very fast and should be satisfied
with $3,000. Last week daily change
of Paramount hits nice enough at
$3,100.

Majestic (RKO) (1,100; 20-35r
'Follow the Leader' (Par), Sur(Fox) (2,040; 26-40)— rounded by an all-radio short bill,
'Sailor's Luck' (Fox). Big residen- this one might surprise, getting big
tial holding up nicely and this one $3,600.
Last week 'The Mummy*
looks like around $5,000, good. lABt (WB) nice and more at $2,900.
week 'Match King' (FN) not so hot once the leading amusement issue
days, ditto.

Uptown

at $3,500.
Ilsh's,

Indpk on

ibe Upbeat;

Tab He^s, lOG

'Scandals'

Is

fair biz.
for this

as

closing after 10 days of

Top of $1.10 was too steep
town with money tied up

It is.

Estimates for This
Apollo (Fourth Ave.)

Week

(1,100; 25(RKO). Will get
Last week
around $2,500, good.
that
around
did
'Private Jones' (U)

40), 'Our Betters'

Indianapolis, March 20.
Grosses are picking up with the
return to better money conditions

and good

the show biz Is
shoWn with the scheduling of
George White's 'Scandals' at the
Indiana, thrice daily, at one a^d
one-half hour's running time. The
top will be 40c and the show will

run

five

of

days

beginning

Sunday.

before the depresh shut down
the banks here the regular two-,iJu.st

Then troupe pulled slakes

prices.
In Fort

Wayne and beat it back to
New York when the banks clo.sed.
If this

diana,

Circle

(Circle)

'Woman, Accused'

pics.

Peculiarity

day show was scheduled for tlireo
26-35-50)— days at the English nt reffiilai-

That's not too hot around here. Last
week •42nd Street' (VVIi) on a second-run after a sizzling week at the
Stanley, first-rate at better than
$10,000, topping the town.

Sidewise;

Some New

Prices Await

$40,000

Stage Show

15,000

.

on

stage)

16,000

.

Beer

153,100
(B3d

High. $110,400

II

Amusements Ipored, Merely

towns

NEW YORK
Feb. 25

Moves Only

Dull Market
OVER

Seattle, March 20.
Tfind houses listed as preMae West on quick return Is getare the closing day of the week.
must be kept in mind as regards ting dough with Paramount advertising under 16 not admitted. Looks
lows were established.)
$6,000. This week with $8,900 three
weeks ago, okay for these times.
Stock at Moore, vaude at Rex,
and
Jensen-Von Herberg leasing
March 4
March 11
March 18
Fox, to open early in April, makes
No Beer
Ladies Talk
Clear Wires theatrical enllvement here.
$40,000
About
$63,000
Things settling down also as the
(2d week)
(Jack Pearl
$40,000
banks are taking In millions at
(Show Boat
on stage)
reopening.
The depression seems

Total of grosses during Marcih for
viously reported weekly. Dates given
(Acute banking situation nationally
grossesi especially where new
.March

VARIETY

tab goes over at tlie InBerry, new m.-i nriRor,

Ace

probably will brinf?

in otJiers.

'Cavalcade,' road.showin-'j at lOng-

starter, but
$2,800, good.

25-40),

(2,600;

(Par).

Doubtful

may end up around

Last v.-eek '42d Street
held over for second week
turned in good $3,000.
Indiana (Circle) (3,300; 40), 'Paracliuto Jumper' and 'Scandals* on
This should run Into
.stage.
tlio
?inouO or better for its five-day
'."^ihe Done Him Wrong* (Par)
.Slav,
over two extra days to
w.i.-^
1...>1(I
li'Tmit the new show to open on

(WB)

Sunday.

Show

did around

$3,000,

Including the two extra days.
Loew's Palace (Loew) (2,800; 25Revival
Dust' (MG).
-Jted
40).
^hoiiM pet around $3,000. good
Last week 'Fast Workers'
<l(.uKh.
(MO; around $3,200, good.

PICT

VARIETY

12

Going Places

2

N.Y.

NIP

By Cecelia Ager
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BEER SPEEDS ROGERS

BANK SmiATHMS

MANY SHOW PEOPLE

Adda Megger to Have Pie On Screen
When Brew U Legalized
Hollywood, March

The Harriman National Bank's

SURPLUSSEATS

COT BY

20.

S HOO

Charles Rogers Immediately put
and violet velvet
Jam, through failure to open, with two production units to work on
trousers and tams. The Roxyettes,
a Federal conservator Installed, and
to be consistent; fancy themselves
Pres.
deferred reopening of the Mer- 'Beer Baron,' as soon as
the
the
of
out
step
Schenectady, March 20.
iBh Uttle America's Sweetheart of a box of pastelles,
National Bank on Seventh Roosevelt's n[iessage to Congress
labelled, and cantile
asked for early brew. Intention is
Styles In picture heroines huge stage box jo
yore.
Closing of Plaza, RKO, here has
whose avenue and 48th street Involved to rush this Paramount picture out
may change, but at last Miss Plck- frolic decorously In costumes attenUnlpeople.
show
quite a few
helped the other downtown theatres^
are
gradations
color
delicate
she
sithat
theatres
have
it
in
to
'Secrets'
in
order
in
realizes
ford
and
length. versal's account in Harriman
legal all operating under pooling arrange*
was more than a style, she is a uated to express cylindrical lurking
Jules E. Brulatour's funds in Mer- multaneously with the first
ment between Farash Company and
foam.
Eyes are veiled today, Artistic restraint, with any
tradition.
con- cantile, of which latter he's a diRalph Murphy Is continuing to di- RKO. W- W. Farley, head of the
determined coyness brings shudders theatrical brashness well under
rector, are the outstanding show
Harry
and boos, but because of the might trol.
people. The William Morris agency rect the dramatic scenes with
Farash chain, has renewed the
second
assemblylng
a
Brown
Joe
of her legend audiences will take
Harthe
Is also Inconvenienced by
agreement with
for three
wide open eyes even
Be Dumb to Win
unit to film simutaneously atmoscuteness,
riman situation.
years.
welcome them from her. The Plck•From Hell to Heaven' knows the
large number of the lesser ex- pheric scenes and long shots. InWhen Plaza closed it removed
of
ford public Is loyal— to the good secret of keeping a large cast
change, film specialty and service tention is to beat the release date 2,300 seats from a town that has
old Plckford. A wised up. Jazzed up women content; It treats them all people, with offices at 1600 Broad- by several weeks.
long been overseated. Since poolPlckford, they insist, Is not the alike, awards each one of them way
(where the Mercantile Is
ing aran^rement went Into effect dur.
Mary they want.
equal lack of attention. Should any located) and at 728 Seventh avenue,
Ing early winter some 5,000 seat*
So there's a tremendous to-do one of them steal a march on the and adjacent offices are involved by
have been removed from the downPeople
pantalettes
proThe
about little Wckford
others, she's on her own.
the Mercantile's deferred reopening.
town theatre capacity by closing
peeking beneath great big hoop duction assumes no reeponslblllty The bank Is open for limited busithree houses.
skirts, a rolling and a rolling of for It, deserves none.
Happiest
Cots,
ness, as during the national bankThis situation, together with fact
big brown eyes, a mass of blonde
Carole Lombard, Adrlenne Ames, ing moratorium, and pending reorthat
General Ele.ctrlc Company
ringlets bobbing under tiny bands Shh-ley Grey, Nydla Westman, Ce- ganization Is merely making change,
Sqnawldiig booked more orders last weiek than
Others
comparafull
of
of ribbon, a Cftst
Cunningham, Rita La. Roy, etc.
cil
it
has done in two years and story
to
Plckford
tive giants for Miss
HlUIe eich enacts her own
musical artist
Verna
The
MlUs-Rockwell
With the cut payroll well into its that four departments of that comstand on tip toes to, and batches of little parcel of- 'Ffom Hell to enterprises are tied up considerably
pany now located In other cities,
sweetness
steadfastness,
loyalty,
Heaven's' conglomerate story, just in Mercantile, as Don Redman, Duke second week, stenoenraphers and are
to be moved back here, has theand simplicity phlnlng through It a bunch of the girls who are whoop- Ellington, Cab Calloway, Blng clerks are h^^ppy
by the modifica- atre people much cheered.
Tragic grief nips In for a min- ing It up at the Luray Springs Ho- Crosby, M-R, Inc., and allied artists
all.
makes
them
extion,
which
now
Robert Ungerfeld, Plaza manager,
adis
there
-here
ute or so, but
It's a hotel hard by a race- had capital there.
tel.
Tommy
Rockhas been transferred to
Tilmirable, effective restraint, proving track, and the moral Is don't bet on well of M-R
was also hit again In empt, but the first and second
that at some time during all the recces unless yoii're a good girl, for the Harriman closing. Kinematrade bracket executives are eyen louder you, Brooklyn.
years Miss Plkford has been a per- your horse can tell.
and Charles Hopkins are others in In their lamentations.
sonality, she became quietly an actare
In thi9 case the horses
the MerciantUe situation.
The east, however, gives the west
ress too.
smarter than the audience, for Miss
Universal received sufficient InConservator
credit for bringing about the
Liombard's flamboyant make-up and come from its exchanges to meet full
If It hadn't been for
modiflca,tIon.
Poor But Satin Clad
very flexible mouth might lead a payrolls and otherwise keep finanBig
And now Sally EUera, in 'Sailor's body to suspect hei: of far greater cially liquid for all Immediate needs. those mass meetings in the studios
a week ago there would still be a
Luck,' Joins that vast aggregation accessibility than she will admit to.
MOrcantile is the reorganized
Vs. Zanft
of pictures'" very poor young ladles
Her hair is so very blonde. Its flat- Chelsea Exchange which suffered mlnlmumi earning basis of $16.
Monday
were
Exhibitor leaders
girls without a penny, in their on-top, blllowy-about-the-neck con- one of those 1930 'runs' and had to
pockets but with satin next to their tour so patently calculated to en- close, reorganize and then reopen. Inclined to credit the pressure which
Judgment of $28,030 was entered
they exerted, and Washington, for
skins*
snare a roving eye. It does seem a Some small music publishers were
the salary amendment which puts in New York last week against John
- The costly
froth of silk and lace little odd that when It comes right also Involved in the Merc.
and down on a no-touchee basis. Zanft and A. C. Blumenthal in conthat adorns Miss Ellers* well bal- down to cases, suddenly she goes
The Leblang ticket agency and $50Fox
nection
with a loan from the Bankto
reonly
company
the
was
anced figure explains perhaps why stubborn.
estate have something in excess of
modify.
It let the modifications ers Trust Co. of Philadelphia, made
she can't pay her room rent; why,
Then there's the problem of Miss $100,000 on deposit in the closed exist for a day, when It declared by Zanft and endorsed by Blumentoo, she can't be stern as she should
embezher
bank.
by
It
has
opened
accounts In that the standard $76 minimum for thal. Action was brought here in
Ames, who stands
with passini; sailors; doubtless she zling youhg husband with exem- other depositories.
making $100 and more behalf of the secretary of banking
people
worries at what the ambulance sur- plary loyalty, a splendid, amiable,
It Is decl&red that Harriman will
of the State of Pennsylvania. PhiUy
geon win think of her If ever «he's devoted Uttle bride—and yet a be able to pay off on the basis of would be $66.
Universal was the only major bank Is now in the hands of a conin an accident, feels she must be young lady who, discovering In her not less than 66 cents on the dollar
servator.
equipped for emergency. Her stock own general set-up and facial char- and there is likelihood that the final company to suffer from the moraLoan originally amounted to
torium after Roosevelt had lifted
ings, too. Indicate where her money actertistlca a certain resemblance settlement will be In full.
Difference between this
the ban. It had Its money In the $32,000.
went. Miss Eilers' underdressinjg Is to Joan Crawford, joyously accenHarriman National Bank, but even figure and the judgment amount is
frivolous, no matter how strictly
tuates .a ,8upei;flclal likeness with
represented
by a $1,500 payment
It
failed
open
bank
to
when
that
utilitarian the exigencies of her role
eye pencil and lip rouge, using for
Zanft
and the proceeds obfound enough money in circulation made by
demand her outer clothing be.
a model Miss Crawford's mask for
on Monday tained from the sale of stock that
to meet the payroll.
Since the possessive singular is 'Rain.' Verna Hillle, a newcomer
Indicated that it will pay off this the latter had put up as collateral.
used for 'sailor* in the title. Miss amidst so many experienced screen
week unless something unforeseen
Ellers brooks no misapprehension actresses.
Just decides to give up In
out in the field happens.
of her apparent amiability. Hoihesuch illustlrlous company, and so
Officially therO was no indication
lessness and hunger motivate her
Coliimbus,. March 20,
by being naflu-al, not bothering for
Monday of any date on which the
conduct, drive her to the outer
Ohio's
theatre
operators
and
turns
she
lightly,
effect, taking It
semblance of a pick-up. Put to the
owners won their first victory in cuts will be rescinded, although
out the belle of the lot. She made
producers
are still speaking in
ultimate test, a thousand times no!
this
year's
battle against censorthe biggest killing at the race, too.
She yields only to the wedding band, Hojse sense.
ship of films here last week when terms of the eight weeks.
but when a young lady looks like
both
houses of the legislature
Grading of union wage scales in
Miss Ellers, behaves as righteously
passed a bill which practically nulaccordance with run classification
Dressed Up Lady Clown
about big things, is as spirited an^
lifies the work of the board.
The Iniversal
and admission, rather than by type
to
There Is no reason, Lyda Robertl governor's signature Is assured.
natural, she'll And a wedding band
of houses as now, being pushed by
In the Paramount stage
Is forthcoming even from a sailor. proves
This bill eliminates fines against
the new administration In New
Writer^,
Miss Eilers Is so loyal, she got her- show, why young ladles with good exhibitors for showing films orYork operators 306, will. If adopted,
shouldn't have style dered deleted by the state board.
self a pair of smai't navy blue cloth dispositions
become national from expectations.
pyjamas with an anchor on the sense too. Just because the com
Distributors alone are now to be
Harry Sherman, 306 president, la
Hollywood, March 20.
youthfully severe bodice despite her blnatlon Is seldom met doesn't stop held responsible for making all orFour contract writers are left at forcing the plan despite memberpoverty. Such resourcefulness must straightforward Miss Robert! from dered cuts, where In the past both
ship opposition.
Universal, the lowest number since
smartly
finds
She
ploiieering.
find reward.
the distributor and the exhibitor
Sherman, who was on the other
the studio became of major proporEsther Mulr prefers the Navy to flattering clothes, a becoming, fluffy were subject to heavy penalties.
side of the fence through a chain
tions.
just one sailor, proves it by her coiffure no drawback to her amiable
executive post with Publlx for five
Film men feel that with this bill
Pecking their typewriters on the
clowning.
Sadie Thompson clothes and make
years, admits he is looking at it
about to become a state law, the
Her smile Is no less winning be censors will either have to become lot are Tom Reed, Laird Doyle, Tom from the other fellow's viewpoint.
tip.
cause her white moussellne dress more lenient or they will be over- Kllpatrick, James Knox Millen.
Another economy move at the
tied at her waist and throat with ridden by distributors who
No Depth of Thouflht
will be studio is the removal of all excess
The Music Hall Ballet Corps and black cire ribbon, happens to fore fined only once.
Retakes for 'GabrieF
Roxyettes are In no way nonplussed tell the mode, her friendly antics no
The legislature Is to take up an telephones this week.
at finding themselves working In a less effective because she sides with other bill afteotlng censorship with
After Hays' Protests
Btage show that boasts Von Grona the fashion dopesters who insist in the week, a house measure be
and
frock,
theshould
match
gloves
and his Dance Group, and a num
Ing up which would halt all viewing
Jules Levy's Drive
her called 'Artists' Life', too. If It's her white gloves, too, are cuffed of news reels by the board.
Hollywood, March 20.
going to be an artistic week, very with cii-e ribbon.
national sales and collection
Bringing the picture down to the
No, knowing she Is so correctly
'Hell, they can be arty, too.
Their
campaign will be instituted by
Hall
minute, to include the bank holiday,
'White Ballet' goes in for no deeper and Interestingly groomed only
Radio Pictures April 1 for six weeks
and soft-pedaling references to the
meanings, but it's a lovely thing to gives her strength to cany on In a
New Haven, March 20.
in commemoration of Jules Levy's
Charges of non-support against first anniversary as the general presidency, to which the Hays oflook at, simple, effective by Its waggish show that's apt to upset
fice took exception, Metro Is remaksheer mass, its contrast of white Its planned routine at any moment James E. Brown, alias James Hall,
the
manager
of
company.
sales
ing and adding scenes to 'Gabriel
clad girls, white-wlgged, against a one of the wags gets another Idea, from pictures, were dismissed on
whatever happens, at least she can the actors' appeal to the Court of Drive originated In the field on sug- Over the White House.'
black velvet hung stage. Even Pa
gestion from Harry Cohen, western
New York office of Metro sent
tricia Bowman sticks to white in her be sure of one thing, that she looks Common Pleas here.
district manager.
grand.
first print, which had been
costuming. Because she is the pre
Decision was based on the ground
The new drive follows closely back the
rushed east before the picture was
miere daneeuse, after all, her costhat the affidavit upon which exupon the usual seasonal sales and
previewed here.
tradition papers were issued bringtumes made of chiffon, sparkle
Ganging the Girls
collection push at this time of the
with pallettes, while the girls must
The little child would have no ing Hall here from Cal., contained year in Radio as well as other combe content to do their pretty leap- trouble telling off the gals In untrue statements concerning Hall's panies.
ings In just tulle skirts with satin 'Strictly Personal.' Dorothy Jordan alleged residence here.
Out, but
On original trial, Hall was or
bodices. But the girls are used to a wears nainsook princess slips gathshade less grandeur In their accou- ered round the neck with baby rib- dered to pay his wife $100 per week
to
N. E.
Motions
trements, compared to Miss Bow- bon she is a sweet innocent ana- for one year or accept a six-month
Los Angeles, March 20.
Detroit, March 20.
Jail term.
man's. Her superb ballet technique

Mary Hasn't Changed
the old Mary Plckford In
It's
•Secrets', the wholesome little, roeu-

—

shell satin blouses

RKO

—

A

Under-|50

on

.

RKO

Bank

Takes

Jadgment

and Blnmey

.

•

OHO TAKES

TEETH OUT
OF STATE CENSOR

U

UW

-

GRADING WAGE SCALES

BY TYPE OF THEATRE

Down

Four

Phone Economy

.

A

James

RKO

Absolved

A.

Man

Marry

—

chronism.
Marjorie
Rambeau's
BO often covers the fact that what voice is kind and mellow she has
she's doing so proficiently really has a heart of gold. Dorothy Burgess
no heady significance.
walks in with an arrogant slouch,
For 'Artist's Life' the Music Hall
(Continued on page 48)
troupe permits some strangers in
for a brief spell; the Stanley Twins
they
can
horizontal
show
how
to
Westerns
keep their limber long legs, Irene
Hollywood, March 20.
McBrlde and Roger Dodge for a bit
Although Fox recently decided to
of convulsive hey-hey In modernNow abandon making western pictures,
istic yellow and blaok satlri.
It's the ballet corps' turn, a dash of studio has changed its mind and is
conventional merry-making In an preparing a Zane Grey story for
artist's studio, with half the corps George O'Brien, who is in Europe,
John Stone, who is supervising
artists' models in orchid-pink velvet
classic draperies lined with silver, pictures on the Western avenue lot,
half the artists themselves in egg will handle it.

—

Fox Resumes

A. H. Blank Trustee
Des Moines, Iowa, March 20
Blank named as trustee

A. H.

in

bankruptcy for A. H. Blank Thea
tres Corp. of Nebraska and Publlx
Nebraska, Inc.

Katz Nephew
Goes Through

Dan Thomas, Los Angeles bureau
I.
M. Halperin, former division
manager for NEA Service, and Gene manager here for Publlx Theatres,
Stratton Monroe, daughter of Leo
continues to report at the local
Meehan, will marry in Los Angeles Publlx
ofTlces despite the fact that
April 6. This is the groom's second
he was relieved of his duties when
marriage.

the local houses wore placed under
the supervision of
in Chi.
It is understood that his conlnuThe A. H. Blank Theatres Corp
ance to report is in a belief that
of Iowa, which advanced $722,000 to
this protects a contract he held
the Nebraska Blank Corp., and
with Publlx Theatres, Inc.
Under
$622,000 to the Publix-Nebraska cor
Nod Marin is back In Now York this contract he Is understood to
Deration, named largest creditor.
after
something
more than u have been getting about $300 weekThe two companies, which went month's business trip to London, ly after all cuts.
Into voluntary bankruptcy, operate Paris and Rome.
Halperin is a nephew of Sam
16 houses in Omaha and other Ne
He will remain east for two or Katz, but denies any plans of joinbraska towns.
three weeks.
ing up with his relative.

Miss Monroe

of the late
novelist.

is

a grand-daughter

Gene Stratton-Porter,

MARIN BACK

B&K

!

FOREICN FILM NEWS

•VABIKTY'S' X.OMXION OFFICS

By

EUGENE LYONS
-

:

Russlaii' film

look to

Its

Grade;

Sermons Choke Human Note

Social

'Hotel/ 'Cross* Released

Moscow, Inarch S.
Industry bad better

laurels.

Both

Titled

and Dubbed

Berlin,

Its reputation

March

10.

Calls Off Three-Seelers

lot.

Clemente hac^ organized LatfnAmerlcan Pictures to produce threereelers, and was counting on L. A.
Mexicans to angel him.

'Sign of the Cross,' as well as
'Grand Hotel,' have been started
here In the original version, titles
deserved. But It .rests almost en- superimposed, with the dubbed verThe sion held back a few weeks, then to
:tlrely on past performances.
greneral level in the past few years be shown alternatively, or even in
has been far below the one estab- neighboring houses.
Unless Soviet
It'll be interesting to compai-e figlished before 1929.
Its
cinema can thanage to match its ures later on. This system of letown past works with new produc- ting the public have their own
and
rule,
if
may
become
the
certainly
choice
will'
tions, its reputatloh
when, as evei'ybody hopes, the Konfade.
"lUs -"warning comes from one tingent burden will be somewhat
who his watched Soviet motion pic- alleviated this summer; anyway, it
seems
rather.a certainty that, after
.'five
for
closely
,pretty
output
ture
verPractically certain, thpu^b ynpfjrears rl§ht"liere In Mpscbtv,. a;rid has June, the original and dubbed
been Inclined' to give Itussitijj pro-: sion can be Imported on one Kon- ficial, that .the teeth will l?e taken
ductlo^ 'the b'eneflf of any, dloij'bt. tlrig'enf At present, brfe still has to out of the German quota law by
for each of them.
June 1,, Information. Is. ;^.l?at the
Tliere is little .^uest^on t'hat Biiss^^ have one
new law to. be enacted, •H^Jbilch, w.iU
the edge oh Hol^y'wbod 'an'<J
hieis
replace the current quota,, laWj, ..will
'pjaipes iii the theory of
most

Metro to Riold

Own German

Dubbiiig Plan!

In Paris Under Bernard
Jeannette MacDonald's

[

Brussels,

other.

art,

i'n

March

9.

Belgian admirers of Jeannette
MacDonald, who has been singing
the Alhambra theatre here for
a few days, have presented her with
a tiny Brussels griffon as companion for the oversize hound she takes
at

March

20.

United Artists has completed
plans for production hej-e and will
go Into immediate activity, starting its third world producing center,
Bernard Deschamps, Paris director,
has been named head of production,
and will immediately form a company. He is to make a minimum of
six pictures during the next year,
all of which he will either person-

around with her.
ally direct or supervise.
Miss MacDonald peeved Brussels
It's up to Deschamps what sort
reporters by failing to meet them of films he wants to make, although
arranged and then squared United Artists has informed him
as
everything by receiving them ex- that it prefers musicals when and
travagantly in her hotel.

First of the films

possible.

if

must

be finished by Juno 15, according to
arrangement,
meaning that
the
Deschamps goes to work immedi-*
ately.

CHINESE FANS

.

HCKOWNFAVS

.

,

Paris,

Belgian Fan Tribute

.

'

Deschamps

Kelly Closes Deal
United Artists is helping finance
the films, although not undertaking
the entire capltail, the rest of- the
cash to be subscribed in France.
But the American company -will
witi>in .the
still require, dubbinir
have
the
absolute
distribution
country, but «p koivtlngent licenses
rights o'n the picture for France,
will be asked for pictures brougl>t
Shanghai, Feb. 21.
Fttr Bast, the U; S. and South
in fpr dubbing purposes.
Popularity contest conducted by; Aimerica. Rest of the world. IncludWith that- belief practically a ceiTr
Chinese papers, 'Plctorial| ing England, Is subject to territorial
three
tainty,. Arthur Loew ^alls for BerWeekly.' 'Linloon Magazine ahd; s'ale.
lin Friday (26) to approve plans
Movie'
anfl 'Radio Daily News,' .InArthur Kelly, who made the deal
for a Berlin Metro studio. These
divergences of 6rl-l and closed it for U. A., is staying
plans have already been prepared dlcates striking
by Metro's German office, find Loew ental and 'Western tastes re flln>s,' over in Paris an extra week to see
'femmes,' Gaynor, Garbo, It get started; Unsettled yet which
will go over them, iqake changes, although
where he sees fit and start the ac- MacDonald and Dietrich hold In- studios win be used, though a likelihood of hiring space In the. Jointual building. That he will, prefer dividual leads.
popular here vllle Paramount studios. Also menBarrymore,
Lionel
to rent space a.t a Ipoal studio is
falls down with tioned Is likelihood of producing in
not believed likely, It always hav- with foreigners,
Kelly will not leave Paris
Nice.
ing been Metro's preference to work Chinese. Appended voting table:
under the new conditions until
Ten Best Stars
on its own grounds abroad.
Votes. March 29.
Since Loew's last European trip,
Kelly's
plans had called for an
six months ago, his company has
1.
Janet Gaynor .....•«••. 14,916 air trip to India, where he Intended
opened dubbing plants in Paris and
14,892 to look over the U. A. offices. He
Rome and he will examine these 2. Greta Garbo
Jeanette MacDonald .... 14.720 changed his mind, however, and had
3.
also.
«. 14.661 H. A. O'Connor, in. charge of that
Loew has been one of the most 4. Marlene Dietrich
territory, meet him here. U. A. has
insistent of Americans on the subCharles Farrell ...^.^^ 13,542
5.
now opened up three Indian offices.
ject of staying out of German proChevalier
13,286 O'Connor remains in Charge of the
6.
Maurice
duction during the past year. He
^Norman Shearer •••mm 12,950 country, with headquarters in Cal7.
fought the local dubbing laws hard,

.

.'

U. A. Producing Six French Mades

Hollywood, March 20.
colony here was too
short of cash to finance Frank Z.
Clemente In making pictures for the
Spanish market, so producer has
folded, and moved off the Republic

Mexican

In the outside world for eminence
welltechnique
Is
picture
in

aim

13

Shy Cash, Mex Producer

Down

Soviet Films Drifting

Cable AddresH: TABIETT, LONDON
Telephone: Tontpio Itnr D041-504'J

•

strikingly original aiid

effective photography— above, all,; in
inaking pic^ure^ socially .slgpiacant
rather than merely entertaining and
,

n

1

'

.

•

SEES LESS SEX

ornamental..
But (without overlooking exceptions) the.Ipyel of. its .film output
has been si:eadlly dropping instead
of rising. One after a,nother picLondon, March 11.
tures whlcii Tvere tooted' ^loudly In
Tl^e British Board of Film Cenadvance . turned out flops. Alexander riovzhenko's latest,.- Ivan,' Is sors has issued Its annual report,
total rejection last
the
disclosing
from the angle of the audience
rather than the theoretician much year of 22 films.
The reasons given for the rejecVsevelod
Inferior to his 'Earth.'
Pudovkln's lastest, after years of tions are as follows:
Comic and Irreverent treatment
revision and haggling with censors,

—

:

-

scarcely rlpple.d the surface here of religious subjects.
Habitual and vicious immorality.
and surely is no match for his 'Last
Unacceptable vulgarity.
Days of St. Petersburg* and
Unpleasant details of medical op•Mother.'
and reflections on the medierating
The writer and several MuscoTltes much Interested in the film cal profession.
Collusive divorce.
art, recently, as a test, made a list
Revolting monstrosities.
of pictures on which the Soviet repSordid and brutal themes.
utation abroad chiefly rests. AmerIntimate scenes of child-birth and
icans convinced that Russia is making a tremendous contribution to Incidents connected therewith.
Last year there were less pictures
the sllverscreen were asked to name
pictures on which their conviction submitted than at any time since
American highbrow ar-< the board came Into being 21 years
Is based.
Nevertheless, exception was
tides on Russian pictures were con- ago.
taken to 382 films the largest numsulted.
ber of exceptions ever recorded in
Stress of Five Year Plan
a twelvemonth.
The most Important conclusion
The report mentions there has
which emerged from the test is been a material decrease in the
this: with only one outstanding ex- number of features in. which the
ception, Russia's laurels rest on picsex element has been overstressed.
tures produced four or morel years
A travelling representative of the
The exception, of course, is board who visited a picture house
ago.
•Road to Life,' finished in 1931. The every day fn onis of "the larger proothers, it' appeared, belong to the
vincial towns reported he saw 468
years before the Five Tear Plan pictures under ordinary audience
got under way: 'Poteinkln,' 'Ten conditions and that the majority of
Days That Shook the World,' 'Old the, films shown were wholesome,
and New,' 'Village of Sin/ 'Turk- ;wlth a tendency toward uplift, as
°

,

—

.

Over

Asia,* 'Mother,'
'St. Petersburgh,' etc.
Thait'ls not

sib,'

'Stortn

to say the.re have hot been

some

many middling pi(^tures in
the last three or foiir years, but
rather that the really outstanding
ones came before. Such a clear and
startling fact cannot be entirely ac-

good

o,nd

cidental.

The reasons for the film slump
here are not. far to seek. "The hardships, both physical and psychological, of the intensive epoch of the
Five Year Plan give a cue to the
decline,
increased censorship is a
by-product of economic difficulties
under a dictatorship.
Advent of
sound films, for which Russiai Id
unequipped,
did
its
share in depressing the general
standard of production.
Another Important deduction may
be 4rawn from a study of the history of Soviet films.
It appears
technically

quite clearly that the pictures which
went over big abroad are the same
ones which went over big at home.
And conversely, a picture which set
a Russian audience yawning or

(Continued on page 46)

Another Paris Deluxer
Paris,

March

20.

another big picture house
opens here Friday (24), Theatre is
the Pathe-Marlgnan, newest addition to the Pathe-Natan chain and
Still

has a

2,000 seating capacity.
is located In the

House

Champs

swanky

Elysees sector and will not
st.Tge shows, though attempting a de luxe atmosphere every
other way.
'Theodore and Co.* Is the picture
selected for the openla? week. It's
a Pathe-Xatan productfon.

have

Well ^s entertainment.'

HOW GERMAN

FILM BAN

FilNCnONS ON CREDITS

.

.

.

.

when they first came up and
has been about the only one of the

est

major American foreign chiefs to
stick to his guns in the matter of
staying out of Germany. Now, he
has changed his mind on dubbing
abroad, but Insists he won't be
forced into actual foreign production if possibly avoidable.

With a comparative certitude,
however, of the German situation
being eased, he figures on being
ready to take advantage of the situation.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
12,445
—Joan Crawford
—Wallace Beery ...^m*. 12,017
—Lionel Barrymore ..... 11,963
The Best PioturM
—'Love Me Tonight'...,.. 13,646
—'Doomed Battalion'
13,490
—'White Hell of Pltz Palu' 13,447
—'Mata Harl'
13,268
—'Four Infantrymen' .... 12,906
— 'One Hour With Tou'.., 12,660
—'First Tear'
—'The Man Killed'...... 11,454
—'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' 11,249
10,928
«

8.
9.

10.

1.

2.
3.

6.

7.

When

ia Jugoslavia

Quota's R^ealed

American companies- are all set to
offices and business in Jugoslavia on April 1, although no move

Madan's weakened condition

that

has prompted almost aU Americans
on their own hence-

to try things
forth.

Release

champs
lined. Is

July

1;

schedule for the Des*.
pictures, as currently outone picture June 16; one
15; one Jan. 16 and

two Oct.

one Feb.

28,

9.

10.—'The

Man From

day*

Films OB Day Off lor

Tester10,826

,

Paris Opera Comiqne
CofflDiish Suit

reopen

has been made in that direction yet,
or is likely to be made before the
actual date.
Business resumption
depends on a promise of the Jugoslav government to rescind present
quota laws, whloh; the' Americans

Is

office

I

8.

To Resmne

Lewis,

Bombay

4.
'6.

but his assistant, Roland
has been switched to the
office.
Company also has
now In Lahore.
United Artist expansion In India
due. In some measure, to the fact

cutta,

an

Because his client was outbid on
a picture deal, J. Krumgold, agent,
has filed suit against Walter Reade,
Jos. Plunkett, the Nero Picture Co.
(German), and several other persons
for $1,050.

Krumgold was agentlng

for the

consider too drastic^ Americans are
not willing to make any -definite Shuberts in an attempt to purchase
move towards resumption until the American distribution rights on 'M.'
While the Shuberts were hedging on
laws are definitely oft the books.
U. S. fUmers, when, the quota law money, Reade and Plunkett walked
reasonable bank was passed last autumn, walked out In. Krumgold says he doesn't care
securing them
credits, will have nothing to do of the territory. Attempt was made who bought the picture so long as
with the government, but will be a several times since then to straighten he gets his commission.
private Institution.
things out, but Americans have
It's not to be a 'bank' at all, but stood firmly toe to toe on their deKids
rather sort of a banker's official mands, with the Jugoslav governBrussels, March 11.
agency. It's not to be capitalized ment, urged on by showmen in that
.
CIneac, Brussels, Belgium's only
with any millions, but with a country, finally capitulating.
modest 75,000 bucks, which will be
But Americans are still taking no newsreel theatre, open from 11 a.m.
quite sufficient, as the 'film bank' chances on moving in, figuring that to midnight, with admission prices
Is not to give, but to obtain credits.
the Jugoslav politicians may yet 6, 8% and llVs cents, is making a
Here's how the thing will work: change their minds.
special effort to attract children.
an indie wishing to be financed
In addition to news, program Inwill, first of all, have to submit a
cludes a docume-Rtary and short
distribution guarantee from a dis- finance, steps out first and buys a comic and never exceeds
Ihi hours.
tributor of standln-sr, meaning one twelve-cylinder car for himself and When taking their
tickets kiddies
of the companies affiliated with the a new outfit for the missus and run^
are given by the b.o. clerk a confilm bank. (All companies of stand- -short of cash with three more studio
trol bulletin showing date and time
ing will be shareholders of the film days to pay for.
of entry to the theatre which albank.)
As to the production cost,
Thus, film bank may do a lot to
lows parents to check movements
he'll have to show one-third in cash.
put production on sound financial
of their offspring.
If all this is okay, the other twolegs, and, with a boss like Konsul
thirds win be financed by the film Marx, who Is a man of standing
TAX FLEA
bank endorsing the indie's notes, and a big shot In the banking world,
which, thus, will be as good as gold It may stop the better class of inBerlin, March 11.
with any of the big banks backing vestment bankers from turning up
The Berlin exhibitors have Just
the film bank.
launched an appeal to the mayor
their noses at pictures.
The indie, however, won't get the
This Is, :.i a nut shell, what the with a view to have the entertainvalue of his endorsed notes in cash. thing will lool. like if and when It ment tax reduced to 5%, and, may
Not a dime. All he can do Is to send comes off. There's every hope that be, dropped entirely during the dull
In his bills day by day, and if they It will, although, for the time being, season In Juno and July.
are okay with the watch dog the it's still in the air. Of course, the
Lot of talk recently about tlie
film bank is to have on every pro- negative stays firmly vested with u ,ent need of putting Independent
duction, they'll be paid.
the film bank until the indie has production on a sound financial
No chance for the kind of indie met the very last of his note.s. footing and 'rationalizing* the Inwho, having grabbed some private Future profits on sharing terms.
dustry.
Berlin, March 10.
film baiik, new idea
to save indies from having to get
their finance at fancy prices by

The projected

Time Check on

Paris, March 11.
Startling
announcement comes
from M. Gheusl, managing director
of the Opera Comlque, that arrangements are now under way to

turn the traditional home of the
lighter operas into a class picture
house one day a week.
As the Opera-Comlque gives no
performances on Monday, M. Gheusl
plans to put In films to prevent his
house being Idle four or five days
out of each month. The ministry of
fine arts -Is said to be favorably
disposed towards the unique inno-

:

'

vation.

The Paris Opera was

actually

transformed into a huge film studio
the other night when the big gala
for the benefit of picture charitable
organizations was held there.

Ufa's Cairo Location
Cairo,
is

March

11.

Relnhold Schuenzel, Ufa director,
in Cairj shooting a film entitled

'Idylle

au

Cairo.'

The

picture

is

a

musical comedy done in Cierman
and French versions, having Willy
Frltsch and Renate Muller for the
German version and Henri Roussell
and Georges RIgaud for the French
one.

The Metropole Cinema of Cairo
has made a deal with Ufa for ex«

GERMAN

elusive exhibition.

Mickey Mouse Honored
Havana, March

20.

National Academy of Arts and
Letters here has awarded a special

'

honor diploma to Walt Disney for
his cneation of the Mickey Mouse
and .Silly Symphony cartoons.
Henry Welner, United Artists'
rep here, wan plven the diploma to
transfer to Disney.
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No Shutdown*
No Letdown— but

SHOWDOWN
the war against depression!
Wiietlier you're a Democrat or
a Republican you'H endorse—
in

WARNER BROS; 10-WEEK
PROGRAM
Nine big-star pictures and one new-star sensation rushed tlirough for emergency release • With more
consecutive star strength than has l>een massed in any other period of Warners' most sensational season!
. .

APR. 29
JOE E. BROWN

ELMER THE GREAT

-mm
APR.

1

>

^

-IM, --mM.

1

MAY

6

WARREN WILLIAM - - THE MIND READER

JAMES CAGNEY

APR. 8

MAY 13 ^^M

BETTE DAVIS

—

EX-LADY

—

ALL-STAR CAST

-

'V:-

MAY

RICHARD BARTHELMESS— CENTRAL AIRPORT

GEORGE ARLISS

SALLY EILERS-TOM BROWN

—

RUTH CHATTERTON

APR. 15
with

PICTURE SNATCHER

••

I

MAY 27

^

BARBARA STANWYCK

BABY FACE

EDW.

G.

k

TURNER

'

\_
THE ADOPTED FATHER

...

APR. 22

LILLY

-^jU^

:

ROBINSON
tA

fttST

— —
NATIONAl rtCTU(6

THE LITTLE GIANT

FILM REVIEWS
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From

:

BURNS

RUTH ETTING

and

ALLEN

;

'Patents Pending'

'Bygones'
18 Mins.
Strand, Brooklyn

Mins.

•

him out.
Aubrey Scott

mild
'Grand Hotel* flavor.grosser at best. Jack Oakle
and Carole Lombard the top

names.
'Fast Workers' (M-G).

(MonoLarrigan*
'Lucky
gram).' Rei Bell in a slightly
different typ? of western, but
Implausibly
still a. western.
story liolds It down.
'Robbers' Roost' (Fox). Poor
adaptation and direction make
what should have been a good
western jxxst one for the tots.
'Love in Morocco' ((SaumpntBritish). Rex Ingram's version
of a horse opera in the Far
Pretty bad, but exEast.
ploitable BO maybe a chance in
the seconds and nabes.
'Sailor's Luck' (Fox) Rough
comedy. Mainly appealing to
the males. Will require care-,
ful spotting as a solo performer.
'Girl Missing' (WB). Murder
mystery with most of the story
talked out in the dlstriot attorney's office. .Not for the
better first runs and not big
money at any point.

Char.

directed.

WHITE SISTER
Metro production and releas.e, co-st^rrlng
Directed
KCclcn Httyes and Clark Gable.
bJ Victor Fleming. Screen play. l)y Donald Ogden Stewart from the stage play by
Walter Hackett,- whtcli In turn .derived
Camfi'om E. Marlon CraTOford'q novel.
ei^man, 'William Daniels; film editor, MarAt the Astor, New Tork,
garet Booth.
'

.

March

17 for

a urn «t

$2.-

195 mins.

Giovanni Severl
Prince Chlaromonte

BunnloK time,
Helen Hayes
Clark Gable
Lewie Stone
Hale
May Robson
Bdward Arnold

Angela Chlaromonte....
•

-

.

Iioulee Closser

Mother Superior
Father Saraclnesca
-

....Alan Edwards

Ernesto Traversl

In-

Flagg-Qulrt
different b. o.
type of story with John GSIlbert
and heroes as steel workers.
Subject Is
'Secrets' (U. A.)
a clean, wholesome one In the
Plckford manner and will satisfy her fans.

7 Mins.
Rialto, N. Y.

United .ff^ttsts production and release.
Leslie Howard tea»
Stars ifary Plckford.
Frank Borzage. From
by Rudolph Besler and
May Edglnton; screen play, Frances Mar.
Ion; photography, Ray June; illm editor,
Hugh Bennett. At RIvoIl, N. T., March
16 in grind run. Running time, 66 mine.
Mary Marlow, Mary Carlton
tured. Directed by
play ot same name

by I>awr«nce Hazard; screen adaptation by
Percy Heath and Sidney Buchman. Features Carole Lombard, Jack Oakle, David
Manners, Sidney Blackmer^ Photographed
by Henry Sharp. At Rialto. N, T., week
March 17. Running time. 67 mins.
Carole Lombard
Colly Tanner
Jack Oakle
Charlie
Adrlenne Ames John. Carlton
Joan Burt
«
David Manners Mr. Marlowe..
Wesley Burt
Curt Bluings
Sidney Blackmer Mrs. Marlowe
Vema HHUp Susan Chanrilng,
Bonny tiOCkwood,...M
Tommy Tucker
James C. Eagles Lord 'Hurley
Shirley Grey 'Suns)ilne'
Winnie Lloyd
«
Jack Ruby
Bradley Page Jake Houser
Pop Liockwood
'Walter Walker Senora Martinez

Race-track

picture
tlie

William Carlton

Nydia Westman
Cunningham
Thomas Jackson

Susan Carlton
Robert Carlton

of

secondary

down

the

strictly bangtail stuff

moderate
runs

first
line.

Howard

Aubrey Smith

As Children

Berton Churchill
Donald 'Kerr
Cecil

Lynch

/alue rating
so on

Mary Plckford
..Leslie

C.

Blanche Frederic!
Doris Lloyd
Herbert Evans
..Ned Sparks
Allan Seara
Mona Maria

-

.

Toledo Jones
Steve Wells.,..:
Sue Wells
Mrs. Chadman

and

A

,

:

German

it^ original

'From Hell to Heaven' (Par).
Race track story mixing In a

.

Mlna
Fleischer

m

artles
version.

.

,

'DINAH'

with
musical
man-British
Esther Ralston and Basil Rathbone to help sell It. Complicated plot, poor acting and bad
dialog will restrict Its sale posIt has
sibilities on this- side.
already been handled in the

mirrors, etc, Burns comes In as a
^tossibly Interested backer, nearly
going nuts himself after looking
over the Inventions.
For the fadeout he's shown
€fracie's pop. who Invented a cell
rubbers couldn't get into, and has
himself been in the cubicle 20 years
tMith no one knowing how to get

MS TECHNOCRACY RIGHT?'

'White Sister' (Metro). Notably fine production with outby
performances
standing
Helen Hayes and Clark Gable.

money maker for general release; strong woman appeal.
•After the Ball' (Fox). Ger-

Ri^Ub, N. Y.
Vitaphone 1501-2
Paramount
Another of those devices to make
A short that diverts, but does
three songs fill two reels with the
with
pack any unusual punch. It'll
not
Opens
sketch.
dud
a
of
use
desires of radio fans
gratify
the
does
which
hair
white
In
singer
the
Allen In
not match her youthful voice. She wanting to see Burns and
than it will tempt the
tells the children o£ her courtship. action more
audience to laughpicture
Alaskan
average
an
In
First met the man
propose
to
dance hall. He is about
George N. Burns wrote the matewhen a new gold field Is announced
rial.
It's typically Burns and Aland he rushes off.
^ ^,
salesmanThat's the last she sees of him ien in coKipositlon and
ways the team
until the World War, when she Is ship, but in both
entertaining the soldiers in rest bil- can't count this short amonp their
He finds her, but there is an best efforts.
let.
At outset GraclQ Allen, subbing
alarm and he rushes oft. He finally
connects in 1923, when he visits a for. her father. Is addressing a freak
board of directors. Seems the busitheatre and finds her a star.
Forced comedy touch as each ness is that of Inventions, which
p-^ues the other did the chasing. run the gamut, of the nutty, such as
Three songs to the usual good ef- umbrellas with holes so that you
raining. Invisible
fect, but too much excess baggage. <;an see if. it's still

Novelty
8 Mins.
Cohan, N. Y.
Enterprise
Eight minutes of stoqk shots of
salt mines, paper mills and bridges
under construction are united oy.a,
sound track on which two men de,-.
bate tb? gopd and bad toihts of
technocracy.
It's
a very peculiai* subject,
Either one pays attention to the debate and sees little or hbnQ of the
action, or else its all the other way.
It is Impossible to follow both.
Few months ago the title w»uld
have gotten this by. Now, while it's
more or less pass6 with the gerierail
public, it is better entertdlnmient
Waljf.'
when the eyes ftre shut.

rected

Here in on prestige run on
Broadway at $2 and a certain

Comedy
8^

SECRETS

Hell to Heaven

Paramount production and release. Diby Erie C. Kenton. Based on play

Miniatore Revues

Talking Shorts
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Lyman WllUamB

Audrey Carlton

Virginia Grey.
Ellen Johnson
Randolph Connelly.

In Middle Age
William Cdrlton
Huntley Gordon
Audrey Carlton
Ethel Clayton
Susan Carlton
Bessie Barrlscal^
Robert Carlton
Theodore von Eltc

It's

and cut

closer
to the order of track followers than
the usual run.
is divided between a racspa's leading hotel and the
track, with much of what occurs In
the Luray Springs hostelry bearing
on the 'Grand Hotel' Idea. Everybody Is betting- on the races for
some reason or other, story attempting to whip up- Interest In this
manner. One couple is trying to
recoup the $5,000 hubby has stolen
from his firm; a girl Is gambling
herself against a bankroll;
two

Action

ing

A

singularly

ment

Is

with

Mary

this

uneven entertain-

new venture by and

.

Plckford, but It will
please the star's partisans and will
create some talk on the score <6f her

away from her old fbrmuAll. of which sums up to a fair
box oflice 'release. On its Opening
on Broadway attertdance': Suggested
a special Interest In the. siibject and
players, early evening house being
close to capacity, which Is somebreaking
las.

thing In these days.

iStory treatment evolved from the
crooks are using up murder money; stage play, which also Was done fof
a vet stable owner Is gambling his a silent,, version by iN'prma Tallast against the favorite, and a rtiadge; takes on the pattern of the
jockey's future will blow if he falls biographl'cai cycle introduced by
to win.
'Cimriiaroh' and carried on by a
While ol the bets can't; come out group of successors... It doesn't
right, the audience is tossed some touch the heights of 'Clm,' but it
suspense in trying to figure out does hold a moderate amount of
who'll go from hell to heaven. The dramatic punch In Its mld-sectlon
bets are finally switched, with and dealing' with l-.erolc pioneer life In
without knowledge of the audience, California, and the earlier passages,
in order to steer clear of hell for which have to do with a pretty rothe finish, except for those deserv- mantic courtship in Nev^ England,
ing the bad breaks..
are pleasantly amuslnk.
Jack Oakle Is mpre out of place
It Is in the earlier scenes that
than anyone, not excepting Sidney Miss Plckford Is her <fld self, revealBlackmer as a bookmaker.- Oakle is ing anew her genius for charming;
awkwardly brought into the plot as comedy. Heavier passages call for
a radio announcer with an Insatiable vivid dramatic playing and here her
desire to try out new songs of his fundamental trouperishlp of the old
o\irn
composition.
Stirs
a few silent days stands her In good stead.
laughs, but they're mild. Most of But where the many sided action
the time Oakle Is forgotten, only to requires restrained emotional actsuddenly pop up Intermittently.
Ihg in jpoUte surroundings, she
Miss Lombard gets nowhere -in somehow lOses her grip on the inparticular hei-e, being the girl who. terest pf K^r "auditors.
In need of coin, bets her virtue with
The last half' hour of thO footage
the bookmaker against a horse she Is undeniably weak, more the fault
picks on the cuff.
She is palijed of tiie 'story than the playin.g, for
with Blackmer for romantic inter- these sequences put the leadlps
est.
characters In an unattractive ll?ht,
Picture Is apt to do poorly on revealing' thai the supposedly sturdy
Broadwoy, as race-track sagas have arid, hoiiest husband bias, been a
never meant much on this stem.- It philanderer tot years isind his wife
win probably enjoy better results has been ia,ware of his misdoings all
away from 'New York.
Char.
along, btit has forgiven him bOcaiise
she understood him and knew he
'

.

[Pre-eminently a woman's picture
and' one. -of the strongest of recent
Seml-cartbon of 'A* novelty.value' 'enti;les in: that direptioni. principally
has something for the box "pfBce on; its sentimental and romantic anthrough use of thei Four Mills Bros, gles eind thd playing by Helen
Hayes' and Claric Gable, an eloon the musical- singing end.
Mills quartet, using' only a guitaf, qiient yoking of marquee names.
Ui^deratandjlng is that the pro- principal approach for feminine
provide the instrumental' accom"
paniment, and 48 the bouncing ball ducer has no intention at the out- support.
the releiEise on a
hops over the lyric of ^Dlhah' they set J bf 'pubhln«r
It would be difficult to overdo the
_ basla,
w
1.
ij.
t
-IT.
but put^ it
in
the credit to which the supporting peoadd their voices Vith effective, re- roadshow
Cartoon matter deals with a two.-a-day Astor for a Broa^dway h
sults'.
^ere are entitled. Lewis Stone
ship which loads up aAd g6ts under
has a mere bit, but does it with his
Pv^^i^iP
tl^^ $2^scale, holding it there in the
way, short cuttih^r from "Mills boyS r?r
tQ^^^ polish. Edward Arnold
loved her.
hope Of bettor general conditions, Uyea to Father Saraclnesca the
to ship and a stbr^h for a finish.
Elfect Is that all the interest In
As ti.e Mills are ahead of the when eeneral release will receive ^^^gj vigorous but still dignified
a pair of altogether admirable char*
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production and recamera, the lyrics of "Dinah' come Iriiproved attendance.
pjaylng noted this 'long time In a lease.
acters who have been siipwn meet^
Based
on
the
play.<
'Rivets,'
John
by
the
closeups
•Smllin'
In
to
rival
un at their feet.
P'l^gti^ ^^le. Louise <31osser Hale, W. McDermott.
hardships of a strange land^
ing
J^'f*'^?
r^''*
Stars
John
Gilbert.
Feachins.
mjrough'
for returns, conditions
lyrics come close to their
j^uet'B nurse, and May tures Robert Armstrong and Mae Clarke. turn Into people of a different sort.
^
Ohaf,
being equal, for it has much the Ro^gon, as the Mother Superior, Directed by Tod Browning.
Well-made short.
Continuity,
Is as though they tacked a couple
same quailty of emotional appeal ^^^^y^ supply acUng gems in merely Karl Brown and Ralph Wheelwright; dia- It
of
reels
of a Tallulah Banlthead solog
.by
Lawrence
StalUngs;
photographer,
and quite as much pictorial beauty, mddentia charactirl.
Rush.
Peverell Marley.
At the Capitol, N. Y., ciety play to the end of a western.
•BATTLE OF CENTURIES'
a]l of which bespeak feminine sup
week March 17. Running time, 07 mins.
Miss Plckford obviously chose thei
Educational
port of the strongest kind.
Gunner Smith
John
Gilbert subject in the hope its merits would
7 Mins.
Like 'Smllln' Through' It has the
Bucker Rellly
Robert Armstrong outweigh its obvious defects and for
A1 I
* dix tnca dai^i^
Translux, N. Y<
Mary
biackground of a smash success as
Mae Clarke
Millie
Muriel KIrkland want of a better vehicle.
a stage play and a subsequent!
Educational
(BRITISH-MADE)
Spike
At least the story Is given interVInce Barnett
Pinky Magoo
/wuu c«..«.\
Sterling Holloway esting playing and a really fine proHere is one of the most dramati- career In silent screen form, having
been made with Lillian Gish in the
„
„\v!r
„
cally forceful and clever nature taailtntr
duction, certainly In its early pasGaumont British production. Fox release
rnla
roie.
leaumg
screen,
the
to
and
Basil
RathRalston
studies ever brought
Esther
in U. S.
The later footage Is In
John Gilbert miscast In his final sages.
Story has received expert treat- xiojie featured. Direction Mllton Rosmer;
It Isn't just a dissertation; it's a
cllned to be fussy and Jumbled with
H. M. Harwood; scenario, appearance for Metro as a hardadaptation,
And perhaps for the first nient for the dialog version, and the
story.
elaboration In unhappy
and
hard-placing
steel pictorial
,0. c, Orton; music, otto stransky; hitting
has done handsomely by its Jtime It shows a regular battle be- studio
Clifford
Grey:
camera,
Percy Worker. Just a picture.
contrast to the bold simplicity of
«o«* giving it
J* » compact
irJU^„^^ and flaw- lyrics,
cast,
a
iirong. At the Roxy, New York, on grind,
tween armies of tree grubs and
To save his riveter pal he makes the pioneer sequences. Second half
less group of players with a par- week March 17. Running time, 70 mins.
ants.
Esther Ralston the girls before the latter marries of the picture Is saved only by a
EJlasa strange
In
the
princiticular
happy
choice
More c.n be comprehended of the
«"hbone 'em. When Armstrong, as the pal, neat twist to comedy Intent and by
pal roles as a femi.ie sales argu- Kl*^,^"*"""'"*^
^"iJ
habits and customs of these In
Marie Burke pulls a sneak and does land a jane, the capital performance of Miss
Iiarita
Jean Adrlenne
Victorlne
sects In thij all too brief footage ment.
Plckford, who handles make-- n and
George Curzon it turns out to be one of Gilbert's
Helen Hayes, riding the crest Peter Strange
than years of reading on the sub
regular hostesses. It's the cause for accessories of a high comedv old
Heatherley
Albuera
Clifford
with her great performance in
ject.
a lot of crockery busting, which woman with engaging expertness.
'Battle of the Centuries* is one of 'Farewall tp Anns,' repeats here as
Leslie Howard Is rather out of his
Anally
'Opera
Ball,'
climaxes
is
a
remake
in
Gilbert
This
of
being
those rare shorts which will always the sorrowing Angela, rating all
element as a vigorous rancher, hava German talker of a couple seasons trapped to fall from a steel girder, inij been pretty consistently exploitbe shown. It can be seen 'again kinds of raves for as solid and sat
But he doesn't die.
and again in theatre and classroom Isfylng a bit Of acting as comes to back and which already has had
ed
as a specialist In drawing room
Vlnce Barnett and Sterlliie-. Holthe screen in a blue moon. Gable Is
„,,a^
+v>i<i
Waly.
in this
distribution in
loway are In for comedy twists but tales this l»ng time.
bkck in uniform as a gallant soldier r^'^^'y
Production technique employs an
Mae Clarke
hjero and leaves nothing to be de- country in foreign and arty houses, have meagre material.
excellent
device throughout with
sired In the way of appeal to the it's a complete remake, with some is In a tough spot but does It well
'WILD COMPANY*
Gilbert's voice okay here, but the special emphasis upon bi*evlty of
<*lvislon of fandom.
Travelog
\na.rt3 of the story slightly altered, part doesn't suit.
(Continued on page 27)
Shaii.
6 Mins.
original was better as
th^^'studllf hal ef^^n thf stir?' a although the
Loew's New York
superlative production, making the It was. And the original was not
Educational
most of the setting In Rome with
Not good theatre fare. Curiosity the background of the church's the best of the German vintage by
Fox bought It for
^eans.
's
academic travel stuff showing
pOmi and pageantry, a background, .
^. ^
^,
^
j
group of men paddling; and camping too, which colors the sentimental American
distribution, though hard
while on the way to photograph up- quality of the whole tale and gives to figure Just why unless for po'Secrets' (UA). A thoroughly sentimental jesslon for the mati'ons, glad
The chip- It emotional grip.
per -vvllds of Canada.
Fox
owns
goodly
litical reasons.
a
to see Mary Plckford back again In a characteristic stalwart role.
munk shots are overlong, and the
Cutting of the footage for pro- portion of G-B.
glimpses of deer. In the swim or on gram purposes will call for a lot
Story is a typical Germ n farce,
land are too fleeting.
'Sailors' Luck' (Fox). Rowdy slapstick. Turns tawdrily romantic with
of chopping from the running time A lady killer flirts with a masked
Scenlcally okay. Looks like one of an hour and 45 minutes, but girl at a ball end follows her home, James Dunn and Sally Eilers just in time to make
a slight bid for the
of a series. Although the offscreen even in its extended form the pic- She slips out of the room for a
flaps.
lecturer talks about going on a hunt, ture Is not tiret ->me, holding ex- minute, her maid re-enters in her
no gunplay is Involved. Silent pho- cellent suspense after the Introduc- dress and masks, and the male flirt
'Love
in
Morocco'
(Gaumont-Brltlsh).
Pictoral
and photographic
Shan.
tography.
tory passages, which are rather doesn't catch on. He goes on makover-elaborated and strained for Ing love, and It Is Intimated that beauty for the ladies who enjoy scenic travelogs.
light romantic effect.
he achieves what he sets out to
DANGEROUS OCCUPATIONS
'From Hell to Heaven' (Par). Choppy, Inexpert attempt at a Grand
Midway
telling his
there
are
sequences
day
war
achieve.
Next
he's
Novelty
Involving nicely handled airplane pal about how well he did by him- Hotel of the racetrack,
Too superflcially sketched to engage femme
10 Mns.
battles, and later the hero's escape self at the ball.
It leaks that it's
belief and interest.
Strand, Brooklyn
from an enemy prison Camp, which the pal's wife who's Involved and
Vitaphone 1438
give the action substance, although explanations follow,
'Fast Wqrkers* (M-G). John Gilbert miscast as a tough Ironworker,
Lowell Thomas Is seen with a in themselveb side Issues of the
Esther Ralston Is beautiful as the Don Juan. Clumsy
romantic and dramatic moments evoke ennui inLatter runs to the window central theme. This, of course. Is wife, but tries so ha.
child.
to be Engto see flre engines pass, which cues the separation of the lovers, a part- lish and fights so hard with stilted stead of heartbeats.
taken
by
fireon
risks
ing
which sends the girl, believing dialog that she loses all effect. In
into a talk
'After the Ball' (Fox). Its plot too frail and predictable to sustain
men, window cleaners, bridge and her lover is dead, into a nunnery, the original Llane Hald handled the
structural workers, and others. All from which, upon his return, she part with ease. Basil Rathbone Is feature length, its cast below American romantic standards, its point of
the handsome leading man and Is view out of tune with American concepts, this British high society,
library stuff with talk not offering cannot bring herself to depart.
Finish leaves the lovers sepa- fairly Ingratiating, although none comedy slowly unreels stripped of Inducement
any new angle.
to American femmes.
Thomas does not appear after rated, and nrobably qualifies as an too convincing. Rest of the cast Is
For once this Just about that,
first shot. At this house was billed unhappy ending.
'Strictly Personal' (Par).
Slow program meller with a likeable if
One nice waltz, tune helps a bit,
above the title. Not more than doesn't detract, since it is the very
fairly In teresting filler, and not new, unhnnplness of the people in the although it doesn't Jook like an es- lightweight cast. Can Interest nabe and country ladles even though the
more e^cting city gals may snub it.
Chic.
romance that gives the story Its pecially big number.
Kauf,

Paramount
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FILM HOUSE REVIEWS

Tuesday, March 21, 1933

ROXY,
New

MUSIC HALL

N. Y.

York, March

New

18.

Once upon a time there was an
old man with every ailment In the
He started oft on a trip
world.
around the globe In search of his
panacea. Suddenly in a far-off neglected corner he stumbled, halted
for a moment with distended eyes

York,

March

sparsely tenanted. Program had the
unusual novelty of a flrst-run slufC
IG.

fllm, 'Girl Missing,' tl\e flrst

time in

to

von Grona and his
attempting behind a scrim on one
of the upraised stage platforms of
the M. H. against a bluo-and-green
background to the music of Rachmaninoff's 'Prelude in C Sharp
Minor.'
The general run of M. H.

bunt.

ment as attempted. Biz ofC"Thur3All of which is a roundabout way
day (opening) night.
of saying that the Roxy, the poor

faster.
With the closing of the
Winter Garden it is probable iBrooklynites may get more flrsts when
the main release is held for a second
week at the N. Y. Strand, as was
the case with '42d Street,' which is
a week late crossing the bridge.
Remainder of the program is three
shorts, the newsreel and a 10-minute interlude with the organ and a
girl singer.
This is the only reminder of the glory that was
brief Interlude of no great draft or

EMBASSY

TRANSLUX

Odd Fellows and Hibernians alike
were completely satisfied with the
Embassy program.
There was
plenty of material on Germany in a
bill which was led off by a photo-

Both newsreel theatres had what
looked like one of their biggest Saturday attendances In months. They
were standing them up from three

graphically green version of St\
Patrick's parade. And the Embassy
was the only newsreel house Saturday afternoon showing the Irish

effect.

subject.

Universal hfid flrst views of the
Tennessee tornado, and the coverage was complete. Paramount at
the same time did a more thorough
follow-up job on the earthquake
than at the Embassy.
The two houses had about the
same slant on congressional beer,
except that at the Luxer, where it
led the program, Universal's slant
on brewery activities was included.
Under news flashes with a single
Pathe credit line were: New York's
overflowing reservoir, lung respira-

—

When customers are impelled to
As the previous fllm draws to a
try and figure the meaning of such close, the organ console is shoved
a number that number ceases to be onto the right-hand side of the
entertainment, which is tha princi- stage, in front of the screen, the acpal reason for interpretive dancing tivities of the men liandllng the keynot belonging on a picture house board forming a disturbing factor
stage. Its appeal is limited.
for all on that side of the house and
On the other hand, the 'White shutting off what Would have been
tinued, and the week after that Ballet' and the 'Pastel' number of the sight lines had there been sufllthere was still profit. Not only that, the current show are Just modern cient people to All that section of
but the theatre almost overnight demonstrations of dancing rhythm the house. In addition, there is a
built up a clientele that seemed to to familiar music, and the two vie mike concealed in a modernistic
mean something. It's a different with each other for customer appre- stand of a triple column, each per
kind of audience the Roxy gets than ciation.
Customers don't have to haps half the diameter of the next
any other theatre In Times Square. figure out anything in these num- lower section. These are lighted
It's probably the first 'family' audi- beris. They Are aptly presented and from within.
John Hammond, when the lights
ence that any Broadway house has easy to appreciate for their excelgo on, takes his place at the console
mustered. Goodly portion of kids, lent precision and timing.
punches out one tune with the
and the rest mostly matrons. They
Same goes for Patricia Bowman, and
laugh at the oldest jokes, applaud who gets her flrst real break in a words flashed on the screen, but nothe most obvious acrobats and long while in having the entire body Joining in. He then introduces
emlle tolerantly at anything four M. H. stage to herself, and she's a Daisy Neilan, a radio soprano, who
from the upper
grades above that level.
pleasure to behold. A ballet dancer Is cross spotted
Current week's show is a fair ex- that can hold the Music Hall stage boxes and from a fobtlight spot.
ample of what has happened to the all to herself needs no other recom- Not many singers get three spots
all to themselves, but she's the only
Roxy audience. It's not a bad show, mendation.
let go with
but has nothing much, and in other
Except for a specialty acrobatic thing to shoot at, so they
theatres would have to be at the dance number by the Stanley Twins both barrels.
Outstanding fact la that ampliflvery least reroutined. Here it's well In the flnale and a solo singing pernigh perfect.
The biggest thia? formance bv Maria Samson, that's catlon is through the screen sound
horns and not through a public adin the show and that'ji Just the about the whole show at the
M. H.
point Is a roller-skating act which currently, not counting the overture, dress system scattered through the
Invites people from the audience to 'Morning, Noon and Night,' by von auditoriuni. Horns are never moved
and
the screen never raised, which is
come up on the stage for a spin Suppe. However, if it weren't von
or two in the arms of the skaters. Suppe it might have been 'Poet Miss Neilan's gain, for her voice
That for the current Roxy audience and Peasant,' and if it weren't to comes clear and true, without the
fuzzy effect which follows the
Is perfect.
They love it. Even- If
'Poet and Peasant' it might have
some of those who clamber up on be
been another, for the overtures at slightly non-synchronous effect of
the rostrum are stooges others are the M. H'. are like they used to be scattered horns. After her flrst solo
she sin'gs a pop and does manage
not. And the audience watches this at
the old Roxy or, for that matter,
to get a few of the audience to come
for 20 minutes and doesn't mind.
any presentation house.
a yoo-hoo strain. Then they
Show starts with the 24 gals at The
more particular music lovers In on
into the feature while the grips
strutting up on the stage via .the might flnd fault with the
H. ren- go
M.
pit.
Band is already on the ros- dition of classical music, but the swarm on and push the console
trum, and after a strut back and general public is more lenient. All back into the tormentor entrance
forth the girls bring on Dave of which makes it easy to see that and retrieve the mike. That's anSchooler, who m.c.'s the show and the current show is one that is other awkward moment.
Shorts are Ruth Etting and
wields a baton at the two dozen overabundant with dancing, lacks
musikers. Oeorgie Tapps comes on even the slightest tinge of humor, Lowell Thomas, a Merrle Melody
for a neat tap routine.
Schooler and In "'eneral is woven from too cartoon and the newsreel, which. this
leads the band or makes the nec- familiar a pattern of presentation week Is conflned to the President's
essary gestures through a medley. style to lend any kind of great sup- bank talk and the appeal of Green,
Irene Taylor, from radio or Paul port to the fllm end of the program, the labor head, to support the exWhiteman's band, or both, sings two which needs stage support strongly ecutive, complicated with a trailer
numbers through a mike. Okay the current week.
for the underlined fllm. With other
enough, but the audience was just
Finale number Is one called 'Ar- houses, with productions or acts, at
barely Interested. John and Mary tists' Life' and split into four approximately the same admission
Mason come on for the roller-skat- scenes, which are mostly tableaux scale. It is not enough entertainment
ing thing, and now the lads and that come revealed via the revolv- for the money. Brooklyn will not
old Roxy, has raised its prices on
weekends.
Two months ago the Roxy operators dropped to a 35 -cent top,
trimmed every possible angle of
and found themselves
expense
with the flrst batch of profits In
Next week it conover a year.

.

—

—

——

ing stage and flnally busting into make the trip downtown for fllm
the snappy Pastel scene for the alone with as elegant theatres in all
Roxyettes' zippy da!.;e number. the neighborhoods presenting allclad in varlousl- shaded fllm bills at about half the price.
Only the boys and girls, themselves,
dancing outfits.
It's
curious to note that the in person and not a motion picture
house Is repeating on itself so soon will coax the Brooklyn homesteader
off
the reservation once he flghts
after its beginning.
'White Balises each a quarter.
Next he in- let,' which was on the opening bill, his way home in the subway or
Chic.
vites any lady up and a plant for is cited as a request number. That trolley.
a couple of laughs. Next any male, the M. H. repeats within three
etc. Not bad, but dragged out mur- months of its opening suggests that
derously.
Except, as mentioned, the staff may be taxed for a really
L.
that the audience loved it
new idea.
Los Angeles, March 16.
.Tack Fulton, also a Whiteman
Feature 'Sailor's Luck' (Fox).
crooner, on with his mike for two Film end also carries newsreel and
Fanchon & Marco have thrown on
or three songs and satisfactory. His a short, 'Birds in the Spring.'
the stage Ave local radio acts and
last number is backed by the girls,
Shan.
surrounded them with some pleaswho romp on in summeryish clothes
with big hoops for what might be a
ing line routines and band music.
May day routine. That leads nicely
There emerges a show that is voted
Into Grace DuFaye, who does con100% entertainment by the radio
trol kicks and bends.
She's okay.
Brooklyn, March 17.
Here, of course, her routine was
Time was, and not so very long fans that comprise the majority of
very much exaggerated in value. ago, that a visit to the Strand was the seat-holders. Applause accorded
She stopped the show just about as much a part of the orderly the air people and the lack of draw
cold.
Which is something for a Brooklynite's weekly routine as the
names of the feature, 'A Lady's Procontrol kicker.
Saturday night bath. Brooklyn was
Walter 'Dare* Wahl is given a big proud of the house with its Latin fession,* Indicated that the ether
buildup by Schooler and turns out text on the outer wall, and its gen- favs were responsible for business
to be a comedy acrobatic team. eral air of excellence. Under Eddie
They're good, but there's no reason Hyman the shows equaled those of- climbing over the preceding ThursIn the world for Wahl to hog the fered in the Times Square district, day.
billing.
Especially since his part- and patrons felt certain of enterTop honors belong to Kay Van
ner is quite evidently the better tainment, no matter what the pic- Riper, who has built her English
acrobat.
(WarFor a laugh finish they ture might be. Handling the mid- Coronets' series over
get Schooler to tumble around the evening break was an Herculean ners) into an exceedingly popular
floor with them a minute or so. task, for often the huge rotunda hour.
Miss Van Riper plays the
The audience never saw anything contained twice as many persons lead in this series of British hisfunnier In It^ collective life.
seeking Ingress as could be accom- torical serials and here impersonates
Hack come the girls to a combi- modated by the exit of the early Queen Elizabeth and holds the picnation Sousa-Gauthier soldier pa- birds. The tapes were put up at six ture-house mob for 12 minutes with
rade that's pretty nicely staged. o'clock as a matter of routine, and monolog, which is saying plenty.
For highlight purpose during this the house coined money.
Miss Van Riper has h ereto fore been
parade there's Brenk's Golden Horse
Then the only opposition was known chiefly as KFWB's press
with Bella Donna. That's a horse Loew's
with
Its agent and never for a moment gives
Metropolitan,
and a girl all painted silver (or vaude- film bill, with the vaudeville any indication that this is her Initial
maybe gold) and doing several pic- in rather shabby contrast to the stage appearance, as it is.
ture poses.
Sterling Holloway, with his sleepy
Arnold Grazer, also production excellences of the Strand
painted alumlnously, romps on for shows, and while the Metropolitan delivery and nonsensical comedy,
a silly dance with a cane that has paid its construction cost within clicked. He is ably stralghted by
no place .anywhere; not even at the two years of opening, the Strand Johnny Murray. Both have plenty
Roxy. The girls finish off and it's probably did better than that.
of stage experience and show It.
the grand finale.
Brown and LaVclle fool around
It faded the old Orpheum, directly
All that would be pretty brutal across the street and once the home with a xylophone and cross-flre
elsewhere, but the audience at- of Percy Williams' vaudeville, and some chatter that would be better
tracted by the 35c advertisements it took small notice of the Majestic, If they didn't remember their previis the typo that Hked it.
ous air material. This goes even
All of tlie drama house right next door.
which leads right back to the origBut the success of tlie Strand more for Sylvia Picker, of the
inal thought that the theatre has at lirought attention from Fox and CJracie Allen type, who has gone
last found a policy and an audience I'aramount.
Warners figured the back too far for her funny sayings.
that agree, but now the prices are new talking pictures as a superior
For those who desired Ozarklan
going up.
attraction to the outmoded presen- yodels, the Arizona Wranglers were
And with the pictures still of the tation, and the hou.se dropped In at- present to strain hlll-bllly tunes
•After the Ball'
(Fox) character tendance, as the bill dropped In at- through their ndenolds and twang
vario us string Instruments.
that ailrtlonrn, nr pny nthnr anHI- tr.Tction.
_
Paficlioh 'roullhea §z»ms"~feteh1nBr
ence, is not going to lay out that
Today, except on Saturday and
kind of money. As soon as the 50c .Sunday, the tapes are seldom called steps for the good-looking chorispaying guests begin coming they're for, and on this holiday evening the ters to execute, and Rube Wolfe led
going to have to be fed an entirely lower floor wa.^ less than a quarter the band through an effective comdifferent diet.
filled,
with the upper reaches as edy number.
Kdiif.
lassies really

wake

up.

Couple are okay skaters and a
nice opening act for any other vaude
house. Here they're centered and a
panic. First they do routine spins
on their own. Then the boy invites
any kids up on the stage. He gets
too many, of course, when he prom-

17

know what an extended period it has had an
authentic flrst showing, but that
dance group are seemed
to make no one's heart beat

Some may pretend

He had
shouted 'Eureka!'
found what he was looking for. But
by that time he had gotten so used
to poverty, misery and search that customers will only see some athe threw the medicine away, made
believe he never heard of it, and tractive lighting effects in the piece.
fltarted oft again on his eternal It's therefore impractical entertain-

-and
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A.

First views of the Reichstag while
smouldering were included in

still

the program.

Bad

Nauheim,

reputation

which

has

among newsreel

the
people

for its publicity seekers, got plenty
of footage by claiming scholastic
relations with Roosevelt,
The Bad
folk used the reel to congratulate

the President and remind him
days when he studied, they said,

of
in

Nauheim.
Usually skiing is old stuff to
newsreel audiences. There has been
so much of it that the thrill of flying through space has dulled the
average patron.
However, when
women in skirts take to the heights
and come down informally on their
haunches, there is excitement as
well as mirth for female as well as

male onlookers.
Strange audience reaction

is

that

which the Patricia Kendall observais getting.
Miss Kendall takes
Gandhi to task for fasting. It is

tion

her marked pro-British
attitude toward India which Is inspiring sporadic hissing.
Now that spring is near the reels
are doing the seasonal rushing act.
That subject of Cannes workers
singing at their tasks is about as

probably

natural as a burlesque stage setting.
And with' spring, as well, the Embassy doesn't forget that subject,
and. annual, of breaking up the ice
in Maine's harbors.
William Green comes out in behalf of labor for full support of

PARAMOUNT, B'KLYN
Brooklyn, March

17.

New

policy at this house for one
week only brings in lower prices and
Marco show. It's the
a Fanchon
same sort of thing as was tried
across the streot at the Fox for
some time and failed to work out,
although the price there was and is
even lower. The Paramount will
have to flgure out something else
again.
This Isn't the answer, If
Friday night's business means anything.

&

o'clock on.

Bavoi'lan Alps, precocious Gallfornla child, Japanese parade. Hitler's victory at the pools, Florida

tor,

races.
It is virtually impossible to tell
these Japanese parades, and many
of the far eastern events,- apart.
new dialog can be given the
talking reporter, and, if- necessary,
what happened in Japan or China
yesterday could be 'on' the newsreel
screens today.
English steeplechase with amateur riders was covered about the
In it
sfime by the two theatres.
were registered more spills than
have been seen In subjects of this
kind in some time.
Both houses are closely following
baseball. Embassy giving the boys
more footage. Universal covered
the Queen Esther contest in New
York and also had some late views
Waly.
of Rome exeavs .tions.

Thus,

President Roos svelt. Lloyd George
receives an ovation on his 71th
birthday.
Society girls dance for
the unemployed, and three clips
have their locales in Egypt.

Waly.

PARAMOUNT,

N. Y.

Even the St. i»atrlck's Day parade over on the avenue was no opposition for the Paramount on
Broadway, where Walter Winchell
and Ben Bernle and the latter's
band were Jamming them In all
day Friday. Standees in the lobby,
a sight that Broadway thought had
departed forever, were a reality
iagaln. The house will have to grab

the

currently magniflcent

sum

of

$50,000 or better this week in order
to avoid owing itself money next
night.
From opening
day's indication , a $50,000 gross Is
not only possible, but probable.

Thursday

The

for this WinchellShow is dull in itself and contains Bernle buildup
engagement at the Parapractically no talent to speak of.
Maybe, if better, the show would be noount has been going on for months
Winchell's dally newspaper cola better test, even though the Idea in
umn and on their respective prolooks basically wrong in itself. Unit
grams on the air. The Par figured
consists of Nadine Gaye, a dancer,
with four boys; Stetson, a Juggler; that campaign good enough to gama heavyish femme soprano, and a .ble on a $16,000 stage show at a
time when all other theatres are

dozen

girls.

A

slim talent

list.

It's

called 'Joy Bells.'

Theatre added Donald Novls, and
Cass,

battling to cut down everything but
the gross. The important salaries

the show are $6,500 for Bernie
Mack and Owen, which was on
and Bernie's whole band and $7,000

something to be thankful for.
Opens with Miss Gaye and her
boys In a number. She's a pretty
girl and a dancer, but entirely too
consciously cute. Never for a second does she let up on the forced
smile, and her dancing is the same.
Girls follow in a neat routine, and
then Stetson In one for his hat-andclgar-box routine.
He's a good
Juggler who also makes the mistake
of not giving his audience credit for
Intelligence.
He overdoes the
attempt to get laughs out of misses
to the point where it becomes an-

any

noying.

for Winchell all by himself.
That $7,000 for Winchell,

along
with the all by himself part, should
be an object lesson for cynical
newspapermen who flgure on blowing and opening up a nice delicatessen store or something In the
Bronx.
Another member of the current

Paramount show

is

Lyda

RobertI,

whose salary is $1,750. Not long
ago a $1,760 single would headline
ainy show. At only $1,750 Miss RobertI wasn't even mentioned In the
house ads until Thursday.

Outside of one sour note the FriThe soprano's next. She has a
voice.
With her Miss Gaye day night show was a good ine.

nice

comes back, plus the

girls for

an-

other number, a pleasantlsh sort of
waltz. Novls is introed by a mike
announcement from offstage and
comes on in one for three numbers.
He was met with a polite ripple of

and set about making
things better. Hla flrst two numbers, pops, just okay, but then he
sang an Irish tune and over big.
The soft-voiced lad actually has
applause

music-hall singing value outside of
his alleged radio pull.
Cass, Mack and Owen, Just back
from a European journey, are Injected here. They're still boisterous
and clever. Audience liked them
quite a bit, which Is in order.
Back came the girls for an F.&M.
finl.sh.
For real novelty they have
little bells slung acro.ss their tummies and on their little pink tootsies.

By shaking

these

they

get

tunes.

Prior to the stage show there's
real novelty and actual ontortalnment In the person of Elsie
Thompson, a girl who plays the organ in the usual picture-house
fashion with allegedly funny parody
slides.
But she goes a little farther

some

by uncorking a song on lier own.
She really can sing and does.
Also a Rublnoff goulash of Irish
iTine.T tthafs-an-TjrtiTiTrart- tdBJT—it

was

St. Parick's week).
And the
picture is 'Woman Accused' (Par),
niz about 50% off Friday night.

Kauf.

Cashing in on the Winchell-Bern.'o
ribbing feud, the billing is 'Battle
of the Century.' That means a battle of wits, and while sometimes the
billing is only 50% right the general result is satisfactory. In addition to V^ng themselves at other
moments, Winchell and Bcmle, did
what the customers appeared to expect them to do. They ribbed each
other.
Under the arrangement
Winchell gets most of the toppers.
His home town following seemed to
like that part of it, too.
The sour note Is the columnist's
Frltzl
of
exploiting
strongarm
Scheff. who has been dealt with in
print by the several Broadway columns, and who takes another session In person. The sum and substance of the story Is that the once
famous prima donna recently was
stranded In New ICngland and'
minus funds. The columnists have
been saying so in print for the past
couple of weeks, always with the
hope that some of her old frionds
would read and possibly help. That
.some of Miss .Scheft's former friends
mlglit have been advised of her
plight other than through the nows
pages never occurred to the Broadway columnists.
Winchell goes his contemporaries
nnn hottpr >iy hiiv l ntf the story's
clilef character there In the flesh.

more convincing than a more
nrws account. With Ml.ss Scheff
It'.s

(Continued on page
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Read BETWEEN The

"YOU'LL

HAVE A GRAND AND GLORIOUS TIME

'Secrets'

seeing Miss Pickford's newest offer to cirfema-kind/'

Three ond a half

^

stars*

fi'M* Thirty Daily

is

attractively

Lines!

genuinely touching. The hero

played by

Leslie

*~

N«w«

is

most

Howard/'

Richard

WaH$,

Jr.,

H9raU-TrihvM

Si
^

The

"Effectively pictured.

great

moment

star contributes truly

— John

Mary

drama. Mary's

latest

of admirers."

5.

CofiM^

Jr./

Sun

tide

tion of

is

best. There's scarce

Into the heart."

>

"'Secrets' summarizes all that

a charmingly sentimental

nieant to the screen

should please her large army

has turned!

Mary

the box-office

Business has re-turned!

a woman

11
in

th«

.

• •

.

,

.

The

R9glna

Mary

Cnw; American

Pickford has

Pickford fans should storm

finest picture of

her career."

Read

the lines above!

Frank Borzage's magnificent produc-

Pickford in "Secrets" with Leslie

Good

I

Hollywpod fteporfvf

lines at the Rivoli!

at every performance!

^ I

who wont enjoy their secrets. The story reaches

Ao<» P*i$wlck, BfMing Jcumal

Then see the

I

fond

Pickford gh^es effectivo portrayal from youth

to gray hdir. Secrets

The

"Mary ot her

ci

o( iragic pantomime."

I

I

Howard

times are here again!

is

packing 'em

in

Hail prosperity!
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EXPLOITATION
It's

the Depresh

Canadian theatre recently put on
the live baby offer with the result
that much comment was stirred up.
More when the donation turned out
to be a baby chick Instead of the
usual pig. Probably the manager
has to keep expenses down these
days.
It has been a loner time since

anyone staged a real baby offer,
though In times past this has been
Arrangement Is
a house-packer.
made with some orphan asylum for
the loan of an attractive child, with
the baby eventually awarded the
couple who give best evidence of
being able to give it a proper home.
Child is permitted to play In the
mezzanine or in a store window,
with merchants promoted to supply
clothing, toys and nursery accessoi'ies.

Few seem willing to assume additional burdens these days, but It's
well
to
remember that there's
money in the stunt if It is rightly
handled.

Said It with

Honks
St. Paul.

The Rust-Steagall duo huddled
with

St.

Paul's municipal zoo tender

and managed to procure five mona huge male and two smaller
females, each with an Infant monk
clutched to her breast.
The five
simians were housed in a large cage

keys

—

RKO lobby, the cage being
placarded 'Wheeler and Woolsey in
'So This Is Africa' are more fun
than a cage full of monkeys.'
Steagall arranged with the zoo
keeper to have a city employee on
the job twice daily to clean the cage
In the

Too

holiday hit some manwhat they think is
their sense of humor.
They
started to kid the depression
when most people do not regard it highly as a joke.

man

One
thought

wh6n he

had

what

anticipated pleasure. It
several days before the effect wore off, though the lobby
was changed before the manager went home that night.
It works the same way at
other times.
lobby may be
made horror compelling, but it
should never be lugubrious.
the

was

A

Air in Capital
Washington.

Trolley Jazzed
For 'Broadway Bad' the Palace, NBC automatically turns mikes
New York, used a display in the over to Keith's because of RCA
lobby, extending from side to side, tie-up. WOIi, 100-watt independent,
showing a section of a street, pre- trades spots for paper and even

Playing Politics
Columbus.

Crazy Bargains in 'Comedy Auction

closely as possible, allowing
for cutting out.
Scale it to

New Angle

the size the newspaper wants and

turn

it

in promptly.

the contestant thinks the
scene means, limiting to 200 or 260
words.
Tickets according to the
circulation of the paper, but five
or 10 a day will be plenty, and the
coming product can be tied directly
to the current interest in the jigs.
It might be more direct were the
correct naming of the picture to be
included in the rules.

—

—

No Switching
St.

Looks

Starting a Band
Hippodrome, N. Y., has started
organize a boys' band of 260 not consecutive, as the fault was in
the lamps and not in the
In one locality house the
for promotion yvorU. and possibly to light is seldom centered properly,
show on the dtage.
as can be seen from the shadow on
Band will practice regularly in fades and a third house has a
the room once used by Sousa and smear in the center of the screen
will be coached by a professional that has been there at least three
instructor. As a bait it is intimated months with nothing done about it.
the band may be sent to the ChiIt would pay the manager to slip
cago Fair in August
into a seat well down front now and
For a long time Keith theatres then and sit through a couple of
maintained a boys' band, but this reels, watching the projection. The
was dropped when the debacle Inspection should cover the projecsiartPtl.
tion from both machines.
to

members to be known aa the one of
Hippodrome Cadets and to be used other.

20.

recommended

what

,

Chicago, March

Sam Herman, specialist in novelty
Stanley
Shuford
of
Warners
works out a new angle on the 'not and stunt nights for picture thefor children' in his atres, is believed to have developed
press book for 'Ex-Lady.'
an entirely new wrinkle at the ComOne display carries a reverse inset mercial theatre, South Chicago,
reading 'If you feel over 60,- you'd where
each Saturday night he holds
better not see this picture of today's
a 'comedy auction sale.'
youth.
Herman invests about (15 in as'Yet it can offend no one old
enough to know the facts of life and sorted merchandise, furniture, brica-brac,
china,
young enough to appreciate them
golf clubs,
toys,
'A picture that takes love at its souvenirs,
cutlery,
or
anything
face value that treats marriage as that's unusual.
These articles he
young married people really treat it auctions off to the audience who
today that tells a heart-gripping bid. But the comedy
part is that
love story with frank, outspoken the
auctioneer purposely

To make it more interesting, and
also more easy to judge, offer the
prizes for the best explanation of

PauL

cheats

sincerity.

—

quick death for the
'If you're under 60^
in years or
gag In this village.
spirit we specially urge you not
After a girl walked though the
to miss it!'
loop dressed In men's clothing, eviSame
idea, yet It will excite less
dently seeking personal publicity
and getting plenty ^Publix sent out adverse comment.
two of Its boy ushers from the Paramount, dressed from head to foot
in the latest ladles' spring fashions,
Invited Slant Eyes
and smoking cigarettes.
Press book stunt of 'Are You an
Local raga gave the stunt a front
page play, but the city attorney's Exotic?' oh 'Son-Daughter' seems
ofHce came to bat with an an- to be one of the best space collecnouncement that such antics In fu- tors for the picture. McDonald theture would be liable to maximum of atre, Eugene, Ore., got art for two
(100 fine or 90 days in the works, days through tying up the Idea to
girls
'News.'
Thirty
who
or both. Burg has had ordinance on the
the books since 1891 barring out sex thought they looked like Orientals,
got free admlsh and a lot more
from draping Itself In garments
like

—

Dietrich

—

'

of

the other.

tried..

himself.

If

somebody bids 60c the

article is sold,

45c

but the bidder gets

change and the

article.

Depression Miracle
These crazy antics create a comedy tension that results in spirited
bidding with the whole audience
keenly interested and pandemonium
breaking loose when excitement
runs high for some choice item.
Obviously, the purpose of the auction Is to fill the theatre and Herman flgures that when all the gagging is over he will have sold the
(16 worth of merchandise for about
Difference of (12 is his Investment, but the audience Is mystified
(3.

House used a flossy lobby with at this loss-taking and the news
a Chinese slant and incense. In- has spread through South Chicago
Tickets and Drugs
cense leaks out onto the street and as a miracle of the depression.
is
always an attractor, but it's
Toward the end of the auction,
Rialto Stock Co. has tied in with burning should be carefully watched.
which runs 30 minutes or so, beLiggett's drug stores to Issue tickets One fatal fire followed a similar
tween the first and second performwith each 76c purchase.
Stores stunt in New Haven some years
ance,
Herman goes completely ga-ga
have 6,600 tickets to dispose of, and ago, though ordinary care Is all
theatre hopes by this means to in- that is required. Keep the cover on and offers to buy the three cents
stamps from anybody in the audiduce return visits in profitable the burner and it's entirely safe.
quantities.
McDonald also got space in an- ence for (1. Or he offers to buy
Figured to be a more dignified other paper with the contest in some fellow's shirt for (1. Guy peels
throwout than just passing them which prizes were offered for the off the shirt there and
then. Then
around, as the stores advertise the most complete list of other plays in Herman
auctions the shirt to a
offer and the company.
which the four leads had appeared woman
patron on the other side of
the house for a nickel and makes
her re-sell the shirt back to the
original owner for 26c.
Fellow is
75 cents ahead and woman is 20c to

BEHIND
MillviUe, N. J.

KEYS

ihe

the good.

Louis Cans, manager of the
United States theatre, transferred

Floyd Fitzsimmons, late of Par
amount Publlx's advertising depart to the Tuxedo in same capacity.
ment, is now oianaging the Levoy Abe Ludacer, former assistant at
theatre here for Warner Bros.
the U. S., succeeds.

Spokane.
Los Angeles.
Orpheum taken over by the
Robert Snrfth, manager of the F
Evergreen company, newly formed
weeks ago, replaces Carl Narath as operative chain in the Northwest,
manager at circuit's Criterion at Frank L. Newman, president. Tom
Santa Monica. Narath la not as- Olsen, former manager under Fox
Holiday Sold Scrip
West Coast, retained and Oscar NyManager who had been trying to signed.
berg remains as assistant.
launch scrip books without much of Terry McDaniel named manager
the F-WC Colorado In Pasadena,
success got on the jump when the
replacing
Walter
Kofeldt,
resigned.
Lodi, O.
bank holiday was declared. His
John Klee and Harry Denny,
Heavy rains flooded downtowir
lobby blossomed out with signs ofmanagers, respectively of the Unit- sectlon causing (3,000 damage to
fering to take checks for scrip
ed Artists (Whittier blvd.) and the the Idol theatre. Manager T. J.
books, and he sold more the first
Scenic
(Whittier) have exchanged Fowles reported. While last night's
two days than he had the previous
show was in progress water enterthree months. Just to make it more spots.
ing the theatre through the front
attractive lie cut the $6 books,
Canton, O.
doors, and within an hour covered
carrying (5.50 in admissions, to
Possibility of a 20% reduction on all seats with mud, damaged sound
(4.50.
union stage hands and operators Is equipment and rendered the pipe
He expects to get a few rubber seen
in the negotiations this week organ a total loss. Patrons left the
checks, but that can be written off
to profit and loss, though he plans between union executives and ex- theatre through a rear door without
to capitalize pride by framing the hibitors here. Exhibs have threat- injury.
bouncers for a lohby display after ened to darken their houses at any
waiting a reasonable time for them time.
New Cumberland, W. Va.
Loew's, Alhambra and Grand are
And his letter,
to be made good.
Sunday Alms lost at special eleccarefully framed by his lawyer, will the only three houses using union tion here 319 to 361. Theatre men
carry this intimation when he calls labor.
say referendum will be held this
It's a
attention to the bouncers.
fall.
Easton, Pa.
neighborhood house and he figures
Hiram Srenco of Philadelphia
they'll pay up rather than be adAltoona, Pa.
suing William J. Heenan for an acvertised to the neighbors.
The Warner, leased and operated
counting of an alleged partnership
by Warner Bros., has reverted to
In the Earle, Allentown.
the Silverman brothers, Isaac and
Projection Is an Ad
Jake, builders and former successFew managers realize the imNew York.
ful operators.
Warner Bros, had
portance of good projection as a
St. John Brenon, attached the theatre from June 1, 1929, until
means of getting business. They to Aileen
the Paramount publicity depart- last week. Returning to the name
look at the screen, if at all, only
ment
on
fan
papers,
is doing the of Strand theatre, under which It
looks
all
if
it
then,
and
now and
publicity for the Rialto, New York, was operated by the Sllvermans. It
right from the back of the house,
But many people keep for^ Arthur Mayer. Advertising is will be owned by the Strand Theit passes.
handled through the P-P ad atre Co., made up of locals, and
away from certain theatres because also
department.
managed by the Sllvermans, who
the projection is poor, and they not
originally started here with a nickonly keep away, but they tell their
elodeon In 1903.
New Rochelle.
friends why.
Oliver Epps, now manager of
The Strand was one of 15 SilverLast week the screen of one of
Broadway theatres Proctor's, replacing Joseph dl Lo- man theatres in Pennsylvania, Ohio
cheaper
the
carried an iridescent spot in the renzo, shifted by RKO to Proctor's, and Maryland, lea.sed from SilverVernon,
replacing
center of the screen for two reels, Mt.
Thomas mans by Warner Bros., but it is the

sumably Broadway itself. To jazz stages dramatizations of pictures
things up a trolley car ran back for right to see them next week.
and forth on an endless belt, a re-

'Loew's Ohio theatre Insures repeal referendum for Ohio' should
have been the headlines here last
week, when the state legislature
voted to submit repeal to the voters
in November. As the solons arrived
at the Capitol, while they were debating and while they were voting,
Lioew's Ohio had 20 men at the
state house doors carrying huge
signs bearing the words 'What! No
Beer,'
It was a splendid tineup
with opening of that film at the
Ohio Friday, and, due to the fact
that the vote was being taken at
that time, even the police entered
Into the affair, finally forcing the
sandwich men to leave the state
house grounds.

Yokels Ga-Ga with Excitement at

paper

the

room

he

cash plenty scarce, boys are slipping passes to announcers and station ofllclals In return for air plugs.

play.

as

a bright idea
got out a depression

reminded anew that this was
a time to save money. They
were coming to the theatre to
forget, and being freshly reminded took all the kick out of

provided

its own cuts and does not
from a mat or use a supplied
plate.
Cut it a scene still, jumble
the pieces and paste them together

cast

was

lobby, with wrapping paper
valance, crudely lettered posters and half the bulbs in the
lobby display replaced by dead
lamps from the discard.
He got a big laugh out of
the brightness of the idea, but
people actually turned away
when they reached the house,

crash

to

makes

in

With town swamped for three
and care for the beastlos. So well weeks with topnotch radio names
Were they taken care of that the. heading stage bills and most
exhibit was completely odorless.
straight pic house men twiddling
Not one simoleon did the stunt thumbs and waiting for ether to
cost the house, as Steagall arranged blow away, Hardie Meakin carried
with a store two doors away, and so battle right into air camp.
acknowledged the promotion: 'Don't
Faced with 'So This Is Africa' and
feed the animals!
They eat only 'King Kong,' Keith's didn't have a
fresh fruits and vegetables from the show of legitimately climbing on
Walgreen Drug Co., 7th and Wa- radio bandwagon. Hardie, however,
basha Sts.'
sat down at his telephone and made
So much of an attraction did the arrangements for spot announcescampering simians become to the ments on three out of four stations
natives and their offspring that the here. Had more stuff coming out
6. P. C. A. felt the monks should be of loud speakers on non-air show
be protected from the rabble's than others had on Bemie and Cangawking, and took steps to have the tor.
animals removed.
Steagall, howUnusual stunt was angle used on
ever, hurried to the courthouse and 'King Kong' for two weeks Meakin
procured a special permit from the had announcers repeating with fear
park commissioner and compro- and trembling 'King Kong Is Commised with the S. P. C. A. by erect- In"-.' Nothing else. No plugs. Not
Result
ing a-gtiard rail two feet out from even mention of theatre.
the cage, to prevent their human has town puzzled and ripe for press
brothers from attempting to become ads when he shoots them.
securing
for
locally
four-footed
Method
used
too familiar with the
Witk
spots is worth passing on.
chatterers.

cess at each end of the sign permitting the fan to turn around out
of sight.
Where this idea is used, there
should be only one point of contact
between the car and the belt, to
permit it to round the pulley at
either end. Round belting is best
Where there is a sufllcient depth it
would be better to use a belt with
several cars which are returned
through a tunnel masked by the
display of the title and sales copy.
Belt^ running in opposite directions
will give more life to the display,
but a lot of people were stopped
by the single car in the Palace dis-

ter

Bank

agers

By Epes W. Sargent

Qualifying Jigs
With most newspapers using jigsaw puzzles in the dally or at least
the Sunday issue, it's a simple mat-

Realistic

19

WC Pantages until house closed two

,

White, resigned.

only one returning to them.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Louis Solomon temporarily in
charge of the RKO Dyker during
the illness of Sigurd Wexo.

RKO

Sporting Nights
Chicago.
an adaptation of the
corn game, or Kecno, is beint; used
one night a week at the Englewood,
Ear, Wilson,
Symphony, StateRoseland, Marshall Square, Sjhore
and Palace (Cicero) here and is reported a strong business stimulant.
This is a slide to which a bulb is
Screeno,'

attached. Projectionist presses the
bulb and the air current spins the
arrow, which is magnified to screen
size.
Audience holds cards as in
keeno and when filling a row horizontal, vertical, or oblique calls

and wins a prize.
Nabes like the game. About »0
minutes is given to playing the
game, with the houses funereal in
'screeno'

their silence during the spinning.

Season Tickets
Hartford.
Capitol will accept a regular note
without endorsements in exchange
for a season ticket to the Fox-Arthur theatres here.
Sign at box
invites theatregoers to offer.
Exploitation stunt by Sam Maurice.
Every newcomer to town is

office

greeted with a pair of tickets for
the Allyn theatre.
Sponsored by
Lew Schaefer, taref ul Ub is kept
of all new citizens in Hartford, East
and West Hartford and other towns.
As soon as new names are turned
in a car is dispatched with the
tickets to the home of the new
arrival.

Lay

Honks

Off

Several managers are planning to

send out a perambulator in a monkey dress when they come to play
'King Kong.' That's all wrong. The
big sales' angle of Kong is the fact
that he's a gorilla 50 feet tall. Sending out even a six-footer would
completely destroy that sense of
values. You can't get a 50-foot man
to wear the monkey dress, so do
something else. Do not create the
Impre.'islon that It's Just another

Tarzan.

Bronx. N. Y.
Picture Guild has disposed of its
last remaining theatre, the Benenson, and is no more. New operator
of Benenson is Isadore Leff, who
has a number of small pirtore

houses throughout the borough.

New York.
Martz. formerly at the
Palace, Broadway, .succeeded

Harold

Got Notables

I'"./,
the opening of 'Mussolini
Ben Schenker as a.ssl.stant manager .Speak.s'
Arnold
and treasurer of the Royal, in the Van Lfcc(Col) at the Palace,
did hlm.self and his comBronx. Schenker resigned. Change
l)any proud by collectln-sf an excep-

Is

as of Friday (17).

tional

only

Hany
All)Oe.

Wclos.
Brooklyn,

New
formerly

Yurlt.

at

trnns-

h.'i.<?

(Condnufd on

pntjo

tlif

!0i

group of notables.
l)rf)ii(;lit

down

all

He

not

the Italian

'ittli ial.s
of the city. Including the
••onsiil.Trc ;infl ambassadorial repto iniivscnt.u Ivcs. but

managed

(Tontinued on page 64)
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Is

your
husband
Grouchy, irritable
-instead of tlie
"pai" he used to be!

PARAMOUNT

PICTURES
WILL BRING BACK THAT

Hi>NEYMOON GRIN!

MARLENE DIETRICH
in

"The Song of Songs"

KING OF THE JUNGLE
mm

THE STORY OF TEMPLE DRAKE

MAURICE CHEVALIER
in

"A Bedtime Story"

:

PIC T II R E S

tuesdaj, March 21, 1933

Tib

Hollywood Piroductioiis
Week

DailyV ISth

Comparative Grosses for March

Tops Past Editions
now

(Pioturas

by

filmina, or about to start, are listed below alphabetically
'Director*
Author, C Cameraman.)'
ars-

Oeat:

—Geo.
C—Bid
Cast:

B. Belts

(0th week)
Robert Z. I.eenard

Burns

O—
A—J.

Tyrrell Davis

Irene

Mozelle Brlttoa

Robert Creig
Doris Lloyd

Frank LaRue

—

a

week)

Cast:

Spencer Tracey

(1st week)
John BIystone
Kraly
Atllta Von Orbok

A—Hans
Cast:

Harvey
John Boles

Lillian

El Brendel
Una O'Connor
Henrietta Crosmsm

Marian Nixon

n—J. P.
A—John

Grapewin

Betty BIythe
Frances Rich

Inez Palange
•Forbidden Meledy*
(4th week)
(Spanish)
Frank Strayer
John Stuart Fife
Eve TTnseU

D—

Conchlta Montenegro
Mona Marls
Carmen Rodrtgues
Soledad Jlmlnez

A—Jules

Furthman

WARNER
'Narrow Corner*
(6th week)

'Song of Songs*

week)

Robt. Presnell
—Tony
Guadlo

lO

Cast:

Douglas Fairbanks,

Lionel

Jnnet Oaynor
Ucnry Garat
C. Aubrey Smith
Herbert Mundln

Ralph Bellamy
Dudley Dlggea

Edward MoWade
James Marcos

METRO
On Broadway*
(6th week)

D— Harry Beaumont
A—Courtney Terrett
Brodlne

Montgomery

Madge Evans
Sally Eilers

Eugene Palette
C. Henry Gordon
Ivan LebedcfC

Jean Parker
Claire du Brey
Joseph Cawthorn
Vince Barnelt
Vienna*

(7th week)

Franklin

Sherwood

Krnest Vajda
Claudlne West
(Jeorge Folsoy

liOve

That Han*

(6tli

David Boehm

C

Warren

Miller

Flschbeck

Ruby Kceler
Dink Powell

'Voltaire'

D—
A—

On WB-Poblix
March

Deal
20.

Publlx and Warnera have gotten
together on a deal and '42nd St.'
win play here at the Michigan after
Lent. Publix protested at continu-

week Michigan and

a week Fisher film rental and
was In an uproar. N.
M. Piatt, local div. manager, took
a trip to N. T. and settled the ar12,000

the local end

gument there.
Reason for the delay Is to give
local conditions a chance to settle
before playing a mohey picture like

Grand Slam

$12,500

$11,000

days)
42d St.

(3

$12,000

$25,000

DETROIT
March 4

March

11

Employees
Entrance

to

Handle
$13,000

March 18
King Jungle
$13,200

$16,500

Stage Show

(Joe E.

Brown on

8,800

stage)

FOX

Reduced

*

State Fair

Dangerously

$14,000

$11,000

State Fair
$17,000

Stage Show

(Pictures
only)

Parachute

Crime of the
Century

Whistling in
the Dark

$5,000

$6,000

S3,800

(New Low)

scale.

NEW HAVEN
PARA-

MOUNT
85-50)

*(2,348 ;

Feb. 25
Tonight Ours

and
Heritage
Desert

March 4
Done Wrong
and
Luxury Liner

March

11

Woman
Accused

and

March

18

King Jungle
and

Shadow
Laughs

$9,900

Iron Master
$5,400

$5,100

PALACE

State Fair

Child of

(8,040; 86-60)

$7,700

Manhattan
and

Topazo
and

B'way Bad
and

This Africa

Pvt. Jones

High. $21,000
Low^j^

5,000

Low..

$7,000

~

No Beer

$6,700

$7,100

$8,200

Wax Museum

Talk
About
and

Ladies

King's

and
Lawyer Man

Vacation

$6,200

Williamson

1.500

and

Missing

Girl

Blondie

Johnson
and
Great Jasper
$4,900

$4,000

$6,300
(6 days)

days)

(8

BUFFALO
State Fair

March 11
Done Wrong

$18,600

$16,600

March 4

March

18

King's

Vacation
$20,000

SonDaughter

Mme. Blanche

(Kate Smith
on Stage)
Second-

and

Hand Wife

$5,400

Infernal

and

Machine

Strange
People

$6,000

3,900

$4,700

CENTURY
26)

(3,400;

Payment
Deferred

3,900

Face

Follow the
Leader

High. $21,000

Low..

the

in

Sky
and
Kongo

and
Females

LAFAY.

and

$6,700

26)

Low..

$4,500

$3,900

No Orchids

Death Kiss

Air Hostess

and

and
Crusade

and
Obey the Law

$6,000

$6,500

$6,500

High. $16,000

Dangerously

and
Vampire Bat

(New Low)

Speed Demon

ETTE

(3,400 ;

Whistling in
the Dark

Mysterious
Rider

$6,100

Man Against

Woman

and
Unwritten

Law

5.000

$7,000

WASHINGTON
March 4

Feb. 25

EARLE

March

11

March 18
42d Street

^

Wax Museum

Blondie

Woman

$13,600

Johnson

Accused

$27,000

Vaude

$16,000

$20,000

(New High)

Mme. Blanche

State Fair

$13,000

$18,000

23-30-4000-00-70)

(2,424;

6,000

PALACE
16-26-85-

'Captured'
D Roy Del Ruth
Sir Philip Glbbs
C Barney McOlll
Cast:

—

A—

—

Howard

Jr.

TOCC

claims it has no choice;
Referee Needn't Advise Each Credi- that a row within Empire, the insurgent union which was formed
tor Individually
and backed by the Indies during
Under an order filed last week on their battle against Sam Kaplan's
top of Paramount-Publix's bank- dictates, has resulted in a virtual
ruptcy petition. Federal Judge Al- sell-out to 306 and almost certain
dissolution for Empire.
fred C. Coxe granted a waiver of
Exhibitor feeling is that 306, with
provision of the bankruptcy laws
l>e worthy of supwith respect to rule 22 under which Kaplan out will
membership Is being adreferee must mail each creditor as port. The
against considering anything
directed by court, or on notice of vised
suggestive of non-unionism.
first meeting, a proxy naming the
referee as special proxy to vote the
claim In favor of election of the
Eewrite 'Trumpet Blows'
Irving Trust Co. as trustee.
Hollywood, March 20.
The provision requiring this Is
Bradley King and Mark Goodrich
waived on petition of the Irving
comTrust company Itself through Its at- are giving 'Trumpet Blows' a
Paramount
torneys, Wlnthrop, Stimson, Put- plete rewrite at
Goodrich Is the former drama
nam & Roberts who are counsel for
'Tribune.'
editor of the New York
I. T. In the Publix bankruptcy.

Bum

Done Wrong

$12,600

$14,600

Whistling in
the Dark

Handle With
Care

$3,200

$3,000

6,500

COLUMBIA
Theatre Owners Chamber of Com15-25-35this week is conceding vic- (1,232;
40)
tory to Local 306, prediction openly
High. $19,000
being made within that organization Low..
1,100
that before another two weeks the
FOX
bulk of Greater New York booths (3,434; 15-25-35win be under the guidance of Harry
00)
Sherman's projectionists. Only hope High. $41,500
expressed by the TOCC is that 306 Low.. 11.000
will effect a standard scale recogKEITH'S
nizing conditions and classes of (1.830; 35-26-3Btheatres.

I'm a

00)

High. $29,300

merce

Robert Barrat

WAIVER ON NOTICE

Low..

Low..

Richard Barthelmess

Leslie

Mme. Blanche

Hard

High. $53,100

Low..

Pledges Support

To 306; Empire Thru?

<3rd week)
John Adolfl
Wilson Mlzner
Robert Lord

Douglas Fairbanks.

Lost Souls

Feb. 25

(2.303;

t«retta Toung

D—Edward Sutherland
A—Lou Helfetz
Francis Martin

TOCC

Ned Sparks

Carole

$14,500

Sign of the
Cross

High. $27,000

Ginger Rogers

Tammany Toung

Cast:

Lombard
Guy Standing

Denver, the angle of Interstate
commerce is claimed by New York
attorneys to be Involved. On this
and the charge of price fixing the
industry Is planning to base a test
case In the Federal Court.
New Mexico Is claimed to be the
poorest amusement state in the
union, its approximate 48 houses
yielding but a fraction of 1% of the
country's gross return.
Lawyers are studying the bill now
and later in the week wUl be prepared to advise a plan of procedure.
Instigators of the bill are believed
In New York to be a clique of New
Mexican Indie exhlbs who have
been fighting Griffith Amusements.

Aline MacMahon
Ouy Klbbee

C —James Van Trees

March

Nell Brant

Wllli.-im

Joan Blondell

Cary Grant
Jack Oakle

Detrwt Gets '42d SL'

Detroit,

Jnmes Seymour
—Saul
PoHto

Cast:

Intemntlonal House*
(6th week)

John Barry more
Diana Wynyard
Frank Morgan
Henry Travers

week)

D—Mervyn LeRoy
A—Avery Hopwood

Robert Armstrong
Dorothy Burgess
Susan Fleming
Walter Walker
Inez Courtney
•The Eagle and the Hawk'
(6th week)
D Stephen Roberts
A John Monk Saunders
Bogart Rogers
Cast:
Fredrlc

Fung

•Cold Diggers of 1»SS'

liew Cody

I.

V.

Willie

—
—
—

Sir

Cast:

Wm.

Arthur Hohl
Henry Kolker

(Mh week)
D Harry Joe Brown
A Gene Towne
Graham Baker
C Milton Krasner
Cast:
Edmund Lowe
Nancy Carroll

—
—
Seton
C—^Harry

Owen
Mong

Reginald

AtwIU

Hardle Albright
Helen Freeman

1

Jr.

Patricia Ellis

Marlene Dietrich
Brian Aherne
Allison Skipworth

$17,600

15-29-9540-6S)

New

In

Humanity

B'way Bad

$18,600

MICHIGAN

Mexico and Low..
that most film deals are arranged
no exchanges In

D —Alfred E. Green
A—Somerset Maugham

D — Reuben Mamoullan

Seitz

Boyd

"Wm. Gargan
Betty Furness

David Manners
Johnny Hlnes
Wm. Harrigan
Jack LaRue

Jane Storm

St."

Bill

Gloria Stuart
Shirley Grey

(7th

Branch

Joe Manklewltz

Cast:

James Dunn

Geo. Marion, Jr.

'42nd

A—Huston

Cast:

$18,000

on stage)

(2d week)

;

week)

(1st

D —Edward Cahn

Cast:

Frank

ing the $4,000 a

Chambers
'Emergency Call'

Shirley

D—

BilUe Wilder

C—

Chick Chandler
Joan Brewster
Helen Mack

A— Herman Sudermann
C—Victor Mllner

'Adorable'
(4th week)
Wm. Dleterle

E.

Wera Engles

week)

(20)

Blondie

Johnson

Ben Bernle

State Fair

that Governor Sellgman has signed
the bin passed through both houses
* Reduced scale.
of New Mexico on the last day of
the session, major business in the
could
East started to figure how it
Feb. 25
do business without salesmen.
Under the new law exhibitors
BUFFALO Tonight Ours
must be allowed to bid for film. If (3,000 80-40-65)
$14,800
Stage Show
the bidding gets too high, the state High. $42,000
has the right to fix what It deems Low.. 11,100
a fair price. The state as well has
Luxury Liner
HIPPOa right to stipulate what the public
DROME
$4,500
shall pay for admissions.
(2.400; 26)
In view of the fact that there are
High. $22,000

Wolfson

Cast:
Charlie Ruggles
Phil Harris

Randolph Scott
•Dead On Arrival'
(3rd week)
Alexander Hall
Geo. Somnea

Cast:
Jose Mojlca

A— Robt.

P. J.

March 18

$28,600

State Fair

Is

With the knowledge Monday

Allen Rlvkln

Cast:

Jackson

In

Holmes
Mark Sandrlch

D—Henry Hathaway
A—Zane Grey

Lucille lisVerne

'Reunion

D—

$14,600

Stage Show

(4.(MS;

SHERMAN

A—Ben

Stout

(Ist

Jay Ward

D—Sidney

'Mnlden Cruise*
(2nd week)
Mark Sandrlch

'Sunset Pass*

Robert Warwick
Hedda Hopper
Maurice Murphy

Itobert

Edgar Kennedy

Johns

PARAMOUNT

Adcle Watson

'

P.

O—^Archie

Heather Angel
I^oulse Carter

— Norbert
Cast:

week)
McCarthy

(Int

Harry O. Jones
John Morgan

Norman Foster

(3,700; 40-55)

setting Itself im- High.
$20,000
mediately to test the constitutional- Lbw..
4,000
ity of a radical statute Just enacted
In New Mexico and called the first
law seriously adverse to picture in(2,^00; 86-50)
terests made by ahy, state In years. High. $16,000

Louis Calhem

MONOOBAM
of Casey Jones*

Fllmdom

Barry

Phyllis

Chas. Butterworth

C Geo. Schelderman
Oast:
Henrietta Crosmaa

C

Hinea

<B«tam

Henry Johnson

'Made

Marjorle White
Hugh Herbert

Tenen Holt

Barry Connors

& Woolsey

Wheeler

Tom Nawn

Philip Klein
Dudley Nichols

Cast

—

C

Cast:

March 11
Employees
Entrance

(Kate Smith
on stage)

•(8,100; 10-25-8S-

OPEN FIRE ON N.M.UW
REGIMTING FUH SALE

Manklewlts
Glen Tryon
Eddie Cronjager

Bid Baylor

STANLEY

of film titles,
40)
and that of other High. $50,000

and sub-film activities. It's a 1,024
page Issue which does not overrun its footage.

D—
A—Joe

Joan Standing
Herman Blng
Greta Meyer

I.

Rosher

Untitled
(3rd week)
Wm. Seiter

Virginia Cherrlll

Sam

Murfln

McCrea
Laura Hope Crews
Frances Dee
Eric Linden

Lee Tracey
Madge Evans
Frank Morgan
John MlUan

Ford
D—John R.
Wylle
A—
A.

C— John

Jane
—Chas.

Cast:

(6th week)

Cromwell

Cast:
Joel

C-.^regg Toland
'

(3rd week)

A—Sidney Howard

D—J'ack Conway
A—^Unassigned

'PIlgrlBoage'

D—
A— Paul

RADIO

C

Vaude

10,500

.

has been brought Low..
8.000
down to date with the usual exact.FISHER
ness and will furnish fodder for the (2,605; 10-23-3540)
newspaper motion picture editors
for the next twelve-month, as usual, High. $29,000
3.800
with complete coverage on all film Low..

'SUver Cord'

•Vatltled'
(3rd week)

Low.

tabulation

players' work
studio sections

Gene Morgan

Alan Edwards

Ralph Morgan
CUrtord Jonea
Helen Vinson
'My Ups. Betray'

The

Geo. E. Stone

D—John

FOX
The lOi Best Pictures are given
the lead, but added to the catalog is (3,000; So-10-75)
the tabulation of results in the High. $41,000

About
$17,000

March 4
Ladies Talk

Feb. 25
Butterfly
$14,000

more informative.

ment.

Andy Devlne

Aleo B. Francis

Colleen Moore

A—

Mary Brian

Louise Drease

Viva Tatterssll
Halloway Hobbs
lAwrence Grant
C. Aubrey Smith
Blllle Bevan
Geo. K. Arthur

D—Wm. K. Howard
A—Preston Sturgea

C— Harry

Chas. Blckford
Richard Arlen
Jean Hersholt

Elizabeth Allen
Doris Lloyd
Colin Clive

the Olory*
(lASky)

C'haa.

Cast:

Holmes

Philip

Mack

—

C

Benita Hume
Douglas Walton

Jarrett

The Power and

—

(4th week)

Marsk

PHILADELPHIA

the press filled with the
standard features, and. In spite of
EARLE
(2.000; 40-6B)
the exactness of coverage which the
years have brought, still other new High. $27,000
ideas to make this, the^lBth annual Low.. 11300

ploitation department adds a listing by the publicity men of each
company's outstandins exploitation
gag for the year. There Is also an
article by Jack Harrower, who does
the exploitation for the 'Dally.' on
the particular Importanci^ of ex^
ploltatlon to the theater at the mo-

Gene Towne
Graham Baker
Henry Sharp

Lewis Stone

Marian Nlzon
Buddy Rogers
JToaeph Cawthorn

Crime*

D—Ralph Murphy

A—Wlllard

Cast:
tdonel Barrymers

Osat:

(1st

P.

Ainstee

'I.egal

(Continued from page 11)

has

by the

Etta Lee

Norman

Book

Forecasts
'Directors' Tear Book.'
High. $37,000
Industry's leaders find their Low..
4,000
usual place, and of especial interest at this time, the amplified ex-

Clem Beauchamp
Henry Bedley

D—Clarence Brown
A—C. L. Anthony
C—Oliver

Wood

BSrnest

Tear

•Daily's' poll as to the critical angle, reprinted from the midsummer

James Wang
Edwin Stanley

(6th week)

Glass'

week)
^Frank Craven
^Frank Craven
Sara MIntz

Ban

Lumsden Hare

'Service*

FOX
(1st

A Budd

Edmund

Comptoa
Browne

Juliette

Patty CFlynn

Daily's'

Issue, still

Franklin Pangbora

MacDonald
Alan Mowbray

Frank Rice

Bradley Page

i>

Bela LugosI
Breeae

Hardley Manners

J. Fsrrell

Dorothy Revlsr

&

Allen
Col. Btoopnagle

Marlon Dsyles
Onslow Stevens

Buck Jones

A—

Barl Marltza

C—George Barnes

Ward Bond

C. Fields

Stuart Brwln

Cast:

Battle
A—Warren
Wagner

'Fire Cents

Peggy Hopkins Joyes

W.

A—

Martlnalll

Cast:

Bodtl Rosins
Edwards oraneUI
•Pes of Ky Hewrtf

Biusell
O—^Bddl*
Robert Rlakln

Unaailgned
•TlM Coasai's TfsU*
(tad week)

O—Arthur

May Robsoa
Una Merkel

'Film

come from

Walter DeLeon

Charles Glblyn

COI.IJ1IBIA.

Hales for Wires'
(1st week)

j>

—

A—

D—

Symbols

studios.

21
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Rasputin

Trailing

the

Killer
$3,000

$8,500

(2-a-day)

Lost Souls

No Beer

$24,600

$19,000

$24,000

(Ted Lewis
on Stage)

(Olsen and
Shutta on
Stage)

Child of

Topaze

Manhattan

$11,500
(10 days)

Olangerously
/

00)

$7,500

Wires

$36,100

(Amos

'n'

And.v on
Stage)

No Woman
$4,700
(5

days)

High. $20,000

Low..

Clear

Great
Jasper
$5,000
(6

days)

4.600

CINCINNATI
Feb. 25

ALBEE
(3.300;

S.'i-e.'i)

High. $33,500

Low..

Get

Married

$18,000
(Mills Bros,

(2,C00; 30-05)

on Stage)
Sign of the
Cross

High. $28,100

$13,000

8,000

PALACE
Low..

March 18
B'way Bad

Mme. Blanche

March 11
Topaze

$12,000

$9,000

$13,600

State Fair

(Ted Lewis
on Stage)
Done Wrong

$11,900

$9,300

.March 4

I'm a

Bum

$8,800

6,800

KEITH'S

Employees

Wax Museum

Blondie

King's

(1,300; 20-40)

$6,700

$7,400

Johnson

Vacation

High. $22,000

Low..

$5,400

LYRIC

Child of

(1,280; 30-55)

Manhattan

SonDaughter

High. $23,900

$10,000

$6,100

Low..

$5,000

4,000

Dangerously

Second-

$4,700

Hand Wife

4.100

(Continued on page 23)

$8,600

!
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STILL AT CAPACITY!

BALTIMORE BREAKS ALL RECORDS!
NATION-WIDE AVALANCHE STARTS

Opening this week Albany,
Troy, Washington, Rochester, Buffalo, Detroit, Boston, Hartford, New Haven,
Philadelphia, Trenton,
Newark, El Paso and many

WITH FAY WRAY
ROBERT
ARMSTRONG
BRUCE CABOT
.

other Icey points.

.

.

i

WATCH TRADE PAPERS

FOR NEW HIGHS!

PRODUCTION
;

. .

__

R K O RADIO PICTURe)

.
_

.

.

.

I

DAVID O. SELZNICK. EXECUTIVE PRdDUCEIf|j

PIC¥

Tuesday* March 21, 1933
-J.

..

.i

^=F=

.

trom page
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MONTREAL
'

LOEW'8
(8,aW>;

March 4
CoviBr Man
$12,600

$12,000

$18^

High.

Low

Feb. 25

BleMed Event

66)

Yaudd
Sign of the

Sign of the
Cross

CroM

High. $32,000

Low. .

$18,000

Whistling in
the Dark

$11,000

$10,000

King's

State Fair

Vacation

$9,000

(2,700;

$11,000

and

Mummy

7,000

$12,000

Man

•(1,000;

I'm

.Against

Woman

50)'

High. $25,000
4300
Low..

'

and

Hello,

(1,000;

SO)

,

'
-

and
Quand
Te-Tues-Tu

quetaiftTs'
$2,600

Reduced

Ball

Manhattan
and
Obey the Law

$8,000

$7,600

Milady

Milady

$2,000

\

:

'.

:

•

-.u
'

.

;

\
•••

'M((roh

Sign of the
Cross

(2,800 ; 29-40)

High. $29,000
Low.,
3,500

State

$S.000

Great
Jasper

Child of

Get Married

Topaze

Manhattan

$9,000

$6,600

$7,800

Low..

Midnight

Warning

High. $15,000

$7,000

Low..

Vaude

3,000

PARA-

Scandal

Sign of the
Cross

and

$9,800

Billion

11

Wrong

and

$ii.oo();-

VICTORY

Fools

and

No Woman.'
and

High. $15,000

1

^

Laughter,

-

Nagiina

Sailor' -Be
Hell
potfji
.
$3,000
91iM0
EMPIRE
3 on a Matcfi. ...'Qflirfj^yVay
(1,100: 26)
$1,800
.l>fi(f^age
High. $12,000
...$1,700
Low..
1,000

Low.

2.000

.

in

Topaze

GreiEit-

$3,000

Jasper

ain'd./

•

.

STANLEY
25-36-50)

High
Low.

$48,000
3.750

.

the

Trailing
.

Killer

Luxury

$1,000

and
Scarlet

26)

(800;

No Beer

titn'er

Low.

$1,600

$2,200

$7,000

85-60-66)

(4,830;

High. $66,000

Low.

9

March 4

'.

'

Hand Wife

Daughter

$1,800

$1,000

March 18

20,000 Yeai^
$14,000

Woman

King's

King Jungle

Accused

Vacation

(New Low)

$17,300

$16,000

$20,990

RKO
MEMORIAL

Devil

Topaze

Commands

$24,G00

•(4,000; 25-40-55)

$12,600

High
Low.

Vaude

$41,200
6,140

.

BOSTON

Great
Jasper

Strangers

$13^,600

$12,600

Marry

Private Jones

25-40-68)

$8,400

Manhattan

$11,600

High. $23,000

Vaude

$13,100

:M,000:

Low.

Topaze

'

$8,100

Reduced

MINNEAPOLIS
March 4
Topaze

Kid Spain

$7,800

$6,000

$13,000

Feb. 25

Vaude

High. $25,000

Low.

11

March 18
Cynara
$4,800
..(Now Low)

Interlude

(Pictures
Only)
Sign of the

State Fair

King Jungle

$14,600

Cross

$4,000

$4,000

Luxury Liner

No Beer
$6,000
(9 days)

Crime of the
Century

Dangerously

$1,800

4.800

.

STATE
(2.200;

March

No Woman

85-50)

•(2,890 ;

66)

High. $28,000
3300

NEWMAN

Big Drive

$8,500

$3,000

$12,000

a.800; 86)

High. $17,000

Low.
•

(6

130

.

Reduced

days)

High. $33,000
4v400

25-80-4000)

SonDaughter

Sign of the
Cross

$3,600

$7,200

Mary Holmes
$10,000

$12,000

$4,700

26^46-00)

High. VZfiOO
Low.
1.400
26-30-50)

Bfg Drive
'

$I?.'M»o

MOUNT
(2,000; 26-40)

and

.

ORPHEUM
26-36-40)

(2,000;

and
20,000 Years
$3,000
(Split week)

Wax Museum

King's
Vacation

$13,600

High. $20,000 XPreA Schmltt

Low.

RIALTO

Orch.)
Robbers'

(000; 20-25-40)

Roost

High.. $4300
Low... 1.900

and

8,100

.

March 11
Mme. Blanche

Hell

$4,200

King Jungle
$3,200

(New Low)

No Beer

.Crime of the

$2,600

Century

(6

days)

Parachute

Crosb

$2,300

42fl Street

$18,600

Low,..

Dangerously
$2,760

March 4
Animal

$4,500

Kingdom

March 11
Done Wrong
and

and

Tonight Ours

King's

$3,500

High.. $7,000

Low.

.

.

2,000

BLUE
MOUSE
(050;

15-25)

High.. $8,000

Low...

130

False Faces
This Harris

and

Obey the Law
and

and

Larrican

Jungle Bride

Bitter Tea
$4,200
(Split w«ek)

and

$3,200

Vanity Street

Ladies They

Entrance

.

(2 days)

Last

and

$1,600

Mary Holmes
$1,650
(Split week)

Man

$2,200

Central Pk.
$2,000

'

Feb. 25
I'm a Bum

March

March 4

11

Mme. Blanche! Clear Wires

$6,000

$4,600

$4,600

Hello,

Sign of the
Cross

Sign of the
Cross

$9,500

$3,000

Everybody
$2300

'

$2,000

'

March 18
Fast Life
$3,500

$14,000

Years

$3,000

Hard to
Handle

Woman

Mummy

Accused

$6,200

$7,000

$7,000

Devil

No Woman'

Commands

$1,800

$2,600

$1,600

ALAMO'
16-25-40)

(900;

20,000

(2d week)

Get Married

Manhattan

Topaze
$1,100

(New Low)

Luxury Liner

Smoke

$1,700

Lightning

Broadway
Bad

Crime of the
Century

$2,200

$1,700

$1,400

High. $11,600
1300
Low..

SAN FRANCISCO
.Feb, 25
35-65-65)

830

PARA-

MOUNT
(2,700;

80-40-66)

Dangerously
$16,600

Stage Show

March

March 18

March 4
Hard to
Handle

Ladies They

Woman

Talk About

Accused

$24,600

$19,000

$11,000

11

(Mone Blue
Mickey
Walker on

GOLDEN
GATE
(2.844;

Stage)
State Fair
$16,000

Sign of the
Cross

(2d week)

$20,000

Get Married

Child of

Private Jones

Topaze

$15,300

Manhattan

$16,000

$10,600

Vaude

$17,500

State Fair
$21,400
(8

days)

42d Street
$16,000

80-40-66)

26-40)

ORIENTAL

March 16

(2,600; 25-30)

Feb.
Sign of the
Cross
$9,000

This Africa

Wax Museum
and
Good

Sailor

March 4

Johnson
and

Nagana

(New Low)

$1,500

March 18
State Fair

investigate ii^dlvidual exhib's case.s

and to grant' reductions wbete they
were meritet^.

FOX-WC ROUND-ROBINS

LANDLORDS FOR CUTS
Los Angeles, March 20.
All Fox-West Coast landlords received letters today urging drastic
rent reductions as the only sah'atlon for the Circuit. Attention was
called to the bankruptcy hearing
29.

60% salary cut
Fox-West Coast personnel will
be extended beyond the two- week

for

Hard

to

Handle
$8300

Wax Museum

King's
Vacation

Maedchen

$2,900

$3,300

Mme. Blanche

Butterfly

$3,600

$3300

$6,000

25-55)

$4,000

I'm a

Bum

$3,000

(2d week)

2.500

man was

Union Jams Whiteman,
Heidt Set for

RKO Roxy

house, goes stage band policy with
Horace Heidt's combo opening
March 31. Heidt comes from the
RKO Palace, Cleveland, darkened

through union jama.

Paul White-

Frisco Hoose

(2d week)

2.000

Kid Spain

to Step In

On Fox

$4300

$7,800

$4,800

RKO Roxy with the close of the
current showing of 'King Kong,' in
its third week at the smaller R. C.

$1,200

11

(2d week)

$5,000

Blondie

'

Leo Ready

March

State Fair

Sign of the
Cross

High. $13,000

Low..

Wednesday
when
(22)^
named as dictator a weeic

ago by the indies, trill report the
outcome oiC his conference w;lth Will
Hays in an effort to have the salary
pruning reflected in .the [theatres'
relations with the fllm exchanges.
Monday (20), when O'Reilly had a
flnal
conference with Hays, the
TOCC chief admitted that the best
he could hope ito dp for the Indies
would be to have home offices formally instruci£ their exchanges to

period originally planned.

PORTLAND, ORE.

High. $24,000

(3 days)
Sign of the
Cross

met-ce,
O'Reilly,

Indications are a

3

$2,000

Tonight Ours

Mass meeting of exbtl|itors in
Greater /Newr York is beii|g callert
by Charles O'Reilly, head of the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Com-

7300

B'WAY

(1,000;

TO REPORT ON
HAYS MEET RE INDIES

O'REILLY

March

5.000

J .

Married
days)

$4,300

Talk About

days)

and
Naked Truth

1.100

(2,0d0;
Hidden Gold
Goona Goona High. $21300
4,000
Low..
Slightly

$4,500

Lucky

State Trooper

42d Street
(6

.

BROWN

UNITED
ARTISTS

Vacation

ROXY

Life Begins

$8,400

$8,100

$4,900
(Split week)
(1.800; 13-20)

$6,200

Rockabye
and

3 on a Match

:

Kid Spain

1.000

$16,000

High. $14,000

(New Low)

(6

Feb. 25
25)

42d Street

$16,000

days)
Match. King

State Fair

TACOMA
(1,400;

Done Wrong

$16,000

High. $19,000

$2,660

High.. $6,000

'

Fight

$6,400

(2,000;. -26-36-40)

Low..

Low..

MUSIC BOX

$7,200

Stage)
Child of

Low..

and
Nagana

$2,600
(Spilt week)

$9,700

Men

•

(9

March 18

(50c Top)_
in

Clear Wires

aiid

$13,600

Laughter

the

Sigrt'.of

(Gene and
Glenn on

Low

High. $22,000 Frisco Jenny
Low.
23)0
$8,600

No Beer

tax is passed along directly' to the
patrpna .of the theatr^^ the chain
store system ot-braWch taxation may
just' as readily be applied to theatre corporations. Oploloti on Parllanient Rill, It is understood, ha.s
not yet crystallized to the point of
decision; hiit there is no denial that
in considering., sources oi adde.i
revenue without further burdenin,-^
ift^ public at large, serious thouglu.
Is being given to the individual taxing of chain-theatre units.
'

~
.

(New Low)

High. $16300
Lorw,._ 1300

Low..

3,200

Jenny

$3,700.

(New Low)

.

Low..

Frisco

Great
Jasper

Vaude
^

18

3,000

High. $36,000
Mysterious
Rider

March

High. $28^000

Low..

High. $27,700

PARA-

Bum

I'm a

$7,500

March 11
Topaze

26-96-00)

(8,400;

WARFIELD

DENVER
DENVER

$8,000

LOUISVILLE
LOEW'S

High. $48,000

'42,600;

Done Wrong

$8,500

March 4
Pool Murder

High.' $13,400
2.000
Low..

$1,900

$4,000

8(;ale.

March 4

No Beer

The argument among government
members is that, as the amusement

10-16-20)

(2,700;

Feb. 25

(2d week)

days)

(5

26-86-SO)

(1,860;

throughout Ontieirio.
There Is some governmental sentiment, it Is cbimed, that the act, a.<
passed last ye^4^PP^i^
effect to
chain theatres, and" the view is ad
vanced that the tax, its con^pounded
on last year's figures, can still b
collected. If the amendment canno
be construed in this way, It 1.hinted that there may be a further
amendnient to clarify the situation.
-

Big Drive

$3,000

Low..

LYRIC

$24,000

6,400

(2,700;

s(:ale.

'ORPHEUM

26)

RIALTO

4.000

.

*

MIDLAND

(1,706;

Child of

42d Street

Death Kiss

STRAND

Nagana

'

$4,600

26-36-60)

Stage Show

14.000

.

MAIN-

STREET

(860;

11

March' 18'

11

$14,000

Butterfly

Feb. 25

LIBERTY
March

March

$10,000

KANSAS CITY

Low..

Feb.

Adventure

State Fair

20.

to the question ais to whether oinot the amendment to the Corporations Taxation Act, whereby a $5U
tax is imposed on all chain store
offices plus a $60 tax on chain store
branches, rectuires an amendment to
make thta'vapply to chain theatres

7.500

.

Low..

BOSTON
METROPOLITAN

Strange

High. $35,000
Soft-

1,000

. .

and

$3,000

High. $41300

Low.

(4,000;

Dawn

Second

High.. $5,000

Commands

McKenna

High 4 $32,000
Uptown N. Y. Low..
^700

$1,600

STRAND

and

and

March 4
King's
Vacation

Feb. 2S

Wax Museum

16-25-40)

(3,200;

'

Devil

Action

$2,200

.'

$2,600

;

$6,000

Air Hostess

of

$2,200

.

.

,

Laughs

.

PITTSBURGH

'

And
$5,000

Shadow

and

No Woman

Bitter Tea
$2,400

Wax Museum
RITZ

Man

Low..
l,9oa
March 18
PENN.
Tonight Ours
Jenny (3,800; 26-35-60)
$11,600

$8,600

$8,000

King Jungle
and

Mysterious
Rider

Men Are

1,400

Lightning

$7,200

Accused

'

March

(Government gossip here indicates
chain theatres may be construed as chain stores for certain
tax purposes, recent discussion o(
proposed increases in the tax on
chain stores provoking legislators to
turn their eyes to kindred fields,
particularly the theatres. Consideration ta, it is understood, being given
that

Woman

$6.10&

Frisco

Lady's
Profession

Mouthful

$10,000

a.OOO; S6-40)-

Johnson

$6,800

3J200

(8,600;

Cham Theatres
Toronto,

Smoke

Blondie

Officer 13.
$6,000

High,. $12,000

Done,

Tax Chain Stores May

Vaude

3,000

a. 600; 16-66)

Low...

18

Fight

$6,000

FAY'S

Low..

Men

locL

ALBEE
(2,300; 16-06)

(1.760;

March

'4

Ffriif";'

11

High. $20,000

FULTON

\

BIRMINGHAM
Feb. 25

ALABAMA

$6,300

.

$1,200

(2d week)
"

i

(French)

$6,600

2300

(1,600; 10-2S)

uid
Rembrant
•

s( ale.

$6,800

^£0,UUv

High.. $4300

$9,000

Child of

$1,800
•

(8,700; 10-26)

niHil.

Parachute

$11,000

'

Troia Mos-

and

After the
.

.C-

a Papa

Fil's

High.. $6,000
Low... 1,200

and

Promiii^'
$9^000 -i'

SonDaughter
-

Everybody

Bum

Breach bf

Air Hostess
$7,600

IMPERIAL

-a

dear Wires

(2,200; 16-40)

and

$12,000

PRINCE89

No Beer

High. $18,000 Luxury Liner

Tonight Ours

March

March 4

Mme. Blanche

Low..

23

Canada's Proposal to

Maroh

Feb. 25

STATE

MOUNT

$10,000

Animal
.Kingdom
and
Pool Murder

Get,: Miirried

BO)

High. $30,000
.

.

(2d week)

7,000

CAPITOL

'

March 18

11

Billion

Scandal

7300

. .

PALACE
•(2.700: 28-60)

Low.

March

VARIETY

PROVIDENCE

Comparative Grosses for March
.(Contiixue4

ES

first

pencilled in

and then

Dick Powell was considered.
J.

J.

Franklin, presently in

New

York for a confab with home omce
ofTlcials, since the theatres in Cleveland where he haa been in charge
of RKO operations shut down, is
sponsor for Heidt.

Whiteman

looks to have been upset by the local musicians' union Insisting that a stock crew be maintained by the
Roxy management in addition to Whiteman'a aggregation.

RKO

San Francisco, March 20.
Joe Leo Is still working on the
deal whereby he will take over the
6,000 seat Fox for his brother-inlaw, William Fox.
Through a separate corporation.
Leo last week bought at auction
furnishings and equipment of the
house and, it is expected, he will
soon complete negotiations with
Bank of America to acquire the
Cinch that Leo will get
theatre.
the theatres as whoever holds seats,
etc.. has key to the situation since
it would cost more to outfit the Fox
than to open a new house.
Tentative date for the opening, if
any, will be around April 1 with indie product at

low

prices.

Meanwhile, tenants of the Fox
building, including couple of small
stores, are occupying the spots rent
free a.s per a lease they signed when
that darkening of
first moving in^
automatically voided their
liou.so
rental.

—

.

VARIETY

Tuesday, Maroh

Helen Hayes and

Clark Oable

in

The Whffe Sister''
n ow playing (it
the Asto r. MetroG o d w y n^ a y e r
I

M

1933

PICT U R E S

Tuesdaj, MarcH. 21. 1933

Inyoluntary

Cavalcade' Tie-h

With Radio

May Be

City's

Showman

Tally;

lioa Angeles,

Peace Broadcast

HE WHO HESITATES

Turnback
March

Return to show business of T, L.
Tally, millionaire theatre owner. Is
likely through the dumping of Cri-

{try and have 'Cavalcade' head In a
week earlier at the M.H. so that
this plcturlzed dramatization of a
peace effort may be part of the

Warner Bros, reopens Its Vltaplione studio, In Brooklyn, for production of new shorts schcdul?!, on
April 6. Among first to go lit on
jCestlval.
Picture win be the only film to that date is the fourch 'Fatty' Arplay more than one week at the buckle short, and a two-reeler with
Music Hall, under a new policy Queenle Smith.
Which limits that house to a single
Arbuclde closes his vaude tour In
(week's run on all films.
Cincinnati this week, canceling a
Leaders from all over the world, return date in St. Louis for RKO
tf all faiths, will participate In the to report at the Vita studio.
^dlo hook-ins that will cover the

NBC

facilities will

be

utll-

Scenarist

fzed.

President Roosevelt will dedicate
Che meeting which will be addressed by the Pope, who Is expected to make an address from the
[Vatican; Dr. S. Parkes Cadman
land the Rev. Harry Emerson Fosdlck, besides Cardinal Hayes, of
New York, and a representative of
Ih© Jewish faith, possibly Dr. Nathan Krasa, If his health permits,
etate and city officials of New
lYork, Including Gov. Herbert Lehman and Mayor John O'Brien are
laxpected to participate likewise.
The back of Radio City, facing
Bt Patrick's Cathedral on the 6th
Avenue side. Is to be fitted with loud
tn>eaker horns to permit those unable to obtain seats inside the theatre to get the session. Seats will
|)» allotted by Invitation.

Wants Her Money

Los Angeles, March

20.

Claiming that she was promised
$126 for rewriting a scenario, 'Madrlana,' but received only $33.50, and
this in occasional sums of $3 and $5,
Eda F. Meslrow has complained to
the State Labor commission to collect the balance, $91.50.
Her complaint Is against Maurice Kriger,
who, she states In her report, was

employed

by

Warner-First

Na-

tional.

Latter's personnel department denies he works there.

.

Mpk.

Ha DROPS HEDGES IDEA
Hollywood, March 20.
Metro has dropped its plans of
producing a picture in Central
America, based on an idea submitted by F. A. Mitchell Hedges,
who had exhibited photos of animals
of almost prehistoric size which he
claimed existed in that territory
Leon Gordon was on the story.

Hedges

is off

'ESKIMO'

payroll at

MG.

With a

shots.

the newsreels, and

Mae

West.

Metro's Test Pilot' on

55c top, Shubert theatre

(Bainbridge

pany)

dramatic

stock

Actual Dayton Location

com-

offering two-for-one's on
Monday nights.
Coffee Dan's nite club offering
'food, drink, dancing and a floor
show of living girls all for the
price of a movie 50c per person.'
Is

Dayton,

UmON

Hollywood, March

O.,

March

20.

is to film the major portion of 'Test Pilot' here at Wright
field, the government's largest experimental stalon in avialon, for

Metro

—

—

INDIE STUDIO GOES

Hollywood, March 20.
Metro's 'Eskimo' troupe got back
Tuesday from Alaska. Returning
are W. S. Vandyke, director; Peter
Freuchen, Author; Clyde DeVinna,
camera, and Ray Wise and Louis
Long, leads.
Technicians stay north for pickup

the Fair,

Bargain days here in earnest.
Plenty of 10 and 15c pix in the loop
several Publlx nelgliborhood
houses down to 16c top all the time

and

TBOUFE HOME

Harlow, Gable,
the background.
LBeery and Durante in the leads.
Story is based on the recent death
of two local test plllots and will
show the numerous precautions the
government takes to prevent such

20.

Irving Briskin, producing the Tim
McCoy pictures at Columbia last
week signed a closed shop agreement with the Soundmen's union of
the lATSE.
He agrees to pay the union scale

The war department has already
given the local field permission to
allow the filming, this being confirmed by Major Gen. B. D. Foulols,

and employ none but union men
crafts covered by the lATSE.

head of the air corps, when ho flew
Into Dayton last Thursday.

accidents.

In

Out /

RKO

Zohbel,
treasurer
trustee in bankruptcy of
Southern Corp. (Interstate) at a meeting of creditors held
fn Wilmington, Thursday (16). InUlcations are that the Majestic,
[Rpuston; Majestic, Dallas, and the
lUajestlc, San Antonio, are to be
(turned back as soon as possible to

^rl

West, Hiss 1893,'

Rides in a Hack to
Hollywood, March 20.
Only contract for westerns to be
Hollywood, March 20.
View Cbi's 1933 Fair
Not until Vallory Taylor was on made by Independents during the
the S. S. Tltanla returning to Lon- coming year has been concluded in
Chicago, March 20.
don did Fox decide her screen tests New York by Willis Kent, who will
For the benefit of the newsreels
were satisfactory for a part In produce 16 sagebrush dramas for
'Berkeley Square.' Actress, on the release by Monogram exchanges. and the local press, Mae West
boat with her writer-husband, Hugh Pictures will not go out under the climbed into her 1893 glad rags,
Sinclair, must now make the more Monogram banner, the indie com- hopped aboard a surrey and was
than 12,000 mile trip before arriving pany having four of its own to driven behind two nags and a
complete.
coachman to the Century of Proon the lot for the picture.
Kent is to make his features at gress Exposition
This occurred
Studio first decided to have her
Sunday (19) in time to electrify the
leave the boat at Panama, but the International.
pious portion of the populace on
financial situation made studio oftheir
way to morning services.
(ficals hesitate, and the boat started
Stunt of having Miss 1893 visit
for London.
Plans are for Miss
Bargain Scales
the modernistic 1933 World's Fair
Taylor to leave the Titanlaat Southwas deemed a natural for everyampton and hop the Europa for a
body concerned, Balaban & Katz,
Minneapolis, March 20.
quick return voyage.

3 TO HOBUTZELLE
Hhd

Mae

For Monogram Release

Money Causes Fox Delay So Vallory

RKO TO TURN BACK
Herman
9ra.s named

Kent's 16 Horse Operas

25

Taylor Gets Trip

20.

downtown Los Angeles, by
A gigantic Easter Festival at the terion
Fox West Coast, which has had a
|L C. Mu8lo Hall will begin with
International
mass meeting $50,000 bond up as lease protection.
l^n
Reported
Tally Is active in J. D.
and world-wide broadcast Sunday
piornlng, April 2, and end with the Williams new outfit and will concern himself In exhibition as well
jBlose ot Holy Week, throe weeks
as
production.
The
broadcast
Is
an
outside
later.
iDvent arranged In the Interests of
world peace and religious tolerance
jbut In view ot Its being held at the
Vita Resumes April 6
M.H., bfCorts are being extended to

fflobe.

VARIETY

RKO

The 1933

Hoblitzelle.

FILM

In the meantime, negotiations will
proceed towards effecting changed
ieondltlons with landlords of other
properties In the RKO Southern
Corp. Present outlook la that all
(krlU eventually get back their spots.
Upon getting back his three In

YEAR

pi'exaa from RKO, Hoblitzelle may
|>egln on a merger plan right away
,wlth the former Publlz housea In
the same territory, now operated by
Sob O'Donnell, with the latter heading all operation.

BOOK

The combination would unite
feround 20-odd theatres throughout
{Texas in a homogeneous grpup. Re
icently, Hoblitzelle's attorney, John
IMoroney, was In New Tork con
tabbing with RKO execs ulong lines
that would eventually permit such
a combination to be effected.

THE FILM DAILY

PubUshed by
The 1933

edition is the finest ever published containing
everything pertaining to the motion picture industry.

Birmingham, March 20.
Reports received here that with
Earl Hoblitzelle, former owner In
terstate Circuit, has taken back his
tlrcuit from RKO and that two
Birmingham houses were not in

Complete

of theatres— v^^ired, silent, open and
of Directors, Cameramen, Players,
list of 13,262 titles of features released
Authors, etc.
since 1915. Productions of the year u^ith all credits.
Personnel of companies.
complete Buying Guide.
Showman's Manual and 1001 other important feaclosed.

oluded. Hoblitzelle had previously
Bald he would not be willing to ac

list

Work

A

cept the two Birmingham houses
because of their distance from
Dallas. He said operating expenses
would be too high from Dallas.
Rltz and Trianon are now orphans
with no disposition having been
tnade according to reports.

A

A

tures.
Schnltzer With Columbia
Eddie Schnltzer has joined Columbia as New Tork branch manager.
He succeeds Phil Meyer
who's out.
Schnltzer was with Fox eight
years and with World Wide during
past year.

Studio Placements
Grant Mitchell, Robert McWade,
George Pat Collins,
'Breadline,'
Warners.
Plioobe Foster. Grant Mitchell,
Hilda Vaughn, Elizabeth Patterson.
'Dinner aFTBIght,' Metro.
RTande Eburne, 'My. Lips Betray,'
Fox.
Florence Eldrldge, 'I Love You
Wcdnosilay,* Fox.
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By

F&
individualized production service
F.

&

is

through

available

M., under a regional plan,

to theatres everywhere.

his

service

is

under

direction of the best

the

manpower

in show business. It is backed
by the fullest resources of
Fanchon & Marco, in manpower, talent and produiqtion
facilities.

E

by F. & M.
showmen who

stablished

progressive
sire

custom-built

home ground
entertainment

to

for
de-

shows on
meet local

requirements,

under their own supervision.
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REHABILITATION OF

girl.

dialog. There are lengthy pas^ges
In which thece la not a spoken .word,
AS. for instance^ the high epotof the

EV

Glenda Farrell does the best she
can with this assignment, but it's
a lost cause from the start. Mary

Add Bank Gags

QUAKED THEATRES

Brian Is 111 at ease as the other
chorus girl, and Peggy Shannon hJUs
Hollywood, March 20.
a negligible assignment as the chisRehabilitation of theatres dameler.
Even Ferdinand Gottschalk
and ^elen .Ware fail to vanquish aged by the quake or closed by mua band of desperadoes. Illustrating the' scenarist.
nicipal regulation, is under way,
Chic.
lor anyoiie Who cares to observe, the
with a dozen or so of 63 houses put
truism that dialog weakens more
out of commission again functionthan it strengthens intrinsic action
ing.
' scenes.
Rush,
ERPI is giving free replacement
Paramount production and release. Directed by Ralph Murpby.
Features Mar- of destroyed equipment.
jorle Rambeau,
Bddle Quillan, Dorothy
Jordan.
IN
Adapted by Wlllard Mack and
Marjorle Rambeau from story by Wilson

;

'

I

VARIETY

dramatic action where th^ homesteader, his wife and his- hired man
(last named neatly handled by Ned
Sparks), defend thelr^ home against

I

.

!

San Francisco, March
Beginning of the bank

Cots Reported Cause

For Unionization of

20.

holi-

Exchange Personnel

day a naborliood theatre cashier got her boss on the phone
for a query.
'Do we charge holiday prices
today,' she wanted to know.

Talk

STRICTLY PERSONAL

MOROCCO

LOVE

(FRENCH-MADE)

(English Version)
Res Ingram production, direotlon and
Ingram also starred. ReleaBed
Original title for
by Gaumont-Brltlsh.
Xurope, 'Baroud.' At the Mayfalr, N, T.,
-week Jfarch 17.
Running time, 74 mine.
Felipe Montes
SI Alia!
etory with

Roslta Garcia
Pierre Batcheffi

Ztnah
SI

Hamed

Mlzner and R. T. Shannon.
Additional
dialog by Casey Robinson. At Paramount,
N. Y., week
70 mins.

March

Annie
Soapy

Mary
Andy
Bessie

Arabella Fields

Andrews Engelman
Dennis Hoeys
Laura SalemI

OUve

Castleman

Mrs.

Captain Labry
Arlette

Tell

I

Second-rate material for secondrate play dates.
That the" studio
expected nothing better Is obvious.

No attempt made to strengthen a
Some day somebody will make a basically weak scenario with
good picture of, about, or, in, Mo- marquee names, and the past Isn't
rocco. This one, like its predeces- blessed with boxoffice pull.
Story Is old-tlmey and no amount
sors, has same beautiful scenery
and postumery, with Its authencity, of grade' A trouping by Marjorle
but that's all. A dull story, badly Rambeau and Edward Ellis or
handled and acted. May lend Itself nlcely^paced direction by Ralph
to some exploitation, but word-of- Murphy helps It enough for higher
mouth

will hurt If
theatre too long.

lingers In

it

any

He retains his
It's all Ingram.
looks, but what he's actually done
Is to take a good old-fashioned
western and transpose It to Morocco. Two tribes are warring, and
In the usual way the good tribe Is
surrounded in the fortress, while
a messenger Is despatched for aid.
The bad boys are closing In, the
good boys run out of ammunition.
It looks like finis.
But in the dls-.
tance a blare of trumpets, a roll of

rating. Some effort made to bring
it up' to date with flip dialog, but

even these quips are outdated. Also
two killings and constant threats
of Violence fall to

make

It

exciting.

Audiences will immediately sym-'
with Miss Rambeau and
Elllb-/trylng to go straight as proprietors of a get-acquainted club
in California. Despite that .Ellis 1^
a lammister from a middle western
.

pathlze

jail

,

wK6

fears

detection

despite

having had his mai> changed by a
plastic surgeon.
While the poUce
Marines. Ingram, c^n't find him a racketeer does, and
the latter declares himself in on
of course, gets the girl.
Might not have been so bad. if the cfub by threatening exposure.
Ingram had paid some -ttentlon to He then proceeds to turn It into a
dialog delivery and tempo. Feeling take joint.
There's the daughter of Ellis'
throughout is that the film is
merely a shelL No warmth and no former jail buddy and her puppy
love affair 'with a cub reporter for
fire.
Kauf,
the roma,ntlc Interest.
When the
racketeer goed for the girl« In addition to the club business, it's his
I
finish.
Somebody
shdots him in a
Warner Bros, production and release.
All. signs
Features Ben liyon, Oleiida FarreiC' Mary confusing semi-climax.
Brian, Peggy Shannon, Lysle Talbot, Ouy point to the father, but it's never
the drums

—the

GIRL MISSING

'

'Kibbee. Harold Huber. Directed by Robt.
rFlorey.
Carl Errlckson and Don MuIIay,
and adaptation; Arthur Todd, cam-

;.0tory

era; Ralph Dawson, editor; Bea Markson,
dialog director. At the Strand. .Brooklyn,,
time, 60

week March 17. Running
Henry Olbson

Kay

Curtis

June Dale
Daisy

Raymond Fox
Kenneth Van Dusen
Jim Hendricks

mtns.

.Ben Lyon
Glenda Farrell
Mary Brian
Peggy Shannon

Lyle Talbot
Oiiy Kibbee
Harold Huber
Ferdinand Oottschalk
Helen "Ware

Alvln Bradford
Mrs. Bradford..

Figures Unions

,

Pittsburgh, March 20.
Lenten slump, together with obstinacy of unions in refusing to accede to reduction, is causing Warner
Brothers to close the Davis theatre,
first-run downtown site operating
for the last several weeks under a
double feature policy.. House goes
dark March 31, reverting to a single
feature for its filial week.
House's average take has been

20.

Death of Mayor Anton Cermak

is

not expected to affect the local
censor board either way. In general Cermak tended to soften and
liberalize the verdicts of the scissors
brigade but it is thought that the
censors have been at least partially
checked and won't Invite fiirther
spankings from city hall.
No changes in personnel reported
as censors are civil service.

Harry

around $2,500 weekly and
Kalmine, WB's zone manager, points
out that around 20% of this figure
goes to union help, with Davis being forced to use four operators and
two stagehands.
Palace, 370-seat subsequent run
house In downtown sector, expected
Here, weekly
to fold shortly, too.
average Is $700, with four men being
required In operators' booth at
weekly
apiece.
r
$58,40
As a result of Davis' closing, Regent In East Liberty, which has
been playing first-run double features day and date with Davis, will
-Tevert to its old second-run policy.

of

some movements

shippers, etc., sees

exchange
and Philafrom

in this direction in several

centers, notably Chicago

delphia, according to reports

representatives In those cities.

Chicago, Marcli

In Pitt; Closing Davis

Dorothy Jordan
Eddie Quillan
Louis Calhern
Dorothy Burgess

Magruder

WB

How

CERMAK DEATH BRINGS
NO NEW CENSOR POUCY

time,

Rambeau
Edward Ellis

Rex Ingram

Andred Duval
Mabrouka
31 Amarok

Running

17.

.....Marjorle

ranks

distributing

in

unionization of exchange employee^
including film salesmen, bookers,

;

:

'

27

script faith

placed In the wise cracking show-

(Continued from page 16)

:

Too much

movement.

Canada's Severe

Law

Toronto,
year's

March

Imprisonment

exchange members

antagonism

20.

a

and

is

coming from

against

industry

tlie

cuts.

WHETHER TO COT FIELD
OR NOT IS DEBATED
departments

Theatre

On Stench Bombing
A

The distribs do not know whether
the unionization and contact with
outside, or through unemployed film
salesmen, or whether the unionizing
talk is originating as a result of

with

the

lone exception of Loew's are resist-

ing a cut among the field employes.
The feeling among the theatre people is that

a

ciit

among

the theatre

managers In the fi^ld would dis$1,000 fibe is the penalty faced by
such persons in Ontario as throw rupt the morale and general scheme
of operating things da the vast mastench tjombs in theatres or are apjority of the field men had alreadiy
prehended in. or. near such,-.tbea,tres
with bombs In their possession. been sliced pletnty in pay.
Some argue that in three or four
Such is ithe Ultimatum of AjttorneyGeneral Price; who has added this 'weeks 'theatre biz mtght see a boom
amendnient to. the Theatres and' and cuts- would then be out of place.
Cinematographs Act.
In an iexplanatory address, Attor-

quiet watering place. Hubby works
himself into a temper and wlfey off
for film work, he goes to return
those honeymoon reservations. The
pretty salesgirl In the travel bureau
is a poor little kld« with the job
to sell the world's beauty spots,

ney-Gerieral Price stated that during the past year there has been a
number of stink- bomb depredations

twin

40c

First ttniK

Top Drag on Frisco

He understood

in Ontai'lo theatres.

that there had, been .controversies
between theatre owners and union
San Francisco, March 20.
booth men. Ap^t from argumenta,go anykicks aplenty' are aimed at Foxtlve metlt^ of owners and projecwhere.
tionists,
West
Cpast
for the double bill firsthe
forced
was
to
take
acOn the spur of the moment
husband hits on the idea to take tion because of the liability of riot run policy at 40 cents "top inaugruthat kid the same places he had when people In such a predicament, rated at the St. Francis last
week.
cleared up.
meant to go. honeymooning. The as occasioned by stink-bomb raids,
Picture doesn't look expensive
come along, and, lest he were liable to lose their headii and. Every house in town, including
and nev^r attempts pretjentiousness. girl does
think her too rash she tells get jammed in aisles or e;xlte.
F-WC's three ^rst run downtowners
Only stab at class is a living room should
him that she has. a boy friend at
'There Is grave danger' of a riot feels the St. Francis drag.
Interior in the home of a merry
place.
She haisnt really, and ensuing from stink-bomb
widow who Is bumped by the the
throwers,'
Policy got started last Saturday
ultimately she makes ^he hotel barracketeer In murder No. 1.
ber pretend to be her fiance. What claimed the attorney-general. 'I ask (11) with 'Tonight Is Ours' (Par)
Dorothy Jordan, Eddie Quillan, with a lot of more or less well-con
the House to expedite passage of and 'Fast Life' (Metro) and curLouis Calhern and Dorothy Burgess structed comedy situations the the bin: in view of the growing
rent
week has 'What No Beer*
play their routine partd in a routine climax Is
with wlfey un- danger.'
(Metro) and 'Broadway Bad' (Fox).
way. Olfve Tell Is excellent as the expectedly reached,
arriving on the scene
No discussion followed the. intrpTheatre Is. geared at a low nUt
widow, though she's not on more with the whole film company. Yarn
than a couple of minutes each In ends yrWa. hubby falling In love with ductlon of the bill. in the past few- and first week showed a neat profit
two appearances. Miss Rambeau the little' girl; he'll marry her the months the Provincial police i^nd wlfh $7,000., It's .nearest competition
the officials of the attorriey-feeri- except for 'Embassy, which hasn't
and Ellis tower over the others just minute he gets his divorce.
eral's department have been pi:obing beeipL. getting: the biz.
as they outshine the dull plot.
Is
United
Bige.
numerous cases of stench bomb Artists with a 69 cent admlsh. Watraids
in Torontoi 'and elsewherie In Qeld and Qolden Gate with stage
SAILOR'S
"The attorney-gen- shows don't feel the double bill
Features the province.
Hochzeitsreise
Fox production and release.
Dritt

and with never a chance

to

.

.

'

I

'

.

Familiar

pattern mystery story
talking pictures for
established In the first
half of the film and th^ talked out
In extenso in the remaining footage).
Doesn't make for either vivid action
or gripping Interest. An effort has
been made to work to the comedy
side with no very great success.
Excellently photographed In adequate settings, but picture is not
for the top range and not more
than a get-by lower down.
Effort at comedy centers the etory
peculiar

to

a mystery

Is

around two show
fast

talking

girls,

one a glib

and hard-boiled

vet-

eran and the other a demure type
who has been used as the bait to
tempt a millionaire Into financing a
trip to Palm Beach. When the demure miss refuses to make good the

money man

wallcs out, leaving them
to face a $700 hotel bill.
All of
which Is by way of establishment.
The real story concerns the efforts

of another show girl and her boy
friend to shake down a wealthy man
with a marriage. The girl vanishes
on the wedding night and he offers
a $26,000 reward for finding her.
That's the cue for the chorus duo to
go into action and in impossible and
implausible action they solve the
mystery and claim the reward, at
the same time the demure lass gets
the man as soon as he can obtain a

Reno

divorce.
All Of this is told In obvious development, chiefly In dialog which is
mone too bright. About the last 30
minutes afe almost totally devoid of
,

,

LUCK

Zu

Jamea Dunn and

('Three on a Honeymoon')
9.

and Ben Ryan; photographer, Arthur Miller.
At R. C. Music HaU. N. T., week

March

inability

to

decide

Running

time, 78 mIns.

Sally Brent

Barnacle Benny
Bilge

Barron Darrow
Minnie Broadhurst

Production not bad, although In
parts lacking in tempo. The film

atmosphere suffered from the direc-

16.

Jimmy Harrlgan

J.

evident

Walsh.
Screen play. Marguerite
Charlotte Miller, from their
story: additional dialog, Bert Hanlon

Roberts and

own

March

Mondial production.
Starring Brigltte
Helm.
Featurlmc Oskar Karlwels, Susl
Laiiner, Oscar Slma.
Directed by Erich
Schnvldt.
Supervised by Joe May. Screen
play by E. Marlschka, G. Holm. Music by
W. Jurman, B. Kaper. Camera, Jean
Bachelet, Max Nekut.

tor's

Directed by

Raoul

(GERMAN-MADE)
Berlin,

Sally BUers.

Felix

Hemingway

James Dunn

Esther Mulr
Will Stanton

Roughliouse comedy which must
its spots if unsupported. Mosta man's picture.
Despite the

Jimmy .Dunn-Sally

Ellers inclusion,
satiricor straightforward.
Screen few films have descended to the
play isn't knit as nicely as the low-brow depths of this one in chatter and action.
But the fast pace
pretty plot deserved.
Basic idea should lend itself ex- and comedy angles lifts 'Sailor's
cellently for adaptation into Amer- Lucit-' ahead of its class.
Story has Dunn, as a gob, falling
ican surroundings.
The Brigltte
Helm part would fiirnlsh a fine for an accidental pick-up who happens to be Sally Ellers without A
vehicle for Ina Cla,lre.
,
.,
Plot
concerns famous, femme job. He stakes her, when he finds
star Just married, but imagining he can't proposition, and after a
she has to keep it a secret because couple of brawls takes her for better
rooming house scene
Bridegroom is the or worse.
of her fans.

whether to treat the thing

its

amendment has now

second reading.

-

passed' t>inch so mtich.

.

It on and
wherever he goes.

putting

will follow

Jim

Sally Ellers
But there's plenty of shooting,
Sammy Cohen with
O'Brien blinking as he fires
Frank Moran
Victor Jory from one or both guns.
And he

pick
ly

.

.

erals'

ally

Midwesco's Trustee
Milwaukee, March

At the

first

.

A

man-about-town

of the soft type,
the sort of role that E. E. Horton
would be spotted for. Wife forgets
about the honeymoon and grabs a
picture Job. Tells hubby he'll have
to cancel reservations for some

between Dunn and Miss Eilers
marks the low level for back-door
romances on the screen.
Sammy Cohen here does a film
comeback. He's teamed with Frank
Moran, ex-pugilist.
Moran shows

SCREEN

BOOK

ANNOUNCES

unexpected talent in handling the
lines. "In another swimming
pool sequence involving the three
gobs, Dunn, Moran and Cohen, the
latter will keep customers halirious
with his springboard ballet. Shan.

comedy

ART FRANK
OLD MAN WHOOPEE

3rd

WEEK RKO ROXY THEATRE
RADIO CITV,

NEW YORK

LOEW'S THE.1TRE, WASH.,.

D. C,

RKO—CURTIS & AIXEN

BIARCU

24

LOKW—MEYER NORTH

HELD OVER (THIRD WEEK)

ANNIE -JUDY and ZEKE
RKO ROXY, NEW YORK
This
Direction PHII.

(IN

Week (March

RADIO CITY)

17)

BLOOM. MII1I.S-ROCKWELI, OFFICE

the appointment of Frederick
James Smith as Editor. His
many friends in the industry
will be pleased to know of Mr.
Smith's affiliation with the

ROBBERS' ROOST
Fox production and release. DlrecC^'l hy
Louis KlnpTZano Grey story adapte'J by
Dudley Nichols.
At Loew's New York,
Running time,
N. Y., ono day, March 17.
about CO mIns.
Jim Wall
Georce 0"Rrlen
Maureen O'SuIIIvan
Helen
Brad
Walter M' Orall
Aunt Ellen
Maude FJhurnn
Hcrrick
Reginald Owen
Strictly for the youngsters. While
containing plenty of action, the
Grey adapter and director have emphasized only the familiar bromides
of the plains. And O'Brien and MIsk
Sullivan ring amateurishly, repe.itIng that one-two action so oftpn
that long before the picture enrt-s
the audience knows Helen is Just

20.

inSeting of creditors

never misses, while the others just of Mldwestco Theatres, Inc., JulidB
seem to pop away aimlessly.
Ooetz was appointed trustee under
Some good horsemanship. Ravines a $25,000 bond.
are cleared and a herd stampedes
Fred C. Westfahl, referee In bankwith the heroine In the center. And
the bad leader almost succeeds when ruptcy, approved sale of the fixtures
of the Green Bay Fox theatre and
the shooting interrupts.
Due to the mechanics the result the abandonment of leases on the
Strand and Palace theatres, Milis that, what would have been a better than ordinary western, merely waukee.
chalks up negatively.
Waly.
Next meeting set for March 30.

Fawcett Group of Motion Picture Magazines, Screen Book,
Hollywood and Screen Play

W. H. FAWCETT EOSCOE FAWCETT JACK SMALLEY
Publkher

GrncrnI
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
Life Beglna. Tactfully handled maternity story from a stage plaj^ LoretU
Thes* Ubuiationt ara oompiled
Young. Srto Linden. Dir. Jas. Flood and Elliott Nugent. Time. 73
rains, Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Aug. 90.
from information auppliod by the
King. Fictitious romance of the Swedish financier. Warren William,
Match
various production eom«.*anie8 and
Din Howard Bretherton-Wn). Keighley. 79 mlns. Rel.
Lili Damlta.
Dec 31. Rev. Dec. 13.
checked up as aoon aa possible after
The. Mind-readine as a new racket. Warren William and
Mind
Reader,
when
re>
Listing >• oiven
release.
Constance Cummings. Dir. Boy Del Ruth. Rel, April 1.
Feb. 20.
mlns. Bel. Jan. 2B. lease dates are de^nitely set. Titles Silver Dollar. Silver boom days In Col. Edw. O. Robinson. Dir. Alfred O.
Intruder, The. Monte Blue, Llla Lee. Dir. Albert Bay. 62
Green. -M mins. Rel. Deo. 24. Rev. Deo. 27.
Beglnald Denny, Llla are retained for aix months. Man>
Iron Master. The. Success and romance in a steel mill.
iron
Loretta Toung,
girl breaks into N. T. show life.
Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 66
JraTi-ell MacDonaJd. Vir^dnla Sate.
agers who receive service subse- They Call It Sin. Kansas
7.
Feb.
Kev.
18.
Nov.
Geo. Brent, David Mannera Dir. Thornton Freeland. Time, 70 mina.
mln'. Bel.
quent to that period should preearth.
gang
to
runs
the
he
Bel. Nov. 6. Bev. Oct. 26.
which
Man's Land. A. Hoot Gibson western In
calendar for
the
of
serve
a
copy
15.
Dec,
Bel.
mlns.
70
Bosen.
Phil
Three en a Match. Three schoolgirls have adventures. Joan Blondell, WarMaJPan Schilling. Dir.
Blue, Llla Lee, Seena reference.
ren William, Ann Dvorak, Bette Davis. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 68
Officer 13. Motorcycle officer exposes racKeteera. Monte
mlns.
The running time -a given here
mins. Rel. Oct. 29. Bey. Nov. 1.
Owen. Mickey McGulre, Jackie Searle. Dir. George MeUord. 63
is presumably that of the projection Tiger Shark.
Lite and tragedy, with the tuna fishers. Edw. Q. Bobinson,
Bel. Dec, 15. Bev. Jan. 31.
GilSh'Uing.
Marian
Zita Johan, Bich. Arlen. Dir. Howard Hawks. 79 mine. Bel. Sept. 24.
room showinga and can only approxParisian Romance, A. Famous stage play. Lew Cody.

Studlos: Pathe Studios,
Culver City, Cal.

Allied

OfflCMI 729 Seventh Ave.,

New

York, N. V.

George MelCounsellor, The. Hoot Gibson poses aa a lawyer, Dir.
ford. 65 mina. Be). Nov. 26. Kev. Feb. 7.
Marian
Eleventh Commandment, The. From the play ^y^^^Sf,?"
J'*?.'"^,-Rel
mins. Kei.
Marsh, Theo. Von Eltz, AJan Hale. Dir. Geo. Belford. 64

Cowboy

.

,

bert Boland.

Dir.

Chester M. Franklin.

76 mina.

Bel.

Oct.

1.

Kev.

imate thft actual ralease length in
those states or oommunities where
Offlcea: 1540 Broadway,
local or state eonsorship may result
Chesterfield
New York, N. Y. in deletions. Running time in the
Kent, Joyce Compton. reviews as given in 'Variety' carry
Beauty Parlor. Cupid In the barbershop. Barbwa
the actual time clocked in the theJohn Harron. Dir. Klch. Thorpe. 64 mlns. Bel. Oct. 25.
Wm. Collier, atre after passage by the New York
Forgotten. Original. Story of a forgotten man. June Clyde. Feb. IS.
Dir. Bich. Thorpe. 66 mlns. Rel.
Jr., Natalie Moorhead.
state censorshipt since pictures Jre
case. Cwnway Tearle,
KIna Murder. Original. Based on a celebrated N. Y.Thorpe.
reviewed only on actual theatre
69 mins. Bel.
Natallo Moorehead, Don Alvadaro. Dir. Klch.
showings.
Nov. 1. Bev. Nov. 1.
White every effort Is made to hold
Dorothy
Love is Like That. Comedy. Bochelle Hudson, John15.Warburton,
this list accurate, the information
Bevier. Dir. Blch. Thorpe. 65 mlns. Bel. Mar,
Evalyn Knapp, Walter Byron, Marie Pre- supplied may not always be correct,
eilflhtly Married. Comody drama.
Jan, 3. even though ofReial.
To obtain the
vos" Dir. Biohard Thorpe. Time, 65 mins. Bel. Nov. 16. Bev.
John Danrow, Gloria Shea, Hale fullest degree of exactness 'Variety'
Mystery melodrama.
Stranae P«opie.
Hamilton. Dir. Bich. Thorpe. 66 mlns. Bel. Jan. 16.
will appreciate the' ce-operatio;i of
Dir.
Harlan.
Otis
Padden,
Sarah
drama.
Women Won't Toll. Bomantic
all managers who may note discrepBich. Thorpe. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. Dec 1.

Oct

18.

ancies.

etudio:

Gower

at Sunset,
Hollywood, Cal.

Columbia
\^oiuiiiMia

729 Seventh

New

Ave.,

York, N. Y.

of » 1933 ^irl who
Air Hostess. Thrilling story of
Evalyn Knapp,
fearlessly fliea across the -continent in passenger ships.
James Murray. Dir. Al Rogell. Bel, Jan. 16. Bev. Jan. 24,
of
an American girl
Bitter Tea of General Yen.. Komance and adventures
Nils Aether,
Stanwyck.
Barbara
caught in the maelstrom of Shanghai.
Walter Connolly. Dir. Frank. Capra. Bel. Jan. 6. Bev. Jan. 17.
dlnaeChild ot Manhattan. Stage play by Preston Sturgea. Bqmance of the mins.
Buzzell,
73
Dir, Eddie
aJ^ce. SLicy. CartoJl. Joh
Rel. Feb. 4. Bev, Feb, 14.»
Deception. Stoty of the -wrestHng game and its frameups. Leo Carrlllo,
Thelina Todd, Dickie Moore. Dir. Lew. Seller. 67 mina. Bel. Nov. 4,

the adventure and romance

Roxy-Par Siit

Bev. Sept.- 27.

.

tn Sing Sing. Visualization of Warden Lawes' book«
Spencer Tracy, Bette Davis. Dir. Michael Curtlz. 78 mins. Rel, Jan.
Bev. Jan, 17.
You Said a Mouthful. Joe Brown swims to Catalina, Joe E, Brown. Ginger
Bogers. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time, 70 mins. Bel, Nov. 26, Bev, Nov. 1)3;

Twenty Thousand' Years
.

Studio: Fox Hills,

Offices: 860

Fox

Hollywood, Cal.
Original. With musio.
Dleterlo. Bel. April 28.

Adorable.

Tenth Ave.,
York, N Y,

New

Janet Gay nor,

Henry Garat.

Dir.

Wm*

After the Ball. British made. Love at a diplomatic ball, Xlsther Ralston,
Basil Bathbone. Dir. Milton Bosmer, 68 mlns. Bel. Mar. 17.
Story by Wm. R. Llpman and W. W. Pezet. Modern drama.
Joan Blondell, Ginger Bogers, Blcardo Cortez, Margaret Sedden. Dir.
Sidney Lanfleld, 61 mine. ReL Feb, 24. Rev. Mar, 7,

Broadway Bad.

Her Savage. Tiffany Thayer's story of a half breed ^rL Clara Bow,
Time, si
illon.
Monroe Owsley, GHbert Roland. Dir. John Francis Dill<
mins. Rel, Nov, 27, Rev. NoV. 29.
Cavalcade. Noel Coward's pageant of Brliish soofety. Diana Wynyard, Clivo
Dir,
Frank
Lloyd.
Boadshow
Ursula
Jeans.
Herbert
Mundin,
Brook,
Call

length 110 mina No release date set. Rev. Jan.
Chandu the Magician. Dramatized radio broadcast.
Lugosi, Irene Ware.
Rev. Oct. 4.

Dir.

Marcel Varnel.

10,

Edmund Lowe, Beta

Time, 72 mlns.

ReL

Sept, 18.

Dangerously Yours. Society thief and girl detective. Warner Baxter, Miriam
ProBkauer, Kose & Paskus has
Jordan, Herbert Mundin. Dir. Frank Tuttle. 74 mins. B«l. Feb. »,
been instructed by its client, the
Rev, Feb. 22,
old Roxy theatre management, to
Face In the Sky. Romantic adventures of a billboard sign painter. Spencer
proceed in a suit against Paramount
Tracy, Marian Nixon, Stuart Erwln, Dir, Harry Lachman. Rel. Jan. 16;
Rev. Feb. 21.
over a. controversy now on between
the two flrma,
Argument is over First Year, The, Domestic drama from a stage play. Janet Gaynor, ChaSL
Bev. Jan. 17,
'Heritage of the-Deeert,' which was
Farrell.
Time, .. mina Bel. July 31. Bev.
Dir. William K. Howard.
martiated. and
Aug. 23.
Ehd of the Trail, The. A V. S. cavalry officer, who Is courtRoss
Lederman. sold to the old Roxy as a first run
redeems himself. Tim McCoy, Luana Walters. Dir. D,
and which the theatre manage- Handle with Care. Comedy. Jas. Dunn, Boots Mallory, El Brendel. Dir.
68 mina. Rel, Dec. 9.
Butler.
Rel,
Dec.
26.
Rev.
Dec,
27,
David
ment claima had previously played
Last Man, The. Drama of outlawry on the high seas. Chas. Blckford, ConGirl. Murder and mystery In a nite club.
Sally Ellers, Ben Lyqi^
stance Cummtngs. Dir. Howard Higglns, Time, 66 mine. Rel, Aug. 31. at Par's ow^ theatre In Staten Is- Hat Check
Ginger Bogers. Dir. Sidney Landfleld. Time, 63 mins. Bel. Sept. aS.
Rev; Sept. 20.
land before hitting the old Roxy,
Oct.
11,
Bev.
woinan'B wiles. Jack Holt, week of Fl-iday (19).
Man Agalnat Woman. Man's strength jtgainst
Flagg
Quirt—
with
Lupe!
Hot
Pepper.
and
Edmund
Lowe, Vic. McLagien,
LllUan Miles. Dir. Irving Cununhigs, Time, 68 mlns, Bel. Nov. 16.
The film was had by the old Roxy
Lupe Velez, Dir. John Blystone. 74 mins. Bel. Jan, 16. Bev. Jan, 24.
Rev..Dec. 20,
after
ILoew's.and RKO, which Humanity, Original. Physician who seeks to save his son from a woman'*
Man of Action. Original outdoor drama. Tim McCoy. Dir. Geo. Melford. have b6tli
influence. Boots Mallory, Alex. Klrkland, Irene Ware, Dir, John Fran*
first pick of Par product for
67 ntlns. Bel, Jan. 20,
cis Dillon, Rel. Mar, 3.
metropolitan New Tork* territory,
Mark It Paid. Original story of motorboat racing. Wm, Collier, Jr., Joan
March, Dir. D. Ross Lederman, 69 mins. Bel. Nov. 12, Bev. Jan. 24. and Paramount Itself had appar- Infernal Machine. From the novel by Carl Sloboda Drama. Genevieve Toa
bin, Chester Morris. Dir. Marcel Yarnel. 66 mlns. Rel. Feb. 10,
Miissollnl Speaks. The 193i address with ne,wsreel sliots. Interpolations by ently turned the picture down.
My Gal. Comedy oram a, Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy. Dir. Raoul
Lowell Thomas. 74 mins. Special. Bev. Mar. 14,
The old Rozy's aquawk is based Me and.
Walsn. Time, 78 mins. Rel. Dec. 4.
by the new American on customera' complaints. Howard
No More Orchidft. A millionairess who is regenerated
spirit.
Carole Lombard, Lyle Talbot. .Walter Connedy, Louise Closser Cullman Is reeetrar for the old Pleasure Cruise. Play by Austen Allen. Jealous husband trails his seagoing
wife. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Rel, Mar. 24,
Hale, pir, Walter, Lapg. 70 mlns. Bel, Nov: 25. Rev. Jan, 3,
Leo Carlllo, Roxy.
Rackety Rax. Football satire. Victor McLagien, Greta NIssen. Dir. Alfred
Obey the l^w. Original of an easy mark who turned firebrand.Bev.
Mar. 14.
werker. Time, 66 mins. ReL Oct. 28. Rev. Nov. 8;
Lois Wilson. Dir. BenJ. Stoloft. 69 mlns. Bel, Jan. 20.
Boss
Robbers' Roost. Bustler discovers that love interferes with cattle stealing.
6ll«nt Men. Tim McCoy western original. Florence Brltton, Dir. D.
George O'Brien. Dir. Louis' King, 63 mins. Bel, Jan. 1.
Lederman. Bel. Mar. 3.
acUlen Nicked $1,100
Sailor's Luck.
Original. Boraance of a U. S. Navy gob. Jas'.' Dunn, Sally
80 This U Africa. Orfginal. Wheeler aiid. Wolsey go to Africa with some
Ellers, Victor Jory. Dir. Baoul Walsh. Bel. Mar, 3,
'tame lions. Bacquel- Torres. Dir. Eddie Kline. 67 mine. Bel. Feb. 24.
in
Diego
Second Hand Wife. Banker's secretary steps from his office into his heart.
State Trooper. <jriginal. Story of a war between two gas companies. Regis
San Diego, March 20.
Sally Ellers, Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Hamilton McFadden. 64 mins. ReU
Toomey, Evalyn Knapp, Barbara Weeks, Bay Hatton. Dir. D, Boss
Jan, I. Rev. Jan. 17.
Two gunmen held up Manager
Lederman. «8 mlns. Bel. Feb. 10.!
That's My Boy. Football story offthe usual lines. Rich. Cromwell. Dorothy Fred B. McSpa;dden of the F-WC Sherlock Holmes. The Conan Doyle story with a new gangster twist. Cllva
Brook, Miriam Jordan, Ernest Torrence. Dir. W. K. Howard. Time^
Jordan, Mae Marsh, Dir. B, W. NleL Time, 71 mins. Bel, Oct, 6. Bev. North Park here and after tying
68 nina Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Nov. 16.
Nov. 22,
up
him
and
other house em- Six Hours to Live. Murdered diplomat is revived
three
to avenge his murder.
This SportlnnAoe. Bevenge on the polo field. Jack Holt, Evalyn Knapp. ployees robbed the safe of $1,100.
Warner Baxter, Miriam Jordan. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time. 78 ndna.
Dir. A. w. Bennlson. Time, 71 mlns, Bel. Sept. 15. Rev. Oct. 4.
Bel. Oct 16. Bev. Oct. 26.
Few daya previously, San Diego
Treason. Original, Kansas after the civil war. Buck Jones, Shirley Grey.
police obtained an alleged confes- Smoke t-lghtnlng. From Zane Gray's 'Canyon Walls,' Geo, O'Brien, Nell
Dir. Geo. B. -Seitz. 62 mins, Bel, Feb, 10,
O'Day. Dir. David Howard. Bel, Feb. 17,
Vanity Street. Girl breaks a window to get into Jail, but lands in the "Fol- sion from Roy HUl, alias James State Fair. From the
novel by Phil Stong. Love and triumph at the stata
Helen Chandler, Chas. Blckford. Dir. Nic)t Grinds. Time. 67 Durant, that he was the murderer
lies.'
fair.
Janet Gaynor, Lew Ayres, Will Rogers, Louise Dresser. Dlr*
ml:is.
Rel. Oct, 16. Bev, Oct. 11.
five yeara ago of Joseph Mallow,
Henry King. 98 mlns. Rel. Feb. Rev. Jan. 81.
Virtue. A street walker who goes straight. Carole Lombard, Pat O'Brien. who was killed during an attempted
Tese ot the Storm Country. Talk version of an old silent. Janet Gaynor^
Dir. Edw. Buzzell. Time, 68 mlns. Bel, Oct. 26. Bev. Nw. 1.
holdup of the then
West Coast CalChas, Farrell. Dlr, Al. Santell, Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Nov. 20. ReVg
'
Washington Merry-Go-Round. Political satire. Lee Tracy, OonsUnce CumNi>v. 22.
fornia therow
mTngs. Dir. Jas. Cruze. Time, 76 mlns. Bel. Oct, 16. Bev. Oct. 26.
Too Busy to Work. Talking version of 'Jubllo.' Will Rogers, Marian N1x(hw
Western Code, The. Tim McCoy western. Dir. J. P. McCarthy. 68 mins.
Dlr, Jas. Blystone, Time, 76 mins, ReL Nov. 13. Rev. Dec. 6.
Rel. Sept. 16. Bev. Feb. 21.
Warrior's Husband, The. Stage play by Julian Thompson, An Amazon who
Barbara
Jones,
White Eagle. Buck Jones as an Indian pony express rider.
Shifted
had a heart, Elissa Ijandl, Marjorle Rambeau, Ernest Truex, David
Weeks. Dir. Lambert HiUyear. Time, 66 mlns. Bel. Oct. 7. Bev.
Manners. Dir. Walter Lang. Rel, April 21, (Lasky production.)
More RKO maliagerlal shifts this
Sept 27.
Budapest. Original, Mystery story in a foreign zoo and an anlma],
week.
Marvin Parks comes east Zoo inLoretta.
Young, Gene Raymond, O. P, Heggie, Dir. Rowland V, Lea*
from Minneapolis to the Alhee,
First Division
Rel. Mar. 31.
(Lasky production.)
Brooklyn, succeeding Harry Weiss,
Releases Also Allied, Chesterfield
Latter goes to the Fordham, New
Freuler Associates ^'""K.e^vi'V^^krAl-vw
Halperin,
who
York,
replacing
Max
Big Drive, The. Authentic war pictures from records of eight governments.
Pass, Original. Western. Hidden treasure and government agents.
is out.
Jack Gross goes from Ft. Deadwood
91 mlns, Rel. Jan. 19, Bev, Dec, 27.
Tom Tyler, Alice Dahl, Wally Wales. Dir. J. P. McGowan. Rel. Mar. 15.
Condemned to Death, Based on the story Jack o'Lantern. Arthur Wontner, Wayne to Minneapolis as Parks' Easy Millions. OriglnaL Reputed millionftlre loses his Job, an Inheritance and
James Welsh, Dir. Walter Forde. 78 mlns, Bel. Oct, 10, Bev, Nov, 22. successor. Mike Joyce Is out as
almost his sweetheart. Skeets Gallagher, Dorothy Burgess, Dlr, Fred
Goona Goona. Love charms on the Island of Ball. Dir. Andree Boosevelt, manager ot the Tllyou, Coney
Newmayer.
Armand Denis. 66 mins, Bel, Nov, 28. Bev. Sept. 20,
Island, N. T.
Fighting Gentleman, The. A fighter who goes to the top and back again,
Secrets of Wu Sin. Coolie smuggling racket unearthed. Lois Wilson, Grant
m. Collier, Jr,, Josephine Dunn. Pat O'Malley. Dlr, Burton King.
Time, 69 mins, Bel, Oct 7. Bev. Nov. 16,
Withers, Toshla Mori, Dir. Blchard Thorpe. 66 mlns. Bel. Jan. 16.
Rev. Feb. 28.
Forty- NInera. The overland trek in pioneer days. Tom Tyler. Dir. J. P.
Subsid Also Cut
McCarthy, 49 mine. BeL Oct, 28. Bev. Dec. 20.
Slightly Married. Marriage In a night court turns out 'well after all. Evalyn
Knapp, Walter Byron, Marie Prevost. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 69 mins.
Gambling Sex, The. Racing story with a society stant. Buth Hall, Grant
*Los Angeles, March 20,
Rel. Dec. 10. Rev. Jan. 3.
Withers. Dir, Fred Newmeyer, Time. 64 mins. Bel. Nov, 21, Bev,
Close to 200 employees of PrinDec, 27,
Tex Takes a -Holiday. All multi-color western of a mysterious stranger. Wal^
lace MacDonald, Virginia Brown Faire. Dir. AlvIn J. Nletz. 69 mins, cipal
Theatres, Fox West Coast Kiss of Araby. Original, Sahara story of British army and BlftT with love
Rev. Dec. 13.
Interest.
Marie Alba, Walter Byron, Claire Windsor. Dir. Phil Bosen.
subsidiary, with houses in Los AnBel. Feb. 23,
Thrill of Youth, The. A girl with two suitors cannot make up her mind. geles and nearby towns, are afJune Clyde, Allen Vincent, Matty Kemp, Dlr, Rich. Thorpe. 65 mins,
Story
of
Penal
Code.
a
boy's
regeneration
surmounting complications. Regis
fected by a pay slash for two weeks,
Rel. Oct 28. Rev. Nov. 1.
Toomey, Helen Cohan, Bobert Ellis, Dir. George Melford, 62 mlns.
similar to that la effect currently
Rel. Jan. 16, Bev. Mar. 7.
W. 44th St.,
Studios: BurbanK,
Firaf
NnfinnAl Offices: 321New
rirSI l^aUOnai
with all Fox West Coast employees. Savage Girl, The. Big game hunters find a white jungle beauty. Bochelle
Calif.
York, n.y.
is 60% for all wages over
Hudson, Walter Byron, Harry Myers, Adolph Milar, Dir. Harry L.
Cut
Blondle Johnson. The female Public Enemy No. 1. Joan Blondell, Chester
Frascr, Rel, Dec. 6.
$20 per week.
Morris. Dlr, Kay Enrlght, 67 mlns. Bel. Feb. 26.
When a Man Rides Alone, Robin Hood of the West and/ some daring stage
Cabin In the Cstton, A social study of the poor whites. Rich. Barthelmess,
coach holdups and fast riding. Tom Tyler, Adele^ Lacey, Duke Lee.
Dorothy Jordan, Bette Davis. Dir. Michael Curtlz. Time, 79 mine. Rel.
Dir. J. P. McGowan. Rel. Jan. 29.
LeBalliater Steps Down
Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 4.
Offices; 1619 Broadway,
Central Airport. A triangle in the aviation game. Klchard Barthelmess and
San Francisco, March 20.
Majestic
Sally Ellers. Dlr, William A, Wellman. Rel. April 16.
New York City
Homer LeEfalllster is out of the
Central Park. Western cowboy hunts bandits in a New York park. Joan newly organized Midland Theatres, Crusader, The. Drama of a crusading district attorney. Evelyn Bren., H. H.
Warner, Ned Sparks, L>ew Cody, Walter Byron, Marcellne Day. Dir.
Blondell, Wallace Ford, Guy KIbbee, Dlr, John Adolfi, Time, 68 mlns
Inc., combination
of the recently
Frank Strayer. 72 mlns. Bel. Oct. 1, Kev. Oct. 11,
Rel. Dec, 10.
merged Redwood and National clr Curtain at Eight. Rel. April 1.
Crash, The. How one couple reacted to the panic. Ruth Chatterton, Geo.
cuits headed by George Mann and Free Love. Rel. May 1.
Brent. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 69 mins, Bel, Oct. 8. Kev. Sept. 13.
Gold.
Western drnma. Jack Hoxle, Alice Day, Matthew Betz. DynamiteEmployee's Entrance. Original 'Love in a Dept. Store.' Warren William, Morgan Walsh.
LeBalllster was general manager
Loretta Young, Alice White, Dir. Roy Del Ruth, 74 mlns. Rel. Feb. 11
horse, Dir. Otto Brower.
Time, 66 mlns, Rel. Sept 16, Rev. Oct. 11.
Rev, Jan. 24.
of the National chain, getting the Gun Law, Western, Jack Hoxle, Betty Boyd. Rel. Mar. 1.
Frisco Jenny. "M^adame X' in San Francisco locale. Ruth Chatterton, Donald position upon death of the late L. Hearts of Humanity, Drama of New York's East Side. Jean Hersliolt, Jackie
Cook, Jas. Murray. Dir, Wm. A, Wellman, 73 mlns. Rel, Jan. 14. Kev R. Crook, national organizer and
Searl, J. Farrell MacDonald, Claudia Dell, Charles Delaney.
Dir. Cliiisty
Jan, 10.
Cabaiinc. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev, Sept 27,
president.
Law and Lawless. Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Hilda Moreno. Yakima CanGrand Slam. A burlesque on the popular bridge fad. I>aul Lukas, Lorotta
LeBalllster^i pteee to not being
Toung, Frank McHugh, Glenda Farrell. Dir. William Dicterle. 67 mine.
utt. Wally Wales. Dynamite-Horse.
Time, 61
Dir. Armand Schaeffcr,
refilled.
Rel. March 18.
mlDS. R«L Nov. 30,
'
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Toesday, March 21, 1933
Outlaw Justice. Western driuna. J«ek Hozle, Doro^ GuUlver, Donald
Keith, Dynamite-Horse. Dir. Armand Bcbaeffer. Time,
mfns. Rel.
Oct. 1. Bey, Fob. 38.
PlMntom Express, The. Railroad melodramatic mystery. J. Farrell UacDonaldj William Collier, Jr., Sally Blane, Hobart Bosworth. Bddle PbUChristy
Cabanne.
Time,
Dir.
70
mine.
BeL
Sept
16.
Bev.
Sept. 9V.
llps.
Publio Be. Damned,, The •Story''. behind present-day conditions. Bvelyn Brent,
Dir. Christy Cabanne. BeL liar. 1.
/>at O'Brien.
8lno, Sinner, Sing. Dramatic life of a torch-singer. From the play by Wilson
Collison; Iieila Hyams, Paul Lucas. Dir. Chrtaty Cabanne. Bel. Mar. 16.
Treut^le Buster. Western. Jack Hoxie, liane Chandler. Rel. April 1.
UnwiHten Law. The. A drama of betrayal and yengeance. Oreta Nissen,
Slieetfl Gallagher,' Mary Brian, Lew Cody, Louise Fazenda, Hedda Hopper. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mins. BeL Nov. 16. Bev. Dec. 20.
Vam lire Bat, The. A thriller. Lionel Atwill. Fay Wray, Melvyn Douglas,
George B. Stone, Maude Bburne. Dir. Frank Strayer. Rel. Jan. 21.

n

.

Rev. Jan. 24.
Via Pony Express. Jack Hoxie western.
Hel. Feb. 8.
Wonan In Chains, The. Bel. April 1.

Heart Punch.
Shilling.

,

Breezy Eason.
Mother assumes

Dir.

Dir. E.

Tearle.

Rev. Nov.

Offices: 1600

New

York, N. Y.

guilt for a daughter's crime.
Mason Hopper. Time. 67 mins.

Irene Bich,
Bel.

Oct

1-

Mother love
Dir. E.

in the tropics. Johnny
69 mins. Bel.

Mason Hopper.

Mack Brown,
Oct 1. Rev.

7.

Kent

bara

Oct

Dir.

Spencer

Novelty cringe story. Gilbert Boland, Noah Beery, BarMason Hopper. Time, 72 mins. BeL Sept 16. Rev.

Living Witness.

Tangled

Broadway,

prize ring angle. Lloyd< Hughes, Marlon
Time. 64 mins. Bel. Oct 16. Bev. Dec. 13.

.Midnight Warning, The. Original. Wm. Boyd, Claudia Dell.
G. Bennett 67 mlna, Bel. Nov. 16. Bev. Mar. 14.

No

Collin.

29.

Malay Nights. Original.
Dorothy Burgiss.
Feb.

Lew

Dir.

Murler story with a

Her Mad Night.

Conway

Marceline Day.

Mbv^aSi*
wiayiair

Sunset Drive,
Hollywood, cai.

eturilos: 4376

Dir. E.

11.

Mystery in a deserted desert home. Lloyd Whitlock,
Glen Tryon, Vera Reynolds. Dir. Frank Strayer. Time, 69
BeL Sept. 1. Bev. Oct. 26.

Destinies.

Doris
mine.

Hill,

Atudloe: Culver City,

Metro

Calif.

Offices: 1640

New

Broadway,
York, N. Y.

Blondle of the Follies. Self explanatory title. Marion Davies, Bobt Montgomery, Billy Dove. Dir. B. Gouldlng. Time, 91 mins. Bel. Aug. 13.
Rev. Sept 13.
Clear All Wires. PIcturlzatlon of the recent Broadway hit about a foreign
correspondent. Lee Tracy, Benlta Hume. Dir. George Hill. 78 mins.
Rel. Feb. 17. Rev. Mar. 7.
Divorce in the Family.' Jackie Coopeir saVes the family happiness. Jackie
Cooper, Conrad Nagel, Lewis Stone, Lois Wilson. Dir. Chas. F. RIesner.
Time. 78 mins Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Fast Life. Typical Haines story with a thrilling speed boat race. William
Haines. Cliff Edwards, Conrad Nagel, Madge Evans. Dir. Harry Pollard.
82 mins. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Dec 27.
Flesh.
Wallace Beery as a wrestler. Karen Morley, Rlccardo Cortez. Jean
Hersholt. Dir. John Ford. 95 mins. Rel. I>ec. 9. Rev. Dec. 13.
Faithless. Rich girl learns the lesson of the depression. Tallulah Bankhead,
Robt. Montgomery. Dir. Barry Beaumont. Time, 76 mlna. Rel. Oct IB
Rev. Nov. 22,
Fast Worker. John Gilbert as a skyscraper worker. Robert Armstrong, Mae
Clarke, Muriel Ktrkland. Dir. Tod Browning. Bel. March 10.
aabrlel Over the White House. From an anonymous novel. The U. S. under
a dictator. Walter Huston, Karen Morley, Franchot Tone. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Rel. Mar. 81.
Nell Below. The submarine heroes of the World War. Robert Montgomery,
Jimmy Durante, Maclge Evans, Walter Huston. Dir. Jack Conway.
Rel.

March

17.

VARIETY

WMtern Umttad, Tlie. Xyatary aboard a transcontinental ttaln.
Taylor. Bdmund Bnnw, Qertrude Aator, Crauford Kent Dir.
Rosen.

Time, mins. BeL Aug. 10. Rev. Oct 19.
Western. Bob Steele. Story by Wellyn Totman.
Time, C2 mins. Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Jan. 24.

Studios: 6861 Marathon St,

Offices: 1501

Piir»«iftiim»
raramOUnt

Dir.

Phil

.

rower*

Rev. Jan.

31.

Mn««A«rBm
Monogram

Seventh Ave.,
Y«rk, N. Y.
Avenging Seas. British government agent's love affair In Bombay. Benlta
Hume, Geo. Barraud, Anne Grey. Dir. Millard Webb. 67 mins. Rel.
Nov. 20.
Diamond Trail. Western. Rex Bell. Dir. Harry Fraser. ReL Dec. 30.
Fighting Champ, The. Western. Bob Steele, Arietta Duncan. Dir. J. P.
McCarthy. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. March 14.
Qlrl from Calgary, The. Girl cowboy comes east to stage triumphs. Flfi
D'Orsay, Paul Kelly.. Dir. Phil Whitman. Time, 64 mine. Rel. Sept. 24.
Rev. Nov. 22
Quilty or Not Guilty. BooUogger's moll frees from prison an Innocent girl.
Betty Compson, Claudia Dell, Tom Douglas. Dir. Al Ray. 66 mins.
Rel. Dec. 1.
Hidden Valley. A ranch foreman takes to a blimp to locate a spot. Bob
Steele, Gertrude Messenger. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. 67 mins. Rel. Jan. 1.
Klondike. Physician who fails In a major operation makes a comeback. Frank
Hawks, Thelma Todd, H. B. Wallhal. Dir. Lyle Talbot. Time, 65 mins.
Rel. Aug. 30. Rev. Sept. 27.
Lucky Larrigan. Western. Rex Bell, Helen Foster. Dir. J. P. McCarthy.
Rel. Dec. 10.
Man from Arizona, The. Cowboy saves his pal from double harm. Rex Bell,"
Neoma Judge. Dir. Harry Frazer. 67 mins. Rel. Dec. 16.
Self Defense. From Peter B. Kyne's 'The Just Judge.' Western ftory of a
Aoman who runs a gambling resort Pauline Frederick, Claire vi indDir. Phil. Rosen. 07 mins. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev.
sor, Theo. Von Eltz.
Hollywood, Cal.

Feb.

21.

Office: 723

New

(Originally titled 'Self Defense").
Bob sister and detective avenge a millionaire. Regl.s
CIvde. Dir. Phil Whitman and Hampton Del Ruth, 60

Strange Adventure.

Toomey. June

Rev. Feb. 14.
Thirteenth Guest, The. Mystery play by author of 'Scarfaoe.' Ginger Rogers,
Time, 66 mine.
Dir. Alfred Ray.
Lyle Talbot, J. Farrell McDonald.
Rel. Aug. 26. Rev. Sept 6. (Chadwick.)
nilns.

Rel, Feb. i4.

PrSncinal
rnncipai

Ofllceo: 11

West

4ed St,
York, n. y.

Blame the Woman. British made with Adolphe Menjou and -Claude
as a pair of crooks. Dir. Fred Nlblo. Time, 74 mlna ReL Oct.
Devil's Playground, The. George Vanderbilt's expeditionary film.
Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 3.
Jungle QIgllo. TraveL Humorous treatment of Sumatran customs.

ReL Feb.

Exhibs in Minn.

Broadway,

Hollywood, Callt.
n^w York, N. Y.
Big Broadcast, The. _ Broadcasting story with many air stars. Stuart Erwln,
Bing Croflby. Leila Hyams. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Time, 80 mins. ReL
Oct. Rev. Oct 18.
Billion Dollar Scandal. Based on the Teapot Dome investigation. Robt. Armstrong, Constanoe Cummlngs, Olga Baclanova. Dir. Harry Joe Brown.
76 mins. BeL Jan. 6. Bev. Jan. 10.
Blonds Venus. Story of a stage woman's, efforts to retain her child. Marlene
Dietrich, Herbert MarshalL Dickey Moore.
Dir. Jos. Von Sternberg.
Time, 86 mins. BeL Sept. 16. Bev. Sept 27.
Crime of the Century. The. From the European stage play of same title.
Jean Hersholt, Frances Dee, Wynne Gibson, David I>andau. Dir. Wm.
Beaudlne, Bel. Feb. 34. Rev. Feb. 21.
Dead Reckoning. Original sea story by Robt. Presnell of a Flying Dutchman
of today. Shirley Gray, Chas. Buggies, John HalUday. Verree Teasdale.
Dir. Paul Sloane. ReL Mar. 24.
Devit la Driving, The. Wynne Gibson, Edmund Lowe. Dickie Moore. Dir.
Stoloff. BeL Dec. i, Bev. Dec. 20.
Evenings for Sale. Viennese nobleman becomes a gigolo. Herbert Marshall,
Sari Marltza. Chas. Buggies. Dir. Stuart Walker. Time. 61 mins. ReL
Nov. 11. Bev. Nov. IS.
Farewell to Arms. Hemmingway's novel of war on the Italian front Helen
Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe Menjou. Dir. Frank Borzage. 90 mins.
Rel. Jan. 6. Bev. Dec 13.
From Hell to Heaven. Bomance story based on. play by X.awrcnce Hazard,
with a race-track slant. Not a racing drama. Carole Lombard, Jack
Oakle. Dir. Erie Kenton. BeL Feb. 24.
He Learned About Women. Comedy drama. Stuart Ihnvin, Allison Skipworth. Dir. Lloyd Corrlgan. Time, 67 mins. BeL Nov. 4.
Hello» Everybody. Original radio story by Fannie Horst.
Kate Smith, Bandolf Scott Bally Blane. Dir. Seltcr. Rel. Feb. 17. Rev. Jan. 31.
Heritage of the Desert. Zane Grey story. Western theme. Randolph Scott,
Sally Blane, J. Farrell Macdonald. Dir. Henry Hathaway. 68 mins.
ReL Sept 30. Rev. March 14.
Hot Saturday. Gossip In a small town. Nancy Carroll. Dir. W. Selter. Time,
72 mins. ReL Oct 28. Rev. Nov. 8.
If I Had a Million.
How various persons would react to an inheritance. Gary
Cooper, Geo. Raft, Wynne Gibson, Chas. Laughton, Jack Oakle and many
othera, each in a single aeauence. Directional seauences by various directors. Time. 86 mine. ReL Nov. Rev. Dec. 6.
_
Island of Lost Souls. Novelty story. Chas. Laughton, Richard Arlen, Leila
Hyams. Dir. Chas. Kenton. December special. Bev. Jan. 17.
King of the Jungle. Novelty story. Buster Crabbe, Frances Dee. Dlrs. Humberstone-Marcin. Jan. special release. Rev. Feb. 28.
Lady's Profession, A. Story by Nina Wilcox Putnam. Speakeasy prop, masquerading as riding master. Geo. Barbier, Sari Marltza. Dir. Norman
MacLeod. ReL Mar. 8.
Lily Christine. British made. Corinne GrlfRtta, Colin Clive. Time. 69 min^.
ReL July. Bev. Sept 20.
Luxury Liner. From the novel by GIna Kaus. Grand Hotel on shipboard.
Geo. Brent, Zita Jobann, Alice White, Verree Teasdale. Dir. by Lothar
Mendez under B. P. Sohulberg. 70 mins. ReL Feb. 9. Rev. Feb. 7.
Madame Butterfly. From the opera. Sylvia Sidney, Cary Grant, Chas. Riiggles.
Dir. Gearing. Rel. Dec 30. Rev. Dec 27.
Madison Square. Sporting story. Jack Oakle, Marian Nixon, Thos. Meighan.
Dir. Barry J. Brown. Time. 70 mins. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. Oct 18.
Movie Crasy. Harold Lloyd breaks into pictures. Constance Cummlngs. Dir.
Clarence Bruckman. Time, 96 mins. ReL Sept. 23. Rev. Sept 20.
Murders In the Zoo. ^Original by Philip Wylie and Seton L Miller. Drama
largely held to' a zoological garden. Chas. Ruggles, Lionel Atwill, Gall
Patrick. Dir. Edw. Sutherland. ReL Mar. 17.
Mysterious Rider. Western. Kent Taylor. Dir. Allen. ReL Jan. 27.
Night After Night. Humor lii the night clubs. Mae West Geo. Baft Constance Cummings, Allison Skipwortb. Dir. Archie Mayo. Time, 70 mins.
BeL Oct 14. Bev. Nov. 1.
Night of June 18, TIm. The neighbors react to a murder suspicion. Clive
Brook, Llla Lee. Chas. Buggies. Dir. Stephen Bobert& Time, 76 mins.
BeL Sept 28. Bev. Sept 20.
No Man of Her Own. From the novel "No Bed of Ber Own.' Clark Gable,
Carole Lombard, Dorothy MackailL Dir. Wesley Buggies. December
speclaL Bev. Jan. 3.
Phantom President. FoIiUeal atory of a presidential double. George H. Cohan,
Jimmy Durante, Claudette Colbert Time. 77 mlna BeL Oct 7. Bev.
,

Rel. Jan. 27.
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Christy

Cabanne.

Young Blood.

Allister

L

64

mine.

PlrotestC.OJ).'s

And Holdbacks
Minneapolis, March

20.

Allied States exhib -members are

with an
ultimatum that unless they are
granted a substantial blanket reduction In flim rentals during the
ensuing six months tliey will close

serving

exchanges

local

their theatres Indefinitely.

W.

A.

Stefffes,

manager and

former

business,

until recently the Al-

was

lied States' national president,

named as

'czar'

its

to

deal

with

the distributors.

While banks in the large
have reopened, the banking
hereabouts

tion

is

still

cities
.situa-

chaotic.

Claimed business has dropped 40-

60%

In recent weeks.

Among

the independents* griev-

ances are not only the film rentals'
but also the exchanges' insistence
upon CCD. of Alms and refusal to
accept checks. The exhibs also are
peeved because exchanges have
withdrawn outstanding product and
percentage pictures
during
the
present situation when, of all times,
the theatre owners assert, they are,
in most need of strong attractions,

OCHS' CHAIN AGAIN 306,

DISPLACING EMPIRE
An

operators' contract with Le«i
Ochs' Independent circuit in New!
York, at terms lower than Ochs for«r-,

merly

paid Local 806,
already""
marks the first decisive
the part of the IJl.T.SJBL-'
franchlsed union to drive Empires
out of Greater New York. Nesotla-^
tions are under way with other Indie operators In New Tork with a
possible early settlement antlcl^
pated.
circuits whl^b are willing to dlsy
cuss the matter with 306 are askiner
thiat their names be withheld due toi
fear of pressure or trouble from'
Empire before a possible break ia
signed,

move on

made.

Harry 6h«rman, president of

306,

Is determined to bring recalcitrant
Independents back Into the older lo^
fold from which they, flew
during the Sam Kaplan regime. Independent switching to Empire Statd
men. It Is admitted on all sides, was
engendered more ou.; of dissatisfaction with the 'KapIan regime than
with scales and other Questions.
Last Thtirsday Kaplan was sentenced to six months In the pen,,

cal's

from which he may

appeiftL

Tinder the contract negotiated
with Ochs by Sherman, with 80C
operators installed during the pant

week
Ochs

In his nine houses, the cost to
wlU be $1,776 weekly aa

against the $1,163.60 Ochs was paying for Empire boothmen.
When, after a nine months' strike
which cost Ochs plenty, Kaplan
finally signed him up with 306, Ochs
paying $1,902 a week. Prior to this
'

Ochs had been non-union and" after
a short time with 806, he switched
to Empire at the lower scale. When Sherman opened negotiations, the Ipdle offered him $1,668.
Under final settlement Sherman got
It up to $1,775.
While this figure
for the manning of the booths Is
under what It- was when Kaplan
dragged In Ochs, Sherman points to
the fact that his figure with Ochs
is still '670 a week more than Empire was getting and, In settling
with Ochs, 306 did not spend $100,000 or more on a strike campaign
to do H.

66 mins.

16.

Travelogue of the island of BalL
Time, 43 mins.
ReL
Sept 16. Rev. Dec IS.
Voodoo. TraveL Voodoo ceremonies In Haiti produced by Sergeant Wlrkus,
'White King of LaGonave.' 4 reels. Rel. Feb, 16.
With Williamson Beneath the Sea. Underwater exploration. 60 mine. Rel.
Jan. 1. Rev. Nov. 29.
Virgins of Ball.

B'klyn Par's Cut Scale

A new

low scale went Into

oltect

at the Paramount, Brooklyn, Thursday (16), with "Woman Accused*
and F&M unit 'Joybells'. Chop is
Studios: Hollywood,
Office:
R.K.O. BIdg.,
from 75C. to 66c. nights and 85c. to
IT
PnfltA
i\.iv.v/.
rauie
Calif.
pa^n, ^jty^ n.y.c. 7Sc, Saturdays and Sundays, bringCome On, Danger. Western. Tom Keene, J. Hayden, Roscoe Ates. Dir. Robt ing house in line with Albee and
HilL Time. 64 mins. Rel. Sept. 23.
nearer to 50c, top of the Fox.
Studios: Hollywoodr
Current show Is in for eight days,
Office: R.K.O. Bidg.,
R.K.O. Radio
Calif.
Radio City, N.Y.C. opening one day ahead through
'Vge of Consent, The. Love and trouble for a co-ed.
Dorottiy Wil<ion. Kit
holding Mae West "and 'She Done
ard CromwelL Dir. Gregory La Cava. Time, C3 mins. ReL Aug. 6. Him
Wrong' only six days. Miss
Rev. Sept. 6.

R

O

Animal Kingdom, The. The man who could not dlstlngulah between his wife
and mistress. Leslie Howard, Ann Harding, Myrna Loy, Dir. Edw, H,
90 mlnS. Rcl. Dec. 23. Rev. Jan, 3.
Divorcement, A. Story of a she'.I -shocked war vet. By Clcmence Dane.
John Barrymore, Blllle Burke, Katherlne Hepburn. Dir. Geo. Cukor,
Time, 69 mine. Rel. Sept, 30. Rev. <Jct. 4.
Bird of Paradise, A. Famous stage play of the South Seas. Dolores Del Rio,
Joel McCrea. Dir. King Vidor. Time, 82 mins. Rel. Aug. 13.
Rev.
Grifflth.

Bill of

.

Sept. 13,

(Continued on page 30)

'

Bstelle

Kongo. Remake of the silent of the same title. Sorcery in central Africa.
Walter Huston, Lupe Velez, Conrad Nagel, Virginia Bruce. Dir. Wm.
Cowen. Time. 8.6 mins. Rel. Oct L Bev. Nov. 22.
Lady Deceived, The. Based on the Broadway stage hit by Martin Brown,
Irene Dunne, Philips Holmes. Dir. Charles Brabin. Rel. Jan. 13.
Mask of Fu Manchu. Chinese plotter seeks the sword of Ohengis Kahn.
Boris Karloff, Lewis Stone, Karen Morley. Dir. Chaa. Brabin. Time,
68 mins. Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Deo, 6.
Men Must Fight. PIcturlzatlon of the Broadway play. The war problem in
1940. Diana Wynyard, Phillips Holmes, Lewis Stone. Dir. Edgar Selwyn. BeL Mal'ch 10. Bev. March 14.
Oct 4.
Man on the Nile. Bamon Novarro as an Egyptian guide. Bel. April T.
Outsider, The. An unlicensed surgeon performs seeming miracles. Harold Pick Up. (SofaullMrg.) A |drl of the people and a service station sheik. Sylvia
Sidney, Geo. Baft Dir. Marion Goring. ReL Mar. 31.
Huth, Jo\n Barry, Frank Lawton. 90 -nins. BeL Jan. 20.
Pack Up Your Troubles. Laurel and Hardy full length military comedy. Dir. 70,000 WItneaaos. Murder on the football field. Phllilps Holmes, Dorothy
Jordan,. Chas. Ruggles, Johnny Mack Brown, Lew Cody.
Dir. Ralph
Geo. Ma shall and Raymond Carey. Time, 70 mins. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev.
Murphy.
Time, 69 mlna. ReL Sept X Bev. Sept 6.
Oct 4.
Payment Def<rred. Murder story from the play of that title with Chas. She Done Him Wrong. Paraphrase of 'Diamond LiL' Mae West, Cary Grant,
Noah
Beery,
Dir.
Lowell
Owen
Moore.
Sherman.
ReL
27. Rev.
Jan.
LaughtOii <.n his original role, Maureen O'SullIvan, Dorothy Peterson.
Feb. 14.
Bev. Nov. 16.
Dir. Lotl 9 r Mendez. Time, 80 m(ns. ReL Oct 8.
Spectacular version of WUson Barrett's play of
Prosperity. F ist depression comedy with Marie- Dressier and Folly Moran. Sign of the Cross, The.
Roman
persecution
of
Christians.
the
Claudette Colbert, Fredrlo March,
Dir. San Wood. Time, 87 mins. ReL Nov. 12. Rev. Nov. 29.
Bllssa LandL Chas. Lau^ton, Dir. Cecil B. De Mille. 118 mins. ReguRasputin and the Empress. The Russian overthrow and its cause. John,
lar release Feb. 10. Rev. Dec. 6.
Kthel ani Lionel Barrymore. Dir. Bich. Boleslavsky. Boadshow time,
Strictly Personal.
(Rogers.) Original by Wilson Mizner and Robt T. Shan133 mine. Bel. March 31. Bev. Dec. 27.
non
the
matrimonial
agency
racket.
on
Marjorie Rambeau, Eddie QuURed Dust. Je( n Harlow and Clark Gable as a new team in a story of Indolan, Dorothy Jordan. Dir. Ralph Murphy. ReL Mar. 19.
china. 1 Ur. Victor Fleming. Time, 83 mms. Bel. Oct 22. Bev. Nov. 8.
Reunion in Vienna. From Sherwood's stage play. Exiled royalty returns for Tonight la Ours. Noel Coward's The Queen Was In the Parlor.' Claudette
Colbert, Frederlo March, Allison Skipwortb. Dir. Stuart Walker. BeL
a last fling. John Barrymore, Diana Wynyard, Otto Kruger. Dir. SidJan. 18. Rev. Jon. 24.
ney Franklin. Rel. April 14.
In Paradise. Cheating cheaters In Paris and Venice. Miriam BopSecret of Madame Blanche, The. Based on Martin Brown's play 'The I^y.' Trouble
kins, Kay Francia Herbert Marshall. Dir. Ernst Lnbitscb. Time, 81
Irene Dunne, Phillips Holmes. Dir. Chas. Brabin. 83 mins. Rel. Feb. 8.
mins. BeL Oct 21. Rev. Nov. 16.
Rev. Feb. 7.
Undercover Man. Secret aervke bests the gangsters. Geo. Baft, Nancy CarSmilln' ThrouoS. Remake of the Norma Talmadge sllsnt and Jane Cowl play.
roll.
Dir. Jaa. Flood. Time, 74 mins. BeL Deo. 2. Rev. Dec 6.
Norma Shearer, Leslie Howard, Frederic March.' O. P. Heggle. Dir. SidUnder the Tonto Rim. From the Zane Grey story. Stuart Erwln, Vema
ney Frai klin. Time, 96 mine. ReL Sept 18. Rev. Oct 18.
Hillie, Ray Hatton. Dir. Henry Hathaway. Rel. Mar. 24.
Son- Daughter, The. From the play by David Belasco. Helen Hayes, Ramon
Zano Grey'a story. Rudolph Scott Sally Blane, Fred
Novarro, Lewis Stone, Warner Oland. Dir. Clarence Brown. 81 mins. WIM Horse Mesa.
Kobler. Dir. Henry Hathaway. Time, 60 mins. ReL Nov. 26. Rev.
Rel. Dec 23. Rev. Jan. 3.
Jan. 17.
Strange Interlude. The famous O'Neill play. Norma Shearer, Clark Oable.
Woman Accused, The. From the atory fai Xiberty' by ten well-known authors.
Dir. Robert Z. Leonard. Time, 110 mins. Deo. 80. Rev. Sept 6.
Girl accused of murder with action chiefly on a pleasure cruise. Nancy
Today We Live. An English girl ambulance-driver during the war. Joan
CunroH^^u^ Grant John Halllday. Dir. Paul Sloan. Bel. Feb. 17.
Crawford, Gary Cooper. Dir. Howard Hawks. Rel. March 24.
Whatl No Beer? Buster Keaton and Jimmy Durante in the beer racket.
PhiUlp Barry, Roscoe Ates, John Mlljan. Dir. Edward Sedgwick. 64
Ofllcsa: 723 Seventh Ave.,
Prtwora
mins. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev. Feb. 14.
y,,|j^
White Sitter The. Based on the famous F. Marlon Crawford novel. Helen Lucky Qirl. Musical comedy farce. Gene Gerrard, Molly Lament Dir. EuHayes, Clark Gable. Dir. Victor Fleming. BeL Mar. 17.
gene O'SullIvan. Time, 69 mins. BeL Sept 1.
Whistling In the Dark. Adapted from the Broadway stage success, in which Man Who Won, The. Story of a wastrel who makes good. Henry Kendall,
Heather AngeU Time, 70 mlna Dir. Norman walker. Bel. Sept. 16.
a famous mystery -writer is kidnapped and forced to plan a murder
himself. Ernest Truex, Una Merkel, Jean Hersholt. Dir. Elliot Nugent.
Rev. Feb. 2iB.
Studio: 6048 Sunset Blvd.,

.

West had
to

to

leave Thursday (16)
(17) at the Chicago,

open Friday

Chi.

Playing of F&M units, as currently, not to become regular policy
The 'Joybells'
for Par, Brooklyn.
show Is embellished by addition of
Donald Kovls and Cass, Mack and
Owen this week.

;

Northwest Theatres
In Bankruptcy

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

Taken

Over by Evergreen

(Continued from page 20)

Tom Keene

Cheyenne Kid, Th«.

Los Angeles, March 20.
Fourteen picture houses in the
dumped by Pacific
Northwest,
(Fox West
f^orthwest Theatres
Coast subsld) through bankrupt££,
have been taken over by Evergreen
Theatres Corp., for operation, in
conjunction with houses In Seattle
and Everett, Wash., which Fox Paoperating.

is

cific

Houses acquired by Evergreen inAmerican and Mt. Baker,
Bellingham, Wash.; RIalto, Rex,
Bremerton; Liberty, Olympla; Fox,
Orpheuni. Spokane; Liberty; Rialto, Wenatchee; Liberty, Taklmk;
Fifth
Avenue, ParaColiseum.
mount, Seattle; and the Hollywood,
cludes:

Portland, Ore.

Management of Evfergre^n. is
ways between Frank L.
Sr., Al Rosenberg and Al

split three

Newman;

Finkleston. Latter two arei operating heads of Fox Pacific houses including the Egryptlan atid Neptune,
Seattle, and the Everett and Oranada, Everett, .,Waflh.
Add}4;jt9nal houseei in .Key- spots In
Wasltlhetori' 4nd Oregon are expected to be annexed later on.
..Directora of. l^yergreen, in addition to ''the. three, operating" heads,
,Mik& Ro^enbierg, of Los. An*
g^les; Al Shciiqanski .and Walter
Indications point to a
pjquglass;
consolidation of, Ev9rgreen and Fox
.

.

...

Pacific in

ttauei

ES

PICT

VARIETY

so

immediate future.

Jan.

Western.

Robert

Dir.

55 mins.

Hill.

Rel.

Tuesday, March 21, 193,^
Rustlers' Roundup, The. Action Western with Tom Mix, Diana Sinclair. Dir.
Henry MacBae. 66 mlns.. ReL, Mar. iJS.
^.
Ti^rop Trail. OrlglnaL' Tom' Wlx w'epteral ? ?«apmi Juligo, Arthur Rankin,
.

Ray Hatton. Dir. Armand SCbaetter. 66 mina ReL Feb. 2. Rew
Feb. 14.
They Just Had to Get- Married; Matriniontal adventures of a newlyrlch
couple. Slim Summerviile, Zasu Pitta Dir. Edw. Ludwig. 71 mlns.
ReL Jan. 6. Rev. Feb. 14.
Studios: Burbank,

Warner Brothers

Calif.

20.

^^^S'vfrVVN^.V,

New

Tork for tnriUIng experiences.
Christopher Strong. From Frankau play. Story of a daring English avla- filg City Blues. Cpuntry boy oomes to
Joan Blondell, Erlo Linden. Dir. Mervyn I<e Roy. Time, 68 mlns. ReL
Katherlne Hepburn, Colin CHve, BUHe Burke. Dir. Dorothy Aratrice.
Sept 10.. Rev. Sept 18..
ner. 77 mlns. Rel. Mar. 31, Rev. Mar. 14.
Blessed^ Event. Columnist story. Lee Tracy, Mary tirlan. Allen -Jenkins. Die.
Conquerors, The. A story of American depressions and their surmounting.
Roy Del Ruth. Time, 84 mins. Rel. Sept 10. Rev. Sept 0.
Rich. DIx, Ann Harding, Edna May Oliver. Dir. Wm. Wellman. Time,
Ex- Lady. An experimental marriage strikes a snag. Bette Davis, Gene Ray^
84 mlns. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev. NOV. 22.
mond, Frank McHugh. Dir. Robert Florey. 67 mina ReL April 8.
Goldie Gets Along. Movie-struck girl who works the beauty contest racket.
88 mlns. Rel. Jan. 27.
Llli Damlta, Chas. Morton, Sam Hardy.
42d Street. A musical production with the theatre as the background, Beb»
Daniels, Warner Baxter, Ruby Keeler, George Brent, Ginger Rogers.
Great Jasper, The. Novel by Fulton Oursler. Dlx as a motorman who turns
Dick Powell, Guy Kibbee. Dir. Lloyd Btu:on. 89 mlns. ReL Mar. lu
palmist. Rich. Dlx, Wera Engels, Edna May Oliver. Dir. J. Walter
^
Rev. 14.
,
Ruben. 83 mlns. Rel. Mar. 3. Rev. Feb. 21.
Half-Naked Truth, The. From Harry Relchenbaoh'a memoirs of a press Girl Missing. Two girls cleverly foil a kidnapping plot. Olenda Farrell, Bea
Lyon, Mary Brian, Peggy Shannon, Dir. Robt Florey. 69 mlns, ReU
agent. Lee Tracy, Lupe Velez, Eugene Palette. Dir. Gregory Le Cava.
Mar. 4.
76 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
Hell's Highway. The horrors of a convict camp. Richard Dlx. Tom Browa hiard to Handle. Cagney as a high powered promoter. .Cagiiey, Mary Brian.
Dir. Mervyn Le Rpy. ,81 ml.ns. Rel. Jan. 28. Rev. Feb. 7.,
Dir. Rowland Brown. Time, 62 mlna ReU Sept 21. Rev. Sispt. 27.
Hold 'Em Jail. Wheeler and Woolsey play football on the-cpnvlot eleven. Haunted Gold. Search for gold In a haunted Rdne. John Waynei Dir. Mack
'Wright. .58.m|na ReL Dec. 17. Rev. Jtyn. 17.
Dir. Norman Taurog. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Sept. 2. Rev.' Aug. 23.
creates
Wilds
and
thb
Is
captured
In
50-foot
ape
Original.
A
Kong.
From tlie story 1
I Am a. Fiisitive.
King
a Fugitive from a Chain Gang.' Paul
havoc when It escapes while t>n exhibition la New York; Fay Wray, Robt.
Muni, Olenda FarrelL Dir.: Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 93^ mlns, ReL Nov.
19.
Rfev. Nov. 15.
Armstrong. Dlr; Merian C. Cooper. 96 mlns. Rev. Mar. 7.
Keennedy.
British
Ed.
Illegal..
made story of a night club.. British cast and director^ Tlma.
Little Orphan Annie. Based on the cartoon. MItzl GIreen.
61 mlns. Rel." Aug. 6. Rev. Oct 4.
Dir. John Robertson. Time, 61 mlns. Rel.. Nov. 4. ^ev. D«|Q. 27,
woman .finds herself ,the wife of two men^ Kay^ Francis.
Lucky Devils. Original. Glorifying the picture stunt men. Bill Boyd, Wm. Keyhole,,. Thfl..
George Brent, Olenda Farrell, Dir. I^lcliapl Gurtia. Rel. Ml^,- 2^
Gargan, Dorothy Wilson. I^n, Mdrlan C. Ctfoper. 70 mlns. Rel. Teb.
^
'
'
''
Rev. Feb. 21.
3.
Kin0',s Vapatipn, Thj». From a story by Ernest, Pascal. The king takes tlma
out to visit .his nrst,wife.: Ci«Q.. Aiiliss, Dlr John Adolfl.. 62,^mlns. ReL
Men Are Su(Bh Po6ls. Leo Carlllo. Dir. Wm. Nigh. Time, «6 mlns. Rel. NoV. 18.
...
..
,,.Jeeb..29j Rey. Jan. 24.
.Rev< Mar. .U.. ...
-^t.::-.
Men of America. Bill Boyd,- Dorothy Wllsou Chic Sale. Dir. Ralph Ince. Lawyer Man. '.vinslde story of the profession. William Powell,, .-Joan BlondelU
Dir. Wm.. Dletierle, 68 mins. .^eL (Tan. 7.
Time, B7 nilns. Rel. .Dec. 9. Rev. Feb. 28.
Rev. Jan. ..8.
Monkey's l^aw^^ The. ."W. W. Jacobs mystery story of a hoodooed charm;- C. One Way Passage. Love, develops for.a.priebneri Kay Franoist. William Pow«
elL Dir. Tay Garni^tt TInie. 69 mins, Re). Oct 22.. Rev. Qot.lS..
Loulde .Carter. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. 66
Aubrey Smith, Ivan Simpson,
'
mlns. R61." Jari. lS.
Parachute Junuter, f^o. Two ex>4narine8 and a girl who «o- aloft Doug.
Fairbanks, ^r., Bette Davis. Dir.. Alfred E. Green, 72 r- inlns. ReL
Most DahBeroiis Gan^e, Thb. Island recluse who' hunts hun>an beings for
Jan. 28. Rev. Jan. 31.
sport. Joel McCrea, Fay Wray, Leslie Banks.' t>ir.' E. 'Scboedsack.
^ Rev. -Nov. 22.
.
Time, 63 mlns.-. Rel* Sept..
Ride Him, Cowboy. Western cowboy story. John Wayns. Dir. Fred Alleni
^.
;:'rime,.-.66 .mlntt- ReL'Aug,^,27; Rev. N^^
No Other Woman, -Steel, worker- who rises to affluence and drags his wife into
the mlra. Irene Dunp, Chas. Bickford. Dlr, J. Walter Ruben. 58 mlns. Scarlet Daiwn. Russian refugees in Constahtlnople. Doug Fairbanks, Jr.*
Rel. Jan. 6, Rdv. Jan. 31.
Nancy Carroll, Lliyan Tashmau. Dir. Wm;'Dleterle. Time," 68 mlns.
Rel. -Nov. 12. Rev. Nov. '8.
Qiir Betters. 'Prom Maugham's play. English- high society. Constance Beiir
nett, Gilbert Roland. Dir. Geo, Cukor. 80 mlns. ReL Mar. 31. Rev. SUdcessfur Calamity,' A.
lilercliaht preteinda pbveYty to check. Mmliy's ex»
Feb. 28.
travagance. George Arllsa, Mary Astoi; EVaiyn Knapp. Dir. John Qg
Aidplfl. Time, 72 mina ReL Sept 17. Rev. 'Sept 27.
Past of Mary Holme*, The. Destitute opera singer unwlttistgly accuses her
son of murder, Helen MacKellar. Erio Lindfen, -Skeets Gallagher. Dir. Telegraph Trail. 'DlfDbultles^ encotmtefed in the btiUdIng o< th;^ telegraph.
Harlan Thompson, Slavo Vorkaplcn. Rel. Jan. 20.
John Wayne, Frank MdHugh, Marcellne Day. Dir. Tenny Wright 56
miiis. ReL Mar. 18.
Penguin Pool Murder, The. Stuart Palmer's novel; murder mystery. Mae
Clark, Robt. Armstrong, Edna Mae Oliver, James Qleason. Dir. Geo. Two Against the World. Constance Bennett in a niiurder Jam. Dir. Arctala
Archalhbaud. 69 mlns. Rel. Dec 9; Rev. Deo. In,
Mayo. Time, 71 mlns. ReL Sept 2. 'Rot. Aug. 23.
Phantom of Crestwood, The. Mystery at a week-end party. Rlcardo Cortey, Untamed Africa. Thrilling African adventure. Under supervision ot Wynant
Katherlne Morley. Dir. J. W. Ruben. Time, 77 mlns. ReU Oct. 14.
D. Hubbard, F.A.'G.S. ReL April 8.
Rev. Oct. IB.
Wax Museum, The. Original. (Technicolor.) Mystery and thrills In a wax
Rockabye. Sentimental mother-love story. Constance Bennett, Joel MoCrea.
works. Lionel Atwlll, Fay Wray, Glenda FarrelL Dir. Michael Curtis.
Dir. Geo. Cukor. Time, 70 mlns. ReL Nov. 26. Rev. Deo. 6.
78 mins. Rel. Feb. 18. Rev. Feb. 21.
Sailor Be Good. OrlglnaL The fleet's in again. Jack Oakle, Vivlenne Osborne, George E. Stone. Dlr: Jas. Criize. 68 mlns.' ReL Feb. 10. Rev.
•Feb. 28.
^"S.»«rft. y.
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LACK OF GOOD PRODUGT
March

Chicago,
ijr^'

a

20,

United Artists theatre closed on
day's notice Saturday (18) 4ue to

lack of product: It is tentatively
eet to reopen AJ>f 11. 17 with 'Se"

crists'.'-

.

.

,

deitends chlefiy on tJolted
Artiists product' and Bucta other pic-

tu'tes as B&K feel they can Bpue
with the Oriental, .Mc'Vickers, and
the Roosevelt.. Business }iaa been
spotty aiid', genei-alTy' poor at the
United Artists, ""'perfect Understanding' (tiX) was tiie attractibix
last week.
'

Tifi^tMey R^a^es
Riiiss^

>

,

to. tfiia territory

to fievep.- relations
BossrFederal Checking

the

r

had
per

^.eiktage checker syatemt
Most of
tlt9 Ipca) exchanges are using their
aa^eamen- as ohepkers. during the
financial; strlng^ncyv and indications
are the plan will be adopted 100.%
hy the distributors as a meana of
keeping the film peddlers' busy.
Many of the Ross-Federal check
ers. have already left the concern,
due to the tlg^enlng.up process.
,

.

'

.

,

.

United Artists

;

;

.

.

HOiis^ Into Beet Gibrden
Albany,! March 20.
Harry Lux, owner of the Oneida
theatre at Utlca, told exchange, people here plans to convert his house
into a beer garden.
In. the center of the main floor
would be a dance floor, with plat
forms circling It for guest tables,

Educa. Ups Blumenthal
Los Angeles, March
George

Blumenthal,

20.

for

several
years 'Frisco exchange manager for

Educational-World Wide, has been
named western division manager
Jpr that company, now distributing
through Fox Film.
Territory takes In the Seattle,
Portland, San Francisco, Los An
geles,

Sia.lt

Lake and Denver

ter

ritbrjies.

House

Staff

on Co-op Plan

Hollywood, March

20.

Mirror, 'Vine street subsequent
run house, is trying out a co-operate
wage policy whereby all employes,
excepting Ted C3unnlngham, the
manager, are promised a share of

the-net-^rofits-weemy^_

,Aany minor

infraction

of rules

withholds this percentage pay from
the ^taiC.

Between Fighting Men. Conflict between the sheep men and
-w^iKen Maynard, Ruth HalL Dir. Forrest Sheldon^ Time,

cattle raisers,
62 -mina ReU

Oct 16. Rev. Feb. 14.
Breach of Promise. The ruin of a man's career. Chester Morris, May CIark4^
Mary Doran. Dir. Paul Stein. Time, 67 mlns. ReL Oct 23. Rev.
Nov, 22.
.
Corns On, Tarzan. Ranch owner saves his horse from a gang. Ken Maynard*
Myma Kennedy. Dir. Alan James. Time, 64 mins. ReL Sept. lU Rev.
'

•

Jan.

17.

Woman, The. From Eugene O'Neill's play 'Recklessness.' Conrad
Nagel, Leila Hyams. Dhr. "Victor Schertzlnger. Rel. Jan. 29,
Circle, The.
Myistery story with ample comedy, uen. Lyon, ZaSu
Pitts, James Gleason, Irene Purcell,
Dr. H. Bruce Humberstone. Tlma,
70 mlna ReL Sept 26. Rev. Oct 4.
Death Kiss, The. A murder mystery with a motion picture studio back*
ground. David Manners, Adrienne Ames, John Wray, Bela LugosL Dir.
Edwin L. Marin. Rel. Dec, 25. Rev. Jan. 3L
Drum Taps.' A Boy Scout troup to the rescue of Ken Maynard. Kein May*
nard. Junior Coughlln, Scout Troop 107 of Hollywood. Dir. J. P. Mo*
Qowan. 61 mlns. Rel. Jan. 29.
Dynamite Ranch. Ranch manager fails to vanquish the hero. Ken Maynard,
Ruth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time. 69 mins. Rel. July 8L Rev.
Deo. 27.
False Faces. Doctor makes a racket of his profession. Lo#eU Sherman, Llla
Lee, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Sherman. Time, -83 mina ReL Oct 13. Rev.
Constant

Crooked

.

.

,

Nov. 29.
2L Re'vI^Nov. 22.
Fargo Express. Straight-shooting sacruice In the career of a cow country
hero. Ken Maynard. Helen Mack. Dir. Alan Jamea Time, 62 mins.
Magic .Night. 'Viennese operetta. Jack Buchanan. Dir. Herbert Wilcox.
ReL Nov. 20. Rev. Mar. 7.
Time,. 79 mlns. ReL Nov. 2. Rev. Nov. 8.
Adventures in the South Seas. Douglas Fairbanks, Hypnotized. Jam following a big sweepstakes win. Moran and Mack. Dir.
Mr.. Robinson Crusoe.
Mack Sennett ReL Dec 25. Rev. Jan. 17.
Maria Alba. Dir. Edw. Sutherland. Time, 72 mins. Rel. Sept 21. Rev.
Sept 27.
Lone Avenger,. The. OrlglnaL Ken Majmard. western. Muriel Gordon. Dir.
Alan James. 60 mins. ReL April 9.
Perfect Understanding. Swanson original laid in England. Gloria Swanson,
Laurence Olivier, Genevieve Tobln, Sir Nigel Playfalr, John Halliday. Phantom Thunderbolt. Ken Maynard western in which he helps Coyote
CrUlch' get the railroad by cleaning out a gang. Merna Tibbetts. Dir.
Dir. .Cl^il Gardner. 84 mlns. ReL Feb. 22. Rev. Feb. 28i
Alan James. 61 mlns. ReL Mar.. 5.
Rain. Jeanne Eagles' famous stage hit.- Joan Cratrford, Walter Huston. Dir.
Study In 8earletx_A.. Sherlock. Holmes story. Reginald Owen, June Clyde,
.-Wmi Gargan, Time, 93 mlns. ReL Oct 12. Rev. Got ^ 18.
Anna May Wong. Dir. Edw. L. Marin. 71 mlns. Rel. Mar. 12.
Seorets.. Stage play. Man tries to hide from his wife secrets she pretends not
OrlglnaL
Turf story.
Leo Carlllo, Kay Hammond, Junior
to know. .Mary )Plokfoid, Leslie Howard. Dlr, Frank Borzage, 83 mlns. Race Track;
>

,

<

.

Coghlan,

Rel. April 16.

IlnivM^nl
universal

OfflcesJ 730 Fifth Ave.,

york, n. y.
Afi*aid to 1^alk'. Frbm the stage play ^'^e^^y-Go-Roynd' .about crooked politics.
Eric Linden, Sidney Fox, TuHy Ma'rshaill, Louis Calhern, Dir. Edw. Lj
Cahn. ' 74 nilns. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Dec 20.
Air Mall, The. Commercial flying thrill story. Pat O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy.
Gloria Stliart, Slim Summervllle.' Dir. Joltif Ford. Time, 85 mlns. Rel.
Nov. 3, Rev. Nov. 8.
All American, The. Football story. Rich. Arlen, Gloria Stuart Dir. Russell
Mack. Time, 73 mlns. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev. Oct 1'4.
Be Mine Tonight. Comedy-drama. Love story unfolded in scenic beauty of
Swiss Alps. Starring Jan Klepura. Dir. Anatol Lltwak. 85 mlns. Rel.
Mar. 23.
Big Cage, The. Original. Man against beast, different from Jungle films.
Clyde Beatty, Raymond Hatton, Anita Page, Andy 'Devlne. Dir. Kurt
Neumann. 78 mlns. ReL Mar, 3.
Cohens and Kellys In Trouble. Comedy. Famous team in story with nautical
background. George Sidney and Charlie Murray. Dir. George Stevens.
Rel. Mar. 23.
Destination Unknown. Adventure on a rum runner adrift in the Pacific. Pat
O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy, Betty Compson. Dir. Ray Garnett. ReL Mar. 2.
Fourth Horseman, The. Original story. Western with the ghost town basis.
Tom MLx, Margaret Lindsay. Dir. Hamilton McFadden. 67 mlns. Rel.
Sept. 29. Rev. Jan. 31.
Kiss Before the Mirror, The. Powerful drama of human emotions. Nancy
Carroll, Paul Lukas, Frank Morgan, Gloria Stuart. Rel. April 20.
Laughter In Hell. Chain gang story. Pat O'Brien, Merna Kennedy. Dir.
Edw. Cahn. 72 mlns. Rel. Jan. 12. Rev. Jan. 17.
Lucky Dog. Touching and dramatic story of devotion that exists between a
man and his dog. Chic Sale, Dir. Zlon Myers. Rel, April 6.
Mummy, The. Mystery thriller. Boris Karloff, Zlta Johann, David Manners.
Dir. Karl Freund. Rel. Dec. 22. Rev. Jan. 10.
Nagana. Tropical drama. Tala Blrell, Melvyn Douglas. Dir. B. L. Frank.
Rel. Jan. 26. Rev. Feb. 21.
Okay America. Columnist story. Lew Ayred, Maureen O'SuUivan, Louis Calhern. Dir. Tay Garnett Time, 80 mlns. ReL Sept 8. Rev.. Sept 13.
Old Dark House. A night of terror In an English country home. Boris KarDir. Jas. Whale.
loff, Melvyn Douglas, Chas. Laughton, Gloria Stuart
Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Oct. -20. Rev. Nov. 1.
Once In a Lifetime. Hollywood satire from the stage play. Jack Oakle,
Sidney Fox, Alice MacMahon. Dir. Russell Mack. Time, 90 mins. Rel.
Sept 22. Rev. Nov. 1,
Out All Ntghtr- Comedy. —Slim—SummervHle-ZasuHPittS! Dir. Sam Ta ylorr
cfeiif.
skiif.

to Conyert

^^a^^J^'V.

Cynarak Philip M«rlvale stage hit Ronald Colman, Kay Ffanols, PbyUls
Barry. Dir. ICing Vldpr. Time, 79 mins. ReL Dee. ^8; Rev. Jan. 3.
Hallelujah* I'm a. Bum. Al Jolsoa. introduces, the new- 'rhythmic dialogue.'
Jolson, Madge Evans, Harry Langdon, Frank' Morgan^ Cheater ConkX>lr. Lewis Milestone.
'lin.
80 mlns. ReL J'eb. 9. Bev. Feb. 14.
kid from Spain, This. Eddie Cantor masquerades as a bull fighter down In
Mexico. Cantor, Lyda Robeitl. Dir. Leo. McCarby. 74 mins. ReL Jan.

Studlot Unlverkal City,

Iii(die Pl9]ti$

Foreign mystery. OwOl Andre, Frank Morgan,
Ed. Sutherland. Time, 68 mlns. ReL Dec 2.

,

.

Service, whlcl> upi to .recently
getierally supplanted the old

Dir.

Rev; Dec 13.
Sport Parade. Novelty story. Joel McCrea, Marian Marsh, Wm. Gardan.
Dir. Dudley .Murphy. Time. 66 mlns. ReL Nov. IL Rev, Dec 20.
Strange Justice.' Oddities of the criminal code. Mae Marsh, Norman Foster,
Reginald Denny. Dir. V. C. Schertzlnger. Time, 64 mlns. ReL Oct 7.
Theft of.the Mona Lisa, The. Foreign made. WiUy Forat, Trude von Molo
Time. .83 mlns* ReL Oct 21. Rev. Sept 16.
:DIr.. O. -Yon.BoIyary.
Thirteen Women. From Tiffany Thayer's story of the power of suggestion.
Rlcardo Cortez. Irene Dunne. Dir. O. Arcbainbaud. Time, 60 mina
Rel. Sept 16. Rev. Oct IB.
Topaze. From the sUge play of that title by Marcel Prevost French story
of an Innocent who gets wise to the way of municipal graft. John Barrymore, Myrna Loy,-. Albert ContL Dir. Harry D'Arraat 80 mins. ReL
Feb. 17. Rev. Feb. 14.

Los Angeles, March 20.
Epoopmip PF.essure is prompting
v^out pf .the-, distribution, companies
wltl»,

Gregory Ratoff.

'

PM%5aie$nien
.

'

World Wide

,

House

'

.

.

Secrets of the .French Police.

'.
.

'

.

•

—

Rel. April 13.

Rome

Express, The. British made. Grand Hotel on a French train. Esther
Ralston, Conrad Veldt. Dir. Walter Forde. 85 mlns. Rev. Feb. 28.

Dir.

Jm.

Cruze., 78 mlns.

Rev., Mar.

7.

Cowboy, veteraq of the AEF, turns aviator to balk the vlN
DrexeL Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time, 67 mlns.

Texas Buddies.

lalqs. Bob Steele, Nancy
R«L Aiig: 28. Rev. Noy.
.

15.

We Love. A woman's understanding averts domestlo tragedy. Mary
Astor, Lliyan Tashipan, Kenneth McKenna. Dir. Robt Florey. Time,
77-mlns. ReL Sept 11. Rev. Sept 20.
TombtttOne Canyon.' Western, in which. the hero tries to solve the mystery of
his birth. Ken Mayilard, Cecilia Parker. Dir. Alan James. Rel. Dec. 26.
Tralllrig the Killer.
Epio ot the North Woods. Dir. Herman C. Raymaker.
Tlgie, 64 mlns. Rel, Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 6.
Uptown New York, Married happiness and a past. Jack Oakle, Shirley Grey.
Dlr^ Victor Schertzlnger. Time. 74 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 13.

Those

.

Mistellaneous Releases
(Hollywood Pro.) Original. A mother borrowed from
an old ladles' home walks Into tragedy. Evalyn Knapp, Jas. Murra,
Margaret Seddon. Dir. Ghas. Hutchinson. 69 mlns. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev.

Bachelor Mother, The.
Feb.

21.

Town, The. (Invincible.) Vice crusade story. Lester Vail, Frances
Dade. Dir. Arthur Hoerle. 67 mlns. Rev. Dec. 27.
Face on the Bar Room Floor, The. (Invincible.) Temperance discussion.
Dulcle Cooper, BramwcU Fletcher. Dir. Bert Bracken. Time. 65 mlns.
Rel. Oct Rev. Oct 18.
Footsteps In the Night. (Auten.) Mystery drama. Benlta Hume. Dir. Maurice Elvery. Time, 59 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.
Hotel Variety. (Capital.) Grand Hotel In an actors boarding house. Hal
Skelly, Olive Borden. Dir. Raymond Cannon. 71 minii. Rev. Jan. 10.
Jungle Killer. (Century.) Expose of wild game hunting In Africa. With lec*
ture. Rel. Nov. 25. Rev. Nov, 29.
Manhattan Tower. (Remington.) Suggestive of 'Skyscraper Souls.' Romance
-In an oflice building.
Mary Brian, Irene Rich, Jas. HalL Dir. Frank
Strayer. 62 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 20.
Pride of the Legion. (Released also as 'The Big Payoff.'). (Capital.) From a
Peter B. Kyne story. Barbara Kent, J. Farrell MacDonald, Glen Tryon,
Matt Moore. Dir. Ford Beebe. 71 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 24.
Racing Strain, The. (Irving-Maxim.) Original of the auto races with air
Wally Reld, Jr. Dir. Jerome Storm. 58 mlns.
stuff.
Red'Haired Alibi, The. (Tower.) Gangster story. Merna Kennedy, Theo.
Von Eltz. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 21. Rev.

Big

Oct. 25.
Scarlet Week

End. (Irving.) Murder at a house party, Dorothy Revler,
Theo. Von Eltz. Dir. Willis Kent Time, 68 mins. Rel. Oc t Rev.

—Novr-1:—
What

.

.

Price Decency. (Equitable.)
From a dtage play. Jungle bac!:grDund
for story of a girl tricked by a mock marriage. Dorothy Burgess, Alan
Hale. Dir. Arthur Gregor. 60 mlns. Rev. Mar. 7.

PICTQRES

Tuesday, March 21, 1933
(Auten.) Tragedy ot a. woman tied to an hypocbondrlac.
In Chains
Bngr. cast. Dir. BaBil Dean, Time, 68 mlns. ReL Nov. 18. Rev. Nov. S2.

Woman

IMPORTANT COPYRIGHT

Foreign Language Films
(Note: Because of the slow

movement

RULING

ON

ot foreign films, this list covers one

That the. independent copyright
of a film itself is protection against
(Most of these available with English titles.)
(Auteq) (French).
Comedy drama. Benrl Marchand, unauthorized exhibition, such aa
A Nous la Llberte.
holdovers, bicycling, etc., and it is
Raymond Cordy. Dir. Rene Clair. 93 mlns. Rel. May.
not always necessary that the picAlone (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Trauborg. 68 mlns. Bel. May 24.
Barberlna, die Taenzerin von eansoucl. (Capital) (Ger.). Musical comedy. ture be based on copyrighted liter-

LU Dagover, Otto Gebuehr.

Dir. Carl Froellch.

83 mlns. Rel. Nov. 20.
Musical drama. Gustav Froelloh.

ary material in order to get this
protection, has been decided in a
sweeping opinion in the Bijou Thieatre Co. cases of Boston.
The decision is accepted within
the trade as of the utmost importance, leaving, no loophole for exhibitors who seek an out on bicycling
or other unauthorized exhibition
charges brought by distributors
through the Copyright Protection
80 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 81.
Bureau or other avenues.
Romantic comedy.
Daa Schoene Abenteuer (German) (Protex).
Kaethe
The Bijou case was decided in the
von Nagy. Dir. Relnhold Schunzel. .83 mine. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 13.
U. S. District Court of MassachuDavid Goldop (French) (Protex). Drama. Harry Baur., Dir. Jullen Duvlvler.
denial of
(Capital) (German)
In der Oper.
Dir. Carl Froellch. Rel. July 19.

Brand

,

Def

Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Oct 26.
00 mlns.
Ball (German) (Protex). Domestic comedy.
Thlele. 83 mlns. Rel. Oct 9.

Dolly Haas.

Dir.

Wllhelm

Falsche Ehemann (German) (Protex). Farce. Dir. Johannes Guter.
86 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 23.
Der Falache Feldmarschal. (Capital) (German). Military muslcaL Vlasta
Burlan. Dir. Carl Lamac. Time, 81 mlna Rel. July 12.
Der Hauptmann von Kepenick (iClnematrade) (Qcr). Comedy. Max Adalbert
Dir. Richard Oswald. 96 mlns. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Jan. 24.
Der Herr Burovorsteher. (Capital) (Ger). Felix Bressart, Herman Thimlg.
Dir. Hans Behrendt. Time, 86 mlns. Rel. June 10.
Der 8chwart2e Hussar (Protex) (Ger.). Costume romance. Conrad Veldt
Dir. Gerhard L^mprecht .90 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Jan. 3.
Diary of a Revolutionist (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Urlnov. 80 mlns. Rel. June
Rev. June 14.
8.
Die Blumenfrau von LIndenau (German) (Protex). Comedy. Renate Mueller. Hansl Nlese. Dir. Georg Jacoby. 70 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. July 12.
Die Cslkoi Baroneqs. (Capital) <(3er. Hung). Musical comedy. Gretl Thelmer,
Paul Vlnccntl. Dir. Ernst Verebes. Time, 82 mlns. Rel. April 1.
Die Lustigen Welber von WIen, 'Capital) (Ger), Willy Forst, Irene :E<lslnger.
Dir. Gfeztt von Bolvary, Time, 97 lu'ns. Rel. July 1,
blenst Is DIenst. (New Era) .(Ger). Musical.. Ralph Roberts, Lucie Engllsche.
Dir. Carl Bosse. Time, 84 mlns. Rel. June 8
Donna d''Una .Notte (Portale) (it.). Court adventure. Francesca Bertlnl,
Ruggero Ruggarrl. Dir. Marcel L'Herbler. 86 mlns. Rel. March 1.
Rev. March 14.
£lne NacHf In'Piaradles (Klhematrade) (Ger). Musical comedy. Anny Ondra.
90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 28.
EIne Tuer Geht Auf. (Protex) (Ger.). Mystery thriller. Dir. Alfred Zelsler.
68 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 7.
Musical. Lien Deycrs. Dir.
tin Prinz Verllebt 8lch. (Capital) (Ger).
Conrad Wlene. 76 mlns. Rel. May.
False Uniforms (Rues.) (Amklno). Dir. Lopasninskl. 63 mlns. Rel. Nov.
18.
Bev. Nov. 29.
<Friederlke (KInematradc) (Ger). Dramatic operetta based on Goethe's life.
Mady Christians. 90 mlns. Rel. March 16. Rev. Feb. 28.
Musical comedy. Gltta Alpar,
Ultta Entdeckt Ihr Herz. (Capital) (Ger).
Oustav Froellch. Dir. Carl Froellch. 90 mlns. Rel. Oct. 4
Transatlantic aviation drama. Gustav Froeh
Qloria. (German) (New Era).
llch, Brigltte Helm.
mlns^
Rel.
Nov.
Rev. Nov. 1
76
Golden Mountain (Russian) (Amklno). Dir. Yutkevltch. 80 mlns. Rel. April
9.
Rev. April 19.
Delicate life problem. Hans Brause
Hertha's Erwachen (Protex) (Ger).
Rev.
wetter. Dir. Gerhard Lamprecht. 96 mlns.
Rel. March 10.

Der

.

.

March

14.

Holzapfet Weiss Alles (German) (Capital). Comedy. Felix Bressart. Dir.
Viktor Janson. 86 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
House of Death (Russ.) (Amklno). Based on Dostoievsky's life. Dir. Federov. 79 mlns. Rel. Aug. 12. Rev. Aug. 16.
Hurrah, Ein Junge. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Max Adalbert, Ida Wuest, Lucie
English. Dir. Geo. Jacotjy. 91 mlns. Rel. June 2-1.
Hyppolit a LakaJ (International) (Hungarian). Fast farce. Dir. Szekely Istvan. 77 mlns. Rel. Jan. Rev. Jan. 17.
Ich Will NIcht Wissen Wer Du Bist (Interworld) (Ger). Musical. Dir. Geza
von Bolvary, Raid, Froehlioli. 70 mlns.- Rel. Feb. 15. Rev. Feb. 21.
Ivan. (Garrison) (Russ.). Transformation of peasants. Dir. Dovzhenko. 83
mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. March 7.
Kamaradschaft. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Sensational drama. Alex ^ranach,
Ernst Busch. Dir. G. W. Pabst Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Nov. 8.
Musical of woman's love.
La Couturlere de Lunevllle (Par) (French).
Madeleine Renaud, Pierre Blanchar. 93 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. Oct. 22.
L« Bal (French) (Protex). Domestic comedy. Dir. Wllhelm Thlele. 83 mine.
Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct 4.
L« Rol Des Resqullleurs (French) (Protex). Comedy with music. Milton. Dir.
Georges Colombler. 90 mlns. Rel. June 1. Rev. June 14.
Llebe lat Llebe (German) (Protex). Musical comedy. Kaethe von Nagy, Hans
Albere. Dir. Paul Martin. 80 mlns. Rel. June 1. Rev. June 7.
tjubav I Street. (Yugoslav) (Croat). Drama of life among N. T. imlgrants.
Rakel Davldovlc. Dir. Frank Melford. 60 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16.
Lulse, Koenlgin von Preussen. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Historical. Henry
Porten. Dir. Carl Froellch. Time, 92 mine. Rel. Oct. 4.
Maedchen In Uniform (Fllmcholce) (German). Poignant drama. Thlele,
Wlecke. Dir. Richard Froehllch. Rel. Jan. 10. Rev. Sept 27.
Man Brauch Kein Geld. (Capital) (Ger). Musical farce. Dir. Karl Boese.

.

sets by Judge McLellan in
niotlons of the exhibitors to dismiss
the amended bills of complaint of

Metro and Educational on the
ground urged by the Bijou Interests,
namely, that Metro and Educational
failed to comply with the decision
of the Circuit Court of Appeals
rendered last April.
Judge McLellan opined 'that the
distributors can elect to sue under
the copyright law for the infringe
ment caused by the unauthorized
additional day of exhibition In holdover cases.'

Receivership Bringing

Bomb

Case Into Fed. Ct.

Chattanooga, March 20.
Federal Judge George C. Taylor
has issued citations against 11 men,
mb&tly officials of the local operators'
union, to" appear in court
March 29 and show reason why they
should not be adjudged in contempt
of court.

Judge Taylor's order,

Out Doubles; Expect
Two

Hollywood, March
real estate men,

20.

now

Camps

ends.

*42d St.'

Does tuniaway

Trade in

March

20.

M

Met,

Providence,

AdvorselyH

Ruled Againat

,

.

dtio to fact that the three
houses are in hands of a federal

tion

receiver.

PITT SIGN SHOP'S 25% CUT
Pittsburgh,

March

WB

20.

Sign shops servicing
houses
Pittsburgh territory have all
taken a 26% cut, clipping hundreds
of dollars weekly from circuit's advertising budget.
It's all union help and approached
by Joe Feldman, Warner advertising director, for a reduction, they
took It without a whimper.
In

see carpet since opening.
ployes and Theatrical Stagei EmTold by Warners that the extra ployes of the United States and
campaign would have to be put Canada, and Local 4, International
across by house. Ike Llbson, owner, Alliance of Moving Picture Emdoubled his budget to cover news- ployes.
paper space and flashy house front,
The court In making the decision

with result
looks like a
attractions.

that

overage

alone ruled
that while there was evidence

normal week on other of unlawful methods used by pickets
the police on duty at the Met were
Picture jumped In when six RKO not called
to quell any trouble.
houses were caught, offerings no
It was generally believed that

opposition bookings, waitcourt ruling would be In favor of the
ing for easier times. Film breeztheatre as a precedent In banning
ing now on word of mouth compicketing has already b^en set by
ment.

hits In

(Russ.) (Klnematrade). Historic record of current RusRel. Feb. 1. Rev. March 7.
Zakopane, The. (Capital) (Polish). (Synchronized.) Danger In

Soviets on Parade.
sia.
55 mlns.

6torm Over

—

197

Big

Providence, March 20.
the three Wilby-Klncey (for- face of bank holiday, with capacity
Superior Court here dealt an un.r
merly Publlx) houses, Tlvoli, State,
business daily despite Lent and expected blow at the new
MetropoliRialto, that have occurred almost
torrential
nights
of
and
two
days
tan
theatre,
operated on a co-operdaily since unionists struck Feb. 17.
Local detectives obtained clues, rain. New house record of $15,900, ative plan, last week, when It ruled
they say, casting suspicion on the playing to over 50,000 people in against the theatre In a court action
to restrain allied theatrical organioperators' union, which denies reseven days, just double previous zations from picketing the theatre.
sponsibility.
high held by 'I Am a Fugitive.' Held
Several weeks ago the Met., won
Side angle to the situation Is
over for second weeik and looks the flrst skirmish when the court
James H, Anderson, U. S. commis- good for $8,600, if it does, will get
granted a temporary restraining;
sioner at Chattanooga, by appointthird week.
order. But last week the court enment of Judge Taylor, being attorOne bargain hour found 1,200
ney for the operators' union. The tickets sold by one cashier. Day tered a decision for members of Local 23 and Local 223, International
federal court assumes Its jurisdiccleaning gang hasn't been able to Alliance of Moving Picture Em-

Am

May

PICKETING OK'D

CihciniiiEiti

.Cincinnati,

*42nd Street' biggest surprise In
Opened at Keith's In
years here

at

.

;

to Follow Suit

Hollywood, March 20.
Another death knell has been
sounded for double features in
weekly salary.
Southern
California,
with this one
$25,*
'We can only pay you
likely to turn the trick. End for
remarked one of the partners.
the duals is predicted following a
'We've never had any luck
meeting of the board of directors
with high-priced men.'
of the S. C. Independent Motion
Picture Theatre Owners at which
duals were almost wholly ruled out.
Fox West Coast execs are expected
Promoter and Portable
to concur with this decision.
Only Instances where features are
Covers Alaska
to be co-billed will be where product Is not sufficiently strong to hold
up singly, with all fllm to be graded
San Francisco, March 20.
Larry Westcott Is en route to either Class A or B. 'A' stuff will
Include most of the major product
Alaska with the ERPI portfolio and and. will solo. 'B'
grade to cover
roving rights In that territory for westerns, certain Indies and weak
Western Electric. Mrs. Westcott Is major Alms. Grading will be done
by
a committee of three made vp of
with him.
one dlstrlb rep, one P-WG and one
Westcott will use portable sound from
the indie group.
equipment, and after picking up
film In Portland, will continue on to
Alaska, where he will set up his
Palace, N.
at 40c
outfit In the cannery settlements
that are without theatres.
Films are shown In these spots
After
the
showing
of
'King Kong.*
by making a deal with the time- opening
Friday (24), the RKO Palkeeper of each cannery Employes
ace on Broadway Is slated to go
of the fish houses come to the show
subsequent in accordance with preand are checked oft by the time- viously
conceived plans which were
At end of the run latter
keeper.
temporarily held up by the cui*rent
hands the exhib a check for the full
amount, minus a percentage for 'Mussolini Speaks' showing.
The Palace b.o. as a subsequent
himself, and deducts the- admish
fllm spot will scale at 25 and 40o
from each man's salary.
weekdays, with 65c top on week-

the mountains. Time, 89 mfns. Rel. Aug. 25.
Tatra's Zauber (Protex) (Ger). Mountain story and action. Dir. Adolf Trotz.
66 mlns. Rel. Feb. 16.
Tingle Tangle. (New Era) (Ger). Comedy. Ernest Verebes, Fritz Kanipers,
Rel. Nov. 10.
Elizabeth PlnajelT. Dir. Japp Speyer. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. May 16.
Main Leopold. (Capital) (Ger).
Musical. Gustav Froellch. Max Adalbert. Trapeze (German) (Protex). Circus drama. Anna Sten. Dir. A. E. Dupont.
1.
Rel.
April
Dir. Hans Syeinoff. Time, 96 mlns.
80 mlns. Rel. May 1. Rev. May 10.
Men and Jobs (Russian) (Amklno). An American engineer looks at Russia Trenck (Klnematrade) (Ger). Romantlo drama. Dorothea Wlecke. 90 mlns.
Dir. A. Macheret
Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
70 mine.
•
Rel. April 15.
Mensch Ohne Namen (German) (Protex). Poignant drama. Werner Krausa. UlanI, UlanI, Chlopcy MalowanI (Polish) (Zbyszko). Musical comedy. 100
Dir. Gustav Uclcky. 95 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 15.
mlnb. Rel. Jan. 1.
MIche (Paramount) (French). Musical comedy. Suzy Vernon, Robert Burnler, Ulica (Capital) (Polish). Life of the newsboys. Dir. Alexander Ford. Time,
Dranera. SO mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. Dec. 6.
Rev. Jan. 31.
73 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
Mond Uber Morokko (Protex) (Ger). See CIng Gentlemen Maudit
Unknown Heroes. (Capital) (Polish). Polish police activity. Mary Bogda»
Morltz Macht Sein Glueck. (German) (Capital). Farce. Siegfried Arno. 85
Adam Brodzlcz. Time, 89 mins. Rel. Aug. 25.
mlns. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Jan. 17.
Victoria und Ihr Huesar (Klnematrade) (Ger). Viennese operetta. 90 mlns.
Rel. April 15.
Namenshelrat. (German) (FAF). Drama. Dir. Heinz Paul. 90 mlns. Rel.
Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
Voice of the Desert, The. (Capital) (Polish). Algerian story In authentic
Adam Brodzlcz, Mary Bogda. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
locales.
1814.
(Capital) (Ger.) Prelude to the world war. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time.
.73 mlns.
Rel, Sept 1.
(Ger.) (Capital).
Musical comedy.
Walzerparadles.
Charlotte Susa. Dir.
Friedrick Zelnick. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 7.
Oberst Redl. (Capital) (Ger). Spy thriller. Lll Dagover, Theo. Loos. Dir.
Karl Anton. Time, 79 mlns. Rel. Aug. 30.
Weekend In Paradise. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Otto Wallburg, Elsie Elster,
Paris- Begutn (Protex) (Fr). Musical. Jane Marnac. Dir. Augusto Genlna.
Trude Berliner. Dir. Robt. Land. 81 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1.
90 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 17.
Wenn die Soldaten (Schneider) (Ger). Military musical. Otto Wallburg, Paul
Pension Schoeller (Schneider) (Ger). Comedy with music. Berliner, Tledtke,
Heidermann, Ida Wucst. Dir. J. Fleck. 85 mlns. Rel. Oct. 27.
Schultz. Dir. George Jacoby. 90 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev. Sept. 20.
Yorck (German) (Protex). Historical drama. Werner Krauss, Rudolf Forster.
PIrl MIndent Tud (Arkay) (Hung.).
Farce. Dir. Stephen Szekely. 76 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 27.
Dir. Gustav Uclcky. 90 mlns.
Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 31.
Rheln. (Whitney) (Ger.). Musical farce. Charlotte Susa,
Zapfenstrelch
Purpur und Waschblau. (Capital) (Ger). Dramatic comedy. Hansl Nlese,
Siegfried Arno. Dir. Jaap Speyer. 90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 7.
Else Elster. Dir. Max Neufleld. Time, 85 mins. Rel. July 30.
(FAF).
Circus
(German)
drama. Llane Hald. Dir. Heinz
ZIrkus Leben.
Reserve Hat Ruh. (New Era) (Ger). Military farce. Fritz Kampers. Lucie
Paul. 70 mlna. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Jan. 3.
Engllsche. Time. 94 mlns. Rel. Aug. 11.
Zwel Herzen und EIn Schiao (German) (Protex). Operetta. Lilian Harvey.
Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 13.
Dir. Wllhelm Thlele. 90 mlns.
Rhapsody of Love. (Capital) (Polish). Hardships of an art career. Agnes
Petersen. Mosjukine. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
(Synchronized.) Self exRichthofen, Red Ace of Germany. (Gould) (Ger).
Key to address Amklno, 723 Seventh Ave.
Associated Cinema, 154 W. 65th St
planatory. Dir. Robt Slezich. Time, 80 mins. Rel. Aug. 20.
Capital Film Exchange, 630 Ninth Ave.
Ronny (Protex) (Ger). Operetta. Kaethe von Nagy, Willy Fritech. Dir.
Fllmcholce, 33 West .42d St.
Emerlch Kalman. 85 mlns, Rel. April 1. Rev. April 19.
Foreign American Films, 111 W. 67th St.
mlns.
•campolo (KInematradc) (Ger.) Cinderella romance. Dolly Haas. 80
Garrison Films, 729 Seventh Ave.
Rel. April 1.
George Schneider, 575 Riverside Dr.
Harold Auten, 1660 Broadway.
•chubert'a Fruehllngstraurn. (Capital)^ (Ger). Musical of Schubert's Ufe.
International Cinema. 1499 First Ave.
Carl Joeken. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time, 71 mlns. Rel. June 28.
Interworld Films, 1540 Broadway.
•iMme (Amklno) (Russ) .Problems of new Russia. Vladimir (3ardln. Dir.
J. H. Whitney. 350 East 72d St
Sergei Yutkevltch. 76 mlns. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 14.
Klnematrade, 723 Seventh Ave.
13.
•Iberian Patrol (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Protozanov. 60 mlns. Rel. May
New Era, 630 Ninth Ave.
Rev; -May 81.
z-,"
"Poriaie Films, 630 Nlrlth Ave:
mlns. Rei.
Protex Trading. 42 E. 68th St.
•nlper (Russ.) (Amklno). The war terrors. Dir. Timoshenko. 81
Symon Gould, 261 W. 89th St.
Aug. 26. Rev. Aug. 30.
^ «. r b
Tobis Forenfilmp, 729 Seventh Ave.
h»*m. Bel. May ». Kev.
•on la Thiraty (Rms.) (Amfclao). Wr. Beiamaa.
Zbyszko Fllm Corp., 274 Madison Ave.

—

F-WC

operating a theatre here, were
engaging a manager for the
house.
for
$40
Applicant- asked

is-

sued from Knoxville, follows tear
gas and stench bombing outrages

81

So. Cal. Indies Role

Much Too Much

BICYCLING

year of releases.)

Broken Vow, The. (Capital) (Polish). From a novel Krystyna Ankwlcz,
M. Cybulskl. 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.
Cinq Gentleman Maudit (Protox) (French). Mystery drama. Rene Lefevre,
Harry Baur. Dir. JuUen Duvivlcr. 78 mlns. Rel. Jan. Rev. Jan. 24.
Clown George (Russ.) (Amklno). A clown saves the nation. Dir. Solovlev.
68 mlns- Rel. Aug. 21. Rev. Sept. 13.
Coiffeur Pour Dames (Paramount) (French). Musical farce. Fernand Gravey.
80 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. Nov. 8.
Daa Nachtlgall Madel (Capital) (Ger). Love In Hawaii. Dir. I^o Lasky.

VARIETY

Supreme Court

of

Rhode

Island.

Par, Providence, Keverts

To

Its Original
Providence,

The National Realty
city

the

Owner

March

20.

Co. of this

has taken over the operation oC
here, effective today

Paramount

(23). The realty company orlglnally
owned the Paramount before It was

turned over to Publlx In June, 1930.
Originally known as the Strand, it
was built In 1915 by the National
Realty Co.
Archibald Silverman, president
and treasurer of the realty group,
has retained Edward L. Reed as
manager. Reed started with Silverman as assistant manager of the old
Strand and was kept as manager
by Publlx. Double features at 40c
top continue.
New turn follows receivership action last month In which all Publlx
theatres In Rhode Island were placed
In the hands of Kirk Brown, local
attorney. In court last week Brown^.
asked Judge Churchill for release of
the 16-year lease on the Paramount
court authorized Brown to pay
$0,000 on account as compensation. The court also ordered
all rights reserved for parties con-

The

Silverman

cerned regarding furniture,' fixtures

and equipment

until further deter-

mination.

The Paramount was remodeled
three years ago at an approximate
expen.'3e of $250,000.

Last week also saw the closing of
the Bijou theatre In Woonsocket and
the Strand In Pawiuckot both Publlx hou.se.<j, on t he petitio n of Brown,^
who"

tolff TTie

.superior ~"Court both

theatres were being operated at «
loss.
As a result the leases were
called

off.
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ASCAP Frames

Campa^

Tdiicatioii'

On Perfomung R^hts

Via

NBC EXPERTS ARRIVE'
Chicago

Own Organ

National
Association of Broadcasters' reply
to the proposition of revising the
music contract, the American Society has decided to launch a 'campaign of education' explaining its
Bide of the performing rights contlie

Renewals
Clicquot Club Ginger Ale.
For another 13 weeks, effective
April 24. Over NBC's basic
blue (WJZ) with Harry Reser
continuing to head the talent

troversy.

First move In this direction has
been the publication of a house organ called 'Words and Music.' Distribution among newspapers, government contacts and lines of business concerned with broadcasting

lineup.
R. B. Davis.

stanza

are the objectives.

The 'campaign
anticipation

of

of education' is In
the attack on the

being mapped by
NAB legal forces under Newton D.
Baker's direction. It Is also projected as an answer to the series of
circularized attacks against the Socopyright law

has

Baking powder

extended

for

13

weeks starting April 4. On
NBC's red (WEAF) link
Tydol. Has made it an additional 22 programs for its
twice weekly affair on CBS.

opyiight Revise

NAB

Many

las

The Society has mailed out 3,copies of 'Words and Music,'

Points

200
the

list taking In aboiit 1,600 newspaper publishers, managing editors,

radio eds, music critics and feature
writers, members of Congress, the
Federal Radio Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, public libraries, professors of journalism,
advertising' mags, ad agencies and
national advertisers.
Organ's first Issue is limited to
four pages, with about four columns
of the text devoted to an exposition
of the situation prevailing between
music and the radio Interests. Included also Is an article on the
of foreign performing
affiliation
rights societies with the ASCAP,
plus the appended injunction that
performance of a copypublic
etiiijr
righted musical composition, without proper license from the owner
of the 'copyright, constitutes an in-,
trlngement under the law.
Feature stories and boxes pertaining to music and the Society are
used to fill out the four pages. Host
significant of the boxes is that calling attention to the fact that William H. Woodin, the new Secretary
'of the Treasury, is an ASCAP member. One of the feature yams tells
how 'Politics Gave Birth to the
Blues,' while another lifts from Dr.
Isaac Goldberg's book; Tin Pah
Alley,' the blog of 'America's Firgt
6ong Writer* (William Billings).

Advocated by

to

Washington, March

OAer Agencies

Chicago,

March

20.

By

last

week were

Indehtl-

change the alignment of
Its three radio programs. McJunkin
agency inherits the Atlas brewery
account sponsoring headlines ot
other days with Quln Ryan over
will

WBBM

la

iexpected to go to another agency,
but details are not worked x>ut.

program,
Foodstuff
Battlecreek
•Painted Dreams,' also Is unsettled,
John Balmsfather Critchfield, account executive, has joined Erwln
yfaaey agency.

—

—

CBS SHUTDOWN

ON AUDITIONS

Columbia Is now rated as the
toughest broadcasting source to get
an audition from in New York.. With
the program staff cut to the minimum by the recent pruning of the
payroll there's nobody with spare
time to do any concentrated listenFor the program board to
ing.
listen in on a candidate these days
there is not only required a highly

Wile's S^oop
Frederic William Wile, CBS political news commentator, scooped the
world on the resignation of the German ambassador. Prittwitz and Wile
are cronies and the diplomat called Wile in and gave him first break on

enthusiastic recommendation, but
the say-so ot an Important exec.

the story.

No More CounteM
Once she was CountQss Olga Albanl, NBCs Spanish soprano raised in
America. Her full tag was Olga Maria Aurora Medolago for short Then
she preferred to call herself Olga Albanl, the countess going Into the
discard. Now. she's pbna Albanl, dona boihg Spanish, the feminine ot
don ,and thus meaning lady. Page Ddna Tucker.

Personnel concerned with nothing
but arranging and rating auditions
was let out a couple of months ago.
EHirther reductions -In- the-staft-hastB.
made the auditions thing an almost
complete shutdown as far as new
sustaining talent is concerned. Since
the recent letout ot sustaining
artists the network has filled the
vacant program spots with just that
many more stanzas by Its studio or-

-

CBS'a Brothers

With the return ot Felix Ferdlnando's orchestra to Columbia, CBS now
counts eight sets ot musical brothers: Tom and Fred Waring, the tour
Lombard£s, Mark and Harry Wamow, the tour Shilkrets, the tour Mills,
l^niiny 'and aimmy ubrsey of uayton^s orcnesti'ariui'd'Sam 'ttnd Uowfil'd'
Lanin.
Surprise

At a Jefferson I>ay banquet broadcast over WOR, honors were divided
when the unveiling of a statue, part of the ceremonies, occurred.
The lifted veil exposed, besides the statue, tour radio engineers and
two announcers.

chestras.

Both doormen at the

Al Smidi Reported as
Star for Lncby Strike

complained so
put back.

.

.

all
if.

ba

its

music on

a

restricted

list

Society would still
necessary.
able to refuse new licenses,
wl^n. current onto ex-,

howeveir,
pired.

Anothor specific provision would
force copyright pools tb give equal
righta to all similar users of Its
Proposal specifies
compositions.
that 'any person within each class
of users operating under prac-

Answered Plea
building were let out, but the trafflo cops
cars parking In front ot 711 that they were

NBC

much about

A

trol copyrights.

Provision aimed at the ASCAP
is one 9tating that no copyright
pool can withdraw more than 10%
of Its. works, from use during the
period covered by general licenses
Issiied.
This would tako the teeth
out oiC the ASCAP'a' threat to put

Nellie Reirell

Chicago, March 20.
persons gumshoeing

NBC
While comics chafe under the system, radio row debates the wisdom ot
fled as the committee of efficiency invited audiences at studio broadcasts. Such exhibitions appeal more
to
experts from the outside. They're advertising agencies and sponsors than to entertainers. The latter, essupposed to tell somebody how the pecially those recruited from the theatre, first enjoyed the experience of
local NBC branch should be run.
spectators in the studio, but now the novelt;^ has worn off.'
Usual restlessness that efficiency
Not only does the presence of guests distract from the business at hand
experts always occasion c^mong embroadcasting to the unseen audience ^but artists are wondering what
ployes Is reported. This is said to the
reaction will be. Will the fact that hundreds see him perform free
be a separate group of efflclencyltes, of
charge lessen his value in picture and vaudeville houses? How will
not the same ones as In New Tork.
that affect his salary when he discusses terms with the mana.gers7 Can
a radio favorite impair his popularity by appearing too'' frequently In
public performances?
These and similar questions are being asked by the ether prominents.
They incline to the belief that radio should preserve and safeguard its
Illusions. That's why many radio artists are balking at studio. audiences.
They feel advertisers exploit them to satisfy personal .whims when they
make them perform before a studio full ot curious onlookers.

either directly or indireclty to con-

Governor's Rating

A crooner rates higher than a hymn singer with Oov. Brann ot Maine.
Latest report connected with the
Lucky Strike's ether affairs has Al He made Rudy Vallee a lieutenant-commander In the Maine naval re*
Smith instead of Jack Pearl in the serve, whatever that may be, and gave Phillips H. Lord an engraved flsh«
Tuesday night spot June 29. Ing license.
Vallee has been known to sail miniature boats in a bathtub, but 'Seth*
Hooked up with the same report is
ah understanding that the plug on has a fleet ot man-sized yachts on Long Island Sound.
the hour will atress American Tobacco's Cremo cigar rather than the
Found
clgaret
What became of the 'yes-men' 7 They're serving as vice-presidents ot
Lord & Thomas, the agency on ad agencies specializing In radio accounts.
the account, declares It knows
nothing of the, former Governor's
being approached and that if a
deal's been worked out American
Tobac has done it direct.
'

A
Don
from

Big Sleep

Stauffer, who directs "March ot Time' to taking a weekfa rest
radio.
Making up tor sleep lost during the 28 weeks ot

away
new*

dramatizations.

Back to Cleveland
Lets Oat Kelsey;
Norman Selgel, radio editor ot the Cleveland 'Press', has returned to
same economic condl
after spending a week In the N. T. studios on hto return from
be granted right to use
Other Changes Cleveland
Bermuda.
works on same basis as others al
San Francisco, March 20.
ready holding licenses upon appll
KFRC (Don Lee) this week let
Four Years Later
Charges of discrimination
cation.
musical
director,
Walter
Kelsey,
out
'Magnolia' of the Old Gold program, had minor roles on both networks
before
Fed
would be brought
the
and has since been busy seeking a for tour years. She was radio's original Aunt Jemima.
eral Trade Commission.
auditioning
him
and
successor
to,
In any charges of infringement by
Short Shots
a copyright combination, the in' candidates tor the blues singer post
They do say that the dice game in a hotel in Washington the -night
fringing party would only be liable left vacaint by the resignation of
who left for Los An- of the inauguration was so Intense that several radio editors in an advrith respect to the works specific- Nora Schiller,
ring.
geles
and
wedding
a
bill
joining xoom couldn't sleep... JUn Little and Tal Totten, ot NBC's Chially infringed, according to the
Station has taken on Jennison cago press department, are in town. Totten Is here to see that Ben
Parker as author and continuity Bernie gets his name in the newspapers. .Robert Simmons sings on the
writer. Parker, who left an ad Lucky Strike program this week. .Bobbie Folsom (Mrs. Harold Kemp)
Can't Appeal
agency In favor ot radio, has given was on the Bulck program last night. .The Metropolitan Opera quartet
Buffalo, March 20,
up his penning of 'Road Show', for which appeared last Saturday night on NBC network did It gratis as an
Churchill Evangelistic Association NBC to confine himself to KFRC,
audition for a prospective sponsbr. .Martha
of NBC,
was this week denied permission by where his Hodge Podge Lodge and are playing Fox time in Brooklyn. .Ben Rockeand Hal, formerly
has booked the Springfield
the Appellate Division, Supreme other programs are regrular tea
Oil- account on both CBS and NBC. .Ferdinando owns and operates a
Court, Rochester, N. T., to further tures.
dance hall in Manchester, N. H., where he takes his band weekends...
appeal its suit against the Columbia
Variety talent is getting the Ann Butler's joke and about too many auditions, used
on the air last
Brofidcastlng System and the Buf
breaks on station's shows.' liatest week, one which the censors missed, Is still the week's biggest giggle...
falo Broadcasting Corp., to restore

tically the
tipns' must

20.

Gradual liquidation of Critchfield

,WGN.
Marmola program over

NAB

Battle between the National Association of Broadcasters and the
American Society of Composers,
Authoirs and Publishers Is scheduled to break out in Senate Committee hearing rooms again this
Senator Dill has introsession.
duced a <x>mplete revisidn -ot the
copyright act including most of the
amendments backed by the NAB.
Bill goes into the question of
copyright pool at great length and
sets up specific requirements for
operation of any group in which
two or more persons combine

Accoimts

Critchfield

agency

Bit

now

ciety by Oswald F. Schuette,
director of copyright matters.

Go

a

Branch Squirms
Under Microtcopo

Mysterious

around

While waiting for

Tuesday, March 21, 1933

KFRC

^yend

.

.

.

.

.

A. P. Gets hjanction
Sioux Falls, S. D., March

.

20.

Sioux Falls Broadcasting Co., op
erating KSOO, has definitely been
restrained from using Associated
Press dispatches within 24 hours
after first publication, under a tem
porary injunction.
Ruling is effective until action
has been adjudicated in court or the
granting of another court order.

to get several spots is Phil Rich,
the 'Back Home Hour' program to old man character from vaude.
the Columbia chain.
Suit was brought for $600,000
Dept. Store
damages. Upon- appeal the lower
court's opinion was affirmed that
San Francisco, March 20.
there was no contract ever made
Biggest department store deal In
between Churchill and CBS.
California radio has been clinched
by KTA, third of NBC's local sta-

Deal

IOWA

V'S

TELE

tins.

broadcaster
Wednesday
(22)
Iowa City, March 20
Lytell's Air Series
starts
the Emporium Breakfast
Television broadcasts will begin
Club for the Emporium, town's
Bert Lytell. of the screen and shortly from the University
largest store. Dally morning hour
legit, has acquired the aerial rights Iowa's
radio and television stations,
to 'Jimmy Valentine' and has serial- WSUI and W9XK. Mark the first will feature department heads in
ized the story for radio. He will Bight-sound educational programs descriptions of special bargains for
audition for a commercial this week ever given by an American univer- out-of-town listeners only. Idea being to encourage mall order trade.
through Morrison & Winkler.
sity.
Transcriptions will comprise the
Lytell is also whipping into shape,
Prof. E. B. Kurtz, head of elecas a series, the 'Lone Wolf stories trical engineering department, Is in musical Interludes.
Another sale of time Is to Dairy
he played In pictures.
charge, and to broadcast one night
Delivery Company for six weekly
a week.
Sally.'
transcrips of 'Cecil and

HELLER DIVOBGE SUIT

Chicago, March
Jackie Heller, radio singer

20.

NOVIS AND aUARTET

CONTINUES 'CHANDU'

for-,

filed acdivorce In Circuit Court
against Grace Heller, non-

Donald Novis continues on

m^rly with Ben Bernle, has

Los Angeles, March 20.
Rio Grande Oil Co. has signed for
an additional 13 weeks of the
-'Ch
anclu'
program
in the flesh.
prof."
Broadcasting five nights a week
desertion as of Nov, 1, 1931. following marriage on .Oct. 16, of the from KHJ here, program Is also resame year, is charged. Phil Davis broadcast from KGB, Santa Bartion

here

for

^^presents Heller.

,

bara.

quartet in support, after Mort
Dbwney drops out next Wednes

a

brought

Ronderlierp.
The
combo also lingers.

In

Leon

Please Stand By
book, 'People Worth Talking About', to be puba compilation of his Unwritten History talks on
begrlnning March
WOR. .Will Osborne's orchestra will be heard on
22... Frank Black has increased to one hour his Wednesday night pro-

Cosmo Hamilton's

lished

by McBrlde,

is

WOR

.

grams over WEAF... Andre Baruch, CBS announcer, is nursing a black
eye suffered in his favorite sport of wood chopping. At least that's a
new one...Hlman Brown, author of WOR'a Bronx Marriage Bureau
scripts. Is going to marry Mildred Geller, non-professlonal. .Betty Barthell, CBS songbird from Tennessee, gets five spots a week beginning
next month, four with her home network and one on NBC. .Jane Froman
.

.

has turned a cold shoulder to all stage ofters. .El Chlco Is the only
broadcast spot free from song pluggers' agents. .Margaret Livingston's
(Mrs. Paul Whltcman) diet tome, "Whlteman's Burden', will be published
by Ray Long and Dick Smith... Ben Alley Is all set for that vaudeville
tour which starts In April. .Whatever happens to that Chesterfield commercial, the services of Lennie Hayton will be retained. If the sponsors
desert the air waves, Hayton will tour as maestro of the Chesterfield
orchestra, the sponsors getting their 'plug' that way. .Beginning April
2 the Columbia Revue, with John P. Medbury, will get a 10 o'clock spot
Sunday nights. .Andrea Marsh will temporarily discontinue broadcasting to go on the road. .Mildred Bailey is on a milk diet, the strenuous
routine which took beaucoup flesh off BoUe Baker... On March 31 when
the NBC page boys put on their 'Brass Button Revue', the boys predict
that Bin Hausaler, one of them, will prove a better harmonica player
than Mlnnevitch, .The Men About Town will be featured with Splly
Ward on the new Five Star Theatre show opening today on CBS.
.

.

.

.

the

Woodbury program over NBC, with
day (29).
Foursome

Llebert Lombardo recovered, by mail, from a Washington taxi driver
his pet trumpet^ lost enroute to the inaugural ball... Theresa Zlttsman
and Kathleen Halpln are out of NBC Artists Service press department. .
Norman Brokenshire has been nursing laryngitis for a week, with Harry
von Zell and Paul Douglas pinch-hlttlng on his programs.

are the
Belasco

.

.

.
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COMISH BLINDS NEHVORKS
Vaude Men Rule NBC Bureau, Adding
McCaffrey-Luescher; Scheuing Quits
Popular entertainment end of the
>]BC Artists Service assumes an
vaudeville atmosphere April 1,
Bill McCaffrey, former RKO
booker, replaces Ed Scheuln;? on the
hooking staff and Mark Luescher,
previous RKO vaude publicity head,
steps In to do the departments publicity.

Also a possibility by April 1 tliat
the artists bureau and the program
departments will be merged under
one v.-p., John Royal. Moye has
been recommended as an economy
item and awaits the final approval
Royal is
of M. H. Aylesworth.
the
McCaftreyfor
responsible
liuescher appointments.
Scheuing handed in his resignation last Tuesday (14) following
the assigning of his theatre booking
duties to Ruby Cowan and Chester
Resignation is dated to
Stratton.
tak e effect April 1.

McCaffrey

Cowan

slated to relievo
of his booking' responsibiliIs

ties so that the latter

can concen-

booking.

KNX

transmitter, at

Sherman

Oaks, received a call Friday
afternoon (10) from a young

woman

selling religious tracts.

She said they should buy
them as. the end of the world
at hand. No sales.
Half an hour later the
transmitter building trembled
in the earthquake, and in a
few minutes the femme salesman called again, saying:

was near

'I

you

told

Selling

Performers Back

the

Agent

— Neither

In addition to culing down
number of air sessions
weekly, Lucky Strike has reduced the ad wordage per
hour's program to a minute
and a half, or three 30 second
its

Agencies or Agents Trust
Bureau Ability, and
Advertisers Leery of Network Program Producing

Artist

SHOWMEN EDGING

CRCoirruNEs

ns

tion

Ad

sessions.

Same commercial, American
Tobacco, was responsible for
the '20 words, no more, no
less,' on the Cremo stanzas.

Toronto,

March

artists

now

Canada's

By Joe Bigelow

AIR PLANS

Canadian radio

IN

20.

so-

journing in the United States will
be brought back to Canada by the
recently appointed Canadian Radio
Commission; regulations restricting
sponsors from devoting more than
5% of their time to advertising

announcements will go Into effect
April 1, and Major Gladstone 'Murray, Canadian born official of Brit-

While showmen captiously accuse
the radio chains of beina blinded by
the commiah, the networks claim
justification on the theory that they
devote valuable time and effort,, besides actual cash outlay in salaries,
in building up acts on sustaining
programs.

Showmen hold that as long as the
radio networks, through their artist
bureaus, are in the business of selling talent on the outside as well as
buying it for their own programs
they will never be important developers or bookers of talent for
their own programs.
The showmen's contention is that application
of the two-way rule in handling
talent has never proved practicable
or beneficial in any other branch of
show liusiness, and there is no reason why the results in radio should
be otherwise.
.If the value of an act, through Its
sustaining broadcasts, is raised for
stage booking purposes, why should
not. the networks reap the harvest
which they alone planted, argue the
chains.
Vaudeville theatres built actors up
for years. It is pointed out.
In
former times a click for Keith
meant a raise next season for Loew,
and vice versa. But the theatres
and circuits were content with the
direct benefits they would derive
through the box office from building
acts into attractions. They didn't
seek to c£ish In on what the act
might draw for the other fellow.
The network answer to that Is
that while the system was satisfactory and just for the theatres, It
Isn't for the air.
They point out
that
theatres
have box offices

ish Broadcasting, will be brought to
Scheuing Is figuring on going
this country to advise the CRC on
the booking business on his
policy.
own, his plans also Including the
Such were the highlights of the
production of cafa floor presentaaddres^ delivered to the Radio
tions, carrying their own bands,
Manufacturers' Association of Canwhich jcould be routed.
ada by Hector charlesworth, exEnoles' Deal
drama critic, now chairman of the
Should the consolidation be car- CRC. Meeting In convention here,
ried out, George Engles, the present manufacturing group pledged supv.-p. In charge of artists service, port to the Canadian Radio Comwill work out a deal with the net- mission. They had just heard that
work whereby he will take over the possible wave-length changes might
tour management of the concert require changed specifications In
Proposal the building of receiving sets, fuartists on the NBC list.
will be on a split commission basis ture use of long-wave channels be
with Engles probably operating yond 1.500 kilocycles being hinted
from an office outside NBC quar- at
Radio bookings for the conters.
Referring to the 5% ad regulacert group will handle direct and tions, Charlesworth. stated 'There
on its own. Probability is that will be no drastic anti-American
most of the concert retinue will action taken by the Commission.'
switch to the Engles banner any- He pointed out that 'many of the
way, this move being satisfactory United States firms sponsoring proto the chain since the losses on grams on the air today have Cathese booking operations the past nadian branch factories and we reyear have been pretty stiff for NBC. gard their programs as Canadian
Putting both divisions under one programs.' He also made reference
head will return the program de- to the present gaps in the radio
partment to the same status pre- map of "Canada, mentioning a lack through which to gather Immediate
vailing some time ago when Engles
of effective stations in northern remuneration for their build-up efdirected the programming and suCanada, complete hiatus in the forts in the actors' behalf. The netPropervised the artists bureau.
The
prairie provinces and the difficulty works have no box offices.
gram department will again be in
serving the Pacific aerial box office is the advertising
of properly
the position of setting its own price
department, and the only b. o. cuscoast.
lor sustaining talent.
This angle
Private stations will have a hand tomers are the advertisers. Radio
has been a bone of contention bemen emphasize that they are conrectifying this situation.
tween Royal p^nd Engles for some in
fined to a few advertisers and that
time.
there are not enough advertisers to
Montreal, March 20.
consume all the acts the networks
conCBS
Officials of NBC and
ferred with Hector Charlesworth, build up, or to repay the networks
Just Buddies
chairman, Canadian Radio Commis- for their build-up efforts and expenses.
sion, Wednesday (15) with regard
Expo's Concerned to
Thus, say the networks, a susrelaxation of clause in the Caperformer on
Chicago, March 20.
nadian act limiting advertising to taining build-up for a
the air is not solely to create a
NBC and CBS will be pals so far 5% of the time in any program. market
for him among potential adas the Century of Progress Exposi- Charlesworth told them the regulabut also and for the
vertisers,
tion (World's Fair) is concerned. tion would not be amended, but in
equally important purpose of enThey will share and share alike on view of contractural arrangements hancing the actors' value for stape
all broadcasts from the grounds of the two systems, not only with
bookings.
where three studios are being clients but also with Canadian staAs to Agents
tions, the date may be set back.
erected by the Exposition Itself.
But what the networks cannot
A Joint committee composed of Regulation is due to become ef,

.

NBC-CBS

Ad

March

Marxes East
20.

'Whispering' Will Collins whos"
'Shadowland' program has been
sustaining on
for the past five
years has finally gone commercial
with a sponsor, 'Shadowfoam,' re-

WJR

ducing compound.

On
elrl

his
trio

chestra.

program Collins uses a
and Benny Kyte and or-

Hollywood, March 20.
Groucho and Chico Marx leave for

New York March 28, after making
their last Coast broadcast the day
before.
They will do all future .Standard
Oil airings from N. T. until picture
deals again complicate.

Rule Apt to

Unless the Canadian Radio Commission modifies its rule, effective

has started to unload stainvestments which have be-

drain upon the chain's
treasuhy. First step in this direction Is the network's elimination of
its Gold link in the west, stations
involved being turned over, practically as a gift, to NBC allies on
the parallel web in this section
known as the Orange network. NBC
has decided to rid itself of the Gold
network as of March 31 after taking a loss of around $1,600,000. Move
also eliminates around $300,000 in
annual telephone line charges.
Stations linked up as the Gold
network, when NBC took over the
defunct
Northwest Broadcasting
System about a year and a half ago,
were KPO, San Francisco; KECA,
Los Ai)geles; KEX, Portland; KJR,

come a

and KGA, Spokane.

Seattle,

Last

three outlets, together with KYA«
Frisco, composed the group Involved in the deal at the time. This
foursome was the nucleus of the
old American Broadcasting Chain,

launched by a group of promoters
headed by R. C. Linden. Before
these promoters of a third nation&ttVk.:
chain had a chance to extend their
operations they became enmeshed
with the law pertaining to the sale

programs to 6%
NBC and Co- of stock.
have to withAt the suggestion of Don Gilman,
draw their affiliations with Domin- its v.p. on the Coast, and on the
ion stations.
Several ad agencies advice of its general counsel, A. L.
with network accounts are already Ashby, NBC salvaged the project
mapping out disc programs with by taking over the four stations,
the plug content conforming to the disbursing about $600,000 in the setCanadian requirements to replace tlement of suits pending against the
Northwest Broadcasting System,
their chain periods up north.
Reps of the U. S, networks are and the network has been footing
now in Ottawa trying to Induce the the monthly deficit ever since.
End of Expansion?
CRC to make an exception in the
NBC had two motives for taking
cases of chain shows originating
April

restricting

1,

advertising matter,

lumbia say

they'll

'

'

•

°

across the border. Placing the plea over the four stations at the time.
for CBS is Sam Pickard, a v. p. and One was to provide itself with anformer member of the Federal Ra- other Coast link to take care of a
Donald Withy- regional appendix for the basic blue
dio Commission.
comb, station relations mgr.. Is ar- (WJZ) web; the other was to proguing in behalf of NBC. Working tect Itself against any special destaff
of Canadian mands from its allies making up
with them is a
,

the Orange link. Latter consists of
KGO, Frisco; KFI, Los Angeles;
KGW. Portland; KOMO, Seattle,

lawyers.

A

chart

15% Ad Average
drawn up some months and KHQ,

Spokane.
ago disclosed that the average comSplit up of the Gold link Is Inmercial evening program on NBC
terpreted In broadcasting circles as
carried slightly over 15'% of advermarking the end of the NBC era of
tising. Daytime affairs ranged from
expansion. With the exception of
that figure as high as 40%.
a couple of strategic points on the
Neither NBC nor Columbia anticiradio map, this network feels itself
pate success from their appeals to
well entrenched and supplied with
the Canadian commission. The webs
outlets for any business requireare incline.: to the belief that even
ments of the future.
the commission Is Inclined to
if
KPO, Frisco, .being operated by
modify, it will have to contend with
NBC on a lease deal with the Hale
the demands of dominion broadcastBros, store, will continue to get
ers that any concession apply to
local
sustaining program service
every broadcasting source or not at
all.

Columbia's Canadian
Montreal, and

CKAC,
ronto.

NBC's

Toronto, and

Wm.

affiliates

are

CFRB, To-

alliances are

CKGW,

CFCF, Montreal.

who also controls the
mitter.

Brady as Actor

And

It's

Director for Air

The veteran manager-actor, William A. Brady,
radio

from the network's Frisco studios
and also an occasional cross-oountry commercial.
KECA, Los AnIs owned by Earl Anthony

geles,

will

appearance

when he

make

his second
(23)

Thursday

will present

excerpts from

'The Count of Monte Christo' with
Robert Lorraine. The dramatic bit

KFI

trans-

Got to Be Funny or
Coast Kids Turn Dial

Los Angeles, March 20.
Survey of five southern California
counties to discover the radio likes

and dislikes of youngsters found
will
be part of Rudy Vallee's
them all turning thumbs down on
Flelschman hour.
Understood that a commercial the Mother Gopse type of program,
radio
as*^>
has contacted Brady, proposing a and those periods announced
little

fully explain is the failure of
to create a single new star in the
entire year of 1932, despite limitless opportunities to create, nor do

they present a sound reason for the
distrust among advertisers and advertising agencies of the networks'

program buying and booking

SPONSOR FOS COLLINS
Detroit,

fective April 1.
Canadian local stations currently
65% of their programs in
advertising. Use of two languages
mainly responsible.

use nearly

5% Air

Chase U.S. Webs

Where

and CBS technicians and offlcials of both networks was in
conference last week laying out the
engineering aspects. All exclusives
and scoops are barred.

Loss

$1,500,000

NBC

90 Seconds an Hour

to Theatres, for the Commission, Cut Themselves
Off at Source of Supply,

so.'

Into

NBC

West After

In
Webs So Concerned with

Hollywood, March 20.
Technicians on duty at the

trate on his Monday night auditions and function as. act producer
for the bureau.

comes
assignment
Luescher's
without the counsel of Frank Mason, v.- p. in charge of press relaLuescher will take his ortions.
ders direct from Royal and Harold
Kemp, latter heading the artists
entertainment.
popular
bureau's
Another rep from the old KeithOrpheum regime now established in
Mrs. Frances
service
is
the artists
Rockefeller King, doing the club

Expansion

With Unloading of Gold Link

ICI BORROWEII

Couldn't Resist

all

when

NBC

See Qose of

ability.

26 time broadcast.
Plan Is for the
showman
to
direct
condensed
dramas, going on the air himself
in

any or

all

broadcasts.

JAREETT'S SHOWCASE

'specially
kiddies.'

prepared

for

the

Using various programs as tests,
the chlldren'.s votes were classified
to show that humor is the best bet
for them with 1,421 marking the
program cominsr under that head.

is the reason why the
Mystery drew 1,177 votes, dance
Los Angeles. March 20,
spend considerable
n,usic 627, adventure 377, general
Using the Cocoanut Grove as a entertainment 365 and education
money yearly for maintenance of
own program and booking de- showcase to display himself for pic- 146. Flgure.s were based on ballots
partments. They do it rather than ture offers, Art Jarrett, N. Y. radio received from 4,112 boy and girl

This situation
ad agencies
their

.

entru.st the Job
artist bureaus.

to

the

networks'

Nor do the networks explain away
this:
That if they are merely demanding what is their just due
(Continued on page 35>

singer,

opens

a

four

weeks'

en-

listeners

gagement at the night spot starting and 13.
tomorrow (21).
In the
Jarrett has been here for several

weeks and was negotiated into the
Grove by Leo Morrison.

between the ages of seven
.script

show

class the kids

put 'Chandii' on top with 'Cecil and
and 'Myrt and Marge'

Sally' second,
third.

..

'

'

,

'

:
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March

over

WGT.

John Fogarty was the only paid

-entertainer at the St. Patrick's Day
dinner held by the Irish-American
Association of Lackawanna County,
Pi. The radio tenor waa present at
the invitation of Mike Commerford.

Under pressure from Doublgday-i
Doran, who claim priority to the can
Eno Salt's Cdme Club has ner
title.

football

team

A

for Hsurt. ShafCyear later they sent

& Marx.
him a suit.
been changed to Crime Clues..
Both the NBC and CBS sales (deCanada, Dry has deferred, going
back on the. network airlanes until partments- claim they have their
hooks in the Anheuser-Busoh beer
the summer..
Susanne Caubaye from leglt had- account. If and when.it goes on the
befen given a hearing by NBC' under air. .Press. department of each net.- Work
so Bllppe.d the Info to the
the billing of 'personality singer.'
Bobby Folsom, -wife of Harold dailies arid tacked on a fldck of
ICemP> who's- iD: charge of popular- stage names of the likely candidates.
enterjainment In tjie^ ?JBC Artists'' Meantime the brewef is waiting to
Service, makes her ^adlo debut, on see what the Individual .states -do
about legalizing the intensified foam.
Pa,ul Whlteman's Biilck stajiza.
,

'

.

Verna Burke arid Bob Bal-kei:'
have been added to'the flodr show^
of- the Park Central hotel's Cocoa•'- •^
f
nut Grove. ..
.General.-Tire and Rubber puts off.,
its NBC program to AP.rU
<SM«t.
Johnny Gibson, KHJ comic, recandidate for the show is Fraser
CeiiyjBd flpalp •injnrfeiS.,'from falling
Hunt.
Rose. ':Fi:Anken^ author of, legit's. plaster' wlill^' attehilptlhg to get the
radio
station's phone operator out
'Anbth^f' Laag^ecge,' is auditioning
of danger. during ths ..California
a sketch with NBC.
earthqiiike.
' Wlth' -tho N«wr-4i6xy engagement'
prOg^ritm
over
Wew
Irl'-^ weekly
out, Paul WMteihan: is considering
KNX; BollyiwOOd is "Origin of 'Suthat four-week date In Paris.
perstitions/ authored by- AiiihlUe and
JCunlc,^. H9:ward has a, .new .flkotcb
Navarro.
Raymond
for a! tryouii .on N^C. -It's labeled
Jane find B^tty- Brown, KLZ, Den-'Pigfey and Her Boy Frieiid.''
ver,. pianist and vlollhlet, gave an
.Ainong those lately given a hear- audition bip' Heifetz.
Jn^ for a spot oh the Flelsclimftnn
Serenaders,
strings,'
Walkakai
-^ursday night session through the added to KLZ, Denver.
NBO Artists* Service are Jack Homer Reid and Eddye Duvall
Powell,' Bddle Qarr and John Ers- assisting string ensemble at KLZ.

'

to the beer bill' with' rio mention made agtainst press copy.
Proposal was -killed by a
vote of S9 to SB, but' any one
senator could have tied things
up.

these Thursday night programs is

20.

Brewers around New York are de«
dining to talk broadcastlhe as far
as thq.;n0twQrIi» .are co.io^<i.emed until
they fln4 ^out how. the dry states re«
act to the J^er m^asure,^.. Frevailine
sentiment report the ad agencies,
favors waiting untU after the bill
goes Into «ffect
Chances are that the ilrst brew to
go on the air from New York will
be Jake Rtippert's company, Setup
under consideration calls tor two
half hour programs a week.

eliminate ibeer advertising

to

from the air last week. He
introduced such an amendment

(6) following the
account's layoff effective June 27.
Whether Jack Pearl will return for

day In October

No Quake

fornia listeners of the thrill
serials.'
One of the stations went on
the air with a chapter a few
minutes after the quake, although figuring that few would
be listening. Following day the
station used the previous installment again and 200 phone
calls came in squawking.

New

now

Albany,

1

1

liOS Angeles,

vocalist. Joins

Burlington, Vt.
Black's ork, at the
hotel,

I

An earthquake doesit't appear to disturb southern Cali-

Plamondon, .vlolln-celllBt,
known on Montreal stations, playing
concert dates in Vermont.
XiUcieu

Teddy
Kenmore

I

Qiiak^

Keating Twins, from vaudeville,
personal-appearanclns for the
AHists' Bureau.

Lawrence Desorda,

I

Washington, March 20.
Radio men are still trying to
figure why Senator DiU tried

Luoky Strike haa signatured to
come back to I^C the first Thurs-

East

RUPPERT FIRST BREWER
ON AffiJUT OF N. Y,

What a Shock

MAYBE SONDAYS, too

problematicaL

Under consideration by the ilnri
is the taking oyer of a Sunday night
period oh the same chain as well
starting Oct 1. Company states it
will never go on Saturday nights

.

.

Washington radio staffs were
on hand to broadcast proceedings and when the amend-

again.

ment was introduced they

al-

most

fell oft their chairs.- Dill
considered a champion of
radio interests in. the Seriate,

KFI $15,000

Cost

Los Angelea, March 20,
Transmlttor of KFI, NBC outlet

Musicians, Choir
2 EXECS OUT

here, was damaged to the amount
of tl6vOOO> in the earthquake. Transmitter is located at Bueno Park, in
the quake zone.

Off the- air for an
half, the station used

20.

hour and a

Artist bureau of NBC is dropping
two execs end of this month, Jean
Campbell Crowe and Merton Bpr-

an

ries..

auxiliary
transmitter for three days until repairs could be tnade to its 60;opO

Both are holdovers from the old
KPO.. bunch that came in when
network acquired that station,
.

.

:

watt equipment.

•

<

•

:

Idside Stuff-Radio

.

'

<

•

•

.

'

:

.

.

'

'

.

kin%;-,author.:-.

..

.

>.

'

,

i

^ed lousing picked an.All-Amerl-

Mid-West
Edward House, .former

film the-

atric organist^ .has replaced. J,
sonoDqty oi| ]P7BBM, Qhicago.

WU-

Jack Brocks sipgs thrice weeldy
for the Chicago Title arid Trust Co.
over •'W^BBM on a new signature.
C. C; Pyle's radio disc 'series for
Chamberlain hand lotion extended

East-Dumke

'

-a

arid- -Jphririie,-*

.

.

>.

!

/.

.

:

fiast '.iEi'nd 'Ralph ',.bumke,
otherwise 'Sifters pt the 'Skillet,*
are baclc ih Chicago' arid "working
on'' eu'atairi'in^' pei'loas 5for.; NBC.
Boys'' Were in betroit for sis
weeks' 'after going oif 'Arritour.
'

'

'

-

.

'

^

tion of this.'

.

i

THEGREEK

:

"
!

Commercials and their agencies are frowning on the idea of having
the talent step out of ciiaracte^ to deliver the product boost Now coriamonly agreed amongr the netwbirk customers that it neither helps' the
sales chart or builds listener sentiment ih favor of the perfOriner^ it
ai^thlrig; th6 reaotibn. has been the otfiA: way, judging from recent
dealer and fan mall reabtlon.
One account -which took a stiff panning on the subject was Llsterlne
when it had .jPhiiilps Lord disoatd hls 'Country Doctor'' role to place his
personal guarantee on tlie^antlseptio. Comment was that it -cheaperied
the program and his sentimental standing^ ariiohj? his following;',' Another period to come In for criticism along the same'lihe Is Walter
Wirichell and his approval of Jergen's hand lotion between chatter
item6.

^

-

WABC

AMBA$SA]!K>R
o/ Gooi-Vf m

GEORGE
GiyoiP
Sole Direction

HERMAN B^RNIE
1619 :BPoadway,

and His

CHESTERFIELD
ORCH ESTRA

KIT - CAl^
LONDON

^6t fox

NIGHTS WEEKLY
(Except Sunday)

New RCA

via
]Entlr»

Colombia Network

9 P. M. (E.8.T.)

.

executive v.p. of Radio Corporation
of America.
Elmer T. Cunning
ham becomes president of the con'solidated
phonograph and radio

the CjRC, acting under pressure of Canadian .disc makers, will be to order
enforcement on the grounds that the order will serve ,to encourage the
development of Canadian talent

rLEONl

tube outfits. McDonough has also
been listed as an assistant to David

The letouts at CBS has shaved th^ staff of announcers in the New
York studio down to seven, or about half the number of four Weeks ago.
With the doubling up has come a policy eliminating the prima donna

BELASCO

Sarnoif,
,

RCA

president.

Cunnlngliam was the founder of
the tube company of that name and
became head of Radiotron when he
.

Joined interests with

RCA.

Mihh/s $3 Singers

status among its spielers.
All are treated alike in making out the day's schedule, the top money
boys being subject to. the same early and late tricks.; No objection to
the after midnight run it's that, getting around for the 7:30 'Good
Morning' that hurts.

—

NBC

program department has tightened on its rule banning the broadMinneapolis. March 20.
casting of a new song until its .copyMght connection has been certified
Sustaining artidts of lesser sta
by the American ^ciety. either the ASCAP listing of the release must
tions here are working for minimum ibe in on time or the number comes off the submitted program.
xlough and |3 per broadcast is big
Network attitude is that it wants -ofilcial confirmation of the rights
money for a singer, musician or from the society direct to avoid any possibility of an infringement Jam.

Some of the larger out
pay $30 a broadcast to a toprated comedy team, which rounds
out the situation.
Booking situation otherwise for
entertainers is locally chaotic. At
some club entertainments the hat is
being passed for the performers,
with the latter lucky to realize $1.25

N.B.C.

III

Wed.

I

9:30, .E.8.T.

Woodbury
Hour

HU

C.B.S.
Tues.:
12:30-1 A.M.
Sat.:

III

llllll

11:30-12

M.

NIOHTLT
ST, I^ORITZ H0TE;L, N. Y.
Sole Direction HEBUAN BISNIB
lOlD Broadway, Mew Yorii

comedian.
lets

BAND
Network Deoca Records

each.

SPITAINY'S

DUMB
CRACKERS

ROBERT
BURNS
PANETEUA

NEW

Kvery
Wednesday
Ev«nlac .
|1.

13

Leo Spltalny's contract with the
Nestle stanza on NBC has been renewed for another 13 weeks, effec-

WGT Artists' Bureau is going a step further in the personal appearance thing by booking talent into stores which sponsor programs over
this station. Annettia' McCuIlough and Jerry Branon, singers, who broada Troy furniture store, made a p.a. at that establlshmeht with
'Three Shades of Blue,' male trio, as ihe feature of a 'Radio Carnival.'
CBS board of directors has decided not to issue a fiscal statement of
the network's 1082 operations.
Hence, what the stockholders are due to get within the next three
weeks Is a brief outline of what the chain took In, the net profit left
after deduction of federal taxes and the balance remaining in the reserve.

late, account.

person.
the

One agency which

is

Benton

Ft Wayne Graduate Set
Chicago, March 20.
Edna Hodelt has been taken on
by-thtfifpe -Artists- tureau here for

IMMERMAN & SON,
WEST

44th ST.,

Inc.
NEW YORK

SUPERIOR COLORED TALENT
nadb ind Stage, Building Acts, Be-

For

-

Orchestrating and Arringlng, Leasftas lo
types .of. Stage sod Bsblbltton Daoclog
Unusual Voice Culture Method

vues.
all

STUDIO AVAItABI/E RT THE HOUB
BRyait •-M3S

'

Acceding to requests of numerous patrons, several neighborhood film
theatres in Minneapolis are stopping screen programs at 3 p. m. Sundays
for Father Coughlin, who comes In over CBS via KSTP. Same routine
used to go tor Amos 'n' Andy.

:

.

WOKO,

THURSTON
Sponsored by

George Glvot's connectlotr wtth the- Old -6k>ld-«how Ir on-a-week to

week

upbuilding.
•

&

New York

commer

runs through the sumnrar.

iiiiss Hodell hails from
Fort Wayne.

Variety,

tSS

tive March 31.
Marks Spltalny's
third 13-week cycle with the choco-

clal

CHARLES
ALTHOFF

,

'cast for

limits its annouricing asblgnments to its own staff
Bowles, pilot of the General Foods account. Tiny Ruffner,
of the agency's radio staff, does the ispielliTg for the Paul Wing Story
Man, Maxwell House Showboat and Musical Grocery Store stanzas, in

Time contract with

vyrABd

at D:SO P.

SDC

Makers of recorded commercial programs are wondering what policy
In
Posts the new Canadian Radio Commission will adopt toward the broadcasting
With the merger of RCA Victor of American discs. Dominion has had a rule for some time banning the
use
of U. S. made stencillings on Canadian stations, but the ban has never
and RCA Radiotron Co. effective
April 1, J. R. McDonough steps out been actually enforced.
Recorders on this side of the border anticipate that the next move of
as president of Victor to become an

ORCHESTRA

New York

LEONARD
HAYTON

McDonough-Cumimgliam

Sunday, 9 P. M., E. S. T.

B.B.C.

'Job for the Censor,' the Minneapolis 'Star' edirecent radio program' which included, a parody on
with' the two na9ies..iQade to represent .the President and Vice'-Presldent of the Urilted: Stat«a. The edltortoil .did not jsentioii the' offeri°dln£r ii;r ttets;' t>rogram or chain iby name. .It. said:;
'The blue ribbon for bad taste 'goes to the radio 'prograin which fea-.
tuted a parody 'On 'Franltie'- and Johnnie,' in .which the two names aremade to' represent-ihe 'PreSidiBrit arid Vice-Tpresident;.
f^rankle and Johnrile'Vas a'bailsUli of the bawdy hoMses and its char-i
acters were 'denizens of '.the sa'riie' places; Radipr Ustenef^a have, become,
inured to -iSoriie -pretty sad' 'etfofts at humor, but this parody Jroes beyond
the lirinit. It the' radio chains have a censor they should bar any repeti-

'Frankie

Even if it was fit Patrick's bay, and the show was due to go on in a
few hours, every gag kidding the Irish was ordered out of the script
It happened In connection with last week's edition of the 'Musical Groprogram 'for Lavoriis.
'AmerUsan Beauty Revue,' hot and cery Store' program. Execs of 'Best Foods, Inc., bankrolling the program, were the objectors.
then cold with Standard Oil of In
Firm's reps caught the gags at the final rehearsal of the stanza and
diana, is up again with a different
sponsor in Chicago^
after going into a huddle advised the agency, Benton & Bowles, .that
rather than take a chance on offending Celt listeners the material would
have to come out

BATH CLUB REVUE

And His LINIT

Under the headilhg

torially assailed

Tom Shirley replaces Pierre Andre as announcer on the 'Easy Aces'

.

Chi

in

Chicago^' "v^ea. 20.

WBBM.

over

.Manafloment

KNX

Ed

•

.

pn

Hollywood,' 'March 20.
Paul Rader, evarigelfst 'tbrmerly
with Billy Sunday, is buying: three
one-hour periods a week over KNX.
He will enhance the period he has
been conducting from a local church
by using a 20-plece' orchestra and
a choral group.
No Indication where the cash for
payment of the air time and orchestra is coming from <wltb i)o con^
trlbutlon's .'asked from the -listeners.
:

San Francisco, March

,

•

;

Now Using 20

Evangelist

is

Artie Bell, comedienne, will finish out the seven week balance of the contraot the account has with CBS.
John P. Medbury Continues to furnish the gag material for the periodbasis.

-~

SWJET -dLCO.
On a Renewed Contract

TlHtrttfm Bad Fridayt, «:4S P.M.
N.B.C. Coast to Coast

(EST)

RADI

Tuesday, March 21, 1933

Commish Blinds Networks
(Continued from page 33)

Worry

P.A.'8

their outside eelling of
why do they also double Iq
selling artists who have not had the
benefit of sustaining bulld-ups, and
who are not Investments for the
artist bureaus? In doing this don't
they enter the agency Held strictly

through
artists,

as agents, not as networks, and
aren't they In open competition with
those agents who have not the network afnilatlon? The^regular agents
resent

It,

The networks, for these reasons,
and othet-s, have yet to enjoy the
wholehearted co-operation of agents,
which theatres know about and

upon whom theatres, the picture Industry and the rest of show business depend for their supply of
talent.

Radio's failure to develop a new
star In a whole year, at a time when
radio thrives on the widest popular
audience ever known, and when
novice artists would prefer a radio
career to any other, is not an accident or a freak of circumstance.. It
is the Inevitable result of the net-

works' commission hunger above
everything else, their system of
competing with the agents rather
than encouraging them and their
shutting off of the surest source of
new talent— the agents.
Theatre booking offices leave It*
to the agents to do the talent digging.. They have other Important
things to worry about.
Commission to them is not of chief importance. They have not the time to
The agents have all day,
anarch.
all
weekj all year.
That's the

with the general shaking up
bureau of both

In the artists'

networks,
the
radio
press
agents are beginning to worry.
It's no secret that the air
clients pay weekly stipends to
these publicists for special
press matter are more or less
steered by various network
connections. This is in opposition to both webs' general
policy on personal ballyhoo and
similar to the Hollywood studios' edict that the company
press departments ore sufficient to

meet

exploitation
requirements of the players.
Film producers figure that extra publicity counsellors working on the outside can too easily

gum up

overstressing

all

matters through
certain aspects
p.

a.

thing

re-,

volves about their relations
with the radio columnists of
the dailies. The stations feel
that they can furnish as much
news as desired without creating any intra-studio friction
through the propagation of
personal tiffs, arguments, odi-

ous comparisons of talent,

network becomes the agent henceand the regular agent Is forThis Is borrowing, to say
the least, if not actually copping.
But the artist bureaus have
forth,

gotten.

etc.

.

Cantors, the Pearls, the Wynns and
the Burns and Aliens are a few of
radio's top names. They are proof
of the networks' Inability to provide for themselves. They were
found for the theatres by agents.
The networks have simply boragents' business.
What have the networks created rowed them from the theatre. That
tor themselves beyond taking al- Is not creating.
ready established artists and. In
Networks as Aflsnts
many Instances, raising their salAnd now the networks are can
aries? The answer Is nothing. The
vasslng what's left of the vaude
vllle field for possible radio ma
They are auditioning actors
terlal.
who have been trying for year^, but
have not succeeded in landing on
the air through their own agents.
If an act is satisfactory, the network does not buy the act as a
Morton A. Milman
The
buyer
of talent for the air.
eirele 7-2S25
network
places the act under an
•2580
artist bureau contract by which the
.

CURRENTLY

CAPITOL, New York

GIVOT
''THE

GREEK AMBASSADOR OF GOOD WtLk*

35

Test Shows Midwest and Yanks

Most Responsive; East-South

—

Meanwhile, the network

is

Ether Eccentricity

selling

back to vaudeville from
whence It came.
The average agent will submit his
acts direct to the network only if he
the act

especially brave or feels perfectly
sure of the performer's loyalty, or
is

as a last resort. That's hardly
healthy for the networks.
The agent first peddles his wares
the advertising agencies.
to
He
knows that the ad agency is not in
the sideline business of selling acts
to theatres. He knows that the advertising agency, if interested at
all. Is concerned only In buying. So
he calls on the advertising agencies first. When the network finds
an act through an agent, it's only
after the ad agency field has been
scoured and that act Is a leftover.
As frequently made obvious, there
is less showmanship to be found in
the advertising agencies than at the
networks, and there's not so much
at the networks, either.
On the
other hand, while there Is some
showmanship at the networks, there
is also niuch intrigue and always a
chance of losing something. So the
agents prefer the lesser of two
evils, and they adjudge the ad agencies as considerably the lesser.
Showmen see the day when the
radio networks will buy the talent
they need and no more; when the
networks shall have control over
all the
talent appearing on their
programs, and not just some of the
talent as is now the case; when advertisers will recognize the superior

Letout of Frank Knight, one
CBS' ace announcers, had
another angle besides that of
economy. According to executives Knight, who rated as
the most cultured and the top
Oxford-accent swinger of the
of

Columbia

string,

was a

bit too

choosey about commercials assigned him. The announcer,
they complained to William
Paley, CBS prexy, had turned
down handling certain programs on the ground that the
advertising blurb involved was

him to read.
Knight handled the cream of
the network's sustaining program, among them the Sunday
afternoon N. T. Philharmonic
concerts, which run four more
broadcasts before winding up
the current season.
too undignified for

Dill

Amendments

On the basis of the figures supplied by the grocery link
the network takes credit for nationally
boosting
these
grocery
stores' coun'Ler sales by 173% for
the six weeks the test was con"
ducted.
ters.

A&P

keyed its air test by menIt was macaroni, or sarweek and then tabbing the
on these products as compared to the other five weeks. The
figures compiled show that housewives in the middle west were most
tioning that

dine,
sales

susceptible

the

to

Every Wednesday

WABC

10-10:30 P. M. Coast to Coast

Nei» York Evening Journal
"DIALECTS A HIT"

PREDICTS VOGUE FOR GIVOT

By

Aircaster

"Because they usually turn sour I am not partial to predictions
....I'd like to hazard the prophecy that one GEORGE GIVOT,
who quite spontaneously introduced his weird Grecian dialect
on a recent Cantor programme, WILL. SHORTLY BE RANKED
AMONG THE FAVORITE COMICS OF THE AIR."

Many

Thanks

io

Mr. Eddie Cantor

Sole Direction

HERMAN BERNIE
1619 Broadway,

New

York.

Circle 7-6344-5

aerial

sugges-

tions.

Least inclined to take the loudspeaker hint were the inhabitants
In the store chain's eastern and
southern divisions. Jump in sales
there was less than half of the middle west figure.
Result in New

England states reveals an increase
appreciably above the southern and
eastern percentages.

Pop Up in New

Bbnd Radio

Atlantic and Pacific store chain
has made available to radio its first
actual store sales count over a sustained period and NBC will use the
statistics to show the effect broad«
casting had on A&P's cash regis-

Bifl

GUS HILL'S RADIO NIBBLE
Washington, March.

20.

NBC Listens to Adaption of 'Bring*
act
ing Up Father*
steered through Congress last session by Senator Dill have turned
Gus Hill, old-time burlesque pro*
up in a new bill Introduced in the
ducer, is nibbling at radio.
He's,
showmanship of and have sufficient House by Rep. Bland (D.) of Vir- prepared a mike version of his
ginia.
The Dill act was lost after
faith In the networks to trust them
'Bringing Up Father,' and has cast .,
with the construction of their pro- passing both houses by a Hoover himself in the same role.
grams; when the networks will be pocket veto.
NBC program department listened
Bland bill Includes the provision
satisfied with a small maintenance
to a couple of episodes last week
commission from all artists rather of eliminating 100 -watt stations and the sales department is now
than substantial commissions from from the quota system and would trying to find Hill and his serial a
permit the Radio Commission to
Just a few artists; when the net
commercial bankroll.
works shall have put the matter of grant additional licenses to local
Hill was .among the first to frame
commission In its proper place, a stations regardless of the amount a stage qhow around comic strip
of power already granted in particsecondary and minor means of netcharacters and in the good old days
work income. In other words, when ular zone or state. The bill also had a string of these farce comedy;
withdraws
U. S possessions (Virshowmanship shall have become es
gin Islands, Puerto Rico, Alaska, units touring the country.
tabllshed in radio.
There Is an old law In show busi- Guam, Samoa and Hawaii) from
zones.
This would cut down the
ness.
It's a good law because it
never falls. It says that showman- power now accredited to several
ship In the show business will al- zones and allow more stations If
ways prevail over non-showman- the zone should thereby fall under
quota.
ship. Likewise showmen over nonAnother amendment to the presshowmen. It proves itself day after
ent law would make hearings manday. Showmen possessed of showdatory
unless stations agi'ee to
manship are gradually seeping into
waive
them in cases Involving
the radio ranks.
AND HIS
changes of license, wave length,
CALIFORNIA
authorized power or time of operaColnmbla DroadoMtlng Bjstem
tion.
Bill recognizes the commisPHILLIi;>'S DENTAL MAGNESIA
sion's use of examiners for hearings except in cases involving the Taes., Wed., Than., 8:45 to » P.M. E.8.T.
Amendments

to

the

radio

.'

,

ORCHESTRA

Washington, March 20.
Federal Radio Commission, In
view of the financial and economic
situation, has decided that its rules
regarding the amount of time a
station must be on the air each day,
may bo partially suspended until
July 1 upon written application.
Old regulations specify that all
broadcasters must maintain a minimum regular operating schedule of
2/3 of the hours it Is authorized to
operate.

First station to take advantage of
the decision was WIL/M, Wilming-

above in addition to applications for

which was permitted to
Ban on lotteries, given wide pubbe on tlie air a minimum of two licity as part of the Dill bill, is inhours daily except Sundays.
cluded In the same form in the new
ton,

COAST-TO-COAST

construction permits, revocation of
licenses,
change of regulations,
transfer of facilities from one zone
to another, new devices or developments In radio or new use of frequencies.
A fine of $1,000 maximum for each
day of offense is added as alternative to revocation of station license
for violations of act.
Provision in the old Dill bill requiring stations to give equal air
time to all political candidates Is
amplified to include speakers on all
sides
of public questions
Bill
specifies that the rates for such
speakers shall not exceed the price
for regular commercial purposes.

'WABC

GUS

VAN
OLDSMOBILE

PROGRAM
WEAF

"Bed"
Network

Saturdays
0.30 to 10 F.

Del.,

Now

CLUB

LIDO,

'

Chevrolet Extends

Out

Patrick

Finds
Chevrolet intends to extend Its
on NBC beyond April 7, exSan Francisco, Murch 20.
piration date of the current conJohnnie Patrick called It quits on
tract. Extent of the extension will his 'Cecil and Sally' show at the
be determined at a meeting of the President last Saturday (18) after
auto company's operating board this a week of bad biz Patrick and his
partner, Helen Troy, landed another
week.
Additional programs will have sponsor for their radio acts, discs
Jack Bminy and Frank Black's of which begin on KYA this week
Instrumental unit continuing to for a local daily
head the program, the rest of the
Patrick wrote, produced, backed
Idea of and played In his first legit show,
cast changing each week.
the General Motors one-hour show doing a week in Oakland and ono
is still under discussion by the G. M.
week here with intentions of hitting
board of directors.
the sticks.
series

Closes Chi Office
St. Paul, March 20.
Announcement has been made by

& Co., that for the present the head office will be in Minneapolis. Crltchfleld is one of the
strongest advocates and users of
spot (disc) programs in Apposition
to network hookups.
Crltchfleld

The Chicago ofllce has been liquidated with Ivan H. Graves manager of the headquarters in Minn.

RUTH ETTINa
GLOaiFYIKG

POPULAR SONG

^LUMBIA-OMSI'ltHn/Sr NETHKNIK
MONDAY

and THURSDAT, S

M.

Appearing

'*5*^'!firS;*"^.t?'

bill.

OLD GOLD

Indif

build-ups. To the act that's the path
to radio's Utopia a commercial.

FRC MODIFIES HIKE
ON AIR REGULATIONS

GEORGE

A&P

something to offer beyond mere
business representation. They have
a network,! and the network means

—

on personalities.

The radio

VARIETY

F. M., E.B.T.

:

!

.

R

VARIETY

ADIH REPORTS
PHIL BAKER

ROYAL VAGABONDS

With Fanni* Brice, Gcorg* OiMn
C«m«dy, Songsr. Bund

this

If

first

program

(16)

As previously

Dept. is
brace radio scripts.

and (2), that only material
from established and known
radio,

authors
stage
Mss. from unknowns must be

cooks had dipped their digits
into this gelatine version. With the
exception of her first number, that
which followed set up a listener
impression that will take more than
one subsequent program to over-

number that clinched this contract for her, was the 'Poor Little
Popular Song' whimsy she did on a
Flelschmann Thursday night about
two months agro. Outside, of anr
the

other ditty, her standard 'Second-

Kose,' Miss Brice's remaining
contribution was the 'Cleopatra*
travesty, also culled from her stage
As this came through
repertoire.
it -gave every evidence of being
badly adapted^ If not totally unsulted. for mike purposes. Missing

Hand

free

registration

The purposes

and

advan-

tages of this registration service were previously outlined
at length.

come.

which Miss Brice
and which was

for

with "Variety.'
"Variety*
cannot undertake
to return i>ostpaid any scripts
thus rejected, and will only
hold them for a linaited time,
if not called for In person.

many

bit in
brilliantly,

screen or
be accepted.

vaudeville,

rejected

Phil Baker's novel

way

of retain-

ing his stage-box annoyer and
weaving hlra Into the aerial crossfire was effective on the debut pro-

gram

The abundance of manuscripts offered for registration
compels 'Variety' to place a
limitation on this free service
for radio continuities: (1), that
they be limited to 600 words;

Just

The one

detailed, "Va-

Material
being extended to emProtective

riety's'

a few days before.
Also evident was the fact that too

shone

COMMERCIAL

Is

personality
tYxfi lack of a click radio
as the Ineptitude of the adapting of
the comedienne's talents for the
J. Walter Thompson is the
ether.
agency in charge.
broadcast of the new
initial
seMes, which has the George Olsen
oi^anlzatlon, minus Ethel Shutt^
sharing the stanza with Miss Brice,
had an air about it of last-minute
change and busUe. Quite obvious
was it that the program which
finally was sent out was far removed from that which had been

mapped

80 Mini.

WJZ, New York

any Index, It c'oesn't look as
though Standard Brands has bettered Royal Gelatine for the air to
any appreciable extent by replacing
Ken Murray with Fannie Brlce.
However, It's not due bo much to

(17) of this series for

food-packera

It

was a

Armour

deft

mold-

ing to radio purposes of the Baker
and style of comedy.
The passages with the annoyer
clicked neatly and were productive
of a steady succession of giggles.

The

bits InTOlTlnir

Harry

If cNaugh-

as a butler with the Piccadilly
were less funny but a good
In these latter exchanges
Baker was Inclined, perhaps out of
nervousness, to palm
first-night
them off at too fast a tempo, with
many a gaer here also too flip for
quick consiimptloa by the average
rocking-chair fan.
ton,

accent,

contract

But when Baker gets around to
his regular vaude act, with the
ghost of SId .SIlvera intruding as a

phantom

volca^ tt'a Interesting

and

laugh worthy. If Baker can maintain his standard of material, he has
little to worry about on this ether
connection.

Musical department shaped up
harmony of the Merryquartet and Nell Sisters being
easy to listen to, even though their
arrangementa never arose above
stock leveL
Studio combo under
Roy Shields served a suavely balaaced background. Baker himself
perked things up with a snappy
rondo on the accordion In keeping
with the St Patrlok ooeaslon.
Baker's part la the ad plug about
the ham. a •rslon of the late Tom
McNaughton'a .Three Trees,' was a
commendable and novel twist to
dishing out the blurb. Baker han-

men

J.

Brennant

'

Sustaining

WEVO. New York
The
Brock

by
and

legit theatre, represented

Pemberton,

producer,

J. Brenoan, prea. of the Ne^
TdrtE vStagehands* union, «arrled
their dispute over yrt^e reductions
to the air last Thursday (16) night.

James

was the Brice skill at visual burr After it was all over Brock Pember> dled It fairly well, and McNaughton
As air comedy it couldn't ton declared that he had had two certainly knows its timing backleaque.
have been productive of anything strikes on htm by the time he got wards U the formula Is to be rebut an occasional giggle, even to his crack at the mike. To begin tained.
Odee.
those familiar with the comedl- with, !he explainedi he had two opponents, and because of the comttme's style.
LUXOR THEATRE OF ROMANCE
Olsen's band gave another of Its paratively paltry time left by them Tnimping the Ace/
with Arthur
perform- he had to rush through his speech.

pretty well stencHecl
b'es, only one of the boy warblers
classed as a
favorable impression, Le., the lad
uiaimberlng the 'Hoot Mon' rondeI^'s slqglng was frequently
lay,
-punctured with laughs from the
But Olseh,
studio sideline mob.
filling In as m.c., didn't Up* listeners
4S td what the hilarity was about.
Seems safe to assume that the

Jw

making what could be

effect

of this

cloistered fun upon
listener was one of

(Commentary wthe negative a$pects of radio merchandising and
ballyhoo for sales. Where the ad end is well handled it requires
no affirmative fxmmeniation or comment. It's only when advertising aspects of commercial broadauts seem to. tacJt that shojomanly

manner

that 'Variety* will call

it

represented by an executive whose voice lacks pleasant
tonal qualities for the ether. Not too many minutes are devoted to
the bragging, which Is fairly Intelligent and puts over some Impressive Institutional Items of Interest. Monotone voice chief criticism.
Pennxoil has two announcers. Under this system one of the voices
makes a statement and the other voice expresses amazement and
asks for further details, given Only to bring forth more amazement
and more questions. Admitting that anything that leads away
from the shouting solos of so many announcers ought to be enannounclng, not more announcers. Is what most radio programs
seem to need.
Armour^s new Friday night halt-hour revue starring Phil Baker
spoils an excellent Idea of singing the commercial plug with Interpretative music by following the lyrical Innovation and repeating the very same thing In the usual stupid prose In which commercial plugs are Invariably couched. This plainly Indicates they
dldn*t get, or take, the hint that the singing version Implied.
By
the song method the curse was cleverly taken off the advertising,
but Armour refuses to be either brief or clever In Its plugs. It
starts the show with a spiel about the Jig-saw giveaway
Luxor piles three lengthy commercials, one dramatized onto a
30-minute dramiatlc program. It goes even to the lamentable extreme of Interrupting the tense climax of the playlet to Insert the
distraction of 'The Message.' To say the leswt, this Is flirting with
trouble, taking shameful advantage of the listeners whose Interest
has been aroused, and practically destroys .the lUuslon of the 'narrative which is picked up three minutes later.
Copy Is replete
with repetition and runs something like eight minutes In all. ^That's
estimated without a stop watch, and regardless of any question of
exactitude, the plugs are Indutiably garralous to the boundary of
danger. As if It were not bad enough to allow the advertising
to dominate and Interrupt the narrative, the program actually
opens by taking the listeners to the Joseph Urban Room of the Congress Hotel, Chicago. But after a few moments It becomes apparent that this Is no plot and not really the Congress, merely
artful deception to Introduce dialog about Luxor Powder Pal between a young lady and her escort. Some people might regard this
false start as forcing would-be listeners to demonstrate patience
before they've had a chance to make up their minds It the entertainment Is worth the cost of listening. In other words. It's not
quite cricket.

Buick

I

Jaeobseiw Robert Briefer, Fay
But what, Pemberton Said, really
Warren
dlstuirbed him was the antagonistic
Melodrama
attitude he felt around the studio.
Even the control man, peering
Chicago
through the glass partition as he
different playlet or condensed
spoke, the producer let it be known, drama
Is used each Monday night
kept giving him a hostile glare. Al- on this half hour period;
TakMg
together,
opined
Pemberton,
It
'Trumping the Ace' as a sample it
wasn't an atmosphere to give him a may be stated that the program Is Songs
chance to deport himself at his extremely good as regards the tell- Sustaining
best.
is the mouthpiece of ing of the story, but extremely verWJZ, New

COMMERCIAL
WMAQ,

is

A

DOROTHY FIELDS
McHUGH

WEVD

and

JIMMY

average

irritation.

Those concerned

fflay

be

-•^rlmarilv Intent upon entertaining
the studio mob. That was the impression the show conveyed from
Odeo,
start to finish.

—

WOR

—

—

—

Town Goes Burley

York

the Socialist party and some trades bose as regards the commercial
Among the smartest of Broadunions In New Tork, and also has plugs. This latter department very
and now
allied with It several liberal organi- nearly makes a chump and a flop of way's song writing teams
chortling their way, once weekly,
zations.
the program.
through a 16-mlnute evening period
It might also be pointed out that
Pemberton gave a clear and
minus the commercial aspect. Miss
straightforward exposition of the going right Into a plug before any- Fields handles the song delivery,
producers* side of the controversy. thing has been said Is a poor way McHugh sticks to hla piano and
The historical background of the to magnetize new listeners. Effect of both are backgrounded by an orMITZI GREEN
dispute and the current economic a long-winded conversation about chestra. Numbers offered are mostIB Mins. (Disk)
plight of the leglt theatre came Luxor's giveaway at the opening
ly their own with T Can't Give Tou
COMMERCIAL
over graphically.
His arguments might well bring on a flip of the Anything But Love' the signature.
WOR, New York
for cuts by the union Were neatly dial. Of the virtues or demertis of
It's Just recently that this femseries
transcription
Electrical
regimented, and he took advantage Clarence L. Menser, acting as The inine lyricist has deigned to launch
Voice
of
diviRomance.'
legitimate
prepared by the World Broadcast- of the ciccaslon to air the claimed
public her
with Mitzl Oreen impositions and abuses that he said sion of opinion can exist. Menser upon an_.unsuspectlng
ing System,
contralto which is backed
cigarette
the
stage
and
is
director
at
NBC
starred and 'Jackie,' unidentified, the managers have been subjected
fine sense of delivery and is
but suggesting a Jackie Searl type to by the stagehands the past 20 the purpose of his 'Voice of Ro- by a
either
in the
ear,
the
pleasant
to
mance*
is
to
come
before
the
curof boy because of bis delivery, as years.
It was
tain In the manner of a dramatic parlor or via the mike.
'Happy Landings'
her playmate.
Pemberton declared that the 'bank stock Impresario with some com- merely drawing room entertainment,
title refers to their stowaway adholidays are over, the .theatre Is ments on the current bill and a as far as Miss Fields was concerned,
ventures In an airplane, with Paris punch drunk,' and wanted to know puff for next week. There should be
until she was Induced to burst forth
their next stop as the plane unex- what the unions are going to
do no particular objections and the before a paying audience at the
pectedly takes oft.
about it. So far, he added, they idea has its useful functions. Men- opening of Radio City's Music Hall.
Ward's Softbun Bread (and to have refused to make any conces ser. however. Is not the possessor Aided by modern acoustics, and the
make sure It's W. S. B. they spell slons, with the stagehands' contract of an Inately 'romantic' speaking current big house necessity of stage
it out for you time and again) Is
expiring in September and the voice.
microphones. Miss Fields found no
'Trumping the Ace' comes from trouble in getting to those 6.200
the payer-offer for everything. They musicians' running a year beyond
even pay $100, $50, $25, several $10 that. He declared that both groups the pen of H. H. Stimson and from seats after which she evidently figand lesser consolation prizes in a are receiving wage scales paid at the Hollywood Writers Club. It's ured, why not radio and further
jigsaw puzzle contest, a checkup the peak of prosperity, and that a compact yarn telling the tense tale stage appearances?
on the audience circulation.
since the wages of the stagehands of a braggart gangster who Is maRepertoire of ditties Is a mixture
rooned in his rooming house sur- of old and new from their own
It falls at 6:30-6:46 p.m. over have only come down 11 and 13%%,
waiting collaborations.
On this program,
and is primed for Juvenile and that of the muslans otily 10%, rounded by rival gangsters
he can be for instance, was Introduced what
appeal prlmarly, of course forcing while actors' salaries have been cut for him to emerge so
bumped off. Sweetheart of a cop Miss Fields termed a 'get happy'
the adults to listen in at the same practically in half, admission scales
murdered by the gangster neatly
Sure as You're
titled, 'As
time, during the dinner period, and have been deflated and the cost of provokes the braggart to leave his tune
absorb the n^erits of the Ward's living receded more than 30%, fur- hideout and meet his death outside. Born,' and hot off the pen. It's one
baking product, "the kid appeal is ther reductions are In order, he con
those topical songs of simple melHe imagines he's been poisoned and, of
what it
vaudeville
were
which,
there, so Ward's Softbun Bread tended.
ody
having a fear of dying 'cheap,' grabs
may create a bull market in the
Gist of Brennan's argument was his guns to shoot It out and entitle was, two- man teams would close
oven situation in time.
Abel.
that the managers were using con
himself to a classy funeral. Other with and have 400 verses as envamping
beorchestra
the
ditions to stampede the unions Into stations using dramatic skits can cores,
Miss Fields here
taking unjust slashes. He flouted well utllze this one, as It's ideally tween salvos.
•MARLIN NEWS PARADE'
chose to tie It to the 'new deal' idea.
the warning that all leglt theatres adapted to radio.
News Comment
would close if the reductions were
Arthur Jacobsen did a bang-up It's adaptable to any subject and
COMMERCIAL
not granted, declaring that the Job as the braggart and Fay War- it'll probably be heard around.
WBRC; Birmingham
In between songs is some light
'truth of the matter Is that with ren was convincing in a difficult
An old saying that there is noth- the shows they are offering to the role. Robert Brleter was negative banter and kidding of themselves.
ing so old as yesterday's news. It public lack the proper appeal.* The In a small bit of no importance and McHugh reminisces at the piano in
Land,
fits here.
This program made its stagehands'
conjunction with the band as to
head described the which he fumbled.
debut March 13 and will appear average member of his union earn
some of the hot notes he has connightly sponsored by Marlin Health ing only $600 a year, and scouted
tributed to the dance.
GALLAGHER and SHEAN
Crystals. Frank King Is the news the managers' plea that
An inviting quarter hour. Bid.
the union Songs, Dialog, Comedy
commenter, although unannounced. permit Its men
to contribute their 15 Mins.
King's subjects were the death of services on a co-operative basis as
Senator Walsh 10 days afterward ridiculous unless the arrangement COMMERCIAL
MAYHALL GOES BASIO
WABC, New York
agpA Sir Malcolm Campbell's new was also applied to the hit shows.
This Is a Junior Gallagher and
Pittsburgh', March 20.
speed record, still older news. In deRohman, described as the sta- Shean combo, using the same theme
scribing the experience of Campbell,
Jerry Mayhall, for the past three
King gave credit to the New York tion's dramatic critic and theatre song as the former topical favorites,
guide, opened the forum with a including the same Dutch delivery yeai'3 production manager here for
•World-Telegram.'
King talks well and faster than statement that the managers were (Shean), which Is probably the orig- Warners until that circuit's withformerly.
But program will have demanding relief from thos^ groups inal, with a new Mister Gallagher drawal of stage shows, has landed
Latter Is weaker in radio.
He goes with Smith,
to keep abreast to mean anything. least able to give it to them. No as the straight.
matter how high the producers said than the comedian.
Schrelner and Smith. local ad
the
stagehands'
and musicians'
Jad Salts sponsors. It's the same
wages are, these weekly sums are account which is behind Aunt agency, as head of the air depart'STYLE AND SONG HITS'
nothing as long as there is no guar- Jemima In the afternoon. G&S are ment.
Singing
It's something new around here,
antee of a substantial period of a nightly interlude at 6:30-6:46 p.m.
COMMERCIAL
since heretofore all radio time on
KLZ, Denver
employment. Not unltl the man- EST via WABC.
Whatever good Impress the com- local stations has been sold by the
Excellent 16 minute program and agers, declared Rohman, 'eliminate
the
anarchy
and
speculation which edy makes and they have possi- station Itself with programs arthe reason so many locals twist to
...KLZ at 10:15 p. m. Bob. Hartford, rule and tuln th61r industry' and bilities for development, particularly ranged the same way.
baritone, and Kay Webber, con- work out a budget that will guar- with stronger material Is mitigated
Mayhall is a composer of some
tralto, are the eingdrs and rate antee the actors, musicians and by the long-windedness of the ad reputation, his last
work having
above many coming In over the net- stagehands attached to each house hurrah. Unfortunately for the acworks. Miss Webber handles the ad a definite number of weeks' work count, the ad portion Is spotted at been the music for that mechanical
plugs, a little long, but the singing a year can thpy talk about n re- the end of the two-act, and Is too ballet Eugene von Grona has been
featuring.
Odet,
easy a spot for tuning out. Abet.
duced weeklv wage.
JgK^area It.
the

to attention.}

talents

acceptably,

THE THEATRE

'CRISIS IN
Brock Pemberton, James
Richard Rohman
Debate

Hie Advertidiig Angle

Comedy, Sonos, Band

Dept

Material

WEAF, N«w York

.

.

With Harry MoNauBhtoi^ thf llJjr.
rymen. Nail 8ist«rs, Roy ShUld

Radio Protectiye

90 Mina.

COMMERCIAL
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(Continued from page 1)

Wassau as guest

stars for future

weeks on percentage

basis.

Cast now includes Ann Valentine.
Boob Blake, Will Hays, Bill Wainwright, Billie Baud, Helen Witlard,
Charby Vonneau, Jack Comerford,
Vic Ossman and a line of 12, with
Ed Daly as producer.
1st in 15 Years
While they refuse to be seriously
about the shows, the town's

critical

idling dratna reviewers,

who

haven't

attended burlesque in 16 years, are
having fun filling their columns
with kidding essays on the fine art
of shaking.

Theatrical gossip columnists are

making the chorines' dressing
rooms their headquarters, looking
for news and other things during
the local theatre holiday, and the
promoters who never got more than
a stick or two of publicity before
are dizzy over their good luck.
Cafes' Spurt, Too
Cabarets and dance spots here
experiencing a
are
phenomenal

also

land-slide

business,

as

result

of

town's movie houses tuning off the
Hghts to fight unions, and all the
night spots are cashing in on the
lack of screen or stage amusements
on the rialto by rushing in floor

shows.

Novel situation Is saving the
financial skins of a couple of cafes
that were about ready to give up
during the recent bank holiday. Reopening of banks, plus tlie fact that
most cabarets are tossing revues In
with $1 dinners. Is bringing in capacity crowds and talcing 'em out
of the red

Emerson

Gill, back from month's
is opening at CharTend's Lotus Gardens with a
new floor show of 26 staged by Mrs.
Ernie
Young.
Although former
chorus is being held over with
Clyde Snyder as m. c, the Danieles,
Jean, and Loma Rider, Joy Kalise
and Charlotte Vanday are being
added to show.
After dropping revues for two
weeks. New China Is Jumping back
into
parade
Naby
booking
tova,
Pollie Prim,
Pady Twins,
Dunn Sisters, Three Vaughn Brothers and a line for George Williams'
band.
Cast lined up by Golden
Pheasant Includes Lillian La Verne,
La Mae and Louise, Carol Crook,
Eleanor Sherry and Lucille Dor-

tour with band,
ley

.

man.
Carter Hotel also contemplating
reopening Its Rainbow Room with
a revue to cash In on the dark theatre situation.
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PAY oris SAME OLD STORY
Anti-Beneiit

Assn

of Actors Takes

Form; Want 25% of Benefit Grosses
An Idea concocted in an intormal
hotel room discuBslon between two
vaudevllllans, Dave Vine and Billy
Olason, took definite shape when
about 160 other actors met Saturday

night (18) to start the battle against
the benefit show evil. The organization is being incorporated under
title of Actors' Benefit Association
officers will be elected this coming Saturday night (26) in a mass
meeting at the Edison hot«l, New

and

Tork.

While there was some private talk

among

the actors at

last

week's

meeting about organizing for other
purposes, the sole ofilclal intention
ot the association thus far Is to
concentrate on the benefit evil only.
committee was appointed to
draw up the by-laws and prepare
for the election and mass meeting,
with those attending, pledged to
liring in other members meanwhile.
Since then Eddie Cantor and other
name acts who have been particular victims of the numerous benefit promoters, have sent In their intentions of participating. The com-

Shine Parlor

—

of which Fat Rooney is
chairman, comprises Bob Murphy,

Bex Weber, Dave

Vine, Milt Brit-

Louis Mosconl,
Murray Klssen, Al Trahan, Harold
Whalen, Major Donovan, Georgle
Price, Lester Allen, Jack McLallen,
Balph Whitehead.
ton,

Billy Glason,

No Dues
There will be no dues and the
membership is non-sectarian. Income Is expected to be derived from
a percentage of the receipts from
all benefits played by members, with
this to b^ distributed equally among
the various theatrical charities for
the care ot needy actors.
The rules will restrain the members from playing any benefit for

any reason whatsoever without the

Memorganization's permission.
bers will be obliged to send in all
reauests from benefit promoters to
investigate
the A. B. A., which will
the promoters and their show, and
then insist on a percentage of the
gross going to the actors' own charities. The top percentage demanded
will be 26%, but the A. B. A. can
reduce it if the nature of the benefit
so warrants.
Actors Get Nothing
Speakers at Saturday night's
meeting reiterated the well-known
fact that of all who participate In
benefit
performances, the actors
alone get nothing in return.
The
stage hands, musicians, theatre and
attendants are always paid, and the
sponsorship geta the receipts. The
actors get applause, and sometimes
wait around until two in the morning before getting on the stage.
That's not easy after doing four and
five shows earlier in the day, aver
the actors.
The circuits and booking offices^
Vrin be asked to co-operate.
It is
pointed out by the antl-beneflt campaigners that the benefit evil works
havoc with theatres as well as performers. In New Tork alone the big
benefit bills on Sunday and other
nights, with 20 or more star acts
billed and almost that many usually

appearing,

make

the regular the-

shows look sick. It was estimated that on a recent Sunday
atres'

night four benefit performances in
the Times Square district grossed
136,000, and that part of that money
would have otherwise gone to the

HtL

whistling sheep herder' are entertaining at the Shamrock
shoe shining parlor.
On an improvised stage of
tw6-by-fours on sawhorses, the
boys have donned the shine
parlor's uniform and play.t^eir
banjo and accordion for^ the
customers.
Entertainers are ballyhooed
in white paint on the sidewalk
and window of the hole in the
wall.

Beck Finds
Deal Benefits Loew Chiefly
and RKO Already Reported
Cooling
Rail
Make Multiple
Fares
Turns Cost More Than
Before Reduction in Some
Cases

—

SPLIT
The

ON OPPOSISH

four- circuit vaudeville acts'

cut agreement, sealed last
week, had hardly cooled oft when
one of the participants, reported as
salary

CUTS

MAY CALL

OFFSHOW'SRO.
Despite the heavy business It's
drawing to the Paramount, New
York, this week, the Walter Wlnchell-Ben Bernle-Lyda Robertl bill
won't hold over. Late last (Mon-

day) evening it was decided at
Publlx to send the show over to
Paramount, Brooklyn, .next
the
week instead, and possibly without
Winchell.
All three were asked to take the
26% salary cut that- goes into effect next week (24), but 'up to last
night only Miss Roberti, whose salary is $1,760, had accepted. Other
salaries are |7,000 for the columnist and $6,600 for Bernie's band.
In the event Winchell Is out for
the Brooklyn date, and should Bernie refuse the reduction, the Brooklyn booking will be off also.
Publix' Idea In switching the
show to Brooklyn should the cuts
be accepted all around and the trio
remain Intact, is to insure another
first week's gross across the bridge,
rather than chance a fiop second
week in New Tork. According to
the weekend pace, the show in its
first week at the Broadway Par
should gross about $60,000.

Detroit

Vand Goes oh

Week-to-Week Basis

RKO, commenced to back out. It's
the same old storj' of uniform salary cuts by opposing circuit theatres it has never worked. But the
circuits figured it would be different
this time, because conditions are

—

changed.
With the agreement still in force
as far as official notice goes, the
cuts were generally accepted by the
small and moderate salaried acts
last week, -v^hen notified of the cuts
through their agents, but rejected
by the majority of names. A few
exceptions, such as Jack Pearl, who
took a cut of 26% from his $8,60C
(Continued on page 40)

SMITH,

LOWRY

REFUSE B&K

CUTS
Chicago, March 20.
Kate Smith and B&K had a crisis
Thursday night on the last show
with the house full of American
Leglonaires come to present Miss
Smith with a placque. B&K wanted
to accept $6,000 Instead of
$9,100 which waa the price of her

her

show inclusive of Nat BrusilofTs
She refused to go on
orchestra.
for the final performance, American
Legion or not, unless paid in full.
She won.
Another refusing short payment
/

Rep

Goes

The

anti-benefit dart is aimed items, such as squaring speeding
at the charity affairs of tickets, etc., that also come under
whose receipts only a small part the head of politics.
really goes to the charity named.
'Let's stop playing all benefits,'
After the promoters take their one speaker declared, 'and then we
share and other expenses are paid, won't have to stage a benefit for

Miles Ingalls, of the Curtis
Allen office, continues to handle
her bookings.

&

chiefly

the beneficiary often winds up with ourselves.'
Despite declaration that the organization is concerned with the
scattered around to less deserving benefit evil only, a story to the conhands, they might as well get part trary appeared yesterday (Monday)
of it, the actors declare.
in the New York 'Mirror,' morning
Chief angle which they will have tab. It mentioned the birth of 'anto combat, the members figure, is other White Rats' and the likelipolitics. Benefits staged by the cir- hood of an actors' union resulting.
cuits and theatres themselves for Following a denial from the A. B. A.
political reason will not be so easily committee, the story was killed for
curbed, it is held. There are other the paper's final edition.
less than a quarter of the gross receipts.
As long as the money is

Loaded

It's Just as tough being a
landlord as a boolter, Martin
Beck has discovered.
Following the circuits' announcement of the 26-50% salary cut for vaude acts, RKO
agents with offices in the Palace
building,
which
Beck
partly owns,' petitioned^ the
booking head for rent reductions. They claim that in cutting salaries. Beck is cutting
their commish, so he ought to
slice the overhead proportion-

MUST BE
RKO

A SANTA CLAUS

Horn Tooter Copa Enough
Coin For • World Tour

Lester

The bonanza of

beer,

and possibly

wines, is looked forward to as the
turning point by the general run
of performers as well as the nite
club caterers. The artists see the
advent of brewers as showmen,
through the financing of proposed
elaborate beer gardens as a better

break than if mobsters were to go into the beer garden thing. The professional feeling is. one of greater comfort and stability if the brewers, devoid of any mobster cut-up of 'ter-

operate matters and engage
The established restaurateurs and cafe men also see
in the brewers a windfall, as they
ately.
will undoubtedly be called upon as
the active beer gardens' managers.
The flow of beer, it Is felt, will
renew the spending proclivities of
the public, with mass turnover th^
answer to good business. It is being predicted, too, that while there's
plenty margin of profit in the
nickle. glass of beer, superb brews,
bottled, will continue to fetch 25o'
to 360, even in the pop Joints, and
up to 60c in the class hotels, due
to the public's education to paying
Refusing to take the cut for five
a higher tariff for the suds.
LiOew weeks, commencing March
Slightly Worried
24, Al Trahan has retained counsel
The speakeasies are worried, 1ti!ttt(.;^
at
lioew
the
bookings
to hold
to
not too much so. It's conceded thc^^
his regular salary.
the speak habit, acquired by more .
Trahan, who's at the State, New than
a decade ot post-Volsteadismt
Tork, has five more Loew weeks on espieclally with the femme yen to
a verbal agreement, at a salary of park the tootsies oil the brass rall^
He was notified at the will leave room for the more, ornate
$1,600.
State yesterday (Monday) that the nocturnal emporiums to flourish.
bookings stand, but at 25% less.
The drinking restaurants an^
Trahan says he'll consider a cut niteries Bierving liquor recognized
on any further bookings, but not this last fall when prominent InThe law terior decorators were callied In te
for time already booked.
firm representing Trahan in the decorate. Some spots went as high
Loew matter is O'Brien, DriscoU & as $60,000 to $70,000 for the apRafferty.
pointments of their rooms, aiid. not
Trahan is the first of the name a few of these ultra nltei1.es have'
acts that have turned down the cut, been victims of the enforceinent
to take legal recourse.
-squads' axe.
But others have remained, while practically all of the
elaborate plans came into being
predicated on the modification or
repeal theory.
Some of the nicef boys among
the speakeasy caterers look forward to the open-door Ijieer gardens
John Murray Anderson and RKO and hotels and restaurants serving
are set for six weeks beginning brews with relief and satisfaction.
March 24 for three special numbers The tension attendant upon any
for the R. C. Music Hall, at alternate such venture didn't sit well with
periods two weeks apart. Deal is them. It's wen known that many
up May 10 at Anderson's own re- a self-respecting old-time barkeep
quest as he figures on returning to
the kind who harks back In memLondon to direct 'Ballerina' there ory to the Holland Houses, Aatotfi,
ritory,'

talent directly.

WON'T TAKE COT,
HIRES

LAWYER

MURRAY ANDERSON'S 6
WEEKS AT RADIO (M

—

a summer run.
Under this scheme of

for

things,

Knickerbockers and historic Herald
An- and Loiigacre square thirst emporiums felt that employment in
a speakeasy did something to his

'derson's first efforts may be seen
on his $1,600 salary was Ed Lowry on the M. H. stage April 6 for the
who told B&K he would attach the Easter festival.
Addition of Anderson to tho R. C.
box office every day If any attempt
was made to arbltarily pay him less staff gives that outfit three stage
than his contract specified. Lowry producers. Including Leon Leonidoff
business picks up within the next also turned down flat a proposition and Albert Johnson. Johnson is exto go into the Marbro for B&K on pected to take charge of the RKO
couple of weeks.
Michigan, operated by Publix, is percentage saying he wasn't a book- Roxy shows when that house shifts
to a band policy in a week or so.
the ace presentation house here, keeper.
playing name shows booked from
New York.
Osterman's Return Trip
The Mich, musicians have ac- Gene Dennis Resuming,
cepted a 26% cut While no setJack Osterman, along with a new
Kurtzman Personal
tlements have been made with any
troupe from the Club Richman floor
Charles Kurtzman is the new show, will play repeats at the Roxy,
of the other crafts, it is understood
personal manager for Gene Dennis, New Tork, and Pox, Brooklyn,
that adjustments will be made.
who resumes commencing March 31 at the formindreader,
The 26% music cut includes a the
16% cut in scale and elimination of her RKO tour at the Albee, Cincin- mer house.
Kurtzman is a well
rehearsal and overtime charges.
nati, April 7.
Osterman last week completed
known theatre man, formerly In his first trip, at the Brooklyn house
Jean Sargent for Shorta
charge of coast theatre operation after the previous week at the Roxy.
Warners has set Jean Sargent, for Publix and also associated with His support company on the rebound engagement will be picked
singing single, for two shorts with Fox theatres in the east.
options.
Kurtzman is preparing an elab- from the new Richman show, which
Morrison & Winkler agented.
orate campaign on Miss Dennis' be- opens this week.
half.

It

It's

'

Detroit, March 20.
Michigan theatre's stage shows
are in on a week-to-week notice
basis commencing this week, house
figuring on dropping them unless

theatres.

Where

Cafe Men, Artists and Barkeeps

FBY HURT

Show

Des Moines, Iowa, March 20.
At last a stage show in town.
The 'singing cowboy and

A

mittee,

HOLD OUT Beer Impatiendy Awaited by Vet

NIES

Thompson resigned from

—

equanimity.
This is the type oC
barkeeper who'll be the flrst to welcome moving his apron into a hotel
tap room.

Quick Turnover
Any number of spots. In New
Tork and other key cities, have
been expecting beer for a long
time.
The sundry brass rail type
of sandwichers on Broadway are In
an anchor spot for quick substitution of the near for the real beer.

And

the

Broadway

Torkville and
schnitzelbank
restau-

sundry

rants, with their Tyrolean fol-de-

and gcdampfte rlnderbrust mitt
spaetzle specialties, are all set, and

rol

have been for some

time.

Several elaborate beer gardens In
Square, under AnheuserBusch, Ruppert and Kempski (from
Berlin) sponsorship, are Just waiting for the word.
The average type of specialty act
sees boom times In the beer gar-„^.^
dens.
It's expected to far exceed"
Last Half Builds to Run
the advantages of the chowmelnAlbany, March 20.
eries which, at one time, monopoJohnny Perkins, who opened at lized Broadway. Performers' viewRKO Proctor's as a regular vaude point is that the gay and spirited
act for a last half engagement, is
Teutonic aura of the brauhauses
being held over for two extra weeks
will not only have greater dignity,
as m.c.
but wil^ also be commensurate wHh
The comic opened Wednesday a superior economic plane for the
(15) and the holdover started Satartists.
urday.

Times

RKO Qadio City exploit/ tion department after being on the staff
Madeline Patrice's Band
Collins Gets Stewart Biz
The p.a. sudfor but two weeks.
Madeline Patrice will lead a male
Danny Collins will take over Lee
denly came into money. He let go
RKO agency business orchestra.
of a bu^ch of stocks when the Stewart's
Formerly a vaude single, Mlas
when the latter Joins Warner Bros.
market advanced last week.
Patrice opens with a male combo
So instead of holding onto the April 1.
Stewart will be casting director at the Academy of Music, New York,
win take a trip
Job, Thompson
this week.
at WB's Brooklyn shorts studio.
around the world.

'
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PALLADIUM, LONDON
London, March 8.
Palladium 'Crazy' show Is not
like a regular bill at this house.
These 'Crazy' shows are developing
more and more Into a sort of big
revue. They cannot be described as
musicals, as they lack plot. Like
modern revues, they carry elaborate
scenes, plenty of blackouts, quite a
lot of dirt, and bits that have been

A

mimic gave her

personalities
kept setting tl^em off to noister appreciation.
Follbwlng this Impres
sioji was no easy task for the Timberg routine.
this

For the opening spot there was
George Campo, supported by Elsie
Ray, uncoiling a knockabout tum-

bling turn that settled strongly with
the kids in particular, tliough the
general response sufficed to give it
three solid bows at the sendolT
Smooth, skillful routining here and
seen around.
Funnily enough the last 'Crazy' an asset to any bill or picture-house
show here carried two Importees^ presentation, with Campo's personCardlni and Colleano Family who ality, regardless of its Harry Langwere the hit of the bill. Current one don kinship, all in his favor.
Berry Brothers took the next sethas Myer Golden's 'Romance In
Porcelain' arjd The Clymas, both to, but failed to work them up into
American and both outstanding. a lather. Though rated as two of
This does not take it away from the the cleverest hoofers of their kind,
Six Lucky Boys, another American these lads failed to show anything
importation, who were added to the reminiscent of the excitement they
show at the last moment, after hav- created in 'Rhapsody in Black.' It's
ing played the house two weeks pre- slick, perfectly woven rhythm they
viously.
Boys are In the opening unlimber lii their present act, but
scene, where they run through their there isn't enough in it to build
whirlwind acrobatics, with some of them up to the climax they deserve.
the gang helping for laughs, giving Likely trouble here is that the boys
the show a speedy beginning which have gone in for niuch too much
'class' and in the process lifted
it fails to maintain.
OutsUindlng scene is 'Atlantic,' themselves out of the terpsy division
depicting the sinking of a big liner where they actually belong.
On hand to polish oft the stage
In realistic fashion.
A scene in which several famous event with precision and color were
women are being shown In tableau the American Beauty Dancers.
form, with Bud Flanagan as the Mixed trio of adagio specialists
'cod' lecturer, .is vefy similar to the Scored their usual repeated handone currently in the Prince of outs, the ensemble arrangements
Wales' show, 'Tout Le Temps,' pro- clicked all around and the miss with
duced by Jack Taylor. With Taylor the fast tapping toes gathered amand Black having been brought up ply on her own, even during the intogether, looks like there is some terlude when one of the shoulder
straps broke and she had to hold on
arrangement between them.
A 'Samon and Delilah burlesque, as she went through her somersault
"with Nervo and Knox the prime bits.
It was capacity on the lower floor
movers, supported by most of the
principals, is funny In spots and will at the second Saturday mat and better than' moderate attendance in the
build as the show progresses.
'Song Titles' bit, good for a lot of regions above. Nothing in particulaughs, Is not credited to Lou Holtz, lar to give- this house' opposition on
neither is there any mention about ^ap at the Paramount down this
the 'X^ensor*- bit as coming from dtreet this week. Screen layout combined 'Christopher Strong* (Radio)
George White's 'Scandals.'
A comedy bit qf four men trying and the custonaary newsreel and
Odec
to sing, and constantly being Inter- cartoon.
rupted by otherd of the cast, Is a
variation of Douglas Wakefield's
which
•Four Men from Manchester,'
N. Y.
has been done In revues and several
It's Mae West at the Skouras citaThe old-time
, times at this theatre.
meller shows up here once again, del thia week and the show doesn't
with the villain still being booed.
matter so much, which la perhapa
Weakest part of the show la the
closing scene, depicting a court why they bring Vaughn De Leath
room, with Judge, Jury and witness- back for her fourth or fifth wrestle
es, all clowning old-time songs in with the icemen who plug the seats
EiUtire thing obvioperatic style.
down here. They unbelted a little
ously Inspired by Brown and Le
Clerc's 'Bjfack Justice.' Scene could applause for her and spotted a light
have been much funnier and will patter here and there through the
rest of the program, but mostly
probably improve with playing.
Most of the scenes and settlngrs they held their own hands. 'She
wer,e conceived by Qeorge Black, Done Him Wrong '(Par) got about
Charles Henry and Harrjr Bircher. half a house for a rainy Saturday
Hehry wad for many years producer on the supper, show, and that's big
They were
of Harry Day's revues, and has a business down here.
few Palladium show to his credit, coming In strong for the eight
done in the days o^ Charles GulHverr o'clock, though probably they did
while Blrctxer la a newcomer from not need the^ tapes.
Australia, with the staging of sevShow off to a good start with

—

'

ACADEMY,

eral Willlamsoh-Tate shows to hla
No credit given the latter
credit.

two.
Several scenes have been deleted
since the opening, as the show was
running much too loogr.. These will
probably be held Over for another
•Crazy' show.
Entire cast, of principals and supers number 86, with plenty of money
spent on scenery and dresses. Overhead is easily $10,000, whloh Is not
troubling the management, as the
house is already sold out for the
next 10 days, with the box offices
working overtime. Show will stay
six weeks and then go to the Victoria Palace, in a modified form, for

HIPPODROME,

N. Y.

playing orchestrations for the acts
on the show. No numbers by Itself,
however, only dlft over here as
against regular vaude house seem-*
ing to be that band Is on the stage
and attractions are Introed by an
m.c. to lend that presentation touch.
But the Hipp bills Its show as
vaudeville Just the same.
Curreijt m.c. on Friday and Saturday show, who works here semipermanently but not on Sundays
through singing In a churoh choir,
is Gene Marvey.
He's strong for
Irish tenor soloing, and Saturday got
his chance ta don green frock and
silk hat. After 'County Down' with:
the girls backing, Marvey does
'Long Wq^y to Tlpperary* f^om off-

and Harry
needed better and cleaner

Mays

Small

(NEW)

stage.

Mob

work as a singer,
but on the.m.c'lne Marvey falls to
liked his

impress. He wisely minimizes on
that assignment,, little- more than
annbunclng Varlbup. acts.
Turns booked In for. the two-day.
date were Nelson and Smith in
what would be next to closing, the
Burns Sisters, Bob Anderson and
Pony, and Stewart and Gardner.
The pony act struck the fancy of
the Hlppodromers in a more pronounced manner than any of the
others.
It's a pood little turn of
Its kind, and swell for the kids, all
of whoni would probably go home
dreaming of the time when they
can h^ve such a pony as Dixie, who
counts and does other tricks better than most humans.
Nelson and Smith, who have been
on the radio, carry light talk, but
with the aid of vocal efforts pass
muster for a house of this type.
The girl's Svensk accent at beginning of routine n.s.h., and man's
repeated crack 'ain't that terrible'
.

finally gets

annoying.

sells.

Burns Sisters (three), who first
do a harmonv pop with fair results,
also shine in their dance work in
military

buck.

Ahead

of

their

dance Marvey sings 'Chloe.'
It's
pretty old by now, and Marvey
doesn't do it as well as his Irish
melodies. Line of 12 girls, not bad
for what's expected of the Hipp,
are on twice, at opening and at

Chicago, March 18.
With television' (Sanabria type)
as an advertising and' curiosity bait,
the Garrlck opens with straight
vaudeville. There are no pictures of
any kind and, in fa<?t, the house Is
not wired for motion pictures, a circumstance that possibly delayed the
opening from 1:30 to 6:30 p. m. Friday (17) in order to comply with
electrical ordinances in installing
the television equipment. Receiving apparatus and screen are upon
the stage, but the Images are taken
In the lobby.
This constitutes a
twofold advantage over the manner
of presentation as reported from
New York when Sanabria demonstrated there. First of all, it acta as
a ballyhoo, on the gratis side of the
box office, and secondly it convinces
the skeptics.

Idea is to invite celebrities who
are in town to visit the lobby and
be televlsioned. Thus Saturday afternoon WInl Shaw a,nd pthers were
In the lobby to be mugged and to
speak.

Louis Chicco, former vaudeville
who organised the Consolidated Booking agency two months
ago, Is the guiding spirit behind the
Garrlck enterprise. Dick Hoffman
booked the show, which runs in the
style of a picture house presenta'

harpist,

G. O. H., N. Y.
One of the two remaining vaude
spots south of Times Square, this

okay by Itself, al- tion, swlth Henry Santry and his
changed its stage band backgrounding. Santry and
television are presumably to be fixsomewhat by hav- tures, while the
incidental talent
acta and producing will be changed weekly.
Show is
its own flash number for a finale.
booked on sharing terms, with the
Giving the customers two features house the same as a legit show.
with this stage stuff la plenty for Prices are 35c and 66c. Perform36c on a Saturday ni|:ht. Biz when ance runs about two hours and is
house is doing
though it has
routine around
ing only three

caught wasn't
enough.

capacity,

but

repeated four times dally. On Saturday afternoon the main floor was
pretty nearly capacity.
Rather enjoyable eiitettalnment
throughout, although some draggy
spots, naturally, due to newness and
uncertainties.
Garrlck atage is a
bit cramped, too, and the physical
element is a booking and routining
hurdle of some seriousness. On the
whole it was encouraging. It's the
first local attempt at such a policy
since
the
Majestic
abandoned
straight vaude (and shorts) grind

fair

The flash Is inaX, one of those
things, a PTOup of nine girls, one
of whom does a specialty tap or
two, and a boy baritone who has a
tendency to declame his songs

•

rather than sing them. He appeals
to be stronir with the customers.
Good-lpoklngr line, although not

a pony chorus by any means, and
while offering no outstanding routines they

Show

work harmoniously.
strictly

Is

along

nelghb

with Hap Harrison's circOs
opening, followed by Cook and Irving, girl song and chatter duo, and
lines,

In 1928.

Edeson and Louise, with a novelty hodge-podge of comedy music,
Levan and Bolles, mixed pair. The dancing, and hoke got over nicely;
Hamlson act with Ita bucklnfr mule Hazel Walton sang and klbbltzed
Is particular meat here and an apt attractively, with Santry abetting:
booking.
If the files mean anything. Miss
Bolles, who partners with Levan,
looks to have put on some weight
since last caught.
Levan has a
trick of gagging with the audience
which goes off particularly well.

Arthur Bryson, colored, whirlwlnded
a brief on and off In typical negroid
dance speed; Miami and MIchI, Japanese Interpretive dancers, were the
show's class as Harry Foster Welch,
with hla opera atunt, was its laudeat
applause getter.
Wears conilc outfit of knickers and
Just before television, and while
frock coat with a battered gray the stage band set was being struck.
derby, ^nd accompanies Miss Bolles' Dr. Tarbell, a magician-Wientallst of
Over big more than ordinary talents, held his
singing on the piano.
here, and the Irving and Cook girl audience enthralled with feats of
duo (New Acts), which preceded deception. There Is a troupe oif glrla
with- some comedy chatter, rounded from Joe Keith's school who are
out a laugh bill for customers.
peppy and okay. Betty Burnett ie~%
Screen had 'Cynara' (UA) and spiffy blonde dancer of cafe type.
'Vampire Baf (WB). besides news- Ballroom dancing couple, Barry and
reel and trailers. Lota of ahow for Durant, meant little, perhaps, beShan.
the money.
cause the setting wasn't right fop
them.

Santry dug up some of his reli*
able numbers to grab off some applause for the orchestra end. Rest
of the while he rlngmastered with
his rich trouping experience always
useful In keeping things moving and
Land.
debonair.

LOEWS, MONTREAL
Montreal, March 17.
Eddie Sanborn, In touch with the
,

times, used

a medley of

Irish airs

had the patriots applauding
Business off somewhat Saturday heavy, but when he spotted three
patter.
fiddles, sax and clarinet for 'Wild
Apparently they don't believe all afternoon, threatening rain nrobFeature, Irish Rose' the Irishry rose at him
they read in the papers, for the stuff ably hurting a little.
Char.
a fortnight. There is no doubt It is still there and Just, as dirty with 'Klondike' <Monogram).
and keened for more. They got it.
will make money and quite a lot of out being In
any degree funny.
Mae Wynn Foursome, two girls
But what is to follow It, that's Small does three songs, the second
it.
and their complements, opened with
the question.
one calling for reihoval by mutual
tap dancing, solo and ensemble,
consent or aihputatlon. Mays kicks
Mae swinging into a speedy tap,
Chicago, March 17.
in with a dance that is not particuEvery now and then RKO bursts held until the fans got sorry for her
larly warm,
it required ^ome
and clapped her Into a rest. Three
Why they had to clutter up the fast footwork and.
to get them back for a forth with a gala seven-act bill of the team went into a song, and
which invariably, as in the current
Intervals of this bill with an m.c. Is curtain bow.
Imitation
corroboration, is not as good as the other girl tapped out
something that perhaps only the
the
De
Miss
Leath
on
third
with
such
the
average
five-acter.
This
one of drum, which went over good,
RKO booking minds can explain.
as 'Just Couldn't Say proceeded thus: DeWolf, Metcalf act closing with a gob number stepNot that Herman Timberg, to whom, novelties
Good-Bye,' 'Mighty Lak a Rose' find and Ford, Walter Walters, Tony ping up and down and sideways on
unhappily
fell
the
assignment,
too
long.
'Waiting
but
for
stairway.
Nice
opener
the
Robert
E.
Lee.'
Wons, Block and Sully,
lacked the capacity for making
Lucas,
The Nevlns number is standard, but and Bob Hope. Seven Nick
Llora Hoffman followed with soacts, but If
things diverting. It was merely that
the others are Just stale enough to you
count them It's only six, as prano songs with plenty trills and
the intrusion of someone to gag betiresome. She works a neat gag Bob Hope Is twins.
chest notes. Helped out by orchestween acts was entirely unneces- be
for encores In moving the mike
It may not be strictly pertinent tra, she registered a fair hand.
sary. The Interloping not only ran
counter to the very nature of this down front for the second number. to this week's review to say that
One of the best acts seen here in
When the travelers close In, the last week's bill was paid off at the
setup, but it made a draggy affair
a long time, Georges Compo, In the
mike's stur out front to Indicate she rate
of 76%, and the week before trey, had the crowd in an uproar
of what otherwise would have been
can be coaxed. It brings her back at the rate
of 60% of stipulated from the start and kept them that
a lively parade.
for the 'Lee' number, and again for
Tlmberg's weaving in and out of some imitations. Including the sure- salary. But it may confidently be way to the end. He is a tumbler,
the fore part of the proceedings fire 'Was you dere, Sharley?' and assumed that the current crop of well supported by femme foil. Uses
acts knows about that short payoff only a chair and a newspaper. Closdidn't help him any when it Anally Kate Smith, That stupefied them.
and started worrying early. Mean- ing with comedy Apache dance, the
got around to his own session in
Mills, Kirk and Martin continue while it's a policy that can't conhouse rose at him and wouldn't let
next-to-shut. By that time his style to
commit
felonious
assault
on
each
tinue indefinitely, as contracts even him go. Took three calls before the
was no longer a novelty, and even other, but over to
a
few
laughs
in 1933 have some validity, and curtain dropped.
here,
with the trotting out of hie stooge the stooge
getting
more
than
the
cuts,
both
as
fact
and
to
extent,
troupe the occasion didn't take very trio.
Sid I^age in the fourth spot with
Man with the De Leath act must be specified in advance, not two
long to start sagging. Timberg and had to
femmes and a man in support
work up the audience for an on pay day.
his aides managed to pull the encore
had a tough Job following Compo.
bit
Possibly
due to
nervousness, He
laughs frequently enough, but the with the In which the singer works
got away with it, thanks to
boys. She was willing, but Tony Wons worked excessively slow
reaction after the act had been not brilliant,
clever
patter and character acting.
and out of her element. and uncertain. His comments peraround for 10 minutes wasn't what
Joe Gershenson's Band, 13 musi- haps designed to set up an infor- Girls made up to look like Halcould be rated as unanimous. It is cians, two
male singers, who sit mality between himself and the lowe'en grotesques and later come
quite possible that Timberg is in with the
on
for
a leg show and are seen to
band without ploying, and audience actually had the reverse
need of a new act, if the spottiness two girls, one of
them a near- effect, and as it was nearly a half be lookers. Page breaks into a song
of this latter decorum is to be ac- dancer and the other
and a few steps, varying the act to
with
straight hour before he finally got off the
counted for by a too-cloae a famili- song, comprise the outfit. a Music Is
close to a good hand and call.
stage the tempo of the bill had been
arity with the routine.
Page, Ellis and La Rue close with
often good and sometimes not so reduced to a walk.
Wons was
High point of approval of the sec- good, depending on the arrange- warmly welcomed and did ^ell with adagio dance, throwing the girl to
ond matinee's performance was ments, not all of which are well his Shylock bit, but most of the each other. Nicely dressed act and
garnered by Venita Gould with her done. Band can handle a good Job rest of the material was deadwood, girl is shapely.
Change filled in
screen and radio name imperaona- If given the acoro. Hit is 'Bells of pointless, irrelevant, personal with- with one of the men doing drunk
tions.
Hilarity and applause was St. Mary's' with the vorse reprised out being Interesting.
Close with Jungle
In other turn, only fair.
hers from start to finish. It was on the Swiss handbplls.
words, Wons had the reputation scene and Tarzan imitation that
the kind of an audience that takes"
went over to a good hand.
Sliow runs 70 minutes and with but not the vehicle for headlining.
its film and ether faves seriously, iho film .ibout two .md a half hovrs.
Bin was dispatched like an ex'Dangerously Tours' (Fox) the
and^the deft and close limning that
Chic.
press train by DeWolf, Metcalf and feature.

Danny

GARRICK, CHICAGO

of

When you can challtup 16c mats
and 26c evenings against the show
doled out for that dough over here
the comparison la value received to
higher-priced houses and their pro- the act doesn't take too much time,
grams is anything- but unfavorable. Walters Is muffing hla 'Agnes'
The 16 and 26c mob don't expect badly, but otherwise turn followed
more than's handed out by the Its well-beaten track for fairly
Hipp.
They come principally be- good results. .Wons followed.
'Variety's'
statisticians
counted
cause of price to begin with.
This week the stage takes Its 11 new gags in the Block and Sully
place among the weaker shows put routine. That is, new to the rouon here, where the changes are tine. That's probably a lot of new
three times weekly, and there isn't ga?s for BO old a turn. That habit
much time for rehearsals or of theirs of doing very smartly with
squawks over bookings. It would their stuff is still noticeable. Many
be unusual to find any act cancelled a veteran vaude-gber could almost
after the first show, because after recite their act from memory> but
one is done engagement hasn't got the great public laughs inordinately
far to go anyway.
loud notwithstanding.
Boyle Wolf oik, of points west, inNick Lucas twanced and sang and
cluding Chicago, has been staging was liked and encored. Then came
the band units here for a couple Bob Hope. Goofy, self assured, inmonths now, with Willie Creager gratiating and welcome as the
the maestro over the 11-piece band, flowers that'll be out in six weeks,
brought in when Wolfolk took Hope diverted the customers with
charge.
as tasty a dish of comedy hash put
Creager's outfit does okay, cer- together from odds and ends.
than the average
tainly better
'The Great Jasper' (Radio) is the
neighborhood vaude pit band in film. Biz pretty good.
Land.

The Stewart and Gardner team,
James £vans, pedal Juggler, who also mixed, stand out on show in
worked with certainty, and even dance routines, kicking out some
"wrung some applause out of the buck, soft shoe and tap stuff that
frosted fingers for the opening act,
which is going plenty for the Academy. Take out the bed handling?
and the turn can open anywhere.
It's not that the bed bit is off; it's
merelS^ that It does not class with
the remainder of the act, though the
crude comedy 'of the dummies did
well down here.
Three years ago, when caught at
the Palace, a reviewer reported that

Tuesday, March 21> 1933

a combination

a youth
and two lassies who have one of
the best dancing revues' seen In
Walters
Walter
was a
months.
change from gallop to cowbroy-trot,
but not a noticeable retardmefit, as
Ford,

and

finish.

AUDITORIUM, BALTO

,

PALACE, CHICAGO

ALBEE, BROOKLYN
'

.

i

'(New)
Baltimore, March 17.
Baltimore continues to attract the
vaude -minded showmen, following
the heartening success of stags
shows In the big and little houses of
the town. In the Auditorium this
burg gets Its third loop vaude stand.
House Itself Is of another Century,
designed for legit and having served
that purpose for 30-odd years, under
the Kerman and Schanberger guidance. Now It's the property of the
Penn Mutual Insurance Co., and

managed

for them by Leonard B.
McLaughlin. It's a 1,600-seat spot
and well enough arranged for vaude

Bad feature .is

shows.

the. gallery,

which there is no ctistomer appeal these days. Present operator
figures it as a 'colored balcony,' and
on that score hopes to get a few
coins out of the seats against the
for

celling.

Behind the venture is Jack Levine,
tried the same Idea at the Walnut in Philadelphia and failed. But
hope springs eternal, and the angel
in the case, David Shapiro, is understood to be an attorney In New
York.
Levlne's idea Is cheap vaude but
plenty of it at two-bits top. Eight
acts in a line-up, and not a single
in the group.
Besides, there are
fiicker shorts and a feature, the
initial one being an indie, 'Sister of
Judas.'
Next week Levine brings
in 'Big Drive' for a second run In
town.
Booking is through the A. & B.
Dow office ,New York, and listed in
all advertising and program matter
as 'Paramount Vaudeville.'
Acts
now working in the house are in on
a big cut.
Total cost on operation of the
house is figured at approximately
$3,000 a week, with the great bulk of

who

that for acts, which

Is

insignificant

(Continued on page 40>

—
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Down

chise

Counts Lay-o£F

the organization of RKO franboldera which tells actors

Bob Murphy

which agents they may and may not
have, and otherwise runs matters
had to prove its
right to continue to do bo in court.
retained

Julius

Kendler to sue for an injunction to
restrain the ABA from interfering
with his selection of a new agent

and the

ARA

Profit

out

is

was

?900

figures

Chicago, March 20.
Independent vaudeville bookers
are unanimous in declaring that
right now they can book the best
quality vaudeville bills ever available to Independent theatres. Even
a year ago the indie bookers couldn't
put together such meritorious shows,
they agree.
Samples of bills booked within the
last week or ten days by local offices

is

open to

all

variety artists.

A

now

mass meeting and

elec-

can be compared in reminiscence
with former indie layouts.
Here are typical examples of
what kind of bills can be booked
even on short notice:
Senate
(Wm. Morris Office)

tion of officers is scheduled
for Saturday night (25) at

PASSING

11.30 at the

Edison hotel.

New

Tork.

MAGICiAN SAYS aCGIE

RK

his
/
buslniess representative,
despite his own. r^sons for wishing
to change to another agent. Kendler
in his formal letter threatening legal
action stressed that Fitzgerald has
been rather Inactive as an agent
lately, and that ho (the attoriiey>
regarded the agents' association's
attitude as restraint of trade.
Much to the general agent body's
resentment, the ARA board has
been running things its own way
in the RKO ofBce without interference or serious objections since
it was organized about a year ago.
.

-

its patriotic officers, all hand
the^ booking office and

picked by

HIM

As a reverse angle, Roy claims
that the Camel advertisements exposing miaglc are a help to his business. In every town he challenges
the Camel people and does the trick
they expose in a different manner.
His main bally, however, is a radio
fortune teller who works out of
small local stations, with the answers given free at his performance.

Horace
New Tork Supreme Court against
the R. J. Reynolds Company on the
magic ads, taking exception especially to the sawing the woman illusion which he claims he Invented;
He wants $60,000 damages because the ad, which Just appeared a
couple days ago, allegedly has
Goldln, has filed suit in

orders direct from
regarded by its
own members as more of a booking
office convenience than an agents'
protective association.
The board affected his ability to get bookings
has yet to overrule a booking office
their

Martin Beck,

On

Benefit Association,
organized to combat the constantly growing benefit show
evil, has started its membership drive. There are no dues

and membership

FOR PLATE

that his former salary
and his cut salary is

$676, so when laying off
he loses $276 less.

EXPOSE

talcing

NVA DRIVE SET

reconsldel-ed matters.
!

With

Ever Available to Them

Actors'

It

Kendler advised the ARA that if
his client did not get satisfaction^
eult would he Btarted this week.
The ABA backed down and changed
ADV.
HELPS
its decision, giving Murphy what he
wanted.
Murphy, whose RKO ageilt has
Mel
Roy,
magician,
playing
been Hany Fitzgerald, announced through the Southwest, and curintentions of switching to Curtis & rently in Southern California, has
Allen ,and appllecl to Fitzgerald for so far turned in a season of profit,
the formal and customary release. unusual In present day show busiAs all releases, etc., must now be ness. Roy has a troupe of five people
qualified by the agents' association. and an advance iinan. Outfit plays
Murphy's request came before the school halls. For several months,
ABA arbiVation board, which throughout Texas, he carried his
turned the comedian down.
own canvas, which necessitated 11
Murphy was advised that he was men to hjindle. Overhead necessicompelled to retain Fltzgerkld as tated his storing the tent in Dallas.
.

Bills

Anti'Benefit Drive

boy orchestra.'

says that under

The way Murphy

Chi Indie Bookers Point to Best

Jack DeRuyter has split profeswith Mrs. Freddie Rich.
Latter is now barnstorming the
dance halls around New Tork with
sionally

Saxl Holtsworth's Jazz band.
Band is now billed as "her play-

the salary cut for vaude acts,
he's losing less money while
laying oft now than when laying oft formerly.

to suit Itself, almost

Bob Murphy had

Split Professionally

at Actors Suit Threat

Artists* Representatives Association,

it is

decision.

Job Hunting

PetrofF

After holding oiX as long as possible on the claim they were tied up
with other matters, the major circuits finally got together on the
NVA last week. At a meeting held
Thursday (16) the RKO, Loew,
Warner and Publix heads decided
on plate passing In the theatres
again as the principal means of
raising funds and set a tentative
It will take
date for the* drive.
place either week of April 21 or 28.
It Is anticipated by the NVA

100 Midgets

Tillage' at Chi

m

Bird Millman Season

lunch.

With no overhead

much grossing
Even during

Comedy

It doesn't take
to make ends meet.
the week the banks

closed the house copped almost a
thousand berries.
Prices for reserved seats 40 cents and matinees
two-bits.
Propositions Is a re-incarnation of the 20-30-40 cent stock
of bygone days. No pretense is made
to give the folks highbrow stock and
the more hokum that can be packed
Into the lines the better the business.

A

comedian, Walter Ambler,

Is

the show with the folks. He is doing roles that were done years ago,
such as a hick constable, butler,

Material

Bird Millman, wire walker^ will
be unable to take to the road this
circus season owing to a severe ac-

CongreM
(Wm. Morris Office)
Hoy Rita Revue.
Cborles Wilson.
Beehee & Rubatyat.

Emboyd, Fort Wayne
(Billy Diamond)
(First

Dawn

Experimenting with a new elecmixer and general kitchen dein her home In Canon City,
Col., her left hand became caught
in a cutter attachment and the
fingers badly crushed, the third finger being almost amputated.
A
surgeon superintended her release
from the device by a tinsmith and
she was hurried to a hospital where
she was on the operating table
more than 46 minutes while the
crushed bones and lacerated flesh
were dressed.
Her complete recovery is anticipated, but she was forced to call off
negotiations from circus managers
vice

HalO

Sisters.

Vio Oliver.

Rae Samuels.
Jackson and Gardner.
Ingenues.
(Second Half)
Ijsw Pollock.
Bayea and 8p«ck.
6 Wonder Girls.

'

BroadUB Earle.

.

-

Her Baby Grand*,
Qarrick
(Consolidated Agency)

Jerry and

Henry Santroy Band.
Hazel Walton.

Harry Foster Welch.
'

Betty Burnett.
Sanabria Television.

Portage

(Tommy Sacco Agency)
Dale and Myers.
4 Cotton Pickers.
Princeton and Renee.

Swede HaU.
Romero and ]:>uclay.
Billy

OHLY BUBLY IN WOECESTEB
Worcester, March 20.

Stage shows left Poli-Palace Friday after season of F&M units.
Double film features now. Reports

week F&M bills at Poll-Elm
denied by 'Doc' Ryan.
Only fiesh In town now at old
Worcester theatre where burley'
opened last week under Jess Myers.
of split
St.

cident.
trical

Co.

Mulroy. McNfece ^k Ridge.
Walmeley and KeatlnK.

'

Home

Vand

Also Interested in Good

Buddy Howe

Harry Hlnes.
Sandy Laos.

Expo

NVA

Bimungham

For a Good Comedy, Novelty or
Song That Befits My Act

Prosper and Merit.
Halg:. Hals & Haig.

$80,000

Chicago, March 20.
Jack Fine, veteran vaudeville
agent and producer, will operate a
Midget Village In the Century of
Progress Exposition. Stanley Graham, a contractor, and Edwin Clark,
an architect, are bankrolling the enterprise which will cost $80,000 to
Fund directors that the 1200,000 open June 1. Fine has 60% of the
attraction. Lester Stepner, Charles
needed for a year's maintenance of
WlUems, and Henry Catalano, all
the Saranac and New Tork phases former vaudevllllans, will be assistof the
will not be entirely ants to Fine.
covered through the theatre collecThere will be a miniature village
tions this year, due to conditions. with public square. City hall, schools,
But they have decided to stage the theatres, etc. These will be indrive first and see what happens habitated and operated by 100 midbefore drawing plans for other gets, among them Singer's Midget
methods of raising additional funds, Band and-Ike Rose's Midgets. Fine
if needed.
has also found a 186-pound midget
As usual. Indie theatres will be fat lady. Three negro midgets will
asked to participate In the drive, circulate through the tiny village
along with the chains. Ballyhoo will dressed as street cleaners.
be confined to a talking trailer to
One general admission of 26 cents
be made by one of the studios, with admits to everything.
However,
some film name doing the talk.
there will be midget hot dogs, midFurther meetings are scheduled get Ice cream cones, midget steins
for this and next week to map out of beer, all sold by midgets attenddetails.
Circuits will appoint a ants.
committee to handle the drive In
conjunction with the Variety Managers' Association.
Accident Costs

Boris Petroff, stage producer at
Sustaining an injury to his spine the Paramount, New Tork, goes to
Stock Olio
Sunday night (19), John Mason and the (Soaat next week on a* six
his skating partner, Mary Mason, weeks' leave of absence.
Trip Is
Pots
Opposish
were unable t^ go on at the Rbxy on spec and for the purpose of
yesterday (Monday) at the first landing a studio Job.
Birmingham,
March
show though possibly able to re20.
Diirlng PetrofCs absence Bob AlCo-operative stock arrangement
sume later on.
ton will stage the Par shows. AlThe Masons were doubling be- ton haa been the Brooklyn Para- for Jefferson with Edith Ambler
tween the Rozy and the Hollywood mount producer and stager for the company looks Indef with bus^iness
pretty good. Good enough at 'least
restaurant.
out of town Publix houses.
for stagehands and musicians to
buy something besides peanuts for

Will Pay $250.00

in Fine's

Pretentions

JOHN MASON EUET

Am

39

Mrs. Rich and DeRuyter

Beck s Hand-Pkked Agents' Ass d

Backs

VARIETY

JULES BARY
and hla
Concert and Dance Orchestra
Second Season,' Prln««M Hotol,

Bemisda
Open

for

engagements after May

10.

Six seasons Manor Richelieu, Murray Bay. Quebec.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE
N.

V.

A.

flOENERT EXPRESS
CORP. of 363 West

AND STORAGE

St., New Tork, will dispose of
Baggage and Theatrical Paraphernalia stored with them for Unpaid Storage.
Anybody having property in this
storehouse please call to claim same.

46th

all

for the present season.

Marcus Loew

etc.

Vaudeville Is getting spotting on
the billing.
In consequence Ritz
and Alabama both resume vaude-

JOE PENNER
Week March 24
LOEW'8 VALENCIA

Week March 31
LOEW'S PARADISE

BROOKLYN

NEW YORK

week as a

ville this

WB

Move

Warners has

test.

for Penalty
filed

a claim with

the V. M. A. against Annie, Judy
and Zeke, hill-billy trio, for a
week's salary, stating the act slgncil
a contract for the current week at
the Earle, Washington, and canceled to appear at the
Roxy,
New York, instead.
Roxy date this week is a
repeat for the act. It was wanted
back by the house producer, Leon
Leonidoff, and went In anyway
when
refused to issue a release
for the Washington date.
Warners
based its refusal on the fact that
the
Roxy booking Is a return
date for the act.
LconldofC was willing to relea.se
the art aftrr the first show Friday
(17), but Warncra said it was too

RKO

RKO

LEON

JEAN

General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

ANWESX
N EX
160

46^ ST-

BRyant 9-7800

NE W YORK CITY

WB

THE LEE GAILS
.ASSISTED

MURIELLE

LOEW'S STATE,
THIS
JOHN mCKKV

and JOE

to

RANKIN

NEW YORK

WEEK (MARCH

Thanks
Penional Miuia«er

UY

DAVE STEINER

D'OR,

RKO

MARVIN SCHENCK
I>o<)w

BcprehentatlvM

LYONS & lA'ONS

H.

LUBIN

QBNERAL MANAOEB

late.

MARVIN

NEW

17)

J.

ACTS

Joe Wi'.ston and Mary Ellis.
Doyle and Donnolly Revue (fi).
Bert lYohman and Co. (20).

H. SCHENCK
BOOHINO HANAGBB

Pay
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Same Old Story

Cuts

Tueadmjf March 21, 1933

Shea's Toronto Closing,

Stii-Vaude

Inside

But One Big Timer Left
(Continued from page 37)

Loew

salary,

showed

wlllinerness to

co-operate, but most of the names
who don't need Immediate work or
funds answered that they'd prefer
to lay off until conditions Improve
The majority fear that If cutting
their salaries now, perhaps they
will not come up again so easily
Circuits have set Sept. 1 as the tentative outside date for the return to
present salaries (the cut is effective
next week), but reserve the right to
prolong it if business conditions are
no better by then.
LoiBW Beneficiary

RKO's booking and theatre execs,
particularly Martin Beck, were said
to have figured, after scanning the

The bookers suddenly
show
remembered promises made to acts
up.

for

certain

prior

salaries

to

the

agreement.
There are some salaries so low
already that they cannot be cut.
Such as the 15 -girl act which Is
playing for RKO at $900. And the
many five and six people turns
scaled at $350 and less.
The majority of acts playing for RKO,
which had cut salaries under even
the Indie booking scale prior to
last week's agreement, are in that
position.
This tends to make the
cutting more difflcult for
than
the others.
Independent theatres playing
stage shows not in favor of following the« circuits In the cutting, as
a group. While some individuals
will, the better class majority figures better shows will now be
available to them, due to the circuits' position.
theatre such as
the Indie Hippodrome, Baltimore,
wlhich caused Loew to splurge with
high priced names at its own house
there, now has a cle4r path In the

RKO

Maurle Rose and Harry Ronim are not very popular with the other
Toronto, Marcn 20.
A beloved flguce In Canadian RKO agents, also the Loew agents who attended, since the mass meetshow business for a half a century, ing on salary cuts at Radio City last week.
Romm addressed Martin Beck, Ekl Scl^ll^er ^nd other circuit execs with
Jerry Shea closed his Hippodrome
the declaration that he didn't think any act Is worth more than $1,000.
here on Friday (17) for an Indefl
nlte period due to deadlock on wage The other agents burned. Three days later Romm booked Buddy Rogers
.

cuts with union leaders although the
40 employees of the theatre expressed willingness to comply with
Shea's plea that a cut be taken in
order that the house stay open.
Orchestra leader was willing to
take $70 a week instead of $126 and
the pit boys agreed to a reduction
from $60 to $46, but proposal was
vetoed by the Musicians' Union, It
is understood.
Closing of Shea's Hippodrome, together with the recent closing of
Vancouver's Orpheifm, leaves Loew's
in Montreal the only major vaudeville eastern dpot In Canada.

agreement they, had entered Into,
that one circuit Loew ^would demost if not all the benefit. The
reported RKO angle Is that Loew
When Jerry Shea opened his Conplays most of the names and that
cert Hall in Buffalo in 1884, this was
the cuts are aimed chiefly at the
an Americanized version' of the
high salaried ^urns, while RKO ,can't
London
music halls and its acts
cut much below Its present salary
were the pick of English variety
for intermediate acts, if at all.
and American vaudeville.
Shea
As RKO Is situatied, with Its time name buying field if It
wants it, came to Toronto in 1899 and built
scattered and consecutive bookings with
Loew powerless to oppose the on the site of the former Sti'and
necessitating long routes, most acts Hipp
as Jong as it's bound by the Theatre which, two years before,
cannot operate under the cuts un- agreement.
According to the circuit ^ad been gutted by Are.
less the circuit pays railroad fares.
heads, no exception will be made.
The first bill had Montgomery and
Fare guarantees have been made by
Stone, Charles R. Swe^t, Favor and
RKO in some Instances, and as a
Sinclair, Marshall ^nd Darling, the
result the RKO booking offlce fpund
Brothiers, Henri French, Lew
Kleist
that in several cases it was paying
Hawkins and Professor Leonlda. It
more that way than without the
was here that Mary PIckford of
cuts.
Toronto, then little (jrladys ^mlth,
One example Is a big revue act
made her app.eari3,n(ie in 'The Littlest
whose regular pre-feuf salary on the
Girl.'
On the sam^ bin was Vesta
Loew time was (2,360. RKQ 'had
Phil Tyrell, RKO agent, switches
turned U down at $2,600. Its re- to the other side of the rail this TiUey, this being the only Canadian
career.
vised, salary under the cut Is $2,000, week, becoming stage show booker appearance during her
but In order to get by for that of the two. Radio City theatres.
amount on the RKO time, it. will, Tyrell'a book, comprising the tw:o
have to have railroad fates paid. R. C. houses only, will be apart
The fares amount to $700 a week from the regular vaude lime in the
(Continued from page 38)
on the long Jumps, so RKO instead RKO booking office.
enough when it's figured to 16 acts
of paying $2,60(| straight, for which
Up to how there has been no set weekly as the houstf is a split week
It could have had the act, must pay booking system for the Radio City affair.
It's a matter oif debate loIt $2,000 and $700 extra for trans- shows.
The taleiit buying has been cally whether Levlne is going to
portation.
done rather haphazardly by any- touch $3,000 weekly In gross.
His first week .is: playing to nice
One of the names turning the cut body and everybody in authority.
down was the .Gtuy Lombardo band, Personally responsible for the Radio houses, but little at the box offices,
which was cut from $6,600 to $3,000. City bookings have been Martin since Levlne plastered this towD
with some 10,000 passes in a tie-up
Liom.bardo said he'd prefer barn- Beck, Harold Franklin, Leon Leonwith a ginger ale firm, which did
storming on the road; where he idoft and anybody else with an idea the distribution from house to
cbuld get $5,000 or more weekly on of his own.
house. Tax for the house on the
one-niters.
Another phase of the Radio City tickets Is ^ 10c. Levlne reports the
system to go is the booking of acts take at the box offlce Is about half
Drastic Cuts
and half, which means half on the
Other cuts made were equally on the outside over RKO agents' Oakleys and the rest cash.
drastic, but not accepted thus far. objections. Tyrell will book all acts
Levine's Idea of plenty of enterBing Crosby was trimmed from $3,- In the regular booking floor man- tainment for little money has its
ner,
through
RKO franchise holders chance only when figured from the
OOO to $lt600; Molly Picon from
family viewpoint. The sweetheart
$a,600 to $760;. Waring'3 Pennsyl- only.
Tyrell, after a couple of years on girl-friend-boy-friend coin Is out.
vanlans fr^m $6,600 to $4,000; Arthur Tracey (Street Singer) from the Loew floor, became an RKO Levine's big chance is the fact that
a man and his wife and four chil$3,260 to $1,000; Willie and Eugene agent with his own franchise last
year.
He's from- Chicago, where he dren can go to the Auditorium, see
Howard, $4,000 to $2,000; Bill Robeight acts and a feature for 90c., and
inson, $2,600 to $1,600; Irene Bor- formerly booked presentation shows sit in a box yet. It's that 10c. for
for Balaban & Katz and Publlx.
doni, $2,000 to $760.
kids that counts a lot; the 26c. for
Most of the cuts aside from a few
adults is strong also, but not too
strong, since the admish at the best
more severe reductions are on a
of the first runs is only 40c. on week
straight 26% basis, such as Morton
Band-less
Vande
days. And that's Levine's weakness.
Downey from $4,000 to $3,000 and
At the Century or the HippoRudy Vallee, who drops 25% from
drome, the customer can see the
Los Angeles, March 20.
bis former $6,600.
highest vaude and the best fiick at
W^lth Warners' musicians dead- 40c., and houses that blanket the
In some cases the circuits set their
own salaries before they commenced locked on a new agreement, follow- Auditorium for flash and comfort.
shaving. Vincent Lopez band's last ing lockout of pit men last Thurs- For instance, there's Jack Pearl in
salary was $4,000. But he was set day, the Downtown
Is
running person at the Century this week,
dpwn at $3,600, and then dropped vaude without a pit orchestra. Acts and 'King Kong' at the Hipp.
As for the vaude itself it can be
26%. The Lopez band comprises 20 provide their own accompaniment,
perhaps best labeled as the lesser
men, all of wjiom get $100 or over, with Earl Dancer's colored band family time In quality, nameless
and that eats up most of the act's spotted as an act.
turns with a sprinkling of standard
new salary, $2,400. After commlsh
acts that bring back memories.
is
There's Wllkins and Wllkins, Lildeducted and expenses paid
lian Broderick, even Coogan and
there's nothing left, and if the sal
Casey. There are no headllners, and
ary cut stands, the act will have
never will be; the policy of Levlne
to trim its quality and personnel
being eight acts for two bits.
proportionately in order to operate
On the first show were Mickey
(Continued from page 19)
While those names who are in a
Bratz and Co., who opened fairly on
position to did some squawking ferred to the RKO Fordham, in the juggling and dancing.
The elder
without accepting, most of them are Bronx.
femme's trick work is oke, but some-
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Behind the Keys

holding off before giving a definite
answer, the four-circuit salary axe
was taking effect among the smaller
acts to whom a last half is a necessity.
Thus far the cutting goes
principally for them and only such
names as can't hold out.
In entering into the agreement,
the circuit heads sought to guard
against
the
pitfalls
that
have
caused all past salary pacts to fall
The most important phase is op-

thing in her intense manner keeps
the audience giggling.
comedy
on the juggling would
solution. Miles and Marie
to take charge of the
Albee, Oliver play accordions and Marie
In Brooklyn.
Jack Gross, formerly
and both of them stay on far
RKO city manager at Ft. Wayne, sings,
too long, a fault which must be

A

Minneapolis.

Marvin Park, who has been han- approach
dling the RKO Orpheum, has gone seem the

RKO

succeeds Park locally.

Newark.

blamed somewhat pn Grade Lyon,
c.'d this show, and kept
it down between acts.
Coogan and Casey were the first

who m.
slowing

,

.

,

.

to declare the agents as 100% In favor of the cuts.
In setting himself up as the agents' 'spokesman' without asking their
permission, and without even discussing It with the other agents. Rose

refiected the wishes of the booking office rather than the true feelings
of the agents, the other agents readily declared. Despite being president
of the agents' association. Rose apparently knew as little about the reasons for the meeting before hand as the other agents. He told a few
of them In advance that at the. meeting they'd be advised of a plan for
amalgamation of the four major booking offices.

Basement of the RKO Roxy is to be converted into a rehearsal hall for
the-Rpxyettes who will show at that theatre exclusively. Other group
of Roxyettes at the R. C. Music Hall have a rehearsal hall. Hitherto it
has been necessary for all girls to train at the Music Hall only, walking
to the bigger house between shows.
Jules Bledsoe, whose salary in the major theatres Is $860, got only
$260 for a week's engagement on percentagie at the Lafayette, colored
house in Harlem, New York, last week. Hotiilie docked the colored baritone $100 because he missed two shows.
Bledsoe went in for a guarantee of $360 against 60% of the gross
over $4,000, but the gross didn't exceed that figure.

Omaha Orphemn Vaude
Ends on Renting Jam

ON SPECIAL RKO BOOK

.

'

for $1,600.

Although the salary cut had not been discussed among the agents
mass meeting, and despite the fact that nobody knew the
general sentiment, Maurle Rose In a grand stand play for the booking
heads arose and said that 'as spokesman for the RKO agents' he wished
prior to the

HAMRICK WOULD BRING
VAUDE TO NORTHWEST

Seattle, Marc|i 20.
Omaha, Neb,, March 20.
Vaudeville Is arriving in NorthVaudeville has giVen up t)ie ghost
Omaha. After making^ v&Hant west.. John Hamrick is taking the
stand at the Orpheum, one of the lead, .with Rex (former Pantages)
original Orpheum houses when the here opening Sunday with f|ve acts,
name meant the best In vaudeville flve-.plecQ pit band and first run pix.
In the middle west. It folded this Kelghley & Roscoe are booking. AI
week. During the past few weeks Glllis, veteran manager, Is house
manager.
It's been only a ^rlday-SaturdayHamrick plans using vaude also
Sunday affair, and when it became
necessary to jump shows from Chi- at Music Box, Tacoma., and In Portcago to Omaha to New Orleans to land, this forming nucleus of a
circuit.
Kelghley & Roscoe are
bring them here, the jig was up.
New policy is two features with seeking to promote for N. W. Van40 cents top. This shades the Para- couver, B. C, Spokane, and other
mount by a nickel all along the line. towns likely spots.
Pop prices to prevail at Rex, with
Orpheum still plans to play Eddie
Cantor on Monday, April 3, twice 26 cents top nights; 16 matinees.
during the day, at a $2.40 top and This location used to clean up with
manager Lou Golden says it still Pantages vaudeville, being great
Opening
will take on traveling shows when money maker for years.
bill: Hooper and Gatchett, Hector
possible.
and Pals, Jack and Betty CavanChicago, March 20.
aughs, Arthur and Abrams, and
RKO Palace here Is now the only Riley and Thrower.
remaining vaudeville theatre of the
In

former Orpheum circuit of two-aday big time vaude since Omaha
dropped vaude. All other Orph
houses operate with straight pictures.

Palace has been consistently profsome time with its combination vaudflim policy.

itable for

L

A. Par's Radio

Show

hdie Wants State-Lake
For N. Y. Hipp Type Show
Cooper & Carroll, indie operating firm whose specialty Is 26o
vaudflim grinds, is negotiating with
the Lawrence Stern
Investment
company, which controls the dark
State-Lake, Chicago.
C. & C. Is
reported after the house with a

Los Angeles, March

view to installing a policy similar
20.
go the limit with radio to the one current at the HippoParamount next week, drome, New York.
following initial radio stage show
State-Lake, formerly RKO-Orphcurrently.
Will use practically all eum, was dropped by the circuit on
KFWB Sunday night Hi Jinks a default last month and has been

Marco

will

talent at the

talent holding

as m.

Johnny Murray over dosed

since.

c.

The

Richfield reporter will appear
at each show to broadcast his new
chain direct
summary over
from the stage nightly at 10.

Vaude

NBC

for Cincinnati

Stand Tried as Tonic
Cincinnati,

'Dixie'

Condensed
Chicago,

March

20.

Colored revue 'Dixie On Parade'
wlilch played six weeks at the Garrick as a legit attraction has been
boiled down to an hour and goes on
the road as a musical tab. Percy
Venable controls production.
Billy Diamond has placed tab for
a week at the Alhambra, Milwaukee, as a starter.

March

20.

The Strand will add a flve-act
vaude bill to Its screen fare starting Saturday (25), with no change
in the 15-25c scale.
House seats
1,160 and has not done so well with
pictures since reopening two months
ago. Prior to that the theatre was
dark for several months, following
giving up of lease by RKO.

Present management

is

by owner-

the Cincinnati Theatre Company, which also has the Star, 260seater in Fifth street, now under
lease to Warren B. Irons for 15-cent
L. A. Break-In grind vaude and dwarf burly.
George Dresselhouse and John G.
Los Angeles, March 20.
Jermon,
stockholders, came on from
Fanchon & Marco shows go back
Into
the Manchester, L. A., on New York to assl.st in plans for new

Larry Shead Is now manager of
Garden, Paterson (WB), vice, Harry standard sequence in the line-up.
Ellis, who becomes assistant manGene and Delia Collins are a cola^ger again.
ored pair who have nothing to offer
position.
All agreements
always
but who waste time stalling between
went out the window when one the
San Francisco.
gags and bits. About the only thing
Midland theatres (National and of consequence was the girl's violin
atre, badly in need of a name to
combat opposlsh, found it conven Redwood houses) has set Dominic Imitation for a closer. Lillian Brod- Thursday (23). House, formerly a
Isabella In Modesto as chief of the erick
break-in for the State, will probis presenting a nice dancing
lent to disregard its promises. Mone
houses there. Isabella was former- flash, and has a young femme step- ably be the same for the Paraof the circuits has ever been im
ly assistant at the Fox Oakland.
who has that 1033 exuberance mount, now under Marco operation.
mune from it.
Bank holiday closed Gem,, Colusa; per
Anticipating a holdup at the
that gets across the footlights.
Roxle. Reno; Auburn, Auburn; NaLast Pact Failed
Wllkins and Wllkins were un- Manchester, police, in hiding this
tional, Chlco; Wlncma, Scotia.
known to this audience, which morning (Monday), nabbed a stickThe agreement made last fall in
proves how little vaude-mlnded this up there for weekend receipts.
a less conspicuous way was broken
Birmingham.
particular audience is. At a regular
in less than a month when the
Three small houses in this district vaude spot it would have been anvarious circuit heads accused each are scheduled to reopen within the other story.
Ft. Wayne Split Week
Act: Is dated, but
other at breaking faith. They de- next few days. They are: Tarrant through it shines a showmanship,
Chicago, March 20.
vised ways to get around the sal- at Tarrant City; Norwood, Blr- a vaude personality, that something
Emboyd, Fort Wayne, Ind., will
ary tied. Acts cut from $1,500 to mingham, and Comniunlty House at that made variety,, which put this use flve acts on a split week policy
Bradford.
turn across &s the turn of the show.
$1,000, for example, were booked at
Norwood is Installing new sound Grade Lyon has the next spot for booked by Billy Diamond. Starts
$1,000, it was true, but the theatre
and new equipment and will be herself. Lew Rodgers is around as this week.
added, on an extra $600 for 'ex- operated by N. H. Waters, who is
House was formerly an RKO
the straight.
Mlsd Lyon needs a
Then a flock of forgot building up a string of smaller new idea. Closing
penses/
was Dagmar, stand but has reverted to the landten 'conlfnltments' commended to houses.
Illusionist.
lord.

ship;

F&M's

'

policy.

Miss Attree's Fall
Baltimore, March 20.
of the acrobatic
turn of Stanley Bros, and Attree was
injured, yesterday (19) when she
fell during the act at the vaudfilm
Hippodrome, Indle spot of town.
Miss Attree was Injured about the
head when she fell to the stage.
Accident was due to the breaking
of some apparatus In the closing
whirlwind stunt. She was eager to
continue In the act, but the doctor
ordered not. Stanley Bros, continuing, with Miss Attree to be out of
act for a few days.

Femme member

.
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Variety
WE£K

THIS

ParamonBt

(March 25)
(March 18)

& Bonlta
BBOOKi;rN

Ruiz

Qates Ave.

YORK. CITS
Han <t«)

I^YMBBOOK

Von Grona

KeltK'B (19 only)
8 Terrace Sla

Bouvler

Lient

Bowmaa'
Academy

Joe Ceylon
Danny -Duncan

Patricia

2d halt (22-24)
Case Bros & Marie
Ray & Harrison

Albce. (25)

&

R

Jonnaop
•

(18)

•

(One

NEWARK

C

flll)

(24)

.

Forsythe S'm'n A F
Joe Marks Co
Miss Charllne Rev

(Two

Bnq

.

.,

CLEVELAND
fltate

JACK POWELL

(24)

Franc^'-ft LaPell

Saenger (17)
Chernlaveky

Vivian Jania

Harvey Bell

(17)

ft

O

Nadlna Gae

(24)

Rublnoff

'Woman Accused'

BOSTON

Zelaya

Marlon
Hollywood Revels
Clifford ft

Fox

'Crime of Century'
ST. LOCIS

Ambassadw

(17)

Roscoe Ates
George Beatty
C ft J Prelsser
Linda Lee
Arthur Nealy

Fox (17)
Boeton (17)
Sam Jack Kaufman Cookie Bowers

WASHINGTON

'

Tiinb'6ri(.

Am ^Beauty

Mack

Cass

Daveya

2

I

NEW ORLEANS

BROOKLYN
Paramount
Donald Novls

4

ft

Rose Kessner
Peggy Alexander
Blsa Greenwald
Betty Castle

Josef

Arnold Grazer
'After the Ball'

State (24)
Frank Shields
Myrtle Boland
Valentine Vox

<17)

Una Cooper
Stella Clausen
'What No Beer*

Georgle Tapps
Brenk's Horse

NEWARK

Crystal 3

baltimorjb:

(17)
Centnry (24)
Cahlll & Maybelle
Ebsen
LePaul
Hnrry J Conley Co Aunt .Jemima
Ross & BdwaiTda
AT Trohnn
Vapeasl
(Ono to' flll)

<17)

Du Faye

Grace

MIchon Bros

AmboAsador

Valencia (24)
"Follow Thru'

'

Slim TIm.blln Co

Hlchlraa

•Frledland's Rev'
ft Lavelle
Allen Sterling

Mackle

Irene Taylor
Mason
JAM
Jack Fulton

Radio Rogues

F
NEW ORLEANS

V &

Berry Bros
Venlta Qpuld

Roxy

Silk

in

Zeke

ft

Dave Schooler

Ann Greenway

.fill)

DETROIT

Walter Dare Wahl

Loew'8 <24)

Billy Wells

Bene
to

Aheam Co
JERSEY CITY

Chos

Rhapsody

'Keyhole'

Geo Meyey
Ted "Harvey
Debonair 4
'King Kong'

Harry Savoy

Girls

2

Milton

Ben Dova

Campo Co
Herman

Lucille. ft

Chas Foy Co

'

e Danw'llls

BROOKXTK
•

Swan

to
Faye Dlaii>ond & B
MetropoUtan
Co-ed & Cadet Rev Helen Lynd
Hale

.

Olsen

Clyde Hager

Palace (24)

Swifts
Frank nicliarCson
3

F

Foreytbe S'm'n &
Me! Klee
4 FrankenbergB

Mario

Beatrice Belkin
Stanley 2

Art Frank
Annie Judy

Haines

King King ft K
Kearns Boys Co

(3d week)

Evelyn Brent
Harry Fojt

let half (24-27)
Leg- Bates
Lionel Mike Ames
Sid Page
Casting Pearla
(One to flll)
2d half (28-30)
Carrol & Barnes

Wm

RKO ROXY

Billy Hollen

Peg

Chlcaco (17)

Bd Lowry
Mae West

Personal'

'Strictly
aff

cmcAoo

CITY
(17)

Ben Bernle
Walter Wlnchell
Lyda Roberti
Harold Arleen

Numeral! In eonneetlon vrith billi below rhd;e'ate openlns-bay
•how, whether full or eplit week

DEW

Stock Market

Pktore Theatres
NEW YORK

NEXT WEEK

41

Freddie LIghtner
'Sailor Be Good'
Metropolitan (17)

(24)

3 Cossacks
Art Frank
Grace Moore
Dave Harris Co

A

Williams

Frank Hamilton
Ledona ft Leonard

'Spring Carnival'
Fair'

Pesetzkl

Necodemus

Abe Lyman Orch
Park Central Hotel

'State

Luck'

'Sailor's

Iwoew^i State

AND

Alma Smith

GRACE DuFAYE

Little Bits

Boxy, Nejv .Tdrk City
Placed by

ELIiS^KBTH

.

LEODY & SMITH

Prospect,
let half (2S-28)
.

Gene Sheldon
Hard^en
(One to fill)

.

.

Bay Hughes & P
Anthony Trlnl Or

&

Rio
Lewis
Leo Carrlllo
3

Barnes

2d half (22-24)

Mathews

BOSTON

(18)

JAMAICA

Bddle Tamblyn
Helen Wright
Franklyn Porrium
Madeline Sheffield
Bill Halllgan
Jerry Ross
Allta Dujican

-

Edwards.

Rev

Dee Loretta

rincAGO

Palace (26)
June Purlans Co
Lewis & Moore
Roscoe Ates Co

Ken Murray Co
flll)

(18)

DeWlf M't'c'f & F
"Walter Walters
Tony Wona Co

BOSTON

Sully

De Muth's 4 Jewels Metropolitan (24)
Mazzone ft Keene
Ada Brown
Leonard ft White
Arnaut Bros
Neva Long
Bert Gordon

HARTFORD

D & B Baretow
PROVIDENCE

Capitol (24)
'Georgia Minstrels'

Keith's (26)

Jack Gwynne Co
B & J Brown
Vera Schwarz
Glenn & Jenkins
Bernlce & Emily

Gobs

Georgia Browns
Thomas Harris
Chick Beeman
Lnssca Brown
3

Noy Bros

(18)

Marcus Show

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE

'

A

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

CINCINNATI
(26)

Pfltromoant (16)
Sterling Holloway

(18)

Bros

Murray Lnne Co
Evelyn Brent Co
Roscoe Arbuckle
I)ctiy Jane Cooper

DKTROIT
(18)

Blue Streaky

Leavitt ft Lockw'd
Alice Joy Co

Jay C Fllppcn
Jack Randall Co

GRAND RAPIDS

(Two

Keith's
half (26-28)

Lone

& P

M'tc'lf

Joy Co
to

flll)

1st half

&

(18-21)

Martin

& Harper

Buster Shaver Co

Bayea

ft

Speck

Lew Pollock Co

UEMPSTEAD

RIvoli
1st hnlf (2B-28)

Hazel Crosby

Anthony Trlnl Or
1st half (18-21)
RiiR.ilan Art Circus

Ed & Morton

Keith's (18)
Olsen & Johnson

ft

Becit

Claire

TRENTON

1st

Cnpltol
half (2C-28)

Dpvlto & Denny
(Three to flll)
2d halt (22-24)
Toki Japs
Radio Devils

M & A Skelly
Mcl Kloa
TROT
Keith's

lat half (26-28)
Carroll & Barnes

Bert Walton
(Four to flll)
2d half (29-31)
Pert Gordon
Uncle Harry Bd
(Three to flll)
2d half (22-24)
3 Lordens
Cliff Crane

Frances White
Freda ft Palace
Rio Nights

WESTWOOD

Keith's

(26 only)

Mel Klee
(Three to

flll)

(18 only)

Mathews
Jones

ft

Astoria
Cotton

C

Stetson

Nadlne Gae
Tommy Atkins Co

New Victoria
BRIXTON
Astoria
Rich & Galvln
Sanger Bros
St John Sis

Embassy CIpb
Morton Downey
De Marcos

Baroness Brzsl

Hegedush

Iiouls

Ethel Pastor

Kokosch Gypsy Or
Harry Rose

SAN FRANCISCO
Wartleld (16)
Sammy Cohen
Prank Gaby
O'Connor Pam

Campus Co-eds
Jacks

Queen

ft

LOUIS
3

TORONTO

Imperial (24)
Heller ft Rlley
Floyd Christy
Pnnpv the Horse
Art Ward

R'stanrant

Prank Hazzard

Blanche Bow
Marquerlte ft Leroy
Ted Lewis Orch
Hotel Lexington
Don Bestor Orch
Hotel Hontclalr
Charley Eckels Or

Monte Cario
James Hall
Beth Chains
Val Vestoff
Vlto

Donald Burr

Astoria

'Now ond Then'
Fields
IrlH

&

8
8

Whyte

Victoria Girls
Astoria Girls

Paradise

N T G Rev
Cantor's

Beauts

Astoria
Galvin

.Sanger Bros
St John Sis

HAMMERSMITH

Palare
Alfredo Orch

Choir of 12
Palace

Tounknian Bd

SUTTON

County Cinema

Younkman Bd

3

Bismarck

Wade Booth
Ercelle

NEW YOEK

CITY

Hotel

Moritx

St.

Leon Belaaco Orch
Alfredo's Orch
Gypsy Nina
•

St, Begia Hotel
Vincent Lopez Orch
Small's Paradise

Rhythm' R

"Black

Meers ft Norton
3 Speed Demons

Jean Miles
Jackie Daw Orch
Cafe DeAIex
Alfredo & Dolores
Marie de la Vega
Leola Ackman
Enrico ClausI
Dennis O'Nell

Wm

8

Spellman

Palmer Bros

May Alex

'Villa

Eugene

Waldorf-Astoria
Nina Laugblln
Jack Denny Orch

Anita LePlerre

Mary Nolan
Peggy Moore
Genevieve Moore

Sis

Lyons
Robinson ft Louise
June Hurley
Ballard

Frank Llbune
I'hll Levant
Frolic's

Bernle Marshall
Earner ft Hazelton
Dick T..ane
Dick Rock Orch

Paramo ont
.Van

Blacketone

Summary

14%
11%
87%

2%
36'^

C%

1

2ff%

814
7

80

Tanitv Fair
WInl Shaw

Chas

WInchlll
Starlght

ft

H

Frankle Masters Or

RIckard

8%

Net chg.
Last for wk.

20,466

GOO
1.000

1'4

500

13V4

2%

7%

1V4
10-%

175.200
4,200

%

11,700

4
sblooo

8

<3)

A

Fox, Class
Oen. Elec.

7

7

S7

00

10
10

14%
52%

(2Bc.)..
pref. (CVi)
MadlNon Sq. Garden
Mct-G-M pref. (1.80)

Orpheum pfd
Paramount
Paramount cfs
Pathe Exchange
.

Pathe,

ClaHs

Radio

Corp

RKO

VA
13^

%

A

1%

-H
+ %
+ %

+2%
+2

10

10
'laiX

12>/A

52%
+6%
\% bid

62%

14 bid
J
IV4 bid

%

.-

.

2%
Th

7

0

eVA

1%

(40c.)
(7)

Loew
Do

Low.

2%

3

2

1^

CVi

*

2

1%

4

%

Vt

%
%

'h
'/4

1%
4V4
l'-4

tl
+
+

%

tfr

11 bid

Universal pref
Warner Bros
Do pfd

%

1%

VM
4 bid

Westlnghouse

2014

20%

2394

CURB
Or

100 Clab
Grant Withers
Earl

%
%
%

15%

Benda

Ixidcr

I'/l

IVi

20

Wlkl Bird
Marjorle Lewis
Al Handler Bd
Wintergarden
Buckley ft Bennett
MIns Lydla
Lovey Twins
Joresha ft Lydla

LottI

10

High.

Film pfd

Consol.

Eastman Kodak

200 Keith pfd.
14,100

100

4',4

Via Lago
Jackie Hamlin

K

2,700
15.400
6,300
33,200

13^4

50

Rae

Ames and

18:

Insue and rate.
American Seat

2.{m CMwolr—Pllm.rt-:....600 Columbia P. vtc

1%

4U

%

Doris Llnlhan

Sales.

Vl

1

11%

Don Pedro Orch-

-Dbrham Realty

Charles B. Dillingham; J. S.
others as trustees; 1109,960. ii

week ending Saturday, March

for

4 '/I

22%

Alice Blue

of Penn.; 328,030.
16 Park Ave.^
|

John Murray Anderson
Inc.; t2,'18Q.

,

Low.

Terrace Gardens
Paul Sis
Mayfleld 3

Commonwealth

the

J. O. Tlieatres, Inc.;
Corp.; 111,143.

STOCK EXCHANGE.
1032-'38

IIH

The Daniels

Judgments
John Zanft and A. C. BInmentlialj
W. D. Gordon as secretary of banking oC

ing a creditor which would be Its
Bob-Kd Thehtres Corp. nnd JoHeph D.,
status in bonds. Behavior of high Welnstock; Lee' Shubert and Irving Trust
yield preferred stocks did nothing to Co. as receivers: costs, 166.
Bob-£d Theatres Corp.; Irving Trust
clarify the confusion of parallel ad- Co. OS receiver; fl6,777.
vances in common stocks and liens.
A. D. T. Theatre, Inc.; Fox Film'
Dealings In the senior shares was Corp.; 162.
Pathe Realty Co., Inc.; Bank of N, T.
too small to be si?niflcant, although and
Trust Co.; |80,136.
prices
were
materially
higher.
Largest gain in the whole amuse- -f

30

Cliff

;

flected in rising stock and commodity prices, and in a like decline In
bonds.
In times of inflation, of
course, capital wants to be In partnerships as in stocks and avoids be-

80

Henry Dunn

:

Parallel course of stocks and
bonds under the circumstances was
a contradiction. Of course, If there
is to be an Important ballooning of
money and credit, that would be re-

87%

Edllh Grimn
Prances Stevens

Lemy Tlieatres, Inc., Bronx; theatrical
business; 100 shares no par.
B^l Amnsement Corp., Manhattan!
theatrical: lOO shares no par.
Chanticleer, Itac, Manhattan; broadoastlng; 100 shares no par.
RIvBco
Amasement Corp., Ktngat

tion.

Oirl Lorraine Orch

Carr
Frances McCoy
Marie Whitney

'

Screen Theatres, Inc., New Tork; the*
atrlcal; 100 shares no par.
FormjBco Plctnres' Corp.; Manhattan|ploturea; 200 shares no par.

non-amusement secondary amusement parks: |3,000.
bonds reached major proportions,
Clifford A. Cochran, Ino.> New TorkI
suggesting that sentiment toward pictures; |100.
fixed Income securities was not generally depressed by the fear of infla-

8%
B%

Julia

Ph'ylls

.New
preferred
— 100 Inc.,

Mntnal Picture Frodnctlons.

look bright enough to tempt an Investing play.
As airainst this result advances
during the four days of trading In

High.

Eddie Clifford

Noma

»io;ooo.

Tork; pictures; 200 shares
1100, 100 common no par.

Even at that the future does not

.

Piaygroond^

Vaughn

New York
Albany, n! T., March 20.
6S4 Sonthem Boalerard Theatre, In«.»
Bronx; theatrical; 17,600,
Worldkino Corp., New York; pictures;

best, of the lot, moving up four
points In one session on minor dealings, -but losing half of that advance
in the next, the net result being a
close up 2% at 66>^, at which price
the yield is between 9. and 10%.

Billy Carr

Mary Neville
Syd Lang Orch

Billy

Tex Gulnan Gang
Florence Barlow
Ralph Cook
ITvonne Douvler
June Carroll

rather sensational will Tiave to take

place in their background.
Theatre bonds did scarcely better
than their related equity shares.
Business here was on an extremely
narrow scale and price mo'vements
within a small range. Loew's did

other

Mabel Scott
Roy White
Dorothy Turner
Chas Johnson Orch
Taft OrlU
Oeo Hall Orch
The Csorda
Karoly Bencze

Jimmy Ray

Stadler ft Rose
Ella Logan
Pauline Belleau
Doris Bobbins
Ben Pollack Orch
College Inn

,

'

Geo Walker

Sis

Chez Paree
Gcnev Tlghe

Connie's Inn
Blltmore Hotel
Harold Stern Orch Cora Green
Central P'k Casino Dobby Evans
Richardson
Jazzllps
Orch
Duchin
Eddy
P & B Meeres
NEW YORK CITY F & M Britton
Chateau Intemat'l Emma Smith
Bessie Dudley
(Two to flll)
(Jueenle Smith
BoQlevard
Cowan
Lillian
2d half (28-30)
Ross & Sargent
1st half (24-27)
Red & Struggle
J ft I St Onge
Don Mario
J ft L St Onge
Lionel M Ames Co Cobind Wright's Or SImms & Bowie
Clyde Hager
Louise Cook
Sid Page Co
Franzell
Joe May ft Dotty
Wlllli! JnckBon
to flll)
(Two
Orch
Mo«.s
Joe
White ft Manning
Lucky Seven 3
Will Oakland
Paradise (24)
(One to flll)
Cotton Club
3 St John Bros
2d half (28*30)
Mayfair
Club
Ruth Ford
4 Haas Bro^
Ward
Alda
Lubin Larry ft A
Millard ft Anita
Harriet Hutchlns
Henri Wessel
Oscar Davis
Jack Pearl
Terry Conwey
Swan & Leo
Fox
Chaney
ft
Bellitt ft Lamb
Margie Landy
Anise noyer
State (24)
Keep. Stepping
Roy Athlns
Madlyn Moore
Jas Evans Co
Nicholas Dros
Onthenm
Beth Cannon
Raymond Balrd
I.eUha Hill
Lee
Radio Rubes
. 1st hall (24-27)
Elmer Turner
Al Crowford Orch
8 Olana
Welst & Stanton
Flash Devils
4
% Mayfair Beauties
Harriett Hutchlns
Sophie Tucker

Slmplon Clab
Taeht Club Boys
Larry Slry'e Orch

Gladys Devoe

B Hoffman Orch

Hull

Lew Seymour Co
Bolcc & Marsh
Joe Thomas 6

Laura

CHICAGO
Blackliawh
Rose ft Ray Lyte
Deane Janis
Hal Kemp Orch

STAMFORD UILE Art Kassel Orch
DAIySTON
Regent
Picture Honse
Bine Grotto
Par.sons Dd
STREATIIAM
Tina Tweedle
ia)GEAVARE RD.
Astoria
Marjorle Tate
Grand
Down Devon Way Marge ft Marie
Ivv A Pftt Hyde
Honey Sis
FINSBIJRY PARK Wallace & Evans
Mastersingers
ft

ft

Felix Ferdlnando O
Village Barn
Will Osborne Orch

Parsons Bd

Rich

Renee

NIckolaa Hadarlch
Barra BIrs
MSsha Usanott

Ethel Allls

Rossini

Val Rosing

Chad

Karoly Nyaray

Palace

OLD KENT ROAD

St.

Baaslan Arts'
Joe Morantz Orch

Medlsca ft MIchaell
Dorothy Dell

LEWISHAM

John Myrddin
Vanda & Vladimir

Gordon

Zslga Bela
Mme Ilona deThury

PIrl

ft

Opel Cooper
John Maclln
Charles Lewis

Nyra Johnson

Collette Sis

Nut Club
Joe Haymes Orch

Week of Marcli 20
KILBURN
Dance Hall
Grange
Ivy ft Pat Hyde

Campoll Orch

Ignacio Rufflno
Marta de la Torre
Accordion Luis

Sunklst Ens

3

Pennsylvania

Hotel

'

Nina ft Moreno
Marqulta Floree

H'lyw'd

Bd

Co as booked

Fl'amencito

Ann Roberts

Dominion

Cotton Bd
Kit Knt Rest.
Mary ft Erik

El

Gypsy TraD

LONDON

SAN ANTONIO

Bernlce

TorU & King
Pale Waller
Adler & Bradford

Martin

John Wagner

King Bros

Moreno

Jean Vance
H Rosenthal Oro
Don Carlos Oro

Alexander Gray

Al Abbott

Alice

John Merkyl
Charles Boyle
Sylvia Shore

Bobbins

LOS ANGEI.es

Keith's (18)

Wing Wah Tr

Int

Perry Askam
Tanzl
Earl Askam
Nenette Vallon

ROCHESTER

Bob Hope Co

DeWlf

-

Fox (24)
Duncan Sis

Norvelle Reese

1660 Broadway
Kay Van Riper
Week: Chan. Allen; Harry Norwood Sylvia Picker
Johnny Murray

Nick Lucas

Downtown

PHILADELPHIA

ST.

Billy Mitchell
Billy Miller

.

N. V.

Arizona Wranglers

Fox (24)
'Joy Bells' I

Earl Maestro

flU)

Lavelle

ft

ft

Lorenzo Herrera
El Flamengo
Al Valencia Orch

-

.

'

Club Rlchman
Jack Osterman

Duran

Marco

Earl (24)
'Desert Song'
Vivian Slegal

Mac Harris

PATERSON
&

&

SIzzlers

Place' PIgalle
Clab Lido
Qus 'Van
Peggy de Albrew
Tom Manajian Orch Veloz ft Tolanda
Van Sisters
Madreguera Orch
B
Woods
Grade
D Alberto Tangolsts
McCarthy ft Payton

Johnny Johnson Or
Rlchman Rev
Booeevelt Hotel
Jerry Freedman Or Quy Lombardo Or
Arthur Brown
C ft C Herbert
Royal Box
Francis Faye
Elizabeth Welch

Plcard & Seal
4 Mullen Sis

Follow Thru'
Joe Penner
Olive Olsen

2d half (22-24)

Arintorrats

Gilbert

Sam'
(17)

Brown

Valencia; (24)

Joe Thonnas 6

(Four to

Slim TIniblln
Dave Anollon Co

3

Fanchon

3

2d half (29-'31)
Brems Pita Co

MtfTTPAlJO
KoUh'a (18)

Alliee

Earle (24)
Great Wallendos
Harmon ft Claxton
Gambarellt
'Singing

Bert Lowon

Prances Langford
Rachel Carlez

'

WASHINGTON

El Chlco'a

& Mack
Lew Seymour Co
Bolce & Marsh

Billy Gibson
(Two to fill)

Whon npQ R ev

ThiN

Sheila Barrett

Johnny Marvin
Studrt ft' Lash
Carl Freed Co

Long Tack Sam.
Ray Bolger

Sqng.

Vlvlehne' Segal

Neal

Ross

Romano Orch

&

Desert

(24)

.

flll)

Phil

Block

I^Ie

Mel Klee

Keith's
1st half (2E-28)
Irene Beasloy

(One to

PHILADELPHIA

.

Mau/lce Cpllenno
Roes & Bennett
Buster Shaver Co
Bert Walton-

12

A
B

Whiteside A
2d half (21-23)
Lord^ns
F'rsythe S'm'n ft P
Donatella Bros Co

(19 only)

flll)

Ivrith'fl

ft
ft

'

& Swinger
Bros
& Ames

Swing

(Three to

(Three to flll)
2d half (^9-31)

(Pour to

.

Patrlcola Co'
Collette Lyonti Co
Lester Cole Co.
(IS)

Keith's (20 only)

(25-28)

Arnaut Bros
Bert Gordon
Carroll

McFarla-nd

Mickey McGuIre

L'ubin Larry,

PARK LANE

Palace
half

H

C &

(2S)

Bobby Sawyer
Jimmie Baskette
Norman Astwood
Duke Ellington Or

(17)
Sis

DeLong

DetoreRoes

to. flll)

ALBANY

1st

State

Tom

2d half (29-31)
Devlto & Denny
(Three to fill)
2d half (22-24)
Co-Ed & Cadet Rv

(Two

NEW ORLEANS

RItE
let half (17-20)
Earl Jack.' & Betty
King Bros & Cully
Ro:iy Ens

ment list, for instance, was scored
(Continued from page 11)
single minimum trade in
on the board, slip into a new low for in a
Loew's preferred, up 6% at 52%,
all time at SO cents a share, while
the $6.60 stocks pays 12%?^.
the main trading mediums were where
New Low for Par-P Lien
chalking up gains as much as 10
The old Paramount-Famous 6's
points in the initial session.
sank to a new all-time low
The effect on other amusements actually
the week, appearing on the
was significant. Loew's tried to during
newer 6>/A's held
break out of the gloom, and its tape at 5, but the
former bottom around 6,
clique marked its favorite up from above the
was approached.
around 11 to 14. When the rest of although that mark interest
default,
are In
the market realized on Friday that The latter
the market appraisal appears to
the swing was being overdone, it but
that they are in better polapsed back quickly after half- indicate
sition for any reorganization, such
significant
Is
It
hearted support.
been suggested by Adolph
that there seemed to be no nearby as has
with Charles D.
bids for Loew as the week came to Zukor, co-receiver
an end. Stock held at 13 most of Hllles.
bankruptcy move,
The
Paramount
Saturday and then In the last few
the
way,
is explained as made
by
minutes dropped % on a single
a means of protecting
trade of 100 shares, giving evidence necessary as
creditors from company litigation
of wide dlflCerence in opinion beby putting Its assets under the protween buyer and seller.
court.
tection
of
the
Practically the only theatre clique
Course of prices from this time on
with enough optimism to make a
are likely to be Irregular. Once the
bulllsb gesture was that In RKO.
wa;s over and the
Apparently inspired by a sharp celebration spiritsubjected
to study,
rise 'was
jump in RCA, which got above 6 excited
speculators took profits
from a recent low of 3, there was a cautious climb
was halted. There are
minor flurry In RKO, whlth tnoved and the
factors in that the bank
briskly from 1^ to 2, but lost heart bullish
Allayed and the new
there on appearance of offerings, and fright has been.
gained the conretraced its way, carrying only a administration has
people. There is hope
small fraction of gain to the week's fidence of the
for a balanced budget, but the many
Globe.
enormousrepresented
banks
closed
got
As a group the amusements
purchaiSlng power in
exactly nowhere. Of the active Is- ly crippled
action of Congress
sues Loew finished at 12%, un- frozen deposits;
is uncertain, the railroad and forchanged from March 3; Par. lost an
questions still press and
eighth, while Fois was up %'arid eign debt
last week came a -new blow to reConsolidated Film Industries pre
when guaranteed mortgage
ferred (now- become an active trad- covery
learned they had to look
certificates
ing, medium) api eighth up: Gciier.<
properties themselves for really speaking the group continued to to the
guarantee
drag bottom during one of the most turn rather than the
companies.
exciting reboiinds of the whole, de
Immediate course of the market
presslon, a performance which au
to
gurs pretty badly for Its nearby would normally be a reactionthen
around 66 In the averages and
future.
flattening out process until some
It isn't often that a whole group a
Infiuence, probably from Washof stocks so thoroughly deflated as new
are the film issues cannot summon ington or from abroad, supplied the
It be on the
enough vitality to stage some sort next Impulse, whether
down side only tlm^
of a demonstration at such a time. upside or the
Apparently the ainusements have win tell.
all
their
standing
lost
old
as speculative stocks, and before they can
arouse interest again something
hcorporations

Edwina Marchon
Vaughn Sis
Mary Luster Orch

4%

15

2%
4%

Ml

%
%

8>4

Columbia

Plcts

800 tien. Thea. E. pfd
600 Technicolor
500 Trans Lux

Vk

8Vi

1%

H

2%
1%

2%
1%

BONDS
7%
63
90
80
6(>%

1
24

$8,000

64
49
5

10,000
8,000
20.000
(».000

8,fKK)

55

6>4

10

8',^

0
40

0>4

4

1.000
29,000

Gen. Thea. Eq
Keith O'a. '40

Loew

6'R,

Par-Pub

RKO

6',4'H,

•

%
Ex
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Bankruptcy, as in Paramount-Publix's case^ la Interpreted by film
lawyers as being far from the layman's understanding of the word. It
Is called a solidified receivership whereby tremendous savings in administration of the organisation's affairs can now be effected. In such form
ot bankruptcy, P-P, to legal minds, is nationally under one Jurisdiction,
that of Judge Bondy and the Federal Court.
Under a straight receivership, company property In all states had to
With these were Individual
be administered by ancillary receivers.

President

New Tork

West

City

SUBSCRIPTION

usS^^tT

Vol. 110

No. 2

staffs

and

{.From 'Varietv'

'Clipper')

Promoter was propositioning F.

W. Woolworth
theatre

In

to build

a 900-seat

courtyard

the

the

of

and more lawyers.

With one swoop the current bankruptcy is thinning the army of lawyers to little mora than a squad, nationally. It Is also claimed to be
saving the company of all harassments by so-called nuisance litigants.
Where, under the receivership, credltor^i especially landlords, Were In
a position to hire their own appraisers, and pit such reports against
those of P-P's staff of b.o. valuation checkers, the new bankruptcy
status Is claimed to make the matter of current vfduatlon solely a Federal
court matter. Those protection committees In many Instances, the lawy<erB observe, mean little more than paying off their barristers when and

15 YEARS AGG

Woolworth buUdlnflT. Plenty enough
room for the necessary' fire alleys
and promoter was willing to pay if settlements are necessary.
(60,000 yearly rental. For the drop-.
Day-by-day players at coast studios are affected by the emergency
In trade.
Never built Insurance
salary cuts only when the amount of compensation received from any
cost was one drawback.
one studio la In excess of (50 a week. Reduction does not apply to these
Marie Dressier was offering to do players ahould they work at more than one studio In a week and receive
a vaudot turn free It they would from each not more than the minimum amount.
In cases of loaned players it was agreed that no employee shaU waive
let her speak for the Third Liberty
a salary In a lending arrangement which la not correspondingly waived
Ijoan.
by the lending studio and It was also agreed that the bonus paid by a
Another scarcity of showgirls. borrowing company for the loan of a player shall be based on the salary
Good ones were offered $60° a week. paid for the three weeks preceding the loan. This was to clarify the
Girls wouldn't tour because of ris- Issue surrounding the practice of charging a stated number of weeks'
ing costs on the road.
salary, plus the time umized, as a bonus for borrowing another com'

pany's contractee.

Leo Feist Arm printed a song
'There'll Be a Hot TTIme for the Old
Boys When the Toung Boys Go to
Lost about

War.'

ment took

140,000. Govern-'
the entire edition.

No

And no

like.

pay.

ered over Daylight Saving
presently to go Into effect.

time,

showings.

Belgian'.

Didn't

Joe E. Brown wrote 'Variety' In
defense of the acrobats.
With
Prevost and Brown.

Martin Beck planning a new
Orpb house in Xi. A.

$1,-

000,000

Report that the Schlne Theatrical Enterprise^ already had acquired 27
upstate New Tork theatres from the Fox Met receivers is denied.
Schlne group Is headed hy J. Meyer Schlne and Louis W. Schlne. New
Tork Indications are that no turnback will occur although the parties
have talked oyer such matters regarding certain of the houses. The
theatres talked abotit are those which were taken over on an ownershiplease basis in 1029 by 'Fox and later turned over to Central New Tork
Theatres, Inc.. a Skouras operating company.
Schlne theatre sites Include Watertowii« 2; Auburn, S; .Oswego, 30;
Saranao Lake, 1; Carthage, 2; Newark, 1; Canadalgua, 1; Corning. 2;
Bath, 1; Oneonta, 2; Norwich, 1; Little Fall% 1; Herkimer, 3t Syracuse,
1. and UUoa 2.
/

established ah Income
tax officer in Its office to assist professionals In filling out their blanks.
^Treasury assigned a man.
'Variety'

Gloria Swanson's return to the V. S. Thursdar (It),

George K. Spoor announced the United

elbsing of the Essanay studio in
Chicago, one of the original Patents
CO. units.

50 YEA8S AGO
(From 'OHnper*)

iBtarted off.

from that

earlier organiza-

tion.

Lily Langtry told that she planned
to make New Tork her permanent
home.
Apparently
press
work,
though she long had a place on W.
23d street.

Manager of Mt. Morris theatre,
uptown house, who was sued by
Wallack for
that

short

salary,

Wallack was

sloppy in his work and offended
ladies in the audience by trying to

with them.

Theo, the French star, was. touring Mexico and took a benefit In
Mexico City. She got $3,740 In

money and

several thousaml dollars'
worth of gold and Jewelry. Enthusiastic

down

there.

Peruginl, the opera star, sued by
Falk, theatrical photog. for extra
prints.
Custom in those dayia was
that star who posed got a dozen
free prints of each pose and paid
for any more desired. Falk wanted
$70 (or six dozen additional.

Maurice Grau engaged by Henry
E. Abbey as manager ot the Met.
Opera House. Later became a
partner in Abbey, Schoefleld and
Orau. Engagement took his French
opera co. out ot field as opposition

Jam

in Buffalo.

In Buffalo

Nllsson concert

was cancelled by Henry

E. Abbey, her manager. Newspapers sore and refused to cover the
latei' -Langtry date becausd she was

under the same management.
Rhea, the 'French actress, seemed
She
to be regarded as a mascot.
had opened a number of theatres
on her two previous tours and was
engaged to open five more next sea-

was

facilitated

by

Artists. Miss Swanson had bee;i caught abroad without llqtttd
finances after making 'Perfect Understanding* fat London. She's had a
number of reverses which took about all -her available cash and spent
the last of It, around $285,000, making the picture.
Arthur Kelly, U. A. treasurer, in Paris at the tkne, interceded and an
arrangement made whereby the film company helped her out financially
after first refusing.
The |2S6,00b production cost, big for London, la stOl a good deal less
than would have been necessitated. It's claimed, had the picture been
made in Hollywood.

Newark lodge of Elks was In
Brooklyn had Just been
An Instance ot
It was from Brooklyn
themselves tor an
and not New Tork that the Elks which held up Its
got 'The Jolly Corks'. No. 23 was Karloff
could get
formed

formation.

filrt

Tork.

Ed Wynn's

volunteer statement to the newspapers that he formed the
Actors Equity Association, also that he not only started the actors' strike
in 1919, but won it, aroused some feeling among Equity officers, but the
latter made no- public comment. Record shows that Wynn Joined Equity

went on his own.

'

Lester

New Tork's musicians' union acted in mass meeting last week on the
application of the legit .managers for a wage reduction following the
musicians' action which lowered the scale for picture and vaudeville
theatres 20%. The legits were turned down after a union leader explained why the other houses had been favored.
The unionist stated bluntly that the picture and vaude house managers brought about the out -by threatening to go 100% mechanically
'sound' over the various chains, if there was no concession.
But, he
pointed "out, the musicians had nothing to fear from the legits and
therefore there Is no reason to lower the scale. It was also stated that
musicians are given vastly more employment In the picture and vaude
houses than In legit.
It Is estimated unofficially there are 20,000 muslolana out of work la

New

how

willingly the steamship companies win extend
extra ta.n occurred on last sailing of the S.S. Paris,
regular noon sailing time until t p.m. so that Boris
aboard. Karloff couldn't make the noon sailing and
rather than cancel a passage, the Paris
willing to hold the boat three
hours for him.
Universal, which has Karloff under contract. Is farming him out to
Gaumont British for one picture, 'GhouL' He sailed to make that singleton, then returns to the Coeult for U.

wm

Two coast film story collaborators are on the outs following what one
describes as double-crossing on the part of his partner. 'Writers agreed
to a 50-60 split on the proceeds, but when story was sold to a major for
$1,600 one of the scribblers argued since he had put over the sale he
should get $860 fer his share, rather than $760, halt of the take.
Second writer agreed to this, but burned when he ascertained later
that his collaborator was first offered $2,000 for the yam. but had
knocked this down to $1,500 on condition that he get tor himself an extra
$1,000 for writing the adaptation.
unions' adamant attitude on the film industry cuts, and their refusal to string along with the players and others who are accepting the
eight weeks' salary slashes, is Interpreted by the players as another
manifestation ot the general indifference which organized labor holds

The

Equity's emergency rule which gave legits the privilege ot closing without notice and which was withdrawn Saturday (18) did not apply to new
shows, the regulation callng for a minimum ot two weeks' salary remaining as Is.
It was claimed that Peggy Fears desired to set back 'Champagne Supper' indefinitely becau^ie ot the failure ot the managers to obtain a wage
concession from the stage hands, although the production represents an
outlay of $2Q,OO0i When Equity stated that twp weeki^ salaries would
be due If the show was withdrawn, It was booked Into the Booth, due
there next week.

John Paffrath, whose managerial try, 'Marilyn's Affairs,' opened and
closed at the Mansfield last week. Is a restaurateur. He conducts thd
Divan Parlsen and the cafe In Beverly hotel. Understood his Interest in
the authorship possibilities of Arthur Ebenhack, former Tale man, who
wrote the play, impelled him to- back 'Affairs.'
Show was originally put on at the Siltton Place, a little theatre, with
a semi-pro cast under the title of 'Cinderella's Brothers.' There were
some cast changes for better or worse and the scrpt was rewritten in
part by an unnamed stage director.
'

it's all about, they are expressing themselves as disbelieving that tha
industry la as bad off as painted. They figure something is underfoot
and so do some ot their customers.

Air of mystery built up around everything done hy Greta Oarbo Includes even her communications with her agent, Harry Edington. All
cables, telegrams and letters between the pair are left unsigned. Wire
messages are In code.
Mystery in writing messages is for practical reasons, as everything
involving Miss Garbo's name starts a lot of buzzing.

Reginald Lawrence, co-author with S. K. Lauren of 'Men Must Fight*,
sold the story to M6tro for $15,000 the same day he started at
em,
special feature writer in the home office publicity department. The same
day 'Men Must Fight', as a Metro film, opened at the Capitol, on Broadway, a week ago Friday, Lawrence received his notice at RKO.

RKO

What

is

palatable at the country's big first run houses isn't so deParamount advances for
'I Like a Man Who Takes His Time' song from the Mae

sirable at the subsequents, thus the reason

eliminating

West

picture.
Censors In most of the states didn't object
key-runned with the theme song Included.

when

'She

Done Him Wrong*

Arthur Loew is fiying again on every opportunity despite that accident in Africa during his recent round-the-world trip. At the time of
the accident Loew promised his mother, via cable, that he would not fly
any more. But that was only for the duration of his trip and he kept
his promise, continuing and returning to the United States by steamer.

toward the artist.
During the first period of the drastic 26 and 60% cuts, the Warner
In the p&at, no artist has walked out tor the unions, or In any wise co- brothers sent down word to all department heads to arrange for the
operated with union labor. Now the organized theatrical crews feel that smaller people to get their luncheons 'on the house' at the Warner dinthe Industry's woe or the actor's future is none ot their concern.
ing club in the building. This didnt become necessary when the under$60 people were exempted from any salary parlnErs.
Following the declaration by a woman doctor that theatres are excellent breeding places for tuberculosis, a Maine exhibitor sent out an SOS
First known Instance ot what a President wants or believes in theatre
call to the Industry's center ot learning.
For a time filmdom's deans ad copy Is in Brooklyn Paramount's current ad displays, prepared by
were stopped. Then it dawned on them that theatres are the best Maurice Bergman. Carrying pictures ot Pres. Roosevelt, his points,
ventilated auditoriums. That, even though the Maine exhlb might have 'Have Faith' and 'Banish Fear,' shriek for attention. Ads are headed:
no vent apparatus there should be enough cracks in his country em
'Stop Hoarding; It's patriotic to have a good time.*
porlum to let in plenty of good ozone.
A phenomenon in Minneapolis, largest of Scandinavian cities, is the
Once sold for $600,000, with a cash payment of more than $100,000, and sudden coolness toward Garbo. Her last pictures have not been a draw
then turned back when the purchasers defaulted on subsequent Install
recently In suburban and loop third-run houses. Her absence and lack
ments, the RKO Orpheum (legit) In Vancouver, B. C, has been placed of publicity in recent months may be the answer.
on the market for $200,000. Annual tax of $21,000 on the property is
more than 10% ot the sales value placed on it, which, along with poor
Do not 4nnoy the President dumg the emergency. This Is the word
business, is considered one ot the Important reasons why RKO wants to being quietly passed among film leaders following reports that certain
unload the house, and a determining factor in driving away bidders.
companies had sought audiences with Washington, none getting past
the secretary's desk.

About the biggest business the Lafayette, colored house In Harlem,
has done in some time, was with 'Strange Interlude* (Metro). Reaction
vras so surprisingly good that bookers ran up to see what was happening. They found out that the customers were laughing from the plcture*s
first aside through to the finish.
They thought it was a comedy, and
went for it big on that score.

Not only did Western Electric refuse to Join the major industry In
levying the salary cuts for all but J. G. Otterson, it Is revealed, stood up
and told the leaders ot the Industry point blank that he thought they
were making

'a terrible mistake.*

The Michigan theatre, Detroit, struck a snag on ballyhoo for 'What I
Instead of driving customers away from picture stocks, the much pub
No Beerr, when It
found Impossible to legally advertise certain
licized plight of the industry, through its wholesale wage siMhea, Is get- aspects of the' picture. Local liquor legislation prevents any mention of
ting a rise from brokers, ""n o^esn^ting to get a low,-down oa Jost what 4 beer ta adverttetnc Item omi only be mentioned la straight news copy.

wm

'

Sh^

One of the twists of censorship: After granting permits for the exhibi- in 1914, one year after it was organized.
tion of Metro's 'Faithless', which was then shown In first and second
It Is stalled that the strike 'made' Wynn, who was under contract to
Gallf., the local voluntary censor board pro-, the Shuberts, but because' of the general suspending of shows at' the tlme^
ceeded to bring charges against operators of two subseauent run houses, he was able to secure hla release. B. C. Whitney with Brlanger backing
George L. Haines, of the Park, and James Flnkler, ot the Warners, be- thep starred
at a material salary Increase, after which he went
cause the picture was shown on their screens without the required 10 under the management ot George White. The late Flo Ziegfeld then
days' permit, and after the picture had been banned following Its Initial engaged hhn, and following several years under that showman Wyno

'>mean anything.

made answer

life.

Aldrlch is general manaf^er for Macgowan & Reed^ De Liagre was a
stage manager with 'Springtime for Henry* and staged the ooast version.
Last summer he directed stock at Cape May, N. J.

run houses In Pasadena,

Bitter fights against the voluntary board' on a charge of discrimination
between Indies and circuit houses is expected when the cases of Haines
Three war mellera announced, and Flnkler come up for court action this week.
*Th6 American Ace', 'Rape of BelHilttle

26 -year old-gh-L The story It tells Is that ot her own family
engaged to a physician, as Is the heroine ot 'Mooq'.

is

Wynn

Managers getting hot and both-

glum' and

Gertrude Tonkonogy, who authored Three Cornered Moon,' the comedy presented at the Cort, New Tork, last week by the new managerial
duo Richard Aldrlch and Alfred De. Llagre, Jr., is stenographer and play
reader In the office of John Krimsky. Latter conducts a type of ticket
agency known as Pls^cholce, also presenting the film 'Maedohen in Uniform,' with Olfford Cochran, which team fs now readying 'Three Penny
Opera,' due at the Empire.
Miss Tonkonogy, who is of Russian origin, completed the play in threa
weeks, working at night. This maiden effort Is regarded promising for a

Taesd*}:,

ftnltling
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Subscription Methods, Personnel

Charley

Shows to Resume Despite Unions

Levy, the ticket
broker, and Joey Keith of Le-

Havana last week
a road bouse, set up
Levy

blang's in
visited

Under

Fire;

Morris Green Withdraws

strictly for the natives.

Tbe failure of the leglt managera
to induce the Qtagehande and musldanB to make emergency wage cuts

managerial exception

—Sam H. Har-

He laconically sent word from
California that there was to be no
cutting,
adding that his shows
would take the loss. Full salaries
were paid to both 'Of Thee I Sing'
companies (touring) and 'Dinner at

ris.

hecause ot depleted takings aa the
result ot the moratorium, threatened to force off a number of
Broadway shows last week, with Eight,' Music Box, New York. L,atter
Equity refusing to permit actors cast had voted against a cut, without Harris being queried whether
to cut unless the other unions did
he wished that procedure. There
likewise.
Two attractions were withdrawn were In addition several new Broadway shows the casts of which were
early In the week when attendance
not asked to cut.
the
opening
with
had not Improve^
of the banks, but as business picked
up steadily thereaf ter chances of a
'Wholesale exodus faded and both
closed shows planned too resume.
Equity In the meantime re-estabDESPITE
lished Its rule requiring a week's $31,500
notice to close. Equity is expected
to revert to former policy, permitLegit business was still wavering
ting casts to cut, if aJl players are early last week and the benefit perin agreement often used to prolong formance of 'Twentieth Century'
engagements.
was not as well attended as in norBy Thursday producers of af- mal times. However, takings of
fected shows had made up their $622 were called satisfactory. Last
minds to. continue indefinitely de- Sunday (19) 'Forsaking All Others'
pendent on business. Improvement was the Fund's benefit show.
The coming Sunday evening will
was climaxed by excellent business
Sa.turday, but showmen were still see the presentation of what is exconcerned over the attitude of the pected to be an elaborate benefit at
unions In refusing to co-operate the Metropolitan, sponsored by social registrites as a mark of appreAnd sought reconsideration.
ciation for the participation of
20% Limited Conceesion
professionals In society charity afshows
tiowever, two dramatic
fairs.
The show will be generously
Were able to take advantage of a peopled with name players. Max
concession by the stagehands to Gordon is stage manager, with
eliminate one or two men back Frank Hall and Henry Souvaine asThat was done with 'Biog- sistants.
stage.
raphy,' Avon, and 'A Saturday
The Fund's statement shows that
Night,* Playhouse, even after the casts of three shows 'Pigeons and
unions said it didn't go for one set People,' 'Autumn Crocus' and 'AnahowB (both are.) It was Agured other Language' are contributing a
that one man off small crews means weekly percentage of salaries to the
a reduction in back stage wages of Fund. Also that 'Counsellor at
about 20%, and a similar percent- Law,' 'Cappansacchl,' and 'Late
age of cut was permissible with Christopher Bean' are sending the
the actors, under Equity's ruling percentage collection direct to the
to cut to the same degree as the Actors' Dinner Club. All such per
stage hands.
centage contributions from shows
Such lowering of operating costs are turned over in total to the Dinwas possible in dramatic shows, ner Club.
but, with the musicians' union reThe table of contributions for last
fusing to make Any concession, the week up to Friday (17) does not
plan was Inoperative with musicals. list as many single participants as
In- such shows even If the stage- usual, but the item of $844 reprehands reduced the nut by permit- sents a number of anonymous do
ting the laying off of men, the or- nations:
chestra would be the same and
Previous contributions ...$30,682.08
there could be no cutting of ac20th Century Benefit
tors' salaries therefore, according to
622.61
3/12/33
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Equity's stand,
'Air'

Anonymous

and 'Century'

'Music In the Air' stopped at the
Alvln, Tuesday, shortly before curfain time, while '20th Century' rang
down at the Broadhurst after that
evening's performance. Refusal of
the unions and actors to slice was
secondary, real cause being exceptionally bad business for all shows
on the first two days. Slump was

blamed on the

dailies,

yams

being

to the effect that parleys with the
unions had failed.
Many people

thought

shows had
attested
by numerous
•alls to the box offices.
all

as
telephone

closed,

Early this week 'Music' was contemplating resumption and it was
reported the musicians union agreed
to a proposal that those men working In pit at excess wages, agree to
accept the regular scale. 'Century'
<dramatlc) too was figuring on opening up, with a possible reduction in
the crew.
The Alvln itself faced
a heavy losa at the pace the show
played to when taken off, because of
nigh operating expenses and its own
sharing terms with 'Music'; it being necessary for a gross of ^16,500
for the house to break even. Show
got about 411,000 on the closed bank
week. 'Century' got around $400 on
the night it was yanked off.
Trouble threatened at the Apollo

where 'Take a Chance' is current.
After the first act on Monday last
week, a union official went to the
front of the house and declared the
curtain would not be permitted to
rise unless the crew was paid
off in
full for the previous week.
The
management told the unionists to
keep the curtain down, if that was
the way the men wanted it— but the

show went on.
The crew had received

|25 each

10.00
10.00
348.93

Mrs. Ed. A. Alexander...
Other contributions

$31,573.62

Box

Boys Work
For Dlinois Bureau

Office

Chicago, March

20.

With the only two legitimate theatres now open, Harris and Cort,
the problem of employment for boxofilce men has been met for some of
the boys by the state vehicle tax
bureau.
This office employs the
following box-office men at present:
Max Hirsch, Milton Schmidt, Paul
Welch, Carl Randolph, George KochBUI
Tannhauser,
ford,
Charles
Krone.
Only fly ^n the ointment is that
the local government isn't paying
off at the moment But the I.O.U.'s
will be good eventually.

Faster Tours

—

If

'Walk a Little Faster' produced by
Courtney Burr closed at the Selwyn
Saturday, but may tour starting
next week in Brooklyn. Equity has
been asked to permit laying off this
week without salary abligatlon although Equity had rescinded its nonotlce emergency rule.
Understood claims for salary covered the last two weeks. If Equity
okays resuming, Burr will post a
guarantee that cast claims will be
paid.
'Faster* played 16 weeks on
Broadway, having been originally
spotted at the St. James.

MOOSEB, SENIOB, DIES

on account at the Saturday pay-off
San Francisco, March 20.
and the men signed for It because
Death last Thursday (16) took
the banks were still closed.
Mon- Samuel Mooscr, 'Frisco pioneer and
day the house manager was ill and
the father of George, Hattie and
did not arrive at the house until late
afternoon. Crew was paid off Tuesday.

Minnie Mooser.
George is in town with the film,
'Rasputin,' at the Columbia, repreHarris', No Cutting
.seniing M-G-M. Hattie and Minnie
While it is true that most shows have been in cafe biz around here.
cut actors salaries for the moratorThe deceased, 92, also leaves a
ium week, in New York and on the widow, 8C. They were married for
road,, there
was an outstanding more than 60 years.

noticed

mob

going into

the

back room and he followed,
game which he

crashing a crap
broke.

Total winnings were exactly
two bucks.

REORGANIZATION DELAY

DEFERS SHUBERT SALE
The sale by auction of the Shubert Theatre Corporation properties
which

will terminate the unsuccess-

has

receivership,

ful

postponed to April

17.

again

been

The bidding

have started last Friday (17)
a postponement of the original sale

was

Allegations of questionable meth-

ods used in promoting a subscription theatre scheme known as the
Union Theatre League, headquartered in New York, but operating
upstate and in New England cities,
has drawn an investigation from the
Better Business Bureau. It is proposed to tour a number of shows
which played Broadway but went
into storage for one reason or the
other. The 'League' is not reported
having tied up any of the plays

to

HEF'S

W

F.

of

RESPONSE IN

DRIVE FROM

RADIOITES

date of Feb. 24.

At least two hearings were held
Best cash response the MetropolEarl B. Barnes, special itan Opera Company has enjoyed
before
master' appointed by the court to in its campaign for funds is from
conduct the liquidation. The master radio audiences. More than 6,000
demanded that certain financial persons sent in donations, ranging
guai'antees be made and before he from 25 cents up, as the result of a
set back the sale, attorneys for the radio appeal.
receivers were required to guarantee
Lucrezia Borl, who heads the
that the minimum bid shall not be campaign, went on the air tw^o
minutes asking
less *than $400,000, the amount of weeks ago for
preferred Indebtedness.
listeners to send what they could
In addition, a guarantee that vari- to help -save the opera next season.
ous items of Interest and taxes on Only five eastern NBC sfations
the j>;arlous realty parcels involved, with the cash deluge, even though
would be paid, was required by the the banking holiday, surprising.
master before he set the new date. halt dozen checks were over $100,
These items amount to between while most contributions were for
$59,000 and $60,000 and when paid $1 each. Rosa Ponselle made a simwould free the properties of claims ilar appeal for the Met over NBCJ
by mortgagors and others.
on Sunday (19^).
In arguing for the postponement,
Committee now has collected
it was set forth that the bank mora$220,900, with only $80,000 more to
torium had delayed the proposed re- go. making It pretty certain that
organization of the Shubert com- the quota of $300,000 will be subpany. It was indicated that there scribed and that the opera will rewas a disappointing response to the open next season.
offer of stock in the new company.
This corporation must be formed by
May 14, but the reorganization comPbiiiy Grips Cit
mittee may set that date back also,
while the final date for the deposit
of bonds, claims and subscriptions
Philadelphia, March 20.
for preferred and common stock of
The local stagehands' union has
the new company has now been set reduced the wage scale 10%, effec
for April 6 with the Empire Trust tive today (Mon.). Action followed

A

10^

Company.

^a rfequest

UnderV the reorganization plan
bondholders are offered mvea shares
of common stock In the new company for each $1,000 bondt same going for general creditors in like

from

originally mentioned but the subscriptions are being sold.
When the proposition was announced, Morris Green was menGreen
tioned OS being in charge.
from
himself
the
disassociated
'League' after getting a load of the
methods used and the chiseling
angles which the promoters figure
on if and when the 'League' actually .sends out shows.
Name Juggling

New York

leglt pro

Bernard C. McGulre and Arthur
Dunas are the reputed promoters
the 'League*, with Edward Jm

McMahon named as
Guire is also known

secretary.

Ma-

as B. C. Howard, his excuse for switch of names,
being that he

war convicted

of con-

ducting' lotteries for the Moose and
Eagles and was sentenced to a year
and one day, the conviction being
appealed. Also under indictment on
the same charge is Senator John J.
Latter
Davis of Pennsylvania.

awaits

trial.

Dunas previously specialized in
realty promotions, and was Jammed
up legally through operations in a
Florida development known as Arcadia Gardens; also Plnewald.N. J.,
and around Chicago. It was Dunas
who contacted Green whom he introduced to 'Howard', the showman,
not aware It was McGuire.
The 'League' engaged Cosmo.
Hamilton to make speeches in
Providence, New Haven and other
Hamiltpn made a daily adspots.
dress on the theatre ^nd the League
for about a week. In each town he
appeared in, the promoters opened
shop and started selling 'member-ships'.

To join the "League' as a subscriber the price is f2, which accompanies an agreement to purchase ..eight tickets for $12, or $1.60
As a lure tor women sube&ch.
scribers, each member is sent a
'l^remium' or gift, such as silverware, .haiid-baers and so forth.
Among the reputed schemes the
promoters figured on was included
one covering the manner in which
tickets would be r accounted for.
Ifon-subscribers tickets, would be
priced at $2.60 top, but such tickets
along with the others would be entered .on the statement at 86 cents
top. The difference would be credited to promotion and publicity expense but the 85 cent basis would
apply to royalties and other sharing

ducers, urging the union to farther
Musicians'
in the emergency.
union, however,-, refused to follow
suit, scale remaining as is.
The Philly stage hands acted on
ratio.
their own, regardless of the New
petition to declare the Shubert York union's no-cut attitude. EarTheatre Corporation bankrupt was lier this season the locals reduced
denied last week. It was a friendly the scale 12% as against New expendituries.
925,000 Deposit .Called OfF
proceeding undertaken to protect York's 10% slice. Stage unions here
the corporation prior to receivership operate Independently of each other
Upon inquiry from upstate points
and has been hanging fire since in matter of wage scalea
to the Better Business Bureau In
Same proceeding applies to
then.
The stage bands' cut would per- regard to the tTnloh Theatre League,
the Noclin Corporation, a Shubert mit the reduction ot actors' sal- it wias stated that McMahon. made
Notation of the court aries to the same degree, according assurances that neither McGuire
subsidiary.
in both cases was: 'Upon consent of to Equity's stand in the emergency. nor Dunas was among the olRcers
creditors, the company is being conor directors, but Is aware they are
tinued under an equity receivership
back of the scheme. The Bureau also
Enforce
Little
and a reorganization is pending.'
said that the League had arranged
to put $25,000 In escrow, but on the
Notice
day set l^or deposit the bank holiLegal action by Mary McAllister, day started. The plan was later
SOPHISTICATED,
lessee of the Little, may result over changed, the League then agreeing
the sudden switch from that house to put all money taken In from
J, J. Shubert Finds That Out and
to the 48th Street by 'One Sunday subscribers In escrow in the vaReturns to N. Y.
Afternoon.*
Show stopped on the rious cities where the scheme is In
Chicago, March 20.
day (4) the New York banks closed, operation.
management unable to raise cash
The
Red
Seems that because ot conditions
Floppo registered by
the "League' has confined its activiRobin' at the Grand sent J. J. Shu- for either actors or stage hands.
After laying off for a week and ties to the cities In which HamilHardly
bert back to New York.
three weeks ago he was telling the four days, permissible because of ton spoke. Manner of selling memWhen the
Chicago press that 'The Red Robin' Equity and the other unions' emer- berships is $2 down.
was the first of a fieries of produc- gency rule suspended notice re- premium Is delivered, the subscriber
tions that would make Chicago a quirement, 'Afternoon' resumed Fi'i- pays another $3. The gifts are said
At tbe same day (17) at the 48th, controlled by to be worth about $6. In the event
production centre.
the 'League' faile to operate, the
time J. J. expreeeed his growing dis- the estate of Joe Leblang.
Grounds for suit lie in the failure money is to be returned t^^ tbe subtaste for over- sophisticated New
of the show to give notice of with- scribers, but the latter are to keep
York.
too
Is
drawal to the Little. Booking con- the gifts, so the Better Busmesn
Now It appears Chicago
Anyhow, the tracts formerly contained a clause Bureau has been promised.
sophisticated also.
which prohibited shows from closseries of productions is off.
Galge'a Pla.n
ing in one house and moving to anThe proposition in no way has
other, without consent of the first,
to do with the subscription circuit
Operetta within a period of eight weeks.
being readied by Crosby Galge, but
This clause was ruled out in court the activities of the league bunch
several years ago as inequitable. So may interfere with its progress. BeHollywood, March 20.
long as exit notice is given, shows cause of the moratorium and unGilbert Miller and Rodgers and can move from one theatre to ansettled situation In the theatre,
Hart are huddling over a new op- other without legal consequences.
Galge'B project is off until next seaPlan is to build it around
eretta.
son. It is tentatively known as Orwhich
a recent Hungarian comedy,
'Argentina' for Chicago
ganized Playgoers. A similar propLarry Hart will adapt.
osition called Civic Playgoers proChicago, March 20.
May produce It In London before
John Alden is in town from Los posed by B. C. Stevenson also is
New York.
Angeles to look the situation over off. Galgc's plan is regarded as the
circuit
with a view to producing a play for most promising subscription
up
World's Fair time. Sidney Miller, idea yet worked out and is tied
HINTEHLA]ffD
PLAY
stand.
his partner, is due from the Coast. with local charily in each
Pittsburgh, March 20.
Leo Levy, Pitts- Play in question is 'Argentina,'
A first play by
New Haven, March 20.
livirgh attorney, has been -accepted written by E'lgar Allen Woolf and
The Union Theatre League has
for production by Philip K. Rossitcr. the late David Bela.«ro but ncvor
abandoned plans to operate here.
with casting scheduled to get under produced.
work
to
Alden
proposal
is
interested
in
either
Organization
the
way immediately. Piece is It Happened Tomorrow,' opening planned Playhouse, Studobaker or Goodman along lines of a subscription hody
on the theory that the show should and offered to bring a rertain
around Easterr
After a look at the original draft, be 'across the street' (half a mile) number of New York plays, with
Noithfr the- original rasfs, to .Shubert theatre
Ros.«i(er called In Frank Marcus to from the Exposition.
atre is refrigerated.
each season.
make some revisions.
,ald
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OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

Plays Abroad

s on

HEDDA GABBLER
spirit

the
boy.

tragedy breaks

LE TEMERAIRE

light-hearted

He

of

finds

In her bag
the terrible news to

name and address

Paris, March 11.
Comody of newspaper life In three ocls
by St. Henry Decoln, presented at the

Hollywood, March

the

her

and
her

debutante division, makes a bet with
a girl friend that she can make a
man propose tp her before another
day dawns, the wager being made
between sips from a flask In a taxi.
Marilyn thereupon flirts wltl^ the

Three Cornered Moon

19.

Nat Dyohea presenta Anna Q. INIIsaon Id
a play by Henrlk Ibmn. Adapted and dlcomedy In three, aata preaented at the
Settlnna derected by Toin Van Dyke.
Moroh 16 by Blchard Aldrlcli and
Dixie LpfMn. [Alfred D» Uagre, Jr.j written by Gertrude
Cast:
signed br Sogata.
Qeorglft BUd, S. M. Kerrigan, Anna Q- Tonbonogy: Ruth Gordon starred: CeolUa
.

I

must break
^
Nflsson, Flnts Barton, Colin Craig, Barrld Loftus featured: stagad by De Liagre.
At Vera's home her father, mother O'Danlels.
.On some pretext,
At the Mostc Box. Hollywood,
Cecilia Loftua driver, Coftes.
ftlmplegar
and old nurse are preparing for March lA.
John. Bldredge or other they ehtbr t^, shoe shine
Douglas Blmplegar....;
iBen Lackland and repair shop conducted 'by Tony
Kenneth Rlmplegar
their little girl's birthday. Tragedy
AchJUo
J^J'^^.^the^id....^
Dutcll
suddenly blights the happiness of
Martini, and there Dan Callahan, a
initial vehicle to propel.her
the
Aa
Landon
V,^'®
the little family. Not only Vera's onto the speaking stage, Anna Q. Elizabeth Rlmplegar
Ruth Gordon cop, is aiinexed. "that .modest chap
Paul Vertu
J*-,?""? life, but also her honor is gone.
Richard whorf is bragging about having bumped
Blanche-Montel
Nllsson has selected that venerable Donald
Qeorgette
Christian Dor
An hour later Vera slinks In, hlgh-wheeled bicycle 'Hedda GabMadeleine
two bandits who held up a drug
g?o°dW off
The
wrapped in Andrew's coat.
'
store nearby alid Is seeking the
antiquity of her
bier.'
The
very
carried her on to where she choice does a great deal to obscure
driver of the taxi which carried the
'Le Temeralre' la an amusing and current
and ,a new author stlckups.
^ manager
could get on shor?. The coast Is the view of Miss NUssoh s forensic
t*^®
sparkling burlesay© of life
^
T ~
i
and AnAnyhow, Marilyn invites the trio
newspaper same with brisk dialog clear for the happy end exception capabilities. And, after all, the sole have created a comedy amusing
^ ^
J-^allahan and^^Cortez— to
purpose .of this Ibsen exhumation enough to garner some success If
and exciting, if somewhat Incredible drew's marriage with the
display" the talents of the operating at moderate money.
situations, that are developed with to his rule.
real was to
makings
of
a
the
are
There
the
The title la derived from
erstwhile silent st^r.
Bklll.
this
in
picture
authoress
ofi
makihk
Ker
Bow
Is
eacli.
Tony..wants
good
wish
to be a
and
a
success
name of an imaginary and fantastic
was excelGertrude Tonkoriogy, employed
In a e^eat singer Callahan wants to. be
sensational dally paper— 'Temalre* play. The performance
'
falriTiSfa?V^l^t?i^?ltte
lairiy
ui^easy in tne tme pari, oui
V^,-.
made a detective, while Cortez just
lent throughout, Raday In the part
ineaning foolhardy.
"The hianagerlal U^^^g jyij^j-uy^. jshe has-an Imprelaurels were ac- showman s office.
reverse
whatever
exceptionally
gpodi
— the boy ,wfis;
M.'Duccdn, the author, Is himself of
duo are of the youttgef school. The ^^^^^ come over to hear Tony and,
Etelka t>ot,
Ra.^ qtiii^a should 1)e divided equally bea young Journalist who wrbte' his Und a younp newpom^r,
choice of play and the dl- show Is hardly a finished product, ajthough the cobbler is a bust, he
roi^ch promise In the part tween the
first playi -Hector,' a little over a showed
rection. .-Neither gave her the sup- but Is provocative of giggles and annexes Marilyn's. giddy aiint. After
year ago and had it turned down by. of "vera,
port that. must be expected for a should satisfy the average playgoer. ;dev)l(?'u9. events tlie .cop gets the dewas .
that It
ii
so many managers xnai
It has the grace of a comic third itecllve rating, by the commissioner
mtnma m:««ikirii?Kf sood performance.
finally presented to the-Dublic by a
Jl/llNDEN wThia is the first ttme iNat Dyches
somehow exhllai^tl^^^^^
himself, Cortez admits he Is the
FftNZ
_
dramatic association knoWn- as the
-^or a love thehie there is an old wanted, taxl mart, but the old police
appears, as a producer. Bankroller
('Money \a Not Everything )
•Bscholiers.'. With llttW or no herJ
expression! as the ba^lsi It ,cht«.khows hifti as a playlwy tired
is understood to .De Uoyd Wright, Ruffian
Budapest, March i.
aldln^g, 'Hector' created- such a sen^
Love
cah
is
not
so
one'
a
potato,'
|oi roin>aihg' the speaks, and trying
Miss Nllsson. A fairly Ms.
a. play in three acts. bj« Laazio Bus Pe- attorney for
aation). that within two weeks It
eat it. For the general set-up, his hand ht a Job. Thtit 'paves the
interestinc set Is seen and the Howwas tra^stertef to^the^pr^^^^^^
cSt^»?f ard Greer costumes are strlklngand the characters are mostly, members !way\for^th6 aimless glrf and the
^."ulipeKn''^' il
^tage of the Apollo- theatr^i The g^^^^^aui Javor. BUa G6th. Biia a6m>> nhowrnanlv
^f the Rlmplegar family, Who 'are ipswdo Chauffeur to try th* Wedding"
by
Diroctcd
playumply
reception of this second'
^'
b^apgi, qporiop, B«jnay, etc
more, or less looaey, which isueifests route.
^-.77
J-'t"
as -Mrsv Eivott^, -jj^g
Finis Barton,
expectatldns Tibor Hegedtis,
high
the
Justifies
^.j^^
Xoretto Shea and Santos Ortego
They are -In
does as mush^ possible vir^th^er i^o^fQpj^^^^ clrcumstanbes^ and re- lare'glv'en featured billing, although
.
aroused by the first one.
Evidently there is a vogue for lines; J. M. Kerrigan Is a^xrt as^j^^
Paul Vertu, owner of .'Le TemBrooklyn. Three boys and neither Is known on Broadway,
is
part
principal
Hedda
s
pod as anyone could be as
eralre,' Is arrested for some shady plays In which the
g,gtgr Elizabeth have had college That the-Show is a dud Is BO-B'O be-ana;
contribtoan
-a
husband; tod Dixie Loftin
fiut before acted not by a. leading
deal and cll'sapj|;>ears.
educations,
but none has even tween ithe play and the cast. If It
perforin,
going away* he appoints jQeorgette, leading woTpan, as of yore, but by
'
thought of work or thfe family ex- Is still on the boards. after the first
*;S!^?^V,^i?K®??^—
'But a« thfe puyers wallow in chequer. No father In this house- week U will surprise.vany nunjber of
his beautiful young secretary, as the-.backgroimd*; The interest Is not an66..
_~
n n1 .MSB mIk m# nA«*l#VB«avi Ann
^ n AVPAV*
A ..^^
Iv€€
.first nightcrs.
edl'tress-In-chlef ip his absence, cehtered In the jprlnclpal characters, a slough of seriousness that never ^.i^
which he Imagines .will be a matter but In the types they represent and captures the audience's entire at
Mother Rlmplegar Is an easy-gotentlon.
of only three or four days. Geor- I'the types tjl^t surround, them,
:{ng woman, able to absorb any
'Moriiey Is Not Everything,' vdry
ette is deeply in love with Plno.t, f
amount of bantering from her brood.
one of jthe repcixters,. and: ^rles to-, cleverly staged on a single set rep
She is inore nutty than the younginspire him' to make a sensational resenting the cross-section of a
Isters, however, and has lost 100 G's,
'Comedy< in- 'throe acta- presented ~at the
scoop which would make his name; Budapest apartment house some
ithe whole estate, feeding a stock- Liberty -March 18 by .Paul B. Martin; wrltthe presenter.
San, Francisco, March 16.
and establish their future,
iwhat a. la 'Street Scene* shows peo
imargln account. Like the snap of a iten by A. ^. Minor; staged by
„
K®^'**
Although Flnol is incapable of pie and events, of 1933. They, are
Thl» was .opened by mistake. It's whip, that brings the Rimplegars to
Mii«d"H«^diev
rising to the o.ccaslon, chance fa- typical and topical, but it was far a speedy way for Its author-angel- the realization that they all have to
fj^^^Jrt BaktVr.V.V.\\V.\V. .7 Edgar Neisoi
Intention
to
make
author's
to
him.
(Gecll)
Vors
Great excitement is from the
Kathleen Lowry
actor Johnnie Patrick
get Jobs or starve.
Gloria Sprague
Nourse
Alien
B.
are
They
life.
Kenneth Ritchie
caused by the attempted assasslna- them as bitter as
drop a few thousand bucks quicker
And they
bringing
' do go to work,
Ann Delgnthon
Geraldlne Keith
tion of a King visiting Paris, but soaked in a pleasant syrup or numor than he can holler
'sponsor.'
i"
in pittances, not enough to provide
a^rfon Brchards
(Patrick and U square meal for the fiock. It la IvancM^ou^.V.! V.V.I V.7..Bni^
the act of the weuld-be murder Is and bright lines, and make excellent
Cecil and Sally
Donald Foster
frustrated: by One .Chariot, who dls- .entertainment.
Helen Troy) are a radio duo who've through the advice of Dr. Stevens Eiuot wuiiams
appears ^n ..th^ crpwd as.fft^t as he
A score of pleasant and humorous been highly popular on local air that some sort of order comes Into
iban, wantl^ neither recog^tlon nor, characters center round a -seen- lanes. Theirs has been a sponsored the home when he takes a room to
Comoletlnr a trio of shows ofglory as^e happens to b^.a ticket- better-days glrl.who can't get a liv- air existence for several years until help out on the bankroll. The doc fered kv new presenters and new
of -leave, man..
;lng as a high school teacher, for the bankroller faUed to renew last gygggsts that Donald, an aspiring authors
.
week. 'Masks and
last
Georgette rtish^ to the solution which she Is qualified, and finds a month.
noveUst who has Just moved In, also faces' relighted the Liberty, long
of the mystery by concluding that Job as a servant Instead. No one
So Patrick oUed up his typt ^rriter get himself a Job.
dark to legit Saturday night. The
her reporter-lover is the modest may know ^who she really Is. The and- without any previous stage exDonald and ISllzabeth are engaged, ^ouoe looked 'refreshing for its years,
hero.
She rushes out an 'extra* janitor's nephew, professional foot- perlence dashed off a little thing he They are planning suicide for a L,ut "the show was hardly that and
with a sensational account of ball champion and simple mechanic, -named after bis radio act. Piece thrill when the news about Mom its .Kid for success quite mild.
Flnot's heroismThe latter be-, falls in love with her and saves her did one week In Oakland and ran hosing the b. r. In the market is
The writing is good workmanship,
comes the. man.i'pt the hour, .and; from the insistent attentions of her smack into the bank holiday. With brought, although Donald hadn't vet
the play is largely conversapharlot is happy-^p connive In the master,
an unscrupulous rake, holiday still on it opened at the thought about suicide since the time tlonal with little comedy content
Imposture, haying reasons of his Through some mistake the girl falls President, starting poorly and rap- he flynked in algebra. He is con- Lna Wo great dramatic force. One
cash
own to keep out of th0, limelight.
of
Plenty
the
ground.
and
Idly losing,
[under suspicion of theft,
yinced that he must contribute by or two characters were nlt-wlt and
When; V^rtu te sentenced to long footballlst claims her as his fiancee In newspaper afia, billboards, etc., going to worJc, after one of the boys from
their performance, the actors
Jmprisonment, Flnot J§ appointed in ordisr to save her. The mistake doing, five matinees (in hopes of the faints from under-nourlshment; but sensed that
In his artistic set-up won't permit it.
to guccteed him as Director of 1^ is cleared Up, the girl's identity Is I kids) and five nights a week.
piay revolves around an attracTremeralre.' With his head quite revealed, unscrupulous master hum- fOif two weeks and an inevitable ^he way is paved for Donald entertlve woman doctor. Frances. Ballou,
turned by publicity and fame, the bly apolpgizes and noble girl gener- loss. Sunday, night, there were 23 jng- a publisher's office. He strolls
a ns'ychlatrlst and from her there
ex-reporter proves his Ingratitude ously forgives him, and her ship customers .dowrnstiMrs and
"P- to the river and writes a paragraph i- nilnlv about love which she says
sto Georgette by trying to get her
comes in the form of a position in 4 Which gives a rough idea.
in the last stage of
| instead.
}a a sickness
out of the way.
He is about to girl's college as schoolmistress. But
Right then Donald. Is on his way Lyhich matrimony Is recommended,
Cast was competent and first two
isend her off on lome journalistic meanwhile she has learned that acts fair. I^trlok had some pretty out of .Elizabeth's mind and heart,
l^lso that love is fantastic and
mission when Ghax^pt, pressed for money is. not .everything, that pro- good situations in his script, but a and Doc Stevens' quiet pursuit of
ridiculous.
ready cash, shows up and spills the feisslonal football players and me- little professional collaboration her affections goes on to a successpp Rallou is called to attend Gerwhole secret, demanding a heavy chanics sometimes have hearts of! might have resulted In a play that fui climax.. She likes the doc and
wife of a rather
aidlne' Keith
price for his silence.
[didn't read like a high school Uhe Is thrilled with the promise of a Utralght-iaced banker.
gold.
Mrs. Keith
Georgette keeps her head and
good meal. One of the sons gets the |g neurotic possessed of an obsesRecording the plot so briefiy can- drayma.
flaves the honor of the paper.
She not 'give an adequate Idea of the fun \ Direction was by John Fee. Pat- news that he passed the bar examl- gion that she is in love with anoutwlts Chariot.
Next Georgette and fascination of a clfeverly con- rick and Miss Troy without any nations and things look brighter In Lthter man. De Witt, the husband,
shows Flnot up to himself and Utructed, bright play. A capital cast stage experience, were fair. Balance Uhig confused and confusing househad noticed a change as, for inwalks out of .his life and office did everything to make a success, of cast recruited from local legit hold.
stance when he kissed her she
forever
Ruth Gtordon is starred and Clssle Leeme^l to think that the caress
Marglt Dayka and Javor were well included Nornjan Flel«l.^^^^
Despite the lack of plausibility In capt in. the principal parts, but chief Northcuttj; Helen Audlffred, Ralph Loftus
featured.
Miss Gordon, came from another. Yet she canJiOCK.
plot^ the artistic perfection of the
Tomson.
wliose comments are sometimes In not na^e this shado'v^ lover.
honors go to ^illa Gombaszogl In the Bell and Peggy
production and the consistent build
the vernacular and. sometimes in
part of a cook, and Csortos in the
t^© 'faidy doctor advises that the
Ing up of Interest with unexpected
the clouds, supplies no little of the coupig separate for a time, but first
of an erstwhile lawyer
moments of real emotion Intersperse character
show's fun, though her mien is sol- must discover the identity of the
Who has arrived at the last stages CantMI^ -iUUl JeSSel CUt
Ing the comedy scenes, have placed
°* supposedly few man whom Mrs. Keith has taken to
__
,
of down-and-outness. Reviews were
,
oti
_x
this play In the list of the season'd
herself through some sub-conscious
not so .,good, but. box-office and
Short years. MIss' Loftus is a corking
NeWaiK
successes. Mile. Montel was a most
She hasn't If*
cliolce as
— —»
be
_ the mothor>
out
to
—
a>W
HeV turns
•
process.
word-of-mouth reputation are exhappy choice for the difficult role cellent,
Eddie Cantor ?ind George Jessel s played so well since her earlier schuyler Ewtng, the family lawyer
of Georgette and Constant Remy
percehtagP flier In Newark, prior to stage days. As the mother of the for ativen years and a bachelor. Dr.
.and Claude Dauphin have likewise
cure
for
Rimplegars
has
a
she
a
for
taken
aback,
'|2
rather
road|:Bal1ou
Is
one-niter
resuming their
added to their laurelsj
everything, her advice generally beIs in sight with EWlng,
qhoV
snoy toiir in New Orleans next ing. 'Take off your shoes, go up- romance remains
home
in the Keith he
EWlng
Paris, March 9.
v/eek, lasted tv{0 days ana tnree
y^y^..
\^
^^^^
^^^^
ab
^j^^
husband
with
II^.^^j^
baaublan
operetta-spectacle,
A
^
^
Tisztelete a Kivetelnek
only,
»rformancea only,
bretto by MM. Barde, Varenne and Dela^ performances
self an alcohol rub.'
The cure works
sentlng himself.
mare and music by the Hungarian com('Exception to Rule')
Richard Whorf as th6 noar-nov- quickly", v^lth the wife quite anxious
The Cahtor-Jessel show was
Preaented at the
poser, M. Ixiuls I^ajtal.
doctor, for the banker's return. Previously a
Budapest, March 2.
Theatre de I'Empli^, formerly a music hall, booked to open at the Shubert, New- elist, Brian Donlevy as the
A short play In five scenes presented by with Salnt-Granler, Andre Dubosc, Alcover, ark Friday matinee (17), but post- Elisha Cook, Jr., and Ben Lacldand friend, back from Russia, was first
Capuclnes,
Chariot
EJnot . :
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Andrassy-ut Theatre, Budapest, Feb.
WrHten by Elemer Boross, staged by
Cast; Etclka Dan, Raday,
DnJbuUat, Barsony, etc.

Islvan nnrson.
Ilon.i

The Andrassy-ut theatre, which
started life as a cabaret, tends Increasingly to the production of
short plays as a feature.
Tliere
have been several Instances in
which full-length plays were compressed to an hour and a half, tlie
time limit of the second half of
the program, and experience shows
that most of them have gained In
tlie process.
This was the case of Elemer Boross' 'Exception to the Rule,' which
has action, drama and humor. During Its 90 minutes the author races
from charming comedy to deep
emotional tragedy, and back again
to a reconclliatory happy end.
It's about an Irresponsible young
marn-about-town who is convinced
that he can have every girl for the
asking.
When he meetis a reaTly
Innocent girl he thinks he has
proved his rule by captivating the
;g!rl..
Vera consents to go on the
river fPr an afternoon's outing with
Andrew, and he, thinks he has al-*
ready 'won her. But there' Is some-*
-thing in the girl that keeps him
iWlthIn bounds. The boat Is upset
,l^md^y^ra disappears.

The. sinister

Gaudln, Adrlon Lamy.

Although

those Imaginlary
Is nevertheless a
pleasing operetta which has caught
on from the start and Is due for a
run. The good taste and sumptuous manner in which the production
has been mounted Is particularly
noteworthy in these days of obviously pinched presentations.
Lajtal's music, especially the languorous waltzes, is reminiscent of
Franz Lehar in their tunefulness,
smooth rhyhtm and dramatic quality.
Where he deviates from Lehar
is in the more modern rhythms such
as the foxtrot, blues and tango. But
these, again, lack anything distinctly new from the creative standpoint

kingdoms, Katinka

and show American influence.

The

'Three Cor- guspected as being the mysterious
all good,
while, al- mental lover.
is worth
He, however, adores
though it probably will be viewed Mrd. Keith's sister Gloria. Who for
with a dilTercnce of opinion. 76ce.
some unexplainable reason had lived
with a nonentity in his absence.

as the sons,
nered Moon'

Doned the start till that evening
any startling when the matinee advance sale
music and, with a amounted to only $2Q0, which was

lacking

originality In Its
story of one of

story

insignificant

com-

|

refunded.

Friday night and both Saturday
performances fared little better.
Rather than stay out the week and
take further loss, the William Morris office called

the

Newark date

off

Some of the acting held attention,
with the c?ilm assurance of Enid
Romany making Dr. Ballou bellev-

MARILYN'S AFFAIRS
,

r?°T„l'l^
Mananeld

March

15

by

Wss Romanys appearance
and brunet beauty are distinct asWilliam
her performance
former Juvenile, is back and

P-rTr'-^'pa^ftVa^^^^
John
'

'

-rUten^^by^Ar^^^^^
1

after the Saturday night show.

Miuise Isets to
Roselle,

Marilyn RoyUen

Loretio siioa

It was claimed by the Newark
?oTy ^M"a';L7n(.\\\\\\\\\\\staniey"M\r7ot'^
theatre management that the town Dan Callahan
Lynii Edwards
Santos Orteea
The Cortez
Is too close to Times Square.
Georee Junior
M^^r York »h<>.»...>
a.A« In
In the dailies
.faiiioc Robert Culver
theatre ads
New
viola icane
ji„rie
wiiiiam
are read across the river, and the Adoiph Bierkmeyer
Tavior
Commissioner Hammond.
Hammond .. .Gcorce
George Taylor
Cantor-Jessel show dldh't look uke
a bargain to the natives at $2. in
They tried this trick in a little
comparison.
theatre called the Sutton Place under the title of 'Cinderella's Brothcrs' and that is where it should have

does well as the banker. Liked too
were Gordon Richards as the lawyer
and Edward Broadlcv playing the
butler, once headmaster in an Eng-
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No chance on Broadway.

remained.

opunni

'

Napoleon
refoience to xsapo
There was reroience
and captains of Industry being addieted to brandy and purple ink. But
that doesn't matter and neither does
_

I

I

TAB-FIUI POUGY
pared to the music. Georges XX,
Akron, O., March 20.
the king of an imaginary country,
Civlc, formerly the Grand, dark
is driven from his throne by a revo-.
lutlon. He fiees for refuge to some several days, has returned to stage
members of his family in Swltzer shows and pictures, presenting the
land. There he becomes enamored Wiimao Players, musical stock, beof Lola, a music hall dancer, and tween features. Policy will be concpmpllcatlons arise with Pedro,
and 20 cents
Sylvie, the grand- tinuous. With prices 10
Lola's partner.
Civic, in the past years, has tried
duke's daughter, who truly loves
lout half a dozen different policies.
(Continued on page 50)
is

|

loee.

the play.
|

High Mark for Tibbett
Birmingham, March 20.
ducer were optimistic In partlBest day's business for a visiting
ally recasting the semi-professional
player Une-up and bringing In a attraction In many a moon was
new director. But 'Marilyn's Af copped during the one day concert
fairs' tells an Improbable yarn un
of
„ Lawrence Tihbott .it Temple last

Unknown

author and new pro-
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^thire^i' no lauehs
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mean much
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This is close to
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SEATTLE STOCK STARTS

B'way Grosses Regain Half Losses

FOUR-STAND ROTARY

Of Moratorium Week; Tink;

Seattle,

March

20.

Dramatic stock is back In Seattle
a year, with American Producers, Inc., company opening Sunday at Moore theatre.
BilUe Van Every, formerly Iri'pictures with Educational is leading
after lapse of

That Broadway

is

emerging from

Shows

the slough which accompanied the
moratorium, was plainly indicated
last week, when grosses recovered
about 60% of the business volume
lost during the week of March, 6,
when all New York banks were
first two days (13-14) were extremely bad, so much off that two
Wednesday (16)
shows folded.
when It was announced that the

in Rehearsal

Among

Four' (Times

woman; Alex Galium, who came

Square), Kenneth Nash.
'Champagne Supper* (Alvin),
Peggy Fears.

west with 'Tattle Tales,' leading
man.
Others in cast are Henry
Hall,
Fanchon Everhardt, Dora
Clemant, Lloyd Perry, Victor Carroll and Marion Sterly, Leo Wendland,
George Routh and Leon
Cluff.
William Walsh is director;

'Secret

closed.

'The Party's Over' (VanderGar Productions.
'Scandalous
Affair'
(48th
Fred Rath.
'Three Penny Opera' (Empire), Krlmsky and Cochran.
'Strange Gods' (Geneva Hall),
Wallach and Morrison.
Classic Players (Mecca Tembllt),

Street),

deadline for the payment of federal
Income taxes had been set back to
the end of the month, the boxFor the balance
ofllces perked up.
of the week trade progressively Improved and Saturday was described
as an old-fashioned weekend theatre surge, ticket agencies selling almost any location without the customers quibbling.
Five Shows Close

ple), religious sponsorship.

'Riddle Me This,' Hudson; revival.
'As Husbands Go,' Forrest; revival.

'Young Sinners,' Ambassador; re-

somewhat with the takings topping

vival.

$10,000; favorable mention in critical follow-ups should keep It be-

vival,

ings bit over $3,000; costs little to
operate.
'Design for Living,' Barrymore
(9th week) (CD-1,090-$4.40). Quoted
around $24,000 for bank-closed week;
better last week at $25,000; second
only to 'Strike Me Pink,' musical.
'Dinner at Eight,' Music Box (22d
week) (C-l,000-$3.30). After slow

'The Best People,' Waldorf;

low in

re-

San Francisco, March
First of 'Of Thee I Sing's' two
weeks at the Curran with $3.30 top
drew neat business, especially up20.

tion

up
of

and with but little competishow had no trouble running
This despite a tightness
that lessened as the week

$19,000.

money

went

on.

Moderate

ENGAGEMENTS

mer.

now

indeflnlte.

'Marilyn's

.

week.

Affair,'

'For

ford,

Services

(Complete cast.)
Georgette Harvey,

Rendered.'

'The

Party's

Over.'

Louis Prussing. Lee Patrick, Virginia Farmer, Audrey Uldgewell,
Mansfleld. Jessamine Ncwcombe, Averell Har-

Opened and closed on Wednesday
last

Fay Balntcr, H. Iteeves-Smith,
Wyatt,
Jane
Risdon,
Elizabeth
Katherine Gray, Henry Danlell,
Percy Waram, Leo G. Carroll, Lillian Kemble Cooper, David Glass-

ris,

.Noel

Four.*

Tearlo,

'.Socret

Among

Majority Rule

two-bits

to

76

cents,

top

Plan is for four companies to
play in Northwest for American
Producers, rotating, according to

Manager Wolf.

In Pittsburgh

Outdoes Desip'

.

Pittsburgh,

MILDLY IN H'WOOD
Los Angeles, March 20.
Town's
lone
legit
attraction,
'Hedda Gabler,' got started Wednesday at the Music Pox. With
Q.

Nilsson

starred,

modern

version of this semi-classic got a
fair start at the opening with Miss

Nilsson's picture friends seeing that
the vet player was given a good reception.
First four days garnered about
$1,100 estimated at $1.66 top. Local
legits are still wary of opening up,

shake

top.

political satire here.
House will be dark for three days,
reopening Monday (27) with 'Green

Pastures,'
fortnight.

20.

Hasty scramming of ;The Red
Robin' after laying an ostrich egg
reduced Chicago's legitimate fare
to two shows.
These are 'Family
Upstairs,' a tidy organization in
Sport Herrman's compact Cort, and
the Abbey Players, the season's Joy,
which is now Intent upon remaining
as long as business ehdures, and
business is enduring remarkably
well at the Harris.
Apart from this pair there are reports, not too official, of two or
three shows that will barge into
town when Lent's over. It may
again be pointed out that this has
been the historically worst legit season of all times. Two attractions in
March is irrefutable testimony.
Estimates for Last Week
Abbey
Players ^Harris
(1,084;
$2.20) (4th week).
Will stick in-

—

Phys

Fntnre
'Just

Portlant. Me., March 20.
The Jefferson theatre closed Saturday night after 36 years. The
famous old house, on the stage of
which practically all the outstanding dramatic and musical comedy
stars in the country have appeared,
has for the greater part of the time
been under the management of
Michael J. Garrlty.
A deal now being discussed is the
sale of the property, razing of the
theatre and its site used as an automobile service station.

stay for a

Mall order sale for this

Out,'

by Edward Bourdet,
by the Shuberts.

has been acqplred
Opened Ends Career Had
been held by

Rosalie Stewart,
she went to

when

RKO.

Another Persona I
Hit for

The last performance was 'Little
Women,' presented by Rowland G.
Edwards Players, a stock company
that has been occupying the theatre
since the early part of January.
The opening performance of the
theatre, which at that time was
considered one of the finest playhouses in the East, was Francis
Wilson in 'Half a King.' Joseph
Jefferson, for whom the theatre was
named, was present at the opening.

Business stronger, if
anything, right now than in first
two weeks. Smash $12,000-$13,000
trade at $2.20 represents a business,
as the company represents the artistic triumph of the local season.
Right now it wouldn't be overly optimistic to expect the repertory
Bryant's 'On the
troupe to stick through April.
Chicago, March 20.
'Family Upstairs,' Cort (C-1,100;
Lester Bryant and Edgar Mason,
Steady going
$2.20) (13th week):
and lack of competition helps. Near the latter a member of the shortlived 'Bride Retires' which expired
$4,000.
at the Blackstone a week ago, are
reported hatching a Chicago proEast for Legit
duction of 'On the Make.' They are
Hollywood, March 20.
trying to get the Great Northern
Leaving here last Saturday (18), which has been closed all season.
Ernest Truex Is bound for New
Edna Hlbbard, who was in 'Bride
York, where he may do a new play. Retires,' will be in 'On the Make'
Alternative is to proceed to Lon- if it materializes. She remained in
don where he may open in "Whlst- Chicago and did not go ^ to New
llng in the Dark' for Gilbert Miller. York with the rest of 'Bride Retires' which was returned on the
Equity bond.
NEWSPAPER dOMEDT
definitely.

may

which

is big.

but given up

March

20.

Hundreds of standees at both
Wednesday and Saturday matinees,
with a few SRO's for evening performances.
Show stays over for
three days extra, splitting this week
with Buffalo. Could have remained
the full week.
Unwilling to risk post-effects of
recent bank holiday, Sam H. Harris
office cancelled two- night stand in
Columbus this week, as well as onenight each in Akron and Youngstown for 'Of Thee 1 Sing' to keep

House Joe Jefferson

IN CHICAGO
Chicago,

March

Biggest smash of season 'Of Thee
Sing' at Nixon last week, with
close to $29,000, better even than
'Design for Living' at same $3.30
I

'HEDDA GABLER' OFF

with the ground giving a
every now and then.

ONLYZLEFT

45

'Sing' at

Stage hands in one of the
theatres housing a cut-rater on
Broadway were warned by the
manager to keep quiet because
they were disturbing the audience out fi'ont.
'Well,
there's more of us
back here than out there,' one
of them cracked, 'why should
we put ourselves out?'

Sunday openings, planned. Prices Anna

Make'

'

Truex

Theron

Bamberger,

legit

p.a.,

ton

was

news-

his first play. Barco-author of 'Wonder Boy'

paperman,

it's

produced last season by Jed Harris.

Publix Mgr. Goes Stock

Des Moines, Iowa, March

20.

Peterson, former manager
of the Garden for Publix, is opening a dramatic and musical stock
with the Neale Helvey company at
the President, March 26.
Company of 21 was formerly at
the Waterloo, Waterloo, Iowa.
F. R.

Land, "Variei}f"
"Nick Long,

Margaret Sullavan replaced MarChurchill in 'Dinner at
Eight.' Latter quit to go to London.
Alice John has Josephine Hull's
part in 'American Dream.'
Roberta Robinson was forced out
of the number one 'Of Thee I Sing'
In Newark last week, ordered under
the knife for apppendix removal.
She was replaced by Betty Allen,
who came on from the 'Sing* company in San Francisco by plane,
being succeeded by the understudy.
Gale Darling.
Miss Robinson, in
private life the wife of Walter
O'Keefe, Joined 'Sing' when Grace
Brinkley withdrew to wed a kin of

Tim

Sullivan.

Ashton Steoens, "American"
"Agile and gravitation defying Nick Long, beams and
gleams and is the liveliest
twinkle In the whole show.
Piece makes mistake in going
Short on Long."

Chas. Collins, "Tribune"
"Mr. Long is a dancer who
can teach the famous Clifton

Webb

Week

of

March 20

adelphia.

Tucson,

'Broadway Rhapsody' Salisbury, nix, March
N. C, 20; Hickory, 21; Henderson- March 24-25.
Knoxville,
villc. 22; Ashevllle. 23;
'Of Thee
Tenn., 24; Chattanooga, 26; Fort
Ogelthorpe, Ga., 26.
'Cat and Fiddle,' Lyceum, Rochester, March 20-22; Capitol, Albany,

March

23-25.

'Cavalcade'

(film),

National,

Washington.
'Counsellor at Law,* American, St.
Louis.
'Encore,' Wilbur, Boston,

Ariz.,»

23;
I

Curran,

San

Francisco.
'Of Thee I Sing,' Nixon, Pittsburgh, March 20-22; Erlanger, Buffalo,

March

Has
a^

re-

cham-

pion high Jumper."

March 22; PhoeSan Diego, Cal.,

Sing,'

several steps.

markable elevation,

'Green Pastures,' Royal Alexandra, Toronto.
'Hamlet' and 'Caponsacchi,' Liberty Hall, El Paso, Tex., March 2021;

—

the only

guerite

Current Road Shows
Abbey Players, Harris, Chicago.
'Another Language, Forrest, Phil-

Jr., is

personality
in
outstanding
the production with his superb style and dancing
prowess."

CAST CHANGES

goes producer with 'Man Bites Dog,'

stairs,

musical picked up and went over
$l.'i,000; expected to last into sum-

'Goodbye Again,' Masque (13th
week) (C-700-$3.30). Little change
In attendance, with takings around
$5,000 or a bit less; percentage show
and even break.
'Late Christopher Bean,' Miller
(21st week) (C-946-$3.30).
Closed
strongly, with the pace around $5,000; percentage of recovery about
same as others; was in doubt, but

ager.

begins immediately.
Lochbller is a Detroit

Frisco Grosses

Henry
for
'Counsellor-at-Law'
smash near capacity Duffy
at the Alcazar has Otto Kruwith gross topping ger in leading role. Latter not well
further improve.
and, though show is
here
known
'Far Away Horses,' Beck (1st
about best it
week) (CD-l,118-$2.75). Presented well liked, $6,000 is
Another week.
do.
Independently (Sidney Harmon and could
Grand Guignol Players in third
James R. Ullman); written by
at the forlast
week
probably
Michael Birmingham and Gilbert and
Exploitation
mer Green Street.
Emery; opens tonight.
weak and take is off to around
'Forsaking
Times $1,000. 'Cecil and Sally' featuring
All
Otfiers,'
Square (4th week) (D-l,057-$3.30).
radio duo by that name had a
Drew better trade, with estimated the
poor week at the President and
pace close to $9,000; may make go
folded.
of it.
'Hand In Fog" produced by Louis
'Gay
Divorce,'
(17th Macloon due into Curran April 3.
Shubert
(M-l,305-$3.30).

with Seattle Times, publicity direcand Andy Gunard, stage man-

tor,

a newspaper comedy by Don Lochbllder and Arthur Barton. Casting

field.

start, dramatic
late last week
$16,000; should

week)

and house; Dan Lussler, formerly

nights.

.

yond subscription period.
'Dangerous Corner,' Fulton (22nd
week) (D-913-$3.30). Got by last
week; slightly improved with tak-

Wolf manager for company

E. J.

from

'Masks and Faces,' Liberty (1st
week)
(CD-l,202-$2.75).
Opened
Five shows were withdrawn last Saturday night to mild reception,
Saturday and one is definitely slated and chances doubtful.
The weekend closoff this week.
'Melody,' Casino (6th week) (Oings included 'Music in the Air,' 2,166-$3.30). Gross for bank-closed
Alvin and •20th Century,' Eroad- week overestimated; was $13,600;
hurst, which stopped Tuesday. Both last week up $2,00,0, which, too, was
are attempting to resume however. 50% recovery.
In addition, 'Walk a Little Faster'
'Music in the Air,' Alvin. Withclosed at the Selwyn along with drawn after Monday last week,
•Our Wife,' Booth, while 'Marilyn's blaming refusal of unions to act in
AfCalrs' opened and closed at the emergency; had started 19th week;
Mansfleld on the same night. Listed may resume this week.
'One Sunday Afternoon,' 48th St.
closing this week is 'American
(C-969-$2.20).
After
Dream,' Guild. 'One Sunday After- (6th week)
noon,' which stopped at the Little, suddenly closing at Little resumed
popped up at the 48th Street Friday here last Friday (17).
'Our Wife,' Booth. Closed Saturafter laying ofC. 11 days. Last week
Three-Cornered Moon' bowed into day after playing three weeks;
the Cort and appears to have a 'Champagne Supper' due to follow
chance, but that does not go for next wcgIc*
'Run Little Chillun,' Lyric (4th
•Masks and Faces' which relighted
week) (D-l,406-$2.20). Improved,
the Liberty.
There are 27 shows current this with the takings close to $6,000;
week, five being cheap ticket re- about even break for colored cast
vivals.
'Strike Me Pink' went fur- show; considerable gratuitous plugther into the lead, getting $30,000. ging in dallies.
'Saturda" Night,' Playhouse (4th
Nearest musical to it is 'Take a
Chance,' which grossed around ?17,- week) (CD-963-$3.30). One of few
'Design for Living' the only shows able to cut with crew drop000.
ping
one man; about $6,000; imdrama at $4.40 top holds to great
money at $26,000 last week placing provement slight.
'Strike Me Pink,' Majestic (3rd
it second to the musical 'Pink.'
Broadway's
(R-l,700-$3.86).
week)
Due next week: 'The Party's Over'
(postponed),
Vanderbllt;
'Cham- leader; went out in front further
palgne Supper,' listed for the Booth; with gross at $30,000; capacity Friand Saturday nights.
'Escapade'
and 'Hummin' Sam' day
'Take a Chance,' Apollo a7th
(colored), houses to be announced.
week) (M-l,720-$4.40). Picked up
Estimates for Last Week
smartly recovering about 50% of re'Alice in Wonderland/ New Ampace; gross approached $17,sterdam (8th week) (C-l,702-$2.20). duced
000 mark.
Splitting week with 'The Cherry
'The Party's Over.' Vanderbllt.
Orchard'; business improved; 60%
Set back until next week.
of drop during bank- closed week
'Twentieth Century,' Broadhurst.
regained; $12,000.
Stopped after Tuesday last week;
'Alien Corn/ Belasco (6th week) was in 12th week; plans for resum(D-l,00O-$3.3O).
Betterment here ing considered.
about same as others and may fully
'Three Cornered M«on,' Cort (2nd
come back this week; gross ap- week) (C-l,043-$2.76). Opened late
proximated $14,000; one of leaders. last week; some difference of opin'American Dream,' Guild (6th ion, but liked generally with chance
week (CD-914-$3.30). Final week; to stick.
just spans subscription period with
'Walk a Little Faster,' Selwyn.
little money otherwise; about $8,000. Closed Saturday; originally played
'Autumn Crocus,' Morosco (19th St. James; 16 weeks; business down
Percentage
week) (CD-893-$3.30).
around $7,000 for name revue.
of come-back higher than for most
Other Attractions
others;
went around $6,000 last
Shakespeare theatre (Jolson's)
week; virtually same pace as pre- Shakespearean revivals.
moratorlum.
'Raw Meat,' Provlncetown; writ'Biography,' Avon (16th week) ten by Homer Little and Myla Jo
(C-830-$3.30). Frisk Saturday trade; Closser; opens Wednesday (22).
$8,000; picked up two-thirds of the
moratorium drop and date Indeflnlte.
'Both Your Houses,' Royale (3rd
week) (D - 1,118 - $3.30).
Upward

VARIETY

23-26.

'Pigeons and People,' Colonial,
Boston.
'Rasputin'
(film),
Erlangcr-Columbla, San Francisco.
'The Piccoli,' Plymouth, Bo.ston.
'When Ladies Meet,' Chostnut,
Philadelphia.

Carol Frink, "HeraldExaminer'^
(Headline Item)

"NICK

LONG,

JR.,

STOPS SHOW OFTEN

WITH HIS DANCING"
Management: LOUIS

SHURR

•VABIBnrS'
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FOREIGN

LONDON OFFICB

8 St. Martin's Place, Trafolcar Square

London Show World

SHOW NEWS

Csblo AddreMi TARnTTT, LONDON
Telephone; Temple Iter OMl-SOie

Trust HiDions Back

Australia

Return of Reinhardt
March 11.
Val PufnoU and Henry Shcrek
made a Hying- trip to Berlin to give
Ijondon.

By
Philippine Baritone

A

the once over to 'Gluckllche Relse'
("I'leasant Journey'), a musical by
Kunnoke. curi-ently at the Kurfurstendam theatre, where It Is proving

one of the season's hits. Show Is
wanted to replace 'The One Girl," at
the Hippodrome, which is not likely
to stay more than the eight weeks
guaranteed.

March 9.
months ago,
Success in Italy Dr. Behr, noted Vienna producer,
but a newcomer to Berlin, had to
Milan, March 9.
walk out of Deutsches theatre, with

Jose Mossesgeld Santiago, singing
under the name of Jose Santiago
Font, made his third appearance in
a week In tho part of Sparafucile In
'Rigoletto' at the Scala theatre here,
and has been a great success. He
Golden Wedding
The parents of Hassard Short will won the coveted Caruso Scholarship
wedding of New York two years In succesgolden
their
celebrate
anniversary in Lincolnshire. Short's sion, and was recommended by
mother is 80 and his father 84.
Maestro Romano Romani of New
York, his music master, and GattlFox Seeks S--*
Casazza.
In London real estate circles there
Font is a FiUpplno and known
la a report Fox film is seeking the
In Manila as the 'Philippine Caruso.'
lease of a West End theatre suit- A year or two ago he
sang at the
able for conversion into a picture
Roxy in New York.
bouse.
He is now engaged for the Scala
till
April
27
of
this
year.
Bryson Loses in Appeal
James V. Bryson, late head of
Universal's British branch, lost the
suit he brought against the comfor wrongful dismissal.
Jury found he had been guilty of
igrave misconduct of the affairs of

pany

BUn MUSICAL

the company.

Two for One in London
Leon M. Lion has inaugurated the
plan of two for one for the continuation of the run of 'White
Parents Sleep' at the Garrlck. The
experiment Is being watched. They
do not take to sudden innovations
over here.

Nares for 'Ladies'

Henry Ainley is quietly rehearsing the role created by Owen Nares
in 'Double Harness' current at the
Queen's. This is due to a contract
which Nares made prior to taking
on the part, whereby he is to appear in the London production of
'When Ladies Meet,' in which
Marie Tempest will be starred.

To London Closings
Orders' closed at the
4, after five weeks;
also 'The Princess in the Cage' at
the Westminster after 10 days.
"Doctor's

Globe March

Old House Closes

The Borough theatre, Stratford,
Bast End playhouse which housed
many famous stars, closed March 4

FOR COLISEUM
London, March

20.

London, March

.

The

with Gaumont Company, Ltd., with
William Gell staying as. managing
director, and Simon Rowson getting
directorship, instead of joint man-

aging directorship, as expected, is
another point illustrating the internal bickerings in Oaumont-British.

At the Pavilion
Five newcomers at the London
Pavilion week of March 6. That is
not counting the Ray Aster's Famous 12 Star Band, and the return
of
Sherman-Fisher 16 Pavilion
Beauties, who in the last few
months have played here frequently,
but are now settled here for keeps.
Karavaeff,
Russian
whirlwind
dancer, is fair.

The Four Harmony Kings have
been around for a few years, and
still little different from their debut days, but as they have never
played this house they are a nov.elty.

The Three Baldors, Continentals,
whose opening novelty is a collapsible piano, are three acrobats with
a flair for other people's material.
Their two best bits also are done
by the Three Sailors.

Maldie and Ray scored laughs,
but the response of the finish was
disappointing.
Clifford

and Rhode, English man-

woman comedy

team, lack material.
Ray Astor's band, replacing Billy
Cotton, and picked here from a private audition, will gradually develop
into a good class outfit.
Leicester Sq.
Five American -acta comprisingthe March 6 bill of Leicester Square.
and Jerry are
Marconi
Russell,
^
the newest of the batch, having

been here only abotu,t a month. Team
were encouraged to do two encores.

for the most Illustrious of German
stages and the cradle of Max Rein-

hard t's fame.
Then, with no other taker, sound
enough, financially and otherwise,
young C. L. Dulsberg took the helm.
Young Dulsberg Is the son of old
man Dulsberg, head of the huge
Dyestuff Trust (I. G. Farben), and
one of the richest, most influential
men In Germany. His son has always been more interested in art
than business and, disguised under
the noni de theatre of 'Carl Ludwlg
Achaz' haa scored quite fair successes as an actor. Now he has set
himself some real job| and what
with a lot of good will and capability, a hefty bankroll and, last but not
least his alliance with such a sound
old showman as H. Neft (of Volksbuhne fame), there is evei^y chance
that they'll come through.
Max Reinhardt has promised that
he'll give more of his time and
work to the Deutsches theatre than
he used to. Anywayl they have Just
inaugurated- 'the new era with a
Reinhardt production, H. V. Hofmannsthal's adaptation of Calderon's 'Das grobe Welttheater,' mixture of a huge circus show, church

and philosophical pbetry,
the most famous and bril-

14.

Ahlers, 26, one of the leading European film and stage actresses, died here last night (13)
as the result of a concussion suffered in a fall while sleepwalking

in the nick of time.
Miss Ahlers, one of the leading
Berlin musical girls, came to stage
prominence in the lead of ' Du
Barry* which she played first In
Berlin and then In London. Several

DoUar Down to 80c

the

Anny

Anny

:

G. B. Differences
latest fusion of Ideal Films

(Melnl,

do it in association one of
or on his own. In the liant Reinhardt productions, well
latter case he would merely lease and often tried in Salzburg and
quite a sate bet for this premiere.
the house, probably.
The next one is to be a new author's
(Kurt Kluge) drama on the 1920 inAhlers Killed
dependence flght in Karnten.

recently. Doctors say she had been
overworking, anjrway, and her conRevue Cast
dition was against recovery.
Edward Chapman, Douglas Byng
Miss Ahlersr a German girl, has
and Frances Day to star In a new been appearing here in 'The DuChariot revue which goes to the
barry,' for the lead of which she
St. James's, which Is doing nicely
at the Comedy, may revive public was imported from Berlin. In that
Interest in this type of entertaiin- play she climbs through a window
to. a balcony, and her maid told
ment.
police that she recently attempted
Major Problem
to climb out of her window at her
Harry Major, English revue home while asleepi, but was saved

chestra.

backer

Paris Tourists Find

'Coffee King'), $60,000 out of

Stoll,

Chariot

Writer, responsible- for the forthcoming production of 'Music in the
at the Phoenix, around the
middle of March, is waiting to get
a $20,000 bankroll from one of the
Joel family, who is sponsoring the
ehow.
Major has thus far paid a
month's rental for the house at the
rate of $700 per week, and has also
expended around $2,600 on scenery
and settings. Cast lined up are all
locals: Olive Gro/es, Lucy Loupe,
Jack Leopold, banny Lipton Trio
and Horace Sheldon and his or-

financial

of

pocket, things looked rather black

willing to

with

after 37 years.

Air,'

his

Vienna

Sir Alfred Butt has been In dally
conference with Sir Oswald Stoll for
the past week on the matter of taking oirer the Coliseum. Butt offered
to buy the house about a month ago,
buttio deal yet.
Situation now is that Butt wants
to put a show into the house and service
is

Eric Gorrick

Berlin,

When, a couple

South Africa
By H. Hanson
Capetown, Feb. 2.
J. Kalusky hcus just returned from
a tour of the studios in Europe,
and states that a company, called

Paris,

March

10.

Americans in Paris had a lot of
laughs, but mighty little fun, during that bank holiday.
True of
Americans in London, and else
where in Europe, too but the bit
ter laughs seemed to have been
centered here.
No one could get any cash.
Checks, money orders, bank letters
of credit none meant anything.
Hotels, even the most polite and
swank hotels, didn't want to offend good guests, but 'one must
protect oneself, monsluer.'
Then things loosened up a bit and
things really be^an to happen. The
two biggest American banks, where
most tourists and American show

—

—

people go, accepted dollars, but at 20
francs per dollar, and while certain

their first-release pictures in Empire, Sydney, opening with 'Central
Park,' 'The Big Stampede' and 'Hey,

Pop' on the one bill.
Warners couldn't come to terms

with the combine, and, as is believed here, decided to go alone. Information was secured to the effect
that if the present venture is a success other theatres In each State
will be sought.
Universal signed this week with
the combine.
It
is
unofficially
learned that O. T. were getting
pretty low on pictures, and the Universal contract will help them. Two
U releases will go into the Sydney
Regent at once.
Diplomatic notes continue to pass
between Paramount and G. T., but
business has not yet eventuated. It
is expected that both concerns will
come to terms at any time.

Brighter Outlook
malsons announced to one and all
So far as this year has progressed
that dollars were still acceptable at picture trade has
gone solidly ahead.
the full 26 francs rate, but the It is contended that the first
half
American banks in Paris quoted no of the year is always brighter In
more than 20.
Australia than the latter end.

Minor Product

Owing

TWO ONLY SO-SO
LONDONPLAYS

to the

disagreement be-

tween

exhibitor and distributor,
pictures so far exhibited have not
been very outstanding. Yet in tho
majority of cases boxofflce busi-

ness has been remarkably good—
particularly with British pictures.
Now that the disagreement has

been practically settled and distributors

are

releasing

their

biggest

features,
business likely to go
London, March 20.
ahead, say the Industry's big men.
'The Lake' at the Westminster
Public to Judge
has been showing at the Arts TheDan Carroll, m. d., of Prince Edatre Club and did well enough to
seemingly make a° West End bow ward, Sydney, has secured the
screening rights of the semi -local
advisable. It's a tragic play beauproduction,
'The Cruise of the
tifully staged and acted. Play's un- Bounty,'
and will long-run the pic-

happy theme may preclude

its suc- ture.
however.
Local censor objected to certain
'Gay Love,' at the Lyric, has a native dances in 'Bounty' and orconventional plot and some excel- dered scenes deleted. Carroll now
lent atmospheric comedy. First act figures on Importing natives from
is interesting but degenerates into the South Sea Islahda, where picbathos.
Margaret Bannerman, In ture was taken, and using them in
the original dances as a stage prothe lead, was warmly received.

cess,

Suc-

cess for this piece, also, seems
Universal Pictures
the British
doubtful.
(Pty) Ltd., has been formed to distribute and exhibit British and
Continental films in South Africa.
Soviet Filma^ Drifting
Kalusky declares bla company Is
entirely Independent of any other
(Continued from page 13)
in the country.
and African Consolidated groaning was pretty sure to have
Theatres carry the same slogan. the same physiological effects upon
Kalusky says his company has American or other audiences.

log.

&

MOM

secured 'Maedchen in Uniform' lor
Foreign Versions Plop
South African showing. Kalusky
visited Philips Radio factory at
Many Russian film trusts have
Einhoven, Holland, and it has been
an eye
weeks ago she signed a contract decided that the British & Uni- been making pictures with
market. Their counto do the same part in a Paris pro- versal Pictures (Pty) Ltd., will em- to the foreign
try Is so badly in need of foreign
ploy these machines.
duction at the Ambassadeurs.
balance
foreign
to
its
currency
Too Many Cinemas
Several of her German films have
been popular in the United States.
Capetown
and trade, that such attention to the
Johannesburg,
Both Paramount and Metro were Durban, the three principal towns, outside market is understandable.
considering her for America at the have too many cinemas, as ^gainst So far pictures produced especially
time of her death. She made a the population. The newly erected for foreign consumers have failed of
It
was pictures
Metro screen test several weeks ago show theatres represent a seating their purpose.
capacity that is a strain on the
Moscow spectators
pleasing
to
that was favorably commented on. population,
even to fill the houses
also
generally speaking,
at least twice a week. The amuse- which,
ment spending capacity in each pleased New York and Berlin specCrock's Return
town is not of a high rate, com- taitors. The common human deBerlin, March 11.
pared
Jowith overseas, with
nominator is not so much different
Grock, the musical clown has now
hannesburg putting oyer the bigger under the dictatorship of the pro^
announced another comeback, rea- percentage, and
to secure some reson probably being the cruel slicing turn on capital invested in palatial letarlat from what it is under behis bank roll suffered In a recent cinemas it is necessary to se- nighted capitalism.
Only when Soviet Russia begins
film venture.
cure practically capacity business
throughout each vtreek. To depend to manufacture films acceptable to
on the town itself does not pull its own audiences will it find aubusiness, whereas the outlying subUnder capitalist
Hazel Mangean Girls have been urbs are catered to for by their own diences abroad.
around for quite a few months, but theatres.
conditions the mere fact of keen
are still welcome.
Cole Brothers,
competition forces producers, no
muHolland.'
This
Hooic
of
'Miss
here third time in four weeks, are
matter how intellectuallzed and exabout the most aggressive of recent sical comedy of another day, is beperimental, to consider their auimportations, but they love them ing produced by Philip Levard at
here like that. June Carr, assisted the Empire, Johannesburg, with a diences. They can't force pictures
local
chorus.
cast
and
down the public's throat. Here, unby Joseph WagstafE, has a miscelJohannesburg, showing fortunately for both the producers
Metro,
laneous dance offering. Interspersed
with comedy. Wagstaff Is more than 'Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,' and and the customers, competition is
the average pianist. The act should doing well.
Abstractly,
practically eliminated.
fare well.
Jewelers all over country offer- of course, the audience Is taken
Nina Mae McKinney, here in ing good prices for anything gold,
fourth and last week, has estab- due to South Africa going off gold Into consideration. There Is much
lished hereself In London.
A. C. standard. Many finding old heir- to do about bringing culture to the
Astor, the ventriloquist, who played looms, ornaments, etc., and turning masses. Practically, however, things
America a few seasons ago, has a them Into cash.
are too often rammed down unwillnew vehicle with two dummies, one
ing throats. There Is little danger
a baby, giving him a chance to do
of a producing trust or a director
crying bits. Act Is new and when
ENTERTAINMEIIT AS ADV.
going bankrupt because his work
worked up should be In demand.
The Hague, March 10.
didn't take with the public.
DeSecretary Woltman of the Carl- mand la far In excess
Disc Playing Rights
of supply,
A Bristol hotel Is being sued by ton Hotel, Ltd., of Amsterdam, is government subsidies are never
the Gramophone Co., Ltd., for play- sailing for America on April 6 to withdrawn, nobody's livelihood is
ing one of their His Master's Voice sign up talent for the winter seaendangered, and fine academic verrecords In public without their au- son.
thorization. This will be a test case
Carlton Is one of tho leading biage, if sufficiently studded with
to decide the rights of record manu- European hotels, but has never citations from Lenin and Stalin,
facturers under the copyright act splurged on entertainnnent.
Now covers a multitude of sins.
of 1911.
So" Russia had better looU to Its
the idea Is to start some publicity
rolling in the United States, bring 'New Masses' won't save them. It's
Ethel Levey in Film
the old masses the audiences at
Ethel Levey is to be featured in a talent over and in other ways at
Warner Bros. British production, tempt to attract American tourist home and abroad who must be
biz.
served.
They want to be thrilled
singing three numbers.
,

—

.

Sydney, Feb. 21.
Warners Alone
Finally refusing to sign with
General Theatres, Warners, in conjunction with Ron Shafto, will play

—

As a

'flesh'

show the censor could

not object.

Big Exploitation
Paramount will send out 13 complete road shows for 'The Sign of
the Cross' in Australia. One com«
plete outfit will also be sent to far
away Batavia to open there in

March.

A

—

real chariot as used in the
original production—will be driven
from Sydney to Melbourne, 700
miles,, prior to the opening.
Charles Munro, joint controller of
T., Informed the trade that Paramount, United Artists, Columbia
and Universal were all practically
in agreement to supply the circuit
with pictures. The rejection clause

G.

win allow a limited number of pictures deemed unsuitable for Austrabe refused exhibition.
The censor refused permission for
the screening of 'Farewell to Arms'
at the Prince Edward and the appeal board has upheld the censor's
lia to

decision.
Picture had been advertised as a long-run feature.
It la
now possible that 'Farewell' will
never be exhibited here.

In many quarters the present
censorship methods are considered
far too drastic, and it is more than
likely that appeals will be made to
the government to ease the restrictions.

Panegyrics in the
fUm laurels.
and entertained and carried away,
not merely uplifted by socialist lectures.

Russians close to the film industry know this and admit it. There
much talk about humanizing
their pictures and their theatres.
So far the words have not been
sufficiently matched by deeds. 'Ivan*
is

and '26 Commissars' are painfully
generalized, as if the producers forgot that audiences In theatres will
look at them after a hard day's
work at the factory bench. Even
the more successful one 'Counterplan' CVstrechny") for instancerepetitious,
are
endlessly
slow,
without respect for the onlooker,
who must sit through the repeti-

—

tions.

Russian audiences come to the
theatre to look for romance and
stimulation.
There Is no reason

why they should

not find these
boons In pictures about Soviet construction or peasant collectives or
the now social line-up. When they
do find it, film customers outside
Russia will find It as well.

I.ITERATI

Tuesday, March 21, 1933
Fox press agent, also an ex-U.P.
man, and his wife, Rob Eden, forArthur Pound's novel of New mer police court sobbie, were sent
Corner,'
is to Long Beach on special stories by
Tork Hfe, 'Around the
Many other film people
centered In 'Variety Street,' a name the U.P.
The

Best SeUers

offered to help gratis.
Frequent extras Issued by the
dailies proved a heavy expense, sm
display advertising in the Issues,
nestled
between
the
Variety' Is
ptage doors of Loew's State and the due to bank holiday, was at its
liyceum theatres. The phrase has a lowest point in years.
dual meeting because, in the words
Knopf's Hot One.
of the author, it starts with a pawn-

shop and ends with an employment
agency, with a church and a school
In between. It Is one of the most
varied blocks in the city, for In addition there is a juice Joint, a hamburger shop, theatre ticket agency,
a short order restaurant, cafeteria,
several other types of restaurant
from the red ink places to a real resort of good food, not to mention a
waiters buy their
place where
dickeys and uniform coats, two hotels, and a wig shop.
But Mrs. Stanley's restaurant,
where much of the action occurs,
has moved over to 8th avenue within the last few months, after years
as a fixture. The book comes too
late to help the low cellinged eating place, in which two other enterprises have since failed.
Found knows his Times Square
sector and his coloring is unusually
correct; accurate and without the
tinsel with which, less informed authors seek td* dress up the locale.
His people live and have their being
In authentic atmosphere, get to the
stage via the radio, and act as normal habitants of Variety street do
act.
They are interesting and hu-

man.
But the book
depression and

the story of the
too close to the
period itself to make the best reading.
Like the war story, it comes
beet after the. period has been
passed.
little overboard on distells

it is

A

cussion and works to a weak finish,
but otherwise it's a nice job and
will be read with interest by those
who are of the street and those who
would like to be.
Which should
supply a pretty good supporting
clientele.

Alfred A. Knopf has dropped a
bombshell down upon the
publishing field. His competitors are
getting into gas masks for a return
barrage.
Knopf has come out with the announcement that he is going to give
books to bookstores on a consignment basis, paying all shipping and
express charges back and forth.
Bookstores are to work as his
agents, display his titles, report on
books sold, and remit monthly. Unsold books may be returned. Bookstores have only to pay for books
If

is made how personal delivery can be made in every
town and hamlet, and at only a

a year.

German

nudist

mags are preten-

tious publications, and carry loads
of advertising matter pertaining to
nudism. Attractive feature of the

German nudist mags, and not employed by their American countertype.

Is

illustrations

in

duplicate.

These viewed through a sterescope
give depth to the pictures, and the
principal

reason

mags are

so

«n the other

much

why
in

the

nudist

demand over

side.

Quite likely 'The Nudist' would
go well here, too, could it be conveniently gotten.

By

($2.50)

Girl"

books outright when Knopfs ar-

rangement entails no outlay to them,
and that's what they expect from
the other pubs.
Mr. Knopf's argument is that as
long as he can remember, booksellers
have complained that they were
forced to carry a disproportionate
amount of the risk on books that did
not sell. In devising his agent's selling
plan, he has decided to let the public
judge whether a book will sell or
not. He makes the concession that
a bookseller cannot sell a book that
the customer does not want and admits that his plan is a scheme.
Publishers insist that no radical
experiment in the last fifty years
has succeeded in the book business.
The Doubleday, Doran dollar book
which was to have revolutioned the
industry was an acknowledged fiasco.
One publisher argues hotly that all
that Knopf's plan means is the

Lewis

By Sylvia Thompson
By Tiffany Thayor

($2.50)

Non-Fiction

By Ely Culbortson
'Culbertson's Summary* ($1.00)
By Ely Culbeitson
'Contract Bridge Blue Book of 1933' ($2.00)
'100,000,000 Guinea Pigs' ($2.00) By Arthur Kallet and V. J. SchlinU
'March of Democracy,' Vol. 2 ($3.50) ...By James Truslow Adams
By Walter B. PitUin
'Life Begins at Forty' ($1.50)
By Gilbert Scldos
'Years of the Locust' ($3.00)

Each company
ing the president.
gets throe members on the stockholder's committee.
The Appleton plant and warehouse will he used, and Rutgcr B.
Jcwett, of Appleton's, will be the
Dana H. Ferri^v of
editorial head.
the Century, heads the educational
book department.
The two old companies holtl many
valuable rights and the combined
list

Nature Faker Dead
Louis T. Stone, managing editor
the Winsted
that Connecticut
of

'Citizen,'

died

in
fa-

Mag

Sports N.S.H.
publishing venture of

ume by Claude Beatty and Edward day book
Anthony; the

latter co-author

Frank Buck

of

'Bring

with

'Em Back

Alive.'

This is not the usual novellzation
of the picture script, nor is it a
popular priced print, the volume being tagged at $3.50. For once the
film probably will be of greater help
to the book than pie reverse, though
it is probable that book could find
its

market on

its

own.

—

plates.

Clancy editing his mag himself.
Helping him get out the monthly is
J.

W. Ossman.

biz.

Charles King Dies
Gen. Chas. King, 89, only Army
man authorized to wear five campaign badges, died in Milwaukee
March 17, indirectly as the result
of a recent fall in which he fractured his shoulder blade.
Many years ago he came almost
immediately into recognition as an
author with 'The Colonel's Daugjiter,' which he followed with 'Between the Lines,' 'Marlon's Faith,'
'Captain Blake' and many others,
his total score being in the neighborhood of 60 novels.
All were stories of Army
chiefly in the southwest, and

lowed pretty

prompted

a Jamestown

tion of

Paul L.

lad,

Vittur by name, and for two dollars
he offers C4 pages of advice on how
to sell the dead parking space.
Another new author - published
book is 'Chicago, Yesterday and Today,' by a Chicagoan, Felix Mendelsohn, who hopes to cash in with his
book on the forthcoming exposition.

The Mendelsohn volume
illustrated affair in

a richly

is

a limited

edition.

Rival 'Tec Authors

Willard

If

Wright

Huntington

makes good

his frequent threat to
Van Dine, that other
part of him which writes those bestselling detective novels, EUery Queen
will likely replace him as the bestselling American scribbler of the
kill off

S. S.

murder-and-search

Queen

Van

is

tales.

Even now

selling nearly as well as

Dine.

Like S. S. Van Dine, Ellery Queen
Queen's pubis a pen name, too.
lisher, Stokes, takes great pains to
guard his real identity, going to the
length of fitting up <iueen with a
mask for his every public appearance. It's a good gag, but doesn't
hide the fact that Ellery Queen is
really Manfred Lee, former press
agent.

Shorter

Magazine Guild, which

recently

acquired 'Singing and Playing' as
the first unit of a string of

proposes building up,

is

mags

it

changing

the publication's title with the forth-

coming

mag

issue.

New name or

the

will be 'Encore.'

'Singing and Playing*

was

estab-

lished in 1925, with Alfred Human
as editor. Human still in charge.

life,

folBeer Ads
the same genMarch edition of 'Vanity Fair*
he enjoyed a suc- contained about four pages of beer

comes

to

few modern ads.

Evidently the mag replated
for certain of its circulation, as the
brew ads did not appear in copies
Gold Braid for Scribes
circulated in New Jersey and elseOrganizing a new California naval where where anti-liquor ad laws, in

popular novelists.

militia.
Governor Rolph of that
state is handing out several of the
top jobs calling for gold braid to

important newspapermen.
George Hearst, oldest son of William Randolph Hearst, is head of
the unit, and among his aides are
E. Manchester Boddy, publisher of
the Los Angeles 'Daily News;' Norman Chandler,' son of the owner of
the L. A. 'Times,' and A. T, Sokalow,
one of the Hearst L. A. attorneys.

More Art
Harry Donenfeld. who controls a
number of mag publishing properties, as well as a
organization, has

Prodigal Eats Veal

Praciico of numcroxis scribblers
publish
their
own works,
in almost every case by
rejections from the regulation publishers, throws many queer books on
the market.
Typical example is one just off
the presses, called 'How to Sell
Cemetery Lots.' It's the inspirato

much

eral pattern, but

cess such as

stronRtliens the lineup.

Solo Pubs

Nod

Brown, who was sports editor of tlio
old 'World,' has ended, with the sus
pension of his monthly, Interna
tional Sports.' The periodical lasted
but a few issues, the reading public

'Winsted' descriptive of the peculiar proving apathetic although the pubtype of nature story which was the lication was the most pretentious of
its knd ever attempted.
delight of the reading public.
Brown h.ad the biggest line-up of
It was Stone who created the now
standard vaudeville joke about the sports-writing names ever gathered
cow which gave ice cream when it for a single publication, with every
was frostbitten, and he invented the sports writer of repute contributing
hen which laid an egg on her mas- gratis out of friendship for the
Didn't help,
ter's bed each morning and then former sports writer.
woke him up to tell him about it. however, which probably means
Originally the stories were written there will be no other attempt at a
as filler for the paper on which he general sports mag.
started as reporter, but their wide
Thayer's Singleton
copying indicated a market he was
Unusual example of a best-selling
quick to supply, and he became
Winsted correspondent for many scribbler being too prolific for his
important city papers, sending in publisher is presented by Tiffany
stuff to liven the generally dead Thayer. Thayer can do two. or three
books a year, but his publisher,
Monday issues.
Apart from his first creation, the Claude Kendall, says he can't do
'Wild Man of Winsted,' he never Justice to more than one or two
sought to deceive, Jbut his pseudo- Thayer books per annum. Kendall
factual stories were always imag- permits him to turn over the surplus
inative and entertaining, and made to others, wi^h Liverlght getting
Winsted known wherever papers most of them.
What Kendall thinks of that one
are published In the English lanTiffany Thayer book a year is ilguage.
lustrated by the fact that each new
Thayer
novel is worth a full-page
Big Cats
'Times' book supplement.
Coincident with the film release ad in the
That's $1,000 worth of advertising at
of 'The Big Cage,' the Century compresentpany offers a similarly titled vol- one throw, and rare for the

handkerchief with perfume on it.
It
opens with a discussion of
They say this is Knopf's scheme of training methods, gives some of the
getting rid of his secondary books highlights of Beatty's adventurous
and all are expectantly awaiting in- career and reverts to his boyhood
vitations to the day of hanging at efforts at backyard circuses for a
All brightly written with
the scaffold.
finish.
the human not predominant over
pure technicality. At the back of
Fast Workers
These days the pulp paper scribe the book Is a sort of appendix of 69
not only has to work mighty much full page plates of training methods
but mighty fast. Editors are buy- and incidents. Quite apart from the
ing from hand to mouth, turning to film tie-in the volume is one of real
those men who can produce mate- interest to showmen and show lovrial
of the required type and ers.
A
length at very short notice.
Title Holdup
Monday morning telephone call
That new astrology mag promoted
sings out for a story of 40,000 words
to be ready on Wednesday and It by Paul G. Clancy was held up at
is.
Speed and output—or it's cur- the time of going to press with the
first issue, when Clancy learned his
tains.
One of the outstanding aces in title, 'Popular Astrology,' was not
the pulp paper fleld is Oscar Schis- free. Seems that a mag with that
Acgall, the baby of them all when it title had been in circulation.
comes to age. Maybe he's thirty, cordingly, the Clancy mag was held
maybe not In the past few years up until the title 'American AstrolSchlsgall has published close to five ogy' could be erubstituted on the

Solon Special
Casting about for. a means where
by it could offer its service at a
cheaper price, that WashingtonNew York organization which used
to offer a, daily wire information
service on legislative matters, has hundred stories in some thirty-odd
decided to publish the info in news
These include book
magazines.
paper form instead. New .sheet is length serials
and novelettes. He
called
'The National Legislative has also penned two books, 'The
Bulletin,' and goes out every SaturDevil's Daughter,' a mystery story,
day.
Accounts not only pending and 'Gun Justice,' a Western. No
legislation, but also expert opinion
ghost writer around but plenty of
on the probable outcome.
midnight oil.
Charge for the former dally wire
service used to run as high as $500
Thayer's Ginger
a year to each client. The printed
Tiffany Thayer, back with Ken*Bulletln' is priced considerably less, dall, goes Sabatini in his newest
and is by subscription only.
volume, 'An American Girl,' which
Heading the group getting out takes a picture troupe to a mythical
•The National Legislative Bulletin' kingdom where one of the troupers
Is O. L. Bdmondson, with headquarproves to be the legitimate qu'een.
ters In New Tork.
More than the usual action and
plot with enough Hollywood stuff
to kill the curse of the romantic
P. A.'s Cover Quake News
Shortage of newspaper men re angle. Boisterous and bawdy, but
quired to cover the wide area hit by he has gained in plot construction,
the earthquake in Southern Califor- so it's more of a story.
nia caused Los Angeles dallies and
'Twist' Film Edition
wire service ofTlces to ask fi&rmer
Grossett and Dunlap is publishemployees, now working at film
studios, to help them during the ing a new motion picture edition of
'Oliver Twist' in conjunction with
emergency.
George Thomas, WB-FN publicity the release of the Monogram pichead and formerly with the U.P., ture of the same title. Stills from
spent Friday night (10) as a rewrite the film are included in the new
man at the U.P. offices, handling edition and an illustrated Jacket
the quake news. Robert Burkhart, also contains production scenes.

Sinclair

..By Kathleen Norils
By Helen Hull
By Warwick Deeping

this radical

open road. It will also mean that
bookstores will be telling other publishers that there Is no use ordering

Co., Inc.

'Walls of Gold' ($2.00)
'Hardy Perennial' ($2.50)
'Eyes of Love' ($2.00)
'Unfinished Symphony' ($2.50)

•American

Merger or two of the oldest publishing houses, D. Appleton
Co.,
founded 1S25, and the Century Co.,
which dates back only to 1870, finds
(he Appleton interests in the lea.l
with the titlo of D. Appleton-Contury Co. for the new corporation
and John W. Ililtnian, of Api>l»?ton's, chairman of the board, W.
Morgan Schuester, of Century, be-

&

as reported by the

18,

Fiction

•Ann Vickers*

mean a

—

no explanation

American News

town he made
it sold.
scheme works, vit mous of uremic poisoning March 14.
fare-the-well to whole- He was the man who changed a
and book salesmen on the noun into an adjective and made

when and
salers

Only One Nude
dumping method of book distribuSole nudist mag over here is 'The tion. Another publisher adds that
Nudist,' published out of one of booksellers will be going into the
those nudist gambols at Scarsdale, book business without having to pay
N. T. Just a pamphlet in com- rent or help. Credit will be upset
parison with the German nudist and publishers and authors suffer as
mags, the publications of that type they suffered when the dollar plan
over there having been developed to was floated and sunk.
a fine art and business. However,
Publishers point to Knopf's col'The Nudist' has its quota of Illus- umn in 'American Mercury,' in
trations of mixed nudes, and In this which he confides to the public how
land of Inhibitions that's something. low his sales have been on titles
'The Nudist' can't go on the news- other than best sellers. In the 'As
stands, nor can it go through the I See It' for March, Knopf quotes
mails, which offers an acute prob- 988 copies sold of 'The Eagle and
lem in distribution. The publisher the Serpent,' a deplorable low. But
will, however, deliver it, although rival publishers offer no sympathetic

—

Best Sellers for the week ending March

lighted

will
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Appleton Dominates

jglven by the author to the block on
46th street, between 6th avenue and
Broadway, In which the office of

dollar
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'Variety' Block

publishing

affiliate

mag

distributing

formed

a

to get out

new
still

these states, obtain.

Chatter

Donald Gordon, who Is doing a
two-column book review for the
'Satevepost,' acts as sales analyst
for American News Company.

'Ladles Home Journal' has gone
In the May number, it is
opening a department titled 'Previews of New Books' to be edited by
Virginia Kirkus.
A dozen books
will be covered, nay, uncovered with
each issue.
'The kingfish,' a biography of
Huey P. Long, packed with dynamite, authored by Webster Smith,
published by Putnam, will be out
April 1.
Nothing to do with an
literary.

The prodigal son comes home. On two more mags.
The new one is the D. & S. Pub- April fool.
March 28, Creed A. Neeper of the
Keep that school -girl complexion.
Harold Llyod Corporation, will talk lishing Co., which will issue 'Paris
to the students of Photoplay Com- Art' and 'Studio Art,' monthly pub- The editors of 'Vogue' tell you how
position at Columbia University. lications. Editing the pair is Mrs. in a book called 'Beauty* published
Subject matter: Writing motion N. W. Hersey, who also holds the
sell.
Mr. Neeper Is a editorial reins on the other Donenfeld periodicals.
former student of Columbia.
.
pictures that

Art In

Low

It's

a Novel

^

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., seeks to
makes itself seon European art mar- correct the statement that the D. W.
Lack of American bids and Lawrence, 'The Virgin and the
kets.
scarcity of coin in Europe have Gypsy', is a compilation of miscel-

U.

S.

A. depresh

riously felt

brought prices down tremendously. laneous writings.
It's a novel which originally was
At a recent Berlin auction Lucas
Cranachs' famous 'picture of a publi.qhed by the house in 1930 at
young man' brought less than $1,700. $2.50 and Is now being brought out
as a dollar reprint.
A good Courbet went for $400.

Some

scripts and bibliophile rarifrom V. Sardou's private library fetched ridiculous amounts.
The one and only American bid, at
that particular auction, came for a
Benjamin Franklin manuscript that
went to Rosenbach, Philadelphia.
ties

by Condl-Nast, selling at $1.
can buy beauty for a buck,

If

you

it's

a

buy.

The

'Saturday

Evening "

Post's*

of book advertising has
adopted as its
It's
gaga.
slogan: 'Brush your brains once a
See your bookseller once a
day.
week.' And then what?
Anne Shannon Monroe of 'Singing in the Rain* fame, is out with
another in 'God Lights a Candle.'
Louis Untermeyer, the literary

campaign
gone

lion,
has Just emerged from his
mountain retreat where he hibernated to write 'The Last Pirate.*
Denver Club Elects
March choice of the 'Crime Club'
Denver Press Club elects Maurice
Leckenby pres.; Fred .Speers, vlce-p., is -Vancy Barr Mavlty*H new thriller
and Lee T. Casey, Sam Jackson, 'The Fate of Jane McKenzle.' Peter
Piper—
and he ain't the pumpkin
Edward D. Fester, M. F. Dacey and
Edward P. Lyon.M, directors.
(Continued on page 51)
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FEBRUARY MUSIC SURVEY

TOUGH DN

FEB.

Taesdaf, March 21, 1933

6HOW8 THE LEADING 8IX SELLERS IN SHEET MUSIC AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS GATHERED FROM THE REPORTS
OF SALES MADE DURING FEBRUARY BY THE LEADING MUSIC JOBBERS AND DISC DISTRIBUTORS IN THE TERRITORIES

THI8 TABLE

EXCEPT ON

COAST

6 Best

Sellers in Sheet

Music

Reported by Leadinc Jobber*

New York, March 20.
Music business for February not
only repeated the previous month's
failed to produce a
but
story
sad
new outstanding hit to serve as a
pacemaker for the trade.
Spread of the banking moratorium made Itself felt In the incoming
orders from early February, with
the indie jobbers, by the 16th, reporting sales 40% under the level
of the first two weeks of January.
Many major publishers welcomed
the national bank holiday as i
breathing spell from the ominous
outlook of paltry sales and frozen
dealer payments.
*
No indication of a pickup, however, with the reopening of the
money marts, dealers hoping for a
counter reaction with the general
spirit of optimism before undertaking to restock depleted shelves.
Sime state of affairs reflected in

NEW YORK
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No:
SONG— No.

yrhlle

Rudy

Valley again malhtaiiied top ppsitioii among Columbia's choice sex-

3

4
6

'My Darling'
'Moon Song'

'Little Street'

'Night and Day'

'Play, Fiddle, Play'

6

'Rockabye Moon'

'Rockabye Moon'

'Night and Day'

sales,

•Just

the

An Echo

division Rpbblna'
In the Yajley' enr

of

'Lombardo OrchO

d6^ness'.'

a 'strong

BRUNSWICK—No.

4

("Wayne King Orch.)
'You're Getting to be a Habit.
Me/ 'Voting and Heplthy' (Guy

With

BRUNSWICK— No.

S

BRUNSWICK—No.

S

Chicaigo,.

'Just

(IiQ0(ibar4o.

Firs'

an Echo

in

ths

VaMey'

(Binff

Crosby)
'Just an Echo
o^lto Orcb.)

in

the VaKey' (Ted Ft-

,:Crpsby)
.'Twenty. Million

People' 'Blue

Danube Waltz' (Wayne King)

.

'Darkness on thp Delta' (Ted Florlto
Orch.)

.

With 'Going, Going, Gone' (Guy Lombardo)

'Street of

Dreams' (Bing Crosby)

Lom-

bardo and Bing Crosby)
'Why.. Can't This Night G9 on For- 'Try • Little. Tenderness' (Bing Cros- 'You're Beautiful Tonight' (Guy Lorn*
b^tdo.Orch.)
by)
.eve.r7' (Casa LiomO' Orch:)
,
'Fiddlin' Joe,' 'Any. Tims, Any. Dny, 'Shuffle Off to Buffalo' (Hal Kemp 'Thanksgiving' (Casa Loma Orch.)
Orch.)
Anywhere' CMIlls Brothers).'
,

COLUMBIA— No.

'Pretending You Care/ 'The Whisper' Whiapsr >y altz' (Rudy Vallee)
(RUdy Vallee Orch.)
Susan'
(Mark Fisher
'Buy America,' 'Try a Little Tender- 'Black- Eyed
Orch.)
ness' (Ted Lewis)
'Moon' Song,' Twenty Million People' 'Try ai' Little Tenderness' (Ted. Lewis)
(Art Kassel)
'Heyl Young Fella,' 'Girl in the Green 'Chewing Gum' (Art Kassel), 'When
Hal' (Rudy Vallee Orch.y
the Morning Rolls Around' (Henry
Hall Orch.)
'He's a Son of the South,' 'Canadian 'Moon Song' (Art Kassel Orch.)
Capers' (Claude Hopklne^
'When the Mbrning Rolls Around' 'Look Who's Here' (Claude Hopkins
Orch.)
(Henry Hall), 'Chewing^ Gum' (Art
Kassel)

1

COLUMBIA-^No. 2

•

COLUMSI^^— No.

8

COLUMBIA— No.

4

COLUMBIA— No.

6

COLUMBIA— No.

•

March

90.

VICtOR— No.

1

'Night and Day/ 'Got

VICTOR—No.

2

'Girl in

of choice has .been lar? in recent
months, sheet music and disc best
fijeUers frequently being, far apart.
Business"^ ".during

.

FebrOary

VICTOR—No.

3

VICTOR- No.

4

VICTOR— No.

6

VICTOR— No.

e

It is
it was full of flaws.
pointed out that retail dealers do a
strictly cash business and cash was
scarce for a long time prior to the

moratorium.
Novelty numbers identified with
revivals

of

standards by name aggregations explain the fact that sheet music
leaders ' have been lightly repre
sented among the waxes of late.
After holding among the six best
of Columbia for seven months Art
Kassel's 'Hell's Bells' dropped be
hind, but another novelty ditty from
the same unit, 'Chewing Gum', took
its place.
Mark Fisher is a new releasing
artist for Columbia but not«a new
name to Chicago .that knows him'

from th& Edgewater Beach Hotel
His 'Black-Eyed Susan' sold well,
Claude Hopkins is also new to Chisellers.

Coast Not So Bad

Los Angeles, March

20.

Sale of sheet music during Feb
ruary was sprightly with the lo
cally
inaugurated liove in the
Moonlight' still on top.
Another
Charlie Kisco tune, love Is
Dream', is No. 4. Barely nosed out

was 'My Darling'.
Business was very good up to the
end of the month. After that the
bank holiday knocked everything
down about 66%.
Disc activity was slow, most sales
being in the standard and album

of sixth place

platters.

NELSON ON
Nelson's

L.

L

combo has been

set for the Pavilion Royale, Lynbrook, L. I.,, this summer, with May
IB the opening date.
Spot in previous seasons has been

by Guy Lombardo.

CAED CLUB

'Street of

'Just

an.

Echo

in

the

Valley'

(Rudy

Vallee Oxch.)

'Honeysuckle Rose' (Fletcher Henderson Orch.)
'Whisper WalU' (Rudy Vallee)

,

:

.

was

the. light

and

in the Little Green Hat' (Rudy
Vallee Orch.)
Dreams' (Ben Selvln Orch.)

'Girl

You on My Mind*^ 'Night and Day' (Leo Reisman Orch.) 'Night and Day' (Leo Reisman)
(Leo Reisman)
the Green Hat,' 'My Fraternity 'Moon Song'* (Jack Denny)
'We've Got the Moon and Sixpence'
(London Mayfair Orch.)
'Eadie Was a Lady/ 'You're an Old 'Farewell to Arjns' (Paul Whiteman)
'Love in ths Moonlight' (Gus Arnhelm)
Smoothie' (Paul "Whiteman)
'I've Told Every Little St«r/ 'The Song 'That's My Home' (Louis Armstrong 'Speak to Me of Love' (Don Bestor)
Is You' (Jack Deiiny)
Orch.)
'UnderniBath the Arches,' 'Was Villst 'Underneath ths Archss' (George Olsen) 'With All My Love and Kisses' (LonDu Haben' (George Olsen)
don Mayfair Orch.)
'Why Can't This Go On Forever'/ 'I'm 'Susanne' (Gus Arnhelm)
'Take Me^ in Your Arms' (Paul WhitePlaying with Fire' (Jack Denny)
man)
Pin' (George Olsen)

No matter
unquestionably bad.
which way the diamond waa held .to

orchiestras

'Moon SonsT (Art Kassel)

.

,

filled

(Wayne King)

.

•Moon Song* appears among VicBrunswick, and .Columbia best

Ozzle

impossible to determine the side responsible for the

.

sellers for February and places No.
This unanimity
2 on sheet sales.

^

is

Tonight,"rm Playing 'You're Getting to Be a Habit With
Me' (Lombai^o and Bing Crosby)
apd Bing

'Moon Sqng,'

'You're Beautiful
.

Running 'Rockabye Moon'
race for sixth pl&ce was

cago best

Where it

.

2

'Moon Song's' Double

local

,

S

Marks' 'Pity, Fiddle, Play'.

.

.

BRUNSWICK— No.

a;nd

tor,

the Valley'

both sides are mentioned:

BRUNSWICK—No.

stiff

February

in

.

spurt toward th^ end
managed to ease
•A Little Street Where Old Friends
.Meet' (Morris), leader for two, euficessive months, out of first place.
Also making fast progress aa the
month came to a close wag the isame
firm's (Robbins) 'Try a tiittle Ten-

Joyed a

^

sheet,

'Juat

^GoJhgi Going, Gone,' '1 Foiind My Ro- 'Moion Song'
Dance' (Guy
'mkhce ftfr 'Ten Cents

BRUNSWrCK-^No.;1

.

tette.

In

LOS ANGELES
'Love in the Moonlight'
'Just an Echo in the Valley'
'Moon Song'
'Love Is a Dream'

the Valloy*

in

3 Leatling Phonograph Companies Report 6 Best Sellers

Leo Reisman. On the prunswick
list the Lombardqs held fhres of the
best-sellers

CHICAGO
an Echo

Where Old Friendo Meet' 'Moon Song'
'Night- and Day'
'My Darling'

'Just

'Little Street

Side responsible for the major sales only are reported.

the mechanical fleid.
The only platter among the mechanicals showing a turnover of
Impressive proportions was Victor's
recording of 'Night and Day' by

rirsf fotir

an Echo

1

2

Going Places

HERE AND THERE

SNUBBING PRESS

Osborne and orch, which
No Oakleys for News Boys at
been at Roseland, goes into the
Weeks' Hopkins Opening
(Continued from page 12)
her hands on her hips she makes Village Barn, N. T., tomorrow (22).
San Francisco, March 20.
Replaces Joe Furst's band.
trouble and gets paid back In kind.
Hotel Mark Hopkins eliminated
Olive Tell has a batch of bracelets
all friee press tables for tomorrow
Band
Orpheus
Concert
of
43
muon her arms and talks in leading
night's (21) reopening of Anson
sicians organized In Rochester, N. Weeks' band.
Dinty Doyle, radio
lady intonations she Is a rich and
T., with aim of following Sousa and editor of the Oakland 'Post-Enlonely widow. Black is black and
Creatore organizations. Victor 'Wag- quirer" had previously received an
white Is white In 'Strictly Perinvite to the affair, and acknowlner, former conductor at the Eastsonal,' no dual personality prob-.
edged it with a short note. Hotel
man theatre, will direct.
in turn told Doyle they'd accept his
lems allowed to blur the characters'
check for reservations whereupon
gray.
George Heather and the Paradise latter did a burnup.
Miss Rambeau, who conducts a Club Revue floor-showing at the
'Weeks has a new deal with the
Lonely
California
Hearts
Southern
Green Lantern on the Saratoga- Mark whereby he draws a guarantee
Any
club, clinches the organization's Schenectady (N. T.) Road. Music plus percentage of covers.
rigid respectability as well as her by the Harmony Boys.
couverts maestro okays are charged
against him, while any hotel okays
own by wearing those peculiarly decent and frumpish garments known
are credited to "Weeks.

BusscV Dry

Cleaniiig

Will

lias

—

—

as 'afternoon dresses,' and by serving lemonade and large slabs of
layer cake to the members.
Miss
Jordan stresses further her own
flowerlike virtue by speaking in a
soft Southern accent, although she
explains
many times that she
comes from way far off in Indiana.
She doesn't say where she learned
to make up her eyes so effectively,
nor how it happens that one so un
worldly discovered Just where little
curls should be massed to do the
most possible good. Miss Burgess
can only sulk consistently to complete the Initial blackening of her
character, for she doesn't stay be
fore the camera long enough to go
into nice detail. Miss Tell ia murdered eventually, for her jewels, the
story hints, not because of her
elaborate acting at all.

New

Studio,

New

Deal

Mae Clark moved over to M-G-M,
Gene Gelger, Broadway cafe man
found she liked the place, went
recently out of the Alimony Club,
and Roy Turk, songwriter, are now to work in 'Fast 'Workers,' and is

presently proving on the Capitol
partners in a bridge club.
Pair have undertaken their hunch screen how very good it is for a
as a convenience to Tin Pan Alley's girl to change her environment.
At the Metro studio make 7 up and
card hounds.

hairdressing experts looked her over,
doped out a scheme to make the
most of her good points.
Miss
Clarke hearkened to them, and so has
become a, vastly better looking
young wonkan, frbmed at last as
handsomely as her own individuality
deserves.

Cincinnati,

March

20.

Heni'y H. Busse, one-time trump«

Paul Whiteman and who
has maestroed on his own in recent
years, took the Federal dry cleaning
spray here last week, listing lia^
bllities of (7,712 and no assets beyond exemptions claimed. Most oC
the unsecured creditors are musieter for

cians of Clncy, New Tork and other
with claims ranging from |12S

cities,

to $600.

Ed Fishman

of the Orchestra
of America, New Tork, la
of the bagholders foi^
A. J«
'Toots' Marshal, of Castle Farm,
local nitery. Is down for $600, rep«
resenting a loan.
Only secured creditor is a local
Canton Union- Cuts
lending firm which has a $600 plason Busse's benzine buggy. Thd
Scale from $5 to $4 ter
auto, with sheet music, valued at
Canton, March 20.
wearing apparel and wrist
$20;
Union musicians have made a watch, tabbed at $160, and $15,000
voluntary reduction in scale from life insurance, payable to his frau,
are
the
only assets scheduled.
scale
New
$6 to $4 a night per man.
effective from April 1. Union bandsmen believe ballroom operators will
give them more work under the new
Local orchestras have not
scale.
been much in demand the past two

Corp.

named as one
$760

on commissions due.

Now her make-up concentrates on
making her «yes important, directs
attention to them with artful accents of eye shadow and pencil and
the skillful mlmimizing of her nose.
Her hair line is raised above her
ears, further fixing notice on the
upper part of her face. The result years.
Operators, they claim, has been
is a younger, prettier Miss Clarke,
that they were able to get all the
in appearance, too, blithe and free.
Her smallrtlme dame role denies her traveling bands they want at the

former local scale.
the services of M-G-M's fashion
wise wardrobe department, but she
shows by the way she wears her
Another Prom. Off
cheap little cock-eyed hats that
she's going to be an apt style pupil
Easton, Pa., March 21.
first chance she gets.
The Lafayette College Junior
Muriel Klrkland parses through Prom, blgfrest social event at the
the picture, but doesn't tarry_lQDg college, has been called off.
enough to do more than suggest that
The Pickens Sisters, of radio
she photogr(ipha better than ex
fame, had been engaged for the
pected and that maybe she's a entertainment, as well as a New
screen personality.
York orchestra.

^yf

YORK

Tuesday, March

2'1,

M«SIC

1933
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Home

Out-of~Town Bands Start for

The way music

No legal way, copyright authorities aver, for the owner of a special
orchestration to prevent a station from broadcasting a phonograph record containing his arrangement. He may copyright it, with permission of
the original copyright holder, but that doesn't change the status of the
piece providing the latter is a member of the American Society and the
The orchestration may have all sorts of
station has a music license.
twists and furbelows but the law, say copyright authorities, only takes
Into account the original copyright.
Opinion was sought by a bandman who thought that this angle could
be used to restrain stations from broadcasting his records. He believes
that surplus airing of his dislcs, particularly by smaller stations, has
served to diminish both his radio commercial value and his record
dales.

Although the music publishing afnilates of the film biz have been
doing pretty well, all were notified of salary cuts along with every other
branch of the business. Famous (owned equally by Par and WamerB),
subslds Harms, Remlck, Witmark went through the B0%
and other
slashing on the same scale with the others.
Since Par's bankruptcy. Famous is now operated wholly by WB. This
move comes sooner than expected as Paramount, regai^lless, had planned

—

WB

to slufC ofC

Famous and

—

establish Its

own 100% -controlled music

subsid,

probably to be called Paramount Music Corp. The Par-WB co-ownership arose through Par and Harms originally being partnered in Famous,
that 50% Interest went to
but with Harms being taken over by

WB

Warners.
Joe Kelt, head of Keit-Engel, music publishers, declares that while
paid off in lOU's and tabs in Florida, you can't do that with the
R. R. companies, and he had to dig to get himself back from a Florida
vacash with his wife. This Is in refutation of a report that the MDS, in
consideration of Kelt's firm coming back Into the fold, had donated a
vacation trip for the music man.
Ijclng a publisher, Kelt couldn't refrain from slipping over a little plug
for one of his songs 'We're On Our Second Honeymoon', by quoting the
It was in celebration of their 17th annititle as applicable to the trip.
versary.

many

Bids to the American Society's annual meeting and dinner have been
sent out to the membership; March 30 is the date and the Ritz Carlton,
Y., the place.
Board of directors is suggesting that instead of spending from $4,000
to $5,000 on the affair, the Society hire a hall for the annual meeting
for around $75 and distribute the difference on the estimated cost of the
N.

among needy song

dinner

writers.

prom dates, due to the
bank moratorium, have come through with new orders for dance bands.
Only difference is that the schools have pushed back the events to late
May to allow the students time to collect enough coin for the payoff.
lindergraduates in submitting the revised dates, are not asking for a
.

Practically all the colleges that cancelled their

reduction under the originally stipulated prices.

RADIO FEES BRIGHTEN
SOC. DIVIDEND CHANCES

KVALE AT ARAGON
Gives Chi Ballroom 2 Bands

Cum-

mins' 6-Year Idea

Chicago, March 20.
Substantial pickup in remittances
Al Kvale and orchestra will augfrom radio sources since the lifting ment the Wayne King aggregation
Having
of the bank holiday has created a in the Aragon ballroom.
brighter financial picture for the So- two orchestras is partly to offset the
ciety and it is now practically cer- fact that the Aragon retains its
tain that a dividend for the first 60-90 cent price scale while its sis-

quarter of the current year will be
distributed" among the-ASCAP memMajority of the Society's
bership.
board of directors have, anyway,
taken the attitude that there would
be no passing up of a split even
were it found necessary to dig into
the reserves.

Even with the reopening of the
the income from theatres
showed no indications of improve-

banks

ment. Practically all the coin that's
been piling in the past week have
been radio station fees, with a
goodly part of it including payment
of the 3% tax on commercial programs.

Toronto Sets

Down

Toronto, March

20.

Because they played at a wage
rate lower than that set by the ToMusical Protective Associa-

31
member-musicians have
been lined by the union and suspended for 60 days.
Those concerned belong to Gene Fritzley's
band at the Savarin, nite-spot. and
tion,

Frank Busseri's orch at the Hollywood, nite club. Both bands were
charged with broadcasting at a
lower rate than set by the union.

One

of Fritzley's other orchestra.s

has gone Into the Savarin minus
Gene. Members of both bands were
fined $25 each, toll on the leaders
being heavier.
Ijocal musicians' union adheres to
the

old

scale despite that of its
membership of 1,600. 1.000 are rcputod to be out of work.

BAND LEASER ASKS

$980

Los Angeles, March 20.
Suit for $980 he claims still due
for playing at the Uoo.sevclt hotel
'

last fall,

has been
by Carlos

court
Peter

Hill,

Room

concession.

Municipal
Molino again.st

filed in

who had

the

r!'loi=i.'<om

Molino assorts that under his conhe was to receive $050 per
for himself and band. He asks
for
this amount,
plus expenses.
tract

week

Zagon and Aaron are attorneys
Molino.

B&K

Bernie Cummins, at the Trianon,
Is negotiating a five-year pact with
Karzas.

Robbins Sticks on Coast,
Campbell Mdtes Fast Exit
Hollywood, Mai'ch 20.
Jack Robbins was about to return
east after a two months' stay out
here when Louis B. Mayer suggested
that the head of Metro's music publishing afflllate better stick around
for another month, perhaps even

2 Bands for 60 Days

ronto

ter ballroom, Trianon, Is down to
40-60. Also, Karzao believes Kvale,
m.c, is a possibility
former
for a future build-up.

for

settle here.

Metro's Interest in the comeback

sales have
been spurting the past week
music publishers say mebbe
they see that corner.'
The musicers have long been
committed to the conclusion
that sheet music is not an essentiality but a luxury, and

most luxuries It suffers
with depressed economic conditions. While radio, etc., have
like

MILLS'

TAKEOVER

Irving- Mills has taken over for
the Lawrenec .Music Co., tliree numbers recently recorded by Glen Gray
and the Ca.^ia Loma band for T?runswick.
Tunes bfinj; given publicMticjn are
'Black Jazz,' 'Maniac's Ball' and
'Smoke UinRS,' nil three written by
Gene Gifford. the :ombo's arranger.

AFM

CHRYSLER,
Into

Affirms Stand Taken by
JR.,

READYING

Theatres First With
Smith as Soloist

Local 802 Is the winner In its
controversy with the international

Stanley

body over its recently adopted policy of keeping out-of-town bands
from jobs within the local's jurisdiction.
Upon the American Federation of Musicians agreeing to let
the local have Its way several
Romm's direction.
Son of the automotive head is bands are being routed out of New
presently organizing his combo and York for
replacement by
units
will have Stanley Smith, stage and
Court Order Haks
screen juvenile, with him as soloist. holding 802 cards.
Exodus was forced by the local
Smith recently had a band of his
Waft-Ont of Union
own at the Los Angeles Biltmore after starting a general inquiry to
find out whether the out-of-town
hotel.
were receiving 30% above
Musicians in Balto Young Chrysler in going jazzique combos
emulates another prominent social the local scale, as required for travand financial family's offspring, eling bands. As a result of the governing
Baltimore, March 20.
board's
Roger Wolfe Kahn.
drive in this direction Del Lampe has moved out of
Getting the law on his side. Jack
tlie Palais Royale and Julian WoodLevine, operator of the new family
worth, with a New York unit, has
time vaude spot. Auditorium, forced
replaced him; Hal Nagel has taKen
the spot made vacant by Happy
the members of the local musicians'
Felton at the DeWitt Clinton hotel,
union to work alongside non-union
and Joe Haymes Is reported slated
stagehands and projectionists.
to quit the Village Nut Club, with
Union pitmen walked from the
his successor unnamed.
house on the opening day when they
learned of non-union help backstage
MCA'a Position
and in the booth, but Levine secured
Policy put into eifect by the local
Remainder of the music industry
an order from the local courts forchas forced the Music Corporation
ing the union instrument annoyers is closely watching for develop- of
America into a position where It
ments from conferences now being
to stick to the house.
must engage New York bands to
Levine, however, in order to keep held by several of the major pub- fill
the hotel stands It books here.
peace in the family, switched later lishing firms in connection with the Booking
organization is also barred
to regular union men backstage and proposed working out of a separate
from bringing into New York out of
synchronizing rights deal with picbehind the picture machines.
town bands for commercial broadture companies. Underlying purpose
casting.
of movement Is to bind these pubClash between the international
lishers into a performing rights buand local dates back to the ManWB's
Helps Famous
reau of their own and to give the
hattan entry of Ted Weems and
film producers direct access to their
under MCA auspices, sevOn P-P Bankruiitcy catalogs at so much a year without Anson,
eral months ago.
Local opposed
the medium of John Paine, of the
these bands stepping into the PennM. P. P. A., now acting as trustee
Famous Music, 60% owned by for all publishers in his organiza- sylvania and St. Regis bitterly, but
President Joe Weber, on the appeal
Paramount-Publiz, remains unaf- tion.
of MCA, over-ruled 802 and arConferences to date have been ranged
fected by the P-P bankruptcy proa compromise. As a result
ceedings. Publishing firm Is under limited to Walter Clark, supervising of this intrusion
into the situation
the management of the Warners head of the Warner Brothers music by the AFM,
members of 802 elected
Brothers music group, bolder of the interests which takes in Harms, a new set of
directors whose camother half Interest, with the trustee Remlck and Witmark; Saul Bom- paign declared
for 'New York jobs
for the P-P expected to work out a stein, of Irving Berlin, Inc., and for New
York members.'
deal giving
complete control of Gustav Schirmer, of G. Schirmer,
the Famous firm.
ownership is Inc., Leo Feist, Inc., and Carl Fisher,
Inc., have been invited to join the
through Harms, Inc.
PHONO.
Warners' most recent general pay combine, but no definite assent has
slash Is not being applied to its pub- been given.
lishing affiliations, although these
EXECS
firms are under instructions to make
been negative factors, it has
been argued that Improved
general conditions would reflect Immediately in Improved
sheet music sales.

Owing

unsettled cafe conditions, Walter P. Chrysler. Jr., will
first take his band into the vaude
and picture houses under Harry
to

SEPARATE SYNC

RIGHTS BUREAU

50%

WB

WB

COL

OUT

AU

SWEEPS
TOP

MPPA-ERPI DELAY
some payroll reductions. The cuts
Chicago, March 20.
and the amounts are left to the
CoTumbla Phonograph top execs
music operating heads. Arrange- Tax Matters "Supersede Sifting of
Foreign Film Money Due
underwent a drastic change here
ment being worked out will affect
last week with Grlgsby-Grunow,
the salaries of all execs but leaves
Getting together of the Music controlling Columbia, doing the
untouched the envelopes of those
Publishers' Protective Association sweeping. Those exiting were H. E.
earning under |76.
and ERPI, to work out a settlement Ward, president and treasurer; A.
on European film synchronization E. Garnlze, assistant treasurer; Ray
money due the music men, will have Boaz and F. W. Telle, departmental
JONES PAYS FINE
to wait until the MPPA's account- heads, and Don Compton, viceants
are through with income tax president.
Report 2 More Leaders Due on
matters. Firm of public accounts
New Columbia proxy is GrlgsbyCarpet Lewie at Hollywood
retained by the publishers to de- Grunow's vice-prez, J. J. Ditzell. He
Reported that Isham Jones has termine the amount coming to them, will remain In Chicago, the home
paid his $1,000 fine for performing found it couldn't spare the time oflfice of Grlgsby-Grunow, but meanunder scale at Joe Moss' Hollywood from the more pressing tax matters. while R. E. Schiedell, newly apRoyalties due the publishers on pointed general manager and who
restaurant on Broadway, and that
the AFM has two other prominent these foreign picture versions has is expected to have the active runNew York maestros on the tapis for accumulated over a period of three ning of the company, will function
RCA Photophone has no from New York adjacent to the
similar punishment within the week. years.
obligations
on
the recording studios and the factory
Meantime, Ted Lewis, In going outstanding
into the Hollywood Wednesday (22), foreign music item as firm's prac- in Bridgeport, Conn.
swings the pendulum the other way tice has been to pay as each print
as Moss must pay plenty for the was released.
Canton Ballrooms
attraction.
Lewis is In for three
weeks, his only open time as he set
Dealers Pick Chi
.

—

of screen musicals called Robbins to
the Coast for his guidance as regarded spotting of songs in pictures.
Robbins missed the quake by a day,
having gone to Frisco. His English back his RKO dates when the Clevemusic pub associate. Jimmy Camp- land theatre situation closed up bebell,
who remained behind was cause of labor dlfflculties.
chased away from these shores after
being shaken up a few times. He
and Mrs. Campbell (Betty Balfour.
N. Y. Band Changes
English screen star), took the first
boat for England, departing In the
midst of the tremors.
The New York band picture has
shifted about considerably.
Johnny Johnson opened at the
BOSTON SALARY CASE
Hotel Pennsylvania in Ted Weems'
spot.
Felix Ferdinando came into
Boston. March 20.
Ted Moy. cabaret owner, in court the Village Eugene at 10 East 60th,
accused of non-payment of $150 to nee the Villa Vallee.
Will Osborne leaves the Roseland
(lancers and singers In his employ.
Ca.sc continued to Wednesday (22). ballroom to succeed Joe Fur.st at the
Last December Moy was fined $80 Village Bam. When Gus Van left
when accused of non-payment of the Barn to open at the Lido.
$190 to Ginger Gordon, mi.stress of Tommy Manahan's orchestra opened
cerenionio:
and seven girl per- with him.
formci'.«!.

As

Mai Hallett, completely recovered
and with a reorganized band, opens
at Roseland ballroom on Broadway.

March

26, replacing Gene Kardos.
Claude Hopkins' band remain.s.
Meyer Horowitz's Village Grove
Nut Club, holding Joe Ilaymes. will
see a new band opening there within
the month.

Band of the Toronto Irish RokIrncnt will be present at the World's
Fair at Chicago.

Bum

At Cleveland Booking

National Association of Sheet
Music Dealers have picked Chicago
their annual convention this

for

summer.
Selection was made via a mall
vote by the membership, over 60%
of the ballots naming the Loop.

SLUG&ED Am) BOBBED
Night after the band closed (15)
at the Pcnnslvanla hotel. New York.
Merle Connor, second trumpet with
Ted Weems. was found on the
.street unconscious from a beating
over the head and robbed of money
and other po.sscsslons.
Though he escaped a fractured
skull. Connor will be kept In the
hospital for a week or two under

Canton, March 20.
Local ballroom operators are complaining

they're

the

object

of

a

by Cleveland band bookers.
that the bookers are aware
of the opposition fight between two
ballrooms here and have been
boosting the price of bands when
both dance spots start bidding. The
operators are no longer paying big
crossfire

Claim

is

money for Cleveland orchesfi':^.
One band was recently contracted
to play hore for $125, but learning
that the other ballroom also wanted
the unit, contention Is that the price
was raised to $225 and the original
booking was cancelled.

$16,000 JUDGMENT
San Francl.sco, March 20.
Catton. opera and concert
booker, has secured a judgment for
Ted I^f.wis opens at the Holly- $16,250 again.st Fred Scott and his
wood Restaurant on liroadway to^ wife, Audrey Farncroft, both singmorrow ni^ht (22) for an indeflnite ers. Judge Roche gave Catton the
stay, rf-placlng the Isham Jones unit. judgment In lattor's suit for 20% of
Lewis doubles as m. c, which lots pair's earnings from contracts he
Harry Hoso out.
claimed to have obtained.
Jonc'.s and his men lay off jjcndlng
Miss Farncroft Is ox- wife of Al
an attempt to .settle tliolr difficul- Fried, music odltor of the 'Chronicle'
with
the
ties
governing board of whom she dlvorcrd la.st year, later
Local No. «02.
marrying Scott.
ob.scrvation.

LEWIS TO M.

C.

Tom

TIMES SQUARE

VARIETY

so
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New B'tvay

News From

Brooklyn grroup starting first actual work on a beer park. Flatbush

the Dailies

This department contains rewritten theatrical

I.

Grace Moore, who was robbed at
Miami recently, gets pems back
when thief is pinched there with
$500,000 loot.

new

959 by Ames Real Estate Trust, of
Esther Mulr. screen and stagre ac- Boston. Former producer guaransuing Boston Jeweler for a teed the rent of the Colonial theatre,
Posted for a purchase. Boston, along with the late A. L.
Erlanger and Florenz Zlegfeld. Sued
Peggy Rich loses her suit against as the only survivor.
Mad. Sq. Garden. Wanted $50,000
Sam Kaplan, former head of
because hit on the head by a flying
Players testified It Local 306 of Projectionists' union,
hockey stick.
given
was only the third recorded acci- and Theodore Greenberg were
indeterminate
sentences in General
source
that
from
dent of the kind
Former also fined $600
in 15 years, and court ruled no neg- Sessions.
Eight
others
Greenberg
and
$260.
ligence.
draw fines only on the coercion
charge. Judge ann-^unced he would
Inez Wilson, singer, In court seek- recommend to the pardon board the
ing a separation from W. H. Hirst men serve not more than six
on a plea of frigidity. When case months.
started Wed. (16), Judge cleared the
court and heard the case in camera.
Believed that the Guild plans to
shelve 'School for Husbands' In
John Golden back from Fla. and favor of Milne's new play, 'Sarah
reading plays again.
Simple.'
Mollere comedy may be
done later.
Ethel Barrymore Colt with Jack
Denny at the Waldorf-Astoria.
'The Party's Over' won't be over

March

until

tomorrow

27 instead of

Ernest A. Ash, Brooklyn concert (22), as planned. At the Vanderparked his car in Prospect bllt.
park Tuesday (14) and drank
Found dead
chloroform liniment.
Ringling show to leave Sarasota
In the car. Act believed to be due April 1 for Mad. Sq. Garden. Sam
to Illness.
Gumpertz says the season will not
pianist,

be curtailed this year.

Howard goes west
tall

com

to look

growers.

there's a play In the recent
gage foreclosures out there.

Thinks
Warner Bros, in Federal Court to
mort- restrain
Majestic
Pictures
and
Capital Exchange from showing
'Gold Diggers of Paris' under that

Due at the old Roxy soon.
claimed too close an approach
to 'Gold Diggers of Broadway,' its
own release, and 'Gold Diggers of
Betty De Witt, dancer, and her 1933,' ready to release.
mother killed near Hartsville, S. C,
Gloria Swanson arrives with Mike
Tuesday (14) when car blew a tire
and rolled over five times. Driver Farmer and tells ship news men
she's a slave to the films.
only slightly hurt.
Spain created a council of cinematography to deal with fllm matters to promote manufacture.

William Koch, alleged bookmaker,

known on B'way, Is indicted for
failure to make a 1929 income tax
return.
Alleged his Income was
$638,777 for that year. He's in Tia

well

title.

W-B

Helen Hayes and Norma Shearer
and their husbands In from Los
Angeles via the Canal. Miss Hayes
finished her last picture just an
hour before the boat sailed from

San Pedro.

Juana.
Geo.

Kaufman and Robert

S.

Bherwood

to collaborate on Eddie

Cantor's next

flicker.

Equity officials from top to botwill take a vacation every sixth
week, staggering leaves to keep the

tom

office open.
Ludwig Hoffman, bass-baritone of
the Met., goes abroad, but back
Libby Holman's baby, out of the
early in Aug. to make some oper- news recently, back In with the reatic shorts.
port that the child Is In fine condition though Its present weight Is
Default
Judgment
flled
(14) only six' pounds.
against Chas. Dillingham for $109,James Hall sustained In his appeal from the verdict of the New
Haven court In the wife desertion
charge.
Higher court finds for

Hall.

American Academy of Dramatic
Arts graduated a class of 20 Tues-

day

BETTER

SHOWoi^RKO

!

(14).

Society Am. Magicians took In
'Forsaking All Others' last (Mon)
night.

SECOND BIO WEEK

I

First Caraplete, Authentio
Exeluilva Retord of Mussallnl't

mni
Lift

]

"MUSSOLINI

SPEAKS"
A

Picture for All Red-BIoodcd

Americans

takes no

father of the big hammock.
Inducted into the tribe last week.

Compliment

to

Fred Keat-

that property now.

wood boulevard by

the police
mission.
Latter had recently denied W. H. Weaver the same re-

Connie Talmadge's account In the; quest, explaining to both applicants
Harrlman bagk nicked for $34,312 that the city's business men had
alleged
to
have been charged objected.
against her account without her
knowledge.
Edward Hlllman, Jr., announced
that he would not contest the diPhilip Goodman Is playing with vorce suit flled by his wife, Marian
the idea of producing a non-propa- Nlzon, actress.
ganda Russian play in the fall.
Translation of title Is 'The World
Sherry Tansey. actor, arrested by
of Fat.'
the Hollywood police, who allege
that he attempted to sell 12 packKatherlne Cornell will probably ages of stolen photographic fllm
take 'Allen Corn' for a road trip to a merchant. "Actor is now on a
this spring.
Fall production will flve-year probation in connection
be
'Wild Decembers,'
Clemence with the theft of several hundred
dollar's worth of furs from Ted
Dane's Bronte drama.
Lewis, orchestra leader.

Wed. to

Fri.,

TWO

lex!ave

March 82

to 24

FE.ITUKES

"LUXURY LINER"
with

George Brent, Zita Joha
and

"SISTER TO JUDAS

'Marylin's
Affairs'
equals
the
short run record set a quarter cen-

moaistn.
Wed.

to Frl.,

ago by 'The Bathing Girl.'
Opened and shut the same night at

tury

March

22 to 24

Mansflcld

"LUXURY

when

the initial take

was

$16.

LINER"
with

gu.nrantee.

Met opera closed

Its

season with the cork

GEORGE BRENT

rod ink bottle.

ZITA JOHANN

But

Checks have not
the clearing house.

all
If

Baltimore

still

In

the

an If.
gone through
any bounce
there's

—

John Entenza here to discuss
'The Notorious Lady' with Vladimir
Rosing. Latter tried it out and Is

—On

Screen

"KING
OF THE JUNGLE"
the

LION

MAN

(Binttr

Crabba)

SUgo. Al Trahan, Jatk Pewall &*thi.

schedule of assets and liabilities.
Westchester plans to put beer
Marilyn Richards, actress, digardens Into the county park system.
Concessions will keep costs vorced from Robert C. Richards in
li.
A. Superior court
down.
Sara Jane
English divorced from Arthur EngPe^gy Rich In West Side court lish, fllm photographer, in L. A. Superior
court
gets out of that much-postponed
boomerang check charge by a
dressmaker, who says a slip for
Bessie Starr, actress, charged with
Charge with- driving while intoxicated following
$303 round tripped.
drawn when Peggy cried.
an auto collision with a police car,
ordered by L. A. Municipal Judge
Reps of 16 film producing and Schelnman to pay the city $44 for
distributing concerns ordered to damages to its radio reamer and not
appear In Camden, N. J., April 19 to drive her car for three months.
to answer the suit of the Victoria
there alleging restraint.
Marjorle
(Crawford) Welhnan,
aviatrix, divorced in L. A. Superior
Esther Kalss, stage and screen court from William A. Wellman,
actress, announces her Impending fllm director. Ruth Glllett, former
marriage to MaJ. W. W. Green, musical comedy actress, flled suit
aviator.
Honeymoon trip will be for divorce in L. A. Superior court
by air.
against Rowland G. Robins, cosmetic manufacturer.
Judgment for $28,029 against
A. C. Blumenthr: and John Zanft
A falling plank, caused by a prewas filed in the N. T. Supreme mature explosion of a bomb on a
court Thursday (17) by Fenna. war picture set at the Hollywood
banking department on behalf of Paramount studios, caused scalp inBankers Trust Co. of Phlla,, in II- jures to Cary Grant, actor.
uiclatlon.

Judgment of $3,000 alwarded to
Met opera fund only $87,000 from Eunice Pringle, dancer, in her $1,aim for a guarantee 000,000 suit in which she charged

$300,000
fund.
Its

Katharine pomell peeved at a
clothing store ad. Store spoke of
'alien corns' In ad for Its shoe department. Changed to 'alien fields.'

assault against Alexander Pantages,
has been paid after being held by a
court order until the dancer became
21 years old.

Conspiracy

— On Screen —
"FAST WORKERS"

late Jos. Morgan,
tion today.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., made deback in circula- fendant in two suits filed In L. A.
Superior court by Jorgen Dietz, who

wi th

JOHN dlLB^BT

Robt.

Armitfong

— On
Held

Stase
over 3rd Weekl

IK

MILTON
BERLE
and

Othen

Peggy
Montgomery,
formerly
as Baby Peggy, flled suit for
$501,650 In the L.A. Superior court,
charging Luclle and James Gleason, Norman Sper and Charles Paddock with alleged Injury to her pro-

known

fessional reputation and also a
breach of contract, involving the
production of 12 two -reel pictures.

Carole

Lombard

reported to the
Hollywood police the loss of a ring
valued at $6,000 between her home
and the Paramount studio.

Hollywood police arrested and
held Charles Moldessy for Investigation after he was found loitering
around the Warner Bros, studios
with three Paramount studio vouchers for $10 In his possession.
He
was also Identlfled, according to po-

as being the same man ordered
from the Fox Hollywood" studios relice,

cently.

Lyn Mearson and Lillian Day,
Marlene Dietrich reported to the
who authored 'Our Wife,' have an- Santa Monica, Calif., police the load
In

summer

the

typewriter.
will

'Theme of a $160

robe, stolen

be ready for when she left

it

from her car

parked.

tryouts.

O tis Skin ner may be In 'The
Nobel Prize' next season If flie play
through in summer stock.
Lawrence Lan^ner has It.

big

German

brewer, Kempinskl,

Is

back of this project.

Now, according to the story, the
spread and growth of the beer gardens and restaurants along Broad-

way

will be encouraged by the fllm
interests.
Figured that it'll boost

the general merriment -and
atmosphere. The theatres can then
be over one block east and reap thei
benefit.

known

that

several

com-

Lothar

Mendes,

fllm

.

director,

puzzled at being named co-defendant in the London divorce suit of
June Inverclyde, English actress,

the rest
of his developed buildings will go
up in value if the switch is effected.
pooling of strength on the mat-

A

everyone Involved is convinced,
do away with the only real
nuisance, the elevated structure
along the street Angle to be used
in arguments here is that with the
ter,

will

new Eighth avenue subway having
a tough time malting a go of It
anyway, it'll be to everyone's advantage to get rid of the old-fashioned elevated.

KATINKA
(Continued fro.n page 44)
the king, conceals her identity under the name of Katlnka, a modern
girl of independent manners.
Katlnka is Jealous of Lola and deliberately sets out to open the eyes o£
the young sovereign to what's what,
and, through her clever maneuvers,
Georges returns to his country and
Is re-established on the throne^
Through real ability the carefully
chosen members of the cast somehow manage to put spirit and conviction into this naive plot But tha
success of Katlnka is due- not to the
story but to the lavish spectacle for
the eyes and the treat for the ears.

Death closed the bedridden life of
Louis Gardner, 60, in Milwaukee
and revealed publicly the fact that
the crippled former acrobat had
been cared for by J. Pierpont Morgan for 30 years. Checks amounting to $37,000 in all came through
regularly from the flnancler. Gardner's accident happened in the EmWorking without a
pire, London.
net he missed his partner's hands
and fell 14 feet.
Charlie Foy told Cleveland
porters he hoped to reunite the
family as a vaudeville act.

re-

Foy

Detective John Howe recognized
five pickpockets at work in the
lobby of the Auditorium, Chicago,
prior to the recital of Ignace Pade-

Man Haben

('One Must Be Unlucky')

brought

time in Auburn for an effort to
force paternity of her child on thf

James Shelvln, transient actor,
pow-wowlng with Madeline
Boyd agenting. Two other plays of killed by Hollywood police as he athis are making the rounds, 'The tempted to break Into a haberdashery store.
Brown Derby' and 'Mothers' Day.'

other

be don»
basement
and the restaurant-garden on the
other two stories. Understood the

Pech Muss
charges

as
'Dally Mall' offered print- against George Miller, known
ed apology to Lothar Mendes, who 'Zandra,' by Bailiara Taggs, whp
was mentioned as co-respondent In asserted that she had conspired with
the fortune teller, dismissed by L.
divorce case of Lord Inverclyde.
A. Municipal Judge Joseph Call, due
Svelyn Boell, who has been doing to lack of proof.

London

now

with Variations'

asked to leave. It'll all
over, with kitchen in the

Also

who's a member.

Reinald Werrenrath asking for a
cut in the $15,000 alimony paid his
wife, on which he is $9,500 in arrears.
Points out that's the 1927
model and not gauged to 1933; Has
had to pay $7,000 to the bonding
company to restore the $50,000

front floor, every resident on th«
second story and the poolroom previously In the basement, have been

panies are buying property along
Lenore Ulrlc drops out of Arch
Cliff (Ukulele Ike) Edwards, ac- Sixth avenue which may become
Selwyn's 'Naked Woman.'
He's
talking to Miriam Hopkins and tor, filed a voluntary bankruptcy theatres.
Hearst ' is selling that
petition
in L. A. Federal court. He sort of property away
Francihe Iiarrlmore.
Short road
cheaper than
tour and Into Chicago for the fair. was given 10 days in which to file a usually because
of figuring

Decision reserved.

mOB6thSl

1)

46th-47th

They have
comer of

The Cadillac hotel frontage on
Broadway Is being demolished for
com- a beer garden. Every store on the

asks $60,000 for alleged alienation of
affections of his wife, by the actor.
In one suit Another suit for $20,000
Frances Alda In court last week
Coast
charges the actor and M. C. Leeve
at behest of Mayfair House, which
of holding Dletz prisoner In a hotel
claims she didn't pay her rent of
until he promised not to place a
$2,967.
Said she had taken a year's
Jan Rublnl, violinist, and his wife claim
against the defendant
lease on a $7,000 apartment.
She flled suit In L. A. Municipal court
denied the authority of her man- to recover $226 assertedly due as
ager to sign and said, anyway, back rent on their home, which has
Jimmy Walker took the lease over. been occupied by Jean Malln, m.c.
Midwest
ing,

The

Variet'^

I

$1,000 bond.

frontal of
Broadway,
street on the west side.
an electric sign on one

items as published during the UJeek in the

daily papers of Neiv York, Chicago, San Francisco, HtAlyTDood and London.
credit for these neivs items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

tress,

Sidney
over the

(Continued from page

Budai>est, March 2.
A comedy with mualc at Kainmeraplel«w
Vienna, Feb. 24.
Book by Julius Berstl,
music by Robert Katscher. Directed by
Aurel Nowotny.
Cast: Oscar Karlwels.
Susl Witt, Trude Rosen, etc

An
ing

unpretentious but very charmcomedy concerning a young

is pursued by ill-luck. He
poor bank clerk, which Is in
a piece of bad luck, the author
He loses his Job because,
instead of studying ledgers, he composes songs.
He thinks himself In love with

man who

is a
itself

thinks.

the bank president's daughter, and
he does not realize that he really
loves the poor girl, who returns his
unconscious affection. He loses his
last penny, thinks his luck has
turned when he finds the lost dog
of the plutocrat's daughter on which
a big prize has been set but the
girl thinks he is too elegant and
distinguished, and dares not offer
him any money. In his last desper^
ation the unlucky boy finds refuge
in the poor girl's affection, a music
publisher and all the money he

has written.
Robert Katscher, who composed
the music to 'Wonder Bar,' provides
the necessary song hit and a few
other rather charming if not very
original numbers, most of which are
very effectively delivered by Oscar
Karlwels.
He turns the figure of
the unlucky boy into an extremely
lovable character.
Indifferent
singing,
but good
dancing and pretty staging do the
rest.

seems

Should Be Unlucky'
have brought luck to Kam-

'One
to

merspiele, sorely in need of

It.

rewski.'^

Pereda in Mex. Film
Mexico City, March 20.
Edward Everett Horton,-. who
Ramon Pereda, who has played in
escaped the California earthquakes,
passed through Chicago speculating a number of Spanish talkers for
gloomily on the probable state of Paramount, has come here to assume a star role in "La Llorona'
his household china.
('The Weeping Woman'), a Spanish
Helen Gress sued Louis Gress for creeps 'talker' to be made by local
divorce in Chicago charging deser- studios of Eco Films.
Gress Is a stage director astion.
Pereda expects the picture to
sociated with Fred Stone and had a start about April 1.
flrst wife who later married into
the Johns-Manvllle asbestos milGermans Off Qang Films
lions. Wife No. 2 is a show girl.
Berlin,

March

10.

German censors have banned 'The
Jimmy Petrlllo, who happens to
be Chicago Musicians'. Union head Last Parade' (Col).
German offlcials feel there's been
man and West Park Commissioner
too
Rex Beach has a new name. It's
much gangster stuff and want
F. W. Babcock denied permission at the same time, is barring all nonOntakee, which is Seminole for tb operate a 'tango parlor' on Holly- union music from the park.
to shut down on It for a while.

goes

and Lord Inverclyde.
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Dhne Tips From

Slightly Flat Society

Perfect!
Minneapolis,

Youths,

Who

Bring

Own

Ginger Ale

'Frisco Fights for Tourist

March

with times as they are Park Ave- Travesty Bull Fight
every night.
nue bas started to put the bee on
House takes a 10% cut on
young party moochers In Its
Angers Mexican Fans
pots.
Party crashing: remains a
ranks.
Mexico
City, March 16.
prone
the
more
to
ted, but it's now
Burlesque bull flght at which
lieadwalter'B bum's rush, report the
Buster Keaton, visiting here with It's a Dime on
swank hotel spots. Hostesses now
advertised

turn their invitee list over to that
0tarched-front functionary with in•truotlons to check them off as they
«ome in and to keep Interlopers out
no matter the social importance of
the young scion's name.
Barring these larvae of the social
register from the dine and dance
area Is not to the hotel's liking in
an instances. Most of these youngeters, it has developed, attempt to
the party more from a
crash
strapped bankroll motive than from
the impulse to be among friends.
Hotel management figures that
though these youngsters may be
broke now it wouldn't do to antagonize them and lose their future
patronage when the family comes
into the ready cash again.
Exceptions
In a couple of the spots such as
the Bilimore the headwaiter, under
caution
from the management,
makes exceptions to the party-toseer's orders and finds a table for
the diversion-craving, but broke
young social registerite within hailing distance of the pafty. The Invited guests will approach him and
even carry over a drink, but the
current code forbids bringing him
over.

One~thlng that the swank spots
haye to contend with from the
young Park Avenue element these
nights is the penchant for bringing
their own ginger ale. It's now considered smart to save on that item

by stopping by a drugstore and
picking up several bottles of the
beverage for consumption In the
dine and dance arena.
In the Broadway spots such
breaches may call for a nudge from
the bouncer, but in the smarter
hostelries there's nothing to do but
It's no unto serve up the ice.
common thing for one of these flattened society gangs to leave a dime
each for the waiter.

-edition.

James Truslow Adams returns
from abroad this week.
They say Ray Long gets back
soon.

W.

Johnson, the Baltimore

newspaperman, has a new novel out,
•Number 86.'
Paul Galileo has landed in an
anthology.

George Seldes back from Spain
with a new book.
Viking has added a new mystery
story writer, Joseph B. Carr, to its
list.

H.

Mencken holidaying

li,

in the

South.

Maude Hill was married to Laurence Holmes Dorcy, writer, at Del
Monte, Calif., March 16.

MARRIAGES
Hermlne Hoffman to Jack Rutkin
In New York March 13. Bride is a
daughter of M. H. Hoffman, president of Allied Pictures.

Groom

is

non-pro. Marriage was performed
by Superior Court Judge Franken«haler at the home of Dr. Julius
Hertz. Following a honeymoon in
Havana the couple return to New

Tork

make

home.
Elizabeth Hopkins to Albert
to

to ofnci-

cause of burnt customers.
Proceedings couldn't proceed because of yells and Bronx cheers
from Irate customers disappointed
that there was no Buster (he had
gone to Acapulco, a west coast resort before being Invited to attend
the show) and thQ gal toreadores
turned out to be men in skirts.

JEBY GETS HIS XMAS
GIFT 9 MOS. EARLY

FoDowing Southern

their

liee,

favored to win, the betting odds being 11 to 6. Fact that Dundee, of
the Baltimore Dundees (no relation
to Johnny), whose brother Joe held
the welterweight title for years, had
defeated Heby Jeby twice before
was discounted, mostly because
Vince hasn't much color. Also figured was Jeby's improvement in the
past year and his development' of
a kayo punch.
Performance put up by Jeby did
not look anyway near his showing
against Frank Battaglla, whom he
stopped.
Either Dundee has his
number or a style that Jeby cannot
overcome. It is true that Vince
backed up all the 16 -round distance,
using his long left arm defensively

didn't know how to keep away from
that mitt, but he tried desperately.
In close Vince tied up Ben repeatedly and caught his hooks on
the arms.
It

may

be that the

officials figured

champ's willingness to fight
Dundee's points,
and there was little doubt that the
Baltlmorean was distinctly out in
front
on that score.
Further
claimed that the sports writers unanimously agreed that Dundee
should have received the win. However, one Judge voted in favor of
Jeby, the other called it Dundee,
while Eddie Forbes, the referee,
said it was a draw that was the
queerest part of the decision and

the

counter-balanced

BIRTHS
AprU

19,

Turf Tax Aid to Farmers
Under N. Y. Proposal

Los Angeles, March 20.
Southern California's earthquRkel
not only knocked a few bricks loose
In Los Angeles, but it knocked the
Albany, March 20.
tourists right out of town. By
Nullification of the state antl- Tuesday, the Hollywood spots wherc^
gambllng law, so far as race track the sightseers congregate, were de^
betting is concerned, is provided in serted. At noon, not a single autoa bill sponsored by Senator James graph collector was at the Derby's
Out,
Else, With
J. Crawford, Brooklyn Democrat.
entrance. At Sardi's a lone woman
'My bill merely takes the teeth stood with pad and pencil in her
Qiain of N. Y. Zoos
from the gambling law in relation hand.
to betting at race tracks; betting
Hotels reported that the exodus
Chain of zoos is being formed in goes on there now and there is no started shortly after the first major
Manhattan. Already three links in reason why the state should not shock on Friday, continued through
the busiest parts of the city have obtain revenue from It,' said Sena- until
Tuesday by which time most
opened their doors to the public. tor Crawford.
of those not here on business had
Idea is proving successful, credited
The bill would provide the stale checked out and departed, in most
largely to the popularity of animal with a revenue of about $76,000 a
cases to San Francisco.
pictures and the fact that the city year. In addition, the Crawford bill
For years, L. A. has referred to
zoo is inconveniently located for provides for a gross tax of S% on
'Frisco's earthquake frequently, and
most dwellers.
all corporations engaged in racing
The zoos are takln|r in more than activities, with $260,000 of the sum In a ribbing tone. Northern town
some of the dime film theatres. going for advancement of agricul- has tried hard to play down the
1906 'Are', but has been constantly,
Animals and reptiles are numerous ture.
reminded by L. A. that the alfail)
and bonaflde, and the only way in
was really a quake.
which the place likens to a flea cirall

or

stayed In
trail obscured from the front win- snowed and hailed so we
dow. This 'policeman,' Incidentally, bed trying to dope out something
is always armed with a long whip.
to write about. We skidded down
He flecks it viciously, now and then,
and noticed that on 48th
at the bars of nearest cages as if for Broadway
street the attractions playing there
emphasis.
Just before the lecture ends a read as follows: *A Saturday Night'
cashier, carefully concealed for the
Sunday Afternoon' . 'The
. . 'One
finale, is revealed. It costs nothing
We also noticed in
to get in but a dime to get out. Party's Over.'
Then the payee suddenly sees the looking over some of our past colnotice that such zoos are maintained umns that we are probably the only
by 'public donations.*
columnist who hasn't mentioned
Hitler but what the rest say goes
We also noticed that
for us too.
ored Bocker from the Coast. Joe during the course of trying to write
is no baby and quite a tough wel- this column that we were gradually
ter. Some opinion was that the col- developing a fever so It looks like
ored boy deliberately permitted the this open letter is going to turn out
foreigner to do his stuff. Bep is to be a short note but, after all, in
called a wind-mill and that's about these days, everybody is cutting, so
right.
He probably won seven out we feel we can take that liberty for
of the eight rounds, however, and if one week and all will be forgiven.
he ever develops a wallop, will We have a pretty tough cold and
make trouble for any man In the di- understand that Milton Berle got
vision.
hoarse too as soon as he found it
Rosenbloom received the Garden's out.
gold trophy, emblematlo of the
The doctor Just came In the door
light - heavyweight championship.
Asked what be was going to do so It looks like we'll have to give up.
with the belt, he said he'd probably In the meantime, any of you folks
turn it into the treasury so he reading can sit down and send me
some gags. Tou know Spring is
couldn't be accused of hoarding.
Rosie will again defend the title coming and^ things are not happenin the Garden Friday (24), this time ing as fast as usuaL All right, Doc,
we'll
go back to bed in a minute.
against Bob Godwin. They say Bob
is a tough guy and It Is expected Just wait till we write three little
words, ARE TOU READING?
Maxle may train for the match.
. .

.

.

that made the discussion evens.*
In the fifth round Dundee's left
eye was cut open and while it didn't
leak thereafter because he protected
it, the optic was ready for a doctor
later.
The cut made Vince sore
and he welted the champ around
plenty. In the seventh Jeby showed
signs of coming through, landing
both hands to the contender's map
and grogging him.
Massages Jeby's Kisser
Constant Jabbing took its toll of
Jeby's kisser from the 10th round on.
His left eye and cheek were slashed,
the lips puffed, also the schnozz.
Feeling he had the title stowed

away Dundee

started to open up in
the later rounds but used his right
rarely even then.
Ben came to the studio of
for The Rlngsider's broadcast of
the flght results at midnight. Over
the air he said it was close, but
thought he won. Also that he was
ready to give Dundee a return

WOR

and squawked

until the lights

went

out.

Plenty of action in the semi-final
between Bep Van Klavern, of Holland, and Baby Joe Gana, the col-

A blow to L. A. pride are the
cracks In the new city hall building*
which has been touted as earthquake proof throughout the world«
In Long Beach, where the quakei

hit hardest, buildings fabricated oi^
the Japanese anti-earthquake plan,

came through with but minor
damage, mostly to exterior masonry;
and interior decorations.
Passenger train traffic east, fol^
lowing the quake, more than doubled
all

during the last week, with both the
Santa Fe and Southern Pacific re^
porting that winter tourists are
cutting short their Southern Call*
fornla visits.
Day
after the shock both SantiC
^^."^1%
l„
ran an extra section
I * f^a^*
of their crack trains east, and sincd
then the trains that ordinarily would
be sparsely occupied are filled to
capacity.

Abeles

&

Firm,

Green, Legal

End

Partnership;

Julian T. Abeles and L. LawrencW
Green are splitting their law partnership, both theatrical attorney^
establishing separate offices, -leav^
ing the present entire Slst floor of!
the Empire Trust Bldg. to Maurice
Goodman and Saul R. Rogers. Lat>(
ter were associated with Abeles Si
Green as special counsel, but witliC
the
dissolution
of
partnership,

Abeles Is moving to 18 East 40thi
will probably take spac|^
with Joe Plunkett and Myron Rob«
inson, ex-RKOites whom Green represents legally. Green was one of
Goodman's staff in the old Keith

and Green

—

—

Mr. and Mrs. Sdw. O. Robinson,
eon. Doctors' hospital. New York,

Quake

APOLOCmC

Greenwich, Conn., March 14. Groom
the manager of George White's
•Melody.' Bride non-pro.
Mildred Cohen, non-pro, to Frank
Factor in Los Angeles, March 26.
Groom is son of Max Factor, cos- match. Ben, too, admitted he was
to be wed the next day, even after
metic manufacturer.
Helen P. Collins, actress, to Lou being advised to cure his kisser beevent. There is no doubt
Brock, associate producer at RKO fore that
Jeby being a game guy. He's
about
studios.
Marriage scheduled for
March 4, was postponed due to proven it often.
The fans gathered in greater
state and national bank holiday.
Ruth Freed, non-pro, to Albert number than even for the Rosen
Askt in Mexico, Feb. 28. Groom Is bloom Heuser match, raised a
over the decision. The galracket
film editor at Universal studios.
lery showered paper on the ringside
Is

Calif.

Now comes the Bay City's opcus is the fact that in the new spots
By JACK PULASKI
OSTERHAN portunity to get back at the City,
the insects are self- inspired and
The weirdest decision in years gratuitous.
of Angels, whch it has started to
was the draw verdict announced
do
with a great amount of energy«
Each zoo has a bearded lecturer
TAKES LITERARY CUT Already,
as the result of the Ben Jeby-Vlnce who waits until a crowd has colit is after the tourist trader
By JACK OStERMAN
Dundee scrap at the Garden last lected at the door before cominviting the travelers to come north
Fri day (17).
Match was for the mencing the spiel.
where the shock was not felt.
AND STILIi ANOTHER OPEN Hotels and apartment houses here
championship
and
middleweight
The talk is the lure, since once an
rarely do both Judges and referee observer allows himself to get into LETTER.
all went strong for display copy in
That a narrow passage horded by
fail to concur in a title bout.
the Sunday papers calling attention
made it seem more strange.
That
is,
he
cages he cannot return.
Dear World: Well, we finally got of the public to how well their reJeby, of the East Side, but re- is roughly advised against It by a
spective buildings withstood the
afternoon off and it rained,
an
cently won his crown and he was typical bouncer at a bend in the
shocks.

in made it easy for Dundee to connect with countless left Jabs. Ben

(Continued from page 47)
eater either, but a grim detekitive,
plays a return engagement.
Vicki Baum's 'Helene' comes out
here next month, after selling more
than 100,000 in the original German

Trade

Way

was

ate at the local bull ring, and at
which It was announced that a
group of comely girl bull fighters
would do their stuff, broke up be-

and offensively.
Because Jeby was always wading

Literati

Gerald

his bride,

51

20.

Combining medical treatment with entertainment, a
sanitarium, near Minneapolis,
operates a poker game for its
patients within its conflnes

'

VARIETY

office

and subsequently.

Goodman and Rogers

will share

Empire Trust Bldg. space with
Bloomberg & Bloomberg, and WilFarley's Ambition
liam Kaufman, who have been
written the past few months by correspondents Goodman's associates In the past afl
the

In all the 'dope' stories
assigned to cover the new President, little or nothing has been printed special counsel on certain matters.
about the reported ambition of James Aloyslus Farley, Mr. Roosevelt's
Diversity of practice and general
chief political adviser, to become governor of New York state. Farley, conditions prompted Abeles & Green
who is well known In Times Square by reason of his long service as to split up.
chairman of the State Athletic Commission, is said by New York politicians to have eyes on the governorship, and to believe that he will be
able to win the nomination in 1936.
Tracks Defeat Mo.
By reason of his service In the triple capacity of postmaster general,
Bill to Permit Racing;
chairman of the National Democratic Committee, and chairman of the
N. T. State Democratic Committee, Farley will have virtual control of
Kansas City, March 20.
the distribution of federal patronage in New York during the next four
Surprise handed out by the Mls^
years, as well as an important say on matters of state patronage. He
souri legislature came when thel
is already credited with having built up a strong personal machine In
to

Dog

.

New York state.
Farley, who is

only 42 years old, first served as assemblyman from
Rockland County. In 1924 Governor Smith appointed him to the State

Athletic Commission.

the measure
rejected
legalize race track gambling In Missouri.
The measure had passed the state

house

senate but thCrural members turned

Mixing

It

thumbs down.

Up

Including the tax, Munich can not only undersell German beer in the
U. S., if locals decide on a dime a glass, but can throw in a keg as a
gift that would be worth at least $3 In the American market.
In show business, already, executives familiar with the Washington
slant and with a German background are now busy polling their friends
Several picture people in New York have talked to some
for orders.
of the American brewers, including Ruppert, and have promises that
If only 1,000 kegs come in these breweries will be glad to act as reflUers when the original content Is exhausted.
Idea behind this is that the first gallon will be German but that
thereafter American suds will flow and the Teutonic touch will be
provided by that Imported barrel.
Initial Munich keg containing a gallon of beer, with tax and all, is
estimated not to exceed $2 in cost and to be nearer $1.50. Orders are
for not less than 100 such kegs at any time.
.

Bill,
as rejected, included the
legalization of dog races, as well as
horses, which, some of the legislators claimed defeated the bill.

Beer Come-On Works
Tacoma, Wash., March 20.
Local dance hall advertises free
beer and pass good for admlsh with
10 cents, with closing line 'you'll
appreciate them when those happy
days are boor again.' Dance floor
packed at come-on and no holler
because whiskey glasses of far-beetf
were served.
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Broadway
Maui-ice Goodman's

Edgar Ulmer to Hollywood.
Kaufman's doer looking

Loop

€HATTE

flu.

"Les
b.

Tuesday, March 2 1» 1933

for

Ted Weems will play the Chicago
March 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Benny week«

a

ending here.

f.

Irv Hreclior

gags.
Joe Shea's

Ills

Australia
By

Claire Dux's charity concert
new trouble.
success. Hans Albers, former hubby,
Bert Nevlns and Arthur Price in tlie audience.
merged p. a. offices.
Deutsches Theatre to produce
Ed Hurley got shaken up a little Ewlges Volk,' historical drama by
Kurt Kluge, new author.
In an auto accident.
Henry W. Kahn and E. KlageFally Markus wants the town to
mann to Join Clayton Sheehan in
know he's a vice-president.
Paris, meetinT Erich Pommer.
p.a.'ing
the
Fleishmann
Leo
Conrad Veidt has two Jobs in
French government In the U. S.
London and two in Berlin. For latFreuler Associates moved out of ter, still on the lookout for proper
vehicles.
the
buildParamount
RKO
the
to

great

Greenberger's

Sanford

Interna-

Agency open and

Eric Gorrick

renamed

Madness'

'American

Prince Edward, Sydney, brings In
regular house ballet.
'Rain' will be premiered in a big

way by

G. T. this month.

WIrth's Cii'cus out on the road
with many American acts.
Several Independent exhlbs are
dealing direct with the distribs.
Stage crews threatened to strike
if W-T Interfered with their wages.
Conference saved hold-up.

Broadcasting improving with

Paris

In

swing.

full

fred

'Gold Fever.'

ing.

tional Literary

Jean Paul King and several acts
Lohner Faq Club, and pestered out at College Inn,
him with letters and calls.
Lew Llpton has left the employ of

gave him no peace, founded an Al-

making headway with view of depresh. Judge can't see
the joke and speaks his mind. So,
bum hoofs giving him Gustav will have to cough up.

A
&

stations offering complete Gilbert
Sullivan performances and grand
opera.
traveling Gipsy showman has
been charged in New Zealand with
mesmerizing bank tellers and robbing them of their cash.
Business has been so bright lately
that many of the theatre magnates
have had their water-craft slipped
back into the briny after a long
spell in dock.

By Beulah Livingstone

Reversing an old vaudeville cusstage hands are tipping the
Ramon Novarro expected In April.
A
actors now.
Marcel Chantal is vacationing In
Witmark Catholic Club Egypt.
The
throwing a luncheon today at the
Alice Roberte, screen actress, oft
Royal Tavern.
to America.
Rlalto ads offered 'Mae West in
Arthur Kelly back from Spain,
'She Done Him Wrong' at new low
soon leaving again for London.
popular prices.'
Doubleday,
publisher,
Nelson
Little Mike Carroll tossed a flne
Paris for a month in Lonleaving
Two new semi-fan mags operatfree feed at his Maryland Grill on
don.
ing here under titles 'Film Reporter'
St. Patrick's Day.
writing
scripts and 'British Film News." Published
Randolph Bartlett
Villa Vallee on East 60th now the
Villa Eugene with Felix Ferdinando again for Forrester-Parant produc- in Melbourne, each on sale monthly

tom

—

Magda Schneider here for person- H. Leopold Spltalny.
al appearance at the first performGoodman Ace in clover with Block
ances of the Schnltzler picture, and
Sully and Jack Benny to gag
Llebelel.'

Festival to the memory of John
Galsworthy at the Deutsches Volkstheatre consisted of a flne speech
delivered by Felix Salten and a performance of 'Justice.' Volkstheater
has secured performing rights of
the posthumous Galsworthy play.
Werner Krauss engaged by Burgtheater, with a royalty to eke out a
moderate salary. He Is to make his
Vienna debut in Hauptmann's 'Before Sundown,' which he played in
Berlin.
Jannlngs performed the

tions.

at 12 cents the copy.

Jean Dalrymple Just couldn't keep
magicians and musicians separate
In her copy last week.
Everybody remarking about the
Increased mobs days and nights In
the Square. That corner?
Nell Farnol gave a tea for
Frances Goldwyn, at which the New
Tork sobbles could meet her.

Benjamin Llndenberg of Conde
Nast publications in town, and

Ted Henkel postponed his re'..*urn
to America to take a vacation, but

Mae West handed out some nice
wrist watches to Paramount boys
on her New York engagement.
Al Gottlieb trying his hand at fit,tlon writing.
If accepted, it's his.
If not, his brother Aaron wrote it.
Lionel Helm off to EKirope to negotiate for American rights to some
Alms.
his
eighteenth trip
It's
abroad.
Film Forum and Film Society
bucked each other with shows Sunday night (19). They generally separate their dates.
Belle Baker cancelled the current
cruise of the Mauretania, which
sailed Friday. She was replaced by
Mitchell and Dutant.
Track bettors on 'Variety -Street'
now have their own store as head'

-

'

although still hanging
around the school front.
McClure Newspaper Syndicate
has bought the rights to Beth
Brown's latest, "Man and Wife,' for
newspaper work following publica-

<iuarters,

tion.

There's a native ditty attracting
attention of visiting Americans in
Havana and it is touted a successor
Called 'Santa

to 'Peanut Vender.'
Mia.'

Helen Wynn, who's been in legit
abroad several years, is under consideration for pictures; Universal
and United Artists particularly Interested.

Alfred Newman and Mrs. Newman, only Ave days east, sailed
Saturday (18) for L. A. on the S.S.
California.

same

^

•

They came east the

y.

Leonard Abrahams back in New
York to Join the Producers' Lab.
He's been a coastite for lo these

many

years, though originating in

this section.

Leon Spachner, manager of 'Walk
a Little Faster'; Marc Lachman, its
p.a., and his wife, Melva Cornell,
slipped away on a West Indies
cruise Friday.
Marguerle of Hollywood cafe wore
a green frock to please the Columbian warbler, William O'Neal. She
sprained an ankle and Bill carried
her off the floor.
Despite the minimized alcohol
content for beer and wine, the
French bunch think the U. S. will
be In good legal position for vintage
wines, and several agents and syn
dicates are already around town,
and more coming, on the proposi-

sails today after five years' success
brought his spouse.
in Australia the longest ever made
Storm,' by a visiting musical man.
'The
Peter
Neagoe's
banned in America, but going into
Local studios continue to turn out
its fourth edition over here.
successfully.
Efftee
productions
Latest dance .craze is the 'Java,' Just completed 'Harmony Row' and
a combination of the old scbottlshe Diggers in Blighty.' Both pictures
and the darky 'messin' around.'
will play dual feature In Melbourne.
'Our Miss Glbba' Is proviner the
Anne Sutherland is visiting Mrs.
Leo Ditriclistein at her villa in biggest bet W-T have had in years.
Florence prior to coming to Paris Figured show would only play a
weeks, but attraction has defew
in April.
Mary Honer, 19-year-old English veloped into the biggest hit in Ausdancer, hsis been engaged perma- tralia.
Theb Shall had trouble to And a
nently as leader of the ballet corps
leading lady for 'Command to Love.'
at the Rex.
His own wife walked out over salFrench government has author- ary differences. W-T gave a local
greyhound
racing,
ized a revival of
chorus girl a chance to make good
and sever&l courses are now being In part.
put in readiness.
January and portion of February
Marjorle Rodgers, young English of this year were the coldest and
entertainer, now featured at She- wettest in the memory of the oldest
herazade, where champagne is no inhabitant. And were the managers
longer obligatory.
tickled at the huge trade pulled to
Montparnasse maidens highly in- the theatres?
dignant because only men are perSir
Charles Kingsford Smith,
mitted to play 'boule' on the roof- Australia's premier ace, damaged
terrace at the Coupole.
his machine while touring in New
Felix Mesgulch, one-time coUab- Zealand with 'Air Mail.'
'Smithy'
orateur of the Bros. Lumiere, has will continue with the picture for
Just published his memorls, with a Universal when machine Is okay.
preface by Louis Lumiere.
CInesound will hot continue with
Prince Aage of~ Denmark here for the filming ot 'The Silence of Dean
a period of service in the 3d Cavalry Maltland,' a' local drama. Stated
Division, talked at the American that a suitable male lead could not
Club on 'The Foreign Legion.'
be found. And this, too, when there
Beatrice Wanger's home loaned to are so many unemployed actors in
Mme. Gauston Antlgnac (Golda M. Hollywood!
Goldman) for a series of lectures on
Capitol, Sydney, will reopen this
The Modern Woman in France.'
month after a long closure followJeff Dickson announces that de- ing on the dispute between exhibitor
spite run^ors to the contrary, Prlmo and distributor. 'Air Mail' has been
Camera will fulfill his scheduled chosen as the picture. Capitol was
Paris and London engagements.
at one time the ace house of the
John Murray Anderson flew over old Union group, but too many
from London to talk business with policy changes ruined trade. The
Gloria Swanson the day before she Regent is at present the only weekly
sailed for New York (March 4).
change house operating In Sydney.
A. Frankel of Erka Productions
W-T quite in earnest concerning
has returned to Paris and brought building up legit over here. Reback .a number of pictures to be cently imported Athene Seyler and
synchronized in several languages. Nicholas Hannen together with sixConnolly
sailed
for
Before Jack
teen English artists, including HarAmerica he made a special trip to old Mede, John Longren, Charlotte
London to iron out censorship dlf Francis, Hermlone Hannen, Mauficulties on 'Bring 'Em Back Alive.' reen O'Moore and Sydney Bland.
Evangeline Lehman, Detroit com
Include
'The
Productions
will
poser, pays visit to American Con
'Escape'
Breadwinner,"
'Service,'
servatory at Fontalnebleau with and 'To See Ourselves.*
Current
Marcel Dupre and Camllle Dumes
they have 'Our Miss Gibb3,"Walt2es

—

from Vienna,' 'Command to Love,'
Odette Darthys, prima donna of Lilac Time,' 'While Parents Sleep'
the Opera Comique, and her hus
and Gilbert & Sullivan revivals.
band, Roger Lacor, motorist, have
returned from a three-year motor
tour around the world.
Dorothy Orten, of Chattanooga
Tenn., after studying for 18 months
at the Paris Conservatory, has
legit
and
Berresford,
Harry
Joined the Strasburg Opera and
screen, seen about the Bermudlana.
tion.
made her debut in 'Carmen.'
The exchange problem flnally
Showmen were chatting about the
'I'm a Fugitive From a Chain
length of old-time boxing bouts and Gang' most talked about picture in cleared up, more or less satisfacwhy some lasted 70 to 80 rounds. town. Henry Musnik, writer, has torily.
F. P. A. and wife getting away
One mugg piped up saying he usu been giving talks about Georgia's
ally has the gloves on with the wife method of punishment at private ft-om it all at Castle Harbour. Had
Joseph Hergeshelmers to lunch
and last weeic was no exception. clubs.
Thursday
(16).
Asked how long It had been going
Ed Perkins, Hollywood p.a., celeJoseph Hergesheimer, pessimistic
on, he cracked: 'I figure about 183 brating his twentieth year in the
as ever, grouching over a cold at
rounds.'
exploitation field by a week's vaca
Princess, but hopes it'll be over
tion
in
Paris before his three the
by time he and wife leave in two
month's tour through several coun
months.
tries in advance of Jose Mojlca.
Berlin
'Rasputin' breaking a few records
First auditions of two American
for Reld Hall, with English Diana
By Heinrich Fraenkel
compositions,
'Blue
Voyage'
Paul

Kohner

supervising

terlors.

Emll Jannlngs,
Paris bound.

•

In

ex

nil.

Bermnda

by
WalUngford Rlegger and 'Barca
by Alexander Stelnert, Includ

rolle'

ed

in

and out of town, piano

Marjorle Garrlgue's
recital at the Salle

second

Gaveau

Cornelius Vanderbllt, Jr., and
Clayton Sheehan off to Paris via
William Hewitt, owner of 'Courrier
Stockholm and Vienna.
No receivership this week. No des Etats Unis,' New York French
bankruptcy worth mentioning in daily, guests of honor and chief
speakers at Anglo-American Press
show biz.
Irving Thalberg, on his vacash Association luncheon In Restaurant
won't touch Berlin. He'll go straight Drouant.
The American dancing girls
to Nauhelm.
Most of the American execs in brought over by Francis Man-gan
Berlin hopping to Prague to settle last December for Rex theatre pres
entntlons are back home. Only one
film deadlock.
Gustav Froehllch, convicted to of the 16 girls is remaining there
settle press agent's claim, sez he Lucy Stearns, whose mother is ill
can't pUy R. M. 100 (26 bucks) in at the American hospital.

Wynyard having something
with the
counting

fact, the
In these

to do
Barrymores not
days of 'buy

British".'

Vienna
By
Salary

E. P. Jacobi

cuts

again

at

all

the

theatres.

Evelyn Holt, German screen acengaged at the Stadttheater
for musical comedy lead.
Alfred Lohner. matinee Idol, of
Burgtheater, charged with seduction
schoolgirls and under arrest
of
tress,

All

witnesses

agree that fiapper

NBC made
the

a big social event of

first Phil Baker broadcast for
Armour.
Paul Cohan and Jesd Stool penetrated into Wisconsin hunting for

orchestra dates.
Preston Bradley will occupy the

Erlanger during Easter week with

part at the Volkstheater in Vienna,
Rose Meller, authoress of 'Lieu-

daily homlletics.

tenant Komma,' who staged an imaginary assault on herself, alleging
she had been stabbed by a political
antagonist, whereas not a word of

Red Nichols

was

the tale

Frances Stevens, formerly with
orchestra, now at Chez
Paree as soloist.
Lloyd Lewis departed for two
weeks in Manhattan and points In

under arrest for the sunny South.
Universal sends Chicago Duke
Hickey to agitate public curiosity
cleared up.
about The Big Cage.'
Ruth Zugsmith got her divorce
from Albert Zugsmith last week untrue,

misleading the authorities. Cannot
put up bail, so under detention until
the affair

is

Budapest

.

orchestra Installed.

with.
All local vaude bookers went to
Milwaukee Friday to lamp 'Dixie on

Parade.'

Magda

Imredy, Minister of Fidaughter,
flgbre-skatlng

der Phil Davis' legal piloting.
After a period house managing in
Detroit Si Kriever is back and has

set up shop in Film Row again.
Sis Winner, wealthy poetess, has
champion of Hungary.
Sari Fedak took lease of Hunnia been Invited to play the lead in a
Studios for April, pls^nning to pro- play John Alden promises Chicago.
duce a picture authored and starred
John Balaban and Loiu Llpstone,
by herself.
separately, were Florida vacationLiszt Festival Week, in memory ing during the moratorium. Both

nance's

'

of the composer, who was of Hungarian extraction, will be held In
May. Chief feature to be International piano contest of performances
of Franz Liszt's works.

Lucy Somogyi, dancer, arrested
for slapping the face of a bailiff who
came to seize her furniture. Judge,
after sentencing her to three days,
asked the bailiff how he could have
been so cruel to such a pretty as-

back.

Tavern Club had the Abbey Playera as their guests after Thursday's
performance in a St. Patrick's eve
party.
Carter the Great, who will have
magic show at the Exposition,
scrammed for California to return
In three weeks.

Mae West and

beer were waiting

sailant.

for the Chicago press atop the Hotel

The first two American plays to
be presented in Budapest this season, are 'Counsellor-at-Liaw' and
Dishonest Lady.'
Maria Lazar
made a personal hit In the latter.
Both plays well received, but not
overwhelming successes.
'Orphan Joe's Luck' the title of
very artistic musical pantomime, in
the folk-lore fairy-tale style, at the
Opera House. Book is by Laszlo
Markus and Jeno Mohacsl, music
by Gyorgy Kosa, and exceptionally
flne staging by Gustav Olah.

Sherman

Royal Opera has sought and
found ^1 way out of difficulties by
foundation of a 'Society of Friends
of the Opera.' So far 600 members
pay an annual subscription og 180
pengoes (about $30), getting in return gratis tickets for fifteen per-

formances and reduction for others.
Fratellinis, clowns of world rep,
now performing here with their
whole family, numbering 24, and all
In the vaude biz, in their wake, increased to 26 in one night. Two of
the

three

Fratellini

brothers behour.

came grandpapas within an
The new babies, both girls,

to be

dedicated to the acrobatic profession.

Who

Miss Masson, American
authoress, who has taken lease of
Eskuterl theatre to produce her own
'Happy
Easter,' in Budapest?
play,
An unknown young lady director,
Masa Roth, is representing the authoress and directing the play for
which she is now engaging a cast.
English Players scheduled for
March for half a dozen guest performances.
'Grand Hotel' the first picture to
have a 'Hollywood premiere' in
Budapest, In Metro's own th^tre,
the Radius. Public was requested
to appear in evening dress.
The
Is

the

night

opened for B&K.
Bin Hollander,

before

she

B&K

publlclst-lnwill acquire a son-in-law
shortly.
Daughter Helene engagedto Nathaniel Delue.
Winter Garden will be called Folchief,

Bergere when reopening with
will be
heard on WBBM's swing-around.
Hazel Flynn had the problem of
interviewing Mae West over the
radio and keeping It appropriate for
a program sponsored by a family
newspaper.
'Workers Theatre' has been organized in University of Chicago
circles and will present I. J. Golden's
'Precedent' at the Croodman April
lies

Herb Carlin orchestra and

.

8-9.

Paul Ash has a completely new
orchestra of all-Chicago musicians.
Union made that a condition of his
staying at Merry Garden ballroom
and elsewhere.
Campaign of Friends of Music to
raise $100,000 flopped, but they got
1130,000 in dollar donations and now
the Polish governments wants thent
to use their pavilion at the Exposition for the series of concerts originally planned by Frederick Stock.
Pat Flannagan, caught in the
California earthquake, received a
petition headed by Leslie Atlass,
asking him not to discuss the earthquake on his return. He consented
to refrain if the
ised not to ask
tickets this year.

CBS

office

him

for baseball

prom-

His right of free

speech was immediately restored.

%ypl
By Edward Asswad

Regent and his wife were present.

The Egyptian film, •Victims,' has
presented over the been approved by the censors.
microphone by Attila Petschauer,
The Jewish company of Habima
champion fencer, and Hollywood, is playing the Alhambra at AlexBerlin and Budapest premieres V*-e andria.
projected on the screen before every
produced by
'Marriage'
(film)
performance of the picture. In spite Fatma Rushdy has been exhibited
of much publicity, wbrd-of-mouth in the local cinemas, doing well.
rep. of picture is not so good. ExAn Italian firm has produced an
pectations were too high and have Egyptian film entitled 'Salma,' now
not been realized.
on exhibition at the Triumph
Cinema.
Government proposes a 10% tax
on seats in all theatres. The muVancouyer
Arrivals were

nicipality already collects a tax
of 10%.
'Cavalcade' due before end of
A showman from Java, on visit
March, but not as roadshow. 'Kid here, purchased a group of Egyptian
from Spain' opens at Capitol Friday films produced by native companies
for exhibition in the East Indies.
(10).
Business holding up well, particuGeorge Ablad, the dean of the
larly at neighborhood houses. Bank Egyptian theatre, is staging reperholiday in United States naturally toire at the Royal Opera House. In
repercussion
here.
had no
the troupe are Marcelle Nalla and
Horsemen hereabout are hoping Annette Packblers.
for strong western circuit embracAn English company has Just
ing prairies, Vancouver, Victoria, closed a season at the Royal Opera.
Seattle, now that Washington has Cast
had Athlene Seylen, John
passed parl-mutuel legislation.
Longden, Harold Meade, Sydney
Rko are reported trying to peddle Bland, Charlottle Frencey and MarVancouver theatre, without any ge""' Calclcott.
takers evident yet. Road show house
The Egyptian dancer, Badla
booked very infrequently. Cooking Masabny, returned from Paris,
musical
school now using it for a three-day where
produced
she
These
stand, and Kiwanis musical comedy sketches
own.
ot
her
due for one week later in the month sketches are being exhibited in loHouse, once valued at $600,000, may cal cinemas here and proving suc-

bring $160,000.

cessful.

TIMES SQUARE

Tuesday, March 21, 1933

London
lieonora Corbett
Uret nlghter.

now a

John Southern In conference with
Harry Foster.
A. E. Abrahams off to South of house suffering from acoustic trouFrance again.
Winnie Sheehan expected here ble.
Russell, Marconi and Jerry Just
gometlme In April.
By Archie J. Baley
Cookery lessons now being dem- completed short for Gainsborough
Films, a Gaumont-Brltlsh subsidionstrated by Alms.
Dundee public links golf clubWillson Olsher now dramatic ary.
house burns, but rebuilding.
critic of 'Dally Mall.'
Georg^ Shurley has leased the
Masquer Players, headed by M.
'William MoUison latest captain of Palace Pier, Brighton, for cabaret Harriman, touring Iowa-Nebraska.
entertainments during summer seaStage Golfing Sot'ity.
Jack Dempsey spoke before the
Prince of Wales at Giro's Club, to son.
Chamber of Commerce. Imagine!
'The Money Changers' was untee Nina Mae McKlnney.
Maldle and Ray likely to split,
Prince George taking a look at the but only for one night, as Maldle happy title of local show during
Palladium's Crazy Month.
wanted to do bit in a British Lion holiday.
Moss Empires turning down Lew film.
Joe Marion cleaned of scenery
liCSlie's latest colored show.
other stage show appurtenances
Jack de Freece has leased South andMillard
Cliff Whitley confined to a nurshotel fire.
London music hall from Syndicate byCreditors
ing home with nose trouble.
have elected Receiver
Halls,
operate
as
straight
vaudeto
submitting
Chariot
a
Andre
A. H. Blank trustee for Publix in'
ville.
cketch to Charles Withers.
terests, in Nebraska and Iowa.
The American rights of The
Constance Cummlngp taken a flat
Thomas Burke here from MinGreen Bay Tree,' current at the St. neapolis to succeed L. J. Miller for
In Chelsea, artists' quarter.
Trousers for dames predicted in Martin's, have been sold to the Sru- Fox Films, with latter marking
berta.
advance British fashion shots.
time.
Arthur Dent only lunches at the
Two Omahans arrested for stlnkJack Davis, Jun., on the "Daily
Savoy these days of prosperity.
Express/ Manchester, as cub re- bombing Liberty in Council Bluffs
Jenle Jacobs*^ death creating stir porter, forsaking film studio 'gag* held for trial, with heavy penalties
among her many English friends.
possible.
work.
A. C. Astor's dummy on stick
Little theatre bis so good that
•Her First Affaire,' Alan Dwan's
looks like the image of Billy Caryll.
English production at the Council Bluffs Playhouse show
John Galsworthy's works have first
Empire, a Metro bouse, as second brought to Omaha for six days.

Omaha

for.

Hannen Swaffer, Mrs.
Owen and Bud Flanagan in

feature.

Palladium canceling regular Na-

Sunday League concert, as
needed for 'Crazy' rehearsals.
Gala charity performance of 'The
Good Companions' realized $36,000
for charity. The King and Queen
tional

TuAok theatre
confer-

Locally authored.
William Wilhelght, Ed Keene and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Powell, traveling radio troubadours, hurt in auto

smashup near here..
August Herman and Irving Gos-

ex-Popular Amusement ofilEmbassy Club regular clientele
clals, have taken over Muse (1,300,
transferring their custom to Clro's
three-a-week) for themselves.
Club.
attended.
Charley Schlalfer handling ParCedrlo Belfrage rumored for a
Benstead keeping her Pub, publicity while Irv WaterLucille
return to Sunday "Ezpress' film forthcoming marriage a secret, but street on leave to help 'Worlddesk.
understood it's one of the Hanlon Herald' on Empire Exposition.
Gordon Selfridge refused to be brothers.
photographed at a first night la^t
Clement Hobson, founder of Giro's
week.
Minneapolis
Clarence Winchester, fan paper clubs in Europe, at Lausanne with
Coyne keeping him
editor here. Just authored another eye trouble. Joe
By Les Rees
ence.

novel.

Sam Eckman,

Mcu-k Ostrer and

Jeffrey Bemerd golfing at Turnberry.
Remnant, John Southern's
E.
angel's first fling in vaudeville, and
likes

it.

Al and Ray Samuels come back
with Irish brogue after week in
Dublin.

Herschel Henlere playing the Palladium again, but only for charity
concert.

'While Parents Sleep' closing at
the Garrlck end of March after 16

months.

company.
Americans here rate Oily Asten,
Fritz Kreisler canceled his local
Leicester Square theatre's band concert date.
leader, second to Dick Crean of the
Joe Floyd of Pantages had his
Palladium.

Gang

of press boys Just back from
trip to Munich for the
beer carnival. All laying off English
beer since.
John Maxwell approached for the
presidency of Kinematograph Renters Society, and gave them the

an organized

Scottish

'nae.'

Constance Cumminge^ In constant
tor 'Personals,'/ with British
Broadcasting Corp. hot on her trail

demand

Sinclair Lewis giving the .Engsoap in a newspaper for broadcast.
'Maid of the Mountains,' British
interview.
Dr. Galperson worried about rates International's latest super, doing
of exchange for his International a clean-up at 160 London simultaneous releases.
purchases.
'Sunday ESxpress* grabbed the
'Inky' Stevens, noted theatrical
press agent, referees football games diary of the late Mrs. Kate Meyrlck,
lish the soft

the Night Club queen, to be run
as a hobby.
New-Balleff reason at the Vaude- off in instalments.
TiUe reaped unusual publicity haul
for

a repeat.

Edward

Laurillard

hear from Al Woods.

anxious to
Gets no reply

Spokane

to his letters.

Six

By Ray Budwin

Lucky Boys taken

for flusies

at Lyons' Corner House, with the
real ones sore.
'Ballyhoo,' currently at the Comedy, in second edition, doing practically capacity.

Arthur W. Kelly

off to India,

with

Robert Evans,
to 20 years
to holding

37,

was given

five

when he pleaded guilty
up Mrs. J. Morse, Post

Street theatre cashier, Feb. 27.
Mrs. Pulver of Lewlston, Idaho,
has taken over the Liberty and Temple theatres from I. B. Bernard, Jr.
Lew Keeler, Spokane pub man, will
manage after March 16.

Murray Silverstone bidding him
adieu from Paris.
Fred Duprez considering offer
•Tattle Tales,' with Barbara Stanfrom John Southern to Compere at
wyck and Frank Fay, booked for
London Pavilion.
Richard Naylor, the 'Sunday Ex- the Fox for Mar. 28, Road show
press' astrologer, negotiating Amer- will do a mat at $1 top, with evening
show slated for a sellout at $1.60.
ican lecture tour.
Honty Banks' marital troubles First road show here in over a year.
Burglars ransacked Orpheum thenearly over, and now settling down
atre office and dressing rooms.
to film producing.
Cedric Hardwicke will be absent Nothing was taken, according to
from the Malvern Festival for the police^ House is dark. Oscar Nyfirst jtime this year.
Prince of Wales' own bred Arab
horses take first prize at National

Pony

slck,

berg

is

caring for the property for
since house went

Ed Young, owner,
into receivership.

Fox had unique

tieup with the

automobile stolen.
Jack Manders, Minnesota football
sta,r, going in for professional boxing.

Ewen

Hall, radio artist,

making

show

his

theatrical

experiences
London 'Evening News.'

the

in

Cleveland

Goggs Bar. latest rendezvous for
Journalists and theatrical people,
doing a big 'cuff trade.'
Over 70 Pool Tote Clubs closed
by the police in the last month,
with half million dollars sunk.

&

Parnell
Zeitlln trying to figure
out what the summer is going to do
to provisional show business.
Mac, of Harry and Mac, formerly
one of the Three Australian Boys,

doing a single as

The

'Ballyhoo'

Mack Lennan.
management at

Comedy accepting

the

dollars at par to

accommodate American

Home

visitors.

Camilla
on 10 weeks' contract
with British International
Pictures, starting middle March.
Leslie Bloom,
undercover
'the
man" in partnership negotiations bctw

or'Ti luta John and Georpc Robey.
Alexander Korda, director of his

own London Film
film starring

Co., to direct

new

Nina Mae MrKinncy.

George Black's

biography

in
show business should make thrilling
reading, even at his early ape of 46.
life

Prince Kdward Theatre Company
suing 'Dally Sketch' for reporting

By Glenn

C. Pullen

Fred Hall,

'His Wife's Lover,' near sellout at vacationing with homo folks here.
Union musicians cut $1 a man
His Majesty's Sunday (19).
Loew's theatre, one o£ two vaudo from local scale, making present
houses still open in Canada, threat' scale $4 a man, with double that for
leader.
ened to close March 24 on dispute
'Honey' Bauman. Canton's fat
with stage hands. Tronble fixed up
many years In vaudeville and
when J. J. FltzGibbons, of Famous boy,
pictures, joins Raynor Lehr musical
Players, called conference Thursday
comedy
company.
(16) and put through general pay
Frank
Richardson made hurried
cut. Theatre will continue.
trip from Cleveland, where he was

appearing at RKO Palace, to visit
friends in Akron.
Johnny Lcnnon, local boy, reenters booking business and Is
placing several acts each week at

Cincinnati
By Joe Kolling
Chicago company of 'Of Thee I
Sing" returns to Shubert for Easter
week.
Bill

Ownie mgr.

of Standard Film

Service with change of L. P.

WHK

—

—

—

Grand opera house here.
Kay Kyser and band, reassembles
at Cleveland after ten-day rest, first
Rein more than eleven months.
sumes one-nighters through Ohio.

Hudson

to city salesman

Maurice Lebensburger, mgr. of
Majestic exchange in Cleveland, in
powwow with Morris Segal.
Ed Rohrer, dansant impresario, to
manage Tacoraa Park, Bellevue,
Ky., opposite Cincy, this summer.
Sellna Royle ai^d Spring Bylngton,
formerly in stock here, with "When
Ladles Meet' at Shubert April 27-29.
Louis Epstein flew in from Louisville, planted advance for CantorJessel revue at Shubert April 9, and
planed to N. Y.
E. V. Dlnerman spotted nifty
press splurge with 'Times-Star' on
24-day combo soreen-star Jigsaw
and motorboat name contest with
$600 craft, displayed in Albee lobby,
and $60 in cash as prizes.

Portland, Ore.

for

Jantzen Beach amusement park
getting attention for its Pianothon,
new endurance gag for piano
players.

Ted Gamble put oyer a b.o. scoop
with newsreels of California earthquake at the Fox-Broadway and
United Artists.

.

W. A. Graeper, Indle exhibitor,
returns to the grind with reacqulHe built
sitlon of the Egyptian.
that house some years ago.
Civio Theatre hands a medal to
Byran Foulger for reducing its
Byron goes
deficit by one grand.
back for another year as director.
Captain Salisbury, traveler and
lecturer,

who

clicked In

a big way

with his South Sea pictures at Fox
houses, returns to lecture on KGW.
Town of Enterprise, near here, isFred Zekman, Metro booker, dad suing buckskin scrip printed on
to a new son.
buckskin in 'one buck' and "half
Benjamin Fish, h.o. rep. IT. A., buck' denominations. Canyon City
spent few days here.
Is issuing sheepskin money.
Sheffield exchanges take distribuCal Helllg
Bill McCurdy and
tion 'Maedchen In Uniform.'
booking road shows at the audiDorothy Severe and Harry Jack- torium. 'Tattle Tales' with Barsoii added to Tabor stage units.
bara Stanwyck and Frank Fay due
George Glroux, L. A., now Col. here March 22, 23.
Other legit
booker, succeeding Jack Scott, re- bookings for the burg Include road
signed.
companies of 'The Marquise' with
Watchman hired by exchanges Blllie Burke, 'Of Thee I Sing,' also
during bank holiday.
Too much Walter Hampden and. Pauline Fred-

Denver

Wayne,

Ind.,

new RKO Orpheum

dead from heart failure.
With Mills Brothers playing a return engagement and with Lou
Breese and his orchestra and Ger-

including $76,000 from
U. of R. activities, will be curtailed.
Mrs,
Walter Wagner, former
Bessie Kappele of the Olsen-Johnson troupe, now wife of Claridge
hotel owner, entertained comics'
crew on week's appearance at the
$140,000,

RKO

Palace.

Albany
By Henry Retonda

MGM

W. L, Sherry, of the local
sales branch, was assigned to

De-

troit temporarily.

Bhrmmgham

By Bob Brown
trude Lutzl and Ewen Hall, Singers,
State theatre has its biggest stage
Tarrant, neighborhood, was to reCleveland symphony canceling all show of the year.
Federal officials told court that open last Saturday.
soloists.
for Benny Haskell, king of Minneapolis
Eddie Cantor and George Jessel
Ted de Turk quitting
In Detroit to team up with bootleggers, deposited in local banks may have a date here.
Frank King takes on a new commoi-e than $60,000 a week, or $3,000,Jack Fulton.
Nick Nichols now passing out free 000 a year, for several years in the mercial as news broadcaster over
fiowers a new wrinkle to celebrate course of his operations, but he WBRC.
The .biggest gross of the road
claims to be broke now.
his first baby girl.
show season was Lawrence 'Tibbett
Al Wilson has renamed his co-op
concert. Around $3,900 for one day.
Negro hurley in Harlem the Creole
'King of Jungle' proved a no-go
Popular with ritzy
Music Hall.
Montreal
and was pulled. Public not conslumming parties.
vinced it wasn't another travelogue.
Ted Lewis laid off In town for a
FranceLocal
Locw's
heads
second run grossed total of
Maurice
West
at
for
date
waiting
week
$32.50 Sunday afternoon after banks
State, but had to blow back to New Films.
Imperial closes June and reverts closed. Other houses held up fairly
York when theatre shut down.
being
well.
to F.P.
Twelve-act vaude revue
Advertising spat between papers
Tom Klrby telling 'em how to
promoted at B. of L. E. Hall by
and dop.'irtmont stores was settled
Herman Booth, Pat Mclnerney and drive CKAC.
Quebec Province bans 'Ballyhoo' with paiKrs reported taking a rate
B. F. Gross, with a 25-cent-35-cent
cut for 30 dnyp.
and 'Film Fun.'
scale during theatre holiday.
Looks certain that old Interstate
They're now talking about re- - His -Majesty's goes Into, summer
circuit will be returned to Carl
opening old Hipp as a beer garden- stock as from end of March.
Confederated Theatres, operating Hoblitzelle by RKO. but some questheatre, and a three-floored Russian
tion a.s to dispcsilion of two Birrestaurant is another stunt the Pe- six nabe.g, sla-sh staffs and pay.
Norm I'i;ilgan only Irishman in mingham hou.'^es.
trushka troupe is trying to promote.

WXYZ

for

local stork actor, julns

Riynor Lchr, musical comedy comtown to come out in kilts St. Pat- pany as stmight man.
Dick Crusiger, Warners' Alhambra
rick's Day.
B. M. Garfield accepts aldermanlc manager here, returns to Lorain to
nomination. Will be only theatre manage Warner house here.
Frank DeVoK soloist and saxoman at City Hall.
musical here. phonist with Emerson Gills band,
First all-Jewish

-

C

of the 'Journal' the past eight years,

business.

George Grossmith to contribute

Akron, dark again
sixth limo within a year.

WB

NW

spent in

By Rex McConnell
Civic,

personal appearances at Publix
neighborhood houses.
Eddie Kueppers, Publix press
agent, laid up for months with
arthritis, is around again.
J. D. Williams and William Vogel
of First Choice Picture Corp. here
looking over local situation.
money In safes.
erick.
Bainbrldge dramatic stock comSteve Brodle, Huffman publicity
pany going in for revivals again. director, recuperating in Fitzsim'Fair and Warmer' last week.
ons gov. hospital.
Lou Breese,. former Minnesota
Pittsburgh
Don Conley and Harry Stearns,
theatre m. c. and local favorite, to film salesmen, reopening Alhambra
By Hal Cohen
conduct orchestra at Minneapolis theatre, Thermopolls, Wyo.
Auto, Home and Flower show.
'News' cuts Sunday book reviews
Lois
Moran
being feted night and
In fa^e of bank closings, '42nd from a page to a half. 'Post' has
flock of relaStreet' is ^oli^ tremendous busi- been down to two cols for some day around here by a
tives.
ness throughout territory, even out- time.
ofWald
has
Jean
quit the
drawing 'State Fair.'
Louden Kelly, dramatic critic fice force to devote all her time to a
•Of Thee I Sing,' first Metropoli- 'News,' and Dave Lehman, reporter,
tan attraction in several months, let out in reduction of force. Al- girls' band.
Elliott Foreman and Bill Fields
due April 4 to 6, to be followed by berta Pike now 'News' critic.
both around beating the drums for
George White's 'Scandals' in May.
'Green Pastures.'
Century (Publix), one of leading
Eddie Klein had to postpone reloop houses, has given two weeks'
Rochester
opening of Show Boat for a week
notice for protection,' but house
on account of river floods.
By Don Record
will continue to run from week to
Variety club had its first woman
RKO Palace revives vaudfllm guest of honor at last week's lunchH.' A. Bellows, WCCO Station
manager and Columbia chain vice- policy for week with Olsen and eon. She was Lois Moran.
Jerry Blanchard off for Phllly
president, in Washington for indefi- Johnson.
governmental
Roland
nite period to make
Bradley, dramatic director after a visit here to open at Bellefor WHAM, goes to WBEN, Buffalo, vue-Stratford supper room.
contacts.
Marc Connelly coming back to the
Despite an injury suffered as a as announcer and continuity writer.
Roy Elliott, 'D. &
result of a fall, Jack Marvin, charnews broad- home town for a visit the week
acter man at the Shubert, worked caster, making hit over wide terri- 'Green Pastures' plays here.
Florence
Fisher Parry, 'Press' film
every performance of 'Fair and tory, offered cake by Michigan
crick and columnist, now doing
Warmer."
listener.
Eunice Norton, pianist, substiRichard B, Harrison, "De Lawd' monthly movie column for "Delinetuted as soloist with the Minneapo- of 'Green Pastures,' made personal ator.'
Donna and Darrell. local ballroom
lis Symphony Orchestra last week appearance In chapel of Colgatedance team, now at the Club Madrid
for Myra Hess, forced to cancel on Rochester Divinity School.
account of Illness,
Civic Music Association drive In Milwaukee after a Blemark hotel,
John Gross, recently at Fort seeking $160,000 gets slightly over Chi, engagement.

manager, succeeding M. C. Park,
in a Who's Who contest, with
as assistant
'Good Companions* cost Gaumont- •Press'
Soundfllms shooting 16 promi- who goes to New York
British 1200,000 to produce, and conFranklin.
nent men for a screen fiash with a to H. B.'Bull' Smith, one of best
eidered over-budgeted.
Bob
cash prize for best guesser.
popular
veteran
and
most
George Foster celebrating his 69th $26
known
Teaser did a biz boost, H. D. Mcbirthday March 28, with 45 years Bride, manager, reports.
newspapermen here, associte editor
Society's show.
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Canton

CHATTE

regular

jumped 60% in sales since his death.
Mrs. Tudor Owen sporting a hew
fur coat, and says it Is not yet paid

VARIETY

'Rasputin' Is to have first upstate
showing at the Harmanus Bleecker
hall, week of March 24.
Thomas Grady, traveling auditor,
and J. E. Flynn, district manager
of MGM, called on the local branch
during the week.
The Warner club, composed of
employes of the Warner exchanges
and theatres, had its annual dance
at the club hou.se In the Albany theatre building .Saturday, laet.
R. D. Shapiro, who played role of
Solomon in one of 'Abie's Irish Rose'
companies, has returned to New
York after bcin?r released from a
He broke an ankle
hospital here.
in a fall at Albany a number of
weeks qko while visiting relatives.
A number of small city theatre
opero.tor.s were visiting along film
row during the week dating pictures, IncluOinj: 7.CO Miller of the
.Skoura.s

tlioatr'-.s;
C.
I'lai-id;

Palace. l^nUc

C. Dodds of
Froedman and

(Jro.sm.nn of t)ic IM.-iyh'iu.so, Hudson,
and Mike Call' t of Madi.son. Oneida,

and rapKol, Home. Dodds required
several hours longer to reacli .Mbany becau.<-e of con.qlderablc difficulty due to bnuw drifts.

:

r

>rri.
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ONE BUS; FOUR TROUPES

CENSORS, NEWSPAPERS

Single Conveyance Shifts Quartet of

GIVE STOCK TOUCH DATE

Shows on Weekends

for 10

weeks

Lincoln's Status

stand, Philadelphia, going through
the same routine with the company
that's there, taking the latter to
Newark, and bringing the latter co.

New York.
It amounts to a considerable saving on transportation costs for the
In to

Empire

office.

No truth to report that commencing next week the No. 2 coihedian
with each show will have to double
as bus driver.

Exploitation

girls per

show.

Average top salary for the lead
is $60 and the

comics and strippers

rest proportionately ofC. The traveling deck hands at $100 per, who
have been the real prima donnas of
burlesque up to now, have been
eliminated, as well as the railroad
Scenery
fares, through bus Jumps.
isn't carried

and the costumes are

Lincoln, Neb.,

March

20.

Negotiations have been uiider
way here for some time with the
operators and stage hands union to
take a cut of 26% or mote from the
pay basis established after the close'
of the union strike more than a
year ago. With the settlement at
that time the operators Working in
the smaller houses get $60* for a
six-day week and those in the larger
get 165 for the same time.
Joe Cooper, head of the Lincoln
Theatre Corp., In which are Included four of the local houses, Is
due In this week for what are supposed to be final negotiations.
Action was begun at the State theatre last week, but w^th the possibility of Cooper making arrangements which all the rest could
adopt without trouble, caused the

Monroe

Bros.,

rented and mailed to each troupe

speakeasies.

action

was taken at the down-

Boston, March 20.
Howard went dark Sat-

old

on Scrip

Brooklyn, N. T.
With the entire country talking
about scrip Issues, the Brooklyn
'Times Union' collaborated with the
Albee theatre on 'Entertainment

Close Howard, Boston
The

to yreek.

now runs. Star, Brooldyn; Gayety,
All non-union help at the LTC
Washington; Trocadero, Philadel- had their pay scissored in half -last
Empire, Newark; Central, Saturday (11). Cut at the various
phia;
New York; Gayety, Brooklyn.
b. o;'s and the tremendous biz fall-

distributed
through
Scrip
is
urday night (18) on a sudden- de- stores and restaurants and each
cision by AI Somerby to close and weekly Issue is printed on the back
remain closed until September. The with talk about the current, picture.
91 -year-old theatre, local home of Front Includes a question, first one
burlesque, couldn't 'fight the depresh being 'What do you think of scrip
with the ultra-clean shows which as a form of currency?' Best answers in 26-50 words draw tickets.
It was forced to play after a month's
Seems to be the newspaper's idea,
censorship closing.
with the theatre let in to provide
This takes a full week off the the tickets. And with the space
Empire wheel.
given the feature, the publicity Is.
House was ordered shut by the cl>eap considering the small number
Mayor in January upon complaint of of tickets required.

Not unlike some other stunts exWatch and Ward society, the
ban lasting 30 days. Upon reopen- cept in that It calls for a discusunder ofllcial super- sion of a popular topic instead of
the

the picture.

vision held down the comedians to
Sunday "school sermons, while the
strippers had to keep their clothes
on.
Somerby sought to have the stage

hands and musicians take a cut
week, but they wouldn't

French Contest
Paris.

France has taken a page from
America .and has been running a

last

the

for

contest,

selection

the

of

French vamp.
Contest has been
running on the stage of the Rex,
with screen tests made by Henri

listen.

DJamiint Bergere, film producer.
jContest has run almost entirely
to brunettes, with Monique Joyce, a
20-year-old brunet with green eyes
so far leading in the prelims.
[Interest is running high and it
has proved a good drawing card
for Francis Mangan, who directs

PEDDLE TICKETS TO EAT
Minneapolis, March 20.
Gayety, stoc^ burledque house
operated on a co-op basis, has been
paying off its chorus girls recently
with
admission tickets.
When
choristers tell management they
are in need of dough for eats, they
are handed the tickets with instructions to get what they can for them
and keep the coin.

the theatre.

Becalled Old Days
Wilmington.
Trolley-car rigged with pennants
and usual 'straight to Fair Grounds

As a result of unions' rulings,
hands and musicians now
must be guaranteed $1 a perform
stage

signs'
got attention for Aldine,
Warner house, on 'State Fair,' resiance. Actors spilt what's left with dents harking back 10 years to when
the orchestra members and crew. there was a real fair here with speThe performers here draw as little cial trolleys. Tie-up with traction
company worked on angle of haulas four bits a day.

ing extra customers downtown. One
car ran over all lines a couple of
times.

for
Js

.

those looking for barthe old time Bowery

-

Customer is shown a
standard brand of perfume, bottle is
opened and tested and In unreliable
switch.

places
is
switched while beingr
This is not generally
wrapped.
Syracuse's H. O. Confabs
found out until you're on the boat.
Syracuse, March 20.
Electing to try direct negotiations
Same procedure Is followed witb

Wholesale Closings
(Continued from page 5)
squawked that exhibs were trying

thing,
gains,

in

New

York

City, in lieu of local

on mediation, by a special chamber of
unions and accused them with commerce conciliation committee,
breach of contract as part of a na- representatives of the afflUat'ed thecrafts were In the metroptional move to cripple national atrical
olis today for conferences tomorunions.
Theatre men who shuttered their row (Tuesday) which they hoped
end
the Syracuse rlalto holihouses after unions turned thumbs would
down on cut demands contend that day which resulted In six houses
L. R. Boyd,
high scales and film rentals, to- closing last Friday.
Motion Picture Opgether with poor biz and recent president of the
bank holiday, are hitting them so erators' Union; William J. Cushlng,
stage hands'
agent
for
the
business
hard that they could save money by
William J. Harrer, instaying dark until next September. union, and
ternational vice-president of the
afUllated crafts, head the union conMayor Sits In In Indianapolis
tingent to meet with executives of
Indianapolis, March 20.
the four circuits (Loew's, RKO,
Mayor Reginald H. Sullivan is Paramount and Skouras) in New
downtown,
holding conferences with
York. Meanwhile, members of the
nabe theatre managers and union Syracuse Theatre Managers' AlSSOheads in an effort to keep houses clation, which had quickly accepted
open after next Thursday (23) an- the tender by the chamber of its
nounced as the closing date on ac- good offices, will confer with the
count of wage war.
conciliation committeemen, Giles H.
The Mayor entered the confer- Stlllwell, M!1ss "Harriet May Mills
ences after it was said that be- and President Melvon L. King, this
tween 800 and 1,000 persons not con- afternoon.
nected with the theatre unions
If the metropolitan conferences
would be affected by the closing.
fall to adjust the differences beA committee consisting of Ace tween exhibitors and union emBerry, Circle theatre manager; Jack ployees, the Chamber of Commerce
to slap responsibility of lock-out

Scrip.'

ing,' its policy

Rackets

town second run houses which ha,ve
Principal side rackets, from which
been the only money-makers isince
Closing of the Howard, Boston, Xmas, since arrangements by the the best revenue, is obtained, are
Saturday (18) trimmed the Empire larger group will settle their ques- perfumes, cigars, Panama hats and
playing time to six weeks. Route tion too.
laces.
The custom on the perfume

weeks

off is reason.

Slides

Cleanup, Stage Hands

consists of Chinatown where there
are stag motion pictures and shows,
rough postal cards offered by
steerers who Infest the city. Other
famed spots are Sloppy Joe's, Ballyhoo and Delmonico's. The quality
of U4tior is actually poor, especially
the rye. It's of the cheapest Cana-

dian brand which wouldn't be tolmanagers, to mark erated In some of New York's worst

time.

No

Havana
(Continued from page 1)
the liqueurs superb.
So smart,
clever and suave is the operation
that the tourist, after being parted
from the biggest part of his bank<
roll, departs actually feeling good
ab({'ut It
All standard brands of
American cigarets are sold at the
reasonable price of 76c per package
with the gentlenui,nly explanation
on the Cuban tax. Evening dress Is
a riequlslte, but If you do not
possess same but have enough coin
an exception will be made.
The underworld, or tenderloin,

'

(Continued from page 19)
duce Mayor O'Brien to attend as a
polite gesture to II Duce.

to fair biz.

Is as represented It would be advantageous for employees, to take
a temporary reduction in order to
maintain employment.

LOW OVERHEAD KEEPS
BURin SEASON TO MAY

Due to the depresh overhead unEmpire wheel has instituted a new der which It's now operating, the
Idea In jumping by bus, in which Empire wheel thinks It can stick
one auto carts four troupes with- until May 16. That would be a
out shifting gears. It started with couple of weeks beyond the closing
addition of the Gayety, Washington, date of the past few seasons.
to the wheel last week.
The nut all around Is down to
Bus takes the Star. Brooklyn, where the theatres can get by on
company from its break-in date 12,000 a week. Guarantees for the
there to Washington, arriving Just shows are around |1,100 on the
ahead of the current show's final usual it money basis, this providnight performance. It picks up the ing for the booking office as well
latter and takes It to the next
as the 10 principals and 18 chorus

Spokane, March 13.
Ray A. Grombacher opened the
Post Street theatre with a burlesque troupe and 24 hours after
the curtain rose the police descended
on the house with an ultimatum to
clean up or close up. The gags of
the comics were trimmed and the
show goes on, with the strip dances
and routines, but minus a lot.
Capacity audiences greeted the
opening (11), Show Is playing at
a two-bit top, with feature films
thrown In for good measure. About
30 in the company, which Sam Goldberg brought here from Seattle.
Looks like a quick one for Grombacher, with the town far from sold
on the idea of a permanent thing.
Will Maylon beat Grombacher to
the announcement of the burlesque
showing at the Auditorium across
the street from the Post Street.
Rather than have censor trouble,
Maylon withdrew in favor of a musical stock, which hie expects to
show late this month. News sheets
are backing Maylon, with a taboo
placed on notices for the Grombacher show, which was booked in
instead of vaude immediately after
Maylon's announcement. Stage acts
had been playing the Post Street

Taesdaj, March 21, 1933

cigars, straw hats and laces. However, there are a number of fairly
reliable and honest stores such as
La Isla de Cuba, which insists that

'

Flex, manager at Loew's Palace, and
C. R. Metzger, of the Indiana Theatre Association, asserted that the
reasons for closing were that the

will renew Its invitation
to the crafts Wednesday. Whether
the union contingent in New York
has been authorized to submit a
union laborers were receiving too counter-proposal to the exhlbitcrs'
high salaries in view of the biz de- demand for a 25% wage refund until
presh.
Sept. 1 has not been disclosed. On
At the meeting with the Mayor the surface, the crafts, apparently,
it was pointed out that negotiations
are awaiting a compromise offer
had been in progress for some from the interested circuits.
months between the theatres affected and ofTlclals of the local operPitt's 20%
ators union with the idea of adjustPittsburgh, March 20.
ing" Contracts to present conditions.
Threat of a closed town disapIt was further reported that negoti- peared
over the week-end when
ations failed because the operators operators agreed to take a 20% cut.
union was unwilling to consider any Theatres demanded 25% and opermodification of existing contracts ators countered with an offer of
unless these be extended for a 17%%, but compromise resulted.
period of one year beyond next Sep
Stagehands asked to take similar
tember. Managers have expressed reduction ,are willing to give only
an inability. to negotiate for such an 10%. Negotiations still going on
additional year in view of the un- with something definite looked for
certainties of general biz in the in a day or two.
Harry Kalmine,
future.
Warner zone manager, represented

committee

every purchaser or patron be its
guest for a gratis cocktail. Strange
part of the perfume routine Is that
if
you're traveling on a foreign
stearnship you can purchase genuine
standard brands on board cheaper
than in either Nassau or Havana.
This is due to these boats buying
their perfumes at free ports and
eliminating the duty.
Cruises Responsible

The cruise business Is responsible for the Increased number of visitors to Cuba, much being offered
for apparently a reasonable sunu

Among

the various forms of shipis that the best

-'

board entertainment

of liquors are sold at pre-prohiblScotch and rye is 16o
tion prices.
and 20c a drink, a liter of imported
beer is 20c, most any kind of cocktail 20c, and champagne $2 per pint
lor $3.50 a quarts Five meals a day.
If you desire it, are offered the passenger. Breakfast at 8, bouillon at

,

11, tea at 2, dinner at 7 and a midnlte supper, the last being to stimulate the bar which is kept open
until unconscious.

$15,000,000 a

Year

Every year visitors and tourist
figures In Cuba have mounted. From
1930 to 1931 it is estimated that
101,000 persons have visited Havana,
the average money left being placed
at $142 per person, a total approach$15,000,000, of which $9,000,000 is
spent on amusements and merchandise

and approximately

$6,000,000

on

various forms of gambling at the
Casino, race track and other spots.
Other Havana attractions are the
Plaza Roof Garden, Eden Concert
Hall,
Jlggs Cabaret, Monmartre,
Sans Sousl and the La Playa,
touted as the finest bathing beach
on this side of the Atlantic.
Cubans, as well as possessing the
gambling fever, have a great sense
showmanship.
In the capltol
o*;
building, directly In the center unIt was further poihled out that theati:es in conferences with opera
der the dome of the building, which
the organized crafts used in the tors, which lasted day and night for
House
of Representaseparates
the
operation of the theatres were re- a week.
tives from the Senate, is a 24-karat
ceiving greater compensation than
diamond laid under heavy glass in
existed during the boom period, and
Youngstown, O., March 20.
the center of the floor. The buildthat members of these crafts were
Youngstown managers have asked
Itself is of the finest architecunwilling to make any concessions operators and stage hands to take ing
ture, built when the price of sugar
in the present emergency in view a wage cut of between 25 and 50%,
was at its highest.
of the greatly reduced income of otherwl.se the theatres will be closed
Automobiles may be obtained for
the theatres.
ask a scale of $50 a
'

Placements

Johnny King

Milt Schuster, Chicago, made the
following burlesque placements last

week:

Leon

Claxton Ramblers,
Harry Stratton, Karl Bowers, Gayety, Milwaukee; Mary Kelly, Blllle
Hughes, Billy Mossey, Johnnny Gilmore, Mayfalr, Buffalo; Eva Waters,
Empress, Cincinnati.

at

I.

P,

Johnny King, doubling as Juve
straight, is the

new stock producer

at the Irving Place, New York.
Allan Gilbert staging the numbers
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Beauty Parade

Star, Brooklyn.
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Gayety, Brooklyn.
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Speed and Sparkle

Lillian

Dalton Jack
Davis Betty
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886 W. 72d St., New Tork City
Ms New Assortment of GREETING
CARDS Is Now Beady. 21 Reaiitiriil
CARDS and FOLDERS, Itozed. Post-
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Trigger Johnny

Zukor David
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City, March 20.
In this city con-

George

of Independents, will close the last
of the months unless granted a wage
concession if 26% from the theatrical crafts, according to notices
posted In all the houses. First an-

nounced closing would be on the
25th but this date was chanRod to
March 30, when the Midland will
closins
others
close,
with
the

INTEBNATIONALB

eJlff
S^^S^
mSHOVfolk's sHOEsaop-issa broadwa.ys

1.

request for the
cut specifies that it last until

The. managers'

25%
Sept.

i^hoes for the

theatres

All

April

INSTITUTION

25% Demand

by Loew, Paramount, RKO
and Fox, in addition to a number

Balcom Cleo
3 Misses
Fields Miss Sally

K. C.'s

trolled

Dave

Projectionists
sightseeing, if you know how, for
for big downtown houses, $45
a. m. to
second runs and $30 for neigh- $1 an hour or $10 from 10
1 a. m.
This Includes the chaufborhood houses.
Tavern inUnion executives sal^ the man- feur. The Vinos Wine
vites
sample
free 68
the tourist to
agers were told two weeks ago that
any such negotiations should be different kinds of wines.
In fact, If you can stand it, you
taken up with New York.
can eat, drink and frolic to your
heart's content for peanuts without
Columbus, March 20.
hands are holding Out Interference. Oli, say can you see
Sta;:;e
against a cut as demanded by the Havana!
circuits with indications that this
town may shut down same as Cleveland. Rochester and Indianapolis by
1
March 31, unless an agreement is
'
•
•
reached between the unions and the

week

Frank
Dave

McAdam A H
Pearl

paid, for

Dollar

Llllls

I^ustlg

DOROTHEA AMTEL
One

Kilbride

Hydo Herman S
Cornatzer William
Cunard Joseph S

1.

the matthe 'Star'
editorially suggests that If business

The papers have given
ter considerable space and

for

BOOKLET ON

MOW

TO MAKE UP

circuits.
The local operators'
consented to reduce the

men

union has
pay of Its

per man, but the stage
hand holdout is holding up the
works, trom current indications.
$20

TEIN C

SMAKE UPt3

"

TDOORS

Tnesday* Marcb 21, 1933

OBIT

accident in which her mother also

Greenway sings two

died.

accompanied by a

U A R Y

ANNY AHLERS

accident.

•

,

'

Novello, besides, numerous travelmembered by the old-timers with ing companies. His death leaves
his brother, Fred, the sole survivor
delight.
While frequently playing for Mc- of a family of 14, and with the
Call, he was also at. times a, valiJed death of the latter's son, Dennis, in

and

is

stuff.

The usual 'wager' gag is pulled
Anny Ahlers, 26, German actress, betwen McGlvney and Berle, and
died In London as the result of an the latter does a burlesque of Mc-

'

'iSOIs'

or three solos,
and the

pianist,

55

Chi Expo Gates Close

Maxellos stand out wltli their risley

operating the Globe and Royal, theJEFFERSON bE ANGEl-IS
SettevBon De A6$relifl, 74, veteran atres in pieyeland and for sevenGomio ppera comedUiti, died in the teen years the Broadway theatre
Memorial hOBpItSij, Orange, JJ.' J., at Buffalo.' He w.as also associated
with Jacob P,, Adler In l^ew. York
March 2Q;
Born iii Californta, he went Intb for many years. Surviving are his
vaudeville In 1874' but a few years wife, Esther, and a son, Benjamin
later touhd him in coinlc opera, hjs H, Wallerstein,. manager for WarKo-ko in 'The' Mikado' bringing ner Brothers at Springfield, Ohio.
bim Into overnight prominence. He Burial was In the Hebrew Actors
was one of the trio of comedians Cemetery in New York.
without otie of which no conilc
CHARLES TERRY
opera production was regarded as
Charles Terry, of the famous thecomplete." The other two members
died In London,
of the triumvirate were De "WoM atrical family,
Hopper and Digby Bell. De Angelis March 4, aged. 73. He deyoted himand Hopper in the McCah prbduc- self to the managerial side of the
tion of 'The Lady or the Tigei^' was profession and acted in that capacone of the outeta'hdlng performances ity for Edward Compton and Ivor
of th^ early

VARIETY

stlll'T^--

She had been appearing

jn the London production of 'Du
Barry.' Detailed account In the

news

section.

Glvney's
by his brother,
who works with him as a stooge,
and George Glvot. Only Berle does
the back-room manner, comit! in
ing out partly disrobed and wearing

loing drawers for an unsavory effect.
JEAN JARVIS
Berle and his stuff get too familwhich
Jean Jarvis, 30, screen actress and iar, and the kind of material
Berle depends upon for reaction is
former showgirl, died in a Holly- what most customers can listen to
wood sanitarium March 16, after a only once, for the most part. If cuslingering illness. She had been in tomers were to be caught doing
pictures about six years.
what Berle does on the stage, the
Capitol managei^ent might urge
them to leave. But Berle gets paid
GORDON LEWIS
Ann
for posterior petting with
Gordon Lewis, screen character Greenway. Looks like the bookers
killed
blniself in Tucson, have got to provide femme entertainactor,
Ariz.; March
by shooting him- ment for m.c.'s today besides paying
17,

them.

self in the head.

:Givot Is the usual howl with his
Greek speech.
Wife of Al Gillls, former Fox
Feature. 'Fast Workers' (MG),
W.C. manager, at Tacoma, died with usual trailers and newsreel.
suddenly after few days Illness.
'Capitol currently has Its pit cut
Mrs. Glllls, former Tulsa, Okla., down to 16 men including the leader.
girl, came here to marry 'dillis. N.o overture when 'caught and the
Cremation at Seattle.
miisic sounded rather weak. Shan.

PARAMOUNT,

N. Y.

Early, bat
Until

Midway Open

12 P. M. or Later

act, assisted

CHICAGO

Chicago, March 20.
World's Fair will close its m.iin
gates at 10:30 p.m., at which time
sale of general admission tickets
will cease.,
However, concessions
on the midway will stay open to 12,
and on nights when business warrants will be permitted to extend
to a.m.
Closing of the educational and
commercial exhibits at 10:30 will
drive the crowds to the midway and
permit that section to close their
14-hour day in a blaze.
Individual concessionaires will get
checks for the previous day's inThis is to
take every morning.
avoid showmen leaving the gi'ounds
in the wee hours loaded with big
bankrolls that invite stick-ups.
All money will pass through cash*
iei's employed by the Exposition and
will be collected and gua:rded by the
Exposition's own private militia.

NATURAL BEER SPOT

(Continued frpm page 17)
Chicago, March 18.
May Be Dry, but Carter
Mae 'Call Me Toots' West is the OmahaLake
standing at his side Winchell re-reWill Be an Oasis
lates the story for those In the audi- piece de resistance of a week that's
ence who may not have read it. gonna be full of shocked houseOmaha, March 20.
Yes, he admits with Miss Scheff at wives, amtuzed at the peep Toots
There are some swell podsibilitieB
his side and not dissenting. Miss gives them into other ways and difmember of the old New York Qai- South Africa last year, he Is the Scheff is broke. But, he adds for ferent attitudes. It may be stated for a resort r.t Carter Lake, la., a
the usul squarer, Miss Scheff is not for those that don't know their tiny bit of territory 'which Is on the
slnq company under Rudolph Aaron- last of the line.
looking for charity.
Miss Scheff geography that this isn't New York Nebraska side of the Missouri river
fiori.
then sings 'Kiss Me Again' aind the by 98$ miles. People here have a because the stream had a tantrum
ANTHONY D. CRAMER
In more recertt ,years the virtual
bigger capacity for being sho(;ked
Anthony, Dewey Cramer, stage applause is thunderous.
fifty years ago.
disappearance of opera coniiqtie in.
-ahd 'Tbofs is a cinch bet to grab
Beriiie's band turn, which is betr
Iowa probably will go right along
favor of musical <Jomedy toqk .him' manager a]t the. old Van Curler^ the-ilie table conversation, luiicheon,
Into new lih^ In which he selrved atre, .legit, for 16 years, died In. ter than ever; a couple of songs dinner, tea, and speakeasy, for the with Congress on bringing in beer.
Miss Robertl, aad a specialty by
Nebraska must throw out a state
with dlstlnctiion; .arid he even map- Seheneotady,- Tuesday (14), follow- by
remember
They'll
week.
her
accompanist, Harold Arlen, fiscal
Illness.
ing
long
amendment which
a
constitutional
aged successfully) non-ihusical.'rple^..
the first half of the show. Toots.
He was well known to many legit comprise
Because of Vtvariclng age he')iad
Outside of America's premiere may take two years, which would
Winchell walks on in the middle of
not been seen freqtiently of late, biit players and managers who , had the bill for a reproduction of one lady tough the bill consisted mostly leave Omaha thirsty and force its
he had been far from Inactive In played the old theatre and was of his radio news broadcasts, sit- of a few stale biscuits that Balaban drinkers to go to Iowa for legal
But, the village of Carter
stage manager during Its heyday. ting at a desk and reading the stuff & Katz dug up from the pantry. brew.
recent years.
When legit closed at that house off while boys dash on and oft with One whole scene between Ed Lowry Lake, nestled in the bend of the
about five years ago he became telegrams. The news was mostly and the chorines was done at the w^ter for which It is named, is in
WILLIAM COURTRIGHT
Oriental and other samples of repethat
appearing
in
the
morning
lo'wa and right on the road to
William (Uncle Billy) Courtright. stage manager at the State, first
papers, but more fascinating in the tition abounded. Either something
Omaha's airport.
84, died In lone, Calif., March 6. run picture and presentation house,
recital than In print, perhaps, and went ga-ga or no great release of
So,, the patieiit owners who held
After cremation In Stockton he and remained there until his fatdli Interestingly done by WInchelK He energy went into the construction
to Lakeview, an old park which
was buried in lone, where, son>e illness caused his retirement sev- used a rehash on the Lindbergh of this presentation.
eral
months,
tombstone,
ago.
years ago, he erected a
case to drag in mention of his own
King, King and King, who have folded a decade ago as a total loss,
He Is survived by his wife. family, a la his column, and they played Chicago often and recently are wetting their lips at the poswith 'William Courtright, noted acHe had Services and burial here last ate it up.
are showing the results of over- sljjllltles of catering to a dry Ne^p
tor' cut into the marble.
Winchell's main idea for the week doing. They and a male chorus In bitaska and making up some of their
held a cremation permit for a niim- Thursday. He was one of the charber of years.
ter members of the I.A.T.S.B. local is to announce a news scoop at each police garb to work briefly with lo'isses.
Miss West was about the total of
He was taken', overland to Cali- In this city and had held offlce sev- show. He's also soliciting celebs to the
entertainment.
Lowry useful
show up for a bow. None In at the
fornia when he was seven years of eral times.
in making it seem like something.
performance caught.
FAIRS CANCEL EARLY
'Keyhole' (WB) on the sllversheet
From then on-lt's a crossfire afLand.
fair between Winchell and Bernle, and biz moderate.
Looks Like Year of Headaches for
with the band in the background
Rural Dates
The audience relished everything.
In keeping with the holiday the
Chicago, March 20.
pit orchestra plays 'Songs of Erin,'
Less than two months after most
with
Irvin
Talbot
conducting.
of the county and state fairs signed
(Continued from page 7)
There had to be a picture, too.
That's the reason for 'Strictly Per- which was the big yell at the stu- their 1933 contracts, cancellations
have started to pour in on the
sonal' (Par).
Bige.
dio for several months while in the
agencies here. One office lost $100,adaptation process, but went out
SARA BLUMENTHAL
age, and at 19 he went on the stage
000 in contracts by cancellation last
the window when William K. HowIn San Francisco, specializing in
Miss Sara Blumenthai, 66, died
week.
are, borrowed from Fox to direct
Shakespearean roles, but with the Thursday (16) at her home in St.
With practically all the rural
the picture, walked out claiming the
old-time actor's versatility, not dis- Paul, following a brief Illness.
San Francisco, March 17.
states desperately involved finandaining to do a minstrel specialty
Oscar Baura Is In his third week adaptation left no story, is also In cially, the withdrawal of state aid
Miss Blumenthai was ofBce manthe show window. 'Good Morning,
when occ^ion demanded.
ager of the old Capitol theatre as conductor at this ace Market Dearie,' Ann
to counties is almost a foregone conCaldwell's farce, is
street
WI*!l*the gi-owth of the pictures
and doing well. His
And
states.
when it was operated by Finkel- concerthouse
arrangements, like the pres- listed in the sale. On the block clusion in dozens of
he went to Hollywood and spent
steln & Ruben and was retained ent one, are exceptionally good.
without that aid the county fair
also are 'Friends of Mr. Sweeney,'
several years in the studio, but rewhen Publlx bought out F. & R. Current is a musical comedy med- by Elmer Davis; 'Gallant Lady,' by can't function. Certainly not in
tired when the
talking pictures
and capably Margaret Widdemar; 'Goldman's,' 1933.
came in and bui lt a home in lone, and changed the Capitol to the ley, nicely put together
directed^
witJi - -Ralph^
Richards- "hy 'Slffrld "STwertz; Hatter's Cas-Paramount;
'Where he had spent his boyhoo^n~He"
briefly holding the spotlight for a
Surviving are four sisters and one pianoization.
tle,' by A. J. Cronin; 'Here's Your
was married three times, his widow,
Salik Busts
Quarterback,' by George Marion,
who survives, being past 70 when brother.
Joaquin Garay continues to do B
Jr.; 'Jorgenson,* by Tristram TupBhe married him.
Namy Salik, listing himself as a
units of the weekly concert, this
per;
'Kiss Me, Doctor,' by Preston showman and giving 400B, Rye
He was within a few days of his
week singing a pair of pop tunes
STEVE
GREEN
Sturges; 'Lesson In Poverty,' by Beach avenue. Rye, N. Y., as his
8Bth birthday.
that land,
Steve Green, 45, vaude monologist,
Fanchon & Marco stage show Cecil Sternberg; 'Life Is Wonder- address, took the bankruptcy route
was a victim of the Southern CaliPAUL M. FELTON
sports some of best talent in weeks. ful,' French play by Marcel Achard; through the U. S. Court here last
Paul M. Felton, 47, pioneer motion fornia earthquake (10). Seated in 'Broadway Revue' has a name, 'Lost Daughter,' German play by week. Petition gave his liabilities
picture man and authority on film his car at a gas station at Artesia, Sammy Cohen, he of the schnoz and Ludwig Fulda; 'Mademoiselle Jock- ad $9,203 and assets none.
animation, died in a New York hos- Cal., a short distance from his home brick red hair, who m.c.'s the unit ey,' by Rene Fanchols, and 'Manpital March 14.
He was born In at Los Alimitos, he was crushed to and does as his turn a tri-cornered hattan Model,' by Gael MacLean.
No Miss Fair Meeting
Towanda, Pa., and as a youth (in death when a building collapsed, drama and boxing bit.
Others listed are 'Mary Makes a
Jackson, Miss., March 20.
Frank Gaby, though slowed down Call,' by Homer Miles; 'Mask and
1895) he anticipated the film carBrown Williams of Philadelphia,
by a bad throat, drew plenty of the Face,' by Luigl Chlarelli; 'Memtoons by making books of drawings
Miss., was reelected president of the
TRMTK N. HEABN, Jr.
laughs with his ventriloquism an
which he flipped through the field
ories,'
Edward
Knoblock's
play;
unbilled stooge in the box. O'ConMississippi Association of Fairs for
March 26, 1932
of a postcard projector.
My Darling Boy
around 'My Wife,' Michael Morton novel; 1933.
old-timers
Family,
nor
He went into the. business as a
Always With Me
these parts, click with their usual 'The Night Hawk,' by Edgar JepThe annual convention was called
member of the staff of Lyman H.
MOTHER
regularity, relying upon the tiny son; 'Number, Please,' an original off this year due to the money sitHowe, whose traveling picture
kids to tie up proceedings. A pic- by Sam Mlntz; 'Only Once in a uation
and voting was done by mall.
shows, with sound effects, were
ture number has Three Jacks and a Life,' Ursula Parrott novel; 'Papastandard theatre entertainment, do- burying the car with the debris. Queen in dancing that wasn't so Papa,' French comedy by Robert de
ing animation and also looking aft- Green was a native of Hannibal, forte this mat and the Campus Co- Flers and G. A, CaiUavet; 'Purbuilt
up
girls
Line
singing.
of
Howard
on
eds
Lawson; 'Step-daughters
er the musical end. He was a self- Mo., but took up his residence
chase,' by Robert Von
Saxmar;
'This Side
16, making a noticeable differtaught
a the coast several years ago. His to
Mack Swan's "Regular Feller; Corey of War,' by Helen Smith;Fitzgerald;
pianist,
on
learning
ence in appearance of stage and
broken-down piano, the missing widow survives.
'Round
Trip'; 'Safari,' Paul of Paradise,' by F. Scott
Ford's
show.
Those Who Walk in Darkness,' by
keys of which forced him to origFox
yarn.
Hervey
Picture, -Sailor's Luck' (Fox).
Perley P. Shechan; 'Three Black
inate odd effects in phrasing.
Here's Another Yarn
Bock.
ERNEST A. ASH
Pennies,' by Joseph Hergesheimer;
In 1917 he left Howe to form the
Girl,'
'School
famed
Carman 'Too Much Efflclency,' by E. J.
Ernest A. Ash, 45, concert pianBosworth, De Frenes and Felton
which
Barnes
story
every
writer
on
Rath; 'Top o' the Hill,' by Charles
Films Co. which for 10 years did ist, killed himself in Prospect park,
N. Y.
the lot took a crack at.
Later, Kenyon;
'Whispering Smith,' by
advertising film.
He went from Brooklyn, March 14, by drinking
studio brought out the youthful Fran:: H. Spearman; 'Woman Thou
New York, March 17.
there to Max Fleischer and at the chloroform llnement in his parked
who did no better than the Art,' by Grant Sinclair; 'Woman
time of his death was with the Van car. Believed that continued sinus
'How rotten shows have become.' writer,scribes. Following
staff
this, she Who Broke the Rule' and 'Wrong
from
a
overheard
It's the remark
trouble led to his act.
Beuren Co.
woman customer in the Capl was given an* acting contract with Gondola,' by Otto Klingenberg,
Survived by a brother.
Dead man was the inventor of a young
tol mezz, on the night the show was more attending publicity than most wind up the Hat.
silent piano keyboard which flashed
players got in thoir livOH.
She
caught. Poor biz when caught.
PosHibiUtles are that some of the
SAUL WALLERSTEIN
lights instead of emitting musical
Appearing with Milton Berle cur- never made a picture. Story for storIe.s will be held out after the
Saul Wallerstein, B5, former Buf- tones. Designed for practice work.
studio look.<j over the list. Several
rent are the Maxellos, Owen Mc- sale.
falo theatre owner an d
Yiddish
Glvney, George Givot and Ann
and
Lilies,'
another
of
tlic yarn.s slated to go are favs
'Diamonds
actor, died at Springfield, Ohio,
Greenway, plus the Chcstpr Halo Edwin JiiHtiifl Mayor story, goo.-j of prodiKor.4 and execs who from
BETTY DE WITT
Monday. "Wallerstein was internaBeat number the girls do Is
girls.
Blocks time to time bring thorn to life and
tionally known on the Yiddish stage
Betty De Witt, 18, dancer, of New the ballet piece. McOlvney offers undor tlio i\nrr\n\f-r; '.•'ovon
writers to make new treatbaving toured England, Australia York, was killed near HartsviUe, his mystery sketch. Givot does hia Ap.'irt,' Katiiarine Bru.<^h'.s novfl; a.s.iiKn
Anno ',<^plf0 of I>ifo,' origln.al »)y .John •ncfil.
and South Africa for yeaVs later S. C, March 14, in an automobile Crock ambassador speech.
.
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VARiETT

S6

luunoNt
The

magioian exhibits a flower pot with
hinged sides on a table In the center ol the
He opens out the sides to show that this
.

stage.

container is

'TS ^insr TO JBM

emp^. Closing it up, lie places a

screen between it

and the audience/After a

short period t>( magic incantations lie removes

.

^

The

astounded audience sees a
beautiful i^il, covered to the shoulders in
lovely flowers, rising from the "empty" container. Where did she come from?
the screen.

IxiPlANATIONt
The girl vras hiding behind

'

. , .

A
the drape of the

There is a trap door in the hottom of
^th a hole large enough to
allow her to crawl through. The flowers.
Called "magicians' feather flowers" are a
regular part of a magician's outfit The flower girl wears a rubber tunic and a bathing
cap to keep the -flowers compressed into small
space. She slides the tunic down, removes cap

table.

the flower pot,

and flowers expand when she

emergies.

ITS MOHB Tcrjsr TO

trick frequently

worked

in ciga-

rette advertisiog is the illusion that

mildness in

a

cigarette

comes from

The

real difference comes In

tKet

tobaccos that are used. TheJ>etter the
tobacco, the milder it is.

mysterious processes of manufacture.
Iff

is

a

fast,

woM known by

iKPtANAfiONt All popular ciga<*

leaf tobacco experts/ that

rettes today are made in modern sani-

Camels are made from finerr
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos
than <my other popular brand.

tary factories with up-to-date machinery. All are heat treated—some more
intensively than others, because raw,
inferior tobaccos require

more

in-

tensive treatment than choice, ripe

tobaccos.

That is why Camels are so nuld. Thai
is why Camels have given more pleasure to more people than any other cigarette ever made.
It*8

the secret of Camels' rich "bou-

quet"... their cool flavor... their non^
irritating mildness.

Give your

taste

a chance to ap-

preciate the greater pleasure and
satisfaction of the

more expensive

tobaccos.

JVZ?

TRICKS

JUST COSTIIER
TOBACCOS
IK A

MAVSHLBS S

B.L B

ND

RADIO

STAGE

SCREEN

PRICE

15^
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NEW
^art B'way
On

Hay

tise that real beer Is for sale, and
ithen watch the profits roll In, is a
fiction born of the nationwide enthusiasm, and not of practical
{business thinking, declares the boys
:who have decided to wait. The
profits, they contend, will go to the
CroVernment, the brewers and the
JQxture and bar supply people. But
the retailers, with few exceptions,
:wlll find the going tough, if not Impossible.

The waiting ones say that from
fheir pre-prohibitlon experience as
ioperators of bars and other drinking places, the profits available
Bolely through the sale of beer may
sot be large enough to cover the
aversige overhead. Volume of sales
xnust be very heavy to return a
fair profit, with the turnover In a
fiOO or 300-scat place not sufficient.
IThe only spots that have a chance,

eay the knowing
or

lads, are the 2,000,

4,000-seat

beer

garden^

Washington, Bfarch 27.
Reference to the President's
reported desire to address the
people every so often via radio,
perhaps twice a month, has the
ether men doing all they can
to encourage the Idea while
formulating plans to accommodate.
Aerial execs favor a special
to be regularly set
aside for the White House,
which would eliminate the necessity of last minute scrapping of schedules for unanticipated talks.
period,

to atone for the

short

m

Agents Inspire Plan to Organize as Equit7 Ally
with A. F. of
Affiliation

—^Reps Hold Academy

Actor in Salary
Chopping
Protection of
Free-Lance Players One
Failed

—

of Promoters'

Aims

SUB ROSA CAMPAIGN
Hollywood. March 27.
agent members of the
Managers' AMOciation are
back of a mov« to organize all
screen players, with a view of affiliating with the Actors' Equity Association, 80 they might be accorded
full support of the American Feder-

Hopes for Beer Boom

With Honor Medals, Sold for Song
Modern Minute Man

BY QEORGE McCALL

As part of the 'new deal'
platform a Sixth avenue, New
Tork, valetorlum, will make a

Grateful governments throughout
the world have decorated thousands

Hollywood, March

PIX REACTION

ISANTMHTLER

'new man' of you for |1. This
Includes cleaning and press-

In Hollywood these medals
up the prop rooms of studios
and prop houses, attesting to the
tle.

ing, light mending of your
suit; cleaning the hat, shoes,

clutter

and there are also
washroom facilties. All while
you wait.

fact that heroes, once their deeds
of valor have been forgotten, must

Place is situated In the
midst of the Sixth avenue employment agencies. So, with
the prospects of a new Job, a,
|1 Investment refurnishes a
dowdy wardrobe and general
appearance from head to foot.

Las Angeles pawnshops harbor
sufnclent valorous decorations to
supply an army. Perhaps, because
those who believe their deeds undying, that's the main reason they
gravitate to this city, hoping to get

necktie,

eat.

some

where
eral

it is

having

Its reflex In

respects, particularly
free spending for

gards

as

sevre-

German

amusements and German tourism.
Attendance at German films has
dropped too drastically to be casual,

dort of

work

In pictures or to

advantage
of
California's
Unable to click, their most

take

climate.

prized possession, the
furnishes
them with

PARIS AaORS'

OUTDOOR TEN*

ation of Labor.

Feeling in this country against
the rampant Hitler oppression in
Germany la reaching that point

27.

of men with medals symbolic of extreme, courage on the field of bat-

Several

Working under cover a number of
agents era' lining up prominent

Paris,

March

27.

Hard times are responsible for a
purpose of holding a meeting within stretch of the Blvd. Saint- Martin,
the next two weeks to launch such near the Blvd. Strasbourg, being
an organization. Call is for all tal- converted Into an open-air 'contract
ent, contracted and freelance play- market' by the Jobless members of
ers, whether members of the Acade- the Paris amusement world.
Every day they gather there hopmy or not.
Agents claim they are trying to ing to be singled out by theatrical
stars and contract players for the

decoration,

temporary

financial relief through the pawnbroker. Few men hock their decorations without feeling they will redeem them soon, but few ever do.
Medals as a rule find their way to
the studios, where they decorate

the chest of srme actor who liaa
portrayed the deed for which th«
original owner received the decoration.

In Hollywood there are over 3.000
foreign medals awarded American
soldiers during recent wars. That's
probably above 60% of the decorations given by the foreign countries
to Americans.
Each medal repreunionize tCe players as a hieans of managers and fllm directors In sents a forgotten man.
All the
search of types. Acrobats and bareforestalling any possibility of a
with tra- medals In Hollywood, however, did
general studio readjustment of sala- back riders rub shoulders
not
come from veterans stranded
gedians and Ingenues; erstwhile
ries of their clients after expiration
Not a few were obtained
prima donnM are seen chatting with here.
of the 50% cut period. These artist
clowns and Jugglers; extras and from pawnbrokers throughout the
representatives go so far as to claim
leads exchange clgarets; oldtlmers country.
that at the end of the emergency
In
making
of Fox's 'Pilgrimage,'
in their 60's relate their past glory
period the major studios will not recurrently in production, it was necto amateurs of 16.
instate salaries to the 100% mark
In Inclement weather ana at meal esarry to use 40 Crolz de Guerres.
and the players will be asked to take
times, a cafe tobacconist shop is
(Continued
on page 44)
readjustment based on a general
used for their headquarters and it
20% cut, to become permanent.
Is there that most of the women
congregate. Many vaudeville, fllm
Claim Big Freelance Cut
and theatrical agents are forming
Further, they claim, there Is no the habit of dropping into this cafe
indication that salaries of freelance for an aperitif while looking the Kay Van Riper Bedridden After
Week at L. A. Paramount
players will be brought back to their crowd over.
original standard, and contend that

eliminated or played down Hitler's
newsreel clips as a means to obviate disturbances which had asserted themselves with the flsishEaston, Pa., March 27.
ing of the Nazis' leader's pictures.
With beer coming back, Allen(Continued on page 48)
Newsreel editors are all dodging
town fair will reduce its admission
price from 50 to 26c next year. The Hitler closeups.
German film attendance fell oft
beer garden at the fair grounds.
Which In the good old days helped about 40% last week in the Torkmake dividends possible, is being vlUe German picture houses. CanRenovated and will again be open. cellations of German pictures were
Directors of fair figure that with noted by distributors of the films,
the 25c admish, more people will chiefly in Yiddish nabes.
Come to the fair and that the buslLos Angeles, March 27.
'Maedchen in Uniform' suffered
iiess In the beer garden will more the greatest amount of cancellations,
Example of what can be expected
than make up the difference in the seven being recorded In the east. In the future handling of big news
Admission price.
There were three in Texas and oth- events was demonstrated by the
Picture has played Coast Don Lee experimental teleers elsewhere.
most German spots and is now hit- vision station, W6XS, in sending out
Napoleonic Chaplin
ting the small nabes in the east, 'pictures' of the California earthHollywood, March 27.
most of which have never previous- quake a few hours after the shockStation broadcast several clips,
Charlie Chaplin still has his Na- ly played foreign talkers and are
now unwilling to risk these films photographed by Pathe News, acpoleon complex.
Upon completion of the picture with currently aggravated condi- companied by a vocal description
Local television
the pictures.
of
that ho is now working on, and ex- tions.
Tuxedo theatre, Brooklyn, is the dabblers reported the pictures okay,
pects to put Into production May 1,
Chaplin will
immediately begin biggest to have cancelled a German but so far it is not known whether
Work on a ptory starring himself, film, picture being 'Zwel Menschen,' or not they were picked up by potential receivers out of town.
a two-year-old German talker.
based on the life of Napoleon.

Fair Cuts Admission;

Hollywood Hock Shops Cluttered

Artist

on a wholesale and the tours and travel agencies
volume of sales in New Tork are plenty worried
margin of by indications of an unofficial boycott by prospective tourists.
profit.
The sudden hostile Hitler attifWX) A Week
Cost of outfitting a fair erade tude is being reflected pronto at
beer parlor will run to around the box-ofllce of the German talk$20,000, all of this going for sup- ers In this country by several of
plies and fixtures.
With the av- the sure-seaters switching to French
erage place expected to abide by the product or resuming American subjno-whlskey rules and limited to sequent run bookings. Heretofore,
the majority of foreign film prod(Continued on page 44)
uct booked was of German origin.
The key city de luxers either

ithat pour the suds
ibasls and figure on

RESTOIIED

White House Period

its.

3,000

TO msuiit

Beer; Can't See Profit at Jit

While the rest of the U. S. stages
mad rush for prosperity via the
peer tap within the next couple of
who consider themjselves wise are sitting back and
In the first place, they
ivalting.
;want to see what's going to happen
[before they step In, and in the sccjmid place the wise guys think that
fieer selling will not be the cinch
Ufaat It seems to the more enthusl^tic but less cautious masses.
A general Impression tiiat all one
iias tQ. do is open up a shop, adver-

PAGES

YUm UNION MOVE

Lads Pass Quick

tweeks, the guys

56

PERSONALS UNNERVING

.

Hollywood, March

That

Calif. Spirit of

TELEVISION ETHERS

PICTURES OF QUAKE

Its

Bi^der-Upperiiig

Los Angeles, March 27.
Local fllm exchanges are doing
their

bit

to

restore

confldence

in

Southern California by mailing to
other branches and to friends in
widely scattered areas postcards of
Long ncach taken 66 hours after
the quake (10) to indicate that the
damage reports from that sector
were greatly exaggerated.
Entire back of postcard. 5'/4x7 in. in
size, is an aerial photo of the resort
town, with an alTldavit by the photographer as to date' picture wa.s

made.

It

shows

A

all

the

modern,

buildings .standing,
nothing to indicate town wa.s

class

aged seriously.

with

dam-

27.

Week of personal appearance at
the Paramount, in which she appeared before a stage audience for
the first time and was called upon
to work alone on the boards for eight
minutes, proved too much for Kay
Van Riper, who handles, writes and
acts in the
'English Coronet' series.
She collapsed Immediately after
the last show and Is now In Benedict ho.spltal, here, suffering from
a serious breakdown.

KFWB

WB's

Hitler

terial

Yarn Search

Hollywood, March 27.
searching for fllm macovering the Hitler regime In

Warners

Is

Germany.
Headers arc scanning published
books and artirl^.s for a bacltground
on whi'h to h.in? a story of this
type.

—
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Chicago Bans Price Mendoii in Ady;

A. in Fine Fetde: Holdovers

All-Negro Stage Show^ $35,000, Big

In 3 Houses, All DoOig Wefl;

Drive."Kong; New Entries, NSH

the holdover.

It

a

premiere for 'King Kong,' fell
disappointingly to- $2(600 on Friday night; $l-,<6^ for Saturdays ^hdditto Sunday. - That a^igurs Kat-dly
Film at $1 top is In for a
$12,000.
four week guaranty.
'The Big Drlvt,' at the State," got
off to a nice start and should oome
In with around $14,000, a very
will

first

..

•

G.

FARNUM

1660 Broadway

'.

'

—

to

-

i;

'Girl.

and will .probably take
$7,000 oh the week.
to hdld^Vier of '42d Stfeel/
the Western' cdntlhueS; afl^ -first run,
with Warners'. Beverly also toecopwIng a first rvin' for th.e week, start-,
ing liilarch 30, with. 'Bte Cage/ play-;,
Ing both houses 'slniuljttihei^tlsljf,.
Missing,'

'So T^iis is Africa' (Cpl). Will

draw -^'Big Drive'

(FD).;

Not

very, strong

any other .to With femmes, but, exploitatipn getneat $1,400. Last.- week 'Sailor B^ ting results up to ppssible okay $3,-Good' (RiKO) did about as expected, 500, <air. Last ws^k 'Nagana* (U)

.

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Fox) ,(2,028; B5-$1.10)—
*Kin-c; Kong* (RKO) and ritage iBhoW;
(1st week).
With heavy explolta.'tion campaign got $2,500 fpr opening tietformance.' Initial week m]ay
:

more per papita
,

.tham..

sp-so $600.
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-15-25)—
'Hard to Handle' (WB); Off. for
fair $2,300.
Last, yeek /Clear All
Wires' (MG) Had tl^e breaks pf new
prices; got the people, but nbt much
nipre.

.mpney; aboift average

did poorly at $2,700,
Liberty (FPx-Parker) (2,000; 1625)
'Luxury Liner* (Par). Holding
Last
its ^wn for average $3,000.
wieek 'Robbers' Roost' (Fox) fair
at i$2,800.
;

—

$2,200;

"

Downtown (WP)

(1,800; 25-70)

and vaudeville

(LTC?) (1*200; 10-16-25)
—Orpheum
put'Thp Outsider' (MG). Will:
'he

'

side .the dough, tpo, possible $600.
(2nd week). Pacing remarkably big
Last week "Devil Commands' (CPl)
second week and may come h6ine' made the doorman
wonder if the
with around $16,000, very nitty. door -Was locked,
slim $500.
First week a -^ifrand $16,400.
State (Monroe) (500; 10-16-25)—
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 25-66)—
'Rome
Express'
Will
suffer like
(U).
(2nd week).
•42nd Street* <WB)
Heavy : ight trade. Second week all the BG pix have in this spot;
may bring around $17,000, zowie! maybe $750. Last week 'Cohens and
First week, including $2 premiere, Kellys In Trouble' (U) enjoyed a
;

i

Pruned to

.

big in further proof that
this town goes for spieedy negroid

CINCY GROSSES ON THE

ALLAY-OOP; ALBEE, 14G

Mae West.
McVickers (B&K) (2,284; 35-55)
—'Clear the Wires' (MG). Hovtae
mentioned in the rumor mart last
Combined
week as going 'dark. Has become
amusement
weekly change' grind with take
oup. Biggest ijnprovement at Al- down around $6,000 average, but this
week poorer at $3,600. Last week
bee, whpse-vaudefllm lineup Is likeSnatched $7,300.
wise considerably better than last
Oriental (B&K) (8,200; 36-56-76)
week.
'42nd Street' is continuing —'White
Sister'
:(MG).
Gablestrong In its third week. Strand Hayes figured surefire. Opened Satshowing appreciable box ofllce urday (25) and auspices anticipate
bulge from addition of family time big $22,000. Last w«eik 'Big Cag6'
acta to pictures-at po p p rices.
(U) worth only $6,200.
Last week theatre trade was diPalace (RKO) <2,633; 40-66-83)^
verted by severe Ohio river flood 'Rome Express' (U) and vaude. Thla
and a flower show at Music Hall.
British Gaumoht picture rated okay
Estimates for This Week
entertainment minus names.
In
Albee (RKO) (3.300; 86-65)—'Pri- combination with good hokey bill
vate Jones' (U) and vaude. Topped headed by Ken Murray, Rosco Atea
and
Eddie
South
expected
pick
to
by Tom 'Pats' Waller, ebony Ivory
tickler
and blues shouter, who up $18,000, although opening pace
gained popularity In these parts via slower than last week when iGreat
WLW. Lee Tracy enlisting screen Jasper' (RKO) got that total.
fans; stage fare far better than average; $14,000, very oke. Last week
Cincinnati, March 27.
grosses of principal
parlors doing an allay-

—

Meantime Doing Oke
Kansas

City,

March

27.

With closing notices In all of the
run to $1,500.
April 1, except 'Great Jasper' (RKO) and vaude,
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-35-50- theatres to take effect
with Evelyn Brent and 'Fatty' Ar15-25)
'W at Price Decency 60)— 'King Kong' (RKO). Would Lpew's Midland, which will turn put buckle as names, $7,600; blotches
(Equit)
and 'Manhattan Tower' probably "lick better if the b. o. tar- the lights March 30 unless spme- of red.
(Rem). Not heavy screen fare, so iff not so high in cPmparison to oth- thing happens,
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 30-55)—
the managers are
around $4,000 will have to suffice, ers, but niay surprise to nice $2,900.
'Sailor's Luck' (Fox). Expected to
Last week '11th Commandment' Last week 'Topaze' (RKO) should gping right ahead after the business get $10,000, good. Last week 'What!
(Allied) and 'Gambling Sex' (Mono) have l&een titled 'Limpy,' fair $2,500. as though there was nothing to No Beer?'
MG) settled to $8,600,
fair, a little short of $4,000.
Stock cpmpany playing on dime worry about. Opening day's hardest mild after speedy start.
Paramount (Marco) (3,595; 25-50) scale across the street bores into
(RKO) (1,285; 35-55)—
Lyric
rainstprm pf the seaspn shpt busi—'From Hell to Heaven' (Par) and this house.
'Luxury Liner' (Par). No names
ness, however.
Nothing unusual for
ettuge show.
with local b. o. ring. Heading for
screen, looks around $1-2,000. Last
Loew's Midland's 'Hallelujah, I'm $7,500, all right. Last week 'Our
week 'Lady's Profession' (Par)
a Bum,' in as an exclusive and with Betters' (RKO) $6,000, mild.
showed little profit at $10,600.
a 25c price, plus the magic in the
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 25-40)—
RKO (2,950; 25-40)— 'Goona Goon^me Jolson and In spite of unkind '42nd Street' (WB). Attracting a
na'
(FD) (2nd-final week). Ap'Hard to swell $7,500 in third week; $11,800,
notices, looks strongest.
peared to be strong enough fare for
Handle' and 'Big Cage' also getting socko, last week. Only picture to
second week with result that house
attention.
show in this house for longer than
will do better than it usually does
a fortnight.
Estimates for This Week
around $20,000, exceptionally
Los Anneles (Wm; Fox)

—

big.'
(2,800;

nice,

PORHAND PERKS DP
UNDER BAUY HYPO

on

week

first

of other attractions in
Last week this one

getting $7,000.

State (Loew-Fox)
—•Big Drive' (FD).
exploitation, but no dice for the
Last week
femmes, only $9,500.
'Sailors Luck' (Fox) hit just a little
over $10,000, not good.

Western
'Girl

(WB)

Missing'

(2,500;

(WB).

26-50)—

Better than

the average business house does,
being a first run, and may come
close to $6,000.

Another Cohn
Hollywood, March 27.
Cohn, brother of Jack and
Harry Cohn, has turned picture
producer despite the entreaties of

Max

the latter, and starts April 3 at the
make a sex

Metropolitan studios to
picture.

He
titled

calls

It

a

'health

picture,'

'Dark Waters.' Understood to

have Canadian capital and obtained
Edgar Ulmar from the east to di
rect, with Diane Sinclair to play

lead.

Portland, Ore., March 27.
Fox-Broadway getting extra biz

^Liberty (Dubinsky) (860; 10-20)—
'Her Mad Night' (Mayfr) and 'State
Trooper' (Col), split. Little grinder
cbntinues to enjoy a fair steady
is Par's 'Woman Accused,' getting play and will ge around $2,500, good.
over fairly.
Altogether looks like Last week 'Silver Dollar' (FN) and
'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) se.cond
a good week.
split, ditto.
B. O. biz in general off for the half
Mainstreet (RKO) (3.200; 25-40)—
past two weeks and gross levels
lower is being helped by exploita- 'Big Cage' (U). Hot stuff animal
show
for the kids, and the elders
tion increases.
RKO Orpheum with only vaude will enjoy it, too. Looks a fair
and stage band in the burg held its $6,000. Last week 'So This Is Afriown well through the moratorium ca' (Col) better at $9,000, okay.
depresh. Orpheum did nicely with
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25)— 'Hal'Our Betters' but not in line for win- lelujah, I'm a Bum* (UA). Opinion
ning biz this week with 'Cohens and divided as to the merits of the picKellys.'
ture, but Al Jolson has a great folBill McCurdy planning series of lowing, and the week's gross should
roadshow opposish to follow 'Tattle reach $9,000, good. La6t week 'Red
Tales' here this week for two days Dust' (MG), revival, $6,500, not bad.
at the auditorium at $2 top. 'Tattle
Newhian (Par) (1.800; 25-35-60)—
Tales' connected for big results, 'Hard to Handle* (WB). Will run
grossing around $4,000 for two days. until April 1 for a good $7,000. Last
'Rasputin' will boost the b. o. at week "Woman Accused' (Par), $6,
the United Artists; well exploited 000.
and may hold for two weeks.
Uptown (Fox) (2,040; 25-40)Estimates for This Week
Arliss a
'King's Vacation' (WB).
Broadway (Fox-Parker) (2,000; better draw in the residentials than
(Par) downtown houses; likely around
25-40)— 'Woman Accused'
Last week 'Sailors
Going fairly for possible average $4,000, fair.
$5,000. Last week 'Clear All Wires' Luck' (Fox), the same.

this week
in person

with Captain Salisbury
and South Sea picture.
(2,024; 25-40)
Big ballyhoo Radio exploitation helped. Feature

hit $10,500. plenty.

diversion.
Looks like house wlH
smack $35,000 after getting $37,70(>
last week with 'Keyhole' (WB) and

.

,

'

started

.

C. All

.

.

'

.

Due

•42nd Street' ,(WB)

27.

27.

Grosses are steady this week. theatre the talent rpster Is 100%
Loew's Palace with 'Rasputin,' long colored, while B&K has spotted anadvertised and exploited, will lead; other all-sepia divertlssment, 'Dixie
'Great Jasper,' at the Apollo, also on Parade' at its neighborhood
Harding. At the same time RKO'a
will do good biz.
Ohio, downtown spot. Is running Palace has the Eddie South colored
'Ein Walzer vom Struass' for three orchestra. By noW It is a well-established maxim of showmanship
days only at 26c.
that Chicago is a good town for
Estimates for This Week
colored attractions, when speedy.
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 26- B&K in
particular is constantly re40)
'Great Jasper' (RKO). Around peating
the Mills Brothers who
good.
Last
week
'Our
Bet$3,000,
have played for them some seven
ters' (RKO) closed around $2,600.
times in about two years.
25-40)—
Circle (Circle)
(2,600;
Balaban & Katz were Inclined to
'Lady's Profession' (Par).
Should be a shade more cheerful on the
boost the ante to around $2,700. box office outlook this week,
figurlAst week 'Woman Accused' (Par) ing that the Chicago and Oriental
did arpund that flgrure.
in the Ippp would surely do well,
Indiana (Circle) (3.300; 25-40)— while 'Sign of the Cross' was open•So This Is Africa' (Col). Will get ing nicely at both Uptown
and
around $6,500; maybe more, but this Tivoli and the Southtown and
spot did a terrific biz last week. Harding with stage shows for one
First time 'Scandals' appeared on a week only were promising
some
picture house Stage It knpcked Put profit.
$27,000, setting new top for Indiana.
By agreement all circuits have
A sell-out at every performance for eliminated
price mention in their
five days at 40c to all. The picture advertisiements on plea that It waa
that went along was 'Parachute wrong slant. Small exhibs concurJumper' (WB).
ring, grumble that it was their best
Loew's Palace (Loew) (2,800; 26- selling point.
40)— 'Rasputin' (MG). Should hit
Estimates for This Week
around $8,000, good for this spot.
Chicago (B&K) (3,940; 35-65-75)
Last week replay df 'Red Dust'
(MG) got around $4,500; very good. —'Pick Up' (Par) and stage show.
Don Redman-Mills Bros, show

i

around

see'only $12,00 0;

Direction

RALPH

-

show a

run with

atmazement."

^

>

into

The
Cincinnati
"Times- Star"
"Will Mahoney's dance on
the jEylophpne Is pne pf the best
aichlevements seen in the theatire in
a long time. The' -tap dance on the
Mahoneyphone is worthy of actual

competihg within themilelve^; rather than against each (MG) with several shorts of radio
o'ther.
names under locally exDloited title
"The recent LTC cut of 60%,. ac- Network on Parade' clicked nicely
cording to rfeports, was halved to fpr Pkay $4,600.
25% last pay day and indication
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 26-40-55)
that 'the help will soon be on the
'Cphens and Kellys in Trouble'
olid basis is possible.
Union help (U) with vaude and stage band.
still works
on a temporary pay Not showing much strength, $3,800.
basis and is willing to take a nick Last week 'Our Betters' (RKO) got
t9 a certain extent,
qvet'fpr gppd enpugh $6i000.
Besides
Whe'eler-Woolsey
th€>
United Artists (Fpx-Pajker) (1,cboch show, 'King Kong' at the 000; 2fe-40)—'Rasputiti' (M;G). Well
S-tuart and 'Hafd' to Handle' at the exploited ana looks 1:. line to click
Lincoln complete the layout.
for good $4,500. Last week 'Blpndie
Johnson' (FN) a poor $3,000>
Estimate^ for This Week
Oriental (Hamrick) (2,600; 25-36)
Colot^iai -(I-TCy (660; 10-15-20)—

Picbit of a profit on the week.
tuve started off to around. $1,900\ on
the opening day.
Western, having no second nin„
JuftipeiJ

New

i^tion

healthy- take.
It

State,

York.

rumored that an agreement
all the sbbwmien t-egarding

is

Loew's

said:

closings will soon be reached. Biz
Has' dropped to the' point of organ-

$5.50

Paramount, with "From Hell

'

March

Chicago, March

Negro entertainment tended to
dominate around Chlccco',- picture
palaces this week. At the Chicago

—

WILL MAHONEY
This \7eek,

among

$3.30 instead of

Heaven,' looks like

Indianapolis,

3G

using 'King Kong' ^Africa' $1,400; *Kong'
as the screen attraction, three holdLincoln, Neb., March 27.
overs, and the Western again goThree real likely drawing cards
ing into first run, trade in the initial
run houses spurted up considerably. in town this week. The Colonial,
Unusual interest was manifested in
'20c-top house, gets 'So This Is
the holdovers, which are '42nd
Street' at Warners Hollywood and Africa,' which seems to be the only
Downtown, and 'Goona Goona' at- feature, combined with the price,
the RKO.
with sparkle enough to attract.
Business for '42nd Street' started
Theatre row Is marking time exoft on Its second stanza at a pace
that will hold the picture for a pectant of trie return of Joe Cooper,
Hollywood
third week at both the
LTC
head due last week from N. T.
houses, and show a considerable
Several matters are still awaiting
profit for the t)owntown, with ia
take of around $13,000, while the his sanction iiere. M6st Important
Hollywood house will probably hit seems to be his decision as to the.
around $15,000.
number of houses to remain open or
'Goona Gbona,"^ on the other hand,
will.probahly be around $7,000 for further lopping of admission prices.
basis,

Chinese.' with

After Tab 'Scandals' Wow
276, Indpls. Nonnal Again

3 Look Likely in Lincoln;

Hollywood, March 27.
With the Chinese reopening on a

two-a-day

Tuesday, March 28, 1933

•

(RKO)

Grand

16-30)—
booked in
heavy magnet-

(1.025;

'Past Life' (MG).
for three days, but

Was

holdover for week.
Flash front an eye halter; $3,000,
swell. Last week 'Nagana' (U) and
'Parole Girl' (Col), split week, $2,-

ing

justified

300,

fair.

—

Swanson's Legit?

Gloria Swanson et al. left for the
coast yesterday (Monday) for what
is said to be only a couple weeks'
stay.

Some indecision on Miss Swanson's part as to the future; mentioned possibilities of a return trip
to Europe or a Broadway legit.

INDEX
40
54

Bills

Burlesque
Calendar
Chatter.
Editorial

:

Exploitation

Film House Reviews.....
Film Reviews.
Foreign Films News
Foreign

Show News

Inside—Legit
Inside— Music

Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)
'Sundown Rider' (Col) and 'Obey
the Law' (Col). Split week, $2,700,
nifty.
Last week 'Speed Demon'
(Col) and 'State Trooper' (Col), $2,-

—Pictures
Inside—Radio
Inside—^Vaude

100, oke.

Legitimate

Strand

(1,160;

15-25)— 'Constant

Woman' (WW) and

vaude.

Starter

for vaude.film at this theatre.

Open-

ing rush and praise of patrons indicate success for new policy. Four
shows daily; five acts booked by
Gus Sun; six-piece orchestra, directed by Harry Willsey, and five
stagehands, union. Current bill: 4

Beauties and Howe, Jack Herbert
and Co., Laypo and Lee, Helen Kennedy and Co., and Seror, Jr., and
Melita Trio.
En route to $4,500
or better. Last week 'Oliver Twist'

(Mono), $1,400, fair.
Ufa (400; 30-40)
(Cap).

—

'Barberlna'

German trade coming along

at $900 rate, good. Last Week
Express' (U), $800, fair.

'Rome
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"Kong/ Xross^' Grace

Phflly Is Just

Moore Make

Better Product
Philadelphia,

March

27.

Capital

Biz Very Abba-Dabba

So-So, Awaiting

Washington, March 27.
Ehrerythlng's 'King Kong' this
week. Everybody else is doing average business, but nothing to boast
about. The ape man is aiming at
house record for Keith's, with even
opposition admitting it.

With '420(1 Street' finally reaching the end of Its phenomenally
'Kong' came into town following
successful stay and most of the one of the biggest exploitation camother offerings rated as no more
Ballyhoo
tbtui moderate draws, it looks like a paigns ever pulled here.
lean week in the downtown picture started two weeks before opening
houses. '42d Street* hit a remarkwith radio spot teasers, 'King Kong
able $20,600 in the six days ending
last Thursday which brought its run Is Coming!' running four times day
at the Stanley up to two and a half on three stations. Hardle Meakin
weeks. Its closing, which has been hooked four papers for contest tietwice set back, is now scheduled ups ranging from cross-word puztor Thursday, which will give this zles to water color pictures. Landed
musical three and a half weeks in daily stories on dramatic pages for
all— an amazing record for these nearly two weeks preceding opening.
parlous times and something to be Even old 'Evening Star' weakened
shot after for some time to come. and came through. 'Herald' sent reIt should get a good average gross porter down to National Museum to
In its last Biz days which, at the find oiit If 'Kong* was possible.
Stanley, would be between $14,000 Chain drug stores came through
and $15,000.
with 'King Kong' ice cream cone.
On the other hand, the Boyd with Town was clrcused with 24 sheet
"The Keyhole' looks wobbly after boards. Started off with only wow
a couple of strong weeks. Mae midnight show not followed by holiWest's 'She Dope Him Wrong,' day town has seen. A natural for
which started mildly enough, sur- exploitation. It's sure best that any
prised with a $16,600 better than house will get out of it what it puts
Keith's ought to see beautiful
in.
the present house average.
Other nice
its trouble.
'Men Must Fight' hardly qualifies $16,000 for inviting
press club and
angle was
for more than $7,000 at the Stanton
ladles
to preview. Same time paid
despite a couple of good notices, and
sent
300 women
and
papers
debts
to
•Clear All Wires,' first showing, figout as walking ads.
ures around $3,100 at the Karlton.
Grace Moore and S.ingin' Sam are
The Earle has Qpsslbilities with
houses.
•What! No Beer?' on the screen and battling it out for the vaude
in the high
Vivienne Segal In 'The Desert Song* Diva at Fox is packing Mary Garcrowd. Has edge on
GO the stage. Nothing sensational hat
month
expected but gross should jump to den, who debuted here last
offer
about $16,600, a substantial gain in that she has something to likes
over last week's sorry figure, $13,000. besides name. The film mob
Singin' Sam is not so, but,
her.
The Fox looks pretty bad with no coupled with 'The Keyhole,' is turnnames on the stage show and a pic- ing in nice week for Earle. Both
ture, 'Sailor's Ijuck,' which won pans are billed oVer features at each
trom most of the reviewers. About house.
116,000 indicated^ which is what the
'Sign of Cross' opened at Met Frihouse got last week.
day for first time at pop prices, and
'Cavalcade' ended an eight-week is headed for beautiful $9,000. Pic
run at the Locust in good style. played National at roadshow tariff
Business went up in the last two and was weak.
weeks Instead of sagging, and the
Last week definitely proved that
management reported a strong $7,- animal
shows are about washed up.
00b for getaway week. Balcony trade
turned the trick with capacity up- 'King of Jungle' almost set new low
for Earle despite Ray Bolger on
stairs at every evening performance.
stage. 'Big Cage' was shot into sec'Hasputln,' which road-showed at ond week at Rlalto in hopes of doing
the Aldlne .a couple of months ago, better against lighter opposition, but
goes into the Boyd on Friday, and kicked in sorry $2,700.
Columbia
'Gabriel Over the White House' Is died to tune of $2,600 with 'Jungle
scheduled on Saturday at the Stan- Killer.' Tarzan stole the cream off
ton. 'King Kong,' scheduled to fol- the jungle stuff, and the milk that's
low '42d Street' at the Stanley, won't left is pretty skim.
come In until the middle of AprlL
Estimates for This Week
*
Estimates for This Week
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 16-26-3626-40-60)—'Son- 60-60)—'King Kong* (RKO). BallyArcadia
(600;
Daughter' (MG).
Oriental atmos- hooed
and word-of-mouth talk
phere again being strongly played building to possible record. Despite
down for this second showing. no holidays to help out, week should
Lucky if it hits $2,000. Last week see $16,000. Last week 'Our Betters'
•Madame Butterfly' (Par) stumbled (RKO) didn't fare so well after It
to $2,200.
got talked around; $8,600 under
Boyd (2,400; 40-65)— 'The Key- Bennett's usual figure, but still good
hole' (WB). Nothing hot Indicated, gross.
lucky if it gets $12,000. Last week
Earle (WB) (2,424; 26-35-60-60'She Done Wrong' (Par) strong at 70) 'The Keyhole' (WB) and vaude.
$15,600.
Singin' Sam helping, but pic gets
Earle (2,000; 40-65)— 'What! No real credit for nice $20,000. Last
Beer?' (MG) and vaude. Ought to week 'Jungle Killer' (Par) slipped to
go up some over last week but a low $14,000, despite Ray Bolger on
possible $15,600 won't be comparable stage.
to some of this theatre's recent
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 16-26-36-60
grosfies.
Last week 'Great Jasper' 60) 'Lady's Profession' (Par) and
(RKO) and vaude, poor at $13,000. vaude. Grace Moore getting the
Fox (3,000; 36-66-76)—'Sailor's business. Should see o. k. $24,500
Luck' (Fox) and stage show. Bad with billing as greatest opera star
notices and lack of names on stage In addition to film rep. Last week
show won't help. Not over $16,000 'Broadway Bad' (Fox) and Joe Pen
Indicated.
Last week 'After the ner remited fair $18,800.
Ball' (Fox) and stage show Just
Met (WB) (1,58?; 25-35-60-70)—
beat that figure, well under house 'Sign of the Cross' (Par). Getting

B'HAM QUIETUS
Birmingham, March 27.
With the RKO Rltz going dark
this week pending, the signing of a
new lease for independent operation that 'much business is turned

—

swell $9,000 on first week at pop
Karlton (1,000; 30-40-50)—'Clear prices. Last week '42d Street' (WB)
All Wires' (MG). First runs don't wound up two weeks following one
seem to click here. This one got at Earle with $7,000 for last seven
so-so notices. Maybe $3,100. Last days, within $500 of previous week.
week 'Air Hostess' (Col) hit a poor Sustained ballyhoo and a good pic$2,300 in five days.
ture made it best bet here this
Keith's (2,000; 15-25-35)— 'Man- season.
hattan Tower' (Rem) and pop vaude.
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 16-25-36With Jay Mills, known here on 60-60)—'Pick Up' (Par).
House
stage, biz may go up to former $7,- usually plays topnotch shows, and
000 mark. Last week 'Jungle Bride' this one will be lucky to see $13,000.
(Mono) and vaude, pretty sad at Last week 'Rasputin' (MG) did o. k.
$15,000 in first run at pop prices.
$6,000 or a few hundred under.
Rialto (U) (1.863; 25-35-40-50)—
Locust (1,300; 65-$1.10)—'CavalClosed eight weeks' 'Cohens and Kellys' In Trouble' (U).
cade' (Fox).

stav last Saturday with a healthy House always does o. k. with this
$7,000, very satisfactory considering. sort of stuff. Will get usual $5,000.
Stanley (3,700; 40-65)— '42d Street' Last week 'Big Cage' (U) died in
In third and last week second week experiment with $2,700.
7WB).
Columbia (Loew) (1,232; 15-26(really 3Vi as it opened on a Tuesday) this one should get between 35-40) —'Smoke Lightning' (Fox).
$14,000 and $15,000, house average George O'Brien should net o. k. $3.for
length
stay.
of
000
for the little house. Last week
remarkable
and
'Jungle Killer* (Par) started off big
Last week, $20,500.
Stanton (1,700; 30-40-55)—'Men following ballyhoo as jungle pic deMust Fight' (MG). Fair $7,000 in- bunker, but word of mouth that It
dicated.
Last week 'Cohens and didn't as much as ads claimed
Kellys in Trouble' (U) poor at $6,500. dropped it to weak $2,500.

Cmiba^

n

Stoms and

I

over to the other houses. Hoblltzelle refused to take the Rltz suid
Trianon back after RKO turned the
Interstate Circuit

back and

efforts

are being made to get the house
open as soon as possible.
Nothing outstanding in the way
of business this week.
Estimates for This Week
Rainy week-end weather and yesAlabama (Wllby) (2,800; 26-35.
Nothing very terday (Monday) the first signs of
40) 'Cynara' (UA).
Last spring combine to keep Broadway
startlinjg this -week, $6,000.
week '42nd Street' (WB) great. $10,- theatres from a maximum gross this
500.
Strand (Wllby) (800; 26)—'Dan- week. Balmy weather doing progerously Yours' (Fox). Moderate portionately more harm than the
week in view, $1,700. liSBt week rain Saturday and Sunday.
'Robinson Crusoe' (UA) $1,900.
The business of the town, what
Empire (BTAC) (1,100; 26)— there is of it, is led by the Music
'Hard to Handle' (WB). Hard-to- Hall with 'Sweepings.' House will
Handle Cagney returns for a pretty not do as much as had been exgood week, $2,000. Last week 'Big pected, but dtill good at $85,000.
Drive' (FD) around $2,200.
Outside of the Music Hall, in ratio
16-20)— to overhead, week la turning up a
Galax (Wllby)
(600;
'Lady from Nowhere' and *Revenge couple surprises. 'A Lady's Profesat Monte Carlo.' Two programmers sion,' which no one else wanted on
that are nothing more than time first run, got notices no one, includkillers^ $800. Last week 'Ten Nights ing Arthur Mayer, expected, and
in a Bar Room' and 'Strictly Per- looks to gather in between $14,000

Clicb

'Plrofession' Surprise

—

.

sonal'

on

splits, $700.

and

$16,000r

mighty-swank -trade

Outside of

Hasp/

Pitt's Complainiiig

About Tuff Breaks
Pittsburgh,

March

plotted to the teeth,

much

It

may

get as

as $10,000.

27.

The Palace also doing nicely,
from the Main Stem boys, 'King
Kong' looking to get at least
the whole universe seems to be conspiring against them. Week before $12,000, almost double the previous
week's biz. Picture had played the
last it was the bank holiday. Last
Take

it

it was the after-effects of the
holiday. This week, it's a combination of zero weather (after a
two-day siege of spring), midLenten abstinence and general indifference. Add to this a pretty weak
line-up; and the results are ciulte
depressing.
Penn, with Hasputln' at popular
prices just one jnonth after picture's
roadshow week at Nixon at $1.66,
will top town easily with $16,000,
or better, best this site has experienced in some time and better than

week
bank

double last week's

fifrure.

Everything else looks plenty off.
'Payment Deferred,' after being
butted about for months, finally
reached the Fulton, but unlikely to
mean a lot, despite raves for
Laughton. Morbid theme and lack
of femme appeal likely to keep it
down to around $3,600, while 'The
Keyhole,' without a solid cast name,
will be lucky to get by with $7,000

RKO

Roxy three weeks. In addition
a week day-and-date with the

to

Music Hall.

Next best performer appears

to

be 'Secrets' at the Rivoli. It'll do
$20,000 or better on its secbnd week
ending today (Tuesday), while '42d
Street,' In its third week at the
Strand, goes under $20,000. Considering a three-w^k holdover, this is
inspiring business and repcesents a
fair profit

(Par)

Personal'.

'Strictly

fell

oft

badly toward end-'of engagement*
to $43,600,

some crimson.

Radio City Music Hall

—

(5,946; 35«

'Sweepings'
(RKO) and
stage show.
In the money at a
probable $85,000. That's apparently
what the Lio'hel Barrymore name
means at the box office here as
against what it means at the Cap
with the aid of John's and Ethel's
55-75)

also. Last week $61,000 on 'Sailor's
Luck' <Fox).
Rialto (2,000 26-40-66)— 'A Lady's
;

Profession' (Par).

a

Pulling

pleas-

ant surprise down here, with reviews that were equally as surprising, helping for a gross of between

(UA) ^2d week). After a
$31,600 on its first week, the
PIckford picture will ensnare around
$20,000 on holdover week, ending
tonight (Tuesday).
'Oliver Twist'
(Mono), an Indie, may be next In,
RKO Roxy (8.626; 35-55-76)-^
'Private Jones' (Fox) and stage
show. Will probably take bouse to
a poor $34,000. Last week, third of
'King Kong,' wasn't in the money
either,
$32,800.
New stage-band

crets'

good

policy

with Horace

Friday

(81).

Roxy

'

Heldt starts

26-86)

(6,200;

—

'Datlnif

Daughters' (Tower) and stage show.
Indie-made ought to get around
$17,000, topping previous week's taks
of $16,000 on 'After the Ball' (Fox).
Strand (2,900;. 36-66-66-76)—*42d
Street' (WB) (3d week). Golngf to
under 120,000, but okay>nd « profit.
Second, week's return for the ma-

was

RKO Roxy, over in R.C., is doing
fiop with 'Private Jones' and
goes to $34,000.

sical

The Capitol, Paramount and old
Roxy are all doing poorly. Cap

dluhatvh that nns
IS COL'S FINALE WEEK

$26,000.

a bad

with Hasputln' won't get over $40,from expectations, while the Par,

000

will top this for

a

possible $42,000

from 'Pick Up' and a stage show
headed by Walter O'Keefe, Janet
Columbus, March. 27.
Reade and Doiiald Novls.
With fonr of the five ntiajor down*
Old Roxy, exhibiting 'Daring town houses In their laM week; lin*
Daughters'

this
week, will get
around $17,000, also about breaking
under Its present overhead.
Openings this week Include 'M,'
which goes Into the Mayfair on a
special premiere Friday night (81)
and 'Keyhole,' which succeeds '42nd
Street' at the Strand Thursday (30).
•Cavalcade,' which last week got
bad.
Last week 'Broadway Bad' $9,000 at the Gaiety, a profit,
may
(Fox) and 'Sailor Be Good' (RKO) go out April
2 after a run of 13
fair at $3,200.'
weeks. Picture Is slated to an Into
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,760; 16- the Music Hall,
probably
opening
25-40) 'Payment Deferred' (MG). there
April 14 or earlier.
First Penn-Metro sluff-o this site
'Cavalcade' has been an unusual
has had now In some time. Raves $2 attraction in
view of the times.
for Laughton, and may manage to
Metro's 'White Sister* next door
catch on for a not bad $3,600. Last at the Astor,
Is falling to get anyweek 'Luxury Liner' (Par) well- where, and may
exit shortly with
spotted at this site and all right at MG placing '{lell Below'
Into house
$4,476.
as successor.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35Estimates for Thik Week
50)— 'Rasputin' (MG). Here at popAstor (1,012; $1.10-$1.66-$2.20),—
ular prices just four weeks after
Nixon roadshow engagement at 'White Sister* (MG) (2nd week). In
$1.65.
Still fresh in everybody's spite of Gtible and Hayes names,
mind and should top town by more this., remake of a silently-done picthan 100% at $16,000 or slightly ture is falling to attract more than
better. Last week 'Men Must Fight' moderate attention and may go out
shortly. 'Hell Below' next one in.
(MG) brutal at $7,600.
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 26-35-60)—
Capitol (5,400; 35-75-99-$1.65)—

at Stanley.

drawing as they should. Last week,
Winchell-Bernie team on stage and

Lastfor 414,000 . and -$16,000, greats
week 'Hell to Heaven' topped expectations by grabH^Ing $11,000.
Rivoli (2,200; 40-66-76-86)- 'Se-

May holdover if Mayer
can arrange to set back his next
picture, 'Girl Missing,' bought from
Warners and scheduled to open Friday (31).
Walter Reade's self-operated Mayfair, with 'State Trooper,' Is the
other surprise of Broadway.
Exthe Rialto.

—

—

VARIETY

Estimates for Thfs Week
Davis (WB) (1,700; 15-26-30-40)
*— 'Mind Reader' (WB). Temporarily
off double feature policy, house trying to maintain some semblance
of same line-up by sticking in
'Virgins of Ball' as an added attraction.
Unlikely to better $2,600,

—

'The Keyhole' (WB). From looks 'Rasputin' (MG) and stage
.prolog.
of it, a rank outsider and a vigor- Three Barrymores not bringing
in
ously disreputable gross of $7,000 in the coin; lucky to
get as much as
prospect. Last week 'Our Betters' $40,000.
Last week very sad with
(RKO) fair at $9,000.
'Fast Workers'; under $25,000.
Variety (Jaffe) (2,100; 25-40)—"
(Saiety (811; $1.10-$1.65)— 'Caval'Slightly
Married'
(Chest)
and cade' (Fox) (12th week). Holding
vaude.
Plenty to moan about at up okay, but probably
goes out
$2,800,
which means a generous April 2 and Into Radio City
Music
splash of red. Going to 16c at all Hall.
Last week $1.50-topper got
times for kids next week in an ef$9,000, while first four days of curfort to do something.
Last week rent week gross Is $5,600.
'Penal Code' (Indie), $2,200.
Mayfair (2.200; 35-55-75)— 'State
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)— Trooper'
(Col). Among the dope up'Child of Manhattan' (Col).
Not setters and likely to get $10,000
or
much to look for from this one, with close
to it.
unpleasant $4,000 at best. Last week rocco' (GB) Last week 'Love in Modisappointed at $7,600.
'King of Jungle' (Par) slipped to
Palace (1.700; 25-40-55-75)— 'King
$5,300 after good start.
Kong' (RKO) (2nd run). Though
held three weeks at the RKO Roxy,
Is dragijlng in more than the usual
Gross Pages
currency here; may get $12,000 or
better. Last week, second of 'Mus.sollnl
Speaks' (Col), fell off to
In addition to the major keys
$6,509.
on pages 2 and 3, other Grosses
Paramount (3.664; 35-55-75)
are reported on pages 10 and
•Pick Up' (Par) and 8ta#je .show. In11 of this Issue.
dications point to only $42,000. Sidney and Raft the names, but not

—

less the unions suddenly decide to
take mandatory cuts, anything ;eaii
happen as far as biz Is concerned*

All openings heavy.
The four LoevTand RKO bouses
have given all one -week notice and
are looking forward to an abaolutci

shutdown Friday of this week;
Neth's Grand ^111 remain open. IC
the four go through with tibelr plans
they expect to be closed until Sep>
tember, when a new union agreement Is due. with open shop looming for that time.
Two outstanders of the week or*
'42d Street' at Grand, and 'Rasputin'
at Ohio. The former wll^ give the
Grand Its best week In i^mofit *

year without a doubt Tho Barrymores ore going grreat guhf too.
Others not too forte but above aver<<.
age when competlsh is taken Into
consideration.

Last week one' of those things
with all figures far below nornwl
.

and publlo unwilling to spend anything on mediocre films.
Nelgbb
houses above average and night
clubs also better than usual.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (3,074; 26-40)—
'Private Jones' (U). Poor at $3,600.
Last week 'Our Betters' (RKO) built
well and German film, featuring
Lilian Harvey, Thursday night only
helped it to hit even $6»00.

Ohio

(Loew-UA)

(3,000;

26-40)

'Rasputin' (MG),
fine

Looks like mighty
with strong built alLast week 'Fast Workers'
failed to click better than

$11,000

ready.

(MG)

light $4,800.

Broad (Loew-UA) (2,600; 26-40)
—'Broadway Bad' (Fox). Merely an
also ran with $4,000 seemingly its

weak
cused'

top.

Last week

'Woman Ac-

(Par) not so hot either at

$4,300.

Grand (Neth) (1.100; 25-^0)—•42d
Slaying them with
Street' (WB).
standees day and night and mighty
strong $10,000 or better assured,
Home figure for this small house.
La.<>t week 'Rome Express' (U) just
a niler at $3,100.
25-35)—
Majestic (RKO) (1,100
'Vampire Bat' (Maj). None too hot
at $2,200. Last week's 'Follow the
Leader" (Par) did very well consid;

ering Us age, $3,100.

VAXIETY

P I CT

ES

Closed N. Y.

Bank Doesn't

Hinder Moiio's Backing $5.'

Par s Percentage-of-the-Gross

Hollywood, March

Although most of

Rent Deals in N. Y. and Bidyn

May Be a Model

Brooklyn PaxamouAts.
They became effective with respective landlords of both de luxers
on Thursday (23), on completion of
that week's program In each house.
Deals have been In negotiation for

Instead of a percentage of the
gross, after a certain figure has
been reached first offered the landlords—the Brooklyn house Is placed
on straight percentage from the
first dollar into the box office. Theatre, under its deal, will pay the

Bond

Co.,

8%

Economy

gum.

RKO

Ideas,

Okes New Contract

ON FINANCE

Merlan Cooper's new contract
okayed by the RKO hlgherups on
Saturday (26) In New York, becomes effective as of Feb. 3 at a
weekly salary of $1,600 plus 20%
of the net on pictures made by RKO
under his supervision.
Cooper will have the former Daexecutive
v. p. and this coming season expects to make at least one Coopervid O.

DATA

of

is

Herian Cooper Aired

STUDIOS CO-OP

—

landlord, Prudence
the gross.

Keys

makeup.

spirit

27.

money

York, Consolidated has obtained sufllclent
funds locally to provide for Monogram's immediate productions, 60%
of the financing being supplied by
them.
Monogram has been promised
$76,000 for Its next two pictures.
This cash will enable It to start
work tomorrow (28) on 'Casey
Jones' and shove off 'The Sphinx'
next week.

staying up
aro
Stf.dcnts
nights sludying the manipulation of nose putty, crepe hair

and

Its

8% or 12% of Gross
Deal to cover rent on the New
Hollywood, Jilarch 27.
Xork- -EaramQUAt_.dlilera_B'pmewhat
that
the landlord gets the first
In
Producers are according full co|a,6oo and then has the option of
operation to the Academy emertaking, straight 8% of the gross or
latter's en12% of the gross after the cost of gency committee in the
the stage show has been deducted. deavors to discover whether any
Paramount Broadway Corp., lessors studio or studios should resume full
of the Paramount building, is the salaries .i>eforj9 the expiration of the
landlord over the N. T. de luxer.
eight-week salary cut period.
In taking out its rent for the first
Under the plan agreed-upon, each
week, under the percentage deal studio will supply to the emergency
Thursday (23), Par B'way Corp. committee- the four financial stateichose the straight 8% of the total ments made by each company last
gross. Stage show that week, head- year.
Separate auestionairres will
ea by Walter Wlnchell and Ben then be drawn up to be filled out,
Bernie, stood house $18,000. Week's with the companies giving present
gross was $43,600, considerably un- conditions In relation to detaUs In
der original expectations with fall- the- statements.
On the basis of
dfC occurring after a good start.
these replies the Academy unit will
Landlord's bit that week as rent, make its recommendations as to
consequently, Was Uetween $6,000 continuation of the pay reductions.
Academy has retained John Q.
and $6,000, whilia In Brooklyn, where
weeVs' gross ending Thursday night Mott, of Mott, Vallee & Grant, ais
(23) was $2p,400,.the Prudence Bond legal counsel and the local office of
people received Just under $2,000 as Price Waterhouse to represent it as

Selznick

title

v

auditing counsel.
.

Bent on the New York house
been around $16,000, whilie on Brooklyn It has been $8,600. Last summer the rent oh the Brooklyn de
luxer was re^ucied from $11,500 to
$8,600' but liouse has been In default
on payment of any rent for some
time, with $196,622.30 past due. This
amount was filed in P-F's bank'Tiii;>tcy

duel

as a contingent obligfation
leases guaranteed by

under

P*-P.

Overheads Way Down
Under the new rent setups for
New Tork and Brooklyn, overhead
In former will run around $36,000,
and in Brooklyn around $18,000,
without rent figured.
Though at disappointing grosses
fn N. T. and Brooklyn last week, un
'der their percentage rent deals, New
Tork almost breaks even, while
Brooklyn makes a profit of several

hundred

dollars.

Original proposals with landlords
60-60 split of gross over $20,
OOO In Brooklyn and over around
$36,000 in New York.
Substitute
deals are looked upon as even better
from- the point of view of the the-

was a

atres.

With landlord

deals in effect. It is
said salaries of staffs In New York
and Brooklyn houses may be re
stored to their full basis by Publix
despite the eight week reduction
program in effect for the industry.
At the same time it Is pointed out
the continuance of stage shows In
both de luxers is virtually assured
Both theatres have been on a weekto-week basis for some time now
with stage hands, operators and
production staffs, in the face of ho

apparent

relief.

Schenck Financing Four

By

Milestonei D'Arrast
Holllywood, March

27.

Lewis Milestone and Harry d'Ar
rast will produce pictures as a unit
'for United Artists with Joseph M.
Schenck financing,
'•y Deal, nlftSfid last week, Drovldes
for a minimum of four pictures on
next year's program. In addition to
a flat sum for the pictures, team
of the distribution
-will get 60%
profits.

More

Salary,

Stop Television Boast

OLDPATHECO.
WASH-UP SEEN

mi NOT USING

MAE
BROAD

'A,'

SAY HER PAL

Chicago,
Stories
loop last

circulated

March
around

27.

the

For H. B. FraidsBn in

Considered piker money a short
time ago, $6,000 for a story Is golner
to be big dough hereafter, with In^
dications that the average price per
yarn will be lower during this year
than at any time in the past decade*
So "far, no major studio has made
any concerted effort toward buying
material for the new season's pro*
duct, with all apparently set on ai
hand-to-mouth policy until thd
present crisis is over.
Top for a magazine short story,
which In some former years has
several during recent months at this
year ago the
price, and lower.
minimum for such material was $6,-«

A

SOON
One

more

picture

Schnitzer's unit

yam, and as studio execs look upon
It now It's got to be a wow of an
Idea to get more than the two grand;
Studio ofQcIals are of the opinion'
that there will be plenty of book
material to be picked up at thia
same low figure, while originals
from Hollywood

writers,

now con*

sidered the best source for the bulk
of product, will call for big slashes*
Whatever the price of buys will
be, all studios are of the one opinfor the Radio lot.
ion that there'll be nothing bought
Pathe lot may be leased, if posthat can't be used. Day Is passed*
sible, to any producers who may they say, when the material is bought
desire producing space, but the to go through the long adaptation'
wringer
to eventually turn up 'urt*
RKO company itself doesn't plan to
utilize it.
Af ver the

will

filmable.'

middle of April,

all

that

remain outside of the Pathe

what formerly went IMstribs
week during Mae West's studio
Cynical
engagement at the Chicago theatre to make up the company, will be the
Bill (Screen)
that Diamond Lll was affecting a Pathe Newsreel and
On Exhibs' Cash-In
presbroad Hiarvard 'A' and a cultured Boyd; that's in the event the
Constance
deportment. This was evidently due ent Ann Harding and
are not renewed.
Try on 'Acts of God^
to an awkward press party at Bennett contracts
held up;
which everybody sat around and They are curretly being
money matters principally.
conservation lagged painfully.
Exhibitors are being accused by
While a portion of the press
Paid $6,000,000 for It
distributor representatives of ati
blamed Mae West, others thought
About three years ago RKO. paid
lot,

B&K

RKO Bonus

Wax

of

RKO

RKO

Snap Up

RKO

RKO

RKO

Academy Split Threatened
Screen

past.

with twice this amount and
above more often the case.
Short story material Is generally
bought for the central idea In the

that
top execs Xn hogging the something like $6,000,000 for Pathe,
people
spotlight and conversation at the acquiring what the
press party had elbowed the news- figured outstanding personality
people into a comer and cre- properties in Miss Harding, Ina
paper
On Thursday (23) directors of ated the barriers between the
ConTwelvetrees,
Claire, Helen
RKO, parent company, and the scribblers and Miss West.
stance Bennett and Bill (Screen)
Keith-Albee-Orpheum, theatre subPro-West sentiment repudiated Boyd. Miss Claire passed from the
sld, held their monthly meetings,
aspersion and de- roster some time back and Miss
going over routine matters, princi- the broad 'A'
clared
she was the same old Twelvetrees, under RKO, hasn't
pally subjects for consideration at
Tootsle.
been heard from for some time.
the annual stockholders' meetings,
Around $3,000,000 of the original
which are due early in April.
purchase price is still to be paid
Although Harold B. Franklin's
by
'Hell Below*
Deal was engineered for
Initial term as head of the theatre
Hiram S. Brown, then president of
end of RKO, winds up around April
Hollywood, March 27.
RKO.
16, his future status was not dis
'Hell Below' is back for retakes
The acquisition of Pathe by
cussed. Indications are for an In
following two previews.
losing
crease in lieu of a bonus which the
Studio figures the picture needs came only after a bitter but
company, according to accounts, snapping up in spots, with the story fight which was put up by certain
It
interests of Pathe.
stockholder
had agreed to pay him at the ex being smoothed out in some se
extend
of
view
a
with
was bought
piratlon of his present term.
quences.
In addition
ing the prestige of
to providing additional product for
Principal condition
the company.
to ^o for
which prompted
Pathe at the time was fact that Its
theatres faced a pt)B3lble shortage
of product due to Fox and Loew's
splitting up the Par product in New
Tork territory. Later, It was discovered that RKO could get Par
It has that kind of
split anyway.
a split with Loew's presently on

Insurgent

execs agree that such prices as were
paid for 'Dinner at Bight' and 'De^
sign for Living,' are a thing of thai

-

Maybe,

Lieu of an

.

000,

from Joe
on the Pathe lot,
according to present plans, and that
together.
These views were expressed in- may wash up the old Pathe comformally to the company execs on
pany. The Pathe lot wUl hold none
Tuesday (21) and later. Is stated to
coming
have been repeated for the benefit of RKO's production this
of the RKO picture board members season. So far as present plans go,
the next day.
all future RKO production is headed
'

27.

prices for ato^rles foc iiexti

year's product are out. Major' studlO)

formed the basis of major films. Is
now f2,000. Paramount has bought

Schoedsack special.
Cooper returns with the fullest
approval of the eastern head of the

company who was most favorably
Impressed by Cooper's economy
aims on production. From what can
Is
it
be gathered, unofficially,
Cooper's idea that Hollywood Is
wrong on costs, and practically al-

Hollywood, March

High
Chicago, March 27.
An engineer attached to U.
J. Sanabria's television demonstration at the OftrricH here
was told to drop one part of
his explantory remarks. Taboo
was to the effect that in a few
years' time customers wouldn't
have to attend theatres but
could sit at home and see and
hear It all liefore their eyes.
Showmen connected with the
theatre quickly pointed out
that wasn't the right Idea to
Instill in the public, especially
these days when the Industry
was seeking to spur theatregoing.

of

>

rent.

Magazine Stories High at $2,000

Harriman Na-

New

Los Angeles, March 27
Added to the curriculum of
the downtown branch of the
"University of Southern California is a course in the art of

present day, have been
dosed to cover the New York and
ties of the

several months now but, as finally
considerably from
differ
closed,
original proposals of Fubllx.

for Other

tied up in the closed
tional bank in

The Higher Learning

Rent deala, on a percentage of the
gross, which may serve as a model
for the balance of the country under
a plan to pay off landlords In accordance with box-ofBce possibili-

lyesday, March 28, 1933

Writers

Guild

Forces

Academy Meet's Postponement

Par
Hollywood, March 27.
Dramatists' Guild of Screen Writers hold meeting Tuesday (28) for
purpose of perfecting tight-bound
organization and to draw a minimum contract with specific working
conditions in studios. This move, it
Is figured by Guild members, will
probably cause wholesale withdrawal of writers from the Academy's ranks.
Writers will demand an arbitration clause that will compel a
board to pass on all changes of
original and completed scripts proposed by studios before production
to enable writers to keep their in
divldualitles In stories they have
been assigned tOi Eyfiryone_of the
160 members of the Guild will have
to post $260 for indemnity puragreeing to forfeit that
poses,
amount In case they violate any
[part of the Guild agreement.

of

films.

Dramatists' Guild Is an outcrop
the screen writers' guild of

which Howard J. Green
dent, and will at meeting

'

Riesenfeld Music in
is presi*Thunder Over Mexico'
elect new

Hollywood, March 27.
One of the main matters to be
Hugo RIesenfeld Is being brought
brought up at the Initial meeting
to write the muis a stand against permanent cuts here by Sol Lesser
In studios and future wage adjust- sical setting for the film which
ments In case of alleged emergen- Sergei Sisenstein filmed in Mexico
cies.
and which Lesser will handle under
Meeting of the Academy's board the title, 'Thunder Ovbr Mexico.'
of directors scheduled for Monday
RIesenfeld will come here by
(27) for the purpose of revising the plane April 1, following the closing
constitution was postponed atMon
of his contract with NBC in New
day noon, claim being made they York.
could not get together- -a quorum.
The-EIisensteIn film, which a few.
However, it is understood they are weeks ago was in 185,000 feet, has
awaiting results of the meeting on .been edited down to 8,000 by Harry

officers.

tempting to capitalize even on acta
of God. such as quake and floods.

That's the east's answer to CalN
fornia theatres trying to cash In on
the ~ quake by demanding lowexi
rentals when actually. It is tabulated,
only eight theatres were

and 60 damaged. ' The
closing order for all only lasted a
day.

wrecked

The Ohio flood was regarded by
leaders as the most minor of Industry Injuries. Contactmen In the
fleld received no signals of any the-^
atre distress in the Ohio Valley, although they expect exhibs, mlled
away from the water, will probably
interview branch managers on the
aqua loss and the need for It to' be
reflected in their rentals during the

next few weeks.

RECORD 62ilPAY COT
FOR LOEW'S OFnaALS
Loew's top execs. Including all
those salaried at $250 and over, have
taken a 62%% cut for the elght-

—

week-perie§T Of-alJ-^ndustFy-wide
cuts for the same period, this is
the steepest.
The 60% slash, which is general
elsewhere, applies to those getting

from $100
the

cuts

to $260.

graduate

From
on

$100

down

the

usual

scale.

Among Loew

execs taking the
621^ percenter are Nick Schenck,
Ed Schiller, Dave Bernstein, Arthur
Loew, Joe "Vogel, Louis K. Sidney,
Marvin Schenck, J. H. Lubln, et al.

Roxy*8 Return Delayed-

JItate o£..JlQxy's return tu Radio
City has been put off again. He is
not expected to resume activity In
Tuesday (28) of the Dramatists' Chandlee, scenario editor for Jesse H. C. until May 1, or, at the earliest,
Guild of Screen Writers to see If Lasky, after Upton Sinclair, who April 15.
any method can be worked out to financed Elsensteln with a number
It was previously expccictl lloxy
stop the outl&w organization from of wealthy Pasadena people, had might be back at his pcji by
causing withdrawals In their ranks. first tried the editing job.
April L
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FILMS' QUALITY
Industry Leaders

Gear for Fox Film Throogli

Skies

Downtown Bankers' Endorsement

HURT

Of Sid Kent; No Legal Tangles
Effect of Cuts

Fox Film gets a complete new
deal from the banker interests, via
"Sid Kent, and backed 100% by the

•

Salary cttls In the eastern
offices has had the effect of making personnel lackadaisical, taking things easy,

home

'downtown Interests o£ the company.
Not only will the company's note
Interest be met aa due on April 1,

doing qnly about what
they can't avoid doing.
Plenty being stalled, lunch
hours are getting longer and

and

but, additionally, plans are now In
order, and may be finished before
the week Is out, whereby the Arm
^111 have Its slate wiped clean of
immediate financial claims or debts
to the fullest extent possible. Whole

when

.

thing

is to

it

on time,

comes
it

now

getting In
doesn't seem

B. 0.

miLUE

—

Worth

THOSE FIXED CHARGES

MG STALLING
PROD. TILL
UNIONS OK
Metro

.

Hollywood, March 27.
i schednew plot

as no

for production within the next

decision of labor conference In New
York before starting new product.
Three pictures are now In pro-

but will step out_of operation.
will assure the chief aim,
is Kent's, to make the film,
production and distribution ends
free of clogging affl Hates.
Presently the film end of Fox Is
on a paying basis and, under the
new plan, these chances will be Incrensed for the benefit of Fox Film.
Although there is a voting trust
still existing In Fox as made up
around two years ago, and comprising Harley Clarke, A. H. Wiggin
and Frank Watts, this trust Is expected to be dissolved at the time
the company's annual stockholders'
meeting comes around by June.
That will put the film company directly under Sid Kent's control,
which is what the financial intere.<5t
of Fox are most desirous of doing.
The voting trust wa.<5 formed during tlie regime of Harley L. Clarke.

Hays Gives Industry

duction with 'When Ladles Meet*
and 'Ambulance Chaser' having one
Ousting Theatre Worries
week to go, and 'Dinner at Eight'
So far as the theatre end goes,
two weeks.
Whatever affiliates Fox films ha.s
will be cut away, with the film company retaining an Investment Inter-

That
which

Three Years to Adjust
Itself to

Problems

It will take the film Industry another three or four years to readjust and reorganize Itself Will
Hays told directors of his organization at their annual session yesterday (27).

Jesse Lasky and Cecil B. DeMille
were admitted as 'new member
companies' while, as Individuals
they were elected to the board. S.

Kent and B. B. Kahane were the
other two new members of the directorate named yesterday.
In a re-definition of company
R.

membership.

Paramount

Is

now

listed In two ways, one covering
production and the other distribution.
Adolph Zukor continues as

the Par rep.

Same officers were continued In
Hays personnel including the
formal naming of Hays, himself, as
president.
Latter sets at rest reHollywood. March 27.
ports within and out of the trade
Croul) of members of the Screen during the past few weeks that
Writoi-.s' CJiiild are endeavoring to Hays" resignation was 'imminent.'
tighten th.nt nrsa:-.izatlon into a
Hays highlighted his statement
bO(l.\
that
wou.d have all the with the following five m ajor points
-S t rerrfTih oi a ui^ion, plus rogulatibns on industry
readjustment neeas:
that would provide for the fining
Theatre reconstruction; need for
of nipmbcrs up to $5,000 for infracreduction
in
distribution
costs;
tion of the organlzation'.s code of
value of Increasing flow of talent
ethics and rules.

Infractions of Ethics

Those
plai'.s

favoring
these
drastic
of unionization are writers,

Academy and non-Academy
who formed a unit of their

both

the

to

Hollywood; necessity for estab-

lishing a definite patent structure
for the business; self-regulation.

mcnibcr.s,

own

recently and joined the Screen
Writers in a body with a tacit understanding that they will be given
the controlling offices at the next

On

eve of the official an1933-'34
concerning
production, the first concensus of
opinion, since the height of the depression, is that budgets mustt be
trimmed to the trend rather than
the times; that shooting at too low
Hollywood costs will impair a quality which a revived and more demanding spending public would disthe

nouncements

approve.

standing. The plan will not affect
General Theatres' Interest in Fox as
G.T.E. will share proportionately In
the undertaking.

Drastic Penalties for

Marcus on RKO Lot

Hollywood, March 27.
of organization
Lee Marcus, former distribution
deposit $200 with head of Radio Pictures, Joined RKOform a protective Radio studio this week in the prodef.e fund.
duction department. He will be asl-'in ilHT provisions of the Intended
sociated with Lew Brock in making
new cunsi itutlon all members will features and shorts. Later on Marbe boiiivl to abifle by decisions voted cus will be assigned to produce feaby a m.T.ioriiy of three-cjuarters- of tures.
Constitution will
Marcus returns to the Radio fold
the nicniiiership.
after an absence of six months.
also cn'-ry a list of 'dgn'ts.'
T.'tider

t!

e

the

scheme

member must

r):-s(;ci.Tt
1

ion to

one

take

heartily.

execs

the

of

chirped:
to get
for 60 pictures.'
'From the box office, of
course,' stated the Hollywood-

money

ian,

'where

all

gram

money

the

comes from.'
The company cut

Its

pro-

to 40 pictures.

COMPLETE; NO

MERGER

Holloway Replaces Enigbt
Hollywood, March 27.
Fuzzy
Knight switched from
Paramount's 'International House,'

Riled by squawks about the cuts,
and captious criticisms anent alleged Incompetence which resulted
in ordering the payrolls nicked, company heads now are meeting the

complaints with

MG CONTRACTS FOR LEGITS
Hollywood, March

Two

New York

legit

27.

players,

Helen Rroderlck and M.artln Burton, are up for contracts at Metro.
goes into 'Sunset Pass,' western,
Burton is currently in "When
with Sterling Holloway replacing in Ladles Meet' at the studio.
Miss
the former pic.
Broderick, from vaude and rnnHlcals.
Holloway and Lona Andre will is being tested for 'Hollywood Kcvup
lead the chorus of line girls, wear- of 1933.' Studio flKuroa hor i\ rnming cellophane costumes.
ody bet for non-muslf.ils.

edicts to

flat

disgruntled to 'get out now'
don't like

if

the

they

it.

Leaders now are taking the attitude that the Industry's debts will

have to be cleared
sideration

before con-

first

of rescinding

the

wage

odium can be made.

That 'eight
weeks' is just a mathematical symbol. Maybe good times will come before and maybe after.
None will
venture a prediction.
Put the Industry's slate must be fairly well
cleaned before the personnel can
look to

LOEW. FOX SPUT

it also embodies the subject of
quantity. In this respect, from final
figuring that fewer pictures would
only increase cost and competition
from without the major circle,
there is first a definite indication
thaK the total quota from big producers will be the same as in other
years.
Reports still persisting in certain
quarters that the end of '34 would
Complete severance of Pox and
see first-run features being turned Loew's is on the tapis and the sepout at $126,000, are now completely aration may occur before April 1.
discredited.
Heads of companies The plan now In the making and
Interviewed on the subject In the due to be made public within a
past few days state that only by week would preclude all possibility
closing down their own studios and of the two firms ever merging.
producing on Poverty Row could
It's to be done by and with the
they turn out a graded picture un
consent of banker Interests of both
der such financial limitations.
Film Securities
Very few major features can be companies, when
Corp., holding company for Fox's
turned out for under $200,000 when
stock interests, forecloses on
the current studio overhead, reduced Loew
held by General
as it is by the salary semi-mora- $30,000,000 notes
Theatres in favor of Film Securitorium. Is considered.
ties and maturing April 1, and for
Low Budget Hits Rare
Loew
company's
Fox
which
the
Whichever pictures, during the
new production year, reach new low stock is up as collateral.
Of the $30,000,000, one-third, or
budgets will be regarded as exceptions to the rule. Right now, from $10,000,000, Is In preferred stock of
the
perspective of fairly well- Film Securities held by G. T. B., as
moulded production opinion, fea- part of the original FSI loan,
turned over to
latter
tures that show a cost of $150,000 whereby
and $175,000 in the A-1 class will G. T. E. $20,000,000 in cash additionally in a transaction of two
be financial surprises.
Virtually all major companies. It years ago.
This deal will not affect the GenIs admitted by those Informed of
the production plana, will experi- eral Theatres' Interest In Fox or
ment with costs. One company vice versa. The two will continue
right now Is credited with figuring to be Inter-related through investat least three first-run subjects at ment interests.
Bankers Interested In Film Se$185,000 each.
But the bulk of the
program at the end of the year, It curities include Dillon Read, Bancamerica- Blair, Lehman Brothers
Is predicted, will show an average
cost of at least $200,000 per feature. and Hayden, Stone, who among
The subject of economy In other them hold the 660,000 shares of
ways, such as by producing fewer Loew stock which originally made
features with greater staying qual- up the William Fox purchase In
The bankities at the box office has also been
that company In 1929.
discussed at length by home office ing syndicate holds all the common
execs. This has been voted against shares of FSI.
General Theatres by Its agreefor several reasons.
First, the final word as to qual- ment with FSI had the right to reity Is the box office.
What looks deem the Loew stock by payment
good to the studio may be extremely of the full amount of the loan,
bad In the theatre. Therefore, the amounting to $30,000,000, plus Inindustry has to be prepared for such terest. Time's up for that on April
emergencies and fewer pictures If 1. and FSI will walk In by default
tn fnrppl o.se on th e n otes of G.T.E.,
n o-r-emedy.
Again, if majors cut, it only af- handed in payment of same,
fords a better break for the IndeGeneral Theatres is presently In
pendent producers.
receivership and with the concluFinally, that studio overhead con- .ilon of the present FSI matter, the
tinues whether 25 or GO features are equipment company will undergo a
produced in a season.
The only swift reorganization with a new
difference in this instance is that outfit arising out of the present
the fewer the number of pictures company setup.
In the new setup
turned out the greater the amount both Chase and Fox will have proof fixed charges which such fea- portionate Interests.
tures must absorb.

election.

each

didn't

Finally,

'Where do you expect

uled
vestment interest.
It has been learned that the Fox three weeks, though 'Night Flight'
bankers are ready to accept a plan and 'Black Orange Blossoms' to cofrom the company that will give star Jean Harlow and Franchot
them an exchange of stock for the Tone are ready to go.
present bond holdings that are outUnderstood the .udio Is awaiting

est

It

At one of those meetings between New York execs and
their studio chief, the group
was discussing the coming season's product chances and how
many films should be made.
The producer thought the company should make 60, but the

the

-

tion of the company's affairs in the
past year and the confidence which
downtown interest hold in him make
the saving of Fox possible.
Bond interest due on April 1
amounts to around $1,000,000. Info
Is that the money Is on hand to be
paid, although full details aren't
given.
In the plan that's being worked
out, the company's film and distribution division will be as completely severed from theatre operation
and other allied fields as Is possible
without changing the company's In-

That Settled

execs

to

to be so Important.

With Personnel's Captiousness

On the Cuts; Most Being Overpaid?
Production Consensus Op<
poses False Economies
All Argue Against Picture
Program Minimization as
Means Not to Open the
Way for the Indie Producers Can't Get Under
$20D,000 Per Pic for A-1

be completed by June.

To Kent goes most of the credit
for the new deal. His administra-

Wax Impatient

relief.

Personnel Over- Paid?

From

indications

it

becomes

doubtful for the first time, since the
cut edict, whether employees as a
whole evqr will get back to that
original basis. The current attitude
is that people in the business have
always enjoyed the reputation of
being over-paid; that today they are
more In line with holders of similar
Jobs in other Industries.
In the final analysis matters are
shaping up more and more along
the lines of supply and demand. In
this respect, It is openly observed,
only the persons with exceptional
qualifications can look to big pic*
ture money of the future.
An about-face In other respects
is being made' by many company
spokesmen. They are for planting
the spirit that the Industry owes
nothing to the cut employee but
that such employee owes the industry for still being In a Job.
Execs' Bonuses

Anent bonuses

In

good times as

well as the cut in depression, it is
held that top executives are entitled
to a bonus. If they weren't, they'd
not be In their present berths. And
these positions entail all the risk
and responsibility of an organization.

The personnel is figured out of the
bonus, well paid In normal times
they must likewise reflect the depression In poor times. It is urged
that the sooner the personnel banishes the illusion that It is taking
cuts out of kindness to the boss,
the more certain the Jobs will be.
In regard to personnel complaints
that companies waste money in production and scenario departments
which, If stopped, alone would eliminate the salary cut need, leaders
retort that It is easy to be a 'sideline critic' It Is another thing to
actually know how the money is
being spent. Stories are not bought
to be shelved.
Mistakes are made,
of course, but it would be a far
greater mistake to allow a picture
to be made after an error in story
buying occurred.

MANNIX NAMED METRO
STUDIO

G.

M.

BY MAYER

Culver City, March 27.
Eddie Mannlx has been appointed
general manager of the Metro studio
by Louis B. Mayer, executive vlcepre.sldent of the company. Mannlx
will find this post which was previously held by Mayer in addition
to his other duties.

New assignment gives Mannlx full
charge of studio operation and relieves him of his post as a producer,
Benny Thau, who has been assistant
to Mayer since he returned from
Kuropo, will nil the same post with
.Mannlx.

Mannlx and David
li.nvp

l)Of-n

cloctod

O. Sfelznick
Of M-G-M

v. p.'s

—

.
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COOPER'S A GREAT GUY

Accident Saves Bette Davis from

Being Just Another Good
By CECELIA

There is nothing more deadly,
Bette Davis has decided, than being
nice girl too long. That's the way
she started, and If it were not for
the lucky break she got in 'Cabin
in the Cotton'— the opportunity to
do a strip— she might stiJl be playing somebody's daughter or somebody's sister, and languishing honored and unstarred.
'Spice in pictures has its place,'
says blonde little, pretty little Miss
Davis now. 'That's the thing that
impresses execs and people. Unless
the execs think you have sex appeal, you'll never get a part that
remember. Be
will
people
the
sweet and demure all you' like and
see how far you get. Just another
blonde indistinguishable fi'om all
Stay good too long, and
the rest.
nobody will ever believe you can be
anything else. Go torrid, In a

—

naive,

Girl

Actor Beer Peddlers

ACER

a

"

Miko

subtle way, of course,

and

people will pay some attention to
you. Prove that you have sex appeal, and you give the people something that Interests them. It isn't
necessary to do It In every picture,
but do It often enough to establish
the fact.'
While Miss Davis advocates the

Hollywood, March 27.
Sam Freedman, former film
producer who left pictures to
open a brewery In Cincinnati
several months ago, is sending
friends here,
promising samples of his brand
of beer as soon as it's legal.
Freedman is also soliciting
some of his former leading
men to work as Hollywood
letters

to

his

salesman.

Metro Hooks Up with

—

some

—

time' and no more who gets
all her clothes
Although Miss Davis -awards

over her point with
on.
.

Ij.

H
m
W

the strip number that
marked the turn in her career, she
does not personally endorse strip
ping, not when there are so many

full credit to

Hollywood, March 27.
broadcast of the premiere

NBC

The Prince Has Arrived!

'Kong' Promiero Stutters
Eulogy to Producer

Just

of 'King Kong* at the Chinese, Friday (24) was for the most part a
eulogy for Merlan C. Cooper. From
8:30 to 9 p. m., while the patrons
were entering the theatre, the
speakers went to the mike, seemingly for only one purpose to tell
the listeners-In on the complete national hookup what a great guy the
Radio production chief Is. It went

p. a.

Argument on

Du

Val, former technical, director
of Paramount's
Astoria studios, found himself
out of a job recently and went
Speaking 11
to Hollywood.

Radio

in

$500,000

Campaign Against Beer

languages and an Important
background
of
accomplishments. Paramount thought eo
highly of him that they figured they must get him a job
somehow.
So they made him an assistant in the warbrobe department.

Stunt Flyers Refuse

was explained that on account
the great crowds It was impossi-

SO^Pay

It

Metro has put over an exclusive
tie-up with Coca-Cola, when during
July and August the soft drink
concern will spend $600,000 in a
campaign
advertising
defensive
against beer. Using M-Q screen
stars, the heavy advertising will
also carry picture credits.

Murray,

who

is

now on

the coast

of

ble to get many celebs to the microof the usual
to the mike,
with the exception of members of
the RKO roster. They also agreed
that Merian C. Cooper was a great

euy.
Principal outsider going to the
mike for the usual, 'I know it will
be a fine picture,' was Ivan Lebedeff
And he was a former Radio contractee. He too, was of the opinion
that Merlan C. Cooper is a great
euy.

Agents Keep

through

Till

Still

There

Hollywood, March

the

ing 310

men

for the retakes of the

and convincing bonus army scenes in Metro's 'Gabriel Over the White House.' Bigto a wise girl.
Golden haired Miss Davis, In gold gest day was March 20, when 884
crepe pyjamas, moving gracefully extras worked.
about her drawing room filled with
yellow daffodils, paused for a mo
They Just
Believe
ment to recall her good old days.
That was two years ago. Her hair
Francis X., Sr., Is Broke
was darker, she was earnest withChicago, March 27.
out the surcease of the what-the
Francis X. Bushman who won a
hell attitude she said she's since
developed, and nobody ever looked $3,600 verdict In Ontario some weeks
ago
lost one for the same amount
at her and thought 'sex appeal' at
here last week. In both cases auto
the same time.
Today her first mobile accidents were Involved,
starring picture awaits release. It's
Bushman was on the receiving end
called
'Ex-Lady.'
That's
what In the first case and his former
comes of being rescued from too
chauffeur on the giving end in the

Wont

—

atage at

a major

studio,

tk

director, dialog director and supers
visor were watching a scene beingf

photographed, a girl

was standln9
of an Italian vUlag«|
was looking offstagcj

at the edge
street
She

awaiting

the

arrival

of

someoneii

At the okay from the director

shej

looked over her shoulder, turned
her bead towards the general dl«
rectlon of the camera and an<<
.'nounced:

'The prince is coming here!'
a minute. Just a minute^*
the
director.
'You
line with the wrong In-4
flection, my dear.
Look, you said,
'The prince is coming here.' Nowv
'Just

Interrupted

spoke that

that's wrong, you see. The most im^
portant thing is that the PRINCfl 1«
coming, so put the emphasis on
'PRINCE.' All right, let's take it/
The girl got in position again, and
at the word 'camera' read her line

thusly:

Hollywood, March 27.
Recognized stunt men and trick
flyers have refused to take the
studios' 50% cut during the current
eight-week half-price period.
Lads who take chances with life
and limb claim that the Intrinsic
values of their beings have not diminished 60%, nor have the nature
of the chances they are required to
take been cut in half. For that reason they'll hold out for full price

any and

for

or

it's

all trick

work

required,

no go.

'The PRINCE Is coming here!"
Just Another Interruption
'No, no, no,' interrupted the su"
pervlsor, 'that's wrong. It's not important that the prince is coming*.

He's a minor character, but it la
important that he's coming here.
So read the line this way, 'Thd
prince is coming HERE!'
Once again the girl took hei;
stand on the street corner and read
the line:
'The prince Is coming HERB!'
'Oh-oh,' came from the dialog director, that sounds terrible.
Lls-^
ten, honey. It Isn't Important that

With stunt and trick fiying work the prince Is coming, nor does It
now at bottom prices, men engaged matter that he Is coming here.
In this hazardous type of work feel What
Is the prince doing?
That's
that the renumeratlon they receive
most Important.
The prince is

small enough without taking furcoming. That's important, so when,
you read the line put the emphasis
Present price for the average ridon 'COMING.'
Now, go ahead,
diving or car wrecking stunt Is
around $25. Previously it was not honey, read the line.'
Once again the girl gets Into po-(
unusual for the stunt man to get
sltion
and
reads
the line,' Th^
upwards of $200 for particularly dif-

27.

ther cuts.
ing,

ficult feats.

Fearing to bring in new talent
Darcy Advertising agency of St.
Biggest setback to stunting has
conditions of 60%
Louis. John E. Sullivan and Paul under present
been the number of unemployed men
Lang of Snyder & Black, New York, salaries, Hollywood agents are ask- in Los Angeles who are willing to
unstand
by
to
players
eastern
ing
are now here handling the details
take any chance in order to eat.
til the local eight weeks' cut period
for the ad agency.
Several of them have taken to stuntis over.
ing as a regular profession, cutting
Agents figure that should new their prices below that of the recogplayers start off at the low wages, nized group who had the stunting
Good Week for Extras
it will be doubly hard to boost them
field to themselves for a number of
to higher pay later.
years.
Hollywood, March 27.
Also at the present time studios
Trick flying has been hit equally
Sunny skies for extras last week,
with unemployjnent high
with 4,042 placements made, a have plenty of good arguments for hard,
healthy jump from the previous offering newcomers a small salary. among the ranks of commercial flyAgents hope that in a few months ers.
Those who find themselves
stanza.
Mostly small sets, the largest be- conditions will improve and .more without funds in and around the

more
effective
means available

From Stage

Is

Salary Cuts End

making sketches of the celebs. Deal
was put over by Howard Dietz and
Howard Sti'ickling of the Metro advertising-publicity,

Away

Talent

New

Cut, Saying

Risks

Hardly any
phone.
names were brought

Inflections Drives

On a

Novelette
Gaston

who

writes the 'Hollywood on the Air' continuities and
prior to that on the staff of the
'Examiner' here, was introduced as
a Hearst columnist. He was InterSubject:
viewed by Phil Harris.
Oh, what a great guy is Merlan C.
Cooper.' Richard Hallburton, writer,
also was asked for his opinion on
this subject and he told the world
that, 'Merlan C. Cooper Is a great
Others joined in the chorus.
guy.'
studio

Little

Actress Hysterically

—

from here over KECA.
Jock Lawrence, former

a

.

Coca Cola

Campaign will Include 14,000 24sheet billboards and advertising in
thd principal magazines during the
Inclusion of good natured hot-cha
two-month period, among them
In pictures, and looks to Mae "West,
'ColPost,'
Saturday Evening
as proof of her argument, she does
lier's,' 'Liberty,' 'American Weekly,'
not altogether hold with the way
Time/ 'New Yorker,' Ijadles'Home
sex appeal Is generally presented on
Journal,* 'McCall's,' 'American
the screen. The execs must know
what they're doing, she's sure, for Magazine,* 'National Geographic,'
Cosmopolitan,* 'True Story,' 'Harafter all they've been in the picture
"Vogue,* 'Christian Science
per's,'
business for many years, and mayand 'Boys* Life.*
be the only way to get sex appeal Herald*
All Metro stars will figure in the
over to the vast and motley picture
tie-up excepting Marion Davles and
audience Is to hit them over the
Greta Garbo. Last year Paramount
head with It, but just the same that
had a hook-\ip with Coca-Cola, but
Isn't Miss Davis' own Idea of the
did not get picture credits.
way to set about It.
Advertising will dls6 Include cutMae West Technique
outs from psilntlnga by Nicholas
'Undressing and going for him Is
not sex appeal,' says Miss Davis,
analyzing a bit. 'It'q too blatant
Men want to do the discovering.
The girl who runs after a man
won't catch him. Things unsaid
looked, or imagined are so much
more interesting.' Miss Davis believes
there could' be far more
artistry used in expressing sex appeal In pictures without diminishing Its force. Again she points to
Mae West for example, Mae West
who says 'come up and see me

at

money can be obtained

for

their

clients.

just brought an
actress here, expecting to get her
placed, when the cuts went through.

One agent had

He

Is

now keeping

usually canvass the
studios offering their services for
most any type of trick flying.

the girl under

slash period Is over.

THE PERFECT STOOGE

is

COMING

here!'

'No, no, no,' yells the supervisor,
but before he can speak to the girl
again she Is running out of thei
stage hysterically yelling:
The PRINCE is coming.
The!
Prince is COMING. The Prince 1«

coming

HERB. NUTS.

NetroV AO-Star
Screen Musical
Incl.

Wynn, Pearl

local airports

Werner Out of U

wraps as far as casting directors
are concerned, and will not bring
her around to the studios until the

prince

Hollywood, March 27.
DaVe Werner, Universal casting
director, has resigned that position
after one year on the job and will

New York

Edmund

Goulding
will
direct
Hollywood Revue' for Metro with
Alexander Leftwlch assisting.
Cast, besides Jack Peal and Ed

Wynn,

will Include all stellar play-

ers on

lot.

BVay Theatre's

Near-Riotj

Over Dull Film Program

presently,
Near-riot ensued at the Camecs
intends to produce a play. New York, Thursday
Briskin Takes the Rap And How! where he
(23) night
Burdett Brown, his assistant, will when 'The Song of Life' (Tobis) was
for Cohn
move over to the top desk.
revived with a three- reel travelog,
Before coming to the coast Wer- •Voodoo.' During the showing of the
Hollywood, March 27.
ner was studio contact and story
much goodness in the nick of time second.
Coming out of the Columbia stu- editor in the home oflUce for seven German picture, a reissue, except for
the dubbed dialog and sound, women
Bushman actually received only dio early Sunday (26) morning, years.
started the trouble by hissing durwas
Sam
production
head,
Brlskln,
$1,000 from Canada as his Canadian
ing repetitious scenes.
to
lawyers had advanced him travel- stuck up by two bandits, who took
Climax came when one man yelled,
ing expenses which ate up the dif $51, his wrist watch and his car
AUTHOR'S
Hollywood, March 27.
'Give us entertainment.'
from him. Bandits told him that
Given notice by Warners to return ference. Jury figured evidently that
The woi'ld's premiere of Warners'
they were waiting for Harry Cohn,
at
Bushman
$3,600
would
be
trading
to the studio and go back on the
but as he did not show up Brlskln 'Central Air Port' will be In Kansas
pay roll, Ann Dvorak will do so, ac- even. Both in the Canadian court
City, home town of Ray Mofflt, au
would have to do.
cording to her agents, Joyce & and the Chicago court Bushman exBrlskln said he told the bandits thor of the story and film critic on
San Francisco, March 27.
-Selznlck, who ars" dlscnHSlHi^TK?- pcriencp.d a. d<flHriilty In nnnvinnitig
e K. C. 'Stari*
people he's broke.
As he .always that Cohn left for New Jf ork by th Picture
The old exploitation gag of blockterms of the return.
opens at the Uptown April
plane Thursday, with bandits say
ing out faces on a bill board ta>
Warners claims It has taken up looks and acts prosperous people ing, 'That's too bad, you'll have to 16.
just
won't
believe
he
Isn't.
whip
up
interest was unwittingly
all options on Miss Dvora'k's conBushman claims he was rushed pay off.'
used by Golden State circuit in Oaktract and served her with all legal
land last week when East Bay mannotices during the time she was Into court on two days notice here
ager Mark Keller got involved In a
suspended for non-appearance. Stu- and had no time to prepare his case.
March 31 (New York to London), divorce scandal.
dio has no assignments for her in He will seek a new trial on that
Hal Roach and family (Empress of
Indie circuit had a bunch of three
the near future, but will loan her argument. Meanwhile there Is a no
Yr.
Off
1
malice
clatise
in
the
judg
$3,600
Britain).
and six-sheets out on 'Mark Keller
out If her services are sought by
ment given Margaret O'Malley
March 29 (New York to London), Week' In that district when Keller's
other studios.
Anna Sten, Sam Goldwyn's GerBrand so Bushman can't be jugged. man find, has been in Hollywood a Hal Roach, Doug Brlnkley (Bre- name broke Into tho divorce case.
Right now Bushman is hoping to year now without doing anything men).
A wealthy Oakland man, separating
grab off a radio program and Rogers except learning English and making
March 24 (New York to London) from his wife, watched her apart$1,750 Off
and Smith advertising agency has tests. Although numerous writers Arthur Locw, Dave Blum, Ramon ment continuously for 10 hours in
a client Interested In his services.
Hollywood, March 27.
have been called in to try to figure Novarro, Maurice Chevalier, Helen an effort to gain evidence against
O. H. P. Garrett, who has been on
something out, last of them Edwin Morgan and mother, Georges Car- her.
BAFT'S CANADIAN
loan to Metro from Paramount,
When her door opened, husband
Justus Mayer, there still is no story pentler, Catherine (Harrington, Ar
George Raft plays a stage week In sight for the Teutonic Importa thur Schwartz (Paris).
working on 'Night Plight,' will not
alleges, Keller stepped out.
return to Paramount as his con- at the Imperial, Montreal, on a tlon.
March 23 (New York to London)
Papers carried plenty on the yarn,
fact
Curtis
Allen booking, March 31,
tract was abrogated due to the
Sam Goldwyn resulting in Golden State's coverThe contract has until May, 1034 Mr. and Mrs.
ing up Keller's face on the many
that Paramount does not want prior to reporting to Paramount to run and no complaints known so (Europa).
Garrett was on his newly settled contract.
far from Miss Sten through not get
March 22 (New York to Paris) outdoor stands, to discover that
high-priced writers.
Raft Is due on the Paramount lot, ting started on her American film Blda Norena, Serge JarofI, George such a procedure only hciglitened
the highest on the staff, getting
Hollywood, April 10.
career.
Brent, Ruth Chatterton (Europa)
interest In the affair.
$1,760 weekly.

Dvorak Returns

—

leave

for

—

WB

HOME FBEMIEBE

Ballyhoo Gone

SAILINGS

Anna Sten Not Squawking
Laying
With Pay

Chopping

WEEK

&

Wrong

PICTHBES

Tuesdaj, March 28, 1933

VARIETY

FILM CRmC LEADERS REPEAT
Film

Box Score

Critics'

WIITTS N.

Season '32-'33
Key

(JUNE-MARCH
abbreviations: PC

to

(wrong),

INCLUSIVE)

15

(pictures caught),
(no opinion), Pet (perceitage)r
.

O

R

(right),

PC.
1B2
190
233
200
171
226
224

JR. ('H-Trlb')

THORNTON DELEHANTY (Tost*)
WILLIAM BOEHNEL <'World>Tele')
JOHN 8. COHEN, JR. ('Sun')
REGINA CREWE ('American')
BLAND J0HANE80N ('Mlrrof)
IRENE THIRER ('News')
MARGARET TAZELAAR CH-Trlb')
ROSE PELSWICK ('Journal')
MORDAUNT HALL ('Times')
'VARIETY' (Combined)

66
218
179
...

244

Field All Set to

W.

O.

Pot

Grouped

37
61
68
68

6
6
3

7
0
4
31
69

Places as Bland Johaneson Drops Back-:—Bulk of
Errors Come from OverEstimating Less Than
Hiffh Quality Product

78

76
77
91
22
62
42

.717
.663
.646
,637
.631
.629
.609
.600
.673
.486

196

49

0

.799

R.
109
124
129
109
142
141
142
39
126

4
6

Chicago
changed

(This score based on 244 pictures.)

in

First

Four

Ratings

Un-

166
127
147
146
92

('Trib')

CAROL FRINK CHer-Bxam')
ROB REELt ('American')

106
79
88

60
33
62

79
47

42
31

0
16
7
26
14

.639
.622
.600
.641
.611

Third periodical ratina of picture
New York and Chicago

reviewers in
for

the

1932-33

•sen

finds

Studios Test Color

Photography,

^

Hopmg

paper supplements in color next
September, all studios are experi-

menting

with pastel still photogHollywood, March 27.
raphy, hoping for better plays in the
Metro, Fox and Radio are follow- roto sections.
ing Paramount In an effort to sell
Advertisers
with
roto
space
torieB they own but which are not bought are also photographing In
contemplated for early production. color for their displays. Currently,
Paul Hessl, Nikolas Muray and EdOutside agents are handling the long win Bower
Hesser are here with
lists of yams with Metro alone hav- color cameras doing layouts for
lng-2;000-«n-the-auctlon._blockc _
-their accounts.
Hessi is photo-Fox has listed all its story prop- graphlng for Mobile Oil Corp.;
erties in a bound book but has Muray Is handling the Coca-Cola
few
account,
and Hesser is doing specooled down in selling them as
Uni- cial stufC for the New York 'Times'
bids have been submitted.
.

versal tried to dispose of many of
Its properties several months ago
luck.

With all trying to sell and little
likelihood of buyers it Is expected
that what deals will be made on a
straight exchange proposition.

SHAW

RITZES STUDIOS'

HOSPITALmr OFFERS
Hollywood, March

Hollywood

studios

This agreement was made
the telephone, prior to
flying

from San Fran-

Newsreel camera men and
Metro studio photographers,
who figured they would have
an exclusive on Shaw, returned
to Los Angeles immediately
after the ultimatum was given.

Jr.,

of th« 'Herald Tribune^' heading

the

New York

RKO'S CUT-RATE

coterio as before and

Doria Arden (Ellen Koeno), of the
Chicago 'Times' ouf^n front of her
group, a position sho has held with

DEALS F0R3

fow exceptions sine* the start of the

STARS

gradings.

As might have been expected
from the situation within the picRKO's star lineup may undergo a
ture Industry, most of tho critics'
Hollywood, March 27.
switch as regards certain
errors In calling their shots appear wide
With the Rotogravure Corp.,
players, notably Constance Bennett,
qualover-estimating
of
side
on
the
Dlannlng to Issue Its pictorial newsAnn Harding and Richard Dix.

STORIES

little

photographed with picture personalities.

on

For Pastel Roto Play

AUCTIONING

but had

San Simeon last Fi-iday (24),
went under the condition that
he would not have to be

the

tion repeating, with Richard Watts,

Keene.
t Frances Kurner.
t Hazel Flynn.

MORE STUDIOS

Hollywood, March 27.
George Bernard Shaw, who

was on display to the picture
people at the Hearst Ranch in

leaders of the mld-wlnt«r compila-

(This score based on 102 pictures.)
* Ellen

27.

started
to
tonight

themselves
titrain
(Mon.) with the arrival in port of
the 'Empress of Brltian,' round-thelate

.world cruiser, and Its four-star
George Bernard Shaw,
traveler,
Iworld's best picture hater. Despite
thaw's continued refusal to sell any
of his works to American studios,
major lots will all be on hand to
make offers, knowing that the Irishman, even in refusing, will whip
out sufSdent comment to make good
"Uttwspaijei" copy:

ity of output.

The new

listing takes in releases

from December to March during
which time, or certainly the late
portion, producers have been holding back superior material for
better times and in th» meanwhile
marketing almost anjrthing to fill
requirements.
Thla has been Increasingly true In the last few
.weeks preceding the b ankin g mora-

office confabbing among the
RKO picture execs. Including Merlan
Cooper and B. B. Kahane, latter
RKO picture president, has resulted
in no conclusion regarding renewal
of its contract with Constance BenMiss Bennett has two more
nett.

Home

films to make with RKO at |6,000
weekly.
Ann Harding's contract was to
have fallen due April 14, but the
company has extended the term-antorium when business conditions
nine weeks by agreement
were admittedly ba,d, and the public addltlonal
with the star, due to her loan to
staying away from theatre in conMetro preventing RKO from making
sequence.
desired picture.
roto section.
Result has been that general run a
Miss Harding receives $6,900
Fan and other magazines are of releases have been mediocre and
watching the outcome of the ex- only the exceptional release has weekly and a new financial arrangeperiments, hoping that color photog- drawn business. "There have been ment win be sought with her also.
Dix bas one more to make for
raphy will solve their cover prob- few 'fair* pictures and a considerlem. At present, color photography able ratio of product so designated RKO with negotiations having been
runs almost as high as original in reviews have turned out weak at satisfactorily concluded between the
paintings for cover design purposes. the box office.
parties whereby the star will make
Present experiments of the Roto
He
hia next film at a 60% cut.
Girls Lose Ground
Corp. and adveftisers are expected
formerly received $60,000 a picture
Principal feature of the new rat- and his final for RKO will be at
to lower the cost of the special
color work to a fraction of its pres- ings Is the fact that the women $30,000.
writers of New York have fallen out
ent cost.
Roto's switch to color is mainly of the four first places which are
to attract national advertising on a all occupied by men, continuing a
BILL
A.
tendency that has been noticeable
big scale.
New York 'Times' has been carry- for most of the current season.
ing on color experiments of its own Bland Johaneson maintained a posifor several years and may get out tion at third place until this coma color section prior to the general pilation. Now she moves down to
Los Angeles, March 27.
release of tint by Roto.
sixth, a set-back due largely to her
Frank McDonald, State Labor
tendency to regard product optimisCommissioner, will appear before
tically.
Irene Thlrer, "News,' only reviewer Gov. Rolph this week to protest
'Casting Office' Next
in New York losing the star system against the signing of a bill passed
of designation, loses ground by one by the State Assembly on state
Marion Davies Pic place, reversing the situation in employment agency act. This exChicago where Doris Arden'a stai' cludes agents handling $200 a week
ratings have led the field conslst- and over people from provisions of
Hollywood, March 27.
the state.
It would also excuse
Marion. Davles' next
^wilL _entlj;^ Rose Pelsw ick ('Jo urnal')

NEW L

AGENTS'

SAID TO HOLD JOKER

.

.

MM.

Be Serviced

Industry stage
16

Shaw

CHICAGO

MAE TINEEt

Choosy

cisco to the ranch in George
Hearst's private plane.

HALL STILL TRAILS

DORIS ARDEN* (Times)
CLARK RODENBACH ('News')

Situations in 16

IN CHI

Men Writers

Eastern

NEW YORK
RICHARD WATTS,

MDEN

W

New

8.000

I TOP

.pjcturft

be 'Casting Office,' yarn based on slips another peg down, accountable those agents— from—paying—$1^0—lithe activities of a studio casting on the score of an evening news- cense yearly and posting a surety
department. Carey Wilson Is doing paper's complaisant attitude towanl bond. However, it would not affect
would like to have him as their the
story.
the screen, evening newspapers be- $100 yearly Los Angeles city license
guest on their respective lots. So
Idea will be written around Mar- ing especially addressed to women although, to avoid this, many agents
far, the author has accepted none
during the past two years moved
cella Napp, assistant to Ben Piazza, readers.
and it is doubtful if he will errace Metro caster,
outside the city limits.
who originally sugIntermediate changes in
both
any of the studios with his presence gested the story
In case the governor signs this bill
possibUitles
which will rob the studio wits of casting office. Picture will of the groups were unimportant. Mordaunt the License Commissioner feels the
be a
a chance to wise-crack about that semi-musical, with Nacio Herb Hall continued in his familiar spot apents would run wUd in dealings
as a tail-chder, due to bis fixed
Sherlock Holmes suit and hat he Brown and
with players as well as deprive the
Arthur Freed providing habit of reporting pictures
in a neuwears.
state
the numbers.
of
around $20,000 yearly
tral fashion and expressing no defDuring his Southern California
revenue.
inite opinion as to prospects or box
stay, Shaw will visit William Ranoffice values.
dolph Hearst at the latter's ranch
Zatn Pitts' Three for Badio
Average percentages of correct
at San Simeon.
Hollywood, March 27.
Arliss' Retirement?
judgments Improved in the respect
Zasu Pitts has been given a year's
that there was less than usual difHollywood, March 27.
contract by Radio, for three picference between reviewers.
Diana Wynyard to England
First
tures.
Starting date for first not
George Arllss Is reported retiring
half dozen in the list have drawn from the
Hollywood, March 27.
set.
screen and returning to
Miss Pitts also holds a contract together, being separated from first England.
With 'Reunion in Vienna* comto sixth by .086, compared to a difOn completion of 'Voltaire' his
pleted, Diana Wynyard leaves here with Hal Roach to continue the
series of shorts she has been mak- ference in the January ratings for contract with
Is up.
No do-il
April 1 for a vacation in England.
the same places of .117.
to renew h.as been started.
with Thelma Todd.
ing
Actress will be gone eight weeks.

Understood that several of the
atudios have notified Shaw that they

WR

mm.

is set to give the
theatre idea an early try-

out through a combination which
has been effected between a newly
formed company, the Theatre SeThe TSC,
curity Corp. and RCA.
headed by Jack Corbett, is to be the
distributing agency on the film end.
Accounts have it that as much as
$20,000,000 in film negatives are

sewed up from certain major company sources for the purpose.

The product tied-in is stated to
be sufficient for one year's supply to
This,
the 10 ,mm. theatre plan.

when finally developed, is calculated
to Increase the potential weekly income of the companies by $200,000
It is aimed to spread
to $300,000.
film entertainment over 8,000 situations In addition to those already
being served by the industry.
These 8,000 situations are the most
susceptible prospects for the 10
mm. theatre Idea out of an esti13,600 cities and towns in
S. which have no film theaany kind.

mated
the U.
tre of

Sound-on- Film Idea
The apparatus to be offered unsound-on-fllm
is
der the plan
equipment, and the towns considered for the purpose are those
deemed non-competitive to the regular 86 mm. field. Activities of the
TSC will be confined ot this field.
The programs which are to be ofThere will
fered wiU be 'locked.'
be no double feature prograins and
each program will have not less
subjects.
than three short
It has been figured that through
reduced overhead in the sales and
physical handling of film it wlU be
possible under the 16 mm. theatre
idea to handle product of any huiUf
her of companies and realize a net
return more than the same firms
could refilize through selling the
same situations regular 35 mm. celluloid.

Product tied up through TSC Includes both current and past releases of companies so far not
"Bhown in -any of the towns under
consideration.

Chadwick

Files

Complamt

Cross

in Esther

Ralston Salary Soit
Los Angeles, March 27.
I. E. Chadwick has filed an answer
and cross-complaint in the Municipal court suit of Esther Ralston
against him for $2,000 oinpaid 'Black
Beauty' salary in which he is seeking a like amount from the actress
because she delayed work on the
production for a full day.
First time that a producer has
taken legal action to obtain recom-

pense from a player, who

is

al-

leged to have held up the schedule.
Instances named are a two-hour
delay before i?he appeared for ranch
exteriors, a half day's halt at San
Pedro while the company waited
for her to show up, and three hours
at the studio. Total cost him $2,000,
Chadwick claims through his attorney, Mark S. Filer.
Miss Ralston, who holds a contract for $2,000 for a week, has att aclied the-two-negatlves of- the-plc«_
ture.

Metro Shoots Original
*Cat and Fiddle' Cast
Albany. N. T., March 27.
The Capitol was converted into a
nim studio Friday (24) by a crew
technicians, supercameramen and electricians
sent here by Metro to screen the
cast of 'The Cat and the Fiddle,'
which played three days at the the-

of

25
visors,

sound

atre.

Entire pKiy was photographed Just
as It was produced on the stage, for
As many members
test purporos.
of the cast as poesiblo will be used
Several
the ploiuro version.
In

cauipment and sound
were broupht to Albany
Vork for the Job.

truckload.s of

waprona
ff (ini

.\>u

•

^

PICT HUES

VARIETY

Plenty of Reports for Hays

1st

Taesday, Mlircli 28* 1933

Rons OD Broadway
(SubjMt to Change)

Annual Meeting Draws Out More Reports
Than Ever Beaucoup Problems

—

Weak March

Briefly rewritten extraeta from 'VarietyV Hollywood Bulletin, printed
each Friday in Hollywood, and added to the regular weOkly 'Variety.'
The Bulletin doea net circulate other than en the Pacific Slope.
Newa frbm the Dailies in Lo» Angelea will be found -in that customary
department.

31

Paramount—'Murder in the
Zoo' (Par).
Over the
Capitol-^XSabriel
White House' (Metro).
Strand—'Keyhole' (WB).
(UA)
(3d
'Secrets'
Rivoli

script, by Victor Potel and Gordon
Grlfflth.
AI Herman will direct,
Sherman Intends to pro- starting next week.
Swim.'
locally.
duce, stage and act in it
Gus Melns and Lloyd French, latter an assistant director, get megNo Janie Personal
Elsie Janls turned down a per- glng contracts at Hal Roach for
sonal appearance offer from Loew's next year.
State to appear with 'The Big
With Richard Boleslavsky dli
Drive,' claiming she did not want to
exploit her- war experience. She of- Ing and Nils Asther In the Coc,
fered to co-operate with the Ameri- 'Rhapsody' goes Into work at Metro
can Legion by plugging the picture next week.
=
over the air.
Low for Free- Lancers
Frank Atkinson, English player,
liOst week was exceptionally slow
has had his option lifted- by -F0X4
for free-lance placements, according to agents, who claim that there
Paramount ha^ borrowed. Tom was more activity during the wageKeene, Radio's western star, for cut controversy than afterwards.
'Sunset Pass.* Harry Carey, former
western star, also cast.
Nelson's 12 Novelties

Lowell Sherman has optioned
Bernard Schubert's play, 'Fish Gotta

—

Hays headquarters all last week
find over the week-end was like a
examination
durlner
echoolhouse

Bays

Institution

Roxy—'West
27.

Dissatisfaction at Fox with the
Lasky's "Worst
script of Jesse
Woman in Paris' caused a halt in
production until Sonya L>evlen and
Sam N. Behrman could do a quick
rewrite job.
Also held up are 'My Dear* and
'The World Moves On.'

were busily writing

out anniversary stories for the general's report to his directorate at its

annual session yesterday afternoon
(27).

Like the school trustees In a
small town the average Haysian director has more than once voiced
his 'dread' of the Hays commencement exercises. Hays usually reads
and reads and reads all t.bout what
happened during the past year. And
the directors, according to spokesParamount needs new directors,
men, start nodding after the first
for
half hour until all but a few chairs writers and stars, and Is looking
are tipped, and dozing Is una,nl- the talfent mainly In legit. Dlrebtors
and
writers who are signed will first
inous.
For the comencement exercises be put through an apprenticeship at
Monday, however, matters about the the studio, under the plip-n.
In the p$;St few years Par has not
Hays school were radloall/ differThe moratorluni and earth- developed new directing, writing
ent.
quake, as well, as Hitler trouble, and acting talent to the same degree
as
It did In prior years, and like
and the sudden determination, at
other companies believes new faces
last, of state legislators to tax the
business, had all of the boys over- now have to be found.
With the. Par star ranks considerwriting. Only two hours before the
meeting some of them were still ably depleted the past three years,
remaining Par
writing, which made It virtually and some of the
signs of
necessary for the general to appear stars beginning to show
petering, the "company Is very anxbefore the trustees with arms filled
ious to discover new faces...
vrlth those examination-papers.
The directors know that Hays

PAR SEARCHING FOR
NEW CREATIVE TALENT

•

•

of

Singapore'

(M6n.)

Hollywood, March

girls ot the

The boys and

week.

Fox Delays 3

RKO Roxy—'Pleasure Cruise'

(U).

Muatb Hall—'Big Cage' (U)
(30).

Palaca—'King Kong' (Radio).
Rialto—'Girl Missing*^ (WB).

Weak
Paramount

.

April 7

—Terror

(Par).
StrtiiKi-^'Keyhole'

Rivoli—'Secrets'
week).
M u a t c Hall
(Fox) (6).

Aboard'

(WB).
(UA) (4th

I

— 'Cavalcade'

$2 Picturea
(Fox)

Ja.ck W. Nelson will make 12 nov'Tween Midnight and Dawn,' play
by John B. Clymcr and James Ewen, elty ono-reelers at Metropolitan,
has been bought by Ra^lo. No as- with Ramon Nazarro, former assietdirecting;
Sydney Wagner,
jant,
signments.
cameraman; and Henry Baker, art
John Borrymore, Clark Gable and director.
Wallace Beery are in 'Night Flight,'
With six-month contracts to grind
David O. Selznick's second produc-

(Gaiety)

'Cavalcade'
(12th week).

'White Sister* (Metro) (Astor) (3d week).

.

Foreien Films
(Plunkett)
'M'.
(Mayfalr) (31).

I

(German)

'Brave Suender' (Asso. Cin-

ema) (Europa) (German) (29).
'Hertha'a Erwachen' (Protex)

(UtUe Carnegie)

NH

STUDIOS

(3d wk).

WORLD'S

.

likes to have ample time to familiarize himself ^Ith the examination papers. That his Ukea to have

SHALL DETERMINED ON

of what should be highlighted, so as to be in tt position to
exercise better control over his own
reproducing apparatus, apd thereby
Hollywood, March 27.
have greater appreciation for em'Shanghai Gesture' is on the fire
li^asls and^ acoustical qualities of
galn .at Reliance. Edward Small,
r^Sie dlreclorata halj.
who took the yarn oyer froni JoThere- was alb tinuBual secretlveseph M. Schenck, recently called It
ness on the partf of Hays* pupils off, but Is reviving it. Story has had
this year. None at them would even
Hays ofilce production opposition
his examination papers.
di^cusig
Small figures If
for- two years.
Frank- Wllstach' refiiised to reveal
" what he had written «bovt the ef- She Done Him Wrong' can get by,
Gesture', should be oke.
'tectlvehi^s'B of the ifdvertislng code
Archie Mayo, Warner director,
anymore than Gbv. Mllllken would previously scheduled to direct 'Gestalk about his essay on women's ture,' win probably meg the pic'
clubs and their obedience to fllmture during his Warnet laiy-off.
dom.
Mayo is handled by the Small
Most stern of all was Hays' mas- &g6ncy.
ter at &rms, the Hayslte who was
;comtnlssloned to -collect all of the
i>apers aiid present them In a bun-

some Idea

~

'SHANGHAI GESTURE'

.

"

:

'

'

dle

r

'
•

to

Monday,

Hays.

Maurice

Mackensile refused all petltipns to
be Interviewed and he was the only
one at the time, confided sojne of
the students, who knew what was
in all of the papers.

lal

Roach WiD Prodoee

Metro Picture in London

FAIR PICTURE IDEA
IhdustiT's co-'operatlon with the

tion for Metro, Clarence
recting.

During his absence (1), news of
Zangara's attempted assassination
Roosevelt greeted
President
of

which

L. A. to N. Y.

J. J.

Boris Petroff.
Gloria Swanson.

travels.

Michael Farmer.
Bing Crosby.

up

night to get a
to Hollywood to ascertain his family's fate
in the L.A. quakes.
sat

all

through from Paris

directorial

off the

is

field,

Metro

list.
I

Charles

Saxton

contracts given by UniverMabel Marden and'Hugh En-

sal to

'Fighting In the Dark,* gaml^llng
yarn, will be the next Eagle production.

who go on

IDEA ON MUSICAU

salary

May

1.

M-G Halts Legion Yarn
French foreign legion story, 'Man
Stands Alone,' has been shelved by
Metro because it was figured as too
expensive to

make

at this time.

Fox Is after Myrna Loy from
Metro and Mary Boland from Para-

authored;

mount

WB'S QUICKIE PROFTT

for

'I

Loveid

You Wednes-

day,' which has Ellssa Landi in the
top spot. Henry King directing.

BUI FOX'S COAST
THEATRE CIRCUIT?

Ann

Warners whlcli revived the mu-

Ann Harding's Last
Harding's last under her cur-

rent Radio contract will be 'Life of
[Virgle Winters,' by Louis BromLos Angeles, March 27.
cycle with '423 Street' will reUsing Fox, San Francisco, a,nd fleld. It will follow 'Prelude to
lease 'Gplddiggers of 1933' as soon
Love.'
as completed, rather than in July, Los Anjreles theatre, here, as a nuas originally planned, and then call cletis, William Fox, through Joe
Metro paid $4,260 for 'Gaby Desquits on musicals rather than Leo, Is trying to organize a chain lys' by Jack Kirkland and Melville
take a cbahce on a glutted musi- on the coast for product strength. Baker.
sical,

'

Tie-up already madie with Jensen
& von Herberg for Northwest on
product buy with efforts being made
Coast

week also concerned Itself with some financial
details. Cohn stays a week or so
Board meet

.

to get the Orpheum here and also
some of the houses which Pox West

lumbia will make as soon as pos-

dropping.

Is

San Francisco, March

Fox

reopen April

will

this

—

1

27,

26c at night.

Expect Joan Crawford

Jr.

She

will stop at a dude r anch.
understood.

IJ.

That Makes 5 Scripts
Hollywood, March 27.
scripts authored to
'Rings on Her Fin
studio
heads

With

who

previously

the story,

Is

now preparing a

steel

yarn. Harry Gohn is dickering with
Buzzell for an additional three.
o'ravls Banton sued for $40,420
damages by C. J. Foerster, Mack
Sennett writer and actor, who alleged he was hit by a car owned by

Milton B. Johnston, 19, settled his
claim for auto accident injuries
against Jim Tully for $450.

Metro picked up the options of
Jean Harlow and Lionel Barrymore;
dropped Polly Moran and Hcdda
Hopper.
Irene Brown goes
-^eckeloy-SquaFO.^

into

Fox's

Fashion designing for the Sol
Wurtzel unit at Fox will be done
by Royer, formerly at United Artists.

four

suit the title

Paramoufit

gers,*

bia's 'Rules for Wives.'

Banton.

Mexico for Divorce

Nogales, Mex., March 27.
It is expected by attorneys here
that Joan Crawford will arrive to
file
divorce action in the local
courts against Douglas Fairkanks,

is

BuzzOll Stays at Col
Is directing ColumAl Rogell,
was to have made

Eddie Buzzell

with Joe

Leo operating for William Fox.
Henry Goldenberg will be house
manager.
Double bill Indie first-run policy
will tax a 16c gate afternoons and

In

Warners loaned David Boehm to
Paramount to finish script of 'Love
Your Body,'- which Benn W. Levy
left half completed when he jumped
town after the quake.

William Kaplan, assistant direcelevated to assistant to Louis D.

tor,

Lighton,
associate
at
producer
and returning by train not plane. greeted Mae West and her director, Paramount.
Jack Cohn, v.-p. and treasurer Boris Petroff, on their arrival here
of Col, left Monday night (27) for Sunday from New York with the
Dorothy Lee goes into the Cocoaassurance that everything was all nut Grove to sing with Phil Harris'
the South on a week's rest trip.
set.

N. Y. to L. A.
Murdock.

Tommy

Term

'Jeannie Gerhardt,'
the rewrite process.

Victor Fleming

Clinches 'Salt Water'

cuts were highlights that kept him
on edge during bis Continental

Lewin

In

In

Is

sible.

Zoe Aklns.
Diana Wynyard.
Marie Bercovicl.
Hal Reich.
Ralph Rainger.
Eddie Sutherland.

William Beaudine will direct B. P.
Schulberg's 'On Probation* at Para-

Production slated for next week.

.

Lewin in Paris, and in succession
the banks' closing, the California
earthquake and the film industry's

call

part

title

cals market.

cent top for the present at least

Just how much has happened in
those United States, particularly as
regards show business, is forcibly
brought home with the instance of
Al Lewin, Hollywood associate pro
ducer on the Metro lot, who sailed
for his health March 1 or so and
returned last week on the Europa.

Dialog for RadIo*s 'Ad Man' will
be written by Sam Mintz, the
adaptoir, and Arthur Caesar.

.

ducers finally agreed, tentatively,
that the best they -cpuld do .was. to
supply a six-reel picture, in which
all the colony's ceieDs would figure.
This, however, has now been mixed
on the Holljrwood viewpoint that
this la no time to spend unnecessary money.

in their trunks,

land.

Chicago Woiid's Fair is out, with
an agreement reached by the producers that they will not make a
previously proposed film, exploiting
Hollywood and its personnel.
Following repealed requests for
B. P. Sohulberg- testing Charles
help over a period of a year, pro- Ford, New York legit player, for the
.

Gaumont

Eddie Cronjager and Leo Tover,
cameramen, will leave soon for Eng-

mount.
Col Buys Shayer Contract
Samuel Hopkins Adams* 'Peggy
Columbia bought off the 12-week E^atbn' is being considered for
contract It had with Richard Shayer, Miriam Hopkins at Paramount.
scenario editor, who is now at Paramount to write a yarn for Charles
Given a three months' leave of
Rogers' next year's program.
absence, A. George Volck, v.-p. of
the Joyce-Selznick agency since Its
Testing Celeste Ford
inception. Is not expected to return.

POUnCO

How

for British

di-

Metro Drops 'Nora'
After being tossed .about, from one
supervisor to another .and being
slated for production last week,
Nora' has been postponed dt Metro.
Jean Harlow, wlio was to have been
starred, previously balked at playing the title part

Hollywood, March 27.
WB hopes to get what It can out
Hal Roach left here by plane of the musical thing as quickly as
Sunday for New York en route to possible and then forget about them
England where he will produce one as a cycle.
METRO'S
or possibly two features for Me
tro's quota list.
Roach sails froxn
ASPECTS IN 2 PIX New York March 31, Mrs. Roach
and their young son, going by train, Goldwyn Win Haye
win meet the producer In New
Hollywood, March 27.
York, to accompany him abroad.
1 Cobnan Pic Anyway
Metro is 'trying to get permission
Production on this season's pro
from President Roosevelt to use the gram at the Roach studio ended
'The
Saturday
Masquerader' Is going on
with the completion of a
title of his book, 'Looking Forward'
Laurel and Hardy and a PItts-Todd the shelf until -1933-'34 begins for
for MG's picture, T esterday's Rich, comedy. Studio
will be dark until release as Goldwyn's first on the
based on the English stage play, around June 1.
coming year's program.
'Service.'
They want to use it as
Likelihood that Ronald Colman,
a foreword on the screen. Title
despite a two year contract, will not
was suggested from a paragraph in
SOGHESTEB PBIGES DOWN appear under the Goldwyn banner
President Roosevelt's book referring
behind the
believed
again,
is
Rochester, March 27.
to optimism.
Sharp price slashes by RKO Pal switch of 'Masquerader* to the comIn return for the title, Metro is ace and Publix .Century marks ing season's release schedule.
willing to donate to any charity the tougher competition
downtown. Cen
President names.
tury meets 25 cent scale of Temple
William R. Hearst is understood and Regent, which means nabes will
Col's Musical
to
have writteri many of the have to cut despite declaration to
Harry Cohn flew in for a home
speeches uttered by Walter Huston the contrary
ofiice producti on confab on next
Time
as the President In 'March
Pa1a ne goes t o 35-^ent6-fop-malft
year's program, witn some personal
floor and two bits for the balcony
testing of New York talent for at
Loew's Rochester continuing 40
least one screen musical which CoOld Place Changec

W

Brown

—

Rockwell.
Ethel Shutta.
Mrs. Julian T. Abeles.

Hollywood, March

27.

After months of consideration,
Universal has purchased the stage
play, 'Salt Water,' on which it hold

an option.

John Golden and Dan

orchestra.

Star assured them that it was all
had her own script to fit
the title. Probabilities are that the
studio will make her copy the backbone of the next picture, pulling in
such bits from the other quartet as

set as she

may

Also preparing

-

is

'Queen of the

White Way,' story based on

be a Slim SummervilleZasu Pitts feature on next year's
program.

dents in

will

perior court

suit

against his ex-

employers for salary and money advanced.

fit.

Jarrett authored.
It

Dwlght L. Hill, former district
manager for Pacific National Theatres, was awarded $2,509 in his Su-

West
Lewis

inci

of Lillian Russell, Mae
to do composite character. Al
life

will produce.

Four Reels of Dog
Purchasing a dog picture made by
Capt. S. E. Barber and Svend Utterstrom in Alaska, Walter Futter
(Continued on page 28)

.

PI C T « n E s

Tueada;, Muf^^h 28, 1933

L^al

Lots of

Inside Stuff

Ouster Petition on Zukor and Hilles
Opposition to the adjudication of
'Paramouht-Publlx's
t>etltiOn
In
bankruptcy, as well as to Par's
original equity receivership, and the
appointment of A^olph Zukor and

Charles D. Hilles as co-recelve^s,

has come Into the open and promises

a

bitter

contest

before

final

Attorneys for
rulings are made.
bondholders and stockholders. Implacable In their demands for a stay
of the bankruptcy Issue and the re-

W

U Studios Reopen

m Zims

Par's E^austive Analysis of B. 0.

Hollywood, March 27.
Universal will reopen Thursday
(30) when Ray Taylor starts shoot-

Next week John M. Stahl

Worth $250,000?

Lob Angeles, March 27.
Alleging that the Gore Brothers
use the words 'Goona Goona' In sixfoot letters to advertise 'Vlrginls of
Ball' at the Optic theatre on Main
street, with attraction's actual name
burled, the Premier Film Attractions, subsidiary of the First Di-

will

swing into line when he starts to
make 'Only Yesterday' in which
Irene Dunne, borrowed from Radio,
will have the lead.

2?ukor,
he believed, that, while
Hilles served as co-receiver, Zukor
could do nothing Illegal or harm-

ful to tlie

P-P

estate.

Zirn's Questionnaire

Zirn brought out that he had sent
Zukor a list of questions Important
to stockholders and creditors but
that Zukor, on advice of personal
counsel, had refused to answer any
of them.
The adamant Zirn contended that
Hilles was unfit to serve as a receiver under the equity proceeding
as a result of his banking connections.
It was charged that Hilles
resigned as a director of the Bankers Trust Co., carrying Paramount
on- a portion of last spring's $13,000,000 loan, the day before he was
appointed as a co-receiver of Par.
Inference, Zirn Insisted, was that
the equity receivership granted on
Jan. 26, the same day his clients
had filed an Involuntary petition
In bankruptcy against Par, was collusive.
Zirn's

arguments gained further
when he pointed out that
one of his bondholder
connection with Film Pro-

attention

answer

to

suits in
duction, Inc., P-P subsidiary holding film negatives to cover last
spring's $13,000,000 loan, was made
three days prior to the equity receivership.

Cravath Firm's Angles
This was on Jan. 23, after a 20day extension had been obtained In

answer
on the ailldavit of
a lawyer-member of Cravath, de
Gersdorff, Swain & Wood, Par attorneys, to the effect P-P was not
In default on any of its obligations.
With
the
equity
receivership
granted three days later. It was
Zirn's contention that P-P, that
very minute, was preparing for the
consent receivership.
Subsequently, Zirn de -lared, the
Cravath firm advised by letter that
their lawyer making the affidavit
was In error. In the same letter
the Cravath firm served notice that
P-P. under Its equity receivership,
wanted to join In a friendly receivership over the Film Producto suit

which was granted In a
reserved decision by Judge Ly don
on Jan. 30. Claim was that Judge
Lydon doubtless had been coming

ZUKOR'S SPOT

Censors Get $50 Ante
Pasadena,

Better Plroduct

THE PAR

SITUATION
Adolph Zukor
tle

is fighting

the bat-

of his life as varied Interests,

Including bankers, bondholders, and
creditors, are trying to sway the
destiny of Paramount-Publix in the

naming of a

trustee, or several of

them, none of whom may be Zukor
himself. By April 3 the ParamountPublix outfit may be headed by an
outsider to the company, who may
be chosen trustee In bankruptcy,
and the current week may write
the future fate of Par.
This, however, looks not to affect
Zukor's position as head of the subsidiary companies, presently solvent. The Inner struggle now going
on In Paramount as between bankers, bondholders and creditor interests is the greatest Zukor has ever
had to contend with.
Election of anybody, outside of
Zukor, as trustee, will mean the end
of a continuous reign over ttie~company by its founder, except for the
momentous year and a half preceding the company's receivership and
bankruptcy when John Hertz and

Sam Katz were dominant
Free-for-AII Trusteeship

March

27.

of directors has voted to provide an

additional $60

a month for expenses

of the review body.

Dist.

Should

Up

Heretofore, the

has been receiving

lK>ard

a

against

prior

$26,

as

appropriation

of

$125.

Police court charges brought by
the board against George L. Haines
of the Park, and James Finkler of
the Warners-Egyptian, for alleged
screening of 'Faithless* (MG) without securing the necessary 10 -day

permit has been dropped.

Industry already is shaping its
plans accordingly. The same elements, financially and geographically, which have held back business, have also provided the industry with ample protection, 'in the
nature of good pictures. The bulk
of better product is yet to be released. Producers, as a whole, during the greater part of the past
winter have been holding back for
better signs.
Now the major industry Is In a position to feed the
country's box office steadily.

DROP OPTIONS

SALARIES
Hollywood, March
a

27.

Indications from all studios Is that
minimum of options on contracts

be picked up within the next
few weeka This will be particuwill

larly true of writers, directors and
players below the star rating.
Move by lots is to rid themselves
of many obligations and get new
deals calling for lower salaries
wherever possible.

tinued as equity deceivers. It was
returnable March 10 and there was
no Inkling P-P was preparing a

The next two weeks will be important factors in the Industry's
Studio execs, however, say that
beer thing, dropping options does not. mean
as one element, should indicate the neccessarlly the severing of conspending inclination, and if Roose- nections with these people, and have
velt's farm relief measures are ef- let it be known that they will be willfective by June film leaders are ing to retain many of them .on a
certain there will be no further need week-to-week basis, providing reafor "anti-red predictions.
sonable salary revisions can be efCreep up of the country's box fected.
office, since the moratorium lid was
lifted, is proving sufficient assurance
ReceirersUp in
to the major part of the Industry as
to what may be expected.

Par-M

PAR TRUSTEE ALL SET
VIA BANKERS, CHARGED

more houses. In view of the gigantic proportions of the task, certain
theatres which have been turned
back to Independent owners or as-

signed, but were operated by Pubat some time during the past
four years, will be included.

lix

Publlx's probable readjustment of
scales in line with box office comparisons ovei the last four years, as
well as In line with local conditions,
etc.. Is expected to be the most far-

Not a single theatre in the farflung Publix chain will escape a
close diagnosis when the time arrives for changes in admissions, if
meriting. In cities or towns where
Publix or Its affiliates have more
than one house, each will be placed
under the micnn$scope separately.
Survey of tlie admission seiches,
as they have affected business one
way or another in the past four
years, together with what results
have been on Increase or reductions,
is being compiled mostly from daily
and weekly manager reports over
that period of time.

PHILLY INDIES

Tlie statement that through the
Interested
in
Paramount

banks

Publix enough bondholders have already been rounded up to swing the
election of trustee in bankruptcy for

the receivers in equity still sticks
appointment of trustees In

until the

New

Par next Monday (3), when sched- in which to
due April 16.
uled, was made Friday (24) before

file

their report,

Fox

aries of those in this branch of the
home office at the expiration of the

Philadelphia,

March

27.

Saturday (April 1) has been set
by the executive committee of the
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern Jersey and Delaware as
the deadline for adjustments on

in protest The exhibitors here are asking a 26% rein rentals for a 60-day

week or more

York.
duction
Federal court here granted Zukorperiod.
HiUes, the receivers, an extra month

now

Judge Bondy.

Two

SET DEADLINE

Calif. Is Still in Effect rental contracts.
If by that time the exhibitors
have not secured the reductions deHollywood, March 27.
manded from the distributors, the
Despite the New York bankruptcy
independent territory of Philly will
of Paramount-Publix, the ancillary
follow the action taken In Clevereceivership in California granted
land and close for a period of one

w hich

fully operated in show biz, actually
and actively. Wobber likewise rates
well.

in partnerships, as well as

summer barometer. The

of the most recent names F-WC Restores Salaries
Hollywood, March 27.
have come under jiscusslon
are Joe Kennedy, banker "and~75ir^
Fox has purchased 'The Bucmer FBO and Pathe head, and Her- ~ite~Deift Threatens Walk caneers,' an original story by I. A.
to this decision, probably at about man Wobber. Wobber was formerly
R. Wylle.
the same time (Jan. 26) as P-P with Par and presently is associAlthough no writing or directoLos Angeles, March 27,
"
gained its equity receivership.
ated with Fox.
Fox West Coast execs, following rial assignment, so far made, studio
Later Zirn entered his motion for
Both are held in highest esteem an ultimatum from the 26 em- Is dickering with Metro for the loan
the order to sliow cause why Zukor in the industry. Kennedy ranks as ployees in tho accounting depart- of Myrna Loy for the top spot.
and Hilles should not be discon- the only banker to have success- ment, have agreed to restore saltions, Inc.,

Taking

affiliated chains, in which It has an
interest, the study of admission
scales will reach into a 1,000 or

reaching ever attempted.

TOTOBOGGAN

Walter K. TuUer, of
O'Melveny, Tuller & Myers, local attorneys for the receivers, has been
It wiis voiced by attorneys for
their California agent.
bondholders and stockholders, fol- appointed
lowing an attempt in another court,
before Judge Patterson, to gain an Par Coast Salesmen
Injunction against the adjudication
Take Payless Vacation
of P-P's voluntary petition in bankruptcy, at the same time postponing
Los Angeles, March 27.
election set for April 3.
Film
salesmen working out of the
Presumption on inside all along
Paramount exchange here are on an
has been that Adolph Zukor and
enforced one month's leave without
Charles D. Hilles, continued as repay, taking two weeks at a time,
cratic Committee and a nephew of ceivers in equity, will be elected in lieu of a salary cut, such as put
Mike Comerford, he also is an offi- trustees in bankruptcy for the com- in effect by most distributing comcer of the MPTOA and has been pany. Three other names as trus- panies.
associated with industry matters tees have come up also, Frank C.
Salesmen alternate in their off
for more than a decade, but Is re- Walker, Herman Wabbers and Jo- time over a period of three months,
ported not inclined to the new seph P. Kennedy as a third trustee during which period each man will
Under
solo.
or
Zukor-Hlllies,
with
appointment.
have completed his four weeks of
bankruptcies, it's usually one or
rest.
Charles D. Hilles, presently one
three trustees; seldom only. two.
of tho co-receivers, may be designated as sole trustee, from reports.
Buys 'Buccaneers'

It's almost a free-for-all as regards the choosing of a trustee in
bankruptcy for Par-Publix. For a
time. It looked that all sides might
consent that Zukor and Hilles,
presently co-receivers, also to be
trustees. Then It switched to a triumvirate possibility with ZukorHilles and Frank Walker (and others. Including Joseph P| Kennedy,
also named) as the third trustee.
Walker looks to be out. As
treasurer of the National Demo-

A complete and detailed study of
admission prices, with a view to
nation-wide readjustment of scales,
is being undertaken by Publix. Survey Is to be of the most comprehensive character, with tho theatre
chain going back four years to
check admission prices against box
office results in every one of the
Publix houses.

Goes Back Four Years

the best parts of 1933's box office
years.

IN

Calif.,

In an effort to defeat opposition
to the censor board, the city board

Generally

Samuel Zirn, attorney for bondholders nnd i^epresenting both the
Harris and Levy cases. Is fathering'
the Hhow cause order to oust Zukor
and Hilles.
In argument lasting close to two
hours Friday (24), he finally narrowed his opposition down to Zukor,
asking the court to remove Zukor.
This followed the Insistence by
Judge Bondy that he had full confidence In Hilles and that, while
he. Judge Bondy, had not met

Prices with View to Rescalings

ing the serial 'Phantom of the Air.'

moval cf Zukor and Hilles, on Fri- vision Exchanges filed suit in Suday (23) before Judge Bondy added perior court against them for a
eollusion to other previous charges. permanent injunction and $250,000
Brought up In connection with a damages.
B. 0.'
ehow cause order why Zukor and
Litigation is to establish PreHilles should not be removed as mier's exclusive right to the words,
equity receivers, and an Involun- Goona Goona', which they claim is
tary petition In bankruptcy should a copyrighted, manufactured word,
Depression,
plus
moratorium,
not have precedence. Judge Bondy derived
'Gheuna earthquake and fiood, have all
words
from
adjourned hearings to tomorrow Gheuna*.
axis
put
Industry's
served
to
the
(Wednesday) at 4:30 p.m. to give
into reverse, and this summer, norP-P receiver attorneys and counsel
for the Broadway and 20th Propmally the worst season for show
erties,
Inc.,
an opportunity to
business, is now looked to be one of
answer.

FARlBTr

Lionel and Clarke

PAUVER ON EASTERN
PRODUCTION MOUNTS
Despite that giving up studios In
California and moving equipment
and personnel east would Involve
considerable money, the movement
to shift production to the Atlantic
Coast is reported^gaining headway.
In and around New York. Westchester county. Long Island and
New Jersey mentioned as the locale
of film making, to take the place of
Florida because of the feeling that
home offices should be on top ot
their factories.

Opinion is growing that the time
offices are
next door to the studios and in better control of film making. Tenor

must come when home
of discussion

on a

shift of film

mak-

that it might as well be
as later.
No longer does the California sunshine figure, but more important to
h.o.'s Is the better control of studios
and operation, now 3.000 mile away.

ing east

Is

done

now

MG

Economy Drops 17
Stories,

|

12 Writers

Hollywood, March 27.
two-week reduction.
bankruptcy petition which was sudOne of the curious side angles of
Culver City. March 27.
Lionel
Barrymore and Clarke
Employees' petition stated that
denly filed early on the morning of the situation is the position of N. L. members of the department would dnblc will be co-starred by Metro
In conformity with other ecoMarrh 14, date to which show cause Nathanson in the Par ca.se. First quit if the wage was not restored. in Philip Stonge's 'Stranger Re- nomic «teps, Metro is further reaccounts had him moving in via
ordor argument was postponed.
turn.'
Negotiations are on for King ducing Its writing force and has
Vigorous debate over these ques- banker Interests, and, although it
Vidor to direct. Brown Holmes Is dropped 17 story Ideas that were In
Sparks
tions, mainly from Root, Clark & has
been authoritatively handed
working on the script.
the early stages of development.
Buckner, attorneys for Zukor and that Nathanson was completely out
Hollywood, March 27.
Within two weeks 12 writers have
Hilles as P-P receivers, is expected of the Par picture, his name Is bobRobert Sparks, of the Paramount
Will Rogers' Auto Camp Yarn
gone off the payroll.
tomorrow (Wednesday).
bing up again as a possible com- editorial board, has been made an
While studio is dropping its
Hollywood, March 27.
Prior to setting the postponement, promise candidate from the Zukor assistant to E. Lloyd Sheldon, asFox win star Will Rogers in scribes on completion of assignJudge Bondy indicated his opposi- side. Those in the know, however, sociate producer.
'Green Dice," a story of auto camps mpnts, Home may be held on weektion to immediate substitution of give
the Nathanson end
slight
Sparks is a former New York by Anne Cameron. Adaptation by to-\vcek haMsf. Tendency is not to
attention.
Honya. Levien.
pick up options.
lets It producer.
(Continued on page 42)
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—

whole town's talking and
that's a good sign for shoyf biz.

The

The town's talking entertainment,
which it is, due to several reasons,
which happily bunch to make the
public voice more emphatic. First,
•King Kong' arrives. Then the Orpheum, for long the sole standard
bearer for straight vaude among the
majors here, Is going variety again.
less important, but

Other items s(re
bear on the revival of deep interest
of patrons in what to see and hear
in the theatres.
Thanks to fine

March

Buffalo,

$12,000.

week. Blizzard over the week-end
kept house from really getting started after a very big opening Friday.
The Michigan with 'Pick Up,' the
Fox with 'Sailors Luck,' the Fisher
with 'Lady's Profession' and the UA
in Its second week of 'Sign of the
Cross,' ai'e Just going along.
Next
week the Michigan stops marking
time and plays '42d St.' It was expected to hold this one over until
after Lent, but earlier booking
prompted by effort to play 'em as
hot as possible.
All look weak except 'Kong.' Bad
weather over weekend made it that
much worse. Looks like the locals
Just don't live right. Haven't had a

Estimates for This

Week

BufFalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-66)—
'Pick -Up* (Par) and stage show.
This one will do better than last
week, but at $12,000 still brutal.

week

Last

'Our

Bettiers'

(RKO)

$10,200.

Lakes
—Great
'King Kong'

(Shea) (3,400; 26-40)
(RKO). Shows pos-

sibility of getting $10,000, big.

week

'42nd

Street'

Last

(WB)

(2nd

week) fell off to $8,600, but oke.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 26)—'Hard
to Handle* (WB) and 'Afraid to
Talk* (U). Double bill looks In the

money

Last week 'Hello

at $7,000.

exploitation by break this year.
Everybody* (Par) and 'Parachute
Last week 'What! No Beer?' was Jumper' (JVB) drew only $4,200.
Raynor and Jack Goldstein of
the Keith organization, and its own no life-saver and had to be pulled
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 26)—'From
on
came
in
'Kong*
merit,
after
six
days,
'Pick
opening
a
Up'
office
box
Hell to Heaven' (WB) and 'No
The Downtown with Other Woman' (U). Chances are
the crest of a tide of curiosity that day earlier.
'Our Betters' was just another pic- good for $7,600, okay. Last week
filled B. F. Keith's to overflowing.
the
and
premiere,
ture, and not so forte at that. The 'Ladies They Talk About' (WB) got
It was a midnight
attendance was as unbelievable for Fox expected little and got less with $6,100.
Boston as the theme of the film it- 'Rome Express.' The U. A. with
Lafayette
(Ind)
26)—
(3,400;
Queer thing happened Inside 'Sign of the Cross' got a fairly good •When
self.
Strangers Marry' (Col) and
the house; ballyhoo indicated 'King play, but not up to expectations, 'Smoke Lightning* (Fox).
Good
Kong' was all-horror thriller but while George Arllss attracted a lot $6,600 in view. Last week 'Devil
audience found it one of the grand- of people to the Fisher to see him In Commands* (Col) and
'State Troopest laugh pictures of the year. They 'King's Vacation.'
er* (Col) started bulllshly, but eased
had their thrills, but unexpected
Estimates for This Weel<
off to $6,000.
comedy came when the gorilla wresMichigan (P-P) (4,045; 15-25-35tles the giant saurian. Result is pic- 40-55)— 'Pick Up' (Par) and stage
ture has become a leading topic of show. Will be lucky to get $17,000,
Bill

confab, topping even the depression
troubles.

of vaude to Orfor next Friday, with
Through 21 years Orsix acts.
pheum did swell biz with vaude;
14 weeks ago It dropped it and biz

Iioew's

pheum

return

Last week 'What! No Beer?'
(MG) and stage show weak in six

mild.

days at

$8,400.

Downtown (RKO)

Is set

— 'King

(2,750;

'42D ST; MPLS.,

15-25-

Kong'
(RKO).
Maybe $9,000, oke. Last week 'Our
Betters' (RKO) and vaude fair at
36-40-56)

flooey. Orpheum vaude was a $6,700.
Fox (Fox) (5,100; 16-26-351-40-55)
landmark, hence its becoming a big
Looks to
'Sailor's Luck* (Fox).
point in popular mind again.
Biz In spots is big for- current get only $5,000. Last week 'Rome
Express'
(U) weak at $4,000.
heartso-so,
but
weeks, others just
15-25-36-40)
Fisher
(P-P)
(2,666;
folks
ening thing for rlalto Is that
Nice
'Lady's Profession' (Par).
amusement talk
headlining
are
$6,000. Last week .'King's Vacation'
again.
(WB) good at $6,900.
Estimates for This Weelc
United Artists (P-P) (2,018; 16Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 25-40-55)— 26-35-40-65)— 'Sign of the Cross'
Vaudeville (Par) (2d week) weak on $4,000.
•King Kong' (RKO).
omitted. Film whooping it up for Last week 'Sign of the Cross' (Par)
what may be banner week, perhaps fair at $10,000.

HOTCHA

$15,000

went

—

—

'

best since 'Frankenstein.' Surprise
comedy angle attracting as much
attention as the spine chills. This
should help, as horror films about
faded, and hilarity greeting antics
of prehistoric animals will allay
fears among femmes who are scared
of horrific stuff. Increasing numbers of women noted in audiences, a
swell indication of basis for hope
'King Kong' will hanj on for several
w^eks. Should gross $22,600, which

weather proof.

KONG' KING, NEWARK.
$17,000, VERY HEY-HEY
Newark, March 27
'King Kong* Is king here without
question and should run Proctor's
gross up to real heights, maybe

The holdover of •42nd
Last week $17,000,
Jim dandy plus.
•Whoopee' on stagr and 'Parole Girl' Street' will also be real business
with surely $13,000. Roadshowlng
(Col) on screen, okay at $16,600.
of 'Cavalcade' okay at the Terminal
(Boston (RKO) (4,000; 25-40-56)— with $12,000, but plenty waiting to
•Constant Wife' (WW) and vaude see It cheaper.
revue. Rather striking audience re'Mussolini Speaks' reopens the
sponse to this film; femmes espe- Mosque Thursday, leasing from
cially like It, and it's building biz.
Warners. Joe Fugazy said to be
Looks like fair $10,000 this week. back of this.
Last week down to $9,500 with
Stock at the Rialto was not so
'Sailor Be Good' (RKO) and vaude.
strdncr, but tried giving away some
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 25-50)
tickets through sales at Liggett's
'Rasputin' (MG) (2d wk). No help with such results that 'Ten Nights
to house. Poor at $7,500; last week, in a Bar Room' holding over.
ditto film and but slightly better at
Weather hurt last week every$7,800. Vaude comes in next Friday, where downtown except at Branwhich should be turn of the road for ford, where '42nd Street' broke seathe house.
son's record with $21,500.
Estimates for This Week
State (Loew's) (3,000; 30-50)—
Branford (WB) (2,966; 15-65)—
•White Sister' (MG). Giving town
another good reason for talking '42nd Street' (WB). Going nicely on
show biz. Hay^ and Gable appeal second week to over $13,000. House
bringing queues in front of theatre, playing up its lower prices. Openbest
sinceT
'Smilln'
Through.' ing now Thursdays. On seven days
Femmes hold most seats. State first week topped 'I'm a Fugitive,'
should go $12,000, zowie. Last week season's former record holder, with
'Rasputin' (MG) a weak brother for a superb $21,500.
is

-

—(Tapitol

$8,000.

Minneapolis, March 27.
The State again eeems to have
things pretty much its own boxofl^ce way this week with '42nd
Stireet:* Just as It did last week, the
State agalti promises to gross nearly
as much as all the other loop opposition first run theatres combined.
And that's going some. The box
ofllce power of •42d Street' Is proving itself absolutely depression and

(WB)

(1,200; 15-25-35-60)

Actually, •42nd Street' hasn't a
great deal in the way of opposition.
Itq chief competitor, '20,000 Tears in
Sing Sing,' looks set to hand the
Lyric a better than average week.
'Men Must Fight' baa been the
recipient of a cool reception from
the critics and, minus cast names
and superlative virtues. Is exhibiting no drawing power at the Century, which, week in and week out,
has been giving a good box office
account of itself. Goes out after five
days.
'Our Betters,' at the Orph, despite
critics* praises, apparently isn't the
type of picture for the masses. In
addition, Bennett

the

wane

to

locally.

ful followers and Manager J. J.
Gross' good exploitation work may
reach $5,000, mild. Last week. Hallelujah, I'm a Bum' (UA), $3,800,
poor.
Century (Publix) (1,600; 40)—
'Men Must Fight' (MG). Picture
took it on chin from critics, and customers not any too enthusiastic.
Lack of draw cast names also a
handicap, and at' a $2,000 pace will
be pulled after five days.
Last
week 'State Fair* (Fox), second loop
'

Scollay (Publix) (2.800; 25-35-40- dark.
65)— 'King of the Jungle' (Par) and
Loew's State (2,780; 15-76)— 'Men
eight acts vaude. House still high Must Fight' (MG)
and vaude. Diana
spot on percentage of profit, result Wynyard's fame in
'Cavalcade* exof E. A. Vinson's hit with his Big pected to pull, and played up,
but
Eight bills and his exploitation. only fair and maybe not
better than
Currently he Is capitalizing on $9,500. Last week 'Hallelujah,
I'm
Keith's dropping vaude, leaving a Bum' (UA) awful
fiop, not roachScollay sole major with straight va- ins; $7,000.
Al.so priming his guns for Orpheum swing back, big ads today
shooting the works on Vinson sticking to flesh, while other houses 'see

riety.

Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 15'Woman Accused' (Par) and
Looks to get around $10,500,
better than expected. Last week on
attracting eight days 'King of Jungle' (Par)
99)

—

vaude.

saw.' Anyway, Vinson Is
attention. Looks like $12,600, which
Is thick velvet. Last week 'Crime of

only $8,000.

the Century' (Par) and vaude, $12,

'Kinjg

000, for thick

cream.

Paramount (Publix)

— 'A

(1,800;

Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 15-75)—
Kong' (RKO) aod vaude. Not
enough dames, but if pace holds,
25-35- will exceed $17,000, big. Last week

Lady's Profession' (Par)
and 'Humanity' (Fox). House, outside of few bad weeks, has managed

60)

to keep on the right side, and patronage continues okay. Should do
Last week 'Wax Museum*
$7,000.
(WB) and 'Sailor's Luck' (Fox)
<8,800.

'Great Jasper'

(RKO)

died without

reaching $8,000.
Terminal (Skouras) (1,900; 55-83$1.10)— 'Cavalcade'
(Fox).
Drew
raves and doing nicely at $12,000.
Holdover not likely, but can happen.
Last week 'Infernal Machine' (Fox)
on three days $900.

$4,I0O,-l>Ig.

Uptown

(Publix)
'Sign, of the Cross'

(1,300;

Montreal to $13,000

Recovered;

Montreal, March 27.
His Majesty's Into stock for the

summer, starting currently, and
main stems showing good b. o. pix,
things look better.- The fear that
Canada's last remaining vaude
house (Loew's) would close brought
better gross to that house last week,

which

will

likely

be

maintained

currently.
•42d Street,' at the Palace, with an
old-time bally, should bring the
shekels Into George Rotsky's house
and may reach around $12,000.
Loew's comes down to 60c top and
offers 'Hot Pepper' and seven acts
of vaudeville. The fans have already
shown signs of returning to Loew's,
and with this picture and extra two
acts there Is a good chance of a
Capitol is showing
$13,000 gate.

Still

10-15% (Mf B.O.
San Francisco, March 27.
That bank moratorium delivered
a body blow to Frisco theatres

—

sock below the belt that still has
'em groggy and exerting every effort
to get back to normal.
With exception of St. Francis
where two first runs at 40c. continue to make for exceptional
ness everything in town first

subsequent s,

houses and grinds

busN

—

'Topaze' and 'Lucky Devils,'
any great compietltloh
other two main stems.
May get
$10,000. Princess goes British once
more, showing 'Flag Lieutenant' and
'It's a King'; $7,000 is best outlook.
The two French houses. Imperial

r\infi,

naborhoods, flesh
are from 10 to

—

16% off previous takes.
which
RKO's Golden Gate taking
to the

Isn't

the.

salary bull by the horns and hoping
a long run on 'King Kong' that
comes in week after next, is jerking
stage sjiows and orchestra. What
win happen after 'Kong' Is proband Cinema de Paris, have nothing lematical and as much one man's
guess as another's.
out of the ordinary.
Fox's St. Francis Is double-billlins
Nabe houses are ambling along,
skirting the red or in it with half a 'Humanity' and 'Hello Everybody,'
dozen houses showing a small profit. giving the former top billing over
Kate Smith's opus and plenty ot
Estimates for This Week
those 40c. tickets being sold. Won't
week, which was sweetHis Majesty's (Ind) (1,600; 20-76) be over last
est sugar, considering the policy,
'As Husbands Go' (legit).
First
turnover nut and product, the
week of stock may get $3,000. Last price,
street has seen.
week French operetta on subscripVacation*
Paramount's
"King's
tion basis $5,000.
60)—•42d and, with Arllss' limited local draw
(FP)
Palace
(2,700;
well In mind, is showing a flock of
Ballyhoo and word shorts, including "Voodoo,' 'NothStreet' (WB).
of mouth liable to result in $12,000.
'Broadway
ing Ever Happens,'
Last week 'Madame Blanche' (MG) Gossip' billing extraapd
film heavily,
grossed $10,000.
and selling whole show as someCapitol (FP) (2,700; 50)— 'Topaze' thing of a bargain.
(RKO) and 'Lucky Devils' (RKO).
Pickfotd's 'Secrets' no rave at
Nothing out of the way; may get United Artists
but moving nicely
Last week 'What! No with gross likely better than In past
$10,000.
Beer?' (MG) and 'Woman Accused'
month. Warfield doing okay with
(Par) grossed a nice $12,000.
Lee Tracy In 'Clear All Wires' and
Loew's (FP) (3,200; 60)— 'Hot Marjorie White on stage.
Pepper' (Fox) and vaudeville. First
It's Golden Gate's
anniverweek of bigger programs (seven sary and RKO house 11th
out after the
acts) should get up to $13,000. Last biz
with Wheeler and Woolsey in
week 'Crime of Century' (Par) and 'So This Is Africa' and
vaiide. Emfive acts vaude grossed $11,600.
bassy has 'Nagana' and another
Princess (CT) (1,900; 60)— 'Flag Arctic short but so what?
Lieutenant' (Brit) and 'It's a King'
Val Leo is opening the Fox Satur(Brit).
Has developed good Old day
(1) as a double-blller first run
Country biz and may get $7,000. at a scale of 16 and 26c, lending
Last week 'Perfect Understanding' impetus to a probable price and
(UA) and 'Nagana' (U) took $6,000. double feature war within a month.
(Franco-Film)
Imperial
(1,900;
Estimates for This Week
50)
'Violettes Imperlales' (French).
Embassy (Markowitz) (1,700; 25About $1,400. Last week 'L'Ane dc
35)
'Nagana' (U), and 'Trailing
Burldan' (French) $1,000.
for

—

—

—

Stumbling along at $2,000,
week on 'Devil Commands'
(Col)
and Camera- Schaaf fight.
(French). Censors will defeat any Non-union and stench
bomb center,
hopes on title, and gross will be which are reasons.
Last week 'Le Fils de Papa'
$750.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30and 'Le Dernier Choc' grossed $800.
40-65)— 'So This Is Africa' (Col)
and vaude. Eleventh anniversary
and take up to good $15,500, as
compared to $11,500 on 'Our Betters'
Activity, Indie
(RKO) last week.
Paramount (Fox) (2,700; 30-40-

Cinema de Paris (Franco-Film)

(600;

26)

— 'La

Femme

Nue'

North.'

ditto last

&age

Operation Ups Seatt 55)— 'King's

be on

Estimates for This Week
State (Publix) (2,200; 66)— '42nd
Street' (WB).
A wow box office
clicker, bowling 'em over In astonishing fashion. House opening an
hour earlier than usual. Looks like
wonderful $16,000. liast week 'Employee's Entrance' (FN), $16,300,
great, but entire credit due to Mills
Brothers and Lou Breese.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 40)—'Our
Betters' (RKO).
Bennett on the
downgrade here. However, helped
by critics' praise, the star's faith-

'Kid from Spain' (UA) and 'Radio
(4,330; 35-60-65)—
Up' (Par) and stage show. Murder Mystery' (RKO). As usual,
Raft and Sidney pulling pretty well, will top $5,000. Last week 'She Done
but with little help from vaud£ por- Him Wrong' (Par) and 'Nagana'
tion of program. Take slides back- (U) okay at $5,300.
Little (Cinema) (299; 25-40-50)
ward after great biz with '42d
Street' and 'State Fair.'
Lucky if 'Der Hauptmann von Kopenick'
house gets $25,000. Last week 'Stale (Kinematrade) and 'Elisabeth von
Going nicely
Fall' (Fox) and stage show $25,800. Oesterreich' (Tobis).
an d should r fuclr-$lrH)0. Lam week -engagement,

Met (Publix)

•Pick

seems

Frisco Not Quite

Vaude Sends Loew's

27.

Despite cold and rain, the business Is generally brighter here than
Only house not
it's been In weeks.
getting a break Is the Buffalo, playing 'Pick-Up' and away off at

Detroit, March 27.
Holiday still on, and It still looks
toiigh.
Some relief In sight with
houses starting to run outstanding
attractions. 'King Kong' current at
tlie Downtown and starting to a big

Apprehension Over,

SNOW

DESPITE RAIN,

No More

Vacation'

(WB) and

three shorts comprising bargain
show. Arllss draw limited, however,
and $12,000 is extremely big for him,
The Fifth Ave. Joins the NPR but not big for hou.se. 'Strange
Instring, E. W. Scott, receiver, finish- terlude' at pop
prices after three
ing Job. 'Big Drive' getting town's weeks roadshow fair
at $15,000.
top dough.
St. Francis (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—
'Tattle Tales,' with Barbara Stan- 'Humanity' (Fox), and 'Hello,
Everywyck, clicking for $4,600 In two body' (Par). It's the policy, not the
one matinee at the MetSeattle,

March

27.

nights and

ropolitan.

Breaking out wild here these days
with stage fare on tap and more in
Folks slowly recovering
prospect.
also.

Independent ownerships and op-

picture this week and maybe $7,000,
okay. Last week 'What! No Beer?"
(MG) and 'Broadway Bad' (Fox)
plenty swell at $9,300.
United Artists (1,400; 26-35-50)
'Secrets' (UA).
PIckford not what
she used to be but $10,000 okay.
Probably two weekj. 'Maedchen in

eration of theatres likewise breaking out wildly.
Uniform' (Krlmsky-Cochran) after
Corp. operating Paramount three weeks' roadshow did fairly
and Coliseum; also two neighbor- well with $6,000.
hood. Jensen-von Herberg taking
Warfield (Fox) (35-55-65)— 'Clear
lead with Liberty and Fox, down- All Wires' (MG) and stage show.
town, and three nabors. John Ham- Up after the bank slump to nice
rick has three downtown show $18,000, with Marjorie White on
shops. This covers the first-run sit- stage meaning coupla dollars. Last
uation.
week 'Sailor's Luck' (Fox) had too
Moore theatre has American much competition and faded away

NRF

Players in stock, opening last week
with Billle Van Every and Alexan
Galium starring. Metropolitan
40)— der
has roadshow bookings, including

to $14,000.

$4,800. big. Last week 'No More Or'Tattle Tales' and 'Of Thee I Sing.' chids' (Col) not bad
at $4,600.
So all told, making more Jobs for
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (1,000; 25musicians, stage hands and house 35)— 'Big Drive' (FN).
Big bally
Lyric (Publix) (1,300; 36)— '20,000 staffs.
Anyhow
the activities are backs this one, and a marvelou.s $6,Years in Sing Sing' (FN). Dandy stirring up the natives.
500 is in the offing.
Last week
attraction for this particular house
Maedchen
in Uniform' (Ind) liked,
Estimates
for
This
Week
and ably handled, by Manager Bob
weak In draw power, $2,800.
La Fevre. A good $4,000 Indicated.
Paramount (NRF) (3,106; 25-40) butMusic
Box (Hamrick) (950; 25Last week 'Max Museum' (WB), —'Grand Slam' (FN). Despite ex- 35)—
'Perfect Understanding' (UA).
ploitation and bridge contest, a
$2,800.
Swanson
billed big but pulling slow(Publix)
Grand
36)— brutal $3,500. Last week, 'She Done ly, $3,000.
(1,100;
Last week 'Private
'Strange Interlude' (MG).
Second Him Wrong' (Par), in return en- Jones' (U)
big
considering
all
loop run. Should hit $3,000, good gagement, very good, still talked, things, with $3,800.
Last week 'Face in the Sky' (Fox), around, $6,500.
Coliseum (NRF) (1,800; 15-25)—
and 'Parachute Jumper* (WB), $2,Fifth Ave. (WST) (2,300; 25-40) 'Frisco Jenny' (FN), and 'Fa.st Life'
(Par), and (MG). Double bill; but 'Jenny' get500, split, fair.
'Lady's Profession'
Aster (Publix) (900; 26)— 'Secrets 'Men Must Fight' (MG). Oke bally- ting the big credit r should do $3,of the French Police' (RKO), and hoo,; with unusual angles latter 500, good. Last week 'Silver Dollar'
'Mysterious
Rider'
(Par),
.'Infernal
split played up; fair for $4,300. Last week (FN),
Machine'
(Fox),
About $1,200 in sight, pretty good 'Woman Accused' (Par), and 'Face double hill, oke with $3,100.
Last week 'Mary Holmes' (RKO), in the Sky' (Fox), double bill, so-so
Rex (Hamrick) (1,400; 15-25)—
and 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) (third $4,600
'Lucky Devils' (RKO), and five acts
loop run). Split $1,000, pretty good,
Liberty (J.-von H.) (2,000; 10-16- vaude. Good at $3,400. Last week
with 'Animal Kingdom' getting most 25)—'Deception'
(Col),
and 'In •Sailor Be Good' (RKO) and v.nudp,
of play.
truder' (Mas), double.
Headed for good at $3,700,.

good

$3,600.

Interlude'

(MG),

like

(Par).

Looks

Last week 'Strange
$4,000, good.

—

—

H
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NOT SO CHIPPER,
BALTIMORESO PROV.
BUT lUSF OK $15,000

BULLISH ITS

shine for the picture folk. Biz start-

seriously affected

Providence,

Baltimore,

March

27.

Spring l8 hero, beer is here, so ia
but prosperity's ditto. Grosses
are beat evidence. Biz Is booming
and no doubt. Three cheers and a
liont,

tiger.

At

.

Hippodrome

the

three

it's

March

27.

cheers and 'King Kong* which set a
new mark when It held over, the
first time In a vaudfllm house In
After having cavorted
this towj).
to j|.-tremendpus niark the first week
It Is showing renewed strength oh
Its second week, and will hold the
houae high in the profits with an
The on strength of live entertainment,
Indicated rating ot 112,000.
word-ot-mouth has been excep- The house is holding its own and
tional, especially from th§ women, can't afford a slide, as it is operated
who apparently stampede into the on a co-operative basis.
Another serious threat to the pichouse to howl and faint and eat
ture houses is the Modern, which is
It up.
All along the line the reports are now entering its flfth successful
at dramatic stock.
week
Only a
strong this week. "Basputin' is fulr
fllllhg all prophesies by doing ex- short time ago this stand seemed a
cellent business at the Stanley after hopeless case, with plenty of failures
in
back of it. But a couple of
having been only so-so on its twoa-day fortnight Q,t the Maryland operators of neighborhood houses
some weeks ago. They wait in this took it over, chopped prices down to
town; that's the reason why 'Caval- same level as picture houses, and
bade' is registering only fairly at the booked stock, something this city
Maryland on its own fortnight high- hasn't had in three or four years.
tarlfiC run.
The fans wait for that The result has been a hit week after
week, with always a steady buildup.
'popular prices' announcement.
The best picture bet will probably
Century is also doing nicely with
'Rasputin,' at Loew's. Nice openWoman Accused.' Both this house be
and the Stanley were started off ing, but what the next few days will
with an extra boost by the presence bring largely depends on word of
of the Metro-Goldwyn picture test mouth. Comment not so good, and
train.
Nowhere In town does the picture follows closely behind se0^age show count, the flesh being vere criticisms of Ethel Barrymore's
under-rated both at the Century and new play,' 'An Amazing Career,'
which closed here a week ago. Gross
the Hlppodrpme.
may reach $15,000 if pace holds up.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for Last Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3/)00; 26-36RKO Albee (2,600; 16-65)—'Pri40-65-66) 'Woman Accused' (Par) vate Jones' (U) and vaudeville.
and vaude. All up to the picture Stage show plenty good, but no
this week, with the vaude played names.
Vera Schwarz, ISuropean
down on its weakness on paper and opera ^nger, headlining, not bait at
nam^ strength. With the fine start the box oSlce. Present outlook
due to the Metro flicker tests may doesnt* augur more than $6,800,
clip off $16,000, "very good.
Last but should be better. Last week
week 'Men Must Fight' (MO) and 'Our Betters' (RKO) and unit show;
Jack Pearl in person for six days the fans went for this one to the
heap big at $16,800.
tune of $9,900.
Hoppodrome (Rappaport) (2i600;
Fay's (1,600; 15-56)—'Behind Jury
26-35-40-55-66)—"King Kong* (RKO) Doors' (Mayfalr)
and vaude, with
and vaude (2d week). First hold- Club Lido revue headlining. No
over in a vaudfllm house. Looking doubt of what this one will do. Terfor $12,000, walloping for a holdover rific pace house set during the week
session, after almost $17,000 pre- of banking holiday holding
up, and
viously.
mostly because of the leg shows
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,400; 26- they have been sporting. Looks like
30-40-50) 'Cohens and Kellys in another natural
at close to $8,500.
Trouble' (U). House is evidently Last week 'Humanity' (Fox) sprint(from its choice of pictures) aiming ed plenty on strength of live enterfor the children and the childlike. tainment and was swell at $8,700.
Continuing on its steady pace to
Loew's State (3,700; 15-55)—'RasLast week off at putin' (M-G). Brisk going first three
$3,500 currently.
$2,800 for 'Follow the Leader* (Par) days, but not so sure of the windreissue.
up. Criticisms against it. May reach
Maryland (Penn Mutual) (1,800 66- $15,000 on strength of opening. Last
'Cavalcade' (Fox). week 'Fast Workers' (MG) decidedly
83-$1.10-$1.65)
Second and flnal week of the road- off at $6,600.
show flicker, which Is doing fairly.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-55)—
Roadshow engagements may be put "Broadway Bad' (Fox) and 'Sailor's
down definitely now as no-go In this Luck' (Fox). Strong enough to keep
town; they've happened too often. house from taking bad slide. IndiThe public has learned to wait. Last cations are that $6,000 will be all.
week around $8,500, and currently Last week '42d Street' (WB) stuck
maybe, $5,000, fairish. House will close to $7,500 on a holdover after a
have another week of flickers, how- swell $12,000 first week.
ever, with the indie 'Manhattan
Paramount (2,200; 15-40) "MurTowers' coming in following 'Caval- ders In the Zoo' (Par) and 'High
carle.'
(Goldsmith).
Going not so
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 30-40-50) diear'
good. House now operated by realty
—'Pleasure Cruise' (Fox). Some- company who took it over from
what of a letdown currently, the Publlx week ago. Unless there Is a
lack of draw names in the picture pickup, house has no apparent
hurting. Indicates a en^oss of $3,000 chance of hurdling $4,500. Last week
for the session, one of the weaker 'Crime of the Century' (Par) and
weeks. Previously was nice at $3,- •Strictly Personal' (Par) also bad at
800 for 'Humanity* (Fox).
$4,000.
Stanley (Loew-UA) (3,400; 26-3510-26)—
Metropolitan
(3,400;
40-55-65)
'Rasputin' (MG).
The 'Strange People' and seven acts of
three Barrymores mean much in vaudeville.
Still
weathering the
Baltimore; will pick house up to storm, despite plenty of setbacks.
highly satisfying $14,000. Last week Gross sticking close to
$1,500 for
'Whistling In the Dark' (MG) woe- first three days, with
co-operative
ful with $9,200.
management appai-ently satisfied.
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'Pvt. Jones/

4G, Tacoma,

After Record $5,100, Tair*
Tacoma, March

27.

-New. -sound efiulpment on way
from Montana house for Rlalto,
which means reopening this house,
probably Wednesday, as the fourth
indie first run spot In the town.
H. T. Moore, owner of building and
old-time showman, to operate, with
IDuncan Invararity as manager. Ed-

ward

Fisher, Inc., of Seattle,
booking five acts vaude, split week
Act.q up from the south.
'Private Jones' going nicely at
Music P.ox after last week's top biz
since Hamrick took house
J.

Estimates for This Week
Music Box (Hamrick) (1,400;

—'Private

Jones'

(U).

$4,000. Last week, 'State Fair'
(Fox) went for magnificent $5,100.
new house record at present

and

price.

Roxy (J-von H) (1, 300; 15-20)—
1Jpto\vn Kew YorK' (WWT~ and
split.
(Mon.)
"Midnight Waring'

Look

to do around
week, 'Hypnotized'

Sing.Tpore'

$4,200, oke.

Last

(WW); West

(Mono)

and

Victory (1,600;
Good' (RKO)

of
'Daring

Be
Good' (RKO) and stage show. None
too strong with an indicated $10,000.
got
Last week 'Ghost Train' (G-B)
could have been
$11,000, which
Fox

(4,000;

26-35-50), 'Sailor,

worse.
Metropolitan (Loew) (3,500; 2636-66-76), "Rasputin' (MG). Looks
like $24,000, okay.

Last week 'Fast

ing Girl'

(WB)

at $8,000, bad.

WB

borrowed Bette Davis from

for the

same

pic.

Daughters' (Mas)

spilt

at $4,200.

week, slower

DENVER'S PACE

—

'Infernal—Machine'

Loew's Bonds, Senior Stock Decline
By AL GREASON

Yesterday's Prices
Net
Open.HlRh.I.ast.chge.
Shares.
0% 6%
H
100 Col. Plcts. ... 6%
6%
700 Cons. P. pf. . 7
100 Eastman K.. 65^ CS^ 66H
200 Fox
1^4
lU iVt
10
1014 10
1,000 Loew'B
200 do pf
38V4 8814 38V4 -Ut
H
2,000 Par
H
% 14—
100 Path«
114+14
i¥,
114
200 do A.
414
4
414
6,600 RCA
1% 1%
400

—

7+14
-

H

—%

%

%

RKO

2,200

WB

m- H

1%

IVi

1V4

BONDS

114
$2,000 Gen. Thea. .
60
1,000 Low's
3.000 Par.-Fam. .. «
7,000 Par.-Pub. ... 7

H4

114

.

56

—1,

66

4%

4%—%

614

614

Turnover in the share market
yesterday (Mon) dropped below the
half million share level, making the
session one of the dullest in a year.
It was after 11 o'clock before Loew
made its appearance on the tape
and Eastman Kodak, normally an
active trading issue, did not come
out until after 1 o'clock. First trade
in Auburn Motors was reported
around noon.
All the amusement stocks continued to drift around their old bottoms. Loew showed some activity
around mid -day, unchanged at 10%,
but drifted back to 10. At that it
did better than the same company's
Liens
boncis and preferred stock.

THEATRE STOCK SELLING

RESUMED

IN

New

TMk,.

ATB.O;SMP

atres,

•

handle an Issue of

to

of Imperial TheDelaware corporation,

stocks.

At Spring P«ak

with heaUqaarters at 347 Fifth av-

With the near approach of April
the market comes to the period that
ordinarily Is regarded as the peak of
a spring rise In the stock market,
the time when anticipations of the
season have fully discounted possU

'

enue.

Theatre Development Corp., 621
and
Fifth avenue, to deal in class
stock of l^ational Theatregoers

A

At

Denver, March
one of the Denver

least

27.
first

record for standouts up
to Sunday night. Aladdin is doing
that with "State Fair* in spite of
fact fllm did exceptionally well at
the Orpheum a few weeks ago.
Seems like old times seeing ropes in
use at Aladdin.
Denver is headed for a disappointing eight days on 'Rasputin.'

runs

made

Denham packing them

In

B

Association, Inc.,

New York com-

pany, with same address as dealer.
Rivoll-Utlca Theatre, Inc., New

York

corporation,

72B

of

street, Utlca, to sell its

own

(Continued on page 48)

Varlpk

5%

$6

'Rasputin; *42d St./

preferred stock.
Secretary of State also notified of
these listings on New York Stock

Exchange:
on "Had Lasky Corp.,

eriga,gements. The Oiiiheum Is down
last week In face of strong

from

competition, although picture producing plenty of laughs.
Broadway seml-roadehowing Big
Cage, two shows afternoon and two
nights at 60c. top Is getting a fair
play. Weather almost too nice to
expect folks to go to theatres and
all that could headed for mountains
over the week-end.
The Tabor with second run and
stage show at two bit top looks like
$6,500.

Estimates for This

Aladdin

Week

(RKO-Huffman)

(1,500;

25-40)—"State Fair' (Fox). Up to
good takings. Last week
$4,500,
'Ladles They Talk About' (WB)
turned in an average week, $3,500.
Broadway (Hellbom) (1,800; 2635-50)— 'Big Cage' (U). First film

shown here
almost

for

some time;

set for

$5,000.

Denham (Hellbom) (1,700; 16-25)
Had to Get Married' (U). In
for eight days; looks set for $4,250.
Last week 'Ferguson Case' did better than previous seven days, closing close to $3,200.
Denver (Publlx) (2,600; 26-35-4050)— 'Rasputin' (MG). Mild $9,000
Last week 'Clear
for eight days.
All Wires' (MG) only $3,600 on six
days.
—'Just

—

Rent Cut Refused,
J-S Agency Moving
Hollywood, March 27.
Refused a 50% rent reduction,
Joyce & Selznick have given notice
they will vacate the Equltalde

Wow

Both

at $12,000
LoulsvUIe, March 27.

L'viUe,

Famous
Paramount
New York corpora-

•

Business continues better than,
with theatre managers confidently facing labor union problems.
Eddie Canlor and George Jessel's
vaudeville show booked at National
for matinee-night April S.
Strand plans to return to gaturday openings with showing of 'Cavalcade' during week April 16. Rlalto's change to pictures did not
Same, certificates of deposit for change Its Saturday opening sched*
$13,151,000 20-year B% sinking fund ule.
•Rasputin' and '42nd Street' neck
gold bonds, due Aug. 1, 1960,
and neck for $12,000 to $13,000, the^
town's wows, but not helping the
Lent's other houses.
N.H. Doesn't
Estimates for This Week
Loew's (3,400; 25-35-50) •Raspu<
Here, Biz Is That
tin'
(MG). After being cancelled
New Haven, March 27.
once on account bank holiday finally
Heavy competition all around this opened and good fo;r a sizzling $12,r
week, with everybody doing busi- 000 or better. Last week 'Whatl No
ness despite stormy weekend. Lent- Beer?' (MG) overcame the depresh
en season has had practically no to pretty good $4,600.
effect to date.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (2,700; 25College brings in a stage show for 30-55)— •42nd Street'" (WB). Opened
town's first flesh fare in weeks, with theatre's straight picture policy so
response favorable.
well it may make the stagehands
Estimates for This Week
and musicians, who saw worse
Paramount (Publlx) (2,348; 35-50) weeks with vaudeville reconsider
'Pick Up' (Par) and 'Wild Horse before Easter. A. nifty $12,000, mebLast week "Humanity*
Mesa* (Par) not bad at $7,200. Last be more.
week 'Crime of Century' (Par) and (Fox) and Mary Garden, who drew
only lukewarm reviews, struggled
'Lady's Profession' (Par) $4,800.
to
.get
blah.
35-50)—
$4,000,
(Arthur)
(3,040;
Palace
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,706; 25Off to nice
'King Kong* (RKO).

Picture will probtion, certificates of deposit for $11,aly hold over three or four days.
sinking fund
Depends on how last day holds up. 892,000 20 -year 0%
Paramount is doing mildly on re- gold bonds, due Dec. 1, 1947.
Paramount Public Corporation,
turn of "Kid From Spain' to flrstrun house. Did fbig gross at Den- New York corporation. Commercial
ver two months ago and because no National Banli & Trust Co. certifisecond run had played it Publlx flg- cates of deposit for common stock,
ured It would go strong on return $10 par value.
to Get Married.'

low and

the preferred dropped back more
than another point to a new bottom at 38%.
Prices generally drifted lower, apparently due to the Inability of the
focal stocks like Steel and Telephono to make any kind ot a showing. Telephone registered a new low
for the year early In the day and
closed within a fraction of 90. Railroads were Inclined to be soft. Commodity markets were not materlallir
changed, although more active than

stock

Inc.,

recovery

lost 1 point net of their
from last week's all-time

NEW YORK

state. The Secretary of State,
acting under the provisions of the
General Business Law, has licensed
the following:
Blanche^ & Co., 347 Fifth avenue,

preferred

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (630; 15- building by May 1.
Agency for
'Hello, Everybody' (Par) and
past four yciirs has been paying
Double-,
(Voxy.
JI.IJW) |J«r munlh rent.
bill, set for entire week, $1,600, fair.
J-S contempl.ite erecting their
La.st week, 'Goona Goona' (Slief)
own two-story building in Hollynnri '.=!Htrhtlv MarrlPfV (Shof), fjood
wood.
at $1,800.
25)

Amusement Shares Drag on Bottom;

York

•

directing.

Stock Market Falls Under 500,000;

Workers' (MG) gamed $17,000, n.g.
Strand (WB) (2,000; 26-35-66),
Albany, March 27.
Proving about
"42d Street' (WB).
the best news this house has had in
After a long hiatus, some activity
many moons with a wow $17,000. is now noted in the marketing of
Probably H.O.'s. Last week 'Miss- theatre-company stocks In New

W-25)— 'Sail-

Daniels to take the lead In 'Cocktall
Hour,'
scheduled
to
start
Wednesday (29), Victor Schertzlnger

II

'Rasputin'

Orpheum (RKO-Huffman) 'Sailor's Luck' (Fox) and Fred Schmltt's
and 'White orchestra. Below par at $4,400. Last
(Col).
Good bill for the week 'Child of Manhattan' (Col)
money, and the fans know it. House only $4,300.
Paramount (Publlx) (2,000; 25no t worryin g, and the stage seems
ssi for a. nice $3:300;
Last w eek 40WKld Fro m Sn ain' (UA). Shown
'Lucky Devils' (RKO) and 'Child of at the Denver eight weeks ago, but
Manhattan' (Col) also good at because not shown by any other
Denver house Publlx figured It a
$2,700.
good bet, but wrong at $4,000. Last
week 'Grand Slam' (FN) let the box
office down and was yanked after
BEBE'S 'COCKTAIL HOUit'
four days. 'Whistling in the Dark'
He 'ly wood, March 27.
(MG) finished the seven days; toColumbia is dickering with Bebe gether only $1,700.

RKO

or Be
Eagle*

Indicates

good

great;
policy

Last week "Racing Strain' was oke
at around $1,300 for last half.

Col

25)

yet.

ed on downward trend here latter at the Met is also bullish, with
part ot last week, and it seems as nothing else of an exciting nature.
though the bugaboo is going to stick
Estimates for This Week
for a while.
Fay's is doing sensational busiAlbee (RKO) (3,600; 26-35-66),
ness on strength of miniature mu- 'Sailor's Luck' (Fox) and Olsen and
sical revues, and most likely it will Johnson on stage.
Will be worth
come across with another swell fig- only $16,000 as tops, poor. Last
ure somewhere around $8,600. Be- week 'Christopher Strong' (RKO)
cause of the splash being made by $12,600, brutal.
Fay's, the RKO Albee is building up
Paramount (Par) (4,200; 25-35stage fare, but this week's bill is no 45-55-76), "Hell to Heaven' (Par)
threat to former house, and as a and Walter Winchell feuding with
consequence Albee will be behind dat ole devil Bernle on the rostrum.
again.
Kinda weak at $28,000 pace. Last
The Metropolitan, still another week "Woman Accused' (Par) eked
vaudfllm bouse, is stringing along out $20,400, bad.

-

.

Strand on Map, $17,000

Looks like the picture houses will
it on the chin this week. There
be one or two exceptions to
this, but as a whole the situation
hasn't a single bright ray of suntake

VARIETY

*42d St.' Puts B'Uyii
Brooklyn, March 27.
"Forty-second Street' Is bringing
show biz and good times back to the
Strand currently. Its about the best
thing the borough has had in some
time. Strand's size is probably the
only reason other theatres in the
downtown sector have not been

may

DIZZY

CROSSES

E

fair

.

Know

—

Good

—

start after heavy advance plugging,
and looks set for a good $7,300. Last
week 'Men Must Fight' (MG) and
•Cohens and Kellys In Trouble' (U)
fair at $5,500.
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 8550)— 'Keyhole' (WB) and 'Grand
Slam' (WB). Opening Indicates nice
$6,000. Last week •42d Street' (WB)

36-50)—'King's Vacation'
(WB).
Booked In, although second week ot

second week okay at $4,900,
bringing total gross to $16,000 for

view of Bennett's waning popular-

'State Fair'

Hollywood. March
Knijcr,

—

^fieaVtJniwr-Ultiniatumr
Shows Out, Straight Fix
Buffalo,

shows at the Buffalo April

27.

1,

ac-

cording to reports.
Sfioa has given the musicians and
hands notice, effective this week,
and unless the terms are met, will

operate the Buffalo (former Publlx
(le luxe house) on straight picture
policy.

Jack Gardner's Own Agency
Hollywood, March 27.
Oa) (]ner, one-time Fox casting rllrcfitnr and later partner of
I'rank Vincent in the Gardner-VinnrfTipy, will open his own
i-i-nt

27.

I-'ox c;in>'^r;i-

J.'i' It

man,

left by plane f«p—ive-w -i'ork
.Saturday (2^).
En route to Knuland whore he ha.q a six mon'.l..'^'
contract with r!rltl.«li Intornat l'>nal.

March

Mike Shea Is planning to close the
Great Lakes and discontinue stage

27.

EXPORTING LENS HOUND
Vun

at

Alamo (900; 16-25-40) "Laughter
HeU' (U). Off at $900. Last week
'Blondle Johnson' '^WB) $1,000.

Walter De Leon and Francis
Smith have been assigned by Paramount to do additonal dialog on
'College Humor.'
Henry Myers, dropped by the
same stufllo two weeks ago, back
at the de.sk for adaiitatton and
di.nlog on 'Funny Page.'

Charles

fair

In

MORE 'GOLEGE HUMOB'
March

own,

ity.

TVG6lC3»

College (Arthur) (1.565; 25-40)—
•Parole Girl' and stage show, Georgia Minstrels.' Stage show plugged
-^a*M, n film; ^rill p r<%V>a h1y roa/»Vi p r,
oke $4,000. Last week 'Whistling in
Dark' (MG) and 'Goldle Gets Along'
were moderate at $1,700 for six days.

ITollywood,

its

Brown (2,000; 25-35-40)—'Great
Jasper' (RKO). Ought to hit about
$1,800 easily. Last week 'Our Betters' (RKO) did fairly, $2,800, In

on

two

held

$6,000. Last week 'State Fair* (Fox)
a corking $5,500 on the holdover.

I

ofllce.

—a
12

PICT

VARIETY

ES
IMy

Mexico's Ex-First

Ralph O'Hara, Held for Murder,

Chicago,

March

shot to death in the offices of the
union Friday (24). O'Hara claimed
self-defense on the plea that Oser
pulled a gun on him. Oser's widow

charged her husband
bad been framed and never carried
a gun.
Oser and six others were expelled
trom the union four months ago as
the culmination of their prolonged
campaign against Tom Maloy, the
business agent. Jacob Kaufman,
another operator, was murdered
near the Piccadilly theatre over a
year ago. Crime was never solved.
Expected Reinstatement
Oser went to union headquarters
by Invitation to meet Maloy, according to his widow, and expected
tc be reinstated In the union. Police
were trying to check ownership of a
pistol found beside Oser and claimed
by O'Hara to be the weapon Oser
carried. Several persons were in the
outer offices of the union when the
shots were flred but told police th€iy
paid no attention. O'Hara came out
and washed his hands and telephoned the police. Maloy was not
hysterically

Revival of old fllip clips In
which players still prominent
are ridiculed by the kidding

commentator

.has

Nogales, Mex., March 27.
New 1,100 seat house Is being constructed here, financed by Mrs.
Obregon, wife of the former Mexi-

20

burned some

the players to the extent
that they have gone to their
Many of the clips
attorneys.
are of Plckford, Fairbanks,

Swanson, Gish sisters, Chaplin and others.
Although the running dialog

ULIMATUM BY

EXHIBS TO
Minheapolls,

March

27.

What amounts to a virtual
matum haa been issued by

OU

to the

Roxy^s Boycott Suit

All—How to Absorb?

Flies

Down Qut of the clouds,
along with last week's spring
shows, dropped Harry Cohn
(no kidding), concluding his
first

He

transcontinental

flight.

has threatened to take the

air for years.

A

complication

arose

at,

Kansas City; where a hurried
phone ball from the airport to

doesn't kid these players directly, fact that their names
are mentioned is figured as
presenting them adversely In
the eyes, of the public.

hdastry Has Lotsa

Cohn

in

Parrying adverse legislation for
a row, the picture Industry Is now running headlong Into
sales taxes which, It Is figured
will not stop until at least 20 states
10 years in

of

Answers

—Mebbe

Sales Taxes in Six States Already

can president.
Theatre will be called the Obregon, and will open Easter Sunday;
to play Metro product.

Worried

27.

Can the Exhibs Take It, Again?

Into Theatre Ownership

Oaims Fred Oser PuDed Gun
Ralph O'Hara, 37, organizer of the
Motion Picture Operators' union Is
under arrest charged with the murder of Fred Oser, 60," ringleader of
Oser was
the antl-Maloy rebels.

Tuesday, Marcb 28, 1933

ulti-

300

northwest exhibitors, comprising
Allied States, that unless a blanket
40-60% film rental reduction Is al-

lowed Immediately they
unison

close

to

will act In

houses In-

their

definitely.

the railroad station Informed
Cohn he'd missed the train. So
Columbia's prez climbed back
In the plane, clamped' his eyes
and when he Anally peeked
Newark. His reaction to flying Is that It'll be okay when
they supply card tables, and
he doesn't like' solitaire
warning to casino playing Columbians.
Cohn returns west by rall^
current quotations on that being 9 to B.

—

have voted for tribute. So far sis
states have legalized the new rev«
enue measure.
*
Fllmdom, finding itself in a position where It cannot side-step the
sales tax, because same in the average state affects all industries. Is
finding contentment lo comparing
sales to admission and denoting the
difference In saving.

In addition to

being less than any previous proposed admission tax, industry agents
point out that the sales law virtually returns to the theatre what It
takes out In reduced land taxes. In

most of the states which have
and are considering this
medium of Government revenue,

passed

stipulation Is being made that a
part of the collection goes to the
State Treasury while the remainder
for the relieving of Governmental
indebtedness.
Easing on
From indications Monday the
agers, asserting that theatre businew tax will be passed on by the
average of more
Membership Roles
producer and distributor directly to
subsequent th^tres In Greater New ness is ofl on an
than 50% through the territory;
the exhibitor.
Because of the
York, will have to content Itself
that
several hundred banks In Minleniency
in the office at the time.
of the tiew law and Its
dollars
which
with the few hundred
Assure Revenae
nesota
Dakota
still
and
North
are
time
ago
Seven members some
general scope It Is not eicpected that
the Roxy may figure It is worth.
closed,
that
exhibitors
cannot
and
the theatre owner will attempt to
tried to have a receiver appointed
Not only are major companies opHollywood, March 27.
and an accounting of funds but posed to the quarter policy because afford to shoulder the entire losses
pay the tax through additional
Withdrawal of ace
were never successful In the state o'f this loss of other bookings, but themselves.
As a protective measure against scale at the box office. In other
They tried to get Federal leading Independent producers are product by many exchanges Is mak- losing any flnancial support from words, Industry leaders hope that
courts.
on legal on record as well that they cannot ing It still tougher for exhibitors,
Jurjisdictlon brought In
the exhib will be goo^-natured for
the Producers' association, an effort
technicalities but could not get the afford to service the Roxy under he points out, and they are up In
once and just absorb It.
arms to compel the exchanges to will be made at the meeting of the
Federal court to take an Interest.
Taxes, as now being effected,
the circumstances.
good deal of anonymous miThe old Roxy filed boycott charges pass along to .them a portion of the academy board of directors tonight range all the way from a fraction
meographed propaganda was mailed through its receiver, Howard S. savings now being effected at the (27) to further let down the bars to to 1%. New York Is considering the
around town about two years ago. Cullman, with the State's Attorney studio^ through reductions of stai*s
largest tax, that of 2%.
and salaries, and other economies. open membership to practically
O'Hai'a spent the week end In Genert^.
Straight sales tax of 1% has been
everyone in the Industry.
with no ball set up today
Jail,
approved by lawmakers of the two
Industry spokesmen declare that
(Monday).
During the past week 22 new Dakotas and Missouri. In Indiana
the business as a whole in New
Tom Maloy had not yet been York cannot be sacrificed to satisfy
writer names were added to mem- it ranges from one -sixth of 1% to
taken Into custody, but sent word any single theatre. Defense will
bership while application of many 1%. State of Washington is 1%%.
to the police today that he would cite that virtually every'major proothers of this craft, also directors Utah goes from one-half to a full
surrender for questioning.
and players, are awaiting action.
ST.
1%.
ducer has his own show window In
Board Is meeting to consider rethe same neighborhood covered by
St. Paul, March 27.visions in the constitution on adthe Roxy. Those that haven't. InKansas City, March 27.
Possibility that RKO may turn journment from a similar session
Trlal of Anthony Schlanqan for cluding Fox, Universal and ColumMissouri's new Gov. Park is usin?
murder of Roy A. Williams, local bia, all have long term dejils, made over Its houses in St. Louis alto- held last Monday (20).
every Influencie to force a sales tax
gether
to
Skouras
Bros.
RKO
reached
an
nabe house boothman,
before the Roxy lowered its scale,
law through the legislature and If
houses In St. Louis Include the
Impasse with a hung jury at Hast- with Radio City.
It passes It means more headaches
Orpheiim, Grand Opera House and
ings, Dakota county seat, last week.
for the amusements.
the RKO St. Louis. Included also
Harold B. Stassen, Dakota county
Although called a luxury tax, the
Is the Missouri which RKO has on
attorney,, has set Schlarman's reitems on the proposed law looks like
a one year's lease from Par.
N. Y.'S
trial for April 17.
a mall order catalog than a list of
RKO-Skouras
talk
arises
of
out
Schlarman's-allbl Is that he-was
luxuries.
Hundreds of things In
Skouras' aim to take back their
at home the night of Feb. 1, when
former St. Louis theatre holdings
Major L, E. Thompson, in charge dally use, even electricity, when the
WlUlams was clubbed and shot two
and on the bonds of which they are of union matters at RKO, has re- bill exceeds |16 are on the list to
miles south of St. Paul and left to
be taxed 1%. No mention Is made
Because the new building code the personal guarantors.
These
freeze to deatli. Witness swearing
15. Thomp- of beer, but soda and mineral waters
York's theatre bonds amount to something like $7,- signed, effective April
to have seen him In the vicinity of would deprive New
son, at RKO for many years, goes are included as are bill boards and
the crime failed to dent his alibi of the future of that grand stair- 500,000.
musical Instruments.
the
way,
big
marquee,
and
put
In
the
Included
the
picture
also
are
capacity
at
over In an executive
with the jury which found nine for
For the amusements,
to
be
heating plant out In the backyard, Warners and Par, presenting a
acquittal and three for conviction.
Trans-Lux. Charles Koerner, presamong other things, all Him comr rather complicated situation. Be- ently handling RKO theatre opera- assessed 1% are 'all tickets of admission to places of amusement inpanics went on record Monday (27) sides the Missouri, the houses contion In the south, is due to succeed cluding moving picture theatres,
as opposed to the proposed code cerned Include the Ambassador and
Thompson at RKO.
Incorporations
dance halls, athletic exhibitions,
which the Board of Aldermen is to the Grand Central. The siiots are
While at RKO, he was also as- circuses, road shows and all other
In receivership with reorganization
consider shortly.
sociated with Trans-Lux through amusements'.
While not designed to affect the- under way that will put them back
New York
understanding between the two
an
atres now operating, all new houses under Skouras operating control.
Albany, March 27.
Arms, Thompson acting as general
If and when this is done. Reeves
complete remodeling of old
Inc., and
International
Concessicnalrea,
of the little theatre com- Another Block Booking
Manhattan; amusements of all kinds; 200 ones would have to acquire extra Espey may handle the operation di- manager
pany. Thompson's salary at RKO
ehares, no par.
rect
for
Skouras.
comply
in
order
to
land
footage
Epstein Tlieatrlcal Signs, Inc., Manaround $17,000 yearly, part bewas
Bill Introduced in
hattan; theatrical siens, displays; {1.000. with the proposed code's prohibiing paid by T-L.
Ciiamplon Theatres, Inc., New Tork; tion of all exits opening into courtWashington, March 27.
theatrical; 100 shares, no par.
Decision to make the change curPa. Nixes
Wholesale
attack on block bookNyros Amusement Corp., New Tork; yards.
brewhas
been
although
It
rently,
theatrical; 100 shares, no par.
blind booking of pictures
Pittsburgh, March 27.
ing for some time, looks to mean ing and
Croywen Theatres, Inc., New Tork;
producers
and distributors is
by
theatrical; 100 shares, no par.
Adolph Ramish, A. L. Qore, M. Gore, Sol
Pennsylvania censors are report- that the Trans-Lux people are bent Included in bill introduced in the
Picture
Tlicatres
Corporation,
New Lesser, Jefferson W, Asher.
Tork; theatrical; 100 shares, "ho par.
ed to have banned Columbia's on renewed activity. It Is known House
Permits to sell stock issued to:
by Rep. Celler, (D), New
The Knickerbockers Orohestras, Inc.,
Independent Film Laboratories, Ltd. Wlieeler-Woolsey comedy, 'So This that the T-L people have been
New Tork; services of orchestras &nd To hold real property. Noah Dietrich,
York. Bill is aimed at what Celler
Board thinking of extending their theatre terms 'restraint of free competition
Is, Africa,' in Its entirety.
bands; 100 shares, no par.
Nell S. McCarthy. Howard P. Hall. Per8. P. Amosement Corp., New Tork;
mitted to issue all $1,000 shares, no par. couldn't see any part of It for gen- holdings.
monopolization' of film industheatrical business; $20,000.
Partmar Corporation. Theatre operatRKO has no Investment Interest and
Noble SIssle's Orchestras, Inc., Man- ing. Harry Wallen, P. P. Burch, Ellas eral consumption, according to Intry by larger producers.
hattan; pictures, general photographic; J. Aye. To Issue 260 out of 600 shares, side Info, and turned thumbs down In T-L but, from accounts, by the
Celler bill, which embodies laws
t3,300.
no par.
terms
of the breakup, shares In
Immediately.
Hotter Xbtertalnment, Inc., New Tork;
which Independent exhlblttors have
Ken Maynard Prodnctlons, Inc. M. p.
theatrical; 100 ehares, no par.
In banning 'Africa,' Pennsylvania proflts on some kind of basis.
production.
Ken Maynard, Mary Maybeen trying to get through Congress
Talkie
Entertainments,
Inc..
New nard. Milton Gatzert. To issue 60 out censors followed action taken reCharles Koerner, who replaces
Tork; theatrical; 100 shares, no par.
for years, would specifically prohibit
of 160 shares, no par.
although Thompson at RKO, will handle the
International
Plays PIctores
6tai;e
Sllvorgate Speedway Association. Mo- cently by Kansas board,
producers or distributors from leasCorp., Manhattan; theatrical; 200 shares,
tor rac e tra cks.
To Iss ue all 2 0,000 latter Is said to have relented and RKO upstate theatres as well as
~
I ng
copyrighted films in groups of
•THJ-tnn'."'
"sHafes, no pffi";
huifffrous
when
coming—
with
matters
impassed
the
comcay
tinion
Artclasn Film Ezrhnnices, Inc., Mantwo or more, requiring the exhibitor
Delaware
hattan; theatrical; 200 shares, no par.
eliminations.
Presently he is in Texas operating
to take all or none.
Henry Hammond, Inc., New Tork;
Wilmington, March 20.
the former Hoblitzelle theatres and
pictures; 100 shares, no par.
Bill would further put ban on
Wclbel Brewing Co., $600,000.
Ray
assisting in the reorganization of
Amalgamated Artist Borean, Inc., mond J. Gorman, David H, Jackman,
dropping price for group of films
Manhattan; theatrical; 100 shares,
no Harry C. Hand, N. T. (U. S. Corp. Co.)
WHALING
FOR
"
same. These houses are in bank- under
par.
total cost of same pictures
Amalgamated Broadcasting System,
ruptcy and part of the RKO South- individually,
Hollywood, March 27.
Inc., radio and television broadcasting.
Change of Name
thus inducing exhibi6,000 shares, no par.
C. S. Peabbles, It.
Corp.
ern
Original whaling story, 'Thar She
From Mutual Picture Productions, Inc, E. Gray, L. H. Herman, 'Wilmington
tors to buy blocks at wholesale
Lou Goldberg, who has been rate rather than picking shows
New Tork, to Gem Picture Productions, (Corp.
Blows,' has been bought by UniTrust Co.)
Ino.
handling the upstate New Tork the- separately.
Theamerica, Inc., operate theatres, versal.
1,000 shares, no par.
C. S. Peabbles, L.
Henry MacRae will direct the atres as division manager for RKO,
E. Gray, I,. H. Herman, Wilmington.
Contracting for pictures before
California
(Corporation Trust Co.)
yarn, written by Phillip McKee and will have his duties limited upon completion would be prohibited unSacramento, M.irch 27.
Randolf Van Scoyk. Will be made Koerner's coming in to Brooklyn der bill. Celler seeks to give exTexas.
Independent Film lAboratorles, Ltd
tlie
and
Junior
met
spots allotted hibitor opportunity to view film beon next year's list.
Galveston. March 27.
Capital stock, 1,000 shares; none sub'
him around New York.
Adorns Film Exchange, Inc., merchanBarl L. Banta, M. J. Matsh
scribed.
fore accepting It.
Another section
dise, D.-ill.-\s; capital stock, $1,000; incorN. C. Klbbee.
would prevent producers or disBroadway Theatres, Inc. Capital stock porators. Jack K. Adnms, Mrs. Myrtle
WBITEB MOVES OVEB
M. Rosen, Adams, and Jack H Adams.
76 shares; none subscribed.
tributors from giving films to affiliH. L. Gumblner, Laurence E
Loretta Tonng in 'Hock Shop'
berg,
Hollywood,
27.
March
ated
without affording
theatres
Increase in Capital
Cohen.
Hollywood, March 27.
competing exhibitors chance to bid
Ifotlonal Air Races, Inc. Capital stock
Wellesley Eurasian, writer formTerhnlcolor, Inc., N, T., from 700,000
ClItTord
(Corp. Trust
1100,000; none subscribed.
to 800,000 shares, no par.
Loretta Young, on loan from for pictures in open competition.
erly at Universal, has gone over to
Benderson, A- Munson, D. Tlede'/)hl.
Co.)
Warners,
the
lot.
gets
the
fine of from
Fox
femme
Celler
would
lead
in
impose
Plvar Investment Corporation, Ltti
Changes in Names
Capital stock, $12,004.; none subscribed
He is collaborating with Austin Paramount's 'Hock Shop,' opposite $1,000 to $10,000 and year imprisonThe Monophone Corp. to Radiopolis
Plvarnlck.
Dinah
Plvarnlck,
Adolph
Parker on 'Shanghai Madness,' Edward Arnold.
ment for violation of act. Federal
N. T. (Corp. Service Co.)
Maurice Plvar, Ben Plvar, Bertha Qood- Inc.,
Highland Spring Brewing Co. to Tho 'Collier' magazine story for Spencer
Picture will be produced by B. P? Trade Commission would get the
Suffolk County, Mass,
'*'<k!ean Park Pier Amnsement Corp, Croft Brewing Co.,
Tracy.
.Schulberg.
* jobO of enforcing it.
stock, $1,000,000; $4 subscribed (Corp, Trust Co.)

W.

the old Roxy at 25- 35c admisis to get first-run picture service It will mean, distributors aver,
that a feature which now averages
around $25,000 weekly, from 400
If

sion

A.

exhibs,

StefCes, representing the
this week to deal

started

exchange Individually.
Steffes sayis he is laying his cards
on the table for the exchange manwith
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Going Places

Peril Doubles import

Duties on

By Cecelia Ager
Recipe for Innocence
'The White Sister* looked so easy
for Helen Hayes. She has only to
eall on her experienced technique,
and presto out comes a dear, sweet
pbedlent little girl, adorably shy, he\vltchingly helpless. A pipe to expert Miss Hayes. She found It such
a simple assignment, in fact, that
she didn't trouble much to conceal
just how she goes about working it
out.
She knows her trained, mechanics are so good that they will
disguise, if necessary, any personal
lack of conviction and interest In
the role.
Good little girls, she's learned, are
always so much more appealing If
they're played as not too bright.

—

Mi

lace chemise, very well, she'll do it.
But Just for that she'll show them

that she can express sex appeal
completely dressed in dull black
crepe with a stiff white jabot ascending right up to her throat.
Feline in the manner of a soft
little kitten, she registers sweetness, but a mind of her own, charm
archness, but knows
tha^t .skirts
enough not to fall in.

.

.

—

German

—

—

come too quickly

piece of frantically unrelated

fluff.

Miss SIdpworth, playinpr a comic
English prand dame bewildered by
spealicaKy America, appreciates the
visual .assistance lent her role by
furs and
odd bits of sequins,
furholnws sewn up Into a distracted
wholo. Plie shies from no absurdities that will enhance her comedy,
anytliinpr poos that can add to her
."^Inoe there are
frustrate dipnity.
o'thor.'? in the cast to share in the
net,

Inuplis

wrung

from

pronouncing

sl.mp with a formal EnpMiss .Skipworth puards
her own special pprsonality by attaolsinp lior pnrt witli rousinp pusto,
by iiiilMinp It with all she's ever
Anioi

ii-nn

llsh nrrcnt.

rn 0(1
Pai
Marltza. assigned a musical

loft

i

Silent

Torns Got a Real

announced.
Undecided yet whether American
fllmers will attempt to fight it or
take any action, the move having

Avenue

Fmd

Pittsburgh, March
Cinema, foreign film

up

picked

another

27.
site,

unexpected

last week in 'A Daughter
of Her People,* an old Yiddish
silent dubbed with a few sound effects and a running description by

bonanza

for consideration.

BETTER GERMAN

Beginning to look like the Hitler
regime and policies may force Austria into becoming an important
picture producing center. From several New York sources in touch
with Berlin it is mentioned that
German indie producers, pressed on
the Jewish angle, plus the Hugenberg slant in favor of Ufa, figure
that a move to Vienna may be
healthy.
Same tongue being used
In Vienna would make it compara-

an audible narrator.
tively simple.
Management bought the picture,
Vienna has several well equipped
sight-unseen, as an all -talker and
studios
and could accommodate
then wanted to junk it when print
several producers immediately.
A
finally
arrived.
With no other number of German producers lathe
,

booking available, however, it stuck
past regularly went to Vienna with
and turned around to do the best companies for exteriors and
local
business here In months.
shots, pretty much squelching local
Yiddish trade flocked to the
production in that country because
small-seater, and film has been held
the German filmers, more experiBerlin, March .17.
over for a second- weekr
enced and with greater financial
Folks in the film trade seem to
backing, have been able to give
be gloomy, but It's the exhibitors
Austrians films in the language they
SUING
understand and with sufficient lowho are squawking loudest. Reason

BREAK FOR

U.

S.

—

NERO
ON CANADA RIGHTS JAM
GOLDBERG

Is

taxes.

There have been. 21 premieres in
February, with only five U. S. fea-

Max Goldberg, owner of the
Which means a decline of
Europa Theatres chain (fortflgn)
As to length of runs of the and head of Associated Cinemas,
'Grand
started
February,
pictures
In
foreign distributing company, has
Hotel' beats all records, having ex- begun suit against Nero Films of
Germany for $3,000. It*3 an outceeded 4 weeks already, with no
come of his American release of
end in sight. Second wis 'Morgen- 'Kameradschaft', G. B. Pabst talker.
rot', Ufa Submarine feature which
Croldberg sets up that Mero sold
had a 22 days run in the Ufa Palast. him the American and Canadian
As far as the new production rights to the picture. Soon after
schedule is concerned, the new Ger^ opening it in New York, according
man government seems to have in- to his suit, he read a 'Variety* box
spired a note of optimism especially office report on the film in Montso with the American Companies. real, with investigation leading to
U. S. Commissioner George R. Canty the Information that the film liad
thinks that, with the American been previously sold to Gaumont
companies full fledged members of for Canadian distribution.
the German associations now and
He's basing his suit on the alle
with certain Kontingent leniencies gatlon that he was sold something
to be hoped for, business should which already belonged to some
tures.

60%.

'

turn out better.
one else.
Universal, with some of their German production schedule already
set, have picked out 'Pack Street,'
Intent on Sol?ing
'Air Mail* and 'Nagana' as the first
three of the home product for the
Brit. Censor Problem
Joe
forthcoming German season.
Pasternak thinks, there will be a
shortage of films and that business
Because of continued censor dlffi
will be good.
cultles with Great Britain, Metro has

MG

NAUVE HINDU TALKERS
GAINING OVER STENTS
Calcutta,

March

Thirty-four films were
in India during 1932, 10 of
ing silent.

1.

produced

them be-

That's two less than

were made in

1931, although in
1931 there were only half as many
talkers as were made In *32. Exact
division reads: 1931, 24 silent, 12
talkers; 1932, 24 talkers, 10 silent.
Difficulty
of producing Indian
talkers is still the language thing,
there being so many local dialects
to contend with. Hindu, Urdu and

Bengalese are the languages most

and in that order. Madans,
despite its financial and other difficulties, makes most of the pictures,
although New Theatres, Ltd., is a
strong competitor.
Recent establishment of several
American offices Is figured to help
conditions considerably, not only
because the Americans might bo
Induced to help finance some of the
in order,

but more than that because
Americans' advice on produc-

films,

the

tion will be of aid.

EELLT BACK HOME

each separate ensemble a master-

Indie Producers to Vienna

Dubbed Yiddish

exactly twice that.
Law takes effect as of last Wednesday (23), date it was publicly

—

—

PoD, Forcing

Hitler's Policies, Ufa's
Films

Peru, March 27,
comedy sort of love Interest, doesn't
Government here has Issued' a
down her, fights for her indisudden
proclamation
doubling the
viduality and wins. If, for no rearate of film Import duty. Used to
son save that her legs are good, she
be about $1.16 a kilo on all film,
required to walk toward the
Is
camera in a brief little satin and raw, negative or positive, and now

—

— —

13

let it

Sylvia's Good Reasons
Very. tittle of ;Pick'Up' is unreeled
They seem terribly breathless with
youtli. If they nod their heads timid- er©. Sylvia Sidney makes it clear
ly instead of coming right out with that she is not that kind at all, and
heroine swells
It and saying 'yes* or 'no,' if they thus another picture
pause a moment, then do whatever the ranHs of the gals who set out
they are going to do all of a rush. to make a bad first Impression and
They skim about, if they know their then get mad. if anybody .believes it.
"The title 'Pick Up' is just a decoy
business, with, long, full skirts fluitWhen for the fiaps; they'll get no fasciterlng prettljy after them.
they read theif lines or merely open nating horrible example from this
to teach them a lesson. As
camera.
Miss
picture
their eyes wide to the
Hayes considers it. essential that at a matter of fact, it's really to avoid
the same time, they caress their being mistaken for a pick-up that
faces with a flower or else put their Miss Sidney takes refuge in Geqrge
Shp goes home with
finger diffidently to their lips. Any Raft's taxi.
and all doubts of their virginal in- him for thoroughly- sensible reasons,
nocence are positively licked If they because It's raining and she has no
stand holding a huge boquet of home of her own. She stays with
flowers In their arms and peek out him because she lovea him truly and
smiling between the petals. Their has. the splendid, domestic instincts
frocks should, be quaintly Kate of a homemaker. Her motives, and
Greenway, and if they're supposed his response, are fine and decent,
to be well-bom Italians, that's and not even the most hopeful picswell, for then they can snatch up a ture fan Is given the slightest oplittle Italian shawl and hug it about portunity to think they're not.
their delicate shoulders as they fly
Miss Sidney looks very appealing
swiftly out to meet their strictly In Mr. Raft's torn flannel pyjamas,
spiritually adored ones.
very demure sleeping in his folding
Miss Hayes darts about 'The bed. With the help of the surface
White Sister* performing all the details of her part, humble begin
tricks that have never failed her, nlngs and so an uneducated accent,
that don't fall her now, even though a prison term and therefore the
her make-up almost gets in the way. ability to take care of herself, she
She has shaded her eyelids heavily herself creates a characterization
right up to her eyebrows without out of a sketchily written role. She
any softening gradations, her mouth puts In her own brooding intensity,
is outlined so definitely that none her own emotional flair
so surprisof her features seem to have any ing because of her round baby face
relation to any of the others or to —and lo, a definite person emerges.
make-up
Her
her face as a whole.
There must be a 'society* girl in
is too explicit, tries perhaps to copy 'Pick Up' to contrast with Miss Sidthe pat details of her performance, ney's poor, but proud worth, so Lillian Bond goes tJ it, carlcaturlzing
even the Hollywood version of the
Four Minute Marian
They say of Marian Marsh In type. A long cigarette holder for
•Daring Daughter* that she Is a Instance, used in pictures only by
wise girl out for all she can get the basest villains, a deal of lush old
Miss Marsh says so, too, as she tries fashioned vamping, allure by ton
valiantly to glare Into the camera weight, and not one whiff of credito show how hard she Is. She al- bility.
ways pronounces the word 'men* as
Just Tough
If it were an epithet, they're all
commendable of 'Private
Yes, she's pretty
It's
alike, she says.
bitter as she takes a sucker, who, Jones' so to admire the verities
only
was
he
thought
that
it
dares
to suggest a girl may
fool,
poor
the
In for a loaf of bread for a whole be somebody's sister and still not
It's even
basket of groceries and a two- be all she should be.
ounce can of caviar thrown in. It's braver of 'Private Jones' to keep the
a picture about a gold digger and heroine firmly in love with the vilher little sister, but it's a quickie lain, and let the hero languish unso she has to be content to be a loved by all save his dear old
mammy.
grocery digger Instead.
Shirley Grey, the sister— to add to
Joan Marsh, the little sister, can't
help doing the silly things written the tradition-shattering concepts
for her in the script, yet somehow of this remarkable film works in
she achieves a semblance of reality an office, and, far from resisting the
Maybe It's because she Is so buxom, extra-marital advances of her boss,
and that in itself Is honest. Marian uses all her hard blonde appeal to
Marsh, is utterly helpless, sunk in entice them. She Is selfish, unkind
a morass of bad lighting, Inept act- and heedless, and rushes out to her
ing and crude direction, with noth- grullty rendezvous fully aware of the
ing at hand capable of saving her. consequences. 'Private Jones' won't
Even her make-up grew discour- even concede that maybe she
aged. The blonde, rigorously mar- doesn't know what she's doing. It
celled wig she wears, always did has too much respect for the facts.
Gloria Stuart, the heroine, Is exhave it in for her.
posed to the charm of the hero and
yet all that comes of It Is a distant,
Beats Queens
In the matter of amassing gen(Continued on page 40)
teeley dowdy finery, Alison Skipworth yields place to none, not even
to Queen Mary. The Queen's knack
Arthur Kelly, head of the United
for stodgy accoutrements is chiefly
a matter of headgear, but Miss Artist foreipn department, is due in
whote New—s:oFk-4«day-4W^)-on-tho-aii^m.Skipworth can ECSSCTtrbte
series of costumes, as she proves in
'A Lady's Profession,' and make

Cable AMtfiaa; TARIETT. LONDON
Telephone: Temple Bar 60it-60*'i

Canada Imports Escape
Ottawa, Mnrrh

27.

..

cal color for acceptance.
Now, it is figured, several of the
Germans may move over bodily and
stay. Fact that a large proportion
of German studio help, directors
and technicians are Austrian and
Hungarians originally would help
such a move. Unreported yet how
the Hitler governmental, attitude on
the Semitic question will affect film

a ban on Jewish
any manner enwould mean that sevGermany's biggest starff-

actors, but should
actors become in

forceable
of

eral

would
move.

it

also

make

Viennese

the

Fear for Industry
Actually, in film work, the government has been trying to minimize the anti-Jew thing because of
the realization that getting rid or
curbing them would abaut clean
out half the Berlin film industry.

But

it

is

mentioned by proponents

of the on-to-Vienna

move

that the

Jews may be worked on to quit
Berlin on general principles as a
protest to conditions outside their
sphere. Kspeclally
if the Viennese can make sufficientinteresting terms, which now

own immediate
ly

seems

certain.

Perusal of the

list

of

German

who are Jews shows that
most of them are in the independecided to send Dave Blum to Eudent field now, and not with Ufa,
rope to study up on British censor
thus making a switch out of Gerlore. He sailed Friday (24) on the
many that much easier and more
Paris, with Arthur Loew and will
film folk

likely
because Hugenberg won't
remain about a month.
have to protect his own flock too
Blum, head of Metro's foreign
much.
publicity, will henceforth pass on
Among
the names appear some
all Metro scripts prior to shooting.
of
Germany's greatest directors
Idea is for him to load up with
such as Geza von Bolvary, Ludwig
knowledge as to what the Britishers
Berger and Carl Froellch, while the
like and dislike. Then he'll come
actors Include Germany's greatest
back to New York and pass on Mewoman dramatic actress, Elisabeth
tro scripts, making changes prior
Bergner; Germany's current leadto shooting which supposedly will
ing operatic star, Gitta Alpar; Gersave headaches later.
many's leading male lead, Gustav^
Metro has had several pictures
Froellch, among quite a long list of
banned in England and had to go
other names.
to the trouble of reshootlng on three
Only antidotes to the move that

pictures to make them acceptable.
Figures that the new way may save
that trouble.

the Germans have been able to figis an
Intra-governmental
one with Vienna. Inslded that already the government has started
back together, but
a move towards coaxing Vienna to
during the time abroad, Loew going
toughen its quota and kontingent
to the continent to start a Metro
laws. Should Vienna fall for that,
dubbing plant In Berlin and look

Loew and Blum

ure out

will sail over and
will be separated

over the already established Metro
studios in Rome and Paris which he
has never yet seen.

the politicians point out,

Germany

would be one up because enforceof Its own tough kontingent
thing would keep these Viennese
films out of Germany, the biggest
available
market for the pictures.
'Adorable' Delays Garat
If,
also, the Viennese quota has
Hollywood, March 27.
gone through the Viennese would
Cancelling reservations to sail on
find It tough sledding anywhere
the Bremen, March 31, Henry Garat
outside of Austria, which. In Itself,
stays at Fox until after the comIsn't sufficient market to warrant
liktlon of 'Adorable,' which has a
much production.
wock more to go.

ment

ffo gf ifs nhrnatLlbftn to f ulfill pr>n-

Insofar as Canadian Govermcnt tract oblipation with UFA calling
120 Dark in Canada
Europe for his tariffs and taxation are concerned, for one more picture. He then reOttawa, March 27.
company since December, during the film exchanges and theatres of turns here to start a one-year
which time he set production In the Dominion have nothing furtlior termer at Fox, beginning Aug. 1.
Theatre statistics for the month
Paris, arranged for expansion in to worry about for thi.g year at He had boon liere on a one picture of .March show that 120 theatres
pic.

He

has been

in

production least.
superintended
plans in London and made a .survey
Hon. E. N. Rhodes, Canadian
of conditions in CJermany, Spain and Minister of Finance, has brought
India,

down

Italy.

PATHE-NATHAN ACTIVE
I'arls,

March

18.

Many

laid off by the recent slump
Pathe-N'athan activiiie.s will soon
have jobs again, as 'Charlamagne'
goes into immediate production.
Yves Miraude has written tlic
in

sconario and Pierre C'Dl'imbior will
dirort what is promi.sod as tho most
amijitious film P. N. has undertaken
in a long wliile.
Mary C.lory will have one of the
leading roles.

his 1933 budget and no mention is made of any direct levy or
tariff changes on films, film rentals
or theatre operation.
The posslhle
cxcoption In the case of largo corporations is that the Federal tax on
profits has been raised from 10 to

12V4%.

A few months ago there had boon
the threat of a special tax on film
rentals payable by the exhibitors
through the exohangos, but the governmont decided that the machinery
for collection would more than offset the returns.

ticket.

are closed out of a total of S25 wired
houses, the number of dark theatres
being 14 per cent, of the total.

MEX. EXHIBS BAND

Mexico City, March 23.
The Province of Ontario is makExhibitors
throughout
Mexico ing the best showing insofar as ophave formed their first national as- erations ;iro concerned with only 7
sociation. Group has adopted a pro- theatres dark out a tola' of 272.

pram

calling

forelpn

for

lower

rental

on

fliin.

Association also jiroposos to apr>')int an Insportor to chock uj) at
fill local Oistribmors to hop to it ili.it
(iim.H are not sonr in r>oor comlillun
to provincial (•xhibltrjrs.
Elimination of the 'ta.K for the
poor,' levy thai, has bof-n in cffi-ct
for past oipht y(-.'irs in Von Cru-/.
iitate

is

another objective.

.Sovontoon of the 132 houses In the
I'rovinoo of Quebec are closed while
in the Maritime Provinco.s there are
10 (lark out "f 77. In Uritish I'olumtiia 14 of thp 77 wired theatres are
cl').<!od.

In tho Middle West Provinces of
.Manitoba, .'^ask.itohewan and Alberihf-re are 212 thoatrea of which
i!L
7-' are olus»'ii, ihi.n section of the Dominion boing the hardest hit.

R. C.
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MUSIC HALL

Tork, March 23.
Another show at the big Radio
City house that has a great deal
of sparkline incident and detail.
But it doesn't blend Into satisfactory running, working out into a

New

pattern of scattered entertain.Tient,
a characteristic of recent layouts,
due perhaps to the dlWlculty arUing
out of the narrowness of choice in
appropriate specialty material.
Presentation is a group of five
incidents, preceded Uy a detached
spectacle, the latter openiug the
.stage interlude and separated frona
the main divertissement by the
newsreel. Opening Is really an ensemble ballet built around the song,
•World Is Waiting for the Sunrise.'
Vocal chorus is grouped about on
dim stage, center of back drop -being
an Illuminated globe map of the
world which revolves slowly as Beatrice Belkin and Eric Titus Bing
disappears
Globe
number.
the
presently, and the Roxyettes in
shining cloth of gold appear on a
substiappropriate
rising platform,
tutes for the sun, come down and do
a routine, retuming for the finale.
Presentation proper opens with a
capital novelty. Chorus Is grouped
in a set that represents the perspective of a ferryboat approaching the New York skline, which Is
graphically pictured In animated
views, drawing nearer as the ferry

ROXY,

after Miss Reade's first number,
and then comes a scene from Frank
Fay's late and shortlived revue,
'Tattle Tales.'

Fay produced

it

the Coast, had a lot of headaches,

to

a lot of money and finally gave
Now here's a piece of it at
the Paramount. And the piece, if
it's any yardstick for the rest of
the ehow, proves why the show

place for an hour on this Broadway
.
picture house screen is that the
Koxy is a picture bouse, so there
must be a picture,
Stage show is a series of specialties, ranging from good to excellent, against a stage band and

pretty weak and
looked pretty hopeless at this stage
of the proceedings, so Cass, Mack
and Owen were rushed in. As expected, and as is becoming a custom with them, they picked the
proceedings right up, rapped the

Things

were

The Cacholats, three man control
balance act, followed. Boys have a
short but sweet routine with no let
up between the start and fliiisb. All
New Tork, March 24.
their balancing is three high.
The crossroads of the world are of
Line on for a mixture of hot and
kind of empty this week. Film Is ballet dancing followed by Gloria
none too strong and stage end even Gilbert, toe dancer, featuring twirls.
weaker, which means Just one of Latter are sensational In their
speed.
those weeks.
On the stage the festivities are
Tableau next for the entrance of
entrusted to Walter O'Keefe pretty Savo with the Jungle Queen for u
much entirely, and for some reason laugh. Panto, comic, who went
largely because shows have to through his familiar clown act to
have names probably, and it doesn't heavy returns, could have encored
matter what they are the show is but was satisfied with four bows.
called 'Okay, Prosperity.'
Finale has Chilton and Thomas
O'Keefe is the m.c, and the show featured with Alma Travers and
A bit of Marguerite Robinson singing behind
Is pretty much slap dash.
this, some of that, a good deal of the tap dancing team, all backed up
nothing at .all. some shears and a by the chor u s. Danc ers are a stron g
Opens with the gals In' linish, necessary after Savo's sock.
lot of glue.
a line routine and Chester Freder- Team is still doing its table dance.
icks in front hoofing. He's a neat Routines bespeak their early traindancer. O'Keefe follows him on for ing as Cliarleston conte.steis in Chi.some chatter, a bit too smart for the cago.
Everything they do can be
ordinary Paramount mob. Some of trjjced to the Charleston winging,
his lines at lea.st went over the but they have perfected It to a point
crowd's head. And his song same where they are anions .standout colway, although here O'Kcefc's ex- ored dancing toams on the .stage
ceptional lyric writing talents came
"^Vith only three names in tlie
cast, budget for tho presentation i.s
to view.
Janet Reado, who was never more probably considerable under the co.si
than a fair sliigcr of throaty tunes, of Grauman's previous st.iKC shows.
Pit orchestra, und<?r tho direc
tries to become an actress this
week, which make's things that tion of Al ErlcUson, who has been
much worse. First she does a solo leading vaude house band.o locallv
which is all off because it's the for several year.s, is oke. Erickson's
wrong type of song for her, and she leading is typical vaude hou.se stuff,
tries to make it look hot by wig- necessary for this type of show and
gling in what was probably in- a relief from the u.sual conceit typo
She's a of conducting familiar to this house.
tended to be a dance.
Opcnling night, for the first time
handsome girl, and her songs, when
of the proper type for her, are okay. minus sun arc ballyhoo, but neverBut she's not a dancer. And not theless attracting a large crowd of

minus her mother and

the other picking bis stage spots

with a floating mike under his arm.
Ape all the standards from "Vallee
to Kate Smith.
The Trojans led off the batting
order. Four youths in collegiate attire who bounce around like rubber
balls, making the average Arabian
tumbling troupe look like a dramatic sketch. Lee, Port and Dotty,
couple of boys in sailor suits and a
girl in shoV-ts, followed and kept up
the good work. Smaller of the two
boys Is the act, a dancing comic
who muggs on the side and talks
sufficiently well to give promise for
the future.

and Dottys.

O'Keefe does hl.s own stuff, about scarce.
minutes out of his vaude act. away to

were more Lee,

You

can't build acts
'

one in a rehearsal hall.
Betty Wonder, who used to Just

like this

sing while kid brother Tommy did
the dancing and got the billing, has
developed into a comedienne of the
nut type. Now she helps the acts
tremendously, being as important
In the new setup as Tommy, who's
still doing the Jazz dance and the
dummy number. As the show's
fastest turn, the Wonders were
properly spotted under the finale.
Gae Foster's 24 -girl line has three
chances, including the Introduction.
Their second number Is a rumba,
with the_ grinding under wraps for
thia' fn'mHy
"
it looked like anything but a rumba
except for the skirts and the
hankies. These skirts were tripperuppers at the show caught. Later
on the girls prance through a novelty routine In which they use red
'

I
'

sticks

Best program, from all angles,
that this house has bad in months.
The Fox boys must be 24-houriner
the Geneva conferences. They have
come through with two of the most
important dramatic and historical
scoops in that hall. The second is
being shown currently. It is complete
coverage
of
MacDonald's
speech, which is so much more than
just a talk that it can be classified
as an historical document.
An idea of audience reaction re«
garding the Far Eastern situation
may be gathered this week at tho

Embassy.
Following a statement from tho
Japanese diplomat in which he de*
scribes the American public as 'big
enough to understand,' a Chinese
statesman, unusually fluent in English, is projected.
There are few
hisses for the Japanese and marked
applause for the Chinese represen-

for

trick

results.

tative.

Embassy Saturday showed the
only views of the aftenmath of the
Japanese tidal wave and earthquake. Theatre used this subject aa

a lead. Also, it had exclusively
scenes of rioting in Athens, follow^
Ing an election.
By the same token. ;]^bas8y tell
behind the Luxer by iaf .Treek on the
Tennessee tornado.
A novel camera angle makes the
baseball clip one of the most excltIngr.
The lens was pitched so that
it centers the ball from the time it
leaves the pitcher's hand until it Is
rafts.
suddenly interrupted by the catchIn lieu of MacDonald's Geneva er's glove. There wer6 mild femispeech Pathe dug into the vaults for nine murmurs when the ball each
old material about the English time seemed certain to hit the audiPremier and Mussolini, using talk- ence square on the nose.
ing reporter to bring this material
Other clips: City College girls,
up with the news.
Austrian models, Italian royalty
The two houses also had views of still In Egypt, new French envo^
new currency. Other Luxer sub- Lewis being thrown in the Garden,
Lion getting bath, Easter auto races in En:?land, and another
jects:
contest, skiing-,
styles, J.apanese in Jehol, flower Florida outboard
squash, and another plug for the
show. Hoover returning home.
World's Fair.
Waly,
Walf^

PARAMOUNT,

MICHIGAN

L. A.

Los Angeles. Maixh

Detroit,

23.

.

sented.

smart material.

The Rutons, dog act, features two
balancing animals who have been
cleverly trained, and display exceptional balancing ability.
First of
radio people is Charles Leland, the
Hi-Jinks proskipper of the
gram, who indulges in comedy patter before the mike, and then reveals some nifty hoofing with which
he clicked solidly.
Band puts on a heavy number,
which gives Wolf an opportunity for
a cornet solo, and then another
number featuring Max Lerner, vocalizing. Lerner has a strong pair
of pipes and was forced to repeat a

Vic Oliver, getting the best spot
on the bill, took advantage of it,
getting the first show stopping applause. First time this fellow haa
been here for some lime and with a
lot of hoke, blue and otherwise, he
got across nicely.
Sam Benavio offering 'Dance of
the Hours' for the overture. Merle
Clark at the organ. Picture 'Pick
Up' (Par) and biz okay.
Lee.

KFWB

chorus.

Jack

Clifford,

KFWB

CAPITOL,

'sheriff,'

nicely 'News Flashes' from tlie P.ar
stage, remoting to NBC.
Eureka,
Italian dialect comedienne, lias Wolf
working straight ami i)uts over a
nninlier in dialect.
She i.s followeil

'Imperial Rns.sian Revels,' but in its

ads is playing up the feature and
burying copy on the stage show.
Just as well not to shout about it.
There arc no nanios on ptTsimals
this week, and too much attention
focused on t'lc st.n.ge portion might
havo the effect of inviting complaints from the regulars accustomed to scoinc; expensive units,
more often tlian not studded with
names.
To compensate in part currently

Times.'
Kor the finale, girls altlied in red,
white and blue .slacks .Tnd sweat
shirts, do a didlcult tapping routine
With the increase of mu.sical upon six individual fiights of stairs,
shorts production, Warners will em- three .stei>s high. It was something
ploy a stock chorus of IC girls at different for this neck of the wood.-s,
the Flatbush studio when it reopens and thoroughly appreciated.
•From Hell to Heaven' (Par) and
April 3.
W. C. Fields short on screen. Lower
Harry

Shorts

Crosley will be staff dance floor near
capacity opening
Sprinkling In balcony.

N. Y.

New York, March 24.
Stage show this week Is a cheater,
house placing Its dependence itor
box office results solely on the feature, 'Rasputin and the Empress*
(MG), up from a forced $2 run at
the Astor.
Ordinarily when the
Cap plays pictures on first-run at
popular prices that have previously
roadshown at the Astor, the importance of the stage la minimized, but
never as with 'Rasputin.'
It's
virtually a prolog, cut to'
measure as such for the feature, and
is appropriately Russian, as well
as
mildly effective as long as audiences will not demand more. Prolog is done In the manner of several years ago when picture houses,
believing there should be something
on their stages, hit upon tho idea
of atmospheric pvcUules hooking up
With current picture product.
Cap has a name for its prolog,

Bioe.

WB's Musical

25.

Last of the first run houses here
for Fanchon & Marco reveals an- with a stage show, and on a starvaother entertaining array of iEiIr favs, tion budget. This week the sluff Is
together with plenty of novelty and on for any production at all, with
pep. Most of the air talent comes show played vaude fashion. Effect
from KFWB (Warner station here) Is okay. Talent includes Peter Hisand from KFI. While the radio peo- glns, Edgar Bergen, "Vic Oliver and
ple put their material across nicely, the Twelve Aristocrats.
Entire production cost from $2,500
it's the line girls who stand out this
week, with three routines that are to 13,000 and looking like more,
playing as a nice entertaining stage
novel, to say the least.
revue.
With shows like this costopening
Labeled 'Radio Revels,'
has Rube Wolf, m.c. doing a brief ing so little It looks like the new
mike announcement while introduc- policy for this house.
Higgins does a neat piece of work,
ing the girls and finally the band,
which immediately goes into a hot giving them vocalising of a high
First work by the 18 order with well chosen songs. Not
opener.
femmes has them equipped with playing Detroit often in the last
neon-lighted canes which they ma- several years, he had no trouble
nipulate while going through a convincing from scratch.
Bergen has an act that Is enterdance-step routine.
It provides a
lot of color, and Is effectively pre- taining to all. Act has a lot of good,

work.
'Daring Daughters' (Tower) is the hy Charles Wcllman, balladl.st from
picture.
Among screen fillers is n K'l'"l, who- warblcp 'lirother. Can
.10-inlnute '8hort'— 'The .Silent lOn- Vou ."^parc a Dime' and then 'Happy
emy.'

March

Second radio- talent show In a row

next clowns with Wolf, portraying a
somewhat deaf character. His pantomime is very funny. Girls return,
garbed in white transparencies, for
an endless chain dance routine that
has them circling and circling
across the foots.
At finish, there
was some slight confusion among
the girls, apparently awaiting arrival of the Helen Howell Trio,
adagio and ballroom dancers.
Martha Page, who was on the
.E&M-firat bill at this, house, is. iack
for another scries of torch number.s, and the way that gal can put
them over! She's a bundle of energy, and ought to get places. Sam
Hayes, the radio Richfield Reporter,
clowns a bit with the Hube, and at
While tho second night .show delivers his

lacking the precise perfection of
other troupes, such as the Roxyettes, In their dancing, thi.s Roxy's
girls incline more toward novelty

Paper wns
House should have rcUon
a good cash start.
Htager.
Call,
capacity.

If there

Port and Dottys there would be
vaudeville, and if more vaudethere would be more Lee, Port

more
ville

—

was

work-

Doddy, comedy-dancing trio.
Jordan and Woods are different
from the many radio take-off combinations now around in that they
satirize rather than attempt sincere mlmlci-y. They prove that ether
imitations are host when not taken
seriously.
They affect a nonchalant manner, one at the piano and

N. Y.

fan.s,

father,

ing single now. Her two dances
are divided by a costume change,
during
which
played
Schooler
'Rhapsody in Blue' on the grand
and a flower song, which brought
the Spanish dsmcer and the m.c.
down to the front stage platform
and right on top of the first row.
They could dispense with most of
the talk that goes on between them,
for this was the only slow moment
of the bilL Not enough to spoil the
show, but enough to be irritating
after a minute or so.
The specialty turns that ring the
bill successively are Charlie Jordan and Johnny Woods, billed as
'Radio
Ballyhooligans'
and described in the announcement as the
originators of radio imitations; Tom
and Betty Wonder, who, like
Schooler and
Senorita Moreno,
trace their stage careers back to
tender childhood; the Trojans, tumbling quartet, and Lee, Port and

—

five

EMBASSY

TRANSLUX
ticklish

,

his ball Juggling.

actress.

NEWSREELS

birds, so the

Hitler Is proving an admittedly
subject for the newsreels.
The editors are obviously exerting
all caution not to offend an important trade in Germany and at the
same time not to arouse the Ire of
portions of American audiences.
finmiddle
their
audience around
girly line background. In time conBut Herr Hitler is not gettin£r the
swell
gers, and had themselves a
sumed it's quite lengthy, but the
time.
acts are fast workers, excepting close-ups that were his Just a few
Donald Novis, next for three one, and the show travels at an In- months ago. It seemed that efforts
numbers, took the hurdles easily vigorating pace. That gives them had been made to 'bury' him in the
and got on, over and off, with ease no opportunity to think, which is current subject, one dealing with
and grace. His final number led the way to handle 3Sc customers, Germany's war dead. Instead, "Von
right into a German beer garden especially such customers as have Hindenburg was given the big play.
scene (and which show in New seen the picture before the stage Hitler w-as barely perceptible in a
York hasn't got a beer garden show.
crowd of Teutonic notables.
scene currently?) for the grand
Dave Schooler m.c.'s the presenFor two consecutive weeks beer
Pretty nicely done this tation, and if any one person is refinale.
has opened the Luxer program.
scene, with some of those Bavarian sponsible for the generally satisfacSubject is the same in both houses,
males who slap their knees and tory effect it's Schooler. He works Uooisevelt affixing his signature.
hands for dance purposes in the with the visiting actors when he
Universal was the only reel Satforeground. And as a great final should, and when they don't need
gesture two poor tired white horses him he stays in the shadows. The urday to show Jewish war vets proon a treadmill drawingp an imagin- fact that Schooler doesn't horn in testing to Mayor O'Brien. This contained
no dialog. Just silent view of
ary truckful of beer.
where he oughn't Is enough to make
Fact that most of the music in him a standout m.c, but on top of O'Brien viewing the marchers.
Where the Embassy had Mrs.
the show was from George Gersh- that he's quietly competent, pleaswin's 'Pardon My English' seems to ant and capa,ble of delivering a Roosevelt on horseback, the Luxer
be explained by the boys and girls piano solo that rates with any spe- went out of Its way to give her
coming from that show.
complete coverage, Paramount addcialty effort on the show.
Rubinoff's overture is a repeat of
No. 1 billing goes to Rosita Mo- \ne views of her trip by plane to the
'A Day at the Fair,' the hairy acro- reno, somewhat of a film name now, Capitol.
bat's idea of the various noises at but mostly abroad through foreign
Both houses also had the mlda fair put to music. They liked it versions. Where they don't recog- westem flood, but Universal made
at the Paramount once before, so nize or realize the screen rep her the most of the opportunity by inFilm is 'Pick dancing will be enough. Miss Mo- cluding the human -interest angle of
he's doing it over.
Kauf.
Up' (Par).
reno has cut ofl the braids and is "Iclds disporting themselves on homeflopped.

Savo work in full stage. Both would
the singing curtain.
'Sweepings' (Radio) as the fea- have been better received in front
ture and a capacity crowd in for of a drop, the full stage and chorus
backing detracting from their work.
this Friday evening performance.
Flash, new here, socked them with
Rush.

an

demand humming

current program will satisfy 'enri.
But all of the satisfaction this week
must be derived from the stage.
The only reason for what takes

up.

Meanwhile
approaches its slip.
Jane Frohman sings 'Big City Blues'
In her rich contralto for a fine climactic effect.
To the shallow stage for another
capital novelty showing the interior
of a subway car, motion simulated
by track signals flashing past.
Train stops, and the Roxyettes, as
crowd
stenographer-straphangers
Brightly
in, swaying and Jostling.
Chinese, Holljrwood
dressed In red combinations and do
Hollywood, March 24.
Incidentals are
another routine.
gag song bits by groups of all naTo maintain the genera) Jungle
tions by the singing ensemble.
atmosphere of the feature, 'King
In 'a Limousine' is a third striking episode. Blank curtain in 'one' Kong' (Radio), Chinese prolog is an
carries- a moving panorama of all colored affair with th^ exception
Times Square as It would be seen of the four principals, Jimmy Savo,
from a moving automobile at night.
Flash, Juggler; Pauline LoCenter of the stage (behind a scrim) Serge
there is an illuminated interior of retta, bar act, and Gloria Gilbert,
a swank town car, in which are toe dancer. At the new top of $1,
seated Miss Frohman and Titus, coupled with the screen entertainsinging as the cinematographic
trip through Mazda LAne progresses ment, it'9 bargain day at the ChiEffect of motion nese. Stage portion is sock enterall around them.
is excellently conveyed through the tainment, one of the best prologs
animated motion of lighted theatres here in some time.
and shops, and the whole number
Opening is a pip flash in a jungle
takes on a vivid atmosphere. Idea
Negro
set that brought gasps.
never has been better handled.
Bendova, with his 'trick lamppost chorus of 30 voices, plus a line of
for comedy trick perch feats and his 40 girls and 10 men, are on f^r a
eccentric dance specialty, makes a typical Prlnz fanny shaking rojitlne.
neat stopgap for setting the next Prinz, one of the few. men on the
scene, winning applause on his turn coast who can handle a colored
from an audience not particularly chorus, has done good work with
demonstrative at this performance. the mob. Miss Loretta, who comes
Remarkable how the surroundings on as a white captive, is placed in a
nf this huge house build up single ca^re with a fake gorilla, escapes,
climbs tQ a tree top where her rigacts.
Finale turns out to be a night ging is and goes into her act. Good
club scene, with the pit crew moved bit of business with the gic) swingtip to occupy a horseshoe scries of ing from the bar to a hanging rope
Following is
br(|ken-levcl platforms, the locale for an escape finish.
ai-^plyins atmosphere for an elabo- another chorus number with the
rate Roxyette precision number led boys featured. Routine opens as an
jungle dance, and slowly
bjr Margaret Sande in a principal exotic
dance, and the girls finishing up works Into a hot-cha number for a
with the full strength in a drill. laugh finish.
Serge Flash follows. Class Juggler
Buck and Bubbles do their complete
turn here as a feature, with a gen- is on too early, but manages to be a
oral gathering of the principals for near show stopper. Both Flash and

PARAMOUNT,

N. Y.

New York, March 24.
At 35c admlsb they're not likely

on

lost
it

Tuesday, March 28, 1933

for the 12-niinute prolog and its
scantiness as .stage entertainment
Cap brings back its full orchestra
for a change.
Overture, conducted
brilliantly by Ya.sha Buncliuk, ap-

mat.

I

(Continued on page SB)
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Miniature Reviews

Talking Shorts
MORTON DOWNEY

'Sweepings' (Radio).
Fine
playing by Lionel Barrymore
a long and often slow story.

'PAGODAS OF PEIPING'

.With Dave Drey«r» Vincent Lopez Magic Carpet Series
Orch.
7 Mins.
Embassy, N. Y.
Musical Novelty
Fox
20 Mfne.
Unquestionably this Is the most
Mayfair, N. Y.
artistic of all the Carpet episodes.
Universal
Even with such a magnificent loModerately pleasing musical skit
!bullt around the efforts of a singer, cale, sufficient In Itself to make an
orchestra leader and songwriter to outstanding picture no matter which
find some quiet in the country way the lens was turned, the crew
jirhere a new song can be whipped which did this particular Job deWorked out with reasonable serves signal credit.
©ut.
Pagodas are skilfully studied beismoothness and including song B.nd
musical numbers, short passes mus- fore being presented In their entirety. Gardens, a lake of lilies and
ter satisfactorily.
landscape effects are all
Downeygeneral
the
background
In
Dreyer- Lopez skit has more to of- cameraed and edited Into a perfect
Waljf.
(er than the average. From a music iphotogrstphlc Mend.
songs
publisher headquarters where
are being tried out. It moves to a. 'VOODOO'
country estate of vast proportions,, Travelog
with large swimming pool, gardens,
27 Mins.
«tc.
Dreyer is a songwriter, so when Cameo, N. Y.
Principal Pictures
Downey Is asked to entertain his
Because of Its length this can be
aunt and friends, he does a couple
oldies
Dreyer wrote, eventually easily used for double-feature pur'Winding up with the new number poses and billed accordingly. It conthey originally set , out to write, tains, however, little that has not
*Songs for Sale.' Not so hot along- been seen on the screen before.
It's tame In the unfolding despite
(Bide other former Dreyer pops.
orchestra the ominous title and the chance for
his
Lopez
places
through its paces, with several that horror exploitation. Faustln
grand- Wlrkusi ex- marine officer. Is picmembers doing solo bits.
pap also figures with his old violin. tured In an abundant percentage of
Native studies are
the footage.
It's his efforts to play some kind of
worthwhile, but the angle of the
a tune that gives Dreyer the Idea Hatlan
girl who may be sacrificed Is
for his new song, sung by Downey
literally
pasted
on and is obviously
to a telephone which connects with
staged.
Walv.
their publisher In New York.
Quite a few girls romping around
in the short, but none do anything
except an unbilled lass singing a gruesome and will do where a scenic
filler Is wanted In secondary 'A'
chorus with the Lopez band.
houses and down the line.
Mont Brlce directed.
Char.
Commander Dyott does the narrative, explaining graphlcaJIy how
the holy men of India, who never
•HOLY MEN OF INDIA'
Magic Vault Series
work, sometimes torture or deform
themselves as part of their strange
8 Mine.
Mayfair, N. Y.
code. Some of the glimpses of these
Featurettes
men are none too pleasant. Arrival
Indie one-reel subject dealing in of great throngs for the big festival
taialn with a Hindu festival that's and some shots of the countryside
held once every 12 years for the also figure.
edifications of holy men of India,
Condition of print not up to
it's very Interesting though a little standard.
Char,

A

SWEEPINGS
'

and themselves a success.

RKO-RadIo production and release. Stars
iJlonel Barrymoie. Directed by John Cromwell. Lester Cohen's adaptation of his own
novel, with

Hanemann

Howard Estabrook and H. W.

credited with screen collabora-

Cameraman, Kddle Cronjager; film
At Radio City
Georere Nichols.
Rnnnlng
Music Hall, week March 23.
tion.
editor,

time. 77 mIns.
J^anlel

Pardway

Lionel Barrymore

Thane

Alan Dlnebart
Erie Linden
William Qargan

Freddie

Gene
Phoebe

Gloria Stuart

.Ullman

Luden LIttlefleld
Nan Sunderland
Helen Mack

Grimson
Abigail

aiamle
OPrlnce

GreKOry RatoS

,

Ivan Lebedeft
George Meeker

Nlko

Bert

With nothing to Interest the
subject too sombre to
attract the men it is difficult to see
this release has to attract outLatter
side of Lionel Barrymore.
turns in one of his standard class
performances. But forceful acting
alone doesn't make a popular pic-

women and a
what

This one is less than fair.
Production is the third in Radio's

ture.

cycle of biographical

stories,

this

time spanning the life of Daniel
Pardway, the pioneer who built up
for himself the eminence of a merchant prince of Chicago after the
big fire, dreaming and scheming to
achieve a great commercial Institution which he could leave for his

issue still in an unsatisfactory state
as the exhausted and heartbroken
merchant slumps in his wheelchair,
leaving you In doubt whether he's
dead or Just sleeping. Altogether
an unsatisfactory finish to a de
pressing story of disappointment

and human

frustration.

Story never really grips.
Per
haps it's because the Issue of the
old man's burning desire to perpetu
ate a mere department store Isn't
momentous enough an Issue.to capture the required interest.
Great
gobs of footage are dedicated to
views of swirling mobs of bargain
hunters wrangling over counters
and giving great vistas of pUed-up
goods, but never does the camera
make the business of running a department store especially exhillrating.

The only admirable woman

store.

One daughter, the

pic-

In the

cast Is the elder Pardway's wife,
and she dies early In the narrative.
The others are shallow or disreputable companions of the young
prodigals.

As suggested

before,

Barrymore

does a swell Job of trouping in a
story that at times takes on the aspect of a soliloquy. The tliree sons
are smoothly played by Alan Dlnebart, Erls Linden and William Gargan. Gregory Ratoff does Justly by
the role of Daniel's lifelong Jewish
business associate, a role that could
have been fattened on Its comedy
LIttlefleld

has merely
Rush.

MY NATIVE LAND

ture's only concession to feminine
appeal, turns out to a frivolous so(RUSSIAN-MADE)
cial butterfly and trips the old man
by buying herself a prince who
Moscow, March 3.
squanders the girl's portion of the
After months of disappointing rebusiness.
leases Soviet films finally came
The author didn't intend it so, through
with a first-rate picture in
but audiences will feel a hint of 'My Native Land,' produced by the
sympathy for the sons who found Leningrad
factory, Rosfllm, and diother interests than punching a rected
two very young men, I.
time clock and throwing themselves Helfltz by
has
It
and A. Zarkhy.
into the bnrBain sale go-getting
every chancfr to make the same
trade. Compared to tlio pur.suit of
sort of sensation abroad as did
lavish blondes it all seems rather
Although the
'Road
to
Life.'
inploiious to the eldest son; the
themes are totally different the
scoond boy passes up the role of cinematograph character of both
a N'apoleon of commerce in favor productions is similar the same
of
window trimming, and the emphasis on clear-cut human types,
younRP.-^t boy frankly strolls along
the same effective use of folksong
the primrose path.
motifs, the same realistic detail.
A horse-sense person like the I3oth
pictures
have heart-throb,
fatlior oujiht to have appi-oaohed Iiis
rich touches of bumor.
problems with ))etter judgment.
*Rond to Life.' it will be recalled;
All he did was to make a bad situation worse bj' well meant but blun- brought into the cinema llmelipht
dering lectures, until as age creeps an Asiatic youngster, Ivan Kirl-i.
upon him his family Is dissipated who played Mustafa. 'My Native
brings out another such
to the four winds, two of the boys Land'
a half-Chinese boy,
hopelessly alienated after selling youngster,
out thch- shares in the store, one of Haldarov, who appears in pictures
thorn cast out utterly, and the other for the first time and prr)\if]ps an
broken tlirough an accidental klll- linforgettable characterization.
Subject Is a. war picture, fit to
inff of a friend during an escapade;
Dying. Pardway sunfTmons them rank with the host war stuff o\'f>r
nil. and pives them six months to
done.
It is built around episodes
take hold of the stor^ and make it
in the Red Army struggle aifalnst

—

A LADY'S PROFESSION
Paramount production and release. Fea>
tures Alison Sklpworth, Roland Youni;. Sari
Marltza.
Directed by Norman McLeod.
Story by Nina Wilcox; screen ploy, Walter
DeLcon and M. S. Boylan: Gilbert Warrington, cnmeia.
At the Rlalto. N. T.,
week Mar<-h 24. Running time, OS mtns.
Beulah Bonnell
Alison Sklpworth

Bcllo

Cohn (Mrs. Spcwnck) and George
At RKO Roxy, N. Y., week March
Running time, 70 mine.
Lee Trac^ Lord ReRlnald Withers
Donald Cook Cecily Withers

Jcssel.

Lieut,

ing.

'Private
in

Tracy

war

flicker.

Jones' (U).
Lee
limited appealing,
Strictly nabey.

•Pick Up' (Par). Weak programmer that may s-^e fair
grosses because of title and
cast names, Sylvia Sidney and

George Raft
'Hidden Gold' (U). Tom Mix
In a western with modem improvements. Should make for
with
audience
acceptance
enough to please more exacting
customers.
'Dancing Daughters' (Tower)
Indie version of old theme,
out of own element In B'way
Marian
booking at Boxy.

Marsh

starred.

Chinese and White Russian forces
In Manchuria In 1929. Moscow at
that time ordered a punitive expedition into Manchuria after Soviet
frontier towns had been raided and
Soviet property destroyed.
The expedition brought different
national groups Into deadly conemigre
Russians,
Soviet
tact
White Russians, Chinese. Each of
these elements has its own peculiar patriotism, its attachment to
a native land. It Is the clash and
contrast of these patriotic emotions which provide the ground
theme for the picture.
The Chinese boy, Wan-Boslak,
inveigled
into
the Manchurlan
army, knows only his hunger and
fear, the simple people and the
criminal types among whom he was
raised; his locality Is his native
The White ofBcer, AUabeff,
land.
an emigre who was once a rich
land-owner, still yearns for his old
power and wealth; Tsarlsm Is his
But the Bed Army
native land.

—

ception of his native land.
his

own

village

and

Is

He

loves

as Busslan

as borsht, but his Is a new type of
patriotism, transcendlnir frontiers.
The picture, however. Is In no
sense a lecture. Its theme unfolds
in a series of dramatic, often melo-

dramatic scenes, with humorous
and romantic Interludes. At one
extreme is a masterpiece of rollick
Ing comedy. The awkward Vanya
comes to visit the lady of his heart,
who happens to be overseer In a
children's home. One of the Infants
wakes, and Vanya's efforts to
soothe him only rouse the rest of

15

PRIVATE JONES

Addressed
to
neighborhood
matrons and will tire younger
generation of both sexes.
'A Lady's Profession' (Par).
Overstressed farce and slow.
Some bright spots, but too
widely spaced.
For secondraters or an emergency book-

VARIETY

Universal production and release.
Stars
Lee Tracy.
Directed by Russell Mack.
Story by Richard Shnycr: adaptation, Prescott
Chnplln and William N, Robson.
Founded on a play by Samuel Spewack,

In

Other- ,aoJ(|iBr^^-Vanya, having been In
wise the property goes to an old ifruenced by Soviet Ideas, Includes
business associate, which leaves the the lowly of all nations In his con-

sons to carry on.
Story has to do with his tragic
disappointments as one after the
other his three sons either go bad
on his hands, spoiled by luxury and side. Lucien
easy wealth, or turn to other pur- a bit.
suits than running a huge depart-

ment
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Bin Jones
Gregg

Mary

Gloria Stuart
Shirley Grey

Williams
Mrs. Jones
Splvcy

Emma Dunn

Walter Catlett
Al HUl
Berton Churchill

Howard
Wlnthrop
Cook

A

Trank McHugh

lightweight.

What power

there

may

be in the Lee Tracy name will
have to carry it. It has little or no
femme appeal, and Us war theme.
In view of the currently mixed
American reaction to anything German, creates an uncertain attitude
throughout.
Tracy Is the wartime slacker who
is drafted against his will during the
recent melee. He can't see what's
the Idea of fighting the Germans,
especially when he knew a pretty
good Teutonic barber In Newark.
The draft board and the military
machine essay to make faim see it
differently.

Roland Toune
Snrl Morltza
Kent Taylor
Roscoe ICnrns
\Vnrren Hvmcr
GeorRic Rnrbler
Dewey Robinson

Dick Garflcld

Tony
Bolton
J.imes Garfield
The Colonel

Red lights plentifully used on the
front of the Rlalto suggest the title
but there is nothing of Mrs.

intent,

Warren

in Alison Sklpworth's

Lady

and little of anything else.
highly Implausible, overstressed story of an English nobleBonnell,
It's

a

man who comes
fallen

his

trieve

to

America

to re-

Some

fortunes.

here and there, but not
enough to register a hit. and Its use

laughs

the better houses is indicated
only where sluff product is neces-

in

sary.

There might have been a story
here with a less exaggerated treat-

In between K. P. duty, which com- ment, but it's all developed and
prises most of the military foot- played In the spirit of broad farce,
thick.
age, Tracy gets into a Hun offensive with the comedy laid on too
and asserts basic principles of hero- One of the laughs Is supposed to be

ism and sacrifice, due to a far- a horse which thrusts. Its feet
fetched romance interest with Gloria through derby hats. Played for too
funny
Stuart, who is married to Donald long the first time. It is less
Cook, commander of Tracy's outfit. on subsequent usage and yet it
comes back twice. Lpng sequences
It's talky and long-winded In the
to
minimum
of
Idea
serve
forepart, requiring too many feet to with a
Irritatlngly, and
establish the warm understanding slow the action
inexcusable scene on
of Tracy's mother for the egg who there is an
shipboard in which Miss Sklpworth
is out of a Job and generally not
well rated anyway. Against this is enters a men's washroom to retrieve
the situation of his kid sister fall- a banknote from a small boy. An-

ing for her benign $l-a-year A. K. other comedy device Is a whittler
employer, a well-done conception by who carves wooden chains out of
matches, fountain pens, canes, and
Berton Churchill.
Save for the principals already finally a policeman's billy.
Big Idea Is that the nobleman
mentioned, Walter Catlett's Sundaya speakeasy with a riding
starts
schoolish canteen worker Is .well
His sister perturned, with not a little Lou Holtz club as a blind.
business included. Frank McHugh, suades him to go ginger ale, but the
as the cook, rates something, but racketeer who loses his sales spikes
the ginger with alcohol, and the
the rest matter Uttle.
Flicker doesn't rate big-key spot- principals are saved only through a
ting.
However, Tracy may carry sale of the place before the police
'Private Jones' for the multi-change arrive.
naborhooders.
Abel.
Miss Skltiworth deserves better
things than this, Roland Toung is
amusing at times, but not often, and
Sari Marltza Is miscast as an Eng*
llsh gIrL Latter Is personable, but
Columbia production and release.
Dl neither looks nor ac^ the jta^rt.
rected by D. Ross Ledermaa.
Stonr by
Lambert HiUyer with adaptation by Stuart
Film Is nicely moimted and well
Anthony. Assistant director. Arthur Black: directed, but It lacks audience apphonography, Benjamin Kline; recordlnif,
Chic.
George Cooper. Co-features Regla Toomey peal.
and Evalyn Knapp. At Mayfair. N. T„
week March 26. Runnlns time. 62 mins.
Michael Rolpta
Regis Toomey
Soldiers of the
June Brady
Evalyn Knapp

STATE TROOPER

W.

King

Raymond Hatton

Carter
Jarvls

Brady

J.

Burroan
Graber
Jimmy......

MoFKan

Matthew Beta
Kdwia Maxwell
Walter McGrail

Lew

Kelley

...Don Chapman
Ekldla Chandler

A

gasoline price war with safety
of a large oil refinery at stake.
Whipped Into a romantlo meller
beckoning mostly to the secondary
runs.
Hardly has the weight to

(BRITISH MADE)
London, March

17.
GalneborouKta production, Oaumcmt-Brltlsh
release.
In
Directed by Maurice Elvey.
cast: Cicely Courtneldge. JSdward Everett
-

Horton, Anthony Busbell, Rebla, Bransby
Williams, Dorothy Hyson, Herschel Henlere, I.eslle SanoDy, O. B. Clarence, Frank
Celller.
Iientb. 7,200 feet, approz.; mnPreviewed Tlvoll
olnir tdme, 80 minutes.
tbeatre, Ix>ndon,

March

IB.

Gainsborough has gone out of Its
compete In first-run downtown situway to supply Cicely Courtneldge
the children, sd that therie Is before ations, except where the admission with a good starring vehicle, wherelong a sjrmphany of frenzied cry Is low.
in
she plays the dual roles of a
Cast, while okay, has little to sell
Ing, In
which Vanya's soothing
on house fronts. Regis Toomey, as mother and daughter, and gave her
voice outshouts them alL
cop who foils the plot, and Eva- magnificent legit support in the perAt the other extreme Is the scene the
Knapp, as the owner's daughter, sons of Edward Everett Horton,
where officers beat the Chinese boy. lyn
Frank Celller, O. B. Clarence and*
paired for romantic Interest.
Wan, the rhythmic strokes of the areStory
a familiar formula, Bransby Williams; a sweet ingenue
whip being in time with the gay with the carries
girl at first resentful of the In the person of Dorothy Hyson
songs issuing from another part of cop
because he gives her a speed (daughter of Dorothy Dickson and
the room.
Few scenes of such
Toomey steps from a state Carl Hyson) ; a bunch of specialists.
power and horror can be cited any- ticket.
trooper's uniform, after the girl's Including Rebla Herschel Henlere,
where in film history.
father has broken him. Into the Leslie Sarony. Horton goSs through
The fable Itself Is a thin one; the boss' employ as his chief of police the entire picture, and nothing could
picture is in the detail and the un
at the refinery.
By reasonably stop him or his role from st.inding
derlylng thoughts. Young Wan is plausible stages and circumstances, out. None of the others has enough
drawn Into the army, where he be- he unravels the machinations of a to do In proportion to his or her
comes the butt of brutality. Only refinery employee who's sold out to talents which would make for efwhen he is captured by the Reds the opposition. The amount of ac- fective entertainment.
This appraisal Intends no dispardoes he meet humane treatment. On tion Involved Is sufilclent to apagement of the histrionic powers of
the Soviet side the story of Vanya pease.
against a background of
Is told
Both Toomey and Miss Knapp Miss Courtneldge, but If the others
troop movements, fighting, heroic turn in acceptable performances. were allowed to cut loose, this othno-man's
land. Others are Walter McGrall, plotting erwise excellent picture would have
across
forays
Vanya's romance with the pretty g.m. of the oU plant; Edwin Max- stood a chance of moving up into
peasant girl who runs the chil- well as the owner, and Raymond the exceptional class. As it Is It's
dren's home Is a sort of overtone, Hatton as a bungling tool of Mc- all Cicely Courtneldge and Cicely
scarcely audible, In the roaring of Grall's.
Of these Maxwell stands Courtneldge and Cicely Courtneidvro
cannons, the crackling of burning out.
and Cicely Courtneldge.
villages.
Wan and Vanya meet on What might happen If any large
Miss Courtneldge plays the two
the battlefield, where they become oil refinery blew to bits Is an angle parts of a mother who had presided
friends.
They meet again In the suggested by the press book, and over a family of performers as
barracks, where the Manchurlan that seems fair enough for exploita- 'queen' until she became too old to
prisoners are held. A deep word- tion.
(Continued on page 27)
Char.
less mutual liking grows between
I

them. When the Red troops depart
the Chinese boy looks after them
nostalgically his life will never be
the same. From Vanya he has absorbed a new understanding of 'my
native land.'
Kach of a score of characters
White emigres, Chinese generals,
prostitutes.
commanders,
Red
Asiatic children are portrayed In
sharp outline. They come alive and
remain in the memory. The mere
technique
photography
and
of
sfiund is sure to evoke deserved

—

—

env.v in Hollywood.

The

directors are beginners, most
of the chief actors never saw a
camera before, and their combined
effort

has a real spontaneity and

strength. The scenario was written for the most part by M. Blelman. also in his earl.v twenties. Indeed llie whole ensemble, including
camcT.-iiiicii and designers, is young
an orrerlnT by the younger or
youngest ccncraiion of film people.

—

Lyons.

The

Woman

Angle

'White Siftter' (M-G).. Femme appeal deliberately contrived from sympathy, suspense and sentiment. Story of thwarted love stirs the gals.
'Sweepings' (Radio). Lionel Barrymore tells eloquently the saga of
a family, a theme that will strike a responsive chord in matronly hearts.
'Pick Up' (Par). Title and cast will lure the flaps but the lukewarm
story, lackadaisical pace and somewhat whitewashed George Raft dj^iappolnts.
'Privatj» Jonei' (U).

war.

A

Debunked private Lee Tracy's reactions

character study without love interest

in

a

locale

to the

which doesn't

entice the femmcs.

'A Lady's Profession' (Par).
Modest formula comedy
average for the nabe haus fraus.

'Daring Daughters', (T'Avr

is).

the most tolfrant of gals will

So crude
.s<-orn

it.

in

pla-^j-ed

above

every dcj^artment that even

r

UP'
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EXPLOITATION
Get the Eggs
Kaster will be here pretty soon
thtit means eger hunts for the
children and fashion shows for the
women. With the depression it
might be better to cut down to a
millinery show. Last year one the-

offer being

one run In a Chicago

The
dally for a suburban house.
copy ran, 'Anything that's fair accepted for admission,' and it took
four-flfths of the five-line space.
One family house passed the five
member^ of one household on the
washboUer iSaturday night and
atre made a lot of friends and some loaned it back Monday morning so
from
money by Installing a woman
the "wash could be gotten out. That's
a department store In a corner of co-operation.
tha mezzanine. She had all of the
requirements of her trade and she

and

was on duty afternoon and evening
'Showing women how to furbish up
their old lids. With the present pancake styles there may not be much

bore.

Sam Maurice burst through with
another scoop on what has long
been banned In Hartford when he
secured permission of the offlclals
to permit a parade through the city
streets with the performers in Fanchon-Marco Georgia Minstrels taking part. The dally feature is causing
considerable
comment and
drawing business.

By Epes W. Sargent

spread on a level stone or metal
EresliEggs
Western manager is' getting a surface as cold as possible. The
contents will run out of the can
and spread out. When hard, the
paint blob Is broken from the can
land the excess paper torn from the
Amusu theatre they are not fresh.' edges. Can and blob are placed In
Store disposes of from 30 to 50 doz. the window and a lighted match
eggs a day, but the best advertise- will melt the break to a smooth
ment comes from the word of surface. If the paint area is suffimouth. Title of the current two- ciently large, the message can be
day picture is put in with a movable painted on that in a contrasting

good local gag at the cost of 5,000
egg containers. Boxes are printed
up with 'If these eggs are not purchased during the run of
at the

Flayed a Fig
letter rubber stamp. Grocer reports
Ben M. Cohen used a large hog the gag has shoved up sale.
If any of the eggs hold over, they
to bally 'State Fair,' porker being
led around town by a rube peram- are transferred to new boxes.

that can be done, bilt It's a good bulator who kept urging Blueboy
Pig seemed to like
gesture. Store gets the advertise- to "hurry up.
ment and the sale of some trlm- the busy corners and stuck around.
Back sign told the curious they
mlnr's.
I'u
^
^
The egg stunt seems to be the were on their way to see the picmore Important and with eggs as ture at Warner's State. House is
cheap as they are now, it should be in So. Manchester, Conn.
Cohen seems to be out after
possible to get a larger supply than
usual. Some theatres have run the Edgar Hart's hop record, though he
eggs into the four figure mark and does not jump as far. He has had
six
or eight assignments the past
not
this
found it paid, but maybe
Still something should be three months, his shortest being
year.
done to give the youngsters a run, four days at the Lenox, New Haven,
with a park or some open place se- just ahead of his new berth at the
lected for the hunt if there Is one State, Manchester, Conn.
not too far from the theatre.
Rabbits and baby chicks for the
More Dog GheckeiB
lobby and show windows will help
Recently It was commented that
and a flower matinee to get blooms
and plants for the churches is al- the Plaza theatre. New York,
wavs in order. Last year's stunts checked dogs while patrons saw the
are still good. Look up the scrap show. Now comes the story from
book if you have one. If not, start Paris that the same feature is inone with the stunts presently re- corporated in the Rex, the Jacques
ported.
But don't ,let the depres- Haik theatre run by Francis ManApparently it antedates the
sion lick you. Have something for gan.
Easter even If you don't get a new New York idea.
Patrons of the Rex may walk the
hat.
dog, check it at the door and it
goes into a separate kennel to await
New Jig Gag
the owner's presentation of the
Hartford.
claim check.
Louis Schaefer gets credit for a
Not only that but the Rex patrons
can check children of all ages
taking
advantage
the
good one
of
present jig-saw puzzle craze.. With in a nursery under the charge of a
.'Pick-Up' booked in, Schaefer se- qualified nurse who entertains them
cured a^one sheet on the flim,, had with toys. Thursday afternoon is
his art studio create a really splen- a special day for the kids, with
did interlocking jig-saw of the their own program being presented
poster, and on a huge table in the in the nursery and a general whoolobby the public is invited to play. pee. Topping that off, the mother
Twenty-four pieces He about and can get a permanent wave or other
the person solving the problem in attention in a beauty salon fully
equipped.
five minutes is handed a pair of
Outside of lending her a pair of
passes. It Is surprising to see the
slippers if she desires to remove
numbers that hang about attempt- her
ing to solve the problem which is thTsretight shoes during the show,
doesn't seem to be much that
made interesting enough to keep up Haik and
Mangan have left undone.
attention and not hard enough to

Stinper

Warner
ing'

press book on 'Girl MissIncludes in the exploitation

gags a contest for mates for famous
persons,

the

idea

being that the
of the girls

names omitted are those
missing.

Twenty famous names, and most
them are reasonably easy, but
Charles Einfeld Is playing It lowdown when he Includes Robert
Burns. Given names are omitted,
appearing merely as 'Burns,' and a
lot of those who have no trouble
spotting Adam and Eve, Anthony
and Cleopatra are going to do a
nosedive when it comes to the poet.
It's even money that half the replies will be Burns and Allen. Try
of

it

and

see.

Doing '£m Bight

New

York.

Leo Brecher's Plaza, on swank
Madison avenue, is plotting to make
things easy for its customers during
the showing of 'She Done Him
Wrong.' Brecher fears that his type
of genteel customer may be shocked
by Mae West's antlc^ and so he's
going to have a placard in front of
the house, and on the program,
warning prospective $1 haiidersouters that the film Is somewhat
naughty and to either be prepared
to like it or stay home.

Staged Jig Contest
Mike Simmons In persons went
up to Albany to put over the first
showing of 'Oliver Twist' for Monogram, and leaves It to the newspaper clips to tell of his success.
He hooked the papers into tickets
for those who gave classified adver-

tisers jobs, but that was Just preliminary to the staging of a Jig-saw
Biver
contest using the 'Oliver Twist' puzAlbany, N. Y.
zle issued by the Vanguard Co.
Two contests were conducted siOne hundred persons were selectmultaneously with the co-operation ed to compete, the only requirement
of newspapers to plug 'King Kong,' being to bring a flat surface on
which opened at the RKO Palace which to assemble the picture. Each
Saturday last for four days. The was given a box containing the puzmost interesting one was that con- zle and at a gunshot opened the
ducted by the 'Times-Union.' The sealed box and went to work. ConPalace engaged an attractive girl test was pulled at a dark house, and

Eong

ITp

for a Raffles stunt.
made a big splash. There were 20
The flrst day several persons prizes, ranging from $10 to tickets,
stopped the correct girl, but they
and then some house proflts stuttered with excitement and for- and the papers laid it all over the
through the adoption of a standard got the correct words to repeat. So page.
Mike writes that he pulled the
form of throwaway, but in general no prize was awarded, although the
contest in a boxing ring, but If he
It Is better to vary the appeal as 'beauty' traversed her route several
got 100 contestants in a prize ring
to size, color and format.
times.
he's a magician rather than a press
For example, one house with a
On the second day, however, Millook-in on one of the telegraph ton Andre, of Albany, picked out the agent, but the prize ring Idea is not
comp^niea, runs pretty much to girl and went through his stuff per- bad as that for a playOff between
fake wires to advertise lead pic- fectly. He is now richer by $20, in- two champ puzzlers. Mull that over.
tures, figuring there's a saving on cluding the first day prize.
Spilled Faint
the paper stock. Saving there Is
The second stunt was a picture
probably offset by the too-close is- painting contest by the Albany
The spilled paint gag is always a
sues, recipients figuring it's the 'Evening News.' Each day for three good window attractor, but It does
eame old thing and throwing it days a newspaper photo was printed not appear to have been used in a
down unread.
with a story, and each had to be long time. It is simple and reasonOne careful manager alternates colored in any medium. Winners ably cheap and the sight of a can
white and colored stock and never were picked as to arrangement and of paint apparently overturned in a
uses the same size sh^et two weeks originality. For this contest 30 pairs show window is a sure sight stopIn succession. It's a cheap and not
The effect is that of a can
per.
of passes were distributed.
always' highly profitable form of exoverturned with the paint forming
ploitation, but he wants to make
on the otherwise clean floor
Two Lions for 'Jungle' Bally aof pool
what he can out of it by changing
the window.
Angeles.
Los
pace.
An old paint can Is used to mix
Two Hon tie-ups are available to up a batch of paint composed of
No time to be getting into a rut
exhlbs in this territory for 'King of rosin colored with vermilion, red
on any sales endeavor.
the Jungle.' Gllmore Oil Co., owner lead, amber or lampblack, the mixof Gllmore. the lion, is co-operating ture being melted together in a
To Cool Beer
with all exhlbs by loaning the ani- water bath, which is merely setting
Montgomery, Ala.
mal, in a specially constructed cage
of hot
Lloyd Townes, mgr. Paramount, mounted on a trailer, at no cost. the can in a larger vessel prevent
with something to
hit upon a box-ofilce attraction On the trailer Is a complimentary water
bottom from coming in contact
when he announced that within the card reading, 'Courtesy of Gllmore,' the
pan.
of
the
with the bottom
next few weeks, two Crosley elec- etc.
^
^
When It is almost cold, tip the
tric refrigerators would be given
Robert Matthews, local resident,
smooth paper
away to stub holders attending this also has a lion In a special cage on can over on to a

Throwaway Bepeats

Now

.

wtreeirwlYlch-ls available for bally-

"theatre.

Hook-up on
local

was made with hoo purposes, at a nominal charge.
for the Crosley
Numerous local exhlbs are taking

this

distributor

machines, and both local dailies

will

assist In advertising space. In addition to this service, mgr. Townes
put into effect new rates at the
theatre, reducing the night prices
from 40c top to 30c.

advantage

BEHIND

of the tie-ups.

Gasket and All
local papers the
constructed for the Orpheum theatre. McKee's Rocks, Pa.,
was so real that the manager, Lester W. Hutcheson. had to reassure

According to the

Kerslcen to Warfield

mummy

of

Big Jigs Spreading
Cutting a 24 -sheet into a jigsaw
puzzle
for
exploitation
use
is
rapidly becoming standard since It
was reported from upper New York
state.
Procedure seems to be uniform, though the poster selected
varies with the house using the
idea.

Poster is mounted on compo
board with the usual trick cutting

and generally there Is a prlz^ to the
person most accurately estimating
the number of pieces the puzzle
contains. Best bet for this seems
White Collar
to be to display the piece In a
This won't work in a small town pile In some store window or the
where everyone knows everyone theatre lobby and let them fill in
else, but in a city a sandwich man their estimate blanks before the
immaculately dressed can be used
puzzle is assembled. Assembling is
once for an effective perambulator. usually done either in a window
Ho carries a sign which reads: or on the marquee, with a frame
1 may be down, but I'm not out. made just large enough to contain
assembly.
Whoever puts it
If I wear this sign all day I can see the
'State Fair* at the Capitol tonight— together should be familiar with
and it's worth it.'
The better the poster and work from the botdressed the man, the better the tom up the sides and over toward

color.

—

the middle.

effect.

For a side angle there might be
a contest as to the length of time
it takes to get the thing together.

Tin Can Time

With the approach of warm
weather the spring cleaning season
comes

along, and it's time to trot
out the old tin can matinee to get
of the accumulation of cans
buried by the snows.
Offer tickets for 10 cans hooked
together with a string, and a cash
or merchandise first' prize for the
longest string. Arrangements should
be made with the city for a rubbish
wagon to cart them out to the dump
or for private conveyance If the
town has no such convenience.
Not so good for thickly built up
sections, but a natural for Bemldetached construction localities and
good at least twice a year. It's
something the newspapers and
schools will co-operate with and can
be blown up to large size with a
rid

Advance

Critics

Olympic theatre, Miami, gave advance showings of the roadshow,
'Rasputin,' for the newspaper critics
to permit them to write their reviews for publication the evening
before and the morning of the
showing. Figured to help as getting the picture off to a l>etter start.
Frequently done in New York, at
one time, but less familiar In road
practice.
Another good angle was a display of old programs and photos of

the three Barrymores. This should
be possible in many cities, as most
old theatregoers saved their programs and some of them added
photographs. Use was also made of
the radio broadcast prepared by the
home office for general use. It relittle hustling.
quires a fairly large cast about
nine people and gives the station
a chance to Interest In some local
Beer Bill Helps
dramatic group, which Injects the
All the stir about the passage of valuable home talent angle.
the beer bill has been a natural for
the exhlbs who had 'What! No
Beer?' booked at the critical time.
Novelty Hanger
Now It's an even better bet, with Joe Well, of Universal, Is right
brewers anxious to get the public in step with a novelty for 'The Big
away from the hard stuff and with Cage', adapted from the three wina beer thirst.
dow cards fastened together. Newer
Plenty of near beer was promoted idea is two card cutouts with all
for the picture, and It should be sides held at right angles by braces.
show Hons and tigers
even easier to get donations of the Cards
real fluid unless the cash customers grouped on their performing stools,
the braces carrying the figure of
get all the kegs flrst.
In any event a 'you bet there Is' the trainer. standing out from the
Cord loop is supplied to
tacked to the play title will help a wings.
lot, and one manager is already set permit It to be hung from the unwith a beer ess^iy contest 'for boys derside of the marquee. With six
over 36' with steins as prizes. Steins or eight of these and even a slight
are part of a collection which has wind it's a selling lobby setup.
been In the house for several years. Printing is flashy with letters white
Manager flgures they will be less on a blue base.
And if you get this trained anInteresting now they are about to
imal picture don't forget to make
go In circulation.
But whatever la done should be a Hon roar. It has made money for
done in a manner not to give offense plenty of other pictures In the past
and is just as good as ever.
to the drys. Too much crowing is
not going to help any, and copy
should be carefully written.
Tagging Auction Sales
,

.

—

—

Auction sales, which has been a
pretty general cleanup, has a blow>
For Short Titles
off angle for the kids that can be
For titles of from four to six let- made to pull right through the conters a good gag Is the progressive test.
sandwich men, one beln^g required
Gag is to promote the merchants

for each letter of the title. If the
title is 'Pound,* for example, the O
man takes his place on a street corman
moment later the
ner.
turns up and takes his place. By
the time the third man shows up the
crowd will be waiting to see what

who

cooperate In the stunt to purchase a pony which Is to be auctioned off the Saturday afternoon
following the end Of the auction
run.
All who have coupons left
will turn them over to the youngsters and heat the idea all over
the answer may be, and the other again. Not only that, but the chiltwo letters make a quick appear- dren will be plugging sales right
ance before the interest Is lost.
along.
Best plan Is to use front and back
Contests should not be run longer
signs, with the letters on the front than once around the list of coand the sales copy on the back. operative merchants. If It is de-'
When the word is formed, the men sired to extend the idea, a new seturn around and the theatre, date ries should be started with a difand other appeal Is read across ferently colored coupon.
Meantime, the children will clean out
their backs.
For a less complicated idea, send the dead coupons following the
them down the street together, but final night.
with the letters jumbled. At evecT
corner they change places to form
Barnyard in Foreconrt
the title properly.
Hollywood.
Through-the-co-operation-of-pack—
Ing concerns and poultry houses.
Manager Harry Sugarman of the
Egyptian (F-WC), presented the
Hollywood boulevard mob with an
elaborate barnyard layout in the
forecourt of the house as exploita-

A

D

—

the

KEYS

Globe, Ariz.

Charles Alden, manager of the
San Francisco.
Fox -West Coast managerial jobs F-WC Martin here, elected presi
Herman Kersken and Frank Bur- dent of the Globe Chamber of Com
hans exchanged, former coming into merce.
that
declaration
with
the
the
women
to the
Warfleld and latter moving across
barter or the I.O.U. idea did so with he made it himself, to coax them in. to Orpheum, Oakland.
Hartford.
He used the usual swathing of
the idea of getting at least someBob Torgan, formerly of Fox-Poll,
thing out of a bad situation. Now cheesecolth and not only made the
goes to Lowell as manager of the
Canton, O.
that things are easing up they are mUmmy but turned out a presentaRlalto.
George
Capwell.
artist,
Inc.,
Enterprises,
Theatrical
Stark
discovering that they got credit for able ca^e as well. Convincing. part will operate the Palace here, leased Capitol, to Palace, Springfield. Roy
helping and have created a lot of of the job was tinting the cerements
artist,
to
the
Palace.
fall by
G. Constant of Steu- Flanders,
good will that win run for the house and lighting the display effectlvc.ly. last
Springfield.
Nat
Greenwood,
Strand
He used it for an advance and then bcnvllle. George A. Delis, manager. Warners, to the Allyn-Publlx, Hvcvtfor a long time.
The barter idea appears to have held It for the showing, It was doing
ford.
tiLigh
Campbell, manager
Oakland, Cal. _
been particularly strong in the so well.
S. atoneh c s t o r, to th e Warner
George E. Roesch replaced Wm. ^Jtate,
Seems to be the best bet on the
middle west. The Iowa manager
Lonox, Hartford.
who took everything but false teeth Universal release, wlUi some of the K. Kltchell as manager of the Grand
Ben Cohen, manager Broadway,
has already been recorded, but there mummy copies doing not a little Lake (F-WC) here. Mitchell unas(Continued on page 36)
slgned.'
were hundredsr of others, a typical traveling.

Helps Later
Most theatres which went

17

tion on 'State Fair.'
Display, extending 160 feet along
one side of the court, included several cows, sheep, pigs and chicken.s,
with special attendants on duty to
Also in the
take care of them.
court was a cage of monkeys.
Stunt was an oye-getter, especlfilly In view of the large scale on

which

It

was undertaken.
Blondes Only
Brussels.

CoU.soum

(Paramount),

cinema,

now showing 'Blonde
nru.ssc'Ia,
Venus.' offers free entries daily to
fh-.st 10 blondes applying to the b. o.
(Continued on page 21)

.
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SIX HITS IN

March 28, 193^

A ROW i

"TOPAZE", "OUR

BEHERS"

"JASPER", "CHRISTOPHER

STRONG'V'KING KONG"
. .

and now

Master cAaractor etntor In the
tUal dnmui ot Me rise ami fall
ef a fameus Aitmrlean family. .

LESTER COHEN
ALAN DINEHART, GLORIA

From the novel by
with

NOW AT
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

RKO
PICTOIIES

DAVID

O.

SELZNICK

Executive Producer

STUART, Eric Linden, William
Gargan, Gregory Ratoff . .
Directed by lohn Cromwell

PICTURES
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COAST STILL

Craft Film

Lab

Creditors

Make Bankruptcy Move
proceedings
against the Craft

were
Film

Bankruptcy
brought

SUBNORMAL

Laboratories, Inc., located in Flushing, L. I., through a pet ii ion filed
in

Brooklyn

week.

among

Included

BY 40%

last

who

the creditor.s

took action were Charles A. Collin
and John L. Wells with a claim for
$25,000; Chai'les Edward Schwengeler, $770, and Fred J. Ceiger, $83.
Lob Angeles, March 27.
Craft Laboratories were organized
this
Upward trend In grosses in
several years ago to promote cer-

ferritory started last week when
receipts began climbing out of the

67 to 70% drop which followed thie
earthquake. Bank holiday lowered
attendance by from 30 to 40%, and
to
the shake dropped it another 27
Present biz averages about

30%.

40%

subnormal.

tain color processes
controlled:

in sev-

Instances houses have been
playing to handfuls.
Lent is another reason for the
Bllm grosses along with continued
Whatever pickup
unemployment.
there has been in Los Angeles has
eral

claimed

it

ROXY RECEIVER ON
N. Y. THEATRE ADV.
'Variety':

your
attention what I consider most unethical and misleading advertising
by some of the leading motion picture houses of the metropolitan
area. The copy, as you well know,
is different on Saturdays and Sundays than on week-days, in the
metropolitan press advertising the
particular product that is being exrespectfully

I

call

to

bee- attributed largely to the influx
of visitors from the stricken areas.
Fox West Coast business in many
spots has increased an average of hibited at the respective theatres.
Notwithstanding this, the Saturday
40% since the quake and holiday.
and Sunday copy carried the weekday admission price and in infinitesimal print thereafter the words
Film Biz Didn't Put
'only good week-days.'
May I respectfully ask why, if
Itself in Any Spot
Saturday and Sunday copy is speweek-day prices
cially prepared,
On N. Y. Censorship which, as exhibited, intend to misIf you can't win, don't project
yourself into a brawl that leaves a
bad aftertaste, is the adopted slogan of the industry, especfnlly as
regards censor legislation. It was
first invoked last week when the
Moffat bill, which would eliminate
all censorship in the state and simply charge a license fee of $3.50 per
reel of film, reached the floor in Al-

bany.

The censors, in person, were ready
to meet any and all attacks. But
official Ind^ustry claims it had
instructed every representative to
keep out of sight. The bill died
aborning.
The industry opines that time is
not yet ripe when censorship can
be ousted from New Tork and that
until then picture companies had
better co-operate with the shearers.
Censor difllcultles in New York,
for the majors, at least, are few;
If anything, the censors are credited
•with being markedly reasonable.
The attitude of such organizations
as the Council for Freedom from
Censorship is not being followed by
majors, who do not consider it wise
made by
deletions
publicize
to
censors.

the

lead the public, are included therein?
May I further respectfully inquire
why the practice of capitalizing '35
cents to 1 P. M.' in view of the
fact that the day does not end at
that time, except possibly for night
watchmen. Is it not further misleading to advertise the cheapest
price effective a few hours a day
and omit any mention of price of
scale of admission during the major
portion of the exhibition day?
This type of advertising has been
cleaned up in mercantile establishments by the Better Business Bureau. Is it not time that the moving
picture industry clean?d its own

houte?

Howard

Cullman. Receiver,
Roxy Theatres Corporation.

Steffes

S.

Opens

St.

Paul

Legit as Sure-Seater
St. Paul,

March

27.

William A. Steffes has signed a
five-year
with the Benz
lease

St. Paul, taking over
the latter's old dark stock house,
the Shubert, and converting It Into
U.A.
a foreign film spot with the highest
price scale in town.
Renamed the World, the place
Chicago, March 27.
Balaban & Katz will reopen the has been dressed up inside to look
United Artists' theatre March 31 as much like Steffes' Minneapolis
House opened
•with 'Gabriel Over the White House,' World as possible.
which is two weeks earlier than Saturday (25) with 'Ronny,' Gerintended to open the house man musical, and biz showed good
with 'Secrets,' which will follow response to advance plugging over
Paul B.
the
past two weeks.
'Gabriel.'
Metro released 'Gabriel' for the Adams is in as manager.
At present only the orchestra and
United Artists and 'White Sister'
the
first
rows
of
the
balcony
five
for the Oriental, after setting back
are being used, holding the capaall its playdates previously.

B&K

Realty Co. of

Reopens

B&K

Dubinsky Extorter Nailed
Kansas

City,

March

An extorter who tried
Ed Dubinsky, pi-esidcnt of

to

the

27.

scare

Du-

binsky Brothers Theatres, out of
$50,000 was arrested by post office
inspectors and local police soon after
his threatening letters were turned
over to the Federal authorities.
The same man had written
threatening—letters—to ^Mrsi Ja«obLeander Loose, Kansas City and
Washington society woman, who
also turned the letters over to the
post office officials. The man made

—

—

a complete

Rivoli's Indie,

Maybe

in Vt.

Burlington, Vt., March 27.
The Majestic, once the best paying theatre in the state, has curtail-

ed operations to Friday and Saturdays.
Inability to secure sufficient first

run

pirture.<!

given

.as

reason;

Hays organization decides a
course of action before sending them into the state again.
The law apparently covers
every angle relating to the
and showing

the

Way

Hollywood, March
sooner had he gotten

train than

27.

off

the

Max Gordon was scam-

pering around in an endeavor to get
prominent screen writers to join
the Katz-Gordon-Harrls combo on
a straight royalty basis.
Writers not averse to a royalty
angle, but explained thoy wanted
mostly cash first, after which they
would deign to accept any addi-

sum

of films in

competitive situations and propenalties for violawill regulate
all contracts, leases and other
agreements between the producer and exhibitor, and lays
down principles that, if put
into laws in other states, will
cause an upheaval in the selling end.
tion.

stiff

The law

In royalty.

—

DistrUon;

B&K MODMES

Injury'

and

only

faster

availability

of

liquid

And,

currency within the business.

the
new law In New
Mexico, a state representing only an
annual return to distributors of
about $250,000, is bringing this fact

strangely,

to

Chicago, March 27.
& Katz elucidated its
cuts on Friday (24) when
the payroll for last week was met.
For the three weeks previous employees were in the dark, but meanwhile taking a straight 60% cut.
Part of this will now be repaid,
although the established cuts will
be retroactive.
Sliding scale will apply on cuts.
It will be 10% up to $50 weekly;
15% to $75; 20% to $100, and over
$100 a straight shrinkage of 25%.
Difference between these percentages and the 60% cut will be compensated.

Balaban

Unions More Sympathetic
To the Indies on Cuts
Sentiment against a reduction of
operator scales for the chains was
reported strong yesterday afternoon

(Monday) prior to last night's meeting called for the purpose of considering a request for a 25% cut.
At the same time the New Tork
operators, Local No. 306, was to take
up the question of relief for independent exhibs.
While it was said in advance of
last night's meeting of the 306 membership that chains may be given
some relief in the present emergency, it appeared prior to a vote
that the membership would not
okay a 25% reduction.
It is pointed out in operator circles
that the chains last March (1932)
were granted a 10% reduction in
lieu of extending the existing contract two years and that under the
arrangement the 5% of the March
cut was to be returned to the booth-

men

this coming September.
The independents, from Indicaare more justified in gaining

tions,

relief, in 306's eyes,

The

than the
formal

indies, in their

request for relief, have not stipu->
lated the percentage they think they

should get.
L. A.'s

scale expired March 26. Reduction
does not apply to Fox-West Coast,
which union claims arbitrarily got
37V4% reduction in all their houses
in

union

filing

an

$80,

000 claim for back monies, alleged
due on old agreement, with the referee in bankruptcy.
New scale for indies provides 20%
reduction for Class A houses, where
scale runs from $1.95 up an hour;
15% for Class B, where scale runs
from $1.70 up an hour, and 10%
for Class C, where scale is less than
$1.70 an hour.

Tucson,

Ariz.,

March

It
27.

in

state

that

several

months ago

a real estate transfer. Fox has
two houses which require
booking consideration.
While this Is going on the indies,
however, in on some of the conIn

now

ferences, are

they

last

will

have

confident that at

found a

hold weight.

platform

With

this

For once, certain spokesmen for platform It is their hope to smash
the major companies and active Inter-Industry booking deals with
leaders of indie exhibitors are in any taint of partiality and put the
agreement. They feel that distrib- new picture market on a basis with
utors can make more money by pic- dry goods or any other commodity

And

wood investment would be subsequently realized that much sooner; and the industry, as a whole,
would find it possible to survive
comfortably on its own income
without feeling any dependency
upon

credit.

—that

the
obligation

come

first

rather than the
reciprocation,
will
the industry's new

dollar,

of
in

1933-'34 deal.

Ihiglies-Fradiliii

Attaching H. B.

The indies have a more conservative proposition. They are for
the simple expedient of opening up
channels of trade whereby the industry, rather than the State, as in
New Mexico, will fix top price.
They are also presenting to major
Los Angeles, March 27.
leaders a direct proposition whereArnold Kunody, as assignee for
by all theatres in one recognized Hughes-FranUlln Theatres, filed an
class will have the right to play attachment suit in Superior court
simultaneously any picture whose against Harold B. Franklin asking
set rental they are willing to meet. $19,910 damages.
Give Indies a Break
Complaint alleges that the plainIndie proponents of the modified tiff furnished Franklin with $9,584
buying block declare that the pur- which he used for himself and for
chasing power of the American dol- his own benefit and agreed to relar has never been recognized by pay. Also alleges that Franklin was
tlie film industry.
They hold that indebted to Hughes-Franklin in the
producers and distributors, by their sum of $10,000, money received for
intermingled circuit theatre affilia- the use and benefit of H-F Theatres.
tions, hive kept the cream of the Also asks for
$325 as balance due
industry attractions in one net. them for goods, wares and merchanThat circuits have always had first dise received from them and for
call and that no indie, regardless of which he has made no repayment.
how many dollars he was willing to Suit was brought by Neil McCarthy,
pay, could break up major circuit attorney for the Hughes-Franklin
bookings.
company as well as for the assignee.
The indies are willing to concede
The sheriff is trying to attach
a circuit booker a discount. Their Franklin's properties hereabouts.
plan expresses a willingness to pay
more for an attraction, in a single
theatre,
than when it heis the

Franklin in CaL

chance
of
numerous
bookings
through a circuit hook-up. In this,
they state, the distributor's
return is increased in the most important department the first run.

alone,

—

Spokesmen for distributors recognize this as one solution to the
new industry. But, they point out,
distribution as a general department is still subservient to the dictates of the circuits. The theatre
departments of the majors, although admittedly dwindling, today
represent but 10% of the houses
opened in the county. Still, they
remain in a position of such dominance that they can sway the
cream of product into their own
channels.
Indies' Own Obstacles
The Indies' counter-proposition to
the

New

Mexican

state

dictum

WB

Pix Into R. C,

Its

Mho

Own 2 Houses Dark

Though they couldn't agree on
'42nd Street,' with a tIfC resulting,
Radio City and Warner Bros, may
do business. R. C. has informed
Warners it wants any product
can spare and Is willing to talk
terms. Four now being sought from
Warners by Radio City, but no deals
as yet, are 'Keyhole,' scheduled as
still

WB

next for the Strand, 'Ex-Lady.'
'Central Air Port' and 'Adopted
Father.'
When R. C. tried to make a deal
for '42nd Street,'
complained
It was entitled to the picture because of General Electric participating in the '42nd Street' train

RKO

special.
is held by other dlstrib reps that
Warners have two theatres on
admission scales and class of theatre vary so that the Indies them- Broadway dark, besides the Strand
selves would be at constant logger- which is open.
heads if product were made generally available to those who could
Kent Appointee Quits
meet the asking price.
Los Angeles, March 27.
Others argue that features be sold
Sam
Whiting, sent here last fall
on the same basis of newsreels
delivered when they are hot, or by S. R. Kent to become assistant
made available for what tempera- to P. R. Kent, vice president in
ture the exhlb will be able to pay charge of real estate for Fox West
-Coast., re&i^ nod —su ddenly and ccai.
"for-thum".
Under the N.M. law, as inter- turned to New York last week.
Whiting was in charge of rentals.
preted. If they continue to .serve
pictures under existing contracts No successor will be named for the
they violate the state regulation present.
while, on the other hand, if they
desist from service, it places comFIGHT FILMS BEFEAL BILL
panies open to suits involving conWashington, March 27.
tract abrogation by New Mexican
Bill to repeal ban on transporta-

—

exhIKK.

Legal Headaches
or not to bring

Whether

'Jenny' Blaze Started

now has

which

a head.

they are certain that,
as the result, picture life would be
shortened and cash on the Holly-

new wage

chains.

Films

it is revealed that only Fox
theatres in New Me.\ico.
Publix relinquished its box offices

Filmdoni's entire method of merchandising must be brought up to
the times.
Kcouonilc stringencies,
over which it has no control, demand quioUer turnover of product

hibitor.

% WAGE SLASH

some

Sell

Like Newsreels-Whfle They're Hot

going on the auction block
throughout the entire country, both
for the distributor and the ex-

After the reel which depicts the
Understood that Gordon's chejf, ^car.thquake scene in 'Frisco Jenny'
sales argument was that Josef von had burned at the Opera Houso,
Sternberg was with the outfit, city council started efforts to pass
ICQ men in.
along with Marlonc Dietrich-; and- -a-n -ore
that Ernst Lubitsch was also dick- a booth.
William Jenkins operates the
Still
ering with the triumvirate.
house, which Is an open ahoi».
cash down.
tional

of

tures

and re^Ltfid

Funny That
No

'Oliver Twist' may succeed 'Secrets' in another week or so at the
RIvoli,
Now York. If going in,
•Twist' will be the first indie to ever
E. Chadwick
play the house.
I.
produced; Monogram release.

Two-Day Week

Paramount,

looper, has been leading the
price parade with an admish of 55c
after 6:30.

ace

—

confef^sion.

of Alms In
competitive
situations.
All
film exchanges in Denver having salesmen in New Mexico
at the time called them in, and
probably will wait until the

vides

May Cause

Mexico's Ruling

Remion
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and showing

selling

Breaks for Indies
Los Angeles, March 27.
Projectionists' Union No. 150 is
granting a 30-day reduction scale
to 9^11 independent theatres which
for tlie past two weeks have been
on $15 flat, which
Publix working operators

city down to around 325.
Plan is
to tear out the balcony seats and
Install loges.
World's scale is 25c before noon
(house opens at 9:45 a. m.), 35c to
6:30 and 50c thereafter, with loges
at 50c until 6:30; 75c thereafter.

Hitherto,

New

Denver, March 27.
The motion picture selling
structure received a decided
jolt when New Mexico passed
a law designed to regulate the

selling

Out of a total of 63 houses damaged or forced to close by authorireties in the quake area, 22 have
Editor,
opened and found business from 50
May
to 60% below that of Jan. 1. Despite
o.k. of building inspectors,

it

New Mex. Law

That

VARIETY

for injunction restraining the .state
from exercising Its rights, until tho
constitutionality of
the law
has
been threshed out in a Federal
court, or to serve the exhibitfir and
lot the state sue, must be thrrsliod

out within the next few days, i^t-yeral sessi ons of thp nwyt^r^ <inrln>;
the past week failed to arrive at a
decision agreeable to all.
From the standpoint of 'personal
i

—

tion of prize fight films was IntroIn the House last wei-k by
Kcp. Cellor (D.), N. Y. Fight has
been on ever since act again.st pictures was put througli, following
race riots over the Jack JohnsonJim Joffr-rios battle.
on interr're.>^ont law Is based
state commerce power of Federal
Kovcrnni'-nl .and forbiils intcrstato
it!in>!p,^i-in Hrtn
or Importation. of_
.Since rare feeling has
liuht films.
died down rule hasn't been enforced

duced

.suit

—

.strictly.

VARIETY
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APRIL 7th you'll get
something with plenty of

in it-from

Nof

WARNER

kecommmM |pc JBeo^?/e

BROS.

Over 60/ """^^
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Tueaaftf,

turn of bold

Him Wrong'

The Mes* Best Break

(Par)
Gauntlett, p.a. for

Seen in Probable Product Shortage This Sum-

mer—All Most
Independent producera, with the
best breaks they ever received, due
to the depression, look to their rosiest opportunities Just now with the

Hollywood majors slowlne up and

the full-time operation of studios
there considerably in doubt This,
the Indies are certain, will open the
market even wider for their product.

While financing of indie producers
it Is
is a serious problem. Just as
for the majors, the indies have the
prime consplatlon that their overhead is away down, while rental returns are better guaranteed than
good indie film now
ever before.
has no difficulty getting a wider circulation, due to the scarcity of major product.
Conversion of full weeks to splits

Optimistic
Unions as Exhibs
Word

In

New York

on the

Detroit,

F-WC's Biz Drive

New F-WC

March

27.

Unionists' $5,000 Yr.

Average; Should Cut
with a loss to Cleveland exhibitors estimated to run Into
$500,000, as result of its demon-

first

showing of the

stration against the unions, the

Mag

L.0S Angeles.

house organ,

following conferences
York, were reported

circuits,
In

new

New

virtually in agreement
new scale with unionism.
confffrences this week
moved back to Cleveland,

on a

a salary compromise
division.

hands, booth operators and musi-

The
were
main

In

cians.

Although

nabes have been
days and downdays to date,
neither side has been able yet to
reaoh a definite compromise despite
dozens of conferences.

town houses

that

tiations.

New

In the
York discussion,
reported that circuit negotiations, including Col. Ed
Schiller of Loew's, who was
delegated to represent all circuits In the Cleveland fuss,

Hogged Free Show

it is

Minneapolis.
One of the most expensive exploitation stunta ever pulled here is
credited to a large loop department
store. It sent costly floral corsages
to several thousands of its best
women customers to advertise its
style show. Admission to the style

granted.

Harry Holmden, business
(2)
manager of operators* union, turned

pointed out that union operators are averaging )5,000 a
year and that no one in the
picture business today with
such a salary has escaped the

'Fox
Going Forward,' is being Issued In
conjunction with the five weeks'
business drive started a week ago.
Organ Is mimeographed, with ex- show

Local house had the light, beat
was free.
and power turned off because of
failure to pay the utility company. ploitation suggestions, ad copy and
Fawn Tickets
Shut-off occurred* Just before house other Information for managers.
Not striving to get a facsimile,
was scheduled to open for first Oscar Kantner Is editing.
Edgar Hart, of the Miajestlc. Coshow.
lumbus,
O., got cat small cards
Stage Kid Bathing Contests
With no time to get signs painted,
headed 'Pawn Ticket No. 13,' with
IjOs Angeles.
all customers who tried to get in
'Good to take a first wife out of
.Advent of warm weather is wit- hock ^If she's any good,' and folwere told house was closed on ac- nessing
a revival of last summer's lowed with the urge to come to the
count of the death of Ij. H. Power. successful kiddie bathing contests
Majestic first compare No. 2 with
in Fox- West Coast houses in the
Three large hotels
the first one.
southern. California territory. Sev- handed them to all guests, a hat
N. Y. Par's 3d Price Cut; eral contests have already been
cleaner sent one home In each hat
launched, and other managers are band and a repair shop put a card
being Importuned by h. o. execs to in each pair of ladies' shoes. ReDays; 99c
75c
stage the events in their houses, recards were given a
The Paramount, on Broadway, gardless of whether there are bath- mainder of the distribution,
and the
house-to-house
makes its third price reduction since ing beaches in proximity or not.
picture showed in the black in spite
Christmas when it inaugurated the
of the banking situation.
first de luzer cutting on Broadway,
Ads to Allay Fear
For 'The Mummy* Hart sent up
by "reducing weekday night prices
LiOS Angeles.
to Toledo for the wraps and hang10c.
New top is 75c Mondays to
•Doc' Crews, manager of the F- ings he had used for the picture
Fridays, Instead of 85c, the 99c top
Cabrllio in Sari Pedro, is run- there. He used a dummy from a
remains for weekends and holidays. ning a series of newspaper display department store instead of the live
Three weeks the Par cuts its Sat- ads In an effort to re-establish the- model he had in Toledo. He writes
urday mat scale from 99c to 65c and atre consciousness among the quake the figure seemed to do almost as

down nabe

cut.

WB

SYRACUSE'S SHUTDOWN

Top

prices from
First cut Xmas week
been from a top of |1.10 to the

Sunday aftemooa

had

victims. Ads are all of an optimistic
trend, with plenty of humor injected
In the copy.

99c figure.

In as Usnal
Akron.

Durante Finally in Mood
To Dicker with an Ins. Co.
Jimmy Durante has been propositioned to have his nose the most
famous schnozzle in show business
—insured, and he's thinking of fall-

—

ing for that.
Show business has had some
funny insurance gags, what with
policy on Pftderewskl's hands
for a lOOG's and MIstlnguett's legs
for about the same figure, and ditto

the

for almost every

None ever

famous

virtuoso.

collected.

White's Animal Footage
Hollywood, March

27.

Bringing 100,000 feet of animal
negative, Tom White returned from
India last week after seven months
Footage Is half black-andwhite and half Multicolor.
Paul Perry and Guy Wllkie, his

there.

cameramen,
White, who

with him.
returned
from a tree and in-

Ernie Austgen got the

for

26%

refund,

continued in effect today despite
mediation by the Syracuse Chamber of Commerce and intercession besides
houses
by the Central Trades and Labor causing
Assembly through president John revenue

McCarry.
Conferences extending six hours

Hart's idea
stress tfae reincarnation of

an actual glrL

themade contact with the flre marshal,
explained exactly what he wanted
operates with sheets in other towns to do, and got a permit.
for a local "rlze winner to play off
Dinner Hook-TTp
at the national contest, and whoops
it up big.
Austgen's riding on the
Des Moines.
tall of the cart with a special show-.
Hal Sheridan, manager of the Des
Ing of the pictures of last year's Moines, has one of the most profitfinals.
Comedies will be. added to able tie-ups Imaginable with a local
make it a regular hour show, with department store, whose tea room
the theatre bobbing up In the news- offers Its regular dollar dinner, with
paper's dally story.
dancing, and one ticket to the Des
Austgen claims the largest mug Moines on certain evenings each
In the state.
Not his own. It's a week. This brings in an average of
cutout of a beer schooner 18 feet 300 tickets a week to the house.
tall used as a cross-street banner
The tea room also prints menu.s
with a five-foot pretzel for a pen- every week carrying out some sigHelping to tell them about nificant style in keeping with the
dant.
'What! No Beer?' Local man has Teaturcd picture. An illustration is
propositioned him to buy it to use the menu printed for 'State Fair,"
in front of his place when real beer done in the form of a blue-ribbon
award. Although several thousand
comes through.
are printed each week, at the end of
the week few are to be found in the
Back to Exploiting
tea room, having been taken away
Seattle.
The
This burg hasn't had much in this as souvenirs by the diners.
(Continued on page 64)
However, reline in a blue moon.

Hopes for Nabes
the nabes and unions can
to an agreement first. It is believed that it will be the opening
wedge in bringing local houses, out
of darkness.
Nabes have enough
contracted second-run pics to keep
going for a month before' using up
the supply stored in film exchanges
which, it is reported, have already
cut their rentals.
With the theatre holiday causing
a unprecedented paucity of entertainment, Cleveland promoters are
stepping in to open at least half-

come

ness agent of
union, to meet with the Chamber's
special conciliation committee. Projectionists, however, have Indicated
a willingness to negotiate.
The theatrical holiday is proving
a gold mine to neighborhood houses
but, curiously, has been of slight
benefit to city's only 'fiesh' house,
the RItz, playing burlesque.
Downtown section at night appears almost deserted, with business

up for the 'Times-Press'
annual marble contest. Paper co-

a-dozen locally produced shows this
week. W. C. Etzel, Columbus theatre man, has leased the Hanna, a
legit house not operated by any of
the chain syndicates, and reopened
it Sunday (26) with a vaude revue

interests complaining bitterly.

RKO

Leonard Sang, manager of
Strand, one of the darkened houses,
resigned today and will have no
.successor, duties being assumed by
William J. Tubbert, manager of
RKO Keith's. Neighborhoods playing double feature bills 'have largely
trimmed programs to one picture
during the holiday.
Report thai
circuits plan no reopening until
after Easter regardless of adjustment of union differences formally

and indie film.
Revue Is made up of taleht from
Lotus Gardens cafe, although fact
not over-stressed, including Emerson Gill's dance orchestra; a
chorus of 16 local girls, the Daniels,
Connie Cella, Muriel Parker
and Clyde Snyder as m. c. with
'Lotus Lady' as picture. Talent being booked In by Ernie Toung with
permission of Charley Tend, manager of Lotus Gardens. Casey McDougall, former union boothman, is
reported to have an interest In project. Located In heart of Playhouse
Square, the 2,500 seat house is
scaled at a 7Sc top.
Other Ventures Boom
Ben Trucsdale and Russell Harris, with
Sam Manheim as their
secret backer, are booking In the
Akron Civic musical stock company
is

denied.

I

Picture Possibilities

I

Philjy

— Unfavorable

Ops Cut UYz
Philadelphia,

'Both Your Houses'

P. C.

March

27.

Union operators In the Philadelphia territory have accepted a
2 1/4% cut from exhibitors.
Loijls

'BOTH YOUR HOUSES' (Comedy drama, Theatre Guild, Royale).
One of the strongest political plays in years. May get by on the sUgf.
Ibee.
but the jibe at Congress may keep it from screen.

J

president of the local union,
offer of a 10% cut to
theatres in need, at a meeting of the M.l'.T.O. of the district.
Later a general cut was effected
with all exhlbitorn.
The stagehand.s' union recently
made a 10% cut in the city's few
IcKlt houses, crfocling only regular
weekly time and not special work.
ICrou.«e,

All Original
Hollywood. March 27.
With beer on the way. studio publicity departments all have the same
idea for story and picture breaks.
Get their respective stars photo-

graphed in breweries with seldels In
their hands or fondling vats of
brew.

Educa. Sesames with Three
Hollywood, March 27.
After a week of inactivity. Educational .lot gets under way this
three shorts._
Starters are Andy Clyde, Harry
Langdon and a 'Torchy* comedy.

week with

'Marilyn's Affairs'

— Unfavorable

'MARILYN'S AFFAIRS' (Comedy, John
Little

chance of

this play attracting

any

advanced an

Paflfrath. Mansfield).
screen bid.

I

Jiee.

—

'Masks and Faces' Unfavorable
Paul E. Martin, Liberty).

'MASKS AND FACES' (Comedy,
Too lightweight

to be diversion eitlier for stage or screen.

Ihee.

— Favorable

'Three Cornered Moon'

'THREE CORNERED MOON' (Comedy,
Some funny stuff
famly goes broke.

witliin

AWAY

Aldrioh and De Liagrc, Cort)j
the fairly well-fff

home when

Jhrr.

'Far

'FAR

a Brooklyn

HOR.'^IC.S'

Away
(

Horses'

— Favorable

;

GOLDWYK'S aUICK TRIP
wyn

Comody-drama, Harmon and Ullman, Martin

Beck).
Typically Irish of the .shanty type, sot over here.
to provide more comedy, should do for screen.

(lifise

Switching

Scenario lightened
Jftee.

i)lans a^aln, ,Sarn rjoldThursday (23) on tho

called
Kuropa for a iivU-T vacation ahroai]

seriously injuring business
in theatrical districts and
a total loss of 11,000,000 in
to the city per day.

If

Saturday were resumed today at
Instead of the mummy, and the Chamber without bringing aphas clicked for him twice, preciable headway, it was said. One
he seems to have proved his point. of the stumbling blocks has been the
Columbus Is considered a tough refusal of William J. Cushlng, busitown for lobby displays, but Hart
the stage hands'

atre lined

fell

jured his spine during the trip, was
-in-a-hospltal *or-*lght-weeks;- - He hopes to get two features and
a series of one-reclers out of his
cargo.

Loew

well as
was to
the girl
since it

theatrical crafts refused

demand

de-

tion for all unions with threat to
keep them closed Indefinitely until
labor men, who want to compromise for 20%, agree to terms.
(4) Mayor Ray T. Miller, who
stepped into battle last week in
role of arbitrator, is using all of his
power to arrange a truce or retroactive wage agreement to reopen
houses. Darkening of 92 theatres,
he claims, is throwing nearly 4,000
film men and others out of work,

on the main stem March 17

when the

the circuits'

still

manding a 26% emergency reduc-

Syracuse, March 27.
Syracnse's theatrical holiday, declared

WC

its

chain houses in Cleveland,

A BONANZA FOR NABES

—

99c to 75c.

exhibs' offer, declaring

they had already taken a 17%
slash on their existing contract,
which runs until Sept. 1. Holmden
countered with offer to take only
a 16% cut.
(^) CoL E. A. Schiller, speaking
for local Loew, RKO and

{

Week

for 11

The following are new developments: (1) Nabe exhibs, represented by John Kalafat and Harry
Greenberger,
offered
reopen
to
houses if operators consented to
one man booth at present scale of
$76 per week, or else two boothmen must share one 176 salary.
Otherwise nabes are prepared to
stay closed until demands are

Indies'
demands
'drastic' and,

as such, without the sympathy
of Cleveland's mayor, who injected the city into the nego-

eries.

80

shuttered for 18

were described as

Each week the current film and
vaude star at the State are featured
with thumbnail cuts.

Deadlocked

Still

cuit officials and union heads last
week, local representatives of both
parties have returned here to carry
on their battle to reopen 92 dark
Cleveland theatres and at the same
time to try to come to an agreement
about a 26% cut for all union stage

<

Cleveland

MayorJut

Cleveland, March 27.
Failing to settle Cleveland's theatre-labor controversy In a New
York conference held between cir-

purpbse being a get-together
of indie representatives with
heads of local unions to effect

Hits the Square
Mgr. Rosen, of Lioew'a State,
N. Y., gets out a weekly program
restaurant
menu sheet, being
on a
distributed around Times Sq. eat-

21

Community

Daily, States

Theatres, Unions

to

Nashville.

The

Exploitation

H.

gag

lower price Chevrolet was tied In
here with 'Hallelujah, I'm a Bum'
by liOew'a. Parade of new cars with
banners of pictures pn top was used
and a picture of the fleet was used
by afternoon paper.

be cut up into Jig-saw puzzles.

L

also

;

Situash Costing

$im(i00

looked great.
This gag got lots of attention on
the streets; also plx and story In
the 'Star.'
Paramount theatre also using exploitation this week for 'The Grand
Slam' (FN) with bridge contest in
mezzanine for town's 'champion-

Chevs for 'Bam'

—

Poor or

in 'She Done
Inspired Vic

NRF Corp., to put Cleve.

admit two for one
if armed with coupon clipped from
the 'Star.' Drags out a lot of free
publicity and stirs up the bridge
players, who are many, in spite of
jig-saws and chess also on the up
and up.

(Continued from page 17)
Only condition Is
and more changes weekly has op- at midday.
naturally
erated greatly in favor of the indies. femme's htdr must be
blonde
no peroxides or pljitlnums.
Most of the money going into indie production comes directly out of
Jig-Saw StUls
rentals, which is virtually keeping
Hollywood.
the indie makers going.
Paramount studios has a new gag
This summer is forecast as almost
It will
certain to show an intense product for its fan photographs.
shortage and the indies vision such send out pictures of its celebs
marked in such a way that they can
big 'in.'
condition as their

VARIETY

an old-time hack o£ the gay nineties, drawn by two white horses,
with Tannasl Federlle, chief of service, dolled up a la Mae, and slie

ship'

Cleveland union Jam Is that the
unions of that city are considering going into exhibition by
hiring the town auditorium and
putting on their own film
shows.
This Idea Is stated to have
oome under union consideration following a local session
of the union reps.

A

Mae West

I

i

'

this week in a nabe theatre. Manaped by Frank Wilson, troupe produces condensed comedies, with a
chorus opening show and vaude
turns betwoon artw.
George "i'ounK's ljurly stock at
the Gaycty, dn»- to a .scrios of lucky
hroaks, now drawinp the town's
blKKOst h\7. and forfcd to give four
Looking for a local
uliows a d.'iy.
liurlcsk spot, Mlnskys bought a one-

company

third interest in

for $1,500

to its wheel with
a larger theatre if

and added house
plans to

lea.se

crowds hold up. RcorKanizod company no A' Is headt'd by Eddie Wainwith Mrs. fJoI Iwyn.
The Croldwyns will be abroad only stock, representing Mlnskys, as
three weeks.
(Continued on page 25)
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THE BIGGEST
EXPLOITATION

THE SENSATION
of the
Nothing
it

NATION!

like

ever before

—certainly

Like a thundering anny the
chatacten, the drama, the spec*

never again!

tacular scenes

PICTUREo

this picture

across the,

screen to meet your
j

electrified

gaze!

America Today
[

||

Advertise

of

march

daringly drama*

Hold your

tized!

it

really

Wait

I

—something

breath

1^

unusual!

you see it—
be amazed!

till

You'll

The birth oF a

NEW MATIOM/

OVER THE

Mi

WHI

HOUSE
««H

WALTER HUSTON

RAMNMOtUr flANCHOTTONI MTHMtTMN
Mcni Moeu
MlOOtT

Oiicaaf dy

3 COLS ^

A

mighty

METRO*

OOIDWYN-MAYHI
COSMOrOUTANj
freducMoii

U CAVA

145 LINES

/-v\

BREATH-TAKING!

DARING!

YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN
ANYTHING

LIKE IT BEFORE!
A miracle on the motion picture screen! America
today dramatized in the most electrifying picture'
ever devised for your spell- bound entertaiiunenc^

Episodes from the story include:

the march!
attack

President

White House!

made

Two

million

Dictator!

A nation aroused!

men

on^

Gangsters'

The army'

A

of consttucrion!
new hero joins Washington'
and Lincoln! "Gabriel Over The White House",
comes like a marching army to thrill the nation!

The Picture that will
make 1933 famous!

OVER THE

WHITE HOUSE
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER-COSMOPbUTAN PRODUCnON
with

KARINMOniY

WALTER HUSTON

HANCHOTTONI
IHttdtd ht

3 COLS ^ I90 LINES

AtTHUR •VRON
ORIOORV LA CAVA

MOOi MOORi

Order these special mats
from ADVT DEPT. M^G^M
jL540 Broadway, N.XJP*

«.

MarcL

Slucsdayt

PICT
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Quake Theatre Damage Drops

Insurance Carried

Little

Kept Open Despite

LIABILITIES

is Milton Arthur, who operated the
Loa Angrelea, March 2T.
earthquake damage to State, Capitol and Family in Long
Southern California, Beach, in conjunction with his
in
and to real estate owned by the- brother, Harry Arthur. Arthur's
atrical companies, will not exceed loss runs around $40,000, with no InOnly a comparatively surance.
^300,000.
Metro-Bbell, Long Beach, owned
email amount of this, however, Is
Greatest by the Bbell club, and theatre porcovered by insurance.
Individual loser is Albert Hanson, tion operated by Dave Rector, was
!vrhose two houses, the Symphony in. virtually ruined, entailing a loss of
Compton, and the Lynwood in Lyn- around $30,000. Club contemplates
rebuilding the clubhouse portion, but
wood, were completely destroyed.
Loss at Compton, which Includes plans "^to eliminate the theatre.
Downtown Los Angeles houses
equipment, figures around $60,000,
and abount $35,000 to $40,000 in rode the earth tremor in satisfacLynwood. Hanson, who is division tory fashion, particularly the class
manager for F-WC in Los Angeles, A buildings, erected within the last
operated the Lynwood and Comp- 10 to 16 years. Heaviest damage
ton houses Independently of the cir- sustained was in the Warner Downwhere the loss
building
cuit, and carried no earthquake in- town
through' falling plaster and cracked
surance.

NEW THEATRE SETUP
Leon Savell at Financial Helm
Southern Houses

62,897.92

Due

264,091.86
6,762,148.26

Total

include the Saenger and KinccyWill>y circuits. Valatenga Is a combo word made from the states involved, Virginia, Louisiana, Tennessee and Georgia.
Leon M. Savell, formerly assistant
treasurer of Publix Theatres, left

$24,958,134.00

ASSETS
Cash
Notes due

8,875.00
1,639,020.00

Patents

owned

280.00

Theatre
equipment

New York

494,420.48
6,593.00
14.80
22,027. &0

Judgments
...

800
800

Leading

Insurance
specializing

damage

F-WC

(Where

endorsed or guaranteed paper and subsidiaries

now own

MAKKR

companies,
in earth-

Chase
Chane
Chaae
Chase

Amuse

Consol,

F-WC
F-WC
F-WC
Co

Chase
Chnse

F-WC

Co.,

guar

Service Co.. F-WC guar
Service & Palo Alto Tliea. Co.
Service 20th & Mission Thea.

Chase
Chase
Chase
Chase

100,000

Fox Colorailo to F-WC Service
Fox Glendale to F-WC Service
Fox Pasadona Thea. Corp. to

F-WC

Scrvlco

Chase
Bondholders

Venice

Invest.

Co.

St

Aann.,

Blder.

held by Callf-U

&

L.

Monlro.HC, Colo.

..

Consolidated
Theatres,
secured
mtg. on O'lental. Montrose.
Ruinod by V-WCT. Consideralion
held l)y Fox Colorado
F-WC & Fox Colonido. Latter
has consideration
F-WC & Fox Colorado (same)
...

(Same)

Nichols

K.

Development

Co.,

Benj.

J.

Sallow.^

Wyo

63,431
8,492
33.826

Los Angeles, March

Co. SeI

!

488, n23

;

Co.

27.270

MId-Contlnent Theatre Co., assumed
by Fox Midland & F-WC. Fox Midland possesses consideration

1,600

vi-hich

I

assumed by Fox

has

consideration.

Willjaiiis,
.

(same as .above).
I''-n

M

a3

(.Snmi'

& Frisina Amuse. Co.,
enrlngfleld. 111

.

,

K. H. T.;iyiiian, .SpiinKlicUl.
Ban> Arsht, Springneld, III

,

,

111..

,

III...

,

,

&

SprlnRP.
I'"

l>cnver

KeuUy

f.'Sfime na nNove)
(.Same us above)
(.Same as nhovo) .

Co.,
,

,

73.081

,

1.1.120

as above)
as above)

4.218
2.112
• . . .
.

. . • •

.00(1

.

C.oldon

F-WC
ntre.-",

.''lale

latter

Theatre

.

but aiirumed by rrlnfli>al The"vhlch took property
of .'^arrnmcnlo. AsF-WC and later ajslBned

fiumod hy

BonilliiMcra

1

.Sarranifnto ThoKtref.

r.edlnnd.H

We.'-l

C.'istle,

Contml,

I.,owell,

Ariz

Criterion, Ij. A. (Lessor has lien)
Criterion, Mcdford, Ore. (Lessor has Hen)
ICpryptlnn, Long Beach (Lessor li.Ts lien)
TuHCon, Ariz
Fox, Turlock, Calif. (liquipment partly owned by

K<ix,

flrand, Douglas, Ariz
TTippodrortie, Bakerslleld (Mtg.-Landlord)
Fox. Hippodrome. Napa, Calif

I

-

ics.sor)

Itf-p'irt

the
'

57.300
U3.000

Cfia.>.t

Corp

Iiic

6.1

10

2.10,000
IGS.'lOO

I

dls-

ranging around 25%.
of committee

was sent

in New York, a.s
each of the dl.stributlon
with all relief cases
li.anrlled individually, and on

Hays

17.702
288

a.s

ofilce

to

?
9,2ri2

9,0RS

710

McDon.'iId, lOugeno, Ore. (Lien for bal. purchase price)
17.524
Nogales, Ariz. (Lessor hiis lien for perroriiiance of lease) 18,588
Old Sequoia, Redwood City, Calif
?
Orpheum, San Diego (Equip, partly owned)
2.231
I'Inza, Hawthorne (Mtg.-Landlord)
21,6H8
Ilex. Kiiprene, Ore. (I^essor Hen)
13.908
.\'f)[;;iles.

Kiallo. c.ilexico
Ki.ilto,

West

(K-WC owns %

Int. In

equip.)

IJ,6a7
12.SC7
I.sa7

Medford, Ore
L.

A

Pomona

(.Mtg.-Landlord)
Ooast, Santa Ana

Siiiiki.'^t,

.l\J.!U.''slde, J_LorvaJl.i,'j,..O.rc,..£J-itHsot:

12,4.'.-J

17,276
lien)

i.u-.^.....^,.,.-..AJ'Ai?

Strand, Vallejo
A'alley, Kl (V-ntro (F-WC. has V, liiifrest)
iK'ini?
tliclr merits.
In many in.it.'tncee, Ixj.asoB on two L. A. auto p.-irks and two L. A. biiildlngs
Alvarado, L. A. (F-WC has 1/3 Int. in rqiilp. House is siil)lra.scd>
fxhll)S are being given tlie privilege
Florence, Pa.sadena (Vj Int. in otjuip. Hoj^e subleased)
of free return dates on pictures, In Strand, I'a-sadena (.S.irne
a.s above)
an attempt to help them recoup Itaymond, Pasadena (Same as above)
.some of their los.ses.
F-W(.' omce premlse.s, San Francisco
hfjmc

?

?

Ma.iestlp, Corvallls, Oro. (Lien for perform.'inre of lease)
M.ijr'.stic, Santa Monica (I'^iuip. partly owned by lessor)

I'vO.:'biid,

to

?
7,240
34,682
34,582
35,347
4.248
16,687
14,701
13,000
43,346

7,030

Nogales
Tuscon

I^yric,

Lyiic,

$S,3aO
70,330

27,.'>80

._.

Hisbee, Ariz
Lyrif. Douglas, Ariz

27.

consider
a result
of poor business that followed the
l)<ink holiday and the earthcjuake,
has been authorized by the New
Vork homo ofilces to grant relief up
to 50% in the actual quake area.
ICxhiliitors on
tho fringe of the
temblor zone are being given ad-

I

i

Co.

cimslder.-iti'in

Paramount Corp.
to

F-WC

San DIfKO (Mtg.-Landlord)
Vancouver, Wash. (Mtg.-Landlord)

.

QuakerHwises

Los Angeles, March
committee of local

n:; Iju.sttnonls

.Amurement Co which hoKlM

Si

holding
(.Same as above)

with

fiondholdera

1.4 or,
1.40i;
09.

i

K & F

.F-WC

A

California,

Relief of

iiil>ulion heads, named to
film rental adjustments, as

w(-ll

Honk.

of America, San Fr.incisco
C. A. Howe & C. a. Merrill,
Rlveihidc, Calit

j

l.t9,71R
ir!9.7I8

consiilcru. ion

Security-lst Nat.
Calif
!P.",:ili

5.1.351

110,470

Rocky Mountain

Wyo

ViHalla,

-50^r

L..

Arlincton, Santa Barbara (Mtg.-landlord)
Urooklyn, L. A. (subleased & eouln. is beinc ourchased from
by Harry Popkin under conditional sales contract) . .-.
ralifornia, Ontario (Mtg.-landlord)
r.alifornia, San Bernardino (Mtg.-lnndlord)
t

T,yric,

.

K

Okay Film Rental

.loove)

(.Same a.x ab>'V'.)
C. A. IloUlen, ^;p^inKn<ld. HI....
J. AV. Croessman. Sprinulli'ld, HI.,. (Same as above).
Ttlilto Aniu.ic. Co.,

Rork

i

(Same ns above)
(Same a.s above)
f.'^ame
(.SaM>o

Alhambra,

consent to a three months' rent
moratorium, pointing out that unless such concessions are made it
can no longer function.
Rent moratorium Is asked for
April, May and June, with circuit
execs hoping to secure considerably

—l-^rOfl^)

1

.

.Sprlnnfii'ld,

of Its Theatres

(In each case, value of leasehold was too questionable to compute and
sinoo sound equipment is merely loasnd from EIIPI, no valuation was
placed on that. Wliere all other equipmont Is subject to a chattel mortFTiige given landlord or lessor to guarantee payment of rent or performance of lease terms, this is indicated.)

27.

7.734
1C,704

J.

Clayton,

Own Valuation

F-WC's

In addition to greatly reduced
lonials demanded for Its theatres,
l'"-WC circuit is urging landlords

Special

T

FBEIOERE

$1,.50

Pennsylvania

lower rentals following that period.

2.1.37B
1)1.507

ffnmo)...

Fox RorKy Mountain & F-WC wiih
former holdini; C'n.xideratlon

B. Uiatlicllo.
C. I'uiliuccI, .John Cunnlngliam
T. A. Held, SDrlnt'llolil. Ill
E. ^>nun. SprlnRlleld. III. ...
"W. 11. Tliiyes. .Sprlngfli'ld, III. .

PLUNKETT'S

Mayfalr goes to a special $1.50
has seen a hard opening night splurge on 'M,' Joe
European importation.
fight to do away with the blue laws Plunkett's
Picture opens Friday (81).
passed nearly 140 years ago.

state.

to

[

Antonio UianchI,
Ed. F. Clarke, SprliiBripld, 111...
D. Frlslna, U. Olaclioito.
CI" J'edruccI, John H. t*.T(hctto

Jniiie.u

M

Fox-n

.F-WC and

—

Fiisina,

terrific

RENT MORATORIUM

cow

former lioldinK consideration
Fox-R M Xr F-WC (same os al>ove)..

M. Miller, )v;in.s;iH Ciiv
£ar.l c. Chit-w«o(f; Mi-<-^wHc7—NtrtrDuiiieiiic Krlsinu,

I>.

Circuit has

claim

F-WC SEEKS 3-MONTH
27,2-26

Fox-Rocky Mountain and F-WC with

Mifook, Neb

Frank Uavli & Wiirord
Kemiiiorer,

exhibitors

territory.

152,lol

& R

Midland T

Kaiis.'ts

IIubIic.i,

that tlie blue laws of 1794
soon be a thing of the past,
BACK TO NOBUALCT
the House passed the Steedle
Jeane Cohen, Columbia story edbill which permits referenda on all itor, is back in New York after a
forms on Sunday amusements. The two-month Hollywood visit.
bill now goes to the Senate and, if
She went out for a look-see at
passed there, will have to be signed studio activities and confabs with
by the governor, after which the Harry Cobn on production. She'll
people will vote next November now remain in New York.
whether to have theatres and other

19,138

Hoibt'rt Welch,

J.

new hope

when

earthquake losses, exchanges have
only been asked for nominal sum
of $500
adjustment on booking
contracts which had been effected
by houses on fringe of devastated

by

cured by stock purchased from
them of Midland T & R Co. Fox
Midland has conslOcrallon
Midland T & R Co. assumed by Fox
Midland «: F-WC. Fox Midland has

Midland,
Atclii.>-,.ii,

at this time.

Though

As-

consideration
C.

29,

now

'

Fox Rocky Mountain Theatre

Universal Pictures Co
J.

over

As!>n.,

Consolidated Then.-.. Dniver
Star Amusement t'o.. Uonver
Walsenberg Amuac. Co., Denver.
Horhert M. Woolt &
M. B. .Shanberg

Kansas Clly

not

meeting March

creditor's

Laws

expended $60,000 in reconstruction amusements operate on Sundays in
and repairs to date.
the various communities in the

66,000
180,000
199.600

20,000

Richetson & Dickson, secured by mt!;,
on Egyptian, Delta. Assumed by FWC. Consideration held by Fox Color.Klo Theatre Co

Delta,

Montrose B.

Service

at

first

will

make

to

360,000
96,000

C:tllfornla (.Tniversal, secured by chattel mtff. on Sconlc. Whittier Consid-

eration

Delta Svgs,
Colo

F-WC

to

Fox Riverside

of Whittier

Nat.

let

}7o,000
103,000
17G,000

.....Peninsula Theatre Corp
60,000
.....Fox Rocky Mountain to F-WC Service
697,000
...Fox Midland to F-WC Service
1,000,000
W. C. Theatres of No. Calif
1,600,000

iChasa

estimated

become

to

Made on

While circuit's total quake loss is
set at around the $70,000 mark, and
an additional $26,000 to $35,000 will
be expended in reconstruction, due
to Improvements since ordered by
building inspectors, and other alterations which It is deemed advisable

AMOUNT

aftermath.
Either one or three trustees are
scheduled to be appointed at the

CREDIKHtS

$10,000.

properties purchased with said notes.)

HCLD UY

Treanor, receivers, in their re-

ENDORSE RECEIVERS

Notes

$6J52,148

(25)

P.

port to Federal Judge James. Despite this, the receiver- opei-ators
recommended that the 18 houses
now open, out of the total of 41, be
allowed to continue running because the red ink was used during
the bank holiday and earthquake

new company and help organize and

serious.

both those

for Attreasurer of the

Saturday

Anpreles. M.tioli 27.

First 13 days of receiver opei-afor Fox -West Coast resulted in
a loss of $7,051, according to the I'eport of Charles Skoui-as and John
tioii

but because of the large number of
creditors and new claims submitted
get it started. He will headquarter by those who were not named in the
bankruptcy schedule, it is probable
thf company in Atlanta.
that the meeting will be continued
without any trustee appointments.
A hot fight by minority creditors
FOX-W.C.
Is anticipated, with many of them
banding together in an effort to
have a disinterested party named as
William Moore, Jr., and
trustee.
H." O. Davis, latter one-time g. m.
Hollywood, March 27.
of Universal, have been suggested.
Efforts are being made by the
What 18 Lost in 6 Days
creditors' group, consisting of SeFor the six days ending March 4
curity First National Bank, Title the 18 open houses lost $4,370, and
Insurance Trust Co., QRS Neon during the following week an addiSign Co. and several others, through tional $2,681 was dropped. Retheir attorneys, McFarland, Shein- mainder of the houses are either
man & Krasney, to have Charles closed, subleased or run in partnerSkouras and John P. Treanor ap- ship with others.
Fox-West
for
trustees
pointed
Not mentioned in the list of liaCoast at the creditors' meeting bilities are the claims of Alexander
March 29.
and Rodney Pantages that F-WC
Letter sent out by law firm states guaranteed the Pantages, Hollythey believe the interests of the wood, lease, and agreed to pay
creditors can be best served by re- $4,600 a month rental.
There is
taining the present receivers as ad- $124,000 still due on the lease.
ministrators of the estate, in elect- Bankrupt is alleged to have also
ing them as trustees, requesting the guaranteed to purchase 60% of the
creditors stock of the Pantages Hollywood
of
other
co-operation
whom tliey will not charfre for filing Theatre Co. from them, with $122,fees of claims or voting certificates. 000 still due, payable at $1,150 a
week.
Attorney for the coast projectionists' unions is presenting a claim
Progrress Being
that the locals are entitled to damPennsy's Anti-Blue
ages because F-WC has rescinded
its contract with them. Agreement
Easton, Pa., March 27.
Theatres in Pennsylvania took runs until Dec. 31.
lanta

quake insurance, and those in general lines, have so far not been
Heal estate properties (damcalled upon to make good one cent's
in damage.
age)
23,000
Paramount, class A structure worth of damage. Quake Insurance
Total
$70,200 erected 12 years ago, escaped with in this state all carries a deductible
Arthurs Lose $40,000
a minimum of damage, figured at volume, ranging from five to 16%,
Second heaviest Individual loser not over $20 to restore fallen plaster, based on type of construction.
Of the 17 F-WC houses closed by
the quake, all but three have been
reopened. The dark houses are the
West Coast, Egyptian and Imperial,
in
Long Beach. Latter house in owned
by the Gore Bros., with building
1,500
8,000

of

Publi-x Theaties in the south are
being reorganized into a new company to be called the Val.itenga.
Houses are now in receivership and

on notes

signed

town, sustained damage that will
not exceed $200, of which around
$75 was at the Palace, and $25 in the
President. Broken plaster and facings at the Orpheum suffered. $50

1,000
1,500

Los

14,301,803.06

Rentals due
Cash due from
Fox West Coast losses through walls, although confined to three
152,475.00
subsidiaries ...
the quake aggregate between $70,000 floors, is estimated at $400. Falling
Stocks and
and $75,000, of which around $20,000 plaster in the theatre proper did
6,524,163.00
bonds
in on real estate other than theatre damage of less than $36.
Heaviest loss sustained
Jjullding.
Other Damage Small
Total
8,846.808.78
by the circuit is to its West Coast
RKO Hiilstreet building suffered
In Long Beach, damaged to the ex- damage of $286 through planter
tent of $20,000.
falling, and a few wall cracks that Majestic, class B structure across
Other F-WC Losses
developed, but there was no ap- from the Orpheum, had a similar
Estimated damage to other Fox preciable damage in the theatre It- loss.
5 Houses Escape Damage
.West Coast houses, including equip- self. At the Million Dollar, damage
ment, follows:
Mason, Blitmore, Belasco, Mayan
was confined principally to one of
Imperial (Long Beach)
$4,000 the upper floors where some re- and Los Angeles, all comparatively
2,000
Egyptian (Long Beach)
the
structures,
excepting
installed
partitions
were new
United Artists (Long Beach).. 2,000 cently
Granada (Inglewood)
3,000 shifted. Loss is figured not to ex- Mason, which is one of the oldest
United Artists (Inglewood).... 1,500 ceed $200. Damage in Loew's State theatres in town, escaped without
1,000
Inglewood (Inglewood)
A few of the
800 building, confined to the offlce por- a cent of damage.
Redondo (Redondo)
600 tion, will not run in excess of $100. Main street grinds, housed in class
Metropolitan (Hennosa Beach)
1,500
California (Venice)
Principal Theatres, operating the B or^_^^__structures, were slightly
Dome (Ocean Park)
1,000 Fox Palace, President, Tower, Rlalto damageti' by falling plaster, but in
WilsliIrA (Beverly Hills)
800
500 and one or two grind houses down- no instance was there anything
Golden Gate (Los Angeles)....
. .

Loss

3,576,193.90

. .

debts

Bank accounts

VM

^

$12,000
,

Accounts
Payable
Film Rentals
Liability

25

Ask Houses Be

Receivers

BANKRUPTCY

Taxes
Secured debts.
Unsecured

Total
theatres

Florence (Los Angeles)
California (Huntington Park)
Lyric (Huntington Park)
Alcazar (Bell)
West Coast (Santa Ana)
Broadway (Santa Ana)

VARIETY

F-WC

F-WC SCHEDULE

to

IN
I;

E S

ofTlces,

,

?
?
?
?

?
?

?

T

..

—
VARIETY

IT

Come and
The

FOX miracle

picture that

blasted the road-show jinx in 55

American

after... diat

compelled

extended time at road-show prices in town
after town... that
its

fourth month in

top

. • .

CMfice

now roaring into
New York at ^1.65

is

that topped the February

Champions on

its

Box

road-show

The me picture that every
man and woman in the U. S. has been

trade alone.

to see l

National

Release
A road-show hit in all these towns:
Mo.

Atlanta, Ga.

Milwaukee, Wis.

St. Loius,

Bakersfieldy Cal.

Minneapolis, Min.

Salt

Montreal, Can.

Sacramento, Cal.

Newark, N. J.

San Fcandsco, CaL

New Haven, Conn.
New York, N.Y.

San Jose, CaL

Oklahohia City, Okla.

San Bernardino, CaL
Santa Maria, CaL

Baltimore,

Md.

Boston, Mass.
Bridgeport,
Buffalo,

G>nn.

N. Y.

Chicago, HI.
Gncinnati,
Cleveland,

O.

Omaha, Neh.

O.

Phoenix, Ariz.

Lake City,U

San Di^o,

Cal.

Santa Ana, Cal.

Denver, Golo.

Pittsburghj^ Pa,

Des Moines,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Seatdie,

Detroit, Mich.

Pomona,

Syracuse,

B\ Centro, Cal.

Portland, Ore,

Hartford, Conn.

Providence, R.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Pueblo, Colo.

Tucson, Ariz.

Kansas City, Mo.

Riverside, Cal.

Ventura, Cal.

Long Beach,

Cal.

Rochester,

Los Angeles,

Cal.

la.

-

Cal.

Santa Barbara,-Cal

A

Wash.

N. Y.

FOX

Springfield, Mass.
I.

N. Y.

Toronto, Can.

ACHIEVEMENT

Worcester, Mass.

Washington, D,

r.

C

•.•T---'-V-V.".^.V.V.VAV.V.V

PICTURES

Taesday, Marcli 28, 1933

Cleve Shutdown Costly

MODIHED COTS

IN

VARIETY

PAY

The HVood

PRESAGE UNION DEAL
(Continued from page 21)
Ireaaurer;

Dave Lederman,

local at-

unions have offered relief but so far
have not come beyond the 26% offered by the musicians.
Other crafts are understood to be
ready to make concessions but of
varying amounts. It is understood
that the. crafts are being very co-

and its angel, as president;
(George Toung as general manager
secretary; Kd Daly, producer.
Closed theatres are also bringing
^v.eral other minor theatres out of
operative in an elfort to get equitthe red and putting them on the
able settlements made in the local
local amusement map. As the burg's
field.
(only flrst-class little theatre upholding the torch of drama, the CleveK. C. Deadlocked
land Play House Is bitting sell-out
performances every nlgbt with
Kansas City, March 26.
•^There's Always Juliet' and forced
No new developments since postfor
matinees
first
mid-week
ing the closing notices a week ago.
ito give
jtime in Its history.
Both the exhibitors and the crafts
Society crowds, with no place to axe sitting tight. Unofficially, the
jgo and seeking a new thrill, have craftsmen will not concede the 26%
discovered Al Wilson's Negro co-op reduction asked by the theatres, and
|>urlesk theatre down In Harlem that the managers will lock the
district and turned It into a hit for doors, as the notices say, unless
slumming parties. Reported that they get the relief.
Itorney

^d

two white promoters have bought
with the results that the spot
lias been given the more dignified
in,

If no changes are made. Loew's
Midland will go dark the 30th, with
houses following on
other
the

Modification in salary cuts is reported to have greatly simplified the
work of the arbitration committee
composed of film company representatives and union leaders.
Of the
10,000 members of craft on the West
Coast, all but 750 cameramen and
scenic designers are exempt from
consideration in that they are making $50 and less per week.
No date bad been set yesterday
(Monday) for the opening of the
conference, but it was figured that
at least another week will elapse before a quorum of the representatives can be assembled in New Tork.
Industry
representatives
were
especially hopeful over the weekend of arriving at a satisfactory adjustment, especially in view of the
fact that coast union contracts expired on March 14 and that the
meetings will be in the nature of a
new deal rather than filmdom finding Itself In the i>osItIon of asking
unionism to volunteer a reduction
on a contracted rate.

WB

So

Max

,

RKO

RKO

Darkens

RKO

bombed

Warners.
Representing the Cleveland Indies
iat the New Tork meeting were John
Calafat and Al Schwartz. Besides
Elliott, the crafts were represented

Compromise seen likely in film
theatres' move for 25% cut for
stage hands and projection men
Conservative attitude prevails as
both side are anxious to reach
by Cleveland reps of the unions, in- agreement.
cluding Manus McCaffery, stageNeighborhood theatres are acting
hands; Harry Homden, operators,
Edin concert with chain houses.
and Otto Koopler and Fred Zuk, of
ward J. Melniker of Loew's Rochesthe musicians.
ter heads the theatre managers,
Charles Cole acts for the stageDetroit Still Unsettled
hands and William Holmes for the
Detroit,

March

27.

Union (lifUcuUies are still under
dlsfu.s.sion without any settlement
being made as yet. N. M. Piatt Is
coniluctlng (he negotiations with the
other tliwilrea awaiting the outcome. So far Piatt has come down
from his original demand for 60%

reductions to about

33%

off

jirojcctionists.

'Professional Wife' new titln for
Columbia's 'Rules for Wives.' Eddie

The Buzzell

directing.

B.O. Pix

27.

Despite the completion of
Majestlc's 'Public Be Damned,'

Studio Placements

Una O'Connor, borrowed by War-

win

Stanley,

'Professional

'On Probation,' Par.
Albert
Holmes,
Stuart

is asking its writing
submit stories to fit the
title.
Both companies announced
the
title
several
months ago, with Majestic getting the Jump by starting production Immodlately after the
announcement.
Understood that Columbia,
when It gets a yarn to fit the

win then request new title
suggestions to fit the story.

tag,

Reyamp
Into

Serial Negatives

Western Thrillers

Minneapolis, March 27.
Exhibitors in the territory have
classified a group of pictures now
on release ns 'panic blasters.' All
through the banking troubles and
other 'adverse economic conditions'
these films have continued to stand
up and turn in hefty profits for the
exhibitors.

Pictures in the front row of this
'-J2nd Street,' 'State Fair,'
'Sign of the Cross' and 'Strange Interlude,' In the order named, with
•Interlude' going over biggest in the
large key spots.
The second row comprises "^niat!
No Beer?' 'So This Is Africa,' 'Me

group are

My Gal,' 'Animal Kingdom,'
•Second Hand Wife,' 'Red Dust" and
'Farewell to Arms.' In the only spot
where it thus far has been shown,
Mlnnoapolia. 'The Kid from Spain'
copped a sensational gross.

and
Hollywood, March 27.
William
Steiner
and Charles
Hutchinson have organized a company to make western pictures out
Pair have
of old serial negatives.
dug up thousands of feet of action
stuff from lab vaults, and are shaping it into films around 2,500 feet in

Metro Renews Weismuller,

length.

and Mate'
Productions will get some tie-in
Hollywood, March 27.
shots and dialog scenes, and will be
Johnny Weismuller has had his
aimed mostly, for houses no longer
double billing, but wanting a.west- option lifted for another year by
Metro. Player has been on the lot
em on the program.
for the past twelve months, making
only one picture", 'Tarzan.' His next
assignment,
coming up within the
Shorts Producers
next two months, is a sequel, 'Taron Color Series zan and His Mate.' Studio is holding off production on the second pic
Hollywood, March 27.
until the leaves come out on the
Series of color shorts will be pro- California trees.
duced by Warners at its Burbank
Metro figures that though the
studio while the latter is shut down swimmer's assignments are few, he
Because of Is valuable for personal appearto feature activity.
Next, 'Tarzan

WB

West

color technicians here, Sam Sax, ances.
supervisor, and Roy Mack, director,
win arrive from the Flatbush plant
In New Tork next month to do the
Goldberg's
shorts.
Warners' existing agreement with
Several major companies are bidTechnicolor will be partly fulfilled
ding for Lou Goldberg's first novel,
by the coast shooting.
'The Man Who Made a Fortune,*
based on the life of Frederick G.
Bonflls, late publisher of the Denver Post,' due shortly from MacBurton Holmes Deal at Expo Not Mlllan's.
Prior to learning that Ooldberff
Monopoly

tray,'

NO NEWSREEL BAN

Chicago,

March

was doing a book on Bonfils, Metro
had independently planned a picaround the publisher's life,
with Louis B. Mayer behind the

27.

ture

Burton Holmes' franchise to take
motion pictures of the Century of
Progress Exposition here is not a
Both newsreels and
monopoly.
other commercial film companies
have ready access to the
will
grounds and buildings.

idea.

Goldberg, vet p.a. and advertislnrir
with Publlx, Loew's, et al., la
using Lewis Graham as his nom de
plume.

man

will build a library of
on the fair and has already Sennett,
some footage abroad. He will

Holmes
stuff

sent

Relying on
Par Cash, Goes Dark

frame a lecture around the bulk of
his stuff.

Hollywood, March

'My Lips Be-

Lally. William Lawrence,
•Five Cents a Glass,' Fox.

27.

Paramount's financial difficulties
have temporarily darkened the

Six Comic Strips Bought
Mack Sennett studio, which closed
week and may remain Inactive
For Par's *Fuiuiy Page' last
for another week. Par finances the
.

Hollywood, March 27.
Paramount has bought the rights
from King Features for six of their
principal comic strips, to combine
into a picture titled 'Funny Page."
Strips figuring in the deal, which
was handled by the William Morris oflfice, are 'Katzenjammer Kids,'
'Pop Eye,' 'Tilly the Toiler,' 'Tim
Tyler's Luck,' 'Polly and Her Pals,'
and Rube Goldberg's cartoons.

Sennett shorts, about $26,000 each.
Sennett still has four two-reelers
to deliver to Par on his current
contract.
If production resumes
studio will remain open until May.

Petroff's

Par Chores

Boris Petroff's first as a fullfledged director for Paramount will
be Par's big musical planned for
August. Petroff left New Tork Wednesday night (22) for Chicago where
he will Join Mae West and James
Musicals
Metro's
Tlmoney, her manager, for balance
Charles P. Relsner, Metro director, of the trip. He will co-direct Miss
and
Kalmar
Ed Wynn and Bert
West's second picture for Par, 'I'm
Harry Ruby, muslc-wrltlng team, No Angel,' with Wesley Ruggles.
leave for the Coast toward the end
stage producer for Publlx for
of April to prepare the Wynn musi- many years, PetroS has also had a
cal, one of three M-G Is planning to hand in the legit field. He co-dispring
and
summer.
this
produce
rected 'The Du Barry,' this seaReisner, now in New Tork confer- s<m's play.
ring with Wynn and Kalmar-Ruby,
will direct the picture.
Two additional' mualcalg Met r o - Tiilly'tJRoad Kid'
will make, 'I Married an Angel,' by
Hollywood, March 27.
Rogers and Hart, and the other,
Paramount has dropped Jim Tulstory and music by Ray Henderson ly's 'Road Kid' aa possible screen
and Lew Brown, will have Jack material. Tully, who was on the lot
Pearl.
doing the adaptation, is out. Tarn
Is about kid tramps.

3

A

Out

—

Both Warners and Universal have
fire.
At the

similar Ideas on the

former studio, Danny Ahearn
working on 'Forgotten Youth'.

is

ftUINN IN SHAFF'S BERTH
Monroe .Shnff, after four years as
to Sam Sax In ch.'irge of

a.s.ii.slant

lon, is tliroutjh at Warnors'
Brooklyn .^hort.s studio. Phaff was
arf)iind man at the .ftudio,
an
luuing a hand In the writing, direclion .'iricl- r.'i.^tinjr pnds as well as

produfl

Wife,'

Fox.

Howard

Book

Lon

Sam Ash

Gibson,
Contl,

Blasters'

Columbia

staff to

Col.

•Adorable.' Fox.
Henry Stephcn.son,

Which Rate

As Tanic

ners from Fox for 'Mary Stevens,
M.D.'
Vallee'B Thankful Song
June Clyde, Kenneth Thomson,
Hollywood, March 27.
Noel Frances, Clay Clement, 'Hold
Eddie Sutherland left Monday
.Me Tight,' Fox.
Charles Starrett (borrowed from (27) by plane for New Tork to make
Paramount), Ruth Hall, Robert Kl- sconos for 'International House"
George Walsh, 'Return of with Rudy Valine, who will do a
llott,
Casoy Jones,' Monogram.
'Thank God for You.'
Claire Dodd, Sam Arm.stronf,'. Ed- song,

Kdmund Lowe, Wynne

Coast Title Changes

Hollywood, March

Minn. Exhibs Classify

,

Creole Music Hall.
April 1.
Finding that city's Public Auditorium's Music Hall was equipped
Indianapolis' Week's Truce
tar sound, one ambitious councilIndianapolis, March 27.
inan is trying to have a resolution
A
week's truce has been declared
passed so that the city can put In
by the picture theatres and the Berkeley on
Shorts,
talkers with vaudeville. Mayor Bay
Indianapolis theatres had
unions.
IS. Miller's plan to sponsor the films
published assertions they would
Loian to Metro Off
(ell a bit flat after he found that
close Tliursday (23) but at the inall grade- A first-run pics are conHollywood,
March
27.
stigation of Mayor Reginald H.
tracted by major circuits, but still
Warners will not loan Busby
parties
dissenting
Sullivan
the
plans to put in some kind of stage
agreed to declare a week In which Berkeley to Metro to stage the
hows.
dances for 'Hollywood Revue of
to negotiate an understanding.
Union crsifts and theatre men are
1933,' but will employ him on the
All houses are affected, downstanding their ground and the
town bearing the heaviest burdens. home lot on three Technicolor twosituation remains unjCleveland
reel
musicals.
At the instigation of Mayor Sulchanged.
The deadlock indicates livan, International union officials
He will use the line of girls who
that Cleveland will remain dark have consented to come to the city appeared in '42nd Street,' and who
fndef.
to participate in additional confer- are now working in 'Gold Diggers
The crafts' last offer, made in ences to be held next week.
of 1933.'
Cleveland early last week, was a
Virtual promise that theatres will
10% cut, but the theatre people are continue to operate given at first
liolding out for 26%. In New Tork, meeting of
DeMOle's 'Eyes'
unions and theatre
•t. the Thursday (23) session the
Wage reduction wUl be
owners.
theatre men countered with an of- probably about 17%%.
Hollywood, March 27.
fer to leave everything to arbitraHendrlk Van Loon is being
tion If the crafts would accept a
present pay basis of 75%.
The Stagehands Hold Out in Pittsburgh brought on by Paramount for a
Pittsburgh) March 27.
story on 'Eyes of the World,* which
Unions turned this down.
Cut taken by motion picture op- will be Cecil B. De Mille's superThe 20% compromise offer was
Jeannie McPherson,
blade on behalf of the Cleveland erators here wasn't a straight 20% production.
erafts through Mayor Ray Miller of reduction, as reported, but scales who formerly worked on all De
that city. The unions first coun- up to that amount with a minimum Mille scripts, will aid on story.
circuit
For
She wiU not get top billing as
tered with a 16% cut, but went up wage of $40 weekly.
to 20%. Some 91 houses are af- houses, however, it amounts to the she did in the past on all De Mllle
same thing, with Warners getting pictures, her salary now reported
fected.
The New Tork session, which was the maximum reduction in 16 of down to $200 weekly.
D. W. Griffith made a wartime
bold at Loew's, lasted around four their 18 local holdings.
Only ones not to profit by the story with the same title for United
and a half hours, with neither side
Klving. When it broke up no date agreement were the indie-owned Artists about three years ago.
where average scale In
liad been set for any future pow- houses,
%row.
The Cleveland houses will booth has been around $35 a week.
Hayes' Col. Shorts
Stagehands .still resisting a simiftave been dark one week by today
cut,
and believed to hold the
Max Hayes will produce a series
lar
<28).
upper hand now that operators have of comedy shorts for Columbia at
Many Affected
With absence of the indie West Coast studio in West
From 1,600 to 2,000 employes are come to terms.
stage shows in the downtown de- 54th street, Ne^*' Tork." He starts
HifCected by the shutdown, accordluxers, very few stage hands are next week with Smith and Dais in
ing to estimate, with around 826
rolls now, and it Isn't the first.
the
pay
on
Union help additionally. The circuit
theatres can hold out
Hayes was formerly dialog direcmost concerned in the Cleveland felt that closing against them. Lat tor
for Paramount's shorts at Asthreat of
territory is Loew's, which operates
ter union is willing to go for a 10% toria.
nine theatres there. Warners have
l^id thOh 16%
1,
>;rL'nn^"R"^A"tw;'
Remaining 77 CUt Until JunO
three
and
two. '^^".Tn,«r;?
^^^jj ^^^^^^^ agreement expires Jn
liouses are indie operated, mostly
Six
September.
pelghbs.
Six
theatres over the counThe Cleveland b.o. situation has
try will shut down temporarily for
Columbus May Darken
been notoriously deficient for the
Holy Week. Houses include the
CoiumDus, March 27.
Industry the past year or more, with
Attempted get together between Keith, Lowell; Keith, Portland, Me.;
fbe circuit houses particularly bad.
R^ent, Grand Rapid; Keith, Akron,
The theatre attitude Is that with Loew and RKO houses and stage- and the Downtown and Uptown in
the houses closed, they are re- hands failed Sunday and no other Detroit.
the
istrained from computing b.o. losses scheduled meeting on tap for
Downtown theatre has been playbalance of the week. Makes It aplirhlch otherwise occur generally.
ing five acts of vaude, but disconpear certain that the four local
Newark's Case
tinued this week -vl*h showing of
bouses operated, by the two firms,
Only situation which the theatre will go dark this Friday as thea- 'King Kong.'
inen regard on a par with the Cleve- tres in Cleveland and other points
land situation is Newark. Sessions
seatHiE fae
are doing.
on the Newark situation are exSeattle, March 27.
While no direct announcement has
pected to get under way almost any
Paramount theatre here Vfus
been made, the four houses may
time. With the 50% cut In effect
open
then
and
Saturday, tearing a big
fall
bombed
remain dark until
throughout the industry, a situation non-union, according to some of the hole In roof. Labor troubles still
hag arisen where the crafts pres- chain's officials. All local neighbor- unsettledently are paid by 25-50% higher,
hoods except those controlled by
according to situations, than the ac- Neth have always been non-union.
Englishman on 'Gangster'
tual operators of the theatres, i.e,
Hollywood, March 27.
Trouble here concerns mandatory
the house managers.
Leslie Charterls, English writer
cuts to be taken by stagehands only,
Present at the New York meet- with operators not affected at once. brought here by Paramount two
ing which was held at Loew's was
Hands refused to consider cut of weeks ago, gets the adaptation of
- Wllttam- BlUott, nationai - lATSE
'Gangster's -Glory'- -as- his first asany Ttind Sunday.
president; Col. E. A. Schiller, for
signment.
Loew's; Major L. E. Thompson,
Rochester May Settle
KKO, and William Patterson, of
Rochester, March 27.
title of

Way
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in

Comedy Fart

.'ill

Hollywood, March 27.
Playing a com(»dy part, .'-'.'im Asli
a dutch Ijandmaslcr In r'r)\'..

iloos

'Adorable'.
Tfnor also warbles
Bong of the pic.

I

I

'

I

llio

i,;f»l'.' 'I'iH
I'l

iM'.

tli(-ni'-

llnio
I

il
•

s

supc-rvl.'-ion.

c^iinn,
a.s.sistant
director,
Inio Shaft's spot for the

lip

b-'ini,'.

VARIETY
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TO THE

PUBLIC!

TO ADVERTISE IN A TEATRICAL PERIODICAL
THAT HAS SOME CIRCULATION AND ONE THAT
LIKE

I'D

REACHES THE MAS$ES (NOT THE MASSES LIKE ''YES
MASSA" AND ''NO MASSA" BUT THE MASSES)
AND SAY A FEW THINGS ABOUT

BROWN &

HENDERSON'S

ME

''STRIKE

PINK''

The Most Colosial and the Most Stupendious Extravaganza Since the

AND

I

Would

MY

Like to Advertise the Fact that

EpicI

BOSSES

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Promised

Me

a

Dramatic

Big

Instead of

Garbo They Ups and Hands

Kangaroo

AND

TD

like

5

s

b

i

s

5

How

Me

Just a

the Motion Picture

to

advertise these facts

BUT AS there

is

NO

TEATRICAL

to the masses,

PERIODICAL THAT

ADVERTISE AT ALL!

MAJESTIC THEATRE
NEW YORK
Representative:

LOU CLAYTON

I

for the Best Acter

MEASURES UP TO MY STANDERDS, OR HAS ANY
CIRCULATION TO SPEAK OF, I'LL LET THE

AND NOT

Why

RUNNER UPPER

Academy Awards

In

FACTS WAIT

a Scene Wit a

Mortifyin!

Also Advertise and Ask a Few Questions About

Only

in

BELOW"

"HELL
And Then

Love Scene Wit Garbo

/

I

Am

,

MCTaRE

Tuesday, March 28, 1933

King

Soldiers of the

(Continued from page 16)

and

BLARNEY STOm.
(BRITISH-MADE)

whereupon her
daughter was elected by the family

function,

'
'

retired,

London, March

16.

Brllldh
Sc
Dominions production, reto succeed her. The 'queen' rules leased tUrouch Gaumont-Britlsh. Directed
the family, on the stage and off, by Tom Walls. In cast: Tom Walls, Anne
Qrcy, Robert Douglas, Hnldee Wright,
with the powers of a monarch. She Dorothy
Totley.
Running time 80 mlna.
Is not only the leading artist of Previewed Prince Edward theatre, Lonwhat Is apparently a traveling don, March 15.
vaudeville troupe, but has the last
Bay In everything pertaining to their
Splendid
production,
first-rate
work and their private lives.
cast, excellent machine-made story
In ISngland a Guards ofllcer Is not
to fit Tom Walls all making for
permitted to marry without the ap- sure-fire.
his
colonel,
and
it is an
proval of
picture opens with the star beunwritten law that no such oHlcer
shall marry a woman of the stage. sieged in his Irish home by Sinn
Cicely was engaged to a Guardsman Feiners, who believe him to be an
informer.
titled young Englishand, when the story opens 15 years
later. It is revealed he had passed man and his sister are motoring
her up rather than interfere with past and stop for water. Directly
The ingenue of the he opens it, a shot Is fired and he
his career.
troupe is in an exactly similar posi- yanks them in and slams the door.
tion, and the presiding colonel turna He explains the situation and gets
out to be the ofBcer who had court- them away through the rear. The
ed Cicely. She goes to her former besiegers set fire to the house and
(the
character
flame and secures his consent to the 'Tim Fitzgerald'
young people's betrothal and, in the played by Walls) is compelled to
end, njarrles her stage manager, surrender. They walk him out to
aiming
at
six
men
barn
with
the
who had courted her meekly
throughout the 16 years, but sud- him, but he succeeds in blarneying

—

A

'

i

denly becomes 'strong* and rushes
her off her feet. This Is the role
played by Edward Everett Horton,
and he gets every ounce that can
possibly be extracted from It.
The story is carried on mostly
through the medium of low comedy
and, all things considered, provides
good entertanlment. But it might
Bo easily have been lifted to greater
heights.
Jolo.

Chasseur de Chez Maxims
('Maxim's Porter')

March

16.

release.

From

by Yvea Mlrande and Guatave

the Paramount Joinvllle
atudtoa. Directed by Charles Anton. Music
by Ren^ Sylvlano.
At the Paramount,
In

Paris.
Jullen

Tramel
Susan Vernon
Robert Vumler

Qenevlrve

Du

Vclln

Totoche

Mlrellle Perrey
Charles SIblot

The canon
Ume. Pauphllat

Mar^erltc Moreno

A very amusing comedy enjoying
eonsiderable success, as did the play
of the same name. Yves Mirande,
who rewrote the play for the screen,
does a little bit himself, but is not
mentioned in the cast.
The story shows the porter acting
at night in his humble capacity and
during the day living in his country
estate with his wife and daughter.
young profligate who has a crush
on the porter's mistress, one of
Maxim's professional beauties, is introduced to the daughter through a
country priest, and finally marries
her, but not before considerable
footage has been run.
Mirande's dialog is exceedingly

A

Witty,

and even

if

some

situations

may seem hard to swallow, the audience is kept laughing from end to
ond. The young profligate stops the
undertaker's wagon in which he is
taking his dead uncle to his country
grave, in front of the night club.
The undertaker and the driver Join
him in the night club and forget all
about the body. Another sequence
shows the priest. In order to trace
the girl, compelled to take her
mother to the night club, for which
Ite dons civilian attire.
Acting is good all round, with special mention for Mlrellle Perrey,
who plays the part of the porter's
mistress, and looks really good on
the soroon.

BEHIND JURY DOORS
Fanchon Royer production and Mayfalr
Features Helen Chandler. Wm.
Jr..
Blanche Frlderlcl, Franklin
Parker. Directed by Breezy Eason. Frank
E. Fenton, story; J. T. Neville, adaptation
Albert
manneor
Benham,
production
EmoHt Miller, camera; Earl N. Cniln,
sound; Jeanne Spencer, editor. Cast: John
Davidson, Walter Miller, Richard Cramer,
Jessie Arnold, Louis Natheaux, Palsy CunnlnRham, Jas. Uordon. Arthur Ixift, Gordon
DeMaln. At LoeWs New York. N. Y.. one
day, March 14, on double bill.
Running

release.
Collier.

time, 07

iiiIn:i:os.

Newspaper reporters who clear
Innocent persons convicted of crime
are a drug in the film market. This
story i.s strictly pattern all tlie way,
and good

acting, of which there is
quite a Utile, cannot save it. Indifferent photography and cramped
production are no aid to an Inepct
-Continuity Job,--N^-m«.s-fcw-tlve niar-quee but holds little for the scroon.

For

lesser .spnts

and not very on-

couraginpr there.
Phy.siciun is convicted of tlic murder of his nurse. A young reporter
becomes interested in the doctor's
daughter and sticks on the case. He
stumbles into a clue and, with the
aid of a pal, gets sufflciont evidence
to ask for a new trial. But before
this can be done the doctor's dying
wife confesses that .she siiot the
woman in a Jealous rage, so the net
result of the leporter's efforts i.s the
killing of the di.strict attorney and
the new.spapcr editor who framed
one of the Jurors to obtain a conviction so (hey could win a $25,000 bet.
When tlie blowoff comes they try to
get out from under, but tlie actual

framor

.shoot.s

them and

out of a window.

It's

tlien
all

Jumps

too im-

probable.

Good

perform.': nces

by

William

and Helen Chandler, the
leads; Louis Natheaux in his .single
big scene, and by Franklin Parker
Chie.
and Blanche Friderici.
Collier,

.Jr.,

Tower

nnd rv'le;>"e.
Scir.s
by I'hrlsly I'aHarry Uiirrlngi-i- an.I
lIURh llerlKMl f.om slory l>y Sam .Mini?..
HHrry I'-orlies. i)h<iti>!;. .\t lil Uoxy. N. Y..

An exhib who was being
propositioned
on a picture
contract told the distrib salesman that, confidentially, he expected to go bankrupt so why
get involved?
'Well, how many cents on a
dollar do you expect to be able
to pay if you do go?' the
salesman asked.
or because he has nothing

more

PICK UP

DARING DAUGHTERS

Might Make a Deal

producilini

Marian

ilnrsli.

l>annf.

Adaptoil

Direclod
!>>•

I'''.

vveek llarrh 24.
HuiinlnK tliiii\ (i3 mIn.M.
Hnrry Korbos, pholnij. .\t oKl H.ixy. N. Y..

j

.\lan
I

Hetty

J

Konni-th Th(r.n«i;i

Prc.-.lo;i

rumniiiiRS

.To

Joliy Jolins'iii

i

ICdsar

m

Marsh

Hort 1t.i>iii li
AlU'n \ .m<-m

Ilarrou

Miw-n Muoro
I

I.iln

Lawion
MubbanI
I

1

;

HIclianI

Chovri-t
Tuolior

Kloron^'c-

Rolipi i
Jr.

Hryani Washliurn.

An indie of limited range. Little
recommend it lieyond some of its
cast names. Marian Marsh is given
atar billing here.
Should be all
right on top of the lesser duals.
to

to

n. p. Sohiillierg pro,luctlon for Paramount
Fo.ituros Sylvia Sidney ami CJe-jrge
IMnvii'd by Marlon (Jorlng: story,
Vin.a D'lmar: scr*"pn play. S. K. Lnuren

nMi-a.-ie.

Haft.
ai><i

Agnos

.\bpl.

Harry

(.ilyiin

.Tim Rli-hur<l.x
Murl.'l Slevoiis
Sam Fo.vtcr
.Virle

phoioiiiaphy.
V., woi-k

l.e.iliy.

Al rarantouitt. N.

R mnlnj tlnip,
Mary HU-hinW

•-'4.

.SO

1).lvld

March

mln.«.

«;

:•.

•..>

.SI

Inty

liiMiivP Haft
Wlll:.i:ii ll:irrit;an

I.IIUan Hoiid
ClirPnoi" Wilson

Log»n

lioorgi'

MoeUer

.wthur Ui>.u

rami mot her

Hoy Anilrows

expect from life?) and disappears
in the waters, and the lovers are left
to the Joy of reunion.
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Good

and cast will heli) this
weaUish film. Chances are grosses
will he modenale and maybe sliglitly
better, below the deluxers. Story is
very thin, and the second half of
the picture loses momentum and
title

drags.

Sylvia Sidney plays a gal who has
That Miss Marsh, a sweet ingenue gotten the worst of it from a
Released from
type never really .seems to be the crooked husliand.

FeJos' directing brings out all the
story's possibilities.
As in 'Spring

Shower' there is little speech. Most
of the talking Is done by Maria's
father, acted brilliantly by Csortos,
one of the best men on the Hungarian stage.
Mai-ia Medgyessy,
who plays the femme lead, is a discovery of FeJos'. She was a dancer,
for which accomplishment there is
small scope in this picture.
Hor

hard-hearted gold digger she's supposed to be in this film is Just one
of the faults. Billing for the author
is
a tribute to a.- good memory.
Story is a rewrite o£ many rewrites.
There's the exi)erienced elder sister who knows men. and the unso-

Jail,

as the picture opens, she's pen-

niless aiiil homeles.s.
She allows
Raft, a hack driver, to pick her up
and take her to lii.s apartment. A
couple of months later he wants to
niari-v her, but she tells him about

luibby,

so they continue their ar-

rangement. Along comes another,
younger sister, fresh Mary (Miss Sidney) has her marBig sis wants to riage annulled, her former husband
possibilities can hardly be gauged. pi-otect little sis, and that
gets big breaks J.ail and she's involved again,
he is Antal Pager, in the part of Janos, sis into a Jam with the only man
but a lawyer fixes everything, and
A taxi was very good. Erno Elekes, a she
ever really loved the. only man Raft and Mary finally head for
the
drives up and the young lord, very young actor playing Mihaly, lacks who is 'different,'
He cops $1,000 minister's.
much Intoxicated, steps out and has technique.
for her sake, but it works out oitay.
Dialog is off-color in several spots
B. o. response In Budapest limited,
an argument with the driver. Tim
Despite the hard-finish veneer and unnecessarily. Full effect of the
intervenes, is recognized and taken but in other European cities very and the
cynical outlook, Marian strongest scenes is also lost beHungarian nabes in Marsh
into the house. His lordship takes promising.
always seems to need the cause Raft is not yet an actor.
him into partnership and they pros- America are sure to be attracted.
same protection she's giving her lit- William Harrlgan turns in a nice
per.
tle sister.
Latter played by another bit as the criminal-husband. Kauf.
Tim falls in love with his partMarsh
Joan
but
no .-relation.
ner's sister. They become engaged
They're a good-looking pair of
and everything is apparently going
Trem Carr production and Monogram re- femmes, but that's as far as the
.smoothly, when the company goes lease. Stars Rex Bell and features Hi'len combihed effectiveness goes. Other Dual First Ron Policy
Foster.
Directed
P.
McCarthy.
by
J.
smash and Tim is accused of having VVellyn Totman, story; Archie Stout, cam- cast members indifferent.
His sweet- era. Cast: Stanley Blystone. Julian Rlfalsified the accounts.
Nothing wrong productionally or"
S. F. Hits Other Ifoases
heart's brother had gambled and voro, Wilfred Lucas, G. D. Wood. Geo.
Chesebro.
At Loew's New Tork, N. Y., witli the direction.
One technical
committed these embezzlements, but one
day, March 14. on double bill.
Run- flaw is bad lighting, but that occurs
Tim took the rap on account of the ning time, 00 minutes.
oniy now and then.
Bige.
San Francisco, March 27.
girl.
You see him in the hoosegow,
First run double bill policy at the
Another of those seldom successbut the young lordling, after leavSt. Francis has disturbed the other
ing a written confession for his sis- ful efforts to get away from the
Les
Orphelines
Deux
the
off
and
at
Market
standard
western pattern.
street houses because of the
ter, bumps himself
Starts
fade-out we soe Tim and her lady- off witli an eastern polo setting and
big business done at the house dur('The Two Orphans')
Bell a polo hero. He refuses to go
ship happily married.
ing its last two weeks. Top Is 25
(FRENCH-MADE)
All this may sound very trite, west with the girl, whose rancher
and 40c.
and actually is, but it is adequately father is a partner of Bell's dad.
First week of tlje new policy
Paris, March 14.
done from all angles and with the He ultimately follows, and things
Pathe-Nalhan production and release. gross was $8,500 and the last week,
star's undoubted personal following happen, but not of sufficient grip, Made In Joinvllle studios from the play ot
with 'What! No Beer!' and 'Broadhere, will make a profitable release. nor is the material helped by the the same name by d'Ennery nnd Cormon.
scenarist.
Should be an average .\dapted by Rene Pujol.
Directed by way Bad,' hit $10,000.
Warfleld,
Jolo.
Gabriel Golden Gate and Paramount
draw where it belongs, but it can't Maurice Tourneur. Cnst Includes
have
Uabrio, Renee Saint-Cyr, Kosine Derean,
get ambitious. Acting average, pho- Yvette
Now at been hit by the St. Francis busiGuilbert. Kmmy Lynn.
tography
good,
sound
sufficiently Olympla Theatre for run.
ness.
First
two
charge
65c nights
ITEL
okay.
for one picture and stage show and
Story rambles along without de('Judgment of Lake Balaton')
Story takes place 200 years ago, the Par gets 56c for a straight picveloping much interest and rather
(HUNGARIAN MADE)
less suspense.
Apparently the sce- which means period costumes. The ture policy.
Budapest, March 13.
Fox-West Coast, which operates
narist was more interested in the play written nearly 60 years ago,
Paul Fejos picture, made in Hunn>ia Stu- laughs than the development. Julian which means no sophistication and the St. Francis, as well as the
WarRedios with Tobls-Klangnim equipment.
somewhat out of date In subject field and Paramount, may switch
Sce- Rivero is put in to help the comedy,
leased by Phoebus Film. Budapest.
of
however,
because
and
mood;
nario by Istvan Mihaly; direction. Paul Fc- but the material doesn't help any.
the latter to a flrst-run double bill
Jos; photography, Peverell Marley and IstBell carries himself well and good acting and direction and tradi- policy In the next month
to
hold
up
van Etben; music adapted from Hungarian Helen
univerof
the
heart
appeal
Foster gets plenty to do as tional
its admission price.
folk songs by Victor Va.szy and Foreno
They might have gotten sally-known story, the picture is
Farkas; decor.iMons, Martin VInco. Ca-st: the girl.
Julius Csortos, Maria Madgye.ssy, Antal somewhere had a path been pro- attracting good business.
Balo.
Hun- vided, but western fans will not go
Pager, Erno Elekcs, Elemer
The film is technically very well
garian version flrat presented by Forum
Union Adjustment Keeps
Picture has been Byn- for a polo player as a hero, no mat- made, and at a cost, which comtheatre, Budapest.
ter how completely he goes western. pared to a Hollywood production of
chronlzed In English, French and German.
Davis, Pittsburgh, Open
Chic:
such magnitude, is mere peanuts.
Maurice
Considerable
credit
goes
to
Probably this second Paul FeJos
Pittsburgh, March 27.
Tourneur, who has succeeded in
picture made in Hungary will share
As the result of recent concesway
period
stuff
in
such
a
shooting
the fate of the first, 'Spring Shower.'
Universal production and release.
Stars that audiences forget the period and sions made by union help,
have
Budapest but Tom Mix. Directed by
In
This
flopped
Arthur. Rosson.
reversed
their
decision to close the
proved unexpectedly a big hit in Screen play by Jack Natteford; adaptation only see living liuman beings.
Davis this week and downtown,
by Natteford and Jas. Mulhauser.
Dan
The screen version follows the
Paris and Berlin, Hungarian peas- Clark,
camera. Cast; Judith Barrie, Rayant costumes, village atmosphere, mond Hatton, Eddie Gribbon, Donald familiar story of the original play. flrst-run site will remain open Inthough under another
At It is one of those moist-eyed tales doflnitely,
folk customs, proved no attraction Kirke, Wallis Clarke, Roy Moore.
to city audiences here, but audi- I..oew's New York, N. T., one day, March extolling righteousness, and eventu- policy.
on double bill. Running time, 5S mins.
Davis has been double-featuring
ally everything comes out wonderences abroad will probably find in- 21,
fully in the end.
since first of year, but shortage of
terest in the exotic features.
This Mix story gets pretty well
The scene is laid in a fishing vil- away
The cast is very satisfactory and product is sending house back to
from the western type in spite
lage of the great Hungarian lake,
of the fact the base is the ancient so is the sound for which the new single bills starting currently with
Balaton, where a Montagu-Capulct
honorable cowman who is R.C.A. recording machine, giving 'Mind Reader.' In order to retain
and
generafeud has been going on for
into jail to win the confidence extended variations, was used in some semblance of double-feature
tossed
tions between two families, the KoRenee policy, however, house
of the gang. It works along differ- Joinvllle for the first time.
Is booking
vacs and the Szabos. They own the
ent lines from the usual cut and Salnt-Cyr, who is new to the screen in as added attractions such prodfishing rights, and each employs
dried routine. Story has action and shows considerable promise.
uct as 'Virgins of Ball,' •Williamson
half of the village's population, so
There's
brief prize
stays
mobile.
a
In South Seas,' etc.
that it is divided into two enemy
fight sequence, a forest fire, the
Same will apply to the Regent in
camps, a la Montagu and Capulet.
road chase, hard riding and a
Maria Kovacs and Mihaly Szabo usual
East Liberty, which has been day
bit of love interest
Nice photoglove each other, but are kept apart
(BRITISH MADE)
and dating with Davis, with no
Her father raphy, good sound and good direcby the family feud.
reduction In scales at either site.
London, March 18.
makes Maria marry Janos, whom he tion. Not for the upper register,
British and Domln'ions production,
rehas adopted and brought up to carry but with Mix's name to back good
loa^iisl throuKh Gixumont-nrlllsli.
Directed
SKOUBAS LETS 2 00
on the business and the feud. Maria production value it can crash in liy Maclean
llogTa. In cast: Sydney Hownearer the top than most westerns.
is a faithful wife, but her heart beMark Daly, Frank Harvey. Tom HolBuffalo, March 27.
The gold is in them thar hills, but ard,
more. I>orothy Bnrtlnm. Fredi-rink I,Ioyd.
longs to Milialy.
The Cataract and Strand, Niagara
it's in a suit case hidden by a couItunning
time,
TO
mlnutR.<<.
Previewed
fl.sliing.
The
.lanos has no luck
Falls, formerly operated by Skouras,
Tivoli theatre, London, March 18.
Balaton superstition is that is the ple of pugilists and their manager,
have been taken back by Charlie
robbers.
The
who
have
turned
bank
nsh avoid a fisherman s net, the reaThe only excuse for this picture is Haymen, the owner.
son is that his wife deceives him. law gets the men but not the coin.
Haymen will reopen both April 1
He grows suspiciou.s, finds the gin- Loss of the cash closes the bank, the starring of Sydney Howard, a
gerbread heai-t that Mihaly has and that distresses the girl ranc h prominent West ICnd comedian. The with pictures and vaudfilm.
given Maria, and drives liis wife out owner Mix works for. He goes into story is a conventional one of a
the ring to earn money to pay off down-and-out raccti-ack piker who
ot the hou.se, but after a wliile they
the hands, the police commissioner picks winners by shutting his eyes WANTS ANOTHEE FOE ASTOB
make it un again.
_
_
^'WHIte Slster^ls~Tlkely to exit"
Maria .t;ives lierseTf away when spots -him—as—a -man he used to and stTcfklhjf a pin into his racing
from its Astor, New York, run ear.
there is a terrible storm and botli know, and argues that the fighters eai-d.
Tanos and Mihaly ai-e in danger. will cotton to one of their own
The humor is the veriest of lier than expected, with 'Hell Below*
Her Joy wlien Mihaly is also .saved kidney.
hokum,
with
crossfire dialog written In line to go in shortly.
Mix makes the fourth In their (•(11 by exports in that form.
rcvcal.s her feelings. The whole vilH. P.
'Sister' Is in its second week now.
lage now believes that she is an and goe.s with them when they (-s- Weston and Bert Lee. A third aur
adulteress, and they demand that capo, sticking to them until he finds thorshlp is credited to Jack Mai-k.s.
where
the money has been secreted.
she be Judsred, aerordlni? to .ige-oUl
The sweet young lady and her WB Booking Switch in Pittsburgh
That
suspicion
arouses
all
but
by
custom, by Lake Balaton. Maiia is
brDther are ruined by their dinhonPittsburgh, March 27.
sent out on the lake in a storm in a the girl and he Justifies her faith. ost trainer, and when they are sold
Ben Kalmensen, manager of the
boat that lias neitlier rudder nor I''ormul.a stuff, but made more in- out the pikpr (.Sidney Howard) buy.') WB-FN exchange here, changed hla
teresting than usual through in- In the only horse which
If she escapes, she is innooars.
the trainer mind about selling 'I{londIe
Johncent: but if .she is lost, it Is the telligent treatment and somewhat; dijesn't want and wlilch is supposed son'
away fr<im
theatres. PicJudgment of Balaton. She tiisses dirrer(.nt handling. It doesn't look to be hopeless. The piker takes the
horse to his cottage and conditions ture, originally booked as part of
about among the gigantic waves, like the average western.
Mix poft pedals the love interest the animal, which, of course, wins double feature at Davis and Regent,
when two boats approach,
Mihaly is in one, Janos is In the and gives good account of himsdf the Derby. Ho Is in love with the was pulled by Kalmensen, who obThe two men fii;ht, hitting in the ring. Raymond Hatton and sweet young (,'lrl, but after the race jected to playing It on a du.al bill,
other.
each other with oars; then they Eddie Gribbon, as the two pug.s. is won it Is unearthed she is en- and deal won ostensibly closed with
continue tlie stnicglf^ in the water. stir up the comedy now .and tlien. t,'agod to someone else
Fulton, a 81iea-Hydo property. It
Very competent cast, well direct- would have been the first time
At Inst both rearh Maria's boat. while !il)!e to handle the more sr-riMihaly is half ilrowned. IJy Maria's ou.s side of their Job. Others all ed, albeit a trlflp Jumpy, and the around here •f<'»r a
plcttrro topicture Is reasonably certain to yield
despair Janos knows that she loves give capable support.
play
outside the fold.
fire
nicely
Forest
Is
handled fov handsome profits in the provinces
Mihalv. He helps To raise the inWith return of Davis, liowever, to
.scnslble Mihaly into the boat, then, thrills and the outdoor backgrounds after Oaumont-Hrltish supply tiie
single
features,
an'angement
with
while Maria revives him with her are not only well photographed, but i-e(iulslte llllip with n, pi-e-release in
site
Not Fulton was called' off and
kisses, Janos slowly glides back into are not tho.so spots used in about one of their West End house.s.
Chie.
worth a dime for America. Jolo.
gets ,'BlondIe' week of April Z.
the lake (is it by sheer exhaustion 95% of the westerns.

them out of their intention.
Stripped of his possessions,
down and out in London.
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Tuesday, March 28, 1933

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
Offices: 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
MelCowboy Counsellor, The. Hoot Gibson po.s«s as7. a lawyer. Dir. George
Feb.
Rev.
25.
^rd. 65 mins. Rcl. Nov.
MaHan
Fleming.
Brandon
Eleventh Commandment, The. From the play by
Kei.
mins.
Belford.
64
Geo.
Marsh. Thco. Von Eltz. Alan Hale. Dir.

studios: Pathe Studios,

Culver City, Cal.

Allied

Feb. 20.
62 mins. Rel. Jan. -5.
Intruder, The. Monte Blue, Lila Lee. Dir. Albert Ray.
Denny. Llla
Master, The. Success and romance In a steel mill. Reginald
Iron
66
* "
I^V J Farrell MacDonald. Virginia Sale. Dir. Chester M. Franklin.
Rev. Feb. 7.
Rel. Nov. 15
mln'.
he runs the gang to earth.
Man's Land, A. Hoot Gibson western in which
Marian Schilling. Dir. Phil Rosen. 70 mins. Rel. Dec. 15.
Monte Blue, Llla Lee Seena
Officer 13. Motorcycle officer exposes raciteieers.
nilns.
Owen. Mickey McGuire, Jackie Searle. Dir. George Melford. 63
Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Jan. 31.
Marian Shilling, GilParisian Romance, A. Famous stage play. , Lew Cody,
Chester M. Franklin. (6 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev.
bert Roland.

Life Begins. Tactfully handled maternity story from a stage play. Loretta
These tabulations are compiled
Young, Erlo Linden. Dir. Jas. Flood and Elliott Nugent. Time. 72
mins, Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
from information supplied by the
Match King. Fictitious romance of the Swedish financier. Warren William,
various production comf.>anies and
Dir. Howard Bretherton-Wm. Kelghley.
79 mine.
Llll Damlta.
Rel.
Dec. 31. Rev. Dec. 13.
checked up as eoon as possible after
Listing is given when re- Mind Reader, The. Mlnd-readlng as a new racket. Warren William and
release.
Cummlngs.
Dir.
Del
Ruth.
Rel.
April
Constance
Hoy
1.
lease dates are definitely set. Titles
are retained for six months. Man- Silver Dollar. Silver boom days In Col. Edw. O. Robinson. Dir. Alfred

Rev.

Rel. Deo.

Green. 84 mins.
24.
Dee. 27.
agers who recejye service subseThey Call It Sin. Kansas girl breaks Into N. Y. show life. Loretta Younff,
quent to that period should preGeo. Brent, David Manners. Dir. Thornton Freeland. Time, 70 mins.
serve a copy of the calendar for
Rel. Nov. 5. Rev, Oct 25.
reference.
Three on a Match. Three schoolgirls have adventures. Joan Blondell, War»
The running time 8 given here
ren William, Ann Dvorak, Bette Davis. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 63
mins, Rel, Oct 29, Rev. Nov, 1.
is presumably that of the projection
room showings and can only approx- Tiger Shark, Life and tragedy with the turia fishers. Edw. G. Robinson,
Zlta Johan, Rich. Arlen, Dir. Howard Hawks. 79 mine, Rel. Sept. 24.
imate the actual release length in
Rev. Sept. 27.
Dir.
those states or communities where Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing. Visualization of Warden Lawes'
book*
Oct. 18.
local or state censorship may result
Spencer Tracy, Bette Davis. Dir. Michael Curtlz. 78 mins. Rel. Jan. 3U
Offices 1540 Broadway,
Rev. Jan. 17.
Chesterfield
New York, N. Y. in deletions. Running time in the
reviews as given in 'Variety' carry You Said a Mouthful. Joe Brown swims to Catallna. Joe E. Brown. Ginger
Kent. Joyce Compton, the actual time clocked in the theRogers. Dir. Lloyj} Bacon. Time, 70 mins, Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Nov. 22.,
Beauty Parlor. Cupid in the barbershop. Barbara
2o.
John Harron. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 64 mins. Rel. Oct.
Offices: 850 Tenth Ave,,
Wm. Collier, atre after passage by the New York Studio: Fox Hills,
Clyde.
Forgotten. Original. Story ol a forgotten man. June
state censorship, since pictures are
Hollywood, Cal.
New York, N V,
Rel. Feb. 15.
mins.
Thorpe.
65
Rich.
Dir.
Moorhead.
Natalie
Jr
only on actual theatre Adorable. Original. With music. Janet Gaynor, Henry Garat, Dlr, Wm.
case. Conway Tearle. reviewed
King Murder. Original. Based on a celebrated N. T.Thorpe.
Dleterle.' Rel. April 28.
Rel. showings.
mins.
Rich.
69
Dir.
Alvadaro.
Don
Natalie Moorehead,
Ball.
British
made.
Love
While
After
the
at
diplomatic
every
effort
is
made
hold
a
ball.
to
Esther Ralston,
1.
Nov.
Rev.
Nov. 1.
Basil Rathbone. Dir. Milton Hosmer. 68 mins. Rel; Mar. 17. Rev.
Warburton, Dorothy this list accurate, the information
Love Is Like That. Comedy. Rochelle Hudson, John16.
Mar. 21.
supplied may not always be correct,
Revier. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 65 mins. Rel. Mar.
PreR,
Jlarle
Story
by
Wm.
Llpman
and W, W, Pezet. Modern drama.
Evalyn Knapp, Walter Byron.
even thougS* official. To obtain the Broadway Bad,
Sllflhtly Married. Conr.ody drama.
Rev. Jan. 3.
Joan Blondell, Ginger Rogers, Rlcardo Cortez, Margaret Sedden. Dir.
Dir. Richard Thorpe. Time, 65 mins. Rel. Nov. 16.
vost!
fullest degree of exactness 'Variety'
Sidney Lanfield. 61 mins. Rel. Feb, 24, Rev. Mar. 7.
John Darrow, Gloria Shea, Hale
Mystery melodrama.
Strange People.
will appreciate the co-operation of Call Her Savage. Tiffany Thayer's story of a half breed glr). Clara Bow.
HamUton. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 66 mins. Rel. Jan. 15.
Gilbert
Monroe Owsley,
Roland. Dir. John Francis Dillon. Time. 83
Sarah Padden, Otis Harlan. Dir. all managers who may note discrepWomen Won't Tell. Romantic drama.
mlna Rel. Nov. 27. Rev. Nov. 29.
ancies.
Rich. Thorpe. Time, 67 mins. ReJ. Dec. 1.
Cavalcade, Noel Coward's pageant of British society, Diana Wynyard, Cllve
Brook, Herbert Mundln, Ursula Jeans. Dlr, Frank Lloyd, Roadshow
Offices: 729 Seventh Ave.,
Studio: Gower at Sunset,

Fox

Hollywood, Cal

Columbia

New

York, N. Y.

m

Rev. Feb. 14.
Deception. Story of the wrestling game and its frameups. I^o Carrlllo,
Thelma Todd, Dickie Moore. Dir. Lew. Seller. 67 mins. Rel. Nov. 4.
Rev. Jan. 17.
martlaled, and
End of the Trail. The. A U. S. cavalry officer, who la courtRose
Lederman.
redeems himself. Tim McCoy. Luana Walters. Dir. D.
68 mins. Rel. Dec. 9.
ConBlckford,
Chas.
high
seas.
on
the
Last Man, The. Drama of outlawry
Rel.
Aug. 31.
mine.
Time,
65
Hlgglns.
Howard
Dir.
stance Cummlngq.
Rev. Sept. 20.
Holt,
Jack
wiles.
woman's
against
Man Against Woman. Man's strength
Rel. Nov. 16.
LJllian Miles. Dir. Irving Cummlngs. Time, 68 mins.
Rev. Dec. 20.
Man of Action. Original outdoor drama. Tim McCoy. Dir. Geo. Melford.
Rel. Jan. 20.
67 mins.
Mark It Paid. Original story of motorboat racing. Wm. Collier, Jr., Joan
March. Dir. D. Ross Lederman. 69 mlna. Rel. Nov. 12. Rev. Jan. 24.
Muasolini Speaks. The 1931 address with newsreel shots. Interpolations by
Lowell Thomas. 74 mins. Special. Rev. Mar. 14.
by the new American
No More Orchids. A millionairess who Is regenerated
Carole Lombard. Lyle Talbot. Walter Connedy, Louise Closser
spirit.
Hale. Dir. Walter Lang. 70 mins. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Jan. 3.
Carlllo,
Obey the Law. Original of an easy mark who turned firebrand. LeoMar.
14.
Lois Wilson. Dir. BcnJ. StolofC. 69 mins. Rel. Jan. 20. Rev.
Ross
Silent Men. Tim McCoy western original. Florence Brltton. Dir. D.
Liederman. Rel. Mar. 3.
some
with
Africa
Wolsey
to
go
and
Wheeler
Original,
So This Is Africa.
tame lions. Racquel Torres. Dir. Eddie Kline. 67 mins. Rel. Feb. 24.
State Trooper. Original. Story of a war between two gas companies. Regis
Toomey, Evalyn Knapp, Barbara Weeks, Ray Hatton. Dir. D. Ross
Lederman. 68 mins. Rel. Feb. 10.
That's My Boy. Football story oft the usual lines. Rich. Cromwell, Dorothy
Jordan. Miae Marsh. Dir. R. W. NleL Time, 71 mlna Rel. Oct. 6. Rev.
Nov. 22.
This Sporting Ago. Revenge on the polo field. Jack Holt. Evalyn Knapp.
Dir. A. W. Bennlson. Time, 71 mins. Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Oct. 4.
Treason. Original. Kansas after the civil war. Buck Jones, Shirley Grey.
Dir. Geo. B. Seltz. 62 mins. Rel. Feb, 10.
Vanity Street. Girl breaks a window to get into Jail, but lands In the *FolHelen Chandler, Chas. Blckford. Dir. Nick Grlndc. Time, 67
lles.'
mins. Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 11.
Virtue. A street walker who goes straight. Carole Lombard, Pat O'Brien.
Dir. Edw. BuzzelL Time, 68 mins. Rel. Oct. 26. Rev. Nov. 1.
Washington Merry-Go-Round. Political satire. Lee Tracy, Constance Cummlngs. Dir. Jas. Cruze. Time, 76 mins. Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 25.
Western Code, The. Tim McCoy western. Dir. J. F. McCarthy. 58 mins.
Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Feb. 21.
White Eagle. Buck Jones as an Indian pony express rider. Jones, Barbara
Weeks. Dir. Lambert Hlllyear. Time, 65 mins. Rel. Oct. 7. Rev.
Rel. Feb.

Sept

length 110 mins.

Hollytvood

gM

who
Thrilling story of the adventure and romance of a 1933
Knapp,
fearlessly flies across the continent In passenger ships. Evalyn
James Murray. Dir. Al RogeU. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 24.
American girl
Bitter Tea of General Yen. Romance and adventures of an
the maelstrom of Shanghai. Barbara Stanwyck Nils Aether,
caught
Walter Connolly. Dir. Frank Capra. Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 17.
dlmeChild of Manhattan. Stage play by Preston Sturges. Romance of the
a-dance. Nancy CarroU, John Boles. Dir. Eddie Buzzell. i3 mins.

Air Hostess.

(Continued from page 8)
will combine it with 'Trail of the
Grizzly,' previously bought from Utterstrom, and will release the
bined footage as a four-reeler.

com-

4.

27.

First Division

,1,^ ^Z'^^rt^rv.

Releases Also Allied, Chesterfield and

Monogram

Big Drive, The. Authentic war pictures from records of eight governments.
91 mins. Rel. Jan. 19. Rev. Dec. 27.
Condemned to Death. Based on the story Jack o'Lantern. Arthur Wontner,
James Welsh, Dir. Walter Forde. 78 mins. Rel. Oct, 10. Rev. Nov. 22.
Goona Goona. L«ve charms on the Island of Ball, Dir. Andree Roosevelt,
Armand Denis. 66 mins. Rel. Nov. 23. Rev, Sept. 20.
Secrets of
Sin, Coolie smuggling racket unearthed.
Lois Wilson, Grant
Withers, Toshia Mori. Dir. Richard Thorpe, 65 mins. Rel. Jan. 15.
Rev. Feb. 28.
Slightly Married. Marriage in a night court turns out well after all. Evalyn
Knapp, Walter Byron, Marie Prevost. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 69 mins.
Rel. Dec. 10. Rev. Jan. 3.
Tex-Takes-a- Holldayv All-m«ltl-eolor-westcrrt of a-mysterlous- stranger.— -WaK
lace MacDonald, Virginia Brown Falre. Dir. Alvin J. Nletz. 69 mins.
Rev. Dec. 13.
Thrill of Youth, The. A girl with two suitors cannot make up her mind.
June Clyde, Allen Vincent, Malty Kemp. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 65 mins.
Rel. Oct. 28. Rev. Nov. 1.

Wu

Studios: Burbank,
Calif.

First

National

°'""«=32^NVv;,i;*?,f|i'.

Y

No

Rev. Jan.

release date set.

Chandu the Magician. Dramatized radio broadcast.
Lugosl, Irene Ware, Dlr, Marcel Varnel. Time,

10.

Edihund Lowe,

Bela

72 mins, Rel. Sept. 18.
Rev. Oct. 4.
Dangerously Yours. Society thief and girl detective. Warner Baxter, Miriam
Jordan, Herbert Mundln. Dir. Frank Tuttle. 74 mins. Rel. Feb. 3.
Rev. Feb. 22.
Face In. the Sky. Romantic adventures of a billboard sign painter. Spencer
Tracy, Marian Nixon, Stuart Erwin. Dir. Harry Lachman. Rel. Jan. 16.
Rev. Feb. 21,
First Year, The, Domestic drama from a stage play, Janet Gaynor, Chaa,
Farrell.
Dir. William K. Howard.
Time, .. mins. Rel. July 31. Rev.

Nat Levine of Mascot has notiemployees that with rigid
Aug. 23.
economies in force no salaries will Handle with Care. Comedy. Jas. Dunn, Boots Mallory, El Brendel. Dir.
be cut.
David Butler. Rel. Dec 25. Rev. Dec. 27.
Hat Check Girl. Murder and mystery In a nlte club. Sally Ellers, Ben Lyon,
Last of the downtown first-runs
Ginger Rogers. Dir. Sidney Landfleld. Time, 63 mins. Rel. Sept. 2(.
Rev. Oct. 11.
to drop its b.o. price is the RKO,
which went to the Paramount and Hot Pepper. Flagg and Quirt— with Lupe, Edmund Lowe, Vic. McLaglen,
Lupe Vclez, Dir. John Blystone, 74" mlna Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Jan. 24.
Loew's State level.
New RKO
prices are. 26c to 6 p.m. and 25 and Humanity. Original. Physician who seeks to save his son from a woman's
Influence. Boots Mallory, Alex. Kirkland, Irene Ware. Dlr, John Fran*
40c evenings.
fled his

LoMier on Simplification
LioUier, F-WC tax expert, has
been appointed a member of the
City and County Government Sim-

Bud

plification

committee

which

will

study ways ahd means of unifying
46
separate municipal and
county governments in Los An-

the

cIs Dillon. Rel. Mar. 3.
Infernal Machine. From the novel by Carl Sloboda. Drama. Genevieve To«
bin, Chester Morris. Dir. Marcel Varnel.
06 mins. Rel. Feb. 10.
Me and My Gal. Comedy arama. Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy. Dir. Raoul
Walsn. Time. 78 mlna Rel. Dec. 4.
Pleasure Cruise. Play by Austen Allen. Jealous husband trails his seagoing
wife. Dir. Frank Tuttle, Rel. Mar. 24,

Rackety Rax.
Werker,

Football satire, Victor McLaglen, Greta Nissen. Dlr, Alfred
Time, 65 mins, Rel. Oct 23. Rev, Nov, 8.
Robbers' Roost, Rustler discovers that love Interferes with cattle stealing.
George O'Brien, Dir. Louis King. 63 mine. Rel. Jan. 1, Rev, Mar. 21.
Thome Smith has completed the Sailor's Luck. Original. Romance of a U. S. Navy gob. Jas. Dunn, Sally
Ellers, Victor Jory. Dir. Raoul Walsh. Rel. Mar. 3. Rev. Mar. 21.
Ed Wynn story at Metro and has
been assigned to write a story for Second Hand Wife. Banker's secretary steps from his office Into his heart.
Sally Eilers, Ralph Bellamy, Dir. Hamilton McFadden. 64 mins, Rel.
Jack Pearl.
Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
Sherlock Holmes. The Conan Doyle story with a new gangster twist. Cllva
Suit Against Fay
Brook, Miriam Jordan, Ernest Torrence. Dir. W. K. Howard. Time,
Suit has been filed in Superior
68
mins. Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Nov. 16.
court by Richey Crai£r, Jr., and Western Costume Co. against Frank Six Hours to Live. Murdered diplomat Is revived to avenge his murder.
Warner Baxter, Miriam Jordan, Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 78 mlna.
Fay. Craiff claims |BBO due him for
Rel. Oct. 16. Rev, Oct, 26.
services and material in Fay's 'TatLightning. From Zane Gray's 'Canyon Walls.' Geo. O'Brien, Nell
tle Tales' revue.
Costume company SmokeO'Day.
Dir. David Howard. Rel. Feb. 17.
claims (1,000 due for rental of cosState Fair. From the novel by Phil Stong. Love and triumph at the state
tumes.
fair.
Janet Gaynor, Lew Ayres, Will Rogers, Louise Dresser. Dlr,
Henry King. 98 mins. Rel. Feb. Rev. Jan, 31,
No Harlow Loan
Tess ot the Storm Country. Talk version of an old silent. Janet Gaynor,
Metro has turned down Jesse
Chas. Farrell. Dir. Al. Santell. Time, 76 mlna. Rel. Nov. 20. Rev.
Lasky's request for the loan of
Nov, 22,
Jean Harlow for the lead in 'The Too Busy to Work. Talking version of 'Jubllo.' Will Rogers, Marian Nixon.
Worst Woman in Paris.' Main obDir. Jas. Blystone. Time. 76 mins. Rel. Nov. 13. Rev. Dec. 6,
jectidh
was the picture's title. Warrior's Husband, The. Stage play by Julian Thompson. An Amazon who
Lasky is now negotiating with Par
had a heart. Ellssa Landl, Marjorle Rambeau, Ernest Truex, David
for Claudette Qolbert.
Manners. Dir. Walter Lang. Rel. April 21. (Lasky production.)
Zoo n Budapest. Original. Mystery story In a foreign zoo and an animal.
Warners will double the playing
Loretta Young, Gene Raymond, O. P. Heggle. Dir. Rowland V. Lee.
time of '42d Street' in all of its
Rel. Mar. 31.
(Lasky production.)
coast houses. Picture will day and
R.K.O. BIdg.,
Freuler Associates Office:New
date at the Western and Beverly
York, N. Y.
theatres here for its second run.
Deadwood Pass, Original. Western. Hidden treasure and government agents.
Tom Tyler, Alice Dahl, Wally Wales, Dir. J. P. McGowan. Rel. Mar. 16.
Earthquake Footage
Easy Millions. Original. Reputed millionaire loses hie Job, an Inheritance and
Ross and Wood, western distribalmost his sweetheart. Skeets Gallagher, Dorothy Burgess, Mr, Fred
utors for 'The Big Drive' have asNewmayer.
sembled two reels of California's Fighting Gentleman, The. A fighter who goes to the top and back again.
Wm. Collier, Jr., Josephine Dunn, Pat O'Malley. Dir. Burton Klnir.
earthquake scenes for distribution
Time. 69 mine, Rel, Oct 7, Rev. Nov. 16.
outside of this state.
They have
shipped 86 prints to eastern and Forty-Nlnern, The overland trek In pioneer days. Tom Tyler. Dir. J. P.
McCarthy. 49 mins. Rel. Oct. 28. Rev, Dec. 20,
middle western exchanges.
Gambling Sex, The. Racing story with a society slant. Ruth Hall, Grant
Withers. Dir. Fred Ncwmeyer. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Nov. 21. Rev.
Dissatisfied with 'Song of Songs,'
Dec 27.
Marlene Dietrich Is understood to
have offe red to purchase the__plc Kiss of Araby. Original. Sahara story of British army and Riff, with love
Interest-.
Marte-Alba. -Walter-Byron, Claire WindsoPr~Dir. PhimosenT
ture' from "Paramount so that she
Rel. Feb. 23.
geles.

.

.

—

can scrap it. Picture has been in
work for the past eight weeks.

Musicians Sight Land
Legalized beer and prospects of
beer gardens have brought numer
ous requests to Musicians' Local 47
for information regarding musicians' wage scale In the brew spots

Blondle Johnson. The female Public Enemy No. 1. Joan Blondell Chester
Morris. Dir. Ray Enrlght. 07 mins. Rel. Feb. 25.
A social study of the poor whites. Rich. Barthelmess,
In the Cotton.
With another musical on the fire
Dorothy Jordan, Bette Davis. Dir. Michael Curtlz. Time, 79 mins. Rel
and several tune shorts in prepara
Oct. 16. Rev. Oct 4.
Central Airport. A trlanglejn the aviation game. Richard Barthclmcss and tion, Warners has refused to lend
its
line of dancers to Metro for
Sally Ellers. Dir. William A. Wellman. Rel. April 15.
Central Park. Western cowboy hunts bandits In a New York park. Joan •Hollywood Revue of 1933.'
Blondell, Wallace Ford, Guy Itlbbee. Dir. John Adolfl. Time, 58 mins
Bonds valued at $100,000, stolen
Rel. Deo. 10.
Crash, The, How one couple reacted to the panic. Ruth Ohatterton, Geo from the office of Adolph Ramlsh,
have been recovered following the
Brent. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 69 mins. Rel. Oct, 8. Rev. Sept. 13,
Employee's Entrance. Original 'Love In a Dept. Store.' Warren William conviction of James Hogan, Janitor
of th e Ba nk of
merica building.
Loretta Young, Alice White, Dir. Roy Del Ruth. 74 min s. Rel^Feb. 11
HogaiTfot seven yiars in prison,
Rev. Jan. 24.
Frisco Jenny. TJadame X' In San Francisco locale. Ruth Chattcrton, Donald but was granted probation.
Cook, Jas. Murray. Dir. W^m. A. Wellman. 78 mins. Rel. Jan. 14. Rev,
'Goodbye Again,' going Into proJan. 10.
bm-Iesoue on the popular bridge fad. Paul Lukas, Loretta duction Tuesday (28) at Warners,
Orand Slami
Toung. Frank McHugh, Qlenda Farrell. Pir. William Dleterle. 67 mins, is the final production before the
studio
shutdown set for April 16.
March
18.
ReL^

Cabin

A

A

-

Story of a boy's regeneration surmounting complications. Regis
Ellis.
Dir. George Melford. 62 mins.
Rcl. Jan. 15. Rev. Mar, 7.
Savage Girl, The, Big game hunters find a white jungle beauty. Rochelle
Hudson, Walter Byron, Harry Myers. Adolph Mllar, Dlr, Harry L.
Frascr. Rel. Dec. 5.
When a Man Rides Alone. Robin Hood of the West and some daring stage
coach holdups and fast riding. Tom Tyler, Adele Lacey. DuUe Lee.
Penal Code.

Toomey, Helen Cohan, Robert

Dir. J. P.

McGowan.

Rel. .Inn. 29.

Offices: 1619 Broadway,
Majestic
New York City
Drama of a crusading district attorney. Evelyn Bren.,
H. H.
„
Warner, Ned Sparks. Lew Cody. Walter Byron, Marce'line Day. Dir.
Frank Stray er. 72 mins. Rcl. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct 11.
Curtain at Eight Rel. April 1.

Crusader, The.

Free Love.
Gold.

Rcl.

May

1.

Western drama.
horse.

Jack Hoxle, Alice Day, Matthew Betz, DynamiteTime, 05 mins. Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Oct. 11.

Dir. Otto Brower.

Gun Law. Western. Jack Hoxle, Betty) Boyd. Rel. Mar. 1,
Hearts ot Humanity. Drama of New York's Ea.st Side. Jean

Hersholt, Jackie
Seari,-J^Earrell MacDonaWv-Glaudla Dell, Charles Delancy. Dir. Christy
Cabanne. Time, 70 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 27.
Lawless. Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Hilda Moreno. Talilma C&n-

Law and

Utt.

Wally Wales, Dynamlte-IIorsc.

mins.
Keith.

Oct

Dir.

Rcl. Nov. 30.

Outlaw Justice. Western drama.
Dvnamlte-Horse.
1.

Dir.

Rev. Feb.

28.

Jack

Armand

Ho^cle,

Armand

Schaeffer.

Time, 61

Dorothy Gulliver, Donald
Time, 61 mins. Rel.

Schaeffer.

PiCT

Tueeday, March 28, 1933

ES

VARIETY

Bhantom ExpreM, The. Railroad melodromatlo mystery. J. Farrell Mac- Studios: 5851 Marathon St.,
Offices: 1601 Broadway,
ponald. Wimejn Collier, Jr.. Sally Blane. HobaVt Bouworth, Eda le PhllPori»mftM«*
raramOUnt
Hollywood, Calif.
New York, N. Y.
Dir. ChrlBty Cabanno. Time, 70 mine. Rel. Sept. 15. ilev. Sept. 27.
/Ips.
Big Broadcast, The. Broadcasting story with many air stars. Stuart Brwln,
Public Be Damned, The -Story behind present-day condltlone. Evelyn Brent,
Bing Crosby, Leila Hyams. Dir. Fiank Tuttle. Time, 80 mlns. Rel.
Dir. Christy Cabanne. Rel, Mar. 1.
i'at O'Brien.
Oct. Rev. Oct 18.
Dramatic
life of a torch-elneer. From the play by Wilson
Sing.
Sinner,
Billion
SIno,
Dollar Scandal. Based on the Teapot Dome Investigation. Robt. ArmCollleon. LeUa Hyams, Paul Lucas. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Rel. Mar. 15.
strong, Constance Cummings, Olga Baclanova, Dir. Harry Joe Brown.
76 mins. Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 10.
Trouble Butter. Western. Jack Hoxle, Lane Chandler. Rel, April l.
Unwi 'tten t-aw. The. A drama of betrayal and vengeance. Greta Nlssen. Blonde Venus. Story of a stage woman's efforts to retain her child. Marlene
Dietrich,
Gallagher,
Mary
Brian,
Herbert Marsliall, Dickey Moore. Dir. Jos. Von Sternberg.
Lew Cody. Louise Fazenda, Hedda HopSkeets
Time, 86 mlns. Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Sept 27.
per. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Nov. IS.' Rev. Dec. 20.
Vamiire Bat, The. A thriller. Lionel Atwlll, Fay Wray, Melvyn Douglas. Crime of the Century, The. From the European stage play of same title.
Jean Hersholt, Frances Dee, Wynne Gibson, David Landau. Dir. Wm.
George B. Stone, Maude Eburne. Dir. Frank Strayer. Rel. Jan" 21

29

DUALS OUT,

SO.

.

Rev. Jan. 24,
Via Pony Express. Jack Hoxle western.
Rel. Feb. 8.
Wonan In Chains, The. Rel. April 1.
-Sturilos: 437e

Sunset Drive,
Hollywood, cai.

Mnvfikir
mayrair

Dir.

Offices: 1600

New

Lew

Collin.

Broadway,
York, N. Y.

prize ring angle. Lloyd Hughes, Marlon
Breezy Eason. Time, 64 mlns. ReL Oct. 15. Rev. D ec. 13.
Mother assumes guilt for a daughter's crime. Irene Rich,

Dir.

Shilling.

Her Mad NIoht.

Tearla.

Dir.

E.

Mason Hopper.

Time, 67 mlns.

Rel.

Oct.

1.

Rev. Nov. 29.
Malay Nights. Original.

Mother love In the tropics. Johnny Mack Brown,
Dorothy Burg ^ss. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. 69 mlns. Rcl. Oct. 1. Rev.
Feb. 7.
Midnight Warning, The, Original. Wm. Boyd, Claudia Dell. Dir. Spencer
G. Bennett. 57 mlns. Rel. Nov. 15. Rev. Mar. 14.
No Living Witness. Novelty crime story. Gilbert Roland, Noah Beery, BarMason Hopper. Time. 72 mlns. Rel. Sept. 16. Rev.
bara Kent. Dir.

R

Oct. 11.

Tangled Destinies. Mystery In a deserted desert home. Lloyd Whltlock,
Doris HIM, Glen Tryon, Vera Reynolds. Dir. Frank Strayer. Time, B9
mlns. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Oct. 26.
Studloa: Culver City,

Metro

Calif.

Offices: 1640

New

Broadway,
York, N. V.

Blondle of the Follies. Self explanatory title. Marlon Davids, Robt Montgomery, Billy Dove. Dir. E. Goulding. Time, 91 mlns. Rel. Aug. 13.
Rev. Sept. 13.
Clear All Wires. Picturizatlon of the recent Broadway hit about a foreign
correspondent. Lee Tracy. Bcnlta Hume. Dir. George Hill. 78 mlns.

Rev. Mar.

Rel. Feb. 17.

7.

Divorce In the Family. Jackie Cooper saves the family happiness. Jackie
Cooper, Conrad Nagel. Lewis Stone, Lois Wilson. Dir. Chaa F. Rlesner.
Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Time, 78 mlns
Fast Life. Typical Haines story with a thrilling speefl toat race. William
Haines, CllfT Edwards, Conrad Nagel, Madge Evaiis. Dir. Harry Pollard.
82 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. 27.
Wallace Beery as a wrestler. Karen Uorley, Rlccardo Cortez, Jean
Flesh.
Hersholt. Dir. John Ford. 96 mlns. Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 13.
Faithless. Rich girl learns the lesson of the depression. Tallulah Bankhead,
Robt. Montgomery. Dir. Barry Beaumont. Time, 76 mlns. ReL Oct. 16
Rev. Nov. 22.
Fast Workers. John Gilbert as a skyscraper worker. Robert Armstrong, Mae
Clarke, Muriel Kirkland. Dir. Tod Browning. Rel. Mar. 10. Rev. Mar. 21.
Gabriel Over the White House. From an anonymous novel. The U. S. under
a dictator. Walter Huston, Karen Morley, Franchot Tone. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Rel. Mar. 81.
Hell Below. The submarine heroes of the World War. Robert Montgomery,
Jimmy Durante, Madge Evans, Walter Huston. Dir. Jack Conway.
Rel.

March

Rel. Feb. 24.

Dead Reckoning.

Rev. Feb. 21.
Original sea story by Robt. Presnell of a Flying Dutchman
John Halllday, Verree Tcasdale

of today. Shirley Gray, Chas. Ruggles,
Dir. Paul Sloane. Rel. Mar. 24.

Murler story with a

Heart Punch.

Conway

Beaudlne.

Marcellne Day.

CAOFS NEW

17.

Kongo. Remake of the silent of the same title. Sorcery in central Africa.
Walter Huston, Lupe Velez, Conrad Nagel, Virginia Bruce. Dir. Wm.
Cowen. Time. 86 mlns. Rel. Oct. I. Rev. Nov. 22.
Lady Deceived, The. Based on the Broadway stage hit by Martin Brown,
Irene Dunne. Philips Holmes. Dir. Charles Brabin. Rel. Jan. 13.
Mask of Fu Manchu. Chinese plotter seeks the .sword of Ghengls Kahn.
Boris Karloff. Lewis Stone, Karen Morley. Dir. Chas. Brabin. Time,
68 mlns. Rel. Nov^ 6. Rev. Dec. 6.
Men Must Fight. Plcturlzatlon-of the Broadway play. The war problem in
Dir. Edgar Sel*
1940. Diana Wynyard, Phillips Holmes, Lewis Stone.
wyn. Rel. March 10. Rev. March 14.
Man on the Nile. Ramon Novarro as an Egyptian guide. Rel. April 7.
Outsider, The. An unlicensed surgeon performs seeming miracles. Harold
Huth, Jo\n Barry, Frank Lawton. !>0 -nins. Rel. Jan. 20.
Pack Up Your Troubles. Laurel and Hardy full length military comedy. Dir.
Geo. Ma shall and Raymond Carey. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev.

Los Angeles, March

Devil la Driving, The. Wynne Gibson, Edmund Lowe, Dickie Moore. Dir.
StolofC. Rel. Dec. 9.
Rev. Dec. 20.
Evenings for Sale. Viennese nobleman becomes a gigolo. Herbert Marshall,
Sari Maritza, Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stuart Walker. Time, 61 mins. Rel.

27.

Single feature bills go back In all
Southern California theatres, both
circuit and Indie, Thursday, April
Helen 27. With tho resumption of .single
mlns. features,
a new zoning plan is be-

Nov. 11. Rev. Nov. 16.
Farewell to Arms. Hemmlngway's novel of war on the Italian front.
Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe Menjou. Dir. Frank Borzage. 90
Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Dec. 13.
From Hell to Heaven. Romance story based on play by Lawrence Hazard,
with a race-track slant. Not a racing drama. Carole Lombard, Jack
Oakie. Dir. Erie Kenton. Rel. Feb, 24. Rev. Mar. 21.
He Learned About Women. Comedy drama. Stuart Erwin, Allison Skipworth. Dir. Lloyd Corrlgan, Time, 67 mins. Rel. Nov. 4.
Hello, Everybody. Original radio story by Fannie Hurst.
Kate Smith, Randolf Scott, Sally Blane. Dir. Seitcr. Rel. Feb. 17. Rev. Jan. 31.
Heritage ef the Desert. Zane Grey story. Western theme. Randolph Scott,
Sally Blane, J. Farrell Macdonald. Dir. Henry Hathaway. 58 mlns.
Rel. Sept. 30.

Rev. March

14.

Hot Saturday.

Gossip in a small town. Nancy Carroll. Dir. W. Belter. Time.
72 mlns. ReL Oct 28. Rev. Nov. 8.
a Million. How various persons would react to an Inheritance. Gary
Cooper, Geo. Raft, Wynne Gibson, Chas. Laughton, Jack Oakle and many
others, each in a single sequence. Directional sequences by various directore. Time. 86 mins. Rel. Nov. Rev. Dec. 6.
Island of Lost Souls. Novelty story. Chas. Laughton, Richard Arlen, Leila
Hyams. Dir. Chas. Kenton. December speclaL Rev. Jan. 17.
King of the Jungle. Novelty story. Buster Crabbe, Frances Dee. Dirs. Humberstone-Marcln. Jan. special release. Rev. Feb. 28.
Lady's Profession, A. Story by Nina WMcox Putnam. Speakeasy prop, masquerading as riding master. Geo. Barbler, Sari Maritza. Dir. Norman
If

I

Had

MacLeod. Rel. Mar. 3.
Lily Christine. British made,
Corlnne Grlffltb, Colin Cllve. Time, 69 mine.
Rel. July. Rev. Sept 20.
Luxury Liner. From the novel by Glna Kaus. Grand Hotel oh shipboard.
Geo. Brent, Zita Johann, Alice White, Verree Teasdale. Dir. by Lothar
Mendez under B. P. Bchulberg. 70 mins. ReL Feb. 3. Rev. Feb. 7.
Madame Butterfly. From the opera. Sylvia Sidney, Cary Grant, Chas. Ruggles.
Dir. Gearing. Bel. Dec. 30. Rev. Dec. 27.
Madison Square. Sporting story. Jack Oakle, Marian Nixon, Thos. Melghan.
Dir. Barry J. Brown. Time. 70 mins. Rel. Oct 7i Rev. Oct. 18.
Movie Crazy. Harold Lloyd breaks into pictures. Constance Cummings. Dir.
Clarence Bnickman. Time, 96 mlns. Rel. Sept 23. Rev. Sept 20.
Murders In the Zoo. Original by Philip Wylie and Seton I. Miller. Drama
largely held to a zoological garden. Chas. Ruggles, Lionel Atwlll, Gall
Patrick. Dir. Edw. Sutherland. Rel. Mar. 17.
Mysterious Rider. Western. Kent Taylor. Dir. Alien. Rel. Jan. 27.
Night After Night. Humor In the night dubs. Mae West Geo. Raft, Constance Cummings, Allison Sklpworth. Dir. Archie Mayo. Time, 70 mlna

ReL Oct

Rev. Nov. 1.
Night of June 13, The. The neighbors react to a murder suspicion. Cllve
Brook, Llla Lee, Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stephen Roberts. Time, 76 mins.
ReL Sept. 28. Rev. Sept. 20.
No Man of Her Own. From the novel tHo Bed of Her Own.' Clark Gable,
Carole Lombard, Dorothy MackatU. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. December
special. Rev. Jan. 3.
Phantom President. Political story of a presidential double. George M. Cohan.
Jimmy Durante, Claudette Colbert Time, 77 mlns. Rel. Oct 7. Rev.
14.

ing worked

out,

details

of

which,

be submitted to a joint meeting
and circuit heads the early
part of next month. Dertnlte zoning, as compared with price determination of runs, is confidently expected to be restored In this terri-

will

of Indie

tory.

Attempt

bo made to induce

will

distributors to impose drastic penalties for violation of the new single
feature policy.
One penalty suggested Is the setting back of play
dates two or three months or suspension of service.
Notice was sent out Lnte last
week by G. L. Metzler, president of
the Independent Theatre Owners of
Southern California, notifying members of the action with circuit execs
expected to advise their division
and house managers similarly in th0

next few weeks.

Union Adjustments in
Some Denver Houses
Denver, March

27.

Union stagehands and operators
still out at the Denver and Paramount, but the union organist la

are

still

at the Denver.

Harry Huffman has negotiated a
new contract with the operators for
the four houses in the RKG-Huff-

man

pool, besides his two neighborhoods. Reductions In salaries run
around 30%, while reduction in expense In some of the houses run to
66%. At the Bideawee he will pay
$26 for one operator; at the BlueOct f.
bird, |35, one operator; Tabor, |50
Pick Up. (Schulberg.) A girl of the people and a service station sheik. Sylvia each to two operators instead of
Sidney, Geo. Raft. Dir. Marion Gering. Rel. Mar. 31.
three; Aladdin, |60 each to two InMurder on the football field. Phillips Holmes, Dorothy
70,000 Witnesses.
Jordan, Chas. Ruggles, Johnny Mack Brown, Lew Cody. Dir. Ralph stead of four; Rialto, (60 to each of
Murphy. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Sept 2. Rev. Sept 6.
two instead of three, and at the OrShe Done Him Wrong. Paraphrase of "Diamond Lll.' Mae West, Cary Grant pheiun 160 to two Instead of three,
Noah Beery, Owen Moore. Dir. Lowell Sherman. Rel. Jan. 27. Rev. and $40 for an assistant to help In
with Chaa.

Oct 4.
Payment Deferred.

Murder story from the play of that title
his original role, Maureen O'Sulllvan. Dorothy Peterson.
Feb. 14.
New contract calls
presentations.
Time, 80 mlns. Rel. Oct. 8.
Kev. Nov. 16.
Sign of the Cross, The.
Spectacular version of Wilson Barrett's play of
depression comedy with Marie Dressier and Polly Moran.
Roman persecution of the Christians. Claudette Colbert, Fredrlc March, for no overtime between 10 a.m; and
Dir. San Wood.
Time, 87 mlns. Rel. Nov. 12.. Rev. Nov. 29.
Ellssa Landl, Chas. Xiaughton. Dir. Cecil B. De Mllle. 118 mins. Regu- midnight.
lar release Feb. 10. Rev. Dee. 6.
Buzz Brlggs, of the State, has cut
Rasputin and the Empress. The Russian overthrow and. its cause. John,
Ethel an I Lionel Barrymore. Dir. Rich. Boleslavsky. Roadshow time, Strictly PersonaL (Rogers.) Original by Wilson Mizner and Robt. T. Shan- his booth expense from $135 to $lOO
133 mlns. Rel. March 31. Rev. Dec. 27.
non on the matrimonial agency racket. Marjorle Rambeau, Eddie Quil- a week by a new contract with the
Ian, Dorothy Jordan. Dir. Ralph Murphy. Rel. Mar. 19. Rev. Mar. 21.
Red Dust. Jet n Harlow and Clark Gable as a new team In a story of Indounion.
China. 1 'Ir, Victor Fleming. Time, 83 mlns. Rel. Oct 22. Rev. Nov. 8. Tonight Is Ours. Noel Coward's 'The Queen Was In the Parlor.' Claudette
Reunion in Vienna. From Sherwood's stage play. Exiled royalty returns for
Colbert, Frederic March, Allison Sklpworth. Dir. Stuart Walker. Rel.
Jan. IS. Rev. Jan. 24.
a last fling. John Barrymore, Diana Wynyard, Otto Kniger. Dir. Sidney Franklin. Rel. April 14.
Trouble In Paradise. Cheating cheaters In Paris and Venice. Miriam Hopkins, Kay Francis, Herbert Marshall. Dir. Ernst Lubltscb. Time, 81
Secret of Madame Blanche, The. Based on Martin Brown's play 'The Lady.'
mlns. Rel. Oct 21. Rev. Nov. 16.
Irene Dunne, Phillips Holmes. Dir. Chas. Brabin. 83 mine. Rel. Feb. 3.
N. W. Publix Deal off, May Resums
Rev. Feb. 7.
Undercover Man. Secret service bests the gangsters. Geo. Raft, Nancy CarSouthern Exhibition
roll.
Dir. Jas. Flood. Time, 74 mlns. ReL Dec. 2. Rev. Dec. 6.
6mllln' Throufc''. Remake of the Norma Talmadge silent and Jane Cowl play.
Norma S hearer, Leslie Howard, Frederic March, O. P. Heggle. Dir. Sid- Under the Tonto Rim. From the Zane Grey story. Stuart ErwIn, Vema
As a result of the receivership
ney Frai Ulln. Time, 96 mlns. Rel. Sept 18. Rev. Oct 18.
Hillie. Ray Hatton. Dir. Henry Hathaway. Rel. Mar. 24.
over
Finkelsteln & Ruben cirthe
Son- Daughter, The. From the play by David Belasco. Helen Hayes, Ramon Wild Horse Mesa.
Grey'a
story.
Rudolph
Zane
Scott Sally Blane, Fred
Novarro, Lewis Stone, Warner Oland. Dir. Clarence Brown. 81 mlns.
Kohler. Dir. Henry Hathaway. Time, 60 mins. Rel. Nov. 25. Rev. cuit In the northwest, the comparRel. Dec 23. Rev. Jan. 3.
Jan. 17.
atively recent operating palrtnersbip
Strange Interlude. The famous O'Neill play. Norma Shearer, Clark Gable. Woman Accused, The. From the story In "Liberty* by ten well-known authors. with Tracey Barham, former diviDir. Robert Z. Leonard. Time, 110 mlns. Dec. 30. Rev. Sept. 6.
Girl accused of murder with action chiefly on a pleasure cruise. Nancy sion
film buyer at the Publlx home
Carroll, Cary Grant, John Halllday. Dir. Paul Sloan. Rel. Feb. 17.
Today We Live. An English girl ambulance-driver during the war. Joan
office, has been dropped.
Barham
Rev. Mar. 14.
Crawford, Gory Cooper. Dir. Howard Hawks. ReL March 24.
and the missus have tak«n their gas
WhatI No Beer? Buster Keaton and Jimmy Durante in the beer racket.
Offices: 723 Seventh Ave.,
64
buggy
and gone south to visit relPhillip Barry. Roscoe Ates, John Miljan. Dir. Edward Sedgwick.
York, N. V.
mlns. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev. Feb. 14.
Lucky Girl. Musical comedy farce. Gene Gerrard, Molly Lamont Dir. Eu- atives until further plans are lined
White Sister The. Based on the famous P. Marlon Crawford noveL Helen
up.
gene O'Sulllvan. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Sept. 1.
Hayes, Clark Gable. Dir. Victor Fleming. Rel. Mar. 17.
Barham may return to theatre opMan Who Won, The. Story of a wastrel who makes good. Henry Kendall,
Whistling In the Dark. Adapted from the Broadway stage success. In which
Heather AngeL Time, 70 mlns. Dir. Norman Walker. Rel. Sept. -16. eration in the south, having prea famous mystery writer is kidnapped and forced to plan u murder
Rev. Feb. 28.
viously controlled a chain In the
himself. Ernest Truex, Una Merkel, Jean Hersholt. Dir. Elliot Nugent.
Offices: 71 West 42d St.,
southeast.
Rel. Jan. 27. Rev. Jan. 31.
Prinrinnl
rrincipai
Nev* York, N. Y.
Partnership with Publlx in the
Office: 723 Seventh Ave.,
Studio: 6048 Sunset Blvd.,
Woman. British made with Adolphe Menjon and Claude AUlster northwest, made^ by Barham shortly
New York, N. Y. Blameasthe
Hollywood, cai.
a pair of crooks. Dir. Fred Nlblo. Time, 74 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1.
before the
receivership, exAvenging Seas. British government agent's love affair In Bombay. Benlta
Playground, The. George Vanderbllt's expeditionary film. 64 mlns.
tended
Hume, Geo. Barraud, Anne Grey. Dir. Millard Webb. 57 mine. ReJ. Devil'sRel.
over the towns of Bralnerd,
^n. 1. Rev. Jan. S.
Nov. 20.
Jungle GIgllo. Travel. Humorous treatment of Sumatran customs. 65 mlns. Faribault, Waseca and Wllmot, all
Diamond Trail. Western. Rex Bell. Dir. Harry Fraser. ReL Dec. 30.
in Minnesota.
Receivership autoRel. Feb. 16.
Fighting Champ, The. Western. Bob Steele, Arietta Duncan. Dir. J. P. Virgins of Ball.
matically dissolved the partnership.
Time, 43 mins.
Travelogue of the Island of BalL
Rel
.McCarthy, Time. 64 nilns. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. March 14.
Sept 16. Rev. Dec. 13.
Oirl from Calgary, The. Girl cowboy comes east to stage triumphs. Pifl
Haiti
produced
by
Voodoo
ceremonies
In
Sergeant
Wlrkus,
Travel.
Voodoo.
D'Orsay, Paul Kelly. Dir. Phil Whitman. Time, 64 mlns. ReL Sept. 24.
•White King of LaGonave.' 4 reels. Rel. Feb. 15.
L.
Musicians
Rev. Nov. 22
Williamson Beneath the Sea. Underwater exploration. 60 mlns. Rel
Guilty or Not Guilty. Boot1egger'.<5 moll frees from prison an innocent girl. With
Jan. 1. Rev. Nov. 29.
Betty Compson, Cl.oudia Dell, Tom Douglas. Dir. Al Ray. 65 mlna.
15 P. C.
Reduction
Office: R.K.O. BIdg.,
Rel. Dec. 1.
Studios: Hollywood,
If
I\.1V.\/.
Los Angeles, March 27.
Calif.
Radio city, N.Y.C.
Hidden Valley. A ranch foreman takes to a blimp to locate a spot. Bob
Recognizing that conditions today,
Dir. R. N. Bradbury, 67 mlns. Rel. Jan. i. Come On, Danger. Western. Tom Keene, J. HayJen, Roscoe Ates. Dir. Robt.
Steele, Gertrude MesHenger.
Hill.
Time, 64 mlns. Rcl. Sept 23.
as compared with those obtaining a
Klondike. Physician who fails In a major operation makes a comeback. Frank
Hawks, Thclma Todd H. B. Walthal. Dir. Lyle Talbot Time, 65 mlns.
year ago, show a vast difference,
Office: R.K.O. BIdg.,
Studios: Hollywood,
Rel. Aug. 30.
Rev. Sept. 27.
Calif.
Radio City, N.Y.C. directors of musicians' local No. 47,
Lucky Larrigan. Western. Rex Boll, Helen Foster. Dir. J. P. McCarthy.
at a special meeting Friday night
4ge of Consent, The. Love and trouble for a co-ed. Dorothy Wilson. I'
Rel. Dec. 10.
ard Cromwell. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Time, C3 mlns. Rel. Aug. 6. (24) offered a 15% reduction of
Man from Arizona, The. Cowboy saves his pal from double harm. Rex Cell,
Rev. Sept. 6.
scale for regularly employed orchesNcoma Judge. Dir. Harry Frazer. 57 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15.
Animal Kingdom, The. The man who could not dl.xf InpuiKh hctwc<>n his wife tras at radio stations and theatres
Self Defense. From Peter B. Kync's 'The Just Judge.' , Western ^lory of a
and mistress. Leslie Howard. Ann Harding. Myrna Loy. Dir. Edw. H
''>donly.
womnn who runs a gambling resort. Paulme I-reOerlrk, Claire " Kev.
Grifnth. 90 mlns. Rcl. Dec. 23. Rev. Jan. 3.
sor, Theo. Von Kltz.
Dir. I>lill. Rosen. 67 mlns. Hcl. Dec. 15.
Conoe.«5.slon
does not apply to
Bill of Divorcement, A.
Story of a shell-shocked war vet. By Clemcnce Dane.
Feb. 21.
(Originally titled 'Self Defense').
John B.irrym ore. Billle Burke, Katherlne Hepburn. Dir. Geo. Cukor. bnnd.smen In spots whirh already
Strange Adventure, ."ob slstor and detective avenge a niIlHonalre. Replf
Time, 69 mins. Rcl. Sept. 30. Rev. Oct. 4.
have obt.Tlned redJclions .such as
bo
Hutn.
I'd
Hampton
and
Whitman
Dir.
I'liil
Toomev, .lun.> Clyde.
Bird of Paradise, A
Famous sfape play of the .South Sca.<i. Dolores Del Rio Paramount and the Jliillon Dollar.
mins. 'KcI. I'eb. 14. Rev. Feb. 14.
Joel McCrea. Dir. King Vidor. Time, 82 mlns. ilel. Aug. 12.
Rev.
raramount, Marco opeiated, pays
Sept. 13.
Thirteenth Guest, The. Mystery play by author of •Scarface.' „9'"Gcr Rogers,
I'me, 65 mine.
Dir. Alfred Ray.
Lyle Talbot, J. Farrell McDonald.
Cheyenne Kid, The Tom Keene Wcelfrn. Dir. Robert Hill. 55 mlns. Rel. $40 and pcrcenlaKo, while the Mil(ChadwlcU.)
Rel. Aug. i5.
lion Dollar pays 50% straight.
Rev. Sept. 6.
.J;in. 20.
KH'clIe
train.
Western Limited, The. Mystery aboard a transcontinental
Warners, with vaudeville at the
Frankau play. Story of a daring EngllKh aviaChriity Chr.stopher Strong. Fro.
Taylor. Edmund Burns, Gertrude Astor. Crauford Kent Dir.
trlre.
Kathcrin«> >lf rbum, Colin Clivp. Hillle Burke. Dir. Dorothy Arz- downtown hou.se and anxious for it
Cabanne. Time. mln.<!. Rcl. Aug. 10. Rev. Oct 19.
ner.
Kel, J^Iar. 31. Kev. M.ir. 14.
77 niins.
at the IToJlywood sMll holding out
Voung Blood. Wpstern. Bob Steele. Story by Wellyn Totman. Dir. Phil
(Continued
on
page
30)
Cor
a )o\\ cr price.
24.
Rosen. Time, 62 min.s, Rel. Nov. 5. Rev. Jan.
Laughto>\

'.n

Dir. L-otl B r
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Suburban House's

CALENDAR OF CURRENT REEASES

10c B. 0. Subterfuge
Los Angeles, March 27.
Described by opposition cxliibitora as a flagrant evasion of the 15c
minimum adult admission price,
Mission Playhouse, subsequent run
picture house In San Gabriel (suburb) is circulating 10,000 copies of
a four-page pamphlet, entire front
page of which is devoted to a sales
talk on behalf of 10c admissions,
6o for kiddies, and free admission
to the balcony for youngsters under
12 on week day nights.
Throwaway, Inside three pages
of which carry advertising of markets and merchants, is 14x20 In size.
House takes credit for being 'the
biggest and best show In San Gabriel valley... in San Gabriel valley's biggest and best show house
...also the safest and. best constructed. .fireproof and earthquake
tested. .built of concrete and fabricated steel ... a theatre that was
built for your comfort and safety
oqating nearly $1,000,000 to conIt then reads in display
struct.'
type: 'See all the big shows here
for adults any seat anytime, one

House plays double features, on
A three-four night split, plus usual
shorts^
Reported subterfuge Is a
'.

coupon with a Ave cent value to
apply against, the establisiied l5c

75 mlns.

Rel.

Dec.

IC.

Rev. Jan.

Big City Blues.
.

Rev. 14.

3.

Hlahway. The horrors of a convlfef camp. Richard Dlx, Tom Brown.
Rowland Brown. Time, 62 mlns. Rel. Sept 21. ReV. Sept. 27.
Hold 'Em Jail. Wheeler and Woolsey play football on the convict eleven.
Dir. Norman Taurog. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Sept 2. Rev, Aug. 23.
King Kong. Original. A 50-fool ape Is captured In the wllds and creates
havoc when It e.icapes while on exhibition in New York. Fay Wray, Robt
Armstrong. Dir. Merian C. Cooper. 96 mins. Rev. Mar. 7.

Two girls cleverly foil a kidnapping plot. Glenda Farrell, Ben
Lyon, Mary Brian, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Robt. Florey. 69 mins. Rel.
Mar. 4. Rev. Mar. 21.

Girl Missing.

Hell's

Dir.

Orphan Annie. Based on the cartoon.
Dlr, John Robertson. Time, 61 mine. Rel.
Lucky Devils. Original. Glorifying the' picture
Gargan, Dorothy Wilson. Dir. Merian C.
Little

Rev. Feb.

3.

Men

Mltzl Green, Ed, Keennedy.
Nov, 4> Rev.. Dec. 27.

stunt meii. Bill Boyd, Wm.
Cooper. 70 mins. Rel. Feb.

21.

Are Such Fools. Leo Carillo. Dir. Wro. Nigh. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Nov.
Rev. Mar. 14.

18.

Hard to Handle. Cagney as a high powered promoter. Cagney, Mary Brian.
Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. 81 mins. Rel. Jan. 23. Rev. Fob. 7.
Haunted Gold. Search for gold In a haunted mine. John Wayne. Dir. Mack
Wright.

I

Am

58 mlns. Rel. Dec. 17. Rev. Jan. 17.
a Fugitive. From the story 'I
a Fugitive from a Chain Gang.' Paul
Glenda FarrelL Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time. 93 mlns. Rel. Nov.

Am

MunL
19.

Rev. Nov.

16.

British made story of a night club. British cast and director. Time.
61 mins.^ Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. Oct 4.
woman finds herself the wife of two men. ICay Francis,
Keyhole, The.
George Brent, Glenda Farrell. Dir. Michael Curtiz. Rel. Mar. 26.
King's Vacation, The.' From a story by Ernest Pascal, The king takes time
out to visit his flrst wife. Geo. Arllss. Dir. John Adolfl. 62 mins. ReU
Illegal,

^

i

A

\Feb.- 28.
Rev. Jan. 24.
of America. BUI Boyd, Dorothy Wilson. Chic Sale. Dir. Aalph Ince.
Lawyer Man. Inside iltory of the profession. William Powell, Joan BlondelL
Time, 57 mlns. Rel. Dec. 9.: Biev. Feb. 28.
Dlr^ Wm. Dieterle. 69 mlns. Rel. Jan. 7.
Rev, Jan. 3.
Monkey's Paw, The. W. W. Jacbbs mystery story of a hoodooed charm. C." One Way Passage. Love develops for a prisoner. Kay Francis, William Pow«
Aubrey Smith, Ivan Simpson, Iioulse Carter. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. C6
ell. Dir. Tay Garnett Time, 69 mins, Rel. Oct. 22. Rev. Oct 18.
mins. Rel. Jan. 13.
Parachute Jumper, The. Two ex-marines and a girl who go aloft. Doug.
Fairbanks, Jr., Bette Davis. Dir. Alfred E. Green, 72 mlns. ReL
Most Dangerous Game, The. Island recluse who hunts humsm beings for
sport. Joel McCrea, Fay- Wray, Leslie Banks. Dir. B. Schoedsack.
Jan. 28. Rev. Jan. 31>
Time, 63 mlns. Rel. Sept. 9. Rev. Nov. 22.
Ride H.lm.' Cowboy. Western cowboy story. John Wayne. Dir. Fred Allen.
Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Aug, .27. Rev. Nov. 1.
No Other Woman. Steel worker who rises to afTluence and drags his wife into
the mire. Irene Dunn, Chas. .Blckford. Dir. J. Walter Ruben. 68 mins. Scarlet .Dawn, Russian refugees in Constantinople. Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 31.
Nancy Carroll, Lllyan Tashman. Dir^. Wm. Dieterle. Time. 58 mins.
Rel, .Nov, 12. Rev. Nov. ^
Our Betters. From Maugham's play. English high society. Constance Bennett, Gilbert Roland. Dir. Geo. Cukbr. 80 mins. Rel. Mar. 31. Rev. Successful Calamity,. A..
Merchant pretends poverty to check family's ex>
Feb. 28.
travagance. George Arllss, Mary Astor, Evalyn Knapp. Dir. John O.
Adolfl. Time, 72 mlns. ReL Sept. 17. Rev. Sept< 27.
Past of Mary Holmes, The. Destitute opera singer unwittingly accuses her
son of murder. Helen MacKellar. Eric Linden. Skeets Gallagher. Dir. Telegraph Trail. Difficulties encountered In the building of the telegraph.
Harlan Thompson, Slavo Vorkapich. Rel. Jan. 20.
John Wayne, Frank McHugh, Maroeline Day. Dir. Tenny Wright. 66
mins. Rel. Mar. 18.
Penguin Pool Murder, The. Stuart Palmer's novel; murder mystery. Mae
Clark: Robt. Armstrong, Edna Mae Oliver, James Gleason. Dir. Geo.
Aealnst the World. Constance Bennett in a murder Jam. Dir. Archie
Archatnbaud. 69 mins; Rel. ptc. 9. Rev. D^o. 27.
Mayo. Time, 71 mlns. Rel. Sept. 3. Rev. Aug. 23.
Phantom' of Crestwobd, The. Mystery at a week-end party. Rlcardo Cortez, Untamed Africa. Thrilling African adventure. Under supervision of Wynant
Katherine Motley. Dir. J. W. Ruben. Time, 77 mloa Rel. Oct 14.
D. Hubbard, F.A.G.S. Rel. April 8.
Rev. Oct. 18.
Wax
Museum, The. Original. (Technicolor.) Mystery and thrills in a was
Rockabye. Sentimental mother-love story. Constance Bennett, Joel McCrea.
works. Lionel Atwlll, Fay Wray, Glenda Farrell. Dir. Michael Curtiz.
Dir. Geo. Cukor. Time. 70 mlns. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Dec. 6.
78 mlns. Rel. Feb. 18. Rev. Feb. 21.
Sailor Be Good. Original. The fleet's in again. Jack Oakle, Vlvicnne Osborne, George E. Stone. Dir. Jas. Cruze. 68 mins. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev.
Offlcesi 1601 Broadway,
Feb. 28.
New York, N. Y.
Secrets of the French Police. Foreign mystery. GwUI Andre, Frank Morgan, Between Fighting
Men. Conflict between the sheep
cattle raisers.
--r men and —
v
Gregory Ratoff. Dir. Ed. Sutherland. Time, 68 mins. Rel. Dec. 2.
—
Ken Maynard,
Ruth HaU. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time, 62
mlns. .
Rel,
Rev. Dec. IS.

Men

'

.

.

.

.

.

top price.

Warner

Brothers ^^'^'^'S'elCvt^k^'NVy.
Callfr
Country boy comes to New York for thrilling experiences
Joan Blondell, Eric Linden. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 68 mins. ReL
Sept 10. Rev. Sept. 18.
Blessed Event. Columnist story. Lee Tracy, Mary Brian. Allen Jenkins, DirRoy Del Ruth. Time, 84 mins. Rel. Sept 10. Rev. Sept 6.
marriage strikes a snag. Bette Davis, Gene Ray«
Great Jasper, The. Novel by Fulton Oursler. Dlx as a motorman who turns Ex-Lady. An experimental
mond, Frank McHugh. Dlr Robert ^orey. 67 mins. Rel. April 8.
palmist. Rich. Dlx. Wera Engels. Edna May Oliver. Dir. J. Walter
42d Street. A musical production with the theatre as the background. Bcba
Ruben. 83 mins. Rel. Mar. 3. Rev. Feb. 21.
Daniels, Warnef Baxter, Ruby Keeler, George' Brent, Ginger Rogers,
Half- Naked Truth, The. From Harry Relchenbach's memoirs of a press
Dick Powell, Guy Kibbee. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. 89 mins. Rel. Mar. IL
Lee Tracy, Lupe Velez. Eugene Palette. Dir. Gregory Le Cava.
agent.

.

dime.'

Studios: Burbank,

(Continued from page 29)

A etory of American depressions and their surmounting.
Rich. Dlx. Ann Harding. Edna May Oliver. Dir. Wm. Wenman. Time,
84 mins. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev. Nov. 22.
Goldie Gets Along. Movle-.struck girl who works the beauty contest racket.
88 mlns. Rel. Jan. 27.
Llll Damlta, Chas. Morton, Sam Hardy.

Conquerors, The.

.

—

Tueadny, 9fiH;oh 28, 1933
Terror Trail. OriglnaL Tom Mix western. Naomi Judge, Arthur Rankin.
Ray Hatton. Dir. Armand Sohaeffer. 66 mlns. Rel. Feb. 2. Rev
Feb. 14.
They Just Had to Get Married. Matrimonial adventures of a newlyrich
couple. Slim Summervllle, Zasu Pitts. Dir. Bdw. Ludwlg. 71 mins.
Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Feb. 14.

.

.

Par's 'Crazy Week'
The

'crazy week' idea which has
become an institutional idea at the
Palladium, London, with audience
Interest built up through expectation of seeing everything cockeyed
for entertainment purposes,* will be
trted at the Paramount, New York,
starting Friday (3).
It's
Boris
Morros' idea;- he saw it In London
on his recent trip abroad.
Frank and Milt Britton band.
Patsy Kelly and possibly Ted Sport Parade. Novelty story. Joel McCrea, Marian Marsh, Wm. Gardanw^„,.,„.Oct. 16. Rev. Feb. 14.
-/->..- m
tu.. ...i.
m.
Realy, will be on the 'crazy week'
Dir. Dudley Murphy. Time. 66 mine. feeL Nov. IL Rev. Dec. 20.
l^'^^^^tS'^lVt:
Mary Doran. IHr Pau? St^^ Time. 67 ml^^^^^
Ahow.
Strange Justice. Oddities of the criminal code. Mae Marsh, Norman Foster,
Nov. 22.
Reginald Denny, Dir. V. O. Schertzlnger. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Oct. 7.
Come On, Tarzan. Ranch owner saves his horse from a gang. Ken Maynard.
Theft of the Mona Lisa, The. Foreign made. WlUy Forst. Trude von Molo
Myrna Kennedy. Dir. Alan James. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Sept. 11. Rev.
Dir. G. von Bolvary. Time. 83 mlns. ReL Oct 21. Rev. Sept 16.
Jan. 17.
90 DAYS
Thirteen Women. From Tlffariy Thayer's story of the power of suggestion. Constant Woman, The. From Eugene O'NeiU's play 'Recklessness.' Conrad
Rlcardo Cortez, Irene Dunne. Dir. O. Archatnbaud. Time, 60 mlns.
Nagel, Leila Hyams. Dir. Victor Schertzlnger. Rel. Mar. 18.
Stiffect Penalty Possible Meted Out
Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Oct 13.
Crooked Circle, The. Mystery atory with ample comedy, tfen Lyon, ZaSu
for Stench Bombing
Topaze. From the stage play of that title by Marcel Prevost. French story
Pitts; James Gleason, Irene Purcell.
Dr. H. Bruce Humberstone. Time.
of an Innocent who gets wise to the way of municipal graft John Barry70 mlns. Rel. Sept. 25. Rev. Oct 4.
more, Myrna Loy, Albert Conti. Dir. Harry D'Arrast 80 mlns. Rel.
Minneapolis, March 27.
Death Kiss, The. A murder mystery with a motion picture studio back*
Feb. 17. Rev. Feb. 14.
ground. David Manners, Adrlenne Ames, John Wray, Bela Lugosl. Dir.
The courts here, dealing severely
Edwin L. Marin. Rel. Deo. 26. Rev. Jan, 8.
with stench bomb throwers, gave
United Artists
^NeW!c.''Ji!- V. Drum Taps. A Boy Scout troup to the rescue of Ken Maynard. Ken MayGeorge Donnelly, brother of the
nard, Junior Coughiin, Scout Troop 107 of Hollywood. Dir. J. P. Mcpresident of the stage hands'. union Cynara. Philip Merivale stage hit Ronald Colman, Kay Francis, Phyllis
Gowan. 61 mins. Rel. Jan. 29.
Jan.
3.
Rel.
Deo.
28.
Rev.
Time,
mlns.
79
Barry. Dir. King Vldor.
here, the stlffest penalty It could
Dynamite Ranch. Ranch manager fails to vanquish the hero. Ken Maynard.
mete out, 90 days In the workhouse. Hallelujah, I'm' a Bum. Al .Tolson introduces the new 'rhythmic dialogue.'
Ruth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time. 69 mlns. Rel. July 31. Rev.
ConkJolson, Madge Evans, Harry Langdon, Frank Morgan, Chester
Dec. 27.
He was caught by Eddie Ruben,
Dir. Lewis Milestone. 80 mlns, Rel. Feb. 3. Rev. Feb. 14.
lln.
False Faces. Doctor makes a racket of his profession. Lowell Sherman, Lll«
proprietor of Pantages,' after a
Kid from Spain, The. Eddie Cantor masquerades as a bull fighter down In
Lee, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Sherman. Time, 83 mins. Rel. Oct 13. Rev.
stench bomb had been thrown in
Mexico. Cantor, Lyda Robertl. Dir. Leo. McCarey. 74 mlns. Rel. Jan.
Nov. 29.
that houser
Rev. Nov. 22.
21.
Fargo Express. Straight-shooting sacrince In the career of a cow country
The stage hands' union has been Magic Night. Viennese operetta. Jack Buchanan. Dir. Herbert Wilcox.
hero. Ken Maynard, Helen Mack. Dir. Alan James. Time, 62 mlns.
Time,. 79 mlns. Rel. Nov. 2. Rev. Nov. 8.
demanding unsuccessfully that the
Rel. Nov. 20. Rev. Mar. 7.
Pan, a 15c -grind third and fourth Mr. Robinson Crusoe. Adventures in the South Seas. Douglas Fairbanks, Hypnotized. Jam following a big sweepstakes win. Moran and Mack. Dlik
Mack Sennett. Rel. Dec. 26. Rev. Jan. 17.
Maria Albeu Dir. Edw. Sutherland. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept 21. Rev.
run loop house, employ a stage
Sept 27.
Lone Avenger, The. Original. Ken Maynard western. Muriel Gordon. Dir.
hand; also calling upon other sim'
Alan James. 60 mlns. Rel. April 9.
liar theatres, where canopies are Perfect Understanding. Swanson original laid In England. Gloria Swanson,
Laurence Olivier, Genevieve Tobin, Sir Nigel Playfair, John Halllday. Phantom Thunderbolt. Ken Maynard western In which he helps Coyote
changed, to put on stage hands, but
Dir. Cyril Gardner. 84 mlns. Rel. Feb. 22. Rev. Feb. 28.
Gulch get the railroad by cleaning out a gang. Francis Lee. Dir. Alan
demands are being resisted.
James. 61 mlns. Rel. Mar. 5.
Rain. Jeanne Eagles' famous stage hit. Joan Crawford, Walter Huston. Dir.
Wm. Gargan. Time, 93 mins. Rel. Oct 12. Rev. Oct 18.
Study in Scarlet, A. Sherlock Holmes story. Reginald Owen, June Clyde,
Secrets.. Stage play. Man tries to hide from his wife secrets she pretends not
Anna May Wong. Dir. Edw. L. Marin. 71 mins. Rel. April 2.
to know. Mary 'Pickford, Leslie Howard. Dir. Frank Borzage. 83 mlns. Race Track.
Coshivity Takes Michigan
Original.
Turf story.
Leo Carillo, Kay Hammond, Junior
.

.

World
worm Wido
WlOe

—

-

.

.

^

'

.

:

,

.

Rel. April 16.

From Fitzpatrick-McElro7

Studlot

Rev. Mar.

21.

Calif.

March 27.
McElroy house at

Chicago,

Coghlan.

ITmSvAM*!
universal

Universal City,

Ofllcea: 730 Fifth Ave.,

^ew

York, N. V,

Afraid to Talk, From the stage play 'Merry-Go-Round' about crooked politics.
Pltzpatrlck
Eric Linden, Sidney Fox, Tully Marshall, Louis Calhem. Dir. Edw. L.
Michigan City, the Tlvoll, has been
Cahn. 74 mlns. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Dec. 20.
acquired by L. T. Coshivity, who Air Mall, The. Commercial flying thrill story. Pat O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy,
also has a house in Evansvllle.
Gloria Stuart, Slim Summervllle. Dir. John Ford. Time, 86 mins. Rel.
Nov. 3. Rev. Nov. -8.
Coshivity will operate Michigan
City with straight plx through the All American, The. Football story. Rich. Arlen, Gloria Stuart Dir. Russell
Mack. Time, 73 mins. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev. Oct 14.
week and four acts added Sunday
Be Mine Tonight. Comedy-drama. Love story unfolded In scenic beauty of
booked by Billy Diamond agency.
Swiss Alps, Starring Jan Kiepura. Dir. Anatol Lltwak. 86 mlns. Rel.

&

1,000-Seat

March

27.

Airdrome, with a seating capacity
of 1,000, is being constructed by
Fox West Coast adjoining its
Capitol, here, and which will be operated
in
conjunction with the
house during the hot months. Outdoor shows expected to get st.trted
early in May.

Use of airdromes during .summer
months
imperative in the Imif any picture
i.s

perial Valley sector
bia is hoped for.

Manager Stacy Scores
Albany, N.

T.,

March

27.

Oliver H. Stacy, former manager
of the M.ajestic here, won a suit to
compel his wife, Sadie, to roconvey
the Stacy $17,500 home In both their

hames and

to allow

him

to share

It.

Stacy charged that by oral agree-

ment he had conveyed the property
to his wife, but she placed a to-let
sign on the building, after the couple quarreled and excluded her hus-

band from the house.

78 mins. Rev. Feb. 26.
to balk the vlN
Nancy Drexel. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time. 67 mlns.
Rev. Nov. 16.
Those We Love. A woman's understanding averts domestic tragedy. Mary
Astor, Lilyan Tashman, Kenneth McKenna. Dir. Robt. Florey.
Time,
77 mlns. Rel. Sept. 11. Rev. Sept 20.
Tombstone Canyon. Western, in which the hero tries to solve the mystery of
his birth. Ken Maynard, Cecilia Parker. Dir. Alan James.
ReL Dec. 26.
Trailing the Killer. Epic of the North Woods. Dir. Herman C. Raymaker.
Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 6.
Uptown New York. M.irrled happiness and a past. Jack Oakle, Shirley Grey,
Dir. Victor Schertzlnger.
Time, 74 mins. Rol. Dec. 4. Rev. Nov. 20.

Bob

lalns.

Rel.

Aug.

Cowboy, veteran of the AEF, turns aviator
Steele,

28.

Miscellaneous Releases

Big

Airdrome

Calexlco, Cal.,

Mar. 23.
Cage. The. Original. Man against beast, different from Jungle Alms.
Clyde Beatty, Raymond Hatton. Anita Page, Andy Devlne, Dir. Kurt
Neumann. 73 mlns. Ilel. Mar. 3.
Cohens and Kellys In Trouble. Comedy. Famous team In story with nautical
background. George Sidney and Charlie Murray. Dir. George Stevens.
Rol. Mar. 23.
Destination Unknown. Adventure on a rum runner adrift in the Paclflc. Pat
O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy, Betty Compson. Dir. Ray Garnett. Rel. Mar. 2.
Fourth Horseman, The. Original story. Western with the gliost town basis.
Tom Mix, Margaret LlnOsay. Dir. Hamilton McFadden. 67 mlns. Rel.
Sept. 29. Rev. Jan. 31.
Kiss Before the Mirror, The. Powerful drama of human emotions. Nancy
Carroll, Paul LukaSj Frank Morgan, Gloria Stuart Rel. April 20.
Laughter In Hell. Chain gang story. Pat O'Brien, Merna Kennedy. Dir.
Edw. Cahn. 72 mlns. Ilel. Jan. 12. Rev. Jan. 17.
Lucky Dog. Touching and dramatic .story of devotion that exists between a
man and liia dog. Chic Sale. Dir. ZIon Myers. Rel. April 6.
Mummy, The. Mystery thriller. Boris KarlolT, Zita Johann, David Manners.
Dir. Karl Freund. Rel. Dec. 22. Rev. Jan. 10.
Nagana. Tropical drama. Tala BIrell, Melvyn Douglas. Dir. E. L. Frank.
Rel. Jan. 26. Ucv. Feb. 21.
Okay America. Columnist story. Low Ayrcs, Maureen O'SulIivan, Louis Calhem. Dir. Tay Garnett. Time, 00 mins. Rel. Sept 8. Rev. Sept. 13.
Old Dark House. A night of terror in an English country home. Boris Kar.
loff, Melvyn Douglas, Chas. Laughton, Gloria Stuart.
Dir. Jas. Whale.
Time, 70 mins. Rel. Oct. 20. Rev. ^ov. 1.
Once in a Lifetime. Hollywood satire from the stage play. Jack Oakle,
Sidney Foit, Alice MacMahon. Dir. Russell Maclc. Time, 90 mlns. Rel.
Sept 22. Rev. Nov. 1.
Out All Night. Comedy. Slim Summerviile-Zaso Pitts. Dir. Sam Tay4or.

Dir. Jas. Cruze.

Texas Buddies.

'

Rel. April 13.

Rome

Express, The. British made. Grand Hotel on a French train. Esther
Ralston, Conrad Veldt. Dir. Walter Forde. 86 mlns. Rev. Feb. 28.
Rustlers' Roundup, The. Action Western with Tom Mix, Dlani^ Sinclair, Dlr
.
Henry MacUae. 56 mlna. Rel. Mar. 16.
.

(Hollywood Pro.) Original. A mother borrowed from
an old ladles' home walks into tragedy. Evalyn Knapp, Jas. Murra,
Margaret Scddon. Dir. Chas. Hutchinson. 69 mins. Rel. Jan. 3. Rev.

Bachelor Mother, The.
Feb.

21.

Town, The. (Invincible.) Vice crusade story. Lester Vail, Frances
Dade. Dir. Arthur Hoerle. 57 mlns. Rev. Dec. 27.
Face on the Bar Room Floor, The. (Invincible.) Temperance discussion.
Dulcle Cooper, Bramwcil Fletcher. Dir. Bert Bracken. Time. 65 mins.

Big

Rel. Oct.

Rev. Oct.

18.

Footsteps

In the NIaht.
(Auten.) Mystery drama. Bcnita Hume. Dir. MauTime, 69 mlns. ilel. Dec. 1.
Variety. (Capital.) Grand Hotel in an actors boarding house. Hal
Skelly, Olive Borden. Dir. Raymond Canncn. 71 mins. Rev. Jan. 10.
Jungle Killer. (Century.) Expose of wild game hunting In Africa. With lecture.
Hel. Nov. 25. Rev. Nov. 29.

rice Elvery.

Hotel

Manh'attan Tower.

(Remington.) Suggestive of "Skyscraper Souls.' Romance
in an office building.
Mary Brian, Irene Rich, Jas. HaU. Dir. Frank
Strayer. 02 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 20.
Pride of the Legion. (Relea.sed also as 'The Big Payolt.'j (Mascot.) From a
Peter B. Kync story. Barbara Kent, J. Farrell MacDonald, Glen Tryon,
Matt Moore. Dir. Ford Beebe, 71 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 24.
Racing Strain, The.
(Irving-Maxim.) Original of the auto races with air
stuff.
Wally Ueid.. Jr. Dir. Jerome Storm. 58 mlns.
Red- Haired Alibi. The. (Tower.) Gang.ster story. Merna Kennedy, Theo.
Von Eltz. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 75 mins. ReL Oct. 21. Rev.
Oct. 25.
Scarlet Week

End. (Irving.) Murder at a house party. Dorothy Revicr,
Theo. Von Eltz. Dir. Willis Kent Time, 63 mlns. ReL Oct Kev,
Nov. 1.
Price Decency. (Eciuitable.)
From a stage play. Jungle brtckgroiind
for story of a girl tricked by a mock ni.irriage. Dorotiiy
•othy Hiirg<.'ss.».\lan
Hiirgi
Hale. Dir. Arthur Grogor. 00 mlna. Rev. Mnr. 7.
Woman In Chains. (Auten.) Tragedy of a woman tied to an livpochondriac.
Eng. cast Dir. Basil Dean. Time, 63 mlns. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev, Nov. i2.
.

What

PICTURES

Tuesday, March 28« 1933

(Note: Because of the slow

movement

o^ foreign films, this list covers one

year of releases.)

.

(Most of these available with English titles.)
Comedy drama. Henri Marchand,
93 mins. Rel. May.
iKIone (Buss.) (Amklno). -Dir. Trauborg. 68 mlna. Rel.. May 24.
Musical comedy,
Barberlna, die Taenzerin von Sansoucl. (Capital) (Ger.).
Dir. Carl Froellch. 83 mlns. Rel. Nov. 20.
lill Dagover, Otto Qebuehr.
Brand In der Oper. (Capital) (German). Musical drama. Gustav Froellch.

A Noua

(Auten) (French).
Cordy. Dir. Rene Clair.

Llberte.

la

Raymond

<

Rel. July 19.

Dir. Carl Froellch.

Broken Vow, The. (Capital) (Polish). From a novel. Krystyna Ankwlcz,
M. Cybulskl. 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.
Cinq Gentleman Maudit (Protcx) (French). Mystery drama. Rene Lefevre,
Harry Baur. Dir. JuUen Duvlvler. 78 mlns. Rel. Jan. Rev. Jan. 24.
Clown Geeroe (Russ.) (Amklno). A clown saves the nation. Dir. Solovlev.
ea mtns. Rel, Aug. 21. Rev. Sept. 13.
Fernand Gravey.
Coiffeur Pour Dames (Paramount) (French). Musical farce
80 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. Nov. 8.
Das Nachtlgall Madel (Capital) (Ger). Love In Hawaii. Dir. Leo Lasky.
80 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 31.
Romantic comedy.
Kaethe
Das Schoene Abenteuer (German) (Protex).
von Nagy. Dir. Relnhold Schunzel. 83 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 13.
David Colder (French) (Protex). Drama. Harry Baur. Dir. Jullen Duvlvler.
Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 26.
90 mlns.
Der Ball (German) (Protex). Domestic comedy. Dolly Haas. Dir. WUhelm
83 mlns. Rel. Oct. 9.
Ehemann (German) (Protex). Farce. Dir. Johannes
Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 23.
Military musical.
Feldmarechal. (Capital) (German).
Burlan. Dir. Carl Lamac. Time, 81 mlns.- Rel. July 12.

Thleie.

Der

.

Falsche
86 mlns.

Der Falsche

Guter,

Vlasta

Der Hauptmann von Kopenick (Klnematrade) (Ger). Comedy. Max Adalbert
Dir. Richard Oswald. 96 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 24.
Der Herr Burovoreteher. (Capital) (Ger). Felix Bressart, Herman Thimlg.
Dir. Hans Behrendt. Time. 86 mlns. Rel. June 10.
Der Schwartze Hussar (Protex) (Ger.). Costume romance. Conrad Veldt.
Dir. Gerhard Lamprecht 90 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Jan. 3,
Diary of a Revolutionist (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Urlnov. 80 mins. Rel. June
Rev. June 14.
8.
Die Blumenfrau von Lindenau (German) (Protex). Comedy. Renate Mueller,. Hansl Niese. Dir. Georg Jacoby. 70 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. July 12,
Die Cslkos Baroness. (Capital) (Ger. Hung). Musical comedy. Gretl Thelmer,
Paul Vincentl. Dir. Ernst Verebes. ^ Time, 82 mlns. Rel. April 1.
Die Lustigen Welber von WIen. ^Capital) (Ger). Willy Forst, Irene Elslnger,
Dir. Geza von Bolvary. Time, 97 uL^ns. Rel. July 1.
Dlenst Is blenst. (New Era) (Ger). MusIOal. Ralph Roberts. Lucie Englische.
Dir. Carl Bosse. Time, 84 mlns. Rel. June 8.
Donna d'Una Notte (Portale) '(It.). Court adventure, Francesca Bertlnl,
Ruggero Ruggarrl. Dir. Marcel L'Herbler. 86 mins. Rel. March 1.
Rev. March 14.
EIne Nacht In Paradles (Klnematrade) (Ger). Musical comedy. Anny Ondra,
90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 28.
Eine Tuer Geht Auf. (Protex) <Ger.). Mystery thriller. Dir. Alfred Zelsler.
68 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 7.
EIn Prinz Verllebt SIch. (Capital) (Ger).
Musical. Lien Deyers. Dir.
Conrad Wlene. 76 mlns. Rel. May.
False Uniforms (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Lopashlnskl! 63 mins. Rel. Nov.
18,
Rev. Nov. 29.
Friederike (Klnematrade) (Ger). Dramatic operetta based on Goethe's life,
Mady Christians. 90 mlns. Rel. March 16. Rev. Feb. 28.
Ultta Entdeckt Ihr Herz. (Capital) (Ger).
Musical comedy. Gltta Alpar,
Gustav Froellch. Dir. Carl Froellch. 90 mlns. Rel. Oct. 4,
Gloria. (German) (New Era).
Transatlantic aviation drama. Gustav Froelb
llch, Brigltte Helm.
76 mlns. Rel. Nov. Rev. Nov. 1.
Golden Mountain (Russian) (Amklno). Dir. Tutkevltch. 80 mins. Rel. April
9.
Rev. AprU 19.
Hertha's Erwachen (Protex) (Ger).
Delicate life problem. Hans Brausewetter. Dir. Gerhard Lamprecht. 95 mlns.
Rel. March 10.
Rev,

March

14.

Weiss Alles (German)

(Capitol). Comedy. Felix
86 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan, 17.
of Death (Russ.) (Amklno). Based on Dostoievsky's
erov. 79 mins. Rel. Aug. 12. Rev. Aug. 16.

Holzapfel

Bressart.

Dir.

Dir.

Fed-

Viktor Janson.

House

life.

(Capital) (Ger). Farce. Max Adalbert, Ida Wuest, Lucie
English. Dir. Geo. Jacoby. 91 mins. Rel. June 24.
Hyppollt a LakaJ (International) (Hungarian). Fast farce. Dir. Szekely Istvan. 77 mlns. Rel. Jan. Rev. Jan. 17.
Ich Will NIcht Wissen Wer Du Bist (Interworld) (Ger). Musical. Dir. Geza
von Bolvary. Haid, Froehllch. 70 mins. Rel. Feb. 15. Rev. Feb. 21.
Ivan. (Garrison) (Russ.). Transformation of peasants. Dir. Dovzhenko. 83
mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. March 7.
Kamaradschaft. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Sensational drama. Alex Granach,
Ernst Busch. Dir. G. W. Pabst Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Nov. 8.
La Couturl'ere de Lunevllle (Far) (French).
Musical of woman's love.
Madeleine Renaud, Pierre Blanchar. 90 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. Oct. 22.
Le Bal (French) (Protex). Domestic comedy. Dir. Wllhelm Thleie. 83 mins.
Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct 4,
Le Rol Des Resqullleurs (French) (Protex). Comedy with music. Milton. Dir.
Georges Colombler. 90 mlns. Rel. June 1, Kev. June 14.
Llebe let Llebe (German) (Protex). Musical comedy. Kaethe von Nagy, Hans
Albers. Dlr, Paul Martin. 80 mlns. Rel. June 1. Rev. June 7.
LJubav I Strast. (Yugoslav) (Croat). Drama of life among N. T. Imlgrants.
Rakel DavldoVic. Dir. Frank Melford. 60 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15.
Lutse, Koenlgin von Preussen. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Historical. Henry
Porten. Dir. Carl Froellch. Time,. 92 mins. Rel. Oct. 4.
Maedchen in Uniform (Fllmcholce) (German). Poignant drama. Thleie,
Wlecke. Dir. Richard Froehllch. Rel. Jan. 10. Rev. Sept 27.
Man Brauch Kein Geld. (Capital)' (Ger). Musical farce. Dir. Karl Boese.

Hurrah, EIn Junge.

Rel.

Nov.

Mefn Leopold.

10.

(Capital)

(Ger).

Musical.

Max

Gustav Froellch,

Dir. Hans SyelnofC. Time, 96 mlns. Rel. April 1.
Men and Jobs (Russian) (Amklno). An American engineer
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Storm Over Zakopane. The.

Foreign Language Films

Adalbert

31

(CapiUl) (Polish). (Synchronized.) Danger In
the mountains. Time, 89 mins. Rel. Aug. 26.
IN
Tatra's Zauber (Protex) (Ger). Mountain story and action. Dir. Adolf Trotz.
66 mine. Rel. Feb. 16.
Tingle Tangle. (New Era) (Ger). Comedy. Ernest Verebes, Fritz Kampers,
Elizabeth Pinajeft. Dir. Japp Speyer. Time. 93 mlns. Rel. May 16.
Trapeze (German) (Protex). Circus drama. Anna Sten. Dir. A. E, Dupont
Minneapolis, March 27.
80 mins. Rel. May 1. Rev. May 10.
"Very considerable progress* has
Trenck (Klnematrade) (Ger). Romantic drama. Dorothea Wlecke. 90 mlns.
Rel. April 16.
been made in obtaining rental readjustments
for theatres of the
UlanI, UlanI, Chlopcy MalowanI (Polish) (Zbyszko).
Musical comedy. 100
mlns. Rel. Jan. 1.
Northwest Publix circuit, now
UlIca (Capital) (Polish). Life of the newsboys. Dir. Alexander Ford. Time, receivership,
according to J. J.
73 mins. Rel. Aug. 26. Rev. Jan, 31.
Frledl, manager in charge of opUnknown Heroes. (Capital) (Polish). Polish police activity. Mary Bogda. erations for the receiver. Many ot
Adam Brodzlcz. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.
the circuit's principal and most deVictoria und Ihr Hussar (Klnematrade) (Ger). Viennese operetta. 90 mlns.
sirable houses already have been reRel. April 16.
Voice of the Desert, The. (Capital) (Polish). Algerian story in authentic leased at considerably lower rentals
locales. Adam Brodzlcz, Mary Bogda. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.
and negotiations are progressing
Walzerparadles.
(Ger.) (CapiUl).
Musical comedy.
Charlotte Susa. Dir. on new leases for other theatres
Frledrick Zelnick. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 7.
which Publix wants to retain.
Weekend In Paradise, ((iapltal) (Ger). Farce. Otto Wallburg, Elsie Elster,
In most instances landlords havo
Trude Berliner. Dir. Robt. Land. 81 mins. Rel. Nov. 1.
shown a willingness and desire to
Wenn die Soldaten (Schneider) (Ger). Military musical. Otto Wallburg, Paul co-operate with Publix in getting
Heidermann, Ida Wuest. Dir. J. Fleck. 85 mins. Rel. Oct. 27.
its Northwest circuit back on its
Yorck (German) (Protex). Historical drama. Werner Krauss, Rudolf Forster.
feet, in keeping with the times and
Dir. Gustav Ucicky. 90 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 27.
Zapfenstrelch Am Rheln. (Whitney) (Ger.). Musical farce. Charlotte Susa, conditions, and they are meeting
the receivers half way.
Siegfried Arno. Dir. Jaap Speyer. 90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 7.
The only Important theatre lost
Zlrkua Leben,
(German) (FAF). Circus drama. Llane Haid. Dir. Heinz
Paul. 70 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
to the circuit thus far is the Tower
Zwel Herzen und Ein Schlag (German) (Protex). Operetta. Lilian Harvey in the St. Paul loop. Joseph FriedDir. Wllhelm Thleie. 90 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 13.
man turned down the Publix rental
readjustment proposition and took
Amklno, 723 Seventh Ave.
Key to addrei
back this house with the intention
Associated Cinema, 164 W. 66th St
Capital Film Exchange, 630 Ninth Ave.
of operating it himself.
Fllmcholce, 33 AV.est 42d St.
Foreign American li'llms. 111 W. 67th St.
Garrison Films, 729 Seventh Ave.
Irv Lesser Vice Singer
George Schneider, 676 Riverside Dr.
Harold Auten, 1660 Broadway.
International Cinema,.. 1499 First Ave;
Roxy's Mgr. Dir.
Interworld Films, 1640 Broadway.
Having gotten the new policy' of
J. H. Whitney, 360 East 72d St
Klnematrade. 723 Seventh Ave.
the old Roxy under way, Harry
New Era, 630 Ninth Ave.
Singer departs from that spot,
Portale Films, 630 Ninth Ave.
where he has served as managing
Protex Trading, 42 E. 68th SL
Symon Gould, 261 W. 89th St,
director under Receiver Howard
Tobis Forehtilms, 729 Seventh Ave.
Cullman and Harry Arthur, and reZbyszko Film Corp., 274 Madison Ave.
turns to his former post with Fan-

PUBUX

N.W.

MANY

RENTAL ADJUSTMENTS

m

As Old

chon & Marco.
Succeeding him, Irving Lesser, In
charge of the Fox, Brooklyn, lor
Arthur will keep a supervising eye
Lobby and bbxofilce of the Royal, on both the Brooklyn house and
S. F. Houses Drop Shows
small Independent house on East Roxy.
Hastings street, were demolished
San Francisco, March 27.
and the stage and Interior badly
Lessee Leaves House Flat<
union wrecked by a time-bomb.
o£
Unless adjustments
wages are effected all around, inGeorge Nichols, son of W. P.
Los Angeles, March 27.
dications are that stage shows will Nichols, owner, and wife, who were
Leaving the Hermosa Beach thebe dropped at the Golden Gate and asleep in a room over the entrance, atre at Hermosa Beach, suburb,
Warfleld theatres here within two escaped with a bad shaking. The- flat when the earthquake hit that
weeks.
atre damage will likely reach $10,000, region two weeks ago, E. L. CarIrving Trust Co. of N. T., re- with about $1,000 damage to win- ruthers, sub-lessee, packed up and
ceivers for RKO, notified ClifE Work, dows In the entire block In which walked.
city managerr that unless a 25% the house is located.
House has reverted to Fox Went
reduction were obtainable from muLabor men denied that the blast Coast, and Is added to George Bowsicians and Btag9 hands, It would had anything to do with projection- sei-'s division, reopening Saturday
be impossible to keep the house ist troubles.
(1).
Notice to that effect was
open.

Unless Unioiis Cut,

Theatre

Two

Bombed

Vancouver, B. C, March

posted Thursday (23).
WarfieI'd, which obtained a 26%
reduction from stage hands In addition to a cut from operators, has
served notice to musicians that similar cuts wll have to be made or
stage shows pulled In two weeks.

Akron Labor Situash AU
Set; Unions

OK

.

Cuts

Akron, C, March

27.

Wage difficulties which for a time
threatened to close major theatres
Three
here have been adjusted.
major houses Involved were Loew's,
RKO and Warners' Strand.
Unions took cuts from $86 to $72
some time ago, and on top of that
they took a 27%% slice.
Frank Phelps, district manager of
Bros., with headquarters In
Cleveland, who acted in behalf of
two groups In Akron on the recent

27.

GEORGE
BEATTY
CONCLUDING

Warner

looks at Russia

wage settlement, said that the theatres had asked for a cut to $50,
and that after a short conference
Gustav Ucicky. 96 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 15.
union operators replied they
Miche (Paramount) (French). Musical comedy. Suzy Vernon, Robert Burnier, the
would take a $52.50 weekly scale,
Dranem. 80 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. Dec. 6.
which was accepted. Akron stageMond Uber Morokko (Protex) (Ger), See CIng Gentlemen Maudit
cut.
Morltz Macht Sein Glueck. (German) (Capital). Farce. Siegfried Arno. 86 hands also accepted a 25%
Macheret 70 mins. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
Mentch Ohne Namen (German) (Protex). Poignant drama. Werner Krauss.
Dir. A.

15 Consecutive Weeks

Dir.

mlns.

Rel. Dec. 16.

Namenshelrat.
Jan.

1.

Rev. Jan.

(German) (FAF).
Rev. Jan.

Drama.

Dir.

Heinz Paul.

90 mlns.

Rel.

17.

(Capital) (GerJ Prelude to the world war. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time,
73 mlns. Rel. Sept 1.
Oberst Redl. (Capital) (Ger). Spy thriller. Lil Dagover. Theo. Loos. Dir.
Karl Anton. Time. 79 mlns. Rel. Aug. 30.
Parls-Beguln (Protex) (Fr). Musical. Jane Marnac. Dir. Augusta Genina.
90 mlns. Rel. Deo. 15. Rev. Jan. 17.
Pension Schoelier (Schneider) (Ger). Comedy with miislc. Berliner, Tledtkej
SchuHz. Dir. George Jacoby. 90 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev. Sept 20.
Pkl Mindent Tud (Arkay) (Hung.). Farce. Dir. Stephen Szekely. 75 mlns.
Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Jan. 31.
Purpur und Waschblau. (Capital) (Ger). Dramatic comedy. Hansl Nleae,
Else Elster. Dir. Max Neufield. Time, 86 mlns. Rel. July 30.
Reserve Hat Ruh. (New Era) (Ger). Military farce. Fritz Kampers, Lucie
Englischc. Time, 94 mlns. Rel. Aug. II.
Rhapsody of Love. (Capital) (Polish). Hardships of an art career. Agnes
Petersen. Mosjuklne. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
Richthofen, Red Ace of Germany. (Gould) (Ger). (Synchronized.) Self explanatory. Dir. Robt. Slezlch. Time, 80 mlns. Rel. Aug. 20.
Ronny (Protex) (Ger). Operetta. Kaethe von Nagy. Willy Frltsch. Dir.
Emerlch Kalman. 85 mlns. Rel. Apnl 1. Rev. April 19.
Scampolo (Klnematrade) (Ger.) Cinderella romance. Dolly Haas. 80 mln.s.
Rel. April 1.
Schubert's Fruehlingstraum. (Capital) (Ger). Musical of Schubert's life.
Carl Joeken. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time, 71 mlns. Rel, June 28.
Shame (Amklno) (Russ), Problems of row Ru.s.sia. Vladimir Gordin. Dir.
Sergei Yutkevitcli. 75 mins. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 14.
Siberian Patrol (Russ.) (Amklno). Dir. Protozanov. 00 mina. Rel. May 13.
1914.

Rev. May 31.
Sniper (Ru.sa.) (Amklno). The war terrors. Dir. Timoslienko. 61 mini). Rcl.
Augi 25. Rev. Aug. 30.
Rcl. May 5. Rev.
Dir. Rel.oman. 53 mine.
Soil Is Thlrety (Russ.) (Amklno).

May

10.

Soviets en Parade.
sia.
66 mins.

AS

17.

(Russ.) (Klnem.iiradp). Historic record of current RusRel. Feb. L Rev. March 7.

Canton,

O.,

March

27.

Canton union theatre musicians
prefer to loaf rather than accept
$35 a week at the Palace here.
George' A. Dells, manager of the
Palace, offered union musicians $35
a week, 10 men in the pit. but they
refused, asking $45 a week.

WB

AT THE

Ambassador Theatre

Shutters 3 in Pa.
Pittsburgh,

March

WB

Wa.shlngton, where Warners were
successful in obtaining an $8,400
annual reduction in rental only the
week before. Reopening of State
right across the street, however,
made It too tough for smaller house
stay open.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

20.

Closings announced by Harry
Kalmlne, zone manager of WB,
over the week-end included Park,
Stubenville,
Capitol,
Johnstown;
O.; and the Washington, WashingOthers expected to folton, Pa.
low shortly, with I. J. Hoffman, asthesistant general manager of
atres, in town for conferences with
Kalmine.
Surprise was the closing of the

to

Master of Ceremonies

Return Engagement
starting April 28th
DIRECTION
PHIL OFFIN

WEBER-SIMON AGENCY

NAT KALCHEIM
SAM BRAMSON
WILLIAM MORRIS OFFICE
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Fear Campaigns

Kid IVograms Up a$ Webs' Biz Drops;

NBCs

tinued to move in the opposite diCompared to a year ago,
rection.
the Increase of bankrolled programs
for children comes to around 30%
for NBC. On Columbia the boost is

about 16%.
Indications, contrary to previous
years, are that the current set of
kid air shows will generally be

maintained this year when school Is
With business as it is the
over.
commercials, say the ad agencies,
won't be Inclined to suspend their
one surefire source of sales stimulation on the theory that warm
weather and daylight saving keeps
the kids out playing and away from
Tests conducted
the loudspeaker.
by a major food account last year
tended to contradict this commonly
premise.
accepted
Tendency, which broadcasting has
developed among the kids In connection with food advertising, say
agency men, is the habit of picking
As long as the
their own brands.
product comes under the heading
of tissue building or health-giving
the parent, aver the ad experts, is

now

other fellow's product is frowned upon by the more thoughtmen in advertising circles.
It Is the general consensus that
fear has already been carried
too far in advertising; that It
Is dangerous and possibly a
boomerang technique.
Originally, fear was used to
make people self-conscious
about their bad breath, danful

Bert Crane Quits NBC to
Head Radio Disc Dept.
Chicago, March 27.
Bert A. Crane leaves NBC's Chicago branch to become manager of
the radio disc department of Columbia Phonograph here. He succeeds Bill Young who resigned to
head a similar department which

druff, slugerlsb livers, etc.

Squire,

New York

head of Columbia's

radio disc division,

was

in Chicago last week to make the
appointment of Crane and get

who

win disfigure, poison,
cheat, or misrepresent. "Virtue
and honesty are to be found
only in one particular company,

things started.

Harry Victor will have charge of
sales for Columbia here in the reMonroe Wayne In
vised set-up.

and

Its particular product, according to this new trend in
advertising.
If It continues, advertising
for Blots may very well simmer down to one prolonged rap

charge of studios as before.

NBC

Talent

Now

the fear campaigns are getting
more specific and are directed
not against a condition, but
against all competitors who are
represented to be scoundrels

Victor will shortly establish locally.

Burt

Air Line

Can

by Innuendo against
while Zilch will retaliate with
a program, the purpose of
Zilch,

which

Now Go CBS, but

will be to call public atto the rascality of

tention
Blots.

Names aren't being mentioned in the air, of course,
but no superior discernment is
needed to know who's meant.

Under Disguise

Inclined to yield to tbe youngdemands and preferences.

Faithful Kids
It's now okay for an artist under
Artists
The youngsters are far less In- management of the
clined than adults to switch their Service to take a commercial spot
favorite program, declare ihe agen- on the Columbia chain providing
cies.
Card Indices maintained by the talent uses a different name.
Cream of Wheat, which has jhad Under the old rule the ban held
Jolly Bill and Jane on the netvi^ork whether the act retained its regular
lor over five years, show the same billing or not.
{rids writing In yearvjtfter year, with
Modification of the rule revealed
the program also picking up new
Itself In the case of Peggy Healey
fans as they reach the age of fable
who appeared on the March 22

ANOTH£R10%

NBC

—

CUT FOR NBC

.

NBC

'radio.'

There are currently 20 commercial
network programs for children di-

Miss Healey is also under personal contract to Paul Whlteman
set to remain with the oil
stanza for the ne::t several weeks,
providing that the Whlteman organization doesn't leave for an out-oftown stand.

Filni

Contract, Plans 1-Niters

Blng Crosby has readjusted his
San Francisco, March 27.
contract with Paramount and leaves
NBC
Don E. Gilman, NBC vlce-pres.
Wheatenavllle (Wheatena Corp.) for Hollywood this Thursday (30).
Western manager, has returned
Paul Wing, the Story Man (Gen- Singer refused to take a cut on his and
picture, salary but agreed to con- from a month's home office coneral Foods Corp.)
York.
He flew
The Flying Family (R. B. Davis cessions, regarding his broadcast, ferences In New
line charge and band obligations.
back.
Co.)
Gllman characterized reports of a
Paramount' had originally agreed
Jolly Bill and Jane (Cream of
to pay Crosby's radio hookup bills cut In personnel and salary for his
Wheat Corp.)
Wheatsworth Program (National and also furnish him with an or- western division as possible but not
chestra for his broadcast over a yet authorized. _
Biscuit Co.)
period of eight weeks. Line charges
Gllman also spoke of the Gold, or
^ The Singing Lady (Kellogg Co.)
Little Orphan Annie (Wander Co.) figure around $1,800 a week and the KPO network, abandonment as temMaud- and Cousin Bill (A & P band about $2,300 weekly. Under porary, and stated that 60,000 watts
the revised arrangement, the pro- of KPO wotild go on the air early
Stores)
Sekatary Hawkins (Ralston Pu- ducer will only have to foot these In April.
bills for two weeks, or the balance
rina Co.)
George Rector's Cooking School of Crosby's contract with Chesterfield. Program gdes off the air April
for Children (A & P)
RADIO PUBLICITY
Capt. Diamond's Adventures (Gen. 16. Concessions to Paramount also
Food Corp. Diamond Crystal Salt) mean that the plan for Crosby doRln Tin Tin Thrillers (Chappel ing a sustaining series on CBS after Two Programs Cooperate On Polthat date is out.
son Pen Stunt
Bros.)
Dick Daring (Quaker Oats)
Crosby will be off the air following the Chesterfield finale for at
CBS
Chicago, March 27.
least
13
weeks.
After
he's
finished
Bobby Benson's Ranch (Hecker
Radio fans listening to WEBO
his picture he plans a vaude bill
Flour)
and indignant
astonished
were
Lone Wolf Tribe (Wrlgley's Gum) and orchestra around him for a
when Eddie and Fannie Cavanaugh
Cowboy Tom (Remington Rand) cross-country tour of one-nigh ters. announced they had been receiving
Skippy (General Mills)
Cavanaughg
threatening letters.
Don Lang's Animal Stories
read the letters over the air there
(Spratt's Dog Food)
Jigsaws
by causing a wave of wrath against
Buck Rogers (Kellogg Co.)
Chicago, March 27.
the mysterious scoundrel.
Devil
Bird
(Horllck's
Malted
WLS has developed a lucrative Later It began to be suspected
Milk)
by-product in Jigsaw puzzles made that Bob White might be the scoun
of photographs of its staff artists.
For the Cav
drel In question.
At 26c apiece the puzzles are sell- anaughs proceeded to turn over
L. Wolfe Gaberfs Idea
ing by the thousands.
their threatening letters to the two

HOAX

WLS'

NBC

Los Angeles, March
Following an audition in

27.

By

thus alternating the station has developed a corps of announcera
two departments.

skilled in

Outside Datet

George Hall plays more outside engagements than any other bandleader in a regular spot. CBS broadcaster flnds this; possible beisause hia
night's playing at the Taft Hotel is over at 9:80.

Must Dreee the Type

who has one

of the best wardrobes among the women
by her sponsor, to attend broadcasts or to be
photographed in any way except as 'Snoony', the dumb character she
portrays on the Solly Ward program.

Barbara

Blair,

of radio, is not permitted

Diminutive Oiant

Paul Dumont, five-foot-three former announcer, plays the eIght-foot«
Kong* radio serial.

six giant In the 'King

in

Reverse

NBC is effecting an arrangement whereby the regular network Boston
wire can be reversed, and Boston programs will soon be available.
Despite Herself
Betty Barthell came Into radio as a pianist. Then she became a
Now she wUI be heard on the Country Club programs over CBS
OS a comedienne.
And she never wanted to be an entertainer at all.

Short Notes
It is said that Old Gold will renew for another 13 weeks. .Lanny Rosa
shed his tonsils last week... This is Paid Whiteman's birthday... Musterole goes off the air this week... Fran Prey, for eight years associated
with George Olsen, has gone out on his own... John Clark, manager of
WBZ, Boston, ill. and 'Skeets' Miller pinch hitting for him. ..Nancy
Gamer, cousin of the Vice-president, is scheduled for the Victor Herbert
.

Memorial concert April 8... Nat Shllkret practicing for a big audition
this week... Mark Wamow recently conducted four consecutive auditions
for the same client. ..Lee Sims and wife, Homay Bailey, are In New
along the line with the exception
York but hiding away from radio... The Hudson-Essex program which
of those receiving $1,000 a year or
had been on a week to week basis, has renewed fOr 62 weeks... Burt
Network put through a sim- McMurtrle, CBS exec, returned to his desk yesterday after two weeks
less.
ilar reduction last September.
with the flu... Ida Bailey Allen eats those menus she prescribes for lisColumbia applied a 16% reduction teners. They are prepared for her by an old colored mammy. . .William
about the same time. Rather than Stelnke and Muriel Harbater are on their fifth season for Cream of
effect another slash CBS recently Wheat... Lou Katzman directed the first commercial broadcast over'
dropped a number of attaches.
WBAF when that station was at 196 Broadway... Take It from a susThe NBC notification, signed by taining artist, this is truly an age of change—mostly small... The muslo
Richard C. Patterson, Jr., executive note 'B Natural' is stamped on Dave RubinofCs signet ring... Cliff Sou*
V. p., declares the network prebier's right name is Sourbeer. ,.A statiatlclan figures out the average'
ferred this means in order to keep radio is used 4.04 hours daily. . .Waterloo, la., remembers Little Jack
the force intact. Also included is Little as John Leonard. . .Hendrlck Wlllem van Loon and H. V. Kaltengeneral
as
soon
that
as
mention
bom collect watch charms and pocket curios. . .SOS to a sustaining artist
business conditions improve Imme- means: Send On a Sponsor. . .Maxwell House program rehearses from 12
diate consideration will be given to to 6, six hotirs steadily, every time It goes on the air.
restoration of the cut

vided as follows:

Connects with

uses two announcers on each broadcast, one serving as produce
In the nAxt period, the producer becomea the announcer and

man.

vice versa.

all

and Ts

Crosby Readjusts

personnel has been notified

that they're due for another 10%
salary cut on the next paycheck,
effective from April 1. Clip applies

understanding.
Essolube (Five Star Theatre) show
In a receiit survey as to the Inon CBS. NBC Artists Service ap,fluence of children on purchase,
made by an Independent resea:r<ih proved- the date when Miss Healey
bureau for NBC, about 2,600 dealers agreed not to use her own name.
were asked two questions. First She was Introduced on the program
was, Do you ever notice the Influ- as April Day.

83% answered

WOR
tlon

News

Nellie Rerell

singer.

ster's

ence of children on parents in coaxing them to buy certain nationally
advertised brand?' Those answering 'Yes' came to 69%, and of this
total 31% figured that the parents
yielded 'sometimes' and 28% that
the adult resppnse was 'frequent.'
Second question dealt with what
kind of advertising had the dealer
noticed Influenced children most.
NBC claims that, on the 2,600 Inquiry cards turned In by the dealers

By

Growing tendency of some
advertisers to devote most of
their efforts to slamming the

Juves Increase 30%: CBS. 15%

While the business graph of network broadcasting has been showing a steady downward trend since
last summer, the Juvenile phase of
commercial programing has con-

Tqesdaj, March 28, 1933

detectives, 'Mllllgan and
Mulligan' over WGN. Bob White
is the author of this script and he
wove the letters into a plot and
solved the whole crime as part of

comedy

DON BEBNABD'S AGENGT JOB

San
Chicago, March 27.
Don Bernard, former NBC proFrancisco for eastern officials NBC
has accepted a novelty program, duction man, has Joined the Hayes
•TThe Parodist,' created by L. Wolfe McFarland advertising agency in
Program charge ot the radio department.
Gilbert, the song writer.
consists of parodies on current Madge Childs remains as his assistant.
eongs and past favorites.
For a time after leaving NBC
Henry Fink, who sang the sam
pies, all from the pen of Gilbert, Bernard was in partnership with
At Hayes Mc
left here Thursday (23) for New Andy Sulkirk here.
Farland he supervises the Pennzoll
York, and will be used in the broad
and Yeastfoam programs.
easts.

his

program.

Meanwhile, at
editor called the
pathetically and

least

one

radio

Cavanaughs eym
wondered If the

same person might not be the one
who was sending the radio editor
some poison pen epistles.
Stunt got plenty of publicity both
both for the Cavanaughs and 'Mil

Ugan and Mulligan.'

Brief Bits
Paramount hotel Grill is booking CBS radlollghts exclusively, figuring
the air draw. . .Zale Dillon, NBC sounds man, recovering from a sprained
ankle... The Lane girls Prlscllla and Rosemary ^who sing with Fred
Warlng's band, are sisters of Lola Lane, film actress. . .Trumpeter Manny
Cline, of Lennle Hayton's ork, claims to have a schnozzle bigger than
Durante's...Kdlth Evans, with Jack Benny on the Chevrolet program,
formerly of Evans and Mayer, vaude... Buok Bannister, radio's champ
hog-caller, appears in the family Bible down in ol' Vlrglnny as Alexander
Witch's
Conover Bannister... Marie O'Flynn, leading lady in the
Tale, was christened Pearl Celestlne Marie O'Flynn, but outgrew It.
The man who wears the red fez at the Ed Wynn broadcasts is George
Vos, Texaco p.a.. .Howard Claney's one-room Greenwich Village apactment Is described with pictures in a current magazine. . ."Brother, Can
You Spare Some Time?' Is now the theme of the networks' sales departments. .Radio-actor Wilfred Lytell is a brother of Bert Ly tell. .Fred
Warlng's skill In posing pictures qualifies him as an expert photographer... A Columbia bulletin advises 'for three years the same firm
has starched Morton Downey's collars to the exact pliancy required for
his music box'; it's startling news like this that floors you...Al Gaber,
In charge of NBC Instrumentalists, is one of the. best of yam spinners...
After rejecting show offers, Jane Froman accepted a week at Radio City
.A short short story: Kidnappers snatched a sax player by mistake.
Next day they returned him without ransom. . .Charlotte Geer, dlallst of
the Newark 'Evening News', Is married to Olln Potter Geer, Jersey law-yer. . .John Nicholson, heard in 'Miniature Melodramas* over WRNY,
has been In several Broadway productions. He plays all the characters
in his radio skit. .Frank Knight, former CBS announcer, is back on the
air in his first love drama.

—

—

WOR

.

.

.

.

.

—

Pickups
Keith McLeod, formerly musical supervisor of NBC, Is on WOR each
Monday with an unusual double male quartet called The Reglmentallsts
.Jack Arthur asks If a husband who can't take It Is called 'a squawk
. .

man'. .Blanche Ring Is being auditioned for a commercial. .Business
is picking up with the Don Bestor orchestra, or else it had better be,
because two of his bandsmen were married this month and two others
became fathers. .Emily Nathan, of WOR's press department, collected
a $10 debt and promptly had her pocket picked of that and $6 more...
The Chrystal Corp. has signed for a series of Sunday broadcasts on
starting April 2, to be known as 'Outdoor Girl'. .Rosarlo Bourdon, director of Cities Service orchestra, was 'cellist with the Ostend Kursaal
orchestra at Belgium's resort city. .Charles Leipert, day supervisor at
WOR's Kearney plant, has become father of an eight-pound son...
Carolyn Gray, formerly of NBC, is the latest addition to the CBS New
York stand by piano staff .. .Llttlo Ann Little, who substitutes for Betty
Boop in pictures, will be heard on
on Roger Bower's program
Stanley Smith, stage and screen Juvenile, being auditioned for CBS programs... Ad agencies are covering burlesque shows looking for new
comics. .There's a new ruling In NBC Artists Service that all can collations must be sent by registered mall... Phil Carlin's daushter, Virginia, celebrates her seventh birthday Saturday. .Edward IClaubcr, CBS
vice-president, is south for his health.
.

.

.

WOR

.

.

WOR

.

.

.

.
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Chicago Fairly Free of Eastern Evils,

I

Mosdy Geometric

Leonard

Trying

Eddie Leonard

But the
and temptations for

eblsellng in radio circles.

opportunities

as good out here.
Whatever the reason, nobility or
circumstance, very little Is heard of
the same sort of conniving which
Manhattan radio knows.
Chicago, of course, has Its cliques
and log-rollers who take care of
are

grift

not

one another, but this

is

Via the Niece
Booking agent who had been
trying to interest a brewer In
a radio program, heard that
the suds bottler had a favorite
niece with mike aspirations.

Though leery, after the first
hearing, of getting by with her
voice, the agent induced one
of his professional warblers to
take the girl In hand for a

social

partying,

here

cnain

NBC Fmds Frances
Langford's Shoe Is

vocal polishing before
making the brewery approach
with the 'family find.'

personalities,

fra-

can't get by the reception
and make dark hints about

COAST WARY OF

who

clerks,

auditioning his

a Saturday night spot.
About three months ago
the
Leonard minstrel affair had been
scheduled when the network called
everything off with the explanation
that Sinclair Oil had demanded that
its
"Wener minstrels remain the
only program of its kind on the

PERSONALS BY

eex angles, etc., apparently make
few charges of kick-backs, money
splits, or grafting.
Raps against agency or network
oflScials for being confused, vacildownright stupid axe
lating,- or
beard but aspersions against their
honesty as a rule are not. It may
appropriate
to point out that the
be
Los Angeles, March 27.
average earnings of radio talent on
While a few weeks ago theatres
Chicago -produced shows gives small
margin for kickbacks. Few head- out here were thumbs down on
liners or big money radio turns radio artists unless they were escurrently work out of Chicago.
tablished names, the reverse is now
Cost on Merit
true. Theatres are currently willing

TALENT

The Broadway atmosphere is en
absent in Chicago radio
There are, of course, recognized tal
ent purveyors who do a certain
amount of placement business with
advertising agencies. Point is that
most local programs are actually
cast on a basis of merit. Sometimes
the Individual judgment, or recogni
lion of merit, may be dubious, or
a mediocre entertainer who is
good self- salesman may grab
ticket, but that's a sample of all
chow business' tendency to accept
tlrely

Now On

Other Foot

eelf-assertlon for ability.

to use almost

the stations

any

air

Although that's the way the net-

work got her, NBC Artists Service
execs are complaining that Ken
Dolan, Frances Langford's manager,
didn't do right by them when he
sold his singer to the Blackett-

Sample-Hummert-Gardner

agency

on an exclusive basis and without
consulting them.
NBC claims an
exclusive management contract that
prevents Miss Lahgford from appearing on CBS without the former's say-so^
What really burns the NBC artists bureau is that it had no ink-

of what was going on until
deal was closed and the announcement made at a nite club
Spot was the Village
opening.
Barn with the m.c. exclaiming,
•Permit me to introduce Frances
performer, but Langford, who, I predict, will be

now assured

the stand-

offish attitude.

The broadcasters are reluctant to
permit their talent on the boards
unless the performers are well
known. Attitude Is that talent can
be killed by stage work unless a
high point of popularity on the air
has been achieved.
During the past two weeks, at
least two of the major outlets have
turned down no less than a dozen
offers for vaudflim appearances of

Bureaus of Big Nets

Only 4 Air Names Workiog on Stage

ling

the

one of Columbia's greatest stars,
because she's Just been signed for
a commercial series by Abe Lyman.' Lyman and his manager. Bob
Goldstein, in recent months have
been doing all the talent booking
for the BSHG agency.
NBC contends that it can stop
Miss Langford from taking the CBS
commercial on the ground that the
management contract has several
months to go. Dolan argues that
the agreement is one of those
things which merely promises to
procure work but guarantees noth
Dolan declares that Miss
ing.
Langford ia the past four months
has obtained very little through
efforts of' the NBC artists bureau
He also questions the network's
right to a split commission In the

*Get Off the Air!*

Due

to decline of available stage

time,

and shortened

little

time that's

salaries on the
left, the network
bureaus, particularly NBC's,
are reported going into the red
weekly.
Between them the two artist bureaus have only four acts working
on the outside this week, two apiece.
NBC has the Radio Rubes at
Loew's State, New York, for the
full week, and Alice Joy at Grand
Rapids, Mich. (RKO) for a last half.
of a trademark.
Ed Wynn's
Both CBS' bookings are In Warner
'So-o-o' is another example of
houses, Slngin' Sam playing a full
the same sort of thing.
week at the Earle, Washington, and
Reis and Dunn three days in Elizabeth.
The other major stage clrciut, Publix, Isn't playing a network
attraction currently.
Outside of the two acts working
in theatres this week, the NBC artist bureau's income Is limited to
whatever it receives from the few
of its own acts playing on network
commercials, and the 10% commlsh
charge levied on the salaries it pays
its own sustaining artists.
NBC's contract list contains only
one band, Paul Whiteman, and
Whiteman isn't working. CBS is in
Lehman Brothers, New York a better position, due to the sevbankers, last week Issued a news eral bands sending in commlsh, also

Chicago, March 27.
Phil Baker's catchline, 'Get
off the air,' the interruption of
a mysterious voice throughout
his Armour program, is believed by NBC here to have the
same popular appeal as Jack
Pearl's 'Vas You Dere, Sharlle.'
NBC expects the phrase to
pass into general use as sort

artist

BANKERS ISSUE

BULLETIN ON
WYNN'S WEB

on Ed Wynn's Amalgamated an artist bureau overhead that's
Broadcasting
System,
Inc.,
and considerably lower than NBC's.
Artists' Bureau, Inc.,
removing its ofilces to the 39-Btory
building at 601 Madison Avenue,
taking two entire fioors. The build-

bulletin

Amalgamated

MRS.

ing

becomes

the~

Amalgamated

DAU AT

$900

A SHOT FOR BEST

Broadcasting Bldg., and will be so

Wynn is prez of the
ABS and Ota Gygi, ex-vaudeville

CO.

designated.

Mrs.

Anne Roosevelt

the
president's daughter, goes on the
The press release from the bank- air for Best & Co., on a 13 time
ing firm mentions that the third net- series over WEAF. Final negotiawork, when completed, will Include tions were not closed before the
100 broadcasting stations.
matter of the Pond program had
The 601 Madison Avenue structure been disposed.
Is a Lehman Corp. enterprise.
It's
When the J. Walter Thompson
situated diagonally across from the agency found that It couldn't book
Columbia Broadcasting
System's Mrs. Dall for the Pond show
home ofilces, also cornering e2d. through an agent of its own chos>
The press matter plugs this realty ing, it decided to put in no comsector, expressing that 'the enter- petitive bid for her services against
tainment centre of the world would the Best & Co. department store.
be re-located in the lower 50's from Agency had talked over the proMadison to 6th Avenue.'
gram with Mrs. Dall and was amenable to having her replace her
mother on the cosmetic period, until
it learned that a previous manageStations Using Sliced
ment contract prevented her from
Dall,

violinist, is v.p.

Chicago makes no claims to moral their artists on this premise. A few
stations were
It's simply a case of weeks ago the same
clamoring to get their talent Into
events shaping themselves differ
the open with the theatres turning
cntly out here than In the east.
deaf ears.
The stations are apparfently taking a page from the experience on
Air Accounts Lost
the personal appearances of film
players. They point out that in the BSHG deal.
9
Tishman Case
beginning patrons were satisfied to
During Moratorium
Situation NBC finds Itself In with
pay cash just to see a picture star,
Tnne Okayed by F. R.
but after that the customers were Dolan is reminiscent of Its recent
SdD Absent in West not
satisfied unless the actors could dispute with Max Tishman, vaude
Tishman bad routined a
agent.
do something to entertain.
Washington, March 27.
Radio men simply say they're not new act for Miss Langford and
Los Angeles, March 27.
Small stations are hopping to the
Much of the commercial business going to take similar chances in started booking her In theatres. Federal Radio Commission's loosen
stepped
in
bureau
then
artists
NBC
lost to Coast stations because ot future unless they are satisfied that
ing up of regulations requiring oper
stage appearances will help and not and offered a network buildup, with
the recent bank holiday is still ab
the signer's signature of a regular atlon up to two-thirds of licensed
injure their lalent
sent. Broadcasters report local ac
bureau contract a pre- time. Total of nine stations thus
artists
counts off 60%, two weeks after the
far have been granted permission
requisite.
bank reopening.
Immediately after Miss Langford to slice time. FRC last week anSome of the smaller stations lost
Thru Till Fall;
signed, the network also began of- nounced that it would temporarily
all of their commercials for the pe
suspend
the two-thirds rule because
Tishman,
fering her to theatres.
rlod of the moratorium, and these
Mills Also Off Air filed a complaint with the vaude of economic pressure upon stations
accounts are reluctant to resume.
Stations taking advantage of the
agents' association and an aifbitraStation owners
say it will be
tion committee ruled that he was suspension are: WNBH, New Bed
months before business gets back to
Mass.;
WJMS, Ironwood,
Procter & Gamble concludes its entitled to a split commission on ford,
the average before the financial
radio exploitation until fall, April 10. any theatre dates the network ob- Mich.; WRAK, Williamsport, Pa.;
house closings.
::OB, Albuquerque, N. M.; KFLX,
on
money
splurge
Plans call for a
tained for Miss Langford.
Galveston; KOAC, CorvalUs, Ore.;
both NBC and Columbia next auWSOC, Gastonia, N. C; KDLR,
tumn. Withdrawal date makes it
Three Radio Prospects
just a year for the Mills Brothers BILLING PRIORITY CLAIMED Devils Lake. N. D., and WILM, Wilmington, Del.
on the P&G payroll.
All but KOB are regularly authorIntention of Mills-Rockwell, the Fanny Baldridge Says Old Gold
ized as full time stations. The speInfringes
Mills Bros, manager, is to keep the
Chicago, March 27.
cial permission runs until June 1.
quartet off the air for at least 13
Last week's bill at the RKO Pal
Chicago, March 27.
ace here contained three radio pos- weeks but to play theatre dates.
Old Gold cigaret program (22)
sibilities all better than lukewarm. Rockwell figures the boys will thereBlock and Sully loom for a Man
by be able to preserve their ether introduced a character of 'MagAdv.
nolia,
the
mammy
of the kitchen.'
also,
is
Considered,
hattan commercial with a special pulling power.
London, March 18.
May Balbridge, Chicago
vehicle now in process of forming. the association angle, Rockwell be- Fanny
Ostrer, Bros, who control GauJay Fllppen and Chase & Sanborn lieving that the interim will allow cadio entertainer, claims priority on
mont-Brltish Film Corporation and
tea are stlU chinning but with terms for the disassociation In listener boih the name and billing.
On March 15 Miss Balbridge preside similarly over the 'Sunday
the stumbling block.
minds of the foursome with Chlpso.
maintains that she wrote B. L. Belt, Referee,' which was brought from
Third radio maybe on the bill was
president of P. Lorrillard in New Sir O.swald Stoll, have run foul of
Nick Lucas. Chicago NBC sent for
him while here to audition for an Murray, Sidney Audition York, stating that she had read of the Newspaper Proprietors' Assothe contemplated Old Gold char- ciation, to which all newspaper
undlvulged commercial.
Hollywood, March 27.
acterization and asserted that she magnates belong.
Charles Murray and George Sid- ,1r.'<t introduced the character in
It came about through the Referee
ney go on the 'Hollywood on the 1919 in Chautauqua.
She further accepting adverts announcing broad$70 English Tele Set
Air,' April 3, with a 'Cohens and declares
that she presented her ca.sts from France to publicize BritKellys' skit.
London, March 17.
Magnolia, mammy of the kitchen, »h merchandise. (British broadProgram is al.so in the nature of in 1929 over WHAS, Louisville, and ca.'iters do not accept advertising).
New Television company formed
some time ago, under name of 'Sco- an audition, NBC officials in the was subsequently sponsored on a
No member of the Newspaper
Phonl, Ltd.,' with directorate includ- east endeavoring to sell the film network show for NBC under the Proprietors as.sociation will accept
ing Isidor Ostrer, Simon Itowson, pair for a possible regular hook-up. same name and billing.
such advertising, and when the
Arthur Levey and Cscar Deutch,
."Vli.'i.s
Balbridge argues that if 'Referee' did so, it's resignation was
has undergone reconstruction. Os'Amo.s 'n' Andy' and
'Myrt and requested.
Kling, Marmola to Kastor
trer has resigned since purcha.sing
.Marge'
have property rights in
Chicago, March 27.
Interest in Baird s Television, Ltd.,
their
names and billing she ha.s
MASSEUSE'S MOHNINGS
but still has a monetary interest.
Leroy A. Kling goes to Kastor similar rights in Magnolia. AttorNew director is Whittaker, head of agency from Critchfleld. It is ex- ney Russell McCaughey repre.senls
Makers of Rye Krisp are figuring
Ferranti, Ltd., electrical engineers, pected he will take the Marmola Mi.'js Baldridge in the dispute. Lat- on Madame .Sylvia, ex-HulIy wood
who has Invested close on $20,000 account with him. Kor a time John ter wants Old Gold to dl.scontlnue mafl.seuHe, for a morning s';ri<-s" on
and is prepared to go further.
Bairnsfather,
another ex-Critch- its Magnolia claiming that con- ,\1JC. Fnimeup lia.s already pas.scd
Ferranti's shortly is putting on fielder, was a contender to take fuHion has already resulted as 6vi- the audition stage.
the market component parts of their Marmola into Erwin-Wasey.
dencnd by Miss Baldridge receiving
Routine .would be similar to the
new televisor, with entire set not
Marmola sponsors 'Chlckie,' by •^onffratulations from friends for one .'<ylviu did for General Klertrlo
costing more than |70.
being sponsored by Old Gold.
Fritz Block], over WEBM.
Idiit fall.
superiority.

b Red,

it

generally

brotherhood and similar
Even the grumblers out

Artist

show with NBC, the program department considering giv-

quick

a matter of favoritism based on
ternity
causes.

Is

Minstrels

NBC

minstrel
ins

Chicago, March 27.
ThlB trading post, not exactly unacquainted with shady enterprises
and sharp practices, appears to be
reasonably free from systematic

S3

AUDITIONING AGAIN
Eddie

Once More for

Local Angles Are

VARIETY

,

C

P&G

On Same Vaude Show

Banned

Jam

being represented by Miles Lasker,
of the Bell Syndicate. Latter handled the Pond deal for Mrs. Roosevelt.

Betty

VanDeventer

and

Bruce

Quisenberry, who held the Mrs. Dall
radio management contract, declared for doing business direct and
exclusively with the agency or acinterested, but J. Walter
insisted upon contacting
Mrs. Dall through Lasker, or else.

count

Thompson

The
Lasker
arrangement
was
thumbed down by the VanDeventerQuisenberry duo and a couple days
later Best closed for Mrs. Dall's air
appearances at (900 a broadcast.

NBC

Wants Malt to
Stand 4-Hr. Celebration
NBC sales department Is trying

to

sell

Pabst Blue

Ribbon Malt,

Ben Bernle's ether paycheck, .the
idea of using its network to celebrate the legalization of beer. Event
would take the form of a four hour
session the night the foam ofilcially
returns.

Network's idea is to run the
show from midnight to 4 A.M., the
entertainment to consist of bands
picked up from various parts of the
country with Bemle as m.c.

Loses Wife and Job
San Francisco, March 27.
Roger Krupp has lost his Job and
his wife.

NBC handed Krupp the blue
envelope, relieving him of his announcing duties the end of this
month.

Mrs. Marian Peck Krupp,

member

of NH(''.s singing trio, the

served Krupp with
vorce papers the same week.
Bluettes,

Lacey as

KFDM

.San Francisco,

di-

V. P,

March

27.

occur In NUC's
Is the resignation
of I.,cwiH Lacey. He has hoi)ped to
Beaumont, Tex., as a v.p. of the
corijoratlon operating KFDM.
Roger Krupp Is the other NBC
departure. So fuc^essors to either

Second change
announcing .staff

job.

to

9^

SAD I a

VARIETY

,

Tuc^da^^

Sidney Strotz, Artlstn Mgr.
John Glbon, Continuity Edttoc
Frank Mullen, DIr, of Agricultur*.
E<ducatlonal

Waller,

Judith

Wrlgley Bldg.

Hollywood, March 27.
men for the ^Iarx
<^as
Brothers were' trying'"' to "convince Qroucho that what the
radio public wants Is old gags
dressed up,
'What they want,' countered
Groucho, 'Is new gags un-

Whitehall 0000

dressed.'

'

Rife, Chief Field Engineer.
B. R. Dtwigos, Maintenance Mgr,
Ben Pratt, Publlo Relations Counsel.

Ui W.

Publicity

Al Williamson,

•

Mgr.

CBS

New York
(Stations

City

Renewals

Leslie Atlass. V.-P. In charge.
Xjeonard Erlckson, Western Sales Mgr.
Walter Preston, Program Dir.

Lady Esther Co. extends contract for a Sunday matinee

NBC

stanza on

711 Flftb Ave.
Plaza 3-ieoo

for 52 weeks.
retained.
added six

Bobby Brown, Oen. Production Mgr.
Jeir King, Trafllc and Office
Harold Fair, Asst. Program

Wayne Kins combo
has

Chevrolet

M. H. Aylestvortlt, President.
Richard C. Patterson, Jr., Executive V.-P.
O. C. McClelland, A^s't to the President.
John El wood, V.-P. on Operations.
A. Li. Ashby, V.-P. and Qen. Atty.
George Envies. V.-P. on Artists' Service.

weeks

to Its present

May

tract

NBC

Howard

con-

the new climax.
continues with same

Program

19,

talent lineup.
"Royal, V.-P. on Programs.
Roy C. WItmer, V.-P. on Sales.
Prank Mason, V.-P. on Public Relatione.
Lewis MacConnecli, Secretary.
Mark J. Woods, Secretary.
H. F. McKeon, Auditor.
H. F. Kelly, As»t. Auditor.

John F.

FRED
ALLEN

C.

W. Horn. Gen. Engineer.

Frank Mullen, Agricultural Dir.
J. deJara" Almonte. Evening Operations.
Bertha Bralnnrd, Program Mgr.
Q.
R.

W. Payne,

Operations.
Telchern, Asst. to Treas,

J.

WABC

Strauss Bldg.

Wabash 4040
Homer Hogan, Gen. Mgr.
Parker Wheatley, Production Mgr.
Harold E. Bean, Asst. Production Mgr.
Rex Maupin, Musical Director.
H. E. Randall, Chief Engineer.

Dept.

John Fltzpatrlck. President.
Edward N. Npckles, Gen, Mgr.
Franklin Lundquist, Bus. Mgr.
Maurice I^ynch, Treasurer.

scription Dept.
E. P. H. James. Sales Promotion Mgr.
T. G. Sabin, Eastern Service Mgr.
Mrs. Frances Rockefeller King, Mgr. pri-

vate entertainment.

Pat Murphy,

Publicity

C.

Paley,

Mgr.
Kaufman, Commercial Mgr.

Sam

ORCHESTRA

WLS

V.-P.

Flckard,

Hugh Kendall

Bolce, V.-P. In

Charge of

Sales.

La'wrence

W, Liowmao,

V.-P. on Opera-

and Secretary.
M. R. RuTiyon, Treasurer.
Karl Knipe, Sales Mgr.
William H. Englsn, Asst. Sales Mgr.

tions
'

SOCIETY'S CHOICE

EMIL
His OBCHESTBA

NOW APPEARING

CARLtON

^
•

CLUB
ISO

WEST MTH

White.

J.
S.

Market

Karo],

**The Best in Music**

JEtesearch.

Production Mgr.

Carlisle,

Frederic P. Willis, Educational Dir.
Julius Mattfeld. Muslo Ubrary.
Hugh Cowan, Commercial Engineer.
Ferrln Fraser, Editor, Continuity.
Marion R. Parsonnett, Dramatic Dir.
Herbert B. Glover, News Broadcasting.
Ralph J. Wonders. Mgr., Artists' Bureau.

Bamberger Broadcasting Sdrvloo,
1440 Broadway

toe.

I'ehnsylvania 6-8383
Alfred J, McCosker, Station Mgr,
A. A. Cormier. Sales Mgr.
Walter J. Kelt, Asst. Sales Mgr,
Lewis Reld, Program Dir.
George Shackley, Musical Dir.
Robert I. Wilder. Press.
J. R>. Poppele, Chief Engineer.

Cor(>.

114 B. 5Sth St.

Eldorado 6-0100
Bradley Kelly. Station- Mgr.
John S. Martin, Sales Mgr.

iPARTICUI.AB

OLIENTSI

W. ORIFFITH
HOLLYWOOD .TALES
0.

IN!

Honey

WJZ

HE-Tw^gk

Knickerbocker

Wed.. 10 P.M.

Carl Myers,

GEORGE

GIVOT
OLD GOLD

WABC EVKBT WEDNESDAY,
10-10.30 P. M..

COAST TO COAST

Bill

WPCH.

WGES

Sam Taub, Boxing.
Jack Fllman, Hockey, Sports.
Charles Martin, Dramatic Presentations.

Blackett-Sample—Edwin Ayleshlra.
Henri Hurst McDonald— Art Decker.
Hayes McFarland, Don Bernard. Madge

Dally

7..TO

HALL TRIO
WEAT
.\.M.

Sunday

7.4S

P.M.

Central GrUl

NBC Network

Superior

SOUTHERN
SINGERS
MBC Network
Management
M. GAI,E, 151 West 40th

.vieri"hnn'II.-<e

Musical

Paige,

(Stations

and

Program

only).

Mawhln'hey, publicity.

Leslie

Roy
C.

Shield,
L. Menscr,

Production

A.

W.

Program

Kfiney,

Alex Robb,

A:>st.

Dir.
Dir.

Mgr

L'TOgrOkm

Wic.

UOTEX, WALTON. nai<A., PA.

C!orp.

BzcluslTa

Callleter, I^resldeat.

(NBC

outlets)

Hope Street
Richmond 0111

1000 So.

li^arle C. Anthony, President.
Arthur Kales, V.-P. and Gen.

C.len Dolberg,

Caxl

Haverlln,

Mirr.

Program Dir.
Commercial Mgr.

Fireside Broadcasting 0>.

DUMB

KRKO

CRACKERS

841 South Spring Street
Madison 1170
Frank Doherty, President,
v. O. Fretag. Qen. Mgr.
Del Lyon. Sales Mgr.

ROBERT
BURNS
PANETELA

KTM

WABC

Pickwick Broadcasting Co.

Every
We.dnoRday

214

So.

Vermont

Exposition 1341
Charles Wren. Pres.
Cieorge Martinson, Manager.
R. L. Rust. Sales Mgr.
C. B. Juneau, Production Mgr.

KFAC-KFVD
L.

Evening"
at b:30 r. M.

BURKS FALLEN
Dir.:

Fltzroy 1231
Cord. President.

(Stations

NBC
KGO-KPO-KYA)

X

Commercial

Sutter 1020
Don E. Gilman.' V. P. of NBC and Pae.
Coast Div. Manager.
C. L. McCarthy, Asst. Gen. Mgr.

Guy

C.

E.xrt.

Jr.,

I

Wed..
0:30

Fri.,

P.M.

Management

EI.

I

WOLF

DOLPHE

MARTIN

KFRC

M<jr.

And His

(Don

r.ee-ColumbIa outlet*
1000 Van Ness Ave.
PKoHpect OlfO

Pab.st, Don Lee Oen. Msr
H.iriiHun I'iolliway, Utallon Mgr.

ORCHESTRA

Fred

William Wrislit. Prog- Dir.
Waller Kelaoy, Musical Dir.

KJBS

President-'

Urury Lane. Program Mur
Wilbur Hatch. Mu.<>i<'-il Dir

WJZ,

KYA

Niiylor Rogers, V.-P. and (Jen Mgr.
CiMl U N'i.sscn. Commercial Mi;r.
Kt»nnpth C. Ormiston, Tochr>toA( Siirn^rviBor.

NBC
Mnn..
Personal

Market St.
PRoepect 8400
Edvvinl Mci^Mlum. Station Mgr-

Dir.

KNX

SISTERS
.

itSR

Charge V.tude Proi;r.iins.
Charge Drain-Jii.ii. Piog.

Western Broadcasting Co
Paramount Studios, llullywood
Hempstnad 4101

Pearl

Pacific Coast Division
111 Sutter Street

H. J. Maxwell. Offlce Mgr.
Lloyd E. Yoder, Publicity Dir.
Korl Shullinger. Dir. Artists Bureau.
Jennings Pierce. Chief Announcer.
Meredith Wilison, Musical Dir.
Cecil Un'lerivood. Prod. Mgr.
Roy Frothinsham. sjalcs Promotion Mgr.

WM. MORRIS AOENCT

-THREE
Vi

Brenneman. Gen. Mgr.

KFWB

Program

Management

COLUMBIA
Broadcasting System

WCAIT-WABC

Lew Frost, Program Dir.
Harry Anderson, Sales Mgr.
A. H. Saxton, Chief Engineer.

KECA

Earle C. Anthony, Inc.

WENR— WMAQI

OtTlce Mgr.
Cliiof Muttlral

Radio

ORCHESTRA

COCOANUT^OVE

San Francisco

Paul Rlckcnbacher, Production Mgr.
Kenneth Nlles. Asst. Prod. Mgr.
Van C. Newklrk. Traffic Mgr.
Arthur J. Kemp. AssL Adv. Mgr. (KHJ

S-IOO

John Whalley,
Street

Raymond

.Johnnie Murray.
Kay VUn Riper,

Nilcs Trammel. V.-P. In cliarge.
P. G. Parker, Asst. Qen. Mgr.
Fred Weber, Station Kolalioiia M^r.

and HIS

.

Don Lee. President.
Leo B. Tyson, Gen. Mgr.
C. Ellsworth Wylle, Oen. Sales Mgr.

Cliesler Mittendorf,

Mirf.

TR AVERS'

KGFJ

Tom

KHJ

.IncU .fo>.

NBC

VINCENT

which emanates

bill

1417 So. FIgueroa Street
Prospect 7780

West 7th Street
Vandyke 7111

Hollywood 0313
Herald King, Gen. Mgr.

Chicago

Entire Columbia Network
9 P. M. (E.S.T.)

(Columbia Don Lee Broadcasting 3yatem\
1070

NIGHTS "WEEKLY
via

27.

program,

Peters, Gen. Mgr.
Harold Horton, Prod. Mgr
Salvator« Santaella. Musical Dir.

E.

Warner Bros. Pictures Corp.
Warner Theatre Bldg.

VERNA*
BURKE
Pnrk
Uot<>l

Lo8 Angeles

Universal Broadcasting Corp.
415 W. DOth St,
Columbus 5-7030

H. F. Riley. Dir.
P. Kiernan, Business Mgr
R. W. Iljork. Soles Mgr.
George O'Brien, Program Die,
Rudolph Forst, Musical Dir.
Joseph Deppe, Chief l£nginei>r

ORCHESTRA

Los Angeles Broadcasting Co.
OiH Mariposa Ave.

KFI and

J.

DON
WJZ

Musical Dir.

Don Crosnor, Chief Announcer.

WLWL

New York

W.

Dir.

Frank Marx, Chief Engineer.
Harry Pascoe, Continuity.
Bide Dudley, Dramatic Crltlo.

CHESTERFIELD

Ben S. McOlashon, owner.
Duka Hancock, Mgr.

128 N. Crawford
Van Buren 8000
Gone Dyer, Station Mgr.

Director

Arthur Barton, Educational Prograraa.
A. L. Alexander, Chief Announcer,
Elmo Rus3 and Irving Selzer, Musical

HERMAN BERNIE
1619 Broadway,

WMCA.

LEONARD
HAYTON

015 No. Formosa, Hollywood
Hillside 1161

Reed B.
L.

General

Directors.

*

Sole Direction

Program

Williams,

M.

(Except Sunday)

Is'

KMTE

John Cemy. Musical Dir.
Jamea MacPherson. Salea Mgr.
H. V. FitzCharles, Chief Engineer.
AHce Tlplady, Publicity Dir.

Studio Director.

Fred W. Dyson, Business Mgr.
Harry Carlson, Program Director
J.

CBS

Coast

setup

WIBO
.Andover 5000
Albert B. Nelson. General Mgr.
Lloyd G. Harris, Production Mgr.

John T. Adams. V.-P. on Artists Service.
Sidney Flamm. Commercial Director.
Robert S. Wood, Pre-is.
.Jack RIcker,

Los Angeles, March

MIchlgan-Wacker Bldg.

Counsel.

THE GREEK AMBASSADOR
OF GOOD-WILL

have been

MASLBOBO EXTENDS
Marlboro's

(Jbilds.

atid

Sat.:

11:30-12

NIGHTLY
ST. IMORITZ HOTEL, N. Y.
Sol« Direction HEBM AN BERNIE
1610 Broadway, New Torfc

KMTR

BBD&O-George May.

Co.

Tues.:
12:30-1 A.M.

E.S.T..

which started on month's trial basis,
h|.s been continued for Ave more
months.
Sam Coslow and Ray

Dir.

Lord k Thomas— Henry Selllnger.
Walter Thompson—Tom Luckenblll
Erwln-Wasey—William WeddelU
McCann-Erlckson—Fred Ibbett.
N. W. Ayer—W. O. McGulre.

at S3d St.

Wed.

Woodbury
Hour

SDC

Chief Engineer.
Publicity

Sctirelber,

CrltchQeld—Frank Steel.
McJunkln— Lou Hagermao.

Broadcasting

Broadway

Columbus O-ceOO
Donald Flamm, President.William Welsman, V.-P.

al.,

approached by Joe Hlggins, of NBC,
to write a special tune for this program. Idea Is to have the melodies
introduced for the first time on this

J.

WMCA-WPCH

& Almond Cream

Hind's

et

slated to start functioning nationally for this cig account In June.

George Isaac, Cohimerclal Mgr.
Barry,' Production Mgr.
Deloa Owen, Musical Dir.

John Van,

feature.

including so far,
"Walter Dpnaldson,

Jimmy McHugh,

Same

Advertising Agencies

John McCormlck, Program Dir.
Harold Shubert, Production Mgr.
Bernard Levltow, Musical Dir.
George Wleda, Press.

N.B.C.
9:30,

Paige's orchestra supply the vocal

Edward
Frank

summer

full

and mu.-^lcal
from KHJ.

Charles Lanphear. Production Mgr.
Joseph Brubaker, Chief Engineer.

American Radio News

TUNE

WGN
Drake Hotel

W.

WINS
BXOKPTION^ HCSIC
AMD DIBECTION FORI

Steele, Publicity Dir.

Superior 0100
B. HacfarlanA, Oen. Mgr.
Quin Ryan, Statlop Mgr.

Dir.

Keslen, Sales Research.

WOR

NKW TOBK

ST..

W.

Paul
John
John

Harry

Publicity.

Edwin K, Cohan, Technical

COLEMAN

AND

W.

Paul

BELASCO

period.

Haymarket 7C00
Burrldge Butler, President.
Glenn Snyder, Gen. Mgr.
George Biggar. Program Mgr.
D. R. McDonald. Ady. Mgr.
Tom Rowe, Chief Engineer.
Clementine I.egg, Artists Mgr.
Hal O'Halloran. Chief Announcer.

Program Operations.

Julius S. Beebach,

fLEONI

W. Washington

1230

President)

planning a big variety

Is

Songwriters,
Irving Berlin,

A. Howell,

R

NBC's Summer Special
NBC

State turn

485 Madison Ave.
S.

the title of assistant
the president, taking active
charge of. the time selling. Roy
Witmer, listed on the official roster
as v.p. in charge of sales, assumes
the title of eastern sales mgr.
Before the entry of Richard C.

hour as a

Palmer House

Wlckersham 2-2000
William

Dir.

WJJD
R.

Edward Klauber, Executive V.-P.

baseball park, contending that the
broadcasting of games has been responsible for part of the depreciation In gate receipts.
Before the Ruppert advertising
department can resume discussing
radio programs It will have to talk
Uncle Jake out of his hostility toward the medium.

who now holds

filiated stations.

Howard Keegan, Chief Announcer.
Maynard Marquardt, Chief Engineer.

.David Capp, Proerram Dir.
David Bonnett. Musical Dir.
Joe Allobough. Chief Announcar-

CBS
(Station WABC)

ijBroadcastlngT' -negotiations
with
Ruppert brewery interests have
stalled duo to Jake Ruppert's personal antagonism toward radio. An
principal owner of the N. Y. Yankees Ruppert has always opposed
the Intrusion of the mike into hia

Phillip Frledlander, Production Dir.
Eddie Hanson. Musical Dir.

Adams,

Quinton

LOU

Delaware 9600

Sales Mgr., ArtlsU' Service.
Mgr. Electrical Tran-

X». S. Tuthlll.

Mart

Furniture

NBC's New York sales department Is undergoing further adjustment with CSeorge B. McClelland,

Patterson. Jr., last November, Mc"
Clelland was executive v.p., rating
next to M. H. Aylesworth, president.
McClelland had recently
been devoting himself to liaison duty
between the network and its af-

Dir.

WCFL

Donald Withycomb, Mgr. Sta. Relations.
Paul F. Peter, Mgr. Statistical Dept.
G. W. Johnstone, Mgr. Press Relations

Suhday, 9 P. M., E. S. T.

Dir.
Dir.

M'CLELUND INCMIGE
OF NBC TIME SALES

HALTS BEER OVERIVRES

to

Uimer Turner, Publicity

Donald- G-. Shaw, Eastern Sales Btgr.
Thos. H. Belvlso, Music Ubrary.
W. D. Bloxham, Purchasing Agent.
John R. Carey, Service Supervisor.
O. B. Hanson, Mgr., Plant Operation and
Engineering Dept.
Ruth Keeler, Personnel Supervisor.

BATH CLUB REVUE

Mgr.

KYW

Department Heads

WALTER BATCH ELOR

Musical

Neumlller.

William Cooper, Continuity Editor.
Larry Flslc, Chief Engineer.
Kelly Smith. WBBM Sales Mgr.
Steve Trumbull, CBS Publicity Mgr.
Ruth Betz. WB3M Publiolty Mgr.
Harlow Wilcox. Chief Announcer.
Richard Elpers, Sales Promotion Mgr.
Arthur Wesnor, Community Concert Mgr.
McClure Bellows, CBS Concert Mgr.

->

Managennent

And His UNIT

VVBBM)

(Station

NBC
WJZ-WEAF)

RUPPERFS AIR aOUCfl

Contradicted

Dir.

Kenneth Carpenter, Sales Mgr.
William Hedges, Local Sales Mgr.
L E. Showerman, Bales Service Mgr.
E. C. Carlson. Sales Promotlpn Mur.
-Howard Luugens, Chief Engineer.
.

(A* a convenience for reader* unfamiliar with who's who in Radio*
'Variety prints below a directory for New York, Lot Angelea,
San Francisco, and Chicago.)
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East
It
Slzzlera*

The

WJZ

on

Anrll

has

debut for Listerlne
been postponed to

3.

*Whlte Star Reporter' starts this
week on the Michigan network out

Detroit. Harold J. True
for the new commentatlne
and White Star Refining for

Xf

WXYZ,

IB

down

xole

the check-signing.
Eddie Miller Is guesting on Phil
flpltalny's Nestle stanza.
Standard Brands' recording of
the Frank Merrlwell series has been
held up. It's still in the audition

Harold Bergh has taken Charles

Schenck's spot In the Lennon &
Mitchell agency's radio department.
Harry. Donenfeld Is furnishing
phll Baker with material for his

Armour programs.

CBS

press
chief. Jias set himself up In business as a general radio rep with
Barrat-Dawson Productions.
Arlene Jackson Is back doing a
single over NBC Wednesday nights
Jesse Butcher, former

I'l-i

m

i

i;i

i

i-i

ij ig

n

iTT

Men

Takes Nerve

Hollywood, March

27.

fipht for

WISN

the

Players,

Mid-West
by

fast-thinking

a

stall engineer saved Arthur Koch
staff pianist, from electrocution at

Pianist's hands
WCFLi, Chicago.
were burned when he accidentally
touched high tension wires.
Jay Fllppen, without malice afore
ght, broadcast for RKO over
^ thou
WENR, Chicago, two days ahead
debut for
of Phil Baker's
Armour and as a result Baker had
to change a lot of his gags thereby
rendered second hand.
Charles Hughes' novelty program
Talking Picture Time,' Is reported
a hot prospect for a Chicago beer

WMAQ

KFWB

20

in negotiation for a lowered scale.
Warners will engage an outside
orchestra weekly for its vaude pro-

Wisconsin

account.

type.

Local viewpoint Is that orchestras
alone are now almost impossible to

riods.

WTMJ,
'

Charles

this aggregation

between them. So far KNX and
have not given notice to their
men, but with the other stations are

'Journal' station feature,
celebrated first anniversary on air
with a personal at the Wisconsin
theatre.
Wisconsin Players in 'The Dupe,'

WTMJ, were

men and jump

KHJ

Milwaukee

Petran,

the

gram, the Sunday night Hi-Jlnks,
Mike Tlndra and has dropped Its Wednesday
'Big Show' which was of the same

Harrington and Wm. Hill.
Heine and his Grenadiers,

on

cutting

sell, the town being nuts on vaude
LeMay, John programs, serials and novelty pe-

Mary Ann,

Kraft,

are

controls through union agreement.
First to take the step was
which two weeks ago gave notice
to all its musicians.
Orchestra of
10 Is now assembled into units for
various programs.
Station will
have no band music hereafter with
the exception of the remotes.
KFI-KECA, combined, will retain

station.

Sentinel'

they

mum

a

Mil
waukee, put "The Lone Wolf on the
air.
Directed by Eleanor Merceln.
Cast included Charles Merceln, Ted
aiid

Economy

of staff musicians to a
minimum of 10. Under this minithey retain their band remote

announcements wherever you

is

for

number

liave a spot on your program.
•We will be glad to reciprocate
when
with passes to the
the first mad throngs subside
sufficiently so as not to interfere with cuBh revenue.'

So

that

local

long time, the boys keep at It.
One of the bii>ss.'eHi letters
BO far to reach the stations
here was from a theatre p. a.
and read:
'We would greatly appreciate
your bootlegging the enclosed

Green Bay, Wis.
and band.

Late Rebroadcast

Los Angeles, March 27.
All local major air sources have
served notice on the musicians'

crash the air for free blurbs

has been a losing

A. Stations
Cut Bands to 10

Earthquake didn't shake the
nerve
of
Hollywood
press
agents.
Although trying to

'News

Emergency

nn

i

L

VARIETY

I

Marjorle Hall
Berenger, Ethel

So far the only new program to
grow out of the change Is the institution of

KFWB

of the nightly

'Dugan and Daley,' a comedy backand-forth between two Irish cops,
Johnnie Murray and Cy Kendall
handling the dialog. Same station

Owen, Glenn Black, Arnold Kas- has added Harold Zweiser to arbuske, Larry Nicholson and Don range new musical programs.
Abert. Dr. Harold Freeman directs.
Group heard once weekly.
Virginia Hackett and Mary King
are doing a joint thrice weekly show SCHNOZ
S.

IF
World Ensemble being heard on
Ed East being remolared by Chi'Journal-Times' station, Ra- cago dentist.
cine, Wis., Mondays.
String trio
Schnozzle Durante may succeed
and studio orch.
Jack Pearl on the Lucky Strike
Rusty Hinges back on WHBT,
Thursday night eession.
EveryWest
thing depends on whether the
Schnoz can obtain permission from
Fogel
Ayres
flew
Irving
and Hal
Metro to take the air assignment.
to New Orleans to dicker with the
Thing hasn't got around to the coin
Boswell sisters on more discs.
Clyde D. Smith and R. W. Laut- discussing stage as yet. Durante is
zenhelser, doing business as the figuring on asking for five grand,
Vagas Broadcasting Co., Los Vegas, although he expects to get seven.
Nov., may lose the license of KGIX
It's a Cyrano de Bergerac role
If the FRC acts on an application
they're talking about for his clggle
before it.
connection and If It goes through
Dietrich Dirks of Lincoln, Neb., it'll have to be done from the coast.
seeking facilities of KFOR of the
Pearl pulls out of the stanza June
same place.
Frank Bull, former manager of 29.

WJRN,

KIT-CAT
LONDON

Freelance continuity writers are
taking that 'pull over, light' from a
minor outlet In New York, but so
far none have elected to do anything about It. The writers who
9 to 10 P.M. Pacific standard
have been bitten are loath to resort
time.
to legal redress, even if they had
Both WJZ and
call
the coin to spare, and New York,
It will
it a day at 1 A.M.
they find, hasn't a local association
mark the first time that a
local studio has been kept In
of broadcasters for complaints.
operation after being officially
Station in question has been acclosed for the night.
cepting scripts with the understanding that an attempt would be made
to find a commercial for them.
After several weeks the outlet returns the original continuity to the
writer with the statement that obCBS'
taining a client to do the bankrolling seems hopless. Not long afterWashington, March 27.
wards the authors, to their disFederal Radio Commission's re- may, find their brain child getting
the
extension
puted opposition to
of an airing over this transmitter as
synchronization experiments was a sustaining feature.
In several Instances the freetossed aside in a decision last week
lancers haven't become aware of
to permit WBBM, Chicago, and
what was going on until the serial
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb., to broadcast script was Into its third or fourth
the same programs simultaneously episode. In each case, however, the
on the same frequency.
outlet when faced with a prqtest
Decision marks the first entry of has desisted from any further
Columbia stations into synchron- broadcasting of the story. But this,
ization.
NBC has been operating say the writers, happtans after the
WJZ and WBAL, Baltimore, on a damage has been done. In peddling
synchronization basis for nearly a their script around they can't help
year.
but admit that it has had a Weal
Practice is usually attempted in airing.
cases Involving part-time stations.
One writer, a femme, had this
and KFAB at present share coincidence happen to a kid serial
time on 770 kilocycles. WBBM, of hers and took her complaint to
only Columbia outlet in Chicago, is the head of an organization with
off the air from 10 P. M. to mid- which the outlet is affiliated. As a
night. New arrangement would en- result she obtained a hearing from
able it to run full time, the late the president of the company operhours being broadcast In synchron- ating the station. So she drew an
ization with KFAB.
apology and a promise It wouldn't
Commission held that stations happen again.
were far enough apart to obviate
any practical Interference in event
of lack of perfect synchronization.
They are separated by 475 miles.

WEAF

SYNCING OF WBBM-KFAB

1ST SUCH EFFORT

ABE

Hudson's $500,000

BAND

KMTR,

players.

Lionel Belmore and Nigel

de Bruller go into the 'Chandu' cast

KHJ, Los

Angeles,
prexy, to Denver
S. S. Fox,
for a few days,
KSL finds opposlsh's 6:30 a. m.

at

Morton A. Milman
circle 7-2526

-2680

KDTL

Ranch Hands program a success,
and institutes competing program
at 7. They get up early In Utah.
Peter

Spraynozzle resigns from

Jenkins Sale Halted
Wilmington, March

27.

Judge John P. Nlelds
handed down an opinion vacating
U.

S. District

Petition of DeForest Radio Co.
receivers to sell the assets of that
company Including the Jenkins assets to RCA went under advisement
grams with WIOD, Miami Beach, when counsel for Jenkins Television
Fla.
entered objections, claiming the
FRC has received an application (500,000 RCA bid Insufficient. Jenfor a television license from Visual
kins Television is a DeForest subBroadcasting Labs, of Kansas City,
sld., and is reputed to bold basic
Mo.
License of KGCX, Wolf Point, patents.
Mont., switched from First State
Bank of Vida to E. E. Krebsbach.

occasionally on CBS programs.
trades dedicatory pro-

'

CHARLES
ALTHOFF
N«w York

Variety,

SIGMUND SCHATZi
and His Oastle Harbonr Orchestra
Second Successful Season at the
Finest Resort Hotel In the

Western Hemisphere

Castle Harbour,
OpMi

for

Bermuda

EDKagements from Hay 1

IMMERMAN & SON,
158

For
rae*.

11

WEST

44tb ST.,

Inc.
NEW YORK

SUPERIOR COLORED TALENT
Iladlo and SUge, Building Acta, BaOrchestrating and Arranging, LestonB In
types of Stago and Bxhlbltlon Dancing
'

Unusual Voice Culture Metliod-

STCDio available: by the hour
BRyant t-963B

THURSTON
Sponsored ty

SWIFT & CO.
On a Renewed Contract
Thoridayi and

Fridays,

8:4S

P.M. (EST)

N.B.C. Coast to Coast

Stan and Phoebe Braham, formerly of the Whiz Bang Revue, auditioned for CKY, Winnipeg.
Herb Roberts, CKT head an-

AND HIS
CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA
Colambki Broadeaitliir Srrtim

week

PHILLIP'S
Taei., Wed.,

DENTAU MAGNESIA

Thtm., 8:4S to 9 PJI. K.B.Kt

COAST-TO-COAST

ABC

sale.

KSL.
KLO, Ogden, synchronizing with

KSL

Contract handed the network last
extends the present time
agreement to Feb. 26, 1934. Estimated expenditure over that period
runs around $600,000.
Car maker's Saturday night hookup extends from coast to coast and
takes in 42 stations. Current talent setup, centered around B. A.

LYMAN

the order for the sale of the assets of the Jenkins Television Corp.,
in receivership, holding be was not
sufficiently advised of the value of
the assets and necessity for the Rolfe, remains intact.

KDYL

,

Submitted Scripts

Hudson Motor Car has obligated
Itself for a 62-week run on NBC.

Network Decca Becords

Copping

Station

the rest of the plant Is shut
down for the night and both
local transmitters, WJZ and
WEAF, are silent. Situation
will apply to the repeat broadcast of Maxwell House's Showboat to the Pacific link Thursday nights, the cast, doing
this bit for Coast listeners
from 1 to 2 A.M. eastern daylight time.
Coast will get It

ROT FOX

B.B.C.

I

Writers Find N.Y.

Advent of daylight saving
win Introduce the oddity of a
commercial program broadcasting out of the New York
NBC studios at an hour when

ON L HOUR
METRO Wni OX WBBM

for kids over WCFL, Chicago. Girls
are new to radio.

has returned to that station.
Will handle the feature programs.
Radio continues to attract film

3S

'Tis False

GUS

'AUEBIGA VIGTOBIOnS' 9ESIES
Los Angeles, March 27.
Western Auto Supply has bought
KHJ for a weekly Sunday night program, 'America- Vic-

VAN

time from

OLDSMOBILE

torious.'

Dramatic sketches will relate how
the country rode through previous
Cast comprises

PROGRAM

1

crises.

with
Ray Paige's orchestra backgroundstaff artists

XmAV

"Red"
Xetworb

Saturdays

.80

^

ing.

San Francisco, March 27.
Town was filled with rumors 'CORONETS' FOB AUSTBAIIA
Hollywood, March 27.
nouncer, clicked In calling the jun- during the week that CBS bad taken
The series of English Coronets,
over the Don Lee network and
ior hockey championships.
Ken Christy, formerly of vaude, would make western headquarters which have been going over KFWB,
will be produced by radio stations
goes on two-station radio commer- here.
cial over KFPT and KHQ, Spok.ane.
Somebody posted a bulletin to that in Australia.
Tommy Harris, Is off the MJB's effect at the musicians' union, but Script rights to this dramatic
Deml-Tasse Revue with expiration it
was news to the Don Lee and series have been bought from the
of his five-week contract. Remains
local station by Vogue Broadcasting
CBS crowds.
on NBC's Frisco sustaining staff.
Co., of Sydney, for full Australian
Woman's Magazine of the Air,
coverage.
Roberts' Commercial
Coast NBC, has lost two accounts
Roman Meal and Pioneer Clams,
San Francisco, March 27.
and landed a renewal from GhlrarFolger coffee company returns to
Miaa Ziegfeld in Radio
delli Chocolate.
radio after a long absence with
Chicago, March 27.
March 27 broadcast of "Dr. Dick,' a daily program on NBC featuring
Edith V. Ziegfeld, niece of the late
serial for Castorla, is last one as
songwriter.
Roberts,
Lee
Flo Ziegfeld, has entered the genNBC Coast program drops In favor
April
and
goes
to
KGO,
Starts
3,
of full network period starting
eral station representative field.
here, and KFI, Los Angeles, only.
April 7.
She will be associated with Glrard Ellis in Commercial BroadcastChanging Tags
ing Service,
Raffetto's Drama Producing
Wednesday
Brands'
Standard
night NBC show (Fanny Brlce and
San Francisco, March 27.
Mike Raffetto Is NBC's new George Olsen) gives up its Royal
drania producer in a pair of changes Gelatine tag April 12 and becomes
effected in the networks's production a plug for Chase & Sanborn tea.
It will remain that way for at
department.
Raffetto steps up from an artists' least 13 weeks.
GLORIFYING
POPULAR

CLUB

Now

LIDO,

RUTH ETTINa

job to succeed

Tom

Kelly

Is

Camera! for Jane Froman
Former Is also writing Road
Radio Pictures Is making screen
Show, weekly variety program pre
viously done by Jennlson Parker tests of Jane Froman this week.
The radio singer Is currently
who went to KFRC.
Other out in producer.s' ranks l.s doubling at the Radio City Music
Hall.
MarlUah Olney.

SONG

out.

Wanted Immediately
Booking: and publicity airent for large
dance orchestra. Permanent. State all.

Vox

10, Variety,

N«w York

MONn/tT »nd THVRSDAT,

M.

Appearing

'V^irKtf*'

—

who

to 10 P.

9 P. M., E.S.T.

•

COMMERCIAL

*Th0 Insids Story'
Comedy, Musio

morning panic from
department store controlling
this station. Microphone^ are her
aided as being In the thick of the
bargain rush, and from the announcer's descriptions as to what's
going on it seems as though nothing less than the Marines can save

A

WABC, New York

To Joe Cook ^oes the credit of
raisin? this Socony series, for at
least one program, to the level of
flrst-class poijular entertainment.

'

Starkes tenbred acceptably and

a couple of good

spiritual

harmony

w&re put over by the
Dixieland Four. Outside of the too
lengthy orchestra Interpolations and
the faulty diction the program Is
passable. When properly balanced
It should get into the worthwhile
column. Prggram is being handled
by Harold Horton, who is on the
bill as interlocutor,
Stan.

numbid'rs

SYNAGOGUE MELODIES
With Rubin Goldberg
Songs and Talk

COMMERCIAL

WEVD. New York
For the circumscribed class to
which this commercial is directing
its appeal no more attention-pulling
program could have been devised.
As an example of finely-balanced
harmony this assembly of male
voices can r{»ach far beyond racial
conflnps

for the appreciative ear.
melodic sweep alone gives it a
choral quality rarely heard on the
Its

air.

But

to A.

Goodman &

Sons, the

baking firm behind this session, this
extra-racial interest is of no Importance.
Element it is strictly
after is composed of the Jewish
householders who are in the market
for their Passover supply of matzoh
and matzoh products. Same comis
mercial
responsible
for
the

'Bronx Marriage Bureau' serial on
with the objective there the

WOR,

less orthodox strata.
The contrast
in quality entertainment Is all in

WEVD's sample.
Gathered for these Wedneday
night niusicales are the top cantors
available In the metropolitan area.
Joseph Rumshinsky, ace among the
composers of Yiddish musical comedy and folk songs, is in charge of
the direction. It's a different set of
cantors each week, with programs
made up of a mixture of religious
and secular music. Rumshinsky's
folk ditties take frequent spotting
favor of

in the latter

department.

Besides the solo and choral singing there's a rabbi to give personal
testimony to the proper preparation
and grade of the Goodman product,

and

to append a sermon on some
topic of current moment.
On last

Wednesday's

(22) occasion the rabbi
discussed the Nazi persecutions and
appealed to his listeners to let their
protests be heard.
Tied up with the program Is a

direct

•tunU

sales

angle, in
/

a giveaway
Odeo.

211^

1933

16 -minute

Material

the

Instead of loading down with the
uisual clutter of dubiously Interesting biographical chatter, the stanza the sales staff.
last Friday night (24) put the mike
For women within possible reach
at the almost complete disposal of of the store this broadcast may be
Cook and his old vaude routine. sufnciently exciting to make them
And Cook dished it up in a manner drop a broom and run to get In on
redistinctively
only
not
that was
For those
the basement frolic.
freshing, but served to establish
ladies who can't get there the narhimself as a bet for a regular com- ration of what's on sale, and the
mercial connection. Old Gold audiquotations, are probably of inprice
tioned Cook a couple of months ago,
terest.
For disinterested listeners
but put him back in the basket for there's a snicker or two and there
John P. Medbury.
What started the Cook session off should be more.
It's all backgrounded against the
favorably was the quickness with
which Edwin C. Hill skinuned over babble of the bargain-hunting throng
the comic's background. For the with the broadcast leaping from defirst time the series had an enter- partment to department for closetainer who could take the mike, and up conversations between customer
with his glib flow of looney anec- and sales attache. These sound very
dotes hold attention. -Those con- much like those impromptu bits
cerned with the prepara,tion of the which have been carefuly rehearsed,
program obviously realized this and and If on the level are too stilted to
assigned to Hill the minor role of ring as genuine sight unseen. Howoccasionally coming In for a feed ever, about half-way through the
line that would start the comic ofC period, one Ann Stevens comes In
on his next verbal whirl. Major to take charge, and with the mike
part of Hill's intrusions revolved still on the scene of action she
around why the comedian refused to starts calling shoppers over to tell
they've
ether public what
Imitate four Hawaiians. The oft- the
heard Cook dodge, but deftly adapt- bought. It was a shy bunch present
Saturday morning (26), though
ed for mike purposes.
In addition the program Included some spoke their little piece. Miss
a dramatized excerpt from the mu- Stevens gives this part of the pro.Sical, 'Fine and Dandy/ in which gram authenticity by asking names
Cook starred a couple of seasons and having the customer answer.
ago. A suave piece of production, This seems a perfect spot for the
store to take the theatrical license
this Cook's tour.
Odec*
of slipping in a couple of plants for
comedy to color the event for Ilsten^ers.
In picking promiscuously
KMTR MINSTRELS
from the crowd Miss Stevens could
Commercial
also be said to be. taking something
KMTIVHollywood
Aftera week of half hour nightly of a chance, for some store with a
broadcasts this program can still grouch against Bamberger could
stand coneiderable tightening up be- send in a finger and duplicate what
fore emecging as a hill to. cause at- once happened on the Coa9t when,
tention.
Material Is there but as at another company's premiere,
yet the tempo Is slow, mainly due someb0|dy addressed the radio with,
to too- much orchestra and not 'If It's a Paramount picture, it's the
enough of the minstrel features on best show in town.'
which it is hoi>ed to~sell it to the
The microphone is constantly
Usteners-ln.
busy throughout this quarter hour.
Attempt Is being made to get the If the customers won't talic, memflavor^ of the old time black face bers of the staff will, and gladly.
i^eml-clrcle Into this air novelty and So you hear from department man:wJth the evident respurce^ In cast agers to buyers for the store, and
at hand. It shouldn't prove difficult. even Mr. Bamberger.
It's all a
Station miaJiea no bones about the build-up for the girls to drop every'gags being old. In fact. In Its pub- thing, hop their youngster's kiddie
licity it prides Itself on reaching car and get to the store before
the
back a long fray to get the type of stock rims short. Miss Stevens dematerial that used to be a favorite olaros that even she isn't going to
In the Docks^er and Prlnorose be left out on tboso.|2 summer sport
4ays. Nine out of ICi of the puns frocks which used to sell for
|6 or
were lost to' the air audience better.

through this faulty delivery.
Busty Qldden and Iiee CoUins,
bot,h of the old Georgia minstrel^
handled the major jofX of the dialog
stuff with, the former putting over
an excellent Bert Williams imitation.

MmSk

hak Shdf-Radb

Radro Pirotecliye

WOR, Newark

COMMERCIAL

Bill

Tneadmf,

BAMBERGER SPRING SAL€

JOE COOK
'

RADIO KEFORTS

VARIETY

S6

Meanwhile, there's a contest as
well.
Something like 163 prjzes,
with a 126 top, for the best slogan,
for the Bamberger basement. Xlke
the theatre contests, entrants intut
be present when the Judges an'nouqce the winners.
It's all rather hectic with the announcers, other than Miss Stevens,
fumbling a \)lt In their anxiety to
cover the field. But it's Bamberger's store and Bamberger's station
to do with as they wlU.
Bid.

As previously

Dept

detailed, 'Va-

Material
being extended to embrace radio scripts.
The abundance of manu-

riety's'
Dept. Is

Protective

scripts offered for registration
compels 'Variety' to place a
limitation on this free service
for radio continuities: (1), that
they be limited to 500 words;

Before Armour & Co. had a chance to unload its newspaper campaign
on 'Whose Is the Mysterious Radio Voice Which Interrupts Phil Baker?'
the cat bad been let out of the bag by New York radio columnists and
deep was the blush of NBC execs in Chicago. They had been pledged to
keep the secret.
When the secret was no more the commercial turned with its burn to
the Loop. Network boys were innocent Of what had happened but what
the execs and commercial hadn't figured on was the contact that the
New Tork columnists had with vaude booking sources. It -was the latter
which quickly recognized the mystery' voice as belonging to James

Muldowney, Baker's recent stage annoyer.

and (2), that only material
from established and known
vaudeville, screen or
stage
authors be accepted.
Msa. from unknowns must be

Eveii though its punch was nullified by the advance reyealment, the
spotlight campaie^ confected by Armour was an innovation of its kind.
Ad was framed as a news story and under the caption, Mystery Radio
Voice Baffles Phil Baker', It read, 'Whose Is the Mysterious Radio Voice
Which Interrupts Phil Baker Every Friday Night Over the National

rejected for free registration
with Variety.'
Variety* cannot undertake
to return postpaid any scripts
thus rejected, and will only
hold them for a limited time,
if not called for in person.

Broadcasting Company's Coast-to-Coast Network?'

radio,

The purposes

and

advan-

tages of this registration servwere previously outlined
at length.
ice

WHAT

IS

AMERICA THINKING?

Sidewalk Interviewa

Yankee network ran into a Jam with the musicians' union when it
arranged to have a conunerclal program broadcast out of Boston picked
up by wire and stencilled on wax in a New York recording studio. The
Boston local advised the web that the plan was out unless the n^iislcians
in the program's originating studio were paid an additional 60% above
the

Hub

district's scale.

Commercial's idea was to use the recordings for placement on other
stations around the country. Union decreed that, the pickup constituted
a separate recording Job and that the men would have to be compen«
sated accordingly.
Both
and Columbia have been permitting clients to make waxing
pickups without being subject to additional rate taps from the New York

NBC

30 Mint.
Sustaining

musicians' local.

Bnterprlslng CBS on a Monday
afternoon (27) half -hour whirl of
five cities to grab pedestrian opinion as a cross section of the. public's reaction to the new adminis-

castlnjr people, because of the sundry local option ramifications In each
state. Even the smallest powered stations have some inter-state coverage, and that's the Immediate headache.
Ben Bemie's Blue Ribbon malt plug last week mentioned 'brew' and

WABC, Now York

Radio advertising on beer will be quite a problem, state the broad-

tration. Towns covered, with announcers and microphones on important street, comers, were New
Tork. Boston. Chicago, Philadelphia

and Washington.
Keynote, of Course^ was to havo
expressions on the np-beat, the

not

'beer*,

an example of the necessary conservatism.

When Canada Dry

returns to the air In

May

its sales

verbiage will not

make mention of ginger ale, but also Imported beer and wine brands.
Through a recent merger this soft drink firm acquired an importing
and distributing company once engaged in the harder beverage business.

only

all

announcers Tcrbally guiding their
subjects to the desired optimism.

Radio expectancy on beer programs has several comedians stalling

Particularly well hsindled were the other commercial proffers.
periods from Manhattan and Philadelphia, tbe latter spot being one
successful In procuring a femi- play and giving the role to his rival
nine dissertation. The gliis, of for Alice (Dolores Giiien).
which thwe were two or three, reThese simple, homely, everyday
vealed a surprising Inability to Incidents are spun into a narrative
grasp or had no knowledge of the well supplied with giggles and
.

.

subject.

Some of the aanounheis were evidently taking no chances and had a
couple of men lined up in advance
to start ofl their part of tbe program. General routine was to ask
for volunteers; name and address,
explain what was wanted and then
let the person briefly express himself.
In tbh general satisfaction
and hope emitted favorable reaction, to .beer waa the dominating
Only one .warning on the
note.
brew overshadowing full' repeal and
that from, a Chicago hotel man.
Some comedy In the naive answers
of the women and from one or two
of the men.: Ted Huslng, In New
Tork, suspected a frame in the person of a boy with, an Impediment
in his speech.
In toto, of sufllolent interest to
rate an early evening spot, when
more people will hear it, and certainly good' enough for a repeat If
the announcers can figure some way
for more diversity and depth in the
If that necessitates a
opinions.
couple ot plants' in each sector
that should be all right, too. In
the final analysis that's showman->
ship, as Is also the nature of this
broaidcaat whether in relation to the
Government or CBS or both.

al-.ounding in

human

interest.

To

iMake the half hour program (Sunday) even more delectable, Yeast-

foam

Behind the Keys
(Continued from page 17)
Springfield, to the State

and Lyric,

Manchester.

EMU

Oleeuion,

manager.

Palace^

commendably brief in. its Waterbury, replaces Sam Maurice,
commercial copy which is not ex- Capitol, Hartford, AprU 1.
cessive in either lengUi or effusion.
John FOgerty, New Haven, artist,
Smartly put together, adroitly to the Capitol, Hartford.
Interpreted, easy to follow and easy
is

'Northwestern Chronicle'
like,
should have an open boulevard and
to

Lond.

nice goin£r.

FRANK

GENE

East Liverpool, O.

Samuel M. Reichblum, Reichblum
Theatre Co., operating the Columbia here and several others, through-

out the upper Ohio valley, heui ac*
quired the Menlo theatre in CharCompany now operates
leroi. Pa.
WQY, Schenectady
theatres in Ohio, Pennsylvania and
This pair are newcomers to WOY's W. Va, The Charlerol house will
They be remodeled.
roster, though not to radio.
were over WOKO, CBS's Albany
Denver.
outlet, for some time. Are doing a
16-mlnute program one night a week
Roy E. Churchill, former Fox
here.
manager and organist, has leased
Boys sing pops individually and the Rlalto and Loveland theatres at
together.
Voices, neither great in Loveland, Colo., from Fox- West
range or power, are of the type best Const.
_
described as pleasing.* Duo warble
The Empress, part of the F. G.
SOLLY
pianissimo, aiming at ah intimate Bonfils estate, will be closed March
Fiye-Star Theatre Series
effect.
House changed from burlesque
31.
With Barbara Blair, Johnny Hart
Piano accompaniment is subdued, and films to vaudfllm when Bonftls
Josef Bonin^e Conducting
too. Occasionally there is too much and the executors c"eclded to try
Comedy, Songs, Band
repression.
the n«jw plan to see if house could
COMMERCIAL
Between numbers they gag, but be taken out of red, but contmued
VVABC, New York
punch Is so light they might better to lose money.
Bid.
To get away from the payroll load
omit the comedy angle unless crisper
Closed: -Klva, Santa Rosa, N. M.;
entailed by concert names of first
material can be wheeled in.
Ford, Colo.: Crystal,
and second rank, and a 46-piece NORTHWESTERN CHRONICLE
On the whole an agreeable har- Gr.md, Rocky
Neb. Reopened: Mines,
symphony orchestra, this oil re- With Biiry Barth, Merrill Fugit, mony turn the only one presented Wahnetta,
Fred FlanSprings, Colo.
Idaho
local.
finer combine, represented by the
Dolores Gillen, Bernardino Flynn, by a male duo on a
ni;;an is reopening th* Vona at
JocO.
Essolube trademark, switched Its
Jess Pugh, Loretta Poyitton.
Vona, Colo.
lone CBS stanza last Tuesday (21) Comedy
night to a comedy and dance unit COMMERCIAL
San Francisco.
JOHNNY JOHNSON ORCHESTRA
mixture.
It was an Inausplcous KYW, Chicago
Golden State Theatres swapped
Sustaining
start, principally due to a dearth of
managerial jobs of Barney Gurnete
A procrram that fulflUs the opti- WJZ, New York
suitable material for Solly Ward and
Smooth dansapatlon by Johnny and Bob Covington, moving latter
mism of its sponsors in affixing their
an all-around slovenly production.
seal to a 62-week no^-cancellable Johnson's Jazzists, long favorites from California, Santa Rosa, to
At best the period was a patch- contract 'Northwestern Chronicle' with the collegiate bunch around Tulare, Tulare, and sending latter
quilt.
It set out to create a Dutch
is a revival after a three-year lapse Westchester, where he was some- into Santa Rosa house.
eccentric character in Solly Ward,
of the old 'Keystone Chronicle.' thing of an Institution at the Post
and after establishing for him the Present sponsor is Northwestern Lodge. He's now back at the Hotel
Vancouver, B. C.
title of 'Papa Fussenfumer,' and the
J. R. Muir, former district manYeastfoam which, until recently, Pennsylvania under that Statler
background of a showman dizzily sponsored Charles Agnew's orches- hostelry's plan of rotating dance ager for Canadian Famous Players
dashing around for variety acts with
in British Columbia, now manager
la therefore a radical bands.
This
tra.
which to keep the show going, the change of program for the account.
Maynard
Johnson's dance style has always of Capital, Vancouver.
J.
program soon ceased to be make beWhile the cast is entitled to full been his forte, giving out compelling Joiner new manager of Strand;
lieve and assumed this very plight
portion of glory rhythmpation. Back in New York Lloyd Dearth, manager of Orpheum.
with regard to material. Ward had praise, the lion's
from
resulted
around
Switching
Paul Rhymer, after several years, his music is as
been armed with little that made for is properly owin^r to
offices.
district
of
elimination
has developed good as ever, properly punctuated
amusement, either as to situation or the author. Rhymer
and bouyant writing style by vocal interludes by Al Jennings,
to wisecracking.
Tacoma.
His high-pitched a smooth
He is et al.
will carry him places.
dialect and plaintive personality has that
Duncan Invararity, manager, hero
Johnson is on at midnight over
former Bloomington, ni., reporter
-run
possibilities on the air, but the com- a
attached to NE<C's WJZ and picks his stuff cannily for to handle Rlalto (Moore), first
mercial will have to find him an au- who has been
Edward J.
five-act policy.
staff for severed years. the time and quality of the station. and
thor or two who can fashion for him. continuity
House
Fisher, Inc., booking acts.
Abel.
He
is also author of Vic and Sade,'
In this broadcast an apt idea wasn't
seats 1,200.
the number one fan mail getter
carried out successfully.
pro- DAVE MEYERHOFF'S BAND
Also in a comedy role was Bar- among the Chicago sustaining
New York,
Sustaining
bara Blair, whose throaty articula- grams from NBC.
Bob Harvey, formerly with Foxin WGY, Schenectady
convenience
purposes
of
For
tion and patter combined to repeat
West Coast, now in the New York
Meyerhoff, a Schenectady boy, trailer division of the PV.O theatre
tho routine she did with Ray Bolger classification. 'Northwestern ClironBooth
as
once ranked among the most popular end.
on a Fleischmann Thursday night Icle' may be described
several weeks ago. Only here she Tarkingtonish. It deals with ado-, dance band leaders in the Capital
had a less facile straight in Johnny lescence and the comicalities there district, his unit playing a number
Vick's Vapor Rub extended Its
Hart, an air 'star' in his own right of. The hero Is pouty-volced Billy df hotel engagements hereabouts.
not many months ago for Stance Barth, an Ideal gawk, who Is office Toured In vaudeville for a time and CBS run for another four weeks,
boy and apprentice reporter on then played a Times Square stand taking the program with Tom Mcproducts.
Orchestra caught recently on a
-^or the warbling there was the the 'Northwestern (3hr6nlcle,' the
Loughlin up to the end of April.
Men-About-Town Trio and a femme mouthpiece of a seml-hlck com luncheon hour program. Smaller
soloist unlimberlng pop and novelty munlty just like the Bloomington than the name bands heard on the
numbers In a way that at least made from which author Rhymer hails. same hour. Its music sounded fairly
Sam Lippman, with the Preeman
the period melodiously Inviting. Joe Officious, bossy Aunt Hessle (Bern- good. Meyerhoff has a novelty for music Jobbing house in Los AnBonime's playing of the band passed ardine Flynn) causes the lad much a local ork in a femme singer, geles for seven years, has bought
pops
offShe
handles
her
McGlynn.
him
Evelyn
giving
first
by
trouble,
muster on syncopation, but his symout Morse Freeman's sheet music
phonic readings gave him a higher spring to mind and secondly, by okay, and could be given a bigger
concession in the Piatt Music co.
Jaoo.
denying him the lead la the church spot.
Odec
rating.

WARD

and

Songs

Sustaining

—

,

V

WGY

.

VAUDEVILLE
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JUNE KNIGHT HALTS

Percentage as the Solution?

GIRL'S USE

VARIETY

Four Big Circuits Trim $35,000

OF NAME

Jiv/t ha« tbe time been so ripe as It Is right now for Uioye acts -wlio
Jack Holland stands restrained
Ihlnk they are box office magnets, to prove It. This le the perfect psyfrom using the name June Knight
•bologlcal moment for a laboratory test, and those who do not fear the
in his act pending the actual trial
Jonscquences might take advantage of It.

From Total Stage Costs in

the
injunction
proceedings
brought against him by his former
partner, June Knight, of 'Take a
Chance,' current Broadway musical.
Appellate Division so ruled in re-

'

Literary Note

fusing to set aside a temporary injunction granted the latter Knight
by Supreme Court Justice Hatting.

Cuts were generally accepted by

Los Angeles, March 27.
After doing 30 shows in a
week for Fanchon & Marco at
the Paramount here, a radio
performer says she now understands the meaning of 'Marco's

The 'Take a Chance' June Knight
is suing to prevent Holland from

—

.

Eddie Dowling

ABA

NVA

-

President;

Grab Nixed

'

policy

he.adliner

exist.

to the Appellate Divi- atrical charities for distribution to
Latter tribunal in addition ill and needy members of the proHatting in- fession.
The other officers are Georgl'?.
junction vacated the stay order.
Price, Arthur Tracy, Sophie Tucker,

case went

The small

act, taking the slap right along, is still taking

new

it,

although sion.

salary cut is ostensibly aimed at the 'names*. The blow for
small act is a blow at the very foundation of variety entertainment.

this

to affirming the Justice

thie

Ben Bernie, vice-presidents; Ralph
Whitehead, secretary; Harry Hershfield, treasurer.
Board of governors
comprises Pat Rooney, Dave Vine,
Billy Glason, Jack McLallen, Bob
Indianapolis, March 27.
Willie Howard in the tab 'Scan- Murphy, Lester Allen and Charlie
dals,' three shows a day at the In- Mosconi.
An alleged attempt by Henry
diana, pic spot, proved a sensation
here and drew around $27,000, a Chesterfield to swing the new ornew top at the spot, to a 40c scale ganization over to NVA control,
was stifled at the Saturday night
all over.

—

But there is a solution percentage playing for the 'names' and an
equitable wage for the small act. Pay the big act what it's worth, and
no more, and paying the small act what it's worth but no less. Tbe
percentage will take care of the headliner, If he has box office worth

Tab

—

'Scandals,'

angle,

A

Most percentage bookings of the present time arc gags. The 'name'
asks the theatre to gamble, but will not gamble himself. He'll play on
percentage, but insists on a guarantee. He's convinced that he's worth
$10,000 to the theatre for a week's engagement, but won't gamt'e on It.
And his first n"''''<ion, always, is 'What is the picture?'

The average $5,000 'name', if analyzed as to act and salary, is probably $1,000 worth of entertainment and $4,000 worth of draw. There are
numerous $500 and $1,000 acts that possess far more entertainment
quality than many $4,000 and $5,000 'names', but the difference In salaries
is not hTf>fi on .i; '-'rv.
It'p measured by the box office yardstick.

the theatre overhead. Actors' cuts alone will not solve the problem.
There are the stagehands, the mu.slclans, the operators, the rents, the
film costs and the rest of the murderous theatre overhead, born in the
days of prosperity but out of place in these days of deprepsion. That
the theatres are palavering with the crafts on this ph.ifje is manlfeptatlon enotirh tlir<t th(>y'rc on the right track.

A 'name' that accepts a salary that is out of line with hlh or her true
value, cannot be blamed for accepting it. The theatres were responsible
for the raises In the first place, and It is their problem. It -should not hf
the problem of those who never benefited. It is time for the ihostro.s to
determine if ihclr 'names' are the draws they're suppo.spd to be, and how
much, If at all. And it Is time for the 'nnmos' to f\r\i) out for tht>msrlvcf

minds.
in

W^ith a

most

25%

slash applying'

cases, the cuts will last un>

with the circuits reserving the right to extend it if conditions fail to improve.
With the cuts effective this week,
the four major circuits participating
in the salary agreement chop about

til

Sept.

$35,000

1,

off

show

their stage

costs

on the week.
They have been
spending on an average of $140,000
or thereabouts weekly on stage
talent for the 30

weeks

of playing

time they control.

Ed

Schiller of Loew's, appointed
for the four circuits^
stated the results have been gratify-

spokesman

and that all acts approached.
Including 'names,' have agreed to
the reductions.
ing,

In

Adjustments Made
Instances adjustments

some

were made from salaries set in the
original cut agreement.
In other
cases, while the salaries are officially cut for the record, the bookers have been making up the differences in railroad fares. Whethei'
the sums paid in addition to the set
salary are with mutual consent of
all the booking heads. Isn't known,
but the railroad fare inducement ia
now general In all the offices. Especially at RKO, wh<.ro the jumps ar©
long and the fares costly for acts^
many of whom couldn't operate under the cut salaries If the traveling
expenses were not provided.
It was understood RKO during
the week had reconsidered its ear*
Her intention of walking out jon thai
agreement. RKO was reported to'
have felt that tho mutual cuttinflT
(Continued on page 40)

All Radio Name

Show to Follow
Cantor-Jessel

Jack Pearl will head an all-radio
percentage straight variety bill for
one-niters, with which tbe Willlanf
Morris office Intends to follow-up
the Eddie
Cantor-George Jessel
company's current southern and
mid western tour. Pearl has applied
to his radio employer, Lucky Strike,
for permission to broadcast from
out of town.
OUT,
Show will get under way if and
when the permission Is granted.
TOO,
PIX Morris office expects to open it oi^
or about April 17.
With Pearl in the all-ether line^
Zit's Cosmopolitan did a fadeout
up will be five or six other turn*
to straight pictures Saturday (25). and a band.
Tentatively set are the
Also fading out was George God- Boswell
Sisters,
Arthur
Tracy
frey, who became the Cosmo's book- (Street Singer) and Stoopnagle and

Coast Hitting Stage Hungry Towns
I

Hollywood, March

27.

COSMO'S VAUDE

With Fanchon and Marco units
and RKO vaude out of coast houses,
excepting Los Angeles and San
barnstorming
several
Francisco,
troupes are in the formation, headed
by recognized vaude names.
Mike

Newman

is

CODFREY

framing a unit

AU

headed by 'Sunkist' Eddie Nelson,
Val Harris, Bill Dooley and Francis
Outfit will cary a 12-piece er after
Lee.

RKO let him out.
Budd.
House had been playing flve-act
Cantor-J^ssel troupe resumed it«
on a split week with a $600 trip for two more weeks of one^
weekly budget. Even a no-rent deal niters Sunday (26) at New Orleans.
with the landlord, Hearst, couldn't Gross there for the two perfonxM
keep it going.
ances at $3 top was $6,600.
The Briants, who played the house
the first half last week, drew a

band and a harmony trio.
Pat
Band will also play dances.
Percentage bookings may have their petty drawbacks, but they arc West and Del Chain are also ornothing compared to the bankruptcy, chaos and suffering brought on by ganizing a similar troupe which will
unwarranted salaries. Facts are facts and they cannot be disputed. carry a line of girls. Both comThe Chicago, Chicago, paid Chevalier $12,000 and lost $15,000 on the week. panies will travel in busses.
The Capitol lost money with Ed Wynn at $20,000, and Jack Pearl at
Troupes will play F-WC and in$8,500.
The Par paid Winchell $7,000. and Bernie $6,500 last week and dependent houses. Both have sevlost a few hundred dollars on the week. And then they take a loss the eral weeks bookings out of Los Anfollowing week, too, when they must sell shows without the Chevaliers, geles and are lining up time in the
north.
the Wynnf fin<l the Pearls, for the same price of admlsfion.
Nut Guaranteed
Adjustment is needed, and percentage booking may be part of that
Terms are a guarantee and peradjustment. If actors' salaries are to come down, so must the rest of centage with the guarantee taking
long.

the earlier dissenters changing their

Barnstomiing Vaude Troupes on

!

Standard values .uul uniform wages cannot be set when you are dealing with actors. Each Is distinct, unique and an individual proposition.
But each has its own value, and that value can be correctly gauged.
Anything over $2,000 received by an act should be In return for the
business it attracts. Acts that really draw would not suffer under such
an arrangement. Acts that entertain well enough, but do not draw,
would not be overpaid, but paid only for what they deliver. Theatres
would not go into the red for foolish reasons. And the small acts would
not be hurt as they are now being hurt, and as they have been for too

last

$27,000

Objections to percentage bookings are made by theatres as well as
acts.
Tbe theatres resent chiefly the unavoidable partnership
new headliner on percentage weekly would mean a new partner
every week. The necessity of opening the books to strangers does not
appeal to the theatres. Yet this seems a feeble argument in view of the
facts. In view of the $10,000 Chevaliers that cost a theatre $15,000 in
a week, would it not be better to pay the Chevaliers by what they draw,
The show went to Dayton from session.
and no more, and make money on the week rather than lose it? Are here, Cincinnati, Columbus and
Another meeting is scheduled for
the inconveniences of a seven-day partnership with actors sufficient to Cleveland to follow.
next Saturday night (April 1).
offset the advantages of a profitable week, rather than a losing one?

by some

down the line as
week progressed, with most of

vaudeville acts all

Percentage playing for the high salaried ones might be the much changing the name of his latest
needed ounce of prevention. The present salary cuts are, at best, merely partner, June Hart, also known as
the w.b. pound of cure, and but temporary. The old salaries, say the June Lloyd, to June Knight. After
the break-up of her partnership
Millions.'
'if conditions improve'.
olrcults, will be restored on or about Sept 1
with Holland, the 'Take a Chance'
That means a temporary respite. And then what?
Knight, who was born Marie Vallllegally adopted the stage
If conditions do improve, there Is no reason why the theatres should kette,
She now
revert to their foolish salary ways. Even in boom time, when through name she's now using.
their own lack of restraint and judgment, and then later through des- contends that not only does this
peration when the grosses commenced to slip, the theatres boosted sal- entitle her to the exclusive use of
aries to suicidal heights, there never was a sound reason for the $10,000 the moniker, but that the reputaChevaliers that brought $15,000 losses to a theatre in a week, nor for the tion and good will she has built up
gives
her
protection
many $6,000 'names' that could not directly attract $5,000 to the box with It
against its use by another.
office.
In arguing before the Appellate
Few tears are being shed over the $5,000 'names' that must struggle Division the 'Take a Chance'
along on $3,000 salaries for the next few months. The real sympathy Knight's lawyers agreed that she
within this vaudeville trade is extended to the small fellows who never had obtained no assignment or
saw those $5,000 pay envelopes, nor any part of them, and to whom the transfer of the name from Holnew 26% cut is nothing compared to the cuts they've been taking all land; nor, they claimed, had her
£ddie Dowling was elected presiformer partner received a property dent of the Actors' Benefit Associayear.
right through any assignment from tion at the new organization's mass
The income of the average vaudevillian has dropped 80% in the past her. The contention, declared the meeting Saturday night (25). At the
year as result of an 80% decline in playing time. That is in addition to plaintiff's lawyers, "that she will not same session a constitution drawn
salary cuts which had averaged 40% for the non-'name' turn, prior to the be affected by the use of the name up by a committee earlier in the
new 25% cut now generally In force. Meanwhile the salaries for 'names', in the Holland act, because the for- week was adopted.
instead of declining proportionately, mounted still higher.
The money mer had garnered a reputation as
The purpose is to curb the benefit
an actress and singer, whereas
for a stage bill was poured into one act.
evil, with all members pledged to
Holland's new partner restricts herrefuse to play all non-pay performWhile overestimating the importance of the 'name' act in a salary and self to dancing, was irrelevant to ances at which admission is charged,
other ways, the stage bookers and booking offices have overlooked or the issue.
without consent of the ABA's board
Justice Hatting had agreed that
forgotten the importance of the non-'name' act. A theatre playing Ave
of governors. The association proacts and specializing in a headline 'name' weekly, if it can get one, still the complaint indicated sufficient
poses to collect 25% of the proceeds
unfair
professional
competition
to
can't
play
live
headliners
every
must have four other acts. It
week.
which its
justify
an
Injunction
pending trial, from all benefit shows In
But it devotes all its worrying to the headliner, and which headliners are
members participate, these funds to
available next week, and thinks not at all of the small act, without which but later Holland obtained an order
staying the Injunction while the be turned over to the various thecan
the
nor the vaudeville
neither

Initial

Out Week; Most Acts Accept

of

Percantage booking has aiways seemed the one sure way to the true
Answer. Now, after what has happened In the past few weeks. It looks
gurer than ever. At the very least, It would end once and for all the
theatres' desperate, frequently unwarranted, and, above all, ruinous
boosting of salaries for vaudeville and picture house stage 'names'. And
H might prevent another salary cut for all stage acts, such as the one
BOW in etCect, in which the small act may be taking tbe severest elap
because of the big salaried attractions.

ST

girls'

bills

bouncer for their time. Up to Sunday (26) it was still bouncing.

ington,

C.

Goes Gold Mining
Layoff Time Anyway

Johnson Out of Roxy;
One Week as Producer

care of the nut. Players figure that
they might as well b© taking a
chance on the road as cooling their
heels around L. A.
Greater part of the territory to
be played has been without stage
shows since last fall. Both troupes
and others now In the making plan
to cover some territory In Wash-

Albert R. Johnson, scenic designer who was engaged by
as stage producer for the
Roxy
in Radio City, quit Friday (24), as
a result of deletions and changes
made by the house in his initial
production.

RKO

RKO

Ted Claire, vaude m. c; liU
brother-in-law, an electrical eogt^
neer; and two friends an M. D.
and a civil engineer— shoved off tblfl
week for some placer mining In
Arizona. It's a combination lark and
JuUvs
as
proposition,
business
Kendler, theatrical attorney, drew
up legal papers calling for a four^i*

—

from legit, was added way split in the event gold is dl»week as covered.
Roxy producer under Leon
The foursome are cuffing thetr
Leonidoff.
No successor named pal. Attorney Kendler, for the legal
yet, with Leonidoff again handling fees, in exchange for which any
the shows himself.
mines or veins of gold will be called
the Kendler Mines, when and
Johnson,

to the Radio City staff last

Orepon and Montana, which the

has not had stage entertainment of
any kind for two years.
Figured that there are around 200
a] .so.
form<^r vaude players In L. A. willbarm.stommig
ing
to
Join
the
Better that way than the oM way of paying them all, r<par<jlo.se of the troupes if they can get an even
reeutts.
Better pcrcentiise playing for sufh acts as ran afford to take break for their work. 5Vljh recogplayers heading the 'unite,
the fi.sk, than undeserved fancy salarle.s for non-draws.
It not. there nized
Won't be any theatres left for the really drawlnp ram^p tr pl.iy r-r n^r- actor? ff-cl that they'll get « run
f<".r
th'ir rr.r<t\f\.
eert.TS'e or cthcrwipc.

M.

RKO

HEALT &

,

CO.'S MG SHOEX
Hollywood. March 27.
Ted ll«iily and his stoogos, Howard, Fine find Howard, rnfraprd by
Mftro tr do a thorl entitled '.Mrnu.'

anything happens.
The m. c. figures that thafs a'
nice way of laying off under present
conditions and the two englneorg
and the medico are more or lesfl
*j
porlous about It.
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Stooges to Rescue

An Angel Scrams

Tuesdaj, Mftrch 28, 1933

Geve. Vaude Try Blows When Acts

Name comedian was

But

in the

—Balto

Vaud

Wronsr Direction
Try Goes Busto
March

Baltimore,

27.

Indie vaudfllm venture at the local
Auditorium folded on a fiasco Saturday (25), 11 days after opening.
It was another one of those things,

a guy without any coin getting
somebody to angel In the hope of
cleaning up. Angel walked out after
losing some coin (not much).
Bust up came Friday after the first
Show, with the stagehands and operators walking out due to overdue
Operators had threebills for help.

15 HOUSES IN CHICAGO

PLAYING SUNDAY VAUDE
Chicago,

Encouraging to

March

local

This is taken to imply
more than out-of-town cordiality
toward vaude as the Chicago unions
are about the toughest in the counfourths salary in their jeans, but try. It is reasoned that if houses
the stagehands had nothing. They want vaudeville that much its a
both walked. Musicians had been favorable omen.
paid in full and stuck.
Chicago
Fifteen
neighborhood
House closed at 2:30 in the after- houses advertised three to five
noon and reopened that night about vaudeville acts at present. These
nine o'clock under commonwealth. are: Atlantic, Roseland- State, Ritz,
This was the work of Leonard B. Berwyn,
Stratford,
Commercial,
McLaughlin, who directs the Audi- Belmont, Teatro del Lago, Congress,
torium and Maryland for the Penn Belpark, Crystal, Blltmore, Portage,
Mutual Insurance Co. Interests. The Patio, Senate and Wilson.
eight acts came to McLaughlin,
wanting to know how they were
going to get back to New York. Mc- Cut or Fold!
Unit
Laughlin turned the house over to
Takes 10 P. C. Slash
them and let them work Friday
night and all day Saturday.
Effective this week, while playFull Payoff

ing

too fast.

Show was booked by
office

on a

split

week

A. & B. Dow
attempt, the

Idea being a lot of vaude for twobits top.
Acts listed
last half were

on the show for the
Frank and Alma, Holt
and Turl, Moran Sisters, Moore and
Jinea, Versatile

Frank Donla and

Revue, Sid White,
Co., Rexola Bros.

Warfield Frisco's Only
Flesh,

RKO

Goes Fix

San Francisco, March 27.
Cliff Work has handed orchestra
and crew of the RKO Golden Gate
two weeks notice, after which time
stage shows go out in favor of
straight pix, 'King Kong' starting

out.

the

Earle,

Philadelphia,

Stagehands Walk

At Marco Houses,
Return Later

On

show was

for the current

refused.

Warner Bros., the 'Desert Song' ness manager of projectionists, and
unit takes a 10% cut In salaries. Fred Whyte, business manager of
Before opening in Philadelphia Fri- musicians, decided that Fanchon &
day (24), Fanchon & Marco in New Marco need not employ an extra
York called the company together man to handle movable stairs in
and explained that if a cut wasn't current show at Paramount. Johntaken the show would have to fold. ny Riley, of Musicians Union/ orFollowing the Philly date, the dered men back for Saturday night
'Desert Song' show plays at half show, also directed they return to
dozen weeks or more on its return the Manchester and F. & M.'s stuto the Coast. Unit has been on the dio from where they had also been
This committee was aproad eight months.
pulled.
pointed, at request of Marco, by
the Musicians' Federation which
did not want stagehands to call on
and Only
Detroit's
other musicians' allies for walkUnions on Sunday night put
out.
man on to handle stairway, paying
Detroit, March 27.
For the first time in years there him themselves.
Dispute
arose over the question
is only one first-run stage show
house in town. With the change of of whether portable stairs, three
Downtown from vaude to steps high and extending across
the
straight pictures this week the stage in current Paramount show,
Michigan Is left alone with the are props or scenery. Local 33 offishows. Fox dropped talent about cials contended they were scenery,
and that one man should be added
four weeks ago.
RKO Downtown and Fox have to the house crew; of four deckhands
tentative plans to resume the stage and an electrician. Marco countered
by having the line girls roll the
bookings about Easter time.
stairs on stage at the first show
Thursday, with the stage crew immediately walking. One man was
Mercedes Retires
pulled from the Manchester, where
-

One

.

-

Indianapolis, March 27.
units had Just been set In,
Indianapolis is the beginning and
and two from the producing studio.
the end of a career in the theatre
Shows at both houses were uninfor Mercedes, who played at the
.•will
terrupted.
run.
Meanwhile Pox Warfield Circle last week. Twenty-five years
Albert Stetson, Par house manaacross the street with Fanchon & ago the act was broken In here.
ger, jumped in as emergency elecLast week Mercedes announced he
Marco revues has the only flesh
trician there, while Max Shane,
was motoring to Minocqua, Wis., to press agent, and the line girls hanentertainment in town.
take part in developing a resort.
dled the stairs.
As a parting, Mercedes and his
Marco wired the New York headMitzi Mayfair Shorts
partner. Mile. Stantone, put on their
Warners has signed Mitzi May act over station WKBP. Walter quarters of the lATSE, outlining the
situation, and contacted representafair,
the dance single, for two Hickman, 'Times' critic, aided in the
tives of the musicians and operaehorts.
experiment.
tors, both of which promised to go
along with him.
Under the agreement between

F&M

known whether

the Gate
resume vaude after the 'Kong'

BOOKlNCAGENCY

l

General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

ANWESX
N EX
160

46^ ST*

BRyant 9-7800

NEW YORK

CITY

Marco and stagehands local 33, former was to employ four deckhands
and an electrician at the Par, providing
there
were no scenery
changes during any week's show.
In case of shifts, however, additional men were to be employed.
Marco Insisted the portable stairs
were props, and the union said
scenery.

This is the first controversy in
years resulting in an open break
between stagehands and a deluxe

management. Stage crew went
on the Par nut at around $400.

New Des

in

Moines Orph

Control Suit's Result
Des Moines, March 27.
The Orpheum, operated by the
Des Moines Orpheum Co., subsidiary of RKO, closed March 20. The
house reopened March 24 under
management of the Des Moines
Consolidated Theatres, a new firm.
Action to force surrender of the
theatre

J.

H.

LUBIN

aSNERAL UANAOBB

MARVIN

H. SCHENCK
BOOKING MANAOEB

Cleveland, March 28,
Co-operative vaude company at
the B. of L. E, Auditorium, with
Kenneth Harlan topping bill, went
busto when half a dozen vaude-

'

acts here Instead of stage presen-

They returned two days later.
Later a committee consisting of
Richard Greene, lATSE Coast repfor resentative; Ernest Apperson, busi-

Marcus Loew

Payolf

Tacoma, Wash., March 27.
Reported Jensen & Von Herberg vllllans stopped plans for a
zero
Is going In for vaudeville and
Hamrlcks' Music Box for stage hour benefit show by walking out
on the stage and bquawklng to th»
presentations.
Locals are hungary for this kind waiting audience that they hadn't
of show and the first in will cash been paid off for six days.
Public rebellion of actors, the first
in.
Reported also that J. & V. are
now arranging bookings In south- time anything like It has ever hapwest Washington so that they may pened In these parts, came to a
give" acts a four or five-week route head after a bitter three-hour backstage fight between the performers,
with bus Jumps.
With Hamrlck opening vaude at theatre manager ^nd promoters,
his Rex In Seattle, It Is possible with the union musicians and stagethis northwest showman will book hands also involved when the ghost

tations.
Los Angeles, March 27.
Stagehands walked out on the
Paramount and the Manchester,
operated by Marco, and from the Vancouver,
Fanchon and Marco studio, Thursday (23), when the union's demand
Drop
that an additional man be employed

for run.

Isn't yet

No

Roxy

itself.

So

By McLaughlin's quick rescue not
only were the performers paid off in
full, but every other person working
around the house. Non-union men
filled in backstage and In the booth.
Jack Levlne, who had had a similar bust at the Walnut In Philadelphia when he left vaude booker
Eddie Sherman In the lurch, was
behind this venture, with Dave Shapiro,
N. Y. attorney, supplying
money until the coin started moving

and walked

Customers About

FRAMING S-WK. TOUR IN
WASH. WITH BUS JUMPS

vaudeville

is the current perking up
Sunday vaudeville within Chi-

cago

other,

Tell

27.

advocates
of

offered
a California engagement recently, but his New York hotel
wouldn't release his trunks because of the bill he had accrued and couldn't pay.
So the comic called a meeting of his stooges, brought
them all up to his room, each
of them put on a couple or
three suits, one on top of an-

was

started

recently

in

municipal court by leaseholders on
the property.

Box

more
wore attached March 19

office receipts

than $800

totaling

as result of another action brought
in the Linn county district court
Cedar Rapids. The Judgment was
returned in the Cedar Rapids court
against the management of the Iowa
theatre in Cedar Rapids, with which
the Des Moines Orpheum Co. is connected, in favor of the Security
Realty Co., Cedar Rapids.

failed to walk.

Twelve-act vaude show was first
promoted on a shoe string by H. L.
Pat Mclnerney and D. F.
Cross. Three hoped to clean up on
Booth,

Oakland

the fact that closing of all town's
vaudfilm houses during the unionexhibs controversy would give them
the breaks.
Hollywood, March 27.
Hired a Lawyer
Fanchon & Marco stage units are
Lack of exploitation, poor weather
out of Oakland, Calif., and Van- and poor showmanship in booking
couver, B. C, currently, leaving acts gave the company a bad start.
only the Waj-field, (F-WC), San Promoters tried to build up show
Francisco, and the Paramount and by weeding out half the dancing
Manchester (Marco operated) here, acts and booking In Freddie Dal©
where
shows are now show- as n[i. c. and Kenneth Harlan, whose
ing on the coast.
unit was laying off in Columbus.
Ada Broadbent, who has been Unpaid actors, however, hired a
staging the units in Vancouver, re- lawyer and forced the company to
turns here this week, with all pro- go co-op but move came too late.
duction activity ceasing north of
First performance Saturday night

M

F and

Units

F&M

'Frisco.

(26) drew only about 200 customers
and around $78 at the box office.

New Haven
Has Plenty Promises

Vaudless

Hartford, Conn., March 27.
After playing vaudeville or presentations since the house was built
20 years agb, Fanchon-Marco presentations, on the boards for more
than two years. Is out and double
feature films will be offered at the
Fox-Arthur Capitol. .This leaves
•

Hartford without vaudeville. Other
theatres, however, promise flesh entertainment.
With the change In policy at the
Capitol,
Palace,
another Arthur
house, Is slated to be closed until
fall.

Against that the cost was $100 for
day's rent, $20 for stagehands and
$40 to Don Tranger's union band,
leaving performers nothing but the
possibility

making

of

and

coffee

cakes on an extra midnight show.
Half the troupe decided to walk,
but changed their .ninds when the
manager agreed to waive the rent,
paying off $60 to stagehands and
musicians who offered to work for
nothing on midnight show, although
they were already missing two days*
pay. Balance of $18 and proceeds
from final performance was to b©
divided among 35 performers.
Battling actor's then split Into
two factions, one of which. Including Harlan and Freddie Dale, was
ready to go on with a show for cash,
customers who had patiently waited
an hour for the curtain to go up.

According to Louis Schaeffer,
Publix-Allyn will open shortly with
the
first
bill
being
vaudeville,
headed by Baby Rose Marie. It is
Acrobats Talk
planned to follow up with radio
Others still held out and burned
stars and other name attractions.
up still more when one of the origIt is also possible that the Warner
came backstage.
may turn in vaudeville at the State inal promoters
Just before curtain was to go up,
theatre, with a seating capacity of
Michael and Emery, Italian acro4,400 at a low scale.
bats, barged out on stage without
shirts and dazed the audience by
'There won't be any
shouting,
Dice
show! We're the actors, but wo
Stanley Zukor of Cleveland hit haven't been paid for six days, so
New York last week with a fat why should we act for carfare or
idea but a slim bankroll.
Due to most likely nothing?'
the latter, he got no further than
Dramatic outburst was followed
the idea stage.
by a demonstration by Lou Welton,
It was the Cleveland promoter's his harmica
players and Jimmy
plan to take advantage of his Darrows* musicians who yelled cut
town's present showless situation their grievances to the customers,
and put on a big bill at the Audito- who made a dash for the box offlco
rium. He lined up Harry Richman to get their money back.
After
as m. c. and was working on the making refunds, theatres cashier
rest of the show when the whole
found herself short, due to som©
thing collapsed, due to Zukor's in- sharp-shooters who doubled in the
ability to show financial backing.
line.
Zukor was one of the group that
Blow-off wrecked Harlan's plans
promoted
the
Cantor-Jessel to open a new show of his own Sun$2
smash engagement at the Cleve- day, including a 10-piece girl band,
land Auditorium last year.
with Jack Belford as booker, but
he expects to reopen sometime this
week, as soon as the excitement
Sigs Ficon,
blows over.
Of 12 vaude turns that auditioned
for the NBC program board last
week, two were accepted.
Always Working
The are Joseph E. Howard and
Molly Picon. Both go sustaining on
the network.

No

NBC

Howard

*WHITEY'

GARRICK'S ONE
Chicago,

WEEK
March

27.

ROBERTS
Week March

31,

Baltimore, Md.

Garrick's combination 'Televlsion'vaude policy lasted one week. House
is now dark.
Show included stage band presentation with Henry Santrey and
a feature picture.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE
N. V. A. SCENERY EXPRESS
AM) STORAGE COHP. of 353 West

St.
New York, will rtl.ipose of
n.ifTRage and Theatrical Taraph»rnnlla stnrcd with tlicm for Unpaid Sioragc.

4Mh

all

Berlo Playing Around
With 16 weeks to go on his 20week Loew contract, Milton Berle
goes to Washington next week for
one week and then returns to New
York for four weeks at the Metropolitan.
The m.c. laying off this

Anybody

three weeks at the Capitol.

after

property

In

thl.s

WANTED
Olrl

week

liavlni;

.storehouse please call to claim same.

6

ft.,

perienced

9B

lbs.,

adapio,

hallet

wait:;.

tralnlni^.

ex-

Davis School
New York,

of Dancing. 146 W, 43rd St.,
Medallion 3-B961.

'
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PALACE, CHICAGO

—

HIPPODROiyiE,

—

.

A

ACADEMY,

The depression

is

N. Y.
Now

over.

announcement, though apparently
they have verbal announcement

It

proclaimed or
Written.
Saturday night at the
Academy the house ^as a virtual
sell-out.
And when the poor old
Academy, which has gotten so used
to quarter and half houses that the
last forty-eight rows of seats creak
now when uged when the Academy
does a virtual sell-out, it's news.
"What's even bigger news Is the
fact that the Academy has a pretty
good show this week. No drag 'em
In and knock 'em down names; in
fact, no names, but a pretty good
said, shouted,

—

Bho'.v.

Things get started in a lively
with the Honey I^mlly.

fashion

Tumblers and spring-board flips are
handled very nicely by this sextet,
special

attention

being riveted to

them via the unusual

gag, of letting

the three girls do the under- standing.
Clrillo Brothers,

number two, are
disappointing because wasting their
Three youths and a girl, all
good dancers, but tiie boys evidently
prefer to be thought of as comedians
talents.

Their comedy Is weak
their singing actually bad.
After half the act is over they go
Into what they announce as 'some
sensatloQal steps.' That's a silly announcement because It takes the
Jiot dancers.

and

edge

off some really good pedology.
girl Is a looker and knows how
to use her legs and pulchritude.
Adelaide Hall In the center groove
was right down the alley for this

The

mob. Miss Hall Is appearing with
two men, one at a piano and one
With a guitar. Unfortunately she
uses
the
ordinary house drop
rather than a eoupTe of curtains,
which gives the stage a cold, empty
appearance. She does Ave numbers
to neat results, a mild dance, and
the show night caught was all but
fitopped.

now and then. None Saturday.
Production this week Instead of
the two turns by the line girls.
They come out in bare legs the flrst

Mel Klee, next to shut. Is another
good turn for this type of house.
The customers either never heard
his somewhat aged material before
or enjoyed hearing It again. He can
come b9.ck next week and the week
after, as far as the customers here
are concerned, and give 'em the
same routine. They can take It.
For a closer there's Dr. Pauline
with his same old hypnotic turn.
There's never been any question of
his ability to. entertain and hold Interest in nabes.
Big sheet lj5 being used for 'Child
of Manhattan' (Col) and a Fox
newsreel.
Saturday night biz was
so good the house mildly upped the
prices, which isn't so smart, but Just does a violin foIo, which prohahly
an idea of conditions.
sounded liked a pantomime to the
Kauf.

PALiVI and DAY
Dance Flash

REVUE

GREENLEE

(6)

this

nnclrtjs.

Acts up from

ralif.

Trepp.

ROGERS

(1)

were further back and where the

stage allows that kind of perspec
tive the number will not look

crowded. Two of the girls look like
twins and harmonize besides danc
ing.
Costumes okay all the way,
with the white flannel shorts and
black sport coats as worn by the
girls particularly attractive. Bhan.

MANGINI BROS.
Acrobatic

Four

6 Mins.;

Orpheum
Hand-to-hand endurance routine
by two men of fine physique who

display as much of that -^hysique as
possible,
working only In brief
trunks. Act Is sturdy material for
opening shows.
Neatly performing a series of
G. O. H., New York
band-to-hand feats In which endurNot In the flies, although looked ance figures, Manganis bring out a

COOK

and IRVING

SongB, Chatter
9 Mins.; One

familiar.

Tall and short girl

okay enough to

work few slants that are ne\^. They
work slowly, building up certain

flt In the minor bllL
taller supports the singing and
straight end of the act. They gag

The

audience appreciation of their efforts.

about with mostly familiar mate-

Close with the usual getup from
which catches for light laughs. floor supporting topmounter with
Also try a singing duet that's fair. one arm, but done with a sllcktiess
Here on deuce of a what might that counts.. Opened up here and
be called a four-act program, the over very good for an act of this

rial

Bhan.

girls fared okay.

kind.

Pittsburgh,

March

24.

It's

telling,

erably of late.

In the grosses,
falling off considStarting originally

too.

which have been

an average of between $4,600 and
15,000, with an excellent chance of
building due to the fact that this is
the only site In town with stage
shows, takings have dropped to half
that, and bank holidays and general
conditions can't be blamed entirely.
Rather does the fault seem to rest
at

with the
shows.

general

quality

of

the

Char.

a

VARIETY, PITTS'BG

'

REX, SEATTLE

and

Songs, Dances

15 Mins.; One and Full (Special)
12 Mine.; One (Special)
G.O.H., Nevtf York
Loaw's Orpheum, New York
Blonde acrobatic dancer and a
Looks like the former Greenlee
novel finish that has the group and Williams turn, or as otherwise
doing a tap roll against the sound filed Greenley and Williams. Forscreen with a moving train trailer mer listing had only two in the act,
recommends this act for good reac- whereas present turn has tliree.
tion. When caught, slightly too slow Altogether looks mUd and no change paced, but that kind of kink can from when caught some years back
bo easily worked out. Closed here except at wardrobe. Usual colored
for good appreciation on four-act style, but rather shallow, although
layout
In bigger met spots looks the pace In which the act progresses
more fit as opener.
lends it a quality thait can take in
Blonde has limbs that will attract the neighb spots. Opened the bill
on any stage, with a supple body here when caught.
and dancing swing that makes her
Girl out singing and Joined by boy
an okay solo performer worth in evening clothes, fade Into some
watching.
kind of dance, and then later a secOpens in 'one' with entire group ond boy In grey Etons Is on for a
singing an Intro and then falling solo, with all coming In on the
back for a 'full' sUge with special finale. Some chatter stuff and the
hangings that allow for whatever singing is Just singing.
the act wants to do until the finishGirl and boy also try some brief
ing number.
Here done in 'one,' German, French and Yiddish chatbut might look better if the screen ter for a comedy moment. Bhan.

Vaude's crying need for young
faces was never more apparent than
it Is here this week, where total ages
of the performers, both male and
female, would make the Crorman
war debt look like an example In
simple multiplication. Many more
layouts like this one, and George
formance with an acrobatic hodgepodge that was good vaudeville and Jaffe's going to flnd himself back in
At
got over well; Thereafter Murray grind burlesque before long.
made his flrst appearance and told least, the wiggles in burleycue stand
his flrst Bob Hope gag. Lewis and an even chance of coming from still
Moore's speed and hard-working youthful torsos.
Current bill Is, with perhaps a
showmanship In the deuce crescen
deed in an upwai'd arch to a strong single exception, strictly small time,
getaway. After that Murray told and audience reaction virtually
another Bob Hope gag and Intro- negligible. Looks now like it was a
mistake taking out that line of 12
duced Ates.
Ates did extremely will and got local girls. At least, they added a
lots of laughs.
His stately blonde note of freshness and youth to the
straight woman. Miss King, is a proceedings.

trip for a straight line number. As
rule It's skirts the first time and
legs for the flnlsh.
But this time
at the end the girls come on In pairs
for Individual snatches, with singers
breaking in for a verse after each
duo. Not smartly staged, but It Is
different, and the stager cannot be
expected to get elaborate for a two- svelte and nifty foil for Ates. When
day run.
Ates makes his violin stutter, it's
Willie Creager opens this week really Olympian hokum.
with a band number and does a lot
Eddie South's colored orchestra
of clowning which gets over here, deals in softness and sweetness,
where they know and like him. musical ingredients conspicuously
Stuff Is about the average of a 10- missing from most negroid Jazz.
year-old playing clown in a kid cir- South in particular is a violinist of
cus, but it's over. Line comes next genuine technique and ability and
in a near-precision number, spoiled tb.e turn was soothing and enterat the show caught by a girl who taining throughout.
forgot the rosin board and skated
Added to Milton and Helen
all over her allotted portion of the Charleston is an elongated rail-like
stage. They look better than they eccentric who brought Murray's own
dance, and they dance not badly.
hoke session to a riotous conclusion.
First act is a Jap pair, with the
Picture Is Unlversal's 'Rome Exman doing a pedal balance of a press.'
Land.
Woman
ladder with a I'echelle.
does a couple of tricks on a trapeze,
^and then goes on the top structure
for a little mild barrel kicking. Act
Seattle, March 24.
would be over for a good opener
Five acts of straight vaude here,
on the better time if a little faster. measuring up to average standard
Woman is so cautious in her move- acts, but with flash, big act or name
ments that it spoils the effect, but lacking.
Otherwise
comparison
it's her neck, and It's a good-sized
with Orpheum would Jibe okay. If
drop to the stage in case she spills. biz warrants more dough may be
Act should wow them on the fair put into the bill, so name act or
grounds, and that's probably where flash may come on later, but the
they come from, cotton tights and situation Is largely In the nature
all.
of feeling out public response for
Two spot goes to four colored a beginning.
hoofers and a girl. The boys open
This is new policy for the house,
with an ordinary bunoh of steps operated by John Hamrick, with top
that lets them go off without a price two bits. It is good fare for
hand. Black stage and the five are this price and vaude-hungry audiback for a routine with luminous ences were liberal in applause.
trouscr stripes and coat lapels.
Hooper and Gatchett in 'The
Dancing doesn't matter so much Rookie' headliners, with patter full
here, but when they're back for the of laughs.
The Cavanauphs open
third section they uncork plenty of with snap, whip-la.shing neatly, also
trick steps that get them off to a rope
spinning and some knife
Turn lacks throwing feats. Arthur and Abr.ims,
final
good account.
smartness, but they have some stuff. piano and singing, follow.
NMce.
Girl singer with a fair voice draws Reilly and Thrower, work like Trothe trey for a light operatic num- jan.i for big re.sult.s in dance and
ber that caused no kick when she acrobatic oddity; Hector and P.tIs,
saved her second song for the fln.nle. dog- act, close, with smart dogs
and she vms followed by a man and llkod.
licing advertised as return of 'hip
woman who probably contend they
are doing a musical act, Man's idea.s time' vaude to Seattle. Kivc-plf^cc
of comedy are worse than CrcaRcr's band in pit, with Arnold Laily
and pretty tough even on the two- leader.
Old-fashioned moo.sic for
bit customers, but they were foxy old-fashioned variety values.
Kelghlpy & Roscoe booltln;:, and
and did not leave the stage vacant
Woman plans are for circuit to build from
until they were throu.^h.

a

39

back rows, for which ihey should
be grateful. Small, flat tone that

Montreal, March 24.
Aside from a, letdown In one spot,
was lost In this huge barn. The
there's more to the current State
Best bill in many weeks at Can- man used a saxophone, flute, picilx-acter than "Will Mahoney, Most
colo and musette. All bad.
ada's only vaudeville house.
If
Ct it's good support for the heeulShutter-up was a comedy skit
On the screen WB's house maintains this clip it will which called for
linlner single.
a special drop with
.•Bard to Handle' (Jimmy Cagney), soon be back in old place of main- a practical window in the second
completing a layout that won't do stem top-notchers.
floor, out of which a girl leans to
Eddie Sanborn Is handing out a exchange conversation with the two
the housie jtny harm.
There Is too much dancing, but new line. Any fan wanting his fa- men and hang out drawers, starting
that seemB to be a common fault vorite tune has only to request it with a small pair and flnlshlng with
'nowadays with all variety bill^^ for any night and wjthln limits he a pair large enough to fit a fat
-Aiming for tho big theatres, the can have It. Idea Is catching on and woman's convention.
Probably reaverage act now appears, uncon- Eddie says he will go back on stage garded as humor, but no one
clously or knowingly, to recline on when new seven-act show starts.
laughed here. The drop, for want
Opener was Sue Hastings' Mari- of room up front. Is hung back of
the hoof for safety's sake. Cven
dancing
No,
3 here, tack on onettes, a change for fans,
the Badlo Rubes.
the band drop, which is flied for
a dancing finish, which Is super- dolls being a rarity here. Pettete this turn. Not so good. Men are
fluous for them, although they and Douglas deuced. Father-and- a tough boy and a cop, with the girl
son act with youngster of five. Tap also a tough character. Indifferent
probably wouldn't believe it.
Dancing also Is the only reason dancing by both, songs and patter comedy, but she gives a great vocal
la sight for the IVeist and Stahton were not Bo hot. but the youngster Imitation of a trumpet. Too weak
levue turn, spotted fourth, because stirred up the femmes and act was for a closer, even with the grand
finale to finish, but it's five acts.
If tho dancing of the two girls In the given a hearty hand.
removed
In the trey Charlie Foy headlined, Not up to the house standard, which
there
w.ore
company
wouldn't be enough left for a good with four stooges and girl, Mary Is not high at best.
Neither of the girls is O'Donnell, talked his way through
bi^okout.
Feature is 'Big News' (Pathe),
Welst or Stanton, who happen to be 10 minutes. Depended a lot on name, with a comedy, cartoon, scenic and
two men. There's another man and but that doesn't mean so much in the newsreel. Show runs BO minthis town, where the Foya have utes, with the films filling the other
.a third girl In support.
Chic.
Mahoney is riext-to-shut, and all been forgotten for a decade. On Us hour and 40 minutes.
dancing, sis Is the Don Ruiz and merits the act went over well and
Bonlta full-stage act. That Maho- gained plenty of applause and a
ney can follow anything, dancing or couple of calls.
Brltt Wood came on in the fourth
otherwise, goes without saying. The
Chicago, March 24.
Saturday night supper show was spot. He pattered a character act
The day of $7,000-$8,000 vaudeJust like all other shows for Maho- and played harmonica and fans ville bills Is over at this theatre.
ney and the audience like any other wouldn't let him go. Carr Bros, and Henceforth not only will the bills be
audience right In his lap.
They Betty, closing, played some novel booked on a shnunken budget, but
Finish with
,qot only ate it up, but asked for a effects In acrobatics.
the house will be' a 26% cut for
striking balancing and strong-arm
flecond helping.
everybody, take It or leave It.
Rul2 and Bonlta have had much Stuff that was a nice build-up. Rig
Right now there's a nice rowdy
easier assignments than this one. in hit,nd and couple of calls.
entertainment piloted by Ken Murwhich they're obliged to dance a
'Crime of Century' (Par), Tarzan ray, who forgot to get a report In
dancing show to its climax; yet the comedy, newsreel and trailer rest advance on Bob Hope, who played
waltz-and-tango couple proved their of show.
the week before. In consequence
class In this tough spot. They carry
more than one gag was a repeat on
a whirlwind specialty dancing boy,
Hope ; especially the Hoover aroundgirl pianist and a neat-looking, plain
N. Y. the-comer
wheeze. And that phoney
Introduction bit of picking and ImHIppdorome,
days
the
Bargain
at
Cames Eyans, foot juggler with a
aginary celebrity from the audience
myriad of colorful props, is the at least for the women. For 16c has been done so much that the
in
a
quarter
State's proverbial dumb opener, and in the afternoons and
next comedian who springs it Is apt
as good as they come. If a State the evening: they can see a feature, to get the bird. Mujray got a tellshow didn't open with an acrobatic a flock 01^ shorts, a flve-act show tale silence. They Just wouldn't rise
novelty the folkp would demand with a stage band and acquire a
to the bait. It Is respectfully sugtheir money back. Bvans happens Florida suntan a suntan as good
gested to Murray and to all his conto be aces In bis line, that of bal- as the once you can pick up at Palm temporaries that this stunt be given
ancing anything from varnished Beach for a couple of grand. Not honorable Interment and forgotten.
pellets to a prop bed on his tootsies, all the crowd can get in, but It's
It was also rather a dirty show.
and Evans can do about everything tipped off In the lobby that a femme That is to say, the Jokes were
patron can go up to the rest room
with his feet but write a letter.
spreckled. Especially the one Rosco
No. 2 Is Raymond Balrd, who is a blonde and come back to her seat Ates told about the baseball game
growing, up. but still a clean-cut looking like Harlem's own. And no in the cow pasture. Between Ates
Management seems and Murray and maybe a hint or
kid, whose talent Is growing up with extra charge.
him. Using a pair of saxaphones to care less about the men. They'll two from Lewis and Moore, there
only he makes his brief turn spar- come if the women do, and they do,
was a liberal supply of indigo.
get
the sun lamp.
kle.
so
the
women
That's no cinch with the sax
However, If anybody minded, their
as an Instrument no longer a- novBusiness was off a little Saturday objections were feeble peeps amidst
elty.
afternoon.
Possibly because It's the stentorian laughter. The audiThere was the newsreel, a cartoon Lent.
large proportion of the ence endorsed the bill loudly and
short, rain outaidi^, pretty good standbys are Irish, and It can't be
heartily, so maybe It shouldn't even
business Inside, and the manager's a bill sllgl^tly underweight that's
be mentioned.
name Is Al Rosen.
keeping them away. Tou can't tell
Bi(fe.
Distinctly different in type, paraabout the bill until you've seen It phernalia and membership, June
No names In the lobby and no stage Purlans and Qo. opened the per-

can be
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LOEWS, MONTREAL

STATE, N. Y.

O. H., N. Y.

It was nearly half a century ago
that Hobart Bosworth flrst trod the
boards at the Grand Opera House.

That was In 1886. He was on again
in 1901, and now, 82 years later, after nearly a quarter of a century
spent In pictures he Is one of four
acts that comprise the stago half
of the G.O.H. bill currently.
That's stage history, and Bosworth, his white hair giving him a
patrlarchlal look, his tone a conversational one, makes a most
friendly app.earance in a lecture act
with slides as he chronologizes
and compares highlights in his picture career. Altogether he makes
a pretty good plug for California,
despite earthquakes and his stuff
Just borders on Christian Science
without direct Identification, but It
takes.
It takes mostly on account of
himself, and while the kind of show
he puts on Isn't for the class spots

he could make his way with it fair
in almost any kind of combo
situation. Here they loved It, and
Bosworth coming on next-to-shut
offered an ante-cUmax to the show.
Palm Day Revue, new to the files,
dance fiash with four girls and two
boys, follow him (New Acts). Usual

enough

vaude

finish

and an act that would

better In better atmosphere
than at the G.O.H., where the oldtime lighting doesn't fulfill stage
requirements for turns like this one.
As a neighb catering to a particular clientele In a particular dissize

Opening has Campbell and Brady,
obviously a veteran man -woman
team, in some ordinary Juggling that
winds up with a stunt that might trict, like this one, the show that's
have been popular back in Tony offered, comprising two features and
Pastor's day. Fellow has a couple four acts, allows the management
of
falr-to-mlddling
tricks,
but plenty of leeway in satisfying the
Saturday
they're dissipated In general Indif- trade at a two-bit top.
ference of remainder of material. matinee business was good. That's
Mansfield and Madeline, also mixed the barometer which states that
team, follows with songs and chat- there's a place for all kinds of stage
ter.
Tip-off is one of their gags, the turns, even Hayne and Beck. This
one that goes, 'When you were In mixed team comes on In deuce
Spain, did you see the Pyrrenes?' against a 'one' setting that has Just
with the answer, 'No, the girls wear the drop and a wicker sofa that
could stand a sweeper.
long dresses In Spain.' Ouch!
Woman is on for rough comedy,
Douglas Wright Co., a trick-horse
affair, not so bad for comedy. Only and naturally her w,ardrobe and dim
act to reveal a semblance of pep spotlight wouldn't strike a tremor
and youth is Healy and Garnella, In other spots of a metropolitan
next-to-closing, with some fairly nature, but satisfying here.
Ahead of Hayne and Beck are the
decent patter. Man is an A-1 hoofer,
and gal, while not overly talented, Six Franklins, who still are Indihas an excellent personality and cated as a sextet although numbering seven, and that's besides three
registers handily.
Closing is Geddes trio, swlnglng- or four dogs in the act. The dogs
bar artists and another turn that's are great, but the act as a whole Is
dated. Costume of one man anyway one of those rlslcy and tumbling
looks like it was plucked from the flashes that will flt along anywhere.
wardrobe of one of these still -life Here it's over big, and deservedly.
Newsreel, trailers and two feajugglers back in the good old days.
Not bad on talent, the Geddes tures make a long show, but that's
crowd, but pretty terrible in ap- what the customers want here.
.Screen carried 'Midnight Mystery'
pearance.
Moe Glanz'll have to do better (Radio) and 'Secret of Madame
ninnchf' (M-G).
than this for the Variety, or else
Shan.
Feature; 'Slightly Married) (FD)]
with U talking newsreel and twoLoew's Boston Vaud
reel comedy short.
Cohen.
Loew
vaudeville at
•

will

rovlvo

the Orpheum, Boston, March 31,
Lentz in Tkelly Short
with .six acts on a full week. The
Al Ixrntz and his Beau Brummels .stage shows have bof-n out all seawill do a short with Hal Pkelly for son.
.Standard.
Columbia releases.
Stage budget will be $1,900.
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B&K
Pictore Theatres

NEW TORK

CITT

Paramount

NEXT WEEK

WEEK

THIS

(April 1)

(March 25)

Cass

Mack

'Pick

Up'

.

Numtraf*

b«low

In eonneetlon with bills

•how. whether

Inc'.cata
split week

or

full

(One to

cm

NEW TOBK
Moslo

Hall <SS)
Beatrice Belkin
Brio TUus

Jane Froman
Ben Dova
Buck Sc Bubbles

(Four to

BROOKLTN
&

-

Johnson

Prospect
halt

1st

& Stanton
& Peterson
BOSTON

Collins

BALTIMORE

JER8ET rrrr

Loew's
Andrcssens

AND

Han Ion Bros & W
Mllt Douglas Co
Bemis Rev

by

2d halt (28-30)

LEDDY & SMITH

DeLong

NEW

OBUEIANS
Orphenm (81)'

(To vflll)
2d halt (29-Sl)
Hildegarde
.

A & M HaVel
Renoft Renova Sc B
PHILAPELPHIA

\

(Others to

flit)

Palace
1st. halt (1-4)
RelB, tc Dunn
(Four to nil)
2d hdlt: (6-7)

Tom

Patrlcola Co'

(Four to. nil):
2d half (29-31)

.

BliVFAIiO

Nick Lucas.

R

Stone &-'''01bbons

&

Charlie Wellman
Ruton's Dogs

.

Raymond & Ann

Helen Howell

Bob Hall

Martha Rdye

Fam
PBOVIDENCE

Gray

Palace (31)
• DeCbrdos

Keith's (1)
Olsen -^ Johnson

.

Chas Lelahd'"
Minerva Bureka
JacH Clifford

'

Lehn

(Oth-er» to nil)

CHICAGO

.Pi^ramonnt (28)

'(2 only)

Tok'oes Japs

Casa'

Petti t & Douglas
Morton Downey

(24)

Capitol

Geo.

Sam

Wm

Marco

Nay Bros

Billy Mitchel
Billy Miller
Norvelle Reese

.

R

Palace (31)

'Georgia Minstrels'
3

Gobs

TO THE

Gregory Sc. Ray men
4 Trojans

SAN FRANCISCO

Warfleld (24).
Marjorie White
-

^
V

Imperial (31)

George Raft
to nil)

(31-2)

Dalton & Craig
Eddie South Orch
(Others to nil)

GRAND

RAPIDS.

Keith's
halt (31-3)

1st

NEW TOBK

CITY

A

June Purlans Co
(Three to

(Three to

& F

PhilBon

Uncle Harry

Raymond & Ann

RIvoU
(1-4)

Hazel Crosby

Frank Hazzard

Bobby Evans

Jazzlips Richardson

P & B Meer^s

Emma

Smith
Bessie Dudley
IjlIIian

Red

&

-

Cowan

Struggle

Slmms & Bowie
Louise Cook
Willie Jackson

Bd

WESTWOOD

Tokoes Jnps
Caaa & Lehn

nil)

halt

Sc.

Keith's (26 only)

HEMPSTEAD

1st

2d halt (5-7)
Clark & Verdi
(Four to nil)
2d half (29-31)
6 Buccaneers
Brlants
Bert Gordon

nil)

Ist half (24-27)

DeW'lf M'tc'lt
Alice Joy Co

Daphne Pollard
Garner Wolf & H
Rhapsody in Silk

Brooks

Bob Hall
Gray Fam

Lucky Seven

S

Cotton Club
Aida Ward
Henri Wessel
Swan & Lee
Anise Boyer
Roy Atkins
Nicholas Bros
Leitha

Hill

Blmer Turner
4

Flash

Devils

Necodemus
Alma Smith

Loew

Little Bits

NEW TORK

CITT

Capitol (31)

Grace Moore
(Three to nil)
Boulevard
Ist half
4

(31-3)

Deguchis

Mary Marlowe

A & M

Havel
Eddie Stanley
Swan, Lucille

& R

2d half (4-6)
FpRley Sc. Melvin Sis
Will J Ward

Paul Remos Co
Harmon & Claxton
DlGaetanos
Orpheum
hnl( (31-3)

lat

Rath Tirnu
Dorlfl Jamo.q

Tlubrrt
P *
SM \fftrlon
.r

Blondes

Sc

2d half (4-6)

Monroe Bros
Pegleg Bates
Forsythe, S & F
Radio Ruboa
Shuron DcVrles Co
Paradise (31)
Kitchen Pirates
Carlton Ballew
Radio Rogues
Will

Mahoney
State (31)

George D'Ormonde
Lubin Larry & A

Ous Van
Chas Foy Co
(One to nil)

BROOKLTN
OntPR Ave.
1st halt

(31-3)

Jordan & Grace
Harold tJoyd Co
Brunettes Radio Rubes

Honey

131s

Blanche Bow
Marquerlte & Leroy
Ted Lewis Orch
Hotel Lexington
Don Bestor Orch
Hotel Hontclair
Charley Bckels Or

Uonte Carlo
Stan Meyer's Orch
James Hall

M

C Revue
Nnt CTob
Haymas Orch

Joe

Paradise

N T G Rev
Cantor's

Beauts

Abe Lyman Orch
Park Central Hotel
Bert Lowon
Frances Langford
Rachel Carlez

'

Mary Neville
Syd Lang Orch
Playground
Eddie Clifford

Vaughn

Sis

Julia Lyons

Robinson & Louise
June Hurley
'

Noma

.

'

Ballard

Carl Lorraine. Orch
Terrace Gardens
Paul Sis
-

Mayneld

3

The Daniels
Alice Blue

Don Pedro Orch
Tanltv Fair

WInl Shaw
Doris .Linlhan
Phylls Rae
Billy Carr

Frances Stevens

Frances McCoy
Marie Whitney

Henry Dunn

Cliff

&

Rose

Ella Logan
Pauline Belleaa
Doris Robbins
Ben Pollack Orch
College Ina
Frank. Libuse
Phil Levant

Winebill

Chas Starlght Or
Via Lago
Jaokle Hamlin

K & H

manage

Trahan Royalty Suit

Brady & 'Wiman have served
papers on Al Trahan in a suit for
14 weeks' royalty on a sketch.
Trahan used the sketch in tha
(Continued, from page £7)
Third Little Show, which "Wiman &
worked principally in Loew's favor, Brady produced. Then he made an
but later tho\ight otherwise and de- agreement for using the skit in
cided to stick for ;ts own 1)eneflt.
vaudeville on a $60 weekly royalty
The new and cut salaries set thus basis. He paid the money regularly,
far have not only been those of a,cts the producers aver, until he went
under contract, and to whom en- into '"Vanities,' where he continued
gagements are offered, but also to using the skit but stopped paying.
acts that are not being considered He's also alleged to have used the
for Immediate bookings by any of skit since without payment.
the offices.
The various booking
Penedict Ginsberg is representing
heads obtained a list of all acts the managers.
from each agent and then got together on the cuts.
Some agents
said they argued with acts for nearin Arizona
Split
ly a week to accept the reductions,
Hollywood, March 27.
only to be advised later by the
bookers that the acts are nof wanted
Jack Laughlin is staging a four*
at this time.
act weekly shdw splitting between
the Fox, Phoenix, and the Fox,
Wincheil, Bernle Accept
Tuscon, Ariz. Joe Cornbleth is
'Walter 'Wincheil and Ben Bernle,
who played the Paramount, New booking the talent from, here.
Initial show, which opened (18),
York, at $7,000 and $6,500, respeccomprised the Three Zaros, Rena
tively, along with Lyda Robert! at
and Rathburn, Betty Thomas, and
$1,760, all accepted 26% cuts for the
Parvis
and Cannella.
current week in Brooklyn. This
trimmeC the cost of the three turns
by $8,800. Others booked and playing who iaccepted the slashes were

Cut $35,000

Going Places

$8,600 to $6,600,
$4,000 to $3,000.

and
(Continued from page 13)

Al Trahan, who went to the law
firm of p;Brien, Drlscoll
Raftery
for representation on the salary cut,
intending to turn it down, reconsidered and accepted it the next day.
He's booked for four weeks with

Benda

Wlkl Bird
Marjorlo Lewis
AI Handler Bd
Wintergnrden
Buckley St Bennett

And not
friendly feeling for him.
because she's cold either, for Miss
Stuart's sad eyes and pleasant, sort
of melancholy voice, her natural,
regular manner, indicate a maid
Loew.
with so much response she has to
Dave ApoUon, who has four
put on a guise of ^^ulet reserve to
weeks coming, requested a post- check it. She is modestly attractive
ponement till Sept. 1, at which time in the uniform of a canteen worker,
he expects to play cl his regular submits to photography that doesn't
salary. It was granted. In the trouble much about being. sympa«

RKO

meanwl.ll6 Apollon will make a trip
to Europe.
Schiller, in a statement to the
press, declared the wide acceptance
of cuts by the actors would bring
about the return of vaude to many

thetic.

Emma

Dunn, niost conventional
of the lot as the mother, dies before
she can elaborate her characterization with, any quirks of personal
individuality.

theatres.

Bookers' Meetings

The booking heads and bookers
RKO, Warners, Loew and Pubhave been meeting almost daily,
for the past week to discuss the
cuts and set the revised salaries.
They met again yesterday (Monday) for the same purpose and will
of

llx

continue to get together almost as
often for the next few weeks, from
Frolic's
accounts.
Tex Gulnan Gang
Miss Lydla
In order to prevent the same fate
Florence Barlow
Lovey Twins
that all other Inter-circult stage
Ralph Cook
Joreska & Lydla
Yvonne Douvier
Frankle Masters Or salary agrement have met in the
June Carroll
past, the circuit heads this time
100 CInb
Bernle Marshall
Easter Sc Hazeltoo
Grant Withers
are taking means to avoid a split.
Dick Lane
Lottl Loder
They feel they'll all have to make
Dick Rock Orch
Barl Rlckard
some sacrifices in giving way to
Bdwina Marchon
Paramoant
Vaughn Sis
opposition, etc., but that the beneNan Blackstone
Mary Luster Orch fits
In the long run will atone for
any inconvenience. For example,
it's tougher for an out of town theBalks at
atre to land acts at the cut salaries
Irvine: Mllla of Mills-Rockwell, than for the New York and
nearby
managers of Cab Calloway, refused metropolitan houses.
The long
WdrnerB* 26% cuts for the two jumps necessitate the extra railweeks Calloway is set with "WB at road fare payment, and in that way
$6,000 a week.
the further away a theatre is from
leported
peeved at New York, the more it must
Mills
Is
pay
Ijoew's cutting Baron Lee, current the act. That Loew's theatres
are
at the Capitol, New York, after M-R all in the New York vicinity,
or
accommodated Loew'a on previous short jumps away, was one of the
occasions by setting back bookings. points to which RKO first
objected,
Calloway, it is contended, can from reports.
gross $1,000 a night or $7,000 a week
Independents have been talking
on dance tour, so the $5,000 is al
about taking advantage of the sitready a cut, the managers argues.
uation, but so far definite setting
of names by the indies at uncut
TONT SHANE BEFT.
salaries has not occurred. Also
Tony Shane, club and outdoor some names are considering percentage dates in the non-circuit
booker, took his debts to the lank
ruptcy court for adjudication last houses as time-klllers until the cut
week.
Petition he filed gave the agreement has lapsed.
liabilities as $8,600, assets none.
No schedule was attached to the

Calloway

will

&

Genevieve Moore
Billy Can-

'

Fred Crowe

the multiple-

repeated Mills Bros.

Mary Garden,

Mary Nolan
Peggy Moore

'

Jean Miles
Jackie Daw OrcU
Cafe DeAIex
Alfredo & Dolores
Marie de la Vega
Leola Ackman
Enrico Clausl
Dennis O'Nell

Stadler'

'

DAVENPORT

Bine Grotto
Tina Tweedie
Marjorie Tate
Marge & Maria

B Hoffman Orch
Ches Faree
Genev TIghe
JImnty Ray

Irene Duval

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Orphenm

Sis

Bdltfa Oriffln

.

N. V.

Brcelle

will book.

Don Redman &nd

Jack Pearl,

Anita LaPierre

Art Kassel Orch

J £ J McKenna
Benny Ross
Maxine Stone

(Two

Blackhawk
Rose-A Ray Lyto
Deane Janis
Hal Kemp Orch
Bismarck
Wade Booth
Gladys Devoe
-

(81)

TORONTO

Bam

Nina Laughltn
Jack Denny Orch

CHICAGO

3 Georgia Browns
Thomas Harris
Lasses Brown
Ch|ok Beeman

fiddle Tierney
Jlnnle BUard
liOfayette & La

Zslga Bela

Mine Ilona dcTbury
Karoly Nyaray
yuia Enilrene
Felix Ferdlnando O
Tillage

Spellman

27.

Week

Mabel Scott
Roy White
Dorothy Turner
Chas Johnson Orch
Taft Grill
Geo Halt Orch
The Csarda
Raroly Bencze

Will Osborne Orch
Waldorf-Astorts

Walker

Palmer Bros

May Alex

&

BUtmore Hotel
Nina & Moreno
Harold Stern Orch Marqulta Florea
Central P'k Casino Ignacio RuflElno
ISeO' Broadway
Eddy Duchin Orch Marta de la Torre
Accordion Luis
This, yinui Kohler Sisters; Bemlce Tabor
Cha'tean Intemat'l
Embassy Clab
Joe Moss Orch
Clyde Kelly
Eddie South Bd
1st halt (1-4)
Will Oakland
Aber
2
(Two to nil)
Ken., Murray Co
Buddy Kennedy
De Marcos
2d
halt
(6-7)
CINCINNATI
Jane Vance
Clob Uayfalr
Floyd Christy
^Albee <81)
H Rosenthal Oro
(Three to nil)
Millard Sc Anita
Geo White's S'd'ls
Don
.Carlos,
Ore
2d halt (29-31)
Osciir Davis
(24)./
Gypsy Trail
AI Johnston Co
Wing Wah Tr
Margie Landy
Ray Shannon
Baroness Brzsl
Al Abbott
Madlyn Moore
Frank Richardson
Louis Hegedush
Torke & King
Both Cannon
(One to nil)
Bthel Pastor
Fats.. Waller
Lee
TROT
ICokoBch Gypsy Or
Sammy Krevoft Co
AI Crawford Orch
Keith's
_t>AlXAS
% Mayfair Beauties R'lyw'd B'stanrnnt
1st .half (1-4)
ICelth's (S4>
Connie's Ian
Harry Rose
De Muth's Jewels
Fin D'Orsay
Collette
Sis
Murray Wood
Cora Green
(Three to nil)
OFFI,GXAL DEfTTIST

Nyra Johnson
Meers & Norton
Speed Demons

Singing

8

.

.

TRENTON

.

Orch
Gypsy Nina
Alfredo's

3

Vera Schwarz
Glenn Sc Jenkins
Bernlce & Dmlly

June Purlans Co
Zjeytrls & Moore
Roacoe Ates Co

Moritc Hotel
Leon Belasco Orch

GambarelU

ZImmy

'Pleasure Cruise*

Small's Paradise
'Black Rhythm' R

(24)

Wallendos

MEBIDEN

Belle Baker
(25)
Sammy. KrevoS Co .Jack Owynne Co
J Brown
B

Bill Robinson
(One to mi)

•Pick Up'

Fox (24)
DUncan Sis
Sc De Mar

Adair 2
Bobbins

St. Regis Hotel
Vincent Lopez Orch

Lydia Robertl

.

.

KMtb'B
-

(Sl-e)

(31)

Campus

Fox

-

.'

.

-flll)

OKDAB BAPIDS

Earle

(24)

Hunt

Sc

Linda Lee

Diane

St.

Rimacs

LOUIS

ST.

Ambassador

AI

SImplo'n CInb
Tacht 'CIub Boys
Larry SIry'A Orch

WASHINGTON
Creo

Funsters
Luck'

Summers

Don Redman

Desert Song
Vlvlenne Segal

Atkins Co

'Satior's

'Woman'

March

Chicago,

27.

.

Gae

George Beatty
Bill Telaak

Sam Jack Kaufm'n
Jimmy Lyons

With Uiiion Concession

Flesh

March

Lowry absent from the downtown the house.
Chicago during the all-colored bill
of

Circuits

Rhythrritc

Up'
Boston (24)

'Constant

(24)

Ann Roberts

(24)

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

John Wagner
L09- ANGELES

N T & Rev
Flt^ Co.
PABK lANE

Srems

(81),

Askam

Bar! 'Askam
John Merkyl
Charles Boyle
Sylvia. Shore

2d halt (5-7)
Nash & Fately

Btuaxt & Iiash
liew 'Pollaick Co

Tommy

Bfetropolltan

Chicago (24)

-

'

.

Ta'nzl

'

Red DoBohue Co

(81)
nil)

Century (31)
"Desert Song'
Perry

'

'

(Fox

BALTIMORE

KeHh'iB

Ring

BROOKLTN
(Three to

PATER80N

let halt (1-4)
(Four to -fill)
a, s.wif ts
2d half (29-31)
Stuart & Lash
4. Jewels
(Three to nil) '
Carroll tt Barnes

Iowa

nil)

Roslta Moi^eno

Lyons Co

-

Lester Cole Co

De Mdth'A

(Two", to

•^

Fanchon

H

Collette

Stetson
Nadtn'e

Harold Arlen

Walter Dare Wahl
Edward Jardon
Emmy's Co
Grace Du Faye
3 Olympics
3 Keys

(24)

C &

McFarland
Mickey McGulre

.

Fox

Ralph KIrberu
King Bros Co

Ben .Bernle
Lyda Robertl

8'

Skelly Co
Jack Randall Co
& Denny
Chung Tee Wah Tr (Two to nil)

Bnffalo
IngepuiM.

'

Irene fieasly
Block- & Sully

Hugh

&

WASHINGTON
Fox (31)
R & T

Bryant,

Harry Burns Co

Harmon & Clazton

Earle (81)

Cab Calloway

Devlto

Torke

Sis.

Rels '& .Dunn

F'rsythe S'lh'n & F
Joe Marks Co
MlBS Charllne Rev

-to fill)

2d halt (6-7)

AlBANT

Larry Rich Co

(24)

BItz
1st half (24-27)

Box/, "New ifork

Franks .Devoe

PHILADELPHIA

(24)

'Pick

Milton Berle

Leona & Royce
Brooks & Plison

LEE PORT and DOTTY

(One to

F & F Trade

ELIZABETH

Shea's, Buffalo

riieic«d

•Pick Up*

BROOKLTN

Paramoant

Mills Bros
'Pick Up'

MARTY MAY

(Two

ORT.EANS
& P

State (31)

McDonald

e Danwllls

Both

Bdgar Bergen Co

SchoolQ,r

'Daring Daughters*

Owen McGlvney

(31)

VIo Oliver

BOSTON

& T Co

(24)

(1-4)

Stevens Bros Co

'

NEW

Dave

.

12 ArlBtocrats

& D

Walter Wincheil

Carr Bros & B
Frances White

Oentnry (31)
Desert Song

Jack Pepper
Bddy Buraton Orch
S Rio Bros
(One to nil)

W

& Sayre
Russ Brown

Oracella.

Boston (31)

palace (31)
Venlta Goiild

(1)

(25)

&

Kaye

Lawrence Gray

.

OuB Bdwarda Rev

Sc Woods
T & B Wonder

State (31)
Cahlll & Maybelle

Valencia (31)
Jas Evans Co

Ramona

Bthel Taylor
Pickens Sisters
'Sailor's Luck'
Michigan (24)
Peter Higgins

Jordan

NEWARK

WelBt

Jack. Fulton

'Private Jones'
Rozy (24)

Trojans
Lee Port

(24)

Friend

Rhythm. Boys

Red McKenzIe

Roslta Moreno

Peggy Calvert
HoRmah Lambert
Buster Shaver
Bert Walton

6

Fox

Cliff

'

Go

Reported as temporary for one
Majestic opens April 16 with
week only two B&K houses have vaudflini policy at 10-20-30c. prices.
stage shows currently. Harding Is Unions gave S. J. Gregory deals un«
der which the policy can make
playing the tab version of 'Dixie on
money.
Parade,' while the Southtown has a
Six in stage crew, seven mu3i«
composite bill hei^ded by. Ed Lowry clans, and four shows. First
run
and including Ted Leary. .Aurlole Independent product on the screen.
Craven, Don Pedro, Robbijis Family,
Dick Hoffman, who has resigned
Statler and Rose and Allison and
from Consolidated Agency, probably
Fields.
'

DETROIT

(24)

Eleanor Shaler
Minor Sc Root
Wesley Ossman

Loew'B (31)
Andressens

Lowei Burnoft

Thomas & F-d'rlcks Andre Renaud
Wally Sharpies Co
Hugh Skelly
H Hutchlns
Murry & Maddox
H & F Seamon
Joe Thomas. Co
B & -Goman Rev
NEWARK

nil)

Albee

.

only)

Keith** (2
Mllt Dill

nil)

Olsen

Jack Pearl

Ann Greenway

HOrSTON

2d halt (29-31)
Bid Ciary
Billy House Co

(Three to

Ruble Sis
Ross Wyse Jr

I.TNBBOOK

nil)

2a half (6-7>

(To

iBt half (26-28)
Josle Carroll Co
6 Saltles

Frances White
Radio Devils

Lorraine Co
BletropoUtan (31)

Keith's (31)
Fin D'Orsay
(Three to nil)

(1-4)

let halt
Brlants

A

O

Sc

Rox7

Demons
fimma Smith

MONTREAI.

Wood

Brltt

Floyd Christy
(Three to fill)

Anthony Trlnl Orcn Thomas

Margaret Sande
Sweepings'

nil)

2d half (4-6)

Rath Bros.
Honan & Arden
Sid Marlon Co

RKO

8

Southtown Gregory Gets Majestic

Chicago,

(24)

Ted Leary.
Aurlol'e Craven
Don Pedro
'What No Beer'

Monnete Moore

eponing oay •!

Ross Wyse Jr
'Aunt Jemima
Al Trahan
Dave Harris Co

Co

Gloria Lee

'

RKO

SoathtowD

Ed Lowry

(24)

Walter 0'Ke6fe
Janet Reade
Donald Novts

HardingT)

Temporarily.

Cut

Bobby Sawyer
Jlmmle Baekette
4 Sizzlera
Norman Astwood
Duke Ellington Or
Place PIgalle
Club Lido
Peggy de Albrew
Gua Van
Veloz & Tolanda
Tom Manahan Orch E Madreguera Orch
Van Sisters
D Alberto Tangolats
Oracle Woods
McCarthy & Payton Hotel Pennsylvania petition.
to Air
Johnny Johnson Or
Club Rlchmon
Due to the salary cuts. Jack
Jack Ostcrman
Roynl Box
Metzger's Eid Dancers
Powell
is deferring some Loew time
Rlchman Rev
Elizabeth Welch
Jerry Frcodman Or Opel Cooper
until the acute situation blows over
Hollywood, March 27.
Arthur Brown
John Maclln
Arthur Metzger has launched the and in the meantime has been
C & C Herbert
Charlea Lewis
Francis Faye
first of a proposed series of dance signed with NBC for a radio buildup.
Gordon St. Chad
El Chlco's
units for theatres. They are com
The chain figures that broadcastRussian Arts
Duran Sc Moreno
prised entirely of dancers 16-year
ing of Powell's rhythmic drum speJoe Morantz Orcb
Lorenzo Hcrrera
Renee Sc Laura
old or over.
cialties will be a novelty on the air.
EI Flamengo
NIclcolaa Hadarick
Unit has been trained by Metz
He's due for an early Fleischmann
Al Valencia Orch
Barra Blrs
ger's wife (Sadie Hudson).
Gl Flamenclto
Misha Usanoff
program.

Pay Cut Leads

Roxyettes Go Hotcha
Jane Froman threads through the
Music Hall stage show, singing on
ferry,
singing in a limousine,
the
singing in the Roaring Forties, and
BO, when it's time for her to sing in
the Rendezvous
the night club
finale to 'Big City Blues' Miss Froman's frequent willingness to do her
stuff is rewarded with a special microphonic announcement of her
name, and a glittering silver sheath
dress topped off with a green tulle

—

—

ruff besides.

The Roxyettes, who started things
as gold sequined sunbeams with
coronas of tawny ostrich plum^ in
'The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise,' wind up eventually in the Rendezvous a talented night club dance
troupe.

They were good old-fash-

ioned sunbeams when they proclaimed the dawn, all fancy and
conventionally spectacular, but the
night club atmosphere got -them, set
them yearning to be modern.
They went severe, wriggled Into
white tights suffused with opalescent sequins, costumes striving for
efCect by doing one leg, one sleeve
and shoulder in solid black. It was
a mistake. The black defined the
white, marked its boundaries and
the Roxyettes, really slim and willowy they can't help it, they get so
much exercise went prancing about

—

all

—

walsty, chesty, and hippy.

Margaret Sande, who

let no black
interfere with the straight line of
her one-piece white sequined pyjamas, kept her figure at least, even
if she, too, was unable to solve the
problem of how to fasten one-piece
pyjamas without Just patently hooking them up the back and then going into her dance wllly nlHy.

Foreign Rep

Doug Brlnkley has been appointed
foreign representative for the new
magazine, 'American Mayfair,' and
will cover London, Paris and Berlin.
He recently returned from a foreign
trip and is visiting his cousin Bell
Brlnkley.

EBITORI AL
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'Variety'

AGO

and

•Clipper')

Secret Service men were tabbing
raude actors whose talk Indicated

pro-Germanism.

Sarah

Bernhardt,

the

playincr

time, demanded her pay
each night. Then she paid off her
Always cleaned up each
support.
aight when touring America.

Orpheum

Some one hung a pedometer on
Eva Tanguay and found she did
about three and a halt miles dur
Only did two-a-day.

ing her act.

Booking office was after agents
who put acts under contract and
They would

sold at a higher figure.

pay the act |100 and ask $150.
Ringlings got a lot of kicks over
bit in the Barnum show.

a clown

Joey in English costume staggered
around the track, waving an empty
bottle and tagged 'a tank In action.'
Felt to be a slam at our British
allies, and so out.

Inside

41

M-Vaude

RKO officially states unit production is cold; In another breath It has Looks as though the suit for defamation of character I3tnjainin S,
been given out that while the bulk of the RKO pictures will be made Korln, private detective, brought against RKO and the Palace, N.
uAder Merian C. Cooper's supervision, the company may arrange addi- will eventually go to trial. Supreme Court Justice Valente not only
tionally for producers on a unit basis, if the said producers can provide ruled that the lobby displ.ay the sleuth burned about constllutod a good
suitable story properties, personalities and financing.
cause for action, but allowed Kerln, on a motion last week, to amend
So far as known It Is Cooper's expressed intention to allow his asso- his complaint.
ciates on the RKO lot every leeway to do their own stuff, which may
Kerin, who operates the Kerin Detective Service, claims tliat his rep
be another way of stating that the RKO unit production will be of the was damaged when the theatre, in ballyhooing the Peggy Rich-Jack
kind which the company will finance Itself.
de Ruyter act recently, used alleged reproductions of newspaper stories
The only indie unit films being made for RKO presently is by Joe rapping him.
Schnitzer who has one more film to make through RKO and then that
Justice Valente advised Kerin's attorney that it was amenable with the
situation winds up.
court for the plaintiff to revise his complaint so it will more clearly
For the future, RKO has only King Vidor who will work independ- show the part taken by RKO and the Palace In the alleged illegal use
ently on the RKO lot, without any top supervision whatever. Vidor's of his name. Also with regard to the identity of the defendant which,
contract is among the most unusual known. He has agreed to produce it is claimed. Intends to go on displaying the Kerln name for advertising
one film for RKO and not to draw any salary until a certain figure above purposes.
the negative costs has been reached, when he and RKO will split 60-50.
Kerin is seeking $100,000.
He also has put up $50,000 as a binder on his agreement.
Agent Harry Romm states that on the face of it, it would he silly lot
Fox-West Coast pix houses closed by the quake In Long Beach Include him to commit himself to any statement such as was ascribed to him
Imperial, Egyptian, West Coast, United Artists; in Inglewood, the Ingle- in last week's 'Variety,' that no act is worth more than $1,000. Romm
wood, Granada, United Artists; Huntington Park, California, Lyric; avers that, none could voice such opinion knowing that band acts and
Santa Aha, Broadway, West Coast; Bell, Alcazar; Florence, Fox Flor- 20-people flash acts and the like are worth more; also that as represenence; Anaheim, Fox; Fullerton, Fox Mission; Hermosa Beach, Hermosa tative for Buddy Rogers and his orchestra and other such type of "big*
acts he'd be foolish to advocate anything as radical as that.
Beach. Last six and the Inglewood houses have since reopened.
Romm would like to be quoted correctly that in his opinion 'no single
Of the Indies, the following closed: Long Beach, Belmont Shore, Bray
ton, California, Capitol, Dale, Metro Ebell, Home, Laughlin, Lee's, Long man or woman, or team, and that goes for some trios, are worth more
Beach, Palace, Pike, Ritz, Rialto, Stanley, State, Strand, Family, Ori- than $1,000 a week on their entertainment value alone. Above that the^
ental (No. Long Beach); In Los Angeles proper, Florenclta, Florence, must have boxofflce value and pull money into the theatre.'
Florence Mills, Sunbeam, Cairo, Circle, American, Astor, Moneta, Savoy;
Huntington Park, Park, Lyric, Warners, Huntington; Inglewood, Seville;
Downey, Downey; Nadeau Station, Nadeau; Compton, Symphony; Lyn- Grlnde, who worked with Gregory La Cava In getting 'Gabriel Over the
wood, Lynwood; Southgate, Southgate; Bellflower, Bellflower; Graham White House' out In 14% days, is now with Jack Conway on 'The Chaser'.
Station, Kinema; Huntington Beach, Scotts; Santa Ana, Walker's; Pasa- Understood the No. 2 megger gets no screen credit.
Studio, however,
dena, Tower; Laguna Beach, Lynn; Balboa, Ritz; Orange, Orange. figures a regular megger on the Job better than one rated only as an
Pasadena house reopened since.
assistant.
.

Price cutting to lure clients from other rental studios, and tactics
Although Hollywood cameramen getting the union scale are proteotetf
regarded as generally unethical, among some of the independent rental frohi taking the emergency wage cut through the agreement to await
lots on the coast has become so pronounced that several of the small arbitration on the International pact, many of this craft getting above
practices
attention
of
chiselling
to
the
are preparing to bring the
the scale are accepting salary slashes for the eight week period. Soale
Wm. Morris went to Washington studios
the Independent Producers' Assoc. They hope, thereby, to get definite for first cameramen is $226' a week, with many star photogs at the majors
to try and get a battleship convoy
policy set on renting of space.
getting twice this figure and more. All of those at Metro, above the
for the boat on which Harry Lauder
than
producers
use
it, Hollywood
more
available
to
With
far
space
have taken cut|s above the $226. Slash deals were made individs<:ale,
was to sail for home. Wanted esgoing the limit to acquire ciistomers. Every kind ually and without uniformity as to all cameramen on that lot. Similar
cort all the way over instead of rental lots have been
of Inducement is offered a producer who may have only onie or two days' dedls are expected to be worked out at the other majors.
Just off the coast.
shooting to do, and rental prices are never stabilized, but always made
Loew's had built up its southern a shade lower thaii that of a rival studio, ^sult is that none of the
Hollywood theatre men point to business done at four houses on Hollj^.
rental lots is ihaking enough to meet the overhead.
route to 20 towns.
Man In charge of rentals on one lot is particularly under fire because wood boulevard last week as Indication that the public can easily
weaned away from dual features, providing screen fare is merltoriouB.
Daylight saving in effect for the of his practice of going on other lots where producers have already
Running simultaneously were '42nd street' at Warners' HoIlywooAt
first time and
not popular with moved In, and offering them space at a lower figure..
'She Done Him Wroiig' at the Iris; 'Fairewell to Arms', the Studio, and
managers, who were losing business.
All four houses played to turnaway bustriess
'State Fair*, Egyptian.
Great Britain's general diplomatic disapproval of the Soviet regime
with a single feature on each screen. While all attractions are above
Ringlings dropped the big dare- figures in the holding up of 'Soviet', Metro's screen treatment on the
par In quality, this hasn't figured in a community such as Hollywood
devil feature of their plans.
It Stalin undertaking. Al Lewin, Metro associate producer, on hie health
where the double value standard has been so common.
was figured that some year a sen- quest abroad, sat in with the London film censor authorities on the
sational act might not be forthcom- matter and believes he has sufficient reassurance for Mejtro to resume
ing and hurt business.
paramount is not permitting Marlene Dietrich to look at rushee of
shooting on 'Soviet' whioh, next to 'March of Time', holds t£he lot's record
heij- current picture, 'Song of Songs', aiid has als6 asked the actress to
for on-and-offragaln change in plans.
Dupont compahy was reported to
Story Investments also, to date, are placed at aroimd $250,000, with refra,in from making suggestions on lighting while on the set. On
be considering the making of film, Lewin forced to go abroad in the midst of plans, hoping It would ^et advice of Rouben Mamoulian, directing the picture, Miss Dietrich is
the base being a by-product of under way so tl^at, upon his return, he'd be in position to resume tackling hiave no more worries about production than have other players on the
their explosives process.
They put it. Instead, it was completely halted. Upon his return :to Hollywood, lot.
It over.
While working with Josef von Sternberg, actress was accorded manr
Lewin will again press the matter for its resumption as he favors the
theme, although he will be guided principally by the coast etudios's privileges. Including permission to Ibok at rushes, arranging her
Musicians decided to call off their confabs.
lighting, and making other production suggi^stions.
salary raises for the time being.
Lack of interest in the opposite sex displayed by a femme player who
Arthur F. Mullen, Publix attorney at Omaha for the chain's Intereets.
is being gi'oomed for stardom on a major lot has gone so far that it Is
in Nebraska for many years, was one' from the show field slated lor.
worrying execs. Girt apparently has no diversions except to put her an Important appointment by the new' Roosevelt administration, when
50
money in the bank and stay home nights with her mother and read.
formally offered a Federal circuit Judgeship, but he refused. Previously
(From 'CU»per')
Execs admit they have hinted to her that she ought to make a date Mullen's name had come up as a possibility for the attorney generalshlji.
once In a while, but the actress, who Is In her 20's, doesn't take heed.
During the past summer, Mullen obtained leave from his Publix dutiefl
Lithograph company was adver- Peculiarly, on the screen she plays women of sophistication and experi- to act as national committiMman from Nebraska in the Roosevelt canv*.
tising a set of six chromo cards to ence.
paign.
combat prohibition. Urged on brewReviews on the girl's last picture point out that she is too cold and
ers and distillers as propaganda. lackadaisical. With a lot of money already spent in building her up,
The dream that every photographer hopes for came true to Ernest
Fighting state laws.
execs think that a Ittle association with men ought to pep the ge^l up
Whitley, Metro preview projectionist, who never travels without bkl
and Improve her screen personality.
camera.
Under the head of sport 50 men
When
Whitley picked himself up off the floor of the California theatM
paid $1 apiece to watch a man pick
Independent producer is renting his last three pictures on a no-profit
up 100 rats and place them in a basis to exhlbs in 11 states in the south in an effort to come out at Long Beach after the quake he rescued the print of 'Hell Below,*
barrel for a bet of $200. Pit eight from under his financial guarantees to lithograph companies that printed which was to have been previewed, and then rushed to the street to
photograph things while they were happening.
feet square was built and the ro.
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dents turned loose 40 at a time. He
•Was bitten 12 times, including a
nasty puncture of his lip, and lost
so much time staunching the bleeding that he lost the match.

Manager was bringing a novelty
outfit from Cuba to do the

dance

'Papaloto,' described as Imitating a
fnan flying a kite with the girl pantomiming the latter.
Dance was
'entirely free from Immodesty,' but
they did a tango, too.

the paper.
Indie guarantees $1,200 per feature to the lithograph company for
24-sheets, window cards, etc., but only around $600 of It has been disposed of on each picture so far.
Considering the south a heavy user of paper, he has been visiting
the exchanges in that territory with his pictures and giving the distribs
what he thought were favorable rental deals so they might use up
the remainder of the paper.

Wera Engels, dissatisfied with her part in Radio's "Maiden Cruise',
hand in front of a palmist who told her that she shouldn't
go through with her present plans and that in six months she would be
near the top of the celeb list. Two hoiu-e later her contract at Radio
was In the waste basket.
Miss Engels thought the 'Cruise' part too small. Execs were insistent
Gustave and Charles Frohman
xvent to Boston successfully to de- that she do it under her contract, but the actress asked for her release
fend their sole rights to the title of which was granted on condition she return her last check and forget the
Player's contract called for five
throe weeks' guarantee, which she did
'Calender's colored minstrels.'
laid her right

—

pictures-.

Forepaugh

and

Barnum

shows

The theatres of Hartford during the past 14 weeks have contributed
a total of around $12,000 to the charity department of that city of which
around $9,700 came from the Capitol. Some months ago when Sam
Maurice, manager of the Capitol, approached the city fathers and a.sked
Barnum & Bailey show opened permis.slon to show vaudeville on Sunday the Idea was looked upon with
the season in Mad. Sq. garden .amazement but with the suggestion that a substantl.al amount would
Edith Kingdon was on tour with be given from the proceeds each week, a 24-year precedent was broken.
a melodrama. .She quit the stage to With the demise of vaudeville from the Capitol this weekly contribution
hiarry George J. Gould.
is over and the city will have to look olsowhere for Its weekly check from
followed each other in Philadelphia.
Played the same tent. Shared the
cost of putting up and folding.

Barnum

opened

with

Western manager advertised

a

a company

for

to tour near YellowOffered to take companies
through the park for half price and
was willing to sell them sliver
wines or ranch claims. Ran a theatre on the side.
stone.

those lines.
Also not liked by the. officials in the Mexican territory is 'Kid From
Spain', claiming that the bullfight scene is too burlesquey and shows dlarespect to the Mexican artists.

Reorganization of story departments to flt Into the editorial board
scheme at the major studios has practically eliminated the out-and>-out
reader from these units. Tho clerk type has been replaced in almost
every studio by people who have had writing experience, either in films
or for the stage or for books. Particularly is this true of Paramount
where every reader does answer to the title of 'author'.

Fox newsreel on the Coast decided to lay off one crew while the latter
was on location. When efforts -were made-^o-get- the sound truck they
were using back to the studio, it' became necessary to have the police
radio car come out to round up the truck. Tho boys for two days had
l>€en parking the truck around various Los Angeles and Hollywood
speaks.

,

thp the.itrea.

show

torchlight parade. Forepaugh countered with a 'broad daylight, sunlit
Parade.'
Latter In Phlla.

The Catholic Church in Arizona and Mexico has shown a disincHnatlon toward supporting 'The Sign of the Cross', claiming the title Is misleading. Father Pons of the Nogales church preax;hed a sermon along

Presence in Sacramento, Calif., of a lobby allegedly working fr.r the
parl-mutuel horse racing liill, which pa.ssod the state assembly 10 days
ago, has prompted now.spapcrs In the capital to editorallzc in a move to
stamp out what they term a pcrnirlous evil. Pap<»rs charge that the
.sponsors of the horse race betting measure are In reality nllled with
dog racing, and claim that through legalization of horse racing and parimutuals the way will bo paved for the dog tracks to operate.
Placing two directors on a picture to speed up production is being
given a thorough trj-out at Metro with Nick Orinde as the No. 2 megger.

Purported holdout of product on the old Roxy, New York, has reached
a ludicrous stage among the distribs, especially the Indie firms who are
riding along on the stated fear that by selling to the old Roxy they
couldn't sell circuits because of the old Roxy's b.o. scale. Recently the
old Roxy offered an high as $3,000 to Tiffany for 'Race Track', but Tiff
ngured better to shove It into the Mayfalr, Broadway, on 15%, which It
did.
The week's gro.ss ran only $4,000 so that Tiff lost $2,600 by the
move as tho dlstrlb got only $600 on the percentage deal for the weeh'B
run.

Indications in the oast are that New Mexico exhlbs will got the freeze
on new season's product and pictures thereafter, or until the state la
brought to realize that its cfinception of the picture auction Mock can't
work.
Distrihs, after sever;il sessions of their counsel, arc careful not to Hee
Hut they sympathize with the salesmeOt
the word 'embargo' directly.

fContlnued on page 50)
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Hospitality

Equity Studies Settii^ MininHini
Legit Salary; Also

Show Window Group Schedule

Buffalo, March 27.
While playing here, Clarence
Jacobson, manager of 'Oreen

Emergency Cuts

Tuesdajt March 28, 1933

company received a
from
the Forest Park Zoological de-

Four;

Premiere Setback by Equity Ruling

Pastures'

special delivery invitation

The recent moratorium and
olal

distress

down

to a

that slowed

flnan-

business

walk has given Equity's

Hat Check Gal's Book
Shipman Play Subject

8am Shipman is doing a dramathink about.
tization of 'In Your Hat', Renee CarThe result Is likely to be the fixing roll's book. Renee is the SardI hata modified minimum wage for check girl and the book tells of her
observations. It was ghosted by Al
legit actors.
Equity proposes to regulate ml- Gottlieb and will be published by

partment at Dayton, Ohio, to
exhibit 'Pastures' under canvas
there, 'rent free.'

leaders sometliln? to

'CENTURY' AGAIN;

AUO

of

nimums when

salaries are cut, as

at the start of the emergency or
costs are lowered

when operating

Equity
prolong engagements.
explain that If an actor
himself for |7S, |50 weekly, or
less, he should not be cut at all, and
whenever slicing Is resorted to-4t
should apply to higher priced members of the casts. That Is In line
with the recent drastic salary cuts
in the picture Industry, under which
the 50% reductions do not apply to
people earning $76 or less.
Equity realized in talks with
managers during the emergency
that some members were compelled
through necessity to accept salaries
lower than the fixed minimum of
its chorus branch <^30 weekly and
16 more on tour). It is true that a
majority of record low legit salaries go to bit players, but experienced actors who went broke had
to accept such engagements, well
knowing that grips and clearers
($50 minimum) were getting double
to

offlclals

sells

what the managers
Protection in

offered.

Emergency

Leaders in the actors' organization are not rushing the matter indicating minimums, but are set on
Idea of protecting members
when cuts are made. The fixing of
a minimum for actors is no easy
problem because of the varying
types of productions, but eventually
Equity may be forced to come
around to that viewpoint.
Frank GlUmore stated: To say
that we propose to establish a minimum salary for the legitimate
If it
stage would be premature.
was a matter of one set, limited
cast shows ^whlch are increasing
these days eo tliat operating costs
can be held down it would be a
simple matter. But we must consider the more ambitious produc
tlons, which require numbers of
small part players. To tell the
manager of such productions that
he cannot have actors for leas than
$76 or $50 weekly would in effect
eliminate that class of show be
cause the manager would be unable
to carry the load.'
During the first week of the

the

—

inUSIC DUE THIS WEEK

Macauley on April 3.
Shlppy wants to make a play of
With '20th Century* resuming at
idea being to employ several the Broadhurst last Saturday night
it,
well known Broadway characters
and 'Music in the Air' an(25)
to wander through the piece, with
Renee acting her own part as the nounced to rellight late on Friday
hat receiver maybe.
(31), all danger of Broadway casualties due to the moratorium emergency is over.
'Century* was dark for 12 days,
being yanked off when its producers, Aibbott & Dunning charged
a split in the Theatre League had

The Stage Society, one of the
CAN THEY TAKE IT?
newer groups of aspiring theatrical
Workers' Theatre Will Invite Audi- endiusiasts, has announccjd
fotic;
ence to Criticize
plays to be shown in several Broads
way theatres for three performances
Chicago, March 27.
Workers'' Theatre just founded each. The Society Is a strictly subhere and preparing to present 'Pre- scription, no tickets
being sold at
cedent' April 8-9 at the Goodman
theatre, expects to have open forums the box ofiloe.
General plan of the group is to
after its performances dtu-lhg which
the audience can analyze, discuss, provide a sort of 'show window* for
and criticize the production..
commercial managers on the chance
It will confine itself to plays with
a social -message as the sponsors they may purchase the production
have nothing but contempt for plays rights. It also provides an opportundealing only with individual char- ity to authors to have their plays
acters and their personal problems enacted, likewise an opportunity for
stage directors. Actors going on In
apart from the social scene.
Soclety*s representations receive no salary, appearing with the

the

Mgrs. and Equity

Argue Scrapping

Basic Agreement
Whether

the

Minimum

Basic

agreement between the Managers
Protective Association and Equity
shall be de^red void will be decided through arbitration, slated to
be held tomorrow (Wed.). Both
Equity and the managers (Shuberts
and some affiliates) charge the contract has been breached.
E^qulty contends the managers
failed to live up to the agreement
and asks for annulment. Principal
grounds are based on the failure of
the M. P. A. to pay off claims, money
being owed for some time. Provision of the agreement guarantees
to Equity the payment of verified
and allowable claims against any
and all of its members.
The M. P. A. charges that Equity
slipped up also, principal argument
being that as good or better conditions were accorded managers not
in the M. P. A. Latter's members
are not required to post bonds guar-

Stage Relief

stopped a general folding in retaliation against the stand of the stage
hands' and musicians unions who
refused to otft during the bank holiday slump.
'Century' restarted to capacity

Fund Looks

15G firom Show

business.

'Music in the Air* Is relighting at
the 44th Street, moving from the
Alvln. The operetta will have been
dark three weeks. The Leblang office
has guaranteed the show
against loss for eight weeks. Understood a similar deal concerns
'Century.'

to

Highlight of the week in the
progress of the Stage Relief Fund
was the benefit performance at the
Metropolitan Sunday (26) under
the auspices of New York's social
reglstrltes. Show was studded with
stage names, and the fashionables

Reported the casts of both shows
have agreed to salary cuts, with the also participated.
proviso that should the grosses attain the normal, full salaries are td
be paid.

Paramount
(Continued from page 9)

Proceeds constituted the largest single contrlbutary
item to the Fund. The committee
anticipated a net of $15,000, which
would send the Fund's total to the

$50,000 mark, but the final count
on the takings was incomplete on
Monday.
In the first 14 weeks of the Fund's season.

existence $26,000 was disbursed or
loaned to distressed people of the
In addition to money devoted to meals, rent, food, medicine and other necessities, the
Fund's clothing department reports
the distribution of donated clothing
as follows: Men—211 suits, 119
overcoats, 389 shirts, 174 pairs of
shoes, 263 pairs of spcks, 99 hats,
257 neckties, 142 collars, besides
underwear and miscellaneous ar-

Zukor and Hilles by reappointment theatre.
receivers.
He claimed
would mean duplication
commissions and probable ancil-

of equity
that this
of

lary receivers in the 48 states beanteeing salaries, but Equity has tween now and the time trustees
never Imposed the requirement on in bankruptcy are elected;
One attorney for bondholders
producers of recognized standing
asked the court to reserve decislen
and with clear records.
E^qulty now concedes the agree- on discharging of present equity
ment is no longer of any benefit to receivers until a hearln^r could be ticles.
Women applicants received 334
the organization, also that it has held to determine whether P-P was
dresses, 134 coats, 36 suits, 254 pairs
caused many controversies. If the Insolvent, in a receivership or bank246 pieces of underwear,
agreement is voided, an Equity ofll- ruptcy sense^ meanwhile suspend- of shoes,
ing operations In the voluntary pe- 137 pairs of hose, 109 hats. In adcial said, there was no intention to
dition, a number of children were
treat with the managers arbitrarily, tition and staying election of trusoutfitted and such articles as baby
but that some new working ar- tee or trustees.
emergency, Equity permitted a 60%
The court did not indicate at the carriages and wheel chairs were
That regulation was rangement would be sought It nec- Friday
salary cut.
given away.
(24) hearing, whether It
essary.
rescinded and actors were ordered
Daniel Frohman, head of the AcLikewise there ia little or no ben- would consider this proposal, but tors' Fund, surveyed the woric of
not to cut unless the stage hands
efit to the M. P. A., managers feeL more than likely It will be brought
and musicians made concessions,
the Stage Relief and made the
argument
tomorrow.
further
up
for
and then only in the same proper Main clause guaranteed that Equity
comment: 'I find in looking over
Under a new order Zukor and this organization, a splendid ally to
tion.
Last week Equity withdrew would not walk out In any sympa
thetic strike If the stage hands, and Hllles were temporarily continued the Actors' Fund of America.*
that restriction also and the sltua
from
yesterday
receivers
equity
as
musicians
walked.
Agreement,
dated
previously.
If
tion Is the same as
Friday,
Contributions
up
to
an actor consents to cutting. Equity May, 1924, has but one year to go, (Monday) on, pending additional March 24:
The M. P. A. membership Is very argument on the show cause order. Previous contributions ....$31,573.42
does not object.
Going Into another court, Saul Walter WInchell
What gave Equity concern was small, said to have less than 12
1,000.00
Rogers, as attorney for majority 'Forsaking All Others' Benthe realization that when salaries managers, several of whom are Shu
bondholders, Friday (24) argued bewere cut In half, small salaried bert employees.
efit
970.67
Another feature, once regarded as fore Judge Patterson a motion for Anonymous
people did not receive enough to
600.00
a perpetual injunction on Para- J. J. Fanshawe Blltmore
subsist on.
That Is the principal important, was the 80/20 provision
mount-Publix's voluntary petition
fault that Equity wants to correct M. P. A. having the privilege of en
Party
112.75
at this time.
gagement two non-Equity members In bankruptcy. Rogers represents Other contributions
89.19
to eight Equity members. That con
Adele F. Goodman, wife of Maurise
cemed the Actors Fidelity League A. Goodman, theatrical attorney,
$34,246.03
former Sen. Henry Walters and
long out of the legit picture.
Check
others, trading as the Sumal Op. Co.
Coast Tourney Tie
He brought his plea before Judge
Frisco Loser Sticks
Deafing with Church
Patterson last week following efWinnipeg, Can., March 27.
San Francisco, March 27,
forts the previous Friday (March
In the contest for the Manitoba
Despite an approximate (4,000 loss 17) to gain headway before Judge championship, the winners
Omaha, March 27.
to go to
Mormon church officials are com in two weeks Johnnie Patrick Bondy, who was hearing motions to Ottawa for the final of the Dominion
ing to Omaha next week to consult (Cecil) held over his 'Cecil and remove Adolph Zukor and Charles Drama festival on April 24, two
Sally*
show
at
the
Hilles
as
equity
receivers
and
President for D.
John McGee, director of Purdue
plays tied for first place.
Dr.
University dramatics, and Bernard another stanza that brought his loss give an Involuntary petition In Lawrence Mason, dramatic editor
-bankruptcy precedence over all oth- of the Toronto 'Globe,' adjudicator of
Szold; "director of the Omaha^i?laT^ up-several-hundred-dollars^
Radio duo's show finally folded er Issues in Insolvency.
house,
co-authors of the play
the contest, declared 'The Man Born
'Brigham Young* to open world leaving the President dark.
The case before Judge Patterson to Be Hanged,' produced by the
premiere at Omaha April 3.
wus suddenly called on filing of affi- Masquers Club of Winnipeg, and
'JIG SAWS' FOB FRISCO
Theme Is the Mormon pioneer
davits by Rogers and decision re- 'The Spite Fence,' written and diserved.
migration from Illinois to Utah via
rected by Lillian Beynon Thomas,
San Francisco, March 27.
Omaha and contains matter reEddie Lambert and John T. Mur
Request at the same time for Winnipeg authoress, recommended
garding trading of wives and other ray will bring their revue 'Jig Saws postponement of creditor meetings that both go to Ottawa for the final.
The winner in Saskatchewan was
polygamic practices which Mormon Into the Curran about April 3 under in the PP bankruptcy proceedings
officials believe has been overdone. production name of 'The Strollers, set for April 3, was also taken under the Saskatoon Little Theatre club,
who staged Barrie's 'Twelve-Pound
Inc.'
advisement.
Vivien Oakland, Ruth Gillette and
Patterson indicated, how- Look.'
Judge
Show Girl Leaves Prison
Karl Ha Jos, musical director, are ever, that he did not believe the
Albany, March 27.
included in the personnel.
Inches' Summer Rep.
best interests of the creditors would
Mrs. Evelyn Farls-GiU-MerrlttPeterboro, N. H. March 27.
be served by adjudication on the
Bennett-Boell, former New York
Howard V. H. Inches has leased
After Peggy Wood
involuntary rather than the volunshow girl has been released from
tary petition.
It Is contended by Mrs. Guy Currier's theatre property
Hollywood, March 27.
Auburn prison under an agreement
-known—
counsel-thatHPP's
volun--heroas- Mariarden/-and— InBelasco & Curran are tryme'" tO" -bondholder
that she rerhain upstate as owner get Pepgy Wood for a production tary bankruptcy was Illegally ob- tends, beginning about May 1, to deLaT was quoted to the velop a repertory theatre.
of a confectionery store.
of 'Music in the Air," current in New tained.
He plans to stage summer shows.
effect that a voluntary petition canShe served one and a half years of York until week or so ago.
Negotiations are being handled not be adjudicated, while an in- Project also calls for the company,
a term of two to four years for per
Jury. She had appeared in 'Irene,' by Walter Herzbrun of the Al voluntary petition exists, without after the Peterboro season closes,
to play Boston and then other cities.
notice to creditors.
Rosen ofllce.
•Soldier Boy* and 'Rock-a-Bye.'

—

Mormons

Up Phy

expectation that they may remain
In the cast should the show be taken
over by a Broadway manager.
Society's shows rated on tlie same
footing as summer community theatres which have considerably increased In number during the past
several seasons. Only costs appear
to be theatre expenses and stage
hands, executive oflAce expense being
held to a minimum.
Plays by Number
The Stage Society was formed
last season. Instead of titles the
plays are merely given numbers.
'Number One' was put on for a
single performance for subscribers
who paid $5 for membership. This
entitles the holder to one ticket for
five shows and those who originally
bought memberships will be given
tickets for the four plays presently
to be shown without additional cost.
About 1,000 subscribers are on the
Society's rolls. New membersliipa
are being sought, terms calling for
a ticket for each of the four shows
listed and for the first show next

.

First of the quartet of plays

was

to go on last night (27) at the Biltmore and listed as play 'number two'
is known to be 'Champagne Supper*
which Peggy Fears proposed to
open at the Booth, but cancelled.

Miss Fears figured the showing as
a dress rehearsal but Equity ruled
the proposed performances called
for salary to the actors who had rehearsed the regular period. 'Supper*
was thereupon withdrawn and the
Society's' delayed spring start la
now dated for next Monday (3)
at the 14th Street. The others Include 'I Was Waiting For You*
(probably 'play number three')
which Jed Harris and others considered producing, while 'number
four' or 'niunber five' will be 'The
Pilot,' also announced for production some time ago.

The Society Is named after London's Stage Society and with the
same 'show window*
ference

Is,

Idea.

The

however, that the

dif-

New

rbrk group aims Its plays for
Broadway, while the British group
Is more concerned In ciicumvening
the censor than getorg Its shovs-s

West End tl-eatree
Heading the {jocloty are Philip
Cary Jones and Robert F. Ross, the
latter having been Identified with
Into

Gnllicnnt's Civic Repertory
On the executive board In
addition are John Krlmsky, Burgess
Meredith, Theodora Douglas and F.
Cowles Strickland. Latter was concerned with the Berkshire PlayThe
shop at Stockbridge, Mass.
second ard third plays t-re scheduled for the 14th street (Civic Rep)
April 3 and iO, the final show of the
Society's season going on at the
Plymouth April 17.

Eva Le

theatre.

Fixing Tressburg*
Shuberts have called in 'Trip to
Pressburg' and are fixing it all the
way down the line, Sherwood Anderson has been assigned to do the
script over.

being
Is
Larrlinore
Franclne
talked of for the lead role, with no
decision as yet.
Piece, a German importation, was
tried in Philadelphia for two weeks
with fairly gqod reaction, but found
in need of doctoring.

SHAW WEITES BEIEFIY!
San Francisco, March

27.

Pete Conley cabled Georpe Hernard Shaw- when- boarded Irishman.,
was on his way to Frisco from Ha-

him $2,000 for an afternoon or night public lecture.

waii, offering

'Not interested. Thanks.' returned
G. B. S.. thereby squelching the
deal in record time.

;
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Critics'

Box Score

Key

to

(wr«n0),

O

GABRIEL

BROWN

('American')

HAMMOND

42
62
58
...... 52
56

('Herald Tribune')

LOCKRIDGE

('Sun')

GARLAND
MANTLE ('News')

44

('World-Teleeiam')

O.

Pet.

6

1

4

1

..

.898
.897
.895
.881
.865
.769
.707
.636
.671

..

.859

61
37
45
40
41
28
32

6

4
3
9

9

11
24

VARIETY'

10
71
61
(combined)
(This score based on failures only since August, 1932)

WHLl 4TH

LEGIT

Big Success;

Time

in

26

1

4
3
8

6

Chicago,

March

27.

re-

vived for legit here by 'Thie Family
Upstairs' at the Ctrt theatre. With
the exception of a benefit performance of 'Barretts of Wlmpole Street'
given by Katharine Cornell there
hasn't been a Sunday matinee in
Chicago in 26 years.
Horace Slstare, press representative for Leonard Doyle, argued in
favor of the Sunday matinee on the
theory that there are tens of thousands of shoplceepers, working people, and others whose early rising

hour

and

work makes

confining

caused musical to drop $11,000

their attendance jpon a legit attraction impossible.
Sunday afternoon
Is presumably ideal for shopkeepers
to attend the drama.
'I'^amlly* operates under a stock
contract which permits 10 performances so that the extra cost of the
Sunday matinee is small. Despite
rainy weather first Sunday grossed
better than $300 at cut rates and is
expected to do better.

bank holiday. Checks of $145
marked N.S.F. have mostly
been

made

.161

Mann,

'32- '33

Total

of

drawn on banks
and $49.50 was returned marked 'no account.'
in

NOT QUITE SO

good.

$34.65 was
closed,

still

Bank

season eases

holiday plus depression

After discarding several plans to
.898.
Second, and less than • per- present 'Champa<sne Supper' (first
centage point behind, is Brown, of known as 'Peep Show') Peggy Fears
the 'Post,' whose batting average at now proposes to ship the production
to London for debut there Easter
the far turn is JB97 and 47/49.
Monday.
'Supper' had variously
As per custom, the season's three- been penciled in at the Biltmore
quarter score is based on failures, and Booth. Chances of a click In
or flop shows, only.
These are height of London season are anticidefinite box oIBce busts, all having pated to be better thaln Broadclosed. While there are several more
way, while transportation cost is
pretty sure to be classifled as fail- not high.
ures in the season's final count-up,
Dorothy Hall is to be starred, but
they are still going, most of them no diflnculty with the British E:quity
being recent entrants, hence omitted Is expected because all but two of
from this score.
live years.
the supporting cast are said to be
The author includes a table which
Thus far, of the 99 that have English players. Before the Lonpurports to be based on the weekly opened since commencement of the don date is consummated, however,
boxofflce estimates in 'Variety,' set- season last August, 72 have been the play must be passed by the
ting forth the decreasing number definite flops.
That's an exceed- British stage censor.
Understood
of attractions in New York, Chicago, ingly high number. The producers' the script is now in bis hands.
Philadelphia and Boston from 1927 productional
batting average is
until no'w, and stresses the decline down to .161, and might be lower
in the estimated grosses.
since a few of the 17 shows not
The statistics, however, are wrong. rated as failures in this score, may Rent $35,
$50,
In January, 1927, the table has 44 eventually be so regarded. Accordshows on Broadway, whereas the ing to these figures, the odds against
Even
All Aronnd,
records reveal there were 63 at- a successful Broadway leglt protractions current In the middle of duction are now better than five to
Rmis
at 35c
the month, with little deviation dur- one. In recent years the price has
ing other weeks and not counting been four to one.
several special attractions (as, for
In addition to taking the percentChicago, March 27.
Draper).
Same
instance,
Ruth
age lead at this stage of the race,
Dramatic stock company at the
period in 1928 there were 62 shows Gabriel was the most prolific catcher Majestic, Waukagan, Illinois, about
playing, wliereas the table has a of flop shows among the metropoli- 20 miles from Chicago, Is In its 38th
count of 46.
tan reviewers.
He saw 69 of the week with everybody from Manager
Similar week In January, 1929, 71 brodies and therefore took the Oscar O. Shea to the actors and
there were 63 shows, not Including most punishment. Lockridge of the stagehands on a share-and-sharefour or five special attractions and 'Sun,' who stands seventh at .707, allke basis. They average $32.50, or
Village shows, despite the fact that witnessed only one less.
thereabouts, a week and figure that
18 shows had been taken off within
in Waukegan that's a lot better than
Evasions Eipidemic
a week, mostly because they were
laying off. During the bank holiday
In the past two months the critics
(lops, but Mann's table gives a total
each member got around $17.
as a group reverted to the old 'no
of 42 shows.
Company pays $60 a week rent
opinion' days. An epidemic of evaThe listing for 1930 Is not so
for the theatre, $30 royalty for each
sions started In January and by the
widely oft from the records, table
play
as 'Peg O' My Heart' and 'Eterend of February many of the nototaling 43 shows as against 4€,
nal Magdaleone' and gro.sses $800,
tices called for a combined Hawkwhich were running with the deshaw and Charlie Chan to locate or a little better, weekly at 36 cents
stride.
pression in
top with reserved seats and 25
an opinion. Lockridge is at the
In 1931 the 'American Mercury'
cents in the balcony.
bottom in this respect, having
table lists 29 shows, but there were
ducked the black queen eight times.
there were as many in
35, and
Garland of the 'World-Telegram,'
Medley
Musical
1932.
eighth In the standing, has the next
There are two listings for last
most, five, against his record. Only
Another Expo. Project
January (1933), one giving the total Anderson of the 'Journal,' third, and
of 24 shows before a downwai-d
Combination show of most sucMantle, of the 'News,' last, said yes
trend In admission prices, and 18
or no every time, and no maybes. cessful Howard Dletz bits is being
shows afterwards. Records for mid- A definite opinion in the 'News' re- put together for the Chicago Fair.
January are that 30 shows were
far projected for the cast are
Thus
views is necessitated by the star
several
Included were
current.
system, adopted for legit reviewing George Jcssel and. Norma Talmadge.
cheap revivals, but a though about this
sought.
season by Mantle for the first Other names may be
40% of legit show shops are dark, lime.
Idea is to piece the show together
'Three's
a
'Bandwagon,'
the winter average of attractions
The first five in the batting aver- from
Colors,' Dieiz
'Flying
totals more than 30 shows and not
and
Crowd'
ages are closely grouped in this
himself.
since early this season was the total
with only 33 percentage doing the assembling
fcore,
indidown as low as Mann's table
points separating Gabriel and Atcates.
kinson, and all up in the high .8O0's. Lambs*
April 23
Other trade inaccuracies occur In
•Variety' at .859 Is slightly a la
It Is stated that tourthe article.
Lamb.s' club will hold its annual
the Cherry Sisters, but the muggs
ing shows cannot secure bookings
blame it on the depresh or on the public 'Gambol' performance at the
it
is
but
stands,
key
outside of the
New Amsterdam, April 23. Ticket
weather when it's raining.
well known that many .small stand
scale has been greatly modified over
spots are av.ailable for shows and
priced charged in other .seasons.
one has been touring one and twoScale will bo $10 top. Last seaHart East in 3
iii^'lilers in the cast and .south for
son front row scats brought as high
he past 18 weck.s.
as 500.
Harris-Berlin
For
there
The writer estimates that
Culver City, March 27.
svero 6,000 theatres dark throii.i?liTO EASE PADLOCK
Under his contract agreement
out the country at the peak of the
-AM.any, Man h 2T.
sea.son and about half were aban- Willi M'tro, Mo.ss Hart leaves for
A hill, liberalizing the theatn
doned legitimate houses whi'h had tl-f- cast in three weeks to work on
hocn wired for "talkln;,' piemrcs the .^-Mm Harris-Irving Berlin re- |ia')li)i l< law of ]'J27, was introdiKed
.'-Senator
Legislature
in
tlio
by
whieh
Cheer,'
vuf,
Thousamls
'As
T h ore jiciicr jvere 3 .fiflQ_ letJit.-hQAI.-^?:.^".
Picture produi^fr.' ''i'l'.r s into the Music Box, New York, Kleinf(-ld, Coney I.sland Ijemoerat.
In the country.
It would eNempt theatre owners
llait has a year to go on his
and the operation of film hou«<s
if they filed with the
are hlamed for crimiiing the let-it .Metro writing contraet, and will of p'^naties
!-f turn
to the studio after the east- lif-enslnff hoard the names and adfield, with the falling off In pii lure
He is now flnlfhlng 'I dre.H.^es of producers putting on
theatre attendance indirated frr.m ern fhow.
"

Royaky

Move

Chicago, March 27.
Much comment has since been
heard around the loop concerning
the amazing
opinion' given

and

composite

'no

by the local reviewing
brigade on the recently produced
'Red Robin' operetta at the Grand.
While it was perhaps not difficult
to read between the lines the fact
remained that the critics ducked,
sidestepped, ai^ avoided the question of the show's quality and deVoted most of their space to irrelevant details.
Public wasn't mjislead as 'Red
Robin' did a hrodiej of classic proportions in two weeks. That made
the critical ambiguity the more
pointed and presently brought forth
explanations.
Critics as a group didn't have the
heart to pan the show for a multiplicity of reasons which included
hard times and a wish to avoid discouraging
enterprise.
production
Point seems to be that with almost
no

.<3hows

coming

through

.

from

Gambol

Los Angeles
and San Francisco, where the worst
turkeys for years h.avc been asOf dramatic critics In

sured of kindly treatment pimply
because the reviewers felt guilty if
they slammed an attraction resolute

enough

Weeks

to get that far.

LAW

Cliicago, .Mari.il 27.

Katlierine Krnp, in private life the
wife of A.sliton .Stevens, w.-is offered
'lie
lend in Jjcster liryant's con-trnriitrrted protHtci-ion here of "On
the .Make.'
I-mlerstood tliat the Hearst critic
frowned upon his wife apiicaring
in the play because of its nature
and theme.
Anyliow, Miss Kr.ip
I'a.s ap])arcntly .«purned the offer.

I

may

Vague as

launch.

Toshe

Kalb' leaves

j

j

.\|:.i

J

if

i]

an Ad£<1.'

I

slio^v.s

ill

th'-;r

theatre."?.

for

.

replace the pi'esent

company

at the

Yiddish Art Theatre. He will then
take his present cohorts across for

a London run.

Home

Irish Players Going

Chicago, March 27.
Abbey Players open at the Hollls,
Boston, April 9, for two, possibly
three, weeks. A week in Providence
is a possibility also before the Dublin repertory troupe must sail for
Irel.and. Their permit over heie expires May 1.
In this country, since September,
Irish actors have had possibly the
gieatest triumph of their tour in

Chicago, where they

chalk up

will

seven weeks instead
originally booked.

two

the

of

MILLHOLLAND BUSY
Hamilton, Bermuda, Mareh

27.

Charley Mlllholland is working '.n
a .series of one-arters for radio this
fall.

He's

I

putting

al.so

toiifho.s

to

er-ssor, a

-'iith

finishing

the

Cr-Titury's'

play on International

mucr<

la-

ion^-'.

K.

A WAY STOP

C.

City, Mareh L'?.
•aiitr.r-Cei.ruf .Ii "'•pI

Kaii.<-as

The

^

I

New York

the summer, after completing a full
season on April 16. Piece will return at the same theatre with the
same cast Sept. 21, new season date
for Yiddish theatricals.
Four days after closing In New
York, 'Yoshe' opens at the Apollo,
Chicago, where It will attempt to
stay through the summer months.
Soon after returning to New York
in the fall, Maurice Schwartz will
begin casting second and third companies for the play, one to go on the
road In the U. S. and the other to

I",(ldle

c

1

,

these

all

TOSHE KALB' SUMMERS
IN CHI. BACK IN FALL

I

•\ariety"s' figures.

for

possibilities are it seems to be about
the sum total at the present writ*
ing.

I

.

possibility

contemplated home.
John Alden
from Los Angeles is in town and.
mentions an intention of doing /a
play called 'Argentina' in June aW
there's a radio revue at $1.50, wblctts
Pat Barnes and East and Dumke

Revue

•

Not Interested

was a hazy

Elxpo time, but nothing further has
been heard. Frank Reilley's '1893,'
the only really big undertaking sper
daily designed as a Chicago World's
Fair legit, is apparently no further
than discussions. Auditorium is the

Comedy

New York in the worst of all possible seasons the critics are developing sclf-consclousne.ss about
pouncing on the ocea.sional visitor
that does brave the western prairie.
This creates a situation in Chicago comparable to the viewpoint

a summer engagement.
Medley MCisical

toire

38 Weeks

Rocky Mountains East

of

Prospects include a revue combining parts of 'Americana' and
'Ballyhoo' with Fannie Brlce and
Harry Richman as a summer possibility.
Future bookings for Chicago comprise 'Autumn Crocus,'
'Gay Divorce' and "Walk a Little
Faster,' but whether they will arrive before, during or after World's
Fair Is not known.
Walter Hampden In classic reper-

Diwy

Chicago Critics

opening

At any event it's practically impossible to discover a single attraction positively booked and set

FOR LONDON,

NOT BROADWAY FIRSr

in the box score last year, maintains his lead with a percentage of

between

customers.

L.A.

'SUPPER'

Chicago, March 27.
only two months inthe present mo-

that

the Century of Progress Exposition
on June 1, it is possible to gain a
rather clear impression that the
legitimate stage has made no flclinite preparations to cash in. There
may, of coiu-se, be some division
of opinion as to the value of
the opportunity .and whether out-oftowners exhausted from sight-seeing are, or are not, potential legit

for
fegit

into
the
final
quarter,
Gilbert
Gabriel, of the 'American,' winner

drama department

Sunday matinees have been

PRODUCERS HIT

—

Multiply

Clii

ment and the actual

27.

Less than $50 was lost to the
Biltmore and the 'Of Thee 1
Sing'
company in accepting
$13,121 in checks during the

—

Now
tervene

Los Angeles, Mar.

Point of '32-'33 Legit Season Score Based on Failures Only
71
of
99
Shows Since August 'No
Opinion' Epidemic Agaiii
—'Variety* .859

—

formerly of the
of the New York
'World Telegram,' has a statistical
article in the current (April) 'American
Mercury'
captioned
'The
American Theatre Goes Broke.' His
principal contention, in explanation
of the decrease In legit production
and patronage, is the neglect of the
galleries by managers. Mann points
out that most of Broadway's theatres built In the past 10 years have
no galleries. That shuts out youthful theatregoers and 'the boy in the
gallery yesterday is In the balcony
today, and tomorrow he may be in
the orchestra with his girl.' He figures the progression from the top
loft to the main floor takes about
Ai-thur

-

Critics'

Standing at Three-Quarter

As the

Yrs.

But Prospects for
Honest John Public

New York Drama

'MERCURY' ARTiaE ON

Chi Shopkeepers' Son.

First

W,

W.

44
67

('Journal')
('Mirror')
('Times')

ATKINSON

R.
53

59

('Post')

ANDERSON
WINCH ELL

Matinee

(right),

(no opinion expressed), Pet. (percentage).

SR.

Two Months M, No Legit Set,

Expo

49

AS OF MARCH 18
abbreviations: SR (shows reviewed), R
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OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

Plays Abroad

Inside Stuff—Legit

TOO YOUNG TO KNOW
a

MARC-AURELE
March

14.
preNew comedy by M. J. L. Le Marols
theatre by
seniort Mnrch* 14 at the Avenue

Paris,

M. Georges

Fenx''""'".??:

Mme. Ludmllla

HuBueti;
IHnrc.AurelC
ilme. Mnrle-Kalff.

PltoefT
PltoefT

A DOB

Qultty.
Cloudo Larousserie. M. Balpetre, M.
ChnrlPS Fallot. M. Loula Salou. M. Rene

Mme. Madeleine

M

Mnupre.

terrible

life

Hollywood, March 20.
Paul M. Trebitsch presents a new comedy
by Lester Cole. Staged by Edwin Maxwell.
Settings designed and executed by John
Lynch. At the Hollywood Playhouse, starting March 10. at tl.OO top.
Natalie Schafer
Florence Burton

and refuses to go

away when they beg her to. The
robbers send for Percy, who refuses
to take Joan away and only comes
to get her consent to a divorce.
Joan finally is tamed by Percy's
adamantine resistance.
Sheer nonsense, but amusing nonsense, the way it was done and
acted. Most of the laughs go to the
credit of 'Puffy,' Hungary's funny
fat man, who used to act in silent
burlesques in Hollywood, and of
Maria Lazar, who did the shrew
most convincingly. For American
use the setting would have to be
shifted to the lair of Balkan high-

Marc-Aurele Is a doff so named
because he Is also a philosopher, and
philIt will require a great deal of
osophy on the part of audiences to
put this disappointing, slow-moving waymen instead of Kentucky, but
farce-comedy In the list of even with a few changes the play might
secondary successes.
divert audiences anywhere.

Hlgglns

Tony Burton
Andrew Johnson, Jr

Sam
Lawrence Burton

Anna

i

Mellsnnde Johnson

Grandmother Johnson

Andrew Johnson, Sr
It

Harold Johnson
Joseph De Stefanl
Arthur Rankin
Arthur Ray
George Baxter
Alyse Kimball
Barbara Sheldon
Zeflle Tilbury
Frank H. La Rue

has been the usual rule for new
to open on the coast with
players and direction than
This time the order is re-

better

The direction, casting and
production of 'Too Young to Know'
is more of a detriment than a help.
Of the 10 players, only two fit
These are Zefne Tiltheir parts.
bury, as a slangy grandma, and
Barbara Sheldon, the ingenue. Rem.ainder of the cast varies from
so-so to n.s.g., with the manner in
wondering why they chose such a
at
Drama In three acts presented at the which they are handled as much
dull vehicle.
Martin Beck March 21 by Sidney Harmon fault as anything else.
The opening o£ the play fore- and James R. Ullman: written by Michael
Lester Cole has written an. intershadows a plea for kindness to ani- Blrmlneham and Gilbert Emery; staged by esting, sophisticated comedy with-,
mals, and the irony of It all Is that authors.
Josephine WlUlams out any great depth, and lacking,
Nana
by the end ot the performance It is Tim
Barry MacoUum that finesse of dramaturgic Joining
Edna Hagan
much easier to be kind to the ex- IStlen
He reLeona Hogarth that sends a story along.
cellent canine players than to the Cella
Eleanor Daniels veals a weakness for dialog digresDuffy
Nancy
author.
Bcmie Neary sions that results In a couple of
Tom
Lillian $avln
i
As the superintendent of a dog- Cathleea
obviously
speechspeeches
that
are
Bruce Macfarlane
Patrick
w
breeding establishment, Felix grows Mary.
Marlon Barney es, but there are also sufficient smart
to have more faith in four-footed Shdlla Donovan.... »
Katharine! Walsh lines and situations to overbalance
Marc- Rosle Duffy
Cele McLaughlin the other.
friends that in humanity.
(Dole's original title was
Jessie Graham
Aurele, a chow, proves a pal. How- Mrs. Rooney
Thomas Chalmers The Honorable Johnsons.'
Seumas
ever, the companionship of his ca- Ed Whalen
Show Is short on length, running
Clarence Rock
nines does not prevent Felix from Mr. Oroene
J. M. Clayton a total of an hour and a half actual
Horace McMahon
•
leaving his kennel^ to follow the ExpressmaA .v
playing time. Settings are shoddy,
charms of a pampered little flirt.
and defeat whatever illusion the
This Huguette (Mme. Pitoeff) leads
Broadway's lone debut last week cast and author are trying to create.
tribulation.
him a life ot trial and
trotted forth another brace of asplr-.
On Broadway, with plenty of reFinally, Felix, disillusioned In Hu- ing managers, but their 'Far Away writing, a smart; cast and director
guette, and homesick for hia ken- Hdrses' finished in the ruck.
and a showmanly producer, 'Too
nels, returns to hia dogs. It develBilled as an Irish-American com- Young to Know' might get a mild
ops that in the absence of Felix, a edy-drama, it has a cast whose run that would be worthwhile behorrible confusion of strains has names are of old country origin. cause of the film-right money.
been taking place amongst the bow- Brogues abound and there is some
wows. The most amazing of the comic relief, but in total it Is a story
consequences is a cross between a of tribulation, culminating in a note
greyhound and a dachshund. The of despair. Twice earlier this seaupshot is that 'Felix,' the quadru- son the Abbey Players from Dublin
(Coast)
ped, is awarded a prize of $10,000 by appeared in this theatre (Beck) for
San Francisco, March 21.
eome American dog Judges.
four-week periods. But the visiting
With Otto Kruger playing the
one
play,
The play is mounted and staged Irish did not depend on
lead, Henry Duffy has -given this
with an artistic taste worthy of a having a repertory that called for a Coast production of the play Paul
better cause. The supporting cast change of bill nightly.
Muni did In New York, swell setBroadway felt that one or two of tings and a good cast. Biz started
Is well chosen.
Most of the laughs
go to the dogs for their amusing the newer plays by the Abbey group fairly and built up until It's now set
could have made a run of it, but for a third week at the Alcazar, with
antics.
they took tb the road.
Hollywood to follow.
'Far Away Horses,' taken from an
Kruger, on loan from MGM, where
Hazassaggal Kezdodik Irish expression which ends with he is a contractee, handled his title
'have a long haul,' is enacted in the role In vigorous, competent style
('It Begins with Marriage')
combination kitchen-dining room of that gave the show a good deal of
Budapest, March 13.
the O'Hara's, who live in a lowly its punch.
Vera Gordon as the
Farce In three acts by Janos Vagzary. At
the Belvaroal theatre, Budapest, March 11, house on the Hudson somewhere. mother, Olive Tell as the wife, and
-with Maria Lazar,
Antal Pager, PuRy Seumas, the father, a hard-drinking Mary Doran as the secretary were
Huszar, Rezso Harsanyl.
pUddler, had walked out on bis wife outstanding, while Marvin Kline
Mary and the children, varying f rojn was another standout. Isabel JewA burlesque comedy, set in an an eight-year-old girl to C§lia, who ell.. Nellie Nichols, Jpjhn Roche and
versed.

BROADWAY REVIEW

FAR AWAY HORSES

•

t

'

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW

to make it Is really the head of the house.
A sort of up-to-date Mary returns from Ireland, where
"Taming of the Shrew,' but very she had gone to collect a bequest,
money that the O'Haras had exfunny.
Joan and Percy are just about to pected would enable them to move
start on their honeymoon, Joan is to New York. But there is no herthe spoiled only child of a widowed itage and Celia faces indefinite
millionaire and always gets her own drudgery in a collar factory. There
way. Daddy is overjoyed to get rid are two irresponsible brothers, Pat
of her, but Fred, Daddy's fat busi- conducting a pool parlor, -vyhlle Tim
ness partner, wants Joan for him- is a hypochondriac.
The household includes the maself and does all in his power to
ternal grandmother called Nana, an
part the young people.
Joan and Percy quarrel and Percy adamant old crusader long the foe
of
Seumas, who returns after being
refuses to go on a honeymoon with
such a Tartar, and Joan declares absent for years, but who takes to
she will have her honeymoon alone. the road ag^ln after spending his
wages
on a spree. There is a willful
Fred gladly clutches at the chance
daughter, Nancy, wlio weds a sporty,
to accompany her.
Joan and Fred go off in the girl's shiftless fellow. The couple move
car and are kidnapped in the moun- in when Nancy is to have a baby.
But Celia's hope of moving to the
tains by a gang of robbers.
The
robbers hope to get a big ransom big city almost succeeds. She disfor them, but the second act shows poses of the furniture and sells the
them desperately longing to get rid house to a building and loan assoof their prisoner. Joan leads them ciation for $400. Everything seems
set, but the mother lets the oldest
son carry the money. He promptly
but incredibly gets stewed and
parts with most of the b. r. for a
second-hand motor car. That is the
last straw for Celia and she curses
him.
With a remaining $50 she
This is an all>around investsends a favored young brother to
ment and retirement plan, either
New York, the story leaving the rest
for the man, who, looking to the
of
the
family in a hopeless situation.
future, must make the most of
Leona Hogart is the unattractive
his early earnings or savings, or
but alert Celia. the sole O'Hara with
for the man of means.
It pro-

American background
look funnier.

AN INVESTMENT
IN

INDEPENDENCE

mental balance. The Nana of Josepliine Williams was a faithful type
of old Irish woman ever ready to
Ijattle and whose tongue lashed the
neighbors and the family alike.
Marion Rarncy played the buxom

vides for a regular saving or investment to produce a sufficient
income at retirement time.
It
provides for a dependent if the
investor goes before retirement
time.

gram

true form, and Thomas
Ciialm^rs looked right as the erring
father Seumas, giving to warbling
old songs, but they had him on too

use.

long.

niotlier

You have your own problems
and are entitled to have a Probuilt for your particular
It will cost you no more to
own Insurance which fits your
case perfectly than to buy misfit

'Far Away Horses' tells a believe
able tale, but it seemed steeped in
too mucli trouble and controversy to
interest the average plavgocr. also
It was played very loudly.
Ibee.
(Plan closed after four perform
UHces. Printed for the record )

Insurance.
Fo.-

further details, write

JOHN

J.

KEMP

551 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
Phones:

Murray

in

Dayton Lummis were

others.

Russell Fillmore directed.

I

Bock

Medals For Song

in the property.

'Show Boat' Is definitely oft t.he boards. Its revival was the final stage
presentation of the late Flo.Ziegfeld.. 'Boat' was one of that showman's
outstanding successes. He reassembled the .show with the original cast
last season and leased the Casino, yrhich he renamed from the Karl
Carroll.

made something

of a revival record on Broadway, playing 22
nearly 11 months, having opened May 17 and closed
four weeks were played in picture theatres, the performance being condensed. Helen Morgan appeared throughout the
original and revival runs, the sole member of the original cast to do so.
She went abroad with her mother last week. The moratorium interfered with further film theatre time.
'Boat'

weeks.

March

It lasted
8.. Final

A trail, of 60 bouncing checks Issued by a Broadway ticket broker,
resulted from the failure of the Mercantile Bank & Trust to open its
doors at the termination of the bank' holiday.
The^ a,gency's checks, principally payable to legit theatres, were picked
up and the box offices were paid in cash. Broker's balance In the bank
was about $14,000.
Mercantile was formerly the Chelsea, 48th and Seventh avenue, which
closed Its doors for a time about two years ago. Although it paid off in
full, most show people thereupon closed their accounts.
first

light operatic

at the Metropolitan,
In the show he enacts a roving Irishman addicted to booze and ballads.

Eastern company of 'Of Thee I Sing' held over three days in Pittsburgh last week. Gross was $30,000 for the full week and $12,000 for the
Show played Buffalo the last half, takings on the week being
half.
$24,000.

throw In a little free lunch, or operate as a restaurant. The rub Is
that few of the prospective beer
parlor hosts know the first thlnff
about running a kitchen.
(Continued from page 1)
Beer complications are already
beer only, the Initial cost for the
Broadway authorities
rigging only will amount to $400 setting in.
a week if allocated over a year. point out tlie speak, of course, can't
That's In addition to operating ex- continue. And they figure foam Is
penses and actual cost of the beer. going to cause headaches and
It is expected that the 3.2 beer losses to thousands of small disthroughout the country.
will be sold by brewers to retail- pensers
Out of this That beer isn't just a matter or fillers at $16 a barrel.
the Federal tax is $5 and the State ing a glass and taking In coin.
There are approximately That It has to be handled just as
tax $1.
480 eight-ounce glasses to a full scientifically as it Is made.
Speaks figure their worst enemies
sized barrel.
At 10c a stein the
gross per barrel would be $48. That will be some of their former best
leaves a net of $33 for expenses customers; those .^mall side street
and a profit. At a nickel a glass, merchants who are now aiming to
handle legit foam themselves.
the barrel net drops to $9.

Beer Boys Wait

to

(Continued from page 1)
At
Over 600 were located here.
present they can be purchased for
$1. Germany's Iron Cross is worthless,
having only a sentimental
value to the owner.
Price of Medals Vary

For France's Medaille

Militalre,

similar to America's Distinguished
Service Cross, $3 is top, while' the
D. S. C. is worth $6 at the pawn-

In 'Far Away Horses' which opened at the Beclc last
drew attention as a vocalist. He was In one of Milton Aborn'a
companies and later was signed for two seasons for opera

Thomas Chalmers
week,

The speak man can figure only
two ways out. Go back in the flat
Roughly, and admit only 'positively identifled

They'll have to sell plenty of beer
make a lot ot money at that

rate, the

wlseys contend.

a beer parlor Involving a $20,000
initial Investment, with a weekly
overhead. Including the Investment
return, rent, taxes and other expenses, of around $1,000, will have
to sell 30 barrels or about 14,500
glasses of beer weekly to break
even, at the $33 per barrel profit
rate, or 110 barrels and 62,000 glasses at the $9, or nickel a glass, margin.

Speakeasies have been paying $25
a barrel for the bootleg lager under
prohibition, but they don't make
Order their money on beer. As did the
Military Cross bringing $6.
of St. George, the late Russian legal saloons in the old days, they
Czar's prized decoration, can be profit most from liquor sales.
Victoria
Another angle which prompts the
bought for $10. Britain's
Cross is top at $6, as is the U. S. wise guys to adopt the caution alNavy's Medal of Honor. Order of titude is competition, which may
From current talk
the Crown, Italy's decoration for be murderous.
valor, comes slightly higher at $8 it looks like there'll be six beer
because fewer Italians come this places to a block.
way and few American troops were
Flying Start, Then
in Italy during the late war. HighTerrific business will result from
est in price is Japan's Order of the
the
enthuslams
of the first few
Rising Star, which is good for $25,
a low price, however, considering months following beer's legalizathat a high-class Japanese would tion, it is expected, but after that
rather commit hari karl than part the results of rushing in where the
wise guy angels fear to tread will
with his decoration.
One medal not to be found in the .surely be felt. The kickback will
prop rooms or the pawnshops is the be brodles by more than half of the
American Medal of Honor. This overnight crop of beer parlors.
Then, the wise guys figure, they'll
supreme badge of American courage
be able to step in and pick up
cannot be bought, as the governbroker's. Belgium's Croix de Guerre
is valued locally at $2, with the

ment

forbids it. In southern California there are nine veterans who
possess
this
decoration.
When
needed studios must engage tlie
veteran for as long as the med.al is
needed at from $10 to $15 .daily.
Ot the nine Medal of Honor men
here three are in the Old Soldiers'
Pasadena Players in L. A.
Home at Sawtelle, two are regularly
Los Angeles, March 27.
Pasadena
Community Players employed, and four are out of work.
Sole reminder of past glories for
move into the Wil.shire-Ebell hei
for performances of 'Cricket on the the veterans who sold their medals
are the certificates of award. For
Hearth' April 7-8.
Gilmora Brown plays the male these there is no market only tlie
lead.
medals are salable.

—

Hill 2-7838-9

at the Mansfield,

Both were maiden efforts by new managera 'Affairs' was put on by
a cafe proprietor, John Paffrath. 'Faces' was offered by Paul B. Martin,
silently sponsored by Samuel R. Golding and two other attorneys. Golding has been concerned with other productions.
The Liberty which was dolled up to receive 'Faces' la owned by David
Bernstein, an associate of Loew's, the corporation not being interested

shows
plot.

amount

of Interest Is alA certain
ways to be counted on for any new
production In which the capable
PitoefEs appear, and their work in
this extravagant story does not detract from their well-earned laubut one leaves the theatre
rels;

The records will divulge occasional instances where, shows opened
and clqsed on the same night on Broadway but never until now did two
productions play but a single performance, the same week. 'Masks and
Faces' bowed into the Liberty March. 18 and failed to ring up again.
Three days previously 'Marilyn's Affairs' registered a similar fast—flop

$20,000 joints for
inal cost.

From

25%

of the orig-

theatre viewpoint, beer
will surely be a help.
Not only
for those who anticipate beer gardens with stage entertainment as
the coaxer, but for all theatres
that may aim to operate bars on
the side.
There is a lot of talk
about beer gardens with big shows,
but just talk so far. But the bars
for theatres proposition looks certlie

friends.'

Built

up

the

delivery

trade.

Some of the swank roadhouses in
Manhattan's environs are already
adjusting their policies.
If
the
drinks served.

wants liquor and
to sell
so set

him a

No mora
customer
okay

is 'identified,'

pint; but the scene is

that the house is serving
only the Ice and water.
Pity the Stranger
It's going to be tougher for the
visiting fireman to get a real drink
right after legit beer than any time
before.
And the speak men say
this in all seriousness.

Restaurants and spots in vantage points that are hooked up
with breweries will be the best
beer places, the speak boys hold,
because the brewers right now have
a piece of the food business and
will see that their draft product is
drawn properly. In New York
alone, according to common gossip
during the past week, one brewer
Is credited with having an interest
in 2,000 such restaurants and corner places in and around Manhattan.

But the average news and other
small stores will have to learn the
technique in the beer school of
costly experience.
Revue Opens Summer Season
Pasadena, Cal., March 27.
season at the Community
opens May 10 witli a
revue. 'Low—and Behold,' staged hy

Summer

Playhouse

Leonard Sillnian. Principal." so far
announced Include Marguerite Namara. Lulu McConnell, the Itocky
Twins, Leonard and June Sillnian
and William M. Griffith.
Sketches are by GrUfith, Juno
Sillnian and MIndret Lord.
Mu.sic
bits by Warburton Gurlbert. John
tain'.
Rox, George Grandee, June Sillnian,
The food adjunct also Is causing Ralph Rainger, Annette ICvmis.
some speculation, few knowing Dorothy Roger.«f fiP.d Donald Honwhether to just stick to beer and rath. Leonard Slllman will direct.

LEGITIMATE

Tuesday, Marcli 28, 1933

All 4

B'way Musicals Showing

Recovers Further, tlentury' Big

List

Broadway's legits further recovered ffom the moratorium slump
and were virtually iback to normal
-considering the times. There are
27 attractions on the list, only recent closings heine those of quick
flops.

The temper of theatregoers Is regarded as one of the most encouraging signs in three years. Instead
of bickering the average patron indicates a lighter frame of mind.
That Is reported not only by the
brokers, but the box offices.
The re$ult has been to encourage
•

managers and several announced
spring productions. Saturday trade
again was bi-g and despite rain more
houses went to capacity than on the
previous seventh day. Little doubt
that because Broadway Is only 60%

a number of
current attractions.
There are but four musicals in

lighted, is benefiting

town and

all

Molnar's 'Good Fairy*
For Beverly Hills Group
Hollywood, March 27.
First western production of Molnar's 'Good Fairy' will be done by
the Beverly Hills Little Theatre for
three nights, beginning April 6.
Directed by Oliver Hinsdale, cast
Includes Marion Clayton, J. Irving
White, Kenneth Thomson, Richard
Tucker, Harry Stubbs and Francesca Braggiotti.
Latter is Mrs.
John Davis Lodge of the Boston
Lodges and the ghost voice for
Greta Garbo in foreign film dub-

IRISH

PLAYERS

$12,000

IN CHI

—

Good

cellent $12,000.
Local engagement
has been extremely profitable. Irish
repertory troupe must leave country
by May 1. Here another -fortnight,
then Jumps to Boston.
'Family Upstairs,' Cort (C-1,100;
Long since
(14th week).
$2.20)
hung up run record for this season.
Cut-rater has given Leonard DoyleGilbert Morgan actor-manager auspices nifty profit on small investment. Up a notch to practically

appears to have a good moderate
chance. First full week over
$6,000 with an agency call developing; 'Both Your Houses' is looking
up at the Royale and will remain
beyond the Guild subscription peDramatic leader remains
riod.
'Design for Living,' which is back to
virtual capacity again at' $27,000.
'Dinner at Eight' Is nearest to "DeIt got $15,000 last week, $6,000.
eign.'
which, with a recently reduced top
No new
$(3.30) is regarded big.
Denver Gets LegTts
productions were definite for BroadDenver, March 27.
way next week.
Arthur M. Oberfelder has leased
Estimates for Last Week
the Broadway theatre for stage at'Alice in Wonderland,' New Am- tractions.
He holds the United
sterdam (8th week) (C-l,702-$2.20). Booking franchise, and has booked
With revival of 'The Cherry Orch- 'Tattle
Tales' with Barbara Stan
ard' splitting week business is best
ever for Civic Repertory, moved up- wyck and Fiank Fay for four days
starting April 6. Walter Hampden
town; $14,000 last week.
'Alien Corn,' Belasco (6th week) is booked lor April 28 and 29.
Hit despite en-<D=1;000-$3.30).
trance on eve • of moratorium; up opened March 18; failed to ring up
again with gross around $15,000; Mondayq (20) last week.
virtual capacity at scale.
'Melody,' Casino (7th week) (O'Autumn Crocus,' Morosco (20th 2,156-$3.30).
Came back further,
week) (CD-893-$3.30). Best week in and definitely among better moneysome time; sole Shubert show getters; last week's pace pointed
topped $6,000, which is enough; over $19,000.
good through spring.
'Music in the Air.' Slated to re'Biography,' Avon (16th week) open, moving to 44th Street from
(C-830-$3.30).
Moved up smartly Alvin; probably relights Friday
again last week and approximated (31); played 19 weeks.
$10,500; looks like Guild's leader
'One Sunday Afternoon,' 48th St.
this season.
Lively
(6th week) (C-969-$2.20).
'Both Your Houses,' Royale (4th and with cut rate aid s. r. o. Saturweek) (D-l,118-$3.30). Will extend day afternoon; estimated over $5,beyond five-week subscription pe- 000; three matinees starting this
riod; box office climbed over sub- week.
scriptions and gross above $10,000
'Run, Little Chillun,' Lyric (5th
last week.
week) (D-l,406-$2.20). Chances to
'Champagne Supper,' Booth, stick brighter with agency call decancelled; may be sent to London; veloping; got about $6,000 last week,
house gets 'For Services Rendered' but considerably better indicated
April 10.
this week.
'Dangerous Corner,' Fulton (23rd
'Saturday Night,* Playhouse (6th
week) (D-9l3-$3.30). One of the week) (CD-963-$3.30). Picked up
longest run shows in town, but to somewhat further; modest money
small money; around $4,000; appar- but better than even break indi-

money

'The Comic Artist' (Arthur
Beckhard), Masque.
Tin Soldiers' ('Scandalous
Affair,'
"Escapade'),
(Fred
Rath), Longacre.
'Secret Among Four' (Kenneth Nash), Times Square.
'Three Penny Opera' (Krimsky and Cochran), Empire.
'Tragedy of the Ages' (Classic
Players, B. GagUno), Mecca
Temple.

Builds in Philly, $7,500,

ladies' $7,000 with Subscriptions

mond), Bryant Hall.

'COUNSELLOR' AT $6,500

Philadelphia. March 27.
The two houses open last week

(both UBO) did fairly well. Nothing to write home about, but satisfactory In view of general condU
tions and recent biz here.
'Another Language' was nearly
San Francisco, March 27.
Otto Kruger in 'Counsellor-at- canceled before arriving here. Then
It
was decided to bring It
Law' (built nicely at the Alcazar into the Forrest for a single week
and Henry Duffy holding him for a and decide after the Wednesday

FRISCO'S SOLE

LEQT

have whole matinee whether a second week
would be advisable.
The $2,000 advance wasn't prombut when ising, but the show got swell nothat it was one of tices and started to gain at midweek.
Thursday was off again, but
Duffy's best productions, biz built,
second week getting around $6,500. Friday and the two Saturday per'Of Thee I Sing' did its second formances were strong. Show stays
and last week at the Curran to good this week and In view of the healthy
returns, hitting around $24,000. Big advance now and Indications of a
money. House dark, but a' revue pick-up over first week, it may
'Jig Saws' and Macloon's 'Hand in hang on a third. In that case, after
a Holy Week lay-off, tour may be
Fog' slated for April.
resumed Easter Monday. Cast and
Geary, Columbia and TIvolI with- management are working co-op.
out anything. 'Cecil and Sally' held
'When Ladies Meet' had the adon for a surprise second week at the vantage of the American Theati-e

third

week when

he'll

local field to himself.

New

Show started
mob caught on

Stock in Seattle

Starts

on $3,100 Week
Seattle,

Me Pink' leads all and went
selling out except the
two nights and the mid-week
matinee; 'Take a Chance' advanced
to about $18,000; 'Melody' topped
Chicago, March 27.
$19,000 while 'Gay Divorce' grossed
'Music in the Air* will
$16,000.
Two more weeks will' end the run,
again join the list, due Friday at but not the sticking potentialities of
the 44th Street.
the Irish Players here. Meanwhile,
'Air* and '20th Century' were the
'The Family Upstairs' has improved
sole shows to close during the emer- and may be in the Cort when June
Latter resumed at the 1 rolls around on a basis of its regency.
Broadhurst Saturday and sold out. markably steady popularity.
Only one show opened last week,
'Counselor at Law' Is penciled for
*Far Away Horses,' withdrawn from April 9 at the Apollo. Other bookthe Beck after three days. Another ings still vague.
sudden stopping was 'Masks and
Estimates for Last Week
Faces,' which did not ring up MonAbbey Players ^Harris (1,084;
day (last week) at the Liberty.
$2.20) (5th week). Grooved near exPlayed one performance.
'Hat' Looks

language

bings.

first

'Three Cornered Hat' at the Cort

in Rehearsal

'For ServicflB Rendered' (Sam
H. Harris), Plymouth.
'Little Old Boy' (John Ham-

45

J.

are making money.

.'Strike
to $33,000,

Shows

Profit

VARIETY

March

27.

mildly,

With Billy Van Emery and Alex
ander Callum headlining, American
Players opened at Moore theatre
where Duffy stock formerly housed.
Capacity
opening
night,
with
stock-lovers taking a liking to the
company. Town is full of opposi- President only to drop more money society subscription which, for this
tion, with scales lower everywhere. than before and that house, too, is second
series
at the Chestnut,
Prices here brought down to 26 to shuttered.
amounts to almost $3,000 a week.
Second-string men who caught the
75, with good seats on main floor
Crothers show liked it, but, strangefor 60 cents (back of 16th row) and
ly enough, several of the regulars,
first balcony 36 cents. First week
writing for the Sunday secondestimated at $3,100.
thoughts reversed. With an extra
Moore has 1,500 seats. Opening
matinee which was strong, about
'The

NOPROHTFOR

attraction,

High Road.'

Unions Consider Civic
O. H. Liable for Tenant

miNlA.

Broad re-IIghts today (Monday)
Gods,'

two

a

try-out.

weeks

on

a

Advance not
so forte. The Garrick re-opens Saturday night with another try-out,
'Three Penny Opera,' which will
run a week and dne day.
Next Monday, the' Shubert, dark
since
Christmas, re-ll?hts with
George M. Cohan's 'Pigeons and
People,' a surprise booking for this
big musical comedy house. The
Chestnut gets Ethel Barrymore's
'An Amazing Career' on the same
date.
Both shows stay one week
straight rSental basis.

Los Angeles, March 27.
Chicago, March 27.
Little more than rent money was
Chicago Civic Opera Assn., the gathered in by the three legits here
last
Topper was 'Criminalweek.
original operating company for the
Civic Opera House, Is going to be at-Large,' at El Capltan, with
held responsible by the theatrical Pauline Frederick starred. On Its
unions for unpaid salaries Incurred opening week piece got slightly over
no rave for this house.
by the recent tenant, Chicago Mu- $4,600,
'Hedda Gabler,' at the Music Box,
nicipal Operetta Co.
About $9,000 did a weak $1,300. Locals seem unis outstanding between stagehands interested in the Ibsen drama, which
and musicians.
was a scorcher several years ago
While the stagehands and mu- but Is tame now. 'Too Young to
sicians take this view on the thea- Know,' a new play by Lester Cole,
tre's liability. Equity, whose mem- at the Hollywood Playhouse, did
bers were losers to the tune of $2,000 on the week.
Walter Hampden opening 27 at
$1,600, may also rule

that its mem- Blltmore getting play
for 'Hamlet'
not appear at the house from schools. 'Caponsacchi' not so
forte.
Scaled at $2.60 instead of
previous $3.
New
Estimates for Last Week
Tork for a decision and endorse'Criminal at Large,' El Capltan
ment.
(1st week) (D-l,671-$1.65).
First
Funds of Chicago Municipal Op- week's take of $4,600, estimated,
eretta Assn. were removed from a about takes care of the opening
local bank, unions dieclare, just one week's nut. Opening capacity with
Jump ahead of a judgment attach- film crowd welcoming Pauline Fredment obtained by Nat Burns to erick.
'Hedda Gabler,' Music Box (2d
whom the rest of the actors as- week)
(D-965-$1.65). Not money at
signed their claims. Attorneys for
$1,300. Production
mainly a fond
Burns may contest the bank's an- hope that Anna Q. is
Nilsson will get
swer to the judgment.
a chance to do a picture comeback.
Union theory apparently Is that
'Too Young to Marry,' Hollywood
the Civic Opera house was in ef- Playhouse
(let
week) (C-1,103fect the partner of the Municipal $1.65).
Short of opening expenses
Operetta promotion since the whole at $2,000 for the first week. Producpromotion hinged upon the pro- tion is a show window for a picture
moters having access to the Civic buy.
Opera's
scenery,
costumes,
and
bers

hit $7,000.

with 'Strange
Scheduled for

may

until the obligation Is met.
However, as this is a question of policy,
matter Is being referred to

only.
If 'Strange Gods' holds for Its
It will be the only
In town Holy Week. On Monday, April 17, the PlccolI come to
the Chestnut on subscription and
the new Mask and Wig show, called
'Out of the Blues,' comes to' the
Garrick. This is filso for one week
only In contrast to the fortnight engagements Played 'by this U. of P.
club for years.
What the fifth and last subscription offering at the Chestnut will
be Is uncertain, but 'Autumn Cro-

second week

show

cus' Is again

prominently mentioned,
with 'Blogranhv' a dim possibility.
The Le Galllenne engagement of
'Alice' is also being
held in abeyance.
Estimates for Last Week
'Another Langage' (Forrest, first
week). Slow start, but nice pickup.
Finally beat $7,600 and may
get a third week.
'When Ladles Meet' (Chestnut,
first week). Subscription foundation
helped a lot. Also extra matinee
Wednesday. About $7,000. Ethel
Barrymore's 'Amazing Career' In for
one week on April 3.

one week In

props.

Hurt in Stage Leap,
Future Plays

Actor Wants $50,000

'SingV Big $11,000 on

3 Extra

Pittsb'g

Days

Very Great Man,' by A. E.
Minneapolis, March 27.
Pittsburgh, March 27.
A leap from a stage scaffold durThomas and Jack Hausman, Is in
Three extra days at Nixon for 'Of
hand and will go to rehearsal In a ing a performance of 'Two Seconds' Thee I Sing' satisfactory at around
and
at
$11,000,
the Shubert theatre here caused
would have been a few
week or two under Herbert RanKenneth Rowland, Bainbridge stock grand better without the snowstorm
son.
Second
'Shooting Star,' dramatized life of Juvenile to sustain a brain tumor, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Jeanne Eagels, due for early pro- which will permanently prevent him Monday night was better than the
first, but out-of-town cancellations
duction by Crosby Gaige. Written from working, according to testi- on succeeding
ently profitable.
two nights kept gross
cated; $5,700 quoted.
mony
at Rowland's suit for $50,000 down. Wednesday
Noel
Bernard
by
Pierce
and
Schoenmatinee capacity,
'Design for Living,' Barrymore
"'Strike Me Pink,' Majestic (4th
damages against the Western Casu- with close to 100 standees. Everyfeld.
(10th week) (D-l,090-$4.40). Best week) (R-l,700-$3.85).
List leader
'Enchantment,' play by Franclne alty & Surety Co.
body satisfied, however, for show
money drama and second only to let out another spurt and topped
Rowland and his witnesses con- could hardly have bettered an even
'Pink'; last week up again; virtual $33,000; capacity after Tuesday; big Larrimore, will be sponsored by
capacity at $27,000.
Harry Moses, with the author in the tended that stage hands had been break, anyway, on previously booked
In agencies.
=^
'Dinnner at Eight,' Musix Box
delinquent in misplacing mattresses one-night stands In Ohio.
'Take a Chance,' Apollo (18th lead. In rehearsal.
'Green Pastures' current at Nixon
(23rd week) (C-l,000-$3.30). Mis- week) (M-l,720-$4.40).
Runner-up
'Best Seller,' French drama about which were supposed to break the
quoted, but jumped lustily last week among musicals also materially Im- bookselling, being readied by the actor's plunge from the make-be- and looks from advance like optional
second week will be exercised.
above
$19,000.
to $15,000; about $3,000 more than proved with gross
Shuberts for immediate production. lieve ofllce building Iron framework. House will then be dark
for fortprevious week.
'The Party's Over,' Vanderbilt
'Bed and Board,' by H. L. Green, Several physicians told the court night, reopening April 24 with Pitt
'Far Away Horses,' Beck. Opened (1st week) (C-971-$3.30). PresentTuesday last week;
withdrawn ed Independently (Gar Producing is being rehearsed by Edw. Clarke that the severe Jar to Rowland's Cap and Gown show, and winding
body
brought
on
Lilley.
Story
of
divorce.
the
brain
tumor.
up season with two remaining subThursday; mixed notices; three Co.); written by Daniel Kusell;
scription plays May 1 and 8, probdays for Irish drama.
opened Monday.
ably 'When Ladies Meet,' and maybe
'Three Cornered Moon,' Cort (3d
'Forsaking All Others," Times
a new Guild opener.
Developing
Square (5th week) (D-l,057-$3.30). week) (C-l,043-$2.75).
Everything considered, legit seaFavorable press mention attracting an agency call; business not big but
son here has been far from bad.
attention to Bankhead show, which encouraging and may make stay:
Closing strong, too, for nice showing.
is
doing well; estimated around something over $6,000.
'Twentieth Century,' Broadhurst
$7,500.
Re'Gay Divorce,' Shubert (18th week) (13th week) (C-J,118-$3.30).
'Green Pastures,' Nixon, PittsWeek of March 27
Engagements
(M-l,395-$3.30).
Went to capacity opened Saturday (24) and went
burgh.
Abbey Players, Harris, Chicago.
Saturday, which was true of all clean; layed off two weeks in emerJohn Drew Colt, Edwin Phillips,
'Of Thee
Sing,' Lyceum, Roches'An Amazing Career,' Wilbur,
leaders; takings went around $16,- gency mix-up; pace at resumption
Kermit Murdock,
P'ranklln,
ter, March 27-28; Capitol, Albany. Wm.
Boston.
surprised.
OOO and set through spring.
'Another Language,' Forrest, Phil- March 29; Shubert, New Haven, Tom Fadcen, Harold Grau, Chas.
Other Attractions
'Goodbye Again,' Masque (14th
Powers, Geo. Lazarovlcl, Jack HowMarch 30-31-Aprll 1.
Shakespeare Theatre (Jolson's; adelphia.
week)
Has not
(C-700-$3.30).
ard, Frank Thomas, Aglsto Visser,
Annlson,
Rhapsody,'
Thee
'Broadway
'Of
Sing,'
Auditorium,
climbed like most others, but still Shakespearean revivals.
Alex. Lewis, 'Little Old Boy' (comgetting by around $5,000; except
'Raw Meat,' Provincetown; Ala., 27; Birmingham, 28; Tusca- Portland, Ore., March 27; Metropoli- plete
cast).
loosa, 29; Selma, 30; Montgomery,
tan, Roattlf, Marrh 28-29-30: Fox,
panned.
two loads cast on percentage.
Post Street,
'As Husbands Go,' Forrest; re- 31; Columbus, Ga., April 1; Erlan- Yakima, March 31;
'Late Christopher Bean,' Miller
Spokane, April 1.
ger's, Atlanta, week April 3.
Cast Changes
Picked vival.
(22d week) (C-946-$3.30).
'Piccoli,' Plymouth, Bo.tton.
'Caponsacchi' and 'Hamlet,' Blltup about $1,500 last week and again
'Young Sinners' Ambassador; reWalter Dreker replaces Alfred
'Pigeons and People,' National,
more, Los Angeles.
making money; $0,500 and should vival.
Hes.se In 'Young .Sinners.'
Shubert, Wa.shlngton.
'Counselior-at-Law,'
last Into warm weather.
'Riddle Me This,' Hudson; revival.
Craig Ward takes Arthur Mar^
'When Ladies Meet,' Chestnut,
'The Best People,' Waldorf; re- Kansas City.
'Masks and Faces,' Liberty. DisPhiladelphia.
'Family Upstairs,' Cort, Chicago.
get.son in 'Saturday Night.'
appeared suddenly; weak notices; vival.
'A

Current Road Shows

I

I
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8 St. Martin's rine«, Ttmtmlgmr

Alliance of Empires,

FOREICN

SqoaN

Pierre

E & W. Ties

SHOW

Meyer Dead

Up

29 Provincial Legit Stands
-f-

London, March 27.
Moss Empires has reached a
working agreement with Howard &
Wyndham whereby both concerns

Girl Jazz

18.

Pierre Meyer, young French actor
and former dancing partner of Jo
sephlne Baker, was found dead In
his bedroom at the hotel de la Poste

suburbs and it is generally thought
Mexico City, March 23.
grand opera, again more that his death was due to an oversame as when Caruso dose of sleeping draught.
sang here In 1019, with the bull ring
Meyer motofied to Rouen accomas the pitch. Shows are spectacular, panied by Edward Martin and Mme
especially for 'Aida,' with cast of Yvonne Benolt
and all three occu>
260 and femme classical Jazz band pled one room.
On Saturday night
thrown In for good measure.
booker.
they retired about 2 a.
according
And so are the prices, real de- to the hotel manager, m.
New arrangement will do away
after spendcents
grandtariffs,
30
for
prcsh
of
for
giving
with the necessity
ing the evening dining and dancing.
Kuarantees to show speculators in stand and 16 cents for upper Meyer teliephoned for breakfast for
West End successes and will com- perches. Proceeds go to various three about 2:30 p. m. on Sunday
bat the current ev.'l of playing two public charities and for aiding re- and. none of the occupants was seen
West End attractions in a provincial patriated nationals from the U. S. A, to leave the room until 11 o'clock
Capacity attendances.
city simultaneously.
that night when Martin and Mme

book shows for the provinces
M. E. controls 15 theatres
Jointly.
have 14.
&
on the road and
Head booker for the combination
not named yet, but likely to be
Moss
former
Tennant,
Henry
will

H

mean

W

that

which controls eight West End theatres and which had arrangements
with the best of the producers-,
therefor, having the best productions available.
It's actually a prolongation and
follow through of the Moss-Qaumont theatre merger, the new move
taking care of the legit angle.

South Africa
By H. Hanson
Capetown, Feb.

Looks
ever. No
to report.

like

the

air

or less the

some

sort of arrangement will be necessitated for
a hookup between the two concern.s
Properties,
and Associated Theatre
It will

Open

summer

24.

nearly

improvement' in business

February 17 saw a fatal crash to
of Sir Alan Cobbam's
Air Circus at the Capetown Aerodrome, when Captain H. S. Lawson,
Btunt pilot, and E. Ross, radio experf and announcer, were killed.
'Svengali,* featuring John Barrymore, failed to attract at a Capetown cinema, with announcements

two members

Its withdrawal.
Charles Arthur Hadley, for many
years popular sportsman in Johannesburg, died Feb. 18. In August

of

was Injured in motor crash.
The male impersonator, Hetty

last

King, Is due here from England
about Feb. 2S on a visit
African Consolidated Theatres advertisements In local papers calling
for vocalists for forthcoming musical production In Johannesburg.

BEUN

SLOWLY CURING
OLD TWO-FOR-ONE EVD
Berlin,

March

16.

Collapse of legit here is not all
due to the depression. It's partly
due to the preferred ticket system
started by the Rotter brothers, Imitated by most of the other Berlin
theatres and kept in vogue right up
to the terrific crash of the Rotters,
a few months ago, when they were
still in control of nearly a dozen
The Rotters are
Berlin theatres.
now out for good but their system
continues. Here's the Idea of prePeople like to get
ferred tickets:
something for nothing. That's why
'ofBclal* b. o. prices were kept high,
whereas, at every tobacconist's. In
every drug store or barbershop, any
quantity of 'preferred tickets* was
available, authorizing the hearer to
get a 60% reduction at the b. o.
Result was that (apart from fools
or foreigners who didn't know)
hardly anyone paid the offlclal b. o.
admission.
There's the story of the foreigner
shoving a 20 Mark note across the
counter and asking for a seat at
official, price, and the b. o. girl (who
happened to be pretty) socking him
one for an Insulting proposal.

Radio Angle
People who didn't care to collect
'preferred tickets' at a barber shop,

Benolt called urgently for a doctor.
Dr. Plerson, the Hotel physician,
declared that the young actor had
been dead for at lee-nt two hours.
Pierre Meyer was 33 and was
known In London as well as Paris,
having appeared In revues and reruced dance acts for both cities.
Pierre Meyer sued '\'ariety' in
losing his suit when the

Paris,

French courts didn't agree with bis
reactions to a review in 'Variety.'

NEWUWRENCE
VEHICLE

WEAK

London, March
'This Inconstancy* at

27.

Wyndhams

another weak vehicle for
Gertrude Lawrence who'd been none
too lucky in past couple seasons.
Piece was generally panned and
looks like a quick fold. Even Miss
Lawrence's popularity and the pull
of Leslie Banks are not likely to
be enough.
Is-

still

Berlin Sees Limit of

$500 on

Act's Salary

A

—

London 'Bu/

The

Crime

capacity of over

18.

notte, She sold It fltfe year* ago to
William Hutter tor somelhing like
$400,000, part of which remained on
mortgage. The purchaser was an

—

2,000,

for something else, has Just concluded an arrangement with L. T.
Baxter, head of 'World's All-In
Wrestling, Ltd.,' who control over
2,000 wrestlers from all over the
world.
Rink will devote two nights a
week for the rough and tumble
sport.
It can gross around (1,600
per sitting. It is figured that house
will gross capacity, as sport has
become very popular with all so-

for

many

She

years.

is close to 80

years of age, but as vigorous and
keen as a woman of 60, and declares she will remodel the house
and run it again on her own, and
she can do it.

The
ered

Excited Over Piugging
'Daily Express' has discovmusic publishers have

that

been paying bands and singers for
ciety's young' bloods, who have been broadcasting their numbers, and reInvading the Ring, in Blackfrlars, a gard It of such Importance as to
lowly locality. Arrangement is on place a streamer across the top of

a 50-50

the front page.

basis.

John Parker, an old-time newspaper man, has Just issued through
Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., the
seventh edition, revised and enlarged, of 'Who's Who in the Thea-

was

issued in 1912 and
comprised 775 pages. It has now
grown to l,9i|P pages. There are
nearly 3,000 biographical notices of
authors, composers, critics, 800 of
which are American.
'Who's Who in the Theatre' offers
a mass of Information that makes
it
invaluable for reference purposes.
tre.'

It

After

could get reductions by owning a
man by the name of
radio.
Berlin, March 17.
Henschke organized some 60,000
Berlin Radio subscribers promising
Actors' wage cutting Is on In GerEnglish Silver at Face Value
them 60% reduction at most of the many as well as in the States.
For the information of Americans Berlin theatres, and even more. If
Edward Dulsberg (booking manvisiting South Africa It Is announced they prepaid the price of six tickets.
ager for Scala, Germany's leading
that the banks have received InThe Rotters and other Berlin the- vaude house), has thumbs down on
structions to accept English sliver
financially
anything near the prices fetched by
at face value, due to the English atres got' more and more
pound now slightly higher than the dependent upon Henschke' s agency. some of the big American acts, last
Henschke financed their produc- year.
South African pound.
tions, and on pay days, he would
An American act like Barto and
help out with some more cash ad- Mann for Instance who, last year
In exchange played a successful month at the
vances, occasionally.
South Africa Radio
he got half or more of the house's Scala for real money, would be out
By H. HANSON
capacity for less than half price. of the question now, unless they
Whatever Henschke didn't take off came down considerably.
G. A. Shoyer, of Roudebosch, Cape their hands, theatres tried to sell
New policy does not mean that
Town (Radio Station ZSIH), ama- through the tobacconists and barber American acts are less welcome In
teur radio experimenter, with a shops, with the result that, when- this country. It's Just a question of
self-made transmitter and receiver, ever a show happened to draw more meeting the top prices that can and
put over Feb. 11 a two-way com- than three quarter houses, there will be paid here.
munication with radio workers In would be a hopeless muddle at the
As far as cutting down star prices,
India,
Australia,
United States, box office the Henschke clients Berlin seems to see eye in eye with
Egypt, Brazil and England in a clashing with those holding 'pre- London. In fact, the Scala booking
record time of 2 hours 2 mlns. ferred tickets,' and most of them manager is going to London next
Wallle Gee (W6EGH). Inglewood, not getting what they had been
week, to discuss matters with
California, Is said to hold a previous promised.
George Black of the Palladium,
record, of 3 hours 7 mlns. Shoyer
It's a good thing that all this has probably with a view to fix maxisecured contact with an Indian stabeen
Rotter
crash,
stopped,
since
the
mum prices for such of the big
tion VUIAA, and fifteen minutes
theatres
adare
makng
point
of
a
later he was with A. S. Mather (call
American acts as can't very well
elgn,VK2JZ), Singleton, N. S. Wales, vertising that prices have been of- be spared in the leading vaude
then Is. J. Ruth (Station W8CCW), ficially reduced, but that no more houses here.
Washington, U. S. A^ to call him at special reductions whatsoever, are
Anyway, it seems to be a cinch
6 p. m. each night. Then he dis- granted and no ticket can be obthat hardly anything topping the
cussed the weather conditions with tained cheaper anywhere than at the
$500 a week limit, will be booked
E. S. Cole (SUIEC), Abbassla, Cairo. box office.
here or anywhere in Europe for
Brazilian station (PT2BN) was
a long time to come.
the next call, finishing the tour of
Adolphe Coryn Dies
the world with Barbara Dunn (Station G6YL.) of Felton, NorthumberBrussels, March 16.
land, England, the only woman raAdolphe Coryn, who, owing to Illfor 'Kid'
dio experimenter in that country.
resigned recently directorLondon, March 18.
He has had contact with K6EEI in health,
the Hawaiian Islands. Shoyer works ship of Royal French theatre, Ant'The Kid From Spain' at the Adelon 60 watts and considers the 20- werp, after 17 years, died March 11. phl Is
voted as the funniest musical
Before becoming manager M.
moter wave -length band the best for
the time of the year.
Coryn, possessed of a powerful seen here since "Whoopee.'
Picture is good for six to eight
baritone voice, had sung in opera In
weeks,
and Library deal of $4,000
every country In Europe.
Hla
per week Is practically set.
Perfect
later years at Royal French theatre
Opening has been so successful
had
bee
ntroubled
the
by
InterneMexico City, March 23.
that Associated Theatre Properties
Operators of the Teatro Politea- cine Flemish-French strife.
Is already in negotiations with U. A.
ma here, a large legit house now
to continue there as a West End
Young Sells Play
playing vaude and revues were on
pre-release spot for their product.
Paris, March 18.
the civic carpet on complaint of
Discussions
are
already taking
Howard
Irving
Young,
author of place between Arthur Kelly and
the amusements department inspec
tors and fined $150 for selling more •Hawk Island,' 'Not Herbert' and Murray Sllverstone and the heads of
tickets than there Is seatage In the several other plays, has Just sold A.T.P., with the next picture to be
'Some People Live,' comedy-drama. •Merry Monarch,' French film, also
house.
Young Is leaving Paris for Lon titled 'Le Roi Pausole,* starring
Civic government points out that
ft will not stand for public being don for the production, sailing soon
Emll Jannings, with Jannlngs to do
over crowded.
after for New York.
a personal for the opening.

A

London, Biarch

Grosvenor House led Rlnlc, In
Grosvenor House, Park Lane, the
most fcwhlonable location in the
West End, is giving up the ice
skating idea.
Rink, which bas a

amateur in show business, and after
dropping a packet, waa content to
was the only permit Miss Melnotte to go through
one of its kind in West End proper, foreclosure formalities.
and flourished. But lately there has
Mlsa Melnotte, once a well-known
going
treatments
for
a
nervous
disbeen a distinct decline in ice skating. actress, built the house in 1892, and
City 'Aida'
order at a nursing home In the Paris Management being forced to look it was sublet to Charles Frohman

Murcb 12.
Recently, Meyer had been under

at Rouen,

Band Added

To Mexico

March

lAMDOK
aMi4ms

London Show World

in

Bed, Autopsy Ordered
Paris,

CM>I« Addrawt TASmar,
TtokplioMi Saiipls Bar

NEl^VS

first

weeks,

three

the

Hippo-

FIRST STAGE VERSION

OF RADIO

PUT FAIU

Brussels,

18.

('Midnight

by M. Theo Flelschman, Bel-

gian author, produced at the Theatre du Pare, Brussels, is the first
play specially written for radio to

be transferred to the legit stage,

drome management announced a cut at least in Europe.
of 60% in the price of seats for the
The experiment was
remainder of the run of

March

•Le Solell de MInuit'
Sun'),

Sachs'
'The One Girl.' The principals have
accepted a 60% cut. This will probably continue until the eight weeks'
guarantee by the house of |7,000 per
vfeek has run its course.
J. L.

interesting,

but cannot be said to have been
successful, because what could be
safely left to the Imagination of invisible and unseeing wireless listeners-had to be presented in concrete
form to a theatre audience. In the
At Pavilion
attempt the action became so rapid,
Only important newcomers at the eyes and ears were strained. Even
London Pavilion week of March 13 as a talking film 'Le Solell de
were Slate brothers, in for two MInuit' might very possibly prove
weeks with option, and canceled bewildering.
after Monday as too blue. Boys are
The story opens In a village where
nbt any bluer than most of the acts
that have played around, but this is a young man, a dreamer or a vione of the houses in the West End sionary, swears he sees the sun rise
the license authorities are keeping at midnight. By powerful persuaa sharp eye upon. Ann Suter rushed sion he convinces the rest of tho
to replace.
villagers, that they, too, have witPeggy, Moro and Naldi, although nessed the phenomenon collective
here before, are doing a new act, hallucination.
The news spreads
which is mainly a copy of Lowe, abroad.
It
is
broadcast from
BerlhofC and Wensley.
Moro and French. English, German
and ItalNaldi claim they have never seen
ian
stations.
Speculators
pay fabthe other team. Act is about the
uluos
sums
(in
dud
shares) for land
best imitation of Lowe-Berlnoff
that's been around. Six Lias, spring- in the village; governments get exboard acrobats, with few original cited: there is a riot in parliament;
tricks.
wars are declared.
Rest of the bill holdovers.
The village is Invaded by nationalities
of differing morality and
'Ball-Im- Savoy,' to succeed •Wild finally
ruined.
The Inhabitants
Violets' at Drury Lane, will have realize they have been duped, turn
two of the original Berlin cast Os- on the visionary and slaughter him.
car Denes and Rosle Barsony.

—

—

The music by Marcel Poot and

the scenery by Anton Carte were
quite in keeping with the fantasy
of the play which, however, had
nothing like the success it Justly
earned when first put on the air by
11.
Brussels French broadcasting staCuriously
tion
Sept.
last
17,
Plenty of chopping and changing
among the vaudeville agents. Zahl's enough Flelschman has been acagency, established for 10 years, cused of commercializing a case of
ceases to function, with Hyman Zahl religious hallucination which ocJoining Michael Lyons, replacing curred In the Belgian Ardennes last
Stanley May. Alfred Esdaile, for- December, two months after his
merly with Zahl, now managing play had been written and proPrince of Wales for Charles Glore. duced.
Wallace Parnell's productions, handled by Bert Montague for many

The success

of the old melo, 'The

Streets of London,' may have encouraged the MelvlUes to revive
'Oliver Twist' at the Lyceum March

,

now handled by Michael

years,

Lyons.

Tom

London Vic Studies
Cole, Cole brothers, fainted

on Leicester Square theatre stage
Tuesday, March 9, and was found
to be suffering from pneumonia. Act

was doubling at the Hackney Empire.

Tommy now

recovering at

Charing Cross hospital.

Sale, in

Red Last Year

London, March 18.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Victoria Palace, Ltd.

Up In Dundee the Scotd exhibitors proved a stormy one.
held a meeting with a view to proThe chairman. Col. J. J. Gillespie,
testing to the British government
announced a loss for last year of
that they remit the entertainment
tax when showing English pictures, approximately $60;O00, and on being
on the ground their patrons prefer quizzed, stated that during the four
American features, and when they
must show 12%% of native product, months of the new
according to the quota enactment,
their business suffers.

West End 2- a -Days
Advent of films of road-showing
quality is responsible for change of
policy In the West End. Barely a
year ago there was not one house In
the West End playing pictures sesslonally; all houses
tinuous.

were doing con-

There are now three houses playing three-a-day, Carlton, 'Sign of
the Cross"; Tlvoli, 'Cavalcade'; and
Adelphl, 'Kid from Spain.' Should
there be a further influx of supers

from America
that

the

dominate

it is

more than

thrce-a-day policy
West End.

in the

likely
will

financial year,

business has not Improved.
A resolution to pass the accounts
was rejected and the meeting closed
with a vote to Instruct the directors
to Investigate the possibility of selling and report at a resumed meeting
three months hence.
Recently the house has been booKed by General Theatres Corp. which
controls the Palladium circuit. If It
closes, It will mark the seventh defection from the music hall policy
since the war. Prior to that there
were 11 big 'halls' in London.
The following day a meeting of
Moss Empires was held, which partook very much of the nature of a
love feast.

They announced the

loss

of about $350,000 on the year. The
York's Back to Owner
"The Duke of York's theatre has report was unanimously passed, and
once more reverted to Violet Mel- the directorate re-elected.

LITERATI

Tuesday, March 28, 1933
<Eimi' Is a Book
Guys like B. £• Cummings are un-write Important books. Mi
Hiir. Th'ey
as to give unimpormanner
Buch a
chance to puff up and
Itant 'critics' a
parade their Ignorance, Cummings,

was a

close second with 103.

Is held by the first American
dramatist on the list, George Kelly,

Best Sellers
Best Sellers for the week ending March 25, as reported by the

American News

many
down on

In

portant'

places.

Also,

It

Non-Fiction

the air-conditioning department of
the General Electric Company will

and on Its spend twice as much for press space
this year as It did In 1932.
The
author the wrath of many.
greater part of last year's adverto read, and there
hai'd
It's
tising went to papers in the East,
be
like
to
don't
who
are those
where a couponed ad. campaign for
Espegiven hard work to do.
oil furnaces and air conditioners
Intelwill call

Itself

cially among the dilettante
The word 'crank*
Igentsia.
be dragged out. Also 'nut.'

will

Even

By Helen Hull
Thompson
By Fannie Hurst

By- Sylvia

'Culbertson's Summary' ($1.00)
By Ely Culbertson
'Looking Forward* ($2.50)
By Franklin D. Roosevelt
'Contract Bridge Blue Book of 1933* ($2.00)
By Ely Culbertson
'Life Begins at Forty' ($1.50)
By Walter B. Pitkin
Tears of the Locust' ($3.00)
By Gilbert Seldes
'March of Democracy,' Vol. 2 ($3.50) ...By James Truslow Adams

theirs going to radio, have been
cheered by the announcement that

Hand

Sales

carried on In co-operation with

30 sectional dealers. Now the drive
will be extended to the Middle

•Variety' has on occasion stamped West.
Which
'nut.'
Gertrude Stein a

doesn't take away from the fact that
all actually Important students of

no one person
has ever Infiuenced a language or a
literature as much as has Miss
Stein. James Joyce is another matHis Importance is no longer
ter.
literature agree that

questioned

in

Cummings, who
their

Intelligent
circles.
now definitely Joins

ranks among the greats of

all

time In literature, seems to derive
more from the Joyce tangent than
from Stein. And yet traces of the
other are there.
Miss Stein is cold, mathematical.
Cummings
is
emotional.
Joyce
combines the two, and adds a
strain

of

humor.

Which

Is

an

analogy, possibly, because
doesn't need to be measured by the Joyce or Stein yardsticks. In spite of 'American Spectator' and other critics of the exhibitionist school, 'Eiml' is a book that
unfair

Cummings

will live.

Book Exhibit
The National Association of Book
Publishers Is looking with much
lavor upon the plan presented by B.
W. Huebsch, of the Viking Press,
to centralize the publishing business
through a permanent book exhibition at Rockefeller Center, In which
all the latest books will be exhibited for sixty days or so, though
none are to be sold.
Fiction, non-fiction, history, psychology, each will have its section
without partiality to any publisher,
the books after showing to be removed to a permanent exhibit at
the home office.
illustrations, manuscripts, dummies and window displays will dreso
Sauerkraut and chill con came
the stage, the purpose of which Is
to stimulate the sale of books with- are among the currency foundations
out any obligation on the part of the discovered by Wayne W. Parrish
sightseer to purchase. However, a and Wayne Weishaar, both of the
manager will take orders for de- 'Herald Tribune,' while surveying
livery by the neighborhood book- the counti-y for their material for
'Men Without Money' which the
eoller.
Beside the idea of exhibit, here at Putmans will shortly issue at $1
Rockefeller Center will be a meet- and no sauerkraut accepted.
They find that 1,000,000 men, off
ing place where authors can lecture,
artists can hobnob and out-of-town the gold standard, have had to take
buyers can make appointments for recourse in barter since times grow
publishers' representatives to meet tough and that the father of Col.
them at one central point of attack Lindbergh was the sponsor of a
scrip plan for his sector.
anil surrender.
Interesting reading for those who
have the dollar and probably even
Still Inside
The Kew York 'Herald Tribune,* more interesting to those who
credited with being 'on the inside' haven't. Historical value some day.
during the Hoover administration
It's dedicated to Stanley Walker,
by reason of its staunch Repub- city ed. of the 'Trib.'
licanism and the close friendship
Famine 'Most Over
existing between Mr. Hoover and
Mark Sullivan, the paper's syndiThe barrels of stock magazine
accumulated
which
cate writer, will not be wholly 'on manuscripts
the outside' under the new Demo- over the past three years are nearly
cratic regime.
This means the opening
Its White House re- depleted.
porter is now Ernest K. Llndley, of doors long closed to sales. With
former Albany correspondent for the the changing times has come a defiKew York 'World,' long the coun- nite change in psychology. The gentry's leading Democratic organ.
eral literary standard is on the upLlndley
'covered'
Franklin D. grade, as Is evidenced by the best
Roosevelt from the time he assumed seller lists. People are particularly
the~ofl1ce"of Governor on Jarn-"!; interested in books of an economic
President
1929, and became so intimate with and
thinking nature.
him that he wrote a biography of Roosevelt's new opus is considered
New York's then Chief Executive. by publishing circles as a definite
Thf" book contained so much mate- sign-post to public taste.
rial obviously obtained from sources
elose to Mr. Roosevelt that it was
Hotel's Trade Orders
considered the nearest thing to an
Mags of every class are accepting
'ofTlciar biofrrapliy wliich appeared trade orders these days, with spaceanions the many that hit tlie mar- In anything from 'Time* to '\'anlty
l<et last year.
Fair' being exchanged for hotel and
One border hostelry is
food bills.
Little Theatre Play
rating a couple of thousand dollars
In Us report on the American little worth of space monthly, which Is
theatre puhlislied yesterday (March being paid for in orders on the
27 J in book form, tlie Dei)artment of house.
liecrealion
the nus.scll f^age
of
Foundation reveals iliat George V,ovFrom Prints to Poetry
nai'd .'-ihaw is tlie most widely proLawrence IJinyon. after 40 years'
duced dramatist in tlic so-called ai't connection with the Ih-itish Mus'uin
theatres.
as K<'ei)er of the Department of
Out of a tutal of 3,.S02 amateur I^rints and nrawinps, sails for
play produi.tluns as reported by the -America in .'^cptomhor to take \\\)
Produf^ing proups themselves. lOti the professorship f>f poetry at Har*eic works by .Shaw. A. A. Milne vard I'nivfTslty.

—

erations

home
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Passing the Buck
Gathering of litterateurs at the
apartment of Fannie Hurst the other
day was for the purpose of agitating
for legislation to make publishers
responsible with dealers whenever
charges of obscenity are levelled at

a book or a mag.

palace.
In furtherance of sales, the publishers have issued a 36-page booklet of reprints from selected pages
to give a general Idea of the work.

recently

the film section of the Critics'
and the following resolution
was passed: 'That as pan of an
advertising campaign, the offer of
the 'Daily Express' to give a week s
engagement as a 'guest' critic to
the writer of the best notice of "The
Maid of the Mountains' and other
films, which, in the circumstances,
would obviously be no guarantee of
special and expert knowledge, is
resented by professional fllm-critics
as being against the best Interests
of Journalism and of films.'

Idea is that with publishers also
responsible, obscenity charges will
fought, rather than accepted
Prompted by the action of some of
the book publishers who in the past

in Sassiety

Evea Brown has given up the
publicity work she was doing for
the Waldorf-Astoria and has joined
the 'New York American.' She's on
the society staff.
Miss Brown was with the 'American' some years back, then going
to Paris to become society editor
of the 'New York Herald' there.

She returned from that about two
years ago to work for the AValdorf.

be

have contested such charges and in
most cases succeeded in airing them

'Futura' in the Bath

with

Creditors
$12,000 closed

claims

totaling

down on Futura Pub-

with a petition in
bankruptcy last week. U. S. Court
here at the request of these same
creditors appointed a receiver for
the publishing outfit.
lications,

Inc.,

More Rubberneck
The Literary Rubberneck Bus out
on its weekly snoop, heaved to at
the Drama Leaguers.
Much ado
about a heck of doings. The mem
bers were mid-sea in a play read
Shellman Off Balto 'Sun'
ing.
Poetsy circles around town
After 14 years on the Baltimore
have tried out this scheme of read
'Sun' as theatrical ad contact and
ings by the author and free criti
picture
writer,
Jacques
cism by the audience, which some- motion
Shellman goes off the payroll on
times ends In love and kisses and
sometimes in a free-for-all. How April first. No reason given for
ever, there's one consolation about
a poetry reading few poems are
longer than a mile. But when It
comes to a play, that says two and
a harf hours of pleasure to the au
thor and punishment for the crew.

—

After the reading, the drammar
tists had plenty to say and said it In
English without bothering about
punctuation. Commas were yanked
by the root and the entire third act
chucked out of the window, no
doubt upon the head of an innocent
passerby. Not an original scene remained as written. Everybody, even
the nitwits, had suggestions to
make. One old lady, all dressed up
in a lorgnette, floored the author
with an icy stare. Finally, the barrage died down and the chairman
turned to the author and asked if
she had any comment to make.
'None at all,' she replied, 'except
that the play has been accepted for
their Broadway and goes into production

same

Express'

Circle,

Back
First-

Not all great stories are between
the covers of a book. H. T. Tsiang,
author, publisher, bookseller, salesman, secretary and treasurer of
'China Red,' has withheld an even
more Interesting yarn about himLondon Editors' War
The London daily newspapers self. Mention the word 'publisher'
recently agreed not to have any and Tsiang smiles painfully, for
more free gift schemes. Then the like Upton Sinclair In the old days
'Dally Herald' announced 16 vol- not so balmy, Tsiang Is still look
ing for one. Sinclair, says Tsiang,
umes of Dickens for %2.
There was a meeting of the News- was forced to publish his own works
paper
Proprietors'
Association, until he finally gained a world-wide
where this scheme was held to be hearing which set him up on top of
a breach of the agreement. 'The the heap. Ditto marks for Tsiang
In order to write 'China Red,'
Herald,' however, pointed out that
after obtaining control of printing Tsiang lived In a hall bedroom in a
and binding establishments, they cheap lodging bouse. He washed
were able, by mass production, to his own shirts. He cooked his own
He solicited two hundred
produce the 16 volumes for $1.99, rice.
this being not a gift, but a sale to orders for his book. Then he went
One of the purchase to a printer. To date, he has sold
Its readers.
conditions was a 16 weeks' sub- 4,400 copies with no express charges
'China
in red upon bis ledgers.
scription.
As the 'Dally Mail' sells the Red' was marketed from under the
'Daily Mail Tear Books' and the arm at literary circles, clubs, eateries
'Daily Express' community singing and beanerles; 4,400 Is a figure to
books, and many newspapers sell be reckoned with these dime days In
The printed rejection
things, this was regarded as a way publishing.
slips are right on the back jacket
round the agreement.
Lord for all to read and weep. There is
Then the storm burst.
Beaverbrook, owner of the 'Express,' one from Cape & Smith and another
said he would fight the 'Daily Her- from Alfred Knopf. In spite of which
Suddenly one day all three 'Chin& Red' keeps right on selling,
ald.'
rivals, 'Daily Mail,' 'Daily Express' literally from hand to mouth.
and the 'News-Chronicle' announced
High Hopes
a Dickens set for $1.80.
Two years ago they were all jeerLittle, Brown & Co., are building
ing at the 'Herald,' but the truth hopes that they have another 'Good
was that in one week Its circula- Earth' In 'The House of Exile,' a
tion had gone up 190,000, and al- story of more modern China by
though on Its third birthday it an- Nora Wain, an 'Atlantic Monthly'
nounced only 1,670,000, it is actually Press book.
higher than the 'Daily Mall,' whose
Miss Wain is a Pennsylvanlan and
last figures was under 1,760,000.
graduate of Swarthmore, but her
The present scrap will cost each of family had Chinese commercial corthe big dailies not less than $25,000 respondents and a meeting with a
a week while It lasts.
husband and wife of the Lin family
resulted In her spending 12 years
Sauerkraut and Sich
with them In Hopel, where 36 gen-

was

'Dally

8 of

By Sinclair Lewis
By Kathleen Korris
By M. K. Rawlings

($2.50)
•Walls of Gold' ($2.00)
'South Moon Under' ($2.00)
•Hardy Perennial' ($2.60)
'Unfinished Symphony' ($2.50)
•Imitation of Life' ($2.50)

It shows
disturbing.
to have a command of

suspected but never before realized.
books that will
It Is one of the few
Immediately get Itself stamped 'Im-

Co., Inc.

Fiction

'Ann Vickers'

Gravy for Papers
Newspaper owners, 'who see so
Cummings
much advertising that once was
English such as has always been
Is

London

a week and expenses to
an amateur film critic to be selected
by them through competition. An
indignation meeting was held March
offered $50

87 times.

Kelly nosed out Shakespeare, who
had plays done 80 times.
According to the report, nearly
without any question takes a
Mace among the first two living one-quarter of all the production's
fisted were original plays, not prehas
finJust
Importance,
noets of
viously
published. Also many pubhis
sec'Bimi,'
ished a hook titled
lished plays, never professionally
ond prose contribution to bookdom.
produced.
His first, 'Enormous Boom,' Is still
the finest war book ever written.
'Elral'
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Peeves the Regulars

place

whose plays were produced

VARIETY

Third

ii

imediately.'

the let-out.

Shellman has several side-lines in
the theatre biz locally, doing pub>
for the New theatre and
handling correspondence for several
trade papers, both regional and na-

licity

tional.

Chatter
Evelyn Nesblt Thaw, writing her
memoirs, said to have received
$7,500 for
rights.

Thomas

the

Beer's

newspaper

serial

new novel won't be

out next month. Isn't finished yet.
Not a single Louisiana bookshop
will take in a copy of that Huey P.
blog, 'The Kingfish.'
word coined to describe Cor-

Long

New

nelia Penfield, the mystery story
scribbler, is mystereallst.
Expect that Max Miller will do 1

Cover the Earthquake.'
William R. Leigh's 'The Western
Pony' to sell at ten bucks the copy.

And

'only' 1,000 copies at the price.
George H. Daley, sports- editor of
the N. Y. 'Herald-Tribune,' returned
to his alma mater. Union College in
Schenectady, last week to speak at
the U. Block Dinner, an affair for
the awarding of varsity letters to
athletes which he originated some
years ago.
Ferdinand Reyher, picture writer,
Is delving Into old vaudeville files
to dig up material for a magazine
he Is preparing called 'Palace
Now it's like that, prevailing In other who's story
entire prohibition era.
Bound.'
Rcher's past connection
taken a new lease on life and has who directories, have made scribwith vaude was as a critic on the
spread out. With the new title ex- blers wary.
Boston
'Post' and other New Engtra fine printing has been ordered
land
papers.
and special articles. Magazine atAttorney Sues L. A. 'Times'
Alex Gottlieb, former publicity
tempts to cover fully the engineerLeo Gallagher, Los Angeles attor- man for the New York Paramount,
ing and technical ends of beer
ney for a number of alleged coumu- says maybe it was a good thing they
the
curmonthly,
brewing. It's a
nists, has filed a $55,000 libel suit in let him out. He sat himself right
rent Issue carrying seventy-odd
Superior court against the L. A. down and started writing some ficpages of advertising.- Hartley W.
'Times,* claiming that the daily ac- tion. In the first three weeks he sold
Barclay Is the managing editor.
cused him of having sneered at the two short stories.
Constitution of the U. S. during a
Jerry Wald's maiden novel, 'The
Marx- Levi on Bridge
court trial. He says that his state- Great Sale' has just been isBook on the new system of bridge
ment was: The Constitution la be- sued by King, Inc. Ex-radio columnbidding devised by Chico Marx and
ist
uses the nom-de-plume of John
ing
used
as
a
scrap
of paper by
Larry L. Levi, will probably be isBascom.
many attorneys and judges.'
sued by Farrar and Rlnehart. Pub'Christopher Morley' author of
lishing house is dickering with the
'Human Being* is enroute, merrily
Pyle Won't Tell
authors.
Unusual activity at the Charles we hope, to lecture before the UniSince Ely Culbertson walked^ut
McAlpin I'yle office points to an ex- versity of Hawaii.
on the Marx-Levi match here, pair tension of his publishing
Jerry Froscher who Is working on
activities,
has offered to play him for $5,000, but Pyle won't reveal
as yet what her latest, 'Drop Everything' a story
proceeds and winning to go to char- they are.
Known, however, that of a brand new racket in New York,
Concordia
Levi, head of the
ity.
Pyle has formed a new organization confesses to ten cups of coffee a
Bridge Club of San Franosico, is called National Allied Publications, night, or no workee. One cup every
recognized as one of the country's with
Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson hour and two at three A. M. for a
foremost bridge authorities.
and Leonard C. Cocheau also inter- night-cap. Can't be the brand that

Lit

Who's

Who

Another who's who of scribblers is
being prepared by Robin Wilder, the
Chicago publisher. Will be known
Beer Journal
as the 'American Authors' Who's
With beer practically here, 'Mod- Who,' and intended as a companionern Brewery' has made its bow, as volume to the same publisher's
one of the classiest trade mags yet. 'Who's Who In Radio.'
It's an old paper having previously
Insisted by Wilder that it will be
been known as "Brewer's Art' and strictly on the up and up, with no
managed to continue throughout the listing or any other charges. Things

ested.

Newest Goofy April 12
That
Thorne Smith's newest goofy book, admits.
in the Doorway,'
April 12 publication by

Rain

Ooran.

|

j

now

act

for

Doubledayworking In

coa.st, is

be-

coming picture conscious and

in-

ninis at

j

Smith,

Metro on the

is

tends to make an effort to get some
of his books in celluloid.
In conjunction with his publishers,
Smith last week acquired all rights
to his first book, 'Topper,' from his
foi'mer publishers, MrBrlde.
lie is
now trying to interest a IIolly\voo<l
piofliif-er in the story for ijietures.

it

puts you to sleep.
portends sometlilng, Pyle
A new maga/.ine formerly pubHowever, no information lished In France appearing on the
American stands the.se days and

until everything is set.

creating literary history, Is 'Story.'
All Honeymoon
O'Brien's Anthology has culled more
pulp mag bows in next masterpieces from this little publlcmonth, to bear the title of 'Honey- atl
than fi-om any other magazine
moon Tales,' Will carry fiction and In circulation.
features, with the lead-off article In
The Jml'orit book .«--l)o\v will be
thf Initi.'il number to be the allegedly held duiing the wcfk of April 3rd
full inside on the Jimmy Walker- to Till inclusive, ,at ihr'TKmiiirc ."-^tate
Betty (.'onipton affair.
Huilding, Xi w York Citv. There will
I'ul/llsher iss Teddy Kpstein, who bo if-ciiii
exhibits and hohiiohbing
has a numbfT of other mag propcr- Willi nothing much "Jider thrce-

New

r.-.-,

ties.

I'ubllcalion will bo iiionihly.

•.N

l!:ible

'M

ords.
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to play the song.

In addition to being Interested In working out a new deal for the
European rights to the Wltmark catalog Bert Feldman, London publishei', is over here on the matter of collecting a claimed $60,000 due
htm from that Warner Brothers' subsid. Feldman declares this sum as
his share of the accumulated synchronization rights.

Although 90% of the writer
membership has signatured,
not a single publisher has
agreed to tie up with the
American Society on a lO-yetir
extension beyond the expira-

(Continued from page 11)
on the Curb that it has sold below
10 a share.
billtles. The seasonal time hap come
Semi-collapse of Loew's,
and soon will be passed, and all the communicated a nervous of course,
feeling to
market sees so far is reduced divi« tlie whole amusement group,
but the
dehds, gIo6m/ quarterly earnings other active
issues had already been
reports and frozen deposits in many so thoroughly
defiated that there
parts of the country, which defer was small
room
for further price reindefinitely any idea of an inflationcession. All the old bottoms were
ary movement.repeated, but being repeated all to.
For the amusement business these gether probably
carried the whole
few weeks Just behind and Just group to the lowest
it has
ahead represent a period where. If ever touched. None average
of them broke
there is to be any early recovery In
through their previous lows.
At
theatre attendance, it must disclose
various times one or another has hit
itself.
Otherwise any hope for bet- a minimum, but never
all together.
terment must inevitably be deferred Columbia Pictures
slipped below 7
until the arrival of midsummer
and Consolidated Film Industries'
gives opportunity to appraise the senior
stock broke through 6, ooth
general business o.utlook for a new
new lows on this movement, altheatre season. Meanwhile there is
though both have sold lower at
in immediate prospect the normal
other times.
tapering, off of box office revenue as
The week was not
.

tion date of the current con-

which is Dec. SI, 1935.
Requests for' signatures on
these
extension
agreements
were first sent out last November, or several weeks after

tract,

the

ASCAP

its

new

had consummated

deal with the broad-

casters.

Idea of obtaining the new
contracts originated
among publisher members on
the Society's board of directors.
Action was urged when the
music men heard that the National Association of Broadcasters had authorized the or- ganizatlon of radio's own performing rights source.

term

HOLLYWOOD

Old arrangement with Wltmark allowed Feldman a 50-50 cut on the
coin garnered by the publishing house from the sale of sync music In
pictures given European distribution. Understood that this angle will
be eliminated from any new agreement signatured by Witmark. Settlement of the alleged $60,000 debt will likely be made a part of the revised terms granted Feldman.

Tt's

the

old

Broadway

again,'

without

the people seek their recreation in
the out of doors.
There is no. disposition to pretend
the winter hois been other than extremely unsatisfactory from a theatre attendance angle, and nobody
preten(Js that there Is any prospect
of improvement before the fall.
Hence dealings in amusement stocks
has been Ignored. Final blow to
hopes for a spring upturn in the
group came last week in the semicollapse of Loew's securities, all
three of which went to prices marking new low levels in their history
common stock at 8%,. preferred at
39% and the 6% debentures in the
bond list at 48.
The suddenness of the crack in
Loew bonds found the trade entirely unprepared. In a week the issue
was down more than 20 points to 48
after putting up a stout front for
more than three years of depression
and collapsing securities values

its

favorable news. The beer bill became law by the President's signature and the administration continued to get co-operation from
Congress in other particulars, presenting hopes for governmental
team work in the solution of national problems. It is in this direction that the bulls place their hopes,
and it is probably due to this aspect that the niarket Is still enjoying some- degree of sponsorship
when it threatens to get out of
hand on the down side. Such technical recoveries as prices enjoyed
in the mid-week, when, after five
successive days of decline, an oversold short account was caught nap-

shouted maestro Ted Lewis at the
opening night of his regime as the
chief puller-inner at this nltery.
And a couple hours later Sophie
Tucker, doing a celebrity bend, repeated 'It's the old Broadway again.'
Which perhaps isn't quite a matMovement has been launched among the publishers to change the ter of absolute truth, and which perAmerica's Society by-laws so that members of the classification com- haps Is somewhat considerably exmittee will be sXibJect to election from the ranks. Petition to this effect aggerated optimism. But it did look
Is now going the rounds of the music Industry, idea being to bring up like it for a few minutes at the
the subject at the annual meeting of thfe ASCAP membership scheduled opening.
It's quite a layout that Lewis has
for Mai-ch 30.
Many
in his new surroundings.
Classification group as it now functions is^a self -perpetuating affair, years now since Broadway has seen
the committee itself making the appointments to the vacancies when- him in a nite club, although once, as elsewhere

ping and run

in. Maneuvers like this
making the bears cauSuch professional short sellIs making Its appearance is
strictly on the day-to-day basis,
and there Is no great pressure of

doubtless are
tious.

ing as

operations.
among its allies. Volume bear
In spite of all last week's adwas large and there seemed to be
small support until late In the week, verse news in reduced or omitted
dividends and the prospect of other
selling pressure relaxed for
dividend actions this week, the IntJ»e time being, and prices rebounddustrial average lost only about
ed, to close at 67, a recovery of 9
points from the bottom, but still far points and still retained at the
below the level at the close of the week-end almost half Us gains in
the few days of the week before,
previous week.
Preferred stock
fared little better, selling off more when trading was resumed after the
At the close
than 12 points net on the w^ek and banking holiday.
closing at its extreme bottom. At March 3 before' the holiday the average stood about 64. Opening prices
40 the stock has a yield of 16%%
March
16
were
about
4 points up.
and has earned as Iiigh as $50 in a
single year per share, or more than near 68, leaving a four-point 'gap.'
During the subsequent run-up the
helps.
Its current quotation in trading.
The basic idea Is to sell a lot for
Loew Insiders profess to be en- average established a high point
a little, and that Is carried through tirely mystified by the market per- around 63. Chart readers have a
in every way. It's a good dollar and formance of their equity stock and theory that such gaps have to be
a halfs worth. Or two dollars' the bonds, but In the Street it is closed thf price structure normally
worth, for that matter. It's a spot assumed that it is being sold ur- returns to liquidate the vacant area
but this has not yet happened.
where cosmopolites from the Bronx gently on the belated realization
and Flatbush can talce their out-of- that Loew'a is in not much better The industrial average is now close
town guests and show oft their position at the box office than th4 to the top of the 'gap.'
During the time the market
worldllness. It's Woolworth glitter rest of the amusement field, despite
on an Empire State scale. It's very Its advantages In production and a was closed the whole national sitshocking for Aunt Minnie from To- better knitted setup in theatre oper- uation was changed by an incoming administration and the chart
peka; it's hot stuff for Uncle Lou ation,
students' theory may not work out
from Brockton.
Loev/s Old Bottom Goes
this time. Reaction from the holiBeyond the fact that It's length8>4
At
day
Loew's
common
run-up may go further an adhas
broken
ened almost beyond the bursting
point for actual nite club patrons through, a long-standing critical verse turn in the railroad problem
level.
During the Jam the company could bring a decline on again. But
it's pretty much an average nite
club show, with nothing particular- ran into at the time of its rapid ex- favorable news from Washington
ly sensational.
Except that Lewis pansion, it went through a crisis. could as easily result in a resumphimself is considerable of an attrac- Its stock was offered for public sale tion of bullish activity. Whatever
at around 20, and thereafter sank happens in the general list, howtion and makes things move.
Lewis brought with him into the to 10, where it remained for months ever, there seems rather conclusiveshow Esther Pressman, whom he while the management struggled ly to be small prospect for any conlabels a pretty thing in a pretty with Its debt situation. At no time structive movement among the picsong that he sings and she dances; did it break through that level, even ture shares until the spring passes,
Doris Deane, a cute little toe danc- when Its situation seemed most pre- summer has come on and the trade
er; Mildred Qay, Dixie Four and carloH.g, and last week was the first does something to promise an auCharles Whlttier. th© latter being time since Loew's was first offered tumn revival.
Lewis'
oft-imitated
vaudeville
Summary for week ending Saturday, March 25:
shadow.
STOCK EXCHANGE
In the regular Hollywood lineup
Net clKf.
and carried over are Frank Hazzard. High.1033- Low.
Sales.
Is.<iuc and rate.
Illch.
,,,w.
La.st for wk.
a polite singer; Marguerite and Le1%
100 American Seat
7^
-%
%
Vi

he

ever they arise.
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Stock Market

Slow Response

Ribbing the ribber has Inspired sundry retaliatory measures against
Jack Denny, an inveterate Jokoster at the expense of Tin Pan Alley.
But the music boys now think they have the Waldorf-Astoria maestro
cured of his habit of walking by song-pluggers and ignoring them for
hours, without playing any of their tunes, but giving them a plug the
minute they leave the room. Sundry other pranks as part of Denny's
weakness for ribbing have discomforted the pluggers who, after Investing four bucks for a Waldorf dinner, sit around for hours without the
leader coming over to their table or giving 'em a tumble musically.
One counter-rib has helped to change Denny's modus operandi. It
came about when he was anxious for an advance scratch orchestration on
a big picture song, expressing anxiety to be the first to introduce It.
After much build-up, a pseudo-scratch lead sheet was given Denny who,
without even playing it over, turned it over to his arranger to make a
special orchestration. It happened to be a lousy tango of some sort, and
it embarrassed Denny plenty when it came to an audition and he wanted

1

Tue8dfi7,.^]yf|ir4^ 28,
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Inside Stuff-Music

J

manages

to

mention

several

was right where the
and he (Lewis) was
the attraction. The Hollywood isn't
Lots of things have
Rector's.
changed since then, including the
scenery. The Hollywood is an overgrown restaurant rather than a cafe
with an overgrown and overnude
stage show thrown In. On the opening night this stage show ran pretty
Ordinarily it's
nearly two hours.
about an hour and a half long, al-j
though cut into two sections, whloh
times. Rector's

Since the expiration of the ERPI and RCA Photophone agreements
several music publishers have declined to permit the
to take a
10% cut out of the monejr derived from the sale of synchronization rights
to their copyrights. Attitude assumed is that since the publishers have
no definite contract with the electrics to go by there is no need of a gowants to interpose its selling services it's
between, and that if the
okay but the money paid by the producers will hav% to come to the
publishers intact.

MPPA

.

MPPA

'

Patriotic cycle In which the song business now finds Itself has resulted in a number of ditties being taken off the shelves and dusted. One
of the old flag-waving items getting frequent play on the air Is 'America,
I Love You', attached to the Jack Mills catalog.
George Olsen started it off on his Oldsmoblle air show last Saturday
(18) night, and since then it's been given a program spot by Vallee,

Lopez and Lombardo.

Rush

In the Industry to turn out beer ditties, with the Berlin firm's
*A Little Beer, a Pretzel and You' being a sample, has developed a
counter-reaction in less enthusiastic publisher quarters.
The doubters maintain that human nature won't change with the legalizing of the foam and that under the influence of beer mood the public
again will turn to 'Sweet Adeline' and such sobby ballads of yesteryear
as 'Silver Threads Among the Gold', etc

Title of Joe Morris' latest release, 'In the Valley of the Moon', has
been lifted from another song published by the same firm In 1914. Song
at that time was put out as a schottlsche and sold over 2,000,000 copies.
Morris figures that Kate Smith, with her 'Moon Over the Mountain'
and 'Moon Song', has made the country moon conscious again and that
the 'Valley' twist may fit the parade.

Coast Songwriters Meet

Union Move

To Discuss Problems
(Continued from page 1)
Hollywood, March 27.
Coast members of the Song- this group will be sliced even more
writers' Protective Assn. met here than the 20%.
Thursday night (23) with L. Wolfe
Back of the effort to organize Is
Gilbert as chairman, for a discus- said to be an agency feeling that the
sion of how studio conditions af- actors' branch of the Academy did
fected their new standard connot properly protect the talent in
tracts.

Recommendations

for

by

action

the board of directors were sent
east following the meeting as to
the clearance of synchronizing and
film
recording rights by writers
who have been contracted to write
production tunes.

the recent situation. They also Indicate they will ask members of the
Academy to resign individually or
collectively to Join the proposed
union.
Should this go over it would leave
only writers and directors outside
the fold of organized labor, although
there are indications of possible
writer organization from two different groups.
Some of the agents, particularly
the .more radLcaJ .QnfiS,_Aiie. figuring
on asking their clients to decline to

Application of arrangers, thematic
composers and writers of background music for pictures to be
admitted to tnembershlp in the SPA
and ASCAP was turned down by
the eastern heads of those bodies!
CMlbert also explained the new continue working under
Academy
cut in SPA fees.
standard form of contracts, providing the organization Is formed. They

demand a new agreement approved by the new organization.
will

Frank Gillmore at Equity's headquarters In New York stated no information had been received directly or indirectly from the coast, re,

•

AM EC«0.

WHAT HAVt^^

lt»

T"*^

'

garding a union movement

is

ganize the coast's professional colony, but failed and the Academy
was then formed at the reputed in
stance of picture producers.
It was further
stated that no
union of picture actors could occur
without
Equity's
assent,
since
Equity's charter gives it jurlsdlc
tlon over film playei-s, many of
whom switch back and forth from

when

.

—

—

—

,

a better than average dance
team, whose claim to glory lies
mostly in the girl's smile and
charm; John and Mary Mason,
a skating act; Lovey Sisters,
who
harmonize
and
tap;
Blanche Bow, a tall, willowy girl,
roy,

who

doesn't know how to sing or
dance, but tries both; and a series
of solo dancers who include Barbara Blaine, Dawn O'Day, Cackles
O'Neal and Yvonne Gaylee. Latter
girl does an Impressionistic piece in
a fancy electric proposition that's
brought out to the center of the
floor and has a nice effect. No way
of separating the others, because no

programs, and identlflcatlon almost
impossible, but they're all cute and
most of them capable enough. One

oOTiemTs a llttle"bTCfjt misS^ TSljouf
the same size as Ann Pennington),
who really is going far in show biz

'•M
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With Lewis breaking in and
through all of It for his typical
songs and comment. It makes nice
entertainment, and most of it is in
the spirit. It's good stuff for the
kind of mob the place will get. Especially, of course, the line of sirls.
nicely chosen, all nicely proportioned, and none of them shrinking
pulchritudlnous display.
Natural thought on a place of that
sort Is beer Is coming, which will
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Hollywood picture players. Several
years ago Equity attempted to or-

the legit stage.

Hollywood
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mean something, maybe, but

actually beer won't affect places like the
Hollywood. It'll be easier to buy It
for a nickel around the corner. But
wine, now, is a different story, depending on a number of things.
Kaxif.

Gill Gets Screen

Judgments

:

Johnny Hamp In Los Angelos for
a few days following his run at the
M.irk
Hopkins,
San Francl.sco.
Goes east soon with his band.

Mnryliinil

CnAunlty

Inc.: $2.24fl.
Klnjr Colo's

inc.; K.

Co.;

Ufa

Kiitcrlulniiioiit

t>tai-acc;

$::,CtiT.

Films.
Service,

Break

Hollywood, March 27.
tenor who. has been
playing the Warner houses in tliis
Jeffry

RKO

liOulH Itnrarra;
Pathe Disirlb.
Corp.; $170.
CYiift rilm T,nt>orn(nrleH. Inc.; WId's
Film and Film Folk, Inr. t.",:o.
Rirlinrtl Ives; Rlchmond-Miiyer Music
Co.; $216.

f!ill,

territory,
•I'og O"

into pictures
Heart' at Metro.

brcalts

My

in

In nddition to a part, he w.arblcs
'Thorcs a Lierht in Your Kyes.'

written

by

Gus KaUn.

Herbert

Siothart

and

.

Xue«d>]r,

m

M«S

Mirdi 28; 1933

Down

QUARTER'S

Hollywood, March 27.
With the return of Eddie
Janls, who took a round-theworld crulBe lor his health,
Tubby Garron wound up his

TOP FOR DISCS

work

for
Coast.

with rare exceptions, such as Leo
.Belsman's disc of 'Night iand Day,'
the best of the phonograph recordings are now down to around 3,500

^

a quarter.

gales

That goes for
Columbia and

leaders on the Victor,

MPPA WiH

8,500 the first quarter.

in the 25c field isn't
better than that In- the 75c
Disposing of 6,000 discs of
class.
one recording to the syndicate

Sltuaton

much

stores Is regarded as a feat.
Bare Is the orchestra, or singer,
that nowadays Is signatured on a
It's
so much per
royalty basis.
platter, with the fee in many instances Just enough to cover the
union scale for recording.
Maximum royalty this year is 2c
a record. For the 25-centers the
best they rate is I'/ic.

the

got a new Job
orders for beer.

Again

Inform 4A's Can't

Merge Radio Fees

to stimulate the counter call.

Brunswick has stamped Guy Lombardo and Bing Crosby on the same
platter, but sales continue to average around 3,600 for the first
quarter and about 1,000 less for the
Rudy
subsequent three months.
Vallee, the regular topper for Columbia, wavers between 3,000 and

Famous Music on

Garron's

now—taking

Brunswick lists.
Mixing two or three names on
the same stencilling hasn't done

much

to Cases

I

C

VARIETV

CAN EXHIBS ASK FOR
CJ>JI. SOdETY INQUIRY
Ottawa, March

Copyright
the

It's

Amendment Act
first

LIFE

Eddie Lang, rated among America's top guitar players and for the
past two years personal accompanist to Bing Crosby, died several
hours after a tonsils operation in
the Park West hospital. New York,
Sunday (26). Doctors described the
death as due to a blood clot which,
operation,
the
during
formed
wended its way through the blood
stream into the heart.
Though only 32 years old. Lang
had gathered a rep with the guitar
second to none in this country,
with his contacts including seven
.

tising Agencies has repeated Its re- of the film business in Canada that
quest to the Music Publishers' Pro- both the indies and the chains have
tective Assn. that something be united to ask the Government for
done to merge the MPPA's tax on anything.
radio disc programs with the fees
Petition complains that the Cancollected from air stations by the adian Performing Rights Society in
American Society. Previously the filing whole catalogs of musical
Four A's had suggested to the works and compositions has includthat they get together- and ed some works which 'are In the
bring a test suit so that the courts public domain', but that copyright
could determine the right of -the privilege is gained by reason of republishers to collect through both visions In the score. Complaint is
sources.
also made that the Society demands
Reply due to be sent to the ad free entry into theatres to inspect
agencies' association this week will the private books and also demands
advise that the
does not re
free attendance at performances.
gard these two fees as in any way The specific claim is made that therelated and that nothing can be done atres are charged excessive fees
to merge them for the conven- and that they are relatively more
rep than those Imposed against broadadvertisers'
ience
the
of
Four A's first approached the pub- casting stations.
lishers' body on the subject after
The Government has not yet made

MPPA

-

MPPA

years with Paul Whlteman and a
considerable stretch as a separate
act with Joe Venuti. In the recording studios and on the air his mastery of the instrument made itself
evident by what was considered as
the perfect reproduction of its welter of tones and overtones. Lang's
earning powers as a single rated
between $700 and $1,000 a week.
Lang was due to leave for Hollywood with Crosby this Thursday
(30), to work with the warbler on
his production for Paramount and
the guitarist had decided upon the
operation as preparatory to the
.

trip.

Born

Philadelphia,
Lang's
father, brother and two sisters survive there. He also leaves a wife,
known in the profession as Kitty
Rasch. Crosby accompanied the
body to Philadelphia where the
funeral will be held Wednesday
(29).
Delegation from the Friars,
of which he was a member, is slated
to attend.
in

Bowl Going Pop
Hollywood, March 27.
Hollywood Bowl management has
Indicated it will go more pop in appeal than heretofore during the
coming summer through employing

Raymond Paige, top conductor
Don Lee-CBS chain.

for

the

Paige will baton two of the symphony programs.

SEALED VEBDICT
Albany, March

27.

Bettye Leo Taylor, theatre and
church organist, fainted in court
when her suit for $101,000 was

here

begun against this city and the New
York Central Railroad. An automobile she was driving skidded on ice
under an underpass over which the
railroad travelled and crashed Into
an Iron pillar.
Trial lasted several days and the
Jury

which

returned a sealed verdict
is to be opened this week.

Nitery's Bankruptcy Petition

Russian
PetrushUa restaurant,
had a petition in bankruptcy

nltery,

against it in the U. S. Court,
York, last week.
Action taken by three food purveying firms with an aggregate
claim of $1,286.
filed

New

agencies complained that announcement regarding the apdual billings for music, covering pointment of a commissioner to conthe mechanical tax for each copy- duct the Inquiry.
righted number used and the 3%
commercial fee exacted from the
Club
station by the Society, was a source Chicago
embarrassing questions from
of

Opera

clients.

mandlng

Summer

Figuring Full

These acounts were de
know why they had to

Chicago,

to

March

27.

Opera Club, exclusively memberMPPA Is that ship, will end its regular season
since there's nothing It can do to April 29, but contemplates Installsimplify matters it's up to the ing a cooling system and operating
agencies to educate their clients as through the summer. Reason Is the
to the difference between mechani- World's Fair biz. Harry Puck still
ring mastering.
cal and performing rights fees.

pay twice for music.
View taken by the

Symphony Head Quits
San Francisco, March 27.
J. B. Levison, wealthy Insurance
man, has bowed out as president
Insiders
of the Frisco Symphony.

Public will be admitted if the deal
goes through. Auspices also flirting with an adjacent empty lot,
formerly a peewee golf course, with
the thought of creating a beer garden. But that's very remote.

MDS

relief.

BOBBINS' DIBIE PILU BITTT

802.'

Freeman Bankruptcy

On

Solvency

Qaim

Los Angeles, March
Is

27.

Claiming the Preeman Music Co.
solvent, with assets of more than

$20,000, Leon L. Lewis, attorney for
Morse Preeman, made a motion in
Federal court Friday (24) for dismissal of the involuntary bankruptcy proceedings filed against the
Jobber by Boston Music Co., Willis
Music Co., and Carl Fischer, Inc.

These

petitioners

had

clainis

of

$3,135 against the firm.

Although William H. Moore, Jr.,
had been appointed receiver by the
court, he obtained permission to defer any action pending the hearing
of the motion for dismissal, which
comes up early this week. Moore
never took possession of the Preeman store, which is continuing business as usual.

Following Freeman's telephonic
conversation with John Paine of the
Music Publishers' Protective assn.,
Robert Bruce, the body's credit
manager fiew out here to confer
with Preeman and work out a satisfactory agreement without involving the Jobber in bankruptcy.
According to Lewis, Ernst & Ernst
made an audit of the Preeman establishment on Jan, 1 and found
more than $20,000 worth of net assets and the present condition of the

The contents of this article are
misleading and not in accordance
with the facts. Local No. 802 cannot be the winner in its controversy with the international body,
as It never had a controversy with
same concerning bands from outof-town which fill engagements for
less than union wages in the city
of New York.
The local always
had the right to discipline such
bands and the Federation has always agreed to this.
The further statement that the
local had forced the Music Corporaof America into a position
where it must engage New York
bands to fill the hotel stands It
books here is ridiculous, as, under
the laws of the Federation, any
outsido band may accept a hotel
engagement anywhere providing it
does so in accordance with union
law, and hundreds of New York
musicians are employed in other
cities, under like conditions.
The statement that booking organizations are barred from bringing into New York out-of-town
bands for commercial broadcasting
is true, but this is the law of the
Federation and not a rule of Local
No. 802. The law has for Its purtion

pose, to secure local employment
for local men and if a band appears from outside of New York
to play a commercial broadcasting

engagement, then the same number
of local musicians must be employed as the outside band consists
of.

The statement that a clash between the American Federation of
Musicians and Local No. 802 dates
extended a moratorium on Free- back to the Manhattan entry of
man's debts to member companies Ted Weems under the auspices of
that were incurred before March 1, the Music
Corporation of America
1932.
is equally untrue.
The local never
Lewis claims the three petitioners opposed these bands stepping Into
in bankruptcy listed claims that
the Pennsylvania and St. Regis
were included In the moratorium. hotels, at least the Federation has
Preeman has been paying C.O.D. for no knowledge of this so I could not
his m.usic since then.
arrange a compromise.
The attorney states that unless
The statement 4hat as a result
Preeman is shoved into bankruptcy, of the intrusion of myself Into
the
he will be able to pay off 100% and
situation, members
of local No.
that a reorganization of the com802 elected a new set of directors
firm is even better. Audit was made
on behalf of the MPPA, which had

now

in progress.

whose campaign declared,
York Jobs For New York

'New

Mem«

equally

misleading as the
Healy Takes El Patio
Weems case did not develop until
after* the local election was
For a Hotcha Summer long
held.

Ramon and Rosita have bowed
Hollywood, March 27.
an indie picture out of the El Patio and a Greenwich
be published by a major film Village group are taking it over.
company music subsidiary is 'He's Danny Healey will put in a floor
Mine,' torcher from Phil Goldstone's show, probably headed by Jack
White. Jimmie Durante's old band
'Sing, Tou Sinner.' Melody will be
and Eddie Elkins are in line for the
published by Robblns.
Howard Jackson and George Wag- dansapation.
El Patio has been a swank room,
goner are the composers.
the new policy being a departure
for the atmosphere. It has an openCBOSBt'S 3 SCBEEN TUNES
air roof and Healy Is figuring on
Hollywood, March 27.
hotcha summer entertainment.
There will be three songs sung by
Rosita and Ramon's El Garron
LEGAL FOETBT
Bing Crosby in 'College Humor,' Par reopened recently.
Pittsburgh, March 27.
are "Learn to Croon,'
They
plx.
Mrs. William Porter, 28, wife of 'Sympathizing With Me,' and 'Moona sax player with Smith Ballew's struck.'
Cab's Tex. Doubles
orchestra at the William Penn HoArthur Johnston and Sam Coslow
tel, was haled into court here last
Cab Calloway on April 22 starts
did the numbers.
She took an overdose of
week.
a tour of major Texas towns forsleeping tablets following an argumerly represented in the Publix
Vermont Ballroom Opening
ment with her husband.
theatre string. Spots to be covered
Burlington, Vt., March 27.
After spouting some poetry about
Opening of Bayslde. largest ball- over a four week span are Dallas,
in
fog
is
when
there
'Never despair
room in the state, set for mld- San Antonio, Houston, Fort Worth
the air,' Magistrate Leo Rothen- April.
arid Galvestown. All deals with the
berg, a poetical jurist, dismissed
receiver- f-OF-these houses are on a
the case.
guarantee plus percentage.
Mrs. Porter said she wouldn't try
Never Again
Included In the Texas itinerary
it again, and a reconciliation with
for Calloway will be a ballroom apthe sax tooter followed.
pearance In each city.
Tommy Rockwell, of MillsRockwell, after a tour of
GOODHABT, HOFFMAN SFUT
Michigan one-niters and theRebuilding Dancehall
Hollywood, March 27.
atres with one of his colored
Rensselaer, N. Y., March 27.
bands, returned with no cash,
Song writing team of Al GoodWork
of rebuilding Edgewood Inn,
the
claims
on
split,
quit
has
of
Hoffman
flock
hart and Al
but a
(lancohall-restaurant on the Albanyformer joining the Metro music
28 lots and two frame-houses.
New York road and recently deThe colored Jazzists had
staff.
stroyed by fire, has begun.
quick-touched him in fives
Goodhart will write tunes to Gus
In addition to the dancehall, acand tens so that they had to
Kahn's lyrics.
commodating 50, it will have a grillsettle by deeding over properroom with bar, bowling alloy«, and
matters.
ty, etc., to square
Hardman on Visit
private
dining rooms. Howard Van
Somebody figured up the tax
Richard Hardman, London manOostenbruRge the owner.
obligations to Rockwell, which
ager for Shapiro, Bernstein Co.,
he must now meet, and he
came over on the same vessel with
vows never to travel with one
Al Katz and hand, recently at the
Bert Fcldman, British music pubof his attractions again, if
Hollywood Restaurant, New York,
lisher.
only for economic self-preserhave succeeded Phil Romano's outFeldman is here on a deal for the
vation.
fit
at the DeWItt Clinton Hotel. AlWllmark
the
to
rights
European
bany. Broadcasting over WdY.
catalog.
First tune from

to

802

Editor 'Variety':
Recently an article appeared In
'Variety' under the caption; 'OutOf-Town Bands Start For Home
As AFM Affirms Stand Taken By

Seek Dismissal of

declare he is chagrined at the sucMiller Joins
cess of two afternoon concerts proMiller Music Co. has Joined Mumoted by women members of the
sic Dealers Service, Inc., and starts
in defiance of his advice.
Issay Dobrowen conducted the distributing through that central
Entry into the
concerts, served tea and cakes. No channel April 1.
combine Is on an exclusive basis.
successor to Levison yet.
Publisher members of the MDS
hurt by the bank holiday have been pany is
permitted to dig into the outlet's
COAST BAND SHIFTS
reserve fund for payroll and other

group

Hollywood, March 27.
Jay Whidden's orchestra opened
at the Roosevelt hotel Friday (24),
but will have Its official opening
next Friday (31). By that time band
will have an air outlet.
Miramar hotel, Santa Monica,
where Whldden played previously,
Is expected to reopen Its dinner
room within the next two months
with Whldden a return possibility.
Bill Hogan's combo unveils at the
Cotton Club Thursday (30), replacing Marvin George's band, which
was in for two weeks.

WITH

'That's alright, son,' was the
reply.
'But
are
you still
practicing?'

of 1931.

tlie

OF EDDIE LANG

CONTROVERSY

ried.'

time in the history

member

MEDICAL MISHAP ENDS

WEBER DENIES

Son

Hollywood, March 17.
When Oscar Levant, pianistcomposer, was married in New
York some time ago, he telephoned his mother in Pittsburgh to break the news.
'Mamma,' he began, 'something has happened. I'm mar-

27.

Hon. C. H. Cahan, Secretary of
State for the Dominion, had received a petition from both circuit
and independent exhibitors across
the country for an investigation
Into the Canadian Performing Rights
Society by a commission appointed
for the purpose under the Inquiries
Act. If the investigation shows that
the society, or any other group, is
charging excessive fees for copyright royalties, the Governor-inCouncU is authorised to draw up a
schedule of fees deemed to be reasonable and appropriate under the

American Association of Adver-

S'okay,

49

bers,' Is

As
For
that

to the slogan

'New York Jobs

New York Members,' will say
more New York musicians

work in other cities than musicians
from other towns work In New
York, and their engagements are
protected by the Federation and the
same policy will be followed by
the Federation with musicians from
other towns who work In New York
if they fill their engagements In accordance with union laws.
The statement which the article
carries that out-of-town bands will
be run out of New York by Local
No. 802 is mere bunk. Were the
„

(Continued on page 54)

Mills

Up

Takes

Jerome

M. K. Jerome has quit the music
publishing business on his own. His
entire catalog has been taken over
by Mills Music, Inc., but with no

money exchanged

in the deal.

Transfer arrangement was okayed
by the Jerome firm's creditors with
the understanding that Mills would
pay them out of the royalties
brought in by the catalog. Jerome
started his own publishing about
two years ago.

NEW HABLEM

SPOT

Johnny Carey reopened his 'Nest,'
Harlom night club, Friday (24), with
the floor show tagged 'Underneath
the Harlem Moon.'
Gladys Scott, at the Cotton Club
a year ago, and Mabel Wayne, head
the talent.

Sammy Mysels, Pltt.sburgh songsmith, has placed 'tsprlng Weather'
with Harry Bloom.

Eddie Lane replaces Guy Lombardo at the Roosevelt while the
makes his one-nlghter tour.

latter

t

—

TIMES SQUARE

VARIETY
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East

News From

Vera Murray, for 17 years sec to
Chas. DfUlngrham, hit by an auto

Monday (20)— broken
Owlns

to chanpes,

Loews

will

not

open the Ziegfeld theatre until the
middle of April.

the Dailies

Mrs. Josephine Toung filed suit
for $101,101 in L, A. Municipal court
against Warner Bros., Inc., and
Lloyd
Bacon, director, alleging that
\
she was awakened in the middle of
the night by studios' shooting a picture
in
front of her home. Action
iUEWinaiBi»Bii»«iiwMau.iwi»»iTmia
asserts people' were brandishing
were deceived as to the value of guns and screaming, causing her to
property involved In a trade which have a complete nervous breakdown.
the defendants made for them.

I

B

t!3!1 H':kU:il

ban B 6L1HHi!i!vidH.U»&MnBf.aiSai!!^!Tnijl3ir

S

'

Last week Equity elected a nomi- fendant co's are Publix, Olympla to purge himself of contempt. Ornating committee to prepare a slate Operating Co., Olympla Realty Co., dered to return all property of 306
and Cod- and alleged he failed to do so.
for the May elections. Death of Jeff Inc., Netco Theatres Co.
De Anpdis makes necessary the man Sq. Theatre Corp. All are PubDorJohn (lOlden plans four plays for
nammg of 11 for the board instead lix operated. Plaintiffs areCapital
Beatrice Patrick divorced from
Corp.,
Theatre
chester
next season: "The Divine Drudge,' Howard B. Patrick, theatrical bookof the usual 10.
Amusement Co., of Lynn, and El M. which he and Vlckl Baum made ing agfint, In L. A. Superior court.
corporations.
Lowe
her
from
play,
'And
Life
Goes
On';
in
Interest
revives
Return of beer
'Nobody but You,' which Golden and
the Coney Island boat trade. Iron
opera
Marie
Hocke-Caselottl,
Ray Henderson has gone to Ber- Charlotte A. Lewi authored with singer, filed suit for divorce in L. A.
Steamboat Co. failed last year because of bad biz. Now three lines muda, where Lew Brown will join 'Tourists Accommodate,' and 'A Superior
against
Cuido
court
Man with Sliver.' Plays will be
over
are bidding for landing rights at him shortly to go Into a huddle
charged
Hocke-Caselottl.
She
tried
this
out
summer
at
Dennis,
Steoplechase Pier. No profit In the a new production.
cruelty.
Mass,
ride but plenty in the bar.
'Masks and Faces' at the Liberty
Howard Hlgglns, film director,
Music Hall Programs, Inc., which
Members of the Newspaper Club ties the record for a one-night run.
says It had the program concession fined $10 by Police Judge Charles
dropping out in wrangle over hlghat the Radio City theatres, suing Spencer, of Santa Monica, Calif.,
pressure methods used to sell tickSalvation Army poll for the 10 the R. C. Theatres Corp. for $100,000 after he pleaded guilty to alleged
ets to a benefit.
men most deserving of the highest for alleged breach of contract, sets Intoxication charge.
Included Joe E. Brown. Only up that the defendant co. repudiJack Haskell, dance coach, beaten salaries
votes, but that beat out ated the contract Dec. 9.
Separation of Edna (Callahan)
and robbed of $500 in his hotel room got three
Jimmy Walker and Arthur Brisbane.
Toland, actress, and Gregg Toland
last Wed. (22). Had to cancel his
Europe
Sat.
was' indicated when the film camIntended passage to
Holman given until April eraman
Mae Murray a witness in her own 26 Libby
published a legal notice
to flie her claims to share in the
Fox
that he would be responsible only
Constance Bennett back from Eu- behalf in her suit against the
injuries sustained estate of her dead husband.
for his own debta
rope, steamer 16 hours late due to Theatre Corp., for
heavy weather. Says she's going while playing the Fox Brooklyn in
crack
Her heel caught in a
Playland, Westchester county's
to live in France when she retires. 1928.
A ring, valued at $6,000, which
and broke some of the small bones park, will have beer the coming seaa layoff. son. Park commission signs con- Carole Lombard bad reported lost,
Harry Moses has Laurette Taylor in her foot, necessitating
a week and a cession. To receive 12%% of the was returned to the actress after
and a play so he's going ahead while Her salary was $5,000
over $46,000. Jury gross up to $100,000, and 16% above being found in a gutter near the
he thinks up a title. She wrote the cut on the gross
front of the Paramount studios,
gav« her $30,000.
above that.
play.

Holjywood.

>

I

received subpoenas last
Claud Raines closed In 'American
dime and a jit any old time, which week to appear before the West- Dream' Sat. and goes Into 'Best
chester County Supervisors tomor- Seller' at once.
includes Sat. and Sun.
row (Wed.) in the Investigation of
'Escapade' now changed to 'Tin Playland, county-owned amusement
Louis Mouquin planning to put
Soldier' because of prior use of other center at Rye. John Maori, former out 3.2 wines.
Says he can do it,
concessionaire, charges mismanage- but California
title.
vlntnera ecoff.
ment.
Dorothy Barron, dancer, out of a
George Jessel thinking about a
France slaps an import duty on
Job and ia, a row with her boy friend
attempted suicide by poison Wed. radio receiving sets that kills all revue for the Fair. To be called
'High Time/ and include Beatrice
(22). She changed her mind, called trade chances.
Lillie
and Norma Talmadge. Max
aid.
Out
danger.
medical
of
Woman and three men Invaded Gordon and Howard Dietz in.
Nell Roy Buck, musical comedy the Palace Thursday ^2^^) with antland radio, wins $60,000 from Ter- Facist circulars to offer the patrons
Eddie Dowling prez of the Actors'
minal Cab corp. for an accident entering to see 'Mussolini Speaks.' Benefit Assn. Georgle Price, Arthur
Aug. 28, 1931, in which she alleged Arrested for disorderly conduct
Tracy, Sophie Tucker and Ben Berher voice was permanently Injured.
nie V. p.'s.
Paramount adds 'Design for LivCiertrude Tonkonogy, who authored ing' to its recent purchases of ma"three Cornered Moon,' married terial. Lately bought 'One Sunday
Tuesday (21). Groom is Dr. Chas. Afternoon.'
K. Priedberg.
Bill to end N. T. state censorship
of Alms killed in committee.

Indie theatre concerns in New
six Boston
co's foj: alleged violations of the anti-trust laws.
De-

England combine to sue

amusement

ew York Theatres

ALWAYi A
BETTER SHOWfttRKO]

Eleven

"King Kong"
with

BRUCE CABOT
FAY WEAY

flicting dates.

L. A. Superior Judge Thomas
White granted a non-suit motion
in favor of RKO studios and Wilat Its
liam
LeBaron, defendants In a suit
that Hollywood can promote new
fashions but can't create them. filed by Earl W. Bowman, writer,
Says own ideas are too fantastic to who alleged wrongful appropriation

Now

settled. Fashion Group
luncheon last week decides

it's all

of the title 'High Stakes.'

find acceptance.

Janet Martlne is switching from
Cliff 'Ukulele Ike* Edwards listed
the stage to the stewpans. Opening his liabilities at $68,207.10 for his
a restaurant to feature onion soup voluntary bankruptcy petition preFrance
Janet
of
and crepes susette.
viously flled in L. A. Federal court.
for a trade name.
will give the annual
Shriners' circus at Springfield, Mass.,
this year. Week of May 1. Will use
20 acts and a feature.

Daisy Florence Savoldl filed suit
for divorce In L. A. Superior court

John Barrymore gets another cut,
but this time in his favor. Internal
Revenue bureau hands back $40,000
on his 1929 income tax.

Bill
proposing legalization of
horse race betting In California has
been placed before that state's
assembly.

Hal Le Roy

will coach the boys of
C. C. N. Y. in their college play.

AT

fk sr.

If X.

Wed. to FrI.—March 29

AVE
to 31

TWO FEATURES

"THEY JUST HAD
TO &ET MARRIEI)"
nud

"THE BIG PAYOFF"

ON
^mahfsf BROAOWAy
Wed. to Fri.—March 20

to 31

"THEY JUST HAD
TO GET MARRIED"
With ZASU PITTS,

All talk

Screen

BARRYMORE
SUb«—
IMPERIAL
RUSSIAN
REVELS

H
(TATE
,

I

f nON.** FRI-

Scicea—
—OaJaniM
'

CAGNEY
"HARD TO HANDLE"
BRIAN-,

Stat*.

with MARY
^
Will Hahoney: Radit Rubat:
FrL. 'Sliii af tha Crau'

OthV—C*n«f

RKO

Roxy when

former Notre

Gladys

Dame

John

J. Mlehle, film
L. A. Superior court.

Eleanor

from
cameraman, In

divorced

about bock beer signs

isn't

Bilse, actress,

sentenced to

Iings",

g.m.

for Rlng-

Barnes'

circuses,

and Hagenbeck's
announces he will follovvr

the picture trend and play
wild boasts this year.

Henry B. Warner, actor, filed suit
for divorce against Rita Stanwood
Warner in L, A. Superior court.
'

is

bock.

up the

Kate Smith In Mt. Sinai hospital,
N. Y., for an operation. Blood poisoning In one foot, resulting from
a pedicure. Will be unable to wear
shoes for at least three months.
Courtney
Burr may produce
'Hunky Dory,' Joe Cook show. If,
when and as.
Justice Carewe gave Sam Kaplin
10 days (from March 26) in which

Midwest
Bats will flap their wings in the
silent emptiness of the Ravlnla,
open-air opera house, undisturbed

summer. Anyhow sparrowg.
Opera Is still too rich for the depleted finances of Chicago's north
side.
Louis Eckstein, who drained
a good portion of his own fortune
playing Santa Claus to Ravlnla in
seasons past, announced the failure
of his efforts to get a guaranty fund.
Eckstein refuses to allow Ravinia to
this

be commercialized.
Fire department visited the Magic
theatre, Omaha, during a peform«
anqe, ordered everybody out, disQpnnected the electric current, and
announced that the place would stay
closed until the management realized the fire department wasn't fooN
ing. Theatre has failed to conform

ordinances on fire escapes and
other safety provisions.
to

(Boardman) Vldor, ac-

Four bandits seeking to stick up
against the Brighton theatre, Chicago, had
a gun-flght with Rubin Schoendstat,
the manager, who got a bullet in his
arm.
Bandits got $320.
Rubin
Paul Schofleld, scenario writer, Schoendstat is a nephew of the ownfiled suit for $2,100 against Pathe er of a group of Chicago theatres.
Studios, Inc., In L. A. Superior
court, alleging that amount Is due
Annulment was granted In Chifor writing dialog for the film, 'The
cago of the marriage between VirCrash.'
ginia Miller Kimbark, hostess at
tress, filed suit for divorce

King Vldor,

film director, In L.' A.

Superior court.

& Dunlap, Ltd., agents,
taken action against Gene
in L. A. Superior court to
collect a 10% commission on 31
weeks' work at $1,000 per, which
they allege they obtained for the
actor. Agreement was said to have
been verbaL
Frank

have

Raymond

'100

Club,'

and Donald Kimbark,

fortyish and wealthy.
It was admitted that alcoholic fumes were
heavy at the time the ceremony was
performed.

Irene Castle McLaughlin, won In
the case against her tor false arrest brought by a pig farmer. She
caused him trouble over his alleged
brutality to his pigs. It happened

in the Chicago suburbs.
against A, O. Slater, alleging that
injuries received when the defendant's car struck the one In which
Dick Ferris, former Omaha stock
she was a passenger, have ham- actor, was dead from heart disease^
pered her film career.
and Omaha recalled that in addition to his stock company early in
Jesse Lasky, Jr., son of the film the century Ferris was a soldier of
He led a swashbuckling
producer, Injured when his car col- fortune.
Into lower California
lided with another at a Hollywood expedition
(Mexico) in 1911 and had himself
boulevard intersection.
declared president. Bubble quickly
burst, but be escaped serious conEnriqueta- (Mona Rica) Crofton, sequences, although In Jail for a

former actress,

football playe/.

his

Bock runs above 4.6% alcoit

Sam Gumpertz.

and th«
" RASPUTIN EMPRESS"

—On

quits

production had been completely
changed. Only there one week.
first

hooey.
hol or

— 0i»

Mlehle

Mrs. Charles Skouras, wife of
Fox West Coast theatres executive,
absolved by L. A. police of any
(blame in an auto accident which resulted in the death of Kathleen
Maier.

filed suit for $2,000

time.

against Joe Savoldl, wrestler and

serve 100 days In Jail by L. A. Superior Judge Elliot Craig, following
her arrest on a driving while intoxiPhotocolor to produce a play, cated charge.
'Hollywood Be Thy Name,' and then
make it into a picture up at the
Hollywood police arrested William
Tarrytown studios.
Molly O'Day
Blystone on alleged Intoxication
will be featured.
assertedly
actor
charge
after
crashed his car Into a light post.
Howard S. Cullman, receiver for
the old Roxy, complains to State
Jackie Coogan, one of the players
Atty. Gen. that film distributors dUcrlmlnate against the Roxy by with- in the Santa Clara (Cal.) Passion
Play.
Annual performance by the
holding film.
students of the university there
which Jackie attends.
Albert R. Johnson, scenic designer,

SLIM SUMMERVILLE

Pauline

Concert managers had a luncheon
Octavia White Kemp, actress, diThursday (23) tendered by Robt. E. vorced In L. A. Superior court from
Simon, owner of Carnegie Hall. To Vincent Carl Kemp.
Eleanor Hunt, actress, filed suit
talk over schedules and avoid confor $66,000 in L. A. Superior court

Frank Wirth

mo 86

'

I

Old Rozy to admit the kids for a

and separation against

'Jimmy* Crofton, in L. A. Superior
court.

This department contains rewritten theatrical tieivs items as published during the week ")
yariet}f takes no
daily papers of Neit> Yorfi, Chicago, San Francisco, Hollyivood and London.
credit for these news items; each has been rewritten from' a daily paper.

lee.

a month

Charles Mayes, whose car assertedly ran down and killed the
mother of Don Eddy, Hollywood
man, sentenced to nine
months In Jail by L. A. Superior
Judge William Doran after a Jury
found him gruilty of hit-and-run
driving.

Inside Stutf—Pictures
(Continued from page 41)
saying that he does not want to run any risk with the state by selling
product In New Mexico.
Distribs, however, will continue to furnish N. M. with product as long
as contracts, made before the law went into efCect, continue.

Conimentary on prices now being paid for story material was the
buying by Metro of 'Gaby Deslys,' by Jack Kirkland and Melville Baker,
for $4,260. Yarn went for this comparatively low price despite the fact
that two other studios, Radio and Paramount, were bidding for it. In
the past a three-way bid would have resulted in at least $16,000 for
the authors.

Film companies requiring fire fighting equipment for scenes have been
hampered since the quake because most equipment not In use is now
stationed in Long Beach, Calif., and other parts of the damaged area.
Warners, with 'Mary Stevens, M. D.', needing a string of red wagons,
has shifted the

fire

scenes to the end of the production.

One of the RKO execs was discussing expenses and pay cuts and things
when he suddenly remarked that he would not turn In his expense
account for fear that the company might give him the Orpheum theatres
in

exchange.

publicity

Unless radical changes are made, particularly in the finale, Metro's
•Red Haired Woman' can't he okayed by the British censors. That's one
of the phases on which Arthur Loew and Dave Blum, from Loew's homeoffice foreign department, sailed for Europe last week.

Doris Walte, former 'Follies' actress, filed suit for $26,00 In L. A.
Superior court against Dr. C. MacKenzle, alleging In her complaint
that injuries which she received as
the result of a treatment caused
severe pain and the loss of a film

Indie producer, planning the production of a railroad picture, is scouring the libraries for 3,800 feet of railroad negative. Every type of action
stuff including wrecks is on the list. Producer figures he'll have a feature after he shoots around 2,000 feet to tie In with the stock shots.

contract.

Jack Mulhall, actor, and his wife
filed suit for $97,000 In L. A. Superior court against George E. Reed
and Kenneth Brainard, realtors, alleging in their complaint that they

George Kraska's trick silent program at the Fine Arts, Boston, a couple
weeks ago, was not quite all silent, it seems. .Pictures played were
'Potemkin' and 'Mechanics of the Brain', both non -talkers, but 'Potemkin'
now has a musical score and background.
In Tacoma, Wash., theatres in all communities are figuring on putting
bars in lobbies, if city dads permit, when beer becomes legal.

TIMES SQUARE -SPORTS

Tuesday, March 28, 1933

Many

So

^gs

Chb Looked

Laid,

Like Hen

House on Bernie Nile
At the Friars In the Infant hours
Sunday mornine. the Saturday
Kite boys threw a party lor Ben
Bernie, but Jack Benny and Bobby

Benny as
Clark stole the show.
m.c. was In peak form, while the
guest of honor was out of the
money as usual. So were the columnists, who ran the wrong way.
The

speeches

flop

provided

a

of pace that made the
club's dais humorists stand out all
the more. Benny with a dead pan
eaid the re£ison for gathering was

change

Quake Souvenirs

Hudson Boats Hopeful

Los Angeles, March 27.
Southern California habit of
hopping on anything that might
bring a profit has brought out

Three show boat companies have
been pranted permits to dock on the

souvenir photo folders with
scenes of the quake. Plenty of
pitchmen on the street with
half a dozen versions. Special
illustrated
edition
of
the
'Times' also on display at corners for mailing anywhere.
Setup is exactly Itke the annual 'Tournament of Roses'

souvenir hawking.

river this summer witli beer
of the prime attractions.
these will be a regular lludLine ship, rebuilt, with a
rot-'ulaiion theatre installed.
iioliliy Sanford, who ran a floating
sliuw boat in New York last simiiner
for the Hudson Day Line, will again
handle its proposition.
(if

s(.n

D.'iy

IT?

BEER THE BIG PROBLEM

Bicycle

Hollywood, March 27.
for reducing has

craze

brought

an influx of exercising
tracks which are cropping up as

welcome back 'a great musician'
The beer .thing, already a subject fast as the miniature golf courses
and if all the jokes that Bernie has
sprung were placed end to end they of much wrangling In the various did two years ago.
Tracks are all about an eighth of
would lay end to end. Bernie is not state legislatures on how It will be
a mile. Some are board, others dirt.
It was
the maestro's right name.
dispensed, Is also proving a vexa- Trainers are flying high, charging
taken from the Hebraic meaning,
Angelovlck, and as Bert Williams tion to amusement purveyors In $2 per hour for bike lessons. Kids
used to say: Towslr.' Of course various key cities.
They don't who learn to balance themselves on
Benny is not my right name my know just how they will be able to a bike, accompanied by numerous
prat falls on the sidewalk, no savvy
father was a Smith, Tonkel Smith.
serve
It; whether bars will be legal
the training gag.
Ben is a graduate from the College or not;
whether it'll have to be sold
Large percentage of the customers
Inn, and Chicago has few people
by the bottle, and not in the old- are overweight femmes who get
Bernle's here, Capone Is in
left
fashioned manner by the 'schooner' their first lessons on a tandem. They
Atlanta and Insull is in Greece.'
or pitcher.
are allowed to get on a bike after
Walter Winchell alibied a flop,
Also the restaurateurs, with an the third lesson which doesn't stop
claiming that he had laryngitis and eye to full repeal,
don't want to ag- them from taking the same falls as
would have to leave the room. gravate the drys
too much and are the sidewalk youngsters.
When he finished Benny said: 'The urging everybody to take It easy,
Idea is building, with more people
audience now has the dais three even at the expense
of quick profits. taking up the bicycle business dally.
down.' When Sid Skolsky made a
Beer In relation to adolescents Is
In Beverly Hills, where it started,
the
quickly something
toastmaster
crack,
else, also.
"The younger every other store, from hardware to
'The score Is now four generation
added:
knows all about gin and grocery, is renting bicycles. Charge
down.'
hooch, but beer is probably new to for the hire Is from 60c to |1 per
I!obby Clarke bounced up with: 'em.
Too slow, anyway, for their hour.
•Boys, I'm hot tonight, hotter than desired effects.
This phase, It is
Harrlman's collar ... To me Ben anticipated, will call for an 'eduto

—

—

•

Bernie is just a Jules SaranofE who
You know the club
got a break
went into the hands of the receiver,
but he didn't want it and gave it
back .
The dues have been cut
so the members won't owe so much
... I see a lot of boys are back In
town, Including the Mosconis who
are dancing with tears In their
eyes and Count Bernivici who discovered oil in his mustache.'
Walter C. Kelly, the new legit
actor, said:
'I have a reasonable
complaint about the guest of honor
one of his first efforts on the
stage was an imitation of the- Virginia Judge.
I
heard him and
.

.

.

cational'

campaign by the brewers.

.

.

Mex

Hotel Plugs Fishing,

Not Liquor,

for

Opening

Hollywood, March 27.
Hotel Ensenada ofllcials figure
they have been smart in not plugging the place as a drink and gamble
retreat, since the return of beerin
the U. S. makes It unnecessary to
travel 200 miles for a can of ouds.
Hotel, which opens its season April
with a grand door-fiinglng on
1,
April 15, when Gen. Calles will be
the honored guest, has been calling
bought him a fiddle. But he is one attention to its fishing, hunting and
sport advantages of the surround0/ the principal contributors to
public entertainment, along with ing territory, and playing up the reMae West's hips, Joe. B. Brown's sort idea.
A hot band from Mexico City has
mouth
and
Jimmy
Durante's
been Installed, and the hotel Is
enout.'
maneuvering to get a chain
Harry Hcrshfield said about ra- strung down for a national wire
air
dio: 'If you are lousy, in two min- hookup.
utes the whole world knows It'

—

Wi

:

Mahoney made

it

short and

Campus

Houdini
wished he had the vocabulary of
Schnozz Durante, who failed to
Minneapolis, March 27.
show. Harry Rose explained how
Clifford Jorgenson combines stunts
he finally made the grade at the a la the late Harry Houdini,
guest table: 'I had to give three with teaching. He le a professor of
gags to Jay C. Fllppen and tell Jack psychology at Carleton college, near
Benny that I hate Sid Silvers.' Joe here.
Browning said first he ever beard
One of his stunts Is to drive an
about Bernie was an act called automobile while his eyes are covKlass and Bernie, which was the ered with adhesive tape and a
tip-off.
The Bitz Brothers also laid heavy blindfold.
He pulled the
an egg, but Joe Laurie did okay stunt through the Minneapolis loop
Interrupting from the floor.
at noon under the auspicies of a
Then Bernie got up: 'It is the local luncheon club. Then he apheight of folly to follow Bobby peared before the club at luncheon
Clark's water wings yarn. I tried In escape stunts.
it once before.
Have been laughing all evening, but I am too enHOT DOGS 2 FOB 1
gulfed in sentimentality.
In such
Minneapolis, March 27.
a spot Charlie Chaplin once told
The two-for-one gag has spread
me: 'Don't try to respond because even to hamburger stands here.
you'll lay an egg.'
Which he did.
chain
organization of such
One
stands has been advertising in the
newspapers two hamburgers free
Broader Turf
with every two ordered at 6c each
to take out.
Albany, March 27.

Law Up

A

broader race track betting

bill

meet some of the objections of his
pari-mutuel betting measure, is being drafted by William Breitenbach,

MARRIAGES

to

Brooklyn Democrat.
This is to amend the constitution
to allow other types of betting on
races and would open the way for
use of the totalizer, a betting machine u.sed on the Florida tracks.
The as.semblyman Is not to withdraw his pari-mutuol bill, sending
both to the Legislature to take
choice.

thnt a
Ik

Thore

Is

little

showdown on

its

doubt but

track betting

asfnired at this .scspion.

U.

S.

POST FOR DR. SIMON

Gertrude Tonkonogy to Dr. Chas.
K, Friedberg, New York, March 21.
Bride Is the author of 'Three Cornered Moon.'
Avonne Taylor to Carlyle Blackwell, Reno, March 25. Groom Is the
picture actor; bride, a showgirl and
divorced wife of Tommy Manville.
Ken Carney, producer at NBC,
San Francisco, and Nell Burleson,
advertising woman, on March 19 at
Reno.
Kathleen Wilson, NBC dramatic
actress, in San Francisco, to Rawstudent,
Stanford
son
Holmes,
April 7.

Dr. Carlton Simon, well known to
(heatrirnl profession,
is
reported slated for post of United
Stotes Commis.sioner of Narcotics
by the new admlnstratlon.
Dr. Simon was formerly chief of
the Xf w York narcotic bureau. He

To Mr. and Mrs. Earle B. Mouna son, Jack Conway, at Mary
Immaculate hospital, Jamaica, L.T.,
wrlghlng 10 pounds, two ounce«.
Father Is an actor. Mrs. Mount.iin,

rfsirrnod some years ago to
to private medical practice.

the stage.

BIRTHS

tlie

return

tain,

now

retirfd.

wa<5 also fomierly on

MlUvaukoc, March

Albany's Beer Rush

Great

made
Albany, March

preparations

in this

state capital is jammed
nionnor of persons athere by the beer legisPeople with .tU ports of
angles appear to have converged at this point with the
hope of getting an 'in.'
Hotels are over rapacity,
visitors being compelled to go
to Troy and .Schenectady for

mous.

Long

are

27.
lioinff

town

the fluid that

27.

The

with

They WiD Reduce, So
Bike Tracks Propagate

WHAT TO DO WITH

Brewers Set for Return of Beer

one

Ont-

51

Milwaukee Theatres ControDed by

Hudson
as

VARtETY

for the return of
fatrains of refrigerator

made Milwaukee

newly conditioned, and with
the old familiar labels emblazoned
over them are on the sidings.
Finns are under way for a great
celebration in honor of the return
of beer. Rumors are many, although
there Is much fact concerning the
location of the spots most favored
by those bent on disponsiuK the real
accommodai ion.s.
thing to all who care to drink.
On North I'lanklnton, there will
be a goodly sized beer garden, presided over by two of the old-timers.
Further up the avenue, gossip has
it that the Garden theatre will sooa
be turned back into what it was before beer went out of style
the
Schliiz Palm Garden.
All that is
By JACK PULASKI
necessary here is to tear out the
Slapsy Maxie Rosenbloom is still theatre chairs and put back the
champion of the light-heavies after original floor. Several theatre sites,
meeting a cracker named Bob God- controlled by the brewery magnates^
win, billed as of Florida. And Rosey are included in the possibilities aa
pulled a Ripley, the ref stopping wet spots especially since the thea^
the bout in the fourth round at the tres on them are dead ones.
all

cars,

trai-ted
lation.

all

Wai, WHATYA KNOW!
MAXIE STOPS A MUG

Garden Friday

—

(24).

For Table Service

Nobody except Kluxers and Godma and pa (it's a Strlbling

The Wisconsin

win's

state legislature

H

set-up with his family) figured that pondering the methods of gettingr
Bobbie had a chance and the book- the beer to the drinkers. Their most
ies chalked the price six to one on definite trend is toward the eliminaRosey. Pretty fair house, good as tion of the old fashioned bar in
expected, but nowhere near the favor of a service type with the
crowd that attended the Rosen- actual drinking done at tables.
local box factory has already
bloom-Heuser match. Mention of
the German's name brought jeers enough orders from one brewery
alone to keep it busy until July,
from the gallery.
Beer Charter
Godwin entered the ring with working at capacity.
With the opening of the beer garover both lamps, whereas
to Delaware plasters
the only plasters around Maxie dens, there is promise of work for
Wilmington, March 27.
were those slammed on his recent many musicians. Hotels are plan"
ning
on turning over part of their
Return of beer went down on the Garden purse by creditor claimants.
Secretary of State's books for In the first minute, Rosey jabbed space to the old type of palm gar-*
The old
$837.50 in charter fees from 17 the patch often the left eyebrow den with German bands.
truly
right
is
breweries given papers on a total and opened up a nice scarlet cut. 'Gemuetlichkelf
capitalization
of $6,400,000 since Then the Florldian went down from around the nearest corner.
January 3. Largest was the Frank what looked like a push. Few secFehr Brewing Co., for $1,600,000 onds later, Maxie brought one up
Depression Victim
capitalization.
from his knees to the contender's
Figures are disappointing, U. S. chin and that time Bob took a
Turns That Old Corner
legalization of the suds industry count.
Next round the other eye
Milwaukee, March 27.
having been expected to bolater the was damaged.
Joseph nease, 41, found gold at
State's sinking charter business at
Third round found Godwin wadleast temporarily.
With half the ing In desperately, but his rushes the end of his admission ticket to
the
Home
Show in the form of a
State's revenue coming from grant- were
smothered by the speedy
ing charters under the notoriously champ. When Bob went to his cor- $10,000 home awarded him as the
loose laws here, the $837 means ner the hii ..se doctor inspected that holder of the right ticket.
Out of work for two years he's a
little.
left peep' r and while the bout was
presser In a dye works when he can
allowed to continue, shortly after
find a job
Ilease attended the show
the op. nlng bell in the fourth Pete
this year as he has for the past 11
Circus Ducats for Subs
Hart y stopped it, giving Rosey
years. His wife objected to having
another technical kayo to his credit.
him spend the money, but he went
Godwin Looked Dumb
Los Angeles, March 27.
Just the same and dropped the win^.
Godwin looked very dumb as a nlng ticket Into the box on March'
L. A. "Tijnes,' which sprang the
'chain' Idea a few weeks ago in con- ringsman.
Only thing tough about 13, which also happened to be hla
nection with a subscription drive, him was his kisser, and his rating birthday anniversary.
only to be followed by the Hearst is that of a ham and egger. The
The home will be turned over Xd,
'Examiner,' Is trying out a new Garden appeared to have pulled a Ilease Sept. 1 with no encumforancea.
stunt to build circulation.
Has a boner In matching him with Maxie, It will be used for demonstration
tieup with the Al G. Barnes Circus, but there was some basis Godwin purposes until then.
whereby each new one month paid- having received two draw decisions
Attendance at the Home Sho^
in-advance subscription brings the in bouts with Rosenbloom.
Both was 77,800.
salesman one ticket, and a three meetings were away down South
months sub., a pair of ducats to the and those cracker officials never let
circu.s, good in any designated town. a local boy lose unless he is knockWith the Barnes show opening ed cold. A third event between the
Birmingham, March 27.
date now indefinite, 'Times' is going pair at Laurel, Del., resulted In
Beer has already revived the
right ahead regardless. It labels its Rosey getting the win. If the match lumber industry In the South. Wood
circulation drive as its 'seventh an- was sour, so were the boxing com- suitable for making crates and kegs
nual circus party.'
mission's Inspectors for permitting is principally grown In the South
Godwin to fight. One eye had sev- and there Is a rush on the part of
eral stitches from a training injury. beer companies to get their orders
TUEF MEET FOB SPOKANE
However, the mcelin.»j proved some- in.
Spokane, March 27.
Within the last few days orders
Horse racing again will be In- thing, because Godwin had been the
augurated with betting In Spokane title choice by the National Boxing amounting to more than $250,000
Association. N.B.A. now has no al- were received by Alabama lumber
this fall, if plans of local business
companies.
men are completed. Arrangements ternative but to name Rosey.
On the air at midnight with the
J. W. Wells, manager of a lumnow are being made for a two
Ringsifler, Maxey told the radio ber company at Montgomery, said
weeks' program at the old Interaudience that he had been trying his company had already shipped
state fairgrounds Sept. 14 to 21.
Wa.shington legislature recently to tell fight officials that he closes 10 cars of Cottonwood, 14 cars ot
Ills mitts when landing his punches.
poplar and four cars of gumwood,
allowed turf sport, under the parlmutucl for the first time in nearly They just won't believe him, he and from orders on hand 40 or 60
claimed.
He also spilled a legend more cars will be moved as soon
25 years.
training
about
his
in
night
clubs,
as the wood is available.
FVank (Dave) Smith, long idenfor hoofing purposes not actual disThe general prices of lumber have
tified with sports in the northwest
has petitioned the city council for sipation: 'Well, I've been going advanced from $1.60 to $2 a 1,000
that way for from 12 to 15 feet.
UPC of the fairprrounds for the fall along
years and as it keeps me in shape,
All of this reflects on show busievent.
I'll continue to train that way.
I've ness and
business conditions In
got a date with a .<Irl over at Jack genera).
Kennedy's tap room, so 1 11 sign off.'
4-Ply
It is known that Maxie trained more
Beer as Bonus
than usual for the Godwin match
Kansas City, March 27.
The only ticket spec who
and he swore he figured to knock
A local automobile tire company
could afford to take a Florida
out the cracker.
Is offering a certificate good for a
vacation, motored northward
case of real beer, as soon as it la
Interesting Sem!
He likes to bet on
last week.
Spml-final betw<-f>n Tony Shucco legalized, with a purcha.se of a pair
the giddy-aps and at JacksonKo.Mion and Dllly Jones, the col- of tirea
ville telegraphed his a;rency,
ored li^'ht-h<!avy from I'hilly was
ordering a $20 bet be placed
int'-restinjr.
Shucco exhibited some
on four horses on the day's
corking boxinc, nipping the favor d
gainst Al Rossi, result a draw. But
card.
To make sure the bets
colored
lad
with
sharp-shooting Devlin was dropped in the second.
would be made, he addressed
rii?htp.
I'lThnp.s Jonf-sy is on his Both
started right crosses and
the message to four diff<Tent
T'lny looks like the Itofsl's landed firsr.
Wily out.
fallows on his staff.
workv. Hilly's lip.«. whifh resemble
This Friday (31) Harry Kbbetts
All four horses ran out of the
spare- liMh w'-r*.' pN-iily cut. Chick jK(;ts another shot a^ Adolph Hc-us-er.
monc-y.
Ofslin. from fljf <'():ist. c<f:rnily a They put up a bloddy melee refinalist, nii|i*aif-d in a li'R-rounder cently.
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Paris

Broadway

By Beulah Livingstone

IrviiiK; Mills' tonsil op.

Kddio Dailintj Is In Hollywood.
K. M. Ciluck.sni.'inn's first short

ia

flnishfd.

Davo

Tiirot

plottinp a

and Oskar BarshaU

Cuban

trip.

Wapnor hack working

at

Charlie
the l''ri.nrs. Beer did it.
Ann Sontherland is in Italy visiting Mrs. Leo Dltrichstcin.
opening scheduled for
Special

Jack Kennedy's tap room.
J. J. Murdock departed for the
Coast yesterday (Monday).
Ed Seheuing formally leaves NBC
April 1, opening his own office.
Little

actor

is

Lily Pons' favorite film
big and burly Wally Beery.

inside" stuff, allegedly, on the
Joan-Uoug, Jr., split Is becoming

The

ridic.

shops emulating

it

beer festivities Ai)ril

comes

with props for
7 when it be-

legal.

Bob O'Donnell, down in Dallas,
gave a farewell party to Charles
Koernci- at which Koerner was presented with a pearl-hanrtlod. .silvermounted loving knife, from reports
reaching B'way.
Max Lief's 'Words and Music'
sliort story in 'Satevepost' full of
easily recognized 1'in Pan Alley
characters. Including that publisherringer for Jack Bobbins and the
'Benny Shane' of the fiction piece.
Russek's modiste malson tied up
with three swank nlterles, the El
Garron, Place Pigalle, and Embassy
clubs, for specially designed femme
cm in the
outfits, and plugging
Great plug for the nite
dallies.

Gloria Swanson trying out one of
the swankier New York speaks for
lunch.
Ray Miller once a title contender spots.

.

Reported the Bartenders' union
Is sellleft jaba.
immediately start operating
will
Sign on unemployed app'e seller's again. Once had plenty of coin in
stand at 47th and Broadway says, treasury. That bunch of American
bar-keeps who have exiled themTlecelver's Sale.'
Harry Rose now called the Car- selves in Bermuda planning to rebuncle Kid; had one amputated turn pronto.
Legalization of beer and liberalifrom his schnoz.

through throwing
ing coal.

Bill Mulcahy is in the Lenox Hill
hospital recuperating from an ap-

pendix amputation.
Sullivan and Winchell are feudln',
suh!

and Kenny

is

stralghtin'

for

his 'Mirror' confrere.

zation

of the llkker attitude isn't
the speaks, although it's
easier to crash even the snootier joints.
Getting so tough they're
swapping tlieir mailing lists to bolster biz, but no dice.
Milton Berle's mother celebrated

helping

much

Lou Goldberg, the p.a. who turned
author, has chosen Lewis Graham her 33d wedding anniversary last
week and got a 33-stone ring from
as Ills nom de plume.
Sid Sidney, on road with the Milton as a present. Last year his
Benny Meroff band, starting to gift was a 32-8tone pin. Mrs. Berle
says that if she lives long enough
yearn for the big town.
Josef von Sternberg got in Wed- she'll look like Peggy Joyce.
Friars packed an evening pernesday on the Europa and flew to
formance
of 'Both Your Houses' at
the coast the following day.
Guy Lombardo's 'farewell' nlte at the Royale as a bow to Walter C.
After the perthe Roosevelt called out the same Kelly last week.
formance they presented him with
bunch that attended his 'opening.'
a gold -banded cigar holder.
Pat
It's the Hotel Clarldge that's having Its front cleared up for beer- Rooney, pere, made the speech.
garden purposes, not the Cadillac.
Halsey Raines Is now living In a
penthouse, good excuse for increasing menagerie to three dogs now.
Grace Moore attracting WashingBy M. W. Etty-Leal
ton society and diplomats to the
Fox, where she opened Friday (24).
To secure government censorship
Walter Reade looking over all over
radio broadcasting, Holland inthose motorcycles and cops in front
troducing radio spotters.
of his Mayfair as an exploitation
A novelty in Amsterdam is a taxistunt.
Internal Revenue Department had service charging 4c per drive per
new stamps, seals, etc., ready al- person; only within city limits.
most before hger became a cerThe Hague got a new cabaret,
tainty.
seating 400; Javanese waiters a
Irving Brecher threw up his job novelty. Name of joint, 'Shanghai.'
last week because he's doing well
President Roosevelt's inaugural
tnough on gag selling to stick to speech broadcasted in Holland by
that alone.
Roman Catholic broadcaster KRO,
Dan Parker told off the 'Enquirei*' reception rotten, parts inaudible.
on the Johnson-Garden feud in no
Impresario Ernst Krauss bringing
uncertain wordage after the 'Enq's*
out entire orchestra and company
blast Sunday.
Abe Greenberg, 'News' radio col- of German opera at Krefeld, 100 in
all;
producing
Mozart's
'Magic
umnist and reporter, batchelor-dlnnered at the Lexington hostelry at Flute.'
Rotterdam Niewsblad let cat out
$6.50 per plate.
of
bag
printing
that Lilian Harby
Gettin' so that the moment one
columnist takes up a campaign, an- vey much older than stated by her
Contends she was
other assumes the direct opp stand press agents.
born in 1891!
Her favorite fans
on the sltuash.
Leonard and Sally Blumenstock howling.
In concert halls only small fortossed a surprise party to the
eign crowd this week: French comyounger
Blumenstock,
Sid,
the
poser, Darius Milhaud, playing own
trailer expert.
Roberta Robinson (Mrs. Walter compositions on piano, accompanied
O'Keefe) forced out of 'Of Thee I by Concertgebouw orchestra at Amsterdam, broadcasted by AVRO;
Sing/ recuperating

The Hague

cut at Polyclinic.

•

from appendix German

Kay Merrill la In charge of the
publicity for the St. Moritz, hopping
to that from Metro,
and other
film publicity work,
'Strike Me Pink' biz so bullish
looks like Jimmie Durante will have
to ask for an extension of his eastern leave with the musical.
Joe. the Algonquin barb, has attained fame; the A. :p. Interviewed
his central catering bureau to the
artists' tonsorial requirements.
Abner Silver dedicates his 'Farewell to Arms' to Mrs. Abe Lastfogel

RKO

pianist,

Paul Baumgarten;

Polish pianist, Uninsky, and French
chansonnlere, Yvette Guilbert.

Three premieres this week. At
Tuschinsky, Amsterdam, premiere

M-G film, 'Arsene Lupin'; Fritz
Hirsch operetta back at Hague first
night of new Paul Abraham musical
comedy, 'Ball im Savoy,' while Hof-

of

Frank Buck here with his wifsc
Ed Perkins off to Berlin to exploit
Mojlca there.
Lina D'Acosta, Mexican artiste^
most loop fir!5t-run house, and the
going big at Sheherazade cabaret
theatre will remain open.
Montreal
Salaries under $50 a week, cut
Rita Jollvet and husband cominf
when the banking holiday went into here from the Riviera end of Marclu
Oil. Ghewey back to Star.
effect, have been restored to their
Conchtta Supervia back from
Eddie Chester headlining Frolics. former level at the Fox exchange concert and opera engagements in
still
rehowever,
Other
cuts,
here.
America.
:Maurice West reorganizing Franco
main in force.
Films.
Freddie MuUer, writer and veteran Left Bank terrace-sitter off for
His Majesty's starts stock season
New York.
Tuesday (28).
Budapest
Colette seen at a blstrot near the
Chez Maurice back to couvert
Bal Bullier with her three cats in
charge Sat. nltes.
By E. P. Jacob!
attendance.
Zolo disfcovers gigolo club, quotMischa Levitski remained here
ing rates and standing.
Paul Abraham here for throat
only one day en route for his reLoew's cuts top to 60c and puts operation. Reconvalescing.
cital in Brussels.
on extra two acts vaude.
studios, dark for months,
Hunnla
George O'Brien en route for New
Mimi Parkes and 'Miss Dow* now active making Hungarian verYork and Hollywood, after a long
dead -heaters on air popularity.
sion of 'Ghost Train.'
vacation in Egypt.
Unemployed putting on show at
'Maya,' French, shown at private
Orpheum after 11 p.m. and getting
Dickson laying plans for setJeff
performances solely for members of
fair houses.
ting up a night greyhound racing
Larry Bearg puts Montreal Or- Eelvarosi Theatre club, also vetoed track in the heart of Paris.
chestra on Capitol stage for hour's by censor after second showing.
Georgette LoBlanc getting offers
Laszlo Vajda. former stage manradio Friday night (25).
from America for a lecture tour and
Radio Commission disciplines air ager, who was very successful as studying English diligently.
station, making 'em apologize three scenario writer and director, died
Guthrie
McCllntic, now in Lonover
60
and
directed
sentiWrote
anti-U.
S.
here.
nights running for
don, expected to fiy over to sea
pictures in Germany.
ments.
Police still making Sunday night
Evelyn Dove, colored cabaret star some French plays next week-end.
Patricia Downing, formerly with
ca.ses against nabes showing viaude, here for the second time this seaalthough no court action has yet son, likes it so much that she pro- Robert Mantcll in Shakespearian
opening
a
dramatic
been taken. Move seen as threat poses to open a bar in Budapest, repertoire,
to Sunday vaude in this city and Josephine Baker style. Name to be school here.
Mrs. Harry Symes Lehr. back
posslbel menace to Loew's, with 'Uganda Bar.'
from N. Y. C, has had a book acchance of Sunday closing campaign
Central
European
Phil Kaufman,
cepted by Century to be published
as sequel.
manager of Warner-First National, this summer.
Aphere to revise local branch.
M. Brallowsky giving series of
pointed Bela Rakosl Budapest man- piano recitals at Salle Gaveau inager. Rakosl traveled in the prov- tended to cover the entire producRiviera
inces for Warner-First National up tion of Chopin.
By Frank Scully
till now.
Jennie Dolly, recently injured in
Two women playbrokers started an automobile accident at Bordeaux,
in business.
One is Baroness Hat- is recuperating in Spain and sends
Sing-Song folding.
of
Alex
who
the
daughter
vany,
is
word
'no bones broken.'
Bruno Lessing leavin.
Marton, leading playbroker here.
Walter Rummel, back from the
Ed Perkins to Budapest first.
She entered into partnership with South of France, is leaving again
Both Ivahns here Otto and Aga. her father.
The other is Baba in a few weeks for a trip to Italy
Daughter to the Victor Saytour Beothy, daughter of late producer- and Morocco with his wife.
Sayacs.
manager.
Argentinita. Titta Ruffo, BralPadriac Column looking for Rex
Glzl Bajor is to play Empress lowsky, Arthur Rubcnstein, Layton
Ingram.
the Kreisler and Johnson, all giving concerts In
George Elisabeth, heroine of the
Whitlock
and
Brand
Fovarosl Paris during the month of March.
operatta 'Sissy' at
Wickersham golfing.
Nadlne Alexander, the 'Lucky
Summer theatre after the National
'Operetta in Hell' opening at $5
has closed down for the summer. Strike' girl, back from London,
top, including dinner.Emperor, to be where she visited Mary Hayes, and
Nice has Garage Lindbergh, but Her partner, the
leaving
shortly on a Mediterranean
Neither
been
on
Uray.
has
Tivadar
Morrows not parking there.
cruise.
Hollywood American nltery con- the musical stage before.
Toni Hughes, erstwhile artist on
Another English flay had uncon- the 'Daily
tinues to stagger cuff accountants,
Mirror,' now working as
tested success in the Hungarian
by capacity biz.
assistant to Alberto Cavalcanti, film
'Horsefeathers' in English at Ed- translation at the National theatre. director, at the Tobls studios at
ward VII did record biz even during Barrets of Wlmpole Street,' re- Epinay.
chrlstened 'Where Love Is ForbidBad News Week.
Paramount made
Pathe
and
Beaulleu Casino now being run den,' an ideal vehicle for Glzl Bajor, news reels at Gain de I'EIegance
by Sir Francis Towle's hotel syndi- who scored one of her greatest tri- dinner held at Bagdad with parade
umphs In the part of Elizabeth.
cate at cut rates.
of latest creations from leading:
Irvin Marks Is plenty busy colAfter Parisian dressmaking firms.
Censor rampant again.
lecting complete world rights for 69 performances, he swooned down
Roger Vltrac being congratulated
'Mademoiselle' before Metro buys.
on 'Whirlwind,' Boroas' depressing at the Deux Magots upon the ac'Over the Rhine,' billed as only play showing these hard times as ceptance of Roger's play, 'Coup de
100 percent nudist picture, did five the result of the war.
Play would Trafalgar,' for spring production at
weeks on no ballyhoo, and 'Tarzan' have been taken off anyway because the Theatre de Vleux Colombler.
only two.
everybody who wanted to has seen
K. Nlemy, general manoger of InBilled as 'the dance of endurance it already, so censure only contrived ternational Bazaars, Inc., has left
and elegance,' six pairs of mara- to call increased attention to it.
the Hotel Continental and gone to
hoofers still in after 1,000 hours at
Invasion of guest players this Egypt to secure 10 whlstlin? donCasino des Varietes.
week: Fritz Kortner doing 'The keys for the Chicago Exposition.
Valentine Mandelstam, now on Patriot' in German, and Paris comMany luncheons given by British
loose ends here, except for his head, pany of English players with 'Pyg- and Artierican journalists in honor
which fits tightly under his hat, malion,' 'Musical Chairs,' 'Bunbury' of the retiring American ambassafiguring on lecturing Cannes on and 'While Parents Sleej?.' Neither dor, Walter E. Edge and embassy
'Life in Hollywood.'
of the guest companies had much press attache, Robert T. Pell, just
Jan Hulswlt, who is still In Hol- success.
'Musical
Chairs'
and before their dei)arture for Albania.
lywood, and who with Maurice Bar- 'While Parents Sleep,' new to this
Sydney Rayner, American tenor
ber and Dorothy Farnum produced city, were very coolly received.
of Opera Comique, cabled his moth'Coeur de Lllas' for United Artists
'Ritz 1919,' new Hunyady play, er in New Orleans the exact hour
abroad, permitted his young wife to has for background the foreign to listen in when he sang in four
come to Europe to fetch their baby, military missions in Bud^est dur- languages for Radio Colonial's exwho is in Holland with Jan's ing the Armistice., Although all perimental broadcast, March 14. remother. Baby can't be brought to foreigners in the play are sympa- layed throu.ghout the U.
S. by the
America because she has no Ameri- thetically handled, government restiitlon in Cincinnati.
can papers.
quesed VIgszlnhaz, which is presenting the play, to omit names,

—

Berlin

(Frances Arms), upon her retireBy Heinrich Fraenkel
biz. (Free plug).
Sophie Tucker's gesture of disdain when asked to use a mike at
Arthur Robinson in town.
the Ted Lewis opening was someJose Mojlca, Spanish Fox star,
thing to watch. She no like radio. due in town for a concert.
Edward Paul England Ill's the
Johannes Riemann back from
de gala, tangos, at the Waldorf- London, with another
job there in
Astoria, now features Fowler and May.
Tamara dancing to Nat BrandyGeorge Vallar chaperoning Doro
wynne's music.
thea
Radio Harris and Ruby Keeler dent's.Wieck to the American Stusaw a fortune-teller couple years
Paul Stein seems to have cold
ago, who predicted Miss Keeler's shouldered all Berlin offers.
Went
screen success. So Radie was given to Elstree to direct for B.I.P.
the first Keeler fan Interview.
Hans Gordon appointed German
Mack Miller doubling the p.a sales manager for Par. Has been
work between 'Flying Colors," where with the organization for seven

he helps Monty Prpsser, and the years.
Hollywood, where Monte helps him.
Hans Albers driving around In
Not to mention a couple of other one of those swell Fleetwood-bodied
spots.
12 cyl. Cad. Cabrlos., brand new
Val Lewfon, scheduled to deliver from the auto show.
)>is latest book, 'Laughing Harlot,' to
Definite rumors that Mix Schmelthe publishers April 1, last week ing and Anny Ondra are to be in
tore up the first 13 pages written holy wedlock before he crosses the
and now's sweating to meet the pond once more to don the gloves.
Grete Moshelm and Oscar Hodeadline.
Ex-'Variety' Berlin correspondent niolka living apart and looking for
Max Magnus, now in Hollywood divorce.' Which does not necessarily
was In Marlene Dietrich's dressing mean that they cease to be coroom on the lot when the quake oc stan-ed, either in plx or legit.
American colony here emphaslz
curred, Magnus is rooting for an
Ing F. Sackctt's tremendous popu
other quake.
Beaucoup beer displays In the larity by giving the deparjting Am
Square's sandwlcheries, with the bassador a particularly hearty sendetb and Madison avenue smart off. Many film folks present

•

WLW

and dress characters

in fantastic
uniforms instead of British, French
and Italian, for fear of diplomatic

Minneapolis

stadtooneel Introduces Dutch version of French play, 'Prenez garde
a la pelnture, by Renes Fauchols.

ment from show

•

'

Richard Boneli here for concert.
Two bits admission for Auto Show
lowest ever.
Universal exchange here making
big sales
Vatican.'

drive

for

'Voice

of

the

'King Kong,' set in at Orpheum
April 14, will have 'Cavalcade' as
State opposition.
Bob Stevenson, Community Fund
press agent and playwright, recovering from a serious illness.
Crossing the Atlantic for the ninth
time, Charles Jackson of Paramount

Nazi regime in Germany spells
ruin for great number of Hungarians employed in German picture
business. Francisca Gaal, scheduled
for six pictures in Bei-lin, is back
already, after only two completed.
Paul Abraham picture, half done,
stopped midway, only because he is
a foreigner. Hungarian scenarists,
directors, actors, cameramen, journalists, press photographers in Berlin all

trembling in their shoes since
come out on top.

Hitler has

sales staff is off to visit his parents

England.
Five complete performances a day,
of usual four, necessary
during Mills Brothers' return State

Winnipeg

in

instead

engagement.

Elmer Nelson, owner

Milwaukee
By Frank

complications.

By Les Rees

By Matt CorbeKt

J.

Miller

Davidson's next .show, 'Counsellor
at Law,' April 3, with Paul Muni.
George c}amp, formerly treasurer,
now manager for the Majestic
stock company.
Milwaukee Auditorium asks legislature for permls.«lon to sell beer
Present law prohil)its
at fights.
that.

Eddie Cantor, Georgie Jossel and
slated for the Wisconsin,
picture house, for mat and nigliL,
April 5.
'Dixie on Parade' at the Alhambra following its run at the Oarrick.
Chicago, did well. Pop priocs and

company

plu.s pie.

Edna Ball, known professionally
as Peggy De.vere, seriously ill ar
Picture doing county general hospital.
Recently
well.
operated.
Doc Guy, the singing salesman,
Constance La Plante, dancer at
biggest hit on the air. .locally.
Town and Country Clul\ sustained
Charlie Wright works a St. Ed- a broken jaw when she foil while
wards church Sunday nite concert. dong her dance.
'Cavalcade'

here.

I

of the house,

has taken over the State theatre,
Waseca, Minn., from Publlx and will
operate it himself.
Local sheet complained editorially
because 'Of Thee I Sing' is booked
at Metropolitan for only three days,
Instead of full week.
'Mussolini Speaks' was Introduced

.

Dumbbells

Joseph Lelslng,

69,

former

silent

play two weeks at picture actor, and many years ago
says they're break- connected with carnivals, died following six years' illness. Only 40
Stan and Phoebe Graham get try- Inches tall, he was seen in comedy
in the territory at a special show
all- over CKY.
Comedy roles during early movie day.s.
ing at the Granada theatre, Duluth, out on
Dancing after midnight at two
arranged by Ben Marcus, lecal Co- act called 'The Pemberton-Potters.'
Lambert Rogers, kid actor who loop nite clubs to be argued in
lumbia exchange manager.
Three former state boxing com- played Willie Murant In 'Street Judge Page's court April 6. I'roprletors
Scene,'
arrested for violating city
both
on the stage and in
missioners defendants in a suit
ordinance that pi'evcnts dancing
brought by the state to collect $1,050 the pie, back here in school.
Winston McQuillan directs, win- after midnight. Attorney for dealleged to have been given to a
ning play 'The Man Born to Be fense holds that night clubs are unformer secretary as a bonus.
Assurances of product from M-G Hanged,' which will go to Ottawa der state charter that permits dancinduced Publix to change its plans for the final, along with 'The Spite ing as long as dancers care to dance
Fence,' the other winner.
if the neighbors are not disturbed.
to close the Century, second fore

Walker.

Rumor

ing up here.

.
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London
Yllle act.

Flossie
premises.

-;•
'

Hollywood

CHATTE

Georgle Harris framing a vaude-

Freedman taking bigger

Antonio Moreno writing his friends
on arrival here, first police court
him over soon.
here to install the 'mike.'
Warners local studios closing
Julian Rose beating the West End
-weeks.
likprll 1 '0' *
barring clause, by doing a 'personal'
John Southern's father very 111, at the Pavilion, and starring in his
»nd his life despaired of.
picture at the Alhambra.
Bebe Daniels contemplating a trip
Harvey
Watklns
considering
over here around November.
several English hook-ups for AmerCharles Laughton growing beard ican novelties, with new type of
Hem-y VIII.
electric sign one of them.
for his film role of
Guy Bolton to adapt the new muNervo and Knox getting a mention during a Parliamentary debate. sical show at the London HippoLondon Drama League inviting drome, from German, due around
June,
with Glna Malo in cast.
free
tureceive
to
men
unemployed

Oscar Levant and Jack Bobbins
trading Insults.

Jack Oakie went for four new
That's news.

suits.

/•

to expect
^

;

ition.

Harcourt Williams giving up producing at the Old Vic after four
years.

Alan

Dwan changing from

the

Rltz hotel to the ritzier Dorchester
bouse.
Sonny Kelly, son of Arthur
Kelly, in hospital with mastoid

W

trouble.

Garland WUson, Nina Mae Mc
Kinney's pianist, in hospital with
abscess.
.

Mrs. Paul Robeson very kind and
considerate to any colored acts fall
Ing sick.
Brixton theatre, legit house, owned
by the Melville brothers, closed after
43 years.
Sir Nigel Playfair watching Nlklta
BaliefC to get a few hints on com

pere-ing.

Nora Swinburne has
El Patio cafe, in

interest In

Wardour

street,

as

elde-llne.

Charlotte Greenwood and Cyril
Maude to co-star in new GaumontBritish film.
'Soldiers of the King,' the latest
Gainsborough Films' weakling, to be
released April 24.
Cochran closing 'Mother of Pearl'
for the week preceding Easter, to
give Delysla a rest.
Harriet Jay, writer of 'When
Knights Were Bold,' under 'Charles

Marlowe,' left $16,000.
Cecil Landeau now on another
burlesque film. This times its '40,000 Years of S!ng-Sing.'
ICric
Barker broadcasting his
Devonshire holiday by sending his
friends Devonshire cream.
Jack Hylton Jealous of his wife's
grosses.
Claims she sometimes

makes more than he

does.

English prisons now running their
own weekly newspapers, with no

mention of criminal news.
Newspapers again trying to beat
each other on the Tree Gift' racket,
after agreeing to calm down.

Murray Silverstone at premiere of
'Kid from Spain,' minus his better
due to tatter's Indisposition.
Inquiries have arrived here from
America seeking the address of
Mario Blanchl, alias Monty Banks.
Edmund Sayag is shortly to become general manager of the Alhambra, Paris, for General Theatres

balf,

series of caves dug out of natural
C. N. Nelson Is the assistant to
sandroclt inside llie bluffs along the the Metro story editor.
Mississippi
river,
scheduled for
Mrs. Gus Kahn arrived here
By Rex McConnell
April 7, the day froth becomes legal.
Neon skuU-and-ci'ossbones sign 8x Thursday from the east.
Windsor,
local
neighborhood 10 feet visible from the loop across
Hal Roach with his wife and son
movie, will try foreign films one the
river the spot's only outside sail for Europe March 31.
night a weel;.
Colleen Moore is hosting the press
adornment.
Palace theatre oke, with operators
at her home next Sunday.
union for first time since it was reOvercoats are going into the dis-

Canton

—

opened

last fall.

Sam M. Reichblum, head

of ReichSaranac Lake
Co., opens general ofBy Happy Benway
chain in East Liverpool.
Frank Devol, featured vocalist
'Night of the Garter,' currently with Em Gills' band, visits with
A few essential things that you
at the Strand theatre, shortly fold- home folks here during two weeks' and you should know, it might keep
ing, with Frederick Londsdale's 'On layoff of band.
you away from Saranac. If you
•Hod' Williams' orchestra, follow- have a slight cold
Approval' revival replacing.
see your doctor,
ing six months at Florida's most avoid chest protectors
and mufflers
Despite the thousands of potinds fashionable resorts, resumes tour of
tied around your neck. Never cough
she once possessed, Mrs. Meyrlck, Ohio dance spots.
or expectorate in public.
Cleanll
the night-club queen, left less than
Duke Drukenbrod, Hagenbeck ness is essential.
Sunlight
and
$300 when all debts were paid.
Wallace sideshow manager, will
Chaliapin being presented with leave next month for Peru, Ind., to fresh air are excellent disinfectants
Don't
forget
that
cheerful
a
mind
golden record by His Master's Voice ready his sideshow for the 1933 tour.
with
this
slight
cold
will
be
one
of
Recording Company, for whom he
R. D. Smith, agentlng 'Moonshine
best assets.
The cultivation
has been recording for 30 years.
and Honeysuckle' through New your
of it will be the greatest comfort
Constance
Cummlngs' picture, England, returns to home here. when to you. So be careful, as a slight
written by Fred Thompson for Brit- road show of that title is shelved cold may lead to a chronic disease
ish International Pictures, will not temporarily.
Ploward, formerly of Howai'd
Ben Bernle, with band and com- & Tom
be a musical, as originally intended.
Marlon, and Gus Barrett, of the
Theatre Royal, Birmingham, a pany of 30 entertainers, due to play Barrett Bros., who operate the Comtime in
Moss house, closed recently for one Canton auditorium somesponsoring
monwealth Theatrical Agency, BosApril. MCA, of Chicago,
week, due to lack of attraction. Unton, Mass. have lined :.up many of
)ast a month.
precedented in histoid of this house. the tour, which will
More than 3,600 Jam city auditor! the up-state houses for spring
All the actors rushing to write um to see first of series of free vaudeville bookings. While looking
their memoirs in the Sunday papers. vaude shows, sponsored by City over Saranac Howard & Barrett
stated that they now booked 6^
Stanley Lupino latest, in which he Recreation department, while down
admits be was onise street newsboy. town movie houses cater to slim weeks in. and -around Boston with
about five weeks of New York state
The Italian kine has made Arthur patronage.
time lined up for the spring.
Wontner a knight of the Crown of
St. Patrick 'blow-ofC' in san was
Italy in recognition of his performa big success, every up patient doance in the Mussolini play 'NapoSpokane
ing his bit giving the bed patients a
leon.'
big kick out of the local clown
By Ray Budwin
Tommy Osborne, for many years
show. Antiques galore were pulled
with Moss Empires, and once secreTom M^ R. Keane, who originated to big laughs, even Ben SchafCer
tary to the late chairman, Frank
Allen, given life pension of $7 per Sportsmen-Tourist fair idea, here spoke 'four words' in English. Nice
from Tacoma to assist with plans time sponsored by Mrs. Katherine
week.
Murphy, superintendent of the
Joe Friedman, European bead of for 14th annual show.
Razing of AvaJon theatre, torn lodge.
Columbia Pictures, awaiting intiCharles Bloomfleld left for Philamation to sail for America shortly, down to defeat heavy taxes, has
the
for
Plans
call
delphia, Pa., with an arrested case
completed.
been
to discuss Columbia's future European policy with Henry and Jack erection of service station on the okay. It took him a little over a
year
to do the trick. It was a sad
site.
downtown
Cohn.
Wanda Hawley, former screen parting, as he sure did hate to leave
Decca Recording Company owes
Its bankers over balf million dollars, star, in city plugging new apparel his friends up here.
SARANAC ON PARADE. .Johnny
with bankers asking for the money for women at department stores
now that Decca's public issue has Big turnout with stunt a success at Laycock who is strictly abed showeach personal appearance.
ing up to the cure okay. .Phyliss
flopped.
Charles Burke, advance of Tattle Milford gets the big out-of-tbe"The next Gladys Cooper producBarbara Stanwyck-Frank cure-town okay... Tom Creamer retion understood to be a dramatiza- Tales,'
tion of a last season's novel "The Fay show, In city arranging book- turned to the lodge resuming the
Rats of Norway,' the locale being a ing with H. D. McBride of Fox ozone routine; this is Tom's third
Road attraction booked for two visit up here... Jack Nicoll has cut
boy's school.
March 28.
off his connections with Ravenhall
Max Miller, English comic, often showings
Orpheum reopened March 17, with night club to resume a mess of curmentioned favorably in "Variety,'
manager. House now ing at 49 Sheppard ave. ..Ford
steals the honors in Gaumont-Brlt- Tom Olsen as
Everdirection
under
of
operating
Raymond
left the infirmary departIsh's 'Good Companions' film, to be
Straight pix ment doing a little uplng at times
Theatres, Inc.
shown before the King and Queen green
at 30-cent top. Opened to good biz ...Helen O'Reilly who did the cure
shortly.
Jasper.*
with
'The
Great
thing up here is Saranac-lng for a
George Black paying Jack Taylor
Station KGA will conclude its af- look over; may go into biz up here
$230 per week for use of 'Atlantic'
scene in Palladium 'Crazy' outfit. filiation with the Gold network of ...Betty Huntington got the big
Taylor has English rights from the NBC April 1, when It will begin okay to go home, only to throw one
as
local
broadcasting
operation
a
Folles Bergere, where scene was
of those things that will keep her
company. Howard Milholland is In in bed for some time to come. Kid
originally staged.
Decca Record company, manu- charge of the station, which was one now out of the red and doing oke
facturers of Decca and Brunswick of two outlets here for NBC.
...Alma Montague leaving cured,
records, with Hylton, Fox, Lorabar- will continue to carry NBC chain will do that farm thing in Verrhont,
programs.
do, Lyman and Bernle under congreat come-back. ..Chris Hagedorn
tract with them, asking for $60,000
secret meetings with Dr. Woodruff

blum Theatre
fices for his

.

.

KHQ

'Night of the Garter* closing at
the Strand April 1, followed by a
revival of Lonsdale's 'On Approval.' public subscription.
John Southern again after the
Fay Compton annoyed with the Shcrman-FIsher Girls as perma•Daily Express' for putting her in nents for the London Pavilion, makthe 40 years old class. She is only ing their third return In as many
38.

spells

Bermnda
'42d Street' attracting mobs at the
flicker palace.

Queen Street

Entire Cuban consulate booking

'Forbidden

Company,'

.

.

New York on a
Mary

visit.

MacLaren,

former

silent

playing a bit in Paramount's
'Intemational House.'
Jack Wooldrldge, syndicate writer,
on his feet again after the doctors

star,

had said

it

was no

go.

Those Eskimos brought south for
Metro's 'Eskimo' having a tough
time being understood.
Gary Grant Is still carrying a
scar from the explosion on the
'Eagle and Hawk' set at Par.
Jacques Lory, French mag writer,
received an injured eye when working as an extra in Fox's 'Pilgrimage.'

George

Fanchon
assistant

Ward, formerly In the
Marco home ofiflce. now
manager at the Para-

&

mount.

Mae

Clarke

recovering

rapidly

from her auto accident injuries and
returns to work at Metro In about
10 days.

Bid Grauman Is still trying to
contact George Bernard Shaw for
an Imprint of his whiskers in the
Chinese forecourt.
West Side Riding and Asthma
Club called off Grover Jones'
planned week-end on bis yacht. No
sailors in the mob.
Mario, maitre with Sardl's in New
York for five years, has transferred
his allegiance to Sardl's In Holl7>
wood. He starts today (Mon.).
>

Loop
Abe Lastfogel here.
Ed Levin on B&K sick list.
Fred Jordon with Abbey Players.
Dave Llpton on a diet every other
day.

Ben Ehrllch out

of

town

for

a

week.

Lou Llpstone gone

to

Manhattan

looking for acts.

Lou Cowan is publicizing, of all
an orphans' home.
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson

things,

ofllce closed, staff

Col. Daniel

disbanded.

Thomson now with H.

Spltalny's radio firm.

John Meaney, once an actor, now

Oak Park home for indigents.
Jim Christy and John Joseph of
aj:e wearing new Easter suits.
Newspapers are having an epi-

In

RKO

demic of whlte-on -black theatrical
ads.

World Fair expects to Issue a 15cent magazine for general distribution.

Phillips Carlln

NBC

and Frank Mason,

eastern moguls, barged into

town,

a

C. J. Bulllett caught 'Shadow of
Gunman' in the absence of Lloyd

Lewis.
Frank Bering playing polo at the
124th F. A. Armory took a bad spill,
but escaped Injury.

.

Dick Cook In town from Chi. on

.

*Iz.

N. Y.

the town's ritziest house, the new
World, foreign film spot with a six-

.

RKO

Biz so brutal at
with Jolson's 'Hallelujam' that wags declare
pic should have been yclept 'Hallelujah, I'm a
Actor.'

Bum

Paramount, across-the-street opthe RKO, goes to other
extreme and enjoys Its best week In
a year with WB's *42nd Street.'
Hamllne, nahe house, undergoing
extensive remodeling. Six hundred
po.slsh to

(capacity) 12-sprIng, alr-cushlon,
being inleather-covered
seats
stalled to replace present antlnquee,
Opening of Mystic Caverns, a

a serious setback, now sitting up Ramblers' under his wing and rewith that okay thing. .Artie (Bur- named them '3 Southern Gentlelesque) Lewis doing his stuff at the men.'
Ted Weber sprucing up White
State San., Waverly, Ky...Bob Mcpark sanguine of
Ouire, Barbar Hotel, Los Angeles, City amusement
Fair
share of World's
Cal.. now out of a six-week flu mess getting
Toddy Lorraine, U. S. Vets, Hos- crowds.
Albert Dezel has states' rights to
pital, Tupper Lake, N. Y., going
'Seventh Commandment,' a pictorial
through a siege of much sickness..
well-known misdePatricia Bnird left the Mt. Vernon treatise on the
sanatorium and Is now resting at meanor.
Lou Greenspan arrived by aeroher home in Kansas City, Mo...
Joseph Vaughey Is an absolute ar- plane Saturday morning from Hollywood to attend his mother'6 funerested case and is working In Denral Monday.
vor, Colo. .Hobby CJraham, No. 191
Diane Bothwell from Minneapolis
University ave., Toronto, Canada,
has
come to the loop to seek her
on his third m<;rith of that medico
fortuno with a voice formerly heard
tiling, but mjc!. on the mend, exover WCCO, St. Paul.
P'?ct.s to rcfiunie Work In tlie next
Harriet Iloctor replaced Will Mafuture... Are you writing to those
honey at the Indie Emboyd, Fort
that you know In Saranac and else(Continued on page 64)
\
where that are sick?
.

Riviera starts split week schedule Friday (24).
Paul B. Adams In as manager of

bit top.

Harry Warren
Harry Ruby's

Street,'
like

WHO

St ?aul _

Joe Friedman back from
on biz.

'42d

brother.
Social season in town is beginning
to sour with everyone painting up
at Malibu.
The Barthelmess bungalow at the
Bev Hills hotel getting to be a
great drop -in spot.
Cai'l De Voy, Pasadena portrait
photographer, now snapping pictures for Columbia.
John Wray and Robert Gleckler,
actors, started last week by auto fO{

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Puck celebrated 10 years of married life with
a party at the Opera Club.
City desks a bit Irked at Balaban
& Katz for sidestepping questions
on negotiations with unions.
Jack Qarrlty, Jr., is press agentnice, eh!
who opens
IN
THESE lng Kathryn (jrawford,
WHO'S
UNITED STATES... George Milton, at the 100 CHub. Leo .Salkin booked.
-Nate- Blumberg week-ended In
the~ffrtE:tnal JIggs in Bringing Up
Father, holding up okay at the Elk's Milwaukee with his mother who is
Home, Dedford, Va. .Cecilia Hafer- slowly mending from an '3operation.
Rhythm
Paul Cohan has taken
mann, R.S.S. Rutland, Mass., licked

By Walt Raschick

made by

In

photographs

make Leopold

gar Mayer will vacash it In Cuba...
The home of Mrs. Christy Mathewson. Sr., Is being fixed up; she Is
expected back here from her China
visit any day. .Nice to see Danny
Murphy and Tommy Vicks out of
bed; both licked a mess of bad cold
and how. .Fred Bachman recovered
one pound of that lost weight and
now swears by cod-liver oil... Have
you any spare Jig-saw puzzles? The
gang up here can use them while
curing... Ben SchafTer back in bed
nursing schnozzle trouble. .Leonard
Cowley now on unlimited exercise;

Sit

seats for Leicester Square opening Reliance Films, America, and purof Don Azplazu and his Havana chased by William Gell for Gaumont-Brltish, given the razz at the
Band, and Mariana.
W. P. Lipscomb went to the com Capitol picture house recently.
Despite all rumors that Clifford
mand performance to find his name
Whitley is to present Marlene Die'The
spelt wrong on the captions for
trich in the West End shortly,
Good Companions.'
Foster claims he holds exHaiTy
Dodle Smith called on for speech
and she
when she witnessed the opening of clusive contract with her, managethe tour of her play 'Service' at can only play under his
ment.
Wimbledon theatre.
Beaumont Alexander has new
After many years the Embassy
Club Is once more lining up cabaret bankroll and negotiating leasing
names to bolster up business, which Princes' Restaurant for cabaret,
claiming has Boswcll Sisters booked.
has been dropping off.
George Bishop received personal Alexander's angel is Lundy, son of
congratulations from Lord Camrose late head of Plack and White whisfor the part he played In patching key concern.
Fresh Flowers, Ltd., In Berkley
up the Equity business.
street, hides Identity of Lady Diana
Dick Elgin and his band, record
Cooper, Mrs. Cory Wright, Gertrude
Inp for Columbia Recording com
pany, Is the well respected Dick Lawrence and Mrs. Martin Vogel.
Latter Is American. Business Is to
Crean of Palladium fame.
T5ow Street police court, where supply fresh flowers to all functions
Americans and other aliens register I and theatres.

Lan"y Hart is either smoking
larger cigars or he's shrinking.

.

—

International's latest to have preview at Metro's Empire, March 17,
concurrently with Metro's own 'Secret of Madame Blanche.'

card with the heat coming.
displayiiig
Department
stores
'goona goona' bathing suits.

Those two

other, this will

the fifth cutting up... Frisco DeVere feeling so-so with lotsa bedding between little get-ups. .Maurice Cohen is a new-comer at the
lodge, now under observation. Dr.
Wilson looking over... Alice (Jarman New Yorklng for a vacash...
Betty Blair still in bed ... Natalie
Feldman three Jumps ahead of the
medicos and doing great... Dr. Ed-

months.
Playwright Augustus B. Thomas
'Double Hsurness,' by Edward Poor rambling around with Mrs. Thomas
Broadcasting Corporation, compli- Montgomery, currently at Apollo for the next three weks.
menting Trix Sisters on first broad theatre, being nibbled at for fllmlThe Vernons Imported this week
cast.
zation, with author asking $20,000 (23) for Castle Harbour, the only
dancing team on the island at
Latest Leicester Square theatre for rights.
Charlie Woolf thinks his concern present.
booking is Yvonne Valle, opening
Gaumont-Brltish as good as a
Remo Bufano marionettes to perApril 10, for two weeks, with op
bank; but with the public only tak- form poet-Easter in conjunction
tions.
they are with the Bermuda Opera club's
Doctor Vaughan Williams writing ing up 36% of his issue,
so
sure.
not
'Trial
by Jury.'
a new opera, being set to music by
Will Hay to do series of 'scholasCharley
'must
come
TuUle's
Evelyn Sharpe, and will be produced
tic' shots for Gaumont-Brltish, but quick' cable sent Helen Kane and
shortly.
hold up is G.-B. want to use their Max. Hoffmann home on the next
So many American film stars producer, with Hay Insisting he boat (26) in time for the big lawaround they are eerlously talking of tiilc6s
hJtnd,
svit.
stnrt'ng a London branch of the
Hlbbert, Bird and Ready (former
Just as Sigmund Schatz assem'Masquers.'
two previously known as Marcello bles his full concert and dance orquarexclusive
Although Roy Fox has
duo, and latter with Malinoff
chestra at Castle Harbour, his fidGaumont - British contract. Para- tet), latest to do a Lowe, Berinoff dler tumbles off a bicycle and puts
mount has sanction for Roy to play and Wensley take-off.
a good arm out of commlsh for a
at the Plaza.
'Let Me Explain, Dear,* British week.

—

another operation.

must love each

Sir John Relth, head of British

John Sovranl, managing director
of swanky Malmalson Restaurant, is
vice-consul of the Italian Repjifellc
of San Remo.

—

.

.

.

.
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CH

Jack Pettis were ^o have taken over
Show Boat fell through at last

ATTE

time.

after

a

News from Chi of Jackie Heller's
divorce wasn't as much of a surprise here as was the fact that he

film

expedish

with

Wilkins

called the 'Skyrlders' and Jack Morrison of the World's Fair perambulator of that name Isn't ofltended by

and Meyers, dnd Louise

Fordham.

I

I

Vancouver

30.

New

—

First
ommisslon in more than
decade.
Cost too great without
commensurate return.
-Doc' resigned to become booking
agent for Famous Pollle carnival,
The Mrs. will look after racing
derby during his absence

Utah

Allied

—

,

Pictures

exchanges,

NBC

carries

(Publlx)

'State

week.
here Fair' over second
Earl Baughman succeeds Jack
Older as manager at Victory (Pub-

leading

p"ooflX^

bridge

tourney.
Paul Blssinger, who produced "Hi W. B. Cook, Central City, Colo.; W,
H. McDonald, Torrington, Wyo.; H
is pappy to a baby girl.
Hestbeck, Chappell, Neb., and T
Dudd Williamson, formerly Tom L.
W. Thompson, Scottsbluff, Neb,
and J>udd, announcing on KJBS.
Henry Goldenburg has taken an
apartment and expects to stay here.
Albany
Turnaway crowds upon Anson
Weeks' return to the Mark Hopkins.
By Henry Retonda
Tom White and a pet gorilla
Tony Wisper, shipping clerk with
There'

MasB

Advertising
same as New York musicians go
In an effort to bring back trade to other towns. What they really
members of the M. P. Theatre appear to want is an exempt posiOwners of Wisconsin and Upper tion, namely. New York closed for
Mich., in Milwaukee, took space in
the newspaper for a composite all but New York musicians and
space, using 70 inches for an insti- the entire country left free to them
tutional appeal, with the theatres to go to play wherever they please.
In conclusion, will say that Ifand their current attractions listed.
Main copy was hinged on the in- out-of-town bands violate union
augural address with 'the only thing laws, Local No. 802 has a perfect
we have to fear is fear' and the right to proceed against them, but
urge to turn to the pictures for the if they do not, the local will not
laughs that would dissipate fear. be permitted to Interfere
with
Only 13
47

of the 47 theatres had comwhich rather took the point
the appeal.
Better copy would have stressed
the shorts for the laugh appeal in
stead of urging the reader to see
'King of the Jungle' or 'The Mum-

their

edies,

employment.

Jos. N.

off

Playhouse

still

running

burlesque, although

how.

Dave
splits

Cockerlll,

with

KSL

'

it's

Field's

a mystery

RKO

manager,
on weekly stage

broadcast.
Rialto going back to flrst-run
pictures starting with 'Kid from
Spain' March' 22. Seating less than
1,000, this house expects to run the
picture three weeks.
Flfty-flfty
deal with producer assumed,
Salt Lake without regular place
to buy sheet music or records,
Kress stores only place to buy what
All record
few tunes are sold.
wholesalers have folded; radio sta
tions shipping discs in from coast.
.

Board of Governors of Local No.
it off.
It was a good 802 contend that the International
but not so well handled. Prob- union, or President Weber, spethe houses had comedy cifically, has
not given them the
shorts, but nothing was said about
cooperation Ihey sought in supthese.
pressing the practice of underscaling among out-of-town bands.
Weber, say the board members,
Whoopee Cost $12
Herman C. Bamberger, who's now has refused to grant them permission to revoke the traveling cards
at the Paramount theatre. Middle
town, O., bought the best Friday of the out-of-town units found
he has had in months for 12 bucks guilty by the local. As the proand some hustling:
cedure now stands, they aver, the
With the aid of a local bottling local can find bands guilty of unplant, he obtained the loan of an derscaling, but there's nothing to
authentic bar which he er.ected in prevent the orchestras from rethe lobby of the theatre.
Shelves
were dressed with bottles, and a suming the practice on another
my' and laugh

|

idea,

ably

all of

I

{

—

Job.

rnra^nrging^e^r aleTnd ?upK^I ^USical StOCk, Spokaiie
bafkeep.
Bamberger's only cost
Burlesque Opposish
was for lumber for the shelves.
Prior to the opening, a sign stated
Spokane, March 20.
that free drinks would be given FriHarvey Miller's musical comedy
day and Saturday 'by courtesy of opened to near-capacity at the Authose two hop and malt men from ditorium in competition to the Post
the yeast, Keaton and Durante.'
street burlesque show across the
Played up on the screen, under
Miller is presenting thred
street.
the marquee and in the ads, and it
pulled surprisingly well, reference straight stage shows daily. Ray A.
being made to 'Middletown's new- Grombacher at the Post is playln?
est speakeasy in the Paramount a pix in conjunction with his comtheatre.'
That made more talk bination show.
Police toned down the Post enterthan any of the other lines. Herman Bamberger is a brother of Leon tainment, which has been getting a
J. Bamberger, one of the original big play for two weeks. Miller opened
Paramount explolteers and now strong, billing his show as for 'the
with RKO
Grombacher Is adentire family.'
I

I

.

{

|

I

|

I

mitting adults only.
Both houses are changing shows
twice weekly. Will Maylon, affiliated with Miller in the musical en-

Wasted Space
Someone tripped

in laying out the

has withdrawn. Miller la
best known in the Northwest for
sports promotion.

terprise,

BUBLY'S STENGHEB
Buffalo,

'

ntONS' lO-GENTEB
Chicago, March

W

27.

27.

Irons has acquired the
Wonderland, 10c grind, at Halstead
and Madison, adjacent to the Haymarket, which he formerly operated
with burlesque.
Irons meanwhile continues to operate the Star, Cincinnati, with 16o
burlesque and $15 actors.

Warren

BOOKLET ON
TO MAKft OP

WO

March

Audience at the Mayfair, which
re-opened Friday (24) with burlesque, was driven from the theatre
when stench bombs were tossed
during the performance.
A man apprehended by the theatre
employees and alleged by several
witnesses to have thrown one of the
bo^bs was arrested and held

—

Placements

I

DOROTHEA AMTEL

,

>

Dollar

|

—

Shoes for

Weher.

Federation

of Musicians.
{

Lincoln

LETTERS

INSTITUTION

American

President,

.

One

Fed

hotel or place of amusement in violation of its laws. It is the Federation which is Its protector, yet
the article would make it appear
that it is the enemy and all this
for the reason that musicians from
other towns come to New York the

display for 'Mussolini Speaks' at the
N. Y. Palace. On the marquee was a
box nearly three feet deep and per
haps 10 feet high containing in the
By Barney Oldfield
front cutouts of the Duce and the
King as they frequently appear
watching parades, with Mussolini's
LTC cut was cut to 25%.
hand raised in the salute. It Is
Planet Mars petitioned to close.
diked up with flags and things, and
MGM, resigns.
Stage band at Liberty Art Ba
makes a fine display from the front,
Mrs. L, J. Van Buren reopens her
but it fronts on a sort of Island tritheatre April 7 at Cairo after being bich out.
When .Sending for Mall to
closed during the winter.
Stunt team of Barnett and Healy angle through which there is com
VABIETY Address Mall Clerk.
parativeljr little traffic. The sides of
The
premiere
has
split.
picturlzation
of
POSTCARDS, ADVEBTISINO or
box, which face the lines of apCIRCULAR LETTERS WILL MOT
'Gabriel Over the White House' will
Roy Miller is traveling this terri- the
proach are devoid of any lettering.
BE ADVERTISSP
be at Harmanus hall here.
tory now for Universal.
It may be argued that there Is
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
Amos Curry, operator of theatres
Bert Stern reported in line for the sufficient else on the marquee to get
ONE ISSrE ONIY
at Norwood and Norfolk, visited Lincoln house managership.
attention, but the fact still remains
film row, returning home with new
Joe Cooper due Mon. (27) to that perfectly good space is going
bookings within a day.
Atherton Marty
change show biz complexion.
Klein Geo
to waste, and wasted opportunity is
J. C. Carpenter has given up his
appointed new
Jim
Hanley
was
Baker LllUon
a cardinal sin in exploitation.
Park theatre at Cobleskill after radio commissioner for 4th zone.
Lonsdale Geo
Love
I
operating it for four years.
He
wave length was award
KFOR's
Cunard Joseph
walked out with all the equipment. ed to the Cornbelt Broadcasting Co,
Murdock Joppie
The Edgewood inn, destroyed by
Flnley James T
Weavier has a ticket tie-up
Ray
Lobby Zylo
Nathan Joe
fire recently. Is to be rebuilt on the
a bakery here that packs 'em
It used to be old stuff when there
same location at a cost of $16,000. with
In.
vaudeville, but right now
was
more
Harry
narry j.vicjL>aniei,
McDaniel, wno
who reorganized
are
Arrangements
under way for the bottle xylophone seems to be
I his own band, after leaving Johnny Kate Smith to appear
...
(18) for the
more or less of a novelty and worth
Johnson's orchestra at the comple- city in an unemployment benefit,
.
tipn of an engagement at the Palace
some attention as a lobby attractor
where noise is desired
at Albany, is to get-t4ie assignment
Instead of the wooden or metal
bars, a row of bottles is strung from
Hartford
upright and tuned by Introducing
an
Pittsburgh
By M. H. Hammer
sufficient water to get the exact
By Hal Cohen
note. This calls for a nice ear, but
Bottles are placed In
Dick Dorman and wife now resi- Is simple.
proper order and lightly struck with
Paderewski at the Mosque at $4.40 dents of Hartford.
top pretty much of a disappointE. M. Loew visits Hartford on a wooden mallets, which can be home
made or obtained from any night
ment downstairs.
tour of Inspection.
82e W. 72d St., New Tork City
The John Harrises and Andy MelCollin Driggs now devoting full club OP dealer In night club novel
ties
lon came back together from Eu- time to radio entertainment.
My New Assortment of GREETING
CARDS Is Now Ready. 21 neautlfiil
youngster can master
rope on the Leviathan
Lloyd Foley gets a surprise when ^, Any bright
.
u
X.
CARDS and FOLDERS, Doxed, Posttime,
the ^trick of playing in a short
Marc Connelly paid his first visit -j'ster on stage visits Hartford
pald, for
to the homo town in years for openNat Greenwood plans to become a and he can hold them around long
ing here of 'Green Pastures.'
benedict some time in the near enough to see what you have to
Selections should be brief to
offer.
Deal whereby Eddie Klein and future.
Magicians are out of luck legis- permit them to edge up to the box
lative committee reports unfavor- office
ably on bill to bar advertising diSomewhat similar is the tumbler
vulging tricks of professional en- conlon, which is formed of a set of
tertainers.
glasses which are played by moving
Louis Schaefer watches the ac- the finger over the eda:2s with a
tivities of George Schaefer, of Pub- rotary n>otion.
Fingers should be
llx-Paramount fame and his brother, soaked in lemon or vinegar and
the
eJ5fr^^/
carefully,
reading 'Variety' reli- water until they are able to set the
glously every week to see what's rims in vibration. The tone Is sur
15S2
doing in the show world.
prlsingly clear and penetrating.
|

MAKE

of the

would never have the re
motest opportunity to discipline
any musician who works in any

|

llx).

I

|

that

^it^out the assistance

legislature,

Capitol

and Salt Lake have added Tower
Debrow, once famed black- Productions and Mascot Serials,
jail.
Ollle tried
1".
Walter Weins, sales manager the
_ V i -'v,: <i0Pe
J
conviction, Chicago branch, has been manager
K,.f S^^^S^^f t'if^
°"
Lf the Paramount exchange here,
cotic agents say.
capitol -film exchange has made
Jack Pullman manager, AI Gorrell
salesman, and Herman Reule book
er. They have added Principal Pro
San Francisco
ductlons here and Salt Lake.
By Harold Bock
More than the usual, number of
out-of-town exhibs were seen on the
row
arranging dates: Victor Be
Lido cafe reopened the 26th
chechl, Albuquerque; Francis Mc
Murphy again p.a.'lng Parland, Rushvllle, Neb.;
Eddie
Wm. OsKTAB,
Earthquake scaCred Clark Gable tenburg, Scottsbluff, Neb.; E. J.
Schiilte,
Thomas Love,
Casper;
Into a trip up here,
Hanna, Wyo.; Thos. Villnave, Buf
Sidney Dorais and partner
l?iTo"wvn^"Vn«^
Ollle

face comic, again in

802

vs.

J oration

fnot«rtii
brochures'
includes SroI?h,.r«
customers packages.
Another recent tie-up is with the
carriers of 'Liberty.' Included with
.the magazine is a leafiet or circular

New York

Denver
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(Continued from page 49)
Federation to agree to a policy of
that kind, it would agree to the
same situation among musicians as
Hitler created in Germany. This
will never be Arid Local No. 802
understands it.
The local union

advertising the current feature picture and carrying the star award
given the picture by the publication.

'Examiner' pulled a boner when it
F. M. Thomas, general manager,
used picture of Charlie Paddock and
the 'coincidence.'
Famous Players Canadian, Western
Maurice Chevalier broke away a houn' dog under the caption 'Pad- Canada, has returned to Winnipeg.
dock
talks things over with Helene
Santa
Fe
the
at
from the press
Madison.'
Two night ball leagues are to
must
take
depot because he said he
operate this summer. Seniors drew
his regular stroll down Michigan
an average of 1,500 three times a'
Eyjulevard, a ritual with him when
week
to their games last year.
Haven
passing through.
Four Porters,' black-face act
John Nash staged his 17th annual
By Harold M. Bone
with George Wright, station manaSt. Patrick's evening benefit show
ger, playing straight, on CNRV
for and at Father Callahan's parish
Doris Vinton in.
again. Act ran 72 weeks until laid
house. Nick Lucas, Paul Ash, Rie
Harry. Berman studying a new off In 1931.
Terry, Pat Barnes and the first act
Fanchon & Marco acts bow out
of 'Family Upstairs' provided the lullaby.
Ansonia has started a dizzy dance at the Strand Friday with the house,
diversion.
marathon.
which only reopened recently, go
N. H. Symphony folded for season ing back to straight picture runs,
Sun. (26).
road showing film whenever possl
Eddie Weaver coming back for ble. House starts with 'Cavalcade'
Galveston
short stay.
Saturday. All seats reserved. AdBy George A. Seel
John Grlnold enjoying Morris vance booking Indicates heavy busiCove scenery.
ness.
restaurateur, sucS. J. Galdo,
S. Z. Poll's daughter opens Jigsaw
With the Radio Commission exceeds C. E. 'Doc' Barfleld as head puzzle shop here.
of beach association.
Noble Sissle barnstorming at pected to put the drastic new advertising time limit into effect April
Jlmmle Hull's tent show must be Bridgeport Ritz Ballroom.
doing good biz. Jlmmle is riding
Harvey Cocks advises ^.e's now 1, (five percent of continuity), local
broadcasters have been timing their
around In a brand new automobile. managing In Steubenville, Ohio.
Howe Street Playhouse folded output to see what cuts will be
Harry Cohen, former publisher of
Galveston Tribilne, writing topical after one week tryput of legit stuff. necessary. Shared frequency oper
lyrics for revival of 'The' Mikado,'
'Of Thee I Sing' reopens dark ators may find the going particu
at Houston.
Shubert three days beginning Mar. larly heavy.
Splash Day, formal opening of 30.
Cameo theatre operators, ordered
bathing, set for April 23.
Cash
prizes for best looking and cos- evicted for non-payment of rent,
Salt Lake City
have been granted stay until a pur
tumed bathing gals.
No beauty pageant this year. chaser of house can be found.
By Philip G. Lasky

—

department store has received let
ters from department stores all over
the country asking about the theatre tie-up
the Des Moines
This also gives
fce® newspwer advertising by the
tea room, as well as weekly radio
nnrfm"!^*
Partment store

'

Lincoln StefCens, author-lecturer,
coming from Carmel, for lecture

March

Weher

(Continued from page 21)

to

Charles Hughes has an Idea,
nebulous, to hire a theatre during theatres in legislature.
Kathleen Wilson of NBC's drama
the World's Fair and capitalize on
marrying Rawson Holmes,
his 'First Nighter' radio program's staff
wealthy Stanford stude, on April 7.
popularity.
Bal Tabarin cafe reopened; floor
Blackhawk cafe's Monday Jam- show
features Sammy Walsh, m.c;
Hal Kemp orchestra

boree

Exploitation

minute.

RorElkllfs, formerly with George
Sharp stock troupe at Pitt, now
running his own company at Maestic in Harrisburg
India.
Kohen, Davis mgr., and
Spitzer ...w..^..,
Jimmie Cagney, Sam Ornltz and
Lester Cohen up for the Mooney Frank Damls, asst. zone manager
forWB, flying to Hollywood Easter
meeting.
surprised
the week for a ID-day vacation.
Arvid Erickson
Raoul Whitfield, ex-reporter on
moths by wearing hia tux last Sunold Pittsburgh "Post,' getting his
day night.
Tom Van Osten and Hulda Mc- first marquee break here this week
Ginn in Sacramento representing with 'The Keyhole' at Stanley,

docked

(Continued from page 63)
"Wayne, when Marvin Schenck gave
Will six weeks in the east.
'Daily News' will sponsor air
This
races at the World's Fair.
apparently Is a substitute for the
girl show idea they toyed with for

a

^esday, March

VARIETY

54

INTERNATIONAL*

S^age and

SHOWFOLK'S SHOESBOP—

BROADWiLT'

,

,

,

,

Milt Schuster, Chicago, made the
following placements last week:
Gordon RyUeen. Sunya Slanc, Agnes

Nlcholls, Dorothy Ahearn, Sammy
Weston, Frank O'Neill, Star & C?arter, Chicago; Walter Smith, Mickey
Dennis, Dottle Wahle, Garrlck, St.
.Louis; Ernie Holder, Avenue, DeL^ou. j^j^j^ jjean, Helen Hunt, Gem,
Chicago; Dugan and Clark. Ray
Dean, Gaycty, Milwaukee.
I

Empire Wheel
Week March

27

nenuly Parade— Qayety, Washlnglon.
Frolics— Howard. Boston.
Girls of U. 3. A.— Star. Brooklyn.
Jazztlme— Central. New York.
JlHRlo Jlndle-Trocadt-ro,
Peaches— 1,1. O.

Philadelphia.

Powder PufI— Empire, Newark.

OUTDOORS
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FOX,

OBITUARY
HUMPHREY

BESSIE

Humphrey,

Bessie

screen

March

died
hospital

actress,

he handled the productions of WilJr. Prior to his BroadIn way activities, he was prospector

and liam Harris,

stage
8

following a for gold in California.
Born In Boston, her
brief illness.
JOHN QUINLAN
began
with
career
theatrical
'Honest John' Quinlan, long a
Charles Gardner's 'Zozo' company,
and later she appeared In support familiar figure at Northern New
of Julia Arthur, Blanche Walsh, York fairs and later commissioner
Lillian Lewis and Walker White- of charities in Glens Falls, died in
Nickname
March 23.
city,
side. For many years she was with that
given to him because he had 'Honthe Vitagraph players.
Deceased was an active member est John' printed on the paper band
vendwhile
hat
around
his
of the Hollywood Troupers Club. he wore
Her husband, William Humphrey, ing peanuts at fairs.

Hollywood

survives.

GLUCKSMAN

IRA

JULIUS DECSI

Ira Glucksman, with Publlx sevJulius Decsi, 64, died at Budapest. eral years, last as associate editor
He was the founder of the first de- of the theatre house organ,. 'Publix
died
folded,
recently
luxe picture theatre in that city and Opinion,*

BROOKLYN

Brooklyn, March 25.
Duplication of the old Roxy's policy still seems to be working out to
nice advantage for this deluxer
across the river. Saturday matinee
found that spread around to near
capacity, even though a quarter of
the attendance was made up of kids
who had come in on the revised 15c
tap, which, like the rest of the spot's
new price range, constitutes the
lowest in downtown Brooklyn. And
like its twin policy emporium the
Fox continues to feed them quantity entertainment with little regard
to quality and the way it's put together.
It's

m.c.

Wesley Eddy's

first

FAIR
Iowa

CUTS DUCATS

State Says 1,600 Crop
porters Can't Deadhead

Chi Expo Rail Bargain
Chicago,

Tlie house of the Iowa legislature
put a finish to a proposal, offered
as a measure, to supply ducats to
the more than 1,600 crop reporters
of the state and their wives.
All of which means that entertainment this year, from the standpoint
of the solons, will be on a pay as
go, or can, plan.

this

the first in Budapest to
bered seats. The 'Mozgokep Otthon,'
'Cinematograph Home' was the first
to which not only the man in the
street but society flocked. Decs! was
founder and during fourteen years
Hungarian Cinema
of
president

at the Park East
York, after an opera-

(23)

New

hospital,
tion for appendicitis.

He was

28.

Besides a widow, leaves a mother
and two brothers.

ROBERT

M.

STULTS

Robert M. Stults, 71, composer,
His cinema
Association.
chiefly of sacred music, died In Ridto the Royal chain.

Owners'

now belongs

March

ley Park, Pa.,

EDITH EVELYN
Mrs.

Lee Baker, who as Edith

Evelyn played leading roles with

best

known

Ever

Told.'

24.

Perhaps

for his 'Sweetest Story
"

Survived by his widow.

Mansfield and Sothern, died at her

DORIS BOOTH ('AYESHA')
March 24,
Doris- Booth, 21, dancer, profesShe was the
after a long illness.
sionally known as 'Ayesha,' died In
Boxane in Mansfield's 'Cyrano' and London recently. Survived by her
husband, Satish Chundra Singh, an
home, Sparkill, N.

MEMORY

IN

Hy

of

East Indian.

Good Friend

HAVILAND

F. B.
Who

T.,

Died Blarch

W.

C.

20, 1032

HANDY

JOSEPH

T.

RIPPEY

Joseph T. Rippey,

80, former cirman, died in Carlisle, Pa.,
March 21. He was at one time on

cus
the

Barnum &

Bailey

staff.

ADAMS D. CLAFLIN
other prominent engagements
Adams Davenport Clafiin, 71, died
Until her marriage to Lee Baker in
March 15 at Newton, Mass. He was
1902, when she abandoned touring
She re- one of the organizers of the Norumfor stock engagements.
bega Park Company.
tired 14 years ago.
Survived X>y her husband.
Mrs. Katharine Clarke Cahill died
March 18 at Brockton, Ma'ss., where
MARIE CHAMBERS
'filled

Mrs. Otto Wagner, 44, who as for many years her husband, J.
Marie Chambers filled many en- Joseph Cahill, has operated theatres.
gagements in the American theatre, She was a native of Waukesha, Wis.
died in Paris,

March

21.

She made her stage debut at the
age of six with the younger SalTini and was a leading lady at 18.
She had made brief screen appearIn Fond Memory of
of the Best Friends

One

I

Ever Had

HAVILAND

F. B.
Who

Died Marrli

20, 1032

JERRY VOGEL

REUBEN

A. GREENE
Reuben A. Greene, 48, former
actor,
who more recently had
turned his attention to writing,
died in Milwaulkee, March 26, after
a long illness. He played leads oppoi5ite Charlotte Greenwood for several seasons.
Survived by his widow and two
sons.

man,

His

first wife,

lives in

New

Marie Acker-

York.

1893.

The company

became one of the most Important picture undertakings In this
country. Neumann backed the first
Hungarian newsrcels back in 1914.
later

WILLIAM

H.

HOSKING

William II. Hosking, 43, died in
the Pasadena, Calif., hospital from
complications following major ope^
ation. Deceases was business manager of the Long Beach 'Pross-Tclegram.' Widow and a son survive.

SAMUEL FREEFIELD
Freeflcld,

company man-

^Ber of many legit attractions, died
Of heart disease at his home in New

York March

14.

He was

76.

25 in that city.

in Philadelphia.

CAPITOL,

N. Y.

(Continued from page 14)
pears from outstanding applause
greeting its conclusion to have been
a weekly program feature of the
past that's been plenty missed.
besides stirring the
Overture,
audience 10 times as much as the
prolog presentation, ran nearly as
long, a flat nine minutes.
'Imperial Russian Revels' thing
includes a trio of dancers, Carlos
Peterson, Marie Rio and Nicholas
Daks, in addition to 56 Chester
girls.

Its

most

effective re-

a crowded stageful of dancRussian peasantry abandon
as a large arm with clutching fingers looms down upon them and the
prolog dims into the main title of
'Rasputin.'

Setting Is entirely Muscovite, with
24 of the Hale girls first doing a
military drill of moderate appeal.
Toward the finale the Hale contingent of 56 is divided into two
groups as fitting peasantry background for the dancing singles, doubles and trebles of Miss Rio, Peter-

UNION LABOR FUSS

summer:
.

.

AT EXPO SETTLED

there to greet him at the Saturday matinee. Only four items on
the previous stanza's old Roxy bill
were Imported for the current Fox
Chicago, March 27.
stage parade.
They were Jack
Strike which delayed work on the
Fulton, Dalton and Rose, the Golden
Horse novelty and the Gae Foster $1,200,000 Skyrlde five days actually
Blended with them to turned out to the advantage of the
ensemble.
frame a, sluggishly routined pres- Skyrlde as architectural iron workentation was an acrobatic team, a ers union has now agreed to work
control dancer and an Impersonator. Saturdays and Sundays both to
The last, Jerome Mann, turned out make up for the time lost on the
the highlight of the occasion.
strike and to insure the attraction

son and Daki.
Miss Rio first appears in a toe

Known

among professionals as 'Uncle Sam,'

Quantity angle made itself evi- being ready
by June 1.
dent in the film fare. In addition to
Iron workers struck to have their
'Sailor
Be tSood'
the
feature,
(Radio), and the regnlation news- wages restored to $1.70 an hour,
reel, there was a Morton Downey claiming
40-cent reduction
their
short, 'Hold-Up' (U), and an old was made for a temporary period
Chai-lie Chaplin reel, 'The noor- only, and, the time being up, old
walker.'
National
scale should be restored.
It took the roller-skating turn of
the union and DisDalton and Rose to start things headquarters of
stageward off to a hokey pace. Of trict Attorney Courtney order the
actual whirlwind feats they unlim- union to end the strike.
bered little, depending rather on
Another union tiff occurring at
stooges conjured up from among the the same time at the Exposition and
audience to make it diverting. Lift- now settled, was between the Amering up the plants and whirling them
Telephone & Telegraph Comaround into a dizzy stage struck ican
on Installing its own
these customers as fun galore, and pany engaged
A.T.&.T.
that went particularly for the fat exhibition with non-union
Workers'
Electrical
engineers.
dame In the act's stooge retinue.
With this class spectacle to pi'e- Union wanted their men used and
cede him came Jack Fulton of the claimed any electrician could do the
Paul Whiteman menage to waft his work. A.T.&T. threatened to abandreamy tenor out through a mike don Its exhibit If interfered with.
and the Gae Foster line of 16 to Company won.
prance around in frills and hoops
Japanese pavillion is being erected
for background to his romantic ditties.
The payees' hands did well by by a brigade of native carpenters
Carpenters'
this airline lad, and a similar por- imported from Japan.
tion of approval met the conven- Union hasn't squawked, possibly
tional outlay of limb control and realizing that putting together an
kicking of Dorothy Crocker, wjio intricate oriental pavillion when all
followed.
And typical of the way the parts were marked- and numbered
they routine things here, another
wasn't a Job American
acrobatic act was spotted In right in Japanese
should tackle with much
after here.
It was the Bredwins, carpenters
three lads who gave them a brief assurance.
but fast exhibit of hand-to-hand
balancing, with the antics of the
clown in the trio drawing a chunky
chestra, assisted by a pair of bangmess of giggles from the kids.
singers work. The Mills Brothers
Wesley Eddy and the band took up
alone appear on the sUge before the
over the next interlude for an interregular house curtain and without
pretation of 'Old Man River.' Inprops, other than a mike, in
any
strumentally the number came off 'one.'
rather shakily, but the Eddy pipes
Breese, tall, dark and urbane in
took up the refrain and the congre- appearance and endowed with fine
gation thought he did a swell job of musical talent as well as a winning
it.
And to show what he thought personality, built up a very considof what they thought of him Eddy
local following during his
came right back and regaled them erable
long engagement as m.c. and orwith a wop monolog that settled chestra conductor at the closed
well with some and not so well with Minnesota theatre. He has his 14
those more discriminate about their musicians nattily attired In white
comedy. With that out of the way^ waistcoats and facing the audience.
Jerome Mann stepped out to deliver Two singers, Gertrude Lutzi, sothe sock reception of the occasion. prano, a favorite here, and Ewen
It was a closely-drawn line of imHall, young chap with a rare talent
personations with the lad drawing for putting across a hot number,
from among radio and screen stars who has been playing Publlx neighfor his subjects.
Though he did borhood houses here, augment the
draw three legitimate bows, he could band.
have done nicely without the thankapplause welcomed
of
Plenty
you spiel.
Breese when he entered the pit and
For the finale the line of girls un- stepped onto his platform. He anlimbered a military routine that the nounced his first number as '1932 on
customers also considered quite Parade,' a medley of the past year's
swell, and Bella Donna and her hit number.?, nicely selected, arluminted Golden Horse put on their ranged and played.
Miss Lutzl,
tableau novelty.
Topping off the classy in a white evening gown,
posing series came the gilt-painted warbled 'A Shanty in Old Shanty
Arnold Glazer to romp through a Town." Hall contributed a snappy
terpsy routine that defies classifica- vocalization of 'Minnie the Moochei-'
tion.
Odec.
with the orchestra and Breese helping the number with effective comedy business. A bit of gagging preceded a medley of old Southern
numbers which had Breese soloing
Minneapolis, March 23.
on the banjo. Breese also did a solo
Forced by the Orpheum's discon- trumpet number. Miss Lutzi and
tinuance of vaudeville to abstain Hall ducted, scoring heavily. The
from flesh-and-blood entertainment wind-up Involved excerpts from
In loop and other film emporium."?, 'The Merry Widow,' with two singlocal theatregoers are evincing an ers again doing some highly effectintense hunger for this sort of fare ive work.
by their hefty response to the
Newsreel and a Mickey Mouse
State's single week excursion be- cartoon comedy preceded tho Mills,
yond the confines of the usual who were their u.sual smash hit.
straight film limits.
It has been
Audience enthusiasm and the
more than a month since the folks manner In which biz held up indihavo been regaled with such enter- cated plainly that the paying guests
tainment and they are gobbling it here like this sort of fare and will
up voraciously.
There wa.sn't much
pay for it.
Fact that this particular layout
creen help from "Employees' Enincludes such ace local magnets as trance' (WB).
Rec3.
the Mills Brothers and Lou Breese
probably accounts in large part for

STATE, MPLS.

tho box-ofllce rush.

The same com-

ballet, Peterson and Daks Joining bination socked 'em f r $18,000 six
her for a bit and topping as a dou- months ago, and this time, with
Individual or multiple efforts pricp.s 10c lower, should do nearly
ble.
of the.se specialty dancer.s go fur as well.
Rather than a stage show, the bill
enough atmospherically, and that's
<

about

Samuel

March

Mother, 69, of Bill Rowland (Kowland-Brice) died March 17 at her

sult is
ing in

JOSEPH NEUMANN

in

died suddenly

Hale

Joseph Neumann, who died in
Budapest, was a pioneer of pictures
in Hungary.
He was one of the
founders
of
the
Projectograph

Company

MotheK of Frank O'Connell, Palace, New Haven, stage manager,

home

ances but chiefly confined her work
to tho speaking stage.
Survived
by her husband, a mining engineer.
k

Mother, 62( of Lou Greenspan,
formerly on 'Variety,' died March
23 in Chicago, after a long illness.
Greenspan flew in from the Coast
to attend the funeral.

The

more

all.

three

Barrymore names, John,

Lionel and Ethel, as box office draft
Is expected to lift the Capitol above
recent house average, but unlikely to hold over as do most pictures In horc. from A.stor run.^:.
its

Ch-ar.

closely conforms to the designation of 'pit enterlainmonf in the
scn.sc that J. J. Fricdl, Publlx division manager here, advocates it a.s
the .salvation of deluxe opcratlon.s.
More than two-thirds of the enter-

tainment emanates from the pit,
where IJreesc and hia 14-piece or-

27.

Three people traveling to(1)
gether, one fare per capita entitles
to free return trip.
Five people traveling to(2)
gether will pay 85% of one way fare
for round trip.
This is limited to 10 days
(3)
and day coaches.
Only 100 pounds of baggage
(4)
per ticket will be checked.
.

Sam

Lawrence, Carney
Man, Shot by Husbar.d
Savannah, Ga., March

,

have num- Thursday

March

Railroads here have aiint)unced
that they will establish the following concessions for transportation
to Chicago during the World's Fair

.

front

mob

Baggage Are Strings on

concerned.

Whether

he'll
office is

53

No Pullmans, 100 Pounds
Re-

Des Moines, March 27.
Annie Oakleys in Iowa are out.
That is. so far as the state fair is

week as you

of the stage band.
count anything at the
box
problematical, but he
did manage to ingratiate himf-elf as
well as could be expected with the
in

VARIETY

27.

Sam Lawrence, carnival and fair
concessionaire, is at a local hospital, suffering from a pistol wound
in the arm.
He was shot March
23 In the Savannah postoflice building by J. W. JlcCallar, a Savannah
man.
McCallar declares Lawrence had
met his wife at the postoffice by
appointment. He approached them
and with little ado shot Lawrence.
Mrs. McCallar left the postoffice
building hurriedly by a rear enMcCallar was at once
trance.
placed under arrest. The shooting
having occurred on a government
reservation, Charles L. Redding,
United States attorney at Savan-

assumed

nah,

jurisdiction.

He

or-

dered McCallar to Jail and later admitted him to bond.

Lawrence came

to

Savannah to

connected with the
Jones show, which win-

friends

visit

Johnny

J.

tered here.

Unknown

to Show Biz 3
Have Some Bright Ideas

Hollywood, March 27.
Richard Rupp and Fortune, who
purchased the Selig zoo some time
ago and renamed It the California
Zoological Gardens, are planning to
put an animal circus touring the
Coast out on the road the end of
April.
They are now rehearsing
animal acts with Olga, former circus trainer, now In pictures, rehearsing a mixed act of 20 cats.
Efforts being also made to round-up
circus performers.

Rupp was formerly president of
the Mack Truck Co.
Understood
that the trio, unknown to show
business,
have a
tie-in
with
the
Parent-Teachers' Association
through this part of country to aid
in exploiting their show.

Parks

Money Problems

Canton, O., March 27.
Uncertainty exists over reopening
of several eastern Ohio amusement
parks.

Several major resorts since the
close of last season have encountered financial difficulties, a number of the parks having gone into
receivership.
At least two parks in the district
will
not reopen, work of dis-

mantling them having already been
started.
Others will be handicapped in reopening because of the
banking situation, they having been
promised loans which now will not
be forthcoming.
Less than a half dozen of the
better
known parks have announced they will open on schedule.
111.

Park for Beer

Aurora, 111., March 27.
Exposition park, largest summer
park In this part of the state, will
become a summer garden as result
legalized beer, Frank Thlelen,
of the enterprise has an-

of

head

nounced.

The Log Cabin, Indoor cafe. Is being remodeled and a 100-foot log
bar

is

It

April

being installed.
be ready for

will

opening

6.

Jones Show Under

Way

MINN. STATE FAIB CUTS

Savannah, Ga., March 27.
The Johnny J. Jones shows got
Minnesota State out of Savannah on Sunday (2G)

Minneapolis,

March

27.

Adniis.slon to the.
Fair this year will be 2uc, instead
of 50c, the price which has prevailed for many years.
At the same time the board an-

nounced that there

will be no curtailmont of the fair's cduf'.ntlon and
recreational activities.
Tho fair has been a rnuney Itjser
the past several ye.-irs. It formerly

after beginning their sca.son here.
The shows wintered in Savannah
and displayed for a week under the
auspices of the local KIwanis Club.
•Mrs. Jones Is with the show.
Outfit Is to be In Columbia. .S. C,
the weok of March 27 under the
.iiisriice.s of tho Moose. From there
it goes to Churlotie, N. C.
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A "strong man" once gave public performances
proving that he could actually catch a 9

non

ball shot

from a

lb.

can-

fully charged cannon.

The

audience gasped Tvhen the gun flashed and the

It's

human Gibraltar stepped forward out of the
smoke uninjured, with the 9 lb. shot in his hands.

EXPLANATION:

An

assistant

to

KNOW

way the cannon was loaded.

always prepared the cannon for

He used the regulation amount

A performance sometimes staged in

of powder and wadding, but placed the greater

cigarette advertising is the illusion

the performance.

part of the charge of

powder ahead of the shot.

that cigarettes are

The cannon ball was propelled only by the small
charge behind
the

9

lb. ball

it

which was

throat

just sufficient to lob

by some

made easy on

the

EXPLANATiONt

It is a fact, well known
by leaf tobacco experts, that

special process of

Camels are made from liner,
MORE {EXPENSIVE tobaccos

All cigarettes are

than any other popular brand.

manufacture.

over to the strong man.

& 9, BatboMi Tobacco Compaoy

be fooled
more fun to

...it's

Seemingly a miraculous feat of skill and strength,
the trick lay in the

fun

made in almost exactly the same way.
Manufacturing methods are standard

A

and used by all.
cigarette is only
as good as the tobaccos it contains.
In costly tobaccos you will find
mildness, good taste, throat -ease.

This is the most important statement
ever made in a cigarette advertise-

ment by a responsible manufacturer.
Weigh its words. Consider what it
means. It offers you a new measure
of smoking

_ _ _

AWS^.

_ _ _

satisfaction.

Smoke Camels
your

taste

critically and give
a chance to appreciate

the greater pleasure and satisfaction offered

by the more expensive

tobaccos. Other cigarettes,
lieve, will taste flat

you forever

J\rO
.

TRICKS

JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN

A MATCHLESS BLEND

1933

after.

and

we

be-

insipid to
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